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‘CRITICS’CHOICE’VS. MORALS & $
Critics - Boxoffice - Legion
[Film Ratings for 1955]
Domestic
Legion of
Gross
Title of
Critics' List
Decency
(in
millions)
Mentions
Rating
Film
$2
A-II
1. Marty (UA).. .. 12
8.5
B
2. Mr. Roberts (WB). .. 11
2
A-II
3, Bad Day at Black Rook (WB) ..
9
2
4. Summertime (UA) . ..
B
8
—
A-II
5. The Prisoner (Col) ..... ..
6
4.5
A-I
6
6. Man Called Peter (20th). ..
-B
6 .
7. Oklahoma* (Indie) ....- ..
2
A-II
6
8. Trial (MGM) .. ..
—
A-I
5
9. Great Adventure (Indie) .
—
B
5
10. Rose Tattoo (Par) .
—
B
5
11. Guys & Dolls* (MGM). ..
5
A-II
5
12. East of Eden (WB) .. ..
*These two films although picked by critics as “bests” within 1955 were
not in release long enough for listing in Variety top grossers compila¬
tion.

ABC Dickering for Entire Pre- 48 WB
Backlog; Deal Could Run $20,000,080]
The tentative discussions be¬
tween the American Broadcasting
‘Freedom From Freud’
network and Warner Bros, relat¬
ing to the latter’s backlog of fea¬
Sarett Rudley Glass, film-tv
scripter, and Lester Landy
ture films could develop into the
Coleman, , surgeon and author
largest single features-to-tv sale
of “Freedom From Fear,”
yet, surpassing in scope the recent
collaborating on a new book,
sale of the RKO library to C&C
“Freedom From Freud.”
Super Corp. It’s been learned that
the talks between the two com¬
A stage play is in prospect
panies are centered about the sale
immediately after publication.
of the entire pre-1948 WB backlog,
totaling about 1,000 films. It’s esti¬
mated by trade sources that such
a library would bring a price of
about $20,000,000.
The discussions are still in the
preliminary stages, but it is under¬
stood that the films would be
divided between the network and
Tokyo, Jan. 31.
its syndication arm, ABC Film
Inspectors from the Yamaguchi
(Continued on page 63)
City Fire Department unearthed a
new trend in theatre comfort dur¬
ing a-recent routine inspection of
a film house in the western Hon¬
shu city.
The enterprising proprietor of
the Zenzen-za had installed what
he called “romance seats” at the
rear of his small house. Each of
the six romance seats, six feet long,
was housed in a cozy compartment,
the door of which could be locked
from within. There also was a cur¬
tain which could be lowered against
any distraction from the screen.
Boston, Jan. 31.
The Shuberts are at it again. The investigators also found that
Noted for their wrangles with the each seat had been equipped with
press over the years, they’ve just a pillow by the thoughtful man¬
blackballed the leading Hub drama agement.
critic, Elliot Norton, of the Post,
The manager explained to the
and one of the most widely read police: “Considering the structure
local columnists, George Clarke, of of our establishment, lighting con¬
the Record, Both scribes were re¬ ditions and accoustic problems, we
fused press seats for last night’s installed bed-like seats.”
(Mon.) local opening of the try¬
Said the Fire Department: “We
out, “Someone Waiting,” at the still cannot decide whether the ro¬
Shubert-owned Plymouth Theatre. mance seat constitutes a fire. haz¬
As almost always happens under ard.”
such circumstances, both saw the
Said an officer-in charge of con¬
show, using tickets they obtained
from an undisclosed source. Nor¬ struction permits: “There is clause
ton gave the Emlyn Williams melo¬ in the book to prohibit the seats.”
Said a police spokesman: “We
drama a favorable review. Clarke,
must study the question deeply.”
(Continued on page 63)

New Wrinkle in Cinema
Seats Found in Japan
City-Romance Divans’

Shuberts Ban
Only Outspoken
Boston Critic

BESTS

Unbearded, Bronx-Born Parisian
IMTRflQT Contrasts French and Yank Show Biz
►
“Critics’ choice” as to best films
in a given year is necessarily
aesthetic judgment and doesn’t,
and doesn’t have to, agree with (1)
boxoffice grosses or (2) the moral¬
ity appraisals of the Catholic
Legion of Decency, This becomes
clear in a breakdown made by
Variety of-the “best films of 1955”
as selected by some 16 newspapers,
magazines and organizations, in¬
cluding the New York Film CriticsCircle, Time Magazine, This Week,
Saturday Review of Literature,
Seventeen, most of the major
metropolitan New York dailies, the
National Board of Review and the
General Federation of Women’s
Clubs.
“Marty” is clear-cut 1955 favor¬
ite with 12 mentions. “Mister
Roberts” is tailing with 11 tabs.
After that, it’s “Bad Day at Black
Rock” with nine, “Summertime”
with eight, and “The Prisoner,”
“Man Called Peter,” “Oklahoma,”
and “Trial” with six each. “Great
Adventure,” “Rose Tattoo,” “Guys
& Dolls” and “East of Eden” make
(Continued on page 20)

By GENE MOSKOWITZ

Paris, Jan. 31.
Back in Paris after four weeks
in New York, this not unhappy ex¬
patriate Yankee recalls Manhat¬
tan as a borough full of Frenchnamed cafes,' Latin Quarter, Mou¬
lin Rouge, Champlain, Tour Eiffel,
Pigalle, Lido; French personalities
like Maurice Chevalier, Marcel
Marceau,
Edith
Piaf,
Claude
Dauphin; a service station catering
exclusively to French poodles.
But if . French influence is vivid
on many sides in New York, in¬
cluding the east side art film
houses where “French” is another
name for s-e-x, it is clear that
American influences are also
strong in Paris. For example, the
striptease, an American contribu¬
tion to culture, which. is a rage
here, though exiled to Newark by
successive N. Y. Mayors and li¬
cense commissioners. Also Ameri¬
can jazz has an extensive cult fol¬
lowing here and American novel¬
ists have been greatly influential
on French writing.
A balancing of the amusement
Sharp and shrewd questioning of
(Continued on page 20)
the “guest” is a must on panel
shows, radio or video. Otherwise
panel programs would neither at¬
tract nor hold an audience. Such was
the reaction last week of Manhat¬
tan admen to the slam against the
alleged aggressiveness of newspa¬
permen and moderators, as excerpt¬
ed from an article in New Repub¬
Washington, Jan. 31.
The commission to prepare lic.
Admen argue, that, with rare ex¬
plans for a national theatre and
auditorium here in the nation’s ceptions, the “guest” is well able
capital tentatively reported yester¬ to protect himself and willingly
day (30) an elaborate plan, and accepts, and frequently solicits, the
sought an extension of time from risk of unrehearsed,, spirited giveAuthors in Manhattan are mut¬
and-take
questioning.
Roscoc
Congress.
Appearing before a joint session Drummond’s point about Congress¬ tering about the Federal Govern¬
ment
asking them to waive all
of the House and Senate D. C. com¬ men and panels, “They welcome
mittee, the commission said Wash- the opportunity and accept the or- royalties on upcoming paperback
reprints
of American novels and
(Continued on page 63)
(Continued on page 63)
other literary materials intended
for U.S.-subsidized sale in India
and throughout Asia generally at
10 cents retail. Authors ask: does
the U.S. Information Agency • in¬
vite paper manufacturers or printters to waive compensation?
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
Washington officials apparently
“Creative” and “critical” faculties are linked and inseparable,
consider it vital to U.S. prestige
declared Francis J. Carmody of the Washington Star as he accepted
to have American writings circulat¬
the Screen Directors’ Guild third annual critics award at the Billing in the Orient. But writers re¬
more Hotel here Sunday night (29) before an audience of 1,000..
join that if the manufacturing and
He cited George Sidney, Guild president, as a “convenient sym¬
distributing costs are subsidized
bol.” Sidney, he said, is “inescapably a critic before he is a crea- . why should the creator of the work
tor. By this I mean that before he shoots a scene of a picture, he
—and of .U.S. prestige—be asked
conceives of 16 different ways of doing it. ’ Of these, he rejects 15.
to practice a philanthropy not ex¬
His critical faculty could be more useful to him only by providing
pected of corporations? With the
him with 20 ways of not shooting the scene.”
fiction . market in America de¬
Declaring that criticism was scratch for Tuimah' progress, Car¬
pressed, writers are not in a mood
mody described a cavewoman in a dark clammy hole with a husband
to have the Government picking
writhing in < the agony of an overstuffed sfonj^ch (too .muoh mas¬
their . brains for. free. President
todon) and in a sudden burst of criticism the gal remarked, “This
Eisenhower, incidentally, recently
is a helluva way to live.”
asked Congress to fix a record
Later came another school of critics, the Greek playwrights,
$135,000,000 budget for the U.S.
Aeschylus, Aristophanes, Euripides, Sophocles, all creators of criti¬
Info Agency for fiscal 1957, a $47,500,000 hike over the previous year.
cism. They wrote their plays as criticisms, to express their high
Previously
writers
grumbled
dudgeon on varying plaints. Another of their tricks was to write
when asked to waive compensation
on the same subject—a “poor blind man named Oedipus”—each
on fiction put on disks for the U.S.
to prove he could write that play better than the other fellow.
blind. Question again was whether
“This was criticism and it was obviously fun,” Carmody reported.
the recording companies and dis¬
“Posterity has no right to be surprised that small, beady-eyed
tributing agencies were waiving
outsiders decided to get into the act, which they have been doing
payment.
ever since.”

Information, Please

Robert Breen, director and
co-producer of the internation¬
al-touring “Porgy and Bess,”
writes from Moscow, where the
musical recently played a
successful engagement, that
members of the company have
been cut off irom the western
countries, without newspapers
or any other source of news
from home.
When financier Herman Sartorius was there, Breen re¬
veals, he kept wondering
“whether it would be all right
dnd proper to inquire at the
Moscow banks as to what the
current New York stock mar¬
ket quotations were.”

N. Y. Admen Reaction:
Panel Guests Are Pros,
Run Risks Open-Eyed

‘Federal’ Theatre Grows;
Cluster of Culture Now,
With 100,000-Seat Aud

Criticism Began in the Cave

U, S. Writers On
10c Asia Books:
WrePoorJoo’

Variety

MISCELLANY

linority Sahibs, Gilbert Bros.,
Spread Credit and Blame As To
Annual Stockholder Meetings
In the 261-page book, grown up<
from a booklet,! which is their 16th
"Annual Report of Stockholder
Activities” the leaders of the “cor¬
porate
democracy”
movement.
Lewis D. and John J. Gilbert of
New York, touch on a variety of
companies either in or connected
with show business and some of
their officers. Nor are invidious
comparisons spared.
“Gen. David Sarnoff presiding
so well at the RCA meeting and
with such equity of manner . . .
proved himself stockholder-mind¬
ed” but “William S. Paley of CBS
should realize that the old-fash¬
ioned meetings of that company
are now out of date. That includes
voice votes on resolutions, which
should be voted on by ballots.”
Gilberts report “a legal luminary
of Columbia” seated as an observ¬
er in a rear seat at the RCA meet¬
ing and deductively supposes CBS
was scouting Sarnoff for hints on
how "to handle stockholders!
In the chapter on “options”
objection is voiced to Columbia
Broadcasting management asking
the removal of the “wise provi¬
sion" -limiting to 15,000 the num¬
ber of CBS shares which could
be allocated from* the treasury in
any one year. CBS wants 94,250
shares optionable in any one year.
William Zeckendorf’s failure to
attend the Webb & Knapp annual
meeting was denounced by the
brothers as corporation officer ar¬
rogance and the seven-year option
to Billy Rose allowing him to pur¬
chase 825,000 shares of Webb &
Knapp at $2.31 a share was criti¬
cized for its “generous” nature.
(Continued on page 61)

A Pain* in Canada, Too
Ottawa, Jan. 31.
Frequent police calls and
establishment of lengthy
blacklists have followed up¬
surge of vandalism in Ottawa
filmers, particularly in the
nabes. Managers are issuing
personal pleas to parents in
their effort to curb the
destruction
of
upholstery,
marquee glass and signs and
general loud-talk and quarrel¬
ling in the seats. Managers
find the worst offenders in the
13-to-16 age group in the
nabes, with older juves ha¬
rassing downtown managers.
Managers report upped
vandal activity in slashing
seats and destructiveness in
rest rooms, linking the fact
that more of the leatherjacketed youths are carrying
knives than ever before with
the increased damage.

Oscar's Protocol
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
It’s up to CBS to decide if Bing
Crosby will emcee the NBC tele¬
cast of' the Academy Awards pre¬
sentations March 21. Groaner's
willing but feels a moral obliga¬
tion to CBS.
Another twist: Bob Hope, who
m.c.’d Oscars last year, can’t en¬
core because Chevrolet, his cur¬
rent sponsorship, opposes his iden¬
tifying himself with Oldsmobile,
sponsor of the Acad outing. Chewy
and Olds both are products of
General Motors, but competitive
nonetheless.

Refereeing Honest
Disputes in Bars
Just Side-Line
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
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The Happy Morgue
Just turned 25, the Theatre Collection of the’ New "York Public
Library shares, with Variety, just turned 50, a common interest
in entertainment media and a common susceptibility to what
Curator George Freedley characterizes as “shrewd, sharp and
practical questions.” It may be added that neither institution is
adequately staffed for servicing inquiries, but do the best they
can.
The disadvantage as to Variety is nothing we fret about' since
this publication is staffed for news-gathering rather than his¬
tory and has the convenient “out” of being able to refer people
to its own weekly issues (fully microfilmed at the N.Y. Library)
as containing most of whatever this periodical has to offer in
the way of answers.
The disadvantage of under-staffing to handle inquiries in the
case of the Library’s Theatre Collection (open only 1-6 p.m.) is
that its usefulness rests on availability of materials, complete¬
ness of cataloging and general capacity to serve. Freedley, as¬
sistant curator Elizabeth P. Barrett, cataloger William H. Mat¬
thews, librarian Paul Myers, one clerk and three.pages are a tiny
crew to cope with a growing Collection whose dimensions are
suggested by these random data: 30,000 published books, 20,222
theatrical scrapbooks, 65,000 play manuscripts, 750,000 programs
and playbills, 560*,0Q0 photographs, prints, engravings, motion
picture stills and 162 filing cases of unclassified clippings, each
case containing 1,000,000;

What do people want to know?
Securing memorabilia is one problem of the Theatre Collection,
but well organized. For example, Universal Pictures and the
Variety is asked a great many
questions by phone, mail and oc¬ Dramatists Guild are conscientious contributors of material. So
casionally telegraph. Quite a few is Sophie Tucker. David Belasco, Winthrop AmeS, Ada Rehan.
represent bar & grill arguments. Augustin Daly, Joe Laurie Jr. have all added to the trove. Be¬
tween 1870-1925 the drama critic of-the Toledo Blade, Robinson
They even come long distance.
Locke, filled and carefully dated and annotated 500 bound scrap¬
“Variety, we want you to tell us
whether it was Chauncey Olcott or books, now in the Collection. And so on.
Fiske O'Hara who-”
More to the point, material accumulates but its proper classifi¬
Two of the commonest questions
cation, mounting and putting intS maximum safe accessibility
concern:
lags since the depression days, when 45 Federal Arts Project,
Actors' ages (we never tell).
Actors' religions
(we never workers were a blessing.
Manhattan film execs reacted know).
with a mixture of anger and sur¬
Here is a repository of great practical value—as the legit pub¬
How. can I get my song -pub¬
prise this week to a column in the
licists well know, especially for revivals. To underline the ob¬
American Legion Magazine, accus¬ lished?” ranks high in frequency of vious, New York is the theatrical-, broadcasting, advertising and
asking-everybody
in
the
U.S.
ing the industry of “backsliding”
—say the word quietly—the cultural headquarters of the U.S.
on the question of decency and and Canad'a being -a songwriter in
Land.
Americanism in films. Column pre¬ his or her spare time. They get It cannot afford to stint its Theatrical Collection.
no
encouragement
whatsoever
dicted “a new public reaction”
against some of Hollywood’s prod¬ from Variety.
Run-of-mill
queries
concern MONTREAL AGENCY EXPANDS
uct.
Legion Mag backed its conten¬ missing persons; These come from
banks,
insurance
companies,
law¬ Paramount . Bureau Adds Gordon
tion by citing the release of such
Beerworth As Exec
films ^as "Man With the Golden yers, relatives. It’s amazing how
many
“show
people”
are
totally
Arm’4- and “Blackboard Jungle.”
Montreal, Jan. 31.
unknown to anybody in show busi¬
American Legion publication ness.
Paramount Entertainment Bu¬
lashed out against “Golden Arm”
reau Inc., believed to be Canada’s
Requests
are
frequent
for
not because of any Communism in
oldest talent agency, has added
its content, but because it was Variety’s Tecommendations of tal¬ Gordon H. Beerwoth as head of a
ent agents, literary agents, dra¬
based on a novel by Nelson Al- matic
new
Special Attractions Dept..
schools. We’re moderately
gren “a gent whose commie and evasive.
Originally a Canadian newspaper¬
commie front record stretches
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
man,
Beerworth
switched to radio,
“Variety, can you recommend a
from here to there.” It nominated
first in the Dominion and then at
American Guild of Variety Art¬
“Blackboard Jungle” as “The Film good play for me to invest in?” stations in Beckley, W. Va., Man¬ ists will launch -a campaign to or¬
That Hurt America the Most in No. we can’t.
chester, N. H.,"3nd Gardner, Mass. ganize professional models now
New project under which Cana¬ Foreign Countries in 1955.”
A banker recently asked, “Who
More recently he’s had televisflJTi “highly underpaid,” despite their
dian literary material is present¬
Commenting on the mag’s attack owns the Vanderbilt Theatre?
experience at Quebec City’s CFCM. specialized field. Union is mulling
ed to Hollywood studios via the
1 “Man With the Golden Arm,!' Our reply, “It’s now a garage,
Beerworth will handle ParaCanadian
Cooperation
’Project
drew a gulp on the other end of . mount’s expanded activity in video special introductory initiation fee.
(Continued on page 63)
came to light last week in the
According to national exec sec
the phone.
field
as well as industrial shows,
Project’s annual report issued
A real daffodilly was the woman growing here as in the States, plus Jackie Bright, the union will con¬
centrate
on models used to demon¬
frctm the office of the Motion Pic¬
who called wanting to buy theatri¬ fairs and expos.
Baptist’s 29 Piano Buy
strate products at hotels, theatres,
ture Assn, of America.
cal puppies which could do tricks.
President Roy Cooper of the fairs, autoshows, etc.,' but will also
The' Project, now in its ninth
St. Louis, Jan. 31.
“Madame, all dogs have to be
year, was set up in January of
There will be plenty of music in trained, even the litters of head¬ agency is currently on a scouting make membership available to pho¬
trip in Hollywood.
tographic models, since their work
1948 by MPAA prexy Eric. John¬ the Tower Grove' Baptist Church I liners.”
is “in a sense entertainment.”
ston as an American effort to keep which last week moved into- its new
That
one
was
on
a
par
with
the
Models, he pointed out, frequently
Canada represented in features, $1,000,000 building in South St. daffodilly to the Theatre Collec¬
work places where AGVA has juris¬
shorts, and newsreels, encourage Louis accompanied by 29 new tion
(see adjoining editorial) from
diction. They’ll get full member¬
location lensing in the Dominion, pianos which,- with two old ones, the imaginative hostess who said,
etc. Coordinator, with ft. Y. head¬ brings the number to 31.
ship, and be eligible for all rights,
“I’m taking a dozen children to the
quarters, is Taylor M. Mills.
The pianos, studio-type uprights, matinee of “Midsummer Night’s
including accident, life and medical
In the annual report, Mills out¬ were purchased from the local Dream.” Can you give me some
lined the “books-to-films” program Baldwin Piano Co. for $16,000 and 17th century recipes for lunch¬
started by the Project in early represents the largest single trans¬ eon?”
New York.
campaign to organize all
1955. Arrangements have been action of its kind. Instruments are
sportsmen’s shows.
Bright said
Next after the age of actors, Editor, Variety:
made with Canadian publishing being placed in Sunday School
I
am
seething
with
Injustice
this
singers at shows sometimes get
houses to submit their film poten- rooms, with a seating capacity of people call Variety about actor’s morning. The case in point is the $200-$300, while “iogrollers, tree
hair.
Is
it
real
or
a
wig?
This
is
2,820.
(Continued on page 61)
appearance of Miss Fay de Witt on climbers, flycasters, Indian guides”
“fan” stuff, and we duck.
Our handsomest office boy was the NBC Comedy. Hour. The ma¬ get as much as $3,500 per week.
terial
used by her was conceived AGVA will seek to enroll these out¬
eiribarrassed to receive a gift from
a young woman only to find out (business, music, etc.) and directed door type performers on the slogan
what she wanted to know \Vas and produced by myself and my “Everybody belongs to AGVA, or
Eddie Fisher’s hotel. She never composer-partner, Harry Blum. It there’ll be no show.”
is the. product of two months of
found out.
Bona fide questions from within hard work—most of it spent in con¬
NON-GLORIFIED NEGROES
the trade are answered, if at all vincing Miss de Witt she was ca¬
possible. Many concern our edi¬ pable of doing it. It was used with¬
Subscription Order Form
torial features, of course, notably out permission—and nary a credit Shortwave Listener Reacts To
Promise from South Africa
the annual Radio-TV Showmanage- line!
I rankle partly because I have
ment Survey and the List of Top
Enclosed find check for $
been
continuously
told
that
it
is
Manhattan Beach, Cal.
Grossing Films. A frequent re¬
quest from the librarians of radio impossible to Sell me to the net¬ Editor, Variety:
works
as
a
comedy
writer
because,
Apropos
your Cgrnelius Vander¬
Please send VARIETY for
yee*rrg
or video stations is for musico-historic material for program plan¬ and I quote I am a WOMAN and bilt story from Capetown, South
the
producers
are
lookihg
for
Africa,
detailing
how that country
ning. Typically we refer them to
To . ..
Julius Mattfeld’s book, “Music young minds! End of quote! Good¬ bans books “glorifying” Negroes, I
(Picas* Print Name)
took
down
a
DX
broadcast news
man
Ace,
who
is
just
about
tops,
Cavalcade,” the text of which was
but not very young, was a news¬ item from ZSC, Johannesberg, the
originally printed in Variety.
Street
other
night
describing
a series of
paper
man
when
I
was
a
headliner,
The annual Best Plays volumes
(formerly “Burns Mantle’s Best doing material I had written for 13 films being made for British*
and
after
that
American,
commer¬
Plays), Blum’s “Theatre World," myself! It would seem, then, that
City. .,
Zone.... State.
cial television. Included is the fol¬
and various other year books, al¬ only the female brain grows old!
In defense of said, brain—in the lowing bit of non-glorifying, South
manacs and directories are natural¬
ly a godsend to one and all. One past year or so it has produced a African style:
Regular Subscription Rates
of the best (and least used) the¬ few items that are worth mention.
“Murder in the Mountains”
atrical reference works is the New The material used for Miss Sue
will deal with a ritual murder
One Year-Si 0.00
Two Years—$18.00
Carson’s brilliant debut on the
York Telephone Directory.
in Basutoland.”
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional Per Year
Should be great stuff for court¬
One great pity: the absence of an same Comedy Hour—all material
American “Who’s Who In the The¬ being used (with rave notices in ing good will for some American
atre," which throws reliance upon your paper as well as others) by sponsor among Americap’s 15,000,VSRtETY Inc.1
the attention given (increasing) Miss Karen Chandler—Julie Wil¬ 000 Negro consumers.
H. Y. Ballou
American players in the British son’s most successful (at the mo154 West 45th Str«t
N.w York 35. N. Y.
(Retired Film Projectionist).
1 “Who’s Who.”
(Continued op page 63)

From Out in Right Field
American Legion Mag’s
Film Throw Curves Left

Jog Hollywood
As to Canada
(& Its Writers)

AGVA Is Eyeing
Models; Wants’Em
To Join Its Union

Dora Maugham’s Question:
Does Only Female Quipster
‘Age’ in Gag-Hungry TV?|"-t union also wiU embark
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EXHIBS IN ON CODE REVAMP
>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ M»M ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Europe's Film Volume—1
[1954 FIGURES IN BRACKETS]
Total
Prods.

CoProds.

Color
Films

Britain ...

35 (37)
10 (-)
34 (38)
34 (46)
Germany ..
41 (26)
9 (15)
Italy.
43 (83)
26 (42)
Spain. . 50 (69)
9 (10)
8 (13)
Note: While activity in Germany and France in 1955 kept produc¬
tion at a record level, the number of coproductions declined as did the
color content of European films generally.
France ....

2-Nation Co-Producing, Tinters Decline;
Europe’s Top 5 Made 520 Films
The five - major filmproducing
countries in Europe during 1955
maintained a record output of fea¬
ture films, but the interest in co¬
production appears to be subsiding
and the number of tinted features
also dropped.
Figures supplied Joy Variety cor¬
respondents in "Britain, France,
Germany, Italy and Spain, and
covering production activity in
these countries, show a production
total of 520. That’s two more
than in 1954 and a record for Eu¬
rope’s. struggling industries. Total
is of interest in the light of the
frequent admonitions to European
filmmakers to cut down on quan¬
tity and concentrate more on
quality. Actually, in three out of
five-cases, total output did drop.
German and French activity, how¬
ever, kept the total high.
Considering the sharp upswing
in European coproduction in re¬
cent years, particularly between
Italy and France, and the attendant
discussions and speculations about
one single, vast Continental -mar¬
ket, the drop in coproduction dur¬
ing 1955 becomes significant.
Such joint efforts, carrying with
them certain tax and other advan¬
tages in the respective countries
involved, rose from 51 to 1952 to
103 in 1953 and 116 in 1954.
In
1955, however, the total slipped
hack to 87 and might have been
(Continued on page 20)

Fred MacMurray Reads
Pittsburgher’s Script,
May Play Connie Mack

Pond Safe for Actors
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
Screen Actors Guild has'
lifted its “ban” on that pond
at Corrigan’s Ranch, where
lots of features are filmed.
Last November SAG, follow¬
ing complaints from actors
that they developed conjunc¬
tivitis eye trouble after being
in the pond while working in
pix, ordered its members not
to enter the pond. Lab report
had shown the water could be
dangerous to health.
John L. Dales, national sec¬
retary of SAG, said that Out¬
door Amusements Inc., ops of
the ranch,.. has had the pond
cleaned out and tests now
show a health hazard no longer
exists there.

Val Peterson Up
For TOA Post
Val Peterson, head of President
Eisenhower’s civil defense pro¬
gram, is being eyed for the top
salaried job at Theatre Owners of
America. Some key members of
the exhibitor organization are
hopeful of luring Peterson away
from capitol hill to become TOA’s
exec director at $25,000 a year.
This spot has been open since
Gael 'Sullivan left the outfit a
couple of years ago. Exhib asso¬
ciation is anxious to fill it at this
time because of its stepped up ac¬
tivities on the official Washington
front, including' participation in the
upcoming Senate Small Business
Committee hearings on distributorexhibitor practices.
Peterson is regarded as desirable
because of his “public figure” sta¬
tus and, of course, his close asso¬
ciation with the Eisenhower ad¬
ministration and law-makers of
both the Democratic and Repub¬
lican camps. There’s been no de¬
termination yet on whether he’d be
willing to accept an offer from
TOA.

Pittsburgh, Jan. 31.
Meeting here recently between
Fred MacMurray, while he was in
town plugging his Allied Artists
picture,,“At Gunpoint,’’ and Bert
Stearn, who operates 'an indie
hooking service here and has dab¬
bled in independent production,
may result in MacMurray’s starring
in “The Connie Mack Story,” which
Stearn and Mort Cpnn own.
They've been seeking a name lead¬
ing man for the film ever since ac¬
quiring the property from Mack
more than a year ago.
Stearn. and Conn have nearly
$50,000 invested in rights and story
costs, and former reports that Mac¬
Murray has read the script at his
behest, likes it and has instructed
his agent to look into a deal. ,
According to Stearn, he and
Albany, Jan. 31.
Conn expect to produce the Mack
Some 44 feet of film running
biography on their own, with a re¬
about 30 seconds is the issue to be
lease in the offing.
heard this Thursday (2) by the
Appellate Division here. It’s the
long-appealed case of Capitol En¬
terprises Inc. on behalf of its film
“Mom and Dad.” Board of Regents
refused to license the film, other¬
wise
unobjectionable, because of
. Three film companies—Warner
Bros., Metro, and Hal Wallis Pro¬ the scene showing birth of a child,
which,
Regents contend, is “in¬
ductions—are bidding for the film
rights to Paddy Chayefsky’s “Mid¬ decent” when projected in a public
theatre
as an item of entertain¬
dle of the Night,” which will bow
on Broadway Feb. 8. Legiter, star¬ ment.
Ephraim S. London is counsel
ring Edward G. Robinson, is an ex¬
panded version of Chayefsky’s tel¬ for the film distributor. Charles
eplay which appeared on NBC’s A. Brind and the Attorney General
represent State before the court.
“Television Playhouse.”
“As far as the Regents are con¬
. WB is said to be leading in the
race for the property. Company cerned, the law in connection with
reportedly has offered $500,000 this matter is simple and settled,”
plus a percentage for the rights declared Brind’s brief. The Board
in addition to a flat payment of took the position, in previous film,
$125,000 to Chayefsky to fashion “The Birth of a Baby,” that “such
the ddrednplay.
(Continued on page 22)

HUMAN BIRTH SCENE
TO APPELLATE COURT

LIVELY BIDDING ON
CHAYEFSKY’S LEGITER

S|A1 Lichtman to Turn Producer;
E
NEW CRITERIA Did 100 M-G Pix Years Ago;
By FRED HIFT
Revamp of the Production Code,
if and when it comes about, will
revolve primarily around amend¬
ments to eliminate, or at least mod¬
ify, some of the Code's absolute
taboos and will seek in some fash¬
ion to make the appeals procedure
more equitable.
While the committee to study
the Code is now complete, RKO
prexy Daniel T. O’Shea having ac¬
cepted the bid to serve, its first
gathering, devoted to procedure, is
still some time off. Meafttime, it’s
understood that one of the aspects
that will rate serious attention by
the group is the possibility of in¬
cluding exhibitor and/or independ¬
ent producer reps on the appeals
board.
Whether exhibs would be willing
to go on the board, where they’d
stand a good chance of being con¬
sistently outvoted: or whether, if
they did go on, this would materi¬
ally change the theatres’ attitude
towards the Code, to which they
are not now tied or pledged, re¬
mains to .be seen.
Ultimate purpose of the move in
getting a comfnittee to work on
the problem in the first place is
to find means of strengthening the
Code structure. The question that
arises is whether this can best be
done by further liberalization of
the document, or by a process dt
tightening up and concentrating on
enforcement of the status quo.
Members of itfie committee, aDpointed at a New York meeting
last week of the exec committee of
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer¬
ica board, include besides O’Shea,
Eric Johnston- as chairman, Barney
Balaban of Paramount and Abe
Schneider of Columbia.
While it is doubted that the com¬
mittee will adopt a “hearings” pro¬
cedure, indications are that the
group will solicit opinion from all
sectors of the industry and pos¬
sibly also from experts on the out¬
side before reaching its conclu¬
sions.
Mounting Pressure
Within past years, pressures for
Gode changes have been rising con¬
stantly, both from those who wish
(Continued on page 15)

20th Sales Post to Gehring?

Al Lichtman, director of distri¬
bution for 20th-Fox, in March
COAST MOISTURE CONDENSES plans to step down and become an
indie producer releasing via 20th.
7 Vs Inches , of Rain Precedes
Under the terms of his contract,
Studios 5-Day Week
he will continue with 20th in a con¬
sultative capacity at a weekly sal¬
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
ary of $1,700 for five years. He
The five-day work week went had been getting $4,000 as sales
into effect in Hollywood studios head for the past two years. His
yesterday (Mon.), but employees original contract with 20th dates to
had a foretaste of extra time off March 7, 1949.
as a result of last week’s giant
Lichtman, who has been ailing
rainstorm. A total of seven and but is now improving, said in New
one-half inches of rain fell in 24 York last week that, under his con¬
hours, a record for the area.
tract. he was allowed to make one a
Unceasing downpour prompted year for five years for 20th release.
city and county officials to recom¬ He’ll form his own unit but hasn’t
mend that workers throughout the as yet picked any properties. He
city be sent home early before said he “certainly hoped” to make
too many roads became flooded. his films in CinemaScope.
As a result, most studio employees
It is now fully expected at 20th.
were on their way home for the that Lichtman will be succeeded in
day by 2 p.m, Thursday.
the top sales spot by William C.
Gehring, now exec assistant gen¬
eral sales manager. On several re¬
cent occasions, 20th prexy Spyros
P. Skouras has publicly referred to
Gehring as “our general sales man¬
ager.”
Lichtman said he completely
favored Gehring taking over. There
had, from time to time, been talk
(Continued on page 20)
Washington, Jan. 31.
The four-man standing com¬
mittee authorized past week in
New York by the board of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America
may be extended to include one
or more non-association members,
according to Eric Johnston. The
Key executives from the Para¬
MPAA prexy, in a luncheon meet¬
ing here with reps of the trade mount homeoffice spent part of last
week
at the Hollywood studio to
press, stated the committee may
invite a member of some other see and discuss “The Ten Com¬
mandments,”
among other films on
branch of the industry to serve
with it. He specifically suggested the lineup, but are continuing to
refrain
from
policy decisions con¬
the possibility of an exhibitor i;ep
working with the four MPAA mem¬ cerning the Cecil B. De Mille pro¬
duction.
Matter
is of particular
bers in a continuing study of the
interest to the film trade because
code.
“Commandments,”
with a negative
In answer to a question, the
MPAA prexy did not rule out the cost that’s climbing well ov^r
(Continued on page 20)
possibility of eventually even add¬
ing a non-industry member to the
unit. He pointed out that the group
(Continued on page 15)

May Add Exhib
To Code Study

Par Chiefs See It, But
Policy Decisions Open
As to 'Commandments’

National Boxoffice Survey
Trade Improves; ‘Helen’ New Champ, ‘Dolls’ Second,
‘Holiday’ Third, ‘Arm’ Fourth, ‘Heaven’ Fifth
New product is making itself
felt over the country this week,
with numerous key cities covered
by Variety showing nice improve¬
ments boxoffice-wise. This strength
is being displayed even in face of
unfavorable weather in some lo¬
calities.
“Helen of Troy” (WB), launched
for first time this session, is newchampion at the wickets. It will hit
better than $323,000 in 11 keys,
w'ith smash to giant showings in
most firstryns. “Guys and Dolls”
(M-G), long in first place, is wind¬
ing up second. “Cinerama Holi¬
day” (Indie) is copping third place,
same as a week ago.
“Golden Arm” (UA) is pushing
up to fourth position; it was fifth
last round. Pic is playing in 10
key cities. “All That Heaven Al¬
lows” (U), second last session, is
finishing fifth.
“Ransom” (M^G) is capturing
sixth spot, as against eighth a
week ago. “Hell on Frisco Bay”
(WB) will wind up seventh, same
as last stanza. “Lieut. Wore Skirts”
(20th) took eighth money. “There’s
Always Tomorrow” (U) rounds out
the Big Nine list.
“Diabolique” (UMPO), “Square
Jungle” (U) and “Trouble With
Harry” (Par) are the two runnerup films this stanza.
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G)

ranges from okay to huge, in pres¬
ent round. Pic is showing remark¬
ably sustained strength at the N.Y.
Music Hall, where still big in third
week.
Besides “Helen,” which undoubt¬
edly will be heard from addition¬
ally in the future, “Bottom of
Bottle” (20th) is only other' im¬
portant newcomer to show up
much this session. It is rated fair
in Balto, light in Washington, mild
in Frisco and fair In Buffalo.
“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) is showing up nice to sturdy in most dates
this week. “Man With Gun” (UA)
looks fancy in Cincy.
“Rose Tattoo” (Par) shapes
socko on its longruns in N.Y. and
Philly and still is good in L.A.
“Diane” (M-G) still continues
lightweight in most locations cur¬
rently.
“Lease of Life” (IFE) looms
smash in Chi. Combo of “Phantom
of 10.000 Leagues” and “Day
World Ended” looks big in Cleve.
“Last Frontier” (Col), okay in
K. C., is fairish in Omaha.
“Glory” (RKO) shapes moderate
in Balto. “Return of Don Camillo”
(IFE) is rated staunch in Chi.
“Rains of Ranchipur” (20th)
looks modest in L.A. “Oklahoma”
continues sturdily in N.Y., Chi and
L. A.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports
on Pages 8-9)
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Robert Lehman Sells 8,900,

Keeps 21,000 20th Shares
London Films Carrying on Plans
::
Of Korda; To Select Successor'Soon

New York Sound Track |

Robert Lehman, partner of Leh¬
man Bros., investment bankers,
and member of the 20th-Fox board 444444444444444444444+4+4444144 4 +++44 4 4 f ♦ 4 4 4 4 4 44*
of directors, has unloaded 8,900
All that publicity about Marilyn Monroe being a member of Elia
shares of the film company’s com¬
Kazan’s Actors Studio group in N. Y. is just publicity, according to a
By HAROLD MYERS
-♦-2-:- mon stock.
member
of the' group. William' Smithers, making his film debut
London, Jan. 31.
Sale reduces his holdings to 21,i WHO CAN FIGURE?
in Hollywood, told reporters Miss Monroe drops into watch the classes
Almost a week of speculation
000 shares.
as an observer occasionally, but that she is not a member, nor has she
about the future of London Film
auditioned to become one. “It has become fashionable in N. Y. to drop
Productions, following the stfdden Wall St. Zigs 'When Expected To
Zag on 20th Shares
in at our studio, and she is one of those who does” . . . Britain is cur¬
death of Sir Alexander Korda,
rently marking the 100th anniversary of its top honor for valor, the
ended last Friday (27) when the
Trade is at a loss to understand
Victoria Cross . . . article in Times recalls that Rank’s. N. Y. exec,
board made an official statement
Harold Auten, is a V.C. of World War I, one of several who now live
that it was continuing with plans the tumbling of some of the mo¬
tion Ificture stocks, particularly
in States.
which he had initiated.
Universal signed Germany’s top-ranking director, Helmut Kautner,
A decision on a longterm basis, -20th-Fox; which closed last Friday
’at
$22
after
hitting
a
1955-56
high
to
a directorial contract. He’ll begin his first assignment at the U
however, will not be taken until
studio next summer , . . “The Iron Petticoat” has been selected as the
Zoltan Korda returns from Amer¬ of $41.63.
final
title for the Katharine Hepburn-Bob Hope comedy formerly known
What’s a particular puzzler in re¬
ica this coming week. On orders
as “Not for Money.” Picture, which will be released by Metro, is being
of his medico,- he was not per¬ gard to 20th is that the company
filmed
in England with Betty Box at the production helm. Executive
mitted to come back to London in has just wound up a number of
time for last Friday’s funeral nor very successful CinemaScope 55
Arthur Loew, president of producer Harry Salzman returned to England last week after confer¬
will he be present at the memorial demonstrations, including one in Loew’s, has turned down the bid ring with M-G officials on release plans . . . The 500,000th “Guys and
service today (Tues.) at St. Martin- N. Y. specially for stockholders of a group of Loew’s stockholders Dolls” patron at the Capitol, a guy and a doll naturally, were feted
and Wallstreeters.
in-the-Fields.
for two-man representation on the by the theatre’s management with a night on the town. Run of the
Ever since Sir Alexander’s sud¬
It’s recalled that, right after the board of directors. Louis Gold- ] Samuel Goldwyn production, now in its 13th Broadway week, has been
den death on Jan. 23, the directors opening of “The Robe,” and de¬ stein, central figure of the investor extended to Feb. 15 when Universal’s “The Benny Goodman Story”
of London Films have been in al¬ spite good reviews of both the pic¬ syndicate, refused to comment on moves in .
“Land of the Bible,” three-reel CinemaScope short produced by
most continuous session. They ture and the system, 20th stock his consequent plans but a proxy
were joined by Vincent Korda, instead of going up went down. fight has been hinted by other Movietone and depicting the growth of Israel, gives a glowing account
of the country’s strength but puts the accent on a curious spot. As the
who returned hurriedly from the Later it recovered and soared.
sources.
Continent and >by Morris Helprin
Associates of Goldstein’s have commentator talks about Israel having “so much accomplished in so
•who flew here immediately to join
reported the group has expanded short a time,” the scene shows the Israeli army marching by, with
in the talks, and help frame a fu¬
over recent months to the point tanks rumbling in the parade . . .< Publicist Kay Norton, active in the
ture policy.
where they control over 500,000 entertainment field, has a quiet little side account—German indus¬
General belief in top industry
shares of the corporation’s stock, trialist Alfred Krupp, former war-criminal and booster of the late
circles is that London Film Pro¬
or enough to vote themselves one Adolf Hitler. He now wants Americans to think kindly of him . . .
ductions was mainly operated as a
seat on the board without problem. Robert Cravenne of Unifrance returned to France Sunday (29) . . .
one-man band by Korda, and that
That they wanted two directors Republic gave J. Arthur Rank a reported .$140,000 guarantee for
without his creative guiding touch
went against the grain with Loew, “Doctor at Sea,” sequel to “Doctor in the House” which Rep also dis¬
and his shrewd business sense,
tributed here. The last time', Rep paid the same amount for “Doctor
it’s said.
there may be somewhat of a ques¬
Some film company execs and
As for a proxy row, observers in the House” plus three other Rank pix . . . Barbara Ruick last week
tionable future for the company exhibitors, studying the list of big feel that Goldstein and his allies appeared on a flock of N. Y. radio and tv shows to plug “Carousel”
as a major independent production boxoffice pictures in last week's have little chance of victory be¬ for 20th-Fox. She’s now off on a p.a. tour to do likewise in other cities,
force. . It is felt that there is no Variety, found as particularly sig¬ cause of the time element. The
Clark Gable and Deborah Kerr slated for the leads in Perlbergsingle production executive who nificant the emergence of Burt annual stockholders’ meeting is Seaton’s “Teacher’s Pet.” It’s to be Gable’s first film ,on the’ Para¬
could persuasively lead a team of Lancaster as a top marquee name. Feb. 23 and, it’s felt, this means mount lot . . . Abe Schneider, Columbia’s v.p.-treasurer, is on the Coast
come of the best creative brains in The actor has been established for too limited a period in which to to onceover studio financial operations . .• . Phoneix Corp. (Julian
the industry, such as Sir Carol some time, of course, but hadn’t go through the formalities of Blaustein and Dan Taradash) has its first film set for release. Entry
Reed, David Lean and Sir Lau¬ been rated in a class with, say, clearances and then actually ob¬ is “Storm Center,” centering on the storm that ensues when efforts
rence Olivier.
Clark Gable or James Stewart and taining the proxies of other stock¬ are made to have a book suppressed . . . Title of a new DC A film:
Mention John- Woolf’s Name
rarely has been prominent in exhib holders.
“Please' Murder Me” . . . Kay Armen is back on NBC radio after work¬
One name freely being men¬ polls on boxoffice personalities.
While Loew’s officers and direc¬ ing in “Hit the Deck” at Metro. She’ll do two more films on the same
tioned as possible successor to
Yet, Lancaster has “carried” a tors have a relatively small amount lot later . . . Edward Small finally finalized the deal for screen rights
Korda as head of London Films is picture, as evidenced by the blue- of stock themselves; public inves¬ to “Witness for the Prosecution.” Arthur Hornblow Jr., who’s teamed
John Woolf, who has been closely chips roster., “Kentuckian” was tors traditionally have supported l with Small, will produce the film version next suinmer in London for
associated with London Films in cited as the best example, for this management.
United Artists release.
(Continued on page 20)
Metro has scheduled 13 additional pre-release engagements for “I’ll
action entry was given a drubbing
Cry Tomorrow” starting Feb. 16. Picture is currently playing in New
by the critics and, within the trade,
York, Chicago, and Los Angeles . . . S. Hurok has set the premiere
many an exec considered it as . re¬
of the full-length ballet picture, “The Ballet of Romeo and Juliet,”
flecting film-making skill in short
for early spring at the Paris Theatre. Picture stars Galina Ulanova
supply. The United Artist release
and the Bolshoi Ballet Corps and has a score by Sergei Prokofiev . . *
is winding up with $2,600,000 in do¬
Homeoffice Employees Union, Local H-63, IATSE has wrapped its
mestic distribution revenue which,
in view of the “production values,”
1955 contract negotiations with the signing of an agreement with
is plenty fancy.
“The Sleeping Prince,” Terence Hearst Metrotone News. ...
Bob Goldstein is set to turn out four features this year for UA re¬
Also on this year’s list was Rattigan play acquired for the
“Vera Cruz,” wherein Lancaster screen by Marilyn Monroe Produc¬ lease, starting with “Dance with Me Henry,” Abbott & Costello comedy
had the obvious boxoffice help of tions, looks headed for Allied Art¬ . . . RKO’s “The Conqueror” into Avenue Theatre, Manila, among
Gary Cooper as costar. This south- ists. As a matter of fact, AA had many global capital debuts . . . Kim Novak, for her picture work,
of-the-border western is a weighty dickered for the property directly and Elia Kazan, for direction of “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” will receive
$4,500,000
grosser.
One of the but Miss Monroe’s indie outfit “Mark of Achievement” awards from the Federation of Jewish Philan¬
This is a reasonable guess: there
will be a biopic, for Henry L. happy surprises of 1954 was landed it in a deal whose terms thropies . . . A. W. Schwalberg's Artists-Producers Associates picked
“Apache,”
western
in
which Lan¬ have been kept under wraps. It’s up U. S. rights to “Guiseppe Verdi,” produced in Rome by Maleno
(Louis) Mencken, who died in Bal¬
timore during the night of Jan. 29. caster was sole star. It drew a believed, though, the purchase Malenotti . . . Brotherhood Week in the amusement industry starts
Feb. 19 . . . “Every Mother Should Be Married” was regarded as too
He will be recalled (in columns of hefty $3,250,000. There have been price was around ^200,000.
space) as one of the most colorful other big pix with the star but
AA now figures in by way of flippant a title, so the Debbie Reynolds-Eddie Fisher pic at RKO has
figures of the glad-mad-bad days these had important story proper¬ John Huston. Miss Monroe wants been changed to “Bundle of Joy.”
Woolner Bros. Pictures have slated three productions for this year:
ties and other top-calibre names to him to direct the picturized
of prohibition.
“Prince” and he’s on exclusive “Enchanted Island,” “For God and Country” and “Denver” . . . Para¬
Mencken’s writings touched and bolster the sales.
mount
completed a teaser trailer on “Tre Rose Tattoo” to be supplied
contract with AA. As a conse¬
, invigorated criticism, his yeasty
quence, if Huston calls -the turns to exhibitors without charge . . . Dore Schary has informed Grace
prose style influenced a whole gen¬
Kelly
thal
shooting on “Designing Woman” will start June 1, after her
on “Prince,” it will be as an AA
eration of journalists and fiction
wedding to Prince Rainier III . . . Edward Small bought screen rights
release.
writers and his attacks upon the
to
Agatha
Christie’s “Witness for the Prosecution.”
“boobus Americanus” and upon
Still whooping it up for his stunt, National Laugh Week George Q.
the Anti-Saloon League were an
Group of film equipment firms
Lewis
now
has “A Billion Dollar Business Man’s Advisory Committee”
integral part of the debunking of has contributed a CinemaScope
L. A. to N. Y.
to merchandise good cheer and happiness, whatever that means . . .
American folkways after World projection unit for the enjoyment
Judith Anderson
the
Q
is
for
Quip, not nothing says the head of the National Assn, of
War I, picking up where the earlier of patients at Will Rogers Hospital.
Robert Alan Arthur
Gagwriters who has gotten the head of the Mennen Co. to head his
muckraking of Lincoln Steffins &
Showings of C’Scope films at the
Lew Ayres
biz
advisors.
Co. left off.
hospital will start in February.
Mel Ballerino
Metro has assigned Roy Rowland to direct “All Our Yesterdays,”
Mencken teamed with George
Frank Bibas
with James Cagney and Barbara Stanwyck and Joshua Logan for
Jean Nathan, still an active drama
Julian Blaustein
Critic
Extols
‘Umberto
D’
“Designing Woman,” to be produced personally by Dore Schary . . .
critic, in first Smart Set and later
Bronston
Robert Pirosh will double as writer-director on Bryna Productions’
American Mercury. A foe of Wil¬
In Award Presentation Samuel
Linda Christian
“Spring Reunion,” starring “retired” Betty Hutton and Dana Andrews.
liam Jennings Bryan and of the
Freedom from conformance in
Alfred E. Daff
Alexander Mackendrick, director of AlecGuinness’ “The Ladykillers,”
whole fundamentalist camp, Menc¬ the making of films was hailed in
Vic Damone
due here today (Wed.) to promote the film . . . MPAA’s Eric Johnston
ken appears as a character, though New York last week by Bosley
Joe Delaney
in a speech last week on “Who Is Sabotaging Our Economy?”: “These
slightly disguised, in the current Crowther, film critic of The New
William Dozier
Broadway play, “Inherit the Wind,” York Times, as he presented the
I think, are our final saboteurs—and their number is not so small:
Carl Dudley
They are you and me and all of us an all occasions when we do anything
which dramatizes the Bryan-Dar- 1955 Joseph Burstyn Award to the
Bert Friedlob
row struggle at the Scopes monkey Italian “Umberto D” as the year’s
to weaken our own free, competitive enterprise.” . . . Albert C. Ganna¬
Hurd Hatfield
trial of 1925.
way in to huddle with Republic execs on distribution plans for his
Leland Hayward
best foreign language picture.
Starting in 1921 with revised
“Hidden 'Guns” which he produced and ■ directed.
William J. Heineman
The award is given annually by
|
editions in 1923, 1936 and 1945, the Independent Motion Picture
Danny Kaye
'
Mencken’s greatest work is prob¬ Distribution Assn, in memory of
Charles Laughton
N. Y. to L. A.
ably “The American Language.” Burstyn, its founder. "Umberto D,”
Robert Maxwell
Interestingly, it contains liberal ex¬ made by Vittorio de Sica, is han¬
Ann Blyth
Gary Merrill
tracts from the old slanguage of dled in this country by Edward
John Cameron
Patrice Munsel
Variety and especially this paper’s
Don Deliair
Lloyd Nolan
Harrison.
staffer, the late Jack Conway. Per¬
Ann Higginbotham
German-language • film, “GPU,”
Cecil F. Read
In handing the award scroll to
haps the first “highbrow” attention Marquese Uguccione Di Sorbello,
Dave
Jonas
Ann Rutherford
dealing with the operation of the
(Continued on page 18)
Gordon MacRae
Irene Sharaff the Italian Embassy’s cultural at¬
Soviet secret service, is being of¬
Terence Rattigan
Spyros S. Skouras
tache, Crowther stressed the im¬
fered for theatrical release by
Abe Schneider
William Stephens
portance of artistic and spiritual
John
G. Stratford Film Corp. Com¬
Barry Sullivan
independence.
N. Y. to Europe ^
plete feature was in some 1,000,000
Tom Tutwfler
“It is completely appropriate
Roy Boulting
feet
of
German film Stratfoi'd out¬
that this award should go to one
Robert Cravenne
fit obtained on a licensing arrange¬
Albany, Jan. 31.
Europe to N. Y.
who has the spirit of the artist, in¬
John Leon Destine
ment from U. S. Office of Alien
An amendment to the section of dependence,” Crowther noted. “De
The Amandis
Mattiwilda Dobbs
Property. Entire footage consists
the State Labor Law dealing with Sica made this picture independ¬
Don Cossack Choir
Leslie T. Harris
of films confiscated during the war.
minimum wages would provide for ently and in the face of resistance
Marquise de Cuevas
Reub Kaufman
Stratford company’s main activ¬
the inclusion of “retail stores and ,to this type of film. How fitting
Marguerite Dulce
Aaron Katz
ity is the assembling and sale of
theatres” employees.
that the award should co to him
Alois Englander
Michael Langham
stock
footage from the German
A bill introduced by Assembly- from a group of independents and
Paul N. Lazarus
Henry Leiser
reels. It has sold material to NBC’s
man Daniel L. Clarke. Queens ! be devoted to Burstyn, who in his
Yehudi Menuhin
Duncan McGregor
“Nightmare
in Red,” Hal Roach,
Democrat, would take effect July | lifetime was a great independent
Lili Palmer
Arnold M. Picker
Screen Gems, and to the 16m edu¬
1, 1956.
1 thinker.”
Gregory Ratoff
Max E. Youngstein
cational market.
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APPLIES TO THEATRES
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AUSTRIA SEEKS U S. PARTNERS
Warners" History (or Britain
Brief history of the Warner Bros, organization has been lensed
by Jack L. Warner at the request of the British Film Institute to
be part of the Institute's forthcoming tribute to the Warner
brothers as industry pioneers. Tint footage also includes a mes¬
sage from Warner to the Institute.
Institute’s program unravels, at the Natipnal Film Theatre, Lon¬
don, throughout February. In addition to screenings of old WB
pix, the Government-sponsored project will include a display of
early sound equipment and scripts.
*

‘Do I Have to Make Their Pictures?’
Paul Gregory Asks Court Ruling on Ties That Bind
To Gregory-Goldman
Los Angeles, Jan. 31.
A court ruling on how much
.work he can be required to do for
a corporation in which he is a part
owner has been requested by Paul
Gregory.
Producer filed an unusual lawsuit
against Gregory-Goldman Produc¬
tion, indie in which he’s partnered
with eastern exhib William Gold¬
man. Gregory wants the Federal
Court to decide if he has a firm
obligation to produce features for
the indie. If the answer is in the
negative, the status of the indie
may be in doubt since Gregory has
indicated he may launch a program
of his own.
Behind the litigation, it’s under¬
stood, is a controversy which has
kept the indie from operating.
Gregory is understood to have
submitted several properties to the
corporation for consideration and
all have been turned down.
Only Money, But He’s Anxious
William Goldman, millionaire
theatrejwner
of
Philadelphia,
formed the independent producing
outfit more than a year ago in as¬
sociation with producer Paul Greg¬
ory and actor-director Charles
Laughton.
Bow is said to center on the
fact that Goldman put up $350,000
to start the organization on its way
but so far it hasn’t gotten off the
(Continued on page 20)

Foreign Formula
Up to Prexies
Unable to agree on at least two
basic components of a master for¬
mula for the division of import
permits, the American film com¬
panies’ foreign managers are go¬
ing to dump the formula back into
the lap of their presidents.
Feeling is that, if the toppers
can thrash out the ground rules,
the foreign execs can take over
from there and may be able to
hammer out an agreement.
Ma'in issues appear to be these:
(1). If a country allocates
100 import permits to the
American distribs, what should
be the basic allocation to each
company; (2) Should a formula
be based on domestic gross .
alone, or should it take into
account the foreign gross in
selected non-quota territories.
There, appears to be a consid¬
erable divergence of opinion on
that latter point even though it’s
(Continued on page 20)

PITTSBURGH CINERAMA
POSTS APRIL 17 FINIS
Pittsburgh, Jan. 31.
“Cinerama Holiday” at Warner
will end April 17, with 62-week
stay of the first one, “This Is Cine¬
rama,” equalled.
Early notice of shuttering was
decided on because biz for “Holi¬
day” lately has been skidding and
management figures the “final
months” tag on the ads may stim¬
ulate trade.
No mention has been made of
the third Cinerama offering, “The
Seven Wonders of the World.”
May be a hiatus, depending on
Broadway opening,^

'

BRITISH‘MARY DEARE’
TO MG FOR $75,000

“The Mary Deare,” a book by
British novelist Hammond Innes,
has been acquired by Metro for
a reported $75,000. Tome will be
brought out in this coruntry by
Knopf and is skedded for serializa¬
tion in the Satevepost.
. “The Mary Deare” concerns the
sinking of a ship in the English
Channel to collect insurance
money.

Dept, of Justice
Okay for Chains
Doing Pictures?
Washington, Jan. 31.
U.S. Dept, of Justice, which has
been firmly opposed to film pro¬
duction by the divorced major cir¬
cuits; may now reverse its stance.
This is hinted here, following the
session at the Justice Department
last week with tonpers of Allied
States and TOA who urged lifting
that ban which is part of the big
anti-trust
decree
against
the
majors.
The exhibitors associations ex¬
plained that the product shortage
continues and that, therefore, they
favor anything which is likely to
increase production. Whether an
amendment to the court decree,
wiping out the production ban for
(Continued on page 22)

ERNEST ROBERTS Can Circuits Produce Filins?
HERE OH OREST Product Shortage Real Motive
Austrian studios hold the poten¬
tial of great films once they can
rid themselves of the dependence
on the German distributors, Ernest
Roberts, indie Austrian producer
currently working on two projects
for Wien Film, said in N. Y. this
week.
Roberts revealed he was in the
U. S. to seek American partners
for his two upcoming films and
that this was part of the overall
plan to break away from the dic¬
tates of the German distribution
outfits which! via their guarantees,
control the course of the Austrian
industry.
“There are a great many former
Austrians working in Hollywood
both as directors and players. We
feel that some of them would be
very happy to come back to Aus¬
tria and do a picture there. And
that, if they do, we could turn out
double versions to make these
films acceptable abroad. If we suc¬
ceed in this, we have a chance,”
Roberts maintained.
Austria, he said, had a lot to
offer in terms of both artistic back¬
ground and locales. “As it was in
the thirties, Austria could once
again become an important film
production center for pictures with
international
appeal,”
Roberts
held.
The two films he is planning are
“Beyond the Woods," based on a
Trygve Gulbranssen novel, and a
story on Maximilian of Mexico.
Both would be in color.
Roberts' said Austrian producers,
turning out about 20 films a year,
were in the strange position of
producing primarily for a market
other than their own. “We make
those meaningless musicals and,
while the Austrians don’t care
(Continued on page 22)

DISASTER LOANS TO
REPAIR CONN. 0Z0NERS
Washington, Jan. 31.
U. S. Small Business Adminis¬
tration has made disaster loans to
rehabilitate two drive-in theatres
in Connecticut damaged by last'
summer’s floods.
It okayed $70,000 to rebuild the
Center Drive-in at Waterbury, and
$30,000 for the Summit Drive-in
at Branford.

Bringing Exhib Bodies ‘Harmony’

BRECHERBUYSREADE’S
PLAZA, N.Y., FOR 500G
Plaza Theatre, New York eastside artie, has been Sold by Walter
Rcade to Leo Brecher for a sum
close to $500,000.
Brecher had been leasing the
Plaza from Reade for a long time
and his lease still has three years
tp run.
Sale of the house is said to have
been based in part on the need for
considerable capital investment
since the Plaza needs recondition¬
ing, Brecher is expected to re¬
furbish the theatre which has been
playing both imports and offbeat
U. S. features.

Block Booking,
Once Poison, Now
Promising Tonic
Changing economics of the in¬
dustry will result in a revamp oi
the business harking back to pre¬
divorcement days, Walter Reade, circuit head and board chairman
of Theatre Owners of America,
said in New York Monday (30).
Reade, with regretful reference
to intra-industry relations as a
“jungle,” predicted the following
developments:
(1) A return to block booking;
(2) Distributor-owned theatres; (3)
Planned production; (4) Entry of
exhibitors into production-distribu¬
tion.
He tempered his observations
with the Comment that the new
shape of the industry would be
influenced to a significant degree
by
Governmental
restrictions.
Nevertheless, he said, far-reaching
changes are inevitable.
Block booking and malpractices
in connection with the producerdistributor ownership of theatres
(Continued on page 15)

Distribs Vexed By Alliance I
f

[One Crack: It’s Nazi-Soviet Pact]
♦+♦♦+♦♦+♦♦♦< ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦+♦

Distributor quarters rallied last week to map stra¬
tegy to 'combat the unexpected return alliance of
Theatre Owners of America and Allied States Assn.
The move came as surprise, if not shock, to the dis¬
tributors and remarks such as “sellout” and “be¬
trayal” were not uncommon. One distributor execu¬
tive chose to liken the TOA-Allied “deal” to the
1939 non-aggression pact between the Nazis and
the Russians and opined that the agreement be¬
tween the two exhibitor organizations would last
just about as long.
First inkling of TOA’s defection from the pro¬
posed arbitration agreement with the distributors
came when TOA delayed joining the distributors in
a joint presentation of the arbitration system to the
Dept, of Justice. TOA did not answer, believing it
would be more advisable to submit the arbitration
draft to the D. of J. following the Senate Small
Business subcommittee hearings on industry prac¬
tices originally scheduled to begin tomorrow (Thurs.)
in Washington, but now “indefinitely” postponed.
Subsequent events, as pieced together from vari¬
ous sources, reveal the following sequence: Receiv¬
ing no reply from TOA, the distributors committee,
led by 20th-Fox’s sales chief A1 Lichtman, proposed
that the arbitration agreement be presented jointly
by the distributors and TOA to the Senate commit¬
tee. Then'came the revelation of the pact-between
TOA and Allied whereby TOA would withdraw
“temporarily” its support of the proposed arbitra¬
tion plan and would fight for an arbitration system
that included film rentals and selling practices.
Allied, in turn, would support TOA’s efforts to ob¬
tain the greenlight allowing the formerly-affiliated
chains to produce and distribute pictures.
>
Apparently TOA leaders began to feel they were
catspaws for the distributors against their own in¬
terest. Lichtman, they decided, was anxious to prel sent the arbitration plan to the Senate committee

0

as a “fait accompli” and thus torpedo Allied’s argu¬
ment for Government regulation of the film indus¬
try by showing that the industry had prepared a
self-regulation plan. Wh'en TOA asked Lichtman
to hold off the presentation of the arbitration plan
until after the Senate hearings, Lichtman dispatched
a sharp rejoinder to TOA prexy Myron Blank. The
tone of which, say circuit men, hastened TOA’s
decision to make a deal with Allied.
In general TOA regards Allied’s position regard¬
ing the arbitration of film rentals as unworkable,
but agreed to go along in the interest of gaining
support for its production efforts. Distributor quar¬
ters feel, however, that TOA was pressured into
the “arbitration of rentals” move by the small Indie
theatres which have recently joined TOA’s ranks.
TOA, in addition, has been suspicious of the dis¬
tributors’ delay in approving the arbitration plan.
The TOA board okayed it last September, but the
distribs, it’s felt, did not move until they were
faced by the upcoming Senate hearings, at which
time they rushed it through. If the distribs were
sincere, said a TOA leader, they could have ap¬
proved it a long time ago and the draft could have
been submitted to the Dept, of Justice long before
there was any indication of a Senate probe.
In bemoaning "the waste of time” (over two years)
in assembling the arbitration system, distributor
leaders commented on the “lack of stature” of the
men now guiding TOA and felt that it was impos¬
sible to sit down with them again in “friendly talks”
in light of the “betrayal.” Several commented that
the position taken by the two exhibitor organiza¬
tion regarding the arbitration of film rentals was
“illegal” and would never be accepted by the dis¬
tributors unless forced to by the Government which,
it’s noted, would have to declare the industry “a pub¬
lic utility” before film rental arbitration could be
accomplished.

Stimulation of a more competi¬
tive market, via the flow of more
pictures, is believed to be the
prime motive behind the newest
alliance of Theatre Owners of
America and Allied States Assn.
Both exhib bodies have charged
that the film companies have de¬
liberately shortened the product
supply in order to create a seller’s
market and high rentals.
Although Allied is generally re¬
garded as causing the shotgun
divorcement of production and
theatres, a situation which many
now believe caused the com¬
plained of product shortage >(since
the production - distributors no
longer had to supply their own
theatres), Allied does not regard
its present position as any rever¬
sal of longtime policy. In Allied's
eyes, the decision to go along with
TOA in appeals to the Dept, of
Justice and the Senate Small Busi¬
ness subcommittee for permission
for the formerly affiliated theatres
to enter production is a matter of
expediency.
In a city by city study, Allied
discovered that Allied members
would be in competition with the¬
atres owned by the divorced chains
in less than a dozen situations. For
these Allied theatres, it's felt, there
will be sufficient product sources
without endangering the livelihood
of these theatres. However, it’s
stressed that-the extra films that
will be in circulation as a result
of the chains’ production endeavors
would be of inestimable value to
the subsequent-run spots.
It’s Allied’s feeling that only
three of the formerly-affiliated cir(Continued on page 22)

Allied-TOATalks
In Hideaway Cafe
The Theatre Owners Of AmericaAllied States Assn, common front
had its inception In secret meet¬
ings held over a year and a hglf
ago. Hid'den away in the upstairs
dining room of an East Side res¬
taurant in New York, leaders of
both groups, representing the ma¬
jority of United States exhibitors,
met to formulate joint action to
combat the shortage of product
and higher film rentals.
From these sessions emerged the
Joint Exhibitors Committee which
met with the individual company
sales managers after failing in its
efforts to obtain an industry-wide
rpceting with the film company
presidents. These sessions indi¬
rectly led to the temporary split
between the two exhibitor groups.
TOA wished to continue the
“friendly talks,” ever hopeful that
some
compromise
would
be
reached. Allied felt that the talks
were fruitless and, under the pres(Continued on page 18)
HELP LOCAL GOOD WORKS
RKO ‘Conqueror’ Preems In In¬
ternational Capitals
RKO spread some loot around
the world over the past week with
local benefit premieres of “The
Conqueror” in capital cities. Lo¬
cation, beneficiary and amount of
benefit money follow:
Sao Paulo, Assn, to Combat
Cancer, 300,000 cruzeiro; Mexico
City, Mexican Red Cross, 65,000
pesos; Caracas, Venezuelan Red
Cross, 20,000 boliveros; Hong
Kong, Tung Way Group of Hospi¬
tals, 16,000 Hong Kong dollars;
Tokyo, Cancer Institute, 2,000,000
yen; Manila, Peace & Amelioration
Fund and Liberty Wells Fund,
3,000 pesos, and Washington,
CARE, $20,000.
The London opening tomorrow
(Thurs.) is expected to raise $11,-JH
200 for the Victory Ex-ServicesW
Club and Special Forces Benevo- ^
lent Fund.
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FUJI REVIEWS
The Court Jester
(SONGS—COLOR)
Laugh-grabbing spoof on cos*
turned
swashbucklers
with
Danny.Kaye and bright pros¬
pects.
Hollywood, Jan. 27.
Paramount release of Dena production,
written, directed and produced by Nor¬
man Panama and Melvin FranJc. Stars
Danny Kaye, Glynis Johns, Basil Rathbone, Angela Lansbury, Cecil Parker;
features Mildred Natwick, Robert Mid¬
dleton, Michael Pate, Herbert Rudley.
Camera (Technicolor). Ray June) Tom
McAdoo; score, Victor Schoen;' songs,
Sylvia Fine, Sammy Cahn; choreography,
James Starbuck. Previewed Jan, 20, ’56.
Running time, 101 MINS,
Hawkins'.'. Danny Kaye
Maid Jean .
Glynis Johns
Sir Ravenhurst . Basil Rathbone
Princess Gwendolyn*... .Angela Lansbury
King Roderick .
Cecil Parker
Griselda . Mildred Natwick
Sir Griswold . Robert Middleton
Sir Locksley ..
Michael Pate
Capt. of the Guard.Herbert Rudley
Fergus . Noel Drayton
Flack Fox .Edward Ashley
Giacomo . John Carradine
Sir Brockhurst . Alan Napier
Sir Finsdale ... Lewis Martin
Sir Pertwee . Patrick Aherne
Archbishop ..
Richard Kean

Bottom of th« Bottle." It’s a well
made 20th-Fox release that should
reap comfortable returns in most
situations with familiar names of
Van Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth
Roman and Jack Carson.
Based on the Georges Simenon
novel, the Sydney Boehm screen¬
play has an emotional field day
as it touches on the Cain and
Abel relationship between brothers
Johnson .and Cotten. Former, the
con who’s on the lam, turns to his
kin to speed his flight across the
border. But Cotten, a successful
lawyer-rancher who’s built a flour¬
ishing practice in southern Arizona,
fears for his reputation.
Conveniently, as far as CinemaScope
is
concerned,
Cotten’s
hacienda is located in. an area
replete with scenic grandeur which
cameraman Lee Games excellent¬
ly captures in De Luxe color. It’s
a curious social set that fugitive
Johnson stumbles in-on. For the
rancher fraternity, also comprising
Carson, his wife Margaret Hayes,
Jim Davis and Margaret Lindsay,
among others, has a penchant for
one party after another and the
liquor flows freely.
Johnson, whose yen for alcohol
was indirectly responsible for his
prison stretch, turns in an earnest,
sincere performance as a man
spurred by a relentless desire to
rejoin his family regardless of con¬
sequences. Faced by the ranchers
libations, he again becomes a
victim of the bottle, and flees
toward a rain-swollen river which
separates him from his goal. At
this point Cotten, under prodding
of wife Ruth Roman, has softened
up. Cain and Abel is a thing of
the past. For in a Damon &
Pythias finish he helps his brother
and each looks ahead with a new
slant on life.
Director Henry Hathaway, an
old hand at spreading mellers
on a broad CinemaScope canvas,
accented the action and suspense
at the right moments. For good
measure there’s even a scene
where Johnson plunges in the
surging river to save Cotten from
being swept to sure death over a
waterfall. Although some of the
plot may tax the imagination, it’s
to Cotten’s credit that he makes^
his own role relatively believable
under the circumstances.
Miss Roman, unhappily married
despite her husband’s wealth,
nicely meets the demands of her
part. Carson makes a good try at
being a pompous, arrogant rancher
but ends up mostly as just his
familiar self. The Misses Hayes,
Lindsay, and Peggy Knudsen as
well as Davis and Brad Dexter
appear well cast as members of
the saddle and bottle clique. Bruce
Bennett contribs a crisp portrayal
of a Border patrolman, Nancy
Gates is good in a brief bit as
Johnson’s wife and Gonzales-Gon¬
zales Is competent as Cotten’s
Mexican friend. Good support is
provided by a long list of other
players.
Excellence of overall back¬
grounds and realistic sets attest
to the physical values supplied by
producer Buddy Adler. Art direc¬
tion of Lyle R. Wheeler and Mau¬
rice Ransford is notable as are
Ray Kellogg’s special photographic
effects and the Leigh Harline score
as conducted by Lionel Newman.
Editing of David Bretherton and
other technical assists are on a
par usually associated with top
budget product,.
Gilb.

Costumed swashbucklers under¬
go a happy spoofing in “The Court
Jester” with Danny Kaye heading
the fun-poking and making it
click. The b.o. cash jingle should
match the audience laugh reaction,
meaning the Dena production
which Paramount is releasing has
bright prospects at the wickets.
While Kaye dominates, giving
the film its entertainment-plus fac¬
tor, there are plenty of credits to
spread around for superb comedy
assists. Not the least is the threeway,- writing - producing - directing
function fulfilled by Norman Pan¬
ama and Melvin Frank. The team
drags in virtually every time-hon¬
ored, and timeworn, medieval
drama cliche for Kaye and cast to
re-play for laughs via not-so-subtle
treatment.
Another major assist comes
from the Sylvia Fine-Sammy Cahn
songs, of which there are five all
tuned to the Kaye talent. There’s
the quite mad "Maladjusted Jes¬
ter”; a lullaby, “Loo-Loo-Loo I’ll
Take You Dreaming”; a ballad,
“My Heart Knows A Lovely
Song”; the comedic “They’ll Never
Outfox tlie Fox,” and “Life Could
Not Better Be.” With choreogra¬
phy by James Starbuck, Kaye
steps off several as production
piebes. The big terp click is his
work with the American Legion
Zouaves, drill team of Post 29,
Jackson, Mich. It’s plot-spotted
for a laugh standout. Overall, Vic¬
tor Schoen’s scoring falls easy on
the ear.
Castwise, Kaye Is surrounded by
a group of players long-experi¬
enced in costumed dramas. Each
contributes tellingly to the com¬
edy spirit which puts the show
over. Glynis Johns, fetched from
England for the hoydenish Maid
Jean role opposite Kaye, does ex¬
ceedingly well. The same is true
of Basil Rathbone, a many-sea¬
soned chief heavy; Angela Lans¬
bury, cutting a pretty picture as
the Princess Gwendolyn; Cecil
Parker, the not-so-bright King
Roderick who has ousted the real
royal family; Mildred Natwick, the
princess’s evil-eyed maid; Robert
Middleton, Michael Pate, Herbert
Rudley, Noel Drayton, Edward
Ashley,
John
Carradine
and
others.
Production splendors Include
lavish medieval castle settings and
these and other physical furbishings show up fine in VistaVision
Miracle In the Rain
and Technicolor as lensed iby Ray
June. Editing by Tom McAdoo is %
(SONG)
good.
Brog.
Jane Wyman, Van Johnson to
bolster prospects for romantic
The Bottom of the Bottle
drama, moving at times but
(COLOR-C’SCOPE)
lengthy,
Meller with comfortable b.o.
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
prospects in most situations.
20th-Fox release of Buddy Adler pro¬
duction. Stars Van Johnson, Joseph Cottert, Ruth Roman, Jack Carson; features
Margaret Hayes, Bruce Bennett, Itrad
Dexter,
Peggy
Knudsen,
Margaret
Ltndsay, Nancy Gates, Gonzales-Gonzalcs.
Directed by Henry Hathaway.
Screen¬
play, Sidney Boehm, from novel by
Georges Simeon; camera (De Luxe color),
Lee Games; music, Leigh Harllnc; edi¬
tor, David Bretherton. Previewed N. Y.
Jan. 25, '55. Running time 81 MINS.
Donald Martin...Van Johnson
.Joseph Cotten
Nora Martin .Ruth Roman
f.11 x?re<;Him:>dge.Jack Carson
Lil Breckinridge.Margaret Hayes
S amey Mdler.
Brad Dexter
Ml3.lo5 . Peggy Knudsen
Cady.Jim Davis
Cady.Margaret Lindsay
Luis Romero.Gonzales-Gonzales

Lucy Grant.......... Ernestine Barrier
gf.ant ..Walter Woolf King
Girl.
Sandy Dcschcr
Girl
}J.an,

.Miml Gibson
.. Carleton Young
-Wife.Frances Dominguez
Bit Man .
Orlando Beltram
Mrs. Romero.Marla M. Valeranl
g1” .’.George Trevino
Emily .■.Joanne Jordan

An escaped convict’s
efforts to reach his wife
children in Mexico add
minutes of melodrama

desperate
and three
up to 88
in “The

Warner Bros, release of Frank P.
Rosenberg production. Stars Jane Wy¬
man, Van Johnson; features Peggie Cas¬
tle, Fred Clark, Eileen Heckart, Josephine
Hutchinson, William Gargan. Directed by
Rudolph Mate. Screenplay, Ben Hecht,
from his novel; camera, Russell Metty;
editor, Thomas RelUy; music, Franz Waxman; song, "I'll Always Believe in You,"
Ray Heindorf, M. K. Jerome, Ned Wash¬
ington. Previewed Jan. 10, '50. Running
time, 107 MINS.
Ruth Wood . Jane Wyman
Arthur Hugenon. Van Johnson
Millie Kranz . Peggie Castle
Stephen Jalonlk . Fred Clark
Grace Ullman. .
Eileen Hackart
Agnes Wood.Johephine Hutchinson
Harry Wood .. William Gargan
Waiter ..
Marcel Dallo
Head Walter . George Glvot
Arleene Witchy ..Barbara Nichols
Eli B. Wlndgate .HaUiwell Hobbes
Young Priest . Paul Plcerni
Sgt. Gil Parker . Alan King
Mrs, Hamer .
Irene Seldner
Monty .. Arte Johnson
Mrs. Rickies . Marian Holmes
Mrs. Canclli ........... Minerva Urecal

As a romantic drama, “Miracle
In the Rain” probably packs a cer¬
tain attraction for the distaffers,
but the emotionally-wearing 107
minutes of soap opera don’t offer
much to lure the teenage or mas¬
culine ducat buyers. Toplining
names of Jane Wyman and Van
Johnson give it some booking
chance, but the overall prospects
are not promising.
The two leads acquit themselves

well in the Ben Hecht story. Script
has a number of sensitive scenes
for Rudolph Mate’s understanding
direction to develop, but otherwise
is wordy and crammed with too
much incident, permitting audi¬
ence rapport with plot and princi¬
pals to waver over the long course.
The New York background for the
tale Js well-used in the Frank P.
Rosenberg production, lending the
right note of locale authenticity
for the miracle of faith and love
that transpires.
Theme is that love never dies,
despite death or other adversity.
Exponents here are a mousy NY
secretary, Miss Wyman, and a sol¬
dier, Johnson, who meet in the
rain, fall in love In Central Park,
are first separated by war and then
by the doughboy’s death overseas.
The miracle comes when the girl,
seriously ill, staggers from her bed,
and, on the rain-swept steps of St.
Patrick’s, her lover appears briefly,
leaving with her the good-luck coin
he had carried away to war and
death.
Sequences concerned with the
budding romance of tw,o lonely
people, the first, awareness of love
in a springtime Central Park scene,
the few happy times th6y had to¬
gether and the farewell on a
crowded NY street',corner are mov¬
ing. Bathos creeps in otherwise,
particularly iri the girl’s breakup
after her lover dies and she’s a long
time wasting away into ill health
before the finale miracle.
The inclusion of the secondary
problem in the broken marriage of
her parents was unnecessary and,
since not very well developed, only
adds to the long footage. In this
side angle, Josephine Hutchinson
is good as the mother in a contin¬
ual state of shock over the walkout
of husband William Gargan many
years previously, but he doesn’t
have a chance to show anything.
Eileen Heckart does an appealing
job of the spinsterish secretary
friend to Miss Wyman. Fred Clark,
office boss, and Peggie Castle, his
sideline , romance; Marcel Dalio
and George Givot, waiters in a
restaurant sequence; Paul Picerni,
a priest; Irene Seidner, a gabby
neighbor, fill okay character spots.
Barbara Nichols, as an innocent
strip-teaser, and Alan King, her
sergeant bridegroom, supply a wel¬
come comedy sequence.
Technical support for the pro¬
duction is good, including Russell
Metty’s lensing (although there’s
an awful lot of Wyman closeups in
tearful poses). The Franz Waxman
background score is tuned to the
romantic mood. The song, “I’ll Al¬
ways Believe In You,” by Ray
Heindorf, M. K. Jerome and Ned
Washington is set up as a ’ story
point, which is left dangling at
the windup.
Brog.

a yen for money, comes under the
wing of John Mclntire, former
manager now employed on the
estate of wealthy Jeff Morrow and
the latter’s daughter. Barabara
Rush. Through careful training, he
rises in rank but still can’t get the
big chance because the welter
champ, Vejar, is controlled by
crooked promoter Howard St. John.
Needing big coin fast to marry
Miss Rush and take her away from
an unhappy life with her domin¬
ating father, Murphy agrees to a
fixed fight with Vejar, but finale
finds him changing his mind, win-,
ning the match, but suffering in¬
juries that will prevent future
fights.
The neuroses plaguing Miss
Rush, and her father, get a onccover-jightly in the plot, but within
the inconclusive limits of the char¬
acters they do okay. Mclntire. is
just right as the crusty trainer,
while Tommy Rail, brash, buckhustling friend of Murphy’s. St.
John, Vejar, and the others come
off acceptably. So do the tech¬
nical assists on the production.
Brog.
The Killer Is Loose
Weak
story
development.
Average b.o. prospects for
entry starring Joseph Cbtten,
Rhonda
Fleming,
Wendell
- Corey.
United 'Artists release of Crown (Rob¬
ert L. Jacks) production. Stars Joseph
Cotten, Rhonda Fleming, Wendell Corey;
features Alan Hale, .Michael Pate, John
Larch, Dee J. Thompson, Virginia Chris¬
tine, John Beradino, Paul Bryer. Di¬
rected by Budd Boettlcher. Screenplay,
Harold Medford, from story by John and
Ward Hawkins; camera, Luclen Ballard;
editor, George Gittens; music, Lionel
Newman. Previewed N.Y; Jan. 19, '56.
Running time. 72 MINS.
Sam Wagner . Joseph Cotten
Lila Wagner .. Rhonda Fleming
Leon Poole . Wendell Corey
Denny . Alan Hale
Chris Gillespie . Michael Pate
Mary Gillespie.Virginia Christine
Otto Flanders . John Larch
Mac .... John Beradino
Greg .
Paul Bryer
Grace Flanders . Dee J. Thompson

“The Killer Is Loose,” .which
Crown Productions turned out for
United Artists release, falls in the
suspense-thriller category. But its
transition, from story to screen is
so poorly done that the plot is
seldom convincing. Stars Joseph
Cotten, Rhonda Fleming and Wen¬
dell Corey provide marquee ap¬
peal but trio is largely window
dressing for their thesping efforts
are generally wasted. Film lias
average b.o. prospects in the pro¬
gram market.
The John and Ward Hawkins
story, as screenplayed by Harold
Medford, appears to have the basic
elements of a Hitchcock meller,
what with a prisoner who escapes
for the sole purpose of revenging
himself on a detective who placed
World in My Corner
him behind bars. Suspected of
being a confederate of thieved who
. Exciting fisticuffs in a sketchy
robbed the bank where he worked,
plot. Audie Murphy for the
teller Corey is seized by detectives
marquees. Prospects okay.
Cotten and Michael Pate at his
home.
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
In the course of getting their
Universal release of Aaron Rosenberg
production. Stars Audie Murphy, Bar¬ man, the police accidentally slay
bara Rush, Jeff Morrow, John Mclntire;
Corey’s wife. At this point his mind
features Tommy Rail, Howard St. John,
Chico Vejar, Steve Ellis, Art Aragon, seems to snap and he embarks
Dani Crayne. Directed by Jesse Hibbs. upon a crusade of retribution with
Screenplay, Jack Sher; based on a story
the ultimate objective of escaping
by Sher and Joseph Stone; camera, Maury
Gertsman; editor, Milton Carruth; music jail to kill Cotten’s wife, Miss
supervision,
Joseph
Gershenson.
Pre¬ Fleming. Thereafter the obvious
viewed Jan. 24, '56. Running time,'
follows, what with Corey’s escape,
MINS.
Tommy Shea . Audie Murphy his breakthrough of a police drag¬
Dorothy Malllnson . Barbara Rush net and his own violent death as
Robert T. Mallinson.Jeff Morrow he stalks Miss Fleming on the
Dave Bernstein .
John Mein tire
Ray Kacsmerek . Tommy Rail street.
Harry Cram .Howard St. John
While Medford’s script is no
Steve Carelli . Chico Vejar
TV Announcer . Steve Ellis great shakes, neither is the direc¬
Fighter . Art Aragon tion of Budd Boetticher as attested
Doris . Dani Crayne
of
Ring Announcer
James F. Lennon by the listless performances
Parker . Cisco Andrade Cotten as the sherlock and Miss
Stretch Caplow .H. Tommy Hart Fleming as his hunted helpmate;
Mrs. Mallinson . Sheila Bromley
Former gives a mechanical inter¬
to the role as does his
The prize ring action staged in pretation
co-star to hers. Corey fares somemarquees, portends satisfactory
business in the general situations
for this Universal release. Murphy
wears ring garb convincingly and
otherwise carries off the character
of a promising young welterweight
in okay style to aid the pic’s enter¬
tainment aims and grossing pros¬
pects.
The squared circle fisticuffs are
excitingly filmed In the Aaron Ros¬
enberg production, with Jesse
Bibb’s direction and the camera
work by Maury Gertsman making
them quite realistic. Also, use of
Chico Vejar and other ring vets
serves to give the sequences a wel¬
come professional touch.
Storywise, there’s something to
be asked; not in the basic plot
theme of a young man working
himself up from the wrong side of
the tracks to ring fame, but in
some of the ramifications of the
characters’ that surround him,
which are only sketchily developed.
Story adopts a somewhat sympa¬
thetic Slant on the fight trade, with¬
out overlooking the fact there are
such things as fixed scraps and
other skullduggery.
Murphy, promising fighter, with

psycho prisoner. John Larch, th*
a$
Corey’s ex-Army sergeant, gives a
lift to what otherwise might have
been a stock characterization.
Among others lending standard
support are Pate and Alan Hale
as policemen.
Physical values in this entby,
which Robert L, Jacks produced
for Crown Productions, bespeak
a modest budget. Cameraman
Lucien Ballard gives the film an
■atmosphere of realism via his neat
black-and-white lensing of Los
Angeles street scenes. Other as¬
sets include Leslie Thomas’ art
direction, George Gittens’ tight
editing which kept the footage at
73 minutes, and the Lionel New¬
man score.
Gilb.

Lioni’s Holland Post
Louis L. Lloni, previously with
RKO for some 20 years, joined Re¬
public Pictures International last
week as special rep in Holland.
His appointment was revealed by
Rep International exec v.p. Regi¬
nald Armour, now in Amsterdam
on the first leg of a global tour of
the company’s overseas offices.

lied Sundown
(SON G—COLOR)
Actionful western with good
chances In regular outdoor
market.
Hollywood, Jan. 30;
Universal release of Albert Zugsmith
production. Stars Rory Calhoun, Martha
Hyer, Deaa Jagger; features Robert Mid¬
dleton,
Grant
Williams,
Lita
Baron.
James Millican. Directed by Jack Arnold.
Screenplay, Martin Berkeley; based on
"Back Trail" by Lewis B. Patten; cam¬
era (Technicolor), William Snyder; edi¬
tor, Edward Curtiss; song, written and
sung by Terry Gilkyson, Previewed Jan.
25, '56. Running time,'SI MINS.
Alec Longmire . Rory Calhoun
Caroline Murphy . Marthu Hyer
Jade Murphy .
Dean Jagger
Rufus Henshaw..Robert Middleton
Chet Swann . Grant Williams
Maria . Lita Baron
Purvis •.
James Millican
Sam Baldwin ...... Trevor Bardette
Rod zellman .
Leo Gordon
Hughie Clore . David Kasday

.

Action and characterization are
expertly blended in this fast-mov¬
ing sagebrusher and the' outdoor
market will find it a- handy gptry
for the western fan. Good cast
names for release intentions and
the Technicolor display, of the
footage are booking advantages,
too.
As .the story is the familiar one
of a young man saddled . with a
gunslinger’s reputation, emphasis
has been wisely shifted to charac¬
terization and incident freshening,
and the cast has the ability to live
up to the switch.Jack Arnold’s
direction is an able factor in un¬
folding at an interesting pace the
script by Martin Berkeley, based
on Lewis B. Patten’s “Back Trail.”
Production supervision by Albert
Zugsmith is firstrate in bringing
this one off to meet market de¬
mands.
Rory Calhoun is the cowpoke
with the reputation who is trying
to abandon a life with the gun. An
opening sequence, of high action
and plenty of punch involving the
death of an old gyn hand, played
in topnotch style by James Milli¬
can, establishes Calhoun’s search
for a new life. Before it’s punch¬
ing cattle, rather than slinging
six-shooters, though, Calhoun takes
on a deputy job with sheriff Dean
Jagger to prevent a range war and
out of this ’comes the assurance '
he’s on the right road and will
find a happy life with the sheriff’s
daughter, attractively portrayed by
Martha Hyer.
Good
performances
abound,
from the above mentioned on down
the cast list. Robert Middleton, as
the greedy land owner who wants
to own the entire range, is prop¬
erly menacing, as is his hired
killer, threateningly played by
Grant Williams. Lita Baron, Trevor
Bardette, Leo Gordon and David
Kasday are1 . among the others
meriting mention.
A title tune, written and sung
behind the credits by Terry Gilky¬
son, is a good mood piece that sets
the scene for the action. William
Snyder’s color lensing is excellent,
as are the other technical con¬
tributions.
Brog.
Battle Stations.
Over-stereotyped
characters
and situations aboard a Navy
carrier, lightweight.
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
# Columbia release of Bryan Foy produc¬
tion. Stars John Lund, William Bendix,
Keefe Brasselle, Richard Boone, William
Leslie;
features John
Craven,
James
Lydon, Claude Akins, George O’Hanlon,
Eddie Foy 3d. Directed by Lewis Seiler.
Screenplay, Crane Wilbur; based on a
story by Ben Finney; camera, Burnett
Guffey; editor, Jerome Thoms; music
conducted by Mischa Bakaleinikoff. Pre¬
viewed Jan. 27, '56. Running time, II
Father Joe McIntyre.John Lund
Buck Fitzpatrick..William Bendix
Chris Jordan . Keefe Brasselle
Captain
. Richard Boone
Ensign Pete Kelly.William Leslie
Commander Matthews.John Craven
"Squawk" Hewitt . James Lydon
Marty Brenhan . Claude Akins
Patrick Mosher . George O'Hanlon
Tom Short
. Eddie Foy III
William Halsey . Jack Dimond
Archie Golder . Chris G. Randall
John Moody ... Robert Forrest
Eddie
.
Dick Cathcart
Lt. Hanson . Gordon Howard
Williams
..
James LUburn
Bos'un No. 1 .
Frank Connor
Bos'un No. 2 ... Eric Bond

Routine life aboard an aircraft
carrier occupies the major part of
the footage in this service feature
and doesn’t sustain enough enter¬
tainment to make it figure.
Plot time is World W.ir II and
story concerns a carrier of the Es¬
sex class from the time it leaves
the Alameda Naval Air Station
after repairs of war damage until
it returns to Brooklyn, again for
repairs, after fighting in Japanese
waters. Stock footage serves pro¬
ducer Bryan Foy well, even though
the story and its stereotype char¬
acters do not. As tile latter'* oc¬
cupy most of the first hour of
footage almost exclusively, it
doesn’t leave much time for the
real battle shots.
John Lund portrays Father Mc¬
Intyre, chaplain, newly assigned to
the earn'', which is captained by
(Continued on page 18)
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25 KEY CITY DATA CONTRASTED
Year Old indie With $8-MiL Budget
Kirk Douglas' Bryna Releases Via Both Metro And
United Artists

FIGURES INDICATE^6 Collar Union (H-63, IATSE)
SLACK ‘NOMINAL'
Points WW® Wage
Wa?e Boost
Boost
t0

--♦
--♦ Wage' boosts totaling* $800,000
By MIKE WEAR
OATU’O <1 AMH AH DTD! E*
were obtained during 1955 by
Despite the wailing wall blues, ^UUi u LAND Ut* dIdLL
white collar members of the HomeHollywood, Jan. 31.
,
whose echoes still reverberate, the
office Employees Union, Local
One year old tomorrow (1),
pre-Christmas slump of 1955 was
H-63. IATSE, according to a yearBryna Productions, Kirk Douglas’
very little worse than the like rVm kdlJlEdV IL/ilUrtlLJ end wrapup of the union. About
independent company, has five
period of 1954. In fact two of the
Three-reeler on Israel, entitled 2,600 members received an averStanley Warner confirmed this ^weeks during that traditionally “Land of the Bible,’’ has been age increase of $5.50 per week. In
properties for filming within the
next 18 months and a budget of week that it will withdraw “Cin- sslack boxoffice period, were better produced by 20th-Fox in Cinema- addition, some 300 members ob$8,000,000.
Subject is skedded for tained similar increases at the end
erama Holiday” from the Warner tthan the corresponding weeks the Scope.
Uniquely, Bryna has two major Theatre, N. Y., and will install ^year before.
Easter release.
I of 1954 for an additional $75,000
distributors-United
Artists
and Lowell Thomas’ “Seven Wonders
This analysis of the picture busiFeaturette is being given a | takeMetro-releasing its films.
|of the World” on April 10. “Holi- 11ness is derived from the 2,5 key strong promotional buildup includWhile Local H-63 feels the re¬
According to Jerry Bresler, pro¬ day,” second film in the Cinerama £centres as reported weekly in the ing advance screenings in 20th’s suits were “gratifying,” it neverducer and general-manager for the. process, will have chalked up a *film grosses section of Variety, exchanges.
theless contends that the settle¬
company, one pic—“The Viking,”
accompanying accumulative
ments “were not all that was ex¬
14-month run when it completes its The
j*
is earmarked for $4,000,000 pro¬ engagement.
pected." It points out, for example,
*figures, week by week for 1954 and
duction costs, making it the costli¬
1955, respectively ought to be read p
J
that most of the craft unions in the
Introduction of “Wonders” was in
■ connection with, and related to, PITAPk^]
est pic on Bryna’s current produc¬
film industry as well as workers
prompted by the necessity of hav- last
,
tion slate.
week’s page one streamer * LvU®
in heavy industry received substan¬
Initial Bryna pic going before ing a Broadway kickoff to engen¬ story on “America’s 107 Milliontially
higher hikes during 1955. As
the cameras this year is “A Most der enthusiasm for the third pic- rDollar Films” of 1955.
Cl
a result, the union has set its
Contagious Game,” currently be¬ ture in hinterland regions where
Firstrun grosses in these 25 rep- \l7Cff}
sights higher and in future negoti¬
ing screenplayed by its author the second attraction is beginning rresentative key cities covered by k/JrOll/
ations intends to “push a little
Samuel Grafton. “Game” to star to slough off. Dates have been set TVariety indicate that 1955 ran
harder towards securing a just
Douglas
personally,
starts
in in several other cities for “Won- <$4,104,500 behind 1954. The 52
settlement.”
Q
1
ders” following the N. Y. bow, with ^weeks in ’54 showed a total gross
March on locale in N.Y.
As part of its tougher attitude,
Other Bryna pix are: “Spring Detroit getting the picture on of $139,501,800 as against $135,L5\/£i J
Local H-63 plans to push for auton¬
Reunion,” co-starring Betty Hutton April 17, Pittsburgh April 19, Phil- i397,650. Decline actually was only
omy
from the International Alli¬
and Dana Andrews, which rolls in adelphia April 24, St. Louis April *about 3%.
Charlotte, N. C., Jan. 31.
Ch
ance of Theatrical State Employ‘
May under the direction of Robert 26, and Dallas May 1.
Pattern for trade at the wickets
Unless additional sources of ees. It feels that its current status
Pirosh who is also working on the
nrnfJnrt ar
during the past two years followed product
are developed, the motion as a *
local and a member of a
screen treatment. “King Kelly,”
much the usual trends. Year-end
a
TTni-H special department within the IA,
another Douglas starrer, is budholiday periods were the high pictuie theatres of the United requ^ring direct supervision from
getted at $1,500,000 and rolls this
points while pre-Xmas was the low States will be faced with a decreas- the IA and approval of all actions
August for Metro release.
mark. Weeks which took in im- ing number of playdates and will without Local H-63’s prior consent
Final property' on Bryna’s ’56
portant holidays like Feb. 22, eventually become a roadshow a^d approval, tends to hamstring it
slate is “Shadow of the Champ,” a
Thanksgiving and July 4 saw biz business similar to the legitimate in negotiations with the film com¬
video play by Robert Alan Auringtheatre, Myron Blank, president of Panies.
thur, which was recently acquired
The take at the b.o. ran con- Theatre Owners of America,
In contrast, “A” locals are cov¬
cov*
by the indie company at a cost of
sistently behind 1954 starting mid- warned here yesterday (Mon.).
ered by the local autonomy clause
$100,000.
July last year, and continued runStressine the seriousness of the of the IA
lA constitution. It’s felt by
mng behind with the exception of- current product shortage, Blank Local H-63 that the substantial
a few weeks until early in Decern- made these points’
hikes and fringe benefits obtained
ber. An unusually hot summer last
.
/
\
by other industry unions is due to
Confusion compounded is the year
may have had something to
Exhibitors are so divided eco- the fact that they are able to co*_
current result of Lucille Ball and ;do with this unfavorable showing, nomically into small groups that duct their Qwn affairs under the
Desi Arnaz making a series of per¬
Actually, the difference in total lt; has been impossible to ^assemble IA constitution,
grosses between last year and 1954 sufficient funds
to ..causerr>rw
Blms to i Designation
local
sonal appearances for their Metro ;o*-,
j
Designation as
as an
an “A”
t\
iucai
probably stems from the fact that he produced via the TOA-spon- would require an additional cost
Similarity of titles of Kingsley film, “Forever Darling,” and coin¬
(Continued on page 20)
(Continued
on
page
22)
cidentally
the
Heart
Fund
of
which
in
per
capita
dues
of
the
Local
International Pictures’ British im¬
H-63 members. However, the offi¬
port, “Court Martial,” and Warners' they are co-chairmen. On top of
cers of the union believe that the
“Court Martial of Billy Mitchell” is appearances in Chicago, Detroit,
higher dues will be out-weighed
Cleveland,
Philadelphia
and
James¬
the basis of a $100,000 damage suit
by the advantages that can be ob¬
town,
N.
Y.
(Feb.
6)
for
the
official
brought in N. Y. Federal Court last
tained with an autonomous opera¬
premiere,
the
man-and-wife
team
week by Kingsley against WB. Al¬
tion, and, as a consequence, are
are:
though defendant knew that Kings¬
exploring the possibility of secur¬
(1)
On
their
current
television
ley had the U. S. and Canada dis¬
ing
an “A” classification from the
Week-By-Week—1955
tribution rights to “Court Martial,” series '(Mondays) arriving, fiction¬
Week-By-Week—1954
1
IA.
suit claims it nevertheless proceed¬ ally, in London.
Jan. 6 . . . .$3,644,300"= Jan. 5 ... .....$3,335,700"=
(2) On the re-run of • their tv Jan. 13 .. . 2,712,000
Jan. 12 .. . 2,519,700
ed to mislead both exhibitors and
Jan. 19 .. . 2,450.600
the public by marketing “Billy Mit¬ pictures (Saturdays) just into Jan. 20 .. . 2,731,200
the famous birth-of-a-baby se¬ Jan. 27 .. . 2,501,400
Jan. 26 ... . 2,796,000
chell.”
quence
of
a
few
years
ago.
Feb. 2 ... . 2,460,900
Moreover, action charges that
Feb. 3 ... . 2,433,600
Feb. 9 ... . 2,658,000
Kingsley notified WB that it was
All this is getting the publicity Feb. 10 .. . 2,551,400
Feb. 16 .. . 2,656,800
the “rightful user” to the tag, criss-crossed and internationalized, Feb. 17 .. . 2,588,200
Feb. 23 ,. . 2,780,650
“Court Martial.” But despite, the a London dept, store getting mixed Feb. 24 . . . 3,137,300
March 2 .. . 2,720,400
notification WB assertedly refused up and phoning transatlantic seek¬ March 3 . . 2,829,800
Arbitration of film rentals is Ille¬
March 9 . . 2,612,800
to change the “Mitchell” label and ing a-tie-up on the stars’ arrival March 10 . 2,565,200
March 16, . 2,600,800 gal. Mitchell Wolfson, prominent
subsequently caused Kingsley a (but they don’t arrive in London). March 17 .2,418,900
.
2,504,700
Miami
exhib and a board member
.
2,462,400
March
23
loss of $50,000 on bookings of its
March
24
Metro’s N. Y. ballyhooligans
March 30 . . 2,489,400 of Theatre Owners of America, said
British-made film. Another $50,000 have been whooping up the James¬ March 31 . 2,440,000
April 6 . . . . 2,455,700 in New York last week.
is asked for the “good will” WB town event and have a press junk¬ April 7 . . 2,500,100
Wolfson emphasized that he had
April 13 . . 2,966,500
allegedly cashed in on through et going. Stars travel from Buf¬ April 14 . .. 2,320,700
April 20 . . 2,615,200 strongly opposed the TOA action in
Kingsley's promotion of its own falo to Jamestown via special heli¬ April 21 . .. 3,112,300
April 27 . .' 2,437,400 joining Allied's demand that arbi¬
“Court Martial.”
copter (courtesy Bell Aircraft). A April 28 . . 2,638,000
2.232,200 tration of rentals be included in
May 4 ... ..
Kingsley contends that it ac¬ parade in Jamestown will close the May 5 .. . . 2,436,300
May 11 .. . 2,300,200 any arbitration system. “Our law¬
quired “Court Martial” in Febru¬ schools at 11 a.m. and bring out May 12 ., . 2,221,400
May 18 ... . 2,253,700 yers tell us that it’s definitely ille¬
ary, 1955, when no other picture bands of the American Legion, May 19 .•. .. 2,326,000
May 25 ... . 2,204,100 gal and unworkable,” he noted.
was being distributed at that time Shriners and Scotch Kilties. A tea May 26 . . . 2,164,600
The former TOA prexy said he
June 1 ... . 2,384,000
with a similar tag. Originally titled party for 75 old home town friends June 2 .. . 2.378,400
June 8 ... . 2,303,100 fully favored any move to bring
“Carrington V. C.,” Kingsley’s im¬ of Lucille Ball is scheduled for June 9 .. . 2,336,500
.
2.322,000
about
more production. But, he
June
15
..
..
2,082,300
June
16
.
port stars David Niven and Mar¬ the Little Theatre and a ball that
June 22 ., . 2,533,800 commented, “there is no reason
June 23 . . 2,449,200
garet Leighton. It was released in night in the Armory.
.
2,783,300
whatever
for tying the two issues
June
29
..
.
2,355,700
June
30
.
Britain in late 1954 by Independent
Tie-ups include selection of a July 7 .. . 2,872,200
It just doesn’t make
July 6 ... . 3.052,200 together.
Film Distributors in association
Homecoming queen, bridal gown July 14 . . 2,653,200
sense.”
.
2,543,000
July
13
...
with British Lion.
stunt at Bigelows store, a joint July 21 . . 2,932,800
Wolfson said that, in his view,
July 20 . .. . 2,880,900
service club luncheon the second July 28 . . . 2,982,200
July 27 .. .. 2,940,200 the industry should have given ar¬
day (Lions, Kiwanis, etc.) umpteen August 4 . 2,836,500
August 3 . . 2,932,400 bitration a year’s try before com¬
theme song deals with regional August 11 . 3,045,000
Augut 10 . ..,. 2.880,300 ing to any conclusions. He said he
disk jocks, widespread distribution August 18 .. 2,926,900
August 17 ..’.... 2.811,900 had made it clear to the TOA board
of autographed photos (for the August 25 . 2.978,900
August 24 . 2.793,200 that he was opposed to the Allied
Deal is in the talking stage for Heart Fund) and so on.
August 31 . 2,662,800 “deal.”
Sept. 1 .. . 2,953,600
United Artists to take over the for¬
Sept. 7 . . . . 2,999,300
.
3,240,900
Sept. 8 ..
eign distribution rights to “Ariane,”
Sept. 14 .. . 2,574,400
. 2,830,400
Sept.
15
.
upcoming Audrey Hepburn-Gary
Sept. 21 .. . 2,548,800
.
2,749,900
Sept. 22 .,
Cooper costarrer which Billy Wild¬
. 2,703,000
Sept. 28 .. . 2,474,500
Sept.
29
.
er is producing for Allied Artists.
Oct. 5 . . .. . 2,658,600
.
2,765,100
Oct. 6 ..
AA, of course, would release the
Oct. 12 .. . 2,524,400
. 2,819,800
Oct.
13
..
picture in the domestic market.
Oct. 19 .. . 2,646,300
Danny Kaye will do five stage Oct. 20 . . 3,018,100
Universal International Films
Arrangement under discussion is appearances at the New York
Oct. 26 ... . 2.562,000 has appointed Cesar Aboaf as the
. 2,831,300
Oct.
27
i.
similar to AA’s agreement with Paramount Theatre Feb. 1, be¬
.
2,415,800
Nov.
2
...
!!!’!!*
.
2,688,700
company’s
general manager in
Loew’s anent William Wyler’s tween showings of his new Para¬ Nov. 3 .! . 2,618,800
Nov. 9 ... . 2,629,300
Mexico.
“Friendly Persuasion.” Loew’s is mount picture, “Court Jester,” Nov. 10 . ... 2,777,700
.
2,619,700
Nov.
16
..
Starting
his
career as an indie
advancing a portion of the produc¬ which bows on that day. Then, Nov. 17 . . 2,678,900
exhibitor in Italy in 1923, Aboaf
Nov. 23 .. . 2,560,600
tion costs in return for the foreign similar p.a.’s at a couple of other Nov. 24 . . 3.279,100
.
2,980,600
joined
Paramount
in 1924 and in
Nov.
30
..
Dec. 1 ..
rights.
Dec. 7 ... . 2,327,300 1931 was named district supervisor
. 2,398,200
Situation further points up the eastern theatres before a charity Dec. 8 .. . . 1,898,100
.
2,098,100
for
northern
Italy.
Subsequently
Dec.
14
...
Dec. 15 .
problem which AA is encountering stint in London.
Dec. 21 ... . 1,918,200 he served as general manager in
Sam Prager, on the piano, is ac¬ Dec. 22 . . 1,887,000
as it enters its new elaborate pro¬
Argentina
for
International
Films,
.
2.985,200
Dec.
28
.
..
3,799,300
duction phase. Company has ade¬ companying the comedian on the Dec. 29 . .
. $135,397,650 Ltd., Republic, and Warner Bros.
Total
quate facilities for marketing prod¬ in-person sked and Par exploita¬ Total ... . $139,501,800
He
joined
\UI
in
1954
as
special
rep¬
Gain in 1954 .$4,104,500
uct in the United States market but tion chief Herb Steinberg is travelNote: * Appeared in Jan. 12 resentative for J. Arthur Rank
Note: * = Appeared in Jan. 13
is weak overseas as compared withi ing along the U. S. route for bally
pictures
in
Latin
America.
issue.
issue.
purposes.
the major outfits.
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Freelance Stars
System Unhealthy,
Sez Myron Blank

Kingsley Sues Alleging
Playdates Lost on WB
Use of ‘Court Martial’

BaMrnaz Up To
Eyebrows in M-G
(And TV) Tie-Upsi

1954-1955 Boxscore on Grosses

Arbitration Unworkable,
And Why Tie It to More
Picture Goal?—Wolfson

UNITED ARTISTS MAY
SELL ‘ARIANE’ 0’SEAS

Danny Kaye’s Personals;
Sam Prager at Ivories

CESAR ABOAF REPS
UNIVERSAL IN MEXICO
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PICTURE GROSSES

LA. It by Downpours But 'Helen
Stout 28G, ‘Always 42G, ‘Ransom’
56G,‘OkIa.’ Big 58G, ‘Holiday’ 39G
Los Angeles, Jan. 31. Teeoff week of “Helen of Troy”
sees stout $20,000 at Fox Wilshire,
being the lone newcomer register¬
ing a satisfactory pace. Heavy
Estimated Total Gross
rains naturally hurt biz generally
This Week.$588,000
especially ozoners. Despite, the
(Based, on 21 theatres.)
failure of newcomers to do as well
as expected, biz currently is run¬
Last Year.$495,500
running ahead of like stanza a
(Based on 22 theatres.)
year ago thanks to big coin still
being grabbed by several extend¬
ed-runs.
“Ransom” looks fair $17,000 in
two firstruns plus $39,000 in three
nabes and six drive-ins. “Always
Tomorrow” is rated mild $15,500.
for three situations plus $26,500
in one nabe and eight ozoners.
“Joe Macbeth” looms light $16,000
in three houses.
Cleveland, Jan. 31.
“Cinerama
Holiday”
clocked
Traffic-stopping snowstorm dis¬
sock $39,000 in 11th week while rupted biz for some key spots but
“Oklahoma” looks great $50,000 film trade is holding surprisingly
for current stanza in two spots. well. “Helen of Troy” is standout
Also handsome are “Rose Tattoo,” with smash take at the Allen.
“Guys and Dolls,” “Cry Tomor¬ "Golden Arm” is great at the State
row” and “Golden Arm.”
while combo of “Phantom From
10,000 Leagues” and “Day World
Estimates for This Week
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1- Is Ended” is big at the Hipp.
Estimates for This Week
$1.80)—“Helen of Troy” (WB).
Stout $20,000. Last week, “All ' Allen (S-W) (3,000; 70-$1.25)—
“Helen
of Troy” (WB). Lofty $26,Heaven Allows” '(U) (5th wk-4
000 or near. Last week, "Hell on
days), $1,800.
Frisco Bay” (WB), $14,000.
State, Pantages (UATC-RKO)
Hipp (Telern’t! (3,700; 70-$l)—
(2,404; 2,812; 90-$1.50)—“Ransom” “Phantom 10,000 Leagues” (Indie)
(M-G) and "Bride of Monster” (In¬ and "Day World Ended” (Indie).
die). Fair $17,000. Last week, State Big $20,000* Last week, “Desert
with Hawaii, “Diane” (M-G) and Sands” (UA) and “Fort Yuma”
“Secret Adventure” (Indie) (2d (UA), $10,000.
wk), $5,800.
. Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1-$1.50)—
Warner Downtown, Hawaii, Ritz “Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (6th wk).
(SW-G&S-FWC) (1,757; 1,106; 1,- Nice $10J)00
er $13,000 last
363; 90-$1.50) — “There’s Always w’feek.
Tomorrow” (U).
Mild $15,500. . Palace (RKU) (3,286; 70-90)—
Last week, D’town with Vogue, El “Six Bridges to Cross” (U) (reis¬
Rey, “African Lion” (BV) and sue) and “Square Jungle” (U).
“White Witch Doctor” (20th) (re¬ Lean $6,000. Last week, “At Gun¬
issue), $9,500.
point” (AA), $9‘,000. '
State (Loew) (3.500; 70-90)—
Hillstreet, Hollywood, Wiltem
(RKO-FWC-SW) (2,752; 756; 2,- “Golden Arm” (UA). Great $20,344; 80-$1.50) — “Joe Macbeth” 000. Stays. Last week, “Kismet”
(Col) and “Fury At Gunsight Pass”. (M-G), $i0,000.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)—
(Col). Light $16,000. Last week,
“Stratton Story” (M-G) and “Three
in different units.
Musketeers”
(M-G) (reissues). Mild
Orpheum (Metropolitan) (2,2.13;
80-$1.225) — “One Way Ticket $5,000. Last week, “Trouble With
Hell” (Indie) and “Betrayed Wom- Harry” (Par), $6,000.
'
$6,500. aju',v
Last i /i**.*
au
(AA). Modest
«pu,^uu.
_...
_ _ _ _

Broadway Grosses

‘Helen’Fancy 26G,
Cleve.: ‘Arnr’20G

^Sghe^

1SS| HELEN TALL $20,000,
TOR’NTO;‘HEAVEN’13G

wk), $4,200.
Downtown Paramount (ABPT)
(3,300; 90-$1.50)—"Hell on Frisco
Toronto, Jan. 31.
Bay” (WB) and “Target ’ Zero”
Among newcomers, “Helen of
(WB) (2d wk).
Medium $9,000. Troy” is off to wham start, with
(Continued on page 22)
"Trouble with. Harry” also doing
well. “The. Prisoner” is also nice
at two-hpuse. c.ombo. “Guys and
Dolls” in. sixth frame is still tops
in city. “Ail That Heaven Allows”
shapes big in second round.
Estimates for 'This Week
Christie, Hyland (Rank) (848;
1,354;
751$1)—“The
Prisoner”
(Col). Good $7,500. Last week,
Baltimore, Feb. 1.
Fairish grosses predominate here “Doctor at Sea” (Rank) (5th. wk),
this week. “Bottom of Bottle’\ is $4,000.
Downtown* Glendale, Scarboro,
fair at the Century. Combo of
“East of Eden” and “Battle Cry” State, Westwood (Taylor) (1,057;
was pleasing at the Stanley. 955; 696; 694; 975; 40-75)—“Target
“Glory” is fairish at the New. Zero” (WB) and "Paris Follies
“Square Jungle” is okay at the 1956” (AA), Light $10,000. Last
(Continued on page 22)
Mayfair. “Guys and Dolls” still is
fast in sixth Hipp week.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Fruchtman) (3,000; 3595)—“Bottom of Bottle” (20th).
Fair $9,000. Last week, “Lieut.
Wore Skirts” (20th) (2d wk), $6,-

‘Bottle’ Mildish $9,000,
Balto; ‘Dolls’ 9G, 6th,
‘Heaven’ Okay 76, 3d

.

000

‘Helen’ Whopping $20,000,
Buff.; ‘Arm’ Stout 22G
Buffalo, Jan. 31.
Two new smash pix are giving
firstruns here a stronger tone.
“Helen of Troy” is terrific at the
Center while “Man With Golden
Arm” is smash at the Buffalo. “All
Heaven Allows”- is very big in
second round at Lafayette. “Bot¬
tom of Bottle” is rate'd fair at
Paramount.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-95)—
“Golden Arm”' (UA). Lofty $22,000. Last week, "Diane” (M-G)
and, “To Paris With Love” (Indie),
$10,000. *•

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 50-80)—
“Bottom of Bottle” (20th) and
"Paris Follies 1956” (Indie). Fair
$12,000. Last week, “Battle Cry”
(WB) and “East of Eden” (WB)
(reissues), okay $12,500.
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-$l)—
"Helen of Troy” WB), Terrific
$20,000. Last week, “Trouble With
Harry” (Par) and “Teckman Mys¬
tery” (Indie), $9,00,0.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)--“All Heaven Allows” (U) and “Last
of Desperados’’ (U) (2d wk). Sharp
$12,000. Last week, $17,000.
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 60-85)
—“Glory” *(RKO) and “Postmark
for Danger” (Indie). Drab $5,500
in 5 days. Last week, “At Gun¬
point” (AA) and “Dig That Uran¬
ium” (AA), $10,000.
Teck (Cinema Products) (1,200;
$1.20-$2.40) — “This is Cinerama”
(Indip) (45th wk). Good $7,500.
Last week, $7,800.
Cinema (Cohen) (450; 90-$1.50)
—“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (5th wk).
Fancy $7,200. Last week, $7,900.

Snow Slaps Cincy;
‘Skirts’ Fast 14G
Cincinnati, Jan. 31.
Cold and snow traffic hindrances
continued in first half after slush¬
ing towntown theatre and commer¬
cial business severely last week.
Just the same, returns are okay on
“Lieut. Wore Skirts,” snappy at the
big Albee,. and another new bill,
“Man With Gun,” a Palace sharpie.
“Guys and Dolls” is still potent in
sixth week at Keith’s and “Indian
Fighter” is pleasing on rnoveovcr
at the Grand. “Cinerama Holiday”
continues big in 32d week at
Capitol.
Estimates for This Week .
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.25).
—“Lieut. Wore Skirts” (20th).
Snappy $14,000. Last week, “In¬
dian Fighter” (U), $13,500.
Capitol (Ohio Cinerama Corp.)
(1,376; $1.20-$2.65) •— “Cinerama
Holiday” (Indie) (32d wk). Holding
on big $15,500• beam, same as last
week. Cold- and snow cancelled
visits by. out-of-town groups.
Grand. (RKO) (1,400; 75-$1.25)—
“Indian Fighter” (U.). (m.o.). Swell
$7,500. Last, week, “AIL That
Heaven Allows” <U) (m.o.), $8,000.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.50)—
“Guys and Dolls”' (M-G) (6th wk).
Solid $9,000 after $9,800 in. fifth
frame. Saturday and Sunday traf¬
fic continues terrific. Holds.
Palace - (RKO) (2,600; 75-$l)—
“Man With- Gun” (UA). Fancy
$10,000 or .near. Last week, “Sec. ond greatest Sex’.’ (U), eight days,
I $9,000.

H.0.s Jam Mpk; ‘Ransom’ Boff 8G,
‘Diane’ Slim 5G, ‘Heaven’ MW, 2d

Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50-$l)
—“The Bed” (Indie) (2d wk). Fair¬
ish $3,000. Last week, $3,800
opener.
Minneapolis, Jan. 31.
men” (AA). “Strictly Adult” tagFilm. Centre (Rappaport) (960
As holdovers cling tenaciously to on upper half of bill helping. Great
50-$l)—“Diabolique” (UMPO) (5th their perches again, newcomers are $8,000. Last week, “Artists and
wk). Stout $5,500. Last week, $5,- very scarce here currently. Fresh Models” (Pat) (4th wk), $3,500, at
000.
arrivals are topped by “Ransom,” $1 top.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2^100; smash at the.GoDher. “Mau Mau”Radio City (Par) (4.100; 85-$l)—
50-$1.25)—“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) “Betrayed Woman” combo also “All That Heaven Allows” (U) (2d
6th wk). Fancy $9,000. Last week, looks brisk. However, “Diane” is wk). Has done surprisingly well for
$10,500.
slim at the State. It’s the 30th stan¬ itself-. Lofty $9;000 or close. Last
Mayfair (Hicks) <980; 27-70 >— za for “Cinerama Holiday” while week. $13,000.
“Square Jungle” (U>. Okay $4,000. “Guys and Doll's” finally winds up
RKO Orpheum (RKOV (2,800; $1Last week. “Flame of Islands” its record run at Orpheum with $1.50)—“Guys and Dolls” (M-G)
'Rep), $3,500.
a five-day sixth week. “All That <6th wk). On final stanza of smash
New (Fruchtman) (1.600; 35-$l) Heaven Allows” is sock in second run goes only 5 days to get theatre
—“Glory” iRKOi. Fairish $7,000. canto at Radio City. Milder temp¬ back on Wednesday openings.
Last week, “Second Greatest Sex’ eratures are helpful.
Big $7,000. Last week, same.
(U), $8,000.
Estimates for This Week
RKO Pan (RKO; (1,600; 65-85)—
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420* 50Century (S-W (1,150; $1.75-$2.65) "Bullet for Joey” <UA) and “Steel
$1)—“Trouble With Harry” (Par) —“Cinerama
Holiday”
(Indie) Cage” (UA). Okay $4,000. Last
15th wk). Okay ‘$3,500. Last week, (30th W'k). Little variation now
week, “Fort Yuma” (UA) and “Kil¬
ditto.
from week to week and still mighty
Stanley (WB) (3.200; 30-$ D— strong at $12,000. Last week, $14,- ler’s Kiss” (UA), $3,500
State
(Par;
(2,300;
85-$l)—
“Helen of Troy” (WB>. Starts to 000.
“Diane” (M-G). Mixed opinions
morrow (Wedn Last week, "East
Gopher
(Berger)
(1.000;
85-$l)—!
this
and
because
"as
costume
pic
of Eden” <WB) and “Battle Cry” Ransom
(M-G).- Big advance doesn't help. Slim $5,000. Last
(WB; (reissue), brisk $8,500.
buildup and Glen ford s cast pres- week. “At Gunpoint” (AA), $6 000
Town (Rappaport; ‘1.400; 35-$l) .ence helping this. Socko $8,000, ! World (Mann) (400* 75-$120 —
—“Diane” <M-G>. Opens tomor¬
vveek< “L'he Spoilers” 'Ui, $3,-, “The Prisoner” (ol; (2d wk). Finrow (Wed.i. Last week. “All That 000.
Heaven Allows”
*3d v,ki,
°ke • vL,^CjfPrn ' 1 Mil): 65-85---"Mhu ; start.
Satisfactory°”$3,000^ Last
$7,000.
Mau »Indie; and Betrayed Wo-, week, big $4,300.
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‘Cry’ Huge $28,000 in Phffly; ‘Helen
Sockeroo 35G, Tattoo’ Terrif 20G
Key City Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week .'...$2,705,900
(Based oh 23 cities and 220
theatres, chiejty first runs, in¬
cluding N.Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year .$2,460,900
(Based on 23 cities and 210
theatres.)

‘Heaven’Mighty
K.C. Ace
Kansas. City, Jan. 31.
Big play is on “All That Heaven
Allows” in four Fox Midwest
houses, where appearing day-date
for handsome money. Pic may win
a holdover. “Last Frontier” at.
Missouri and “Diane” at the Mid¬
land are both slow newcomers.
“Guys and Dolls” rolls on at Roxy
in sixth week. It continues. “Ran¬
som” is oke in second week at
Paramount.
After snowy mid¬
week, weather' stayed murky over
weekend.
Estimates for This Week
Glen (Dickinson) (750; 75-$l)—
“Lucrezia Boegia” (Indie) (3d wk).
Despite police raid and clipping
out of 90 feet of film-, holds stout
at $1,400. Staying over. Last week,
$1,500.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$l)—
“Great Adventure” (Indie) (2d wk).
Sharp $1,400, holds. Last week,
$1,700. ,
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 60-80)
—“Diane” (M-G) and “You Know
What Sailors Are” (UA). Drab $5,000 in 6 days. Last week, “Man
With Gun”- (UA)- and ‘‘King's
Thief” (M-G), $6,000.
Missouri (RKO) (2,585; 65-90)—
“Last Frontier” (Col), and “Inside
Detroit” (Col). Sad $5,000. Last
week, “Fort Yuma” (UA) and
“Desert
Sands”
(UA)
skimpy
$3,500.
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
75-$l)—“Ransom” (M-G) (2d wk).
Good $7,0Q0. Last week, $11,000.
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-$1.25$1.50)—“Guys and Dolls” (6th wk).
Strong $4,500; stays. Last week,
$6,000.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra¬
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
700; 1,217; 65-85)—“All That Heav¬
en Allows” (U) and “Case of Red
Monkey” (AA). Sock $25,000 or
better; likely will hold. Last week,
“At Gunpoint” (AA) and “Shack
Out on 101” (AAJ, $16,000.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)—
“Quartet”
(Indie)
and “Kind
Hearts and Coronets” (Indie) (2d
wk).
Oke $1,000. Last week,
'$1,200.

‘Dolls’ Mighty $14,000,
L’ville; ‘Heaven’ Hefty
13G, ‘Bay’ Brisk 7|G
Louisville, Jan. 31.
Worst snow and stormy weather
of year hit this town last week and
knocked openings for a loop. How¬
ever, mild conditions and rain
over weekend perked up trade con¬
siderably. High spot of week is
“Guys and Dalis” at the Brown,
smash for opening round. It is
holding over. “Hell on Frisco Bay”
at the Mary Anderson is okay. “All
That Heaven Allows” at the Rialto
is hosty. “Trouble With Harry”
and “Night Freight” is sturdy at
the Kentucky.
Estimates for This Week
Brown
(Fourth
Ave.-United
Artists) (1,200; $1-$1.35)—“Guys
and Dolls" (M-G). Heading for
smash $14,000, after season’s worst
snow made opening rough. Looks
to stick around for several weeks.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 65-85)
—“Trouble With Harry” (Par) and
“Night Freight” (AA). Moderate
$6,000. Last week, “Lucy Gallant”
(Par), $4,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1.000;
65-85)—“Hell on Frisco Bay” (WB).
Hep $7,500. Last week, “Return
Jack Slade” (AA) and “Warriors”
(AA), $7,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
55-85)—“All That Heaven Allows”
(U). Lusty $13,000 or close. Last
week “Lieut. Wore Skirts” (20th),
$12,500.
State (United Artists) (3,000; 5585)—"Lawless Street” (Col) and
“Teenage Crime Wave” (Col). Mild
$9,000. Last week, “Ransom” (M-G)
same.

Philadelphia, Jan. 31.
Bad weather in- current session
is proving to be po adverse factor
to the blue-chip entries here. De¬
spite freezing rain Saturday-Sunday, “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” set a
new house 'record- .at' Arcadia
Standees at the * bandbox TransLux over the weekend attested to
great draw of “Rose Tattoo ”
which is -rated sensational. Mastbaum reopened its third balcony
to care for crowds waiting to see
“Helen of Troy.”. Smash session
lQoms. “All That Heaven Allows”
is fancy ,in third. Viking week.
Estimates for This Week

Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-$1.80)—
“Cry Tomorrow” (M-G). Record
$28,000. Last week, "Trial” (M-G)
(13th wk), $4,500.
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $L25-$2.60>—
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) i50th
wk). Good $13,000. Last week,
$11,000, .
Fox . (20th). (2,250; 90-$1.49)—
“Lieut. Wore Skirts” (20th) (2d wk)
Fair $11,000. Last week, $20,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65$1.35)—“Hell on Frisco Bay” (WB).
Stout $16,000. Last week, “Square
Jungle” (UO,. $11,000.
Mastbaum. (SW). (4,370; 99-$1.49)
—“Helen of Troy” (WB). Smash
$35,000. Last week, “At Gun¬
point” (AA); $10';000.
Midtown (Goldman)_QL0QfU 75^_
$1.49) “Diane” (M-G) (2d wk). Wan
$5,500. Last week, $8,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,250: 99$1.80)—“Guys and- Dolls” (M-G)
(12th wk). Okay $15,000. Last
week, same.
• Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)—
“Ransom” (M-G). (2d wk). Weak
$11,000. Last week, $12,000.
Stanton, (SW.) (1,483; 99-$1.49)—
“Golden Arm” (UA) (2d. wk). Ter¬
rific $25,000. Last week, $33,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 90-$1.49)
—“I- Am Camera” (DCA) (10th
wk), So-so $3,000. Last week,
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
—"Rose Tattoo” (Par). Sensation¬
al $20,000. Last week, ’’Trouble
With Harry” (Par) (6th wk), $4,500.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49)—
“All Heaven Allows” (U) <3d wk).
Fancy $12,000 or over. Last week,
$16,000.
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 98$1.50)—“Dance Little Lady” <T-L)
(2d wk). Mild $1,800. Last week,
$3,000.
_

Det.B.O. Climbs;‘Bay’
Great $25,000, ‘Always’
: Bright 20G, ‘Dolls’ 15G
Detroit, Jan. 31.
Healthy is the word for down¬
town biz this stanza. “It’s A Dog’s
Life” was smash, thanks to the
help of a rock ’n’ roll stage show
in a three-day weekend, run at the
Fox. “Hell on Frisco. Bay” looks
great for the Palms. “There’s Al¬
ways Tomorrow” is bright at the
Michigan, “Cinerama Holiday” in
its 51st week at Music Hall and
10th round of “Guys and Dolls” at
the Adams remain strong.
Estimates for This Week

Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1.25$1.50)—“A Dog’s Life” (M-G) plus
rock-’n!-roll stageshow.
In for
three days only. Tremendous $57,000. Last week, “Lieut. Wore
Skirts” (20th) and “Storm Fear”
(Indie) (2d wk), $14,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000;
$1-$1.25)—“There’s Always Tomor¬
row” (U) and “Second Greatest
Sex” (U). Bright $20,000. Last
week, “Kismet” (M-G), $17,000.
Palms (TJD) (2,961; $1-$1.25)—
“Hell oh Frisco Bay” (WB) and
“Vanishing
American”
(Rep).
Great $25,000. Last week. “Indian
Fighter” (UA) and “Toughest Man
Alive” (Lip) (2d wk), $14,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $l-$1.25l—
“All That Heaven Allows” (U) '6(h
wk). Steady $8,000. • Last week,
same.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3.500;
$1-$1.25)—“At Gunpoint” (AA' and
“Dig That Uranium” (Rep). Slow
$9,500. Last week, “Square Jungle
(U) and “Last of Desperados” (Lip).
$15,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1-$1.25)
—“Guys and- Dolls” (M-G) ' 1 Otli
wk). Strong $15,000. Last week,
$14,600.

Music Hall (Cinerama Produc¬
tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)—“Cine"
rama Holiday” (Indie) (51st wk).
Strong $19,400. Last week, same.
Krira (Krim) (1,000; $1.25'--“l
Am Camera” (DCA) (5th wk’*
Steady $5,500. Last week, $5,600.
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PITT B.O. PICKS UP SHARPLY
New Films, Ms Hypo Chi; ‘Fighter’
X, U11VJ

V^VVVj

Ul/UOV

‘Heaven

JUVUU

‘HELEN’ HOT 25G.

l|/IV)VVV)

, 3d, ‘Holiday’ 35G

Rain Hits B’way Spurt; ‘Helen Trojan
58G, ‘Ransom’ Large 13G, ‘Tattoo’ 28G,
8th, ‘Cry’ 138G, 34 ‘Arm’ $24,500, 7th

Pittsburgh, Jan. ’31.
Firstrun film biz is up sharply
this week, with “Helen of Troy"
+ Broadway fii'strun theatres were
Chicago, Jan. 31. +•
materializing as a block-buster at
headed for another smash week
Four openers and several strong
Stanley. Both “Man With Golden
until the rains came. Snow, sleet
extended-runs are keeping biz at Bliz Bops Omaha But
Arm” at Penn and “All That Seattle Spotty; ‘Arm’
and rain Sunday (29) followed by
a happy level here this frame. “In¬
Heaven Allows" at Fulton are
‘Heaven* Great $14,500 strong on holdovers, latter in third
Nice 12G, ‘Always’ 7G an all-day downpour Monday took
dian Fighter* and “Desert Sands"'
a heavy toll. Worst damage was
dualer shapes tall $23;000 at the
Omaha, Jan. 31.
stanza. Only downtown bill that’s
Seattle, Jan. 31.
Sleet and cold offset the three going nowhere is “Deep Blue Sea"
Firstrun biz is very spotty here done to the boxoffice Monday, with
Roosevelt. “Lease of Life" heads
for hot $10,000 also in first round new entries at downtown houses at the Harris. Reissue of “Wuth- this session although there are a night biz heavily hit by warnings
this week, with biz on the mild ering Heights" is doing sensation¬ few fairly good spots. “Golden of dire driving conditions that
at Esquire.
“All That Heaven Allows" stays side. “Hell on Frisco Bay" at the ally at Squirrel Hill while “Cine¬ Arm" is standout with a fine ses¬ never matei*ialized. Several new
sturdy in third week at the Orien¬ ‘Brandeis is snaring some fancy rama Holiday" began to pick up sion at Paramount. “There’s Al¬ bills are helping to overcome these
tal. “Court-Martial of Billy Mitch- money. “All That Heaven Allows" immediately at the Warner on ways Tomorrow” looms only mild adverse factoi's.
at Orpheum. “Guys and Dolls," in
el" slumps in same round at the is smash at the Orpheum. “Guys heels of closing notice.
New champion is “Helen of
longest run here currently, still is Troy," which is heading for a
State-Lake. “Tarantula4' and “Run¬ and Dolls" is smallish in final (6th)
Estimates for This Week
ning Wild" combo looms hefty in frame, at the State.
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 75-$1.10)— great in sixth week at Blue Mouse. smash $58,000 at the Criterion.
third grand session.
Estimates for This Week
Spectacular drama was big from
Estimates for This Week
“All That Heaven Allows" (U) (3d
“Oklahoma" is still mighty in
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (BOO; $1- opening day and kept building.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; 75-$l)— wk). Third weekend was big and
fifth stanza at the McjVickers. “Man “Hell on Frisco Bay" (WB) and Jane Wyman-Rock Hudson starrer $1.50)—“Guys and Dolls" (M-G) “Ransom" also is giving the Globe
With the Golden Arm" stays lively “Track Man Down" (Rep). Okay may get still another week before (6th wk). Great $8,500. Last week, a nice boost with $13,000 garnered
in same week at the Woods. “I'll $5,000. Last week, “Treasure Pan- “Lieut. Wore Skirts" (20th) comes $9,400.
in first round.
“Inside Detroit"
Cry Tomorrow" looms okay in cho Villa” (RKO> and “Stranger’s in. Big $7,000 or ovex*. Last week>
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90- and vaudeville looks to get a fine
sixth at the United Artists.
sizzling $9,500.
Hand" (Indie), $4,500. «
$1.25)—“Day World Ended” (In¬ $22,000 at the Palace.
“Guys and Dolls” still has
Guild (Green) (500; 65-$l)— die) and “Phantom from 10,000
Top coin still is going to “I’ll
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 70-90)
strength in 12th frame at the Chi¬ —“Last Frontier" (Col) and “In- “Sheep Has 5 Legs (UMPO) (6th Leagues" (Indie) (2d wk). Good Cry Tomorrow" with stageshow at
cago. “Cinerama Holiday" -contin¬ l-side'Detroit” (Coll. _ Fail* $5,500, wk). Holding at nice $2,000, .samA. $6,500 in 5 days. Last week, “At the Music Hall, with a big $138*000
ues smash in 33d week at Palace. Last week,. “Spoilers" (U) and as last week. May stay again.
Gunpoint" (AA) and “Hack Out” in third round. “Lieut. Wore
Estimates for This Week
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 65-$l)— (AA), $8,300.
Skirts” with Sonja Henie iceshow
“Paris Follies of 1956" (AA),
“Deep Blue Sea” (20th). Every¬
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500; onstage finished its third session
Carnegie ‘ (Telem’t) 430; 95)— $7,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75- thing that could be done for this $1-$1.25)—“Lieut. Wore Skirts" with ax’ound $79,000, big, at the
“Boris Godunov" (Artkino). IWfty
$2,500. Last week, subsequent-run. $1)—“All That Heaven Allows" one was done but they don’t go for (20th) (3d wk). Okay $5,000 in 6 Roxy. “Bottom of Bottle", with a
Rock-’n’-Roll ice i*evue onstage re¬
Chicago (B&K) 3,900; 98-$1.80)— (U). Sock $14,500. Holds. Last it. Staying nine days on account days. Last week, $6,500.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- places today (Wed.).
“Guys and Dolls" (M-G) (12th wk). week, “Second Greatest Sex" (U), of locked booking for “Benny
Goodman Stox*y" (U), which opens $1.25)—“Billy Mitchell" (WB) and
Stout $30,000. Last week, $29,000. $7,000.
“Rose Tattoo" wound its seventh
State (Goldberg) (860; 90-$1.20) Friday. Slow $6,500 on extended “24 Hour Alert" (WB) (5th wk). stanza with smash $28,000 at the
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1.400;
85-$l) — “Lease of Life" (IFE). —“Guys and Dolls" (M-G) (6th wk). stay. Last week, “Square Jungle” Oke $3,000. Last week, $4,100.
Astor and now is in its eighth
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90- week. "Golden Arm” likewise is
Sockeroo $10,000. Last week, subse- Only $2,500 and will mow out after (U) $3,500 in 5 days.
Penn (UA) (3,300; 75-$1.10)— $1.25)—“Hell on Frisco Bay" (WB) socko, with $24,500 in prospect for
this session. Last week, $3,500.
quertt-run.
“Man With Golden Arm" (UA) C2d and “Target Zex*o” (WB) (2d wk). seventh frame at the Victoria.
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$l)—
wk). Holding up very well and Fair $5,000. Last week, $7,500.
“Tarantula" (U) and “Running
“Diane” is heading for slow $8,000
could easily stay another week.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90- in third week at' the State.
Wild" (U) (3d wk). Okay $6,500.
But has to go because Danny Kaye $1.25) — “There’s Always Tomor¬
Last week.. $11,500.
“Guys and. Dolls” held amazing¬
in pei*son is coming in-Fi'iday with row” (U) and “Square Jungle" (U).
Loop (Telem't) (606; 90-$1.25)—
“Court Jester" (Par) and house is Moderate $7,000 or near. Last ly, with a great $36,500 in prospect
“Littlest Outlaw" (BV) (6th wk).
committed to open it then. “Arm" week, “Ransom" (M-G) and “Van-1 for current (13th) week at the Cap¬
Sturdy $8,000. Last week, $8,500.
itol. It stays on.
“Artists and
should do great $15,000 on top of ishing American" (Rep), $5,$00.
McVickers (JL&S)* (1,580; $1.25sock $23,000 last week.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039; Models” is winding its six-week
$3)—“-Oklahoma'" (Magna) (5th wk).
run at the Pax*amount with a mild
Squirrel
Hill
(SW)
(900;
65-$l)—
90-$1.25)
—
“Golden
Arm"
(UA).
■ Tall $40,800. Last week, $35,200.
“Wuthering Heights" (UA) (reis¬ Fine $12,000. Last week, “Day $23,000, “Court Jester” replacing
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)—
San Francisco, Jan. 31.
sue) (2d wk). This one’s proving World Ended" (Indie) and “Phan¬ today (Wed.). Danny Kaye, star of
“Diane" (M-G) (2d wk). Fair $7,Biz is perking here this session, a real surprise. Right np among tom
10,000
Leagues”
(Indie), this new comedy, is making per¬
000. Last week, $9,000.
with “Helen of Troy" at the St.
sonals at all shows opening day.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; ‘98-$1.25) Francis and “Golden Arm" at top • grossers at this sure-seater, $9,000.
“Indian Fighter” is mild $8,500 for
great
$4,000.
Last
week,
wow
—“All That Heaven Allows" (U) United Artists pacing the new
sixth
Mayfair round.
(3d wk). Nice $22,000. Last week, entries. Both are smash. “Hell on $5,100.
Stanley
(SW)
(3,800;
75-$1.25)—
“Oklahoma" is edging up to
$27,000.
Frisco Bay" is sharp, at Paramount “Helen of Troy" (WB). Big spec¬
smash
$37,000 in current (15) week
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40) while “There’s Always Tomorrow"
at the Rivoli. “Cinei*ama Holiday"
— “Cinerama Holiday" (Indie) (33d looms good at Golden Gate. “Guys tacle looks like the outstanding
gi’osser
here
in
long
time.
Smash
|
finished
its 5lst round with great
wk). Solid $35,000. Last week, $34,- and Dolls" still is big 4n 11th
$25,000, and naturally holds. Last
$49,200 at the Warner, now being
300.
stanza at Stagedoor. “Diabolique” week, “Hell On Frisco Bay” (WB),
in
its
52d
week. Pic starts its sec¬
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)— continues big in fifth Larkin week.
ond year at this house next Sun¬
$7,500.
“Indian Fighter" (UA) and “Desert
Estimates for This Week
day
(5).
Warner
(SW)
(1,365;
$1.25-$2.40)
Sands" (UA). Bangup $23,000. Last
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80- —“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (51st
Estimates for This Week
week, “At Gunpoint" (AA) and
St. Louis, Jan. 31.
Started to pick up right
Heavy snowstorm and neai*-zero
“Toughest Man Alive" (AA) (2d j $1) — “There’s Always Tomorrow" week).
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
(U)
and “Sudden Danger” (AA). after mid-April closing was an¬ temperatures sloughed biz at main- “Rose Tattoo" (Par) (8th wk). Sev¬
wk), $17,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98) Good $11,000. Last week, “The nounced. Big $11,000. Last week, stem houses Sunday (29) and will enth round concluded Monday (30)
make all grosses milder this round. was boffo $28,000. Fifth was $30,—“Court-Martial Billy Mitchell" Spoilers" (U) and “Bridges To $9,000.
Even “Man With Golden Arm" was 000. Stays. Now getting $2 top at
(WB) (3d wk). Slow $21,000. Last Cross" (U) (reissues) $12,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
hard hit, and looms only okay at night even on weekdays.
week. $22,000.
Loew’s, but best thing in town of
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685: 95)— Bottom of Bottle" (20th) and
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
newcomers. “All That Heaven Al¬ (550; $1.25-$1.80> — “Samaurai"
“Frisky" (pCA). Hefty $3,500. Last Fighting Chance" (Rep). Mild
lows" is rated big in second stanza (FA) (4th wk). Third stanza com¬
week, “Sheep Has 5 Legs" (UMPO) $12,000 or less. Last week,/‘Lieut.
Wore Skirts” (20th) and “Toughest
at the St. Louis. “Guys and Dolls" pleted Sunday (29) was good $5,000.
(10th wk), $2,700.
Montreal, Jan. 31.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65- Man Alive" (AA) (2d wk), $11,500,
Second was $7,800. “Lease of Life"
“Helen of Troy" is pacing the looms near in fifth Esquire week.
98)—“I’ll Cry Tomorrow" (M-G)
Estimates for This Week
(IFE) opens Feb. 9.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90)— city currently, with a smash figure
(6th wk). Oke $18,500. Last week, “Ransom” (M-G). Nice $14,000 or at Loew’s.
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25Biz at other spots
$18,000.
close. Last week, “Diane" (M-G) ranges from good to dull. “Sister $2.40)—“Cinerama Holiday" (Jndie) $1.50) — “Adorable CxeJtures"
Woods (Essaness) (1,206; 98-$1.25) ■ (2d wk), $7,500.
Fine $11,000.
Last (Cont) (4th wk). Third w*eek finEileen" is rated good at the Palace (50th wk).
—“Golden Arm" (UA) (5th wk).
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)— while “Deep Blue Sea" is fair at week, $14,500.
continued on page 22)
Fine $24,000. Last week* $28,000.
Esquire (Indie) (1,500; $1.25"Hell On Frisco Bay” (WB) and the Capitol.
World (Indie) (430; 98)—“Return “Unholy Four" (Col). Sharp $22,$1.50)—“Guys and Dolls" (M-G)
Estimates for This Week
Don Camillo” (IFE) (3d wk). 000. Last week, “Twinkle in God’s I
(5th wk). Neat $6,000 after $7,000
Palace (C.‘ T.) (2,625; 60-$l)— in fourth.
Staunch $3,900. Last week, $4,200. Eye" (Indie) and “Rock ’n’ Roll1
"Sister Eileen" (Col). Good $18,Ziegfeld (Davis) (430; 98)—“Di- revue onstage, $26,000.
Fox (F & M) (5,000; 51-75)—
000.
Last week, “Tender Trap" “Square Jungle" (AA) and “Spoil¬
abolique" (UMPO) 6th wk). Big
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
(3d wk), $15,000.
$8,000. Last week, $7,500.
ers" (U). Opened today (Tues.).
— “Helen of Troy" (WB). Great (M-G)
Capitol (C. T.) (2,412; 50-85)— Last week, “Hell on Frisco Bay”
$25,000 or over.
Last week, “Deep
Blue Sea" (20th). Fair $12,- (WB) and “Target Zero" (WB),
“Trouble Wfth Harry" (Par), $14,- •000.
Last week, “Rebel Without solid $15,000.
Pi*ovidence, Jan. 31.
000 in 9 days.
Cause"
(WB) (2d wk), $16,000.
“Gu;ys and Dolls," in its second
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-85)—
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre,
Princess (C. T.) (2,131; 40-65)— “Golden Arm” (UA). Okay $14,- week is way ahead of the field
Calif.) (1.458; $1.75-$2.65)—“Cine¬ “Count
Three and Pray" (Col». 000. Last week, “Diane" (M-G) currently. Loew’s State looks good
rama Holiday" (Indie) (26th wk). Dull $8,000.
week, “Pearl and “Big Tip Off" (AA), $9,000.
with “Ransom." Doing compara¬
Up to socko $21,200. Last week, South Pacific" Last
(RKO), same.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 51-75)— tively much bigger ti*ade is “Square
$20,000.
Loew’s
(C.
T.)
(2,847;
“Red Hawk Trail" (WB) and “Bob Jungle" .at Majestic. “Houston
Washington, Jan. 31.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; “Helen of Troy" (WB). 60-$l)—
Socko Ware Is Missing” (AA).
Only Story" looms light at Strand.
A four-day midyear school holi¬ 70-$l) — “Golden Arm" (UA).
Last week, “Rains $4,000 in two days.
day proved a bonanza for main Smash $23,000. Last week, “At $29,000.
Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Loew) (1,500; 50-85)—
stem houses with juvenile bills. Gunpoint" (AA) and “Shack Out Ranchipur” (20th) (2d wk), $11,000.
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 90-$l'.50)—
. Orpheum (C. T.) (1,048; 30-50)— “Three Bad Sisters" (UA) and
Chief beneficiary is “Littlest Out¬ On 101" (AA), $12,000 in 9 days.
“Guys and Dolls" (M-G) (2d wk).
“It’s
Dog’s
Life"
(M-G)
and
“Ken¬
“Shadow of Eagle" (UA). Light
law,” which put the small-seat
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $l-$2.20)—
Routine $5,500. Last week, “Three Musk¬ Hot $25,000 after first week hit
Plaza, recently added to Trans-Lux “Guys and Dolls" (M-G) (11th wk). tucky Rifle" (M-G).
$4,500. Last week, “Killer’s Kiss" eteers" (M-G) and “Sti’atton Story" $30,000, over hopes.
chain, on the big-time map. Looks Big $12,580. Last week, $14,000.
(UA) and “Fort Yuma” (UA), ditto. (M-G) (reissues), $5,000. •
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 50-80)—
like a record for..5-year-old house.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1) —
Pageant (St. L. Amus) (1,000; “Square Jungle” (U> and “Sudden
“Texas Lady" at Columbia looms “Diabolique" (UMPO) (5th wk).
50- 85) — “Trouble With Harry" Danger" (AA). Fast $10,500. Last
robust. But the real standout is Big $5,000. Last week, $5,300.
Estimates Are Net
(Par) (2d wk). Nice $4,000 after week, “Hell On Frisco Bay" (WB)
“Helen of Troy," smash in two
Clay (Rosener) (400-$l) — “Man
and “Vanishing American" (AA),
$6,500 opening session.
houses. “Bottom of Bottle" shapes Who Loved Redheads" (Indie) (5th
Film gross estimates as re¬
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400; $9,500.
light at Capitol. “Cinerama Holi¬ wk). Good $3,200. Last week,
ported herewith from the vari¬
State (Loew) (3.200; 50-80*—
$1.10)—“One
Summer
Happiness”
day" continues fine in 16th stanza $3,400.
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
(Indie) (2d wk). Fine $2,500 fol¬ “Ransom” (M-G) and “Killer’s
at Warner. “Diabolique" is still
Bridge (Reade - Schwarz) (396;
without usual tax. Distrib¬
Kiss" (CoD. Good $11.000. Last
lowing $3,000 initial frame.
solid in fourth week at Lopert’s $1.25-$1.50) — “Littlest Outlaw"
utors share on net take, when
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000; week, 1‘High Noon’’ <UA) and
Dupont.
(BV). Great $5,500. Last week,
playing percentage, hence the
51- 90)—“All That Heaven Allows" “Apache" (UA) (reissues), okay
Estimates for This Week
“Night Number Came Up" (Indie) ' estimated figures are net in¬
(U) (2d wk). Big $10,000 after $15,- $8,000.
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 75- (5th wk), $1,800.
Strand (Silverman) (2.200; 50-80*
come.
000 opening stand.
$1.25) — “Helen of Troy" (WB).
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; $1)
Story"
(CoD
and
The parenthetic admission
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800; —“Houston
Smash $11,000. Last week, “Hell — “Chance Meeting" (Indie) (5th
prices, however, as indicated,
$1.10)—“Diabolique" (UMPO) »5th “Crooked Web" iCol>. Mild $5,000.
on Frisco Bay” (WB), $4,500.
•
wk\ and “Bicycle Thief" (Indie)
wk). Hep $2,500 after $3,000 in Last week, “Warriors” (AA) and
' Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 70-95) — (reissue) (3d wk). Okay $1,800.
include the U. S. amusement
“Return Jack Slade" (AA1, $6,500.
1 fourth.
tax,
(Continued on page 22)
Last week, $2,000.

---

‘Helen’Terrif 25G,
Frisco; ‘Arm’ 23G

‘Arm’OK $14,800,
Si. L.;‘Heaven’IOC

‘HELEN’WOW $29,000,
MONT’L;‘EILEEN’18G

‘Helen’ Rousing $29,000,
D. C.; ‘Bottle’ Light 14G,
‘Outlaw’ New High 11G

‘Dolls’ Paces Prov. At
$25,000 in 2d Session;
‘Jungle’Torrid $10,500

Vfisti&rr
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Wednesday, February I, 1956
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PHE-SOLD!

INSPIRES THE GREATEST
MERCHANDISING TIE-IN
OF ALL TIME!
From now through the Easter shop¬
ping season, America's leading re¬
tailers will be merchandising a
complete wardrobe of men's wear
and accessories directly inspired by
“The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit."
Start your local tie-up activity right
now! Use the cut-out Standee shown
here (available in two sizes——four
feet and six feet high—from NSS)
as the central piece of art to tie in
store and theatre displays.

)\

"It's a pleasure to
do Easter business
with 20th I"

Wednesday, February 1, :I956

P^RIETY

Amusement Stock Quotations

I

f/V.Y. Stock Exchange )
For Week Ending Tuesday (31)
1955-’56
High Low
33U2 22%
22%
' 32
31
2214
22%
,
271/2
181/2- 14%
87% 67
3%
5%
24% 17%
8%
12%
44% 301/4
43% 30
55% 363/4
10%
6%
12
8%
11%
5%
153/4 133/4
22%
163/4
29% 2034
31% 21%
25%
31
78
91
22%
18%
86
142V2

Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly
Tues.
100s
Close
High
Low
Am Br-Par Th 287
26%
25%
23%
CBS “A” .. .
25
83
25%
24?>4
CBS “B” ... 82
253/a
24%
2-%
Col. Pix .
2234
52
23%
23
Decca
108
14%
14% ‘
I434
Eastman Kdk 95
77%
78%
7634
EMI. 2i5
4%
4’ 2
4%
Loew’s . 433
19%
1874
1914
Nat. Thea. ... 147
814
8%
8%
Paramount .. 124
333/a
32
31%
Philco
. ’"2
32
32%
3214
RCA .
427
41
4134
41%
RKO Piets. . 43
8%
8%
83/4
RKO Thea. .. 115
n%
11%
r%
Republic ....
58
8
8%
8%
Rep., pfd. ...
4
14%
1’4
14
Stanley War. 45
16%
17%
163,4
Storer .
35
23%
23%
23
20th-Fox . 189
22%
21%
23%
Univ. Pix_ 38
26
25%
25%
Univ., pfd. ... ’►110
79
79%
79
Warner Bros. 65
18%
19
19
Zenith . 106
1313/4
128%
128%

Net
Change
for week
+ 1%
— %
- — 7-4
— %
4 — %
— 3,4
— %
— %.
— %
—2
— %
__
— %
— 34
— %
—
— %
—13/4
—
4- %
—1%

American Slock Exchange
7%
1534
17%
4%
8
16%
4%

4
9%
9%
2%
2%
113/4
3%

Allied Artists. 52
Alld Art. pfd. 21
Du Mont . ..
70
Nat’l Telefilm 16
Skiatron .... 24
Technicolor . 147
4
Trans-Lux ..

5
11
83,4
3
3%
11%
3% .

53,4
11%
9
3%
33/4
12
3%

5%
11
9
3
3%
11%
33/s

—
—
-—
—
—
+
+

Ask
4
1%
334
7
4%'
%
9
39

— %
—
— %
— %
— %
—'%
— %
+3%

%
%

%
%
%

Over-the-counter Securities
Chesapeake Industries ....
Cinerama Inc.
..
Cinerama Prod.
Du Mont Bdcast ..
Guild Films..
Official Films .
U. A. Theatres.
.
Walt Disney

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Bid
33/s
1%
3%
6%
3%
2%
8
35

♦ Actual Volume.
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)

2

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Development of a new,-uniform Ijght source known as the RF Lamp,
to meet film printing problems, was disclosed yesterday by execs of
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., who demonstrated the new lamp be¬
fore the press at the Screen Directors Guild building. Lamp, which is
termed more brilliant than any incandescent lamp ever devised and
has no direct electrical connections, was developed in cooperation with
the Motion Picture Research Council.
Sylvania spokesman said the new light source has uses in a number of
fields, including color tv, radar, spot lights for studio lighting, microfilm
printing, microscopy, contour projectors, computer readouts and search¬
lights. Lamp, which lasts 100 hours, costs $100.
Pix indsutry is already using the lamp in film printing operations.
Use of lamp can increase speed of printing operations to eight times
faster than it could using conventional methods, said the company.
Uniformity of lamp illumination also improves quality of the print,
they claimed.
Abram F. Myers, Allied States board chairman-general counsel, Isn’t
talking to reps of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations. Dates
back to last fall when Allied voted to refrain from renewing its mem¬
bership in COMPO until the latter changed its policies and procedures.
In December, upon instruction of the COMPO board, Robert W.
Coyne, the outfit’s special counsel, wrote to Myers asking for the
specifics. What policies and what procedures was Allied objecting
to, Coyne wanted to know.
Myers has neither replied to this nor has he told any other COMPOite what he thinks COMPO should do in order to win back Allied’s
favor. Meanwhile COMPO is readying for its campaign for total elim¬
ination of the admissions tax and it’s apparent that at least some
members of Allied will participate.
One of the current paperback titles of Fawcett Publications is
“Murder in the Navy,” by Richard Marsten. Its cover blurb reads:
“ ‘Superb suspense’, says Evan Hunter, author of ‘The Blackboard
Jungle’.” Hunter ought to know—he’s the same man, according to
Roscoe Fawcett, vice president of the magazine and paperback pub¬
lishing house.
Vacationist ■ Fawcett also told an interviewer in Honolulu that Erskine Caldwell figures he’d be richer by $750,000 today if he had
gone into paperback field from the beginning. His firm gets 700
original manuscripts each month.
Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences on the Coast has been
voted $100,000 as a contribution from the Motion Picture Assn, of
America for the current year. .Coin was allocated at last week’s meet
of the MPAA exec board. Money is for general purposes and won’t
go to cover expenses of the Academy Awards presentation which are
telecast and sponsored by Oldsmobile. Association this year represents
a considerable drop from the MPAA contributions to the Academy in
1955 when they ran to $180,000.
In a communique to the editor, Variety’s onetime fashion expert
and columnist, “The Skirt” (Mrs: Sime Silverman), thinks New York’s
late Mayor Jimmy Walker ought to. be played by nobody but Mark
Stevens. “He looks and walks like Jimmy,” says she, “and Bob Hope
doesn’t.” Hope previously had been mentioned for the title role in a
Walker biopic which Jack Rose and Mel Shavelson are planning for pos¬
sible Paramount release.
Motion Picture Industry of Canada publicists have doped out a way
to hypo Dominion interest in the Hollywood Academy awards. Local
merchants all over will this year donate prizes for patrons correctly
guessing the Oscar winners.
Motion Picture Assn, of America points out that, in addition to the
138 shorts aipproved by the Production Code on the Coast in 1955,
another 150 reels got the nod from Gordon White in the N. Y. office.
Thus the 1955 total was 228 against 370 in 1954.
Gordon Adamson has resigned as executive secretary of the Cana¬
dian Film Institute, non-profit distribution organization for 16mm
films. He had been a CFI staffer, all but one year as exec, sec., since
Jan., 1946.

PICTURES
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DISMISS PATHE LAB CASE
Technicolor, De Luxe Agree To
$1,000 Counsel Fees
Federal Judge Archie O. Dawson
last week’ dismissed “without prej¬
udice” a Pathe Laboratories anti¬
trust action against Technicolor
and De Luxe Labs. Counsel fees
of $1,000 will be borne by the de¬
fendants.
In its action, Pathe had claimed
$400,000 damages, charging viola¬
tion of the antitrust laws and trade¬
mark infringement in relation to
the term Technicolor. Pathe had
pressed for dismissal of the suit
“with prejudice.”

‘Balanced" Budget
lay Speed End
Of 10% on Tix?
Some film industry execs have
had their hopes raised anent elim¬
ination of the Federal admissions
tax via advices from Washington
legislative sources on the state of
the U. S. Treasury. According to
importantly - placed theatreowners
who claim a pipeline to capitol
hill, there’s a strong chance that
not only will the national budget
be balanced but a surplus will be
shown as well this year. Perhaps
as early as the spring.
The significance is that this
could open the door to eradication
of the boxoffice levy. In his state
of the union message, President
Eisenhower announced there would
be no relief from taxation until a
balanced budget is achieved.
Meanwhile, the Council of Mo¬
tion Picture Organizations is un¬
derway with the organizational
work for its campaign to win sup¬
port among law-makers for the
wipeout of the tax. Helming the
operation is Robert J. O’Donnell,
v.p.-general manager of Interstate
Theatres, Dallas.
This year’s drive will entail con¬
siderably less effort than involved
in the first two campaigns. Unlike
the past, contacts with Congress¬
men around the country have been
established, grassroots committees
of exhibitors which were set up
previously now need be only reac¬
tivated and much industry statis¬
tical data has been accumulated.
The pitch for sympathy will be
the same: thousands of theatres
are facing extinction and only re¬
moval of the 10% Internal Rev¬
enue bite on grosses will save
them.
Another point to be underscored
is that those houses charging an
admission of 50c-or less are re¬
strained from upping the tariff.
They’re unburdened with the tax,
Which is applicable to admission
prices of over 50c. But if they
raise to, perhaps, 60c the Govern¬
ment would take 6c and the the¬
atre could retain only 4c of the
added scale. This is regarded as
economically wrong and conse¬
quently the present prices are
frozen.
In New York last week O’Don¬
nell stated it would be unwise not
to press for the tax relief even if
prospects of a successful outcome
were remote. The levy would be¬
come permanent if exhibitors were
not to raise the issue repeatedly,
he said.

ENGINEERS SOCIETY
NEEDS COORDINATION
Ethan M. Stifle of Eastman
Kodak has been named sections
vice-president for 1956-57 by the
Society of Motion Picture & Tele¬
vision Engineers.
He’s the first
man to hold that position.
Stifle’s appointment came at a
meeting of the SMPTE board in
N. Y. According to John G.
Frayne, Society prexy, growth of
SMPTE membership has reached a
point where a coordinator of local
section activity has become a neces¬
sity.
In a report on SMPTE activities
covering 1955, Frayne last week
said the Society’s membership now
had reached 5,500, an increase of
500 last year alone and of more
than 2.000 in 11m oast five yen’-:
SMPTE report cited progress in
many areas.

Universals Best Fiscal Year Since 1948
Consolidated net earnings of
$4,018,625, equivalent to $3.71 per
share on 1,020,089 shares outstand¬
ing, has been reported by Uni¬
versal for the fiscal year ended
Consolidated Film Industries’ Oct. 29, 1955, Net was after pro¬
new film processing laboratory on vision of $3,960,000 for Federal in¬
W. 57th St., N. Y,, was unveiled come taxes.
In the preceding year, consoli¬
to the trade yesterday (Tucs.) via
a reception hosted by Republic dated net earnings were $220,937
less, or $3,979,688 after provision
Pictures president Herbert J. of $5,600,000 for taxes and $500,000
Yates. Similar festivities at the for contingent liabililies. After
$1,000,000 plant are scheduled to preferred stock dividends, previous
year’s earnings equalled $3.58 per
be held again today (Wed.).
share on 995,289 shares outstanding.
Facilities, which will be under Film rentals and sales for the 1955
supervision of Douglas T. Yates, fiscal period were $77,520,857, com¬
are designed to meet requirements pared with $77,887,688 the previ¬
of motion picture, commercial and ous year.
industrial producers in the east.
Company paid regular quarterly
Modern plant is said to be readily
convertible to color processing. dividends totalling $1 during the
year,
plus an extra divvy of 25c.
Consolidated, incidentally, is a Re¬
Current statement is the com¬
public subsidiary.
pany’s best since 1946. Report re¬
veals that U terminated a bank
credit agreement under which it
had outstanding borrowings of
$3,025,000 at Oct. 30,1954, and ne¬
gotiated a new bank credit agree¬
ment providing for a maximum
available credit of $7,5UU,000 tQ
June 30, 1956, with an annual re¬
duction of $1,000,000 until expira¬
Omaha, Jan. 31. | tion of the agreement on July 1,
Local film industry operations, I960.
Presently, the borrowing
are expected to be bared to a Fed-; amounts to $5,000,000 under the
new
aereement.
Another bank
eral grand' jury when it reconvenes ;
loan of $2,193,000 was outstanding
here tomorrow (1). All majordomos ! at the end of the financial period
of Omaha’s film row received sub-! and represents a reduction of
poenas last week, leading to spec- ] $200,000 wilhin the year.
ulation that the jury may be asked
Officers’ Salaries
to determine if there are any anti¬
Directors and officers, as a
trust law violations.
|
group, received $784,679 as salary
U. S. District Attorney Donald j for the fiscal year. Milton RackR. Ross explained that the jury’s j mil received $80,002; Nate Blumwork will include “routine cases j berg, $78,000; Alfred E. Daff, $77.and one special matter.” He added 500; John J. O’Connor, $52,000 and
he is not permitted to divulge the Edward Muhl, $79,000.
nature of the special investigation;
Proxy statement discloses the
company had outstanding 54,200
shares of 4% cumulative preferred
stock and 968,919 shares of com¬
mon as of Doc. 31. Dccca Records
is owner of record of 718,585
shares, constituting 70.2% of the
voting securities.
Eleven directors are to be elect¬
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
ed at the annual stockholders
James R. Grainger, whose RKO meeting, set for March 14 at the
contract officially terminates today homeoffice. It’s expected proxies
(Tues.), has set up James R. will be voted in favor of Blumberg,
Grainger Associates Inc. to handle Daff, Preston, Davie, Albert A.
sales and international distribution Garthwaite, R. W. Lea, O’Connor,
for indie producers. Associated as Rackmil, Budd Rogers. Daniel M.
stockholders in his new firm will Sheaffer, Harold I. Thorp and
be U. S. exhibitors who collectively Samuel H. Vallancc.
control more than 1,000 theatres.
The report by prexy Rackmil
Company will headquarter in Bev¬ slates
the company intends to re¬
erly Hills.
lease 30 pictures during the cur¬
This new chapter in Grainger’s rent fiscal year and that most of
long career as a sales executive in the features are completed. U’s
the business follows a three-year picture inventory at the close of
tenure at RKO, which he joined the last fiscal year totalled $31,as prexy three years at bidding of 724.260 and company has the big¬
Howard Hughes. When Thomas F. gest backlog in its history/
O’Neil took over ownership from
Substantial revenue from the
Hughes last July he named Daniel production of tv eonnttercials
T. O’Shea to succeed Grainger as through its United World Films
proxy. Since then, Grainger* has subsidiary was disclosed in the re¬
functioned in an advisory capacity. port, with the note that this reve¬
Theatrcmen who have thrown in nue is expected to increase in the
on new project include Harry C. future. Foreign trade was also re¬
Arthur Jr., prexy of Fanchon & : ported „ on favorably, year-end
Marco Theatres; Julius Gordon, j statement noting an increase as
prexy, Jefferson Amusement Cir-; well as a decided improvement in
cuit, Beaumont, Tex.;' Michael j the unfreezing of foreign earnings.
Naif.y, prexy, United California j Domestic rentals, on the other
Theatres, San Francisco; George hand, were down from 1954.
Mann, prexy, Redwood Theatre Cir¬
cuit, Northern California;. Robert j
Lippert, prexy, Affiliated Theatres '
of California, San Francisco and i
Los Angeles; Edwin Silverman, I
prexy, Essaness Theatres, Chicago; J
Joseph M. Seider, prexy, Pruden- j
Louisville, Jan. 31.
tial Theatre Circuit, New York,
Connecticut and New Jersey; Mar- • Fourth Avenue Amusement Co.
co Wolf, v.p., Fanchon & Marco has transferred a half-interest jn
its operating agreement for the
Theatres, and others.
Brown Theatre, and will begin a
$50,000 remodeling and improve¬
Loew’s Proceeding With
ment program. Under new agree¬
Jersey 1,000-Car Ozoner ment, house is being operated
Having received the legal green- jointly by Fourth Avenue, a Louis¬
light from the Dept, of Justice and ville company, and -United Artists
the N. Y. Federal Court, Loew’s Theatre Circuit of New York.
Theatres has begun construction of i
Theatre building belongs to J.
new 1,000-car drive-in on Route 35 Graham Brown, who owns exten¬
in Raritan Township, New Jersey, j sive hotel and other real estate
New outdoor theatre, the third j properties. Since 1913 he has
for Loew’s, will be known as Loew’s j leased the house to Fourth Ave¬
Raritan, and is scheduled to open ; nue, which has operated it along
in the spring. Ozoner will have a ! with four other houses in Louis¬
130-foot by 60-foot screen. A 75- ville and 13 others in Indiana. D.
foot beacon tower, which will be Irving Long, Fourth Avenue prez,
visible for many miles in all direc¬ said his firm sold the half interest
tions, is being constructed. Drive- in its operating lease with the pur¬
in will contain a free playground pose of pooling managerial know¬
how.
area and a concession building.

Trade Views New 57th St.
N. Y. Labs of Consolidated

peena Omaha’s
Film Row Chiefs

James R. Grainger’s Own
Distrib Setup Backed
By Prominent Exhibs

OWNERSHIP POOLINGS
FOR LOUISVILLE PAIR
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SEEING IS BELIEVING!

If

NATIONWIDE THEATRE SCREENINGS!
Because the great news about "MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS” has exploded
like a bomb-shell from Coast to Coast (see Preview Report below) and re¬
quests for screehings are coming in from everywhere, M-G-M will show
this sensational entertainment in Exchange Centers from Feb. 13th to 16th
(inclusive) for exhibitors, press and opinion-makers. Invitations are in the
mail with date, theatre name and address for your locality. Don’tMiss it. It’s
a MUST! If you don’t get your invitation soon, call your M-G-M Branch.

*TU go
out ofi a
limb and
predict it
will be the
Gold-Mine
Attraction
of 1956!

PREVIEW PETS HIGHEST RATING!
Here’s why you must see it for yourself! At its
first theatre screening at Loew’s 72nd St. Theatre,
N.Y. last week, "MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS"
equalled previous record-holders "An American
In Paris," "Singin’ In The Rain" and topped
"Seven Brides." That’s the opinion of the audience
as shown in the Film Research Surveys poll.

The News Spreads Like Wildfire! It's the Talk of‘the Industry!
M-G-M presents in CINEMASCOPE and COLOR

"Invitations are in the
mails. If yours gets
lost come
anyway.” h

MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS
Starring

DAN DAILEY-CYD CHARISSE

with
AGNES MOOREHEAD • LILI DARVAS-JIM BACKUS OSCAR KARLWEIS • LILIANE MONTEVECCHI* CARA WILLIAMS
and GUEST STARS:

JERRY COLONNA * PAUL HENREID • LENA HORNE * FRANKIE LAINE - MITSUKO SAWAMURA
Screen Story and Screen Play by ISOBEL LENNART • SOHSS: • Mule by NICHOLAS BRODSZKY • Lyric, by SAMMY CAHN
Gboimirayhy by HERMES PAN •
EASTMAN COLOR • Directed by ROY ROWLAND • Produced by JOE PASTERNAK

(Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Porspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)

1956

'VARIBTY'8' LONDON OFFtCI
Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square

M St.

New Plays Bolster Drooping Paris
Season; Seducer/ ‘Mile. Fanny Sock
By TOM CURTISS

Paris, Jan. 24.
Current Paris legit season has
been on the weak side, with many
entries and few clicks. Among the
straight new plays offered since
September, only Andre Roussin’s
*‘.L’Amour Fou” (Mad Love), a
farce about middle-aged man who
acts like a schoolboy when he falls
in love; Michel Dliran’s comedy,
about, theatrical life, “Jose,” and
Jean Anouilh’s “Ornifle,” concern¬
ing a modern Don Juan, have made
the hit class.
Three, big, spectacular operettas
have made the grade. They are
“Mediterranee,” starring Tino
Rossi at the Chatelet; “Chevalier
du Ciel,” with Luis Mariano starred
at the . Gaite-Kyrique, and “Les
Amours de Don Juan” starring
Marcel Merkes -at the. Mogador. All
are of the familiar. pattern which
went out of date in the U. S. years
ago. But they still draw heavily
here.
Last week’s arrivals did much to
perk up the dropping season. First
there was Comedie-Fraricaise re¬
vival of Moliere’s “Les Femmes
Savantes” (The Scholarly Ladies),
a beautifully costumed and nimbly
acted production directed by Jean
Meyer which will do much to quell
the protests over the C-F's recent
dismissal. of . several vet stars..
“Femmes,** triumph . for C-F’syounger generation, is the best
show" the. state-angeled house has
had this year.

Tokyo Critics Name
‘Eden’ as ’55 Topper
Tokyo, Jan. 24.
“East of Eden” (WB), already
recipient of top places in two polls
for the 10 best foreign films shown
in Japan in 1955, took the nation’s
top prize this week when it was
given the Blue Ribbon by the pic¬
ture crix rof the capital’s 15 daily
papers, an award equivalent to the
New. York City Film Critic’s selecflons.
Two other Warner films were
among the 10 best, named by the
critics.
They were “A Star Is
Born” and “Mister Roberts.” SecU. S. films landing in the top 10
ond place in the listing went to
“Summertime” (UA). Two other
were “Marty” (UA) and Metro’s
“Blackboard. Jungle.”

Mex Prods, Seek
More Outlets

Mexico City, Jan. 24.
Mexican pic producers, who re¬
cently landed the inking of the
important Cadena de Oro (Golden
Chain) circuit to play Mexican
films exclusively for 20 weeks to
three years, are moving to induce
the local city amusements super¬
•Le Se^iicteur^ May Land in U. S. vision to provide more first run
Francois - Perier in • Michel Ar- theatres here for their product.
nauld’s adaptation of Diego FabThe • producers complain that
bri's Italian comedy, "Le Seduc- practically all top cinemas here
teur” (Th£ Seducer), is another of play foreign pix, mostly American,
last week’s offerings which looks Italian, French, British and Span¬
in for a longrun. This one tells ish and exclusively. They aver that
(with cast of four) of a man’s at- screening a Mexican film in these
—tempt.to .solve his trip_le-iife.by_ -houses is only- on- an off chance.
bringing his three loves, his wife,
Mexico’s
original
cinematog¬
his secretary and his mistress to¬ raphic deluxer, the Cine Alameda'
gether. Script has been slightly here, ace house the Golden Chain,
tailored to fit Perier’s light-comedy bows with the three-year Mexicans
talents and serves him well.
only policy March 1.
“Mademoiselle Fanny/’ Georgette
Paul-Gabriel Arout dramatization
of the Pierre Veber short story(about a crippled young .woman
who commits murder by remote
control), opened at l\£athurins to en¬
thusiastic crix reception Jan. 19.
Using' a period background of the
18.90’s, play offers generous oppor¬
Lisbon, Jan. 24.
tunities to its all-femme cast of
Not a single native feature film
five. Direction by Jean Mercure
was
produced
by
Portuguese com¬
is tops while the Marc Doelnitz’
decor and costuming enliven the panies during 1955. However, the
studios
here
have
been busy han¬
exterior of this gloomy theme.
Jandeline. as sweet-faced invalid dling films made by foreign pro¬
ducers.
These
pix,
together with
with black heart; Evelyne Key. as
the ingenue; Lucienne Le Mar- some shorts, documentaries and ad¬
vertising
films
produced
by. the
chand, in the role of the elderly
woman who is blackmailed; Ger¬ Portuguese, have given regular
work
to
about
100
technicians.
maine Delbat, as a faithful maid,
Foreign units working in Portu¬
and Mona-Goya, cast as flamboyant
dowager, all contribute memorable gal at present include Ray Milland,
producing and directing “Lisbon,”
performances.
starring Maureen O’Hara, Claude
*La Plume’ Rated Nearly a Hit
Rains, Ivonne Forneuax and Fran¬
* “La Plume” (The Pen), moving cis Lederer. Milland has taken
into Daunou Jan. 16, is new com¬ over the entire Tobis. and Lisbon
edy by Barillet and Greriy, who Films studios for four months. Pro¬
have written some French record- ducer Anthony Squire filmed the
breakers. This one concerns a exteriors of “A Mountain in Korea”
teen-age girl who writes a sexy here. This was directed by Julian
best-seller and whose sudden fame Amyes and starred George Barker,
.upsets her middle-class household Stanley Baker and Harry Andrews.
and her professor father, who has
Mel Ferrer filmed almost all of
been receiving rejection slips most his “Heroes in Cockleshells” here.
of his adult life. “Plume” lacks An Italian unit went through the
variety although some of .its satire country filming for the Walt Dis¬
of publishers and* writers is mildly ney series, “People and Places.”
amusing. Robert Vattier, as the Other documentaries on various as¬
father, and Minouche, as the liter¬ pects of Portuguese life on the
ary daughter, aid in laugh-getting. mainland, in Azores and Madeira
Press was cold, but the co-authors’ Islands were done by Austrian,
signature may turn “Plume” into English, German aiid Swedish com¬
panies.
a semi-hit.
“Bon Appetit, Monsieur” (into • It is reported that the Portuguese
the Athenee on Jan. 17) is a slight government has kept strictly to its
3-act comedy by Gilbert Laporto- policy of giving no subsidies in
designed for pop vaudeville-nitery money to foreign companies, but it
comic, Jean Richard.
Richard, helps them with various facilities
rated funniest of the younger for their location work and trans¬
French comedians, ^.needs a play portation.
like a hole in the head, having
given solo half-hour shows in
music halls and clubs in -which he Produced 20 Pix But
was seen to far better. advantage.
Clasa Shows 80G Loss
Here he is a police inspector just
Mexico City, Jan. 24.
out of the hospital afterisuffering
Clasa film studios here lost
arsenic poisoning, who returns
home suspecting his entire family $80,000 last year though it han¬
of attempted murder. After two dled the relatively large number of
acts of accusations, it develops that 20 pix, accordipg to Gustavo Canhe had poisoned himself acci¬ diatii, manager. He explained that
dentally.
“Appetit” is one-man the plant must turn out 30 a year
show with the cast standing about to just break even.
He is optimistic about 1956 al¬
watching the comic perform. The
thin plot hinders rather than helps though there are three other stu¬
him. He should go it alone.
dios here.

No Feature Pix Made
By Portugal Last Year
But Many Foreigns

M&SIEfr

Orchid Too Exotic
Honolulu, Jan. 31.
Orchid Kainoa, isle-born
“exotic dancer,” forfeited $100
bail in Hilo police court after
being arrested during her per¬
formances at the Lava Pit, nitery in the Hawaii Island city.
Police captain, who made
the arrest, said her dance was
lewd, adding “this town isn’t
like Honolulu.” Gal is a w'.k.
specialty dancer in Honolulu
niteries.

Peron Aftermath:
Debate Who Was
Biggest Greedy
Buenos Aires, Jan. 24.
Hassle between producers and
exhibitors here is about reaching
,the boiling point. Both harass the
provisional government, which ap¬
parently wants to do right by
everyone but is gradually realizing
that it can’t do right by anyone.
Basically, the issues are quite
clear. The producers want contin¬
ued government “protection." The
theatres wave the banner of “free
enterprise” and a “free market.”
Many here think the production
interests have themselves to blame
since some of their woes are due
to the excessive greed they showed
when they were pampered favor¬
ites under Peron. But exhibs also
come in for their share of the
blame since they tried to curry
favor by fostefing imposition of
the 60 centavo tax on all admis¬
sions. Some of that coin went into
their own coffers.
Take from that tax from Sept.
1954 to the end of 1955 runs to
around 80,000,000 pesos. Of this
about 32,000,000 are due to the
Social Security. Institute (formerly
the Eva Peron Foundation) which
used to collect “contributions"
from everyone. About 5,000,000
pesos go to the Exhibitors' Federa¬
tion for the upkeep of Social Se¬
curity institutions. Some members
now proposed waiving any right to
that fund and maintaining their in¬
dependence on money which they
themselves will contribute. Another
5,000,000 would be available to
subsidize documentaries. And 28,000,000 would go to the industry
on the 54 features produced last
year. That would give producers
roughly 60 centavos on every peso
spent — a decidedly generous re¬
ward on a worthless crop of films.
Committee for the Defense of
the Industry, has countered an exhib memo to the Government pro¬
posing repeal of protection. The
group would have the industry de¬
clared of “national interest.” It
proposes a 25% surcharge on ad¬
missions to subsidize production
and organize foreign distribution.
The committee justifies its pro¬
posals, declaring the industry has
been brought to ruin in the past
via excessive protection.

Rank Buys 2d Chain In
N. Ireland for $1,850,000
London, Jan. 24.
The Rank Organization has ex¬
panded its theatre holdings in
Northern Ireland by acquiring. 12
halls owned by the Curran group.
Its bid of $1,850,000 was substanti¬
ally ahead of another offer made
by the Associated British circuit.
Seven .of the cinemas involved are
in Belfast and the remaining five
are in provincial districts.
This is the second major Rank
buy in Northern Ireland within the
last 12 months. Last February, it
took over 11 houses from Irish
Theatres.

Chile Cinemas Boost
Scale to Beat Freeze
Santiago, Jan. 24.
On the. eve of promulgation of a
wage-and-price freeze, the Chilean
government granted first-run pic¬
ture theatres a 60% boost in ad¬
mission prices.
Official decree permits'Santiago
houses equipped for CinemaScope
or
VistaVision
and
Perspecta
magnetic sound to charge 190 pesos
(about 35c). Hike for second-runs
amounted to about 40%.

INTERNATIONAL

U

Sweeping Realignment of Toppers
In Germany Started by U.S. Distribs
Frankfurt, Jan. 24.
The new year is bringing major
changes in the sales chiefs for
many of the American motion pic¬
ture companies in Germany. Nor¬
The Netherlands Radio .Union at man Beckett, who has been general
Hilversum, to assist in education manager of Metro in Germany •
of symphony conductors, is again since 1949, is leaving Feb. 1 to take
planning a conductors’ course, to over as general manager for the
be held June 8-July 21.
company in Cuba. He is being re¬
Instructors will be William van placed by Myron Karlen, now gen¬
Otterloo, conductor ol' the Resi¬ eral manager for Metro in Argen¬
dents Orchestra, The Hague; Al¬ tina.
bert Wolff, conductor of the Opera
Rudolf Jellinek, who has headed
Comique in Paris, and Ilenk Bad- the Paramount setup in Germany
ings, who will lecture on instru¬ since 1949. will become general
mentation. Course, in the past, has manager for the company in Aus¬
tria. Chief for the German organ¬
drawn American participants.
The four radio stations of the ization will be Anthony LichtsNetherlands will send reps to cheindl. now sales manager in
classes to o.o. young talent (for Germany.
Since the recent death of Rob¬
their programs.
ert Kreier, who had headed the
20th-Fox setup in Germany, his
work has been handled by Gotthardt Doerscher, sales manager
for the company in Germany.
Kricr’s replacement has not yet
been chosen.
The year also sees a new chief
for Columbia in this country, with
the title having officially been
handled to Eric Mueller.
Tokyo, Jan. 24.
Another change is in the works
Top grosser in Tokyo during the
New Year’s holidays was Univer¬ for WB’s German setup. A new
sal’s “The Benny Goodman Story,” publicity head will be selected to
which set a new one-day record for replace Dr. S. H. A. Fuehr, who
the Hibiya Theatre. Best previous died several weeks ago.

Dutch Radio to Reprise
Its Conductors’ Course

Tokyo Goes For
'Goodman Story’

opening day record at the house
was “Roman Holiday” (Par), lojng
time top earner in the country.
Goodman biopic did $30,000 in its
first week. Turnstiles were still
clicking fast enough, however, for
Hibiya to plan an extension of the
run for seven days beyond original
booking.
Hibiya, incidentally, was top
earning house for the calendar year
1955, although not the largest nor
biggest downtown theatre. Year’s
-gross was-a hefty $675,000Four other firstrun houses show¬
ing foreign films in downtown
Tokyo, followed the Hibiya in lead¬
ing 1955 grosses.

New Cinema Rules For
Jures Irk Scot Exhibs;
Tab ’Em ’Unbelievable’
Edinburgh, Jan. 24.
Exhibitors are up in arms ever
new cinema rules newly enforced.
J. K. S. Poole, prexy of Scot e-xliibs, described them as “unreal¬
istic,” and is protesting to the au¬
thorities.
.. ‘
..
One new regulation says that
children under 5 cannot be al¬
lowed into a cinema, not even for
a Saturday morning club, unless,
accompanied by an adult.

"But adults, or persons over 10,
don’t go to cinema matinees for
moppets,” said Poo1^. “They would
feel embarrassed if they did.”
He is also angered by a rule
which says children aged 12 and
under are now banned from cin¬
London, Jan. 31.
emas after 7 p.m. Cinemas, he al¬
Asserting that the British film leges, should not be singled out.
industry must die if the trend to¬ Theatres, circuses and ice-rinks
wards fewer studios continues, the keep children out late. They also
Film Industry Employees Council, sit up to watch tv.
Poole wants the rules altered so
a federation of trade unions in the
industry, has delivered a broadside that under-fives can go to film the¬
against the Board of Trade prexy atre matinees with 12-year-olds. He
for his refusal to intervene in the said that “people meddle a bit too
sale of Ealing studios to BBC-TV. much in cinema affairs nowadays.”
Pointing out that since the war
more than six studios have shut¬
tered, the FIEC, in a manifest pub¬
lished last week, says the BOT
prexy has refused to answer what
he called a hypothetical question
Paris, Jan. 24.
from the council as to at what stage
Moral Re-Armament has come to
he would consider it proper to in¬
Paris in theatrical form.
MRA
tervene in the interests of the
organization, 192-strong, left Wash¬
British film industry. Is the indus¬
ington. D. C., last June on world
try to die before attempts are
tour.
It has played its musical
made to save it’ asks the council.
morality, “Vanishing Island,” and
Underlining the fact that more
other plays in Asia. Africa and
than 70% of the films shown in
Middle East and goes on to Ger¬
British theatres are of foreign ori¬
many at the government’s request,
gin, the FIEC document suggests
there aftqr its present engagement
that if the present deterioration in
here.
production facilities is allowed to
“Island,” dramatization of the
continue, British production will
MRA creed, written by Peter How¬
not be able to maintain the present
ard and Cecil Broadhurst (with
30% quota when the Films Act be¬
music by Will Reed arid George
comes due for renewal in 1958. The
Frasen, is giving series of per¬
FIEC contends it would oppose any
formances at Theatre des Champsproposal for the exclusive showing
Elysees. Two other plays also by
of British-made pix in British the¬
Howard but without music, “We
atres, but would advocate that the
are Tomorrow” and “Dictator’s
bulk of programs should be native¬
Slippers,” were stage at Theatre
ly produced, supported by the best
des Arts last week.
films from the remainder of the
As entertainment “I s 1 a n d” is
world. This would reverse the pres¬
rather amateurish. Save for Reg¬
ent situation where over 70% were
inald Owen, cast is largely nonr
foreign and British films had to
pro. Dialog is mostly in doggerel
fight hard to protect the remaining
and filled, with feeble jokes and di¬
30%.
rection.
In a comparison with ^prewar
production, the unions recall that
in 1937, with 21 studios available,
Britain made 225 features and in
London, Jan. 24.
1954, with only five major studios
Angna Enters will open her 10th
available, the total was down to 58.
To anticipate an argument, they London season at the Arts Theatre
, emphasized that 1937' wasn’t a May 15 in conjunction with the
release of her novel, “Among the
quickie year, but a vintage one.
Concurrently,
the
!
The FIEC manifesto is signed by Daughters.”
; the top executives of the Assn, of Foyle Galleries will feature an ex¬
hibit
of
her
most
recent
paintings,
Cine Technicians, British Actors
Equity Assn., the Musicians Union, ceramics and sculpture.
She’s under Giesen & Boomer,
. the Film Artistes Assn, and the
N.Y., management.
' Electrical Trades Union.

FIEC Sees British^Prod.
Doomed If BOT Doesn’t
Halt Sale of Studios

Re-Armament Show To
Germany After Paris-

Enters’ 10 th In London
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Cartoon Costs Up, 4-5 Years to Recoup
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
Foreign locales will be used for at least-one-third of "the Walter
Lantz cartoon output this year as a result of the pickup in the
overseas market. Foreign gross for 1955 rose from a former 15%
of the total to'2‘5%.
Lantz, whose product is released by Universal, will produce 13
new cartoons this year and will have six reissues. New shorts in¬
clude six “Woody Woodpecker,” three “Chilly Willy,” two “Maggie
and Sam” and a pair of special musicals.
Cartoon costs have risen another $3,000 in the last year, pro¬
ducer disclosed, and it now takes four to five years to -recoup
negative costs.

Briefs From the Lots
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
Keenan Wynn joined Gregory
Peck and Jennifer Jones in Darryl
F. Zanuck’s personally produced
“The Man In the Gray Flannel
Suit” at 20th-Fox . . . Dick Powell
signed a term contract as producerdirector at 20th-Fox with “Sitka,”
a tale of Alaska, as his first assign¬
ment . . . Peter Lorre, will co-star
with Basil Rathbone iirtBel Air’s
spooky production, “The Black
Sleep,” for United Artists release
, . . Bob Goldstein closed a deal to
produce four- more features for
United. • Artists,- starting with
“Dance With Me, Henry,” starring
Abbott and Costello . . . UI sighed
Robert Forrest, Paul Keast and
Herbert Lytton for roles in “Be¬
hind the High Wall.”
' Columbia acquired screen rights
to “The Last Hurrah,” prize novel
by Edwin O’Connor .
.Leonard
Strong, signed by ’20th-Fox for a
key role in “The King and I.” . . .
Sidney Harmon borrowed Kather¬
ine Grant from Columbia for one
of the leads in “Step Down to Ter¬
ror.” . ,. Allison Hayes drew a fea¬
tured role in Roger Corman’s in¬
die, “The Yellow Rose of Texas.”
. . . Robert Hinkle will portray a
Texas rancher in “The First Trav¬
eling Saleslady.” ... Francis D.
Lyon, indi§ producer, bought
“Man Tracks,” an priginal screen¬
play by Robert Smalley . . .Bar¬
bara Stanwyck signed to star in
Robert Goldstein’s indie, “Love
Story,” for United Artists release
. . . Edward. Dmytryk, on loanout
from Paramount, will direct Met¬
ro’s “Raintree County.” . - .Charles
Lamont. signed to direct UI’s
“Francis In the Haunted House,”
starring Mickey Rooney and Fran¬
cis the Mule.
Roger Corman Productions will
make 10 features this year, start¬
ing with “The Yellow Rose of
Texas,” followed by “Not of This
Earth” . . . Virginia Leith renewed
by 20th-Fox and cast in “A Room
Full of Roses” . . . June H^voc re¬
turning to the screen for a top role
in “Three For Jamie Dawn” at Al¬
lied Artists . . . Emily (Lee) Belser,
Hollywood correspondent, will play
a war correspondent in the Rob¬
ert Aldrich indie, “The Fragile
Fox” . . • Warners set Mildred Dunnock for a top role in the Elia
Kazan production, “Baby Doll” . . .
Ken Clark optioned for another six
months by 20th-Fox . . . Harry
Tugend will double as writer-pro¬
ducer on the Red Skelton starrer,
“Public Pigeon Number One” for
RKO..
^
RKO handed Venecia Stevenson
a term player pact and’ assigned
her to John Farrow’s production,
“Back to Eternity” . . . Wag and
Faye Blessing, rodeo riders, make
their screen debut with Martin and
Lewis in Paramount’s “Pardners”
. . . Jack Webb is cooking up an¬
other picture for Warners with
Richard L. Breen doing the screen¬
play . . . Pine-Thomas-Shayne Pro¬
ductions registered the title,
“Never the Twain Shall Part,” for
a film about Siamese twins . . .
Clifford Odets signed a multiple
writing contract with Hecht-Lancaster, starting with “The Way
West” .... RKO signed John V.
Connors for a role in- “The First
Traveling Saleslady” . . . Stubby
Kaye drew a featured part in “The
Revolt of Mamie Stover” at 20thFox . . . Don Gardner snagged a
role in Charles Martin’s indie,
“Death of a Scoundrel.”
Marlon Brando’s indie company,
Pennebaker Inc., will make a sec¬
ond picture, still untitled, for Par¬
amount release, to follow “To
Tame a Land” . . . Lafayette Pic¬
tures . moved into American Na¬
tional Studios to produce its first
film, “Lafayette Carter” . . . Gold¬
en State Productions bought “Girls
In Prison,” screenplayed by Lou
Rusoff, to be produced by Alex
Gordon and directed by Samuel Z.
Arkoff . , .'Bel*' Air 'signed Akim
Tamiroff and Ron Randall for top
spots in “The Black Sheep,” with
Howard W. Koch producing . . .
Metro handed production reins on
“Scotch Mist” to Henry -Berman
. . . Ray Milland’s “Lisbon,” filmed
in Portugal, will be edited, scored
and dubbed In Hollywood . . .
Metro’s “52 Miles to Terror” will

be filmed on desert locations in the
Mojave and Lone Pine areas . . .
Mickey Rooney’s indie outfit will
make “Hinkey Dinkey Parlez-Vous”
for Republic when he completes
“Fraricis and the Haunted House”
for U.
Samuel Goldwyn, Jr., signed
Jerry Hopper to direct “The Sharkfighters” for United Artists re¬
lease . . . Paramount cast Trevor
Howard for a top role in “Omar
Khayyam,” with William Dieterle
directing . . . Metro set a $5,000,000
budget on “Raintree COunty,” Civil
War story, with Elizabeth Taylor
and Montgomery Clift set for top
roles thus far . . . Warners handed
a term contract to Rena Clark,
new starlet . . . William Perlberg
and George Seaton bought “Re¬
pent, Sinner,” evangelistic story by
Shelby Newhouse . . . Ralph Tru¬
man snagged a role in Columbia’s
“Portrait in Smoke” . . . Sandra
Descher. returning to Metro as
June Allyson’s daughter in “The
Opposite Sex” . . . Lewis F. Blumbrfrg closed a deal with United
Artists to release his upcoming
indie, “The, Big Boodle.”
Universal backlog_of 20 features,
either completed or in editing
stages . . . Martin Benson bicycling
between “The King and I” and “23
Paces to Baker Street” . . . George
Reeves returns to the screen for a
role in Walt Disney’s “Westward
Ho the Wagons” . . . Pat_ Hogan
plays a Redskin warrior in “Sev¬
enth Cavalry” at Columbia . . .
William Cowitt elected president
of the Paramount Studio Employ¬
ees Federal Credit Union . . . John
Beck left Warner Bros, after con¬
tractual differences;
Dennis Morgan bought film
rights to “Saturday Night,” au¬
thored by Prentice Phillips . . .
Indie producer Dorrell McGowan
set Barbara Lawrence as femme
lead in “Snowfire” . . Henry King
closed" a new three-year deal as
director at 20th-Fox . . . Rod
Steiger joins Robert Ryan and
Keith Andes as one of the male
toppers, in “Back From Eternity”
at RKO . . ‘. Richard Garrick will
portray a medic in “Hilda Crane”
at 20th-Fox . . . Warner Bros, will
release “Green Gold,” a documen¬
tary about Ecuador’s banana plan¬
tations . . . Skip Homeier signed
for a key role in “The Burning
Hills” at Warners . . . Jana Mason
snagged a featured part in Sidney
Harmon’s indie, “Step Down to
Terror” . . . Jack Warner com¬
pleted a brief survey of the his¬
tory of Warner Bros, at the request
of the British Film Institute.

Block Booking
~ Continued from page 5 —

were the prime factors bringing
about the Paramount antitrust suit
which ended in picture-by-picture
selling and divorcement of the
circuits.
Reade said he wasn’t sure in his
own mind how far exhibitors
would go In -making films, but
noted that even the threat of such,
activity already had had its effects
on the distributors. He deplored
the lack of quality product and the
bunching together of the topgrade
films to hit the holiday dates.
“How can they expect us to be
showman finless we have the mer¬
chandise to sell?”, he asked.
As for TOA*Allied unity, Reade
noted that last week’s love feast
between the two orgs undoubtedly
had strengthened exhibition. “It’ll
happen again,” he commented.
“We’ll pull apart again, and the
next time we find ourselves on
common ground we’ll be closer
than ever. Eventually we’ll reach
a real understanding.”
Reade felt that exhibitor-dis¬
tributors relations had reached an
alltime low. He al£o thought there
was very little exhibitors could do
at this point to stop companies
from releasing their oldies to tv.
“We had our chance once to do
something about that, and we
muffed it,” he said.

Code Revamp
Continued from page 3

to see the application of the Code
eased, and those—like the Catholic
Legion of Decency—who feel that
Code enforcement hasn’t been
strict enough. Main problem, high¬
lighted by the circuit bookings of
“Man With Golden Arm” sans seal,
is to strengthen the Code by mak¬
ing it the kind of document to
which all segments of the trade can
subscribe and which they are like¬
ly to support In practice.
It is recognized that, even if
there is exhibitor representation
either on the appeals .level or in
the earlier Code processing Stages,
the position of the Code in the in¬
dustry today is more difficult and
precarious than ever.
“Let’s face it,” commented one
industryite last week, “we can talk.
about the Code all we want; and
everyone protests he wants a Code.
But when a picture comes along
that looks like a moneymaker, all
these fine principles go out of the
window and the exhibitors will
book that picture. It’s not an easy
situation to cope with.”
Narcotics Issue
It is considered a foregone con¬
clusion that, if the committee does
nothing else, it will recommend
amendment of the Code to cut out
the taboo against dramatization of
narcotics themes. There is a feel¬
ing that, whatever happens, the
conservative element in the trade,
brandishing the threat both of lo¬
cal censorship and 'Catholic dis¬
pleasure, will see to it that no farreaching changes in self-regulation
are adopted. The Code has, from
time to time, been amended, but it
has been changed from the origi¬
nal document only in small and
fairly Insignificant detail.
One of the big questions facing
the study group is how to handle
the oft-repeated charge that the
Code “belongs” to the majors and
is used as a club to the disadvantage of the indie producers who
only have an indirect voice in it
via such release arrangements with
major companies, as they may
have,
It’s considered unlikely that un¬
less that question is solved, United
Artists will return to the MPAA
fold. Again in the light of the
“Man With the Golden Arm” ex¬
perience, which many at the MPAA
— including Johnston — regret,
there is a strong feeling among ob¬
servers that something will have to
be done to broaden the Code to in¬
clude the indies’ voice.
Gov. Ellis Arnall, prez of the
Society of Independent * Motion
Picture Producers, said in New
York last week that he had no
prior knowledge of MPAA inten¬
tions to create a committee on the
Code; nor had he so far been ap¬
proached by anyone to give his
views. Arnall "is on record as feel¬
ing that the Code is worthless un¬
less it encompasses the indies at a
policy-making level.
While the creation of the MPAA
committee has resulted in a good
deal of comment, many feel some¬
what pessimistic about its chartces
to come up with workable solu¬
tions. One cynic thought the whole
committee was created solely to
“cool things off.” Anojther felt
that, even if certain recommenda¬
tions are made, it would be along
time before they might be adopted.
But on the whole, the reaction
to the MPAA action was favorable
and along the line of: “It’s about
time something was done.”
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Alger Requests Court Ease Rules
For RKO Theatres Forced Exit
BOTH CHICAGO BOYS
Benny Goodman and His Ghost
Steve Allen In Bally Stunts
Chicago, Jan. 31.
Turnout of civic officials, social
leaders, state dignitaries, and show
bizites expected at Congress Hotel
here tomorrow (Wed.) for the “Sa¬
lute to Benny Goodman” fund¬
raising dinner of Hull House. Chi¬
cago’s settlement for the under¬
privileged.
Dinner will highlight the home
coming of Benny Goodman and
Steve Allen, both Chicago kiddies,
as part of the world premiere activ¬
ities for Universal’s “The Benny
Goodman Story,” in which Allen
portrays the bandleader. Picture
opens at the Chicago Theatre
Thursday (2).
U’s sales chief Charles J. Feidman, eastern pub-ad topper Charles
Simonelli, and publicity manager
Phil Gerard are also due from New
York for the two-day program.

100 at Metros
Foreign Sales
Coast Powwow
Importance of the foreign mar¬
ket to the U. S. film industry is
demonstrated by Metro’s conclave
of overseas personnel which gets
under way on the Coast over the
upcoming weekend. Film company,
at„ considerable cost, is bringing
more than 100 managers, sales,
publicity, and other key -staffers
from foreign posts throughout the
world. Session is the first of its
kind to be held by the company at
its studio.
Prexy Arthur M. Loew and pro¬
duction chief Dore Schary will
serve as co-hosts of the powwow.
This is one of Loew’s first public
acts as president of Loew’s Inc. as
well a$ of Loew’s International.
Sessions will be devoted to sales
plans for 1956, with special atten¬
tion on currently completed prod¬
uct which will be screened for the
delegates.
Now York contingent will be
headed by Morton A. Spring, first
v.p. of Loew’s International; Sam¬
uel N. Burger, general sales man¬
ager, and Charles M. Reagan, do¬
mestic sales topper.
About 35 delegates from Europe,
South Africa, the Middle East, and
India are ^assembling in Copen¬
hagen for a flight across the North
Pole to Los Angeles.

Trading Cultural Units,
State Dept Maps Soviet
Sinatra-Satchmo Tour

Hollywood, Jan. 31.
State Department has asked
Frank Sinatra if he will join Louis
(“Satchmo”) Armstrong in a forth¬
coming “cultural exchange” tour
of Russia. Singer and, Armstrong
are currently Working together on
Metro’s “High Society.”
Armstrong, who recently re¬
turned from a European tour, has
been discussing the Soviet jaunt
for some time. Sinatra has slated
a European trek following his up¬
coming starring stint in Stanley
It’s high time that the Code in¬ Kramer’s “The Pride and the Pas¬
cluded exhibitor elements, Walter sion” to be shot in Spain.
Reade, Theatre Owners of America
Streibert Extols ‘Porgy’
boardchairman and head of the
Washington, Jan. 31.
Walter Reade circuit, said in N. Y.
Congress has been asked for per¬
Monday (30).
manent legislation for a continuing
“Two years ago I suggested that program of cultural, athletic and
exhibitors be included and their trade fair exchanges with foreign
views be recognized,” Reade said. countries. Request, by Theodore C.
“It is, of course, quite conceivable Streibert, director of the U. S.
that exhibitors.may not choose to Information Agency, is based on
serve on the Code appeals board or the success of the program during
the past two years.
in any other capacity,” he added.
Streibert reminds of “triumphs”
In Reade’s view, the Code seal
today has very little meaning. He scored overseas by “Porgy and
Bess,”
“Oklahoma,” ex-NBC Sym¬
felt that, if exhib representation
were to be arranged, it should phony of the Air and Ballet The¬
atre.
In
the event the program is
come via the theatre owner organ¬
izations. Reade questioned whether made permanent and congress pro¬
vides
the
funds, U. S. I. A. would
exhibitor inclusion at this stage
would materially contribute to the continue to underwrite these cul¬
tural
activities.
strengthening of the Code.

WALTER READE ON CODE
INCLUDING THEATREMEN
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Charging that the present form
of the court order requiring RKO
Theatres to dispose of its 20% in¬
terest in Metropolitan Playhouses
is hamstringing efforts “to sell the
stock at a reasonable price,”
George W. Alger, trustee for the
RKO Theatres shares, has re¬
quested the N.Y. Federal Court to
amend the requirements.
Alger submitted the suggested
amendments and the reasons. for
asking for the changes Monday
(301, prior to the Feb. 2 deadline
set by Federal Judge Lawrence
Walsh for the entry of a plan for
the disposition of the RKO Thea¬
tres stock. The court order had
its genesis in the Government’s
consent decree against RKO which
required the new theatre company
to dispose of its 20% interest in
Metropolitan Playhouses, New
York City chain jointly owned by
United Artists Theatres, RKO,
Theatres, and members of the
Skouras family.
The RKO 20% interest consti¬
tutes 56,448 shares of the 282,444
shares, of class “A” stock outstand¬
ing. United Artists Theatres owns
61% of the company, the family of
the late Charles P. Skouras 11%,
George P. Skouras 7%, and Athan¬
asius Skouras 1%.
The one possible buyer of the
RKO Theatres shares, according to
Alger, is the Skouras interests in
UA Theatres and Metropolitan
Playhouses. These interests, he
charges, are seeking unfairly to
capitalize on RKO’s present duty to
sell the stock within the time limit
fixed by the court order.
The Skouras group, Alger notes,
made an offer of $7.50 per share
which RKO considered inadequate
and advised Alger to reject. Alger
said lie concurred with RKO’s posi¬
tion. “I have no doubt,” he said,
“that these interests are endeavor¬
ing to obtain the stock at far less
than the actual value.” He called
attention to the fact that before
20lh-Fox prexy Spyros Skouras was
required to dispose of his interest
in Metropolitan Playhouses “a
highly-qualified appraiser” esti¬
mated that $19 per share “was
substantially its actual value.’"
Skouras received over $300,000 for
his 30,000 shares.
Alger said he was convinced that
the present form of the court or¬
der seems to give the Skouras
group and their associates “a temp¬
tation to hard bargaining and to
attempt to acquire these valuable
shares at a great sacrifice by
RKO.”
To remedy the present situation,
Alger suggested the following
amendments to the court order;
(1.) Eliminate any fixed date at
or prior to which the stock must
be sold.
j
(2.) Continue the trust until the
stock is sold at a reasonable price.
(3.) Provide that dividends re¬
ceived shall be withheld from RKO
until the sale of the stock is com¬
pleted so that the interests of RKO
shall be entirely restricted to re¬
ceiving the proceeds of the sale as
made, together with dividends then
held by the trustees unless earlier
payments of such dividends shall
be consented to by the Dept, of
Justice.

AddExhib
Continued from

pace 3

-

was charged with the continuing
responsibility of studying Code op¬
eration, and was given a free hand
in methods of accomplishing its
mission.
Johnston outlined the itinerary
for his round-the-world trek, on
which he leaves Feb. 21 for about
four weeks. He stated his biggest
headache would be finding ways
to pry out the large amount of
frozen funds the industry has in
Japan, the Philippines, and Indone¬
sia, countries he will visit in that
order. In India, he will be faced
with the problem of finding a suit¬
able rep to replace the former one,
who recently resigned. He will also
visit Thailand, and will stop over
in Rome, and possibly several other
European cities on his way back.
It will be strictly a motion picture
mission,
sans any
diplomatic
chores. Mrs. Johnston will accom¬
pany him.
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British T Censor Rating Deprives
Film-Makers of Production Finance
Censorship in England imposes
more of a hardship upon British
producers than American or other
non-native film-makers. But there|s
nothing that can be done about it
and the British Film Producers
Assn, wants the blue-penciling reg¬
ulations to continue unchanged.
In his annual report, BFPA pres¬
ident Robert Clark takes note of
the situation with emphasis on the
“X” certificate as the main source
of .woe for the Britons. The “X”
rating, as imposed by the British
Board of Film Censors, means a
film can be exhibited only for
adult audiences.
The producers
submit their properties in script
form and, informed that an “X” is
indicated, find it nearly impossible
to raise production money. Thus,
no picture.
Yanks and other foreign pro¬
ducers,
however,
present their
product after it is made and fre¬
quently it is given an unqualified
okay for exhibition even though it
might be “comparable” to merchan¬
dise that would have been given
the “X” if submitted at the script
stage..
As a consequence, adult-type
films, which are regarded as wel¬
come by the BFPA, usually are im¬
ports.

KING BROS. TO FILM
‘ADAM’ IN GERMANY
Frankfurt, Jan. 31.
The King Brothers of Hollywood,
whose last German-made film was
a two-lingo (German and English)
version of “Carnival Story,” re¬
leased by RKO, are planning an¬
other double-version film. They
have just obtained the film rights
to “Mr. Adam,” based on the best¬
selling novel.
~ The “German version -will star
German actors and Americans will
play in the Yank version. Both will
be filmed this year in Germany.

Mex Film Trade Bank
Shows $137,859 Net
Mexico City, Jan. 24.
The film trade’s own bank, the
Banco Nacional Cinematografico,
made a net profit of, $137,859 last
year which it closed with loans,
credits and discounts totaling $5,250,481, it informed its stockhold¬
ers, most of whom are producers.
Cash aid to the trade last year
was 90% more than that accommo¬
dation in 1954.

Harold Perlman to B&K
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\ Credit Union's Divvy
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
Dividend of four percent
will be paid to members of the
Columbia Studio . Employees
Federal Credit Union tomor¬
row (1). It’s the sixth consec¬
utive year for such a divvy,
with $43,277 being distributed.
Current assets of the Credit
Union are $1,500,000.
Bert Lea of the Sound De¬
partment was re-elected prexy
of the Credit Union for the
ninth consecutive year. Others
re-elected were: John Roche,
veepee; Rita O’Connor, secre¬
tary-clerk; Jerry Carr, treas¬
urer, and • Charles Hudgens
and Thomas Dawson to serve
as board members along with
the officers.

$4 Billion In
World Film Biz
London, Jan. 31.
The annual turnover of the mo¬
tion picture industry throughout
the world is in the region of
$4,000,000,000, according to a new
survey compiled by UNESCO, and
published in London last week un¬
der the title “Film and Cinema
Statistics” by the Stationery Office.
According to the UNESCO report^
the United States is the principalfilm exporting nation, and its prod¬
uct in most cases predominates in
almost every country in the world
outside Russia, China and Eastern
Europe.
1
World wide attendances are esti¬
mated at. about .10,000,00.0,000 an¬
nually with Britain in the lead as
the most cinema conscious country.
In 1954, says the UNESCO survey,
every United Kingdom inhabitant
made, on an average, 25 visits a
year, with New /Zealand second
with an average of just over 18.
The latest figure for the United
States covered 1953, when the av¬
erage was.about 16 visits.
Other statistics
compiled
by
UNESCO show that there are about
100,000 commercial picture thea¬
tres in the world, and that the an¬
nual output of feature films is
around 2,000.
A comprehensive
survey is also included of export
tendencies
which show, among
other things, that two-thirds of the
annual output of the Hong Kong
studios was sold to the United
States.

Chicago, Jan. 31.
Harold Perlman, for
several
years field drumbeater out of the
Chicago Universal exchange, has
resigned to join the Balaban &
Albany, Jan. 31.
Katz publicity staff effective Feb.
The Williamson Bill to extend
13.
daylight
saving
in
New York State
Perlman will handle first-run
Roosevelt Theatre replacing Jack has been sent back to the Senate
Judiciary
committee.
Bill did not
Garber, who recently joined Allied
Artists’ studio publicity staff on synchronize with legislation in
neighboring
states
of
Connecticut
the Coast.
and New Jersey.
Senator Pliny Williamson’s pro¬
Disney Features for Mexico
posal would start DS last Sunday
Mexico City, Jan. 24.
Prelim arrangements for shoot¬ in March. Other states start first
ing of two Walt Disney features Sunday in April.
What happens now is uncertain.
locally are already underway, it

Want DST Synchronous
In N.J., Conn., N.Y.

was revealed here this week.
Arriving from Hollywood tomor¬
row (18) is James V. O’Gara, per¬
sonal rep for the producer,' who
will set up working arrangements
for the first pic, which goes be¬
fore the cameras shortly.

Ballyhooligans
Large, Small, Family Size
New York.
Metro has prepared three differ¬
ent trailers for the advance build¬
up of “I’ll Cry Tomorrow.” First
trailer, an 87-footer, calls atten¬
tion to the interest created by the
bestselling book and points up
that Susan Hayward sings for the
first time.
Second trailer, which runs 257
feet, covers selected dramatic high¬
lights of the film. Third .one, run¬
ning 409 feet, features Lillian Roth
on whose life the film is based.
Miss Roth shows scenes from the
picture and relates them to her
own life.

More Disney Actioners
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
Disney will make three or four
live-action films annually from now
on, with annual budget of $8,000,000.
Currently shooting “West¬
ward Ho, the Wagons,” starring
Fess Parker, has “Light in For¬
est” slated, “Toby Tyler At Circus”
still to be screenplayed.
Live-action program will not in¬
terfere with continuing lensing of
animated, documentary features.

RAINIER’S CHAPLAIN
RATES GRACE KELLY
Detroit, Jan. 31.
Father John Francis Tucker, a
jovial, gray-haired priest, told of
his part in the Grace Kelly-Prince
Rainier romance. The 67-year-old
spiritual adviser to the prince said
in an interview: “Some accounts
would have you believe I was.
Father Cupid.
Actually, I just
threw a few darts.”
He said he wrote to Miss Kelly,
on the prince’s behalf, during their
courtship, and finally told the ac¬
tress’ father the prince wanted to
marry her. Father Tucker said he
did not accept these duties until
he was “well satisfied” that Miss
Kelly was a suitable wife for his
spiritual charge.
He said he had misgivings be¬
fore meeting her, saying: “I had
only the prince’s roseate picture
of Miss Kelly and after 45 years
in the priesthood I know boys in
love tend to go overboard. I
thought I might meet someone
‘actressy’ and artificial. Instead I
found a very timid girl, one facing
a great crisis in her life.”
The priest said that he has ad*
vised the prince, who agrees' with
him^that Miss Kelly should re¬
tire from show biz. Of the Prince,
Father Tucker had this to say:
“He has always been a good kid.
He knows Americans from having
served as liaison officer with the
36th Division ‘during the war. Of
course, I had to trim a couple of
Texas expressions out of his con¬
versation when I became his chap¬
lain,”
Father Tucker visited here with
brother priests
of the
Oblate
Fathers of St. Francis de. Sales,

Bob Pope in Charity
Stint in Scotland
Glasgow. Jan. 31.
BBC-TV cameras will televise
cabaret from the Central Hotel
here this week (26) with Bob Hope
doing a. charity stint for the Amer¬
ican Roosevelt Memorial (polio)
Fund. Telecast will last 30 minutes.
Peter Haigh, BBC tv announcer, is
set to emcee.
Roosevelt Memorial (polio) Fund
caters for after-care and rehabili¬
tation of polio sufferers in Scotland.
It was formed 1951 by group of
Americans in return for Auld Lang
Syne hospitality.

Salesman Turns Exhibitor

Still Argue Title Value (Nobody s Sure)
Differing Schools of Thought—Best Sellers, Reissues
And British Obscurity Pose Biggest Problems
-—-♦

No Comment
Northfield, Vt., Jan. 31.
Arthur Maheu is resigning
as manager of the Savoy the¬
atre here, effective March 30,
to become manager of the new
and used car departments of
Davis Auto Service.
Until then he’ll continue to
run the theatre, but devote
part time to selling cars;

Selection
of
proper-sounding
titles with audience appeal is
emerging as a serious chore for the
film companies. Although it is gen¬
erally felt that the title presents
an intangible value, there is a
school of thought that staunchly
believes that a correct nomencla¬
ture could add to the boxoffice take
of a particular picture and that a
poor title could detract from an
otherwise excellent picture.

Title selection in general has
been haphazard. While spending
large sums for the acquisition of
various properties, Hollywood has
not seen fit to spend any coin in
title research or any scientific in¬
vestigation of the matter. Many
times a title is changed in mid¬
stream, causing considerable con¬
Minneapolis, Jan. 31.
sternation
among the pub-ad staff¬
S. D. Kane, North Central Allied
executive counsel, accuses “some ers who have, put in much time and
effort
in
building
up a pre-release
of the film companies” of “being
identification for the picture. The
back to their old tricks” and violat¬
whys
and
wherefores
of the Sudden
ing the consent decree by “forcing”
title shifts are based on many
pictures.
reasons.
He cites the alleged instance of
For example, a picture released
one exhibitor desiring to buy two
pictures from one major distribu¬ under one title fails miserably at
tor and being told he’d have to pur¬ the boxoffice. It is then withdrawn
chase a total of 11 in order to ob¬ and retitled in the hope that the
tain the pair. It’s also charged that new “name” would attract audi¬
other
companies
are
requiring ences. A recent example of this
exhibs to buy shorts in order to get is Metro’s "The Bar Sinister,”
which- was withdrawn and placed
certain features.
Kane says he’ll present his evi¬ back into circulation as “It’s A
dence at the U. S. Senate small Dog’s Life.” However, the picture
business sub-committee’s hearings did not fair any better under it’s
in Washington next month and also new identification. Importers of
bring the matter to the justice de¬ British picture have been particu¬
larly active in title switches, us¬
partment’s attention.
ually because the original British
title has little meaning for Amer¬
ican audiences.

‘Forcing Is Back,
Charges Kane

Frisco Film Row Padre's
Communion Breakfast

San Francisco, Jan. 31.
Catholic members of the film in¬
dustry in San Francisco will hold
their annual Communion and
Breakfast Feb. 19.
Mass will be
celebrated at local St, Patrick’s
Church, in the heart of the ex¬
change. district, by the: Monsignor
McCarthy, film row padre and the
new pastor of the Church.
Charles J. Maestri of Robert L.
Lippert Theatres is in charge of ar¬
rangements.

Par Gets ‘Funny Face’

Problem that is especially trou*
bling Hollywood is what to do with
remakes—issue them under the
original title or give the picture a
new one? It appears to work both
ways, depending on the popularity
of the original picture. Some pic¬
tures do well when remade and
issued under the original title,—
Universal’s
’‘Magnificent
Obses¬
sion.” for example. Others flop
miserably, notably Columbia’s “My
Sister Eileen.”
The many conflicts involved in
title selection has several of the
studios considering the setting up
title research and investigation de¬
partments. Columbia, for example,
retains Sig Maitles, a freelance
film advertising man, on a fee basis
to submit titles for various pictures.
Universal is also reported weigh¬
ing the retention of a title research
analyst to study and recommend
the type of titles that click at the
boxoffice.

Hollywood, Jan. 31.
Paramount has acquired “Funny
Face,” George Gershwin’s 1927
Broadway musical, from Metro.
Will launch it April 9 with Audrey
Hepburn-Fred Astaire" costarring.
Roger Edens and Stanley Donen,
both under contract to Metro, will
Some believe that film companies
swing over to Paramount to. pro¬
duce, direct. They’ve already done rely too heavily on the original
considerable prepping of property. titles of novels in the belief that
the book has built up a pre-sold
audience. Those objecting to this
Amacher Tops K.C. Assn. practice as a general policy note,
for example, that many books con¬
Kansas City, Jan. 31.
Ralph Amacher, United Artists sidered bestsellers reach an audi¬
branch manager, was elected presi¬ ence of less than 100,000. It would
dent of the Motion Picture Assn, be wiser, it’s urged, to change a
of Greater Kansas City at a meet¬ cumbersome title and select one
ing of directors at the Hotel that would appeal to the mass
that
patronizes
films .
Muehlebach,
Directors were audience
elected at a general meeting neia rather than relying on the few who
might have read or heard about
last month.
Other officers: William Gaddoni, the book.

Albany, Jan. 31.
Howard Goldstein quit as RKO
salesman to become a supervisor
of Jules Perlmutter Theatres. Be¬
fore joining the distribution com¬
pany, Goldstein worked for the
Warner chain in Troy.
Perlmutter is now operating
houses in Albany, Watervliet, Mechanicsville,
Ballston
Spa
and Metro branch manager, and Harry
Whitehall. He also conducts drive- Gaffney, independent distributor,
Stag Film Fine $500
ins at Lake George, Saratoga and -vice presidents; M. B. Smith, Com¬
Richmondville,
and
an
indoor monwealth circuit, secretary; and
Nashua, N. H., Jan. 31.
Earl Brown, 27, of this city, was house (dark for the winter) in Lake E. Hartman, booking service, treas¬
urer, re-elected.
George
Village.
fined $500. by Judge Antoine GuerThe board approved participa¬
tin in Municipal Court last week
tion by metropolitan theatres in
Goldwurm’s
‘Don
Juan’
on a charge of possessing obscene
“Don
Juan,”
Austrian
tinier the March of Dimes campaign this
pictures. Upon payment of $400,
the rest of the fine was suspended. based on the Mozart opera, “Don month, authorizing collection boxes
Brown was arrested when police Giovanni,” has been acquired for in the lobbies and freewill offer¬
swooped down on the Lone Pine U.S. distribution by Jean Gold¬ ings taken between shows, much
as has been done^in the p£st.
Hunters’ Club on Salmon Brook wurm’s Times Film Corp.
Pic will bow at the Little Carne¬
road and raided a “stag” film show.
Police Chief Joseph L. Regan gie Theatre, N.Y., in late February.
said about 40 patrons, including a It was produced with the coopera-r
number of juveniles, were found tion of the Austrian government
iri the place, where a $2 admission and features soloists, chorus and
ballet of the Vienna State Opera.
fee was reportedly charged.
Little Carnegie early last year
Pittsburgh, Jan. 31.
presented the Italian “Aida” and
Frisco Tent’s Main Guy
George P. Mandros, owner of
I did very well with it.
San Francisco, Jan. 31.
the Metropolitan Theatre here,
Marc Wolfe is new Main Guy of
has filed a $90,000 treble damage
Variety Club Tent 2, Frisco, and
suit in the U. S. District Court of
Stanley 25c Divvy
Nate Blumenfeld has been in¬
Pittsburgh, naming the major film
stalled as new Chief Barker.
Board of directors of Stan¬
distributors and Warner Theatres
At the Fairmont Hotel installa¬
ley Warner Corp. declared a
as defendants.
tion dinner George Hoover, Inter¬
dividend of 25c per share on
The suit alleges that the de¬
national Chief Barker, presented
common stock at a meeting
fendants illegally conspired
to
the tent's Great Heart Award to
last week.
give the Plaza Theatre, a Warner
William Coffman, founder of the
Divvy is payable Feb. 24 to
house, preferred playing position
Shrine East-West football game.
stockholders of record Feb. 6.
over the Metropolitan.

Mandros’ Antitruster

It’s agreed that title selection
at its best is a hit and miss propo¬
sition, but there are many who feel
that study and research could take
much of the uncertainty out of it.
Perhaps, it’s emphasized, the in¬
troduction of research methods
might lead .to the development of
a technique similar to the one fol¬
lowed by the advertising trade in
its effort to select a proper brand
name for a new product.

Manager Fired, He Sues
Honolulu, Jan. 24.
- Veepee and former general man¬
ager Charles K. H. Young of Amer¬
ican Theatre Ltd., has filed suit
against Q. C. Lum, prexy, and the
theatre operating firm for account¬
ing and distribution of funds.
Young accuses downtown thea¬
tre’s officers of “misconduct” and
claims he was fired without cause
as both manager and projectionist.
Lum denies charges, and says the
house, which had operated on a
Chinese pix policy, is being liqui¬
dated because it failed to make
money, ..... ^
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News from Europe!
After 6 Smash Weeks in London at M.G.M/s EMPIRE and RITZ Theatres in
Leicester Square, and the Greatest Showmanship
in England.

Campaign ever

known

v figures from the first 11- out-of-town bookings tell our story
(and remember that PARATROOPER was one of Britain's biggest mpney-makers!)

CARDIFF .23.47% UP

BRIGHTON _8.03% UP

SOUTHSEA -28.89% UP

SOUTHEND_21.92% UP

WORTHING_32.46% UP

LUTON

PORTSMOUTH .. 17.02% UP

BOURNEMOUTH

READING ...... 17.46% UP

COSHAM ......34.66% UP

SOUTHAMPTON 13.22% UP

7.41% UP

.13.40% UP

Wednesday, February 1, 1956
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Film Reviews
, Continued from page 6 ;

Rattle Stations
Richard Boone, who believes in
endless training to prepare his men
and ship for war. William Bendix
is the tough chief bos’un, Iveefe
• Brasselle the cocky sailor always
in trouble, while William Leslie
plays a young pilot who wants to
stay alive because he's to become
a father for the first time.
Viewers will be taken on a stemto-stern tour of the huge carrier
and will then be shown how a crew
is trained to man such a ship.
After awhile this footage becomes
monotonous and* the attempts at
salty, shipboard humor pay off with
only minimum results. Few of the
cast have a chance to show much,
the principals not being supplied
with enough dramatic punch in the
Crane Wilbur script to come alive.
Lewis Seiler’s direction also is sim¬
ilarly handicpped.
,
Burnett Guffey trained the cam¬
eras on the story footage accept¬
ably and the other technical assists
come off in like fashion. Brog.
The Rtrokcn Star
Fair Western ior the program
action market.
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
United Artists release of Howard W.
Koch (Bel-Air) production. Stars Howard
Duff, Lita Baron, Bill Williams; features
Henry Calvin, Douglas Fowley, Addison
Richards, Joel Ashley, John Pickard, Wil¬
liam (Bill) Phillips, Dorothy Adorns, Joe
Dominguez. Directed by Lesley Selander.
Screenplay, John C. Higgins; camera,
William
Margulies;
editor,
John
F.
Schreyer; music, Paul Dunlap. Previewed
Jan. 27, '56. Running time, 81 MINS.
Frank Smead . Howard Duff
Conchlta
.
Lita Baron
Bill Gentry
. Bill Willi'ms
Thornton Wills .
Henry Calvin
Hiram Charleton.Douglas Fowley
Wayne Forrester ..... Addison Rich-rds
Messendyke .
Joel Ashley
Van Horn . John Pick~rd
Doc Mott .
Wm. Phillips
Mrs. Trail . Dorothv / dams
Nachez . Joe Dominguez

Southern women’s prison farm
where old-fashioned sadistic meth¬
ods still are practiced upon the
inmates gets in realism, and rates
okay for secondary billing in smal¬
ler situations. Performances of
principals generally are persuasive
enough to lend credence to story
unfoldment, and subject shapes up
handily for exploitation.
William F. Broidy production
tees off with prison’s investigation
by a young attorney, Tom Drake,
upon orders of the governor. He
arrives simultaneously with Bev¬
erly Michaels, a gun moll whose
boy friend was killed by the po¬
lice. a tough cookie in her ownright. Immediately, she and Carole
Mathews, another toughie, clash,
but throw in finally in a prison
break in which Drake, prison ma¬
tron Esther Dale anh Peggy Knunsen, another inmate in love with
Drake, are taken as hostages. Math¬
ews is killed but Michaels surren¬
ders.
Miss Michaels has the most col¬
orful role and most footage, de¬
livering well. Misses Knudsen and
Mathews handle themselves satis¬
factorily, and Miss Dale enacts one
of her cruel matron characters.
Drake is lost-in the shuffle. Edward
L. Cahn’s direction of Steve Fish¬
er’s screenplay hews to a fast pace.
Print used at opening day’s per¬
formance was unmatched. Whit.
*

before a certain date and hour. It
plays off in a succession of cli¬
maxes, mostly hectic, under the
extremely broad direction by
Muriel Box. Cast performances are
in kind, and moderate chuckles
result from the antics and the
situations causing them.
When Miss Winters, nitery
singer, is advised she stands to
inherit a fortune if her former
husband, Gregson, has not fathered
a male offspring before a Certain
deadline, she’s dff to .England to
track him down. She finds him
married to Peggy Cummins, who’s
on the brink of birth. Will it be a
boy? Will it take place before or
after the deadline? Time differ¬
ence between New York and Eng¬
land, plus questions on the validity
of the first marriage, the divorce
and the second hitching, are among
other points.;adding to the confus¬
ing complications. It’s twins, boy
and girl, but Miss Winters wins
because of NY daylight savings
time. However, principals gener¬
ously split the dough at the finale.
Background score by Lambert
Williamson plays its part in the
humor, having identifying themes
for characters and situations.
“Give Me a Man,” by Paddy Rob¬
erts, and “You’re the Only One,”
by Jacques Abram and George
Thorn, are a couple of the songs
heard to no particular advantage.
Lensing by Ernest Steward and
other technical credits are okay.
-Brog.

Uli tier Paechter
(Uli the Tenant)
(SWISS)
Zurich, Jan. 24.

Praesens-Film Zurich release of Praesens (Oscar Dueby) production. Directed
by Franz Schnyder. With Hannes Schmidhauser, Liselotte Pulver, Emil Hegetsehweiler, Hedda Koppe, Leopold Biberti,
Marianne Matti, Alfred Rasser, Erwin
Kohlund, Stephanie Glaser, Fredy Scheim,
Walter Lapp, Hans Gaugler, Willy Frei,
Peter Arens, Hans Kaes, Willy Fueter,
Sigfrit
Steiner.
Screenplay,
Richard
Schweizer, based on novel by Jeremias
Gotthelf; camera, Emil Berna; music,
Robert Blum. At Scala Theatre, Zurich.
Running time, 115 MINS.

Skullduggery on the range this
time concerns a deputy marshal
Sequel to last year’s Swiss top
who turns-crook and how he is grosser, “Uli the Servant” prom¬
finally brought to justice. The Bel- ises to equal its predecessor’s b.oJ
Air-production" for United Artists performance. Again based on a
release starts well, falters in the novel by 191h Century Swiss writer
middle and then picks up pace for Jeremias Gotthelf, widely re-popu¬
the finale, averaging out as a fair larized by a recent radio series,
western for the program action this is even superior to the .first
market.
film in artistic merits. Direction by
• Howard. Duff is the man who dis¬ Franz Schnyder also is better bal¬
honors his star, in the John C. Hig¬ anced. Due to unfamiliarity of
gins screenplay. Opening finds him theme and lack of marquee names,
shooting down the agent of a big U.S. chances are not too bright.
rancher and stealing the gold paid Film’s
quality may make it worth
by settlers for water-use rights. a try in special, situations.
Crime is made to look like a kill¬
Plot
picks
up where the first film
ing necessary in the line of duty, left off. Young
peasant Uli is now
but it’s such an obvious trail the tenant of a farm, aided by his wife.
lawman-gone-wrong lays .out that After a prosperous ’ begihning,
fellow officer Bill Williams is a things are going from bad to worse,
long time following it.
Duff handles his .acting duties with a ruined harvest, severe ill¬
neatly, but Williams’ reaction to ness, heavy debts etc. almost
the young couple’s exis¬
character demands is too stiff. Lita smashing
tence.
Baron fares better as his. girl
Story telling is honest and
friend, a Latin saloon singer who
The
excellent
gets rousted about by the rancher’s straightforward.
henchmen in the search for the camerawork by Emil Berna is an
loot. Just why she’s put to the fist important asset. Most of the play¬
isn’t explained clearly, but it does ers repeat their previous assign¬
give Williams a chance to take on ments. Hannes Schmidhauser and
the plug-uglies in a barroom brawl. Liselotte Pulver as the young
Howard W. Koch produced un¬ couple are excellent, and sock
der executive producer' Aubrey featured portrayals are turned in
Schenck, locationing the troupe by Emil Hegetschweiler and Leo
Mezo.
near Tucson, Ariz., for the correct pold Biberti.
outdoor atmosphere, which Wil¬
f'asli On Delivery '
liam Margulies lenses acceptably.
Considering the Higgins script, di¬
(BRITISH—SONGS)
rector Lesley Selander gets all
Shelley
Winters
toplining
that’s possible out of the action
British-lensed comedy to help
setup. Assisting the three stars in
domestic
market
booking
feature spots are Henry Calvin as
chances as program offering.
the big rancher; Douglas Fowley,
a crooked Indian agent; Addison
Richards, the top marshal; Joel
,
Hollywood, Jan. 25.
RKO release of Peter Rogers,' Ben
Ashley, John Pickard, William
(Welbeck-Gina) production. Stars
(Bill) Phillips, Dorothy Adams and Schrift
Shelley Winters, Peggy Cummins, John
Joe Dominguez, an Indian who Gregson; features Wilfrid Hyde White.
witnessed the original crime and Directed by Muriel Box. Screenplay,
P5-*er R°f*rsL camera, Ernest Steward;
gets bumped off for his trouble.
cd^or, Alfred Roome; score. Lambert
Williamson; songs, Paddy Roberts. Jac¬
Brog.

Mencken
■■

Continued from page 4

ever focussed upon Variety was in

1926,

when

the

Mercury

did

a

profile” on this weekly.

Unlike the muckrakers, Mencken
was arch-conservative in politics,
took no interest in reform. His
targets Vere intellectual stupidity,
mob-mindedness, religious bigotry
and the primitivism of the Bible
Belt, a name he is believed to have
coined, and certainly popularized.
Some of his hefty work with a
literary baseball bat was aimed at
the skulls of other literary critics,
especially,those attached to univer¬
sity English departments. He called
them incurable sophomores and
sneered at their genteel refine¬
ments. Fighting, the Boston cen¬
sors, then formidable, he beat
them on the famed Mercury short
story “Hatrack,” the tale of a pros¬
titute who wanted to find salvation
but always got turned away at the
smalltown church doors.
A critic of everything from crit¬
ics, prudes and business men’s
luncheon clubs where the boys
linked arms, swayed and sang,.
Mencken did not spare the ladies,’
his “In Defense of Women” being
a description of feminine guile and
wile with a clear statement that
man was a bright woman’s
match. It was “news” when he
finally succumbed to wedlock (as
George Jean Nathah has only re¬
cently done, hardly the impulsive
type, either).
It is probably sound observation
to' attribute the waning vogue for
Mencken to the depression. It had
been amusing during the Coolidge
boom to swat the hicks, but when
the hicks were selling apples and
anquish was on the pumpkin,
t’want funny. But Mencken was,
and is, a hero to many a writing
man.

AIlied-TOA
■mhS Continued from page 5

This is another of RKO’s Britishlensed imports slanted for domes¬
tic bookings via the use of a Holly¬
wood name atop an overseas cast.
In “Cash On Delivery,” it’s Shel¬
ley Winters headlining, with Peggy
Cummins, John Gregson and Wil¬
frid Hyde White sharing main

sure of several belligerent units,
urged an appeal to the Govern¬
ment for regulation of film rentals.
Traditionally opposed “to calling
in the cops,” TOA refused to go
along with Allied’s move, a posi¬
tion that resulted in the breakoff
of the cooperative efforts of both
units. Another difference of opin¬
ion arose over the arbitration sys¬
tem, with TOA willing to accept
one without the arbitration of film
rentals and Allied adamantly re¬
fusing to take part in any arbitra¬
tion plan that did not include the
rentals clause.
Despite the breakoff, unofficial
talks between influential leaders
of both groups cbntinued. Realiz¬
ing that they both sought allevia¬
tion of the same industry prac¬
tices although differing on the way
to accomplish it, the leaders of
both groups hacked out the com-

gramg comedy with^some^famn'y
appeal
Peter Rogers, who coproduced
with Ben Schrift, also did the screen
original, a frantic affair concerne'l
i with a $2,000,000 inheritance that
This melodramatic yarn about a - hinges on the birth of a male child

: utors^6
(mmSetelv^
ff6 dpStdH
utors
completely
off
guard.
! Whether the strategy will work
depends largely on the outcome of
the Senate Small Business subcommittee hearings starting later this
spring in Washington.

ques

Ret rayed- Women
Sadism ih a Dixie lockup for
janes. Exploitation entry for
program market.
,

Hollywood, Jan. 27.

Allied Artists release of a William F.
Broidy production. Stars Carole Mathews,
Beverly Michaels, Peggy Knudsen, Tom
Drake:
leatures
Sara
Haden.
John
Dierkes, Esther Dale. Directed by Edward
L. Cahn. Screenplay, Steve Fisher; stnr.v.
Paul L. Peil; camera, John Martin; edi¬
tors,
Ace
Herman,
Chandler
House;
music, Edward J. Kay; sound, A1 OvertSn,».^kioiewed Jan- 25, ’56- Running time,
70 MINS*
Kate . Carole Mathews
Honey . Beverly Michael-V°La .*. Peggy Knudsen
Jeff . Tom Drrke
Darcy . Sara Haden
Cletus
. .John Dierkes
Mrs. Ballard . Esther Dale
Baby Face .
Paul Savage
Mrs. Mabry .: Darlene Fields
Mabry ... John Damlcr
Hostage Guard . G. Pat Collin’
First Guard
.. Burt Wcnl.-nd
Second Guard . Pete KeMctt

Abram,

Fred

G,

Moritt,

George

Um°ern79PMe|NSWed Jan> 23, '56‘ Runnin«
Myrtle La Mar . Shelley Winters
Tony Rapallo .
John Gregson
?r0r0^y ,RaPall0.
Peggy Cummins
Mr. Starke
. Wilfrid Hyde White
Nurse Appleby . Mona Washbourne
Livingstone Potts .
Hal Osmond
Daniel
. .. Hartley Power
Elmer (pianist) . M. Kaufman
gaiter . John Warren
Furrier . Fred Berger
Clerk . N. Parsons
Secretary ;. Dorothy Bramhall
Parsons . Ronald Adam

Hollywood Production Pulse
ALLIED ARTISTS
Starts, This Year...
7
This Date, Last Year.4
'CATTLE KING"
Prod.—Richard Hermance
Dir.—Harmon Jones
George
Montgomery,
Peter
Graves,
Marcia
Henderson,
Richard
Eyer,
Robert Wilke, Alan Hale Jr., Walter
Sande, Myron Healey, William Faw¬
cett
(Started Jan. 10)

COLUMBIA
Starts, This Year.2
This Date, Last Year. I
ZARAK KHAN"
(Warwick Pictures)
(Shooting in England)
Exec. Prods.—Irving Allen, A. R. Broc¬
coli
Prod.—Phil C. Samuel
Dir.—Terence Young
Victor- Mature, Anita Ekbei'g> Michael
Wilding, Eunice Gayson, Bonar Colleano, Finlay Currie, Jackie Lane,
Bernard Miles, Peter Illing, Eddie
Byrne, Alec Mango, Patricia MacGoohan, Frederik Valk, Yana
(Started Nov. 19)
"PORTRAIT IN SMOKE"
(Film Locations Productions)
(Shooting in London)
Prod.—Maxwell Setton
Dir.—Ken Hughes
Arlene Dahl, Phil Carey, Herbert Mar¬
shall, David Kossoff, Ralph Truman,
Faith Brook, Sidney James
(Started Dec. 5)
"BLACK MAMBA"
(ToDon Productions)
(Shooting in Afirica)
Exec. Prod.—Tony OwCn
Prod.—Adrian D. Worker
Dir.—George Marshall
Cornel Wilde, Donna Reed, Leo Genn,
Ron Randell, Christopher Lee •
(Started Dec. 17)
,
"THE SEVENTH .CAVALRY"
(Producers—Actors Corp.)
Prod.—Harry Joe Brown
Dir.—Joseph H. Lewis
Randolph Scott, Barbara Hale, Leo Gor¬
don, Harry Carey Jr., Michael Pate,
Jay C. Fllppen,' Peter Ortiz, Denver
Pyle, Frank Faglen
(Started Jan. 12)

METRO
Starts, This Year........ . 3
This Date, Last Year.0
'THE FASTEST GUN ALIVE"
Prod.—Clarence Greene
Dir.—Russell Rouse
Glenn Ford, Jeanne Crain, Broderick
■ Crawford, Russ Tamblyn, Lief Erick¬
son
(Started Jan. 5)
'HIGH SOCIETY"
Prod.—Sol C. Siegel
Dir.—Charles Walters
Bing Crosby, Grace Kelly, Frank Si¬
natra, Celeste Holm, John Lund,
Louis
Calhern,
Sidney
Blackmer,
Margalo Gilmore, Lydia Reed, Louis
Armstrong & Band
(Started-Jan.'19).
'SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES ME"
Prod.—Charles Schnee
Dir.—Robert Wise
Paul Newman, • Pier
Angeli,
Eileen
• Heckert, Sal Mineo, Everett Sloane,
Harold Stone,' Sammy White, Tony
Zale
(Started Jan. 26)

PARAMOUNT
Starts, This Year. 7
This Date, Last Year.0
'THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
Prod.-Dir.—Cecil B. DeMille
»
Assoc. Prod.—Henry Wilcoxon
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne
Baxter. Yvonne DeCarlo, Debra Paget,
Judith Anderson, Edward G. Robincon, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Vincent
Price, John Carradine, John Derek,
Olive Deering, Martha Scott, Julia
Faye. Henry Wilcoxon, Douglas Dumbrille, lan
Keith, Frank DeKova,
Peter Hanson, Donald Curtis, H. B.
Warner, Joan Woodbury, John Miljan, Joyce Vanderveen, Francis Mc¬
Donald
(Started Oct. 14, 1954)
"PARDNERS"
Prod.—Paul Jones
Dir.—Norman Taurog
Dean Martin, Jerry-Lewis, Lori Nelson,
Agnes Moorehead, Jeff Morrow, Philip
Tonge, Jackie Lougherty, Douglas
Spencer, Scott Douglas
(Started Nov. 21)
"THE LEATHER SAINT"
Prod.—Norman Retchin
- Dir.—Alvin Ganzer
Paul Douglas, John Derek, Jody Law¬
rence, Cesar Romero, Richard Shan¬
non, Ernest Truex
(Started Jan. 9)

RKO
Starts, This Year. 7
This Date, Last Year.0
'Ti<EJFi?ST TRAVELING SALESLADY"
Prod.-Dir.—Arthur Lubin
Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
Chaimlng’ David Brian, James Arness
(Started Jan. 23)

REPUBLIC
Starts, This Year..
2
This Date, Last Year.2
"MURDER ON PAROLE"
Assoc. Prod.—Edward J. White
Dir.—Franklin Adreon
Dane Clark, May Wynn, Robert Ilorton,
William Talman, Barton MacLanc,
Frcdd Wayne
(Started Jan. 24)

"ACAPULCO"
(Shooting in Mexico)
Dir.—Paul^H.nreid
D‘S,“ns0"
Ralph Meeker, Janice Rule, Paul Henreid
(Started Jan. 30)

20th CENTURY-FOX
Starts, This Year_..... 2
This Date, Last Year. j
'23 PACES TO BAKER STREET"
Prod.—Henry Ephron
Dir.—Henry Hathaway
Van Johnson, Vera Miles, Patricia Laffan, Maurice Denham, Liam Redmond.
Cecil Parker
*
(Started Nov. 30)
"MAN"IN THE GREY FLANNEL SUIT"
Prod.—Darryl F. Zanuck
Dir,—Nupnally Johnson
Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones, Fredrie
March, Marisa Pavan, Lee J. Cobb,
Sandy Descher, Portland Mason, Con, nie Gilchrist, Arthur O’Connell, Henry
Daniell, Micky Maga, Joseph Sweeney,
Larry Keating, Gigi Perreau
(Started Dec. 5)
THE SIXTH OF JUNE"
Prod.—Charles Brackett
Dir.—Henry Koster
Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana
Wynter, Edmond O’Brien, Lee Gra¬
ham
(Started Dec. 28)
HILDA CRANE"
Prod.—Herbert B. Swope Jr.
Dir.—Philip Dunne
Guy
Madison, Jean Simmons, Jean
Pierre Aumont, Peggy Knudsen, Eve¬
lyn Varden, Judith Evelyn
(Started Jan. 4)
'THE PROUD ONES"
Prod.—Robert L. Jacks
Dir.—Robert Webb
Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo, Jeffrey
Hunter, Robert Middleton, Walter
Brennan, George Mathews, Ken Clark,
Rodolfo Acosta, Arthur O’Connell,
Fay Rope, Whit Russel, Edward Platt
(Started Jan. 9)

UNIVERSAL
Starts, This Year. 1
This Date, Last Year.3
"THE GENTLE WEB"
Prod.—Gordon Kay
Dir.—Harry Keller
Esther Williams, George Nader, Edward
Andrews, John Saxon, Dani Crayne*
Jack Albertson
(Started Dec. 28).
"BEHIND THE HIGH WALL"
Prod.—Stanley Rubin
Dir.—Abner Biberman
Tom Tully, Sylvia SidneyV Bdtty Lynn,
John Larch, John Gilmore, Barney
Phillips
(Started Jan. 16)

WARNER BROS.
Starts, This Year. 0
This Date, Last Year.2
"THE SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS"
Prod.—Leland Hayward
Dir.—Billy Wilder
James Stewart
(Started Aug. 8)
"BABY DOLL"
(Newtown Productions)
(Shooting in Mississippi)
Prod.-Dir.—Elia Kazan
Karl Malden, Carroll Baker, Eli Wallach, Mildred Dunnock
(Started Dec. 20)

INDEPENDENT
"TARZAN AND THE LOST SAFARI"
(Sol Lesser Productions)
(Shooting in England)
Exec. Prod.—N. Peter Rathvon
Prod.—John Croydon
Dir.—Bruce Humberstone
Gordon Scott, Peter Arne, Betta St.
John, Yolande Donlon, George Coulouris, Robert Beatty, Wilfrid HydeWhite
(Started Dec. 5)
"FLIGHT TO HONG KONG"
(Sabre Productions)
(UA Release)
(ShooUng in Hong Kong)
Proa.-Dir.—Joseph Newman
Rory Calhoun, Dolores Donlon
(Started Jan. 9)
"REBEL IN TOWN"
(Bel Air Productions)
Prod.—Howard Koch
Dir.—A1 Werker
John Payne, Ruth Roman, J. Carrol,
Naish, Ben Cooper, John Smith, Ben
Johnson, Bobby Clark, Mimi Gibson
(Started Jan. 9)
"DEATH OF A SCOUNDREL"
(Charles Martin Productions)
(20th-Fox Release)
(Shooting at Goldwyn)
Prod*.-Dir.—Charles Martin
Assoc. Prod.—Herbert Klein
George Sanders, Yvonne De Carlo, Zsa
Zsa
Gabor,
Nancy
Gates, Georgo
Brent, Colleen Gray, Lisa Ferraday*
Tom Conway, Celia Lovsky
(Started Jan. 12)
"THE FRAGILE FOX"
(Associates Sc Aldrich Co.)
(UA Release)
(Shooting at RKO Pathe)
Prod.-Dir.—Robert Aldrich
Jack Palance, Eddie Albert, Lee Mai*
vin, Robert Strauss, Richard Jaeckel,
Buddy Ebsen, William Smithers
(Started Jan. 16)
"WESTWARD HO, THE WAGONS"
(Walt Disney Productions)
Exec. Prod.—Walt Disney
Prod.—Bill Walsh
Dir.—William Beaudlne
M
Fess Parker, Kathleen Crowley, Jea
York, Tom Woodward
(Started Jan. 16)
"GUNSLINGER"
Prod.-Dir.—Roger Corman
John Ireland, Beverly Garland, Allison
Hayes
(Started Jan. 23)
"STEP DOWN TO TERROR"
(Security Pictures)
(UA Release)
(Shooting at Goldwyn)
Prod.—Sidney Harmon
Dir.—Harry Horner
Anthony Quinn, Carol Ohmart, Arthur
v’ranz, Jay Robinson, Kathryn Grant,
Nehcmiah Persoff
(Started Jan. 26)
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YOU

You, Mister Exhibitor, are the
“X”. . . the unpredictable
factor . .. the man who meets
the public ... the man whose
interest makes the difference!
Keep shouting about your
shows with the excitement and
enthusiasm that builds a
patron-pulling pitch and the
“X” in your boxoffice will
equal more profits!

dotioiiauC^cbeen service
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‘Oklahoma’ Feb. 16 Start
At Frisco Nabe House
San Francisco, Jan. 31.

Co-Producing
Continued from page 3 =

“Oklahoma” will open here with even lower had not Britain en¬
an invitational premiere at 1,200- tered into a number of coproduc¬
seat neighborhood house, the Coro¬ tion deals.
The British prior to
Matching' this list to Variety’s net, Feb. 16, and thereafter will go that didn’t go very much for joint
on a two-a-day basis. Frisco will filming.
own rundown (Jan. 25 is$ue)*of the
be the fourth U.S. city to see ToddIn the realm of color, European
top grossers of last year, it turns AO product.
producers last year cut back, ap¬
out that only one film---“Mister
Result of'firm decision on date parently determined to do their
Roberts”—was a winner with both of Todd-AO opening is that Fox tint splurging only on the more
the-public and the reviewers.
It West Coast execs are now consider¬ important productions. Apart from
ing
moving
back
opening
of this, Europe’s color processing fa¬
should be noted, of course, that
“Carousel,” originally slotted for cilities still aren’t geared to meet
Variety’s list didn’t take in two
Feb. 21 unveiling at 4,500-seat the full demand, a circumstance
potential top .grosser s—“Okla¬
which Technicolor is trying to
homa” and “Guys and Dolls”— downtown Fox.
overcome with the establishment of
which haven’t been in wide enough
local labs in France and Italy.
release to come to a definitive con¬
Again, there was a sharp jump to
clusion as to their eventual take.
color from 1953 to 1954, preceded
Significantly, one of the top
by
a steadily rising curve. In 1952
Continued from page 3
grossers of 1955—“Cinerama Holi¬
the total was 58, in 1953 it ran to
day”—got exactly two votes with¬
$7,000,000, is the most expensive 96.
For 1954, the number ' of
in the totality, of the 16 “best”
feature in Par’s history and doubt¬ tinters added up to a record 194,
lists.
Similar fate met such b.o.
less the company will shape elab¬ but *in 1955 it dropped back to
successes as “Battle Cry” ($8,000,orate plans on the. marketing ap¬ 162.
000); “20,000 Leagues Under the
All over Europe, business in
proach.
Sea”
($8,000,000);
“Not
As
a
Barney Balaban, Par president, 1955 was good as attested to by the
Stranger” ($7,100,000); “Country
number of admissions which, in
went
west
along
with
George
Girl” ($6,900,000); “Lady and the
In
global
sales
chief; most places, surpassed 1954.
Tramp” and “Strategic Air Com¬ Weltner,
some places, such as in France for
mand” (both $6,500,000), and “To Charles Boasberg, exec aide to
instance,
the
level
remained
the
Weltner who’s been assigned to
Hell and Back” ($6,000,000).
supervise
the
"Commandments” same or even dropped1 a little.
Fiscal Contrast
Gross-wise, this didn’t necessarily
marketing, and Jerry Pickman, adAs to the financial frame of ref¬ pub v.p. All four are back in New affect the local exhibition industry
since admission prices also had a
erence, “Marty,” “Bad Day at
York this week!
tendency to rise.
Black Rock” and; “Summertime”
Blueprinting
of
specific
policy
There is. no question that the
aren’t expected to do more than
$2,000,000 each in the domestic will await completion of the De high 1955 production level, par¬
Mille
epic,
which
went
into
pro¬
ticularly
if it continues through
(U. S. and Canadian) market. The
question will naturally be raised in duction Oct. 14, 1954, Major pho¬ 1956, will have its effect on Ameri¬
tography
is
finished
and
the
pic
can
imports
which, in the past
relation to these pictures: If the
public is so strongly influenced by is to be edited down to three hours year, have felt the impact of the
and
45
minutes
of
running
time.
local
pix
as
never
before, particular¬
the critics, why is it that the re¬
viewers’ plugging for their favor¬ It won’t be ready for public un¬ ly in France, Germany and Italy.
veiling
until
next
November,
at
In
Germany,
as
an example, the
ite attractions- didn’t bring out
least.
local product garners fully 55% of
the
screentime,
and
in France the
Some Par sources believe the
film could run- two years or more French films have gained very
Why Not Wear Masks?
definitely
at
the
b.o.
as a rbadshow on Broadway, a
Chicago, Jan. 31.
The two countries that gained in
precedent for which already hav¬
To illustrate an article on
ing been established with “This Is fheir production volume in 1955
Chicago’s local police film cen¬
The
Cinerama.” “Commandments” was were Germany and Frahce.
sorship, writer for Chicagoan
lensed in the double-frame, Vista- rest dropped. The Germans went
from 107 in 1954 to 130 in 1955.
Magazine sought to talk with
Vision process.
They were active in coproduction,
and photograph the censors.
Old Stills Still In Use
but less so than before, whereas
But Police Commissioner Tim¬
Employing stills made from foot¬ their tint ratio skyrocketed from
othy J. O’Connor refused okay
age of “The King of Kings,” the 26 in 1954 to 41 in 1955.
The
for either photographing or
Cecil B. DeMille picture released French went up from a production
questioning. He alone will be
in 1927, Columbia Features Inc., a total of 98 in ’54 to 110 last year.
spokesman.
newspaper feature service, has pre¬ Both their coproduction and the
Magazine proceeded to run
pared a pictorial depiction of the color
content
of
their
films
framed spaces in lieu of pic¬
story in panel-strip form.
dropped. Spain showed, the sharp¬
tures and captioning of each
one.
The story of Christ is told in 23 est decline in production volume,
Gags around town currently
installments, with each release dropping from 69 in ’54 to 50 last
However, there was only
suggest Chicago censors could
containing four panels with ex¬ year.
wear masks or hoods, for which
planatory text for each: The serv¬ one less color film in 1955 than in
there is plenty of precedent in
ice is being offered to newspapers 1954. Coproduction declined from
history.
starting March 5 for pre-Easter 13 to eight.
There have been earlier indica¬
publication.
tions that
coproduction wasn’t
According to Joseph M. Boy¬ working out as had been hoped'
more
people?
(That’s
another chuk, prexy of Columbia Features,
and that these films lacked the
story, examined separately from the rights were obtained from
expected acceptance. Nevertheless,
time to time in these columns; by Cinema Corp^ of America which
industryites from Europe say co¬
common agreement. Critics influ¬ owns the rights to the film. Pay¬
production will definitely continue,
ence in films has no comparison ment, Boychuk said, is based on
of on a reduced scale.
with their power in Broadway the number of newspapers buying
legit.)
the feature.
As to the religious criteria, it’s
to be noted that among the 1955
“best” as judged by critics some
Continued from page 3
41% carried a “B” rating from the
of 20th bringing in a new sales
Catholic Legion of Decency. “B”
Continued from page 5
^
head
from
the outside. Comment¬
signifies Objection able in Part to
All, and there afe towns in the agreed that, naturally, the indi¬ ing on this iast November, Skouras
vidual
company
grosses
would
have
said
that,
at
the time, he hadn’t as
United States where a “B” tag
from the Legion is a b.o. deterrent. to be weighed in the specific ter¬ yet made up his mind as to whether
ritory
under
discussion.
or
not
to
replace
Lichtman with
The Legion not long ago deplored
Original formula called for a a. “name” from the outside. •
the rise in its own “B” ratings
While
Lichtman
is best known
percentage
average
for
each
com¬
and tried to link this to a ‘Tising
tide of moral laxity” although the pany, to be derived from grosses for his abilities in the sales and dis¬
in
eight
or
12
selected,
free
im¬
tribution
field,
he
has extensive
trade felt it could argue equally a
“rising tide of Legion Antagon¬ port territories, such as Britain for production experience and in the
instancerSome
execs
feel
that
this
late
thirties
produced
over 100
ism,”
wouldn’t result in a fair evaluation films on the Metro lot, where he
The five films picked in the
of their comparative standing.
arriyed in* 1935, butdidn’t get into
“best” lists and following the top
Many feel that the domestic the* production end until three
12 all got four mentions each and
gross is much easier to establish years later.
include: “It’s Always Fair Weath¬
Under his aegis as exec producer,
er,” with a $2,000,000 expectancy than the foreign gross; also some
in the domestic market and an A-2 companies still show hesita^y to with several producers working un¬
rating; “Man With the Golden produce foreign earning figures. der'him, Lichtman is credited with
Arm,” which was refused a Code Matter will be brought up at the some of the outstanding - Metro
seal and carries a “B” rating; “The next powwow of the company top¬ product in the immediate prewar
period and later—"Song of Love,”
Divided Heart” which had an A-l pers.
“High Wall,” “Postman Always
rating and is a British import;
Rings Twice,” “Wizard of Oz,”
“Love Me or Leave Me,” “B” rated
“Without Love,” the Red Skelton1
and with a $4,100,000 domestic ex¬
pix, “Boys Town,” “Young Tom
pectancy, and “Bridges of Toko
Edison” and “Edison the Man,”
Continued from page 5 ■mmm
Ri.” A-II and an estimated $4,several of the Marx Bros, comedies,
700,000 domestic grosser.
ground. Money was used for ac¬ "Strike Up the Band,” etc.
quisition
of
screen
rights
to
Under the terms of his 20th con¬
Carmody’s Adds His Ten
“Naked and the Dead,” novel by tract, Lichtman after March is obli¬
HQllywood, Jan. 31.
Norman Mailer, and certain pre¬ gated to devote only 50 days q year
In town to accept the third an¬ liminary work on the intended pic- to 20th as an adviser. He’s rated
nual critics' award of the Screen turization. There’s been no indi¬ as one of the most astute sales
Directors Guild, Francis J. Car- cation so far on when Gregory will execs in the business, and for
mody of the Washington Star, was start actual production, and Gold¬ years had the reputation of being
asked for his own list of ten-best man is beefing about the delay.
able to gauge a pic’s b. o. potential
pictures for 1955. His lineup:
Gregory has had marked success with uncanny accuracy.
“Marty,” “The Desperate Hours,” in legit production (“Caine Mutiny
Lichtman, one of the driving
“Mister Roberts,” “Bad Day at Court Martial,” "Don Juan in forces behind the introduction and
Black Rock,” “Love Me or Leave Hell,” etc.), made his debut as a spread of Cinemascope, said he
Me,” “Guys and Dolls,” “The film producer last year with "Night was considering buying from Metro
Sheep Has Five Legs” (the French of the Hunter,” which- Laughton some of its unproduced story prop¬
are in desperate need of encour¬ directed. This United Artists re¬ erties.
Financing of his films
agement,* said Carmody), ‘Trial,” lease proved a boxoffice disap¬ hasn’t been set as yet, but Licht¬
“African Lion” and “The Seven pointment. It was made independ¬ man indicated he didn’t expect too
Year Itch.”
ent of the Goldman tieup.
many problems in that respect.
up- the dozen with five mentions
eadii in “Critics’ Choice/’ '

Par Chiefs

Lichtman ToTurn •>

Foreign Formula

Gregory

Gulf Adds Film Buyer,
Daily’s Classified Mgr.
New Orleans, Jan. 31.
Newcomers to Paramount-Gulf
Theatre Corp., operators of sortie
33 theatres in 26 southern cities,
are Cliff Wilson, former film buyer
and booker for Atlanta’s ABC The¬
atrical
Enterprises,
and
Irving
Paley who previously was. associ¬
ated with the New Orleans Item as
promotion director and classified
ad manager.
Wilson will serve as assistant to
T. J. Howell, in charge of Para¬
mount-Gulf buying and booking,
while Paley will Assist ad-pub v.p.
Maurice F. Barr. Their appoint¬
ments
were
disclosed
by the
chain’s prez,* Henry G. Plitt,

French-Yank
—-- Continued from page 1 =Mw<a

values in the two big cities at this
time points up:
Parisian zest for mi/sic hall
entertainment, vaudeville cur¬
rently enjoying a renaissance
here.
New
York
preoccupation
with television, an at-home
substitute
for
variety.
If
French tv will be years catch¬
ing up, if ever, contrariwise
there’s np vaude extant in
Manhattan comparable with
the bills at the Bobino and
Olympia here.

Perhaps the major impression
of this Franco-American trade ob¬
server, second only to the phe¬
nomenal growth of U. S. video,
is the new feeling in Manhattan
film circles for the international
—■
Continued from page 7
markets—and
no wonder, with
sored Exhibitors. Film Finance
20th Century-Fox, for one, nearing
Group.
1
50-50
between
domestic- (U. S.Exhibitors therefore have to
look to whatever source it can to Canada) and foreign rentals.
Return to France
bring about additional pictures.
The European market will be a
The leavetaking of France and
Steadily increasing source of pic¬ to a lesser degree the return to
tures for U*. S. theatres if slanted France, may occur psychologically
and promoted right.
at Idlewild Airport on Long Is¬
American producers are slanting land soil, for the .Air France cuis¬
their pictures to the European ine points up French talent in the
market because of the increasing sauce department. In a very real
revenue from abroad.
sense food is a top billing item in
The industry is operating on a the “showmanship” of. the French,
policy of self-destruction by. refus¬ and
they
remain
undefeated
ing to build up talent and looking champ.
only to the established stars.
Arriving back in Paris a special
The shortage of pictures has not
reason occurs for the sl^:ck pace
only created higher film rentals
of. French tv, namely the -habit of
but is setting exhibitor against ex¬
leisurely dining. The -French are
hibitor by creating competition in
garrulous. TJiey love conversation,
buying and encouraging bidding.
Blank presented these views in of which tv is the natural enemy.
an address before the convention They are also gregarious and de¬
of the North and South Carolina voted to cafe loitering,: even in
Theatre Owners Assn, at the Hotel bad weather. Inflation is, of course,
Charlotte. These were the-TOA’s equally important as a tv deter¬
topper’s first comments since the rent, high prices of receiving sets
new alliance between. TOA and being beyond ordinary financing
here so that France has only 300,Allied States Assn,.
He pointed out, . for example, 000 tv sets even now.

Freelancers

that there were ovet 530 pictures
released in 4.941- as compared with
278 in 1955.
The TOA chieftain also placed
them blame for the product short¬
age on studio policies. He charged
that the producer^ and distributors
had created a situation where only'
important high-budgeted pictures
are economically sound. Produc¬
ers, Blank maintained, refuse to
start a picture unless they have a
cast to assure them, that the picture
will be a success.
“This makes good sense,” Blank
declared, “but the procedure is
Catching jup with them. The agents
of the stars realize the require¬
ments of the studios, and take ad¬
vantage of it. A top star asks a
tremendous salary plus participa¬
tion in the gross and the profits.
The agents make package demands
and in order to employ a top star
you -have to .eippltfy others in sup¬
porting parts at prices way beyond
their true values. The philosophy
of refusing to build up talent, but
lookings only to established stars
is self-destruction,, and we are
being forced to support it.”

Parisians are not without an¬
ticipation of ultimate impact via
international television hookups.
Eurovision, now linking eight na¬
tions, has pointed the way. Lingo
barriers can be overcome by na¬
tive comments “over.” Packager
Jean-Paul Blondeau points out that
“Kit Carson” has made real in¬
roads in France, and what could
be more American? He feels that
television in Europe will work out
a practical system of dubbing.
One impression upon returning
is strong: compared to Broadway
with
Cinerama,
CinemaScope,
VistaVision and Todd-AO, the in¬
time film parlors of the Champs
Elysees are strictly Main St. "The
effect of the Broadway scene upon
the unaccustomed eye and ear of
a tourist from overseas is over¬
powering.
Parisian Showmanship
Nonetheless, this reporter , is of
the opinion that the individual
theatre manager in Paris person¬
ally is more showmanly.in his own
right. The houses here often make
daring offbeat bookings that have
no counterpart in Manhattan.

In the nitery field N. Y. and
Paris seem to be taking divergent
paths. While the trend is to small¬
•Continued from page 4 ~
, er clubs in Manhattan it is towards
the large scale niteries
here,
many recent ventures, including
thanks to three big combines de*»
“Richard III.” The report became
voted
to
lush
and
lavish
floor
fairly widespread towards the end
of last week, but no overtures as shows, perhaps the best of their
kind
in
the
world.
The
Left
Bank
yet have been made to Woolf—or
anyone else. A London .Films ex¬ off beaters are. dying out/ and it
ecutive told Variety last weekend is now the Lido, Moulin Rouge
that all policy decisions would and, of course, the overpresent
have to wait until after the meet¬ flesheries that are doing the. biz.
After a long absence from New
ings with, Zoltan Korda.
Although London Films' h.q. York this , reviewer found U. S.
promised to release in due course acting less stylish than Parisian
details of the production plans in¬ thesping. It seemed to him that
itiated by Korda which will be American legit actors exalt man¬
continued, it is known that these nerism and exteriorize a party.
are on a limited scale. The organ¬ Gallic preference is for tempering
ization has nothing in actual pro¬ it with the play. A point is the
duction at the moment, and no difference in th6 playing of Julie
more than two or three ventures Harris in “Lark” as compared to
in the planning stage.. These in¬ Suzanne Flon’s interpretation of
clude a lavish production of “The Jeanne d'Arc here. Miss Harris
Taj
Mahal”;
a
filmization
of made Joan a simple, girlish af¬
Shaw’s “Arms and the Man,” fair while Miss Flon includes
which was put into abeyance some peasant shrewdness with dedica¬
weeks ago, and a production of tion. Yet the play was given more
“Father, Dear Father” based on classical mounting in the U. S. in
Ludwig Bemelman’s best seller. Lillian Heilman’s version.
Bemelman arrived here about a
Without meaning to “stereo¬
week ago, .to work on the script.
type” the New York legit public,
In addition, a subsidiary outfit, the Broadway success of “Tiger
London Film (Television Services) At the Gates,” the late Jean GiraLtd. was due to start a couple of doux's
epigramatic
lament
on
tv series this month based on man’s war phobia, was a surprise
“Famous Trials” and “The Lord to this viewer because of the heavy
Chief Justice.” Production had not intellectual and pessimistic tone.
got under way at the time of Kor¬ Is the U. S. audience nearing the
da's death, and there is no sign of Parisian in appreciation-of irony?
an immediate start.
But your theatres are too-hot!

London Films
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LIFE'S
great
audience
can
build
your
pictures
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Picture Grosses

H.0.s Hit Denver; ‘Jungle’
Fine 13G, ‘Skirts’ 11G

Circuits Produce
5—;

Continued from page 5 ——

Denver, Jan. 31.
With five inches of snow and
plenty of cold Sunday, most houses
are off this round.
Surplus of
holdovers also is cutting in.
“Square Jungle” lone newcomer,
is rated good at Paramount. “Guys
and Dolls,” finishing its sixth week
"currently at Orpheum, established
a longrun mark for a film at that
house. “Lieut. Wore Skirts” is
holding nicely in third session at
the Centre.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,^00; 60-85)—
“It’s Dog’s Life* “(M-G) (2d wk).
Fair $2,000. Last week, $3,000. .
Centre (Fox) (1.247; 60-$l)—
“Lieut. Wore Skirts” (20th) (3d
wk). Nice $11,000.
Last week,

14
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RICHARD DAVIS’ CHI
REP IS TOM DOWD

Chicago, Jan. 31.
cuits — American BroadcastingPrexy Richard Davis of United
Paramount Theatres, Stanley War¬
BROADWAY
ner, end National Theatres—would Motion Picture Organization has
be in a position to launch produc¬ set up a distribution office in Chi(Continued from page 9)
tion programs. Even if RKO and cago. Davis, recently in Europe
ished Monday (30) held up at socko
Loew’s Theatres should also wish
$9,200 after $11,000 in second.
Portland. Ore., Jan. 31.
to enter the production parade, it’s to 0.0. product for possible addi¬
Capitol (JiOew’s) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (13th wit).
felt that these circuits do not own tions to his film roster, also operates
Sudden snowstorm which proved
Present session winding tomorrow a record fall for last 13 years hit
a sufficient number of theatres to two art houses, the Fine Arts in
(Thurs.) is heading for great $36,- biz hard over the weekend, and is
cause any hardship among Allied New York and the Ziegfeld in Chi¬
500 or near. Last week, $42,000, making grosses spotty here. “All
members.
cago.
way over hopes. Goes a coupie of That Heaven Allows” at the Broad¬
It’s not anticipated that the
weeks more, with “Benny Good¬ way and “Hell on Frisco Bay” at
Chi office of UMPO will be at the
divorced theatres will embark on a
man Story” (U) due in next, likely Orpheum, however, are going
production schedule equal to that Ziegfeld Theatre here, and Zieg¬
Feb. 21.
against the downbeat tide with fa¬
of
the
major
film
companies.
A
feld manager-Tom Dowd will be in
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 75-$2.20) vorable showings. “Kismet” is un¬
program of as little as five pictures
•=—“Helen of Troy” (WB), Initial believably slow at the Liberty.
a year from each of the circuits is charge of the UMPO distrib outlet.
week ending today (Wed.) looks to “Deep Blue. Sea” at the Fox is
regarded as tops. However, this
reach mighty $58,000 or near. lightweight.
extra supply, it’s noted, would be
Estimates for This Week
Holding. In ahead, “Court-Martial
valuable in restoring a competitive
Broadway (Parker) (1,875; 90; $12,000.
Billy Mitchell” (WB) (5th wk),
$10,500 in 6 days, “Troy” being $1.25)—“All That Heaven Allows”
Denham (Cockrill) (1.750; 60-$l)' fnarket and forcing the major fil^i
brought in with special invitational (U). Fancy $10,000 or near. Last —“Trouble With Harry” (Par) (2d companies to lower their renal de¬ - -.. Continued from page 5
week, “Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (5th wk).
preem night of Jan. 25.
Good $8,500.
Last week, mands. It’s pointed out that it the big circuits—UP-PT, Loew’s,
would give theatres additional
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) wk), $8,800.
RKO and National—would actually
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.25) $10,000.
—“Diabolique” (UMPO) (11th wk).
Denver
(Fox)
(2,525;
60-$l)— choices of product and that the
The 10th week finished Monday —“Deep Blue Sea” (20th) add “Hell on Frisco Bay” (WB) and theatreowner could book the pic¬ bring a great deal more production
“Laura”
(20th)
(reissue).
Slim
(30) held with smash $11,500, same
ture that offered him the best profit is something nobody knows.
$5,000. Last week, “Lieut. Wore “Target Zero” (WB) (2d wk). Mild possibility.
as in ninth stanza. Stays.
Leonard Goldenson, of UP-PT,
$11,000. Last week, $16,000.
Skirts’’
(20th).
and
“Secret
Ven¬
' Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
American Broadcasting - Para¬ has been in the forefront of those
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; $1-$1.50)
(Rep) (2d wk), $8,800.
decrying
the product shortage; thus
^-“Ransom” (M-G) (2d wk). First ture”
mount
Theatres,
Stanley
Warner,
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—“Ham¬ —“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (6th
session ended Monday (30) was
(Indie) (reissue). So-so $1,500. wk). Off to mild $6,000 or less. and National Theatres have shown his company might be interested in
smootli $13,000, much better than let”
either
producing,
or financing
an
inclination
to
embark
on
proLast
week,
$8,0Q0.
Last 7week, “Sheep Has 5 Legs”
house has done in weeks.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; duction ventures, even if it only indie production.
(Indie) (2d wk), $1,200.
60-$
1)—“Square
Jungle”
(U)
and
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75) —
involved
the
financing
aspect.
Liberty (HamrickJ (1,890; 90When the late" Charles Skouras
“Golden Demon” (Indie). Opened $1.25)—“Kismet” (M-G) and “Devil “Fighting Chance” (U). Fine $13,- TOA’s sponsored Exhibitors1 Film was running. National Theatres,
Monay (30). In ahead, “Umberto Girl From Mars” (Indie). Sad 000. Last week, “All That Heaven Financial Group has been unable that chain sounded out the AntiD” (Indie) (12th wk), held at okay $5,000. Last week, “The Spoilers” Allows” (U) (2d wk>, $12,500.
to get off the ground “to cause” Trust Division more than once for
$6,500, to round out a highly suc¬ <U) and “Hold Back Tomorrow”
pictures to be produced because of permission, to produce.
cessful run.
(U). $6,300.
its inability to obtain chain financ¬
WASHINGTON
Stanley-Warner is in a specialMayfair (Brandt) (£736; 79-$1.80)
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1ing because of Government restric¬
(Continued from page 9)
—“Indian Fighter”'(UA) (7th-final $1.25)—“Hell On Frisco Bay” (WB)
tions.
wk). Sixth round finished yester¬ and “Apache Ambush” (Col). Neat “Bottom of Bottle” (20th). Light
There’s no doubt in anybody’s
day (Tues.) was mild $8,500 after $9,000. Last week, '“Last Frontier” $14,000, with crix brickbats hurt¬
Heprlngs Postponed
$9,500 in fifth. “Lone Ranger” (Col) and “Inside Detroit” (Col), ing. Last week, “Diane” (M-G) (2d mind that the TOA-Affied alliance
Washington, Jan. 31.
constituted a-“deal.” TOA agreed
(WB) opens Feb. 10, according to $8,700.
wk), $7,500 in 6 days.
Hearings
on exhibitor beefs
to
withdraw
its
support
of
an
ar¬
latest* plans.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-95)— bitration system that did not in¬
against
film rentals have been
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)— $1.25) — “Ransom” (M-G) and “Di¬ “Texas Lady” (RKO).. Robust
postponed
by the Senate
clude
the
arbitration
of
film
rentals
Last $8,500. Last week, “Inside Detroit”
“Inside Detroit” (Col) with vaude¬ ane” (MrG). Good $8,006.
Small Business sub-committee
ville. Week ending tomorrow week, “Trouble With Harry” (Par) (Col), $5,000.
1 : in return for Allied’s support in
headed
by
Senator Hubert
and
“Sleeping
Tiger”
(Indie),
obtaining
the
production
green(Thurs.) looks to hit fine $22,000
Dupont (Lopert) (372; $1-$1.10)
Humphreys <D., Minn.) Ses¬
or close. Last week, “There’s Al¬ $8,000.
-•“Diabolique” (UMPO) (4th wk). alight. It’s noted in some quarters
sions,
drummed
lip by Allied
ways Tomorrow” (U) and vaude,
Fine $6,000 for second consecutive that TOA was never interested in
States Assn, pressure, were
$25,000.
arbitration, per se, feeling, as did
week. Stays.
LOS
ANGELES
slated
to
commence
Feb. 2.'
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; $1Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; $1-$1.80) Allied, that arbitration would not
. (Continued from page 8)
Assertedly because Hum¬
$2)—"Court Jester” (Par). Opens
— “Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (11th bring about a greater product sup¬
phreys
is
tied
up
with
other
Last
week,
with
Pantages,
Wiltern,
today (Wed.), with Danny Kaye,
wk). Up over last-week to fine-$10,- ply or pictures aMower rentals, Jol
Senate business, he has pushed
.. .
star of pic, making personals at $31,600.
500. Last week, $10,000, with one addition. TOA in recent years has
the hearings back. No firm
all performances opening day. Last
Los Angeles, New Fox, Uptown, night taken by CARE benefit added many small indie theatres
date has been set.
week, “Artists and Models” (Par) Loyola <FWC) (2,097; 965; 1,715; preem of “The Conqueror” (RKO). to its roles and these theatres were
(6th wk), moderate $23,000 after 1,248; 90-$1.50)—“Rains of Ranchi- Stays.
faced with the same problems as
$31,000 for fifth week.
pur” (20th) and- “Last of Despera¬
theatre’s
on
AJlied’s
roster.
These
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- does”- >Indie). (2d wk). Modest $19;- $1.25) — “Helen of Troy’MWB). TOA theatres', it’s understood, were ized, limited kind of production
via its Cinerama subsidiary. It may
$1.80)—“Letters From My Wind¬ 000. Last week, $28,400.
Wow $18,000 or over. Last week, unhappy with an arbitration sys¬ be willing to turn out 35m product
mill” (Indie) (7th wk). Sixrh frame
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $l-$2)—
tem that did not call for the arbi¬
for general theatres.
finished Sunday (29) climbed' to “Lieut. Wore Skirts” (20th) (3d “Hell on Frisco Bay” (WB), $8,000. tration of film rentals.
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 70-95) —
great $10,400. Fifth week, $9,500. wk). Fair $10,000. Last week,
There is ho indication that
“Ransom” (M-G) (2d wk). So-so
Radio. City Music Hall (Rocke¬ with preview, $13,200.
either Loew’s Theatres or RKO
$8,000 in 6 days after $13,000 last:
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75)—“I’ll Cry
Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,334; $1.50- week.
would be willing to tackle the haz¬
Tomorrow” (M-G) and stageshow $1.75)—“Golden Arm” (UA) (5th
ards of production.
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 75-:
(3d wk). Present session finishing wk).
Good $9,000.
Last week, $1.10)—“Artists and Models” (Par)
Nevertheless Government* people
today (Wed.) is headed for big $10,800.
m2 Continued from page S
have expressed themselves as will¬
(6th-final wk). Okay $4,000 for
$138,000. Second week, $147,500.
much for them, German' audiences ing to "listen some more and think
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1.25- second consecutive week.
Stays.
$1.80) — “Cry Tomorrow” (M-G)
eat ’em up. So, the German dis¬
; Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-.$3.50) 16th wk). Sharp $12,000. Last week, . Plaza (T-L) (276; 70-$1.25) — tributors, whose ^guarantees con¬ over” reversing their present posi¬
tion. The five large circuits are
“Littlest Outlaw” (BV). Rousing
—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (16th wk). $13,000.
stitute
the larger part of our now regarded as '“the most prom¬
Current frame ending today (Wed.)
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50) $11,000, thanks to school holiday financing, insist on more of the ising sources of additional films,”
looks -to hit smash $37,000 alter “Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (6th wk). and regular adult price for mop¬ same.”
for the independents have been
$36,000 for 15th week. Continues, Into current frame Sunday (29) pets. This breaks the house record.
Austrian films today cost from unwilling to risk any of their own
Stays. Last week, “Dial M for
with seats on sale now until ciller okay $5,100 last week.
$150,000
to
$200,000
and
the
Aus¬
Murder”
(M-G)
and
“Mogambo”
money in production.
April 1.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; $1(M-G) (reissues), $2,500 at lower trian government will “occasional¬
Meantime, the Justice Depart-?
Plaza (Brecker) (556; $1.50-$1.8Q) $1.75)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (7th scale
in
6
days.
ly”
help
a
picture
financially.
If
men't people expect to meet again
—“The Prisoner” (Col) (8th wk). wk).
Good $9,500.
Last week,
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40) the German distrib hands out a with the Allied and TOA execj
Seventh week ended Friday (27) $11,000.
Holiday” (Indie) (16th guarantee, of which one-third is in
was very good $6,700. Sixth week,
a few days to explore the
Hollywood Paramount (F&M) —"Cinerama
wk). Fine $18,000 after $19,000 last cash and the rest in notes, the , within
$8,000.
(1,430;
$1.25-$1.80)—“Guys and week. Stays.
Austrian bank- will advance the matter further.
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40) Dolls” (M-G) (10th wk).
Nifty
But,
as
one man stated here, “No
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$1.25) production coin.
—“Bottom of Bottle” (20th) with $16,500. Last week, $17,500.
one can state with certainty that
of Fear” (DCA) (3d wk).
Warharnach’s View
“Rock-’n’-Roll” ice revue onstage.
Egyptian, United Artists (UATC) —“Wages
the
answer
to the industry’s prob¬
Roberts said the Austrian gov¬
Opens today (Wed.). Last week, (1,411; 1,242; $1.10-$2.75)—“Okla¬ Fair $5,000. Same last week. Stays
ernment’s new film head, Raymond lem is more pictures. It may be a
“Lieut. Wore Skirts” (20th) with homa” (Magna) (11th wk Egyptian; on.
Warharnach, felt strongly that gov¬ lot more complicated than that.”
Sonja Henie ieeshow onstage (3d 6th at UA). Fine $50,000. Last
wk). held at fancy $79,000 after week, $51,500.
ernment aid to local pix production
$101,000, a bit over hopes, for
should be stepped- up. The govern¬
Warner
Hollywood
(SW)
(1,364;
second. >
ment is more apt to support ar¬
$1.20-$2.65)—“Cinerama Holiday”
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75)— (Indie) (12th wk). Started current
tistic endeavors (such as shorts or
“Diane” (M-G) (3d wk). Current session Sunday (29) after solid 5=2 Continued from page 3 5^5^. features dealing with the opera,
Continued from page 7 ——|
Stanza ending today (Wed.) looks $39,000 last week.
an exhibition for amusement pur-: art, etc.) than regular entertain¬
to hit slow $8,000 or less. Last
’54 saw the launching on a wide
poses at a theatre where admission ment product.
week, $10,000, over hopes. “For¬
fees are charged was indecent.”
Production in Austria runs gen¬ scale, of Cinemascope and other
ever Darling” (M-G) opens Feb. 9.
TORONTO
The Appellate Division and the: erally 25% lower than in Ger¬ widescreen innovations. In con¬
Sutton (R & B) (561; $1-$1.80) —
(Continued from page 8)
i Court of Appeals upheld the Re¬ many, Roberts maintained. He said trast, VistaVision, C’Scope, and
“Night My Number Came Up" week, “Gunpoint” (AA) and “Head¬ gents.
there was plenty of quality literary other widescreen improvements
(Cont) (7th wk). Sixth session line Hunters” (Rep), $15,000.
“These litigants,” Brind further material on contemporary themes were more or less accepted as a
finished Sunday <29) was loftv
Imperial
(FP)
(3,373;
60-$l)—
states,
“are
in
no
position
whatso¬
available in Austria, and that some matter of course in 1955, with the
$6,500. Fifth was $7,400. “Lady “Helen of Troy” (WB). Big $20,ever to argue. they are suddenly of the producers would be inter¬ boxofflce having to lean almost ex¬
Killers” (Cont) opens Feb. 20.
000. Last week, “Desperate Hours” confronted with a ruling which ested in filming it were it not for clusively on the inate strength of
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1- (Par) (2d wk), $10,000.
they did not have to anticipate on: the German distrib roadblock.
the screen production itself to at¬
$1.50)—“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (6th
International (Taylor) (552; 50Roberts said the Austrians had tract patrons. The novelty of wide¬
wk). Fifth round wound up Sun¬ 85)—“Julius Caesar” (M-G). First the theory that the language was
day (29) held at smart $6,500 after time at pop prices. So-so $3,500. indefinite. They knew at the time great expectations for “Don Juan,” screen, etc., obviously gave the na¬
$6,900 in fourth. Doctor at Sea1" Last week, “Animal Farm” (IFD) they secured the rights to this pic¬ operatic tinter based on Mozart’s tion’s b.o. a lift in 1944 whereas
(Rep) comes in next.
ture that the Court of Appeals had “Don Giovanni,” which is to be re¬ last year such novelty was lacking.
(2d wk), $3,500.
Victoria (Cily Inv.) (1,060; 50Loew’s (Loew) (2,090; 60-$l)— settled the factual issue so far as leased in the U. S. by Times Films.
High week for business in 1954
$2i—"Golden Arm” (UA) (7th wk). "Ransom” (M-G). Oke $12,500. New York State is concerned. They “This kind of film, we hope, will was the Dec, 29 (covering Christ¬
Present session finishing tomorrow Last week, “Man With Gun” (UA) have no equity to present . . .”
prove and demonstrate what can mas week) when trade soared to
(Thurs.) likely will hold with smash '2d wk), $7,000 in 4 days.
Arguing against London’s claim be accomplished in Austria pro¬ $3,799,300. Biggest week last year
$25,500 or close. Sixth was $26,- . Odeon (Rank) (2,580; $1-$1.75)— the fees ‘fixed by the N.Y. State duction-wise and how up-to-date was Jan. 5 one (which took in part
500, over expectancy. Getting $2 “Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (6th wk). Education Law for the granting our facilities are,” he noted.
of Xmas week and New Year’s)
at night, even weokdavs.
Still leading city at smash $20,000. of a license are “unconstitutional,”
Austrian audiences aren’t par¬ when a peak of $3,335,700 was
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1.600; Last week, $30,000.
Brind declares appellants “com
$l.20-$3.30) — “Cinerama Holiday”
Shea's (FP).. (2,385; 60-$l)— elude from the fact that budgetary ticularly interested in films about reached. Closest to this high mark
the Hitler period even though the was the July 4 week when it
(Indie) (52d wk). The 51st week “Rebel Without Cause” (WB) (2d
ended
Saturday
(29;
pushed wk). Nice $11,000. Last week, cost of the bare operation of the Germans still seem fascinated by climbed to $3,052,200. These two
Motion Picture Division Itself is it. Roberts cited the case of “The were the only sessions to get to
ahead of previous week to great $16,000.
$49,200 after $47,900 in 50th round.
Towne (Taylor) (695; 60-$l)— less than the income derived from Last Act,” an Austrian film about $3,000,000 or better in 1955. In con¬
Current week’s conclusion, v.;il “African Lion” (BV) (6th wk). the fees, that such fees constitute Hitler’s last days, which, he said, trast, in 1954, the Thanksgiving
an unconstitutional tax. The fees did well in Germany but lacked in¬ week (Dec. 1), Sept 8 (took in
make it a year at this house, a Nice $4,000. Last week, $4,500.
longer run than anticipated by the
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 60-SI)— are license fees and are not un¬ terest to the Austrians who, in Labor Day), Oct. 20, Aug. 11, Feb.
most optimistic.
Closing date "All That Heaven Allows” (U) 2d reasonable;” they “do not consti¬ other days, used to take credit for 24, April 21, and Jan. 6 (New
however, announced for early in v.k». Big $13,000 or over, Last tute a tax but even if they did they contributing the “Fuehrer” to the Year’s) all saw grosses nationally
April. ....
week, $10,500,
are not unconstitutional.”
Reich.
sparing abovp $3,000,000.

‘HEAVEN' HEP $10,000,
PORT.;‘BAY'LUSTY 9G

Justice Dept.

Austria

Birth Scene
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Clips From Film Row
PITTSBURGH

Joe Wayne moved to WB
exchange here from Milwaukee
branch, to become head booker,
replaces Jack. Ellstrom, who re¬
cently resigned for another biz.
Charles Anderson took back the
Alpine circuit in West Virginia
and named Gray Barker booker
and buyer.
Sykes Theatre in Sykesville, Pa.,
dark for a long period, reopen¬
ed under management of Mrs. H.
L. Rhines.
Jacques L. Kahn, former pubad chief for SW. who left to go
with Dubin and Feldman ad agen¬
cy, purchased an interest in firm.
Phil Doyle, business agent for
Local 3 of IATSE for 25 years, will
be given a testimonial dinner at
downtown Elks Club Feb. 21. Ill
health caused Doyle to resign few
months ago; he’s been succeeded
by John Shelton.
Alfred Collins, who operates an
indoor house at Durban, W. Va.,
with his wife, has started con¬
struction of a 200-car ozoner be¬
tween Elkins and Mill Creek.
With business locally just about
exhausted for “Cinerama Holiday’’
as it nears its first anni, Arthur
Manson, pub-ad director here, is
going afield to give trade a hypo.
He’s lined up three Showtrains
from Ohio early this month. One
is coming from Cleveland, among
few key cities still having no Cin¬
erama theatre.
Gertrude Curley, wife of Jules
Curley, assistant ad-pub chief of
SW circuit here, to work as a vol¬
unteer in publicity department of
■WQED, local educational channel.
Harry Hendel, owner of New
Granada Theatre and secretary of
Allied MPTO of Western Pennsyl¬
vania, sailed last week on world
cruise aboard the Caronia, a gift
from exhibs of his organization.
Mr, and Mrs. Edward Tomajko,
Jri', who own the Clara-Mar. Here¬
ford cattle farm near Greensburg,
building a drive-in on premises.
Penn_. Theatre, Monaca, Pa.,
operated by G. M. Owen, shut¬
tered.

PHILADELPHIA
Norman Gqrdon,,..former man¬
ager of the Randolph, Flagship of
the Goldman chain, appointed as¬
sistant to E. Lyle Trenchard, gen¬
eral manager of Goldman Theatres.
Louis de ROchemont, in to film
fire-fighting scenes for new pro¬
duction, used Philly Fire Dept,
vehicles.
National Service Corp, of Penna.,
buying and booking service, con¬
ducted by Roy Sullender, merged
with Sandy Gottlieb’s State Thea¬
tre Service.
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz to*
visit Philly (Feb. 3) to plug latest
pic “Forever Darling.’’ .
.. T,ed Schlanger, SW zone man¬
ager and Charles Zagrans, . RKO
branch manager, named co-chair¬
man of Brotherhood Week, Phila¬
delphia Amusentent-Division.
* A.M. Ellis chain. purchased the
Coatesville Drive-in from Milton
Schosberg.
March of Dimes collections in
85 independents, under the direc¬
tion of vice - chairmen Edward
Emanuel and Howard Minsky,
were 25% ahead of last year.
Perry Lessy doing own buying
and booking for New Diamond.

nal, are stoop shouldered ‘ this
week. Variety is out with its 50th
anniversary edition and it’s some
512 pages, not counting the cov¬
ers.”
Larry Wilk quit as Allied Artists
head booker to re-enter Minnesota
U., replaced by Earl Feinblit from
Winnipeg.
Such local exhibitor leaders as
Ted Mann and Martin Lebedoff
believe that 1956 will be as good
a year for exhibition here as 1955,
but Bennie Berger, North Central
Allied president, and W. R. Frank,
the latter a Hollywood producer as
well as circuit owner, say they
were never so pessimistic over
prospects.
Circuit owner Bill Volk vacation¬
ing in Florida.
“Tender Trap” and “Marty”
mopping up in their local subse¬
quent-run nabe showings.
Universal exploiteer Joe Blaufox
in from. N. Y. to beat drums for
“Benny Goodman Story” scheduled
for Minneapolis and St. Paul RKO
OMAHA
Orpheum daydate Feb. 8.
Bennie Berger, North Central
Bob Parker takes over as pilot
Allied president, back from Cuban of Ralph Goldberg’s Town Theatre.
and Mexican vacation.
Dick Graham, manager of the
Columbia promoted Roger Dietz Admiral, back on job after twofrom' booker to salesman, succeed¬ week’s illness.
ing Irving Bravermann, resigned.
Universal sales manager Kenny
Adams here
incapacitated by
broken ankle suffered when he
slipped on ice.

CLEVELAND
Henry Greenberger, as head of
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibi¬
tors Assn, and all its other major
officers, re-elected at annual meet¬
ing. It was second term for Green¬
berger of Community Theater
Circuit. Joseph Rembrandt again
made veepee, Louis Weitz, ditto
as secretary, and Ted Vermis as
treasurer.
Appointed to new board of
trustees were Greenberger, Bert
Lefkowich, Leonard Greenberger,
Howard Reif, Perc, Jack and Ray
Essick, Max Lefkowich, Myer B.
Fine, Marshall Fine, James Kalafat, Leonard Mishkind, Ted Vermis,
Rembrandt and Arnold Porozynski.

SAN FRANCISCO
Kenneth Ketner named mana¬
ger of Paramount’s St. Francis
here, succeeding Arnold Cortnet,
who’s going into other biz. Ketner
formerly was assistant manager of
Paramount, Los Angeles.
Ralph Dostal, owner of Peerless
Theatre, Frisco, leased the 300-seat
Cinema, on Market Street, from
Fox West-Coast; will operate for¬
mer newsreel and moveover house
with an “offbeat” policy.

CHICAGO

Variety Club Tent 26 to throw
a co-ed St. Valentine's Day dinner
in their Congress Hotel clubrooms
Feb. 11. .
“Carousel’,’ to follow “Benny
Goodman Story” into Chicago
Theatre. No date set yet: “Helen
of Troy” into United Artists Thea¬
tre after “I’ll Cry Tomorrow”
closes.
For seventh year in row, Allied
Theatres of Illinois topper Jack
Kirsch was named chairman of
theatre and amusement division of
Chicago Council, Boy Scouts of
America, 1956 fund raising drive.
Chi Paramount pubber Ed Fitzgibbons last week urged Chi film
MINNEAPOLIS
critics, in a letter, to'catch Oreste,
Scenes from “King and I” as new Paramount property, in his
Well as “Carousel” will be shown tele debut on a CBS spectacular.
at Radio City here when 20th-Fox
demonstrates its 55m C’Scope proc¬
EDMONTON, ALTA.
ess Feb. 6.
Latest new theatre to open here
: “Picnic” (Col) set for Minneapo¬ is the Sahara which boasts an ad¬
lis’ Radio City and the St. Paul joining restaurant.’ Setup cost
Paramount, daydate opening Feb. $250,000 and is operated by Wind¬
17.
t
•
.
sor Theatres Ltd., of Edmonton.
“Gone With Wind” making its The 800-seat house is managed by
reappearance at some Twin Cities’ Emanual Pyrcz, who has owned the
Gaiety in Leduc, Alla., for six
nabes.
Patrick M. Clepper pinch-hitting years and also operates a theatre
as St. Paul Dispatch-Pioneer Press in Wetaskiwin, Alta.
Newly-opened Lyric Theatre at
film critic while Bill Diehl honey¬
Moosomin. Sask., is owned by
moons in Hollywood.
Lloyd
Bradley, the town’s mayor.
Re Variety’s anni edition, Bob
Murphy, Minneapolis Sunday Trib¬ Opening night ducats sold for $1
une film editor-critic, wrote in his with proceeds going to the five
column:
“Constant readers of churches there.
Variety, the show business jour-

ST. LOUIS

New York Theatre
— RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—i
Rockefeller Center

“I'LL CRY
TOMORROW"
ttarrino

SUSAhf HAYWARD
AN
PICTURE
and ttECTACIUH STAKE ftEftHTAIlOH

Charles, Mo., where the organiza¬
tion has two houses.
Elton Holland,' manager of Or¬
pheum, Fulton, Ky., transferred to
PortagevHle, Mo., by Malco The¬
atres, which operated two houses
in Portageville,
Hall Walsh, Southern Prairie
district manager for WB, recover¬
ing . in St. Louis hospital from
heart condition.
James Gately reelected business
agent for Film Exchange Employes
Union, Local F-l, repping front
office workers in St. Louis film
distributing exchanges.
Bess Schulter named by Mrs.
George P. Skouras as chairman of
St. Louis campaign on behalf of
Boy’s Town in Italy.
The Girard, Girard, Ill., dark
since Nov. 21, 1955, sold by Paul
Horn to Girard Fire Protection
District, and house likely will be
converted into a fire station. Ray_
O. Hess formerly ran it.
Six inches of snow shuttered
ozoner near Metropolis, Ill., for a
week.
The Capitol, downtown house,
begin razed to make way for a
parking lot; Dark for several
years, theatre operated at infre¬
quent times being once a unit of
St. Louis Amus. Co.

The Lincoln, Jonesboro. Ill., in¬
augurated a policy of Saturday
operation only, with shows in after¬
noon and at night.
Mrs. O. W. McCutcheon shut¬
tered her Gay Theatre, Charleston.
Mo., but will continue operation of
the McCutcheon, a larger house in
same town,
Francis Starr, assistant manager
of Roxy, Springfield, III., upped to
manager of the Bond, Greenville.
Ill. Both houses are units of
Frisina Amus. Co.; succeeds O.
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"Promotion in Depth’ U.S. Goal Of
Office du Cinema Francais
Cryptic Crack
Toronto, Jan. 3J.
Universal-International has
announced that Mickey Rooney
will take over Donald O’Con¬
nor’s part in future pictures
about Francis the Talking
Mule. •
“It couldn’t happen to two
nicer guys,” quoting Alex Barris in Toronto Globe & Mail.

Preminger Says
He’ll Sic Law
Onto Censors

Producer-director Otto Premin¬
ger this week stated he plans a
legalistic bout with the state of
Maryland and the cities of Atlanta
and Milwaukee seeking to enjoin
their respective censorship bodies
from blocking his film, “Man With
the Golden Arm,” in its present
form.
Blue-pencil groups in Maryland
and Milwaukee have asked for cuts
from the picture and Atlanta has
banned it completely. Preminger
said he wants the film exhibited
exactly as it is being shown in
New York, Chicago and many other
Chicago, Jan. 31.
It looks as if film censorship in major cities and, if necessary, he’ll
the city of Chicago finally is on go as high as the United States
Supreme Court to accomplish this
its way out.
end.
A report by Master in Chancery
Asserting “there will be no com¬
David J. Shipman and filed in promising with the forces of cen¬
Judge J. Sam Perry’s Court, con¬ sorship,” the film-maker disclosed
stituted a clearcut victory for he’s now in process of retaining
Times Film Corp., which had filed ■counsel to institute actions in the
suit against the City over the po¬ three areas. Preminger engaged in
lice censor board’s-refusal to allow courtroom- rows with censors in
Times’ “Game of Love” to be several areas two years ago when
shown. Late last year, it was Times efforts were made to suppress or
—again with “Game of Love’
have cut his "Moon Is Blue.”
which knocked out the Sunday Ultimately, all decisions were in
Blue Law in Massachusetts. .
his favor.
)
“Moon” had been under attack
In Chicago, ' Times attorneys
Felix J. Bilgrey of N. Y. and Ab-~| because of its sex angles; “Arm”
ner J. Mikva of Chicago, contend¬ deals with a dope addict.
ed that the municipal ordinance
It’s Atlanta’s 4th Appeal
governing film censorship was un¬
Atlanta, Jan. 31.
constitutional under the first and
Another legal hassle over the
14th amendments; furthermore,
that, even if the ordinance were banning of a motion picture by At¬
legal, the operations of the police lanta’s censoring group is in the
offing here.
censor board were not.
The Atlanta Library Board and
Shipman, whose recommenda¬
tions are expected to be accepted the. city’s cinema censor, Mrs.
by Judge Perry, upheld Times Christine Smith Gilliam, turned
Film Corp. on all counts and in thumbs down on “The Man With
the process struck down the Illi¬ the Golden Arm,” Frank Sinatra
nois State Supreme Court ruling starrer produced by Otto Prem¬
which supported the City’s stand. inger and released by United
The Master said that, in reference Artists.
Producer’s representative, George
to “G^me of Love,” the police cen¬
sor had completely disregarded the J. Schaffer, of New York, informed
of censorship action, said the de¬
standards set by the Court.
Spokesman for the City’s Cor¬ cision woyld be appealed to the
poration Counsel’s office said that, courts.
Seven of the nine members of
as a result of the report, opinion
there was that this points to an the Library Board saw the picture
screened
and, after going into ex¬
end of prior censorship of films in
ecutive session, announced that it
Chicago.
could not play here. Those pres¬
ent included Sherwood L. Astin,
‘This Is Cinerama’ Ending president of the board; Wayne
Blanchard, Troy B. Stone, Aubrey
66 Weeks in Montreal Milam, George Jackson, William F,
Floyd, Jr., and Lester Hardy. Astin
Montreal, Jan. 31
The Canadian preem of the sec¬ said the-board’s decision was unan¬
ond Cinerama production “Ciner¬ imous.
They based their decision, accord¬
ama Holiday” will take place
Wednesday, April 4 at the Imperial ing to Mrs. Gilliam, on the city
Theatre here.
With the routine ordinance, which reads:
“If is declared to be the
“last nine weeks” being used in
■;purpose of this ordinance to
newspaper ads, current production
prevent the display of obscene
of “This Is Cineram” should wind¬
or licentious or other pictures
up 66-week stay to capacity biz.
that may adversely affect the
Montreal is only city with a the¬
peace, healh, morals and good
atre equipped for Cinerama
order of said ci’.y.”
Canada.

Chi City Censor
Looks Doomed

Footnote on ‘50% or Over’
The old bugaboo of the smalltown and neighborhood theatreowner—the 50% picture—is again bringing forth a chorus of
beefs. Target this time is United Artists’ “The Man With the
Golden Arm” which, it’s claimed, is being offered to all situations
at a straight 50% with no adjustments permitted.
Except for Samuel Goldwyn’s 90-10% "Guys and Dolls,” there
hasn’t been a 50% or over picture around for several months.
However, “Guys,” being released by Metro, is only being offered
for special engagements and negotiations for its sale to the smaller
situations haven’t started yet.
Curious aspect to the absence of the 50% or more pictures—
usually identified with blockbuster product—is that the boxoffice
slumped terribly during the period when there weren’t any of the
high percenters around.

The newly established Office du
Cinema Francais in the U.S. has
as its primary objective the “pro¬
motion in depth” of the French
film per se rather than the exten¬
sion of support to individual pic¬
tures, Jacques Flaud, head of
France’s Centre National de la
Cinematographic, said in New
York last week.
Flaud, in from Mexico City
where he signed a coproduction
and film exchange deal with the
Mexicans, acknowledged that, since
establishment of the film center
here under Joseph Matemati,
some differences of view with the
American distributors of French
films has become apparent.
“We do seem to have some dif¬
ferent aims and ideas,” he noted.
“What we are aiming for is to es¬
tablish and create interest in the .
French film, particularly outside
New York. We need effective and
‘deep’ action. And, of course, we
will help anyone interested in
French pictures.”
Since the establishment of the
French office, it has become in¬
creasingly obvious that the U.S.
distribs seem less interested in
overall promotion than in indi¬
vidual film center contributions to
the launching of their pix in New
York. Flaud, Maternati and Robert
Cravenne, head of Unlfrance, con¬
sider this a secondary considera¬
tion as New York audiences already
are interested in French films.
Longrange View
No one auestions the fact that a
strong and much-publicized New
York opening is useful in creating
exhib mtercst in the field; nor that
most French nictures get the ma¬
jor share of their revenue from a
handful of theatres, with N.Y. the
focal point. Yet the French policy,
such as it is at the moment, ap¬
pears less geared to immediate
commercial, -considerations
and
more to a longrange point-of-view.
Flaud said that his confabs with
Maternati and Cravenne would
serve to settle policy for the
French bureau. He indicated that
this Would undoubtedly involve
some direct aid for indie distribs,
but maintained that the office had
no definite allocation of funds to
support New York openings, nor
did it wish to put “undue em¬
phasis” on that phase of its activi¬
ties.
Establishment of more theatres
devoted to the presentation of
French product in the U. S. should
be encouraged and, eventually, the
French government and industry
may get into that phase .of activity,
Flaud held. He said the Latin
American theatre policy of the
French was “best” but wouldn’t be
pinned down on exactly what
moves are contemplated in that di¬
rection in this country.
In Latin America, French out¬
fits control a number of showcases.
In Mexico, several houses are de¬
voted to playing French attrac¬
tions, and same is the case in Cuba.
French plan to add yet another
house in Mexico within the next
few months.
In the U.S.', French interests
own only one theatre—Pathe’s
Paris in New York—and Flaud
made it plain he didn’t consider
this the type of operation he had
in mind inasmuch as the Paris is
run along strictly commercial lines
and
doesn’t
necessarily
offer
French films.
Flaud also made it plain that the
French considered their U. S. re¬
turns insignificant. “Even if they
improved 100 percent, they’d still
be ridiculously small.” he declared.
Elsewhere, French pix are advanc¬
ing.
As for his Mexican stay, Flaud
indicated the French had satisfac¬
tory distribution there. New Franco-Mexican agreement irons out
problems involving the release ofr
Mexican product in, France where,
Flaud said, “the Mexicans didn’t
think we were properly encourag¬
ing the distribution and booking
of their films.” Mexico will estab¬
lish an export office in Paris.
/"
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MUNDT’S 1-MAN WAR ON NETWORKS;
WANTS PRIME TIME FOR PUBSERVICE
By ART WOODSTONE
Sen. Karl Mundt plans to take
legislative action if necessary to
force the television networks to
give up some of their prime com¬
mercial time to public service pro¬
gramming. The Republican from,
South Dakota “sensed” that there
is a smaller percentage of tv pubservice airings today than 15 years
ago in radio.
Mundt explained to Variety that;
the networks should place public
service in hours that “advertisers
think is superior time.” He be¬
lieved that the tv networks “give
public service time which they
-can’t sell.”
The senator observed that the
time now available to pubservice
stanzas on video is time that the
“commercial sponsors don’t think
has much audience spread.” Where
the networks are concerned, he
thought that this “change in the
wrong direction” was a “perversion
of the law.”
“I plan calling this to the atten¬
tion of friends on the Interstate
Commerce Committee to have
some kind of report made to val¬
idate what I feel. If my feeling is
Correct, something should be done
to correct it, and if'the FCC can’t,
I’m sure Congress can.”
The senator gave the impression
that there is a dearth of public
service programs on the tv nets
which concern themselves with
“burning public issues.” He pre¬
ferred interview stanzas, in which
Congressmen on both sides of the
political fence could present bipar¬
tisan opinions about matters up for
legislation, over “any commentator
putting words in the mouth of leg¬
islators.” Commentators, he opined,
“have difficulty interpreting” and,
as a consequence, what they report
shows a “considerable difference
from the thought processes of the
legislators.”
While Mundt believed that the
" amount of time devoted to public
service was a little difficult to as¬
certain, he was firm in his belief
that such programming should be
placed by the webs in “saleable
time, listenable time.”
He ex¬
plained that most of the pubservtelestanzas are presented in hours
when there are few viewers com¬
pared to the number watching a
topflight commercial show. Rea¬
sons, according to the senator,
were that networks choose to sup¬
ply berths chiefly in hours when
the affiliate stations are contrac¬
tually free to reject the show if
they wish, and they more often than
not wish, since public service pro(Continued on page 28)

Nat Wolff’s Y&R Exit
Nat Wolff is checking out of
Young & Rubicam as of April 1
and has no immediate plans but
will "definitely” not be in the
agency field. Wolff is stripeman
of creative programming in the ad
house’s radio-tv department, hav¬
ing joined Y & R several years ago
as headman of radio-tv. He quit
that post last year to concentrate
on programming and was succeed¬
ed by Robert P. Mountain.
Agency was in the midst of
studying Wolff's successor la*e
yesterday (Tues.) when the resig¬
nation became known.

SWIFT TO BANKROLL
JOHNNY COONS TV’ER

Chicago, Jan. 31.
NBC-TV gets a new Saturday
morning client and the weo's Cni
plant gets another network identity
when Swift lodges the Johnny
Coons kid show in the 10:30 halfhour either Feb. 25 or March 3.
Fact that the Chi-based packing
firm saw some hometown benefits
in being associated with a Chioriginated show figured in the de¬
cision.
With Swift, via McCann-Erickson, ordering the show on alternate
weeks only on a 70-station hookup,
it’ll run sustaining if need be on
the open weeks. However, a sec¬
ond advertiser is already consider¬
ing buying in.
Moppet angler, an expanded va¬
riation on Coons’ local “Noontime
Comics” live and cartoon strip on
WNBQ, was showcased last season,
Whether or not NBC-TV suc¬ Saturday mornings on CBS-TV for
I
ceeds in adding Friday to its list of Lever Bros.
spec nights may hinge on Gillette,
which holds a firm commitment for
the 10 to 11 p.m. slot for its fisti¬
cuffs. Apparently it all hinges on
whether* Gillette is willing to re¬
linquish the time on a one-out-offour-week basis to permit for the
90-minute spec showcase.
As with CBS (which is planning
a 90-minute weekly dramatic ser¬
ies in the 8 to It) area), Friday has
the poorest track record of the
week for NBC, in terms of deliver¬
ing audiences. Gillette fights in
When word got around late last
particular have been hard hit with
the emergence of CBS’ brace of 10 week that CBS-TV was hatching a
to 11 entries, “Lineup” and “Per¬ plot to shuffle its Saturday night
son to Person,” ns major rating shows by having Jackie Gleason
move up to 8 o’clock with “Honeypullers.
If NBC gets the go-ahead on its mooners” to square off with NBC’s
projected
Friday spec series, Perry Como, Gleason called a press
there’s some talk that “Producers conference Saturday (28) morning
Showcase” may be switched from in an attempt to jettison the net-"
Monday. This, too, would depend work’s oft-rumored (but never
on whether the Robert Montgom¬ announced) plans.
ery. series becomes a . 90-minute
-Under the CBS’ blueprint, the
Monday entry.
Gleason-produced “Stage Show,”
which has been taking a shellack¬
ing from Como, would be moved
out, “Honeymooners” go in, fol¬
lowed by Herb Shriner’s “Two for
the Money” in a moveup to 8:30,
with Shriner’s 9 o’clock spot going
One of the major legit casting to the “Joe & Mabel” vidpix series
wrapups of the season is on tap in which the web has a financial in¬
for the next “Producers Show¬ terest. (“Joe .& Mabel” had origi¬
case” spec presentation (March 5) nally been * earmarked for the
on NBC-TV, when “Caesar and Tuesday “Meet Millie” time.)
Cleopatra” will be the 90-minute
The Shriner show (pending his
offering.
full hour exposure next fall) was
Signed up thus far are Sir Cedric to be moved in back of Gleason’s
Hardwicke, Claire Bloom, Cyril “Honeymooners” by prior arrange¬
Ritcharfl, Judith Anderson and ment with sponsor P. Lorillard
Jack Hawkins.
which applies currently in the
Anthony Quayle, managing di¬ Gleason-Shriner sequence. *
rector of the Shakespearean Me¬
Gleason has secured the “Stage
morial
Theatre,
Stratford-On- Show” - “Honeymooners”
pairing
| Avon, and currently starring in the with a $300,000 “forfeit,” of which
“Tamburlaine” legiter at the Win¬ half has been paid in by the come¬
ter Garden, N. Y., will direct.
dian. If CBS wants to separate the
Hardwicke, incidentally, made back-to-back formation, Gleason
one of his' rare excursions into
i
(Continued on page 40)
comedy programming when he did
a guest shot on last night’s (Tues.)
Milton
Berle
show.
Hardwicke
also
NBC Radio is gunning hard for
the $3,400,000 that’s been kicking has a major role in the upcoming
around from the purses of three “Richard III” film which NBC-TV
Boston, Jan. 31.
companies and has sewed up one of will present as a three-hour Sun¬
Richard S. Tucker Jr. was re¬
them, Miles "Labs, with a boodle of day afternoon spec in March.
elected president of the Boston
$1,800,000. The others are Procter
Chapter of the American Federa¬
& Gamble and Kraft Foods, $800,tion of Television and Radio Artists
t)00 each.
at the annual meeting in Hotel
Grabbag has been on for several
Somerset here.
weeks, with the trio asking all the
Jack Chase, WBZ tv news an¬
networks for presentations. Miles
WRCA-TV is readying a Guy nouncer, was elected first vice pres¬
and Kraft have .fresh money to be Lombardo show as a remote from ident of AFTRA; John McClellan,
plowed into aural in return engage¬ his Roosevelt Hotel location in New WHDH, second vice president; Bill
ments on the medium. P&G coin, York. Slotting is 11:15 to mid¬ Hanson, WEEI, treasurer; Phil
however, is from two daytimers night, ousting feature films. Lom¬ MacDonald, WEEI, secretary.
axed on CBS a couple of months bardo’s telepix series out of. MCABoard members elected for a
ago.
TV has been running on the sta¬ two-year term are Dick Kilbride,
tion for two years. Should the live Lindy Miller, Art Gardner, John
stanza come about, it will give the McClellan and Tucker. Robert M.
“Heaven” maestro two programs.
Segal is N. E. exec sec of AFTRA,
Lombardo’s live New Years Eve which has jurisdiction over tv and
show on the NBC ’flagship hit a tall radio performers in the New Eng¬
31-plqs Trendex.
land area.
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
Producer-director Ralph Nelson,
formerly with CBS-TV “Mama” se¬
ries for six years, shifts to web’s
creative programming staff at TV
City here.
Nelson came to Hollywood after
a long theatrical and film career as
•
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
a writer and thespian, and has di¬
In an unprecedented deal, Bing Crosby will own the “High Tor”
rected CBS’ “Front Row Center”
telefilm outright after it has been telecast two or three times.
and G. E. Theatre Christmas show
Stint for "Ford Star Jubilee” on CBS-TV involves a large salary
since his arrival. He wrote screen¬
.for Crosby plus eventual ownership.
play for “Lion in the Streets” and
Understood Crosby will arrange for a theatrical release of the
• has also starred On NBC-TV “Lux
90-minute film once the rights revert to him. Film, to be telecast
Video Theatre.”
March 10, cost between $350,000 and $500,000.

Gillette Key To
NBC Fri. Revamp

Gleason to CBS:
‘What’ya Trying
To Pull on Me?'

BIG TALENT SPREAD
ON‘CAESAR’SPEC

SIMM Miles
Coin to NBC-AM

Hub AFTRA Elects

WRCA-TV’s Late Night
Guy Lombardo Remotes

Ralph Nelson Goes On
CBS-TV Creative Staff

Bing Falls Heir to ‘High Tor Pic
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Ziegfeld as ‘Caesar’s House’
Sid Caesar’s Monday NBC-TV hour show will not only go all¬
color next season, with the recently-acquired Ziegfeld Theatre in
N. Y. as “home base" for the “Caesar’s Hour’’ troupe, but its prob¬
ably the first time on record, a theatre is being reconditioned and
remodelled for color purposes to fit the specifications of an in,
dividual comic,' with Caesar in effect “masterminding” the refur¬
bishing operation. Program this season has been coming out of
the Century Theatre, N. Y.
In view of the Caesar stanza’s upgraded payoff on the ratings,
he’s already been pacted to a new network deal for next season.
With Milton Berle laying off for a year, it gives. Caesar a status
of being one of the few NBC tv pioneers still on top.
Making a quick trip to the Coast last week—his first in five
years—Caesar said he is tremendously impressed with NBC-TV’s
Burbank color studios and other tv facilities on the Coast, term¬
ing them “magnificent, fantastic.” The comedian added that if
N. Y. doesn’t do something about providing adequate video facil¬
ities, more and more teleshows will originate from Hollywood.
Caesar said he made the trip to look at the Burbank studios and
to discuss a possible film which he would star in next summer,
when his current NBC-TV show finishes its season. The comedian
is in negotiations with Columbia and United Artists and said both
companies are interested. He also will talk with RKO, and per¬
haps with Paramount, before returning to N. Y.

Barney the Bicycling Jay-Bird
Example of Versatile Performer Trodding The
TV-to-H’wood-to-Legit Boards
-+

Joan Crawford Series?
Joan Crawford, who leaves for
Jamaica, BWI, on a three-week
vacation end of this week, has
been talking tv in New York, with
a view toward .appearing in a se¬
ries. Not known whether this will
be live or film.
Film star has been in three-day
huddles with Herb Kenwith, di¬
rector of “Valiant Lady” sudser,
on a possible project, and pre¬
sumably Kenwith would be her
stager.

NEC’s 150-Mins.
0( Monday Tint?
If plans now under consideration
jell into reality, NBC-TV may ride
the rainbow spectrum with a con¬
tinuous 150 minutes of Monday
night tint programming weekly,
starting in the fall..
This would depend on whether
the present Robert Montgomery
hour dramatic show is expanded
to a 90-minute weekly showcase
and is given -a 9 to 10:30 berth. If
so, show -will be converted into
color. Already established as a
certainty is the conversion of the
Sid Caesar 8 to 9 hour into a tint
display starting with the fall sem¬
ester.

Long Says Rivals Hade
Voters Mad Because Of
Preempting TV Shows
New Orleans, Jan. 31.
Governor-elect Earl K. Long,
who scored a sweeping victory in
last week’s primary election, said
that “doorbell ringing and stump
campaigning” and pot television
put him back in the chief execu¬
tive’s chair for the third time.
“All my opponents used tv al¬
most daily throughout the state to
reach the voters,” Long said, “but I
rang doorbells, talked to people in
person until I was hoarse. There
was hardly a spot in the state
that I didn’t reach to make inperson addresses. I let the other
fellows spend big sums for tele¬
vision time. I stayed away from the
cameras.”
Long added that his political op¬
ponents used so much choice time
in campaigning via tv that they
“made a lot of folks mad at them
for preempting their favorite pro¬
grams.”

The Kremlincade
NBC’s Robert D. Graff is off to
the land of the Soviets to produce
a colorfilm with advance blessing
of the Kremlin.
Meanwhile, CBS is trying to ar¬
range a Moscow visa for Edward
R. Murrow, with the network’s
USSR correspondent, Daniel
Schorr, heading the negotiations.
There’s also talk that Winston
Burdett, “exiled” to London by
CBS, will be transferred to Mos¬
cow.

If tv is the “big tryout” medium
spreading its script fodder to Holly¬
wood and Broadway, as producer
Herbert Brodnin said last week, it’s
equally as good (and maybe more
so) for talent. There’s more than
one Eva Marie Saint on the tv lots,
up from obscurity to fancy money
from cinema efforts as well as hav¬
ing a new-found status in her “orig¬
inal” medium.
Take Jay Barney, actor.
He
works approximately 365 days a
year, in all kinds of roles in radio¬
tv, the screen, and Broadway. No
big marquee name, he, but Barney,
who actually uses a motorbike to
get around, got the call a couple
seasons ago to take over the star
part of Louis Jourdan in “The Immoralist,” and has filled scores of
featured roles in all media.
Barney’s stock got a tall lift a
couple of weeks back when he
played opposite June Havoc as the
forthright'sheriff to her crusading
newspaper publisher on NBC-TV’s
“Robert Montgomery Presents.”
There weren’t too many reviews,
but the talent searchers were
watching, as they always do—this
after Barney had done a number of
tv shots. Result, the CBS-TV “Stu¬
dio One” offered him two shows.
He was obliged to turn down the
first on a commitment for the.
“Crunch and Des” telefilm series
shooting in Bermuda, but will be
on “Studio” next Monday (6). He’s
also been snagged for a running
part on “Date With Life,” and Was
on the Phil Silvers show last night
(Tues.). By taking the “Studio”
offer, he had to turn flown com¬
pacts for “Secret Storm” and “I
Spy.” Barney is* also up for an
appearance in the new Hitchcock
film starring Henry Fonda, “Wrong
Man” (WB), and “Flight to HongKong” (Universal).
To Barney, it doesn’t, matter
whether the parts are bits or boffos.
He plays ’em all.

Inside Bevhills
Tops Benny, Sully
“Inside Beverly Hills,” NBC-TV’s
Sunday (29) spec with dozens of
film colony names, made a clean
sweep on the overnight Trendex,
pasting CBS-TV’s Jack Benny and
Ed Sullivan. Spec’s 7:30 to 9 clus¬
ters were 25 vs. Benny’s 21.8 and
32.9 and 32.4 against Sullivan
show’s 25.1 and 28.6. Average for
NBC’s 90 minutes was 30.1, with
Columbia pegged at 25.2. In the
tussle with Sullivan, “Inside” drew
32.7 for the hoilr, against 26.9.
ABC-TV’s “Famous Films” (‘Mi¬
kado”) had its high at 7:30, with
5.3, tapering off in the.next 60
minutes to 3.6 and 2.5.
’ On Saturday (28) NBC’s “Big
Surprise” ran up its season’s peak
and again took the measure of
CBS’ “Beat the Clock,” 23.2 to 18.3.
Perry Como’s hour walloped the
CBS segments 28.4 to 20.2. Against
“Stage Show,” Como’s score was
32 to 15, and against Jackie Glea¬
son, he lost out by a whisker, 24.8
to 25.3. ABC’s “Ozark Jubilee” put
together 6.9, 9.0 and 9.2 for the
three half-hours, averaging out at
8.4.
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YOU CAN’T FOOL AROUND IN TV
Sour Notes On a Longhair Spec
The sigh of relief that went up after Monday’s (30) “Producers
Showcase” presentation of its “Festival of Music” 90-minute spec
was out of the way could probably be heard clear around the
spectrum. This was the Sol Hurok-produced entry which starred
Artur Rubinstein, Renata Tebaldi, Marion Anderson, Roberta
Peters, Jan Peerce, Zinka Milanov, Gregor Piatigorsky, Rise
Stevens, Leonard Warren, Isaac Stern and Jussi Bjoerling, among
others—probably one of the greatest galaxy of longhair artists
ever assembled for a single show.
But those closely identified with the project were wishing for a
while it had never even been contemplated. What got on the air
was, at best, strictly a compromise on the original format. They
say the “pressures” from both Rudolf Bing, of the Metropolitan
Opera, and RCA, co-sponsors of the spec with Ford, reached a
degree of jockeying and bartering unmatched even by the base¬
ball commissioner's roundtable maneuvering in which one player
is traded off against another.
The plan to do a 15-minute condensed version of “Traviata”
went by the boards (with “La Boheme” substituted) because (1)
Bing complained it would take the edge off Tebaldi’s upcoming
performance of the opera at the Met; (2) the strenuous vocalistics
might impair Miss Peters’ Met performance two nights later in her
first “Lucia.” On top of that, they say, it was necessary to shell
out a royalty fee to the Met (reported to be $5,000).
But this, it’s complained, was as- nothing compared to the efforts
to restrict the-roster of stars to artists in the RCA Victor camp,
which would have meant lopping off two of the show’s prize pos¬
sessions—Tebaldi and Isaac Stern. (Latter records for Columbia;
Miss Tebaldi for Angel). In order to keep the two of them it was
necessary to invite a host of others (bearing the RCA label) which
made the spec top-heavy with talent and necessitated a virtual
complete revamp of the program. Last-minute efforts to pare the
talent roster to prevent three and four-minute quickie perform¬
ances were of no avail, it’s maintained.
‘Situation reportedly parallels the “Producers Showcase” experi¬
ence with its recent Sadler’s Wells “Sleeping Beauty” presenta¬
tion. This time it was RCA’s co-sponsor, Ford, that, had they had
' their way, would have reduced the ballet portion to a minimum
and converted the 90-minute segment into a “Red Shoes” type of
story framework. They also wanted Moira Shearer; not Margot
Fonteyn. It’s further claimed that, not many weeks prior to show¬
time, Ford was all for cancelling out the ballet altogether.
When the ratings reflected the show’s click, it became another
story. Even the Ford boys moved in to take the bows.

Harbachs ‘Stop Min”
Composer Not Suing for 100G, Washes His Hands
Of ‘Paris’ Spec
. Reports that Otto Harbach is
flinging a $100,000 suit at NBC-TV
for failing to deliver “Cat and the
Fiddle” (on which he collaborated
with Jerome Kern) as last week’s
Oldsmobile-sponsored Max Liebman spec, according to contractu¬
al commitment, are. branded by the
librettist as completely false. As
a matter of fact, Harbach says that
in washing his hands of the proj¬
ect he returned to the network the
$5,000 advance paid to him and the
Kern estate last summer, when the
deal was negotiated. An additional
$5,000 was to have been paid once
the spec was put on.
Harbach contends that the con¬
tract stipulated there were to be
no basic changes either in the story
or the characters, yet as it was
adapted for tv practically nothing1
of the original legit musicomedy
was kept intact and essentially all
they bought was the music and the
title. Had “Cat and the Fiddle”
gone on, he says, it would have
been the same story that showed
lip on the substitute show, “Paris
In the Springtime.”
, Further,. Harbach says he was
completely mystified by the cast¬
ing, topped by Dan Dailey and
Gregg Sherwood, the same stars
who appeared in “Paris.” He de¬
cided, both in the interest of his
own libretto and the Kern estate,
to wash his hands of the spec com¬
pletely,

3 More TV’ers
Sold to H wood
Ashley-Steiner office has nego¬
tiated three tv-to-Hollywood sales.
They are: Harry Junkin’s “A Pub¬
lic Figure,” given on “Studio One,”
to indie producer Armand Deutsch;
William Durkee’s “The Prowler,”
on “Climax,” to RKO, and Louis
Pelletier's “No. 4 With Flowers,”
on “Kraft TV Theatre,” to Metro.
Pelletier’s “Man On
Roller
Skates” is upcoming on tv (see
box).

Stone’s CBS-TV Berth
CBS-TV has created new berth*
of director of talent commitments
charged with major negotiations
on talent and contract relations.
Named for post is Louis T. Stone,
business manager of.program de¬
partment.
Spence Harrison is v.p. of the
department.

Dinah’s Traveling
Troubadour Role
For NBC £ Chevy
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
NBC-TV has completed an ex¬
haustive survey of the costs and
electronic factors involved In hav¬
ing Dinah Shore take to the road,
for about four or five weeks an¬
nually, originating her twice-week¬
ly teleshow from various key cities
around the country. Chevrolet,
which sponsors," is reportedly high
on the idea as an added exploita¬
tion factor and wants to utilize
the singer and her entire company
for dealer shows in and near the
cities in which the teleshow would
originate.
Under present plans, this year’s
trek would start about mid-April,
which would enable the “Dinah
Shore Show” to hit the highspots
before running into any competi¬
tion from traveling politicos. It’s
felt that there will be enough dif¬
ficulties with routine weather con¬
ditions en route without competing
with the once-in-for-years big
winds stirred up on ail sides,
Web’s interest in the idea had
been little more than casual until
Miss Shore went east earlier this
month to do the hour-long Chevy
show. Telecast’s rating and the
highly favorable critical reaction
pointed up Miss Shore’s contention
that a change of scenery occasion¬
ally adds zest to the program and
(Continued on page 28)

195G-S7 PLANS Philip Morris In $9,009,060 Shift
ALREADY SET To N. W. Ayer; Biow Back As Prexy,
By GEORGE ROSEN

Puts Dp $1,990,000 To ‘Save Agency

These are strange times, in tele¬
vision—times1 of abundant video
-♦* The heaviest blow yet was struck
prosperity, when a mere half-hour
I the reeling Biow agency yesterday
network time segment is spoken of
TV Goes Tradey
(Tues.) with the decision by Philip
in terms of millions, and when
Morris to sever its longtime iden¬
Teleplays are turning more
strange conflicts have developed in
tity with the agency and move its
and more to “trade stuff” re¬
the relationship of the. clients and
estimated $9,000,000 billings to
lating to ad agency-tv-Hollyagencies with the networks. As
N. W. Ayer & Sons effective May
wood subjects. A few weeks
evidence that everybody’s on a
1. It came just after Milton H.
ago it was "Man On a Tiger”
merry-go-round:
Biow had promised to put up
on “Alcoa Hour” (which will
$1,000,000 and had resumed the
(1) : Even though the present
be done on Broadway next
presidency in order to save his
season is only in its second “cycle
fallh Sunday’s (29) “Good¬
agency from complete disintegra¬
of 13” at the Feb. 1 mark, the net¬
year Playhouse” pitched “The
tion.
works’ blueprints are already
Starlet.”
Now along comes Steve Al¬
drawn for the ’56-’57 season. Be¬
Philip Morris gave no indication
len to star in Louis Pelletier’s
cause so many millions are at
of the reason for the change, but
“Man On Roller Skates,” an¬
it was clear that the move was
stake, it’s now necessary to crystal¬
other show bizzer, to be done
made because of the agency’s
lize programming plans a season in
on “Kraft TV Theatre” Feb.
dwindling resources. The switch
advance. The program imoresarios
15.
_.
only affects the Philip Morris
at the web already know the score
brand, with Marlboro continuing
in terms of next season—where the
with the Leo Burnett agency and
casualties lie and the areas requir¬
Parliaments remaining with Ben¬
ing serious fixin’. The day is gone
ton & Bowles. It was reported that
when you could practically ad lib
John Toigo, exec. v.p. and partner
a program roster or a single show
at Biow who is in the process of
or wait until the summer.
being bought out by Biow himself,
(2) : Item No. 1 has inevitably
is moving with the account. A
invited a jarring note in agency
Toigo aide, however, said that he
negotiations.
Sponsors, still re¬
(Toigo) would prefer that nothing
quired to work within the budget¬
be said about him, but when press¬
ary framework of calendar years,
ed, declared that "the answer is
aren’t prepared to move that fast,
no,” that Toigo would not go with
A lot of them simply aren’t in a
the
account.
position to commit themselves so
Herb Shriner gets the bigtime
A Biow spokesman said that the
far in advance as to their ’56-’57 stardom treatment when he heads
plans. But the networks, now’ in up a new full-hour varirtv show Morris move . had come as no sur¬
the driver's seat with their virtual for CBS-TV in the fall. With his prise and that it in no way affects
control of programming as well as contract on the OM Gold-sponsor¬ the future plans set down for the
time, are impatient to get rolling. ed “Two for the Money” expiring agency earlier this week.
Over the weekend, Biow had told
The. networks call -the. turns—and in June, Shriner is givinff-up theit’s a case of the clients falling in Saturday night 9 to 9:30 CBS a meeting of 50 Top execs of the
agency
that: (1) He has allocated
line, or else.
quizzer and has negotiated a new
By the same token, however, contract with CBS making him $1,000,000 to bring the agency
back
to
prqper strength and serv¬
those agencies ready and willing tonkick of the nrOjected 60-minute
ice; (2) the name of the agency
to crystallize their program plans stanza. It’s a five-year deal.
is- reverting to The Biow Co. and
for next season are obliged to
Where the new Variety show will
stand by until the networks have be spotted is still to be resolved, (3) he is taking on the presidency
(Continued on page 28)
firmed up their own plans for these with the network reported having
particular time segments. In most four or five slottings under con¬
cases, the networks have priority sideration. Deal was concluded
on the decisions.
over the weekend with Ted Ash¬
CBS-TV’s “eye on ’56-’57” encom¬ ley handling the Shriner negotia¬
passes some tall plans for Friday tions. Oddly enough, the former
night. This includes the installa¬ had onlv brought Shriner into the
tion of the new 90-minute weekly Ashley-Steiner stable four weeks
dramatic entry originating from ago.
the Coast. (Project, in fact, is so
Shriner showcase will give CBS
towering in scope that it calls for a brace of full hour variety seg¬
Colgate-Palmolive is reported
the creation of three separate pro¬ ments since it now has the “Ed
duction crews, giving it an alltime Sullivan Show.” The Perrv Como set to sign for sponsorship of “My
Friend
Flicka” on CBS-TV, thus
high status as tv’s most ambitious NBC entry this season has been a
regular weekly entry). It’s being major factor in tv’s rekindled in¬ ridding both the network and 20thFox’s
TCF-TV
Productions of a ma¬
pitched to General Foods, as re¬ terest in the varietv format.
placements for their current 8 to 9
New Shriner shuffle leaves the jor headache. Show will air on
Fridays
at
7:30,
the original time
brace of “Mama” and “Our Miss Saturday night CBS roster in some¬
Brooks,” along with R. J. Reynolds, thing of an iffy status, for whether slot earmarked for it last fall when
20th
sold
the
series
to CBS. Since
which now slots “Crusader” in the the
Goodson - Todman - oackaged
9-9:30 segment. CBS is high on “Two for the Money” will stay on that time, the program had been
put
off
pending
a
sale
by CBS and
the 90-minute potential and any the network with a renlanement
likelihood of a GF nix (or failure for Shriner or whether Old Gold some reshooting by TCF.
to move in time) could possibly will stick with the show in the
Money for the purchase, of
strip them of one of the choice same* time or in a new period ap¬ course, will come out of the kitty
hours in. tv. (Similarly, NBC-TV is parently are matters still to be left by the cancellation by Colgate
envisioning a 90-minute one-a- worked out. Also awaiting final of “Colgate Variety Hour” on
month spec in its Friday night fu¬ resolution is the Saturday 8 to 9 NBC-TV a couple of months ago.
ture, which (as with previous spec “Stage-Door”-Jackle Gleason situ¬ Firm since that time has held back
maneuvers) will create an entirely ation now that “something’s afoot” on tv outlays, except for local an¬
new set. of sponsor contracts to (which only last weekend occasion¬ nouncements and a participating
allow for preemptions. But here, ed Gleason’s outspoken comments buy in ABC-TV’s “Famous Film
t’oo, the sponsor has no alternative vs. CBS in a hastily-summoned Festival” opposite its old NBC
but to stand by and await “further press conference).
stanza. “Flicka” will replace the
sustaining “Champion” in the Fri¬
notice” from the network on its
day slot.
plans.
COPS GOT A SPEC GLEAM
(3) : There are still some “iffy”
(Continued on page 28)
Wants New NBC Deal Permitting
Him to Do ‘Big Ones’

CBS Plots a Big
Hour Show With
Shriner As Star

Colgate Dickers
‘Rieka’ flickers

TRIM ‘COMEDY HOUR’
SCRIPTERS TO FOUR
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
From out of the “meeting of the
minds” to straighten out NBC’s
“Comedy Hour” has come the first
shock wave. The original panel of
10 writers has now been reduced to
four with one wavering.
Staying on are Bobby O’Brien,
Izzy Ellinson, Marvin Fisher and
Snag Werris, with Henry Taylor’s
status still undefined. Gone from
there are Dick Sare, Doc Calvelli,
Howard Harris, Hy Freedman and
Danny Shapiro. The rotating pro¬
ducers under Sam Fuller’s execu¬
tive supervision, Ernest Glucksman
and Robert Welch, will be assigned
their own staff writers. Bob Finkel,
who was to have been the third
producer-director, is now out of the
picture.

NBC-TV is being confronted by
Fred Coe to work out a deal where¬
by he will produce some spectacu¬
lars for the network. Onlv last
week, the web pacted Tony Miner
for a four-year span that will find
him responsible for 22 outsize
shows plus devising three new
formats.
Coe is insistent on a “spectacu¬
lar” role. The “Producers Show¬
case” Monday one-a-month series,
including the first “Peter Pan,”
was launched under his aegis, but
he hasn’t been affiliated with that
program for some time.- His sole
entry is “Playwrights 56” for Pon¬
tiac in a rotation with Armstrong’s
“Circle Theatre.” Neither sponsor
relishes the opposite-“$64,000
Question” time.
Coe’s five-year contract with
NBC comes up for renewal in the
next couole of months, hence the
| early talks.

NBC-TV Longhair Snec
Gives ‘Lacy,’ Godfrey
Field Dav on Trendex

“Festival of Music,” studded
with opera and concert stars,
proved a dud in pop appeal on
Monday’s (30) “Producers’ Show¬
case” 90-minutcr on NBC-TV. The
half-hour Trendex clusters tell the
progressively declining story. At
8 o’clock it was 18.6 to 21.3 for
CBS-TV’s “Burns & Allen” and
13.4 for ABC-TV’s Reader’s Digest;
at 8:30, 16.3 to 36 for Arthur God¬
frey's “Talent Scouts” and 3.2 for
“Voice of Firestone”; at 9 came
the biggest avalanche, 16.6 to 45.3
for “I Love Lucy” and 2.4 for
Dotty Mack Show. Spec’s average
was 16.6, estimated by NBC at
23,000,000 viewers.
“Festival” was impresario Sol
Hurok’s production with a dozen
longhair notables.
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NBC’s Pat Weaver As,
Brit. TV Sparks Newspaper Rumps
Accuse FCC of Toying, Fumbling’
CBS’s ? to P’ Anchorman;
Toni’s When & If Status
As Fireworks Spark Allocations
Hearing; There’s Lots More to Come

*
,
London, Jan. 31.
A letter by Sir Robert Fraser, Director-General of the Inde¬
pendent Television Authority, published in the London Times
last Tuesday (24) has sparked a major press attack by the Daily.
Sketch on the opposition Daily Express. Fraser, who heads the
Government agency responsible for administering the Television
Act under which the commercial programs operate, gave a detailed
comparison of certain types of program ranging from news cover¬
age, news magazines, political discussions, current affairs, religion
and* classical music showing, in the main, that the commercial
telecasts in these classes attract larger audiences than BBC-TV.
He suggested that they might profitably advance their violent
generalizations about ITA programs to the civilized business of
taking a quiet look at the facts.
The following morning the Daily Sketch, for its front page lead,
used the Fraser letter as a peg on which to hang its attack on the
Express, chiding the Beaverbrook paper with having made a dead
set against commercial tv. It recalled that the Express began its
attack on the day the opposition web was launched and used every
opportunity of pursuing its smearcampaign.
In his letter to the Times, Sir Robert Fraser, after his citation
of the facts, says: "You may well wonder how impressions so
strangely different have been created. But that would be to exag¬
gerate the part played by resaon and to ignore thfe part played by
passion in the formation of opinion.”

Pat Weaver will serve as anchor¬
man of the "Toni Trilogy” on
CBS-TV’s "Person to Person.” The
NBC board chairman, second of
that title to appear on the rival
network (Gen. David Sarnoff was
±
By JACK LEVY
the first), goes "P to P” Friday
(3) in an interview by Jackie Glea¬
Washington, Jan. 31.
son, latter taking the spot vacated
Senate
Interstate
Commerce
by Edward R. Morrow, who will
Committee’s inquiry into tv allo¬
be out of the country on a Middle
cation operations started last week
with plenty of fireworks and prom¬
Meridian Productions is shoot¬ East junket for "See It Now.”
ise of more to come. With Sen. ing for an early delivery to ABCToni has been sitting in skipJohn O. Pastore (D-R.I.) blasting TV of its pilot on the "Command weeks on "P to P” by arrangement
the FCC for "fumbling and toying” Performance”
90-minute
series with the vacationing Elgin Watch
with the UHF problem and Com¬ slated as a fall entry on the net¬ in a threesome that started Jan.
mittee Chairman Warren Magnu- work agenda. (If all deals jell, it’s 6. That night, Liberace (and at¬
son (D-Wash.) planning to ask "40
it will go in as a 7:30 torney Morris Ernst) gave the show
pages of questions,” it appears the anticipated
ninth place in the Trendex. Fort¬
agency is in for a rough time. The to 9 p.m. entry, same as the "War¬ night later (Jan. 20), coupling of
ner
Bros.
Presents”
and Disney¬
hearings resume next Tuesday
Dorothy Kilgallen and Richard
(Feb. 7) with FCC Chairman land series.)
Meridian pilot, initially tabbed Kollmar with the Keith Turner
George C. McConnaughey continu¬
farm family -was. only a point be¬
"Imposter,”
has
been
changed
to
ing his testimony.
"Ride the High Iron.” Cast com¬ hind the Liberace score.
Obviously impatient with a pre¬ prises Don Taylor, Sally Forrest
Should Weaver (to be paired,
pared report read by McCon¬ and Raymond Burr. Don Weiss is
it’s hoped, with a bus driver a la
naughey on the status of tv prob¬ directing.
Gleason’s
"Honeymooners” char¬
lems, Sen. Pastore enlivened last
acter) give the remoter a high
week’s hearing with a series of
score,
Toni
would get the gravy in
bang-bang questions on handling
its three-for-three pinchhit batting Cassel, Von Kunist’s Electronic Recording Machine
of the UHF problem.
status. While the hair beautifying
Major Engineering Advance
*
When McConnaughey said he
outfit will be "all washed up” after
regarded “scattered” deintermix¬
Friday, it’s taken an option on the
ture of "doubtful value,” Sen. Pas¬
show which would give it first
tore asked how the Commission
New invention which enables en¬
at
regular
sponsorship
Time on from three to five farm crack
expected to attain "nationwide”
gineers to reproduce on a live radio
belt video stations has been should there be any defection
deintermixture.
Business continues brisk for or tv musical broadcast the best
either
by
Elgin
or
Amoco,
latter
"Through the reallocation of the bought for Agriculture Secretary the rotating underwriter.
ABC-TV’s
two
"film festival” audio setup achieved during re¬
spectrum,” McConnaughey replied, Ezra Taft Benson on the night of
shows, the "Afternoon Film Festi¬ hearsals has been perfected by
"by getting more VHF channels— Feb. 10. The unique regional net¬
val” and the Sunday night “Famous ABC technical music adviser Milton .
from the military and the FM work is believed prompted by the
Film Festival.” Latter signed Dow Cassel and WINS (N. Y.) chief en¬
Edward R. Murrow "See It Now”
band.”
Chemical (Saran Wrap) for six gineer Paul Von Kunist. The de¬
participations starting March 4, vice is an electronic recording ma¬
Defending the Commission’s de¬ last week in which the administra¬
while the daytimer grabbed Phar- chine which records on multi-track
nial of deintermixture, McCon¬ tion’s aggie policy was held by
naughey added: "we’ve had enough Benson to be."slanted.”
maco for eight spots and Coats & tape the openings, closings and
Cost of the hookup, which will
experience with freezes. We felt
Clark for 39 participations, three a levels of the various audio controls
the public deserved the best serv¬ originate with WCCO in Minneweek for 18 weeks.
and on the playback electronically
ice .. . we have no right to deny apolis-St. Paul and will be carried
Another new client shaded by duplicates these on the controls
service and there’s no evidence on KMTV in Omaha, among others,
NBC-TV is going off the deep- both the "Afternoon” and "Fa¬ automatically.
that one V would drive out two is being underwritten by a St, end on set construction in connec¬ mous” is Glamorene, which is the
What the new machine, tenta¬
Paul group supporting the Benson tion with next Monday night’s (6) first sponsor to . take advantage of tively dubbed the Automatic Audio
U’s.”
policy. The name of the org pay¬
Lee: ‘Yes Wc Can Deintermix’
Montgomery Presents” the discount offered in purchasing Control, does is to eliminate the
ing for the Benson 8 to 8:30 p.m. "Robert
production of "Good Friday, 1865,” spots on both s^ows. Glamorene risks of poor audio in a live broad¬
"How can you deintermix later
was
not
immediately on the life of Lincoln. Show will picked up two. participations a cast. At some time during a re¬
when you intermix now?” asked stanza
Pastore. "How can you ever de¬ learned.
be done in compatible color and week on "Afternoon” and one a hearsal, says Cassel (who aside
As result of the Murrow tele¬ was scripted by John Lewellen,. week on "Famous.”.
intermix?
Give me a straight
from being an engineer was with
cast on the state of the farmer, who for years has headed up the
answer.”
the NBC Symphony under Tos¬
Benson supporters were reportedly
canini), the engineers and the con¬
v Comr. Robert E. Lee interposed: going to press CBS-TV for equal Louis G.- Cbwan, Inc., office in
Chicago.
Story
is
based
on
William
ductors
achieve a good audio pick¬
"We can if it’s in the public in¬ time, though as of late yesterday
J. Ferguson’s autobiography, "I
up. This can be recorded on the
terest.” (Tues.) no siich request was re¬ Saw Booth Shoot Lincoln.”
machine
(not the actual sound, but
The
Commission
has
been ceived by the web.
the readings of the controls) at the
■ • The interior of the Ford Theatre,
"fumblihg and toying” with the
tempo
at
which the music is beWashington, where Lincoln was.
problem for two years, Pastore
ing'conducted. Then, via the play¬
assassinated, is being recreated for
said.
"I don’t see any hope for
•
Gore
Vidal
returned
to
N.
Y.
back
of
the
tapes (one track for
the Montgomery stanza. This item
the solution of this problem with
the attitude of the FCC,” he
alone represents a cost of $27,000. from the Coast to set tv and legit each control and up to 32 tracks),
deals
under
his
Metro
contract
per¬
this
audio
pickup
can be duplicated
added?
Peter Lafferty will direct.
mitting him about six months off during the broadcast without any¬
Comr. John C. Doerfer pointed
"Operation Success,” the Quen¬
every year for freelancing. He’s one touching a dial.
out that the Commission has a re- tin Reynolds-hosted Sunday afterreadying “Louisa Pallant,” adapta¬
Device even takes care of a sitno,q.n segment dealing with success¬
(Continued on page 28)
tion from Henry James and star¬
(Continued on page 28)
ful business enterprises, shifts its
ring Bette Davis on an upcoming
base of operations from WRCA"Screen Directors Playhouse,” and
TV, the NBC flagship in N. Y. to
is conferring with "Omnibus” on
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
rival flagship WABC-TV come Feb.
a treatment of "Court Martial of
Eve Arden and her new video Billy Mitchell,” from the screen¬
5. Show, which comprises inter¬
views with the spotlighted busi¬ boy-friend, Gene Barry, are call¬ play.
nessman, plus specially shot foot¬ ing it off on Feb. 28, when current
Vidal has signed with CBS-TV
age on his plant or place of busi¬ cycle of the CBS-TV "Our Miss to do an hour and a half drama
ness, has been a longruhner on the Brooks” series winds up. Parting for its projected "Playhouse 90”
is by mutual agreement and de¬ next fall and while in N. Y. hud¬
NBC flag.
London, Jan. 31.
Series will occupy a Sunday scribed as amicable, but Barry is dled with producer-writer George
Red Skelton has formed his own
foregoing deal which would Axelrod on "Visit to a Small
Harry Alan Towers is out of As-I afternoon slot on WABC-TV too, thus
production company for video and
have grossed him nearly $250,000
sociated Television and Incorpo¬ going in the 1-1:30 time. Sponsors in straight salary over a two-year Planet,” Vidal teleplay which is feature filmmaking, and one of the
ral ed Television Program Co. Ltd. will be two furniture houses, Smi- period; a probable $1,000 a seg¬ set for legit production next sea¬ first steps undertaken by the new
The news broke with an an¬ low-Thiele and Pof Inc.
ment residual fee; plus whatever son with Cryil Ritchard in role he outfit is the exercising of a clause
nouncement by Prince Littler last
pic work he could have picked up created in the televersion. Also on in Skelton’s CBS-TV pact which
the Vidal agenda is a screen treat¬ permits him to film, portions of
Friday (27) which reported that Val
JOHNNY ANDREWS’ STINTS
during the vidfilming hiatuses.
Parnell'had been named chief ATV
ment of his "Death of Billy the
In addition to his "National
Barry issued statement ascrib¬ Kid” for which Paul Newman, who his Tuesday night show for the
executive. The Littler statement Radio Fan Club” stint on NBC,
network. Clause has been exer¬
added that they had dissolved their ex-Cleveland disk jockey-pianist ing separation to failure of his new did it on tv, is wanted by United cised to permit Skelton to start
management committee, and that I Johnny Andrews will crossboard character, that of a muscular phy¬ Artists on a possible loanout from shooting in March on his upcoming
Norjnan Collins, ATV deputy chair¬ his own show on N. Y. flagship sical education instructor, to de¬ Metro.
RKO release, "Public Pigeon No.
man, Lew Grade and Richard WRCA at 1-1:30 starting Monday velop the prominence in the series
Vidal will return to Hollywood 1,” which will be shot under the
that had been promised, adding
Meyer will continue to exercise (6).
on Friday (3) to finish work banner of Red Skelton Enterprises,
that
"money
alone
doesn’t
seem
their present executive duties.
on "Capt. Dreyfus” under his five- Inc., the new.outfit.
This will shave A1 Collins’ plat¬ the answer.”
The announcement of the Tow¬ ter-spinner. to a half-hour afront
Meanwhile, producer Larry year M-G pact (one film per year),
Skelton Enterprises has also con¬
ers resignation from the board of Andrews, with Pegeen Fitzgerald Berns confirmed that the parting after concluding the screen treat¬ cluded a deal buying up his en¬
ment of "Catered Affair” (from tire backlog of shows made prior
the two companies ends rumors the latter’s segue.
was an amicable one.
the Paddy Chayefsky tv’er) star¬ to his signing a CBS-TV pact, with
which have been current for some
ring Bette Davis.
weeks. The first hint that all was
the intention of distributing the
not well came with the failure to
shows for television abroad. He’s
negotiate a U: S. network deal for
also negotiating a new longterm
the “Scarlet Pimpernel” series.
pact with CBS.
And the first suggestion that Tow¬
ers might be ending his association
Some revealing data on daytime viewing has been dug up- by
with the company came just over
ABC-TV researchers (plugging, of course, the new "Afternoon
Murray Benson is resigning as
a week ago when news leaked out
Film Festival”) that reveals that unduplicated cumulative setspublicity chief and licensing exec
Still getting the "internal” and
that Parnell had taken over the
in-use over the weeday 3-5 p.m. period reaches a 70%-of-all-'.vfor the Kagran Corp. to rejoin his “external” machinery straightened
chief executive post.
homes mark each week. Nielsen data for November, used in the
old
boss,
Martin
Stone
as
a
mer¬
out
at Television Advertising Bu¬
The official announcement said
study, shows an average per-minute sets-in-use figure for those
chandising exec in Stone Asso¬ reau, the latest appointment goes
Towers had resigned to concen¬
hours of 20%.
ciates.
Stone
headed
up
Kagran
to Halsey Barrett, who gets the di¬
trate to a greater extent on his
In effect, the cumulative unduplicated figure means that during
before selling it to NBC, and Ben¬ rectorship of national sales. Bar¬
other interests.
These include
any week, 70% of all families using tv will have tuned in their sets
son had remained with Kagran rett will report to Norman (Pete)
Production Services, which has a
at least once during the Monday-Friday 3-5 p.m. viewing hours.
while Stone formed his new Stone Cash, who is in charge of TvB’s
lease on the High Definition stu¬
The average-minute figure means that d\iring the average minute
Associates. Benson will work on outside operations (including sales)
dios at Highbury, directorships in
in that period, 20% of tv homes are actually watching video.
Stone’s lineup of merchandising as opposed to Gene Accas, the
Barnes studio, TV Commercials
Cumulative audience builds from a 38.8% sets-in-use level on
clients, including Jackie Gleason, ABC-TV exec, who moves over to
and Advertising Features. He also
Mondays to 53.1% through Tuesday, to 61.4% through Wednes¬
Robert
Q. Lewis, "Super Circus,” the promotion bureau mid-month
holds sole British rights to Tele¬
day, to 66.1% through Thursday to 70.8% through Friday.
"Sherlock Holmes,” “Little Ras¬ as head of the inside operations
prompter, is British rep for Ziv
Moreover, those families watching in the afternoon view over
cals”
and
all the Television Pro¬ setup.
and has tv interests in Australian
extended periods of time, with the average viewing family spend¬
grams of American properties.
Barrett, Cash said, will aim at
stations in Sydney and Melbourne.
ing three hours and 35 minutes out of the 10 hours in the period
Before
joining
Kagran three national advertisers who~aTe either
He* also, of course, still continues
in questionat their sets. Per-day viewing figure runs as high as
years
back,
Benson
was
a
staff
pro¬
not
using tv or are using it in
(Continued on page 28)
59 minutes average per home.
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‘RIDE THE HIGH IRON’
HEADS ABC-TV WAY

Tip Top Audio Tape

Secty. Benson’s Regional
Paid by St. Paul Group
As ‘Reply’ to Murrowcast

‘Film Festival’ Biz Perks

Nothing Too Good
For ‘Honest Abe

Vidal’s 90-Min. Drama
Deal for GBS; ‘Planet’;
Other Items on Agenda

‘Operation Success’
InShift to WABC-TV

Towers Gillett In
Brit. TV Bowout

GENE BARRY EXITING
‘BROOKS,’ 250G DEAL

Red Skelton Sets
Up Own Prod, Org

Facts & Figures on Daytime Viewers

Benson Exiting Kagran
To Rejoin Martin Stone

Barrett’s TvB Slot
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SURRENDER AT HIGH NOON
P&GI1TII Who Said last Rose of Summer?
PATTERN EYED : TV Now in FuD Bloom Year-Round

The Loser... And Still Champion
Always anxious to noise around his Trendex on the morningafter-the-night-before (Sunday), when he’s generally been able
to show up the NBC-TV competition, Ed Sullivan asked CBS-TV
to continue to feed the press after taking a beating from “Inside
Beverly Hills.” But Sullivan had a ready answer, feeling that NBC
won a “Pyrrhic victory,” that it took 25 stars to surpass him.
The idiomatic allusion made Columbia tub-thumpers scurry to
the reference books, coming up with the ancient information that
Pyrrhus Trendexed the teeth out of the Romans at Ascalum in
279 B.C., but at such great cost that the gallant warrior was forced
to the statement, “One more such victory and I am lost.”

About

a

year

ago

Procter

On a Note of Hope

&

Gamble created something of a stir

Something more than wish¬
ful thinking is seen behind
NBC
board
chairman
Pat
Weaver’s protestations on be¬
half of the Sunday night
“Comedy Hour” and the plea
to “give it a chance” before
writing it off as a casualty.
Feeling is that, just as
George Gobel came out of a
Saturday might summer re¬
placement series for “Show of
Shows,” so too might emerge a .
bigleague comic out of the
Sunday
8
to
9
“testing
ground.” Then it becomes the
comic's show—and the net¬
work’s in business.

in the trade when it did a complete
reversal

and

walked

away

com¬

pletely from company-controlled tv
shows. (Up to that time it had been
the conviction of P & G prexy Neal

PEP Has Mad-on at EMP
NBC Says CBS Indulging in ‘Reverse Logic’ in Rival
Market Plan Bally
■-

PEP is Program

Extension Plan set up for auxiliary I
telemarkets.

EMP

is

own properties could you stay on
top of the picture and call the
|. turns.)

4--:-

NBC’s PEP is hot and bothered
about CBS* EMP.

McElroy that only by owning your

Extended

Market Plan, a close relative. Spe¬
cifically, NBC’s research experts re¬
sent this quote from a CBS^release;

Cleve/s ‘New Look’
Cleveland, Jan. 31.
Appointment of five new mem¬
bers of the Westinghouse stations
here was announced by Rolland V.
Tooke; vice president, as part of
the “new look” in taking over
WTAM-WNBK.

“Because of the enthusiastic ac¬
ceptance (of EMP) by many clients,

Three of the five were promoted
from station personnel and they in¬
it is now possible for us to provide clude John McIntosh Jr. radio
an additional incentive for in¬ sales manager; Howard Spiller,.
technical
operations
supervisor;
creased use of EMP stations.”
Ross Plaisted supervisor of trans¬
That, says NBC, Js « “gem of mitters. Also named to the staff
reserve logic culled from a CBS- were Frank Derry, tv advertising
TV letter to advertisers- announcing and sales promotion director, and
the second revision in EMP dis¬ John V. Hanrahan, who leaves
counts since the establishment of WGAR’s flack spot,, for similar post
NBC’s PEP.” If acceptance of the at the WBC outlets.
EMP plan has been screnthusiastic,
how come that, within a year,
CBS has raised the maximum dis¬
count applicable to EMP gross
time charges from 10% in January,
1955, up to 36.25% effective Jan.
15, 1956? inquires NBC.
“Operation Research” then winds
up and throws some more statistics
at its rival, such as:
“The new Double Discount refers
to the fact that EMP time billings
are now subject to reduction on tne
basis of both special EMP ‘station
A. C. Nielsen has relinuished
use’ discounts and regular weekly, active command of his various
annual and overall discounts. The radio-tv research departments to
regular discounts, which range up his new exec veep Henry A.
to 25%, are applied to the gross of Rhemel.
Believed an important
the EMP stations, without regard reason why Nielsen himself dele¬
to the number of EMP. stations gated authority to his ex-veep in
used. The EMP ‘station use’ dis¬ charge of engineering and field
count, which ranges from 5% for operations is because he wants to
net after deduction of the regular devote- more of his personal time
discounts.
to establishing a British television
“Thus on a $50 station, the mini¬ measurement with tough competi¬
mum net cost to a maximum dis¬ tion from TAM, an English firm,
count advertiser would be $313375 and from American Pulse.
($50 less $12.50 regular discounts
The radio and television re¬
and $5,625 special EMP discounts). search departments of Nielsen,
Previously, only the special EMP which since the inception of the
discounts could be applied to EMP first one several years ago have
time billing. Thus the new plan is incurred losses estimated as high
far more than ‘double’ in terms of as $100,000 monthly, are just be¬
advertiser benefits.
It is double ginning to show black ink. Rhemel
only in respect to the fact that reg¬ will be the first executive to con¬
ular and special discounts are ap centrate his command on the four
plicable.
Gross time charges on components of Nielsen radio and
PEP stations have always -been tv at once. There are the national
subject to both regular discounts Nielsen Radio Index and Nielsen
and the liberal PEP dividends.”
Television Index; the year-and-aIs everything clear?
Tialf-old local Nielsen Station In¬
dex, and the Nielsen Coverage
Service, which will get under way
this year. It’s the coverage setup
which is said to have hiked radio¬
tv earnings for the research house,
with $500,000 in contracts already
signed. The new British setup, to
which Art Nielsen will devote
much of his time, will reportedly
get part-time surveillance from
NBC-TV sent up smoke signals
Rhemel as well.
for a buyer immediately upon no¬
Also,
the
nine-man
Nielsen
tification by Herbert Tareyton Cigs board has been increased by two,
that it was ankling “Justice” effec¬ with Rhemel taking one opening
tive in March. ’.The Sunday 10:30 and C. G. Shaw, veep in charge of
radio-tv sales, the other.
p.m. show packaged by Talent As¬

Rhemel Top Kick
On Nielsen Index;
Black Ink Status

But P & G, firm believers in mass
circulation as opposed to clients
who live by the cost-per-thousand
yardstick, found they could do a
lot better by buying into already
established hits, even if it meant
sharing sponsorship. Thus came the
complete turnabout and P & G’s
stake in nothing but “outside do¬
mestic packages”—“You Bet Your
Life;” “I Love Lucy;” “Fireside
Theatre;” “Loretta Young Show,”
etc., shows either owned by the net¬
works or by indie packagers.
But P & G's stake in the daytime
sweepstakes has been a horse of
another color. As in radio before
it,, the soap company’s multiple
daytime video fare has been agencybuilt and agency-controlled, with
P & G masterminding each and
every entry. In a day and age
when the tv networks, notably NBC
and CBS, virtually control the pro¬
gramming rosters, either daytime
or nighttime, P & G has remained
steadfast as perhaps the last of the
holdouts, on exercising control over
its daytime shows. Let a competing
Lever Bros, share a CBS-owned
Garry Moore or an Arthur Godfrey,
or a 'Colgate possess such indiepackaged entries as “Big Payoff”
and “Strike It Rich;” it was-P & G
and its agencies against J;he field.

Cigs
Axing ‘Justice

sociates is a $3,000,000 deal (per
annum) which the American Tobac¬
co filter tip,* repped by M. H.
Hackett, wants to devote wholly to
print media, following the lead of
Philip Morris last year. Tareyton
will retain some of its spots, how¬
ever.
NBC is prowling a sponsor for
the same time slot, based on the
latest Nielsen (last week of De¬
cember, first w'eek of January) giv¬
ing “Justice” a 15.8 with 21.6 audi¬
ence share and CBS-TV's “What's
My Line” a 31.7 score and 41.1

share.

WDSU’s Baton Rouge Buy
New Orleans, Jan. 31.
‘The WD3U Broadcasting Corp,
is purchasing a substantial inter¬
est in the Modern Broadcasting
Co., Edgar B. Stern, Jr., and
Thomas E. Gibbens, presidents of
the
respective
companies,
an¬
nounced Friday (27).
Modern Broadcasting Co. owns
and operates WAFB AM-FM-TV,
in Baton Rouge, La. WDSU has
been a stockholder in the company
since 1962;
•
....

But now comes evidence that the
Cincy soapery may go the way of
the others, with a reported major
reshuffle of programming on tap
for next season. Already some of
the signposts have been posted:
P & G's acquisition of the NBCcontrolled “Queen For A Day”
(sponsoring starting in February),
and P & G’s cross-the-board splurge
on the NBC-packaged Tennessee
Ernie high-noon show. The word is:
watch for more.

Hayes Goes Junketing
For CBS Radio After
Cnffmff tyoff

DClllIlg Out 11
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Bob Weitman In
AB-PT Checkout;
CBS in Future?
In a surprise move, Bob Weitman
resigned his dual vice presidencies
in
American
Broadcasting-Para¬
mount Theatres and ABC this week.
No reason was given for the resig¬
nation, and Weitman checks out at
the network, where he has been
serving as v.p. over talent & pro¬
gramming, on Feb. 15, with the
probability that he’ll vacation for
the couple of weeks preceding that
before announcing his future plans.
There are reports he may move
into CBS.. ... •
Weitman is being succeeded by
Bob Lewine, who yesterday (Tues.)
was named v.p. in charge of talent
& programming. Only a couple of
weeks ago, Lewine had been elect¬
ed a v.p., while retaining his old
title of director of the program
department.
Weitman came over to* ABC in
February of 1953, following the
■merger of United Paramount The¬
atres and ABC. Prior to that, he
had been a v.p. at UPT and had
been with the theatre company
for about 25 years, including the
pre-divorcement era when it was
part of Paramount Pictures. Weit¬
man rose to the top via his manage¬
ment of the N. Y. flagship house,
the Paramount, in the era when it
was presenting stageshows toplin¬
ing the great swing bands.
Weitman’s resignation was accepted “with great reluctance” by ABI pt prez Leonard Goldenson. Latter
refused to comment on the matter,
however, other to say that Weitman
had approached him and told him
he wanted to leave. Weitman had
retained his v.p. stripes in the parent company as well when he
moved over to the network.

Arthur Hull Hayes, prez of CBS
Radio, was off on a junket around
the country after setting a series
of staffer appointments. On Sun¬
day (29)’, Hayes attended the break¬
fast meeting of the St. Francis de
Sales Club in Detroit to speak on
“A Catholic’s Responsibility in the
Field of Communications.” He left
today (Wed.) for the NARTB board
sessions in Chandler, Ariz., taking
in the radio meet and joint pow¬
wows Thursday-Friday. From there
he’s to go to the Coast to visit his
family (in San Francisco) and hud¬
dle with CBS-Hollywood execs of
the web.
Hayes is due back in N. Y. next
week, and on the 14th will speak
at a seminar on network program
trends, NBC’s “Monitor” vs. CBS’
segmentation
concept,
pitted
against NBC’s Charles Ayres, re¬
cently installed as aural v.p., at
the Radio-TV Execs Society in the
Shelton Hotel.
The- CBS appointments include:
Naomi Andrews, as director of net¬
work copy in the sales promotion
and advertising sector, replacing
Harry Welsh, who’s joining Grey
Advertising; Eric Salline, manager
of station relations under v.p. Bill
Schudt, post having formerly been
held by Ole Morby, who was shift¬
ed to Wendell Campbell’s spot
sales as manager of sales develop¬
ment. Newell T. Schwin, whose
post Morby took over, is trans¬
ferred to—GBS-TV to work up
steam on the web’s recent acquisi¬
tion of Terrytoon films.

CBS-TV has now made it official
that television is no longer a threeseason medium, with notice served
advertisers
that
henceforth
they’ll not be permitted to take a „
summer hiatus. From now on it’s
a 52-week ride, and the client risk¬
ing a summertime layoff faces the
prospect of having the time sold
from under him when he tries.to
check back in the fall. Until now
CBS permitted sponsors an eightweek layoff with time protection.
Those holding out for a 13-week
hiatus took a percentage rap on
the time costs for the five addi¬
tional weeks if it meant sustaining
a show in the slot.
But things are different now.
As one exec put it: “There’s no
‘last rose of summer’ any more.
The tv flowers are in bloom 52
weeks a year. There’s no place in
the medium for eight-week vaca¬
tions.”
General expectation is that NBC
and ABC will follow CBS’ lead in
perpetuating 52-week b i g t i m e
video, although in the case of NBC
practically every client stayed on
for the summer ride last season,
some substituting lower-budgeted
replacement shows.
Keeping Pace
TV has long since established
that summertime audiences come in
big round numbers, and it’s felt
that programming standards should
likewise keep pace with the trend
toward year-round tv appeal.
One incentive to the CBS bid for
52 weeks of major league program¬
ming, it’s believed, is the case his¬
tory of the Thursday night Chrysler-sponsored “Climax” entry. At
a time of the year when “Studio
One,” “Robert Montgomery Pres¬
ents,” et al. were going into lowcost “summer editions,” Chrysler
maintained the same fall-winter
qualitative standards.- Result was
(Continued on page- 28)

Democrats Pick
MM Agency
Washington, Jan. 31.
Democratic National Committee
has named N. Y. agency Norman,
Craig & Kummel to handle all
radio-tv timebuying and advertis¬
ing in connection with upcoming
political campaign.
Joseph Katz
agency, which had represented
Democrats since ’52, was dropned
several months ago.
Since then
there had been constant specula¬
tion on whom the Demmies would
, n>ck to match the high-powered
| BBD&O, who have handled GOP
ra^o-iv strategy since ’52.
■
Walter Craig. NCK veep, will
have good reason to “fi"ht it. out”

Constance Bennett, Tone
In ABC Radio„ Strips ,
_
. . m

on Ihe political front with/RBDO,
since it was the latter that in¬
herited Revlon’s “$64,000 Ques¬
tion” business after NCK had built
the quizzer into an alltime ratingcatcher.

Democratic national chairman
Franchot Tone and Constance ; Pau, s ijLlt|,,r h
(.stim-'tod his
Bennett have been signed by ABC |
ly will spend $8,000,0C0 on loRadio in a move to expand the net- ^ an(| nail01KU jCVt;js lor ai) jn_,.u
work’s morning lineup an addi- ■ in nexl fajr>s Presidential race,
tional 25 minutes to noon, giving ; Aboul $5,000,000 of this will be
the web a solid three hours in the : eai.marked to radio and television.
9-12 period. Tone will do Tran-|
___
chot Tone Presents,” a 10-minute '
nil
1
C
strip at 11:35, comprising readings . Jjfjjg
10 i3P051S0]f
of his top roles and commentary, j
_ .
Miss Bennett, in an 11:45-12 quarmflOT-V FPHfln
ter-hour, will do “Constance Ben-,
1WPfI 1 CUWU 1T
nett Presents” in a service vein. I
True Magazine has inked to
Two strips start next Monday <6). . sponsor
its
first
video
show.
On the evening front, the web is Men’s slick next spring will understarting to dress up its tf’New : write “Happy Felton’s Press Box,”
Sounds” nighttime pattern with . a quarter-hour vidi'ilm interview,
some “name” values, idea being to , before each of the 25 televised
inject one top name in each 25- j away
games
of the
Brooklyn
minute segment. Web is negotiat- Dodgers on WOR-TV, N.Y.
ing for Josaph Cotten to take on a !
Deal was made with the General
stint in the “Soloscope” portion of 1 Teleradio station and Felton to
the 25-minute “Offbeat,” and has I push up N.Y. circulation and plug
signed Dean James Pike of the • the mag’s print advertisers.
Riverside Church to do the inspira-j
Plugs exclude liquor and tobacco
tional portion of “Your Better To-! accounts, latter probably conflictmorrow.” In the first half-hour of I ing with Lucky Strike, wlneh was
1 news features, attorney-sports com-1 co-sponsor of the Dodger games
mentator Howard Cassell will han- last year and is reported signing
die the sports coverage,
I again for next seniestei.

!V ShflW
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Top Cop Kennedy Still the Key
To Granik Series, Despite Sanction

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

denial of deintermixture proposals. I
But he pointed out that one-third
of the U's are in the black and
that all V’s are not successful.
Edward J Noble, American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres finance
Comr. Robert Bartley, who op¬
committee chairman, and the Edward John Noble Foundation have
posed the denial of deintermixture,
made two gifts totaling $600,000 to St. Lawrence U. in Canton, N. Y.
said he felt that the failure to de¬
Gifts comprise $100,000 given to the. school’s centennial campaign to
intermix in certain cities pre¬
raise $1,000,000 for the construction of an Owen D. Young Library
cludes
deintermixture in those
and the other $500,000 toward the construction of a ^student activities
areas.
center. Noble is a life trustee and former chairman of the board of
Big Fish Vs. Small Fish
trustees of the university. Foundation has made many other grants
Sen. Pastore agreed: “The big toward hospitals and education in the past.
fish will eat up the small fish and
the UHF is the small fish.”
CBS veep H. Leslie Atlass in Chicago has settled for $48,882 an
Comr. Rosel Hyde, who also op¬ income tax claim of $128,285 entered by the Internal Revenue Service.
posed the deintermixture turn¬ The Government had charged the exec owed that amount on his income
down,
entered
the
discussion. taxes from 1946 through 1949 when revenue officials had refused to
“The main issue now,” he said, “is okay entertainment deductions of $74,906 and losses of $112,890 for
what steps are necessary to pro¬ the operation of his farm during that period.
vide for tv expansion. And UHF is
necessary for tv expansion.”
RCA board chairman David Sarnoff received the James Forrestal
And as far as a “freeze” is con¬ Memorial Award here last week for “outstanding leadership in en¬
couraging
vital understanding between industry and government in
cerned, said Hyde, “television will
be frozen if we encourage the de¬ the interests of national security.” In an acceptance speech before the
mise of UHF.
There is nothing National Security Industrial Assn., Gen. Sarnoff proposed a national
comparable to the 82 UHF chan¬ educational reserve to meet a critical shortage of scientists and en¬
nels.
Use of additional VHF gineers.
channels involves, conversion
problems.”
Besides, he said, ad¬
Ray Schneider, news editor and chief announcer at WWSW in
ditional V’s would not be suffi¬ Pittsburgh, hit the high point of his 22ryear career at the indie
cient for tv’s needs.
station owned by the Post-Gazette last week when 57 of the 58 news¬
Attacking the majority action, casts he prepares and presents every five and a half days had been
Hyde declared: “I can’t go along nabbed by sponsors. His bankrollers include Ford, Fels-Naptha, Gimwith
policies
which
vacillate.” be.ls, Giant Eagle, Dollar Savings Bank, El Verso cigars and Bell
Commission policy, he added, has Drapery Shops. Schneider, who stresses local news, joined WWSW
caused “a very unfortunate psy¬ permanently in February, 1934, after having worked there parttime
chology” in the industry, result¬ while getting his degree in commercial engineering at Carnegie Tech.
ing in a reluctance to produce all¬
The 17th annual “American Music Festival” on WNYC, the NIY.C.channel sets.
As for UHF vs. VHF, Hyde said owned radio station, is being launched on Feb. 12 when the Saidenberg
that ultra high “is not an inferior Little • Symphony Orchestra does the first of 13 gratis concerts. The
service.”
Some aspects of UHF 11-day on-the-air event will have better than 100 organizations and
are superior, he said, including musical groups participating under the direction of Herman Neuman,
'
.
transmission of color.
“What we station’s music chief.
Station reports that no less than seven music schools and seven
need in order to get progress in
UHF is encouragement, not- policy symph orchs are taking part in the Festival. Sessions will cover all
brands of music. This year, the airtime music special will include
which discourages it.”
a 50th anniversary celebration for. Juilliard School.

The sanction given an official«•
New York City television story by
a committee appointed by Mayor
Robert F. Wagner, has seemingly
Continued from page 25
done nothing to alxer the one seri¬
ous block to the m.aking of “The areas to be resolved for next sea¬
New York City Story” by Screen son. For example, there’s the Dcsi
Gems and Ted Granik. Police Arnaz-CBS plan to convert “I Love
Comr. Stephen P. Kennedy is the; Lucy” into a full hour one-a-month
only major city officer who does show, which automatically would
not sanction the series, and with¬ throw open the coveted Monday
out his department’s aid, there is night at 9 period three-weeks-outa possibility the half-hour series of-four for sponsorship. With prac¬
may never get off the ground.
tically all nighttime availabilities
Nevertheless, the producers plan on the networks already gone for
to resubmit their program presen¬ next season, it’s a time franchise
tation to the city now that the com¬ bonanza that has many a bankroller
mittee report is in. As far as they and agency licking their chops in
know, they also plan to enter pro¬ anticipation of such an eventuali¬
duction if the city okays it under ty. (But with “Lucy” again mov¬
the new committee policy favoring ing into contention for leadership
municipal aid to commercial pro¬ as it edges up to “$64,000 Ques¬
grams that “communicate and in¬ tion,” it could well be that Desilu
terpret the storv pf municipal gov¬ may decide to take another year’s
raincheck on disturbing a sure
ernmental activities.”
Absence of Kennedy compliance thing.)
Then, .too, there’s the prospect
deprives SG and Granik of the one
item they feel they need more than that “Robert Montgomery Pre¬
most any other to produce the sents” may wind up as a 90-minute
show. What they need is police aid Monday attraction, with Meridian
in clearing widespread areas for Productions’ John Gibbs currently
in the throes of huddling with NBC
location shooting. !
The location stuff will provide an execs in a bid to translate the ex¬
air of authenticity. But, perhaps pansion into a weekly reality. This,
even more important to Granik and too, could invite a foursome of
SG, is the producers’ chief selling sponsors instead of the present two
If
argument on the show, which is —Johnson’s Wax and Schick.
that it will help promote good pub¬ deal jells, it would probably mean
“Medic”
into
another
lic relations with the rest of the shifting
country. Hence, shots of N. Y. C. night. But meanwhile, a flock of
exteriors, along with stress on sponsors are affected one way or
other than criminal, will jazz the another—and until NBC makes up
its mind they’re strait jacketed on
tourist trade.
■*»
It was Kennedy in the first place next season commitments.
I Continued from page 25 ;=
CBS-TV’s unresolved Saturday
last October who objected to Wag¬
ner’s approval of the “Story” proj¬ bight’s status, with Herb Shriner the network began to study the
ect. Though.he is believed to have checking off “Two for the Money”
situation more closely.
found that there is no essential and the 8 to 9 Jackie GleasonSinger has been set to do an¬
- difference of .opinion- any longer on “Stagfi_Show” still in..the “I won¬
area, also finds some other Chevy show on April 10
preservation of his confidential der . .
sponsors
standing
by
and
alerted
and
there’s a possibility that the
files, his other objections remain
to some- imminent' checkerboard traveling
schedule
would
be
intact.
maneuvers.
worked
out to begin with this tele¬
His adamant stand is said to have
cast. She would take with her a
caused a rift between his and
troupe of around 25.
other department heads.
Firstly,
he holds that “oral offers” for of¬
NBC-TV currently is studying
ficial series rights, greatly in ex¬
the possibility of tieing each tele¬
cess of present offers, were made
cast
to some community project
Continued from page 26
to his predecessor, Francis Adams.
or charitable event as an added
(SG is offering $750 a half-hour, uation where the conductor might exploitation
factor.
Tentative
and Granik, additionally, promises wish to change his tempo during schedule would call for a telecast
to set up a fund whereby the pix the live broadcast from what is was and a dealer show for Chevrolet
can later be distributed via the during the recorded rehearsal. Tape dealers each Tuesday and Thurs¬
Chamber of Commerce-16m route.) - is played back at the speed or day with one or more dealer
But the tv committee, to which tempo at which it was recorded, shows on other days of the week
Peter C.-Brown, City Corp. Coun¬ with the actual beat showing on a as the caravan moved to the next
sel, and Arnold Cohan, the mayor’s small instrument panel in front of telecast location.
Group would
radio-tv aide, belong, was authori¬ the conductor in the form of travel by special train.
tatively reported never to have flashes of light. If he decides to
been apprised of such
offers. change a tempo, he has a control
Therefore, feeling is they should right in front of him which permits
him to change the speed of the
have no bearing on the situation.
A Kennedy spokesman admitted tape playback correspondingly.
In effect, the machine enables ■ ■ ■ - Continued from page 24 —^
that his superior never has seen
the SG-Granik presentation. He audio engineers to preset their gramming isn’t a coin provider.
said, however, that Adams rejected microphones and booms, for on-off
“The best hours” are those de¬
it earlier, and implied that Granik and for different levels at differ¬ manded by Mundt. The yardstick
merely sidestepped the police com- ent times during any one number. for “best,” he explained, is obvi¬
mish’s office the next time he sub¬ The initial recordings during re¬ ously time which a network spon¬
mitted the idea.
Granik said hearsals can be done in bits and sor would find attractive.
earlier that Adams never saw the pieces and spliced together just
He felt that the networks are not
Cassel and
report; it was a missing persons like any other tape.
behind bringing
Von Kunist are currently in the wholeheartedly
script that he rejected.
the viewership pubservice pro¬
The police department spokes¬ process of arranging for patents on
gramming.
Hq
felt
that it was vi¬
man said that the “Story” pro¬ the device, which they expect to
ducers wanted police aid in their get within six months, with the tally important that they fulfill this
obligation
because
of
the advan¬
shooting schedule, but that the machine then to become available
tage given radio and tv under FCC
manpower shortage made it dif¬ for wide use within a year.
rulings.
He
explained
that since
ficult to comply. He added that,
everybody isn’t licensed, it pre¬
according to the committee’s own
vented
“unlimited
competition.”
proposal to leave decisions on tv
Mundt doubted that the tv net¬
stanzas in the hands of depart¬
works would lose money by sacri¬
ment heads of the city, Kennedy .T." ■ Continued from page 26
ficing some of their best commer¬
will still approve or throw out all
offers on their individual merits. sponsibility to provide “equitable cial hours to such as a senatorial
debate. However, he noted while
And even if Granik, SG and Ken¬ distribution of the facilities.”
Sen. Pastore interrupted: “I don’t a loss is possible, “the way to make
nedy do get together on the other
points, it’s not considered likely think we’re ever going to have de¬ the operation profitable is certainly
It’s
so
badly not to deprive the public of public
that the polioe head will do more intermixture.
than offer script by script approval. scrambled it will never be un¬ service programs.
You’re only unscram¬
That will not only give him sayso scrambled.
over stanzas about cops, but prob¬ bling it further.
“If anything is required,” said
ably about those concerning other
city departments, such as Welfare, Comr. Doerfer, “it’s bold action.”
Sanitation, etc., since it still will Defending the licensing of new
Continued from page 26
—
be up to his men to clear the VHF stations, he said “it’s unfair
streets and sidewalks for lensing. to deny rural service.”
his radio production and transcrip¬
Sen. William A. Purtell (R- tion services through his Towers
Conn.) said he agreed with that.
of London.
Sen. Pastore continued: “I’m
A few hours after the announce¬
only interested in the viewer.
I
Burbank, Calif., Jan. 31.
ment
that Towers had quit ATV
don’t see how V’s and U’s can live
Radio station KBLA, local 250- in the same area.”
came the news that Roland Gillett
matter, has been sold by Gordon
McConnawghey said U’s can live had ended his association with
A. Rogers to George E. Cameron with one V.
“Every member of Associated-Rediffusion, the week¬
Jr., director of Hartford Telecast¬ the FCC is sincere,” he added. day programmers on the London
ing Co. of Hartford, Conn., appli¬ “We are honestly facing the prob¬ commercial outlet.
cant for Channel 3 there.
lem—even if it means throwing
Gillett returned to Britain early
Sale price was $175,000, with the whole cockeyed tiling into last year from New York to be¬
new management planning power UHF.”
come A-R’s program controller.
hike to 10,000-watts- and increased
Sen. ■ Pastore pointed out that His service agreement ended last
•operation expenses • for -first< year., only 99 Uls are left out of 152.
- December and renewal talks broke
to .cost - an -estimated additional < < McCctnnatfghey conceded
that down last Friday. (27). He-left the
$250,000.
• - . five U!s went off the air since the organization the same night.
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Latest Nielsen (ending Dec. 24) gives the one-shot “Christmas Sing
With Bing” on CBS Radio the No. 1 spot nighttime. Crosby’s full hour
under Insurance Co. of North America sponsorship was rated at some
8,820,000 dialers, with Neilsen’s Auto Measurement, subscribed to by
CBS exclusively, adding upward of 35% to the total count. The
listener figure is considered one of the highest in recent aural nnnals.
Crosby’s Xmas Eve special at 9 o'clock was up against formidable
radio-tv opposition, including NBC-TV’s “Babes in TVyland.”
Jack Schumacher, director of promotion for WICU-TV in Erie, seems
to be doing okay on the station promotion contest front. Two weeks
ago, he took fourth prize in Screen Gems’ overall promotion compe¬
tition, and last week, he took the top prize of $500 in the Loretta
Young TV Showmanship Contest staged by Procter & Gamble for the
“Loretta Young Show” via the public relations outfit of Arthur Schmidt
& Associates.
This is the 26th competition in which Schumacher has placed, and
for this one he prepared 169 live announcements, had a 31,000-poster
display pushing the show, ran a direct mail campaign, planted local
features and photos, ran newspaper ads, arranged window displays
and used soundtrucks.

Biow Loses Philip Morris, Too
— ■
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as well as retaining
chairman status.
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Milton Biow explaining the situa¬
tion.
“While our interests are di¬
rectly affected by the personnel
changes in your agency, we would
like to remain with you if a high
calibre of service and creative ef¬
fort can be maintained.
In view
of the uncertainties created by
these changes, we feel it is a. rou¬
tine caution for us to interview
other agencies so that we will be
in a position to act if for any rea¬
son it becomes advisable. There¬
fore we are inviting a select group
of advertising agencies to make a
formal solicitation of the account
with the understanding that we
have not resigned and that we are
hopeful it will not be necessary,”

Biow’s action followed a period
of two months of confusion and
loss of millions of dollars of bill¬
ings that started with the resigna¬
tion' of Ken Beirn as president, was
quickly followed by the loss of
the Pepsi-Cola account to Kenyon
& Eckhardt, a' series of involve¬
ments centering about exec v.p.
John Toigo, the signing and then
refusing of the Schlitz account, the
loss of the Ruppert Brewery busi¬
ness and finally, the “we’re shop¬
ping” Hudson Pulp & Paper ac¬
count.
“This agency,” Biow told his
staff, “is going straight ahead—
with only these objectives: growth,
strength and service. The adver¬
At the same time, a group of key
tising agency business has been execs who had been working on
the great adventure of my life. I the Pepsi-Cola account while it
intend to find new adventure and was at Biow completed the move
success within it.” Biow said the to Kenyon & Eckhardt, where the
$1,000,000 would meet whatever Pepsi biz is now lodged. Included
costs are necessary to strengthen in the group were senior account
the agency in all departments to exec Roger Varin, broadcast media
ensure maintenance of high stand¬ account exec Roslyn Relin, national
ards of manpower and service. advertising account exec Nick LalAlso, in taking over the presidency, lich
and
copywriter
Daniel
he is personally taking on all re¬ Sullivan.
sponsibilities for operations, he
said. Referring to the name change,
he declared that “all that The
Biow Co. stood for, it will stand
for again.”
Meanwhile, the agency may suf¬ —.. Continued from page 27 ^—^5
fer another client loss by the end of that, whn the new season came in,
February, when the Hudson Pulp & “Climax” was hitting a stride and
Paper account departs for another audience acceptance that was to
agency.
Hudson is currently in¬ translate it into a Top 10 entry.
viting presentations from a halfColgate, too, learned a painful
dozen rival percentage houses, and lesson two years ago when it cut
while it is maintaining it hasn’t re¬ the seasonal budget and rode with
signed Biow yet and is merely the Sunday 8 to 9 NBC slot with
shopping, it’s reliably reported .that mediocre material and talent. On
a move will be made by the end of the other hand, Ed Sullivan main¬
February.
tained the fall quality of his shows.
Reason for Hudson’s unhappi¬ Colgate had trouble getting off the
ness is the • unstable situation at- ground when the regulars returned
the agency. Irwin Zuckerman, v.p. and had to content itself with low
of- the Hudson consumer products: ratings.
It never -. recovered and
division, made public a letter to ‘eventually Colgate pulled out.
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BATTLE FOR THE AD DOLLAR
Ben Gimbels 25th Anni Kudos
Philadelphia, Jan. 31.
Benedict Gimbel Jr., prez of indie WIP here, was honored on
his 25th anni in broadcasting today (Tues.) by Philadelphia Mayor
Richardson Dillworth for his “personal dedication to the broad¬
casting of accurate news ... his unselfish proferring of WIP’s
extensive facilities in the public interest . . . and his staunch up¬
holding of ethical standards” in broadcasting.
Gimbel, who re¬
signed as a v.p. and director of Gimbel Bros, on Feb. 1, 1931, to
assume the presidency and general managership of WIP, was given
a citation by Mayor Dillworth.
Mayor also cited the pioneer indie’s “firsts” in Philly, including
its pioneering of seven-days-weekly, 24 hours-a-day broadcasting,
first danceband remotes, first radio description of a football game,
firkt “Fireside Chats” by Philly mayors, first broadcast of an en¬
tire opera and. the first remotes from plane-to-ground and from
the bottom of the ocean.

Answer to Dearth of Salesman?
Armed Forces Info Program Says It Has Everything
■—or Nearly Everything
New York.

I

Editor, Variety:
In reference to - last week’s
‘‘Dearth of a Salesman” item,
there's one training school that to
ihy knowledge is going untapped—
the Armed Forces Information and
Education Program. The enlisted
personnel who conduct these pro¬
grams often have all the qualities
mentioned—except, of course, the
tested housewife appeal. Let me
explain:
. In the smaller units, the I&E
NCO often has to conduct twice
weekly a program on current
events or whatever subject has
been decided by the powers-thatbe. Based on the information given
him, he must design and present
a program that is interesting and
stimulating to the fellows of his
outfit. In the majority of cases,
this can be difficult, but they do it.
How? Well, first of all by knowing
their outfit. This in itself isn’t easy,
’cause today the units are pretty
cosmopolitan (thanks to the draft¬
ee's education and the regulars’
world travel). Then they “stage” it.
Depending on the facilities avail¬
able, I’ve seen some pretty imagi¬
native programs.
There have been some mighty
dull programs, but the better ones
were generally presented by guys
who could think on their feet.
They were guys who could sell.
They had personality and know¬
how, Not all of theft, mind you,
but,there is a goodly core. During
the three or- more years of his
service, one of these fellows can
really develop techniques and per¬
sonality.
The Armed Forces Radio’s may
develop, the radio announcers but
the programs within the units de¬
velop the personalities who can
think on their feet and really sell
an -audience.
G. Halfpenny.

WNOEs Policy Of
1-Min. Editorials
. New Orleans, Jan. 31.

Newhouse Buy Okayed
Washington, Jan. 31.
Ownership of WAPI and WABT
(TV) in Birmingham, Ala., and
WHBS in Huntsville, Ala., changed
hands last week when the FCC ap¬
proved transfer of the stations to
the Samuel I. Newhouse newspa¬
pers. Stations were acquired as
part of the $18,700,000 purchase
of the Birmingham News and the
Huntsville Times.
Newhouse now holds interests in
five radio and five tv stations, in¬
cluding WSYR and WSYR-TV in
Syracuse, N. Y., and WTPA (TV)
in Harrisburg, Pa. .

Blast leveled against tv last week
by Harold S. Barnes, prexy of the
American Newspaper Publishers
Assn. Bureau of Advertising, is fig¬
ured as anything but an idle shot,
instead precursor of an all-out war
against video-.
In some Respects,
it’s ' feared video isn’t fully pre¬
pared for a frontal assault by the
daily newspapers.
The ANPA’s Bureau of Adver¬
tising is considered extremely wellfinanced compared to its tv coun¬
terpart,
Television
Advertising
Bureau.
The
newspaper
org’s
budget is said to be three times
TvB’s current $600,000 a year
budget.
The year-old TvB has only half
of the country’s video stations on
the membership roster, though the
number is steadily expanding. The
much older Bureau of Advertising
has nearly every paper in the coun*
try in its support. Moreover, TvB
lacks membership of the ABC-TV
network and many of the station
reps.
TvB has 25 employees
against an estimated 120 for the
Bureau.

Crosley Stations
In Exec Shuffle;
Bland Exits Chi
Cincinnati, Jan. 31.
WBBM program director A1
Bland -is resigning the Chi CBS
station Feb. 17 to become program¬
ming veepee of -the Crosley radio¬
tv stations.
Np replacement has
been signed for the Chi post Bland
has held for the past five years.
He has been with the network 12
years in all, serving at Kl^tOX, St.
Louis, for seven years before mov¬
ing up here.
_
Bland’s shift to Crosley’s Cincin¬
nati homebase takes him back to
the city where he made his first
radio splash 19 years ago as an
early morning deejay on WKRC.
CrOsley meanwhile has also an¬
nounced the following offer execu¬
tive changes:
Harry Mason Smith, formerly
v.p. and general sales manager, ap¬
pointed vice president in charge of
radio; H. P. Lasker, formerly v.p.
and manager WLW-D, Crosley tv
station iri Dayton, appointed v.p.
in charge of sales; John Babcock,
formerly director of Town and
Country division, has been made
(Continued on page 40)

WNOE, which last spring sharply
called a halt to a longtime network
radio affiliation to turn complete
music-nevt’s indie, is now planning
a series of regular on-the-air edi¬
torial columns, a la Nathan Straus,
boss of N. Y. indie WMCA. Station
topper, Stephen French, will insti¬
tute a plan of one-minute editorials
several times a day, with. time, for
rebuttal, once the right commenta¬
tor is inked. Last March, when James A. Noe,
ex-governor of Louisiana and owner
of the 50 kw operation, brought in
French as manager, the Mutual af¬
filiation was axed for the deejay
arid news formula, with extra¬
heavy emphasis ' on the latter,
WNOE" does a standard.five-minute
news show on the hour, but, addi¬
tionally,- has hired five gabbers
striptly to handle on-the-spot news
stories, and, as a result, station av¬
erages some 65 original remotes
each week. Policy, calls for break¬
ing 'into. epri^ting prpgraipming; at
the &iscretio;i, oj jh^r^porfpj;. , -

Ford Dickering Sponsorship Of
NBC Politicals; 3 Webs’ $14,00(1j

TV,

Kay Armen Set For
WRCA Radio Show
Kay Armen has beeri pacted for
a cross-the-board radio stanza on
WR.CA, N. Y., starting Monday (6)
.in the 9:30 to 10 a.m. slot. This
replaces Pegeen Fitzgerald, whose
“Strictly Pegeen” shifts to 1:30 as
Sydney Smith leaves the NBC flag¬
ship to join her new husband in
Chicago.
On Feb. 13, Mrs. Fitzgerald, as
sales-hostess, ushers in the “Win¬
dow” department store video showcaser in various morning capsule
periods on WRCA-TV, with a spon¬
sor- “first" in Gimbels.
Features on Miss Armen’s show
will be “Kay’s Kaffee-Klatsch” (in¬
terviews), inspirational tunes and
“Kay.’s Kitchenette.” Thrush will
be backed by pianist Dick Hyman.
Steve White, WRCA program di¬
rector, is exec producer. Bud Ford

4A’!#or*%Mef* i a « r? m v.

The trade expects Barnes to
throw every bit of manpower and
every dollar he’s got .in the kitty
against further advertising inroads
by video.
He’s already reported
sending out individual presenta¬
tions to tv advertisers urging them
to cancel sight-and-sound and buy
print.
Though TvB and its staff so far
have punctured holes in Barnes’
anti-video arguments to the satis¬
faction of many in the biz, it isn’t
felt financially large enough to go
on fighting fire with fire indefi¬
nitely, as Barnes' boys seem ready
to do. Ollie Treyz, boss of TvB,
gave a clue when he said that his
outfit will not be “decoyed”'in a
“battle of negative tactics.” TvB’s
said to have all it can do now keep¬
ing abreast of key projects, such
as the first report on tv national
spot expenditures due next spring.
Newspaper bureau is known to
have recently hired an ABC-TV. ex¬
employee to work out the anti¬
video details, and nobody will be
surprised if the newspaper fronter
is out to lure away other video
men.
Still a further problem in the
(Continued on page 40)

ABC-TV’s Giant-Size ’
Studio Taking Shape;
2d Biggest in Gotham
ABC-TV will have the largest
studio in Manhattan and the sec¬
ond largest in Greater New York
by summer, according to plans now
being put in the work to break
through the wall between its two
major studios, TV-1 and TV-2 at its
headquarters on W. 66th St. off
Central Park West. The new com¬
bined studio would run the length
of the block between 66th and 67th
Sts., second only in size (for a tv
studio) to the NBC color plant in
Brooklyn where the Max Liebman
specs originate.
In the opening between the two
studios, the network will install a
moveable steel soundproof wall
which will lift straight up, oper¬
ated by an electric lift, to separate
the studios for smaller and regular
shows, with the wall being lifted
for spectaculars and specials. The
wall will measure 25x50 ft., and
when raised will extend above the
roof-of the ABC-TV building.
Work has already ‘begun in
breaking through the walls be¬
tween the two studios, and w-ill be
completed early in March, in time
.for the Firestone special, "Spring¬
time, U.S.A.” The wall, however,
won’t be assembled and installed
until aftenvards, probably mid¬
summer. .Web says that this is the
first attempt to assemble a wall of
this, size, with each steel unit
weighing 15 tons. Combined stu¬
dios will, probably be put to .regu¬
lar use in the fall when- ABC-TV;
.starts airing ^liye. spe^tac^a^ {!i

Needham, Louis, Brorby
$29,805,000 Billings
Chicago, Jan. 31.
The 1955 billings of the Need¬
ham, Louis & Brorby ad agency,
which annually furnishes its em¬
ployees with a full financial ac¬
counting, totalled $29,805,000, an
increase of $872,000 over the pre¬
vious. year.
'
Prexy Maurice H. Needham also
disclosed
the
shop,
recently
berthed in the new Prudential
Bldg., showed a net profit of $83,200 for the year.

Lee Prods FCC
Into Action On
Toll-TV Front

With NBC on the verge of mak¬
ing a two-ply radio and tv sale, the
sponsorial. phase of the Democratic
and Republican conventions will go
into a rosy state of SRO. Thus it
will be a three-web. spread of ap¬
proximately $14,000,000 for thePresidential sweepstakes dated one
week apart in Chicago and San
Francisco next August.
It looks •
like the Ford Motor Co. in the NBG
camp, via Kenyon & Eckhardt.
NBC had been experiencing dif¬
ficulty in tieing up a bankroller
for the package, with a number of
maybcs but no signatories. Philco,
the great hope, had long since
bowed out and last week went over
to ABC in a $4,000,000 splurge.
CBS had been the first in, with
Westinghouse laying out $5,000,000
for the dual powwows. NBC’s fig¬
ure parallels that.
As with the others, the NBC cov¬
erage takes in the .conventions and
Election Night, plus a pair of
“bon.us” one-hour shows on the
Sunday preceding each conclave.

Adlai’s NBC Payliticast
The NBC radio network is In
with its first “Presidential hopeful”
paid'-broadcast, with Adlai Steven¬
Washington, Jan. 31
son on the rostrum.
The 1952
Subscription tv has emerged, at
loser in the Demo column will give
least temporarily, from the FCC
an address in Fresno, Cal., Satur¬
deep freeze as a result of the cur¬
day (4), from 9 to 9:30 p.m, Airing
rent Senate Interstate Commerce
will be * under auspices of the
Committee inquiry into tv alloca¬
Stevenson for President Commit¬
tion problems. The opening wedge tee, reportedly the Chicago wing.
came in the form of a proposal to
Cropping up as the agent in the
the Committee last week by FCC
Comr. Robert E. Lee that the de¬ deal is the name of Harry Lerner
velopment be authorized to enable of San Francisco.
UHF stations to stand up agaifist
VHF competition. This is in line
with a proposal by Skiatron.
Although Lee’s proposal was of¬
fered to the Committee as some¬
thing to “consider,” there are in¬
dications that the Commission it¬
self may be prodded into action on
the toll-tv front. Committee Chair¬
man Warren E. Magnuson (D-W.ash.)
said the subject will be brought up
at later hearings and Sen. Andrew
F. Schoeppel (R-Kan.), a member
of the Committee, wants to know
what the Commission is doing
about it.
Lee suggested that pay-tv might
be used to provide UHF stations
with 10% of their programming,
with a ceiling on fees charged the
viewer.
If subscription is such a “lucra¬
tive” thing, asked Sen. John O.
Pastore (D-R.I.), why should it be
limited to UHF?
Lee
replied
that
he would
authorize it on UHF in the begin¬
ning, in view of the difficulties
faced by ultra high stations-. But
he indicated the service could be
broadened to other stations later.
With subscription now getting
Congressional attention, it’s ex¬
pected that the promoters (Zenith
Telemeter and Skiatron) will re¬
new their efforts for authorization.
It’s considered doubtful, however,
that a UHF-only system* will get
substantial support outside of the
UHF industry.
What would be
more likely to attract Congressional
favor would be a formula restrict¬
ing toll tv to stations without net¬
work affiliations—UHF or VHF.
This would give subscription pro¬
moters access to viewers in the
New York and Los Angeles mar(Continued on page 40)

Nothing Could Be Finer
Than Tint in Carolina
Greensboro, N. C., Jan. 31.
The first local television broad¬
cast in the Carolinas to be shown
in color has just been aired over
WBTV at Charlotte.
The show was a message by Dr.
George A. Heaton, minister of
Myers Park Baptist Church.
WBTV received a $50,000 color
television camera a few days ago.
General Manager Charles Crutch¬
field said the station is the first to
own its own color tv camera in the
southeast.,
There are about 200 color sets in
| the station’s coverage area, and
l^abput 500,000 b^ka'^d jvhite

CBS Radio’s ‘Campaign’
CBS will launch a weekly “Cam¬
paign '56” series next Tuesday (7)
keyed to national and local races
in the political arena.
Slot pro¬
vided is 10:05-15 p.m., but expend¬
ed to 25 minutes when warranted.
Walter Cronkite will be the an¬
chorman.

itz
Billings to JWT
Chicago, Jan. 31.
The $9,000,000 Schlitz account
has finally found a new home. Dis¬
playing some fast footwork, the J.
Walter Thompson high command
sewed up the Milwaukee brewery’s
billings last week after Milton
Biow, chairman of Biow-BeirnToigo, cancelled his agency’s fresh¬
ly-signed contract for the biz.
Deal was set with Schlitz prexy
Erwin Uihlein by JWT prez Nor¬
man Strauss and Chi veep George
Reeves. Agency had a fast answer
for the automatic query as to
whether BBT partner John Tiogo
would move with the account.
Thompson spokesman said “there
isn’t the remotest possibility of re(Continued on page 40)

RAB SALES CLINICS
TEE OFF ON FEB. 20
Radio Advertising Bureau’s 50city series of spring sales clinics
starts Feb. 20. The 1956 sessions,
the seventh being staged by the
promotion company, end May 11
with a N. Y. conclave.
Kevin Sweeney, RAB topper;
John F. Hardesty, RAB veep; R.
David . Kimble, director of local ■
sales and services; Arch Madsen,
director
station
relations,
and
James Baker, assistant to Kimble,
will conduct clinic programs. Ses¬
sions, which last year drew a rec¬
ord 5,100 attendees in its spring
and fall meetings, starts in Roan¬
oke, Va., and until March 9 swings
through the south, ending in Dal¬
las. Thereafter, it seems generally
to follow a pattern leading the clin¬
ics from flie northeast and across
the northern slates to the Coast
and southwest.
By April 9, it
starts swinging back through the.
midwest via Kansas City, luttingf
I ^Philly by May 8.

i
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GOSPEL TRAIN
COLUMBIA WORKSHOP
POLITICS U.S.A,
With Hal Jackson, Vic Bozeman,
(Brave New World)
(America’s Town Meeting)
William Marshall
With Aldous Huxley, narrator; Jo¬ With Will Rogers Jr., narrator
Producer: Bill Jenkins
seph
Kearns,
Bill
Odleson, Producer: William R. Traum
Director: Nat Rudich
Gloria Henry, . Charlotte Law¬ Director; Richard Ritter
rence, Byron Kane, Sam Ed¬ Editorial Supervisor: Harriet C. 240 Mins., Sun. (29), 8 a.m.
Participating
wards, Jack Kruschen, Bill Con¬
Halsband
WLIB, N. Y.
rad, Vic Perrin, Lurene Tuttle
60 Mins., Sun. (29), 8 p.m.
For the third year running,
Director-Adaptor: William Froug
ABC, from New York
Music: Bernard Herrmann
They just don’t debate the way WLIB, N. Y.. began its two-week
30 Mins.; Friday 8:30 p.m,
they used to anymore — at least Negro Festival of Music and Drama
CBS, from Hollywood
that’s the impression a tv-saturated with all the hot names in gospel it
“Theatre of the Mind" is a new, listener got in listening to “Politics could lay its hands on. There was
U.S.A.,’’ a compendium of high¬ no quarrel last Sunday (29) with
and challenging, slogan for this
lights from the radio debates on the class of singing or talking tal¬
new and challenging return of the “America’s Town Meeting” culled ent on the four-hour radio show,
legendary experimental series, the from some 17 years (’35-’52) of hot-, an elongation-of the outlet’s regu¬
Columbia Workshop, which forth¬ under-the-collar aural fireworks. lar “Gospel Train”; in the late
With Will Rogers Jr. narrating and morning segmfent heard it was all
with becomes a main gesture of
some
other
recorded
material good. But the over-commercialism
the new Howard G. Barnes pro¬ spliced in to maintain the logical that was evident last year, was
gram dept, regime at the radio and chronological progression, the again evident; there was a sales
network. The premiere material is show covering the politics of the spiei between every single gospel
20 years from 1932 to 1952 (“Town tune sung. That’s swell for the in¬
just about ideal for a “Theatre of
Meeting" didn’t start till 1935), the die’s coffers, but if it intends to
the Mind," namely “Brave New one-time special made for a mem¬ make this gospectacular an annual
World," Aldous Huxley’s (novel of orable excursion into memorabilia. institution, it ought to realize that
It must be that politics have any institution becomes suspect
25 years ago, with' the. novelist
reached a level of sophistication when
it’s
over - commercialized.
himself as narrator.
these days (with exceptions like Perhaps the fault could be gotten
Is there an intellectual fantasy Sen. McCarthy) that makes the
rid of by spacing the sponsorships
of this or the last generation of rough-and-tumble days of the ’30’s
a little better and by having them
more sheer evocative and provoca¬ sound so exciting. Whatever the
delivered with a shade more dig¬
tive character, or more meaty with reason, you just don’t get debates
nity.
ideas? If so, only a campus pun¬ like Harold Ickes vs. Gen. Hugh
Station took over the Savoy Ball¬
dit could suggest it offhand. Hux¬ Johnson, or Sen. (subsequently
room to house posters who wanted
ley’s work has the commendable Supreme
Court Justice)
Hugo
an
in-person view of the name
virtue of simple, direct statement. Black vs. Merwin K. Hart (then a
It is not swaddled in the formida¬ business consultant before he made singers. The show began at 7 a.m.,
ble vocabulary of the heavy-duty a career out of anti-Semitism), or and by the time it reportedly
thinkers and requires no key to Rep. Maury Maverick or then- packed the auditorium at 8, it
the symbols. In brief, it is a se¬ Assistant Attorney General Robert went on the air. Special apprecia¬
lection (1) to fitly launch the Work¬ II. Jackson vs. Wendell Willkie tion is due actor-turned-deejay
shop anew and (2) to remind folk (this in ’38, in his first network William Marshall for- his part in
the emceeing. Hal Jackson did a
that radio may still do and say radio
address) or Ickes
(back
Art.
things which would bankrupt tele¬ again, this time deriding Tom key job also.
vision if it tried to do half so well. Dewey) vs. Sen. Homer Ferguson.
Huxley’s own narrative style is And, less spectacular in debate but
ST. PAUL WINTER CARNIVAL
clear and adequate, the novel’s rich in historical picturesqueness,
SHOW
compression
has
been
accom¬ guitar-playing Glen Taylor, then a
With Mindy Carson, Johnny Carplished intelligently by director candidate for Vice President with
son, Steve Lawrence, Richard
William Froug, the players are Henry Wallace, debating with col¬
Hay man,
Warren
Hull,
Bob
properly differentiated vocally and umnist Dorothy Thompson, and
Mantzke’s Choraliers, Burt Han¬
the pace is firm and fast/ (Part II much more like this.
son, Red River Valley Trio,
follows this Friday at 8:30) OldAudiences, too, were more en¬
Wally Olson "Orch
timers will hail the return of com¬ thusiastic those days, what with
Producers: Bob McKinsey, Jack
poser-conductor
Bernard
Herr¬ the frequent bursts of applause or
Huston
mann, once altar boy to Monsignor catcalls, depending on who was
Director: Ed Viehman
Norman Corwin and an old radio speaking, what was said, where the
Writer: Val Linder
and Workshop hand. His contribu¬ show was coming from and how
120 Mins.; Sat. (28), 8 p.m.
tion underscores the score’s im¬ the audience was made up. But
Participating
portance in radio—and music’s those outbursts gave vitality both
WCCO, Minneapolis
relatively neglected status. in vid¬ to the prograihs and the speakers.
Because it’s very much of a doeo. It would not be far-fetched to And the famous Town Hall ques¬
gooder arid a big-dooer, WCCO
argue that special music, written tions from the audience: (Ickes)
Radio continues prominently on
to
supplement
and
implement “1 don’t like the question; it states
the airlane map hereabouts, cling¬
story needs often is better (and a case ... I will answer any frank
ing to its high perch in the face
cheaper) than scenery.
and honest question, but not a
of video inroads.
Something more which .“Braye loaded one" (boos and applause, . These annual two-hour bank¬
New World" recalls to mind: the then" applause with some boos).
rolled salutes to the Minneapolis
Today’s
polite
panel
shows,
with
imagery implicit in radio sound
suirimer Aquatennials and the St.
effects. Three men work them on a couple of exceptions where some Paul winter Carnivals, played be¬
this occasion. Their task is to sug¬ acute newsmen ruffle the compo¬ fore live audiences of 10,000 pay¬
gest a- pluperfectly scientific en¬ sure of the visiting dignitary, are ees with the house scaled at $5.50
vironment 600 years in the future. dull by comparison. It’s unfortu¬ top as well as being aired, do
Much of the action is in a human nate that “America’s Town Meet¬ plenty of good in publicizing the
baby hatchery where ova is fer¬ ing" didn’t make the grade in tv, celebrations and providing one of
tilized in tanks of free-swimming because like all other radio shows, their main attractions.
sperm and motherhood is obsolete. it has lost its potency as a great
They undoubtedly do plenty of
The burble of the test tubes and a forum because it has lost its audi¬ good, too, for the advertiser spon¬
to video.
But
“Politics
kind of pervasive antiseptsis are ence
sors and they enhance the high
among the demands upon' sound U.S.A.” reflects the glories of what prestige of the station and serve
effects, plus futuristic processing was a great political platform, and its public relations well. And they
clinics, thinking machines, heli¬ this particular one-shot will get do it in a big way because they’re
copters, etc.
Credit technicians wider exposure via a record album topped by leading name stars and
Bill James, Tom Hanley and Ray based on the program. It should
(Continued on page 34)
Chan,
Kemper of Hollywood CBS (Work¬ be a hot seller.
shop will alternate between coasts)
for a neat assist to Herrmann’s
mood music which may be de¬
scribed as calculatedly dead-cheer¬
ful, or cheerful-dead.
Huxley in his introductory com¬
ments describes his work as “a
fantastic parable of a negative
Utopia in which man’s heart and
soul have been subordinated to the
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
I prentices, one of them the present
technology of his mind." Emotion
CBS Coast radio program official,
is very nearly excluded, along
Oldtimers, trade historians,
Guy della Cioppa.
with mama (and momism!) and no¬
body is allowed to be unhappy. younger critics and close students
Good, bad and indifferent, some¬
Huxley satirizes the self-hyp¬ of the “art" side of broadcasting, times great, sometimes silly, the
nosis of a world ruled by tech¬ should value a retrospective frame Workshop at first was marked by
nology alone. Monogomy and long
of reference in connection with the Reis’ obsessive interest in engi¬
attachments are disapproved and
neering. It borrowed from British,
sexual promiscuity is encouraged. review (in an adjoining column) of French and German avant garde
(“Everybody belongs to everyone the latest (fourth) incarnation of
influences and was the darling of
else" is one of the science-party
the Columbia Workshop.
Here’s the depression progressives and
lines) and euphoria tablets are
the campus critics who were then
general issue. The official ideal of the panoramic view:
discovering the popular arts, in¬
citizenship is “liking to do what |
(1) The Original Workshop |
cluding the syndicated comic strips.
you have got to do.” A girl is not
romantic but pneumatic. The hero
The Columbia Workshop was
Orson Welles, hardly out of
stands accused of possessive feel¬ founded July 18, 1936, by an eager short pants, did “Hamlet" for the
ings toward one girl and of a lik¬ beaver young engineer-writer, Irv¬ Workshop. There were novelties,
ing for spending much of his free ing Reis, who nagged William B.
astounding at the time, old hat
time by himself, with no zest for Lewis, then CBS program chief,
later, involving ghosts, fish and
golf (sic) and anxious to feel t'he
now president of Kenyon & Eek- dogs that talked, caterpillars that
negative emotions, just to experi¬
hardt, into the experiment which waltzed and kangaroos that boxed.
ence humanity in himself despite
the soma pills which make sadness proceeded to bring the network its A state of mind rather than a
unnecessary. He is advised to get first prestige publicity gusher. place, the Columbia Workshop was
back on the science-party line,. More than any single program radio’s original orphanage for “boy
‘Follow the rulcs-play the game- series, the original Workshop gave geniuses" including Reis, Welles,
be happy.”
CBS its pristine reputation for William N. Robson, Bernard Herr¬
This fourth time round for the originality, daring and showman¬ mann, Douglis Coulter, Davidson
Columbia Workshop exhibits its ship, long before capital gains Taylor, Arthur Laurents (who got
own 485 Madison Ave. party line, raids on NBC talent. ■
$35 for his first script), Ed Byron,
namely an emphasis upon the
The original series remained un¬ Brewster Morgan, Irwin Shaw,
phrase “CBS Radio Workshop”— der Reis for about a year and a Leith Stevens, Marc Blitzstein,
which seems like throwing away
half until he went to Paramount Pare Lorentz, Val Gielgud and
the promotional value of a famous
as a film director where he had a John Gielgud, Norman Corwin,
title for the lesser promotional
successful career ended by cancer Charles
Vanda,
Marty
Gosch,
value of marking radio off from
at
46, in 1952. The early Work¬ George Zachary, Phil Cohan, John
television. Be that as it may. Tune
in next Friday for the next excit¬ shop high came with Archibald Houseman, Perry Lafferty, Henry
ing chapter when the hero full of MacLeish’s verse drama, “Fall of Denker and Ralph Berkey (whose
gloating (an emotion) faces the the City." A subsequent low came play “Time Limit" opened last
Director of Human Hatcheries when publicity and management’s week on Broadway), Marx Loeb
with the reactionery idea' of black¬ zest petering out, the Workshop and another engineer hoping lightmailing 'the B.
Land,
was turned over to college boy ap¬
continued on page 34)
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[IN NEW YORK CITY ...
Actor Ronald Dawson sold additional radio scripts to Redifussion of
Valetta Malta (he’s with “Witness for Prosecution” legiter). . . . Mort
Nusbaum, Rochester deejay and gabber, off on annual trip to Miami
Beach to celebrate 2nd wedding anni with the Mrs.
Chirp Gogi Grant guesting on Mutual’s “Magic of Music" Saturday
(4), along with musical director Buddy Bregman . . . Same day Jeff
Chandler stars in the web’s “Inspiration, Please" ... Ivy Network,
the collegiate radio org, has a new exec board: E. David Rosen, New
Yorker, as general manager; Donald Roberts and C. Graham Tebbe,
both of Ho-Hokus, N. J., because biz and sales managers, in that order
and all three are Yale juniors . . . Bill Silbert once heard on Mutual’s
“Phonorama Time," where he shared time with Johnny Desmond, gets
a new MBS half-hour as host for “Mutual Magazine." To make room,
Dick Willard’s “Easy Does It” is being abridged to 15 minutes . . .
Ray Horl is new talent coordinator for United Cerebral Palsy . . . Lee
Graham, local tv and MBS radio femme gabber, got her latest tome, .
“If You Are a Woman," translated into a Nipponese edition and sold
the first 250,000 copies . . . Ruth Crawford, ABC librarian, and Jane
Bupp, of WMAL, in Washington, appointed to the American Women
in Radio & Television’s Industry Info Committee . . . Organist Rosa Rio
and husband Bill Yeoman now carried on eight Connecticut radio sta¬
tions. Latest addition for team is a Saturday afternoon slotting with
Conn. State Radio.
The Art Linkletters off on a Mexican holiday, with Jack Slattery
taking over the CBS “House Party" . . . Eve Sandeffer, recently with
NBC in Rome, joined production staff of WRCA’s “Pulse." Station’s
Mary O’Connor, secr’y to program mgr. Steve White, married to Pete
Coley . . . Bob Haymes of WCBS planes to Coast for confabs with
brother Dick Haymes, who will use several of Bob’s songs in a new
album . . . CBS’ Jerry Maulsby, mgr. of broadcasts, recovering at
Chappaqua home after rough bout with sacroiliac ... Lanny Ross
planes to Florida’s Everglades Hotel for 10-day booking starting Feb.
9, then a two-week stand at N.Y.’s Maisonette (St. Regis) starting the
23d . . . First two airings of CBS’ “Leading Question” inserted in Con¬
gressional Record . . . Lotsa buying action at WCBS. Ward Baking re¬
news Harry Clark (news), Kiplinger for his “Changing Times,” Ford
Dealers for Jack Sterling, Piel’s adds six participations to 13-week
sked, and General Foods ups its time.
Kevin Sweeney, Radio Ad Bureau topper, yesterday (Tues.) was
featured on the weekly NBC Spot Sales Clinic rostrum . . . Harry Wismer’s 1955 “Hats Off Award" will be made in a special Mutual broad¬
cast Feb. 7 from the Cleveland Athletic Club, with General Tire &
Rubber (his sponsor and Mutual's parent co.) veep L. A. McQueen
co-hosting . . . Herman Berlinski to do contemp organ works in a
WQXR special this Saturday (4) in connection for the Jewish Music
Festival . . . Belle Heiberg, of WQXR press and sales promotion, mar¬
ried to Herbert Diones of the Mount Vernon Daily Argus. . ..

IN HOLLYWOOD . . .
It is now definitely established that Cornwell Jackson is sole boss
of the radio-tv operation at the J. Walter Thompson agency. This was
settled on the visit of prexy Norman Strouse and Jackson named as his
assistants Stanley Quinn and Billy Wilgus . . . United Press feature
writer, Aline Mosby, made her tv bow on KABC as purveyer of Holly¬
wood chitchat .
Former "NBC ushers, who moved onward and upward
in the industry, dined and chatted about the old days, in a happy re¬
union. Among them were Wendell Williams (Leo Burnett), Jack Rayel
(CBS) Bill McDaniel (NBC), Bill Nugent (NBC), Ed Haaker (NBC),
Gil Ralston (tv producer), Ed Kahn (Kudner), Dick Haymes (singer),
Cameron Mitchell (actor), Otto Brandt (KING), Seattle), Dick Mc¬
Donough (J. 'Walter Thompson) . . . Lester Gottlieb, CBS-TV daytime
program director, barged into town on a talent safari . . . Model Peggy
Walsh must have a “golden arm." She was paid $75 just for the use.
of that appendage in a cigaret commercial on tv . . . Art Gilmore, in
his 21st year as an announcer, must be the envy of his contemps. He
is the sponsor’s man on seven weekly shows . . . After 10 years on
radio and tv Jeanne Tatum is returning to the stage to be “discovered’*
for television. She’s playing the lead in a local production of “Bell,
Book and Candle"... Carroll Carroll, whose words used to spill from
the mouth of Bing Crosby on radio’s Kraft .Music Hall, may be reunited
with his then-producer, Cal Kuhl, now producer o£ Lux Video Theatre.
Carroll is having talks with J. Walter Thompson’s Cornwell Jackson
and Danny Seymour.

Memo to Young Scholars, Critics Re: IN
Incarnations of Columbia Workshop

CHICAGO

George Clark, former rep and most recently a Television Programs
of America sales staffer, added to the Chi NBC network sales crew . .
Burr Tillstrom and his “Kukla, Fran & Ollie” gang start their weekly
half-hour colorcast on WNBQ tomorrow night (Thurs.) with Whirlpool
sponsoring . . . Keystone Broadcasting has signed for the Nielsen Cov¬
erage Service . . . WNBQ-WMAQ veep Jules Herbuveaux on a big trip •
to Arizona and the Coast . . . Bill Firman has shifted to the Detroit
office of CBS Radio Sales, with John Erickson Jr., ex-Free & Peters
replacing him on the WBBM local sales staff . . . “Zoo Parade" host
Marlin Perkins, sidekick Jim Hurlbut and producer-director Don Meier
recount their last summer’s, safari- to Africa before the Chi chapter
of American Women in Radio-Television today (Wed.) . . . Jack Brickhouse,'Vince Lloyd and Harold Howard Dorsey to handle the “ship to
shore" mike assignments on WGN-TV’s remote for the Chi Boat Show
Saturday (4) . . . Jack Davis, radio and advertising vet, has joined the
firm ' * -WNBQ-WMAQ farm director Everett
notches his 25th anni with NBC ... Dan Martin switches
to WBBM sales with Charles (Chick) Hurley replacing him as the
Coiumbia station’s merchandising director . . . NBC-TV sales veepee
Ed Hitz radio-tv chairman of the Chicago Heart Assn.’s fund drive .
.
NBC newsman Alex Dreier in Texas and Oklahoma for a series of
veches this week . . . Redd Stewart’s WBBM-TV Thursday night
hillbilly display has conked out with Grand Central Motors bowing off.
Howard Miller moves his variety show into the 11 o’clock spot for
Nelson Chevrolet.
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Joseph L. Tinney, WCAU veepee, elected treasurer of the Phil*
Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters . . . WFIL-TV “Uni
versity of the Air,” award-winning series, chalked up sixth anni wit
start of new semester (30) . . . WIBG deejay Tom Donahue appoint*
State Deputy Athletic Commissioner ... Ed McMahon, WCAU-T1
personality on two week Florida vacation . , . Charles R. Denny, vice
president in charge of NBC owned and operated stations, gave recep
tion tor staff of network’s recently acquired KYW and WPTZ . . . Ma
McGmre back from Racine, Wis. after attending funeral of brothei
Browning. Harry Smith, formerly of the “Gagbusters," subbed.

IN SAN FRANCISCO ...
KQEP, Frisco’s non-profit, educational channel, scored the beat of
*
ne.w year
televising the basketball game between the U.
°fuSanxi •anciSC0 and the U* of California last Saturday (28) night. No
other Frisco area outlet could clear, air time because of commercial
(Continued on page 40)
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Tele Follow-Up Comment
Omnibus
Ford Foundation’s tele output
for Sunday's (29) “Omnibus” edi¬
tion over CBS-TV, comprised con¬
trasting
material
which
when
backed-to-back
was
completely
palatable for virtually any set of
listeners. The major segments on
this show consisted of a tour of
Stillman’s Gym, N.Y-., conducted
by'middleweight champ Sugar Ray
Robinson, and a discourse of man¬
ners for the past 100 years lead by
Hume Cronyn and Jessica Tandy.
Robinson, interviewed by Bud
Palmer, enriched the average view¬
er’s knowledge of the fight busi¬
ness. Robinson happened to be an
articulate guide with a scholar’s
knowledge of the field. The vari¬
ous bits of apparatus at the noted
cauliflower academy served as a
peg upoh which Robinson ex¬
plained various facets of the art.
Although the section centering
around Stillman’s was extremely
interesting, probably the more re¬
vealing aspect of this segment was
Robinsons own feeling for the
fight racket. Robinson confessed
that he doesn’t particularly like to
fight, but will not run away from
one.' As for his formula of success,
“Have faith in God and be-a gen¬
tleman.” Robinson is the only
fighter known to have retired from
boxing, and come back to regain
a championship. For a guy that
doesn’t like to fight, he’s done very
well. Those mitts bave earned him
more than $1,000,000, he pointed
out.
Any alumni of Stillman’s that
stayed
with' “Omnibus”
would
have found the second section of
the show quite edifying, if strange.
Cronyn & Tandy husband'*and=w*fe
acting team, with the help of Rus¬
sell Lynes, reviewed manners from
1856 to the present day. The peg
upon which they based their illus¬
trated lectures took place at dinner
parties in various eras. This seg¬
ment was similarly entertaining.
The pre-Civil War era laid great
stress , upon elegance, while thepresent era was one of greater in¬
formality. Although the explana¬
tions by the trio merely hinted at
the underlying reasons, they didn’t
give enough credit to the economic
and social changes through the era
that occasioned the vast dhanges
in politeness. The . first -dinner
party pictured had the hostess
apologizing that only three sur¬
vivors were present, la grippe hav¬
ing decimated the rest of her staff.
In the present day buffet dinner,
the hosts’ children help with the
entertaining chores. Taxes, rising
wages, greater educational facili¬
ties have forced the leisure class
of today to carry their own share
of the work load. Radio, video, uni¬
versal
suffrage
and
the
new
atomic age also have wrought
changes-in the social system that
has virtually eliminated the fancy
embroidery of prevailing- manners.
But good .manners will always be
here whether Godey’s Ladies Book
or Emily Post or Amy Vanderbilt
are around to arbiter such matters.
Final segment was by Joseph N.
Welch who previewed his dis¬
courses on the Constitution which
start
next
week.
Welch,
who
achieved national prominence as
the Army attorney during the Mc¬
Carthy hearings, is a charming and
personable gent with genuine fer¬
vor and love for his subject, he
indicated on his preliminary spiel.
Jose.
Appointment With Adventure
Isn't it about time that Talent
Associates got together with the
sponsors of “Appointment With
Adventure” to do something about
changing its name? This was to
have been done early last fall
(“Opening Night” was the tenta¬
tive title then), but nothing hap¬
pened. Meanwhile, the format is
an all-embracing half-hour live
•dramatic
stanza,
and
Sunday
night’s (29) CBS-TV outing, “Bat¬
tle of Hewitt Hill,” was about as
adventurous as a trip to the
grocery.
That’s a triflle, however, com¬
pared with some other changes
that should be made, with the first
suggestion being that producer
Robert Costello start looking for
some decent scripts. “Battle,” by
Harold Gast, was an Innocuous
little affair about the little old
lady who wants to save her his¬
torical 300-year-old house vs. the
mean old businessman who wants
to turn the site into a drive-in
theatre. Fireman, save our mort¬
gage!
To dress things up a little, Gast
made with some romantic interest
in the persons of Nancy Bejrg, the
model who “Counts Sheep” in a
late-nighter on rival NBC-TV’s
N. Y. flagship, WRCA-TV, as the
old gal’s niece, and Lin McCarthy
as the young contractor hired by
the nasty old businessman to tear

down the house. So there’s the
conflict, and ‘ it’s resolved when
McCarthy nobly throws over the
contract and comes to the rescue.
Having started with this sort of
material, there wasn’t much* that
director Paul Stanley and the cast
could do about it. Miss Berg, in
her first acting stint on video (she
promenades in pajamas and night-*
gowns in “Count Sheep”), emerged
as an adequate- thesp for the ma¬
terial — she wasn’t particularly
good, but she wasn’t bad either,
and her looks are enough of an
asset to overcome the no-decision
in the acting department. McCar¬
thy was unconvincing—who could
•be believable in that role?—as the
contractor; Frances Fuller did her
duty grimly as the old lady and
Harry Bannister tended to over¬
play,
though
getting in
some
laughs in one scene, as the busi¬
nessman. Stanley's direction was
choppy, to say the least, but then
he must have been at sea anyway
with that kind of script to work
with.
Chan.
This Is The Life
Neither the guiding hand of the
Lutheran Church’s Missouri Syn¬
od, nor the slight change in the
vidfilm format for the first time in
its three years, prevented a sam¬
pling of-the latest 26 “This Is The
Life” dramas from being other
than sentimental fluff. Good inten¬
tions can’t take the place of good
scripts in half-hour telefilms.
yntil now, “Life” has centered
about the problems of the Fisher
family
and its
close-circle
of
fri%nds. And Grandpa Fisher, who
jerks sodas in his son’s drug store,
usually solved the various personal
problems that kept the show mov¬
ing from week to week. When the
new group of 26 pix start going
the gratis distribution route at the
end of the month, viewers will find
that the cast will change more
sharply from week to week, some¬
times the Fishers not appearing at
all, and all the problems will be
directed to the town pastor for
’solution.
Basically, there wasn’t any story
in the random show previewed. A
woman has divorced her husband,
whom she loves but wrongly sus¬
pects of infidelity. She spends five
years away from him without once
telling him the reason for the di¬
vorce, though he’s pressed her for
answer many times. By the time
the show has about five minutes to
go, the wife discovers the truth,
and despite it being a foregone
conclusion that matters will^ be
patched up’, the transparent prob¬
lem is turned over to the Pastor
nevertheless. The Josef Montiague
writing was oversimplified and not
helped by Bill Claxton’s ...undis¬
ciplined direction.
Spokesman for the Missouri Syn¬
od disclosed that nearly $1,500,000
will be spent all told on this group
and the next 26 to appear in Sep¬
tember.
There’s a good chance
they aren’t all as bad as this one;
“Life,” as recalled, has done well
in the past. Frank Block Associates,
St. Louis ad agency for the church,
distributes- the pix, which stress
only Christianity and not any par¬
ticular brand.
Art.
GENERAL MOTORS MOTORAMA
With John Daly, Arlene Francis,
Bess Myerson, Dave Garroway,
Mary Margaret McBride, Jayne
Meadows
Producer: Richard de Rochemont
30 Mins., Tues. (24) 10:30 p.m. (oneshot)
GENERAL MOTORS
CBS-TV, from N.Y.
(Kudner)
The General Motors Motorama,
both the touring show and the tele¬
version, is one of the most con¬
centrated and expensive ad cam¬
paigns in the automotive industry.
For the past few years, the touring
show has been getting plaudits, but
the video version has been one of
the less imaginative items of the
hucksters’ output.
However, a
radical change has taken place in
this year’s vid-setup. The show has
been cut down from an hour to 30
minutes and has been put on film.
In this respect, it’s a vast improve¬
ment over previous editions.
The 30-minute show has a great
deal of territory to cover. Giving
an institutionalized panaroma of
the vast General Motors domain
is indeed a large job. Wisely, the
film producers selected only one
aspect of the operations. The show
peered into the future, with an o.o.
on- the cars and the kitchen of
tomorrow, plus a peek into part
of a production number of the
touring Motorama, which ended its
run at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,
N.Y., last week.
The vidfilm had an institutional
aura, which sometimes went oyer(Continued on page 34)
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THE FARM PROBLEM
I INSIDE BEVERLY HILLS
FESTIVAL OF MUSIC
(Sde It Now)
With Art Linkletter, Tony Martin (Producers’ Showcase)
With Ed Murrow
Peter Lawford, Sheldon Leonard, With Marian Anderson, Renata.
Producers:
Murrow,
Fred
W.
Groucho
Marx,
Chico . Marx,
Tebaldi, Jussi Bjoerling, Zinka
Friendly
Harpo
Marx,
Melinda
Marx,
M}lanov, Jan Peerce, Roberta
60 Mins.; Thurs. (26), 10 p.m.
Helen O’Connell, Mr. and Mrs.
Peteii;, Gregory Piatigorsky, Ar¬
Sustaining
‘Rory Calhoun (Lita Baron), Mr.
tur Rubinstein, Isaac Stern, Rise
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
and
Mrs.
Robert Cummings,
Stevens, Blanche Thebom, Mil¬
Jimmy Durante (Eddie Jackson,
dred Miller, Leonard Warren,
The “See It Now” o.o. of the
Jack Roth, Jules Buffano), Mr.
Charles Laughton, Max. Rudolf,
American farm problem in last
and Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn, Mr.
Franz Rupp, others
Thursday night’s CBS-TV 10 to
and Mrs. Harold Lloyd, Mr. and Producer: Sol Hurok
11 p.m. slot was a superlative piece
Mrs. James Stetfart, Mr. and Supervisors: Donald Davis, Dor¬
Mrs. Cornel- Wilde (Jean Wal¬
othy Mathews
of video journalism. What were
lace), Mr. and Mrs. Leo Du- Director: Kirk Browning
academic headlines in the news¬
rocher (Laraine Day), Corinne Siagcr: Herbert Graf
papers,, of secondary interest even
Griffith, Eleanor Powell, Mike Choreographer: Zachary Solov
to the average well-informed cityRomanoff, Mayor George W. 90 Mins., Mon. (30), 8 p.m.
dweller, took on a fundamental
Davis, Dancers (12), others
RCA, FORD
and human importance with this
Producer: John Guedel
NBC, N. Y.
.
<
show’s penetrating roundup
of
Director: Dick McDonough
(Kenyon & Eckhardt)
sound-and-sight interviews
with
Writers: Glenn Wheaton, Mannie
Sol Hurok, who confounded the
representative farmers in Iowa,
Manheim, Guedel
skeptics in his first spectacular for
Washington and Wisconsin.
Muric Director: Gordon Jenkins
NBC- with the Sadler’s Wells Bal¬
The opening shot of Secretary Choreographer: Earl Barton
let’s “Sleeping Beauty,” has done
of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson 90 Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p.m,
seated before a video set to watch KRAFT, IJ.S. Rubber, MAYBEL- it again with "Festival of Music.”
What was regarded in advance in
the Show along with Ed Murrow
LINE, LEWIS-HOWE
some circles us just another long¬
was a potent dramatic device. NBC-TV, from H’wood (color)
hair vauder turned out Monday
Everytime a farmer called Benson (JWT, Fletcher D. Richards, Gor¬
night (30) to be a distinguished
an. “incompetent” or “ignorant,”
don Best, D-F-S)
musical evening, of high quality
the viewer knew that the Secre¬
throughout. It was 90 minutes of
NBC
should
run
to
the
hills
for
tary was hearing the same, invec¬
music magic, presented with skill,
tive. It was a loaded gimmick, perpetrating Sunday's (29) “Inside
simplicity and good taste, that had
however, and Secretary Benson Beverly Hills” spectacular. It was
the stamp of a master showman.
was absolutely right in asking for neither inside the manses of a
Ilurck, the last of the impresarios,
equal time to answer the many
is still first with the goods.
town
marking
off
its
so-called
charges
and
accusations
made
As. emcee Charles Laughton said
against him on the filmed portion golden jubilee nor spectacular in
of the show. True, there were any way, shape or form, especially at the close, never before have so
many great musicians appeared at
some farmers who supported him, the latter.
John Guedel, who one time, on one show—and on
but the sum total of the impres¬
Groucho
Marx, tv, for so vast an audience. True, it
sion was against Benson. He was masterminds
unable to begin even formulating “House Party” and “People Are was only a longhair concert, with
an answer in the few minutes al¬ Funny,” and produced this one, each artist doing a bit. But all
located to him at the show’s should join the network in the ob¬ i were great artists, all in fine form,
and they were woven into a music
windup.
sequies
program that showed imagination
The idea of interviewing film
Another slightly loaded feature
in its presentation. They made this
of the show was the opening shot stars and their families on cellu¬
an event.
of a farmer’s property going under loid proved dull and often inane.
Most were from opera, and sang
the auctioneer’s hammer in Corn¬ There’s no particular glam in catch¬
Bevhills notables and •! opera arias. Their presentations
ing, la. No matter how authentic ing the
the event, it tended to overdrama¬ their menages on screen footage were in costume, with little protize the farm problem. It made The without paying- h«AO- tcf*the'*in4i-* HCuctiou.Jjits. to^nJUancj^the
farm economy seem nearer to 1932 mate “person to person” values. her, with dancers or extras moving
question-throwing
by in and about. The stars, too, prob¬
than to peak earnings of 1956. It Offscreen
did succeed in setting a compelling overall m.c. Art Linkletter seemed ably had been warned that the
Fan mags do this, broad gestures of a large opera
note for the show and underlined disembodied.
the fact that the farm “problem” job better without audio-video. stage would be ludicrous here, so
is actually a “crisis” for numerous Nothing was proved, next to noth¬ that all acted with restraint and
conviction. Good camera work was
individuals. One more drawback ing was learned.
kind to the big people—no tonsil
was some of the prepared scrip
“Inside” was a near dud in the showing; no singing made arduous
used by Murrow. That stuff about overloaded
millimeter
stuff or ugly—so that the portly ones
their “being a time for living and and only slightly better in the live
a time for dying, a time for sowing segments. Tony Martin and Helen looked human, even graceful. Be¬
and a time for reaping” was too O’Connell stood out in the song ing artists, they played their parts
solemnly corny as was that in¬ and production numbers, as did a with conviction, and each segment
evitable phrase, “rendezvous with mixed troupe in a fast-moving had artistry.
Laughton, sitting at a lectern,
abundance.”
prance-dance filmed in and around
But these were only minor flaws Wilshire Blvd and the landmarks. introduced the singers simply, and
to an otherwise standout job done Sketches involving Groucho Marx, briefly explained their selections..
by Murrow and his camera crew. Peter Lawford, Sheldon Leonard, It was a little stagey, going back
to him after every number, but it
The farmer himself was heard talk¬ Chico Marx, Miss O’Connell, et al.,
wasnecessary,
and
Laughton
ing about such questions as price started off on a molasses route and
proved an ideal emcee, informal,
supports, soil banks, parity, etc., maintained that pace.
light and entertaining.
with an incisiveness and eloquence
The scripting by Glenn Wheaton
Show started off in impressive
that bespeaks of a highly educated and Mannie Manheim, with Guedel
segment of the population? The taking an added credit herein, was fashion with Leonard • Warren’s
show covered the corn, wheat and singularly undistinguished in the “Pagliacci” Prologue, and contin¬
milk problems through informal way of heartiness and humor, and ued that way, without an excep¬
discussions between Murrow and there was an artificial air about tion, rising to great heights toward
groups of farmers. A couple of the whole that must have disap¬ the close with the “Boheme” scene
shots of farmers’ meetings also pointed looker-inhers who expected between Renata Tebaldi and Jussi
highlighted the stanza as did the something special as the high Bjoerling. Perhaps this highspot
should have been the final num¬
aerial surveys of the grain storage Trendexes indicated.
It was al¬
bins and ships scattered around most a relief when toastmaster ber, although the Artur Rubinstein
closer
was as showmanly and ex¬
the country.
general George Jessel was introed,
citing as it was musically grand.
• Like a good reporter, Murrow but this turned to sourness on his
Warren,
in clown’s costume, pre¬
was generally unobtrusive in the pitch for Lewis-Howe’s Turns, one
Marquee sented a distinguished Prologue,
interviews. He just pressed the of the four sponsors.
its
static
quality
being broken up
button by asking the farmers some lures can’t take the place of script
provocative questions, like “do skill and production savvy, nor does by brief shots of the backstage in¬
you believe in subsidies?” and they the $150,000 expenditure mean trigue in “Pagliacci.” Then Jan
took it from there. Coming up in anything when dissipated by a pro¬ Peerce came on, for a dramatic
a Presidential election year, the vincial attitude toward the tuning “Vesti la Giubba” from the same
opera, sung before dressing room
show had even wider political iim' public.
mirror. Isaac Stern then played
portance in its sounding out of the
There were the usual hurrahs
the third movement of the Men¬
key farm vote.'
Herm.
in re special guests (Leo Durocher
delssohn Violin Concerto with bril¬
& Laraine Day, silent star Corinne
liant technical finish as well as
Griffith, a parade of songwriters
suave, • singing tone, while Max
YESTERDAY’S WORLD
taking fast bows (maestro Jenkins
Rudolf gave sturdy accomp (as he
With Prof. Casper Kraemer, Joan
plus L. Wolfe Gilbert, Johnny was to do throughout) with his
Lines
Green, Grace (Mrs. Gus) Kahn,
orch. Dark background here made
Producer (for N.Y.U.) Warren A.
Victor Young, Harry Ruby, Harry
it look less the concert hall, and
Kraetzer
Warren, Ira Gershwin and others).
the camera sensibly stayed mainly
Director: Jon Fogel
Vintage interest stemmed from on Stern, instead of distractingly
30 Mins.; Sat., 2 p.m.
the antique reeloffs of Leatrice roaming for odd shots of symph
WCBS-TV, N.Y.
Joy, Edmund Lowe, Ned Sparks,
players.
WCBS-TV Public Affairs Dept.,
Lon Chaney (latter reprised in off¬
New York U., the Educational Tele¬
Zinka Milanov sang an artistic,
ish remarks by G. Marx that pre¬
vision and Radio Center (estab¬
tended to be funny). A few. film moving “Vissi d’Arte” from “Toslished by the Ford Foundation)
players were shot amid barbershop ca,” while pert, pretty Roberta
and the Metropolitan Museum of
Peters gave a dazzling vocaK dis¬
and pedigreed dog settings.
Art joined hands Saturday (28) in
play with the “Doll Song” from
It’s .figured that the - stock of “Tales of Hoffmann.” Gregor Piat¬
presenting “Yesterday’s Worlds,"
an excursion into the past. With Bevhills descended even when the igorsky, looking like a god, played
kudos,
complete
with
the
mayor
Dr. Casper Kraemer, prof of arch¬
a Weber Rondo with mellow, so¬
aeology and the classics at N.Y.U.’s of the town, went tongue-in-cheek. norous tone, showing off his great
Washington Sq. College of Arts The millionaire aspect was well musicianship
and
style.
Regal
& Science, as guide and general defined in the Linkletter line, Marian Ahderson stirred auditors
factotum, it emerged as dullish fare "Beverly Hills is the place where *with three spirituals, “Poor Me,”
people
have
Jaguars
to
stand
on
in the initialer’s opening minutes.
sung, solely in her amazing low
while they wash their Cadillacs.” register, being the most impres¬
But as Prof. Kraemer warmed to
Trau.
sive. Blanche Thebom and Mil¬
his subject, “Digging for the Past,”
dred Miller shone in the “Barca¬
those viewers who hung on were
rewarded with an interesting video medium via the kickoff of rolle”. from “Hoffmann,” and Rise
glimpse into the life of people who this 26-week series, “Yesterday’s Stevens was effective in the “Card
inhabited the Near East some Worlds” will become an absorbing Song” from “Carmen.”
On future
2,800 years ago.
He illustrated educational airer.
Then came the great first-act
his remarks with sundry props and shows it will intro a different guest scene from “Boheme,” with Renata
relics of the era. Also on hand was each week and will also train tre Tebaldi singing "Mi Chiamano
guest Joan Lines who is assistant cameras on the Metropolitan Mu¬ Mimi” and Jussi Bjoerling offering
curator of the Near Eastern Arch¬ seum’s extensive collection on an¬ “Che Gelida Manina,” winding
aeology section of the Metropoli¬ cient arts and cultures of the Near with the closing duet. And Artur
tan Museum.
Her reminiscences and Far East. Film recordings of Rubinstein, the keyboard wizard,
of personal expeditions to the Near each program, incidentally, will be impressive down to his quivering
East via an informal discussion distributed by the E.T.R.C. to na¬ jowls wrapped it up with a scin¬
with Prof Kraemer threw much tionwide educational tv outlets. tillating performance of the Cho¬
Obviously, a series of this nature pin A Flat Polonaise (No. 6. Op.
light on Assyrian customs.
53) that was musical as well as
No doubt now that Prof. Krae¬ is a credit to all concerned.
■
Glib.
virtuoso stuff.
Bron.
mer has become familiar with the
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CONCERT (Feb. 18th)
Birmingham Symphony, Alabama
March 9th

EDEN ROC, Miami Beach
April 18th

COCOANUT GROVE,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles
May 8th

desert inn
Los Vegas, Nevada
lone 8th
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Jane Froman, Nat Brandwynne
It Mischa- Borr 'i-chs; $2, $2.50
cover.
This is a turn, that rates the big
adjectives. Jane Froman held forth
for nearly an hour at the Empire
Boom for the capacity audience on
official opening Friday (13h The
reception was strictly boff.
Chirper remains a combination
of showmanship and sell-a-song
savvy wrapped up in an elaborate
pink strapless that’s set off with
the right kind of figure and good
looks.
Whatever physical limitations
still persist from that Lisbon plane
crash of 1943 are not revealed.
Miss Froman from time to time
ambles around the parquet, don¬
ning feathery chapeaux that’s in •
consonance with the time era iden¬
tified with the song she’s offering,
and there’s no suggestion of strain
or impediment.
To get back to the entertainment
values, at this point in her career
Miss Froman is a personality
ideally suited for a luxury room
like the Empire. She- has class,
radiance and warmth that are com¬
municated with marked effect with
this kind of backdrop.
The material is mostly Irving
Berlin, prepared by Irvin Graham
and delivered by the star with ac¬
cent on pace.
Nat Brandwynne’s bandstanders
offer “With a Song in My Heart”
as the intro and from then on it’s
Miss Froman vocalizing a Berlin
cavalcade starting with his tunes
from circa pre-World War 1. Tough
to keep score on how many songs
In all were belted out by Miss Fro¬
man, some being limited to just
couple of phrases, and with no
pause for applause in between.
Thus remarkable movement
achieved. Brandwynne’s orch does
the backing with fine timing.
Miss Froman tries a beg-off with
“Song In My Heart,” and acknowl¬
edges unusually hearty audience
noise by coming back to close with
“I Believe.”
Vet Mitcha Borr alternates with
Brandwynne on the stand. Gene.
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Television Reviews
; Continued from page 31 ;
board into the area of commercials,,
but this lapse wasn’t sufficient to |
mar the overall tone of the epic.
The film was made at the Waldorf
and therefore, it’s likely that there
wasn’t too much shooting time.
With more time, the producers
might have discovered that the
actors were in front of the cars,
and completely obscured the mer¬
chandise.
In place of Bob Hope plus heads
of the various GM divisions, film
producers'got a batch of vid names
to do the spieling — John Daly,
Arlene Francis, Mary Margaret
McBride, Bess Myerson, Jayne
Meadows and Dave Garroway, who
pointed out the marvels of the cars
of tomorrow. However, too fre¬
quently, the show wasn’t couched
in sufficiently entertaining terms.
The union of commercials and
entertainment was best illustrated
in the segment from the touring
Motorama which had a brief se¬
quence
with
choreography
by
Michael Kidd.
GM prexy Harlowe Curtice pre¬
dicted that 1956 would be? another
record breaking year. And what’s
good for General Motors is good
for Motorama.
Jose.

chance to do a comedy routine.
The one Miss O’Hara attempted
on last Wednesday's show prob¬
ably was more crude than comic,
however.
Don Ross has added singing to
his announcing chores on the show.
When he joined Miss-O’Hara for
a two-song duet, ’the number was
noted more for its offbeat manner
than talented performance. Ross
does, however, help lighten the
program load on Miss “O’Hara and
adds variety to the show. Conn.
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Pfa&mrr
Technicians to Walk
Out on Hope Show If
KOA Strike Continues
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
All NBC-TV technicians, Includ¬
ing projectionists and transmitting
personnel,

belonging to

National

Assn, of Broadcast Employes and
Technicians, will walk out on net

Feb. 7 if comic Bob Hope attempts
to make skedded appearance—
either live or as present plans have
it, on film.
This was opinion of Sid Rose, lo¬
cal NABET exec, subject to expect¬
ed international board approval,
MRS. HOMEMAKER’S FORUM
delivered to NBC-TV Hollywood la¬
With Lou Payne, Skeets McWil¬
bor relations head Oscar Turner
liams, Dick Boyel
over weekend. Turner had queried
Producer: Miss Payne
Rose on how international’s recent
Director: Dick Locke
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., r.45 a.m. action, declaring unfair Hope and
all other stockholders of NABETFILNER PRODUCTS
struck KOA-AM-TV, Denver, would
WBKB, Chicago
(Gorclan Best)
affect comic’s upcoming date. Un¬
This morning quickie has a less net steps in with management
personnel,
inviting widening labor
smidgin of entertainment and a
strife, this will shut Hope off net
clutch of homemaker tidbits cou¬
Feb. 7. Union spokesman was ada¬
pled with a written contest. It’s mant that only settlement of KOA
the latter, with its $5 daily boodle dispute before Feb. 7 would save
and its trip to Florida grand prize, the Hope performance.
that will have to provide the mer¬
With Hope in London and his
chandising and rating payoffs.
personal manager Jimmy Saphier
Despite the obvious handicap of
(who is also a KOA stockholder) in
working in a cramped studio cor¬
N. Y., no word is immediately
ner, hostess Lou Payne and col¬
leagues, guitarist Skeets McWil¬ available on what the comedian in¬
tends
to do about the NABET dic¬
liams and pianist Dick Boyel, man¬
age
to
purvey
some
passable tum.
pleasantries.
Miss
Payne
and
McWilliams, on show seen (23),
recited a batch of the household
hint contest entries and for pacechangers then moved to Boyel’s
Continued from page 30 —
piano for a runthrough on a* brace"
of ditties.
Dave.
ning would' strike twice, John
Dietz.
|
(2) The 1946-’47 Workshop
|

Radio Reviews
_——-

■

continued f ‘om page 30 --■

they unfailingly provide superla¬
tive entertainment.
This year’s swiftly paced show,
like its Aquatennial and Carnival
predecessors which had such lu¬
minaries as Bob Hope, Arthur God¬
frey, Victor Borge and Eddie Can¬
tor, hit the bull's eye as far as the
air was concerned and undoubt¬
edly clicked similarly for the live
audience under Don Stolz’s expert
staging. It provided delectable
song, music and comedy, neatly
routined into a well-rounded, al¬
ways-satisfying entity. A new fea¬
ture was a 30-minute pageant
which was dramatically described
and musically embellished for air
listeners.
/Show’s vocal end received the
smooth handling to be expected of
such performers as Mindy Carson
who was an 11th hour replacement
for
ailing
Rosemary' Clooney.
Steve Lawrence, Bob Mantzke’s
Choraliers
and WCCO
staffers
Burt Hanson and the Red River
Valley
Trio.
Richard
Hayman
tickled the fancy with his har¬
monica melodics and Johnny Car¬
son carried almost the entire comery load and did it with consider¬
able skill. WCCO aces Cedric
Adams and Bob DeHaven emceed
in their usual pro fashion and did
a good job with the unobtrusive
commercials. Warren Hull, in town
because his tv show is originating
from St. Paul during the Carnival,
was introduced and exchanged gab
with DeHaven.
With the chirper displaying the
stylizing, verve and warmth which
have won her so much popularity,
each of Miss Cewon’s dozen num¬
bers landed solidly. Johnny Car¬
son’s tongue-in-cheek humor and
impressions easily took the laugh

THE MAN CALLED X
With Barry Sullivan, John Vohs,
Dabbs Greer, Michael Granger,
Lizz Slifer, Ven-Hugo Borg, Mel
Welles,- Don Mathers, Elizaoeth
Whitney, Percival Vivian, George
Selk, Sandy Sanders, Don C.
Harvey
Producer-director: Eddie Davis
Writers: William Templeton, Stuart
Jerome
39 half-hours
Distrib: Ziv Television Programs
A knotty problem confronts the
producer of a series dealing with
esoteric matters. If he hokes up
Leaving the air in 1942 the sensation among the pedagogs of
the subject matter for dramatic
series was revived on Feb. 2, 1946, the country. Nothing like it had
purposes, he is sure to hear from
and ran into April of 1947. This ever been heard in U. S. radio.
irate experts, both real and selfAlso at the time (June 2, 1946) a
appointed. But if he succumbs to SUNDAY NIGHT AT THE LON¬ second incarnation was under the
DON PALLADIUM
their blandishments for detailed
producership of Robert J. Landry, 90-minute broadcast was itself
With
Harry
Secombe,
Norman
accuracy, he may wind up with a
the writer of these remarks. The' astounding. The National Council
Vaughan, Eric Sykes, Vic & Adio, opener was directed by Corwin. of Teachers of English later be¬
half-hour of gobbledygook and no
The Rosinas (2), Jill Day; Tommy Howard G. Barnes, present CBS stowed a scroll directly for “Rich¬
audience.
Trindcr, emcee.
An example is “The Man Called
radio vice-president, directed nine ard” and the Peabody Award medal
in 1947 to the Columbia Workshop
X,’’ which deals with the often Producer: Val Parnell
of the shows. Albert Ward, now a
itself indubitably was influenced
ridiculously-portrayed intelligence Director: Bill Lyon-Shaw
BBDO pundit, Jack Mosman, today
by the visiting Britishers.
work.- In this case, series revolves 60 Mins.; Sun., 8 p.m.
serving Massa Milton Biow, Carl
. “Peer Gynt,” the second 90-min¬
about the exploits of an agent for ATV, from London
John- Becker,
Werner
With the know-how behind if Beier,
ute show by Old Vic, was'also' the
an unidentified American agency
Michel, until recently exec pro¬
(although material comes from re¬ that has made the London Palla¬
stuff of greatness but the work
ducer
at
DuMont
tv,
were
others
cently-declassified files of- an agent dium the world’s showcase of
was less familiar to Americans
of the Office of Naval Intelli¬ vaudeville, it’s no surprise that associated with the 1946-47 series. ^generally, and U. S. scholarship,
gence). What viewers who hung this weekly program has con¬ This was the heyday of special ,soN did not stir the same tidal
around after an initial dose of talk sistently copped the top ratings scores in radio and the Workshop wave. Incidentally, the CBS brass
about radio wavelengths, intelli¬ from the date of its launching, and now had enough budget -(mostly who negotiated with Old Vic never
gence procedures and othe^r tech¬ has held its premier position ever the original series didn’t) to go to asked the Britons about script—
nical matters were treated to an since. The title alone was enough town musically. John Gart, Alex
executives never like to be both¬
intriguing and well told tale in the to lure most viewers away from Semmler, Curtis Biever, Fred Stein¬
BBC opposition, and the regular er, Charles Paul, Lyn Murray, Gail ered with such picayune details. It
last quarter-hour.
developed that Old Vic had no ra¬
Script by William Templeton use of top international talent has Kubik scored for this Workshop. dio scripts and CBS had no more
and Stuart Jerome deals with kid¬ justified the buildup.
So did Cy Feuer, now the block¬ budget so.both “Richard III” and
Stars of the stature of Bob Hope, buster-team partner of Ernie Mar¬
napping of a secret American
“Gynt” were adapted by CBS staf¬
agent. After the initial bit about Johnnie Ray, Gracie Fields, Guy tin in nothing-but-hits on Broad¬
fers, James Hart for Shakespeare’s
sliding panels and manipulation of Mitchell, etc., have already ap¬ way. (Martin was then a CBS boy
improvement and Charles S. Mon¬
radio equipment, two other Ameri¬ peared in earlier telecasts, as well
executive in Hollywood.)
roe for Ibsen’s improvement. Both
can agents, played by Barry Sulli¬ as the cream of the local vaude¬
Fairly good periodical publicity men should have been publicly
van and Joan Vohs, locate hideout ville.
of heavies,
In addition to its concentration came to CBS on the second Work- credited when the Peabody Award
came along.
Here, tale takes off on a new of top talent, “Sunday Night at the | shop but the gusher was no more.
Another CBS staffer of that era,
tangent. Heavies are not sure they London Palladium’’ also includes Time, for one, had no MacLeish to
have an American agent; they’ve the American parlor game “Beat tout.. Post-war experimental qual¬ Elwood C. Hoffman, wrote an
tnerely picked him up on suspicion, i the Clock’’ and Tommy Trinder, ity was more literary and musical original for the Workshop “Surr
Stunts were still real Marriage” which was a Freud¬
Problem of Sullivan and Miss i emcee of the entire series, has than gadgety.
Vohs is not a derringdo rescue, I| done a standout job in making this welcomed, however, one being Lou ian lark directed by Werner Mi¬
since this would tip off enemy to participationer one of the high¬ Cooper’s original cantata, on which chel on three levels of conscious¬
fact that their suspicions are cor¬ lights of the show. Indeed, Trin- Carl Carmer was called in to doc¬ ness, all levels proving equally
rect and ruin the agent’s effective¬ der’s skillful ad libbing and high tor the libretto.
There was a obnoxious (inside stuff here) to
ness, even if successful. Instead, speed gab have played an immeas¬
straight reading one time of T. S. Edward R. Murrow, just back from
they must slip the captured agent urable role in giving “Sunday
Eliot’s “Four Quartets” by James his war duties in London, whose
a hair dye to maintain his disguise, Night at the London Palladium”
Johnson Sweeney of the Museum scathing and scornful organization¬
which they do by having Sullivan its current rating.
al memorandum proved, hindsight
impersonate the local doctor.
In
Top billing for the presentation, of Modern'Art, which excited the speaking, (a) his preMcCarthy peak
the end, they are successful and must, of course, go to Val Parnell, Poetry Room at Harvard, if nobo,dy
of indignation and (b) The Work¬
the heavies pull out, satisfied that who had previously pioneered the else. ’ Franz Kafka’s nightmare,
shop’s perennial capacity to over¬
they have made a mistake.
policy which gave the Palladium “The Trial," was adapted by David¬
come indifference and substitute
Sullivan continues to demon¬ its unique world-wide status. Un¬ son Taylor. An abbreviation of the
strate that he is a most capable doubtedly, Ke has his casting head¬ BBC (Cecil McGivern) stunner, emotion among broadcast execu¬
actor, while Miss Vohs injects a aches; there are not always visit¬ “How Radar Saved Democracy,” tives.
(3) The Television Workshop
[
note of reality into the role of his ing headliners in town, and the George Fass’ “The Man Who Could |
attractive,
but competent side- pool of local star-quality perform¬ Bring Pictures to Life,” Irvin TeiThe third incarnation of the Cokick. Dabbs Greer makes a com- ers is inevitably restricted. The tel’s “The Day Baseball Died” lumbia Workshop was on Jan. 13,
petant leader of the heavies, while show reviewed is evidence of the (which was repeated) and some
1952 when the experimental idea
Lizz Slifer contributes an out¬ difficulties
encountered.
Harry
Gertrude Stein’s double-talk were was transplanted to television. It
standing bit as a money-hungry Secombe, who had the headline all stunty.
promptly
established
that you
slot, recently starred in his own
cook who helps the Yankees.
Two embarrassments of 1946 could close your eyes and imagine,
Once director Eddie Davis gets series, but he’s in the pop class
in radio, and make fantasy stand
were
a
Damon
Runyon
story,
and
combines
a
bright
comedy
off the technical kick, he tells his
up, but when you opened your
tale interestingly. Other produc¬ talent with the unusual quality of forced by CBS management for
a first class operatic baritone. He commercial promotion reasons, and eyes and saw, in television, the
tion credits are toprate.
Kove.
filled a solo spot with distinction Artie
Shaw’s
“Pied
Piper
of whole context was changed from
when he sang
an
aria from Hamelin,” a west coast mishmash fun in the studio to big business
“Tosca,” and got a contrasting to be regretted because it was risks. In a sense all of tv at the
PATTI O’HARA SHOW
With Don Rose and the Earl March laugh reaction for his fooling with Irving Reis’ one return to radio time was a workshop and there
Trio
Norman Vaughan and Eric Sykes. after turning cinema craftsman. was nothing very novel in experi¬
Executive Producer: Sid Barger
Other acts in the bill had an Boy genius was represented in mentation that wasn’t very good.
Producer-Director: Jack Carroll
allround quality. Vic and Adio, the 1946 by the Canadian, Fletcher In any event the Television Work¬
15 Mins.; Wed. (25), 7:15 p.m.
two Brazilians with a particularly Markle, who wrote and directed shop lasted only three months unParticipating
smooth line in balancing and two Workshops.
til April 13, 1952._
WLW-C, from Columbus
knockabout, set ah exceptional
(4) The Old Magic Again
[
The truly great moments came 1
The Earl March Trio is a recent standard; the Rosinas do their
addition to this musical variety trapeze act with commendable with the Old Vic repertory from
Now (Jam 27,' 1956) comes the
Show which itself is a rather new skill; and Jill Day is a vivacious London, headed by Sir Laurence third radio and the fourth sequen¬
program to the WLW-C lineup.
chirp with a little too much bounce Olivier and Sir Ralph Richardson tial incarnation . of the Columbia
Patti O'Hara formerly was the for camerJ closeups. In line with ana directed by legit’s John Bur- Workshop, the opening perform¬
only performer on the show and the Palladium format, the lineup roll (with Dick Sanville backstop¬ ance of which (Aldous Huxley’s
was
supported
by - an
unseen included a well drilled troupe of ping him on radio technique). Old “Brave New World”) is reviewed
pianist. The trio gives her much dancing girls trained by George Vic’s workshop “Richard III” in a by this annotator in an adjoining
better backing and an ■ occasional Carden.
Myro.
90-minute radio enactment was a column.

Columbia Workshop

-

■

..

__

jackpot. Lawrence’s warbling was
one of the show’s outstanding hits
and Hayman, interlarding melodies
with a few quips, landed in high
favor. A special nod also goes to
Bob Mantzke’s local mixed singing
group of 60. one of the nation’s
aest of its kind. Honors were gar¬
nered, too, by warblers Hanson
and the Red River Trio.
Hats also should be doffed to
the radio producers, director and
writer, Bob McKinsey, Jack Hus¬
ton, Ed Viehman and Val Linder,
the Wally Olson studio orchestra
and everybody else who had a
hand in the tasty dish.
Rees.
JUNIOR TOWN MEETING
With Sam AUgood, m.c.
Producer-Director: Dorcas Ruthenberg<*
30 Mins.; Mon., 9:30 p.m.
WHAS, Louisville
Five-month series of discussion
programs teed off recently with
aim to stimulate interest among
high school students in current
national and local affairs. Dorcas
Ruthenberg, director of WHAS
public affairs programming and
producer . of the series, catches
the doings on tape for later airing,
and initial airing was a lively ses¬
sion which should catch and hold
listener interest.
Host school for the initial air¬
ing was Valley High School, a
county school, with Flaget High
School, a city Catholic school, the
guest. Subject, “Should Commuiists Be Denied Citizenship Rights,”
was given a spirited pro and con
treatment by the high schoolers,
with very little prodding necessary
on the part of Sam Allgood, m.c.
After each panelist had his or her
inning, two panelists to a school,
questions' were/ invited from those
in the audience on the red hot
topic. Allgood made a concise sum¬
ming up of the arguments, and got
in a plug for another WHAS show,
“Tomorrow’s Travelers,” a project
of the Kentucky State Fair Board.
While no conclusions were ar¬
rived at, show indicated strongly
that teenagers are plenty well in¬
formed on subjects of this type,
and are fluent and concise in ex¬
pressing themselves. Obvious that
none.
worked
from
prepared
scripts, a fact which made.Jthe halfhour sesh more interesting.’
Wied.
INDICTMENT
With Nat Polen, Jack Arthur, San¬
tos Ortega, Vicki Vola, Harold
Huber, Daniel Ocko
Producer: Nathan Kroll
Director: Ira Ashley
25 Mins.; Sun., 5:05 p.m.
CBS, from N.Y. (transcribed)
The “Indictment” premiere was
interesting radio last Sunday (29)
at 5:05 on CBS. It's a series based
on information supplied by Eleazar
Lipsky, a scribe who was a New
York City Assistant D.A. and still
is a practicing lawyer. The Lipsky
touch gave the drama some valid¬
ity and. excitement that most
pseudo-legalistic stanzas lack. But
the exposition of the legal prob¬
lems of Assistant D.A. McCormack
modeled, presumably, after Lip¬
sky) was done rather painfully for
the layman, and though important
to the script, marred the story.
A N.Y. manufacturer was beaten
to death and the D.A. couldn’t lay
his hands on any witnesses other
than a thug who wouldn’t talk. The
only way to break the case seemed
to be to find the crook’s wife and
make her talk. She was present at
the time the murder was planned,
and since she wasn’t given info in
confidence, the bromide about a
frau not' testifying against her
hubby didn’t hold. Only trouble
was she had a weak heart and it
was feared by McCormack, played
nicely by Nat Polen, that she
would die on the stand. He was
spared the problem of deciding to
put her up for a Grand Jury when
her husband, fearing for her
health, finally broke down.
There was a final excitement
felt when the legal pressures con¬
flicted with the D.A. character’s
humanitarian instincts. But the
initialer toppled from reality in¬
termittently. Aside from the ex¬
cessive effort to make the legal
intracacies clear to the listener,
writer Robert Corcoran jeapordized the show by turning McCor¬
mack into a Sherlock Holmes, who
made some startling deductions
that would have been more in
character if made not at all or, if
need be, by the detective assigned
to aid him.
Santos Ortega got his usual
tough guy quality into the gang¬
ster, though he wasn't quite be¬
lievable when worrying about his
wife. R6st of cast, Jack Arthur.
Vicki Vola, Harold Huber, Daniel
Ocko, did well.
Art*
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It's SHOWMANAGEMENT Time.

operators have been doing, but we're even more
interested in the activities of the unsung show¬
men of this business.

For the 23rd year VARIETY will conduct its
annual survey, seeking the outstanding leaders
and,station operators who have made the most
notable contributions to broadcasting! VARIETY
once more wants to single out the imaginative
forces in TV that have played dominant roles in
helping the medium achieve its present stature,
and also to recognize the managers and stations
helping to perpetuate radio as big box-office and
sound showmanship. We want to know about
these shrewd and realistic showmen and busi¬
nessmen in both radio and television who have
applied ingenuity and resourcefulness during
the past 12 months.
VARIETY and its correspondents get around
and cover a lot of ground coast-to-coast yet
don't have enough legs, ears and eyes to
see and hear everything that's aired dur¬
ing a year. And that's why this year, as in the
case of '55, we want to pay more attention
to what's been happening in radio and tele¬
vision west of the Hudson and east of Hollywood.
We already know part of the story (our corre¬
spondents will fill us in with more). We welcome
entries from those stations that have come on
the air since the last SHOWMANAGEMENT
awards. We welcome entries from those who
are inclined to be over - modest, and from
those who might be touched with a bit of in¬
feriority complex — believing falsely that their
small-city operations and ideas don't interest
VARIETY and the rest of the trade. They do.
Sure, we're interested, as always, in what the
networks, the big agencies and the big league

It might be the operator of the foijrth TV station
in a crowded market, whether he's got a V or a
U, who has developed new techniques for
battling it out with the big stations who have a
CBS or NBC'affiliation. It might be the operator
in a rich market who, instead of smugly sitting
back on his fat billings and four-chain affiliations,
has really developed some bright, fresh, local
live shows. Or again it might be a station that
has found new exciting ways of doing things
with film, or produce with one camera, or sell
local merchants on TV. It might be a station
which realizes fully its public service responsi¬
bilities and has developed effective educational
programming for its community.
VARIETY wants to spotlight the TV executives,
creators and technicians who are still young in
heart and mind. No entry blanks are required,
lust tell us your story. Many VARIETY awards
have been won by a couple of pages of good
double-spaced copy—but copy that's been
meaningful and constructive for the industry.
(

VARIETY is interested, too, in people. We'd
like to give awards to people—individuals who
have scored outstanding success in program¬
ming or station management. The "Phi Beta
VARIETY" keys are not only for the big names
of the business, but for the canny operator of the
250-watter who merits recognition as much as
any big city AM Manager.
So tune up. The deadline for entries is March 1.

Address Entries to

RADIO-TV EDITOR

T'jXriety
154 West 46th Street, New York 36, N. Y.
Deadline for Entries is March 1
a
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PfiftlETY - ARB City-By-City Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart
time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according t0
time slot, i.e., a Saturday. afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may

VARIETY’S weekly chart of eily-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬
tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau
on a monthly basis,

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-rated

Abbre¬

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the childrens market.

film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite, 1 All

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;

ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.

(Co),

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬

comedy;

(Myst),
women’s,

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,

(Dr),

mystery;

drama;

(Q),

(Doc),

quiz;

(Sp),

documentary;
sports;

(W),

(Mus),

musical;

western;

(Worn),

Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬

stations .and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are UHF.

show in the specific market,

distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired.

Attention should be paid to time—day and

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
ANDTYPE

STATION

1. Waterfront (Adv). .WCAU. MCA.......
2. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). WFTT. .
CBS .
...

Sun. 6:30-7:00 ...

3. Superman

(Adv). .WCAU.. Flamingo. . Mon. 7:00-7:30 ..
3. Liberace (Mus). . WPTZ. .Guild. . Sat. 11:00-11:30 .
5. Studio 57 (Dr)
Mr. a
WFIL
Sat 7 00-7-30
. WPTZ.. Ziv . . Tues. 10:30-11:00
7. Mr.

1
I

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

RATING

Stations— WPTZ (3) , WFIL (6), WCAU (10), WPFH (12)

Approx . Set Count—-2,000,000

PHILADELPHIA

SETS IN
USE

SHARE
(%)

DECEMBER
RATING .

DAY AND
TIME

DISTRIB.

Those ad agencies listed as

.: .12.6
. WCAU .
... 37.8 Award Theatre.v. WPTZ . .. . .13.8
... 36.8 Ford Playhouse. WFIL /. .9.9
. .. 34.5 Wanted ... WCAU .
... 42.1 Stage "5”.... WFIL .. .....14,2

.28.4 ... .63.5.
.. 16 4 . . . .44.5.
.16.3... .43.0.
.16.3... .44.5.
....
147... .42.5.
.14.6,.. .34,6.....

. .. 44,b

Science Fiction Theatre.... WFIL

... 36.8

Omnibus

&r Mrs. North (Myst).... .WFIL. Schubert.. . Sun. 3:00-3:30 ... ......13,4... .54.5. ... 24.5 NBC Opera Theatre. WPTZ ..
WPTZ

Ziv

12 6

8. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv).... .WCAU... MCA. .Sat. 6:00-6:30 ...
10. Badge 714 (Myst). .WCAU. NBC. . Wed. 7:00-7:30 .,
_
m..

....

28 2 _

WCAU

... 44.6

. .28.4

... 30.7 1 Fun House.. WPTZ .. .15.0
... 35.4 Star Theatre...... WFIL .. .12.9
1 News—-John Daly. WFIL .. .12.9
-* -

Stations—KRON (4), KPIX (5), KGO (7), KOVR (13)

Approx . Set Count—-1,055,000

SAN FRANCISCO

.

.12.0... _ 41.0.
.12.3... .34.6.

1. Badge 714 (Mys<).!...r:KPIX. NBC. . Wed. 9:00-9:30 .. .23.8... .41.5.
2. Life of Riley (Com). . KPIX. NBC.. . Thurs. 7:00-7:3Q . .23.1... .49.5.
3. Waterfront (Adv) ...'.... .KRON......... MCA...,,.._ .Fri. 8:30-9:00 ... _22.4... .43.5.....
4. Eddie Cantor (Com). .KRON. .Ziv.... Sat. 7:00-7:30 ... .19.0 .. . .42.0.
6. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). . KGO. CBS.. . Mon. 6:00-6:30- .. .18.7... .51.0.

... 57.6 MGM Parade. KGO ... .16.7
.10.6
... 46.6 Great Gildersleeve.. KRON
... 51.b Our Miss Brooks. KPIX .. .20.4

6. Studio 57 (Dr). , KGO... .MCA. .Mon. 7:00-7:30
7. Sheena of the Jungle (Adv).. .KGO.. ABC. . Tues. 6:00-6:30
.. - - — . . - . ...

..

.18.4... .34.2.....

... 53.9

..

.17.3... .45.5. . .. .38.1
----- —
.

8. Superman

..

.17.2:.. .49.5.

... 34.7

9. Passport to Danger (Adv).... .KPIX. ABC. . Sat. 7:00-7:30 ...
10. Mr. District Attorney (Myst). .KRON. Ziv., Fri. 10:30-11:00 .

.16.4... .. 36.0.

... 45.5

.15.0. ..

... 31.9

... 45.5
... 36.6

'

(Adv). .KGO....W.. Flamingo. . Wed. 6:30-7:00

CLEVELAND

1. Annie Oakley (W). . WXEL. ... .CBS. Sat. 6:30-7:00 ...
2. Range Rider (W). . WEWS:. CBS. Sun. 7-00-7-30
. .
3. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv). ... . WNBK. MCA. .Thurs. 7:00-7:30' .
4. Passport to Danger (Adv)... .WXEL. .ABC. . Tues. 10:30-11:00
5. Superman (Adv). . WEWS. Flamingo. .Thurs. 6:00-6:30 .
6. Follow That Man (Myst).... . WEWS.
. WNBK.
8. Badge 714 (Myst).. .WXEL.
9. Little Rascals (Ch). .WEWS..
10. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). .WXEL.

MCA. .Fri. 10:30-11:00
Fri 700-7-30
CBS

. . . 40.3

.29.6... .73:5.
_
28 2 . . . .. 54 5 ....
.21.8..
.21.3. .
.19.9..
.19.2. .
18 R»

...
. .61.5. ...
...
.
. .57.0. ...
. . __37.6. . ..
. 49 0 _ . ..

NBC..

Fri 7 00-7-30 . . ...... 18^5 . . . .48.0.....
Interstate. . .Mon.-Fri. 4:30-5:00 .17.9. . . .81.0.
CBS. . Sat. 5:30-6:00 . . . .17.7. . . .65.5.

1. Wild Bill Hickok (W). .WBAL.
(Adv),..

.

.. . Fri. 7:00-7:30

.WBAL. .... Flamingo..

. Wed. 7:00-7:30

51.7
35.5
50.2
34.9
51.1
38.5

... 38.5
. . . 22.1
... 27.0

. . ..24.1.... .64.5. .... 37.5
., .. .24.0. . ..

.... 39.3

....:

Masquerade Party.. .WEWS . . 9.7
.WNBK . .17.7
Cisco Kid .. , WXEL .. .11.1
Big Town. .WNBK . .20.2
Ramar of the Jungle. .WNBK . .13.6
Person to Person. .WXEL .. .20.9
Badge 714... .WXEL .. .; .. .18.5
Amos 'n’ Andy.... . WNBK . /_18.8
On Your Account. .WXEL .. . 2.4
Polka Varieties.... . WEWS . .5.5

..

... 8.1

..

... 8.1
.. .10.1

..

CBS News—D. Edwards. . WMAR

..

...10.1
46

..

...

..

...

32 2
tD.j

DllPlfninc

48.8

Various Competition......
Rin Tin Tin. .WAAM

.

291

....

34.4

5. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). . WMAR.... .cbs.;.. ... Sat. 6:30-7:00
.
. . .19.3.... .56.0.
6. Mr. District Attorney (Myst). .WBAL. .... Ziv. ... Sat. 10:30-11:00 ,. ..,_17.5_
34.6.
7. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv)
. WBAL. . ... MCA. ... .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ._16.9 .. ..
5?. S

7 O’Clock Final. .WMAR
CBS News—D. Edwards. . WMAR
7 O’Clock Final. .WMAR

7 O'clock Final. .WMAR
CBS News—D. Edwards. . WMAR
Ramar of the Jungle. .WBAL
WMAR
Premium Playhouse
7* v
CVninnlc
Final
AT?
^iUUV X:
JUlaJL... • WM
VV IVX/iXi

78 n
58.5.

1
.. ..

34.4

....

50.6

...

WAAM.

. .. .MCA. _Tues.

9. Little Rascals (Ch). .WBAL _ . . .. Interstate
.

WMAR.

.. . .Ziv. . ..

10:30-11:00 _ ... 15.5 ....
.Mon.-Fri B'OO^G SO
.. .15.1
Fri. 7:30-8:00 . ...10.6....

94 9

.

• • • •

21.6.

... .

ortd
dllU

7.7

7.7
.. .10.1
.29.0

• •

10.3

. WMAR ..
a t
F)a1 1 o rr . . » • • . Tirn
JL/UlicirS
WxJALi . • •

...10.3

CBS News—D. Edwards.

8. Studio 57 (Dr).

SEATTLE-TALOMA

.11.4

... _11.4
Brave Eagle. KPIX ... .9.5
,
KRON
. .19.0
Eddie Cantor.
Damon Runyon Theatre,... KPIX .. .12.6

Stations—WMAR (2), WBAL (11), WAAM (13)

3. Annie Oakley (W).. .WBAL, / .v. .... CBS...,........ ... Sat. 5:30-6:00 ._22.7 ., . .
4. Cisco Kid (W)....;.. . WBAL. .. .. _Ziv. ... Tues. 7:00-7:30 .. .. .20.1. . ..

10. Highway Patrol (Adv).

Studio One..
KPIX
Shell Newscast.... KPIX
CBS /News—D. Edwards.. KPIX

.. .....16.4
.. .10.0
.. .10.0
. • .21.8

Stations—-WNBK (3), WEWS (5) , WXEL (8)

Approx. Set Count—575,000

BALTIMORE

2. Superman

Shell Newscast. KPIX

-

Approx . Set Count—1,050,000

Passport to. Danger.^ KPIX
CBS News—D. Edwards- KPIX

..

16.1

.. .,27.6

Approx. Set Count—100,000 Stations—KOMO (4), KING (5), KTNT (11), KTVW (13)

1. I Search for Adventure (Doc) KING.Bagnall... .Sat. 7:00-7:30 .31.7..
2. Life of Riley (Com).KING.NBC...Thurs. 7:30-8:00 .;. .29.8 . .

. 58.0. 54.3

3. Badge 714 (Myst).KING.NBC..Fri. 9:30-10:00
4. ' Superman (Adv).KING ___Flamingo. .Tuck. 0:00-6:30

. 55.0. 54.2

Championship Bowling.KOMO
Camera 4.;. KTNT

. 29.2..

. 61.0.. 47.6

Playhouse of Stars. ... KTNT

.2.9.0.,

. 68.5. 42.3

Life With Elizabeth........ KOMO

. 67.0. 43.1

Grand Ole Opry.KOMO

. 50.7. 55.1

Our Miss Brooks. ...KTNT
Lone Ranger.KiNG

5. Wild Bill Hickok (W) .KING .Flamingo. .Thurs. 8:00-6:3-0 ...._28.9. .
6. Waterfront (Adv)
.KOMO.MCA. . Fri. 8;: 0-9:00
....23 0..
7. Highway Patrol (Adv).KOMO.Ziv
.T-\ -r\ 7:00-7:30 . 2'.7. .
8. Annie Oakley (W)
.KING
.CBS
.'
-0 ' 0 . 2 .’ .6. .
9. r Soldiers of Fortune (Adv) .. KING
. MCA
.
. 6•00-6-30 .
3
10. Western Marshal XW). ..KING .NBC
. \Vr;‘. 6*00-6:30 ...;_*2' 9
. I > 'i
,A >

'11

__

. 44.5....-. 55,3
. 61.0.40:2

Ray

. 57.0. 41.9
. '58.0..::.../. 318

My Little Margie.KOMO
My Hero.
KOMO

iv* Ji>*i i?x> j

Milland.KOMO

> ii a,

a

13.8
13.9
12.4
.

7.7

..14.5
.16.4

...... 6.5
13.6

• ••••• (7-7.;
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MAJORS’ $2,875,000 TV RAP
■+

‘Trade-outs’Under NARTB Fire
. Carmel, Calif., Jan. 31.
A crackdown on televising excerpts of current motion pictures
and related material to promote Hollywood theatre product re¬
sulted from the two-day meeting here last week of the NARTB
Television Code Review Board. After viewing several tv films and
kinescopes of so-called “trade-out telecasting,” the Board concluded
that such promotion should be treated as straight advertising and.
called on Code subscribers to so regard it.
A statement issued by Board chairman Richard Shafto advised
subscribers to “carefully” review promotional films, “with partic¬
ular reference to those portions which extol the virtue of specific
releases and urge the public to see them at their theatre.” Such
material, it asserted “is advertising copy, not promotion, and thus
subject to the Code’s time standards provisions. It should be
charged against the commercial time allocation of the sponsor.”
Subscribers were told that “the practice of trading out promotion
time on the air on certain major tv programs featuring motion
picture and theatrical talent, or containing excerpts from currentreleases, as originally conceived and executed, did not violate any
of the suggestions in the Television Code.” In the early days of
the practice, it was explained, such promotion “was feasonable as
well as entertaining” and encouraged “many fine performers from
allied fields of entertainment” to appear on tv.
“However,” the Board declared, “competition in the field has
created a condition in which so-called promotion copy and excerpts
have taken on the dimension, of straight advertising—in length,
frequency and content. Reasonable appraisal and.review of many
©f these programs indicates that much of this type of so-called pro¬
motion actually should be measured against the suggested adver¬
tising time limitations contained in the Code.”

NARTB Code Factotums Vote To
-' -Include Film Producers, Distribs
Carmel* Calif., Jan. 3l. +
NARTB’s Television Code Re¬
view Board has taken the first big1
step toward tightening tv stan¬
dards by deciding there’s need for
closer liaison between licensees
and tv film producers.
This was the prime development
at a two-day meeting of the board
at Del Monte ! Lodge here last
Thursday and Friday (26-27).
The Review Board adopted a
resolution recommending admis¬
sion of ty film producers and dis¬
tributors to participation in code
activity on an associate basis. A
Board statement issued at meetings
said in part:
“The Board believes the Board’s
purposes in behalf of the public
interest can be accomplished more
effectively through the modifica¬
tion of the instrument in such
fashion that the producers and dis¬
tributors of television programs on
film may be enabled to cooperate
more actively in this self-regula¬
tory process.
“This action in no way mitigates
against nor lessens the ultimate
responsibility of the licensee but is
taken as a practical and realistic
step on the part of the Board in
behalf of subscribers to' advance
the cause of better films.”
Chairman G. Richard Shafto
said he would pronose the resolu¬
tion to the NARTB TV Board at
its Chandler, Ariz., meeting on
Thursday.
,
NARTB President Harold E.
Fellows said the step to “official
liaison between supplier and li(Continued on page 42)

Buchwald, Musel,
Stern Host Series
“The City,” a new dramatic an¬
thology series shot against the back¬
grounds of storied cities through¬
out the world and hosted by
writers Mike Stern, Art Buchwald
and Robert Musel, is CBS Tele¬
vision Film Sales’ newest entry in
the national sales field.
Series
will be produced by John Nasht,
who produced the “Orient^ Express”
series in Europe some years back.
Stern,
freelance
writer
who
bases in Rome, will host 13 of the
26 films planned, while Buchwald,the N. Y. Herald Tribune’s Paris
columnist, will do 10 and Musel,
United Press London chief, three.
Many of the teleplays will be
based on'Stern’s'short stories and
articles, with the pilot film, slated
to roll in Cairo around March 1, inthis category. Pilot is to be titled
“The Sword of Islam” and will be
adapted from a Stern piece by Max
Erlich*

Speed Own Code
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
Proposed vidpix code will
probably be in hands of vari¬
ous telefilm industry orgs for
final approval or disapproval
by March or April, according
to Martin Leeds, chairman of a
committee currently formulat¬
ing such a code. Committee is
holding series of meetings, at
which wording of code cate¬
gories is being-thrashed out.
Leeds, exec v.p. of Desilu
Productions, added that while
both Motion Pix Assn’s Pro¬
duction Code and telefilm code
of National Assn, of Radio and
TV Broadcasters are “very
good, we feel that we’re com¬
bining the best elements of
both into one document, to
. guide all telefilm producers.
We think we’re modernizing
these codes and taking into
account the greater impact of
tv in the home and on the
family.”

Telefilm Prod. Budgets Skyrocket;
No Dogs Life for lassie’ Staff
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
Television apparently will be the
most expensive single investment
ever made by Hollywood’s major
studios. On the basis of the first
four months of activity in the vid¬
film field, two of the majors stand
to lose a total of $2,875,000 on the
first year’s product.
And, emphasizing the extent of
the financial setback, there is little
likelihood that any sizable propor¬
tion of this amount can be re¬
couped in future years.
For the
majors have produced something
new in vidfilms—properties with
little or no residual value in tele¬
vision.
Of the three majors now in¬
volved in television activity, only
Metro appears least likely to suffer
losses in tv production. It has ex¬
pended little in production cost for
its teleshows, utilizing mostly clips
from old films, trailers for new
ones and old shorts plus occasional
interviews with its contract people.
At the very least, studio is breaking
even on the hour-long layout;
again,, however, the possibilities of
residuals are slight.
Hardest hit of "4he -majors -in¬
volved in television activity is 20thFox, which has two separate opera¬
tions.
One, the 30-minute “My
Friend Flicka” series, is operating
as do independent telefilm pro¬
ducers around town, although there
has been more than a passing indi¬
cation that the studio’s budget is
high for such a series.
“Flicka,”
however, does have a- residual
value.
Twentieth’s hour-long show, on
the other hand, is costing the stu¬
dio approximately $100,000 for each
one filme'd. Studio’s deal with GE
calls for 26 shows, of which seven
may be repeats. Budget'orreaclris'
around $200,000, but GE is paying
only $100,000 per show.
Biggest
drawback to a hefty recoupment of’
this coin, is the fact that the 20thFox format provides an entertain¬
ment picture that runs about 41
minutes, with a 15-minute trailer
and about four minutes for com¬
mercials.
Unless the studio can
find a sponsor willing tq pick up
the tab for an hour-long rerun
(which is considered highly doubt¬
ful), for which 20th could film new
“trailer” inserts, the Westwood
lot’s tv subsidiary is left with an
unwiedly 40 or 41-minute entry
into the television market.
It’s
considered doubtful that many sta¬
tions would be interested in buying
the reruns for a 45-minute pro¬
gramming setup, and the general
format doesn’t lend itself to editing
of the films down to the usual
length for half-hour telecasting.

B’fast Oats
Those westerns are all over
the
programming
lot,
and
what more proof is necessary
than the fact that the hourlbng
“Hops(long Cassidy” films are
now playing in two cities at
8:30 in the mornings. WBALTV in Baltimore is running
the pix at 8:30 Saturday morn¬
ings and WGR-TV in Buffalo
is dittoing Sundays at 8:30.
Surprisingly those early morn¬
ing slots are picking up good
ratings too, with Baltimore
registering an 8.8 and Buff an
8.3 in their latest surveys.
NBC Film. Division, which
distributes the films, has put
out a research bulletin on the
slottings under the title*“Down
at the station, early in the
morning.”

Flock of Musical
Vidfilm Series On
MCA Agenda
MCA-TV is the only syndication
house on a major musical vidfilm
kick. The subsid of MCA, which be¬
gan in the band representation field
years

ago,

has

two

full

musical

series already on celluloid, another
definitely set and two, po'ssibly
three, more in the blueprint stage.
Company is understood to have
projected a-Sammy Kaye telefilm
stanza,

but

with

Kaye

having

switched his tv representation to
William Morris earier this month,

there is some question whether a
planned vidfilm series will stay
with MCA. (Kaye has left all but
his tv representation at MCA.)
Otherwise, as future musical pic
possibilities MCA still has Xavier
Cugat, on whom a pilot was lensed
last year, and a Benny Goodman
series, which cropped up on the
idea board rather recently and
seems to be a hot item.
The syndication house has a
Rosemary Clooney half-hour skein
already inked by Foremost Dairies
for a large regional spread with
the rest of the markets oh the syn¬
dication block. Additionally, com¬
pany has the Guy Lombardo series,
which’ll be going into its second
year of syndication, and the Ames
Twentieth has already begun in¬ Bros, stanza which started last
vestigating the possibility of re¬ year via a large national spot
leasing the films in the foreign deal, and which probably will go
market as supporting fare.
They into syndication eventually.
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
have already been offered to Eng¬
, Screen Directors Guild board of lish exhibs as 41-minute featurettes.
Narrow potential profit margin on
directors has had what one member
these films is demonstrated by the
called an “agonizing reappraisal” fact that 20th has admitted it will
of its “Screen Directors Playhouse” not attempt to go to the high cost
vidpix series, and initiated steps to of dubbing the shorts for foreign
First contingent of the 1,100
find a producer for the show. At language release.
Paul Terry cartoons taken over by
the same time, SDG is negotiating
Warners, which has a similar for¬
CBS Inc. in the web’s buyout of
for better names for the series, mat and is similarly in a difficult j
talking deals with Tyrone Power, position on the potential reruns, is Terrytoons Inc. have been handed
Greer Garson, Jeanne Crain and losing about $25,000 on each of the over to CBS Television Film Sales,
Errol Flynn, among others.
39 hour-long teleshows it is turning the network’s syndication subsid.
Studio has admitted that it
It’s known-in the trade that while out.
Package comprises 104 subjects
Hal Roach Jr. made the deal with has spent a considerable sum on
originally shown on a network
SDG for the series and the guild the televenture thus far and is still
However, WB is de¬ basis on the erstwhile General
uses his studio to film its pix, he losing coin.
is not credited as producer. Each termined to remain in the field.
Mills-sponsored “Barker Bill
director has almost virtual com¬
Show,” which Terry produced for
plete autonomy on his telefilms in
the network. Web is busy clearing
the SDG series. But at its meeting
the other cartoons for eventual re¬
the board instructed its tv commit¬
lease through Film Sales, although
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
tee to take under advisement the
a bundle will go for the network’s
Director-thesp-songwwriter Si dpossibility of finding a producer for
“Captain Kangaroo” segment.
ey Miller has been inked by Screen
its show.
Film Sales will peddle the pack¬
Gems to direct his first stanza for
SDP series, on NBC-TV, has been
age in two ways, both as a library
NBC-TV “Ford Theatre” series.
in trouble with the sponsor almost
in
which the stations can use the
Miller has directed some “Dam¬
since it went on the air last f^U.
on Runyon Theatres’’ for SG in the cartoons freely over a specified
Eastman Kodak complaining the
period, and as the original 15-min¬
past.
guild is not delivering the,names it
ute "Barker Bill” program, the latpromised, nor the quality. . .
! ter way eliminating any need for
the station to use a live emcee.
Board members batted the breeze
More TV Film News
Film Sales this week fihalized its
freely over their tv troubles and
■ On Page 42
first sale on the group, sellihg the
were “very concerned” about the
library to CMQ-TV in Cuba.
(Continued on page 42)

SDG on Prowl
For Producer In
Kodak Pix Crisis

CBS GETS INITIAL
TERRYTOON BATCH

Sid Miller as Director

New union contracts negotiated
withm the past six months plus
“hidden costs” stemming from the
pacts but unanticipated by pro¬
ducers will raise telefilm produc¬
tion budgets as high as 25% over
a year ago.
So claims Robert
Maxwell, producer on the “Lassie”
series, who is in New York for
huddles with the Campbell Soup
people and coproducer-distributor
Television Programs of America on
that very problem.
Maxwell says that the new cycle
of 39 “Lassie” films, which start
this spring, will run between 20
and 25% higher than last year’s
39, or between $30,000 and $31,000
as. compared with $25,000 per pic
a year ago. The case of “Lassie”
is an extreme one, since one of the
factors contributing to the hike in
cost$. is the fact that the lead of
the show is a minor, Tommy Rettig, and the production company
must observe state laws covering
•minors that will prevent Maxwell
from using shortcuts to trim the
rising Costs'1.
But this applies to
virtually all filmed shows using
moppets in key roles, he says, and
these shows in particular are go¬
ing to find it tough sledding to
stay within .the confines Pf the
10% escalator. clause provided in
most sponsor contracts.
About 12% of the overall hike
in costs, says Maxwell, stems from
the A contracts negotiated’, and
this 12% includes the five-dayweek agreement, which Maxwell
figures most producers can stick to.
But'the “Lassie” operation is sure
to run into that sixth-day over¬
time situation, he says, because of
the juvenile laws, which require
that Rettig (in this case) be on
stage a maximum of four hours a
day, those four hours to be broken
up into segments of no more than
20 minutes_each with a comparable
20-minute rest or study period and
a 5 p.m. deadline at the studio.
Under these circumstances, shoot¬
ing would have to be extended into
Saturday, making for overtime.
But the key factor in rising
budgets is the “hidden costs” ele¬
ment, stemming from salary de¬
mands from above-minimum per¬
sonnel. For example, the Screen
Actors Guild agreement raised the
daily minimum from $55 to $80.
But “Lassie” employs featured
players,
who
get
above-mini¬
mum salaries, which even with
(he hike to $80, will still be above
the minimum.
However,
these
players are demanding or are ex(Contjnued on page 40)

Deanna Durbin
Features to TV?
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
Overtures by Universal-Interna¬
tional to television for purchase
of 18 pictures, mostly musicals,
made by Deanna Durbin, are being
entertained by the studio. Repping
the studio in sounding out net¬
works is the Rosenberg-Cor.vell
agency, which said that any deal
would be on a straight 10% com¬
mission basis. Price quoted is
$100,000 per pic for one network
run.
First pitch was made to Fred
Wile, NBC-TV program veep in
Hollywood, who said he had been
offered the Durbin pictures and
was studying various phases of the
deal, such as how many pictures
are in color, how many in blackand-white and the running time,
of each. Understood the films will
be edited to 90 minutes.
Sale of the Durbin pictures *
would mark the first real dip into
the studio stockpile. Years ago the
studio unloaded some ancient B’s
to a tv distribution outfit headed
by Matty Fox.
U-I studio spokesman said that
the entire matter of a sale of the
Durbin pictures to tv is conject¬
ural. Reported that the studio is
withholding two pictures from the
Durbin backlog for possible re¬
issue.

Pfatsmrr
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Television Chatter
New York
Florida Friebus, who did the tv
adaptation of “Alice in Wonder¬
land” for Maurice Evans, will act
a leading role in his production of
Molnar’s "The Good Fairy,” star¬
ring Julie Harris, Walter Slezak,
Cyril Ritchard and Roddy McDowall, for Hallmark.
Sean Flannelly, former city ed
and columnist on the Las Vegas
Sun and onetime assistant to N. Y.
Journal-American society ed Igor
Cassini, joined Guild Films' pub¬
lic relations department, replacing
Jack Orr, who moved to the NBC
Film Division . . . CBS Television
Film Sales’ sales manager Bill Ed¬
wards off on a two-week tour of
the south to get a sales campaign
on “Under the Sun” rolling . . .
Janet Tyler, WABC-TV’s weather
girl, off to HaUi for week of Feb.
12, with station pulling a switch
by subbing a “weather man” in the
person of Frank Simms . . . Frank
Cooper Associates signed Donald
Cook and Claude Dauphin for tv
representation . . . Bill Stephens,
prez of Conne-Stephens Produc¬
tions, in town on business . . .Desi
Arnaz does a replacement stint for
Bennett Cerf on “What's My Line”
next Sunday (5) . . , Joe E. Brown
guests on “I’ve Got a Secret” to¬
night (Wed.) . . . Dina Merrill
signed for a role on “Playwrights
’56” Feb. 14 . . . John Schwartz,
NBC-TV staff director, to Paris
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ly result in more pay. Point is,
even where payment above the
new • minimums is the practice,
costs will go up because the per¬
sonnel will insist on the new
spread above minimum.
Even the dog trainers on the
show, members of the Teamsters
Union, got a 25c hourly hike. And
a young farmer who brings in
chickens each day for the barn¬
yard scenes used to get $7.50 a day
plus feed for the chicks until he
was organized into the Teamsters;
he nofa gets $24.50 a day, plus
the feed.

From The Production Centres
Continued ftOm page 30
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commitments, so KQED, which only six months ago was campaigning
for contributions to stay alive, took on the chqre, aided by a $3,000
gift from a USF alumnus to cover costs . . . Don Sherwood, off KSFO
less than a month, is returning to radio via a daily deejay stint with
KYA . . . San Frandisco News’ Paul Spe$gle'4Yeports pressure is on
Mrs. Charles Black—better known as Shirley Temple—to make her
teledebut on “Omnibus” but that the suburban matron has so far resisted
all blandishments . . . Francis (Red) Knorp has joined Abbott Kimball
Co., Frisco, will package radio-tv shows for agency . . . Engaged: Don
Pitts, the KGO deejay . . . KOVR, the Stockton-Frisco tv' station, has
signed to televise 85 Frisco Seals ball .games, with Hamm’s beer spon¬
soring half of them.

last week to direct a two-hour tv
production on the French network
. . . Brandt Enos Associates was
chartered in Albany last week to
conduct a tv commercials and in¬
dustrial filmmaking business, with
directors of the company consist¬
ing of Brandt Enos, Elizabeth S.
Enos and David Gazalet... Michael
Dominico, dancer on the Perry
Como show every week, does a
guest stint tonight (Wed.) on the
Steve Allen show . . . John G.
Stott named assistant manager of
television programming for East¬
Continued from page 29 =====
WBZ-WBZA news scored an exclusive transatlantic interview with
man Kodak, working under Ted
propaganda war is that the ANPA Rod MacLeish, news director, talking by phone with Dr. William
Genock.
Damashek,
Boston- hematologist, visiting Moscow. Interview was played
Bernice Coe, veep of Sterling TV bureau can get key back-page
sales, who gave birth to. baby boy spreads in any of the major dailies on MacLeish's 12:05 news analysis and later’repeated on Streeter
Stuart’s
11
p.m. news program ... Dr. Sidney S. Alexander, economic
last day of last year, expected back to blast tv for free virtually when¬
at desk ’fore long; she’s Mrs. Bar¬ ever it wants. So far neither tv advisor to CBS, was named a professor at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology's
Industrial Managament School this week . . . WVDA
rie Stavis . . . Norman Katz, Asso¬ stations nor tv networks have
ciated Artists distribution veepee, found a practical method to adver¬ changed its a.m. format considerably this week with Bobby Wayne,
off for Coast over last weekend . . . tise in that way, though TvB is un¬ singer and radio-tv personality, taking aver as host on “Morning
Pat Hunter becomes operations derstood preparing material along Heartbeat” from 6 to 9. During the three hour stint, Earl Gynan
striper for the new Associated anti-newspaper lines.
cruises the Greater Boston area in a mobile unit car reporting on spot
Writers and Producers Inc. talent
news happenings . . .WEEI's Fred Cusick chats by transatlantic phone
agency; Robert Schall gets man¬
with Olympic team members in Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italy, each day at
Strategy Outlined in Chi
ager of productions title . . . Wil¬
5:55 p.m.
Chicago, Jan. 31.
liam Kelley gets a directorship on
the DuMont Labs board along with ' Nation’s newspapers, obviously
new title: v.p. and general man¬ smarting over the inroads made by
ager of consumer products . , . television in their ag lineage, are
KSTP radio and tv host at cocktail party-luncheon for NBCrTV's
Sports Broadcasters Assn, annual set to wage an allout’ counterattack.
“Wide, Wide World” director Dick Schneider and his assistants Evelyn
feed tomorrow (Thurs.) night at Details of the campaign were out¬
L.
Lifschultz and Ed. Pierce here to handle St. Paul Winter Carnival
the Park Sheraton has added lined before a gathering of the
Rocky Marciano and double-talker Newspaper .Advertising Executives portion of Jan. 29 show . . . Singer Steve Lawrence a late addition to
WCCO Radio's live and airlane St. Paul Winter Carnival show topped
A1 Kelly to the speaking roster.
|-Assn. here last week by Harold S.
Hal March, off for Miami today Barnes, director of the American by Rosemary Clooney and Johnny Carson . . . KSTP general manager
Stan Hubbard vacationing at Miami Beach for two months . . . New
(Wed.) for five days and will emcee Newspaper
Publishers
Assn.'s
Storz interests owners of radio station WDGY have brought on disk
annual Police & Firemen’s show* bureau of advertising.
jockeys Don Loughrane and Bill Bennett from their New Orleans sta¬
Sunday (5) at Miami Beach Kennel
ANPA exec said the project will
Club . . ..Neil Hamilton on Kraft be directed at network advertisers, tion WTIX, also appointing the former program director. . . . Jack
“TV Theatre” tonight in “Five
pinpointing whart he described as Stanley, former local disk jockey and now a West coast advertising
Minutes to Choose” . . . Ted Ashley
the medium’s two weaknesses— man, flew in from Los Angeles to join his wife India Adams, member
to Miami Beach for 10-day respite
of the “Can Can” cast, during show’s engagement here ... Veteran
. . . Peter Affe, mgr. of operations “the fact that sponsors are paying disk jockey Jack Thayer switching from WTCN radio and tv to WDGY
of WRCA-TV, and his wife to Ber¬ more money and getting smaller
muda for a week . . . John Kellogg ratings” and the “intensq competi¬
on “Studio One” (6) in “The Silent tion by the networks for audience.”
Newspapers are launching two
Gun” . . . Art Van Horn, who in¬
Warren Dana named director of educational and religious, program¬
terviewed window cleaners from research studies of tv’s impact on ming at KDKA-TV . . . Beer sponsor has renewed -the Pie, Traynoroutside the 102d floor of the Em¬ various audience stratas apparently
Jack Henry daily sportscasts on KQV . . . Bob Johnson, announcer, has
pire State Bldg., set for additional designed to backstop their “inten¬
switched from WJPA to WAKU in Latrobe .. . Joseph Quinlin’s quar¬
deputying for Art Baker on ABC- sive” romancing of the major tele
ter-hour song session. Mondays,. Wednesdays and Fridays on WCAE
TV’s “You Asked for It” . . . Milton advertisers.
Also planned is a has been picked up for another 13 weeks by Federal Savings and Loan
Ford, in “Time for Adventure” on weekly .newsletter to go out to tv’s
Association . . . A1 Primo, of general service staff at Channel* 2 for
WRCA-TV, comes to N. Y. -from
bluechippers,
documenting with last two and a half years, has been promoted to the news department
Washington, where he’s on a daily
case histories that they “have less under George Thomas . . . Rodge Wood has left WDAD in Indiana,
stint.
Joe
Mantell- on Armstrong’s and less control over what their tv Pa., to join the announcing staff of KFRO in Longview, Texas . . .
“Circle Theatre” (7) In “The Third dollars buy.”
Pat McNamara has resigned from the KQV promotion department to
Barnes stated that while news¬ await the stork in July . . . Harold Goldstein, former publicity director
Ear” . . . Farley Granger guestars
on Perry Como show (4) . . . Vir- papers had their’ biggest, year in of WWSW, has left Milton K. Susman Associates to open own adver- •
l.ffinia Vincent-. a... -^holdover”—on- history.last_y.e^r,: they; took -“quite-l iti^ing-agency ~ r .' George "SHeir,' new" KDKA-TV-director^, "formerly
“Meet Millie” after two appear¬ a licking” in several" advertising operated strawhat Green. Hills Theatre near Reading, Pa.
ances and has just signed for “Peo¬ categories. He attributed most of
ple’s Choice” telepix segment . . . the '55 gain to auto biz with such
Marty Glickman of WRCA-TV's classifications as cosmetics, food
“Let’s Talk of Sports” gets 12- and b*eer showing a drop.
U. S. Marines staged a special half-hour live show before local preem
week leave of absence and left to
on WTTG-DuMont of “Uncommon Valor,” documentary teleseries ,
cover the Winter Olympics in Cor¬
made about and with cooperation of the Leathernecks . . , Joe Phipps,
tina, Italy . . . Ralph Stantley set
journalism prof at U. of Maryland, has been named night* news editor
for dramatic role on “Omnibus (5).
for WWDC-MBS ... An unprecedented telecast skedded for Thursday
Mary Healy takes a seven-week
(2) when visiting British Prime Minister Sir Anthony Eden makes a
leave from the panel of “Masque¬
« Continued from page 29
televised “report to the American people” on a pool basis . . . CBS
rade Party” in order to fulfill
kets,
as
well
as
in
other
cities
with
handling
details of telecast, with staffers Lou Schollenberger and Ted
nitery commitments with hubby
Ayres in charge . . . WRC, NBC o&o station, is first to sell web’s new
Peter Lind Hayes.
First sub is more than three VHF stations.
In view of the clamor of Con¬ “Window” series, with Hecht Co. signing on the dotted line for a crossBetsy Palmer, who takes over to¬
night (Wed.) . . . Producer-editor gress for action to help out the U’s the-boards presentation. NBC v.p. Charles Denny recently announced
Lawrence F. Sherman has formed and Committee dissatisfaction with the new five-minute shopping program to lure retail advertising
Larry Sherman Productions, with FCC allocation policies, Lee’s pro¬
studios in Winter Park, Fla., to posal may well win the support of
at 8, with a strong entry at 0:30 in
produce tv spQts, programs and in¬ commissioners who -have opposed
dustrial
and
educational films. deintermixture of channels in cer¬
the Shriner quiz.
Publicist Gene Rose has merged
tain cities to protect UHF stations. ,=—= Continued from page 29- s==
CBS itself provided the switch
his company into the new Sherman
Lee
is
generally
on
the
majority
gimmick earlier by throwing Phil
outfit and will maintain a public
director
for Silvers against the Berle-Hope, etc.,
relations division in the new pro¬ side in Commission policies and assistant program
duction company . . •. "Weekday” decisions.
Crosley broadcasting stations.
rotation at 8, pushing “Navy Log”
The toll tv proceedings were in a
producer Mitch Benson vacation¬
Prexy R. E. Dunville a£so an¬ in back of Silvers. Here, too, the
ing in the Caribbean with fashion- state of “suspended animation” at nounced that general sales offices
results
were all in Columbia's
designer spouse Jo Copeland . . . the FCC, it appeared, when Lee of¬ of the corporation will be' moved
Dina Merrill set for a lead assign¬ fered
his
proposal.
However, to New York City. Present New favor, with the Silver telepix creep¬
ing up and sometimes surpassing
ment Feb. 14 in the “Playwrights Comr. Richard Mack, in a speech
’56” production of Mann Robin’s Friday;. (27). in Athens, Ga., told York office will continute to han¬ the hitherto impenetrable Berle &
dle Eastern Division sales under Co. in the Tuesday landmark time.
“Return to Casino.”
Georgy, broadcasters the Commis¬ management of Scott McLean.
Don Morrow hosting WPIX cov¬
sion exacts to “take up” the sub¬
erage of the Westminster Kennpl
Dunville also announced appoint¬
scription ■ proposals this year.
Columbus—Samuel T. Johnston
Show in Madison Square Garden
ment of Bomar-fiowrance and As¬
Feb. 13 and 14 . . . Red Barber
sociates, Inc., of Atlanta, as the has been appointed acting general
manager of WTVN Radio here.
inked to do the Bankers Trust
company’s
sales
representatives
quarter-hours for and aft the
for the southern portion of the
WPIX Yankees sked this season.
U. S.
■-- Continued from pace 29 =

Ad Dollar

IN BOSTON . . .

IN MINNEAPOLIS ...

IN PITTSBURGH ...

IN WASHINGTON ...

Lee Prods FGG

d\s"n
Channel 8 Multi-City Market

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PENNA.
NBC and CBS
Just as a fingerprint is distinc¬
tive for its individuality, the
WGAL-TV Channel 8 market
is distinctive for the unique
advertising opportunities it
offers you. It is a multi-city
market—stable and diversified
—where 3)4 million people
have 912,950 TV sets and
spend $5 Vi BILLION each year.

Grosley

Schlitz

Lassie
r~

316,000 :WATTS,
STEINMAN STATION
CLAIR McCOLLOUGH, PRES.
RtprMtMivti

MEEKER TV, INC.
New York
Los Angeles

Chicago
San Francisco

Continued from page 37 -

pected to demand that the $25
hike in minimums be applied to
their salaries too, so that, for ex¬
ample, a player getting $100 a day
would ask that this be raised to
$125 to include the SAG minimum
spread, even though he’s over the
minimum. Similarly, the camera1 man on the show, though in the
$600 a week Class and way above
i minimum, wants the minimum
' spread negotiated by the IA cam¬
eramen’s union tagged onto his
payroll. Maxwell figures this will
apply all the way down the line.
Further factor is the upcoming
Screen Writers Guild negotiations,
with Maxwell anticipating a hike
in script payments from $800 to
$1,000.
And
Screen
Directors
Guild negotiations will undoubted¬

taining him with the acquisition of
the Schlitz business.”
It was Toigo who wooed the beer
account over to BBT from Lennen
& Newell, only to have the pact
repudiated “as a matter of prin¬
ciple” by chairman Biow who said
it was made without his “knowl¬
edge or consent.”
BBT in the
meantime had resigned the Ruppert Brewery billings to make
room for Schlitz.
Hectic chain reaction also
touches off a Thompson resigna¬
tion. Per its contract permitting a
cancellation if a national beer was
secured, JWT is dropping Eastside
Beer, Pabst’s Coast subsid.
Up
until a few-months ago JWT had
the Ballantine billings.
Schlitz billings move to Thomp¬
son Chi office by March 1 with the
agency rounding up an account
group from all branches o" the
firm.

Gleason
== Continued from page 24.
would demand, the 150G plus
$300,000 as the web’s, “forfeit” in
Gleason’s payoff of “Stage Show”
talent such as chorus, musicians,
etc.
CBS. was apparently all set to
make the Great Shift when Glea¬
son’s attack on the web threw a
damper — perhaps temporary — on
the project. In fact, it had hoped
to ready the realignment for
Feb. 18.
In the most recent major trans¬
fer of a show against a fraction¬
time rival, it was NBC which trans¬
posed “Dragnet” and “People’s
Choice” to allow the former to
start even with CBS’ “Climax” at
8:30 Thursday, with payoff results.
CBS hoped to ditto against Como

A SINCERE FELLOW
with good concrete television plays,
stage plays and songs.
For.a trial
contract
I
will give my creative
works to any producer who Is will¬
ing to give me a chance.
Good ap¬
pearance, free to travel.
Please contact N. LAPEN, 4651 Sllverwood St., /Phlla. 27, Pa.
Phone
IVyrldge 2-4681 between 5 and 7 P.M.
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abc-tv’s
afternoon
serves up
nighttime
quality
at daytime
prices

Topnotch TV at piggy-bank rates! Nighttime
quality at daytime prices! No matter how it’s
phrased, ABC-TV’s great new Afternoon Film
Festival is television’s most remarkable partici-.
pation buy. Each weekday afternoon a superb
motion picture never before seen on TV. Films
like The Captive Heart, The Cruel Sea. Famous
stars like Jean Simmons, Peggy Cummins,
Stewart

Granger,

James

Mason,

Deborah

Kerr. Personable Allyn Edwards is the host...
and your salesman. The buying, plan is flexible.
The time slot (3 to 5 p.m, EST) seems sure
to produce excellent ratings. Get all the facts
on this exciting new participation buy today.

abc television network
<io)i r host. Align Eduards

7 West 66th St., New York 23, N. Y., SUsquehanna 7-3000
20 North Waeker Drive, Chicago, Illinois, ANdover 3-0*00
277 Golden Gate, San Francisco, VXdcrhill 3-0077
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Aussies on U. S. Telepix Buying
Spree; 7 CBS Series Acquired
Australia’s upcoming

television^'

Pin

operation is rolling into high gear, J
at least on the program-buying j
front, with lots of American filmed
product set for Down Under when
the Sydney and Melbourne stations
Pittsburgh, Jan. 31.
go into operation in late summer
“Sherlock Holmes” tv strip here,
and fall. Buying is being done on having run out its original series
several fronts, but mainly in New of 26 half-hours, is being dropped
York by Talbot Duckmanton, exec by couple of alternating sponsors
of the Australian Broadcasting on KDKA-TV for “The Goldbergs.”
Commission, who’s on a filmbuying Bankrollers are American Beauty
Sleep Products, manufacturers of
spree.
bedding,
and Speidel
Duckmanton has talked to sev¬ Restonic
eral distribs, but more important, watch bands.
Although 13 more “Holmes'
he’s already set a couple of deals,
largest of which is seven-show buy films were available, Dubin-Feldfrom CBS Television Film Sales. man agency, which services two
Included in the CBS purchase for accounts locally, decided against
Sydney-Melbourne exposure are picking them up, preferring a
“Under the Sun’’ (the new “Omni¬ change.for its clients. Time slot is
bus” rerun package), “The Search,” otne of the best in this single VHF
“See It Now,” “You Are-rThere,” channel market, Monday nights at
“Amos ’n’ Andy,” “Gene Autry” 9 o’clock, with pre-emptions when¬
and “The Whistler.” Duckmanton ever “Producers Showcase” runs
also set a deal for “My Hero” with off its monthly spectaculars.
Agency is bringing Gertrude
Official Films.
Another aspect of Aussie biz, Berg, who stars in “The Gold¬
strangely
enough,
comes from bergs,” here next week for a day
Great Britain, where the commer¬ of plugging the series it kicks off
cial program contractors, Associ¬ Feb. 13.
ated Re-Diffusion and Associated
Television Corp, have set into mo¬
tion plans to go into telefilm dis¬
tribution in the Eastern Hemi¬
sphere. Idea is to take over dis¬
tribution rights both to programs
NBC Film Division has signed a
they’ve coproduced with Americans
in England and to shows they’ve fourth major regional brewery deal
merely licensed for British show¬ on its “Crunch & Des” series, this
ings but would like to sell else¬ time the largest yet. Deal is for
where in the Eastern Hemisphere. 17 markets in Michigan, Ohio and
It’s under this pattern that CBS Indiana with the Stroh Brewery of
Film Sales has made two additional Detroit, via the Zimmer, Keller &
Australian deals, selling the Aussie Calvert agency of the Motor City.
rights to “Gunsmoke” to Re-Diffu¬ At the same time, the Film Divi¬
sion and the rights to “Our Miss sion sold the show to IGA Stores in
Brooks” to ATV.. These, in turn, four Missouri markets, bringing
will sell the programs in Australia, the total number of markets on the
but CBS has already collected the show to 9.
coin for the rights. Similar deals
Number of brewery deals on the
pending in the CBS stable due to show is largely a reflection of its
he finalized in the next week-are outdoor theme. Series is based on
“Annie Oakley” and “Life With Philip Wylie’s Satevepost series on
Father.”
a couple of deep-sea-fishing charThese are by no means the first terboat owners and was shot in
deals for Australia. Just last week, Bermuda with Forrest Tucker star¬
NBC Film Division, via its Aussie ring._Oth^.,kudser..jsp9iis.Qrs.. are.
"
rep;- Amalgamated Wireless "lAus- Lucky Lager, with the nine west¬
tralasia) Ltd., sold “Life of Riley” ern states and Hawaii and Alaska,
and “Paragon Playhouse” in Syd¬ Regal Beer with five southeastern
ney.
Prior to ffthat, Paul Talbot, markets and Schmidt Brewing with
prez of Fremantle Overseas Radio three eastern markets.
& TV, set several deals, particular¬
ly for Television Programs of
America, following a swing
through Down Under. Moreover,
some more buying is figured for
= Continued from page 37 5
the immediate future, since Amer¬

BANKROLLER
FOR ‘GOLDBERGS’

17-Market Regional
‘Crunch & Des’ Sale

NARTB Code

7V* *Hew iZuem
316,000 watts of V. H. F. power

WHTN-TVBAAlic
Greater Huntington Theatre Corp.
Huntington, W. Va.

Huntington J-0185

toons in the library of 500 acquired
by the UM&M TV Corp., with
WABD, the DuMont station which
had first crack at the lot, inheriting
the other 375.
Steve Krantz, program director
of WRCA-TV, will spread the animationers over station’s kid shows
such as Herb Sheldon and Ray
Forrest, plus using the cartoon
characters for on air promotion.
Deal is for three years of un¬
limited runs.

SDG Show
; Continued from page 37 ,

Walter & Peg McGraw, whose
Wanted” series was axed on
CBS-TV some weeks back, have
lost no time in getting back into
action.
They’ve been signed by
Television Programs of America to
produce-its-“New- York Confiden¬
tial” series. The McGraws are cur¬
rently hunting down a studio site
so they can begin filming the show
Feb. 6, with both locations and in¬
teriors due to be shot in N. Y.
Based on the book by Lee Mor¬
timer and the late Jack Lait, it will
be an anthology series in that the
cast will be changing with each
show and so will the story line.
Mortimer, however, will be the
permanent host, another reason for
the N. Y. locationing, since his du¬
ties as nitelife editor of the N. Y.
Mirror keep him in Gotham. Mc¬
Graws are assigning writers to the
series too in order to start rolling
on the Feb. 6 starting date.

Walter A. Tibbals, who resigned
his post last week as v.p. in
charge of radio and tv with BBD&O
after 13 years with the agency,
joins Four Star Productions as
v.p. on Feb. 15. Tibbals will serve
as a creative exec in formulating
new properties, and will also serve
as special liaison man with talent,
agencies and clients.
Tibbals appointment is, second
top-echelon addition in Four Star in
recent weeks, since forced resigna¬
tion of former prexy Don Sharpe.
Lloyd Richards was named pro¬
duction v.p., also last week, by Wil¬
liam Cruikshank, prexy of Four
Star Films Inc.

FEMALE CAPABLE OF RAPID DICTATION
Pleasant surroundings. State qualifications and salary.
Box 220. c/o VARIETY,
154 West 46th Street. New York 36, N. Y.

‘X’ Exits WABD For
WRCA-TV’S $100,000
Switch to WP1X Via
PAR CARTOONS BUY
WRCA-TV is laying out about
Ziv’s Quick Change Act
$100,000 for 125 Paramount car¬

McGraws to TPA For
‘Confidential’ Series

Tibbals to 4-Star

SECRETARY WANTED

be gone about 10 days.
,
.
,
Kaufman and Katz, prez and treasurer of Guild, were to have
left last week but were held back tjll last night (Tues.) because
of the trial of onetime sales chief Barney Goldman’s claim against
Guild in N. Y. They’ll hit London, Paris, -Munich and Rome, talkjug sales and coproduction, with perhaps the most intriguing con¬
ferences slated with the British Broadcasting Corp. in re possible
coproduction deals. This would mark the first tjme BBC has con¬
sidered telefilm production aimed at the American market as well
as for use at home. Kaufman will also dicker possible distribu¬
tion deals on properties already made in England, plus production
in France, Italy and Germany.
. .
.
As for Wick, he’s virtually on a London-to-N.Y.-and-back com¬
muter plane, what with production of his “The Big Man” series
(sold to BBC) plus a variety segment in ..conjunction with Associ¬
ated Re-Diffusion with top U.S. names (Eartha Kitt in the pilot)
flying over with Wick for the filmings.
_

Bermuda, Jan. 31.
With the “Crunch & Des” series*|
of 39 half-hour vidfilm stanzas
winding up Feb. ‘ 25 (they’re al¬
ready sold via NBC-TJ'V syhdication
in about 80 markets), the Bermuda
studio facilities helmed by John
Gibbs are embarking on a new tv
film series — this time on behalf
of -MCA-TV, along with two the¬
atrical features earmarked for Dis¬
tributors Corp. of America.
Pilot on the new half-hour vid¬
film
series,
starring
George
O’Brian, is about ready to roll.
Series is called “The Sea Hawk.”
First of the brace of full-length
features is “The Bermuda Affair?”
which Ed Sutherland will direct.
Script' is l*y Robert Shaw (long
identified with “Robert Montgom¬
ery Presents.”) Second feature,
also under DCA sponsorship, is
called “Trade Winds Hotel.”

Hollywood, Jan. 31.
INDUSTRIAL HEART .
OF THE TRI-STATE AREA

The NY-to-Europe trek is becoming commonplace in the tele¬
film fi-ld or so it would seem from the traffic this week. Reps
frnm three telefilm outfits made for the Continent the early part
of this week, these being Reub Kaufman and Aaron Katz of Guild
Films? Les Harris of CBS Television Film Sales, and Charles Wick,
who’s in indie production in England.
'
■
Harris’ trek includes sales and programming, starting.m .London,
where he’ll oversee start of production on “The Legionnaire” and
“Kinz Richard the Lion-Hearted,” thence to Berlin for conferences
on sales and German dubbing with Berlines Synchron, the CBS
Film Sales German reps and then to Paris for sales sessions with
the Luxembourg, Monte Carlo, Saar and Lillie tv operations. In
London he’ll close deals already verbally set on Annie Oakley,”
“Champion,” “Our Miss Brooks” and-“Life With Father.” He’ll

Theatricals For
Bermuda Studio

ican syndicator Charles Michelson censee” is a response to “needs
now reps two commercial stations felt by both sides of the industry
in Sydney and Melbourne (Duck¬
especially six or eight produ¬
manton is a Government rep), and cers of tv film . . . the bigger in¬
the Aussies.
terests in film producing are mov¬
ing in this direction.”
He pointed out that there must
be one code, “not dozens,” though
ho emphasized that ultimately “it
is the licensee who has the final
say, and the final responsibility.” |
Fellows noted the requirements
for tv film are different than the
requirements for theatre film, and
that, therefore, the code require¬
ments must differ. Big Hollywood
producers, of course, would event¬
ually have to plant one foot firmly
in each industry so far as standards
TEXACO STAR THEATRE
are concerned.
SATURDAY NIGHT—N.B.C.
Mgt.i William Morris Agency

N.Y.-To-Europe Shuttle

Melzac’s TPA Status
Vincent Melzac has been named
assistant to the president'at Tele¬
vision Programs- of America. Mel¬
zac, an account exec and spot sales
supervisor at TPA for the past
year .and a half, will work with
prez Milton A. Gordon and exec
v.p. Michael M. Sillerman in-the
areas of sales and market analysis,
training of new account execs and
coordination of sales activities.
Melzac was a management -con¬
sultant with the Atomic Energy
Commission before joining TPA.
Prior to that, he was art critic for
the Ft. Wayne Journal-Gazette
(since merged with the News Senti¬
nel).

One

day

last

nounced ' having

week
a

N.Y.

Ziv
deal

an¬
on

‘"ifie Man Called X” all wrapped
up with station WABD, but in a
quick change of mind, the syndica¬
tor sold the adventure series to
rival WPIX. The latter is said to
have forked over a better price
on the Barry Sullivan starrer.
Last-minute coup by WPIX is
an example of the close competi¬
tion of vidfilm series that is
known to exist between it and
WABD, the only two Gotham sta¬
tions in the market for extensive
syndicated product.
WPIX, with
over 30 half-hour skeins, roughly
triples the amount of WABD prod¬
uct, however. .
In addition to “X,” WPIX has sign¬
ed with MCA for “Man Behind the
Badge” and Federal Men” (nee
“Treasury Men”) reruns. Inciden¬
tally, Sullivan is hitting N/YV today_
(Wed.) to ballyhoo the" “X71 series
launching.

state of the show, the source Said.
One director-member suggested tv
directors actually helm the shows,
with name directors taking screen
credit, but this was discarded.
Dick Powell, : a board member
who .also._is. _one‘_of _the._awners- of
Four Star Productions, complained
bitterly that the guild is paying
stars far more than their market
value, at -the > expense of other
series.
One star, not identified,
Chicago, Jan. 31.
was paid $12,000 it was said.
' Fred Niles, who recently checked
A board member said that al¬
out
as
exec
veepee
at Kling Films,
though the vidpix are supposed to
have four days’ shooting skeds, to set up his own telefilm opera¬
tion', has devised his own gadgetry
only one telefilm has been brought
which permits the freewheeling
in in that time; that at least one
simultaneous operation of three
went nine days. Lowest budget yet
motion pix cameras to shoot a
has been $48,000, while the highest
show straight through with flexi¬
has been around $75,000, > it’s Re¬
bility similar to live tv lensing.
ported. Sponsor is paying $50,000
per show for the series, filmed in
conjunction with Roach.
I
Directors fpr the final 15 Screen
Directors Playhouse vidpix to wrap,
Leiser to Madrid
up this season’s product were dis¬
On ‘Americano’ Series closed also..
Claude Binyon will direct “A
Henri Leiser left for Madrid last
Hotel Great Northern
Most Unusuai Day,” starring Fred
week to join Martin Gosch as as¬
MacMurray and Jimmy McHugh;
118 WEST 57th STREET
sociate producer on the “Adven¬
Fred £innemann, “Markheimj” Ray
tures of the Americano” telefilm
Milland, Rod Steiger; Lewis Mile¬
e
Ideal for TV rehearsal*
series, the Spanish-American co¬
stone, “The Elevator,” by James
• Ballet School
production setup approved by the
. e Dance Instruction
and Pamela Mason; George Cukor,
Madrid government.
e Photographic or Art Studio
“Louisa Pallant,” Gore Vidal script
“Americanos”
shooting
com¬
e Or living quarter*
starring Bette Davis.
mences, mid-February at Seville
Henry
Koster,
“The
Second
24-hour elevator and owitohboard Oervlta
studios on a 39-chapter schedule
Thief,” by John Fante; Norman
with Scott McKay starring and
Taurog,
“The
Pehny”;
George
Fred Stephanie directing.
Sidney, “The Carrol Formula,” by
John L. Greene; Henry Hathaway,
“Ambrose Bierce Story”; Frank
Lloyd, “The Rodger Young Story,”
Ziv’s Latin American business, by Virginia Kellogg; David Miller,
sparked by the entry of Max Fac¬ “Under Saturn,” by Sterling Silli6 years with major network
tor into the Argentine market with phant; Harry Horner, “Claire,”
in charge of film production
a Sparfish-dubbed version of “My Ruth Capp’s story scripted 'by
and operations. Top filmed
Favorite Story,” continues to hop. Philip MacDonald; John Sturges,
George
Stevens,
Alfred
Hitchcock
Factor, which also bought the same
shows seen on your TV
show in Caracas, is said to ibe the and Delmer Daves.

Fred Niles’ ‘Camtronic'

2,500 S<|. Ft.
Penthouse

TV MOTION
PICTURE EXEC.

Ziv’s Zingy Latino Biz

first U. S. firm to reenter the Ar¬
gentine market following the over¬
throw of Peron. Series starts next
month in Buenos Aires.
In other areas, “Highway Patrol”
was set in four countries, Mexico
City, the CMQ-TV operation
Cuba and in Guatemala and Puerto
Rico.
Sponsor in Mexico City is
H. Steele & Co., the Longines-Wittnauer distributors there. Also in
Mexico City, Cerveza Carta Blanca
brewery signed a second-year re¬
newal on “Mr. District Attoney,”
while Bogota’s station renewed six
Ziv properties. San Salvador’s new
tv operation signed a firstrun deal
on eight Ziv shows.

Marquis to SG
Pierre Marquis is moving from
MCA-TV Ltd. to Screen Gems to
head up the sales development de¬
partment of the Columbia Pictures
subsid. Marquis will have the title
of director'of sales development
and the department will undergo
an expansion under his direction.
Marquis joined MCA-TV as re¬
search director in 1954, moving
over from NBC, where he was su¬
pervisor of tv network sales pres¬
entations. Prior to that, he headed
his own research service, Facts
Inc.

screen now.
3 cameras
shooting method expert.
Available now, to agencies,
packagers.
Write Box V-3 155
VARIETY, 154 W. 46tH St.
New York 36, N. Y.
EVERY DAY
|
ON EVERY CHANNEL V

BROOKS
COSTUMES
J W.il Mil SI., N.Y.C.-T.I. N..7-SB00
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“Perhaps because the star was DINAH everything
was a little better than it usually is... ”
HARRIET VAN HORNE

“The Dinah Shore shoiv was wonderfully written and staged by Don McGuire
and telecast with more class than any other. It had a dynamite line-up. Dinah1 s
Runyonesque exchanges with Stubby Kaye and Johnny. Silver were slick, bright
and amusing. One of the best variety shows of the season.”
JACK O’BRIAN

. “NBC-TV elated over Dinah Shore’s rave reviews and 25.9 Trendex rating
for her Tuesday night Chevy Show.
Rating for the full-hour is the highest the
NBC-TV show has attained opposite Phil Silvers since the latter launched his CBS
vidpix series”
DAILY VARIETY

“Dinah’s hour-show on teevee was bright, breezy, brisk and b’gosh.., . ”
WALTER WINCHELL

“La Shore Enchants In Bewitching Show. ... . ”
— - '‘Sporting-a-personality^katwa^radiunty mth'poise] charms
went, Dinah Shore headlined a show that was bewitchingly entertaining.
A full hour’s worth of TV pleasure.
Her ability to sell a song in closeup came across vividly. Her rendition of
*Hello, Young Lovers’... highlight of the shoiv.”
JACK singer
BILLBOARD

“Dinah Shore’s . . . rating
November”

, the highest for that time slot since last
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

“Last week’s bright spot on television was the joint appearance of Dinah
&hore, Gisele MacKenzie and Perry Como. Their melodic hour was something of
an object lesson for television’s many harried children. For sheer likeability plus
talent, the three are hard to beat. Miss Shore, Mr. Kaye and Mr. Silver did a fas¬
cinating 3-part harmony number based on “Fugue For Tinhornsfor a commer¬
cial; let’s hope it sold some automobiles because it was the season’s most enchanting
bit of advertising. A satire on “16 Tons” ... was hilarious.
Bob Banner’s staging had the virtue of imagination and simplicity and the
musical arrangements were always fresh and deft. Bob Wells ... received credit
for special material, certainly acquitted himself handsomely.
All in all the Tuesday show was both pure television and also delightful tele¬
vision”
JACK GOULD
SUNDAY NEW YORK TIMES

From The Guys To A Doll
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
.By HERM SCHOENFELD.
Don Rondo: “Evening - Star""Beyond
The
Mighty
River"
(Decca)* Don Rondo, a tyro on
Decca Roster, is a highly promising
singer who is a cinch to break into
the hit lists sooner or later. It
could be sooner since “Evening
Star” is a fine ballad that makes
an excellent showcase for his wideopen, wide-range vocalizing. Flip,
mediocre material, Is a rewrite of
the p.d. “Danny Boy" melody.
Chuck Berry:
“Down Bound
Train"-“No Money Down" (Chess).
Chuck Berry could be to the
rhythm & blues field what the late
Hank Williams was to hillbilly
music. Berry, an excellent singer,
is also a firstrate composer and? in
this standout coupling, he shows

up with hits consistently, have
another potent entry in “If You
Can Dream," from the Metro
“Meet Me In Las Vegas" score.
It’s a romantic ballad customtailored for the quartet in a cut
which has worn for them before.
Flip, also from the same pic, is
a lightweight entry brightly ex¬
ecuted.
Gale Storm: “I Walk Alone”“Why Do Fools Fall In Love” (Dot).
Currently the hottest femme singer
on the hottest pop label, Gale
Storm is making a bid for three
hit disks in a row. She, has good
material here, although' perhaps
without the impact of her preced¬
ing releases..
“I Walk Alone,"
whose title adds to the confusion

LAWRENCE WELK
. and his
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
232d Consecutive Week
Aragon Ballroom—Ocean Park, Cal.
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. EDT
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America

Best Bets
DON RONDO .EVENING STAR
(Decca; ... •Beyond The Mighty River

" 1 y
-Peggy Lee. It will require lots of
spins in order to catch on. “Crazy
!In The Heart” has better chances
for a fast breakthrough. It’s a
smart, lightly swinging tune which
Miss Lee delivers stylishly.
Robert Clary: “There Is No Cure
For L’Amour”-“Hotter ’n’ Pistol”
(Columbia).
Robert
Clary, the
young Frenchman who has been
clicking on the U.S. nitery circuit,
is a proficient comedy handler, but
he needs another kind of tune to
hit in the pop market. “There Is
No Cure” has a couple of humorous
rhymes but not enough to put the
song over. “Hotter ’n’ Pistol” is
a speedy-tempoed novelty also with
some, but not enough, good ideas.
Barbara Ruick: “My One And
Only Love’’-“Nice To See You
Again” (Columbia). Barbara Ruick
has firstrate pipes that need the
right kind of material to prove
saleswise. In “My One And Only
Love” she has a slow-moving ballad
with a somewhat ponderous lyric
which
Miss
Ruick
nonetheless
projects very effectively. “Nice To
See You Again” is a so-so ballad
with whispered interpolations that
add nothing.
Merry
Macs:
“Good
Will”“Why ..'Can’t We Begin” (Era).
i-‘.Good._Will”. is-one. of. .those, happy,
inspirational songs which click
periodically. This tune is a strong
entry for the genre and the Merry
Macs, a vocal ensemble, work it
over with a suitable swinging beat.
Flip is a good material number
with a clever lyric.

CHUCK BERRY.DOWN BOUND TRAIN
(Chess)
. ‘.... .No Money Down
JO STAFFORD.'.AS I LOVE YOU
(■Columbia)
.... •.\ .All Night Long’
ELVIS PRESLEY .HEARTBREAK HOTEL
(RCA Victor) ...I Was The One
FOUR ACES..IF YOU CAN DREAM
(Decca) ....-Gal With The Yaller Shoes
his cleffing versatility.
“Down
Bound Train" is a vivid dramatic
opus due for plenty of spins from
the jocks who want to jolt their
listeners. “No Money Down” is
a snappy item with a clever lyric
about the present state of the auto¬
mobile business. Laughs all the
way.
Jo Stafford: “As I Love You”“All Night Long" (Columbia), “As
I Love You" could zoom Jo Staf¬
ford back into the bestseller sum¬
mits. It’s a lovely ballad which
she handles with more warmth in
her pipes than she generally allows
herself. Flip is an attempt at the
current rhythm idiom, but in a far
more restrained, but not less effec¬
tive, style. The lyric is one of those
borderline cases which could raise
some suspicious eyebrows. .
Elvis Presley: “Heartbreak Hotel”-“I Was The One" (RCA Vic¬
tor). Elvis Presley, country singer,
; ts" a "compelling stylist who tears
his tunes to tatters a la Johnnie
Ray.
“Heartbreak Hotel” is an
ideal piece of material and he
goes to town with the help of an
excellent background.
It could
establish Presley in the pop pic¬
ture. “I Was The One” is a slow
rhythm ballad, also with a good
idea and potently rendered..
Four Aces: “If You Can Dream”“The Gal With the Yaller Shoes"
(Decca). The Four Aces, who turn

PfifelETY
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of “walking" songs such as “I’ll
Walk Alone" and “You’ll Never
Walk Alone," is a good blues ballad
which Miss Storm belts to the hilt.
Reverse
is an uptempo
entry
handled with a rolling beat. It
could be the big one.
Eileen Barton: “My Social Hot
Dog" - “Teenage
Heart”
(Coral).
“My Social Hot Dog” is a clever
jump tune with an Ivy League peg
that could have been titled “The
Boy In The Gray Flannel Suit."
Eileen Barton belts it zestfully.
“Teenage Heart” is an okay ballad,
part of the current cycle of teen¬
age-themed tunes.
Renato Carosone: “Infatuation"“Lotta Piano” (Capitol). An Italian
singer-instrumentalist who is being
introduced into this country on
wax via Capitol’s link with the
British
EMI
operation, Renato
Carosone is a lyrical singer in the
Neapolitan .genre..__ “Infatuation;J1.
whose title only ii in English, has
a charming melody, but the lan¬
guage barrier is gonna make it
tough for general acceptance. On
the reverse, Carosone makes like
an Italian Crazy Otto with a play¬
ing style which is no longer a
novelty.
Peggy Lee: “Mr. Wonderful”Jack Mills, publisher, heads out
“Crazy In The Heart" (Decca). The
title song from the upcoming Sam¬ on a month's holiday tomorrow
(Thurs.).
First stop, Boca Raton,
my Davis Jr.-starring legiter, is a
good ballad savvily handled by Fla.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines ~

\ Dean Martin.Capitol
( Gale Storm .Dot
( Nelson Riddle.Capitol

±

1.

l

2

LISBON ANTIGUA (3) .{ Mitch Miller.Columbia

3.

GREAT PRETENDER (4)

4.

ROCK AND ROLL WALTZ (4) ...

MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS (8)

.

5.

SIXTEEN TONS (12)

6.

BAND OF GOLD (5)

7.

IT’S ALMOST TOMORROW (8)

ARE YOC ,SATISFIED; (4)

.

10

Platters .Mercury
Kay Starr.Victor
( Tennessee Ernie Ford.. Capitol
') Johnny Desmond. Coral
i Don Cherry. . .9.Columbia
■ 1 Kit Carson. . ..Capitol
[ Dream Weavers. Decca
. \ Jo Stafford .Columbia
{David Carroll .Mercury

.

..••••••{ Shrt

Woofey

".V/.V.V."

MGM

DUNGAREE DOLL (1)

Eddie Fisher.Victor

LOVE AND MARRIAGE (8)

Frank Sinatra.Capitol

Second Croup
Crew-Cuts .Mercury
Bobby Scott.ABC-Par

ANGELS IN THE SKY .
CHAIN GANG .

f Dick Hyman Trio. MGM
\ Richard Hayman.Mercury
(Billy Vaughn.Dot ■
SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR ..
Bill Haley’s Comets.Decca
ALL AT ONCE YOU LOVE HER ........... Perry Como.Victor
MORITAT

.

\ Crew-Cuts 7 ’.Mercury
[Dorothy Collins.Coral

SEVEN DAYS.

Pat£ P*?e.Mercury
l Kallen-Shaw...Decca
Frank Sinatra.Capitol

GO ON WITH THE WEDDING .j
TENDER TRAP .
TEEN-AGE PRAYER .
I HEAR YOU KNOCKING .

f Gale Storm.
Dot
-j Gloria Mann .Sound
[RQbbin Hood.MGM
Gale

Storm .Dot

[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 101

Benny Goodman Orch:
“The,
Benny Goodman Story” (Decca).
Decca has a winging start in the
current Benny Goodman sweepstakes via its packaging of the
soundtrack score from the Univer¬
sal - International
biofilm,
“The
Benny Goodman Story.”
These
two 12-inch platters contain the
best numbers, the killer-dillers,
from the old BG repertoire and
they are played here by an assem¬
bly of the original BG sidemen—
only some 16 or 17 years later. The
lineup
includes
Gene
Krupa,
Lionel Hampton, Ben Pollack, Ted¬
dy Wilson. Harry James, Ziggy El¬
man, Buck Clayton and others with
Martha Tilton on vocals. The sound
is superlative in this Decca collec¬
tion and the spirit is young, a
genuine reconstruction of the ex¬
citement that prevailed in the
band big during the heyday of the
swing era. Of interest to the jazz
buffs is the comparison between
the interpretations, on a number
such as “Sing, Sing, • Sing,” as
played now and then by the same
collection of footers. Maybe it was
done better years ago, but this is
close as one can come to the origi¬
nal. Decca’s platters have sides by
the big band, the trio and’ quartet.
Gordon MacRae-Shirley JonesBarbara Ruick-Cameron MitchellClaramae Turner-Robert Rounseville: “Carousel” (Capitol).
The
Rodgers & Hammerstein score
from “Carousel,” as taken from the
20th-Fox soundtrack, is a super¬
lative reprise of the musical. The
pic’s cast has some standout vocal
performers which belt the impres¬
sive R&H tunes with maximum im¬
pact.
The dramatic “Soliloquy”
gets a powerful reading by Gordon
MacRae who carriesj the major vo¬
cal chores with his supple and

savvy baritone pipes. Shirley jonec
scores in several duet numbers
with MacRae (“If I Loved You”)
and Barbara Ruick (“You’re A
Queer One; Julie Jordan”) in adrtS
tion to soloing on “What’s The Use
of Wonderin'.” Claramae Turner
registers with a big song, “You'll
Never Walk Alone” while Miss
Ruick, Cameron Mitchell and Rob¬
ert Rounseville handle the rest of
the score in excellent style. Alfred
Newman
supplies
the
positive
baton to orch and chorus.
Gwen Verdon: “The Girl I Left
Home For” (RCA Victor). Gwen
Verdon is one of those socko inperson performers who can’t trans¬
late their talent onto wax. Her
voice is not particularly striking
and without the visual aspect, her
pipes don't stand up alone. The
repertoire in this ^ collection in¬
clude “Lady Is A Tramp,” “Ain’t
Misbehavin’,” “Hot Night In Alas¬
ka,” “Mr. and Mrs. Fitch,” “Bet¬
ting On A Man,” “Why Can’t I,”
“Jenny,” “Daddy” and “No Talent
Joe.” Joe Reisman orch backs up
brightly.
“Harold Arlen and His Songs”
(Capitol). One of the most exciting
things in the music biz is the song¬
writer who demonstrates his own
tunes. The quality of the voice is
secondary since the tunesmith puts
an emotional quality into his own
material that cannot be duplicated
by professional singers. That qual¬
ity is demonstrated here as Harold
Arlen sings his own tunes with
pipes that may not be good, meas¬
ured academically, but are great,
measured by the difficult standards
of the demonstrator. It also hap¬
pens that Arlen’s repertoire is
nothing less than great including,
in this set, such numbers as “I’ve
(Continued on page 48)

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published b,y Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed.
* Legit musical.
t Film.
Survey Week of Jan. 20-26, 1956
A Teen Age Prayer .La Salle
A Woman in Love—t“Guys and Dolls” .Frank
All At Once You Love Her—*“Pipe Dream”
Williamson
Are- You Satisfied- :t: .
-.-.-Cordial
“
Ask Me . .ABC
Autumn Leaves ...Ardmore
(Baby, Baby) Be .Good to Me .BVC
Band of Gold......Ludlow
Cry Me a River ...Saunders
Dungaree Doll.Marks
First Snowfall .Witmark
Great Pretender
.".Panther
He_'_ _\...Avas
Helen of Troy—1 “Helen of Troy” .Harms
I Love a Mystery ..Morris
Innamorata ..
Paramount
It’s Almost Tomorrow . ....
Northern
Lipstick and Candy and Rubbersole Shoes.v..Jimskip
Lisbon Antigua ...• • Southern
Love and ^Marriage ..Barton
Love Is Many-Splendored—t“Love Is Splendored”. .Miller
Memories Are Made of This ..
Montclare
Memories of You—1 “Benny Goodman Story”..Shapiro-B
Moments to Remember.Beaver
Moritat—*“Three Penny Opera” .Harms
No. Not Much ...Beaver
Rock and Roll Waltz
.Sheldon
Sing, You Sinners—1‘Tll Cry Tomorrow" .Famous
Sixteen Tons ...American
Tender Trap—1 “i’ender Trap” .Barton
Valley Valparaiso-.Broadcast

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)

j

A Woman in Love—1 “Guys and Dolls” .Frank
All At Once You Love Her—*“Pipe Dream” .Williamson
Arriverderci Roma ...H&R
Autumn Leaves..
Ardmore
Band of Gold .....Ludlow
Dungaree Doll ...Marks
Everybody’s Got a Home But Me—*Pipe Dream”.. .Williamson
Frozen Logger ..’..Folkways
He ..Avas
It’s Almost'Tomorrow .Northern
It’s Time to Say, Goodbye .B&DeR
Lisbon Antigua .Southern
Little Child..
Morris
Love and Marriage .Barton
Love Is Many-Splendored—1“Love Is Splendored". .Miller
Love, You Funny Thing.Feist
Lullaby of Birdland.
Patricia
Memories Are Made of This..Montclare
Moments to Remember .-....Beaver
No Arms Can Ever Hold You.Gil
No, Not Much .Beaver
Robin Hood ..., . Official
Shifting, Whispering Sands..Gallatin
Sing, You Sinners—t'Tll Cry Tomorrow”.Famous
Sixteen Tons ...American
Soldier’s Guitar....Z-12
Stolen Love ...H&R
Tender Trap—1“Tender Trap" .Barton
Tutti Frutti ..Venice
Yodelin Down the Mountain .Anvil
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MUSIC BIZ’S GLOBAL SPREAD
Robert Musel, who is a European features staffer for United
Press operating out of London, provided the lyrics for “Band of
Gold,” which is doing well on the- U.S. charts. Musel has done' a
self-spoof for his syndicate, spealtihg of his own nerve as a bachelor
glorifying the wedding ring in a Leap Year. A UP official com¬
manded Musel to “interview yourself and get me the real inside
dope,” Musel parenthetically commenting that “in the cable there
was a comma between inside and dope, obviously a transmission
error.”
“So I took myself to an expensive restaurant on my expense
account and after a fine dinner, I turned the charm on Musel the
songwriter . . . asking him ‘What inspiration, what burning flame
drives you on?’ ”
“Money,” said Musel the songwriter.
.Another quip, this one about his “tone deaf” publisher, Howie
Richmond.
He was one of Grace Kelly’s first boy friends and
didn’t realize she was pretty until he saw her in the movies.”

Coast AFM Local to Seek Court Action
If Board Nixes ‘Property Rights Bid
Dissident Coast musicians, who
have delivered two election blows
Is Biz .Too Good?
to the American Federation of Mu¬
Music biz puzzler this week
sicians in the last four months,
has been sheet music orders
have strongly hinted they will seek
coming
in from Tuczynski
court assistance if the AFM ig¬
Music, a Chicago firm.
Pub¬
nores its appeal to restore “prop¬
lishers
getting
the
orders
erty rights” in recorded music to
never heard of the company
L. A. Local 47 members.
and are nervous about the tag
Cecil F. Read, Local 47 veepee
on the checks which reads,
whose election last fall marked the
“Tuczynski Music Co. Not Inc.”
. first victory against administration
The checks, too, were post¬
forces by the rank-and-file mem¬
dated to the latter part of
bership, appeared before the In¬
March.
ternational Executive Board in
N. Y. Saturday (28) to present a
formal appeal bn behalf of mem¬
bership. Details of the six-hour
session still are locked in union
records, but it’s understood Read
. brought from the Coast a statisti¬
cal breakdown indicating Coast
musicians have been deprived of
$1,200,000 in fees in the last eight
months as result of operation of
the Trust Fund. Coast local is
asking this money be recovered for
-benefit of - its - members - who -per¬
One of the biggest band deals
formed work involved and, it’s un¬
derstood, is also requesting that a in recent years has been wrapped
21% boost in recording pay scales up between the Dorsey Bros, orch
in the last two years go to indi- and New York’s Hotel Statler.
Pact, which will come close to the
(Continued on page 47)
$1,000,000 mark, will bring the
orch into the hotel’s Cafe Rouge
for six months a year for the next
five years. Statler has guaranteed
the Dorsey* (Tommy and Jimmy)
$7,000 a week guarantee plus
percentage of the cover charges.
Room is raising its cover tab to
give the orch a better break on
the percentage rakeoff. Saturday’s
Dave Kapp is adding the Trend cover tab will be upped to $2.50
Records line to his Kapp label cata¬ from $2 while the Friday cover
log. Trend, an indie Coast label, will be hiked to $2 from $1.50.
Pact calls for the orch to open
had been headed up by Albert
Marx until its fold several months the room in September and play
ago. Kapp’s buyout includes over ! out the sixmonth booking in two
200 masters of released and unre¬ segments of not less than six
I weeks in one stand. Pact goes into
leased material.
effect next September. Meantime,
Some of the artists represented
the orch goes into the room Feb.
in the purchase are Matt Dennis,
10 for sixmonth stand on a pre¬
Dave Pell, The Hi-Los, Claude
Thornhill, Jerry Fielding and The vious booking.

Band Biz May Be in Doldrums, But
BG Sells Like It Was the 'Swing Era

Music, always an International
language, is no*W being organized
practically on a global scale by the
major companies.
In both the
disk and publishing field, trend
has been accelerated to worldwide
corporate setups.
RCA, for instance, is now riding
| under its own banner in Europe
wherever possible.
RCA will ex¬
tend its trademark to England on
disks as soon as its pact with His
Master’s Voice (a subsid of Elec¬
trical & Music Industries) runs
out late in 1957. Victor has al¬
ready launched manufacturing op¬
erations in Italy and England and
it’s likely that any future English
company will service that country
and others on the Continent.
EMI, the British company, is
now also straddling both sides of
the Atlantic via its recent stock
buyout of Capitol Records.
The
corporate
interrelationship
be¬
tween EMI and Capitol is already
being felt in Cap’s releases of Eu¬
ropean artists. EMI will eventual¬
ly take over the Capitol catalog m
England.
The Philips Co. of Hol¬
land, a leading electronic equip¬
ment and disk manufacturer on
the Continent, has expanded in re¬
cent years into England with its
own .platter operation and. has
nriade a tie with Columbia Rec¬
ords in the U. S. for a reciprocal
exchange and distribution of mas¬
ters.

J

Lancers. Kapp expects to turn the
masters into about 16 12-inch LP
albums. First release of the pack¬
age is slated in about three months
with about 10 sets hitting the mar¬
ket at that time.

MGM Promotes LP Sets
Via Distrib Price Cut
In a move to give an added push
to its “Baker’s Dozen” LP album
drive, MGM Records has cut the
price on the sets available in the
prbmotion to $1 for distributors
who want to use "them for radio
plugging.
/
Among the artiste included in
the “Baker’s Dozen” promotion
are D.avid Rose, LeRoy Holmes,
Ray Charles, George Shearing, Sam
(The Man) Taylor, Cyril Stapleton,
Dick Hyman, Kay Armen and the
late Hank JVilliams.

ATLANTIC GETS HOT
WITH JAZZ SIGNINGS
Atlantic Records went on a pacting splurge last week, adding eight
names to its jazz roster. Spree is
part of label’s jazz buildup program
to cash in on the sales upbeat in
jazz platters.
' Joining the Atlantic stable are
Chris Connor, The Modern Jazz
Quartet,
Lennie
Tristano, The
Charles Mingus Jazz Workshop,
George Wallington, Jack Montrose
and Milt Jackson. The addition of
these jazzsters follows on the heels
of Atlantic’s signing of Jimmy
Giuffre, Coast arranger, composer
and sax tootler. It also rounds out
a jazz roster that includes Shorty
Rogers, Lee Konitz, Dave Pell, Bill
Russo, Wilbur de Paris, Teddy
Charles, Tony Fruscella and Betty
Bennett.
Diskery’s jazz division is under
the supervision of Nesihu Ertegun.

Perrin Joins Peer
TEX. HILLBILLY SHOW CLICKS
Jack Perrin is deactivating his
Pinelawn Music firm to head up
San .Antonio, Jan. 31.
the Chicago office for Peer Inter¬
The boxoffice gross was $6,800
national .and Southern Music. He for the Hank Snow-Elvis Presley
takes over Feb. 6.
show Sunday (22) here at the
Perrin replaces Barney Fields, a Municipal Auditorium.
It was the biggest gate for a hill¬
freelance disk promoter in that
territory.
billy show here in two years.

Billy Eckstine’s first session
for RCA Victor last Thurs¬
day (26) packed the diskery’s
New York recording studios at
Webster Hall with an entour¬
age of publishers, writers,
Victor execs and friends.
Jerry Thorp, Victor publi¬
city chief, remarked that he
had never seen so* many peo¬
ple at a recording session and
Eckstine said, “More people
^Showed up here than at my
last concert tour with Peggy
Lee.”

Swedish Label
No Deg Diskery;
Sets U. S. Tieups

Metronome
Records,
Swedish
disk firm,‘is developing a stronger
foothold on the U.S. market via
tie-ins with U.S. disk companies.
Last week, Claes Dahlgren,' Metro¬
nome’s New York office head,
worked out a deal with Mercury's
veep Art Talmadge to have 10 12inch LPs of the Metronome’s jazz,
pop and mood music recordings
released in the U.S. under the
British Decca also operates in Merc banner. In. return, - Metro¬
both continents via the Decca label nome will promote the complete
in Britain and its subsid U. S. Lon¬ Merc line in Sweden, Finland,
don company. This operation has Norway and Iceland.
become very potent in the U. S.
Also Joe Carlton, RCA Victor’s
longhair field as has Angel, an
artists & repertoire chief, is con¬
EMI subsid which operates in the
tinuing to romance Metronome’s
-Singing“Dogs. To“ follow up' The
On the publishing front, U. S. Singing Dogs’ click of a few
firms are busy setting up subsid months ago, “Oh, Susanna,” Carl¬
companies in England and on the ton is now prepping the canines
Continent. The Big 'Three (Rob¬ for a crack at the rhythm & blues
bins, Feist & Miller) has been ex¬ field with a rush release of “Hot
panding in this direction recently Dog Rock ’n’ Roll.”
with a German subsid the most re¬
Metronome, which is now going
cent addition.
into its seventh year with a New
The close interlinking of inter¬ York outlet, has introduced its
continental
communications has Swedish jazz stars here via tie-ins
made the global operation both with the Prestige label and Empractical and profitable. A hit in Arcy, Merc subsid. Its classical
the U. S. can become an overnight platters cut by the Stockholm
click in South Africa just as con¬
Symph have been leased to Mer¬
versely, an African number can
cury and Capitol. In the pop field,
just as easily break through in the
Archie Bleyer’s Cadence label will
U. S.
showcase
Metronome
crooner
Chris Dane and trumpeter-vocalist
Ernie Englund.

Hotel StatkNX
Pacts Dorsey Bros.
To Five-Year Deal u. s._._;. ■

Dave Kapp Buys

SRO Session

-

•

D. C. Radio Station Sues
To Restrain Disks Made DIXIELAND JAZZ TOO
From Aired Symph Show
LOUD FOR OLD DIXIE
Washington, Jan. 31.

The rights of a radio station
against bootleg recording of its
programs may receive its first test
here as result of a suit filed in the
U. S. district court here by WGMS.
WGMS seeks to enjoin an unau¬
thorized recording made from a
broadcast by station* of a National
Symphony concert. Disk, offered
for sale in a local store, was al¬
legedly made by Robert H. B dholt, of nearby Falls Church, Va.
M. Robert Rogers, station prexy,
stated that offending platter of the
National Symphony performance
of “Carmina Burana” was first
brought to his attention by Sam
Jack Kaufman, head of the Musi¬
cians Local 161, after a tip from
one of the symphony’s musicians.
The AFM local boss, with a natural
stake in any bootlegging of music,
investigated report and found the
record on sale.
In its complaint, WGMS states
that Bodholt arranged with B&C
Recording Co. of New York and
the custom pressing department of
RCA to produce quantity LP re¬
cordings from a tape he had made
of the live broadcast. Pointing out
its exclusive property rights in its
broadcasts, station requested a
permanent injunction from the sale
and manufacture of these “unwar¬
ranted and wrongful” recordings.
Station is not suing for cash re¬
muneration.

-Birmingham, Jan. 31.
Alleged noise made by a Dixie¬
land jazz band at the Beverly Club
here has touched off a court fight
and a controversy that is garnering
considerable attention in the local
newspapers and on television.
Neighboring Hotel Arden, in at¬
tempting to “muffle” the Dixieland
crew, has charged that the band is
too loud and is annoying its guests.
Issue has been taken to Circuit
Court Judge Harold Cook, who has
set the hearing for Feb. 23.

Initial
returns
indicate
that
1956, no matter who wins the Presi¬
dential elections, will be Benny
Goodman’s year. The bandleader,
in fact, is due to do even better this
year than he did during his hey¬
day, in the swing era in the late
1930s. His ‘56 click, moreover, is
coming at a time when the band
business is at an alltime low ebb.
Decca, which has the soundtrack
to the Universal-International biopic, “The Benny Goodman Story,”
is heading for a windfall. Advance
orders on the platters, selling at
$3.98 per disk in a double 12-inch
set, already have gone over the
100,000 marker. Decca previously
cleaned up with its Glenn Miller.
soundtrack set but the BG wax take
for Decca will be far greater thap
the Miller album.
Meantime, all the major diskers
are going all out on their BG pack¬
ages. "Victor and Columbia are is¬
suing vintage platters while Capi¬
tol has released new material
played by recent Goodman studio
bands.
It’s figured that the con¬
centrated,
multi-label
push
on
Goodman plattei’s will start a big
noise on the sales level.
Goodman found himself in an ex¬
cellent position to take advantage
of the U-I biopic because of his
contractual freedom at the time the
pic was conceived.
While either
Capitol and Columbia were figured
to pick up the soundtrack, Decca
copped it mainly because of its
ownership of the Universal studios.
Decca also had to appease Norman
Granz, who controlled such ex-BG
sidemen as Lionel Hampton, Teddy
Wilson and Gene Krupa on the
soundtrack rights to the various
sidemen.

Decca Legit Wax
Celluloid-Happy
Pic versions of legit musicals
are proving to be boon to Decca’s
roster of original Cast albums.
Company has already' cashed in
heavily on the recent pic releases
of “Oklahoma” and “Guys and
Dolls,” which boosted the original
legit cast album versions. In the
case
of
“Oklahoma,”
Capitol
copped the pic soundtrack for an
album while the “Guys and . Dolls”
soundtrack was snarled by the fact
that Frank Sinatra refused to re¬
lease his tunes for the wax version.
Decca has issued a set of tunes by
Marlon Brando and Jean Simmons.
Decca is also gearing a new push
for its “Carousel” legit cast set in
anticipation of the upcoming pic
release of the Rodgers & Hammerstein musical by 20th-Fox. Capitol
has
the
pic
soudtrack.
The
same kind of action will be framed
around "The King and I,” another
R&H musical which also got the
celluloid treatment at 20th-Fox.

Birdland Jazz Pkge.
Booked Solid Month

Birdland’s second annual jazz
concert package kicks off a 28-date
Owners of the Beverly Club tour Friday (3) with an evening
claim there’s a place for Dixieland stand at the White Plains County
music in Birmingham, the heart of Center and a midnight bash at
Dixie. “We’ve got people dropping New York’s Carnegie Hall.
by from all over the country,” they
Package is booked solid through
argue, “and the word's getting Feb. 27 where it winds at the Na¬
around to stop by the Beverly if tional Theatre, Washington, with
you want to hear Dixieland music." three shows in ©ne day. It marks
Meanwhile, the Beverly band has the first time a jazz show has been
indicated that it won’t mute its in¬ booked into the National. Unit,
struments.
which is booked through the Gale
Agency, headlines Sarah Vaughan,
A1 Hibbler and the Count Basie
MERC UPS FOSTER
orch.
Chicago, Jan. 31.
Fred Foster has been named pro¬
motion manager of Mercury Rec¬
Bally Inks Sister Trio
ords “country & western” depart¬
Chicago, Jan. 31.
ment.
The Gayden Sisters, sep'a pop
Foster will take up his newly vocal trio, have been si'ned by
created post in Nashville, Tenn. He Bally Records, Jimmy Hilliard’s
had formerly been on Mercury’s fledging diskery.
Group all came from Chi’s southWashington-Baltimore area promo¬
tion staff. His spot there was taken side Olivet Baptist church choir,
and have appeared on video.
over by-Johnny Lam.
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Continued from
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, ,
vidual musicians rather than to the , who were informed a year ago that
thPv^H informe^ a year.aS° that
Trust Fund, as is now the case,
they had v/on a 1 Q|% raise from
vp^Aril-n«
Lost fees of $1,200,000, it was recording companies, and that be-

next few weeks. However, it’s considered significant that Read had
informed members on the Coast
that court action would be undertaken in event of an adverse decision. Local 47. members, it was
reported here, take the position
that they, have a “property right”
*hat they have a “property right”
in their recorded music as well as

Coast AFM Local

believed, were figured on basis of

47

Band Biz Now Going Society in a Big
Way; Lotsa Coin in Private Parties

. . .-—--—-—♦
Society, parties are keeping the
f'DiTi/'C cam dc iiccciii
I AFM ers hopping. In these days of
CRITICS CAN dc USEFUL
. diminishing live engagements, the
| swank shindigs stick out as the
through the Trust Fund. ObviousGleason of Chronicle Brings a spots where the tootlers can pick
ly, a determination on such a
up some of their lost earning coin.
Dead Disk Back Alive
According to Lester Lanin, who
San Francisco,
Francisco, Jan.
Jan. 31.
31.
supplies orchs for the Blue Book
San
~
„ . .
,. ,
.
parties, his organization alone emSan Francisco which likes to pioys ciose t0 5qo tootlers a year to
fancy itself a centre for esoteric piay to the growing demand in the
„
jazz, nothing square, you under- private party biz.
Lanin’s orchs
TflntArQ Act Mnro
aUUUJIo noli luUlc
stand, is credited with turning P*ay close to 1,000 parties a year,
f ’
r*
DDF \7:J^ „mu0
Tv/r.joir
with a record 240 dates in a 10The Ballad of Mack the Knife
day period last christmas season,

fet^a^

v

in music scored for television films,

sudden surge of feature Uto. topaVel
television. Up to last June, musicians who originally scored feature

into the Trust Fund, so that the
musicians are still receiving same

zezv&sjszzzs:

srlengtKy and invoIved uti-

directly into the Trust Fund.
(Reade’s position before the IEB
was fairly well outlined a week
earlier before the Coast local’s
membership, when he was forced
to
explain cjvjjciniiiuies
expenditures ui
of juocai
Local
w CAFicikii
47 money for research, legal fees,
At the- meeting, Read declared he
would hammer away at the idea
that present wage scales for mysicians are inadequate, both in
terms -of current cost • of living,
and • • comPa^ison to increases
wonun the !ast few years by AHied
cr*^s^
Understood Read took the posi&m^.P^entS.,t0

the

Trus«

musicians on the Coast. This situauon,
according
to Coast .musi■
.
II
.
^ ans’
particularly true m the
case of recording windjammers
-

(At the Coast meeting. Read also
said he would protest, the general
tendency to wrongfully cast Local
47 members as villains in connection with the situation. He pointed
into a click
after it originally
out 10
to memoers
members mere
there that many
our
London Jan 31
—°-^ panr
caked.
locals around the country feel the
The London branch’of the Mu- cakedfrom
“Three
Penny
Hollywood group is seeking to sicians Union is pressing for an
Derived
overturn a worthwhile Trust Fund increase in rates on BBC-TV. The Opera” and . recorded by Louis
for its own selfish ends.
Read state web pays less than the* com- Armstrong for Columbia, the repromised he would inform the IEB mercial tv companies, and musi- cording has been re-serviced to all
of economic factors involved. Part cians are seeking to get the BBC disk jocks and re-labelled to credit
of that situation stems from the to raise their rates to fall into line the source prominently.
fact that Local 47 contributes more' with those of the rival organizaSan Francisco deejavs took cue
than 90% of the money into the tions.
So strongly do they feel from jazz columnist Ralph J. Gleatv.
Trust Fund
Fund and
and about
about 33%
33% of
of on this matter that the resolution son of the Chronicle who went all
tv. Trust
is threatening to boycott BBC-TV out Dec. 27 ..e
devoting a
four column
money into the recording Trust „
...
gets back only around programs as of today (Tues.).
spread to the one record. Although
4%.)
The resolution was forwarded to hailed by Columbia Records in the
to the Coast ovey the
,, Read
- returned
_—* “
me national
nauuuai offices
uii.iv.to of
ui the
me M.U.
ivi.u. east
Cd&t, as
as a
a hero,
nciu, Paul
i aui McKimmie
niv.iviii.nwt of
ti
the weekend. Understood here the last week and is being discussed at H. R. Basford Co. credited the
IEB indicated a decision within the the highest level..
critic. ’**
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worked stead^yTith namT orchs to
the heydays of the dancebands. Decline of the danceband biz during
: tke past few years has made a flock
I of topflight musicians available for

S|'§
.g
o S

; the society dances.
i
Lanin, who plays parties for the
Rockefellers, Morgans,
DuPonts
8
*2
°i"
and Whitneys as well as college
proms, keeps his sidemen and
-4
3^
o
g
Wo^^u
«
A
repertoire flexible to fit each parx* S
°sT
L
ticular occasion. His book runs the
(Jj
I
oSi'T
'
qj^
o
I3
l
|oS<u
gamut from the turn-of-the century
--|
8§;>!2J!
iro
I
c
•!*
25
•“
j?
'T
|
0
P
waltzes to the current rock ’n’ roll
_,
-tJ
1
y
§• • I
2
«•'
J, 12
I
S ■ d
T ‘ 0
beat. And when a jazz step is- on
National
National
c
1
order he calls on such standout
Rating
5
a
I
&
3
h
£
>1
N
sidemen as Roy Eldridge, Joe
This Last
Th» ta^
. „ . , . ,
6
8- 1
s 3 S !
|
1
3
g I
|
g
^ 6
!
1
a g S 1 Jones, Max Kami-ky. Pee Wee
4)
wk.
Artist,
wk. wk.
wk.
Artist, Label,
Label, Title
Title
lsfc»<a<SMgiJia»iSS!dwo
.SjwOi»S, Russell, Peanuts Hucko and A1
1 fc
1 £ 1 s
Is
-:-:- . Cohen to s t in.
PLATTERS
(Mercury)
,
,
M.ATTERS (Mercury)
•
,
,
,
*
„...„_L ...The-tooUers-^et-scale-ptos-aitPretender”.. :Tr.:
~.t. rr.1
—2 - • “Great
Great --Pretender”..
~r. : rr:~.
rr: 2 —1
1
1- 2
2.
5 -11 ~ Y
1
1 T
~2
f V 3
4
..10
1
2
3
2
1 170
extra $3 £or eve*y 25'miles on the
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)
trek or an out-of-town date. Lanin
“Memories
Are
Made
of
This”....
I
5
2
1
This”15
3
4 v.
3
8
2
6
3
1
3
2
2
6
6
2
3
1
3
2 154! foots the lax to AFM local in the
i terriotry.
NELSON .RIDDLE (Capitol)
“Lisbon Antigua”....
4
4
3
1 3 10 '5 4 4
KAY STARR (Victor)
“Rock and Roll Waltz”.
5
6643
3126
1
TENN. ERNIE FORD (Capitol)
7
4
9
4
“Sixteen Tons”
.
3
71
4 10
5

yAniETr
r/VKits l I
Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in
21 cities and showing com¬
comparative
p
arative sales rating jot
jot tnis
and last week.
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Lanin admits that all the dates
aren’t lavish
and ....
his book......
....... affairs
....... ....
u...ings run from one-man (usually an
accordionist) to a big band of 40
men
men for
iui a
a, bash
ua.i 11 hosted
nuoieu by
uy Marshall
iVictloiltui
Field. Fact remains, however, he
states, that there are more parties
than ever before and this keeps the
men busy..
Many of the tootlers on Lanin’s

lllwA

.

and there's lots more
around to
i “nu
more arouna
to
keep the
the other
other society
society °rch
orch groups
groups
I keep
j busy, too.
Upbeat in the society orch biz,
! Lanin points out, is indicated in
I the stiffening competition. There
j are now about six top society
| orchs vying for the biz as compared
1 with the two. or three that were
around 10 years ago.
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MGM Launches Package
Service for Blasters

DON CHERRY (Columbia)
“Band of Gold”.

6

BILL HALEY’S COMETS (Decca)
“See You Later, Alligator”.

7

DREAM WEAVERS (Decca)
“It’s Almost Tomorrow”.

8

7

2

6

2

..

6

10

7

10

7

8

8

MGM Records is kicking off a
special package subscription serv¬
ice for broadcasters this month.
Diskery is covering 2,000 commer¬
cial radio and television stations
as well as to college broadcasters.
The subscription service will in¬
clude disks in the label’s pop, coun¬
try & western, original cast and
classical lines.
The service has
been broken down into five seg¬
ments and includes only 45 rpm
and 33V5 rpm platters.

8

l

FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“No, Not Much”.
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“Dungaree Doll”.. ...
BOBBY SCOTT (ABC-Par)
“Chain Gang”..

Service No. 1 includes all of the
diskery’s new released pop platters
with shipments every two weeks at
$4 per month. Service No. 2 in¬
cludes all of the new releases in
the c&w field with shipments every
two weeks at $1.75 per month.
Service No. 3 combines the pop
and c&w package at $5 per month.
Service No. 4 includes pop and
original cast albums Wi.tfi a month¬
ly shipment and. a minimum of 50
albums a year at $3 per mdhth.
Service No. 5 covers label’s classi¬
cal line with a minimum of 25 al¬
bums a year at $1.50 per month.

AL HIBBLER (Decca)
“He” .
GALE STORM (Dot)
“I Hear You Knocking”.

9

FONTANE SISTERS (Dot)
“Daddy-O”. 10
BLUE STARS (Mercury) •
“Lullaby of Birdland”.
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia) .
“Woman in Love”.
CREW-CUTS (Mercury)
“Angels in the Sky”...
TEEN AGERS (Gee)
“Why Do Fools Fall in Love”.
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
“Love and Marriage”.

Sid Wayne-Joy Part

FAT BOONE (Dot)
“I'll Be Home”. .•.
DICK HYMAN TRIO (MGM)
“Moritat” .
LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty)
“Tutti Frutti”.

Lyricist Sid Wayne has termi¬
nated his exclusive tie with Joy
Music to take on assignments from
other publishers and do special
television work. Wayne had been
pacted to Joy for the past 18
months.
He’s currently riding with “99
Years,” cut by Guy Mitchell for
Columbia Records.

.ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
“Autumn Leaves”.
PLATTERS (Mercury)
“Only You” ...
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“Moments to Remember”...

10

10

DECCA INKS GLORIA MANN

3

I
. OKLAHOMAI

.. ..

.
GUYS AND DOLLS

CAROUSEL

SIX TOP

R|„ Soundtrack

Film Soundtrack

Film Soundtrack

ALBUMS

Capitol

Decca

Capitol

SOA 595

DL 9023

W 694

FDM 1, 2-595

ED 2308

EDM 694

Hollywood, Jan. 31.
JULIE IS HER NAME

MUSIC TO CHANGE
HER MIND
Jackie Gleason

Perry Como
Victor

Capitol
W 632 •
EBF 1, 2-632

LPM 1085
EPB 1085

. .Gloria Mann, has been signed by
Decca Records and will debut on
that label within the next 10 days.
Chirp cut three sides under the
supervision of artist and repertoire
topper Milt Gabler here last week
and her initial release is being
rushed.
,,
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Pop Clicks Bump
Rock V Roll Tunes
Off Jock Tables]

~ Publishers Now
On Do-It-Yourself
Kick to Get Disk

PSmeTy Scoreboard
OF

,

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Rock V roll is being snowed un- :
der by a barrage of powerhouse:
pop platters.
In recent weeks
there has been a flood of wax in
the instrumental and ballad groove
taking the spinning play away
from the rhythm disks.

Publishing firms are .beginning
to make’disk company work easier.
A flock of publishers have started
making their own records? and ped¬
dling the masters to the diskeries.
And the disk company artists &
repertoire men are buying.

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

The heavy stress on potent postChristmas releases has put the
pop diskers in their best position
to knock off the rock 'n' rollers.
In the past, the big push disks
were delivered on a scattered re¬
lease schedule which allowed for
plenty of air play for the rhythm
& blues etchings.
The concen¬
trated release schedule in Janu¬
ary, however, is keeping the deejay turntables busy.

Retail Disks

The publishers’ main interest, of
course, is getting their'copyrights
a proper wax exposure and usually
turn over the master and the artist
to the disk company for just the
cost of the date. Some.publishers
have kept managerial interests in
the artists they've put on wa'x, but
for the most part it’s just getting
a disk release of their tune that
is the prime concern.

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each 0/ the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

Situation is particularly evident
In such key deejay towns as Cleve¬
land,
Detroit
and
Pittsburgh.
Contactmen returning from mid¬
west deejay treks report that the
bulk of the play is going to the
new pop releases.

Mills Music has been most con¬
sistently active in this field. Now
E. H. Morris Music has sold 10
sides to three different companies
in the past. week. Firm peddled
four sides cut by The Notes, a new
vocal combo, to Capitol, two sides
cut by The Myra Sisters to MGM,
and two sides cut by sax player
Bud Johnson to RCA Victor. Two
jazz
instrumentals
were
also
bought by Victor.

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

Among the new pop slices that
have been instrumental in block¬
ing out rock 'n’ rollers on the dee¬
jay turntables have been “Lisbon
Antigua," “Themes From The
Threepenny Opera,"'"Valley Val¬
paraiso," and “Upstick, Candy and
Rubbersole Shoes” and “Poor Peo¬
ple of Paris.”

,

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol).Memories Are Made of This*
PLATTERS

Other publishers with European
ties have also been moving in with
masters cut overseas. Decca's re¬
leasing of Van Lynn pressings is
such an example. The disks were
peddled to the label by George
Lee.

<■—*.
NELSON RIDDLE (Capitol). Lisbon Antigua

KAY STARR (Victor)..... Rock and Roll Waltz
TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol) . Sixteen Tons
DON CHERRY (Columbia).. Band of Gold
BILL HALEY’S COMETS (Decca) . See You Later, Alligator

LaROSA TO ORGANIZE
OWN PUBLISHING FIRM

EDDIE FISHER (Victor). Dungaree Doll

TUNES
(•ASCAP. fBMI)

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

TUNE

_

•

__

PUBLISHER

~fMEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS ................. 7.™;. Montclarfi
2r
*GREAT PRETENDER.. Panther
fLISBON ANTIGUA.\... Southern
’ft
fROCK AND ROLL WALTZ .... Sheldon
}Ll
Ln .
•{•SIXTEEN TONS... AmericanTl
“IT’S ALMOST TOMORROW.. Northern

Marks Ups Delfino

fBAND OF GOLD.

A Beauty I

8
10
..

8

9
10

He takes over the post held by
Mitchell B. Marks until his death a
few. weeks ago.

Set 'Toyland' World Rights

pelJ’ itd-

for' theBritish> Empire
and the Contment and Southern
Music for South America and Mex'ico. Tune, written by Bernie Loew
and Kal Marcus, is published in
the U. S. by Ivan Mogull’s’Harvard
Music firm.
Song has already, been cut: by
jsrat (King) Cole for Capitol and a

'

1

*<1

TaIo
Lysisiraia luneiieis
» 1
1• 1
wr
Advance Airlane Kavo
xj n —* j T
01J
Hollywood,
Hollywood, Jan.
Jan. 31.
31.

possible disk ban by the webs, Albert.J. Cohen, producer of the UI
musical, “The Second Greatest
Sex,” in which tune is featured,
took sharp issue with the network’s
decision. “So far we’ve had a

DSor?m Pony Sherrell and
Phil Moody, in an attempt to determine network reaction anent
their tune, “Lysistrata,” in case
they turned out a disk version,
visited the clearance departments
of ABC, NBC and CBS, only to be
told that “tune lyrics in the.present form are- unacceptable.” Ageold controversy over “Lysistrata”
>?s a play*prdmnted'the move, Sher-rell and- Moody figping there was
no poihfc:'in; etching a number that
would automatically be banned.
Upon hearing of “Lysistrata’s”

100% approval of all phases of
‘The Second Greatest Sex’,” producer pointed out. “And that ineludes censor boards in eight different states and local censors in
19 key cities throughout the country. If these groups thought ‘Lysistrata’ was acceptable, what’s
with .the networks decision? The
same people go to movies as those
Who..
who.. watch tv or listen to radios.”
__
•zirrr.■ ■■■
.
=
B

Another BMI ‘Pin U|>'Hit

SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR
Recorded by
BIIL HALEY and COMETS

boy hall.

Ludlow

The original platter was aimed
at the Yule sales drive ,and had
been coupled with the oldie, “Get
Along Home Cindy,” with special
holiday lyrics by Drake and Shirl:
Kapp figures that the ^Miracle of
. the Wheat” side has a straight pop
potential so he’s groomed it for
another'drive. The tune-.Was-Out
by Ed McCurdy’s Harvesters. •

fHE.
fHE..
Avas
fDUNGAREE DOLL.
DOLL.'.. Marks'
MarksfSEE
. Arc
f SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR .

-1i i I 77

BOBBY CHARLES

Dave Kapp is prepping another
drive for “Miracle of the Wheat,”
which he originally put out under
his Kapp label banner a few weeks
before Christmas. Label’s prexy is
recoupling the tune, penned by
Ervin Drake and Jimmy Shirl,
with another of the team’s songs
“One God.” The new platter , will
be shipped to deejays and distributors this week;
.

FOUR LADS (Columbia)..■(Mom^nts^o Remember

Edward Delfino has been upped
to the production manager’s post
at E. B. Marks Music. He had been
in charge of the firm’s stock and
shipping rooms for the past several
years.

I

DAVE KAPP ENCORES
‘CHRISTMAS’ ITEMS

DREAM WEAVERS (Decca). It’s Almost Tomorrow

A new publishing firm owned by
Julius LaRosa and his manager
Frank Barrone is in the works.
Papers haven't been finalized yet
but it’s expected that the new firm
will be affiliated with BMI.
When the publishing operation
starts to roll, Feddy Parker will
move in to head It up. Parker
recently exited his contactman’s
spot at Shapiro-Bernstein. LaRosa
previously- -had—been- involved -in--the publishing end of the biz with
Archie Bleyer in Rosarch Music.
Firm was formed when LaRosa and
Bleyer were together at Cadence
Records. LaRosa switched to the
RCA Victor label early this year
and Rosarch has been deactivated.

.D*CCa
”..

„ .••...Decca
Published by
ARC MUSIC CORPORATION

Album Reviews

*
-.- Continued from page 44 —

of tenor sax solos by Coleman
Hawkins on the Urania label
which, under Sidney Gross, has
turned up some interesting plat£ers.
Another veteran Dazzman.
tjjrns UP on the

cutback in 1953'in ^nVwKSS Ricky Zahnd slice on the Columbia
back.in 1953 in Boston From label is upcoming.
f?® 9D®!ab(el.has■
■
utwJ
I
-■
, , wr- j
‘“fader Pla vsd Tiazz "
LJ
an OVERNIGHT
overnight smash;
CalTjader and acrackerilpk
AN
$MA$H^^jj
of sidemen
c™ckerjack crew
'__
life
' JWiv/lI"J
ILL
• ^
ILL. JUKES TO 10c
Springfield Jan.
Jan 31.
31
1
Springfield,
T,
J J*™??.
The majority of central Illinois
jukebox fans heard a sad song this
as operators in the area ant
• nounced conversion to dime play.
- ■ The move effected approximately

C

week

JTy:

'typemy Wjyl

Got The World On A String” 80nnQ°tfath
(lvrics
Upstate
Illinois
manyQndownuyrics bv
oy Ted
lea Koehler)
Koehieri, AccenAccen states
Cltle5
haveand
been
tuate The Positive” (Johnny Mer- (three for a quarter) spirts for
cer), “Come Rain Or Come Shine” some time,
(Mercer), “Let’s Fall In Love” 1—
===a^=
(Koehler), “One For My Baby” MMBHMf «*.»■-« UIT1
(Mercer). “It’s
Only A Paper
■ nt HI I Ur
Moon” (Billy Rose-E. Y. Harburg),
m m a m m ■
. .
“Blues In The Night” (Mercer),C||CA-|LI
Li
“Over The Rainbow” (Harburg),
il
“That Old Black Magic” (Mercer),
^
“The Gal That Got Away” (Ira
113001IICSS
Gershwin), “Two Ladies In The
■ _ _ tl.
Shade of De Banana Tree” (Tru- '
31 III I fig
man Capote) and “Stormy Weath|AA
er’ (Koehler). How are you gonna
well I ©Cl vO©
beat that lineup?
MALI 191 Aft
MGM
12148
2148
Conley Graves dishes up a highwoiy|
ly attractive set of piano numbers
for Decca under the rather overMM
mm
done title of “Genius At Work.”
WMSm^dWmi
Conley is a facile 88er with good
■V|rWJIrHn
ideas and plenty of technique.
Also in the jazz groove is a fine set

THE HIT OP
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■■ THE
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Sing,
You

Sinners
K 12148
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

On The Upbeat
New York

The Crew-Cuts on a round of
campus dates in Mississippi, Ten¬
nessee,
Arkansas
and * Indiana
through Feb. 12 . . . Joe Ricardel
began an eight-week engagement
at the Hotel Statler. Detroit, Mon¬
day (30) . . . Helen Merrill, Mercu¬
ry Records thrush, into Birdland
Feb.
9 . . . Sonny Terry and
Brownie McGhee play a folk con¬
cert at Circle-in-the Square Friday
(3> . . . Hiram Sherman emcees the
Eddy • Duchin Fund Commemo¬
rative
Concert
at Town Hall,
Feb. 12,
Publisher Ivan Mogull’s aide
Roberta Heller engaged to Larry
Rosenthal . . . Crooner Bob An¬
thony set for a bit part in. Frank
Sinatra's indie film, “Johnny Con¬
cho” . . . Wild Bill Davis Trio
headlines
at
Small's
Paradise’,
Harlem nitery, in March . . . Joe
Loco set for a return guest stint
on Steve Allen's NBC-TV stanza
sometime in March . . . The Four
Voices, Columbia Records quartet,
open at the Roxy, N. Y., today
(Wed.) . . . The Lancers will sing
“A Man Is As Good As His Word”
on the soundtrack of the UA pic,
“Comanche,” Coral Records will
put it into the groove . . . Bill
Kenny set for a 10-day stand at
the Sans Souci, Miami, beginning'
Feb. 7 . . . Jeri Southern, Decca
thrush,
currently
at
Birdland,
opens at El Morocco, Mpntreal,
Feb. 13.
She’s now managed by
Charlie Joffe, ex-Willard Alexan¬
der office.
Enroll Garner op«s.ns at Chicago’s'
Blue Note today (Wed.). He moves
to St. Louis' Congress Hotel Feb.
16 for a stand through March 6
. . . Margie Gans, secretary to
Mike
Sukin
at
Frank
Music,
ankling her post to assist Frank
Loesser in the production of his
new musical, “The Most Happy
Fella.” (Miss) Jerry Wolcott re¬
places . . ’. “The Folk Origins of
Popular Music” to be the theme
of the annual winter meeting of
the N. Y. Folklore Society Satur¬
day (4) at the N. Y. Historical So¬
ciety . . . Charlie Fuqua's Ink Spots
headline at Larry Potter's Supper
Club, San Francisco, Feb. 10March 1 . . . Mello Records hosts
-- local - deejays-at Arele’s-New - Rou¬
manian Sunday (5) to kick off
thrush Carolyn Carpenter’s first
release.

Chicago
Chuck Foster at the Peabody
Hotel, Memphis, through Feb. 21;
he returns there March 19-31 . . .
Tommy Reed indefinitely at the
Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City . . .

PROGRAM TO-DAY
YESTERDAY'S

ON THE BEACH
WITH YOU
Music by

JESSE GREER
WORDS & MUSIC, Inc.
1270 Sixth Av«.
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New York 20

“Thi* I’ll Remember”
By. Larry Shay and Mao Mitchell
CRESCENT MUSIC C0..1NC.
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y,

Carl Sands held over at Chi’s new •
Vogue ballroom . . . Charlie Spivak
to do one-niters May and August
in the Chicago territory . . . Wayne
King set for tour of the Chi terri¬
tory in April and May . . . Lefty
Bates Trio added to Max Miller's
Scene, Chicago . . .Sarah Vaughan,
A1 Hibbler and Count Basie to play
Chi's Opera House Feb. 18th with
“Birdland Stars of ’56” '. . . Errol
Garner trio opens at the Blue Note,
Chicago, tonight (Wed.) for a twoweek run.

-—p'A'RIETY —Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
* ASCAP
t BMI
National
Rating
This Last
wk. - wk.

Hollywood
Mickey Champion, with Roy Mil¬
ton’s band, signed with Dootone
Records . . . Ronnie Stein set by
producer-director Roger Corman
to compose and conduct score for
“Gunslinger” . . . Paul Dunlap will
score the Allied Artist pic, “Mag¬
nificent Roughnecks.”

Title and Publisher

1

1

2

8

tMemories of This (Montclare)
tRock & Roll Waltz (Sheldon)

3

2

ISixteen Tons (American)...

4

3

5

4

* Almost Tomorrow (Northern)

6

7

*Great Pretender (Panther)..

Pittsburgh

7

9

fLisbon Antigua (Southern)..

Herman Middleman on another
Caribbean cruise aboard the S.S.
Mauretania as musical< director,
and Pat McCauley continues to
lead the Middleman combo at Club
30 ... 4 Aces and Les Elgart orch
booked for a one-nighter at Latrobe Roller Rink Feb. 8 . . .Phil
Cavezza outfit has replaced the Del
Monaco 4 at White Elephant . . .
Hal Curtis band now playing week¬
ends at Horizon Room; ditto Nick
Parillo’s, at Vogue Terrace . . .
Cavaliers into Don Metz’s Sky-Vue
for an indefinite stay.

8

6

*Autunm Leaves (Ardmore).

9

12

fDungaree Doll '(Marks).

10A

10

tBand of Gold (Ludlow).....

10B
12

5
11

*Love and Marriage (Barton).
*Moments Remember (Beaver)

Kansas City
Roger Williams at Eddys’ Res¬
taurant beginning Feb. 10 for two
weeks.
He’ll team with comic
Larry K. Nixon, a repeater, for the
fortnight. They follow Nelson Eddy
and Gale Sherwood, who shift to
Joe Cotton’s, Atlanta, for a week
opening Feb. 13 . . . Pianist Charley Gray returns to the Zebra
Room of the Hotel Aladdin . . .
Ralph Mgrterie crew plays the PlaMor Ballroom Feb. 4 . . . Ray
Hudgins orch set for the Lakeside
Club Feb. 4 . , . Tony Carracci
playing club dances on Saturdays
at the Milbum Golf & Country
Club on a new policy there.

Band Review
CHARLES DRAKE ORCH (4)
Hotel President, Kansas City
Now in his fourth stand in the
de luxe Drum Room of the Hotel
President, Charles Drake already
ranks with the most popular crews
to play this cozy room. He came
back for the holiday dates, and
looks to stay a considerable while
yet. His former stands all were
long runs.
This time around Drake sticks to
the hotel style of music he has
shown formerly, but has switched
one member. As before the band
remains on the piano and reed
leads, Drake doing the keyboard
work with Harold Nelson on the
sax-clarinet.
Joe Farren on
drums, and Otto Woolsey on bass.
There’s a good deal of vocalling
in this small combo, both Nelson
and Woolsey chanting, and the
four chiming in many a lyric in a
set. Essence of the music is danceable
rhythm
and
identifiable
melodies.
Under the present policy the
band begins at 8 p.m., dancing at
9. For the early evening hours and
between sessions pf . the orch,
President has brphghti in Hal
Cowan,'. Who holds forth' on the or¬
gan. • He’s also established , here,
making for continuous evening
music ifi the Drum Room. Quin.

THE MUSIC OF THE

TEDDY WILSON TRIO
FEATURED IN THE NEW U-l PICTURE

“THE BENNY GOODMAN STORY”
Starring FIVE-WEEK Engagement Feb. 1„

LONDON HOUSE, Chicago
NORGRAN RECORDS

13 _
14

15

15

tHe

(Avas)...

Local 47 Again Rebukes
Petrillo’s Trust Fund
Policy in Board Ballot
the

* Hollywood, Jan. 31.
second time in three

1months, the rank and file member¬

sship of AFM Locai 47 delivered a
sstinging rebuke to the pro-Petrillo
forces,
defeating by almost twof
tto-one an administration candidate
ffor the board of directors. berth
,vacated two weeks ago by Arthur
Campaign was high¬
JJ. Rando.
1lighted by the hottest politicking
iin local’s history, including
a
1last-minute four-page brochure
ssent out by the administration at¬
ttacking veepee _Cecil F. Read,
whose election m October was" the
first slap at James C. Petrillo by
the local and to whom candidate
Jack Dumont had pledged support.

Hollywood
3i!5 Sun,,r Bi✓ d

8

When Sol Hurok changed the title of his NBC-TV spectacular last
Monday night (30) from “Music for Millions” to “Festival .of Music,”
Consolidated Music was hit by the news. Music firm was planning a
tie-in promotion around its series of song folios titled “Music for
Millions,” but were hung up by the program title switch. The “Music
for Millions” books were originally produced by J., J." Robbins and
Robbins later sold the catalog ta the Ashley music group of which
Consolidated is a part.
Current discraze over the “Benny Goodman Story” has put approxi¬
mately 300 BG platters back in the stores.
Most unusual, probably
is “Blue," a Brunswick entry recorded 28 years ago.,. Label lists “Benny
Goodman aind his Boys,” but BG doesn’t play clarinet on theside. It
was recorded back in the days when BG was playing baritone and
alto sax. Arrangement on the tune is credited to Glenn Miller.

Frankie Laine to Cut
n

, Inn Qnf fn* f«I

.Van Heusen-Caiin to Do'
Score for Astaire Film

I/GS61I inn uCl IOl vOl
Hollywood, Jan. 31.

Jimmy Van Heusen and Sammy
Calm

have been

set- to pen

the

Dumont received 1,096 votes to
582 for administration candidate
Bill Nadel.
George Smith, last' minute entry whom many tooters
claimed badLbeen proposed in an ef¬
fort to split Dumont’s support,
drew exactly 20 votes.' Adminis¬
tration brochure attacked Read for
his campaign to effect changes in
the Performance Trust Fund set¬
up.

<‘*?U<?CrrSS °f ^C°lU?2:bia^
°£ score for the Paramount musical
“Noel Coward at the Desert Inn”
, .... .
,.
...
has stirred interest in more reFred
Astaire,
Papas
cording sessions direct from a Delicate Condition.” Team recently
nitery floor. As a result, the label wound up the tunesmithing chores
will give the on-the-spot treatment for ^e next Dean Martin-Jerry
to Frankie 'Lame.
Deal has • been concluded for Dewis pic, Pardners.
Laine to etch a complete album of
Score for “Papa’s delicate Conhis nitery material when !he re- ditiori” will be published by Faturns to the Desert Inn for a stand mous-Paramount.
1"
" ■V .
■'
Coast tooters have been grow¬ in the Spring.
ing increasingly angry over the
Trust Fund,, claim they put in ma¬
jor share of coin and receive dis¬
proportionately
small
benefits.
They are particularly irate since the
The indie labels continue to set i
disclosure that the second consecu¬
the best for tfye major diskeries. |
tive 10% raise to recording mu¬
Latest
indie release to set the 1
sicians goes to fund rather than
majors on a cover spree is “Why
to sidemen.
Do Fools Fall In Love,” waxed by 1
Frankie Lyman on Gee Records.
I
The rush covers, due out this
week^will come from Decca with I
Gloria Mann, Dot with Gale Storm | [1
and Mercury with The Diamonds. 1
KAY CEE JONES
Tune, which was also written by I
Seattle, Jan. 31.
Frankie
Lyman,- a
13-year-old I
There is a good chance for
Negro boy, is published, by Pa- LRANGER
RANGER MUSIC, INC
INC.
V„
merger of Seattle Musicians Union
tricia Music.
ZLL—L— ,
—
’
761 with Negro Local 493 here..
Both Leslie Martin, president of
a wonderful
76, and E. V. Lewis, 493 -president,
are hopeful of arranging the merg¬
seasonal song
tEpfr
er which has been considered sev¬
San Francisco, Jan. 31.
KTYW_ ANn rAllN,_
STYNE AND CAHN'*
$1?.
eral times before. At one,, time
Stan Kenton concert Sunday
'
there was only one local here, night (29) at the Frisco War Me-.
_
__
prior to breaking off of the Negro morial Opera House, in a preview
I KT If CBIAMvl
local in the 1920s.
of the new band, netted $7,600 after
Hr*] JWWNrw/fl
The white .xlocal claims 2,000 taxes in a sellout date scaled to
\\
fir
A /LI
members in the Seattle-Bremerton $3.30 top in the 3,400-seat house.
■■■ whuIjMBVl
area. The Negro local has a little Promoter was Van Tonkins. Show
liB I
I" I ^BlWlNvl
more than 100. Lewis pointed out, featured a 20-piece Kenton band
also, that Local 493 has some dozen plus singer June Christy.
*
...
uu
It was the first Kenton concert
jrwvt
-CArlN
white and Filipino musicians in its
membership.
Past mergers have here in several years and first jazz
$0*
'*
MUSIC
failed because of difficulties en¬ concert at the Opera House in sev£
“»
CORP.
^
countered in resolving the locals' eral years.
financial and constitutional struc¬
tures to mutual satisfaction.

Indie Labels Still Setting
j
Beat; Tools Fall’ Latest

Seattle White, Negro
Tooters Plan Merger

THE
JAPANESE
FAREWELL
SONG

Kenton SRO $7,600, S.F. ^Z5!2. * 4

‘Hit Parade’ Lineup
J.CE GLASER. Pros.

8

Inside Stuff-Music

•

(On Jan. 28 NBC-TV Show)

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION

6 ...

*Love Is Splendored (Miller)

1

For

6

*Go on With Wedding (Pincus)
*Tender Trap (Barton)......

1.
• 2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Memories This... Montclare
Sixteen Tons .. .American
Almost Tomorrow.Northern
Rock & Roll Waltz.Sheldon
Great Prptender.-. .Panther
Lisbon Antigua... Southern

J A«tump Leaves,,, wAltftQpjr.e <

J
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TAX AS NEW VAUDFILM HEAVY
Royal Nevada Back to Fishman
Control As Miller Group Defaults
Las Vegas, Jan. 31. 4-*
Frank Fishman is back in con¬
trol of the Royal Nevada Hotel Marion Marlowe Set
property this week after Federal
For 1st N. Y. Copa Date
Judge Roger T. Foley had ad¬
Marion Marlowe has been pactjusted the Royal Hotel Inc,, which
leased and operated the hostelry, a ed for the Copacabana, N. Y., start¬
bankrupt firm. Matter has been ing Feb. 23, for three weeks. It's
turned over to bankruptcy referee her first stand at the Jules Podell
John Mowbray, who expects to call spot, her previous date in Manhat¬
a meeting of creditors within the tan was at the Cotillion Room,
next two weeks to appoint a Hotel Pierre.
Miss Marlowe is the second Ar¬
trustee and begin sifting claims.
Bankruptcy decision came fol¬ thur Godfrey graduate to play this
spot.
The McGuire Sisters tenant¬
lowing the filing of a voluntary
petition by the operating corpora¬ ed tire nitery several months ago.
tion, headed by Bill Miller Ear¬
lier, the group had sought to fore¬
stall bankruptcy proceedings.
Apparently, the only asset of
the bankrupt corporation is the
$600,000 10-year lease deposit paid
to Fishman. However, because of
default clauses in the agreement,
Mowbray was unwilling to list the
lease firmly as an asset which
could be recovered to satisfy
creditors.
Meanwhile, Fishman won dismis¬
Stanley Melba, entertainment
sal of a $105,000 lawsuit over the
62-acre parcel of property on the director of the Pierre Hotel, N. Y.,
‘‘Strip,” which includes the grounds is attempting to weld a circuit of
of the Nevada and the soon-to-be- indie hotels by acting as talent
opened Stardust Hotel. A jury buyer for various inns. Melba has
formed a new outfit, Entertain¬
(Continued on page 52)
ment Unlimited, which has already
started booking the
Radisson
Hotel, Minneapolis, and Hollywood
Beach Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
According to Melba, the prob¬
lems that have hit hotels because
of the 20% cabaret tax, along
Comedian Joey Adams marks with the constantly rising spiral of
his' 25th year in show biz this talent and operation costs, have
month with a round of dates that forced many spots to give up on
includes appearance at the DiLido entertainment. Melba pointed out
Hotel, Miami Beach, with his part¬ that the Sheraton chain, one of the
ner of many years, A1 Kelly. Re¬ largest hotel circuits in the U.S.,
cently, he produced a film, “Sing- |_buy s a_ comparatively small .amount,
~ing in the DarlC’un -which-Ire also“| of talent. Melba will seek to entice
gets credit as a writer, and is more inns into an entertainment
readying a new video show, ‘‘Cash policy by demonstrating how shows
aon the Line.” He is also the au¬ can pay off. In addition, new outfit
thor of four books.
is handling convention and indus¬
Adams • started in show biz as trial show bookings.
a jester for the late Mayor Fiorello
Even with the formation of the
H. LaGuardia and appeared on the new firm, Melba will continue to
campaign rostrum frequently with function at the Pierre. He started
the fiery “Little Flower.”
at that hospice originally as the
orchestra leader and was elevated
to entertainment director. The
COMEDY MATERIAL
main band at the Pierre has been
For All Branches of Theatricals
batoned by various maestri for the
past few years. Melba last night
FUN-MASTER
(Tues.) installed Joe Sudy at the
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG TILE
(Tho Service of the STARS)
orch’s helm.

Melba Welding
Hotel Talent
Buying Pool

Multi-Faceted Adams Is
Too Busy for 25th Anni

First 13 Files $7.00-All 35 issues $25
'.Singly; .$1.05 per script.
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book..910 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET.$25 O
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk...$25 •
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags).$50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
No C.O.D.'s

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 14th St., New York 19—Dept. V
Circle 7-1130

HARBERS

1

3

NOW
LIEGE PALACE THEATRE
Liege, Belgium

and

DALE

There's No Business Like Show Busi¬
ness but advising some of the great
people in show business in the matter
of stocks and bonds is now -my busi¬
ness,, You, too, are welcome to write
or call. No obligation!

JESSE BLOCK
Registered Representative
IRA HAUPT & CO.
Investment Brokers

SOI 7th Ave» Hew York 18, N. Y.
LOongacre 5-4242

MontT Chain Store Buys
Vaude Show for Patrons
Another Jfacet of sponsored show
business is slated to take place
at a Montreal chain store. Stein¬
berg's Ltd. is buying a show for
which admission will be sales slips
amounting to $39 for each ducat.
Booked for this shindig are Elaine
I.lalbin, Four Aces, Carles Carts,
Dee & Vince Abbott, The Edwards
and Bob McFadden. Show will take
place at the St. Denis Theatre
starting March 5 for nine days.
In addition to the admission, the
shindig calls for door prizes com¬
prising household appliances.

Dope Squad Nabs Strip
In New Orleans Raid
New Orleans, Jan. 31.
Narcotics officers Friday (27)
seized a Bourbon St. nitery strip¬
per and a male companion in a
French Quarter hotel and booked
them with possession of marijuana.
They were identified as Florence
Long, 21, alias Carla Lamarr,
who uses the stage name of Deli¬
lah, and Carlos Yznaga, 20. .
Narcotics squad cops had been
keeping'the couple under surveil¬
lance for several weeks after it
was learned that much of the mari¬
juana sold on Bourbon St. and in
other areas of the Vieux Carre
had been supplied by one person.
Police found 300 marijuana cigarets and also enough of the stuff
to roll 200 more in the couple’s
room.
Lillian Cavell goes into the
Palace, N. Y., week of Feb. 17.

Island Hopping Cuts Into Fla. Biz;
Coldwave, Strikes Are Also Factors
By LES REES
Minneapolis, Jan. 31.
Two seasoned local film circuit
operators, Harry B. French, Minne¬
sota Amusement Co., and Harry
H. Weiss, RKO Theatres, recently
queried on the old vaudfilm pol¬
icy both knew so well years back,
expressed pretty much one point
of view. These, they thought, were
the drawbacks to any revival of
combo policy:
(1) Live acts are costly and hard
to get and big houses need boxoffice names to pay off.
(2) Television’s own big variety
programs a la Ed Sullivan have
the jump on theatres.
(3) Video variety talent is an op¬
erating charge, hence a tax de¬
ductible item, of bluechip manu¬
facturers, and while air programs
are expected to pay off in increased
product sales, sponsors do not have
the same immediacy kind of hereandtnow economics which face the
theatre operator.
(4) Income taxes again shadow
the situation because the individu¬
al performer in the high salary
brackets is reluctant to do the
four-a-day grind in big houses.
(5) Boxoffice-potent entertainers
have their choice of dates and me¬
dia, can alternate between a film,
(Continued on page 54)

'Hans Brinker’ Original
Skedded for Iceshow
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
John H. Harris signed Marilyn.
Keith, Alan Bergman and Lew
Spencetowfife" a" TDooTTmusicalf oiT
an iceshow. They’ll do “Hans
Brinker and Silver Skates” for
“Icecapades 1957,” which opens
September, 1956, in N. Y.
Frappe shows in past have fea¬
tured tab versions of Broadway
and
Hollywood
musicals
but
“Brinker” reportedly marks the
first original. Ron Fletcher, will
choreograph.

The Increasing practice of “is¬
land hopping” in the Caribbean
area may be cutting deeply into
Miami Beach hotel and cafe rev¬
enues. Florida hasn’t had too bril¬
liant* a season this year, with
attendance in the gay spots con¬
siderably off. One of the contribut¬
ing factors has been the recent
cold wave, which has caused many
winter vacationists to steer clear
of the area. However, an increas¬
ingly large number of vacationers
who have in years past spent many
successive weeks in Florida are

Miner's
Vegas Default
Hits High Cs
The American Guild of Variety
Artists is debating whether to han¬
dle one of the largest defaults to
come to its attention.
Union is
studying the Royal Nevada Hotel,
Las Vegas, contract with the Alberghetti family at $17,500 for 12
weeks. Total far this deaPis $210.000. Under normal circumstances,
union would have gone after the
coin.
However, the act and its agency,
Music Corp. of America, were
warned that they would go into
that spot at their own risk. Bill
Miller, who operated the inn at
that time, had allegedly failed to
post sufficient bond with the^uniom
Consequently, the union warned the'
talent that they would not be re¬
sponsible for salaries.
AGVA, in the past, has been able
to collect some sizable sums from
the Las Vegas hotels. However,
the Alberghetti sura, even if proc¬
essed, would be difficult to get be¬
cause of the fact that the Miiller
regime at the Royal Nevada has
gone into bankruptcy.

now making the rounds of the
tropical isles.
The heavy ballyhoo that has ac¬
companied the upsweep of Havana
night life has brought in a heavier
number of visitors, Havana now
has nearly as many top cafe names
as Miami Beach. In addition,
there’s the lure of gambling, plus
the usual sand ’n’ surf to keep va¬
cationers interested during the
daytime. For example, Havana in
recent weeks has been playing
such names as Denise Darcel,
Edith Piaf and Eartha Kitt. The
island has been getting much pro¬
motion of late, with great stress
on- its Las Vegas-like facilities.
There’s also been a greater
amount of promotion for other
Caribbean stops such as Puerto
Rico, Virgin Islands, Haiti and
others! It’s believed that a sizable
portion of trade has been drained
away from Miami Beach by the
strong bid of the various islands.
Of course, Miami Beach has al¬
ways had to vie with the cruise
ships for the winter coin. Whether
there is any direct connection be¬
tween the falloff on Miami Beach
business and the huge increase in
cruise biz is difficult to tell at this
time. Travel agents think there is
some connection. Talks by the
agents to many clients point up the
fact that cruises and first class
Miami Beach hotels during season
have comparable costs, and there¬
fore manv elect to pursue the life
aboard ship, where the prices in¬
clude nearly everything.
The Miami Beach niteries have
been hit heavily and most spots
expect grosses to be under those
of last season, even though there
are less cafes in operation than
previously. Bulk of their trade has
been captured'by the^hotels: -How¬
ever, the inns are not doing as well
as expected in their nitery rooms.
It’s admitted that the competi¬
tion of the islands isn’t the only
factor that has hit the Florida gold
coasts. The recent coldwave there,
the prolonged strike against many
of the major hotels by culinary
crafts, may be among the factors
that have hurt business.

BEVERLEE DENNIS

PEOPLE, THINGS AND STUFF

VEGAS DAZE
and NITES *
" n

—- by RALPH PEARL

SHOW STEALING AT THE DESERT INN:—Beg¬
ging the great Frankie Lame’s kind indulgence, I’d like to
tell you about a new and bright and refreshing bit of un¬
heralded female talentj I ran into the other evening at
the Laine opening at the Desert Inn. Her name is Beverlee
Dennis, a comic-songstress with, the kind of a kisser and
routines that instantly brings to mind Martha Raye. How¬
ever, accustomed as I am to public venturing out on limbs,
I am prepared to say that Martha at her peak couldn’t
hold a candle to this Beverlee Dennis.
Beverlee Dennis is a scratchy
throated singer when she wants
to be. And it is then that she
sound* like a working buzz saw
cutting up cement blocks. I reter to her Sophie Tucker imitation. Beverlee comes out wear*
ing not one mink but two, top*
ped off by two mink stoles and
•a purple lei that might easily
enough have come from a near*
by funeral home.
But it’s her chant about the
elevator operator at Gimbel’s
;that wins over thjs columnist as
well as this opening night audlence. It seems she falls in love
with her dream man while run•Ding her elevator. The guy is
. short; bald, fat, crosseyed and
wealthy, but in no.time at all

.

,
.
.
w,ns her heart away from
steady boy friend a guy
PfiRIETY_
who works across the street at
-Macey s.
Desert Inn, Las Vegas
Miss Dennis has all the attrl;
La_s Vegas. Jan. 17.
butes that can skyrocket her
Beverlee Dennis lias secured 0
to the top of the Saloon circuit regular niche on this circuit. She
blends her infectuous personality
heap. She is not only capable of to a lineup of specially doffed
handling rowdy (but clean) sit-1 tunes and patter. Her act is solid¬
uatlons, she is also effective ly slotted at top of the show. Her
with non-comic ditties. Beverlee, initial cutie is a song called “Las
who has played all the walk-! Vegas” which points up how sec¬
ondary sex really is among th<?
downs and walk-up c&fes in the male devotees of this gambling
country, has finally come into mccca. It’s a surefire piece that
her own. So, if you’re doing scores heavily in the yock depart¬
nothing at the moment, clip ment. Mitt reward is big when
she dips into the Abel Green-Joe
this column and refer to it next Laurie Jr. tome, “Show Bi2,” to
year $t this time. The name recap vaude's early-day hlghspots.
Beverlee Dennis will be a house- topping it with a sock mime of
hold word by then, I promise Sophie Tucker. Chatter ’tween
tunes also goes over well.
Alan.
you.

Booking: GAC

Currently

DESERT
INN,
Las
Vegas
Opening
Feb. 16
RIVERSIDE.
Reno
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Vaude, Cafe Dates
New York
Henny Youngman goes into the
New Frontier, Las Vegas, Feb. 20,
thence to the Safes Souci, Miami
Beach", March 27 . . . Jane Froman
inked for the Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, April 18 . . . Bobby
Scott tapped for the Casino Royale,
Washington, March 5 * . . Tommy
Wonder & Margaret Banks set for
the Biltmore Bowl, Los Angeles,
Feb. 9 . . . Francois Szony & Patti
to the Palmer House, Chicago,
April 19 . . . Patty Ross signed for
the Nouvelle Eye, Paris, starting
March 1 . . . Eileen Barton to the
Monte Carlo, Miami Beach, March
1 . . , Irvin Graham did the writ¬
ing and-Mickey Ross staged the act
for Denise Darcel who preemed at
the Pierre Hotel, N.Y., last night
(Tues.) . . . Estelita into Bimbo’s,
San Francisco, May 10 . . . Edith
Piaf signed by the Lew & Leslie
Grade Agency for a South Ameri¬
can tour for six weeks starting
early March.
The French Line is flying magico
Paul Duke from N. Y. to New Or¬
leans next week, to leave on the
S.S. Flandre Feb. 7 as entertainer
on a South American cruise.
Booked by James J. Brady, Duke
returns March 13.

Chicago
If Sammy Davis Jr. is not avail¬
able, due to his Broadway show
commitment, to play the Chi Elec¬
trical .Workers show May 7, Local
1031 prexy Frank Darling has
lined up Imogene Coca to replace
. . . Jackie Heller opened at the
Steak House, Chi, last night (Tues.)
with Rocco Greco, the Jimmy
Konos Trio and Bill Dwyer held

JOE
TERMINI
Feb. 11 to 18

AUTOMOBILE SHOW
The Auditorium
Milwaukee
Dir.: MARCUS GLASER
203 N. W.baih, CMcage

BUD AND CECE

ROBINSON

over from the previous bill . . .
Charlie Chaney set for the EL Cor¬
tez, Las Vegas, Feb. 9 for two
frames , . . New lineup at the Blue
Angel, Chicago calypsery, has
“The Mighty Panther” and Phyllis
Branch co-headlining; eight-weeker “Royal Calypso” bowed Mon¬
day (30).

Hollywood
Lena Horne opens a two-week
stand at the Montmarte, Havana,
beginning Feb. 24 . . . The Society
of American Magicians staged
their annual show at the Carthay
Circle Saturday (28) with “Art
Baker emceeing 10 acts . . . Nellie
Lutcher, current at the Castle, set
Morris “Mo” Edwards to replace
Joe Stone on bass . . . Meg Myles
opens at the Copa, Pittsburgh,
Feb. 6 . . . Perez Prado has been
signed for a week’s stage engage¬
ment at the Orpheum Theatre,
opening Feb. 8, marking first mu¬
sical attraction for the house in
several years.

Atlanta
Paul & Rosalie Vincent, singing
team billed as the Romancers,
opened Monday (30) at the Bilt¬
more Hotel’s Empire Room, with
music by Wade Creager and band.
. . . Lavender and Her Purple Cat,
an exotic dance team headlines
Gypsy Room’s new show, which
opened Monday (30) . . . Carl &
Arlene, comedy-acro pair, complete
the bill . . . Henry. Grady Hotel's
Paradise Room will offer new show
Thursday (2) topped by Tommy
Charles, comedian Leon Fields and
Alicia Marquez & Del Rio, expon¬
ents of the Latin dance . . . Joe
Cotton's Steak • Ranch is holding
over terper Sherry Britton and the
Miriam Sage dancers.

Dallas
Baker Hotel has Hlldegarde due
Feb. 3-16, followed by Dorothy
Lamour, Feb. .17-25 and Sophie
Tucker is due March 29 . . . Dor¬
othy Francey's newest leer, “Us
Texans,” bows Feb. 4 in Hotel
Adolphus Century Room . . . Jose
Greco troupe has two frames, Feb.
9-22,; in the Statler-Hilton’s Em¬
pire . JRoom,.jyith.. NeIsoii_JEddyT to
follow . . . Colony Club has June
Christy opening Friday (3), Day,
Dusk & Dawn due Feb. 13, George
Shearing’s quintet, March 16; Jeri
Southern, April 27 and Carmen
McRae, June 8 . . . Tito Guizar,
Nick Lucas, Gene Sheldon, Antonucci Chimps and Skinnay Ennis’
orch slated for Fair Park's Auto
Show, Feb. 4-12 ... Nat (King)
Cole, June Christy, Four Fresh¬
men and Ted Heath's orch set for
April 6 one-nighter at Fair Park
Auditorium.

Royal Nevada
C\-atlnufedjfrom page 51

listened to evidence for two and
one-half days before Judge A: S.
Henderson decided that an option
Currently
on the property held by plaintiffs
■
BILTMORE ■ Archie and Martha Bell of Bell
Realty, was not enforceable and
I
BOWL
■ that the plaintiffs had failed to
join Herman Miller as an essential
H
LOS ANGELES
H party in the operation. However,
the judge indicated that Bell still
has an action against Fishman if
Direction: MCA
the litigation names- Miller as a
third, part y.: defendant.
.various
••pperi^'S."- &&'••
: • Edf&L - Were
.staved'V;bff wheHi’3^^^Ki»ib.aum
Sfed"
Associates pt&v'$65Qk000 in
ef^pvv dn the Bank of Las'Vegas
to satisfy various mechanics’ liens.
Parry Thomas, a Bank of Las Ve¬
gas exec, reported that creditors of
the former corporation, which went
broke before Greenbaum and his
group stepped in to keep the Rivi¬
'Chants With a Chuckle*
era from shuttering, are being re¬
paid at the rate of 5% per month.
Currently
Thomas, praising Greenbaum for
the operation of the hotel, said it
Emerald Beach Hotel was the most beneficial thing to
happen .to tHe 'Las Vegas resort
Nassau, Bahamas
hotel industry during 1956.

STEVENS

CAB CALLOWAY
Currently

SANS SOUCI CLUB
_ Havana, cuba
Mgt. BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway, Now T.Hi
WVW4

WVVWilM>i. I» V*-* fc*W4*W4rVWS*0fc>W

Booker’s Life Not Happy
BILL HALEY PACKAGE
One—At Least in Hub
PULLS BIG 23G IN PITT
Pittsburgh, Jan. 31.
A rock ’n’ roll package, headed
by . Bill Haley and the Comets,
opened its tour of one-nighters
here at Syria Mosque, last Friday,
grossing around $23,000 in two per¬
formances. Unit drew absolute ca¬
pacity for brace of shows, 8,044
persons, at $1.75-$3.75 scale.
At least 5,000 were turned away
from the boxoffice during the six
hours the auditorium rocked and
rolled, and police had to be called
to disperse the milling crowds.
Show was virtually sold out in ad¬
vance.
On strength of showing here, an¬
other similar package, also headed
by Haley, will come back to the
Mosque some time in April with
definite date to be set later.

Royal Nevada’s Assets
Probe Is Stepped Up;
Corp. Ruled Bankrupt
Las ‘Vegas, Jan. 31.
An investigation of the Royal
Nevada’s assets was stepped up
here last week as Federal Judge
Roger Foley ruled (25) that the
hotel’s operating corporation is
bankrupt. The matter was turned
over to Federal Bankruptcy Ref¬
eree John Mowbray to litigate all
claims against the spa and probe
what remains of the defunct ven¬
ture’s financial picture.
Mowbray said he will call a
meeting of creditors within two
weeks, at which time a trustee
probably will be appointed. Inves¬
tigation thus far has shown the
only, apparent asset of the folded
corporation is a $600,000 10-year
lease deposit paid to property
owner Frank Fishman by the
operating group headed by A1 B.
Moll. '•
' r.Fishman is a millionaire hotelman who purchased the property
with the idea of building and
operating the Royal Nevada him¬
self. Unable to get a gambling
license from the Tax Commission,
he leased to Moll’s syndicate.
- - Mowbray "said it was'"5tiir_uh^
determined if the deposit could be
considered an asset because of the
default clauses in the lease. How¬
ever, court-appointed receiver Carl
Reed is attempting to recover the
money.
Meanwhile, Fishman has been
sued by Bell Realty in Las Vegas
for allegedly reneging on an agree¬
ment to give, the, realtors 5% of
the Royal Nevada and 5% com¬
mission on acquisition of the 62
acres upon which the hotel is sited.
Fishman testified he is faced with
foreclosure on a $1,000,000 trust
deed by the Bank of Las Vegas.
He also said the hotel is worthless
in its present condition, btit if it
were operating its value would be
$4,500,000. He added there are
about $280,000 in liens against the
hotel.
Fishman closed his testimony
with a statement that he only owns
tuo-thirds of the spa. He said the
other third was given to his exwife, Gloria, under terms of a
divorce settlement.

Charles Reader Exits
As Seville, Fla., Booker
Charles Reader has resigned as
booker of the Seville Hotel, Miami
Beach. Thus far, a successor hasn’t
been appointed as yet.
Initially, Reader had attempted
to institute the policies that he
carried out at the Cotillion Room
of the Pierre Hotel, N.Y., where he
was talent buyer and maestro for
several years. Shortly after the
room’s preem, he switched to a
more Broadway type of show. New
policies haven’t been determined.

Crew-Cuts Deny Suit
Claim on Ownership

Boston, Jan. 31.
A booker’s life is not a happy
one—in Boston, that is.
Local bookers are crying the
blues because . it seems every¬
body’s booking acts except the lo¬
cal bookers. Club owners, hotel
owners and managers in town are
reportedly booking their own acts
and out-of-town bookers are send¬
ing in acts left and right.
To book in Massachusetts, a li¬
cense is required and bookers j
must be domiciled in the' state..
However, local bookers contend
that the law is being bypassed by
out-of-state bookers and local un¬
licensed gentry. The New Eng¬
land bookers group is giving the
matter plenty of thought and try¬
ing to come up with some way to
insure that Boston bookers get a
chance. Conferences with AGVA
and committees at the State H^use
are being arranged to mit ‘ome
teeth in the law.

D.J. Act Cuffoing

Boston, Jan. 31.
Start of an all-out campaign,’
against the practice of local disk
jocks taking acts from Boston clubs
to record hops got underway here
yesterday (Mon.) by AGVA.
All recording artists coming in
and club owners are being notified
by letter that acts persisting in this
will be taken before the AGVA
board.
Action came following a hassle
between AGVA here and Bob Clay¬
ton, WHDH disk jock, over a noncleared performance for the March
of Dimes involving the Four Lads,
Teddi King and Bonnie Sisters, ac¬
cording to Smiley Hart, AGVA rep
in Boston.
Michael Maley, AGVA field rep,
stopped the three acts from going
on at the March of Dimes $190 a
plate dinner at the Statler (24).
AGVA stated that Clayton, who
acted as emcee for the show, had
allegedly procured the three acts
and told them it was a cleared per¬
formance. Others on the show,
who were okayed and went on
were Dorothy Sarnoff, Jay Mar¬
shall and the New Yorkers.
Hart said disciplinary action is
being sought against Clayton and
that he has asked AGVA national
J
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
to ask national
What looks to be the first of a headquarters
series of all-girl units for theatres AFTRA, Clayton's union, to instiand cafes in the Phillipines, Japan; . tute disciplinary action against the
and Hawaii have been lined up by Boston deejay. Clayton, vacation¬
ing this week in Key West, was un¬
the Lou Dorn Agency.
available for comment.
Deal has been set up with AGVA
under which a cash bond has been
Bertram Pulslfer of Plymouth,
posted covering each troupe. There
will be six to eight girls in each N. H., has been elected president
unit, with accent on “exotics,” nov¬ of the Plymouth State Fair Assn.,
which operates the annual Plym¬
elty acts and singers.'
Girls will get a minimum four- outh Fair, with vaudeville acts.
week guarantee at hefty prices,
plus expenses, including firstclass
roundtrip plane fare. Manila theatremen, who spurred the deal and
are responsible for the primary
booking, also have an option for
an additional two months for each
unit.

All-Girl Units
Set (or Far East

DON
TANNEN

Saranac Lake—
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Jan. 31.
Everybody will get into the act
this year, and town fathers will
not overlook anything to make the
coming Winter Carnival the big¬
gest ever offered here. Canada this
year will provide the king and
queen of the Winter Ice Carnival.
Murray Weiss of Boston and
Ned Shugrue of N. Y., Will Rogers
hospital executives, here to. super¬
vise final touches of the installa¬
tion of C’Scope equipment; first
C’Scope pic skedded for Feb, 3.
Henry Bishop, of Palestine,
Texas,, into the general hospital for
major surgery; he mastered the
ordeal like a veteran. His brother
Robert Bishop, recently bested the
thoracoplasty operation; the broth¬
ers are now roommates, and their
progress is a special item.
Murray
Geffner,
Randforce
Theatres staffer, back after a
three-month try at home; now tak¬
ing the usual o.o. and observation
rest period.
John Siems, veteran clown mag¬
ico recently w'ith Polack Bros. Cir¬
cus, in and’ out of the 'general hos¬
pital after an operation; now at
the Will Rogers getting care.
Sam Senseney, owner-manager.
Miner Theatre, Moran Kas, who
was emergencied here following a
serious setback, fully regained his
health thanks to surgery and care;
now he’s back managing his
theatre.
John (IATSE)- Anderson, of N. Y.
ABC Studio No. 1, took 20 months
to definitely regain his health sur¬
gery; rated a green light to go
back to work.
Among the showfolk whose
progress rate special mention are
Eileen O’Dare, George (Elephants)
Powers, Beverly Dennis, legit tele¬
radio artist; Sonja Spieker, Ronald
Fay, Vivian Hunter Longest and
Happy Benway, of original Seven
Honey Boy Minstrels.
I
Write to those who are ill.
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THUNDERBIRD HOTEL
Las Vegas, Nevada

HELD OVER TO FEB. 8th
“MR. HOT PIANO'’
Coral Recording Artist

JACKIE LEE
Currentlyt
RKO PALACE, New York
Booking Direction:
BERNIE ROTHBARD
"Artist Jockey"
SUEZ-ROTHBARD OFFICE
250 South B«oad Streat
Philadelphia 2, Penna.
Kl 5-1*65

Interested in
The

Very

best deal on a new

THUNDERBIRD
FORD
Call or write SAM ANGER(brother of Harry Anger, G.A.C.)

LYnbrook 9-0600
TED ROWLAND, Inc
Lynbrook, Long Island, N, Y.
Delivery Anywhere in the U S.

THOMAS JACE
Please contact Mr. Golden at
Teaneclc,wNew Jersey. ^'Tele¬
phone TEaneck' 6-753$ col¬
lect

Patachou signed for the Palmer
Crew-Cuts deny that David Bos- House, Chicago, starting May 17.
sin & Joseph Poster are or have
ever been agents for them, in reply
to a suit filed recently in Canada
by the duo seeking $100,000 for
bfeach of contract.
'THE QUEEN OF MAGIC*
Attorney for the singers claims
. 6th, RETURN ENGAGEMENT
that the Crew-Cuts are the sole
■owners? of the act, and Fred Strauss
PALACE THEATRE, New; York .
Jan.
is tlf.eir manager.
rtwrtwmw Lw
-w
IU-IIA1 ("Ali'I'T11 '■ JUt"'11 ****
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Yank Satisfies Own
Singapore Mgr. Muffing Far East
Dream—Buys Nitery Gambling Rule Overhaul (or Vegas;
Impresario Circuit for Talent
Fremont Okayed; New Riviera Coin
An attempt is being made to
organize a circuit of . Far East im¬
presarios to import talent from
various part of the.world. Dopald
Moore, who has been operating in
Singapore, and who1 was in New
York last week to talk to agencies
and lay the basis for talent pro¬
curement, is currently on a roundthe-world tour to interest concert
and theatre manageri'to share ex¬
penses in the importation of talent.
Moore declares th&t the impre¬
sarios in various countries in that
area are willing to buy top at¬
tractions but have been stymied,
inasmuch as transportation costs
are generally impossible to over¬
come. Moore plans to interest a
group of talent buyers in Manila,
Hong Kong, Jakarta, Bangkok,
Rangoon, Tokyo and several cities
jn Ihdia, so that a combine can
lhare transportation and booking
costs and an act would get a mini¬
mum of six weeks.
Moore pointed out that Singa¬
pore is mandatory overnight stop-:
over for flights from England to
Australia and back. The plane
comes in during the late afternoon
(around teatime, says Moore) and
leaves the next morning. With good
communication between managers,
they would have no. difficulty in
arranging a one-nighter for some
of the names that have been in
Singapore on stopovers. Moore be¬
labored the fact thaf Johnnie Ray
and the Ted Heath band were in
Singapore and he didn’t know about
it until it was too late, to start pro¬
moting.
Theatre Promotions
Moore is planning his promo¬
tions In theatres primarily, but for
mass Singapore consumption is

'mulling the possibility of lowpriced concerts in Badminton Hall,
a 6,000-se^t arena there. As is us¬
ually the case in foreign countries,
disks are heavy sellers in the area,
and have created a demand for pop
artists from the U.S. and England.
Singapore probably could be a
big territory for the popsters.
Moore cited the fact that the popu¬
lation numbers 1,100,000, with
about 50% under the age of 21.
In 20 years, the projected statistics
indicate a 2,000,000 population,
with half of them under the age of
14. The juve market is therefore
expected to be increasingly on the
jump.
The highest theatres fee paid in
Singapore was recently given to
Martha Graham, who got $850 for
a recital. On a weekly basis, Moore
feels that the fees are in keeping
with sums paid in some areas in
Europe and elsewhere. What’s
more, he stated, there are no re¬
strictions on the amount of money
than can be taken out of the coun¬
try. In arena concerts fees will
be higher.
It’s hoped that the circuit will be
strong enough to entice at least
one attraction per month into Singa¬
pore and the others that ally them¬
selves with the circuit. Moore plans
another trip to New York next year,
during which time he. hopes to be
able to. start buying talent. He took
off for London Friday (27).

Mexico City, Jan. 24.
Newest smart nitery (Shel¬
burne’s) Paseo de la Reforma is
operated by a man who decided to
take the chance and indulge in a
cherished dream to run a smart
after-dark eatery and play the pi¬
ano and sing songs for patrons as
requested.
He is William Shelburne, Prince¬
ton grad and chemical engineer,
who after 10 years with Monsanto
Chemical Co. (18 months as chief
of Mexican division), resigned and
took the nightclub plunge when in¬
formed he was to be moved^to St.
Louis. Noel Coward spent most
of his two nights in Mexico re¬
cently. singing at the nitery. Shel¬
burne did pianoing.

$650,000 into escrow to satisfy
Las Vegas, Jan. 31.
A new set of rules and regula¬ various mechanics liens.
Among complaints for foreclos¬
tions that, if approved, would
ure of liens pending in the local
mean a drastic tightening of the court house against the old GrensNevada Tax Commission’s control boro group which built the hotel
of the state's legalized greenfelt was one for $244,000 by a plumbing
industry is expected to be consid¬ company and another for $75,000
ered when the agency convenes in by a glass fixture firm. Both cases
Carson City tomorrow (Wed.).
were scheduled to come before
The regulations have been un¬ Judge Ryland Taylor next month.
der study by the State Gaming
Parry Thomas, an executive of
Control Board, the commission's the Bank of Las Vegas, said that
junior agency, and its attorneys creditors of the old, corporation
for several months. A final draft that went broke before Greenbaum
of the proposed code has been com¬ & Co. took over the Riviera were
pleted and is being double- being repaid at 5 % a month.
screened by board members.
Thomas lauded Greenbaum’s ad¬
The rules seek to plug numer¬ vent on the Riviera scene, saying
ous loopholes which have been dis¬ that the arrival of the veteran gam¬
covered in past years in gambling bler was the most beneficial thing
regulations. But more important, to happen to the resort hotel in¬
they also call for solid financing of dustry here during 1955, “espe¬
all major resort hotel and casino cially in view of the difficulties
projects in the future and would experienced by creditors of the
impose several stringent restric¬ Royal Nevada and Moulin Rouge."
tions upon issuance of future gam¬
ing licenses. ■
Although neither members of the
Commission nor the Control Board
Hollywood, Jan. 31.
have said so officially, it’s quite
The John Steinbeck Theatre, a evident that the latter is the result
Billy Rose says that he’d rather
platform presentation featuring of three hotel fiascos which shook
several short sketches by the au¬ Las Vegas’ otherwise solid finan¬ buy the Roxy Theatre, N.Y., than
thor,, is being packaged by the Wil¬ cial foundation. The el foldo of produce a stageshow for them*
liam Morris office for booking the Dunes, Moulin Rouge and Rose had been approached to map
through its special attractions de¬ Royal Nevada Hotels was the di¬ out an Easter show for the house
partment. Division of the agency rect upshot of underfinancing at by Robert Rothafel, Roxy’s man¬
was launched last year with Klaus the outset.
aging director. However, Rose
Kolmar in charge.
Control Board accountant New¬ wouldn’t consider doing anything
Steinbeck offering is part of the ell Hancock said the .state’s gaining that was an adjunct for a film.
expanded operation of the long¬ czars want to be sure that all fu¬ Rose, however, is continuing his
hair setup of the Morris office, ture ventures will be able to meet show biz activity, by working with
which has been concentrating in outstanding obligations and will be the realty firm of Webb & Knapp’s
the last year on such attractions as able to operate on a sound finan¬ industrial fair plans.
Jose Greco and Yma Sumac. Agen¬ cial basis.
The Roxy will temporarily dis¬
cy’s recent scheduling of a tour
Underscoring Hancock’s state¬
for Lew Ayres and his program of ment, the board recommended continue stageshows for the run
Buenos Aires, Jan. 24.
I religious films was part of the op¬ (24) to the Tax Commission that a of “Carousel” which starts there
Feb. 16. It will resume its live
Exhibitors here are still trying erations of the special attractions gambling license be granted to 16 ’talent in time for the holiday" sea¬
to persuade the authorities to' re¬ division. With the expansion of the partners who plan to operate a son.
peal the obligatory vliudeville law operations, agency has added Andy casino in the $4,000,000 Fremont
which they term another of Peron’s Leslie, to the staff. Like Kolmar. Hotel, scheduled to swing open its
injustices. General consensus in the Leslie came over from National portals in mid-February—but that
the license be subject to a financial
trade is that it is bound to go into Concert & Artists Corp.
the wastebasket eventually.
On the program for the division statement and an intense investi¬
However, for the time being the this year are tours by the National gation into its bank deposits beProvisional government is anxious, _Ballet_o£_ Cana da, Baird.Mari on— -for-e-the -grand opening.- to avoid unemployment^ problems ette Theatre and the 102-piece
Lurie Steps In
and the Labor Ministry recently Carabinieri Band of Rome. Agency
The Fremont’s construction is
merely called both sides to a con¬ also is now setting up a tour, be¬
fab to work out ways to ease the ginning in the spring of 1957, for being financed by Louis Lurie, San
situation for exhibs. Small-town the British Halle Orchestra, under Francisco financier who has in¬
vested more than $2,000,000 into
and suburban exhibitors especially baton of Sir John Barbirolli.
the project. The 16 partners are
are against the law because their
putting up about $1,500,000, of
receipts are frequently below the
which
$330,000 will be the initial
salaries they must pay the acts.
bankroll.
The exhibitors’ most telling argu¬
Meantime, a fourth hotel—the
ment against the law is that their
Riviera—that opened here this
patrons do everything possible to
spring and was in serious financial
"Continental Novelties in Magic"
avoid having to sit thru the acts.
trouble, until Gus Greenbaum and
Matinee and 8 p.m. shows are now
Just Concluded
syndicate took it over, slipped out
the most popular because vaude¬
Ottawa, Jan. 24.
Their 4th Engagement at
from
under several pending law
ville is not included. Moreover, no
First major format switch in suits last week. To avert the legal
top talent will consent to accept
RKO PALACE
nearly
15
years
will
be
given
the
action
that was being prepared
bookings in the film-theatres, which
New York
they feel would impair their pres¬ grandstand show at the 1956 edi¬ a gainst.the original operating
• EPIC RECORDS •
tion
of
the
Central
Canada
Ex¬
group
by
several creditors, Green¬
tige. Consequently, the standard of hibition, scheduled for Aug. 18 to
Thanks to Danny Friendly
Drection: GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.
entertainment continues miserably 25 (except Sunday, 19). Built by baum and his associates shoveled
low.
Management
the new structure
Colloquially the vaudeville law GAC-Hamid,
THE WILSON AGENCY
not be a complete switch, since
here is known as the “live talent” will
165 W. 46th St., New York
it
will
retain
the
previous plan of
law, but in the industry it is dubbed building the evening
Circle 7-4883
show on
the “dead talent” law for obvious revue lines with vaudeville bits
reasons. Music publishers point held together by emcee, 20-femme
out that no musical hit yet has been line and a definite theme. Major
launched from the film-theatre shuffle will be in the afternoon
WHEN IN BOSTON
&****.< a.
stage by vaudeville performers, and stanza. Previously designed on
It's the
not a single outstanding performer outdoor circus lines, the afternoon
HEADLINING
has been "discovered” although the sessions in 1956 will still be aimed
law has been in operation two at moppets buj; will drgvy much of
years.
its talent, for the first four days,
from television, acting as a per¬
The Home of Show Folk
sonal-appearance showcase of w.k.
Avery A Washington Sts.
and budding video acts.
_Radio in Every Room.
The first day, always tough to
Havana, Cuba
book because it is immediately
Ray Bolger has been signed for followed by a Sunday layoff, will
a stand at the Hotel Waldorf- use an afternoon show titled “TV
OPENING
GAG FILES!
Astoria, N. Y., starting April 2, for Discoveries,” topped by the Mills
■UY. SELL OR TRADE
four weeks. Dancer will be get¬ Bros. GAC-Hamid has not come
Feb. 2nd
GAG COLLECTIONS
ting $5,000 weekly during the up with the other names, presum¬
ably holding back so newest up¬
(2 Weeks)
stand.
Advise all In first letter.
(This ad
coming
tv
personalities
can
be
may not appear again. Please save It.)
Bolger will be playing several
Mr. Wenlel.
202 W. 92nd St., New
other cafe stands during this sea¬ booked. The following three days
York City 25, N. Y.
(20, 21, 22) will feature video acts
son.
such as Rin Tin Tin, Capt. Gallant
OPENING
and Clarabelle the Clown (from
“Howdy Doody”) In a stint called
Feb. 22nd
“Kiddy Kapers.” Show’s last three
days will be handled by Jack Kochman’s Hell Drivers, automobile
thriller.
Evening shows, more-of a pro-1
Las Vegas
GREATEST MYSTIC ON EARTH
duction than the earlier sessions,
will be the same throughout.
(3 Weeks)
Pacted for the post-dinner sessions
are Will Mahoney, the Mariners,
Sharkey
the’
Seal,
Four.
Angels
■ Permanent Addrets
(aero), .Flying MaYillees (high),
7745 Nitfrtmac Ave., Miami Beach ,41
Tokayers .-.(teeterboard) and Elsa
Direction: MCA
Victor Records
[and Waldo (comedy), plus Gae
, , . flerWe PlifMe UN* 6-1318
I Foster line. ...

Morris Agency’s
Steinbeck Show
In Specials Kick

Billy Rose Nixes Bid
To Produce Roxy Show

Argentine May End
Forced Vaudeville

TV Cues Major Format
Switch for CCE Shows
In Afternoon Stanza

THE NIVELLIS

TONI ARDEN

pp*

HOTEL AVERY

Bolger In for Waldorf
Stand at $5,000 Weekly

RAJAH RABOID
Miami Beach Hotels

NATIONAL
HOTEL

RIVIERA
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House Reviews
Palace, N. V.
Mtic -& ■ LorraineBilly Frye, Ed¬
die LeRoy & The Short Ticins,
Cleopatra & Co. (3), Tommy Han¬
lon Jr., Thelma Carpenter, Lew
Parker & Co., Bobby Whaling &
Yvette; “Inside Detroit” (Col), re¬
viewed in Variety Dec. 14, ’55.
Familiar faces again mark the
bill at the Palace this week, what
with most of the turns having ap¬
peared at the house previously.
But despite the overall experience
of the talent, the session is some¬
what listless. Thelma Carpenter,
who shares top billing with Lew.
Parker, mechanically warbles a
trio of tunes, .including “Wide Won¬
derful World.”
She seemingly
makes'little effort to achieve any
rapport with the audience.
Parker, who’s aided by an un¬
billed femme, dors his oft-repeat¬
ed “Bickersons” bedroom routine.
This was a funny sketch when he
first unveiled it some years ago,
but long mileage in vaude and tv
has just about exhausted this ve¬
hicle and it’s in line for substitu¬
tion.
Mac & Lorraine, youthful couple,
kick off the show with some brisk
Jterping. Their “Love and Mar¬
riage” bit is cute and they close to
good returns. Harmonica player,
Billy Frye, onetime member of
Borrah Minevitch’s Rascals, adept¬
ly handles the mouth organ in such
standards as “Hungarian Rapsody.”
His technique earns him an okay
mitt.
Cleopatra & Co. (3) comprises a
femme magician and two assis¬
tants. She produces a goose out of
the proverbially “empty” con¬
tainer, mysteriously knots, and un¬
ties a number of handkerchiefs
and switches places with h girl in
the locked trunk illusion. It’s a
fair magico turn and generates
okay returns.
Toirimy Hanlon Jr. has a mod¬
erately entertaining monolog. His
experiences on a plane ride draw
chuckles, as do similar comments
on a train trip. His “read-the-newspaper” routine also has its mo¬
ments but is dragged out too long
to be effective. Winding up the
sesh is vet cycling act of Bobby
V/haling & Yvette. They score, per
usualy -on" - the—-convention —’two--)
wheeler’ as well as unicycle.
Eddie LeRoy & The Short Twins,
comedy-dancings trio in the trey,
are reviewed under New Acts.
Gilb.
L901ympia9 Paris
Paris, Jan. 31.
Lionel Hampton Orch (20), J.
Ruppert Bears, Reverhos (3f, Flor¬
ence Veran, Hotleys (3), Waren &
Jean, Tscheng Der Dsai (8)., Roger
Piquet.
One would never know that a
great part of Lionel Hampton’s
Orch (20) had been in an accident
not so long ago, for aside from
sacrificing his dramatic end leap
atop a drum (due to a broken
anklet the group is as dynamic and
solid as ever. It even topped last
year’s opening in getting the us¬
ually staid crowd dancing in the
aisles and going on stage to keep
things
swinging.
The Hamp’s
rhythmic beat and showy cavortings between drums, vibraharp and
piano, plus his savvy building of
tempo and mood, put the Gallic
crow'ds with him all the way.
Standards and jazz get fine air¬
ings as he builds to crescendo pro¬
portions in coming out .into the
audience with drumsticks rattling
to a hail of applause. It is hep
showmanship and the Hamp looks
to chalk up another big session,
proving that jazz is "now a popular
commodity here and is out of the
specialist’s class. Band works well
together, and fine vocalizing is
done by Robert Mosely and Lora
Pierre, who also gives a pinch of
pulchritude.
Rest of bill is uneven, but
Ilani p’s segue makes it right.
Tscheng Der Dsai 18) are a Chinese
aerobatic group of usual aspects,
except for girls swinging by their
luur and some ultra suppleness
which builds this into acceptable
proportions. Hotleys i3> bounce on
a trampoline for a good graceful I
opener type entry. Waren & Jean
are a zany duo with the girl essay¬
ing mad grimacing and slapstick
which hit home at times in mad¬
cap invention. It is more an inter¬ j
lude than act and more form and
content are needed to make this
an acceptable number.
. Reverhos (3) perform a series of
juggling effects interspersed with
W'Ork on the slack wire. Movement
and versatility make this an okay
opener in a circusy tradition. An¬
other sawdust innovation are J.
d t
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Ruppert- ^ears. with a group 01
bears riding bikes, motor skooters
and seesawing for risible and dis¬
arming effects. They fit in the music hall pattern due to their welltrained, beguiling capers.
Robert Piquet comes on as a
special added attraction, but singer
has far to go before he can stand
on his own. Uneven voice, presence
and stance, plus an evident ner¬
vousness, make this quickly glossed
over by audience who arc there
to jump. Florence Veran is a pert
blonde songwriter turned singer.
Her bouncy, intelligent material
makes her an acceptable entry in
the chant ranks, but her evident
catering . to the wail and moan
school still gives her an undefined
personality. With some roadwork,
this girl should develop into an in¬
teresting offbeat chantoosy, and
her bright, sophisticated songalog
is an asset.
Mosk.

New Acts

,

MYRA BAIRD
Songs
20 Mins.
Coconut Grove, London
Myra Baird has come from
America to get her first c.hance in
cabaret as the solo performer in
Edmundo Ros’ Coconut Grove. It’s
a big chance for a newcomer. .Al¬
though she clearly lacks the ex¬
perience to justify the billing, she
shows a determination to get
ahead. Singer has perhaps made
the mistake of starting her career
Well above the bottom rung and
still has a deal to learn about pres¬
entation and delivery. She has an
adequate set of pipes, but no more.
Coaching and experience will
doubtless put this deficiency right
in due time.
On the plus .side, Miss Baird
has taken some trouble in the pre¬
paration of her songalog, and has
chosen her numbers to suit her
personality. She handles a calypso
entry quite efficiently and has two
fairly strong numbers in “Love
Isn’t Born, It’s Made” and “Al¬
cohol.”
“A Man Around the
House” shows up badly in com¬
parison ' with r"Julie Wilson's ren¬
dition of the number which she
introed here some seasons back.
Also on the credit side is Miss
Baird’s cheerful personality and a
restriction of introduction gab.
Myro.
ED STROLL
Songs
10 Mins.
Bal Tabarin, N. Y,
Ed Stroll-is a nice-looking singer
with a pleasing mien who indicates
that he should hit some of the
better-paying situations with con¬
siderably more experience. Thus
far, he is working along standard
lines. He’s developing bis pipes
and song style faith pop tunes, but
occasionally gives an indication
that he has some individuality that
he’d like to express.
"With further experience, Stroll
will be able to take these excur¬
sions without any self-conscious¬
ness and advance along lines that
best suit his own traits.
Jose.
HELENE CLEMENT
Songs
24 Mins.
Colony, London
There is a remarkable ■ warmth
in Helene- Clement’s singing style,,
but strangely enough she misses
out completely when it comes to
delivering .a sexy lyric. That’s not"
her metier at all, and her one try
in this class, “A Man is a Man is
a Man,” is below standard.
But that apart, Miss Clement,
who hails from'Paris, and is mak¬
ing her British cabaret debut at
this Berkeley Square cafe, projects
naturally to the ringsiders, and,
with an adequate command of the
English lingo, is able to maintain
contact with them. A strong pop
entry in her routine is “Araverderci Roma.” A fine rendition of
“Mon Homme” also is added as
special tribute to Mistinguett.
Miss Clement is an accomplished
nilery performer, and also a good
bet for tv.
Myro.
EDDIE LeROY & THE SHORT
TWINS
Songs, Comedy
11 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
Eddie LeRoy & The Short Twins,
who have been around previously
but heretofore not documented in
Variety’s New Act file, is an en¬
ergetic trio with an abundance of
special material.
Bespectacled. 1
pint-sized LeRoy, along with lanky,1
> 1 <J

I )( '

Ray and Bolj Short have a so-so
“Three Musketeers0 routine and a
“Dr. Livingston” bit that reaps
mild applause.
Threesome, however, warms up
with a “We Were Born to Be Fa¬
mous” number and follows with a
nostalgic “Every Street’s a Boule¬
vard in Old New York.” Latter’s
replete with the inevitable strawhats. canes, etc. Some of the turn’s
routines are fresh and original.
Others are less effective.1 It’s a
question of skimming the dross be¬
fore the act can progress to the
better bookings.
Gilb.

Unit Review
AH t our Wishos
Vienna, Jan. 24.
Vienna ice show presentation in
11 scenes. Choreography, staging
and directing by Will Petter; cos¬
tumes, Gardago- Ella-Bei; settings,
Wolfgang Moser; music, Robert
Stolz.
With Fernand Leemans,
Jirina Nekolova, Fritz Rudolf, Hans
Letter,
Heinz
Smely,
Lotte
Schwenk, Emmy Puzinger, Andre
Calame, Susie Giebisch, Lisbeth
Kaufman, Edwin Wiesinger, Fritz
Penitz, Wolf Litto, Herbert Bobek,
Linda Fischer, Charlotte Michielo,
Erni Zlam, Ice Ballet. At Fair
Auditorium, Vienna.

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF FEBRUARY 1

Numerals In connection with bills below indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week.
Letter, in parentheses indicates circuit: (I) Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Moss;
(P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; ,(W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (R) 2
Corps de Ballet
Rockettes
George Sawtelle
Martha Rich
3 Merkeys
Jean Sanders
Bernard Green
Choral Ensemble

Palace (P) 2
Young China
Bunny Briggs
Hanley St Courtney
Jackie Lee
Albins
Yvonne Moray
Marshall & Fari'ell
Don Francisco

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 7
Frank Marlowe
Hite St Stanley
Saiici Puppets
J & D Barker
Billy Russell
M St E Rose
Laycock & Maureen
Gordon Chater
June Salter
Johnny O'Connor

SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 7
Wiere Bros (5)
3 Gypsy
Canfield Smith
Alain Diagora
Upshaw Sc Cooper
Red Moore
Ken Littlewood
4 Knights
Rosyln Dunbar
J’s’ph'ne M'Cormack

BRITAIN
BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) 30
Maple Leaf 4
Devine St King
Carmen Mario St
Part
Rosaire St Wonder
Horse
Tom Mennard
Gold St Cordell
Ron Scott
Betty Kaye’s Tr
Peter Grenada
Anita
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 30
Ray Burns
BiU McGuffie
Mayfairs ..
Hedley Ward Trio
Curzon Trio
Lorrae Desmond
Bill Waddington
Dickie Dawson
GLASGOW
_ Empire (M) 30
Duncan Macrae
Dave Willis
Jack Anthony
Murray St Maldle

Robert Wilson
HACKNEY
Empire (M) 30
G H EUiott
Morris St Cowley
Dawn White St
Glamazons
Lotus & Josia
Gelletto Bros
Cody St Oran
Charles Ancaster
Tod Slaughter
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 30
Phyllis Dixey
Gary Miller
Morton Fraser's
Harmonica .Gang
. M & B Winters
|Xiro Dancers
Duo Palmer
WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippodrome (I) 30
Gerrard Sisters
Joe York
Patricia Birch
Earle & Vaughan
Jothia & Joan
Whitl winds
Sellers St Geldray

Again a Vienna ice show comes
up with elaborate production num-»
bers, costumes and sweet Robert
Stolz music. There are exactly 100.
new melodies in it.
Show has
gained in impetus and is actually
better than ever.
Equal marquee billing goes to
Jirina Nekolova, Czech beauty,
and Fernand Leemans, Belgian
champ.
Productions include “Ballert of
the Big Heart,” an eye-lifting
opener. There is a sort of detec¬
tive story with two very funny icecomics, Hans Leiter and Heinz
Smely, in search of lost children,
heirs, stolen jewelry and deserted
wives. Linda Fischer sings “When
Birdies Make Music” very nicely.
Gaudy bits are “The Unfaithful
Husband,” featuring Edwin Wie¬
NEW YORK CITY
singer and Fritz Penitz; “The KohArete's
Helen Halpin
I-Noor Robbery” with Wolf Litto, A1 Nesor
Ramon Ore
Herbert Bobek and Susie Giebisch; Carolyn Carpenter Ernie Warren Ore
Le Ruban Bleu
Harry
Kane
“The Gypsies of Sacromonte,”
Irwin Corey
H Roth Ore
with the stars and Emmy Puzinger,
Blue Angel
Tobi Reynolds
and the crashing finale, “An Eve¬ Martha Davis Sc
Gales
..Spouse..__ .Nina...._
ning—in—-V-ien-nar” —when- -St-olz’s L
Norman Paris 3
Jill Corey
“Vienna Is Beautiful at Night” is 1 Trotter
Dick Harris
Bros
Bon Soir
Old Roumanian
sung. Settings by. Wolfgang Moser
Sadie Banks
Kaye Ballard
t
rate highest praise.
Joe Laporte Oro
Sylvia Sims
Orchestra conductor Walter Heid- 3 Flames
D’Aquila Ore
Park. Sheraton
rich knows from experience how Tony & Eddie
Irving Fields Trio
Daniels
to handle Stolz scores. All tech¬ Jimmie
Eddie Layton
Chateau Madrid
nical details are okay in this one Carmen Amaya
Red Carpet
which, by the way, has received an Ralph Font Ore
Pat Harrington
Ore
Town A Country
invitation from the Soviet Union. Pancho
Copacabane
Lenny Kent
■ Maas.
Billy Daniels
Jan Welles

Cabaret Bills

Becker Switches to N. Y.
In AGVA Outdoor Div.
Marvin Becker is being trans¬
ferred to the New York office-of
the American Guild of Variety Art¬
ists to be in charge of the union’s
outdoor division. Becker will suc¬
ceed Ben White, who recently re¬
signed. Becker has been organizer
in Denver for the union.
In another shift of organizers,
Barry Houston has become tem¬
porary organizer in Detroit, re¬
placing Russ Wright; who recently
left AGVA.

Vaudfilm Heavy
~

■ - Continued from page 51 ■

a capital gains setup, or an occa¬
sional tv . spec or Las Vegas date,
“How can we compete?”
‘Scattered’ Talent
To the above comments with
which N. Y. showmen would prob¬
ably be in substantial agreement,
there are a number of. chickenand-egg-which-comes-first angles.
In the heyday of vaudfilm pol¬
icy, before and after the stagehand
and emcee vogues, there were
highpowered talent agents giving
major thought and time to this
phase of entertainment. Today the
big talent agents are understand¬
ably concentrating on the lush
package deals in television and
pictures.
It’s been moot, and a debating
issue, for 4Q years and more as to
whether tenpercenters lead or fol¬
low trends in entertainment. Stillimportant sources of bookings for
less-than-star rank vaudeville turns
include:
Fairs and ex})ositions.
Convention shows.
Advertising films.
Hotels and cafes.
British, French dates.
1
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Joey Bishop
Burnell Dancers
Delta Rhythm Boys Johnny Morris Ore
Chic Layne
Tete A Tete
Teddie Vincent
Marlyn Evans
Mickey Calon
Gladys Johnson
Grace Genteel
Arden Young
Michael Durso Ore
Donna Stevens
Frank Marti Ore
Pat Matthews
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Two Guitars
Bob Downey
Olga Karpis
Harold FonvlUe
Eugene Sc Sonia
Hotel Ambassador
Chauncey Gray Ore Andrei Hamshay
Misha Usdanoff
Janl Sarkozl
Koysta Poliansky
Quintero Ore
Ore
Hot'l H'nry Hudson
Versailles
Three Suns
Joan Bishop
Jack Cassidy
Hotel New Yorker Betty Benee
Lenny Herman Ore
Pat Turner
Hotel Plaza
Carmen Alvarez
Polly Bergen
Larry Daniels
Ted Straeter Oro
Cook & Corey
Mark Monte Ore
Neile Adams
Hotel Pierra
Buff Shurr
Denise Darcel
Richard Tone
Dornan Bros
Eddie Lawrence
Stanley Melba Ore
Sharon Shore
Dornan Bros
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
Panchito Ore
Guy Lombardo Ore
.Viennese Lantern
Hotel Statler
Monica Boyar
Tex Beneke
Maria Bernard
Hotel Taft
Ernest Schoen Ore
Vincent Lopez Ore
Harold Sandler
Hotel St. Regis
Paul Mann
Julie Wilson
Village Barn
Milt Shaw Oro
Dick Hall
Ray Bari Ore
George Hopkins
.
Latin Quarter
Sophie Parker
A L Simpkins
Larry McMahon
Jack Durant
Alan Hohhes Ore
George Tapps
Waldorf-Astoria
Wazzan Tr
Jane Froman
Doreen Lord
Nat Brandywynne
Chiquita & Johnson
Ore
Lynn Christie
Mischa Borr Ore
Howard Mann
Village Vanguard
Jo Lombardi Oro
Dick Hon
B Harlowe Ore
Enid Mosler
Le Cupldon
Steel Trio
Johnny Johnston
C Williams Trio

CHICAGO
Black Orchid
Dr. Arthur Ellen
Three Riffs
Gloria Van
Blue Angel
“Royal Calypso’*
Mighty Panther
Phyllis Branch
Roger McCall
Eugene Compson
Esther Johnson
Blue Note
Errol Garner 3
Benny Green
Chez Paree
Sam Levenson
Dolores Hawkins
Clark Bros.
Chez Parce Ad'r'b'6
Brian Farrion Ore
Cloister Inn
Pat Moran 4

Lurlean Hunter’
Dick Marx
Johnny Frigo
Conrad Hilton
“Icearairta"
Neff.& Voss
Shirley Linde
Michael Meehan
Dave Park
Boy Foy
Bergman & Mlml
Boulevar-Dears Sc
Boulevar-Dons
F. Masters Ore
London House
Teddy Wilson 3
Palmer House
Dick Shawn
Genevieve
Bruxellos
Empire Eight
Charlie Fisk Oro

LOS ANGELES
Ambassador

Hotel i

^

Bar of Music

Kfly Cee Jone*

Leighton Noble Ore I Spider Sc Speed

Mack Twins
Beverly Hilton
Horace Heldt Revue
Btltmore Hotel
Joanne Wheatley
Georgie Kaye
B St C Robinson
Hal Derwln Ore
Clro's
Nat (King) Cole
Dick Stabile Ore
Geri Galian Ore
Crescendo
Rusty Draper
Jackie Farrell
Ruben Leon Ore

.
Mocambo
Carl Ravazza
Paul Hebert Ore
MOrc RiZ° RhLUnbt»
‘
Moulin Rouge
Peters Sis
Bob Williams
Andrea Dancers
The Cabots
Peiro Bros.
Ffplliott Chariton
Jerry Gray Ore
„ Statler Hotel
Harry Richman Rev
Eddy Bergman Oro

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Frankie Laine
Beverlee Dennis
Rudy Cardenas
Art Johnson
Don Arden Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore
El Cortez t
Paulette Sisters
Wayne Roland
Jill Adams
Sherman Hayes Ore
El Rancho Vegas
Sophie Tucker
Robert. Clary
Ernie Richman
Cover Girls
Ted Flo Rito Oro
Flamingo
Mills Bros.
Alan King
Goofers
Starlets
Lou Basil Ore
Golden
Nugget
Harry Ranch Ore
Polly Possun
Joe W-olverton
Jack WedeU
New Frontier
‘Blackouts'
Ken Murray
Marie Wilson
Harmonicats
Andrea Dancers
Robert Lamouret
Dorben Dancers
Garwood Van Ore

Riviera
Olsen & Johnson
Los Chavales
Patty Andrews
Sahara
Donald O'Connor
Sidney Miller
Saharem Dancers
Cee Davidson Ore
Sands
Peggy Lee
Reese St Davis
Beachcombers
Copa Girls
Antonio Morrelli
Ore
Showboat
Fprd & Reynold
Stunning Smith
Garr Nelson
Rossi St McDermott
Bob Darch
Mike Werner Ore
Silver Slipper
Hank Henry
Jean Valli
Russ Clark
Denise Bennett
Cliff Ferre
Sparky Kaye.
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Geo. Redman Ore
Thunderbird
Ella Logan
Don Tannen
Peiro Bros.
Thunderbird D’c’r’i
Barnet Rawlings
A1 Jahns Ore

MIAMI-M1AMI BEACH
Algiers HoteJ
Dick Sterling
Nina St Renea
Arne Barnett Ore
Balmoral Hotel
Enrlca & Novello
Emil-Coleman Ore
Wayne Carmichael
Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
Gina Valente
Hal Fisher
Dorothy Douglas
Harvey Bell
Fred Thompson
Casablanca
-Lillian—Hayes.--7 Mickey. Manners
Bob Regent Ore
Clro's
Tony Berinett
Pat Morrissey
Gene Baylos
Len Dawson Ore
Barbara McNair
The Treniers
Clover Club
Novelites (3)
Guy Rennie
Sharon & Fleming
Danny Mason
Boots McKenna Line
Len Dawson Ore
Club Calvert
Louis Jordan's
Jimmy Tyler Ore
DILIdo Hotel
Johnny Howard
Sager .Dancers
La Playa Sextet
Emilio Reyes Ore
Bea Kalmus
Eden Roc
Joe E Lewis
Gloria DeHaven
Cye Coleman Trio .
Mai Malkin Ore
Chuey Reyes Ore
Empress Hotel
Jerry Lester
Connee Boswell
Mandy Campo Ore
Fontainebleau
Peter Lind Hayes
Mary' Healy
Dorothy Jarnac
.
The Toppers
j
Sacasas Ore
Lucerne
Allen & DeWood
Jacques Donnet Ore
Latin Quarter
Betty & Jane Kean 1
Frank Libuse
Margo .Brander
Chiquita 8t Johnson
Dagenham Girl
Pipers
Tony Lopez Ore
Leon & Eddie's
Gay Divorcees (12)
Marian Wilkens
Denise
Atonia
Monto Carlo Hotel

Lillian Roth
Martin St Maio
Leonard Young
Ben Novack Ore
Murray .Franklin't
Roberta .Sherwood
Fletcher Peck
Murray Franklin
Nautilus
Jan Murray
Sylvia Carlton
Antone St Ina
Fletcher Peck
Syd Stanley Ore
Place Pigallt
Pat Halladay..
Wick-Wacks (4)
Joe Cash
Kaye Gayle
Roney Plaza
Eadie & Rack
Jal Olman Ore
San Souct Hotel
Myron Cohen
Freddy .Calo Ore
Saxohy Hotel
Ice Review Spec
Wilma & Ed Leary
Joan Hyldoft
Bobby May
Marvin Roy.
Alex Kallao 3
Dave Lester Orch
Johnny Silvers Ore
Frank Stanley Ore
Seville
Betty Madigan
Ricky Layne & Vel
S & V Baker
Van Smith
C Reader Ore
Sea isle Hotel
Harry Harden Ore
Pasty Abbott
Vanity Fair
Kay Martin &
Bodyguards
B S Pully
Pearl Williams
Sammy Walsh
Joy a Sherrill
Noro Morales Ore
Versailles Hotel
Alan Gale
Billy Shepard
Buddy Clayton
J Sc Ron
Teddy King Ore
5 O'clock
Tommy Raft
H. S. Gump
Parisian Rev
Vagabonds Club
The Vagabonds (4)
Chaz Chase
Maria Neglia
Elisa Jayne
Frank Linale Ore
Woody Woodbury
Villa Venice
Papa Bouche •
Doris Africk
Tamar Benemay
Connie Reed

HAVANA
Tropicana
Gloria St Rolando
Johnny Puleo
Xiomax*a Alfaro
Miguel Angel Ortiz
S Suarez Orq
A Romeu Orq
Montmartre
Zenia
Nanolo Torrente
Carlos Santos
May Julio
Clarisse Novo

Angelita Castany
Marcia Marcos '•
P. Godino
Casino Playa Orq
Fajardo Orq
Sans Souci
Edith Piaf
Ben Berry •
Patty Ross
Ballet
R Ortega Ore
Hotel Nacional
Eartha Kitt

RENO
Mapes Skyroom
Lancers
M & M King
Skylets
Eddie Fitzpatrick

.
Riverside
1 Lisa Kirk
Gary Morton
’
Starlets (8)
1 BiU Clifford Ore

Scot Cinema’s $90,000 Facelift
Greenock, Scot., Jan. 24.
The old King’s Theatre here,
one-time vaudery and more re¬
cently a cinema, has been recon¬
structed and modernized .at a cost
of $90,000.
It will be named the Odeon.
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Palmer Spouse, Clil
Chicago, Jan. 26.
Dick Shawn, Genevieve (with
Due Poret, Wally Corvine), Bruxellos (2), Empire Eight, Charlie Fisk
Orch (with Lee Charmel); ,$2
cover.
. Current, four-weeker should keep
the Empire Room comfortably
filled for the remainder of its run.
House was near capacity opening
night.
Co-headliner Dick Shawn cap¬
tured the. house one minute after
he came on and held it in the
alm of his hand until the begoff.
[e opens with a short, hilarious
bit contrasting French and Italian
love songs with the amorous par¬
lance of U.S. rock ’n’ roll ditties.
This fractured the patrons and
from there on, it was clear sailing.
Shawn did his now w.k. “Schizophreenee” and “Massah Richard”
skits for a hefty plus. Evidently
their possibilities have not been
exhausted, despite teevee expo¬
sure and previous Chi cafe show¬
casing. Bowing a new piece, Shawn
wrapped up with- an Eskimo parody
of folk singers which was well re¬
ceived.
Genevieve again retails the songstories of her native Montmartre
here; though this time around she
had added better-known Gallic
tunes as well. Trouble with songstories is if you don’t understand
them, you miss the boat. Nonethe¬
less, Genevieve manages to get the
flavor of her gamin-songs across.
For a while, though, it sounds like
there are an awful lot of songs
about Paris. Genevieve is backed
by Luc Poret on the guitar and
Wally. Corvine on the accordion.
The Bruxellos do a top tumbling
turn which elicits gasps from the
house. Feats distinguished by ath¬
letic smoothness and an “impos¬
sible” look put this pair in the top
rank.
House line, the Empire Eight,
does a neat terp interp of the
“Birth of the Blues.” Well-cos¬
tumed,
well-rehearsed
dancers
bring the blues from Storey.ville
up to date, with music and hoofing
for a deft intro to the rest of the
bill.
The Charlie Fisk orch again
backs the show expertly. Gabe.

S

and command attention from walk
on to bowoff.
Nick and Vicki Collins open the
show with fancy terping, donning
top hats and strutting with canes
and clinching with a hot Charles¬
ton to nice round of applause. Col¬
lineaus, circus act, fill the stage
with flashy juggling as two men
and two distaffers work hoops and
clubs. Helen & Howard, stop the
show pulling two . encores with a
comic dance act in which femme
flips male partner over shoulder
for round of yocks. Pair opens with
ballroom
twirls
and
switches
quickly to zany routine.
Los Gatos, three-lad aero act,
get fine returns with clever hand
stands and combos. Trio uses no
props and nabs rousing aud re¬
sponse with three-man straight-up
and walkaround, for bowoff. Mike
Gaylord cuts a slick show * and
Lou Weir pleases in the organ in¬
terludes.
Guy.

Statlcr Hotel, Wash.
Washington, Jan. 27.
Frankie Carle Orch with the Girl
Friends (4), Deborah Kay; Ted
Alexander Quartet; $2 cover.

Back in Washington for the first
time in several years, Frankie
Carle offers an attractive layout in
the Embassy Room. His unit in¬
cludes a vocal and instrumental
quartet, girl singer, and his band.
But when everything is boiled down
to essentials, it is really Carle at the
piano that the customers want and
that gets the biggest response. The
act could go a little heavier on
this, and come out even better.
That’s -not to say it doesn’t offer
a good chunk of Carle doing his
stuff on the 88. In one segment,
he rips off such standards as “Star¬
dust,” “Always,” “Ida,” “Shine On,
Harvest Moon” and “Chinatown.”
Earlier, he whips up a medley of
“Piano Roll Blues,” “Margie,”
“Missouri Waltz,” “Charmaine”
and one or two others.
Working with him and building
up to him are his new quartet, the
Girl Friends—bull fiddle, accor¬
dion, drums and guitar, with vo¬
cals, some dance steps, and an oc¬
casional Greek chorus recitative
thrown in. Gals work in an easy,
pleasant style.
Carle and the girls get together
on a Roaring 20’s number which is
Sands, Las Yogas
one of the best shown here in a
Las Vegas, Jan. 22.
long time.
Gals in knee length
.. ^JPeggy—Lee, JDavisReese-^ -skirts,—.plunking; - ukeleles, - - andBeachcombers. .(3) with Natalie, Carle in raccoon coat, gallop de¬
Mary. Menzies, Copa Girls (8), lightfully through such numbers as
Sandmen (4), Antonio Morelli “Varsity Drag,” “Ain’t She Sweet,”
Orch (10); $2 minimum.
“The Girl Friend,” “Cream in My
Coffee” and “Charleston,” for fine
Peggy Lee not only is being returns. They also work well to¬
accorded kudosing for her role in gether in a jazzed up spiritual with
“Pete Kelly’s Blues,” but Is given the girls singing and Carle thump¬
solid tribute here as a top nitery ing it out on the keyboard. Stand¬
performer. Ample biz is sure to out of the quartet is Dusty Dryer,
spread over into February, when a very solid jazz drummer. Miss
the usual Vegas post-New Year’s Dryer handles the skins with plen¬
lull is superseded by a marked rise ty of flash and swing.
m traffic because of the two holi¬
Deborah Kay, youthful Los An¬
days falling within the month.
geles chirp, is as pretty and bright
The Lee approach to a nitery act and definitely fills the s.a. spot
encompasses the entire songalog for the unit. On the vocal side, she
as an overall presentation rather has quite a bit to learn. However,
than as a string of tunes in the pop she handles herself with a con¬
category. A fine balance and pace fidence which indicates she should
is offered. Miss Lee is known for make it.
surrounding herself with expert
Carle’s orch backgrounds for the
musickers, and no exception is this show
also plays for the danc¬
stanza with Lou Levy, piano; Bill ing. and
the Embassy
Pittman, guitar; Larry Bunker, Room'sInTedbetween
Alexander keeps the
vibes & drums; Buddjr Clark, bass, dancers moving.
Lowe.
and Carlos Mejia, bongos.
Pepper Davis and Tony Reese
sock over a very funny session
Eddys\ K. C.
larded with Davis’ maniacal postur¬
Kansas City, Jan. 27.
ings in ribs of “The $64,000 Ques¬
Nelson
Eddy (with Gale Sher¬
tion” and punchy fighter. Both
wood,
Theodore
Paxson), Tony Dilads work fast and gather continu¬
ous yocks to windup of tomtom Pardo Orch (8); $1, $1.50 cover.
drumming with hoofing getoff.
One of the bigger names to play
Copa Girls continue previous terps
featuring Mary Menzies,
The the Eddy Bros, establishment in
Beachcombers with Natalie. An¬ recent months. Nelson Eddy (no
tonio Morelli orchsters never lag family connection) in a two-week
stand means upping of budget, and
a beat.
Will.
if opening night is a criterion an
upping of patronage, too. Indica¬
Bllnstriil»9s9 Boston
tions point to a bell-ringer, pos¬
Boston, Jan. 23.
sibly a record breaker with a break
Four Lads, Los Gatos (3), Helen from the weather.
& Howard, Collineaus (4), Nick &
House is with singer Eddy from
Vicki Collins, Michael Gaylord the start, and it becomes a chummy
Orch (10), Lou Weir; $2.50 mini¬ 40-minute show. Opening is virtu¬
mum.
ally straight on “Great Day” and
“You Should Be Set To a Melody,”
Four Lads prove a big money a new tune, before he gets to kid¬
winner for boniface Stanley Blin- ding with pianist Ted Paxson and
strub in this big South Boston the two work out a parodied “Sec¬
nitery. It's the biggest week of the ond Hungarian Rhapsody.” “This
current. season for the spot and is My Beloved” is signal for blonde
charmer Gale Sherwood, to get
leads the town in biz.
Four Lads are sock from opener into the act. the two making a duet
of special material on how they of it on this and trio of proven
arrive at their name to closing songs, bringing in 4the romantic
of “Memories Are Made of This” flavor expected by the dyed-in-thewith special thanks to the aud bit. film Eddy fans.
Eddy has a solo session to work
And tabs their new recording, “No,
Not Much,” for hottest returns. out his impressions of others imi¬
Quartet scores in “Melancholy tating him, and runs through brief
Baby,” “Jubilee,” “Sixteen Tons,” reprises on his filmed song hits.
“He” and “Great Pretender.” They “Indian Love Call” brings back
pull great reaction with “Constan¬ Miss Sherwood and the two duet
tinople” and “Southland” and for a walloping finish. Throughout,
work fine in the big room, belting it’s informal and off-the-cuff, and
their numbers for enthusiastic sure to be a pleasant two weeks.
Quin.
mitting. Lads have powerful pipes

PSstmTY
Shamrock, Houston
Houston, Jan. 19.
Quintetto Allegro (5). Shep
Fields Orch (11); cover, $2-$3; no
minimum.
Native Italian five is back in the
Shamrock Room where, it played
one of its early U.S: engagements
some three years ago. Group is
vending about the same easy-totake recipe as before—lots of song
and clowning spiced with neat
turns from all on variety of in¬
struments, with accent on fiddles.
Fluid teamwork is a keynote.
Spotted is tenor soloist Mario
Foni, whose warm, side-of-the
mouth Carusoing is okay. His es¬
says into “Sorrento” and “Gra¬
nada” draw big mitts. He also
draws palms with his solo on "Oi
Mari,” which group works over in
variety of styles—straight, a la La
Scala,
boogie
and
goosestep.
Bunch darts from plain lyricizing
in Italian-Spanish to comic bit
with all five tangling digits on the
keyboard to subdued, serious car¬
bon of marching soldiers, first
heard from afar, then at hand, and
going, away, called. “Passing of the
Regiment.” Latter gets good mitts.
Tablers like the fine mime an¬
tics of Luigi Allegretti, who also
handles announcing chores. Group
wears impeccable garb of either
white or blue swallowtail getups
for good effect. Show opened in
hotel’s Emerald Room to accom¬
modate a company party, and
moved to regular stand in Sham¬
rock Room next night.
Shep Fields is in the room with
his “Rippling Rhythm” crew (with
some progressive additions to the
book) until April 11. Jackie Aus¬
tin and crooner trumpeter Bob
Podell handle vocal chores. Orch
cuts show briskly and provides
polished dansapation.
Bode.

Riviera, Las Vegas
(FOLLOWUP)
Las Vegas, Jan. 30.
Olsen & Johnson’s addition to
the Riviera marquee during the
current fortnight should mean biz
pickup for the Clover Room,
where b.o. has been way under the
past two frames. Little has been
altered from the “Hellzapoppin’.”
revusical that just closed out a run
in L. A.
Show is prefaced with a warmup
by O&J sidemen who parade
through the audience as waiters,
customers, etc., getting pretty good
yocks with their antics. With the
curtain going 'up' The two comics
unfold their traditional barnstorm¬
ing repertoire and sex is their foil
from the outset.
The spotlight pops through the
audience to pick up offstage ca¬
pers, some of which, when played
on the lower floor, are lost from
view. But the dialog is loud enough
so that the fans seem to get enough
to satisfy their appetites in this
department.
Onstage Olsen &
Johnson front their w.k. standbys,
while the background is a everhanging haze of gunsmoke (raised
by the ceaseless firing of pistols at
“ducks”), pierced only by the
crossovers of the “Hellzapoppin’ ”
cast garbed in burly getups. Pa¬
trons here go for the Coney Island
courtroom scene and the “You’ll
Never Get Away” bit best of all..
The original lineup of Los
Chavales de Espana with Trini
Reyes, Patty Andrews and the
Marquis Family have each scis¬
sored their acts and have been
slotted within the framework of
the Olsen & Johnson layout. On
tl?e bill, Miss Andrews has been
tagged "extra-added attraction”
and the well-trained chimps of the
Marquis clan appear next to the
finale.
Suffering most from the time
axe is Miss Reyes. She now does
but one number and then, scrams
just when audience reaction has
warmed up. In view of the fact
that she and the Spanish singing
Los Chavales are placed at the top
end of the show, Miss Reyes’
spright footwork could well be re¬
tained in its original three-number
design, cutting instead some of the
Los Chavales songology to give the
show early pace.
The chorus numbers that
launched this opus have been re¬
tained, and the gals have been
paged to do some extra choreog
raphy behind O&J. Ray Sinatra’s
orchestra is up to par, hitting the
multitude of cues with deft nrecision.
Alan.

Beverly Hills, Newport
Newport, Ky., Jan. 21.
Sue Carson, Roily Rolls, Nita &
Peppi, Dorothy Dorben Dancers
(10), Dick Hyde, Gardner Benedict
Orch (10), Jimmy Wilber Trio,
Larry Vincent; $3 minimum, $4
Saturdays.
Sue Carson, firsting at Greater
Cincinnati’s ace bistro, racks up
returns which justify her headline
spot in the current two-framer,
and more visits.
The dark-haired and eyed sinn¬

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
ing comedienne streamlines her
figure in a white dress. She scores
with mimicry of Billy Eckstine,
Lena Horne and others, including
a stripteaser and a hillbilly gal.
Material is all special and most of
it ultra risque. A solid 35 minutes.
Roily Rolls, suave musicianhumorist with " a French ' accent,
packs a lot of merriment into a 25minute routine, most of it at the
Baldwin and with solo and ense nble lift from the house crew. An
added novelty touch is his playing
a pocket-size concertina.
Nita & Peppi, favorites here, add
boosters with a fleeting five minr
utes of gymnastics. The youthful”
team polishes off original table and
chair stunts, liftups, hand and head
balancing with linked whirlwind
tumbling.
Three new numbers increase
popularity of the Dorothy Dorben
line, with Dick Ilyde as singing
emcee. Jimmy Wilber Trio con¬
tinues to please intermission danc¬
ers and Larry Vincent dittoes '-ith
the cocktail room patrons. Koll.

Ral Taltariiii, N. Y.
Ed Stroll, Jean Mabry, Graziella.
Lee Clare, Line (6), Lou Harold &
Oscar Calvct Orchs; minimum
$3.50.
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Nautilus, Miami Beach
Miami Beach, Jan. 30,
Jan Murray, Sylvia Karlton, Antone & Ina, Syd Stanley Orch;
$3.50 minimum...
Jan Murray is making one of his
infrequent, returns to the cafe cir-:
cult from tv for this 10-day revisit
to the-Driftwood Room here, where
he played three seasons ago. He’s
now an even more potent lure for
the cafegoers, thanks to the video
rep built, racking up solid busi¬
ness nightly—a rarity for this
downtownery of late.
Murray is still a fast-thinking,
hard-hitting comedian, working
with an inherent gusto that wins
the tablers from walkon. With it,
he imparts a feeling that he’s not
taking matters serious.y, that it’s
all a matter of relaxing while he
kicks up a laugh session. End re¬
sult is a happy one for all con¬
cerned.
Material is shrewdly tailored to
the ribticklers. Auditors can iden¬
tify themselves with: suburban
home building, life with the fam¬
ily, barbed comments on patrons,
heck'ing of waiters and jabs at the
“new” hotel building penchants of
hoteliers in the vicinity. Inter¬
weaving of soundly built yarns and
his standard “Clown” number
rounds out a 45-minute stint that
is tops for likability. Understood
he’s trying to arrange his video
schedule to allow for more booking
around the better club circuit. If
so, he'll solve comedy niche prob¬
lems for many of the better clubs.
Sylvia Karlton, blonde, attrac¬
tive young soprano, clicks with her
trillings. Her arrangements are
above par with shrewd tune selec¬
tion adjusted to a soaring range
that embraces either a pop, musicomedy or concert aria effectively
to earn enthusiastic listener ac¬
ceptance. Antone & Ina, house
dancers, tee off proceedings with
spirited routinings. Syd Stanley
and his crew handle the showbacks
in top manner and provide inviting
dansapation.
Lary.

New York nitery-going habits
frequently take some peculiar
twists. Any cafe not within a select
circle might as well be in the most
remote parts of the city, as far as
the regular nitery-goers are con¬
cerned. The Bal-Tabarin is in a
situation of this kind, and fre¬
quently provides a break for many
categories of talent. It gives fledg¬
lings a spot to break in, where
they can be seen by agents and
bookers, and have consultations
with writers, arrangers, etc.
The Bal Tabarin, older than
most niteries in New York has been
operated by Johnny & Laurent
Hourcle for a number of years with
a patronage that comprises mainly
party
business.
Several
good
groups, and the freres have a good
house going. For quite reasonable
London
menu prices, they provide a dis¬
London, Jan. 26.
play that has a six-girl line, plus
Pink Champagne,” with George
four acts and a pair of orchestras. & Bert Bernard, Lee Sharon, Fra}cProducer Jack Lewis, who has
been at that spot for 19 years, has son, Vivienne & Tassi, Alissande
put together a well-gaited show White, Barry Kent, Evans, Page &
comprising some familiar as well Hutton, Magy Fiizgibbon, Woolf
as new faces. New act on this oc¬ Phillips Orch. Presented by Ber¬
nard Delfont; devised and staged
casion is Ed Stroll.
Graziella has been a fixture at by Robert Nesbitt. $9 minimum
lhe;nearby Latin-Quarter. -Shei.s-*a - -opening-night;-thereaf ter A.- - -.good aero dancer, being adept at.
various flips and butterflies which
London night life is given a
are tied together in a pleasing rou¬ needed transfusion by the bold
tine. The mono-monickered lass policy inaugurated by A1 Burnett
makes a good appearance on the at the Pigalle, Piccadilly, which he
floor. She’s rather tall for acro¬ took over latter part of last year.
batic work, but it’s no handicap The room has been redecorated to
for her.
give it a lush, warm appearance,
Lee Claire has a record-panto and a rising floor has been added
turn that still needs a lot of pol¬ to enhance facilities for stage pre¬
ishing. Clare has the knack of syn¬ sentations.
chronization, but his interpertaThe first presentation under his
tions leave much to be desired. management is way ahead of any¬
Some of his numbers are in the thing seen in London’s West End
catalog of other acts of this kind, since the war. For sheer spectacle,
and in any case, he’s got to get a lavishness and styling, it rivals am¬
more rounded variety so that he bitious legit productions. And just
can dispense with some of the as no expense has been spared in
femme characters, before he can costuming and production gener¬
graduate to the better-heeled spots, ally, they’ve not stinted either on
However, he gets along nicely here. the talent side. George & Bert
Opening turn is Jean Mabry, a Bernard, Frakson and Lee Sharon
good-looking dancer, who after a would be acceptable headliners in
singing opener, goes into a choice their own right in many other West
line of taps. She has a pleasant End spots.
George & Bert Bernard, who
style that encompasses several
schools of terpsichorean thought head the bill, again get a boff re¬
and walks off .to a hearty palming. action for their zany and over-ex¬
Show music is by Lou Harold, aggerated miming to disks played
who cuts a precise score. Oscar offstage. Their treatment of “Call
Me Madam,” “Carmen Jones” and
Calvet Latin-reliefs.
Jose.
“Rose Marie,” among others, has
the customers rolling. George
Black Haivk, Frisco
Pierce, who takes care of the rec¬
ord-playing department, joins them
San Francisco, Jan. 25.
Miles Davis All-Stars (5); $1 ad¬ on stage for some windup fooling.
Lee Sharon is a lively blonde
mission.
who goes through the motions of
simple stepping
before
The Miles Davis combo, in its some
first appearance locally, is prov¬ launching into her strip routine.
This
is
well
paced
and
done
na¬
ing that a solid jazz act is a reli¬
able draw in these parts. Although turally without coy suggestiveness.
the group leaves something to be Miss. Sharon also appears (in the
desired in the visual presentation semi-nude) as the Aphrodite in the
department, it is equally true that finale. Frakson’s facility for pro¬
the died-in-the-wool jazz buff cares ducing lighted cigarettes, seem¬
naught for this, and will faithfully ingly out of thin air, never fails to
come out to see such contemporary intrigue. Ditto his card tricks, in
heroes as Davis for the music which the selected card rises on
its own volition from a glass jar.
alone.
This factor makes them a solid Viviene & Tassi, an above-average
act for any club which can bring juggling duo, work together with
in a jazz crowd and the lack of speed and precision.
Although the specialty acts play
visuality should not discourage
a major part in the presentation,
club- owners.
Davis himself, recently winner the emphasis on spectacle emerges
of a jazz poll for his trumpet play¬ in the production numbers. These
ing, is an ace jazz stylist, particu¬ are lush, lavish and eye-filling, and
larly on moving numbers such as include a line of high-grade look¬
his own composition "Walkin’’ and ers who add more than just dec¬
the lovely “It Never Entered My orative effect. They, with vocalists
Mind.” There are two other out¬ Alissande White and Barry Kent,
standing soloists with the group, the fancy terping by Evans, Page
bassist Paul Chambers, whose bow & Hutton and the touch of sophiswork impresses jazz fans mightily, ticlion contributed by Magy Fitzand drummer Philly Joe Jones. gibbon, help to make this the
The latter however would do well brightest cafe entertainment in
to cut his freqpent drum solos to town. Woolf Phillips composed and
a more, reasonable length and not arranged the score and his residrive all the non-jazz fans from the dent Pigalle combo assures; stand¬
out. suooort.
Mnro.
1 premises.
Rafe.
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Slows On Broadway
Time Limit
Theatre Guild production of drama In
threer acts by' Henry Denker and Ralph
Bertcey.
Direction.
Windsor
Lewis;
scenery and lighting. Ralph Alswang;
costumes,
Noel Taylor.
Stars Arthur
Kennedy; features Richard Klley, Harvey
Stephens. Allyn McLerle. Thomas Carlin,
Frank Aletter, Arthur Storch, Patricia
Benoit. At Booth, N.Y., Jan. 24. '56; $5.20
top weeknights; $5.75 Friday, Saturday
nights ($6.90 opening).
T/Sgt. Baker ... Frank Aletter
WAC Corp. Evans....Allyn MsLerle
2d Lt. Miller . Thomas Carlin
Lt. Col. Edwards.Arthur Kennedy
Sentry . Ch'Ao-Li
1st Lt. Livingston .Arthur Storch
Capt. Jablonski . Alfred Sander
1st Lt. Wardell . Lionel Ames
1st Lt. Walden . Mark Weston
2d Lt. Mueller .. Robert Drew
2d Lt. Garland'. Jerry Morris
Col. Kim
...
Kale Deei
MaJ. Cargill: . Richard Klley
Maj. Cen. Connors ....Harvey Stephens
Mrs. Cargill . Patricia Benoit
Capt. Connors .
John ConneU

varied in tone and pace, and pro¬
gressively - engrossing, while the
flashback scenes in the POW com¬
pound are vividly shocking. Wind¬
sor Lewis, making his Broadway
bow as a director, has staged the
drama with a telling sense of stage
values, and Ralph Alswang’s quickshifting settings of the office and
back-lighted
prison
area
are
graphically atmospheric (although
the lighting of the former is
marred by distracting shadows).
"Arthur Kennedy, starred as the
colonel, gives a dimensional and
articulate performance. Richard
Kiley, top-featured, gives an ex¬
pressively shaded portrayal as the
accused major who is muted by
determination to protect his for¬
mer fellow-prisoners. Other clearly
etched and plausible portrayals are
contributed by Harvey Stephens as
the general who finds the truth a
stunning, heartbreaking spectre;
former musical comedy and ballet
dancer Allyn McLerie as the alert
WAC corporal; Frank Aletter as
the canny sergeant with a useful
knowledge of Army intrigue;
Thomas Carlin as a nervous lieu¬
tenant who finally blurts out the
truth; Arthur Storch as#the leader
of the POW officers, and Patricia
Benoit in the imperfectly written
role of the major’s agonized wife.
Hobe.

Although problem plays tend to
be an almost forgotten item of the
mid-20th century stage, they’re
evidently- not anachronistic. They
can still be gripping and challeng¬
ing theatre—provided they’re well
done.
“Time Limit,” a first-produced
script by Henry Denker and.Ralph
Berkey, is tastefully and expertly
done. It should be a substantial hit
on Broadway and the Toad, and is
an exciting screen property for
Warner Bros., which acquired the
rights in a pre-production deal.
Incidentally, -dlrector.-p roducer
Joshua Logan is reportedly part¬
The Hot Corner
nered silently with tho Theatre
Eleanore
Saldenberg. production
of
Guild on the venture and con¬ farce-comedy in three acts, by Allen
and Ruby Sully. Directed by Sam
tributed script, casting and staging Boretz
Levene (Oliver Crawford, assisting). Fea¬
suggestions.
tures Levene, Vicki Cummings. Scenery,
Ralph Alswang; costumes. Vir¬
Suppose you were a prisoner of lighting,
ginia Volland. At Golden Theatre. N.Y.,
the Russian Communist Chinese? Jan.
26, '56; at $4.60 top weeknights;
How. long do you think you could $5.75 Friday, Saturday nights ($6.90
hold out against fiendish, inhuman- BobbieS>Stanley . Daryl Grlmes
izing psychological torture? That "Muldoon" Wilson .. Cliff Tatum
is the problem posed by “Time Mae Stanley . Vicki Cummings
Stanley ., Sam Levene
Limit.” It’s one of the dilemmas Fred
J. Rupert Wilson.Eric Brotherson
of our time and although this Charley O'Connor .Harry Holcombe
Denker-Berkey meller sidesteps it, “Lefty" McShane . • • Hon Murray
Jane Kaiser ._ Camila Ashland
the show is nevertheless taut, occa¬ Maude
. Dortha Duckworth
sionally harjowing and at times FrancesWilson
Halliday . Nan McFarland
August Hegel . Horace Cooper
stirring entertainment.
Gus
Markheim
...
It is tlie authors’ contention that Eddie Genaro .
Bern Hoffman
there is a limit beyond which a Felix Cassidy .Ned Glass
man cannot be expected to with¬
stand the sort of psychological ^ In the old. old days “The Hot
pressure .the Communist forces Corner” might linger a while at
use. There should be, one of the Leblang’s corner, but it’s too thin
leading characters insists, a time an entertainment for survival in the
limit beyond which even the smash-or-crash economics of to¬
bravest and strongest individual
should not be blamed for cracking. day’s Broadway. There are laughs,
As the accused Army major as¬ even some smart dialog, but over¬
serts;- a- man- may -be-a -hero - for- fall-the- humor -is. - .slack _aikL the_|
almost his'entire • life, but if he auips sparse. The play never gen¬
weakens in the last month, or even erates the momentum that hit
day or minute, he is damned as farce-comedy demands.
a traitor. A whole life can be
Story has a baseball hero that
negated by one unfortunate step. will remind almost anybody of Leo
The authors make their point Durocher in the sense of his be¬
persuasively, even though they ing a play-to-win hellion whose
evade the issue at the end by re¬ temper gets him into trouble. Sam
vealing that the major agreed to Levene gives an intelligent if
serve the Communist cause not somewhat familiar reading and
because of any diabolically subtle saueezes whatever there is to
brain - washing, but under the sciueeze in humor from the smallsort of heavy-handed intimida¬ situational goings-on. Repeat that
tion barbarian captors have used comment as to his direction, a
throughout recorded history. The maiden apoearance in that depart¬
prisoner withstood physical and ment, and workmanlike, with a
mental torture, it turns out, but program “assist” credited to Oliver
collaborated in enemy indoctrina¬ Crawford.
tion efforts and propaganda to
Cast has been nicely selected,
save the lives of 18 fellow-officer Miss Cummings, co-featured, being
POW’s.
very likeable as the patient, loving
“Time Limit” is dramatized from wife, once in show biz, and Don
the viewpoint of a lieutenant Murray making an amusing goofcolonel in the Adjutant General’s pitcher whose stubborn refusal to
office whose duty is to investigate pass a peanut vendors’ picket line
the cases of men accused of grave around the ballpark creates the
charges and make recommenda¬ “plot.” Scene is presumably Syra¬
tions for Army action. Although cuse, a minor league club to which
the collaboration charge against the bad boy manager has been
the major seems airtight, the exiled.
colonel is unsatisfied, for no clear
Ralph Alswang’s set is appropri¬
motive is apparent and the de¬ ately middleclass and serves the
fendant seems strangely eager to action well. The players are attrac¬
convict himself, even to the extent tively costumed by Virginia Vol¬
of* confessing to accusation
land. In the end the failure is
which he is' Innocent.
sauarely the script’s. Husband and
By relentless probing and shrewd wife team of Allen Boretz and
psychologyv. the colonel’ uncovers Ruby Sully had an insufficiency of
what really happened in the North complication
and, in baseball
Koreen POW camp (with a key lingo, got trapped between bases.
assist from the WAC corporal who
Land.
is secretly in love with him—a
(Closed last Saturday (28) after
touch of traditional stage hokum four performances.)
that, with the intra-office byplay
involving a busybody T/Sergeant,
should amuse average audiences).
Having resisted his commanding
Newly formed K. G. G. produc¬
general’s hurryup urging and made
a clemency recommendation al¬ ing company has signed Lizbeth
most certain to be ignored, he’s Webb to star in new British musi¬
preparing at the final curtain to cal titled “The Jubilee Affair,”
take on the defendant’s case in the which opens March 5 in Bristol for
approaching court martial.
a six-week tryout tour.
Despite the playwrights’ dodging
Peter Saunders’ production of
of the real issue in the third act, “One Bright Day,” former Broad¬
“Time Limit” presents a genuine way play, currently touring with
and baffling problem. Besides pro¬ Clive Brook and Derek Farr star¬
viding absorbing
and moving
drama, it should send audiences red, opens Feb. 22 at the Apollo
out of the theatre thinking. As the Theatse, London, replacing current
stubbornly conscientious colonel show there “Summertime.” Play
remarks for the curtain line, re¬ was acquired by Saunders after its
ferring' to”the' impending'“court: !ry,out at Worthing . . . Jack Walmartial proceedings, “They’ll know Ier s musical production, “Wild
we asked some questions.” And ! Grows the Heather," based on
audiences will know they’ve seen J- M. Barrie's “The Little Minisa show.
ter,” is being held up due to Brit“Time Limit” is superbly pre- ’ ish Equity refusing to grant a persented. Most of the action, taking mit to star American singer Wilplace in the colonel’s office, is liam Clauson.
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London Bits

Shows Abroad

INFORMATION WANTED
—Pat Somerset
—Lola Smith
—-Edith Day

Plain and Fancy
Prince Llttler and Chappell & Co. Tra¬
duction of musical comedy in two acts
(17 scenes), book, Joseph Stein and Will
Gllckman; lyrics, Arnold B, Horwitt;
music, Albert Hague. Features Richard
Derr, Shirl Conway. Malcolm Keen, Joan
Hovis, Jack Drummond, Grace O’Connor,
Reed Du Rouen, Virginia Somers, Harry
Naughton, Bernard Spear. Staged by
Morton Da Costa; dance and musical
number staging. Helen Tamaris, repro¬
duced by Philip Nasta; scenery and cos¬
tumes, Raoul Pene Dubois; orchestra¬
tions, Philip J. Lang; vocal arrangement^
Crane Calder; musical director, Reginald
Burston. At Theatre Royal, Drury Lane.
London, Jan. 25, '56; $2.80 top.
Ruth Winters .*... Shirl Conway
Dan King . Richard Derr
Man . Terence Coopei*'
Another Man . Ivor Emmanuel
Katie Yoder .Grace O'Connor
Papa Yoder . Malcolm Keen
Isaac Miller . Bernard Spear
Emma Miller . Virginia Somers
Ezra Reber . Reed De Rouen
Hilda Miller . Joan Hovis
Peter Reber.Jack Drummond
Rachel ... • Rita Varlan
Samuel Zook .Harry Naughton
Jacob Yoder.Michael Derbyshire
Samuel Lapp .
Joseph Sealy
Abner Zook . Terence Cooper
Ike Pilershelm . Barrie Irwin
Moses Zook . Frank Raynor
Abner Zook . Robert Algar
Bessie . Leander Fedden
Sarah . Renee Fellowes
Esther .
Barbara Lewis
Rebecca . Olive Lucius
Mary . Patricia Mortimer
State Trooper . Ivor: Emmanuel
Singers: Renee Fellowes. Jenny Gaye,
Dorina Gregory, Jane Hill. Olive Lucius,
Barbara Lewis, Doreen Marlow, Jean
Manning, Glen Mildren. Patricia Morti¬
mer, Leonie Page, Sonia Peters, Robert
Algar, Trevor Anthony, Terence Cooper,
Andrew Cole, Ivor Emmanuel, Edwin
Hill. Gilbert Harrison, Colin KembalL
Roy Lees, Bernard Quinn, Frank Raynor,
Mel Todd, Basil Yeo, Joseph Sealey.
Dancers:
Audrey
Farriss
(Principal
Dancer), Patricia Berard, Sheila Cairne.
Patricia
Colbourae,
Leander
Fedden,
Jacqueline Guise, Mary Levack, Joan
Merritt, Ann Roberts, Wanda Sinclair,
Joy Swanson, Harry Naughton (Principal
Dancer), Gilbert Brunett, James Dark,
Paul Elsom, Seamus Cordon, Ross How¬
ard. Barrie Irwin, Fred Owen, David
Spurling.
Brian
Todd,
Roger
Tully,
Charles Yates.
Children: Sylvia Denman, Hazel Mer¬
cer, Michael Craze, Kenneth Kinner.

12 Walnut St.
Edison, N. J.
Editor, Variety:
For naturalization purposes I am
trying to locate either Edith Day
or Pat Somerset. I am the nurse
that brought their little son over
here in 1923.
Bertha T. Jankins
2000 Canal St. ^
New Orleans, La.
Editor, Variety:
Can anyone fill me In on an
American dancer named Lola
Smith who was doing an act in
Paris cabarets. I am anxious to
verify and date the story and place.
It is vaguely mentioned in the book,
“Fair Fantastic Paris,” by Harold
Ettlinger.
Louthef I. Smith
(Formerly with
'Musical Christies’)

Show Out of Town
Nemo
Montreal, Jan. 21.
Theatre Du Nouveau Monile produc¬
tion o£ comedy in three acts, by Alex¬
andre Rivemale. Direction, Jean Gascon;
’Settings,
Alexis
Chirlaeff;
costumes,
Solange Legendre. At
Gesu Theatre,
Montreal, Jan. 19, '06; $2.50 top.
Consell .. Andre Caiiloux
Aronnax . Guy Hoffmann
Nemo
.. Jean Gascon
Le Second . Jean-Louls Roux
Ned Land . Jacques Godin
Felicie
. Denyse Saint-Pierre
Matelots Guy LTEcuyer, Gabriel Gascon
Champoreau . Guy Provost
Dutertre . Marc Cottel
Laborne .
Roland Laroche
Paciflcque .
Guy Provost
Adolphe . Gabriel Gascon
Leontine . Antoinette Giroux
Arctyambaud .... Andre C.ulloux

[

“Plain and Fancy” is a disap¬
pointment. It seems the dullest
musical entry into Drury Lane
since Rodgers and Hammerstein
set a new standard for musical
Choosing his characters from productions with “Oklahoma.” In
Jules Verne’s “20,000 Leagues Un¬ conception, story, score and im¬
der the Sea,” playwright Andre agination this falls lamentably
Rivemale has contrived a weird short, even though there is a dis¬
tinct slickness in the staging and
comedy which has been premiered a vivid quality in some of the
by le Theatre Du Nouvea Monde, choreography.
at the Gesu Theatre, to a capacity
Yet it does not necessarily fol¬
but confused house. This is the low that the Prince Littler-Chappell
presentation is doomed to fail- I
second. comedy: by. the__author _that_
'in®:~FArr~frdffr'tt;"''Tffe\DrG^jr Lane
this capable company has present¬ has, over the years, created its own
ed within the year (the other was loyal patronage (Rodgers and;
“Azouk,” an adaptation of his suc¬ Hammerstein have made-a major
cessful Parisian radio serial, “L’El- contribution in this direction),
which will undoubtedly help to
pliant dans la Maison”). It lacks sustain “Plain and Fancy” for
the sparkle and pacing of the first. some months. But whether it can
It seems contrived and unwieldy, eventually pay off its substantial
and following a good first act, be¬ investment, reportedly in the re¬
comes mired by reprises and sit¬ gion of $100,000, and wind up with
uations that lack humor and cumu¬ a profit, is questionable.
lative force.
The tuner starts off with what
Using the argument (a la Luigi may be an insurmountable handi-;
Pirandello) that fiction immortals cap. The subject matter of the
exist beyond the printed page, au¬ Joseph Stein-Will Glickman book
thor Rivemale uses the crew of the is about dull people, and the re¬
Nautilus to prove his theory. He sultant yarn is likewise dull. The
stops Verne’s book at Page 102 and locale and the characters, presum¬
wanders off into a fantasy, with a ably quaint and interesting to.
hero who has outlived his heroism. American audiences, tend to be re¬
The Rivemale line between philos¬ mote and colorless to Londoners
unfamiliar with this obscure re¬
ophy and feyness is very thin.
Director Jean Gascon, in the ligious sect in rural Pennsylvania.
Occasionally the show sparks in¬
role of Nemo, is convincing despite
the youthful overtones throughout. terest with crisp dialog, but the
Possibly direction by someone not pedestrian narrative needs a ma¬
in the cast might’ve been able to jor hypo in the shape of a first
establish a more objective and less class score. Neither Albert Hague’s
verbose offering. Denyse Saint- music, nor Arnold B., Horwitt’s
Pierre is excellent as first the lyrics adequately meet the de¬
young millner and then the wife mand. The only number of any
of the captain; Guy Hoffmann real note, “Young and Foolish” has
comes through in good fashion as already been heavily plugged here,
the scientist, while Jean-Louis and there was no element of sur¬
Roux, as the First Mate of the prise or freshness about it. The
Nautilus, maintains a top-level per¬ only other number of any note is
formance. -In the supporting cast “It Wonders Me,” but two likely
the .work of Jacques Godin as one songs are hardly enough to sustain
of the crewmen appeals, due to a major production.
Rivem ale’s casting of him as a
The choice of the Amish setting
French Canadian.
as the background for a musical is
The three sets by Alexis Chiriaeff perhaps no more unlikely than is
are massive and realistic, particu¬ a pajama factory. But although
larly his interpretation of the sub¬ both “Plain and Fancy” and the
marine Interiors, and Solange Le¬ previously imported “Pajama
gendre’s costumes reflect the 1873 Game” may not be highest stand¬
period of the play effectively.
ard, the latter has a vigor and a
vitality lacking in the former. And
Newt.
that’s why “Pajama Game” is an
assured b.o. success, while the fu¬
SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS ture of the new Drury Lane pro¬
(Theatres indicated if set)
duction must engender some
doubt.
Middle of Night, ANTA (2-8).
This reaction is particularly
Someone Waiting, Golden (2-14).
hard for the cast, and notably for
D?sl£?' City Center (2-15),
«
Music Box (2-16).
the
high grade performers who
Debut, Holiday (2-22).
have come specially from the U.S.
Mr ™,r
Bellinger (3-15),
Mr. Wonderful, B'way (3-16).
to appear in it. Shirl Conway and
Affair of Honor (wk. 3-2C).
Richard Derr left the Broadway
Mister Johnson, Martin Beck (4-2).
production to repeat their roles at
Strip for Action, Wint. Card. (4-12)
King and I, City Center (4-25),
Drury Lane. Miss Conway at once
Most Happy Fella (wk. 4-29).
impresses as a performer with a
Kiss Me Kate, City Center (5-1G).
superb sense of timing and the
Ziegfeld Follies, Wint. Card. (5 26)
Shsngri-La (5-30).
’
happy
knock of making ordinary
Carmen Janes, City Center (€6)
lines appear witty.
OFF-BROADWAY
. The few particularly good lines
in her part are delivered with
Salome, navenport (2-2).
Miss Julto> Phoenix (2-21).
spontaneous sparkle. She doesn't
Romeo A Juliet, Jan Hus (2-23).
get much of a break with her

songs, but does the best possible
with the trio of numbers that
come her way. Derr is less ade¬
quately served, both in dialog and
vocal opportunities.
He works'
with obvious professionalism, but
is given little scope for personal
impression.
The most striking impact is
made by Joan Hovis, who was a
standin for the American produc¬
tion, but seizes her big chance as
Hilda Miller in the role created on
Broadway by Barbara Cook. Miss
Hovis, a pert Texan lass with a
warm personality, gives a charmloaded interpretation of the young
Amish girl who believes she’s fall¬
en in love with the city slicker
from New York. She’s better
served by the song and lyric de¬
partment, and socks home with a
couple of numbers, particularly
“This is All Very New to Me” and
“I’ll Show Him.”'
Grace O’Connor and Jack Drum¬
mond are a pleasing though con¬
ventional romantic team, with the
advantage of having the hit num¬
ber “Young and Foolish” to them¬
selves. Virginia Somers, another
American domiciled in Britain,
makes her presence felt in the
smaller role of Emma Miller, and
■puts some punch into her two
songs.
Reed De Rouen, also
brought from the U.S., succeeds in
making Ezra (the unwanted suitor)
an unlikeable person, and Malcolm
Keen makes a. distinct showing as
the,stern Papa Yoder,
In his direction, Morton Da
Costa has the advantage of the big
stage and the generous backstage
facilities at the Lane to expand a
little on his original Broadway
production. The fire scene, with
livestock being moved to safety,
is a vivid piece of staging, as is the
reconstruction of the burnt-out
barn.
These are among the visual
highlights for which Da Costa de¬
serves particular .credit. The dancfhg, too, has its colorful moments,
but there is not enough of it. The
original Helen Tamaris choreogra¬
phy is skilfully restaged by Philip
Nasta.
“Plain and Fancy” fails to make
the grade, despite the obvious sin¬
cerity and hard work that has gone
into the production. It just hasn’t
the qualities which has made
Drury Lane a world famous venue
for musicals.'
.vMyrtf;

The Big Birthday
Dublin, Jan. 24.
Irish Nation Theatre production of
comedy in three acts, by Hugh Leonard.
Direction. Rla Mooney; setting, Michael
OTIerlihy. Features Harry Brogan, Vin¬
cent Dowling, T. P. McKenna, Ray MeAnally, Doreen Madden. At Abbey Thea¬
tre, Dublin, Jan. 23. 56.
Patrick FarreU ..Harry Brogan
Willie FarreU . Philip Flynn
Moll Lehane ..... Marie O’DonneU
Guard Lehane .'.. Michael O'Brien
Milo Lehane . Vincent Dowling
Maeve Lehane . Angela Newman
Sally Lehane . Doreen Madden
Liam CTHanrahaii . Peadar O’Luain
Mrs. Haffirty . Brld Lynch
Sean Scully .’.... T. P. McKenna
Swinburne McKeefe....Michael Hennessy
Basil Prescott . Eddie Golden
Joe Gleeson . Ray Me Anally

Hugh Leonard, a new playwright,
varies the traditional locale of
Irish comedy by switching the
scene to a«city parlor and shifting
the laughs from rustics to urban¬
ites. Otherwise. “The Big. Birth¬
day” is standard Irish family co¬
medy.
The rather slim story involves
a patriarch about to ^celebrate his
100th birthday (a couple of years
too soon) and the multiple domestic
intrigues of his various relatives,
friends, neighbors, etc. There’s not
much to it, but the first-night
laughs were substantial.
There ar4 effective proforinances
by Harry Brogan as the premature
centurian, Philip Flynn as his septugenarian son, and by Michael
O’Brien, Maire O’Donnell. Vincent
Dowling, T. P. McKenna (one of
the Abbey’s most promising young
actors), Michael Hennessy and Ed¬
die Golden.
The staging by Ria Mooney is
smooth and nicely placed and
Michael O’Herllhy's setting is ade¬
quate if not exactly suitable for
the income of the characters. All
in all, “Big Birthday” seems a
likely boxoffice entry for the Ab¬
bey, but doubtful fare for export.
Marc.
Whitford Kane, 75 years old last
Monday (30), made his acting
debut in London in 1903 in “Ticket
of Leave Man.” He has made vir¬
tually a career of “Hamlet,” ap¬
pearing in 23 different productions
(generally playing the First Grave¬
digger) in support of such stars as
John Barrymore, Walter Hampden,
Osmond and Godfrey Tearle, Mau¬
rice Evans and Mrs. BandmannPalmer, a “short-squat, middleaged” actress who toured the Brit¬
ish provinces about 50 years ago
in the title role.
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‘Fanny’ Digging In for B’way Siege;
See Tonr Moot Sans Pinza, Slezak
“Fanny/’ currently in its 66tH
week at the Majestic, N. Y., is~apparently being hypoed For an at¬
tempt to continue on Broadway
into next summer; perhaps dispens¬
ing with a subsequent tour. The
management is again • taking dis¬
play ads for the musical in key
city papers, indicating plans to re¬
main in New York indefinitely.
In St. Louis, for instance, Sunday
ads 5Vfc inches deep over two col¬
umns were carried in the Post-Dis¬
patch and Globe-Democrat, an*
nouncing mail orders for the Broad¬
way run, with a complete price
scale. That, coupled with the fact
that Ezio Pinza has signed for an¬
other show, “A Very Special
Baby,” for next fall, and will leave
the cast June 2, while cpstar Wal¬
ter Slezak has indicated his inten¬
tion of withdrawing when his con¬
tract expires at the same time,
makes , the prospects of a tour un¬
certain.
Although “Fanny” drew luke¬
warm notices and has had mixed
audience reaction, it has done huge
business, presumably on the draw
of Pinza and Slezak, plus the lavish
advertising-publicity campaign over
many months. Without either of
the costars, even figuring on the
reduced payroll involved, such a
heavy production might be a du¬
bious touring bet.
During' the prfe-Christmas boxoffice slump on Broadway there
were reports among cast members
that “Fanny” might go directly to
Chicago for a run, but that was ap¬
parently predicated on a possible
fadeout of the touring edition of
"Pajama Game” at the Shubert
(Continued on page 58)

Aim 'Shangri-La’ Tuner
For May 30 B’way Bow;
Bankrolled for 250G
Producers Robert Fryer and
i Lawrence Carr will bring “Shangri.. La” to Broadway this season.
They’re aiming for a May 30 preem
for the musical version of the' late
. James Hilton’s novel, “Lost Hori¬
zon.” The tuner, capitalized at
$250,000 with provision for 20%
overcall, will be booked into a
Shubert house, possibly the St,
James.
Coin for. the musical, with book
and lyrics by Hilton and Jerome
Lawrence & Robert E. Lee, is said
to have already been raised. The
adaptors brought in $150,000 of
the capitalization in accordance
with the terms of their contract.
That left $100,000 to be split
among the regular Fryer-Carr in¬
vestors.
Martyn Green will star in the
production. Japanese film actress
Shirley Yamaguchi is a possibility
for the femme lead, but that
hinges on her being able to get out
of film commitments in Japan. The
production staff includes Peter
Larkin, sets; Irene Sharaff, cos¬
tumes; Jack Small, general man¬
ager; Ben Stein, company manager;
and Arthur Cantor, pressagent.
Lehman Engel will .conduct the
orch. The Harry Warren score is
being orchestrated by Robert Rus¬
sell Bennett. Director, choreog¬
rapher and. romantic male lead
haven’t been set.
The producers are working out
a deal with Columbia Pictures re¬
garding the studio’s rights to the
Hilton property stemming from its
1937 filmization of the original
novel.

Joe Higgins Stage Mgr.
For Ft. Wayne Musicals
Fort Wayne, Jan. 31.
' Joseph H. Higgins has been
named stage manager of the Fes¬
tival Music Theatre productions to
be given in the Outdoor Theatre in
Franke Park here beginning June
22. He was with the Festival’s
technical department last year, and
is a former drama teacher at the
U.. of Dayton.
Two new board members have
been, appointed, bringing to seven
the makeup of the board. New
members are Betty Poag and Rob¬
ert Cocherille. Latter has toured
in light opera for the Shuberts
and with light opera companies in
Pittsburgh, Detroit and Columbus,
and was active with the Festival
during its 1952 and 1955 seasons.

‘Fresh Airs’ NSG, London;
Sequel to ‘Shoestring’
•London, Jan. 31.
Laurier Lister, who clicked here
two years ago with the intimate
revue, “Airs On a Shoestring,” has
a disappointing sequel in “Fresh
Airs,” which opened at the Com¬
edy last Thursday (26). The show
may have a reasonable run, how¬
ever, on the .personal draw of the
leads. Max Adrian, Moyra Fraser
and Rose Hill.
Production credits include List¬
er and Max Adrian, directors; Mi¬
chael Flanders and Donald Swann,
writers; Mark Stuart, dances, and
Malcolm Burgess, decor.

“Yankees’ Profit
Nearly $245,001)'
“Damn Yankees” has netted ap¬
proximately $245,000 in its first 39
weeks on Broadway, ending last
Saturday (28).
That gives the
Frederick Brisson-Robert GriffithHarold S. Prince production almost
100% profit on its $250,000 invest¬
ment. The profit divvy thus far
totals $100,000, with the produc¬
tion retaining the balance of the
coin to finance the national com¬
pany.
As of a Dec. 31 accounting, the
Gwen Verdon starrer had an ac¬
cumulated profit of $197,947| It’s
figured the tuner, which has played
to over-capacity business through¬
out its New York run, netted an¬
other $47,000 in the ensuing four
weeks since the audit. The profit
on the show for five weeks ending
Dec. 31 was $59,410.
According to the accounting, the
production costs on the national
company totaled $44,396.
The
-touring......edition,.... starring_Bobby.
Clark, opened Jan. 21 at the Shu-'
bert, New Haven, and is current at
the Playhouse, Wilmington.

SHUBERTS DROP LEASE
OF CHFS STUDEBAKER
Chicago, Jan. 31.
.. The Shuberts have not renewed
their lease on the Studebaker
Theatre, which has been inactive
since 1950, except for television.
The 1,200-seater was sub-leased to
NBC-TV from February of that
year until last September.
Pending the windup of. the Gov¬
ernment’s antitrust suit, W'hich is
expected to result in a consent de¬
cree, the Shuberts, via their Select
Lake City Theatre Operating
Corp., have outright ownership of
the Shubert, Blackstone, Harris
and Selwyn Theatres, and operate
the Great Northern under a lease.

Hugh Martin to Stage
Birmingham’s ‘Best Foot’
Birmingham, Jan. 31.
Songwriter Hugh Martin Jr. is
making his debut as a director to¬
day (Tues.)1 at Clark Memorial The¬
atre here. He’ll stage the Town
& Gown Civic Theatre pro¬
duction of “Best Foot Forward,”
for which he and Ralph Blane sup¬
plied the songs, with a book by
John Cecil Holm.
Tommy Dix, who was in -the
original Broadway edition of the
show and film version, will put
aside his executive dirties with the
Grayson Lumber Co. to repeat his
role. ' James Hatcher, director of
Town & Gown, is acting as assist¬
ant director. Ellen Martin, sister
of the composer and a professional
dancer in London and New York,
will supervise the choreography.
Besides Dix, the only other pro¬
fessional in the cast is Gwen Har¬
mon, former Miss Alabama, now.a
tv singer in New York. However,
the cast comprises local tv per¬
formers and veterans on the local
civic theatre stage. The produc¬
tion will Tdc given as part of the
Birmingham Arts Festival and re¬
places the original play competi¬
tion conducted for* the past three
seasons.
The musical 'will be given for
five performances.
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Equity to Equity-ize
Actors Equity believes in keep¬
ing its members hep. Besides pro¬
viding a monthly summary of
council activities in the Equity
magazine, the union is now' work¬
ing on a simplified handbook cov¬
ering the rights, privileges and
obligations of members.
A committee of 10 is working on
the project, each writing a sepa¬
rate chapter. The booklet is de¬
signed primarily for new members.

Legii Protests 2%
ea
■2T
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B way Going Egghead This Season;
Lotsa Cerebral Shows, Few Romps
Build New Tune Tent
At Framingham, Mass.
Boston, Jan. 31.
Ground will be broken in April
for a 2,000-seat musical tent at
Framingham, Mass., about 17 miles
from Boston. Tire setup, to in¬
clude a three-level stage, restau¬
rant and bar and parking lot for
900 cars, will reportedly cost $100,-

,

000

Stanton Shiftman, associated
w'ith Benjamin Segal, pioneer in
the tune tent field and operator
of the Oakdale Musical Theatre in
Wallingford, Conn., says the 900
acre tract in Framingham will be
readied for opening this summer.
Shiftman, one of the producers of
the Warwick Musical Theatre in
Providence, R. I., served his ap¬
prenticeship at the Cohasset Mu¬
sic .Circus.

By KOBE MORRISON
Legit is on an intellectual kick
this season. There are apparently
more literate and brow-wrinkling
show's on Broadway than at any
time in years, including most of
the top boxoffice hits. Conversely,
there are relatively few frivolous
comedy clicks.
Among the plays with a cere¬
bral or literary accent are “Tiger
at the Gates,” “Diary of Anne
Frank,” “The Lark,” “Chalk Gar-'
den,” “Red Roses for Me." “View
From the Bridge,” “Time Limit”
and the ANTA revival of “Skin of
Our Teeth.”
Also, according to
advance report, the incoming “Pon¬
der Heart” (to be retitled "Happy
Heart”), "Middle of the Night” and
“Affair of Honor.”
The current list also includes
the holdover “Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof,” “Bus Stop” and “Inherit
the Wind,” plus the revival of “Six
Characters in Search of an Au¬
thor,” at the off-Broadw'ay Phoe¬
nix Theatre. Other thought-pro¬
vokers at lesser off-Brondwa*' *nofs
have included “The Trial,” “Morn¬
ing’s at Seven,” "La Ro.iuc,”
“Cherry
Orchard,”
“Dragon's
Mouth” and “Trouble in Mind.”
Not all these shows are genuine
eggheads. But in less psychiatryminded times it’s unlikely such
rarified brain-challengers as “Cat,”
“Tiger,” “Chalk” or “Six Charac¬
ters” would have strong popular
draw. In fact, it’s questionable if
some would even have been pro¬
duced a few years ago.
Playgoers aren’t addicted to
mental-probing offerings exclusive¬
ly, however.
Light-hearted and
light-headed shows like “Damn
Yankees,” “No Time for Ser¬
geants,” “Pajama Game” and the
antic “Matchmaker” are pulling
steady sellouts of laugh-bent cus¬
tomers. All the same, the accent
is on intellectual theatre.

Washington, Jan. 31.
Opposition to a proposed 2%
District of Columbia admissions
tax has been voiced in a statement
filed with the Congressional Com¬
mittee which governs the area.
Statement is by Herman Levin,
president of the League of New
York Theatres and the National
Assn, of Legitimate Theatres. It
was filed here by Ralph E. Becker,
D. C. counsel for the legit theatre
people.
Earlier opposition to the bite
was expressed strongly by the city’s
film exhibitors.
The new “Ziegfeld Follies” is
“The revenue w'hich would be
realized from the legitimate the¬ b'eing scaled to an approximate
atre in the District of Columbia.” weekly capacity gross of $70,000
said Levin’s statement, “would
come primarily from the two ma¬ for its scheduled run at the Winter
jor theatres—the National and Garden Theatre, N. Y. That’s be¬
Shubert. “1955 was a banner year lieved to be a record high for a
for the legitimate theatre in Wash¬ Broadway production. The top
ington. However, there were 20 ticket will be $8.80 Monday-thru-weeks during which the National Saturday, also believed to be a
Theatre was closed. The Shubert new ceiling.
Theatre was ‘dark’ even more than
The budget on the show lists the
the National. And the small Arena production cost at $300,000, with
Theatre was forced to close be¬ a $60,000 contingency fund. The
cause, although an artistic success, weekly operating cost is figured at
it was a financial failure^
$55,675, including $18,500 rental
“Scott Kirkpatrick, manager of on a split of 70/30 for the first
the National Theatre, advised that $20,000 gross and 75/25 on the
even if the theatre were open 52 balance. Salaries are estimated at
weeks of the year, the most rev- $16,450. It’s believed that figure
-enue—ar -2tax-would--pr-ovide—is-| takes -in . .10.-15% of the. gross. for
$12,500. From the Shubert it is Miss Bankhead. The producers
reliably estimated that the tax estimate the show can make a
revenue wrould amount to $7,000. weekly profit of $14,325 on capac¬
“I do not have to remind you of ity business.
The Richard Kollmar-James W.
Coin for forthcoming London
the costs of administering such a
tax program, both as regards the Gardiner production, to star Tal¬ productions of “Billy Budd” and
government and the private enter¬ lulah Bankhead, is capitalized at “Silver Whistle,” has been put up
$360,000, W'ith provision for 10%
prises affected.”
Because of the high entirely by U.S. investors. The
Statement goes on to declare overcall.
that the legit people are now budget, the producers are offering entries have been jointly financed
backers
a
bigger
split of the profits at $36,000, of which Broadw'ay
readying an appeal to Congress to
eliminate the remaining 10% ad¬ than usual. Instead of the regular theatre owner-producer Anthony
50-50
divvy,
the
investors will get Brady Farrell has contributed $23,mission tax to help business.
60%, with the management retain¬ 425. Farrell is also sponsoring the
ing the other 40%. Financing of two offerings, in partnership with
the venture has not been com¬ legit investor Gabriel Katzka and
pleted yet.
British producer Mark Marvin.
The Broadway preem is sched¬
A limited partnership, tagged
uled for May 26.
the American Shaftesbury Co., was
Montreal, Jan. 31.
formed by Farrell and Kai.zka, to
finance the West End productions.
The French legit troupe, La CoraBesides Farrell, 16 backers, in¬
pagnie Marcel Pagnol, will make
cluding Katzka, are involved in the
its first Canadian appearance next
venture. If the shows pay off. the
Saturday (4), opening a 12-night
t
engagement with the Pagnol tril¬
Contract negotiations between backers get 60% of the profits inogy, “Marius,” “Fanny” and “Ce¬ Actors Equity and industrial show i stead of the usual 50% on Amerisar,” at the St. Denis Theatre here. producers have hit a snag. The lat¬ ' can productions.
These are the three plays from ter are balking at the $250 weekly
“Budd,” which will be the first
which the current Broadu'ay musi¬ minimum sought by the union for of the two offerings, is scheduled
cal, “Fanny,” was adapted.
stage managers. Equity thus far to go into rehearsal March 4.
The company is under the local has confined its negotiations to
management of Canadian Concerts Dramaturgy, Wilding Picture Pro¬
ductions and Jam Handy. Of these
& Artists.
thnee major industrial show pro¬
ducers,
only Dramaturgy has
signed the union’s contract. The
The Truth Will Out
other tw'o outfits are holding out
Pari$, JAn. 31.
Irene Mayer Selznick. known
for a reduction of the stage man¬
The cast of the American sepia
as something of a perfection¬
ager rate.
ist among Broadway producers,
v....*, for a $200 show, “Jazz Train,” is now stalled ,
The contract also« calls
is not above making fun of her
weekly minimum for actors, plus ! in Paris after stopping their apown single-minded devotion to
$15-a-day
expenses.
1 pearance at the Apollo Theatre
her shows. Early one morning
) here due to non-payment for two
last week, for example, she
| weeks. Show, originally a nitery
was picked up by an associate
Stratford-on-Avon Gets
! revue in Bop City, N. Y.. in 1949,
to go to a studio for a tele¬
New Faces This Season was staged in London by Max Mor¬
vision . interview', on w'hich
gan Jast year and had an eightshe'd presumably plug her
Stratford, Eng.. Jan. 24.
Thcspers not normally associated , month lucrative run. Morgan
current production, “Chalk
with Shakespeare are to lead the moved them her<s five weeks ago
Garden,” at the Barrymore,
1956 season at the Shakespeare i with a 50-50 commitment with the
N. Y.
Memorial Theatre here. They in-, Apollo. However, Morgan could
After a few remarks about
elude Emlyn Williams, Margaret! not make ends meet and when he
how exhausted she was from
Johnston, Diana Churchill, Jean-: could not pay, the troupe they destaying up late and then get¬
nette Sterke and Andrew Faulds. ; cided not to go on. Show was beting up early for similar tvLalter is best-known for his radio ; ginning to pick up at the b.o. when
radio stints, Mrs. Selznick was
work. Miss Johnston will be play-. the walkout took place,
asked how the Enid Bagnold
ing Shakespeare for the first time. I Morgan is back in England and
play was doing at the boxofSeason opens April 10 with 1 cast is now dispersing as they are
fice. “How much did it do last
“Hamlet,” last seen at Stratford in taking dates here or beginning to
night?” her escort inquired.
1948. Megger is Michael Lang-; head Stateside. Primarily a. nitery
“I’m too tired to know or
ham, recently appointed Director \ revue, this Mervyn Nelson book n|
even care,” Mrs. Selznick
of Productions at Stratford, On- j was somewhat slim for the stage, ^
sighed. Then, after a slight
tario,
who will bring his Canadian j as the history of jazz is chronicled
pause, she glanced sideways,
players to the Edinburgh Festival ; via a train going from early Afro
smiled slightly and whispered,
next fall.
i rhvthms to those of today.
“2,578.”

Tollies at $8.80;
$70,00# Capacity

Set ‘Budd’ and ‘Whistle’
Productions in London;
Farrell Major Backer

PAGNOL CO. IN CANADA
WITH ‘FANNY’ TRILOGY

EQUITY & INDUSTRIALS
STALL OVER CONTRACT

‘JAZZ TRAIN’ TROUPE
NOW STALLED IN PARIS
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‘Wind’Net 76C to Date;
Backers Share in Tour

Legit Bits
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Off-Broadway Shows
The Private Life of the
Master Race

My Thre© Angels

“Inherit the Wind” has earned
Una O’Connor returned to the End, will head a three-year ex¬
Equity Library Theatre revival of com¬
edy In three acts, by Sam and BeUa Sne
cast of “Witness for the Prosecu¬ perimental program of religious about $76,000 profit thus far on its
Open Stage production of drama wack. adapted from Albert Husson’s ‘‘la
tion” last week after a week’s ab¬ drama, beginning' next September, $92,000 investment. As of a Dec. in The
11 episodes, by Bertolt Brecht; Eng¬ Cuisine des Anges ” Staged by Norman
sence, with Jane Hoffman subbing. at Union Theological Seminary, 31 accounting, the Herman . Shum- lish version by Eric Bentley.. Direction. Barrs; setting. Allan Egly. At LerioS Hi}*
N.Y.,- to be financed by a Rocke¬
Norma Frances; settings, ^ Vincent Sor* in.y., Jan. 2o». So.
Ray Temple will do the sets for feller Foundation grant of $55,000. lin (in association with the late rentino. At Open Stage, N.Y., Jan. 30,
Cast: Gordon Peters, Franc Hale. Zola
the scheduled Broadway produc¬ He is director of the British Drama Margo Jones) production had net¬ ’56; admission by contribution.
Long. Pat Lavelle, Brad Olson. Ben Yaffo
Cast: Jacques Dcnbeaux, Lynn Michaels, Jerry Fritz. Barney Biro, Donald Mav*
tion of “Sugar 'n' Spice.”
ted
$61,098.
It’s
figured
the
profit,
Alan
Ansara,
Barbara
Lane.
Jenny Barry WUson.
League.
ay*
Robert ‘-Willie will be company
Irene Mayer Selznick, producer on the Jerome Lawrence-Robert E. Gonos. Jack Fisher, Bernard Pollock,
John Leighton, Pierre Epstein, Lynn Joel
manager for John S. Cobb's con¬
“Chalk
Garden,”
denies Lee drama climbed around $15,000 Beryl Goldberg. Gerald Austin, Norma
ELT is having Spewack trouble
templated Broadway production of reports >that she recently em¬ during the ensuing four weeks Frances, Anita Keal. Eileen Curran, Having teed off weakly in October
Anita Yager, Tom Gabrien, Scott Hamil¬
Jerry Lynn's “Vertigo.”
ployed private investigators to ending last Saturday (28).
with “Boy Meets Girl,” they’re now
ton.
“The Seventh Omen,” a new check on possible boxoffice “stif¬
coping with “My Three Angels” of
The entire capitalization on the
play by David Driscoll, will be fing” (discouraging the sale of venture has been repaid to the
recent
Broadway memory, and
It’s 20 years since the Nazi can¬
presented by the Columbia Thea¬ tickets, presumably with the idea
backers, but as of the accounting cer of which Bertolt Brecht writes while there’s production smooth¬
tre Associates at Brander Matthews of forcing the gross below the stopness, it’s a case of the missing
there had been no distribution of in “The Private Life of the Master
Theatre, N.Y., for five consecutive limit) at the Ethel Barrymore The¬
yocks. This is reasonably serious,
atre, N.Y.^where the Enid Bagnold profits. The capital available for Race”” was beginning to consume “Angels” being the first of the
performances beginning Feb. 15.
distribution then was $24,024, with Germany’s vitals. That hour might season’s Community series where¬
comedy-drama
is
current.
The Music Circus, Lambertville,
now
seem
happily
remote,
but
the
production
retaining
$20,000
Theatrical insurance broker
by, in cooperation with NYC’s Bu¬
N.J., begins its eighth season June
there are moments in The Open reau
of Community Education,
2 with “Knickerbocker Holiday,” David Davidson figures he set a as cash reserve and another $17,Stage’s careful revival when the four ELT shows troupe to the
followed by a four-week run of Broadway record by paying the 074 as a security deposit. During
breath
on
the
back
of
the
neck
$7,367 claim on Monday morning, the four weeks ending Dec. 31, the
Bronx and Queens for pay.
“King and I” starting June 12.
Jan. 23, for the “Plain and Fancy” Paul Muni starrer netted $17,- seems almost like a storm trooper’s.
Director trouble beset “Angels”
Ken
Parker's
comedy-drama,
“Master Race” Is episodic, with¬ in its latter rehearsal phases, Nor¬
payroll robbery which occurred
“Surrounding Mist,” will be pub¬ the preceding Friday night (20) 573.
out continuity other than that of man Barrs beirfg called in the
lished by the Northwestern Press backstage at the Mark Hellinger
Another edition of “Wind,” pro¬ theme. Some of Brecht’s comments
Wednesday prior to the Lenox Hill
of Minneapolis.
duced by Shumlin and financed as are pithy, some not, and it’s often
Theatre, N.Y.
opening to cope with the difficul¬
“Twenty-nine Rainbows,” a new
Lloyd Nolan will direct and star an independent venture, is sched¬ the least labored that have maxi¬ ties caused by the withdrawal of
revue, is slated for Broadway pro¬ in a London production of “Caine uled to preem Feb. 6 at the Black- mum impact. Thus, while it’s diffi¬ original director Richard McMurduction in the spring or early fall Mutiny Court Martial” this spring. stone Theatre, Chicago.
Melvyn cult to accept a father's alarm that ray and production staff.
In the
by Harry Rigby and nitery opera¬ Ii will be presented by Henry Douglas, who subbed for Muni on his pubescent son has betrayed few days
available, Barrs has
tor Herbert Jacoby.
Slierek and Gilbert Miller.
Broadway, will star in that produc¬ him, when the youth’s only gone achieved a smoothness, if not in¬
New manager members of the tion. The setup calls for 25% of out for candy (or has he?), the ducing the hilarity synonymous
Producer-director John C. Wil¬
son has optioned, two plays for Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents the profits from the second com¬ plight of two bakers in the Lands- with the play. Under the circum¬
Broadway production next season: & Managers include Murray Luth, pany to be paid to the initial pro¬ berg fortress, one punished for stances, it's probably to his credit
John Vari’s “Farewell, Farewell music field; George Dunn, overall; duction, so the original backers using corn meal in bread, and one that “Angels” shows even tenta¬
for not, quickly makes its satiric tive humor.
Langner,
New
England
Eugene,” which was tried out sev¬ Philip
stand to share in the touring ver¬
eral months ago at the Margo Jones area; and Charlotte Larson, Ohio sion without putting up additional point.
Brad Olson, as chief angel, gets
“The Chalk Cross,” in which a a good portion of his laugh quota
Theatre '55, Dallas, and Keith Win¬ territory. Donald E. Glenn has also
Nazi youngster plagues an unem¬ as he tiptoes smirkingly about, al¬
been admitted into the union as a capital.
ter’s “A Lion for Lucy.”
ployed worker, and “The Jewish though he has a lamentable tend¬
A musical legit version of “The New England drumbeater.
Wife,” in which a woman leaves ency to count the houses. As the
Henri Caubisins is production
Joker is Wild,” Art Cohn’s biog¬
her physician husband ^before her shopkeeper,
raphy of Joe E. Lewis, is slated for stage manager and Terry Little
Gordon
Peters
is
racial origin becomes his undoing, amusingly harassed, Barney Biro
Broadway production by Edward and Arthur Rubin are assistants
for
the
forthcoming
Broadway
pro¬
are pungent scenes. But even less iSiproperly villainous as the uncle
Gross. The picture rights to the
incisively, there’s a grimness that whom Adolphe the asp liquidates,
property are owned by Paramount. duction of “Most Happy Fella,”
gives pause, and it’s a credit to Ben Yaffe is an imperturbably
Felix Jackson, producer of the Frank Loesser’s musical version of
Open Stage’s good taste that it has amiable convict, while Allan Egly
tv program, “Studio One,” has 'They Knew What They Wanted.”
Future sked at the Cocoanut
downplayed the obvious.
dramatized his own novel,
So
has provided a nicely contrived
The Open Stage is a two-flight
Help Me God,” which Samuel Lift Grove (Fla.) Playhouse includes
“The Lark,” one of the critical walk-up on off-Broadway’s bur¬ set. Since rehearsals will continue
and Jerry Adler plan to produce Donald Cook in “King of Hearts”
hits of the season, may prove to be geoning lower East side, a plat¬ until “Angels” gets to the bor¬
on Broadway next season.. Lift and for two weeks starting Feb. 6, fol¬
ough doorsteps, it probably will
a relatively slow and limited pay¬ form stage creating intimacy by
Adler are production. stage man¬ lowed by “An Evening With Bea-.
be a best buy at Equity Commu¬
off.
As of Dec. 31, the Kermit jutting three-sidedly into the audi¬
ager and stage manager, respec¬ trice Lillie” beginning Feb. 20.
nity Theatre's $1.20 top.
Geor.
Bloomgarden
production
had
a
Sally
Abrams
and
Luther
James
ence.
Norma
Frances’
unobtrusive
tively, for the forthcoming Broad¬
have leased the Club Cinema, N.Y., $1,610 deficit above its $75,000 or¬ direction is nicely suited to the
way musical, “My Fair Lady.”
for
a
late
March
presentation
of
needs
of
this
compact
theatre.
iginal
investment.
3D
'TEAHOUSE'
CLICKS
“The
Thorntons,”
by
Millie
The actors, too, have quiet au¬
Its biggest weekly operating
Bruhl Frederick and Irving two one-act plays, Norman Cor¬
Strouse, will be presented at the win’s “Mary and the Fairy” and an profit (except for the extra-scale thority. Bernard Pollock, as an
Larry Parks Company on Verge
off-Broadway Provincetown Play¬ English adaptation of Joaquim and Christmas-New Year stanza) was unemployed laborer, or as a ner¬
of Recouping Production Cost
house the week of Feb. 13 by Serafin Quintero’s “Fortunato.”
$3,017 on a $28,135 gross. The vously suspicious father, and Alan
Jerry
Wayne,
one-time
U.S.
Ansara
as
a
sadistic
Nazi,
or
as
an
Richard E. Nelson.
Julie Harris starrer, top-featuring
The third company of “Teahouse
Louise Hoff will play the maid radio singer, will play a disk Boris Karloff, is currently in its anti-Nazi scientist, both have the
in “Fallen Angels” for two-three jockey in the forthcoming West 12th week, at the Longacre, N. Y. ring of conviction. As the Jewish of the August Moon,” starring
weeks beginning next Monday (6), End production of “Starmaker,” a - Following are -some of the -high-1 wife, Miss Frances is particularly Larry Parks;—should -irit iraydirt—
helpful in "her monolog^ to an
as sub_fof"Alice’Teafce, who has a •new musical 'by-Tan Staart"Blackr|
The original
with music by Cyril Ornadel and lights in the Dec. 31 accountant’s empty room, saying the things she this week or next.
film commitment on the Coast.
report on the Jean Anouilh-Lillian wishes she dared say to her Aryan Broadway edition of the John PaThe Playwrights Co. production David Croft. The cast also includes
trick-Vern
Sneider
comedy,
pro¬
Heilman
drama
about
Joan
of
Arc:
Cicely
Courtneidge
and
Jack
Hulhusband.
Geor.
of “Ponder Heart,” currently
duced by Maurice Evans & George
Production cost, $83,791.
breaking in out-of-town, will be bert.
Tom Kilpatrick has succeeded
Schaefer,
has
earned
about
$900,Tryout loss, $8,738.
retaggd “Happy Heart” when it
Three
Pre-opening expense, N. Y., $6,preems Feb. 16 at the Music Box, Barney Klawans as company man¬
Dramarena production of three one- 000 profit on its $100,000 invest¬
ager for the Broadway production 923.
act plays. ‘‘Time Is a Thief,” by Robert ment, and the Howard LindsayN.Y.
F. Carroll; “Honor Thy Father,” by David
of
“Inherit
the
Wind.”
“No Time for Sergeants” has re¬
Operating
profit,
first
seven Sawn; ‘‘A Ball for the Imaginative,” by Russel Crouse second company
Joshua Shelley teaching “Com¬ weeks, N. Y., $16,092.
paid its entire $100,000 investment
Tunc Yalman. Staged by Sawn. Richard has netted approximately $320,000
Robbins and Sawn, respectively. At the
and has thus far distributed $20,- mercial and Practical Application
to date on its $65,000 capitaliza¬
Film sale income, $6,750.
Finch Playhouse. N.Y., Jan. 28. *56; $1.50
of
the
Stanislavsky
Method”
at
the
000 profit. Incidentally, a German
top.
tion. The initial troupe gets 25%
Unrecouped cost, $76,610.
Cast for “Thief”: Bettie Page, Richard of the profits of the second and
adaptation of the comedy, titled Dance Players Studio, N.Y.
Kennen,
Darnay
Pierre.
Alexander
Sandor
Ince
has
ac¬
“Who Wants to Go Into the Army,”
third companies.
Cast
for
“Father”:
Mina
Levy.
Klaus
was completed by actor-producer quired the English rights to Anita
W. Sowade. Lovina Timmins, Guy Laino.
Highlights of the latest account¬
David Sawn. Vincent Femia. Lola Saxon.
Oscar Karlweis prior to his death Loos’ adaptation of Colette’s “Gigi”
Cast
for
“Ball”:
Gerard
Russak,
Darnay
ing on the third troupe include the
and left for London last Saturday
last Jan. 24.
Pierre, Richard Kennen. Klaus W. So¬
LONDON
Ruth Ford, instead of Betty (21) to arrange for a production of
wade, Lola Saxon. Lovina Timmins. Jack following.
O'Connor, Guy Laino. Vincent Femia,
Field, will costar with Viveca the play there.
Original investment," $65,000.
(Figures denote opening dates)
David Sawn.
John Burrell and Arnold Moss
Lindfors in the Phoenix Theatre
Anniversary Waltz, Lyric (11-30-55).
Needed to recoup, as of Dec.'24
are
co-directors
of
the
American
production of “Miss Julie,” open¬
Boy Friend, Wyndham's (12-1-53).
Since
there
isn’t
an
evident
mar¬
audit,
$19,269.
Shakespeare Festival Theatre and
Charley's Aunt, Globe (12-22-55).
ing Feb. 21.
ket either on or off-Broadway for
Crazy Gang, Vic, Pal. (12-16-54).
Estimated operating net since
A pair of summer theatre opera¬ Academy in New York, while Prof.
Darkling Child, Arts (1-27-56).
one-act plays, a program of three
Charles
Prouty,
head
of
the
Yale
Dead on 9, Westminster (8-24-55).
then, around $15,000.
tors move off-Broadway next Feb.
one-acters can’t expect to be much
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Shakespeare
Institute,
and
13 as actors in the Everyman’s U.
Returned to the backers thus
Follies Bergeres, Wales (4-9-55).
more than a limited showcase for
Theatre production of “Son-in- George Woods, president of the
Fresh Airs, Comedy (1-26-56).
the writers and actors involved. far, $32,500.
First
Boston
Corp.,
have
become
Girl Named Jo, Piccadilly (12-15-55).
Law of Mr. Pear.”
The group calling itself Dramarena
Hamlet, Phoenix, (12-8-55).
“Desk Set” has repaid its entire members of the Board of Trustees
Kettle & Moon, Duchess (9-1-55).
declares itself more concerned
$75,000 .investment and has thus of the Stratford, Conn., branch of
Kismet, StoU (4-20-55).
with artistic merits than commer¬
the operation.
Lucky Strike, Duke York’s (9-14-55).
far distributed $15,000 profit.
cial returns, but its production of
Mr. Pennypacker, New (5-16-55),
Second company of “Inherit the
The Temple Theatre, with Wil¬
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).
“3” at the Finch Playhouse would
Wind,”
starring
Melvyn
Douglas,
is
liam Gyimes producing under the
Pajama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
• Continued from page 57
appear the loser on either count.
Plain & Fancy, Drury Lane (1-25-56).
supervision of the Rev. Dr. Richard rehearsing this week at the BlackThe opener, “Time Is A Thief,’
Plume
de
Tante,
Garrick
(11-3-55).
stone,
Chicago,
in
advance
of
the
E. Evans, minister and director of
Theatre there. The latter musical
Reluctant
Deb,
Cambridge
(5-24-55).
shows
most
scripting
merit,
writer
Labor Temple, N.Y., will begin opening there next Wednesday (8).
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
Robert F. Carroll throwing an occa¬ has since picked up, however, and
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
operating in the Temple auditor¬ Preview Tuesday night (7) is being
sional sharp curve in his dialog, there has been no further talk of
Salad Days, VaudevUle (8-5-54).
sponsored by the Chi branch of
ium Feb. 16.
Separate
Tables,
St.
James’s
(9-22-54).
and showing emotional as well as “Fanny” going out.
Robert Ardrey’s “Thunder Rock” the Civil Liberties Uniop.
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-54).
clinical-interest in his study of a
Second company of “Teahouse of
Some time since last spring, the
will be put on for a. run of 10 Sun¬
‘Strong Are Lonely, H’market (1-24-5C
roadside cafe doll who cannot theatre terms for “Fanny” at the
Such Is Life, Adelphl (12-14-55).
days by the Broadway . Chapel the August Moon,” currently at the
Summertime, Apollo (11-9-55).
forget the time she (or her sister, Majestic have been slightly re¬
Players at the Broadway Con¬ Erlanger, Chicago, has scheduled a
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-54).
it isn’t clear) was, justifiably, vised. Instead of the original set¬
gregational Church, N.Y., begin¬ special Sunday evening perform¬
Waiting for Godot, Criterion (8-3-55).
called whore. Bettie Page (Miss
Water Gypsies, Wint. Gard. (8-31-55).
ance March 11 for the Actors Fund.
ning Feb. 26.
up, which called for the show to get
Whole Truth, Aldwych (10-11-55).
Pin-Up of the World '55) plays the
Zasu Pitts is starring this week
Proscenium Productions has re¬
Wild Duck, Savillo (12-21-55).
70% of the first. $20,000 gross, 75%
gal with the maudlin reminiscences,
linquished its lease on the off- in “Solid Gold Cadillac,” at the
♦Interrupted run.
and she attacks the part with con¬ of the next $26,000 and all of the
Broadway Cherry Lane Theatre Sombrero Theatre, Phoenix, with
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
balance, the theatre now gets the
siderable
doughtiness.
Hayden
Rorke
and
Roy
Roberts
and is refinancing for future pro¬
She Smiled at Me, St, Mart. (2-2-56).
featured.
♦Morning at 7, W’stm’nst’r (2-7-56).
“Honor Thy Father” by David same share up to $62,000, but an
duction activity.
3 Penny Opera, Royal Ct. (2-9-56).
Sawn (before the evening’s over he added 25% above-that. It’s a minor
Oscar Lerman has optioned Sam
Bradford Dillman, featured
CLOSED LAST WEEK
has written, directed, acted) is a difference in actual money, but sug¬
‘Third Person" at the “off-Broad- Locke and Paul Roterts’ “Woman
Listen to Wind, Arts (12-16-55).
turgid drama in which a father and gests that other terms of the thea¬
way” President Theatre, to marry With Red Hair” for Broadway proSmall Hotel, St Martin's (10-12-55).
estranged son are brought together tre contract may also have been
Frieda Harding next June.
I duction in the spring. Rights to
TOURING
when the latter discovers his par¬ altered.
“Afro-Indo Drama and Dance1 the property were previously held
Bell, Book and Candle
ent became a fascist to protect the
Revue,” presented by the Afro Arts 1 by Roger L. Stevens.
Since the management issued no
Call Girl
Theatre, preems Feb. 17 at the1.
Voice of America last week
reputation of his mother, who had
Can-Can
,
accountant’s statements covering
Lincoln School for Nursing, Bronx, taped portions of the Equity Li¬
been ill-treated by the Nazis.
Guys and'Dolls
weekly
operation during last sum¬
Ladies for Hire
N.Y.
brary Theatre production of “My
The logic and emotion are over¬
Likely Tale
British
director
E.
Martin Three Angels” for airing abroad.
wrought, writer Sawn having a mer and early last fall, it isn't clear
Love From Judy
Misalliance
Browne, who staged T. S. Eliot’s
Jimmy Yoham will appear in the
similar throaty sob to actor Sawn. exactly when the theatre deal was
My Wife's Lodger
Possibly it was when
“Cocktail Party” .and “Confidential forthcoming Theatre Guild pro¬
Mina Levy’s quiet concentration changed.
Reluctant Heroes
Clerk” for Broadway and the West duction of Bill Hoffman’s “Affair
as the sister and Vincent Femia’s grosses sagged during the tradi¬
Teahouse of the August Moon
Wedding in Paris
of Honor,” to be directed by Nor¬
honesty as the father are redeem¬ tional b.o. slump in June, July and
man Felton.
ing features.
early August.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED
Jack Waller’s “Doctor Jo,” which
Of “A Ball for the Imaginative,”
As of the last audit issued to the
Theatrical and TV Make Up
•
All
he acquired after it was one of least said soonest mended. That
Leading Cosmetic Lines • Imported
backers, covering the four weeks
the outstanders at the Edinburgh the insane should be’ understood
& Domestic Perfumes •
Distinctive
ended
last Oct. 29, musical was
Fountain Service.
Festival last year, opens Feb. 15 rather than mistreated is an ac¬
FREE DELIVERY
OPEN SUNDAYS
at the Aldwych Theatre, London. ceptable premise, but Tune Yal- again getting top grosses, and reg¬
(Jan. 30-Feb. 12)
"The Drug Store of the Stars"
istered
a $21,076 profit for one sell¬
It
toured
for
eight
weeks
at
the
Lillom—Lenox
Hill
Playhouse,
N.Y.
man’s “strange comedy” is unim¬
HADLEY REXALL DRUGS
(8-12).
end of last year and had to be aginatively mounted, only Gerard out stanza. The net profit on the
1181 4th Ave., Cor. 44 St., NEW YORK
My Three Angels—Clinton Community
$275,000
venture was $348,263 at
temporarily
shelved
because
of
Telephone PLaza 7-0023
Riissak’s “Napoleon” having esprit.
Center, Bronx (3-4); Bryant Community
Center, Long Island City (10-11).
theatre shortage in the West End.
that time.
Geor.

‘Lark/ a Crix Hit,
Speeding Slowly

British Shows

‘Fanny’ Digging In

Equity Shows
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Philly Busy; ‘Night’ Bright $33,500,
‘Innkeepers’ $8,000, ‘Someone’ $14,700
Philadelphia, Jan. 31.
First straight play of the local
season . jyas Paddy
Chayefsky’s
“Middle of the Night." Rave no¬
tices and word of mouth converted
this one into ' SRO by midweek.
Pickup capacity was so rapid that
the agencies were caught without
tickets.
Two departures last Saturday
(28), "Innkeepers" and “Someone
Waiting,” were succeeded by only
one arrival this week, the D’Oyly
Carte Co. opening last night (Mon.)
at the Forrest.
Estimates for Last Week
Innkeepers, Forrest,
<D)
($2;
1.760) (Geraldine Page). Move and
cheaper price hypoed attendance
for the tryout, but there was an¬
other loss at $8,000; moved out for
BroadwayMiddle of the Night, (CD) ($4.20;
1,580) (Edward G. Robinson). Try¬
out drew the year’s first ovation;
built to a roaring $33,500; contin¬
ues this week.
Someone Waiting, Walnut (D)
($4.20; 1,340) (Leo G. Carroll, Jes¬
sie Royce Landis). Tryout meller
bettered first session, with $14,700;
moved on to Boston.

Cincy B.0. Record
Cincinnati, Jan. 31.
Cincy’s worst weather m decades
didn’t keep “Teahouse of August
Moon" from setting two records
last week. Gross of. $51,326 in the
2,000-seat Shubert at $4.25 top was
a Cincy. all-time high for a non¬
musical.
It also was the Larry
Parks troupe’s best take to date.
Only empty seats, and few, were
the first night.
Other seven per¬
formances Were solid.
Nancjy Kelly- in “Bad Seed” is
current in the Shubert.

2d‘Yankees’$40,500 (9)
OnNewHavenBreakin
.
.
New Haven, Jan. 31.
Breakiii of "Damn Yankees"
touring company at the Shubert
Theatre here starting the previous
Saturday (21) through last Satur¬
day (28) did a gratifying $40,500
on the nine performances at a $6
top in the 1,650-seat house. Since
the original production tried out
here, that was figured a healthy
take1.
“My Fair Lady" gets its final
brushup here this week, does a
preview Saturday (4) and follows
with
eight
performances
next
week.. The theatre is feeling the
Broadway theatre shortage via a
series of tryout cancellations and
postponements.. Several tentative
bookings have dropped out through
the reluctance of managements to
put them into production without
assurances of New York theatre
availabilities.
Only definite booking is Cheryl
Crawford’s “Mr. Johnson,” skedded to preem during the week of
March 5.

‘Bus Stop’ Hefty $24,800
For Single Week, Cleve.
Cleveland, Jan. 31.
“Bus Stop,” with Peggy Ann
Garner and Albert Salmi, rolled
to a fast $24,800 on good reviews
and word-of-mouth at the. Hanna
here last week. Scaled at $4 top,
in the 1,515-capacity house, it was
one. of the season’s best grossers
so far for straight play.
Hanna is dark this week.

Riva-Baxter ‘Tea’ $14,900;
Toledo-Columbus Split
Columbus, Jan. 31.
“Tea and Sympathy,” starring
Maria
Riva
and Alan Baxter,
grossed $&,300 on a four-perform¬
ance stay at the 1,634-seat Hart¬
man Theatre here last ThursdaySaturday (26-28). The tourer, with
a $4 top, played two evening per¬
formances Saturday in lieu of a
matinee.'
Next booking for the house Is
“Anniversary Waltz,” in ThursdaySaturday (2-4) for four perform¬
ances.
$6,600 More, Toledo
Toledo, Jan. 31.
“Tea and Sympathy," took in
over $6,600 in. four performances
Monday-Wednesday of last week
(23-25) at the State Theatre here.

UAniETY
D’Oyly Carte So-So 20G
j
In 2-Show Balto Week

LEGITIMATE

B’way Bullish; ‘Time’ 18G First 7,
‘Pajama’ $50,100, Redgrave $24,000,
P&F’ $40,300; Corner’ Fast Fold

Baltimore, Jan. 31.
D’Oyly Carte Opera Co. 'grossed
a fairish $20,000 at Ford's here last
week in its Gilbert & Sullivan
bills. Four performances of “Iolanthe” drew sparse returns, but clos¬
ing four performances of “Mika¬
do” were boff despite the sched¬
uled tv exposure of the same com¬
pany’s film version over the ABC
I
Business on Broadway climbed
web Sunday (30).
Ford’s is currently dark, but is last week. Most shows registered
San Francisco, Jan. 31.
substantial gains over the previous
Legit continued good in Frisco set for “Bus Stop” on Guild-ATS stanza.
Capacity enteries were
last
week,
with
“Anniversary subscription starting Feb. 13.
“Cat on Hot Tin Roof,” “Damn
Waltz" at the Alcazar scheduled
Yankees,”
“Inherit
the Wind”
through mid-February and further
“Great
Sebastians,”
“Match¬
extensions of the run likely. Mar¬
maker,” “No Time for Sergeants”
cel Marceau is booked for a re¬
and “Pipe Dream.”
turn week at the Curran starting
There were two closings. “Hot
Feb. 20.
Corner,” which folded after four
Estimates for Last Week
performances, and “King Lear,”
Can-Can, Curran (4th wk) ($4.95;
which exited the City Center after
1,752). Neat $42,000; exited town
a scheduled three-week run. Bow¬
Saturday (28).
ing out this stanza are “View from
Anniversary
Waltz,
Alcazar
the Bridge,” “Tamburlaine the
(11th wk) ($3.85; 1,147) (Russell
Great” and “Six Characters in
Nype, Marjorie Lord). Okay $14,Search of an Author,” the latter
300 and continues indefinitely.
at the off-Broadway Phoenix Thea¬
tre;
Chicago, Jan. 31.
Only other opener last week, be¬
Loop’s two established entries
jumped last week, while the new sides “Corner,” was “Time Limit.”
There are two preems this week,
arrival, “Plain and Fancy,” got off “Innkeepers” and Marcel Marceau
to a modest start.
at the City Center.
Second, company of “Inherit the
Estimates for Last Week
Wind,” starring Melvyn Douglas,
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
opens Feb. 8 at the Blackstone for CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
Boston, Jan. 3.1.
a run on subscription.
Beyond MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
Legit is back in stride in Boston,
that, “Bad Seed” and “Boy Friend” cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Opwith two on the boards this week
retta).
and
some
upcoming
bookings. are logged in for April on sub¬
Other parenthetic designations
“Someone Waiting” bowed at the scription.
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
Plymouth last night (Mon.) for a
Estimates for Last Week
number of performances through
two-weeker on its pre-Broadway
Pajama Game, Shubert (11th wk) last Saturday, top prices, number
breakin.
($5.50; 2,100) (Fran Warren, Larry of seats, capacity grosS and stars.
“Ponder Heart," which netted
Douglas, Buster West).
Almost Price includes 10% Federal and
generally good reviews last week,
$50,200 (previous week, $43,000).
5% City tax, but grosses are net;
has extended, for a third stanza.
Plain
and
Fancy
(1st
wk)
($5,50; i.e., exclusive of tax.
Estimate for Last Week
Ponder Heart, Shubert (C) (1st 1,500) (Alexis Smith, Craig Stev¬
Bus Stop, Music Box (CD) (48th
Topped $20,600 for first wk; 382; $5.75-$4.60; 1,010; $27,wk) ($3.85; 1,717) (David Wayne). ens).
Opened last Tuesday (24) to usual seven performances; opened last 811)
(previous
week,
$lfi,700;
Boston splitmix reviews, but gen¬ Tuesday (24) to unanimously nega¬ moves Feb. 13 to Winter Garden
erally on the favorable side, except tive reviews from the four critics for eight more weeks). Last week,
Elliot Norton (Post), who was bull¬ (Cassidy, Tribune; Harris, News; almost $18,400.
ish on Wayne’s acting but nix on Kogan, Sun-Times; Dettmer, Amer¬
Cat «n a Tin* Tin
• • o
characterizations, and Alta Mal¬ ican).
(D.) (45th wk; 356; $6.90-$5,75;...946;
oney (Traveler), who started off
Teahouse of the August Moon, $3i,000) (Barbara bei Geudos, o.ai
calling it “weak” and concluded Erlanger (20th wk)
($5; 1,335) Ives) (previous week, nearly $31,that “votes would seem to be on (Burgess Meredith, Hugh Reilly). 600). Last week, same.
the affirmative”; four favorable Over $34,000 (previous week, $33,Chalk Garden, Barrymore (CD)
(Hughes, Herald; Durgin, Globe; 400).
(14th wk; 109; $5.75-$4.60; 1,077;
Doyle, American; Gaffney, Record)
$27,811) (Gladys Cooper, Siobhan
and
one
inconclusive
(Melvin,
_McKenna)__ i previous jv.eek^20^900).
-Monitor).-- Playwrights’ - Company
Last week, over $22,400.
nabbed a neat $19,200 for seven mnnvuau uui
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC)
performances; began rewrite on
(39th wk; 308; $8.05-$7.50; 1,297;
first act and general tightening
$50,573) (Gwen Verdon) (previous
and extended to Feb. 11.
Los Angeles, Jan. 31.
week, over $50,700). Last week,
Despite two nights bad weather, same.
Desk Set, Broadhursl <C) (14th
Marcel Marceau did better on his
second one-week visit to the Bilt- wk; 112; $5.75-$4.60; 1,182; $31,500)
(Shirley
Booth)
(previous
more here than ne did the first week, underquoted, was over $22,Washington, Jan. 31.
Return trip last 900). Last week, nearly $23,100.
Roughly handled by local critics, time around.
“Kismet’ was only so-so during its week pulled a gross of around
Diary Of Anne Frank, Cort (D)
first week at. the Shubert Theatre, $20,000—highly profitable and suf¬
wk;
133;
$5.75;
1,036;
encouraging
for
the (17th
getting $23,000 at $4.95 top in the ficiently
$28,854) (Joseph Schildkraut) (pre¬
1,542-seater.
Musical'
continues French pantomimist to discuss an¬
vious
week,
$28,300).
Last
week,
other return date later this year.
through the current week.
National Theatre, dark last week, First time out, last December, he nearly $29,200.
Fallen Angels, Playhouse (C) (2d
reopens tonight (Tues.) for eight pulled $17,000.
performances
of
the
Kabyki
Town's only other legit offering, wk; 15; $5.75-$4.60; 994; $27,251)
(Nancy
Walker, Margaret Phillips)
Dancers.
“Joy Ride,” was hard hit by the
rain, having become pretty much (previous week, $17,300 for first
seven performances and one pre¬
of a window sale item. Tally for
view). Last week, almost $20,600.
the week, third of the run, was
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (65th wk;
around $10,000.
St. Louis, Jan. 31.
516; $7.50; 1,655; $62,968). (Ezio
“Anniversary Waltz,” costarring
Pinza, Walter Slezak) (previous
Andrew Duggan and Augusta Roeweek, $48,200). Last week, nearly
land, drew $14,200 at a $3.36 top
$51,400; Slezak was out for the
last week at the 1,513 American
matinee and evening performances
Theatre here.
last Saturday (28) because of ill¬
“Tea and Sympathy," scaled to
ness. C. K. Alexander subbed.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 31.
$3.50, opehed last night (Mon.) for
Great Sebastians, ANTA (C) (4th
a one-week stand with Maria Riva
Final three
performances
at wk; 29; 1,185; $40,823) (Alfred
and Alan Baxter costarred.
capacity sent “Boy Friend” to a Lunt, Lynn Fontanne) (previous
sock $34,600 gross last week at the week, $40,300). Last week, new
1,700-seat Nixon, at $4.95 top. house record at- $40,463
Touring Shows
Although the musical opened- to an
Hatful of Rain, Lyceum fJD) (12th
(Jan. 30-Feb. 12)
advance of nearly $20,000, theAnniversary
Waltz—Victory,
Dayton
early part of the engagement: was wfc;93; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,339)
(30-1); Hartman, Columbus (2-4).
(Shelley Winters, Ben Gazzara)
Bad
Seed
(Nancy
Kelly)—Shubert, pretty slow. By midweek, it was
week,
$21,000).
Last
Cincy (30-4); Murat, Indpls. (0-8); Hart¬ gathering steam, however, and fin¬ (previous
man, Columbus (9-11).
sensationally, with many week, nearly $23,300.
Boy Friend—Her Majesty's, Montreal ished
Inherit
the
Wind,
National
(D)
turnaways
Friday
and
Saturday
(30-4); Royal Alexandra, Toronto (6-11).
Bus Stop (2d Co.)—Cass, Det. (30-11).
(39th wk; 309; $5.75-$4.60; 1.162;
(27-28).
Can-Can—Lyceum, Mpls. (1-4); Shubert,
$31,300)
(Paul
Muni)
(previous
Cincy (6-11).
On previous stands, “Boy Friend”
Damn Yankees (2d Co.) (Bobby Clark) has raised its weekend top, but week, $31,200). Last week, nearly
—Playhouse, Wilmington (30-4); National,
preferred to keep the scale con¬ $32,100.
Wash. (6-11).
Janus, Plymouth (C) (10th wk;
Debut
(tryout)—McCarter,
Princeton sistent
here and thus .probably
(1-4); Wilbur, Boston (6-11).
74;
$5.75-$4.60;
1,062;
$32,700)
Inherit the
Wind (2d Co.) (Melvyn missed considerable added coin.
Nixon opened a grind run of the (Margaret Sullavan, Robert Pres¬
Douglas)—Blackstone. Chi (6-11).
Kismet (Earle MacVeigh, Margot Moser, “Guys and Dolls’ film yesterday ton,
Claude Dauphin) (previous
Martha Erole. Donald Clarke)—Shubert,
week, $32,400).
Last week, over
(Mon.).
Wash. (30-4); Shubert, Philly (6-11).
$31,600; Miss Sullavan was out for
Middle of the Night (tryout) (Edward
G. Robinson)—Locust, Philly (30-4) (Re¬
the matinee and evening perform¬
viewed in VARIETY, Jan. 25, '56).
ances last Saturday (28) because of
Paiama Game <2d Co.) (Fran Warren,
illness. Judith Parrish subbed.
Larry Douglas, Buster West)—Shubert,
Chi (30-11).
Lark, Longacre (D) Hlth wk; 84;
Plain and Fancy (2d Co.) (Alexis Smith,
$5.75-$4.60; 1.101; $29,378) (Julie
Craig
Stevens)—Great
Northern,
Chi
Detroit, Jan. 31.
Harris) (previous week, $28,300'.
(30-11).
Second and last stanza of “Bad Last week, nearly $29,300.
Ponder Heart (tryout) (David Wayne)—
Shubert, Boslni
(30-11)
(Reviewed
in
Seed,”
starring
Nancy
Kelly,
Matchmaker, Royale (C) (8th wk;
VARIETY. Jan. 11, '56).
Someone Waiting (tryout) (Leo G. Car- grossed a good $26,800 at the 2,050- 64;
$5.75; 1,050; $31,000) (Ruth
roll,
Jessie
Royce
Landis)—Plymouth, seat Shubert here last week. Top Gordon,
Eileen
Herlie,
Loring
Boston (30-11) (Reviewed in VARIETY, was $4 weekend eves, $3.50 other
Smith) (previous week, $31,600).
Jan. 18, ’56).
Tea and Sympathy (Maria Riva, Alan nights. Theatre now goes dark un¬ Last week, over $31,500.
Baxter)—American, St. Louis 130-4); KltNT, til Feb. 13, when it gets “Can-Can”
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin
Des Moines (7-3): Aud., D.ivenporc (9);
for a week.
(C) (15th wk; 116; $5.75-$4.60;
Aud., Omaha (10-11).
Teahouse of the August Moon (2d Co.)
(previous
week,
Relighting this week is the 1,482- 1,331; $38,500)
(Burgess Meredith, Hugh Reilly)—Erlartseat Cass with “Bus Stop,” featur¬ over $39,000). Last week. same.
ger, Chi (30-11).
Pajama Game, St. James <MC)
Teahouse of the August Moon (3d Co.) ing Peggy Ann Garner and Albert
(Larry
Parks) — Murat,
Indpls.
(30-4); Salmi. Show is in for a fortnight (90lh wk; 716; $6.90; 1,615; $52,Memorial Aud, L’ville (6-8); Tennessee,
1 118) (John Raitt, Eddie Foy, Jr.,
at $4 top.
Nashville (9-11).

‘CAN-CAN’ NEAT $42,000,
‘WALTZ’OK $14,300, S.F.

?&F $20,6000),
‘Teahouse’ $34,000,
‘Game $50,200, Chi

‘Ponder $19,20#;
Split Crix, Hub

‘RIDE’SLOW $10,000, L.A.

‘Kismet’ Just Fair 23G
Initial Stanza in Wash.

‘Waltz’ $14,200, St Loo

‘Boy’ Sprints to $34,600
After Slow Start, Pitt

‘Seed’ Grows to $26,800
On Holdover Week, Det.
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Helen Gallagher) (previous week,
$44,700). Last week, over $50,100.
Pipe Dream, Shubert (MD) (9th
wk;
69;
$7.50;
1,453;
$55,039)
(Helen Traubel, William Johnson)
(previous week,
$55,000).
Last
week nearly $55,200.
Plain and Fancy, Hellinger (MC)
(53d wk; 420; $6.90; 1,527; $55,916)
(previous
week,
$36,300;
closes March 3, to tour).
Last
week, almost $40,300.
Righteous Are Bold, Holiday (D)
(6th wk; 44; $5.75-$4.60; 834; $28,000) (previous week, $8,700; closes
Feb. 18). Last week, over $9,100.
Silk Stockings, Imperial (MC)
(49th wk; 388; $7.50; 1,427; $57,800) (Hildegarde, Neff, Don Ame-.
chc) (previous week, $36,800). Last
week, over $40,100; Ameche was
out all week because of illness.
Lawrence Brooks subbed.
Tamburlaine the Great, Winter
Garden <D) (2d wk; 12; $5.75-$4.60;
1.494; $43,000)
(previous
week,
$12,000 for' first four perform¬
ances; closes next Saturday (4).
Last week, nearly $15,500.
Teahouse of the August Moon,
Beck (C) (120th wk; 1,065; $6.22$4.60; 1,214; $33,608) (John Beal,
Terrence Kilburn) (previous week,
$23,900; closes March 24, to tour;
Gene Blakely replaces Beal Feb.
20). Last week, almost $26,800.
Tiger at the Gates, Helen Hayes
(D) (17th wk; 136; $5.75; 1,039;
$30,845) (Michael Redgrave), (pre¬
vious week, $22,200). Last week,
over $24,000.
Time Limit, Booth (D) (1st wk;
7; $5.75-$5.20; 766; $22,200) (Ar¬
thur Kennedy). Opened Jan. 24 to
six favorable reviews (Atkinson,
Times; Chapman, News; Coleman,
Mirror; Hawkins, World-Telegram;
McClain, . Journal - American;
Watts, Post) and one pan. (Kerr,
Herald Tribune); nearly $18,000
for first seven performances.
View From the Bridge, (Coronet
(D) (18th wk; 140; $3.90-$5.75$4.60; 998; $30,000) (Van Heflin)
(previous week, $18,200;
closes
next' Saturday "(4h Last’ week,' al-r
most $21,400.
Will Success Sppil Rock Hunter,
Belaseo (C) (16th wk; 124; $5.75;
1,073;
$31,582)
(previous week,
$21,400).
Last
week,
nearly
$22,800.
Witness for the Prosecution,
Miller <D) (59th wk; 468; $5.75$4.60;
946;
$23,248)
(previous .
week, $20,200; closes June 30; to
toun. Last week, almost $22,200.
Miscellaneous
Six Characters in Search of an
Author, Phoenix (CD) (7th-wk; 56;
$3.45;
1,150; $24,067)
(previous
week, $7,000; closes next Sunday
(5). Last week, nearly $8,500.
Closed Last Week
Hot Corner, Golden (C) (1st wk;
4;
$5.75-$4.60;
800;
$22,647).
Opened last Thursday (26) to
unanimous pans (Atkinson, Times;
Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror;
Hawkins^ World-Telegram; Kerr,
Herald Tribune; McClain, JournalAmerican;
Watts,
Post);
over
$7,800 for first four perform¬
ances. Closed last Saturday (28)
at an approximate loss of its entire
$64,000 investment.
King Lear, City Center <D) (3d
wk; 20; $3.80; 3,090; $45,000) (Or¬
son Welles) (previous week, $28,800).
Last week, over $27,600. Closed last Sunday (29) after a
limited three-week engagement.
Opening This Week
Innkeepers, Golden (D) ($5.75$4.60; 800; $22,647). Play by Theo¬
dore Apstein, presented by Gor¬
don W. Pollock, in association
with Richard Cook and
Peter
Flournoy; production financed at
$75,000, cost about $50,000 to bring
in, including approximately $16,000 tryout loss, but excluding bonds,
and can break even at around $12,500 gross; opens tomorrow night
(Thurs.).
Marcel Marceau, City Center
($3.80;
3,090; $45,000).
French
pantomimist, who appeared last
fall at the off-Broadway Phoenix
Theatre
and
subsequently
the
Barrymore, returns tonight (Wed.)
as the second bill in the N.Y. City
Center winter drama series.
OFF-BROADWAY
Cradle Song, Circle in Square
H2-1).
Midsummer Night’s Dream, Jan.
Bus 411-13); doses-Feb. 12.
Private Life of Master Race,
Open Stage (1-30).
Third Person, President (12-29).
Threepenny Opera, de Lys < 9-20).
Trouble in Mind. Greenwich
Mews Gl-13); closes Feb. 19.
Uncle Vanya, 4th St. <1-31).
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CONCERT-OPERA

Disks, Filming, Broadway House
Loom in NBC-TV Opera Future
By ARTHUR BRONSON1
The NBC-TV NOpera Theatre,
committed to going on tour next
season for Columbia Artists Mgt.,
regards live road trouping as only
the second step in its evolutionary
process. Recordings and films are
. next. A live* repertory theatre in
N.Y. could follow. The progression
is logical and inevitable.
So, at least, thinks Peter Her¬
man Adler, artistic and musical
director of the opera-tv project,
who says that the tour (Columbia
has contracted for four seasons of
touring the company) was a nat¬
ural development that had to
come. It’s an expansion that grew
out of the unexpected acceptance
of tv opera.
There is already discussion with
Victor (another member of the
RCA family, along with NBC) or.
recordings of various works in the
NBC-TV Opera repertoire. NBC
has been encouraged by showing
of its opera kines (in schools, and
elsewhere) to think of going into
films. Probably farming out the
pix-making.
The tv troupe will make a twoweek live appearance at Stratford,
■ Conn., next summer. Natural spec¬
ulation is that eventually the tour¬
ing company will come into N.Y,
for a run, and a third repertory
opera house will eventually be
established in Gotham^—an inti¬
mate-type house different from the
Met or N. Y. City Opera.
Opera cannot exist on tv alone,
thinks Adler, despite his outfit’s
artistic success. Mounting costs,
studio space problems, make the
venture unsafe. The tour is a boon,
and Gen. Sarnoff’s personal an¬
nouncement of it, Adler says, will
give it great impetus. It will also
help establish opera as an insti¬
tution.
Video a Testing Ground
The NBC-TV Opera, says Adler,
is in a better position to do things
for new operas (encouraging new
writing and singing talent) than
anyone else, even the Met. Video
-is -more. of. .a. J:e&ting._g£Qund_ for
talent and opera than the Met.
Since it can’t exist as an opera
company by relying only on old
stuff, the NBC-TV Opera must en¬
courage new works. Furthermore,
it must be contemporaneous. No
theatre can be alive if you don’t
see your own kind on stage, says
Adler; mythology, antiquity, are
too remote for subject and prin¬
cipals.
NBC-TV is doing six operas this
season, cutting down from eight of
a couple years ago, preferring to
do fewer but bigger works. It used
a Negro lead (Leontyne Price) a
couple of times, and got “astonish¬
ingly little” protest. There was
much less objection than antici¬
pated, says Adler, and this includes
the South.

To Publish Original Mss.
In Facsimile Edition
Alois Englander, who heads the
Austrian publishing house of Wil¬
helm Frick, will publish the mas¬
terpieces of music in a facsimile
edition of the original manuscripts.
Series will start with publication
of Mozart’s “Don Giovanni.” The
complete score of 480 pages
handwriting is at the Academy in
Paris,
A committee in Vienna, headed
•by the President of the Republic
• and the Federal Chancellor, is
sponsoring the project. Artistic su¬
pervision will be in charge of the
former president of the Vienna
Philharmonic,
Professor
Hanzl.
Profits will go to the International
Endowment Mozarteum in Salzberg, the officers of which will ad¬
vise on the production. Other books
will include works of Verdi, Wag¬
ner, Bizet, etc.
Englander is visiting the United
States in connection with this
project and will arrive Jan. 30.

N. Orleans Opera Group
' Gives 4G to Successor
New Orleans, Jan. 31.
The New Orleans Grand Opera
Assn, has ended its 25-year-old or¬
ganization and contributed a $4,000.
treasury surplus to the New Or¬
leans Opera House Assn.
Members of the NOGOA ordered
the group liquidated at a special
meeting Thursday (26). It had been
dormant for nine years.

AGMA, N. Y. Cily Center
Ink 2-Year Basic Pact
American Guild of Musical Art¬
ists has concluded a two-year basic
agreement for opera with the N. Y.
City Center, as of Oct. 1, ’55. For
the first time, the City Center has
agreed to cover all artists under
the social security laws, AGMA
being the first union at the Center
to get this overall coverage.
Pact calls for increases in pay
for soloists, choristers and dancers,
both in N. Y. and on tour, and
both in performances and rehears¬
als. A seniority salary scale has
been worked out for choristers.
Individual artists are to get “more
thorough” publicity and advertis¬
ing, too.

NBC Opera Tour Booked
For 8-Wk. Trek by Judd;
Cowles Named Gen. Mgr.
The NBC Opera Co.; touring off¬
spring of the NBC-TV Opera The¬
atre, which the network is creat¬
ing for countrywide trekking, is
now practically booked for its first
tour next fall.
Bill Judd, of the
Judson, O’Neill & Judd division of
Columbia Artists Mgt., in charge
of the tour, has only three or four
dates left, despite the late booking
starting. Judd reported a “tre¬
mendous interest from unusual
clients” in the event.
Troupe will do two works in its
first season, over an eight-week
tour, planning to lengthen its trek
and widen its scope and area in
subsequent seasons. Group opens
Oct. 15 in Philadelphia with “Mar¬
riage of Figaro,” returning there
Dec. 7 with “Butterfly.” It will al¬
ternate these works on tour, doing
one-nighters mostly, on a swing
south to Atlanta, New Orleans,
Fort Worth; up through St. Louis,
Glevelandr-Grand. Rapids; -playing-1
towns en route, and wihding Dec.
8 in Newark.
Chandler Cowles, legit actorproducer, has been appointed gen¬
eral manager of the company, and
is setting up a production staff.

Kaycee Symph Readying
Opera Fest For March

Ballet Russe 26G, Port.
Portland, Ore., Jan. 31.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
grabbed a sock $25,800 in two eve¬
ning performances and one mati¬
nee at the Civic Auditorium last
Friday-Saturday (27-28) despite ad¬
verse conditions.
Town had the
worst snowstorm in 13 years on
opening night.
•Ballet was presented by the Elli¬
son-White Bureau. The 3,600-seater was scaled at $4.

Who’s Conducting Which?
Symphony Podium Setups
Still Clouded for ’56-’57
Symphonic podium changes for
next season continue to intrigue
the trade, with conjecture high and
no full clarification set. One spot
was settled just recently, with
naming of Eduard van Beinum as
music director of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic.
Erich Leinsdorf, who took over
the general directorship of the N.Y.
City Opera Co. for next season,
hasn’t left his Rochester (N.Y.)
Philharmonic conducting post, as
some surmised. Leinsdorf, dou¬
bling up, will be back in Roches¬
ter next season for eight to 10
week, and the orch will have a
series of guest conductors for the
balance. Manager Jack Dailey is
in N. Y. now looking for prospects.
New musical director will be
named in spring of '57.
Situation is unsettled in St.
Louis, Baltimore and Indianapolis.
Vladimir Golschmann is leaving St.
Louis, and Massima Freccia quit¬
ting
Baltimore.
-Indianapolis,
which dropped Fabien Sevitzky last
year, had six guest maestros this
season, and next season’s prospects
include William Steinberg, Nicolai
Malko and Martin Rich. Georg
Solti is going back to St. Louis,
Where he guested this season.
Contract of Joseph Krips with
the Buffalo Philharmonic runs out
this spring. Looks like Krips will
get a year’s renewal, despite sharp
division on the board of directors.

AGMA $72,130 in Black
— -With- Latest Statement |
American Guild of Musical Art¬
ists has issued its latest financial
statement, as of Sept. 30, ’55. Tal¬
ent union shows assets of $148,471.24 against liabilities of $76,340.90, being in the black with
$72,130.34. This represents mostly
cash in banks.
Statement of receipts and dis¬
bursements from Oct. 1, ’54 to
Sept. 30, '55 shows $111,102.90 to¬
tal receipts, of which $86,376.47
was from dues and $19,638.96 from
initiation fees.
Total disburse¬
ments were $97,233.11, this includ¬
ing $42,092.38 for office salaries,
$5,550 for legal fees and $1,582.69
traveling expenses. Excess of re¬
ceipts over disbursements is
$13,869..70.

Kansas City. Jan. 31.
The Kansas City Philharmonic
will present its annual opera fest
in March.
“The Marriage of Fi¬
garo” will be done March 15 and
17, with Nadine Conner, Licia Albanese, Martial Singher,
Mack
Harrell and Mildred Miller. “Rigoletto” will be heard March 22
and 24, with Jan Peerce, Leonard
Warren, Eva Likova, Norman Scott
and Rosalind Nadell.
Vermont Orch Legacy
Orch’s regular conductor, Hans
Rutland, Vt., Jan. 31.
Schwieger, will baton.
Stage di¬
The Vermont State Symphony is
rector again is John Newfield of
the U. of Kansas.
one of the beneficiaries under the
probated will of the late Miss
Nat’l Ballet, 24G, Toronto Shirley Farr of Brandon, who left
an estate of $4,500,000.
Toronto, Jan. 31.
There was no specific bequest
National Ballet of Canada
for the orchestra, which will share
grossed a big $24,231 on its second
a part of the residue of the estate,
week at the Royal Alexandra The¬
but it’s estimated the amount may
atre here,'with 1,525-seater scaled
exceed $50,000.
at $3.50 top.
, 1
On first stanza, troupe of 62. did
Nicanor Zabaleta, Spanish harp¬
$21,500, this giving them $45,731 ist, signed by David W. Rubin
for the fortnight’s engagement.
Artists Mgt.

Inside Stuff—Concerts
The Maria Callas rumor mill keeps grinding. Latest Is that if the
Edgar Bagarozy contract suit against the; La Scala diva isn’t settled
by fall she won’t come over to open the Met Opera season in “Norma,”
as s!le.d.ded- Also’ that Met manager Rudolf Bing is alerted to this
possibility, and has an alternate star and opera ready for the season’s
bo.w, with Zinka Milanov in “Ernani.” Other big names suitable for
an opener like Mmes. Tebaldi, Steber, Peters or Stevens, are already
is noted b00ked elsevvhere f°r the fall debut night.

Mme. Milanov

Sir Thomas Beecham, before coming to the U.S. recently, recorded
nr?hde!f ^at2n?’^S?-°mon,,I in EnSland with his Royal Philharmonic
I 51S ^t disking under his new Angel contract. Maestro was
dissatisfied with his soprano soloist, however, and recorded the big
work with his orch, a chorus, and the other soloists, but sans soprano
He brought the tapes to America, planning to find a Soprano here and
dub.her in. (Soprano, m-role of Queen of Sheba, has two arias and
some recitative, for about 10/15 minutes’ work). After auditioning,
Beecham found his soprano, in Lois Marshall. But since she’s due in
London in May for concertizing, Sir Thomas decided not to tape her
in here, but will re-record the work entire in England this spring.
Angel will release a Schubert-Grieg album as its initial Beecham issue,
instead.
'
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D. S. Invite Catches Khatchys Eye;
Red Composer Wants to Baton Here
There’s strong possibility of
viet-Armenian composer Aram
Khatchaturian coming to the U q
to conduct here—the first top RPr.‘
composer to perform since Serel
Prokofiev in 1921. (Dimitri Shosta
The Salzburg Mozarteum Orches¬ kovich was here in 1949, but onlvtn
tra will arrive in the U. S. for its attend a political function.) ind p
initial American tour March 5. concert manager Herbert Barrett
Directed by Ernst Maerzendorfer, who had invited Khatchaturian to
orch will do about 40 dates, under come here to conduct under his
management of Kenneth Allen As¬ management, has just received a fa¬
sociates, over seven weeks.
vorable though indirect reply fro n
Emmy
Loose,
Vienna
State the Russian.
Opera soprano, will make her U. S.
Khatchaturian, who has com¬
debut as an orch soloist.
Ralph posed symphonies, concertos and
Herbert,
Metropolitan
baritone, miscellaneous
works
like
the
will join the orch here as other “Gayne
Suite,”
with
its w.k
soloist.
“Sabre Dance,” has conducted liis
comps in England and elsewhere
Moura Lympany, a pianist under
Barrett’s management, was soloist
in an all-Khatchaturian program
Which the composer conducted in
London in December, 1954. Bar¬
rett, who wrote the composer di¬
rectly (via the Russian Embassy)
Charles E. Green and Lee V. about a U. S. appearance, also had
Eastman
presented the
Tanec, Miss Lympany extend the invite
billed here as the Yugoslav Nation¬ informally via personal letter.
al Folk Ballet, at' Carnegie Hall,
Khatchaturian has just replied
N. Y., in a one-nigh ter Friday
to Miss Lympany, writing that he’d
flight (27), in its U. S, debut. First
like very much to cqme and con¬
Iron Curtain import, the group
duct here: He also added that he’s
drew a sellout house with extra at work on a new piece for piano
standees. Enthused crOwd wasn’t and orchestra, which he calls a
the regular concert or dance aud, rhapsody, and which he’d have in
but was composed mainly of Serb- her hands; by the fall (in a sense,
Croat-Macedonian compatriots and guaranteeing Miss Lympany its
a few- concert professionals. It’s U. S. premiere).
Composer also
interesting to surmise' whether the wrote that he hopes to see the
attraction would dra\v successfully pianist soon in Moscow.
for a longer N. Y. theatre run.
As a result of the letter, Bar¬
Group of 40 mixed dancers, sing¬
rett is busy contacting the proper
ers and musicians from Macedonia
Russ , and U. S. authorities to hypo
put on a good show. It’s not a pol¬ progress for.a. Khatchy visit. Miss
ished presentation, with haphazard Lympany, who leaves this week for
entrances and exits, and no decor Europe, Where she’ll concertize till
or production. But the verve, spirit, June, will be in further contact
skill, novelty and authenticity of with the composer. His visit would
the performers, with their eyefill¬ be a big prestige move for Barrett,
ing native costumes and unusual while also enhancing Miss Lymdances, songs and instruments, pany’s rep, as she’d be the natural
sweep artistic or critical consid¬ soloist for the new Khatchy con¬
erations aside, and win an audi¬ certo which most major orchs
ence. Tanec should do very well would want to present with the
on the 12-week trek of one-night¬ composer guest-conducting.
ers Green-has-set-up -for—iL_
Bill is completely folk-dance and
music, from Serbia, Albania, Croa¬
tia and Dalmatia as well as Mace¬
donia, Male dancers, in groups or
solo, are outstanding, with femmes
also fine. Songs are more interest¬
Bruckner:
Symphony
No.
ing than distinguished. Musicians (Vox). Massive symph (four LP
are expert,
with
some
novel, sides) is impressive, with long
tricky instruments added to regu¬ lyrical passages, fine rhythms and
great orchestral climaxes, and. an
lar ones. Costumes are a treat.
outstanding ode-like adagio. Ex¬
Bron.
cellent, flavorsome performance by
Jascha Horenstein and Vienna Pro
Musica.
Rimsky-Korsakov: Scheherazade
(Capitol). Artistic, refined version
by the Pitt Symph under Stein¬
David M. Keiser is new presi¬ berg.
dent of the N. Y. PhilharmonicTchaikovsky: Symphony. No, 4
Symphony Society, Floyd G. Blair (Columbia). Dramatic, forthright
has been upped to board chairman, version by N. Y. Philharmonic
with Arthur A. Houghton Jr. under Mitropoul-os. No distortions,
named vice-chairman.
no bombast.
Alfredo Salmaggi, N. Y. opera
Chopin:
Polonaises,
Mazurkas
impresario, is now casting for a
Canadian tour during April and (Angel). Witold Malcuzynski is a
fine, sensitive interpreter .here,
May.
'•Isaac Stern to tour Russia for with poetry; dash and fire, though
five weeks, starting next April. a little given at times to pounding.
Schubert & Brahms Quartets in
He'll be first U.S. soloist there in
A Minor (Victor). Two warm, glow¬
11 years.
ing chamber works, the Brahms
The N.Y. Philharmonic, on Feb.
9, will give the world premiere of (Op. 51, No. 2) amiable and spa¬
“Challenge: The Family of Man,” cious, the Schubert (Op. 29) a
lovely thing. Both well played by
by Ralph Shapey. Composition is
based on the photographic exhibi¬ the Amadeus String Quartet.
J. Strauss: Paraphrases (West¬
tion, “The Family of Man,” created
for the Museum of Modern Art by minster). Pianist Edith Farnadi in
impressive readings of the GodowEdwardf Steichen in 1955.
Paul Matthen is singing leading sky arrangements of some w.k.
bass-baritone
roles
with
the waltzes, all appealing, and all
difficult to play.
Staasoper of Stuttgart.
Operatic Monologues (Columbia).
Soprano Camilla Williams will
appear as Butterfly with the Cos¬ George London does some fine
mopolitan Opera Assn, in San singing in these nine excerpts, the
Francisco .this winter. She’s also “Boris” bits, of course, being stand¬
concerting in the U.S. this sear out, but the “Meistersinger” and
son, in solo recital* and in joint some Verdi arias also being artistic
concert with baritone Todd Dun¬ moments.
Berlioz: Summer Nights & De¬
can.
The Boston Symphony this week bussy: Blessed Damozel (Victor).
is playing a new work by Howard Two fine impressionistic pieces,
Hanson, “Elegy in Memory of delicately yet fragrantly sung by
Serge Koussevitzky.” Composition Victoria de lo£ Angeles, supported
was written for the current 75th by the Boston Symph under Munch.
Other good disks: Volatile Maria
anni of the orch, of which Kous¬
sevitzky was music director for 25 Callas shows versatility and artis¬
try on “Callas: Coloratura-Lyric
years.
Phil Hart, formerly manager of (Angel); Berlioz’s Symphonic Fa»the Portland Symphony Orchestra, tastique in a rousing reading by
has been named assistant manager Berlin Philharmonic under Markeof the Chicago Symphony Orches¬ vitch (Decca); Mozart Concerto No.
tra,, replacing Roger Hall, who 9, with Clara Haski.1 a skilled
resigned to become midwest repre¬ pianist, Vienna Symph assisting
(Epic); Spacious Bloch: Quintet for
sentative for Angel Records.
Piano & Strings, with Johana Har¬
ris the fine keyboarder (MGM>;
Mozart C Minor Mass,' lovingly
‘Festival of Music’ Review and
done by the Vienna Symph under
News Story in TV Section.
Moralt, and Theresa Stich-Randall
heading vthe fine soloists. tBron.

Mozarteum Orch to Debut;
Emmy Loose Also to Bow

Yugo Folk Ballet Scores
With An Overflow House
In U. S. Bow at Carnegie

Concert Bits
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Literati
Phil Silvers’SEP Profile
Reports that editorial board of
Saturday. Evening Post is mulling
idea of giving comic Phil Silvers
the Pete Martin Crosby-Godfrey" Hope treatment points up the
growing tendency of slick mags to
1 up national circulation by serial¬
ized profiles of top tv personalities.
Godfrey series raised SEP circula¬
tion to alltime high.
SEP consideration of the Silvers
Story is made more significant by
the fact that the comic was profiled
in same magazine by Stanley Frank
four years ago when Silvers opened
on Broadway in “Top Banana.”
As always, national magazines
have kept pace with rapid rise of
Silvers to tv’s top rung. Hy Gold¬
berg’s profile of the comic appears
in current issue of Cosmopolitan.
Charles Samuels, author of the
best-selling tome on Ethel Waters’
life, has an extended piece on
Silvers in upcoming issue of Coro•net.
Esquire has long profile
scheduled for April issue. Bob
Bendiner has piece set for Ameri¬
can- Mag. And Collier’s has as¬
signed Michael Drury to start in¬
terviews and research for a cover
color piece on comedian.
More Re Toronto Star
Variety’s exclusive last week
that a very high bid for the To¬
ronto Star had been made by E. P.
Taylor kicked up some hullabaloo
in Toronto. Report was substan¬
tiated next day in Star’s p.fla. rival'
Telegram, which front-paged it
with an eight-column head.
Telegram’s info, though, was
that Taylor’s bid was $20,000,000
not $23,000,000. But other bids
were reported as $21,000,000 (from ;
one of the Star’s own directors,
unnamed) and $23,000,000 (source
unrevealed).
According to the Telegrarti, Tay¬
lor’s offer was made last Septem¬
ber—indicating extraordinary se-i
crecy on the part of a newspaper
concerning a piece of news. Tele¬
gram said all six bids so far had
been tufned down, Taylor’s by a
3-2 vote of directors of the Joseph
^E.lVtkinsOn"T:haritabTe“'Fouffda-'
tion, which owns the Star. Those
in favor were president Harry C.
Hindmarsh (who would have re¬
mained president under Taylor’s
offer) and his wife Ruth, a daugh¬
ter of the Star’s late founder. Op¬
posed (along with the foundation’s
secretary-treasurer and its busi¬
ness manager), was -her brother
Joseph S. Atkinson, chairman of
the board — reportedly because
their father, a lifelong foe of beer
and liquor, would never have ap¬
proved the Star’s sale to brewery
interests such as Taylor’s. This po¬
tential irony was noted by Variety.
Although the Telegram reported
comments from two of the Atkin¬
son Foundation’s 'directors, Star
itself next day (26) ran only a
small p. 1 box quoting foundation
trustees “officially” that there was
“no truth in . recently published
rumors concerning an impending
. sale of the Toronto Star” and that
no sale to outside interests was be¬
ing contemplated.
Telegram
quoted
Hindmarsh:
“We don’t think anything will hap¬
pen fo us” and said he added that
the Province of Ontario’s Chari¬
table Foundations Act had not yet
been “invoked.” * This act, passed
in 1949, decrees that no charitable
foundations can hold more than
10% of the capital of any one com¬
pany. The Atkinson Foundation
was given seven years to sell 90%
of the Star. The time is nearly up.
Telegram
adds,
“Many legal
minds . . . feel sure that lengthy
and involved litigation — possibly
lasting years—will precede final
settlement.”
Taylor, vacationing
in
southern U.S., couldn’t be
reached for comment; and Ontar¬
io’s premier Leslie Frost refused
any.
/ Other dailies differed in han¬
dling Variety's story. Conserva¬
tive Ottawa Journal front-paged it
while independent Ottawa Citizen
ignored it, as did Toronto Globe &
Mail. Montreal Gazette held it a
day then buried a fair-sized story.
Both latter are Conservative.
UP Dickers With Guild
United Press, which last week
inked a' new pact with the Com¬
mercial Telegraphers’ Union, will
open wage negotiations Feb.' 13
with the * American Newspaper
Guild, bargaining agent for its edi¬
torial; newspictures and business
■office employes. Huddles with the
CTU, on behalf of teletype and
teletypesetter operators, began
early in December.
Agreement with the telegraphers

sions of resolutions.” Milton R.
Rackmil was better presiding at
the Decca than at the Universal
meeting.
Leonard Goldenson of
American Broadcasting-Paramount
was “fair.”

extends two years from Jan. 15,
1956 and contains wage provisions
for the full. term without a wage
reopener after the
first year.
Among other benefits, the new
contract grants the operators a $2
weekly general increase, making
the starting base pay $112 per
week.
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
By Frank Scully .

Conduct of meetings is stressed !
by the
“corporate
democracy”
Palm Springs.
party which quotes with favor
Nice thing about Hollywood is that it’s always optimistic, even when
Forbes
Magazine saying:
"The it’s dead. They must have wonderful embalmers out there.
Napoleonic tycoon who regarded a
The town’s pitchmen do not seem to realize that Forest Lawn, sens¬
stockholder query as impertinence
ing a great increase in its biz, sneaked in and staked out a subdivision
is rapidly and rightly becoming a
of its own some years ago between the Warner Bros, studio and Holly¬
relic.” This relates in part to the
wood and Vine.
growing size of annual meetings.
Right now, survivors of the Great Smog Plague are working like
TV Guide Staff Shifts
Thus 1,050. attended RCA, 3.284
Staff changes at TV Guide last General Electric, 426 R. H. Macy’s, mad to beautify the corner of Hollywood and Vine to make it appear
that everything is just fine and nothing like a 20th Century plague
week saw Lee Gottlieb, formerly etc.
eastern regional editor in Phila¬
has all but decimated the natives.
Robert W. Dowling of City In¬
delphia, moving up as national as¬
Architects are drawing plans to make Hollywood and Vine, and in¬
sociate editor. Assuming his old vesting drew praise as a “good pre¬
deed both streets for several blocks in all directions, look like the
post is John Foran, who previously siding officer” and Victor Emanuel
forecourt of Grauman’s Chinese when handprints and footprints in
of
Avco
for
“a
frank
manner.”
Rob¬
was editor of the New England
cement W'ere a great noveltv.
In fact, if the $441,000 facelift goes
edition in Boston.
Angela Rich ert R. Young of the New York Cen¬
steps intoForan’s former berth. tral was singled out for a paddy- through, all pix having used the old corner as an identifying mark
will
be
as
out-of-date
as
horse
liriiment.
whacking for acting “in the eco¬
Shifts are effective as of Feb. 6.

At the same time mag disclosed nomic royalist tradition” and neg¬
that Kenneth Friede, who managed lecting his earlier promises, “a
its Washington-Baltimore and Vir- case of the King forgetting what
ginia-Carolina editions since Octo¬ he had stood for as the Prince.”
ber, had been upped to eastern ad
Show Moving Pictures
manager as of Monday 1:30). Frank
Gilbert Freres remark the in¬
Boucher takes over his former
creasing
showing of motion pic¬
duties.
tures at annual stockholder meet¬
ings but warn shows “should never
Anyone For Nuclear Physics?
As a guide to industrial firms infringe on Ihe normal period for
contemplating the nuclear field, the asking of stockholder ques¬
the. Cleveland Engineering Society tions.”
1
is making available papers and ab¬
Another invidious comparison:
stracts of the Conference for Man¬
Canada Dry Ginger Ale’s Roy W.
agement on “The Place of the
Moore undertakes to talk with as
Atom in Your Business.” Sponsored
by the CES in conjunction with the many stockholders as possible but
Nuclear Congress, the meet was Pepsi-Cola’s Alfred N. Steele (hus¬
band of Joan Crawford) “continues
held in December.
to try to talk to bottlers and com¬
Such material, the society says,
has been confined to a technical pany officials” rather than stock¬
and professional level only. But holders. Gilberts hammer the idea
with this publication the subject is that “owners” of companies are
now said to be available in terms treated as nobodies while the top
that management, and the men brass fawn on one another in an
who ink “go ahead” checks, can excess of deference and protocol.
understand.
Company reports to stockholders
More On Lola Montez
“The Woman in Black” by Helen
Holdredge (Putnam; $4.50), is a.
new biography of Lola Montez,'
.tempestuous dancer and courtesan
of the nineteenth century. In add¬
ing to the substantial amount of
lore already in print on Lola (who
is buried under her true name,
Eliza Gilbert, in Greenwood Cem¬
etery, Brooklyn, N. Y.), Mrs. Hol¬
dredge somewhat amplifies the
Montez-record by-using—hitherto
unexploited letters from Califor¬
nia miners of the 1850s who knew
Lola when she resided in Grass
Valley.
Lola was born too late to be one
of the great courtesans, although
she cost Ludwig II of Bavaria his
throne; she was not really gifted
as a performer. Her greatest suc¬
cess was probably in writing and
lecturing in America during her
final years.
Down,
j

about, and after, annual meetings
represent another area of criticism.
Gilberts rate some 60 corporations
as tops in this regard. Included in
the 60 are Avco, Bristol-Myers,
Canada- Dry, Columbia Pictures,
General Electric, General Foods,
Loew’s, P. Lorillard, R. H. Macy,
Paramount Pictures, RCA, 20thFox,
United
Fruit,
Universal,
Westinghouse and F. W. Woolworth, all in or connected with
amusements'.-..
—
Negatively,
“Bell
&
Howell
sends out the most unattractive
looking summary.” Post-meeting
report of Chesapeake Industries
"omitted names and a number of
important questions but at least it
moved in the right direction.”

Don’t Forget Canada

; Continued from -page 2
Viking Spring Trio
Viking Press this spring is pub¬
tial publications to the Canadian
lishing the script of the Oscar
Hammerstein 2d - Richard Rodgers rep of the Project. After careful
Broadway legiter, “Pipe Dream”; screening of the material, the best
the “Viking Book of Folk Ballads,’-’ subjects are then forwarded to the
edited by Harvard prof Albert B. Coast where they are presented
Friedman, and Marion Hargrove’s to the studios either via ..Alfred
Corwin, the Project’s Coast rep,
“The Girl He Left Behind.”
Hargrove, until recently working or through agencies. So far, four
in N.Y. in magazine editing, is Canadian stories have been offered
currently living and writing in the studios, Mills reported.
California..
During last year, two American
feature productions—“The Search¬
CHATTER
ers” "and “Spirit of St. Louis”—
Maurie White has been appoint¬ went
on
location
in
Canada.
ed general sales manager of Ban¬ Furthermore, two features con¬
tam Books.
tained
Canadian
characters
Roland Gammon, writer, lecturer
throughout and 11 more films con¬
and religious publicist, opening his
tained one or more references to
own New York publicity office.
Choreographer Agnes de Mille Canada. Two pix about Canada are
discusses what sets a dance in mo¬ skedded for 1956 by Hollywood
tion in “Rhythm In My Blood,” in producers.
Both in the shorts and the news¬
the February Atlantic.
Eleanor Pollock, onetime wom¬ reel fields, 1955 saw a drop in
en’s' editor of the Philadelphia Canadian topics. U. S. majors re¬
Record, is now with the Philadel¬ leased 12 shorts about Canada
phia Bulletin as a women’s page ed. against 18 in 1954. Theatrical
Alfred A. Knopf is readying newsreels contained 130 clips about
Samuel Chotzinoff’s "Toscanini; An Canadian events compared to 200
Intimate Portrait”
and Booton in the prior year. “However,” em¬
Herndon's. “Bergdorf’s On The phasized the report, “this year the
Plaza” for March release; Berlioz’s
newsreels
dramatized
the
im¬
“Evenings With The Orchestra”
for April, and Rosalyn Krokover’s portant part played by Canadians
"New Borzoi Book of Ballets” for in world affairs.” Both Metro (via
Telenews) and 20th-Fox (via its
May.
UP tv reel) covered Canada with
additional footage on tv news
shows.
Roundup of Cooperation Project
accomplishments since 1948 shows
Continued from page 2
that the five American newsreels
Rose’s actual salary from Webb & in these years carried 1,179 items
about Canada and Canadians; 123
Knapp is $12,000 annually.
Report the Gilberts: "Charles C. shorts, nearly half of them in col¬
Moskowitz made a patient presid¬ or, were made and/or released by
ing officer” at the 1955 meeting major U. S. distribs and 153 sub¬
of Loew’s and “James Fuller, Rosa- jects either went on location in
land Mia Copping, Judge Louis Canada or dealt with. Canadian
Goldstein of the Lowenstein Foun¬ characters and contained Canadian
dation and Saul E. Rogers all had references. The total number of
a fair chance to be heard.” Spy- features lensed in their entirety
ros Skouras at 20th-Fox “talked ip Canada since 1948 runs to 15.
the right length of time, allocated Canada has no feature-producing
the proper amount of it to discus¬ industry of its own.

Gilbert Bros.

At present, three of Hollywood and Vine's four corners are occupied
by what passes for skyscrapers in California. Due to the hazards of
sudden earthquakes, 12 stories are about as high as building inspec¬
tors believe it is safe for people to fall, even when cushioned by a
concentrate of industrial gases.
But in sketches released by the Hollywood C of C, the Equitable
Bldg, has been cut down to about six stories and the Taft Bldg, to
about three.
I rather suspect this is an architectural liberty taken
by those who think a drawing board is a beauty shop.
This Way to Vegas
In these sketches (presumably passed by the board of public works)
the Laemmle Corner which has been used for years by a series of
eateries and is now occupied by Hody’s, retains its two story status
quo. Do they intend to eliminate the billboard on its roof, a decora¬
tion which has brought the estate more profit than the below-deck
beaneries? (At present it is used to tell people to get out of the smog
and spend their dough at the Las Vegas Sahara.)
Most discussed feature, however, has been the replacement of the
current pavements by multi-colored sidewalks, with bronze star-shaped
insets bearing caricatures and legends about the town’s more noted
living and dead. For those who may be too overcome after walking
on Clark Gable’s priceless pan, benches will be provided. These will
look like striped awnings but they will actually be benches. N<5 faces
can be spat upon. Spitting on sidewalks is a public offense even now.
There are, of course, sidewalk benches there presently, but they
are prosaic things advertising mortuary or other heavy industries. The
new benches presumably will be tout a fait moderne—all glamor and
no commercials.
Glamorized Trash Cans?
Still, the town expects some trash, and will have cans sexed up and
made so colorful and alluring that no peasant can resist the tempta¬
tion to throw his chew’ing gum in them, instead of on the faces of
film stars to be picked up on the soles of some passing hee'ls.
The directional signs at the four corners will be in the shape of
stars and they will tell popeyed peasants how far it is to the various
studios, which naturally will have put up barbed-wire entanglements
against the invasion long before the Hollywood and Vine signs are
up. This is known as a combined operational brushoff.
A series.pt.voutdpoxj).hgne_.bqath& oJ. varying .cqlpjs. [for those who
can’t "read but are not color-blind) are going to be installed. " Just.Yvhat
merchant will be the patsy for this telephonic caprice has not been"
announced. But I suspect there will be some jockeying to have some
other guy’s display windows messed up by outdoor phone booths for
people who don’t even come in for a coke.
Though this glamorizing of a- well-publicizecT corner seems well set,
it is by no means a sure thing. The board of public works has said,
"Give these guys the works,” but they still have to hold public hear¬
ings to see how to spread the rap for all this ballyhoo. It is said the
caricatures in bronze will be privately financed. Whether that means
the stars themselves, if living, will be tapped when it is explained
to them that they can take it off their income taxes as a publicity
charge, or whether it means fan clubs are going to pay for the images,
I don’t know, and don’t intend to find out. Let the City News chase
that one down.
Faces to Walk On
There will be about 2.400 cinematic names thus immortalized as
a starter and by grudgingly adding from radio and television, the num¬
ber is expected to climb to around 4.400. From then on, the number
of notables worthy of having their faces walked* on is expected to run
about 190 per annum. Lest some peasants slip and crack their coxii,
a special abrasive is to be added to the bronze, thereby reducing prat¬
falls to the lowest possible scene-stealing level.
The calm way these entrepreneurs go about ignoring the smog that
is increasingly messing up their lives is one more proof of the triumph
of hope over experience. They are even planning to grow flowers be¬
tween the traffic lanes, though right now there are suits aggregating
millions of dollars for the destruction of flora and fauna from L. A.—
made smog.
One Larry Pringle, prez of a landed proprietor’s guild, figures it
will take $321,000 to sex up the sidewalks and another $120,000 to
give the inert ensemble proper lighting. The sidewalks are planned
to be in alternate squares of light and dark brown. (This seems like
a great plug for Miller’s .Beer flashing on top of the Taft Bldg.). Be¬
tween the light and dark brown blocks will be bands of turquoise,
W'hfch makes, me suspect that the third sex is back of the w'hole thing.
In one of the sketches, an electric arch jaywalking above Hollywood
and Vine, well lighted and high enough to miss any heavy trucks,
seemecl to be going back to the Crystal Palace era of hideousness
to gain an arresting effect.
If this contribution to civic adornment
goes through, I’m asking for a tax rebate and ought to get enough
lawyers who passed their course in art and esthetics to take on the
case for the filing fee—a small cover charge of about $10.
Billy Mitchell of Tinsel Town
Having recently looked upon the area'with the clear eye of a re¬
buffed native who had been refreshed by a sojourn in the desert, I
can say that nothing, but nothing, can save Hollywood Blvd. from going,
the way of all ghost towns. The shopping booms around Crenshaw
Blvd. and Santa Barbara, San Fernando Valley and Westwood, winch
looks like a film set come true, have taken the play and the trade
away from Hollywood.
Even the major ttf* outlets have moved far
from, Hollywood and Vine, one to Gilmore Island and the other to Bur¬
bank. Warners, Universal, MGM and 20th-Fox are so far from H & V
as to require visas and passports.
Years ago, stars used to promenade on the boulevard because the
shops w’ere convenient to their homes on Whitley Heights and, in many
cases, on the flatlands itself. But Whitley Heights was sliced to bits
to make a freeway and the lowlands have given way to tw'o-story apart¬
ments where once estates of stars were the object of gawkers.
So Hollywood and Vine, like the Appian Way, is fighting the march
of history. Tin Christmas trees, all-year bright lights, faces on side¬
walks and candy-striped benches, won’t save it.
Not as long as
the peasants will not take up arms and run the destroyers of their
once-vaunted climate out of the newly-developed smog manufacturing
areas and into the wide Pacific. Without that revolt they are doomed,
like the much advertised tapeworn, to die by inches. R.I.P. to Glamor
Town, U. S. A.
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Miller with an appreciation dinner
«
Fox, vet burlesque im¬
v (Temple Bar 5014-9952)
presario, in from Milwaukee, again
John B. Grindley named man¬
in quest of „a theatre to house ager of Columbia’s export service
burley shows.
department.
“Modem Jazz for ’56,
with
John Wayne due today (Wed.)
Chris Connors, Modern Jazz Quar¬ and attending tomorrow’s preem
tet, Don Shirley Duo and Herbie of “The Conqueror.”
Mann, played Lyceum one-nighter,
The Ben Henrys sailed last week
St. Paul Auditorium gets ‘ Ice- on a seven-week cruise to Indo¬
capades” March 15-21 while Ships- nesia. The John Abbotts left on
tad-Johnson “Ice Follies” plays trip to South America.
annual engagement at Arena here
Max Wall, currently starring in
March 29-April 15.
the Coliseum production of “Pa¬
By Guy Livingston
jama Game,” starts his own tv
Alan Dale current at Blinstrub’s.
series next Sunday (5).
Mayfair featuring first revue,'
West End scoreboard: the Folies
Bergere hit its 500th performance “Pink and Pretty,” a Bob Conrad
By Gene Moskowitz
last week, and the Palladium revue production.
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944)
Dorothy Sarnoff in for guest ap¬
reached the 300 mark.
Line Renaud getting a disk prize,
Walter Putter in from America pearance at March of Dimes dinner
for her “Miss Banjo” pressing.
for confabs with Nat Miller on the at Somerset Hotel.
Gene Krupa and his quartet did
Moscow Circus will play Pans at launching of their dual-purpose
three nights at George Wein’s
the Palais Des Sports early in 16m Vidoscope anamorphic lens.
The Metro contingent, headed Storyville to big biz last week.
April.
. .
Billy
Kelly
current
at
the
1 U. S. Negro revue, “Jazz Train, ’ by Sam Eckman Jr., heads, for
halting its run because non-pay¬ Hollywood next week to attend Frolics in Revere. Local comic
company’s international conven¬ also signed for Las Vegas stint.
ment of the salaries.
Benny Goodman’s new band and
Jazz is taking over at music halls tion.
Alexander (Sandy) Mackendrick, trio booked for one nighter in
here with Lionel Hampton at the
Olympia and Sidney Bechet at the director of latest Alec Guinness Bradford Hotel grand ballroom
starrer, “The Ladykillers,” planed Friday (3)^
Alhambra.
Lyric Productions took over Fine
Josephine Baker opened a hotel out for New York yesterday (Tues.)
and cabaret on her estate in Dor¬ to attend Sutton 'Theatre preem Arts Theatre to give Boston its
first stock company in years. Set
dogne, southern France. Nitery is there.
Duchess of Kent and Princess to open March 1.
called La Guingette.
will
attend
charity
Les Brown band with Gary
. J. M. Synge’s “Playboy of the Alexandra
Western World” will be staged at preem of “Man Who Never Was” Crosby started one nighters in this
Theatre Gramont by the Rene Du¬ at the Carleton March 14. Proceeds area yesterday (Tues.) at the Com¬
puis Co. next month, with Lila will go to the Navy League and modore in Lowell.
Sea Cadet Corps.
Kedrova in a lead role.
Alec Guinness, who returned
First French bigscale western is
now shooting with writing and di¬ last week from Hollywood, where
rection. Called “Les Truands” (The he filmed opposite Grace Kelly,
By Fred Woodress
Vagrants), pic stars Eddie Cons-an- held court at a press reception and
Three weeks of events started
tine,
Jean Richard and
Yves expressed his admiration for the
Monday (31) foy annual Birming¬
superb efficiency of Hollywood.
Robert.
ham Arts Festival.
Recent publicity in re Grace
Bill Haley, the Platters and Roy
Kelly’s forthcoming marriage to
Hamilton at Auditorium Sunday
the Prince of Monaco has helped
(29) for two shows.
biz for “To Catch A Thief” (Par),
Arnie Halo Duo opened Thurs¬
By Hans Saaltirik
now in its fifth week at five big
day (26) at the Mirror Lounge of
(Phone: Amsterdam 56316)
firstruns.
“Jazz At The Philharmonic” will the Dinkler-Tutwiler.
Recent number of circus aerial
Lili Gentle, 20th-Fox starlet dis¬
accidents has the Society of Cir¬ play at the Concertgebouw Feb. 25.
Pianist Hans Henkemans will do covered here last summer, back last
cuses and Music Halls demanding
that all acts use nets. Many entries a concert in Salzburg during the week for March of Dimes Telethon
on WABT and WAPI.
are against it for they feel it will Mozart Festival.
Slate Bros, with Beverly Mas¬
Anouilh’s new play, “Ornifle,”
lower their asking price; also make
ters, Miss Miami Beach of 1955,
will
be
played
by
Paul
Steenbergen
for money outlays for nets and for
wind up two weeks at Carmichael’s
less showmanship. Death of trapez- with the Haagse Comedie.
The Hoofdstad Operette, which Saturday (28). The Mathony’s due
ist Hemades at Cirque D’Hiver
is doing Austrian operettas, is in Monday for two weeks.
brought this on.
invited to Israel to perform “Hor’
Mein Lied, Violetta.”
A Dutch play, by Martie Verdenius and Hans Keuls, will be
By Maxwell Sweeney
produced in Watford (England)
By Hans Hoehn
(22 Farney Pk.; Dublin 684506)
Feb. 13 as “Talk Of The Townhall.”
(76-02-64)
....
Tele
-scripter - John- Jowett- in.Johan..de Meester,. dir.ec,tor_of iheSeveral ..concerts- to--honor -theNederlandse Comedie, will produce from London on writing chore.
200tfi anni of Mozart’s anni will
Radio Eireann will air festival
Shakespeare’s
“Troilus
And
Cresbe held here later this month.
of George Bernard Shaw plays this
Protestant Film Guild of Ger¬ sida” in Brussels for Theatre Na¬ summer.
many picked the German film, tional.
Tommy Loftus signed for war¬
Wolfgang Staudte’s Dutch pic
“Alibi,” as best film of January.
“Ciske Ratface” has been seen in bling tour of USAF Western Ger¬
Cornel Borchers arrived here to
Holland by 1,500,000 since October. man bases.
synchronize her role in Universal’s
Lord Mayor of Dublin, Dennis
Rights are sold to Austria, Ger¬
“Never Say Good-bye” into Ger¬
many, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Larking, okayed “Helen of Troy”
man.
(WB) for civic charity preem.
Denmark, Norway and Israel.
Italy’s prize-winning documenta¬
Moira Lister back to London
ry, “The Lost Continent,” now past
after personal appearance at “In¬
its sixth week at the Astor, still
terrupted Melody” (M-G) preem
doing extraordinary biz.
in Dublin.
Rank's “The Young Lovers,”
Cyril Cusack planed to London
By Ray Feves
first shown here at the Film Festi¬
Peggy Mann, Charley Chaney, for role in “Jacqueline” which Roy
val and officially preemed Aug. 30
Baker
is lensing at Pinewood for
Les Marcellis and Los-Zeas held
at local Kiki, now running here (at
organization.
Cusack
is
for second week at Amato’s Supper Rank
Studio) in German language.
Club. Deep River Boys inked to mulling staging Sean O’Casey’s
Pix currently playing the local
“The
Bishop’s
Bonfire”
in*
London
GI cinema circuit include “Love follow.
Dorothy Kirsten will appear in later this year.
Me Or Leave Me” (M-G), “Running
“Traviata” at the Auditorium Feb.
Wild” tU), “Count Three and Pray”
10 with the Northwest Grand Opera
(Col) “The Virgin Queen” (20th)
Co. Troupe will also play Seattle,
and “Big Knife” (UA).
Spokane, and Vancouver, B.C.
By Walt Christie
Italy’s “La Donna del Fiume”
Frankie Laine, Vickie Young,
(P.O. Box 3080; 5-7911)
and “Pane, Amore e Gelosia” and
Clark Bros., Curtis Marionettes
Marcel E. Cailliet, who managed
the German pix, “The Barrings,”
and George Arnold’s Orchestra set KIKI for two years, now in charge
“The Last Man” and “Major and
for A1 Learman’s 1956 Home Show of Lincoln auto sales in Honolulu.
the Steers,” were the most-screened
at
Pacific
International
Bldg.,
Betty Smyser,
KGMB
inter¬
features in Germany’s eight key
March 23-April 1.
viewer, is writing weekly tele and
cities in December.
Hugh Beckett, manager of Moore radio column for Honolulu StarTheatre in Seattle and legit booker Bulletin.
for Portland, pencilled in “Damned
Harold L., Marques, chief engi¬
Yankees” for Portland Aud. and neer at KHBC, Hilo, is new man¬
his Moore Theatre in Seattle next ager at that station, replacing G.
By Ramsay Ames
May. He just returned from a biz Tracy Thrumston, resigned.
(Castellana Hilton; 372200)
trip to N. Y. on legit bookings.
Orchid Room at Waikiki has
Britain’s. Lawrence Harvey here
switched to vaude format, With
to attend preem of “Romeo and
emphasis
on strippers and “ex¬
Juliet” at Coliseum.
otics.” Reuben Yap quartet backs
Castellana Hilton’s Rendezvous
the
acts.
now has Spanish terper Pepita
By Frank Scully
James A. Washburn named pro¬
Pecellin and Los Monteros trio.
(Tel. 4077)
Jean Anouilh is busy writing in
Julie Taurog helping the Heart gram manager of new All-Islands
Television Network, composed of
France on screen adaptation of Fund drive.
“Arsen Lupin”; Rene Clair may
Danny Kaye threatening to write KONA, Honolulu, and KMVI-TV,
Maui Island.
direct.
a col for local columnist.
Steve Cochran off for Copenha¬
Charley Farrell pitching for
gen, and then home. He will be town grocer for congress.
back to do his “Madrigal” later
Edgar Eisenhower, Ike’s brother,
in year.
shot an 80 in Senior tourney.
By Bill Steif
The’Francis Lederers, now that
Cathedral City wants no part of
Mime
Marcel
Marceau
says
he’s finished his chore in Ray annexation to Palm Springs.
American audiences are among the
Milland’s “Lisbon,” here for a bit
Arthur Blake back at Chi Chi, most appreciative.
of touristing.
where it all began years ago.
Burlesque dancer Evelyn West
Luis Escobar's “Fuera es de
Bob Considine, insurance shill, was served with a libel-suit sum¬
Noche” (Outside It’s Nighttime) in in for convention, with Millie.
mons at the El Rey, Oakland.
preparation for staging for first
Alice Faye convalescing from an
San Jose lawyer James Boccardo
time in coming season here.
appendectomy at Thunderbird.
has set up a film-production firm
Director J. A. Bardem to start a
Jan Stewart featured with Alvino to do Stephen Longstreet’s “City
film soon with Betsy Blair; con¬ Rey Quintet at Howard Manor.
of Women” in Germany.
cerns tribulations of an American
Ted Mossman playing his hit
Chairman of the 1956 fund drive
girl stranded in a small Spanish tunes and others at the El Mirador. of the San Francisco Symphony
pueblo.
Ann Hathaway pencilled in for Foundation is James Schwabacher
Marta Toren here for start of two weeks of chirping at the Ross- Jr., a tenor with the Frisco Opera.
Spanish-Italian coproduction, "Let¬ more.
Convicts of San Quentin donated
ter to Sara.” Director Claudio
Rhonda Fleming and Peter Law- 100 pints of blood to the Theatrical
Gora and producer Darius Saba- ford autographing around tennis Federation of San Francisco in
tello are currently scouting Madrid courts. »
gratitude for the five-hour show
and .nearby areas for locations.
Eddie Cantor taped ah interview1 the federation'gave the cons. ‘

6.
I March
Charlie

Robert Taylor arriving from the
Coast Feb. 20 for interviews and
bally on “The Last Hunt/'
Thrush Gayle Andrews appointed
banquet manager of the. Rustic
Cabin, Englewood, N. J., nitery.
James P. Ryan elected, a v.p. of
Donahue & Coe, ad agency spe¬
cializing in amusement industry
accounts.
Associated Motion Picture Ad¬
vertisers launches its 40th year
Feb. 1 with a closed meeting at the
Hotel Piccadilly.
Women’s Assn, of Allied Bever¬
ages Industries contributed $1,450
to the Variety Club Foundation to
Combat Epilepsy.
N. Y. Press Photographers Assn,
holding its 27th annual dinnerdance and entertainment March 17
at the Hotel Plaza.
Bill Danziger checking out of
Metro after completing a special
assignment on national promotion
for “I’ll Cry Tomorrow.
Mattiwilda Dobbs, Negro colora¬
tura soprano, flies to London today
(Wed.) to sing 14 performances at
the Royal Opera, Covent Garden.
Frederick Fell Inc. bringing out
“How to Dance the Cha-Cha-Cha”
by Guy Barry, Long Island terp
school operator and music pub¬
lisher.
Arthur Knight, film critic of the
The Saturday Review, will conduct
a 15-week course on the “The Film
and Its Related Arts” at the New
School.
George J. Epp. veteran Univer¬
sal homeoffice projectionist, feted
at a luncheon on his retirement
after 38 years of service with the
company.
Dorothy Ross named director of
■of publicity for the “Exposition of
Progress,” running at the down¬
town Wanamaker Building March
25-April 1.
Magico Milbourne Christopher
has written and published a book¬
let, “Panorama of Prestidigitators”
illustrated with old prints, play¬
bills and lithographs.
Gallic singer Jacques Douai in¬
troduced to American audiences at
a cocktail party given by French
Ambassador to the UN and Mme.
Herve Alphand, Monday (30).
Ann Higginbotham, editor of
Photoplay mag, planed to the Coast
Mon. (30) to finalize preparations
for the publication’s 12th annual
Gold Medal Award Banquet Feb.
9 at the Beverly Hilton Hotel.
Dancer-choreographer Geoffrey
Holder, before his departure for
..Italy to. do the choreography forthe Flaubert film, “Salumbo,” will
have a one-man exhibition of his
paintings of Trinidad at the Barone
Gallery, N. Y.
Don Cossack Choir, The Amandis, Danish acrobatic troupe; The
Six Cocktail Ladies, femme acro¬
batic turn; The Manhattans, dance
duo, and French actress Margue¬
rite Dulce in from Europe last
week on the Liberte.
Jean
Leon
Destine,
dancerchoreographer, and his Haitian
Dance Group, sailed for Europe
last week on the Liberte. Arriving
Monday (30) on the Queen Eliza¬
beth were violinist Yehudi Menu¬
hin and the Marquise de Cuevas.
New York’s Cinema Lodge of
B’nai B’rith holding its third lunch¬
eon membership meeting of the
1955-56 season at Toots Shot’s to¬
morrow (Thurs.), with Dr. Arthur
Lelyveld, national director of B’nai
B'rith Hillel Foundations, as speak¬
er.
Arthur Israel Jr.,” secretary of
DuMont Broadcasting Corp., last
week was elected secretary of
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories
Inc. replacing Bernard Goodwin.
Latter resigned due to pressure of
duties in his post as prez of Du¬
Mont Broadcasting.
Redbook Magazine gave its 17th
annual award “for the most dis¬
tinguished contributions to the mo¬
tion picture industry and the excellance of their 1955 product” to
Pore Schary and Metro. Ann
Blyth, representing the studio, re¬
ceived the award on Ed Sullivan’s
tv show Sunday (29).

Minneapolis
By Les Rees
Pianist Artur Rubinstein here
for concert.
Gene Eyman orch into St. Paul
Hotel Lowry.
Joe Shea back with “C&n Can”
at the Lyceum.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre pre¬
senting “George and Margaret.”
Pianist Claudio Arrau soloist
with Minneapolis Symphony orch.
Pianist Carman Cavallaro con¬
tinuing at Hotel Radisson Flame
Room.
Minneapolis Star-Tribune drama
crlc to New York next month to
cover the Broadway shows.
Burton Holmes Travelogues
series set for five St. Paul Audito¬
rium Sunday afternoons, starting
Feb. 19.
Northwest Variety club honor¬
ing past Chief Barker LeRoy J.

with Guy Knight of KPAL; sang,
too, of course.
Ginny Simms, Roberta Lynn,
Charlie O’Curran and Tom Neal
repped Hollywood at swank Play¬
house
opening and subsequent
dinner dance.
“Palm Springs Villager” pitching
to get thinking out of 18th century
and into the 20th Century , by mov¬
ing prez and cabinet to desert
resort for winter.

Boston

Paris

Birmingham

Amsterdam

!

Ireland

Berlin

Portland, Ore. '

Honolulu

Madrid

Palm Springs

San Francisco

Hollywood
pe^FebUe2r3. WU1 fete Hedda H»PGeorge pkl bedded at home with
dislocated sacroiliac.
n
Marshall Berle, Phil’s son, makes
his telebow on KOP . Friday (3) S
Greg Bautzer named chairman
of the 1956 Heart Fund Drive in
Bevhills.
• *
in
Elizabeth Taylor home from hospital and recuping from flu and
sinus infection.
Maury Calder left Jaffe Agency
to head the picture department of
Lester Salkow Agency.
Danny Mann in town for a
month before leaving for Japan to
start* “Teahouse of August Moon”
Harry M. and Jack L. Warner
gifted Cedars of Lebanon Hospital
with $32,000 for Silver Anni cam¬
paign.
Writer Corey Ford injured in
auto collision, in which restaurauteur
Dave
Chasen received
minor injuries.
Roy Rogers and Dale Evans ap¬
pointed
chairmen
of
National
Safety.. Council’s Motion Picture,
Radio and Television Committee.
Chet Huntley won 1955 Hollzer
Memorial Award of L. A. Jewish
Community Council for outstand¬
ing service in fostering under¬
standing among religious and ra¬
cial groups.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway
Donald Cook starring in “King
Of Hearts” at Coconut Grove Play¬
house, with Ronnie Graham fea¬
tured.
.
.
Hal March and Sammy Davis Jr.
due in Saturday to head annual
Police & Firemen’s all-star benefit
Sunday (5).
Cerebral Palsy Telethon grossed
close to $420,000 in donations and
pledges. WTVJ carried program
for 26 hours.
Vaughn Monroe heads up gala
auction Friday (3) for Variety
Children’s Hospital benefit at the
Fontainebleau.
Ex-middleweight
champ
Jake
LaMotta featured in “Born Yes¬
terday” at the. Roney Plaza Surf
Room last weekend.
Empress Hotel entered its new
cafe in the oceanfront poshery cir¬
cuit with Jerry Lester and Connie
Boswell as initial attractions for
week beginning Feb. 2.
The Earl Wilsons, Louis Sobols,
JQorothy. Kilgallen-and- Dick.. KoHmar, Doug. Watts and Mel Heimer
on press junket at the new Eden
Roc, guided by tub-thumper Bill
Doll.

By Hal V. Cohen
Theatre owner Sam Gould and
his wife celebrate their silver wed¬
ding anni.
National Folk Ballet of Yugo¬
slavia
gives
concert
at
Syria
Mosque Feb. 12.
Lions Club of her home town,
Smithton, honored Shirley Jones
at a testimonial dinner.
Playhouse actress Marianne Boes
off to join acting company of Palm
Tree Playhouse in Sarasota, Fla.
Tony Calderone, Twin Coaches
boniface, went home 47 pounds
lighter after five weeks in hospital.
Local comic Marty Allen and
his partner, Mitch De Wood, leave
for Australia next week with Nat
(King) Cole.
Variety Club will honor Danny
Kaye at a luncheon when he comes
here Friday (3), day his “Court
Jester” opens at the Penn.

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe
General Teleradio prexy Thomas
O’Neill in for preem of “The Con¬
queror.”
French pantomimist Marcel Mar¬
ceau booked into Shubert Theatre
week of Feb. 13.
Martha Raye requested a White
House
appointment
with
Mrs.
Eisenhower to launch National
Nephrosis drive, which she heads.
Producers William Perlberg and
George Seaton got Department of
Defense nod for “The Proud and
Profane” which team screened at
Pentagon.

Chicago
Jackie Heller opened at Linn
Burton’s Steakhouse last night
(Tues.).
, ,
Bill Lundigan in for a round of
appearances in behalf of the March
of Dimes. .
.
NBC board chairman- Sylvester
(Pat) Weaver addressed the Heart
Fund kickoff banquet last night
(Tues.).
,
.
Don Pryor of the Washington
public relations firm of Wilson &
Pryor named to handle press and
radio-tv
publicity
for
national
SteVensoii-for-Preslident committee.
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NAT LEWIS
' Nat Lewis; 78, proprietor of the
Broadway specialty shop bearing
his name, died Jan. 26 at the Poly¬
clinic Hospital to which he was
taken following a heart attack
shortly before in his store.
His
fatal seizure came without prior
illness.
Lewis, a canny buyer for theat-1
rical clientele, knew thousands of
show people after some 40 years
on the street. He was one of the
first merchants ever to use the ad¬
vertising columns of Variety con¬
temporary with I. Miller and
Brooks Costume way before World
War. I.
Mrs. Lewis (Mollie) will continue
the business with Herbert Kraus
and Jack Slavitz as co-managers.
Also surviving ate two daughters,
two brothers and two sisters.
EUGENE H. EMMICK
Eugene H. Emmick^73, a foun¬
der of one of California’s major
theatre chains, died in San Fran¬
cisco Jan. 25 of a heart’ attack.
A native of Evansville, Ind., he
came to San Francisco in 1915 to
enter the film business and oper¬
ated exchanges in Frisco and Los
Angeles for a number of years.
In the 1920’s Emmick helped
found and became the president of
the Golden State Theatre & Realty
Corp. He was chief executive of
the company until it was sold in
1947 to form part of the United
California chain with houses from
Bakersfield to the Oregon border.
Emmick. a widower, retired six
years ago and thereafter devoted
much of his time to philanthropy,
especially the Frisco ^Variety
Club’s Blind Baby Foundation. He
leaves two brothers and a sister.
ERICH KLEIBER
Erich Kleiber, 65, Austrian-born
conductor, died Jan. 27 in Zurich,
Switzerland. He had made an early
reputation with the Court Theatre
Orchestra of Darmstadt, Germany,
in World War I. He later directed
the Prussian State Opera, then the
Berlin State Opera. In 1930 he
conducted the New York Philhar¬
monic-Symphony Orchestra in New
York and Philly appearances. Af¬
ter World War II, he established a
home in Argentina, but went to
East_Germany in. 1952.as.music jdjL-.l
rector of' the East Berlin Opera 1
House. He quit this position last
March. He had also been conduc¬
tor of the Havana Philharmonic
and had appeared at the Covent
Garden Opera House and the Hol¬
land Festival since the war.
His wife survives.

Nathan, died in his sleep Jan. 29
at his home in Baltimore.
A widower since 1933 and with
impaired speech and sight since a
stroke in 1948, Mencken was' one
ot the great influences of the era
of debunking in American letters.
A detailed news story appears on
page 4.
DAVID SNAPER
David Snaper, 73, head of David
Snaper Theatres of New Jersey,
died Monday (30) of a heart attack
while enroute from Little Rock,
Ark., to his home in New York. In
semi-retirement in recent years,
management of the theatres was
entrusted to his son, Wilbur, an
active leader in national and local
exhibitor affairs and a former
prexy of both National Allied and
the Allied Theatre Owners of New
Jersey.
Despite his semi-retirement sta¬
tus, Snaper made frequent appear¬
ances at his office in the Sardi
Building, N. Y. Services were held
yesterday at Riverside Chapel,
N. Y., and interment was at Mt.
Lebanon Cemetery in N. J.
. Wife, a daughter, and three
grandchildren are other survivors.
FRANCISCO HERNANDEZ
Francisco Hernandez, 78. veter¬
an Spanish actor, died recently of
a heart attack in Madrid. He was
stricken when leaving the Maria
Guerrero Theatre after an evening
performance; .
Starting his career in South
America, Hernandez first appeared
in Spain in 1915. He owned his
own repertory theatre with which
he toured Spanish and Portuguese
speaking countries.
His wife survives.
WILLIAM CLAYSON
William Clayson, 55, a 20th-Fox
booker in Minneapolis and em¬
ployed by that film* company for
36_ years, died Jan. 23 in Minne¬
apolis following a heart attack.
Initially, he handled advertising
and exploitation at the Minneapolis
branch.
His wife and a son survive.
AL BURKS
A1 Burks, 63, Warner Bros,
southwest- district "'’field "^xpluita-"
tion man who headquartered in
Dallas, died Jen. 23 in Rock Hill,
S. C., after a long Alness.'
His wife and son survive.

James Allan Noble, 48, composer
of orchestra leader Woody Her¬
man’s theme song, “Blue* Flame,”
and former pianist with Benny
JANE SEYMOUR
Jane Seymour, 57, an actress for Goodman and Isham Jones, died
more than 40 years on stage, Jan. 30 in Madison, Wis.
screen, radio and tv, died Jan. 30
Gerald Hess, master electrician
’•in New York. She began her ca¬ with
the road company of “Damn
reer in 1913 with the road show of Yankees,”
died of a heart attack
‘‘Within the Law.” By 1925 she
21 while taking the show out
had reached Broadway in ‘‘The Jan.
of
the
Shubert
Theatre at the end
Enemy,” which starred Fay Bainter.
Other plays in which she appeared of its week run in New Haven.
were “Remember the Day," “The
Adolph Frick, 72, retired Dallas
Women,” “The Moon is Down” musician,
died Jan. 24 in Dallas
and “Harriet.”
following
heart attack. He played
.. Her film credits included “Tom, with the aDallas
Symphony for a
Dick and Harry” and “Remember number
of
years
as solo cornetisj.
the Day.” She was heard on radio
in the serials “Claudia,” “Big Sis¬
Pedro Perez Fernandez, 71, play¬
ter” and “The Aldrich Family.” wright
and critic who, in collabo¬
She had also been a member of
Actors Equity Council for 15 years. ration with Pedro Munoz Seca,
wrote
more
than 150 plays and re¬
Sister and brother survive.
vues, died recently in Madrid.
OLIVE ROBERTS
Olive Roberts (Mrs. Annie Kerr),
67, Australian singer-pianist- and
former musical comedy actress,
died Jan. 12 in London. She ap¬
peared in revues and on radio in
Australia and England, and was
seen in a 1910 London production
of “Chu Chin Chtfw.”
At one time Miss Roberts man¬
aged a plantation in New Guinea.
A native of Melbourne, she was
the mother of Bill Kerr, Australian
actor-comedian, currently touring
Britain as a principal of Prince
Littler’s “Teahouse of the August
Moon.”

Mrs. Helen Dean Waldron
Clough, 64, wife of George Roy,
Clough and active in operation of
her husband’s radio station, KLUF,
died Jan. 13 in Galveston, Tex.

GEORGE HERWIG
George Herwig, veteran Pitts¬
burgh voice teacher who numbered
Dick Powell among his pupils
when latter was an emcee there
first at the Enright and then the
Stanley Theatre, died Jan. 18 in
that city. He had been a vocal
coach for more than 30 years, after
having studied at the Stem Con¬
servatory in Berlin. A member of
many Pitt choirs himself, he was
also choral director for the Islam
Grotto in Pittsburgh.
He leaves his wife and a son.

Ciro Galvani, 88, Italian actor
who for years played opposite
Eleanora Duse, died Jan. 28 in
Castel San Pietro, Italy.

William Becker, 72, stagehand
and electrician at the Shubert The¬
atre, Chicago, for over 40 years,
died Jan. 25 in that city. Survived
by wife,, daughter and a son.
Clifford Call, 60, sound engineer
who had been with Warners for 16
years, died t Jan. 21 in Burbank,
Cal. His wife, son and daughter
survive.

Mother, 74, of Edward M. Seay,
advertising and public relations
director of New York’s Plaza Hotel,
died Jan. 29 in New York.
Mother, 89, of Ned E. Williams,
editor of Jhe Chicago Unlimited
radio-television talent and service
directory, died Jan. 21 in Omaha.

James J. Hanewald, 39, owner of
the Linden night club, Columbus,
H. L. MENCKEN
died
Jan. 25 in that city. A brother
Henry L. Mencken, 75, critic,
essayist and former editor of the and one niece survive.
American Mercury Magazine in
Charles- Tbaokwyay, 86-r former,
eollabqr.^ipn., jv.ith. • George .Jean
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musical director of the Scarbor¬ columnist and radio-tv commenta¬
ough (Eng.) Opera House, died re¬ tor, Irv Kupcinet, from their, open¬
cently in that city.
ing-night list last summer, and the
tabu reportedly still stands. In that
Harry M. Wilkinson, 61, veteran case, like last night’s incident in¬
film projectionist, died Jan. 24 in volving Norton and Clarke here,
Chicago. His wife, two sons and a Kupcinet
has, obtained
seats
daughter survive.4
through -other channels.
There
have
been
numerous
Shu¬
Robert S. Gardner, 65, owner of
Gardner Theatre Service Inc., died bert bans against critics and col¬
umnists
in
New
York.
Targets
have
Jan. 25 in Chicago. His wife and
incdluded the
late Alexander
brother survive.
Woollcott, then with the N. Y.
Larry Bodkin, 78, brother of Times; columnist Walter Winchell,
Tom* Bodkin, veteran legit com¬ columnist Leonard Lyons and, of
pany manager, died Jan. 19 in course, the longstanding blackball
of Variety. In not a -single case,
Pittsburgh.
however, has the nix succeeded.
Severo Uiiverri, 78, former op¬
eretta and revue star, died recent¬
ly in Madrid. His wife'survives.

Admen on Panels

Jose Justino Teixeira Botelho,
92, Portuguese playwright and au¬ S—iZmii Conlinved from pag« 1 5=5;
thor, died Jan. 17 in Lisbon.
deal,” expresses the attitude of the
pro and admen believe that by and
Constance Lightman, concert art¬ large^only pros appear on panels.
ist, died recently in ingatestone,
“Robert Hutchins and Adlai Stev¬
Eng.
_
enson are two of the most articu¬
late men in the world. They live
by manipulating words and ideas,”
was one comment, with the snap¬
per, “You can’t go to the wailing
ssmi
Continued from page 1
wall for democracy if some report¬
of course, didn’t cover the merits of ers enjoy the chance to challenge
the London import in Jiis column ’em. Neither guy can plead inno¬
in today’s (Tues.) issued
cence.”
Norton, who hadn’t gotten to his
New Republic’s report that Adlai
office by press deadline today,
could not be reached for direct Stevenson was “depressed” after
comment on the situation, but appearing on “Face the Nation”
lobby report during intermission panel was answered with the ques¬
last night was that he would buy tion “Didn’t Jake Arvey credit
seats for future openings at Shu¬ Stevenson’s 1952 nomination to a
bert houses. Clarke,, also planning panel show?” This was a reference
to buy his tickets, remarked of the to “Meet the Press,” which has
Shubert ban, “I don’^give a damn.” been a big make'r-of-headlines,
Before coming to Boston 17 years among these when Senator Bilbo
ago. Clarke was city editor of the once angrily shouted he was a Ku
Kluxer and when the Dean of Can¬
N. Y. Mirror.
Besides being the oldest Hub terbury, Hewlett Johnson, ducked
critic in point of service, Norton is the tv version after sampling the
the most severe in his critical radio version. Real history was
standard. That has been particu¬ made on “Press” when Whittaker
larly true of late, with most of the Chambers, without Congressional
other local aisle-sitters tending in¬ immunity, called Alger Hiss of the
creasingly to praise almost every¬ Carnegie Foundation a Communist.
One adman comment: “The New
thing and write careful non-com¬
mittal notices for obviously bad Republic complains in a very , im¬
polite article that May. Craig and
shows.
The fact that Norton’s outspoken Larry Spivak were not polite to
opinions have made him the out¬ professional politicians. Who’s kidstanding Boston critic, virtually the iding?”
only one taken seriously by the
trade, has not spared him the re¬
sentment of those (especially au.thors and producers) whose shows
he has rapped. That there may
, Continued from page 1 mmm—
also have been some reader com¬
plaints was indicated in his Sunday Syndication Inc., for use on a
column of a week ago (Jan, 22), in network basis and for station-towhich he made the disclaimer that Station sale. The RKO backlog,
producers rather than bad reviews comprising 740, films and costing
C&C $15,200,000, is being sold di¬
are responsible for tryout flops.
The final incident that sparked rectly to stations. An ABC spokes¬
the Shubert reprisal against Norton man said that the discussions had
was the latter’s column last Sunday embraced a sale of a smaller, “re¬
(29), reprising his opening-night stricted” package, too, but that a
panvof the tryout, “Ponder Heart,” deal for the entire backlog was en¬
although praising David Wayne’s tirely possible.
performance as star. Clarke drew • Warners already is involved in
the Shubert ire by breaking the tv programming via ABC-TV with
news locally of the scheduled fold its hourlong weekly “Warner Bros.
several weekSs ago of the musical Presents,” on which the network
tryout, “Amazing Adele.”
and film company are currently
In both qases, Mike Cavanaugh, dickering a renewal pact for next
general manager for the? Shuberts fall. The feature film deal, how¬
in Boston, visited the papers to pro¬ ever, is something entirely sepa¬
test. Norton was not in the office rate and apart. Films produced
when he called, so he took his beef after 1948 would, not be included
to Post managing editor J. J. Mur¬ for two reasons, the first being the
phy, who reportedly listened to the high cost of clearance payments to
tale of woe but insisted on the the American Federation of Musi¬
paper’s right to comment frankly cians and the Screen Actors Guild,
on shows, both daily and Sunday.
the second being a desire by the
(It could not be learned in
film company to establish a theaNew York whether the Nortontres-to-tv “clearance” period. ABC
Clarke banning had been or¬
has been the-’most , active network
dered or even approved by the
in feature film acquisitions, having
' Shubert homeoffice. However,
bought up last year alone a total
* it has been common knowledge
of 139 top British films from the
among pressagents and com-J. Arthur Rank Organization.

Shuberis Bar Critic

Warners’ ABC Beal

pany managers that Cavanaugh
has been_ indignant for years
over Norton’s
“destructive”
reviews.—Ed.)

This double-ban by the Shuberts
is their first such action in Boston
in some years. A decade or so ago
they blackballed Alexander Wil¬
liams, then music critic of the
Herald. There is also supposed to
have been an “incident” involving
Herald drama critic Elinor Hughes
(whose reviews tend to be mild)
several years ago, but is under¬
stood to have been patched up by
the paper without an open battle.
Norton is also said to have been
approached several years ago by a
delegation of local stagehands, urg¬
ing him to temper his reviews, but
nothing specific came of it. How¬
ever, the late George Holland, of
the American, was barred by the
Shuberts for an extended period,
but he retaliated by having himself
appointed a deputy fireman, there¬
by having free access to all theatres
and enabling him to needle the
management about strict observ¬
ance of fire regulations.
. The ShuhertS'iiemoved a Chicago

Bora Maugham
mm Continued from page 2

-

ment) song. This song is not only
mentioned, but usually quoted.
Do you wonder that I feel a lit¬
tle bit on the "sore” side this morn¬
ing? Especially after reading Jack
Gould’s column re the Dinah Shore
show—“but the most pleasant sur¬
prise was the special numbers,
which reminded a viewer of how
incredibly little new lyric writing
is done for tv.” Lyrics are my
forte!
Perhaps I’m in the wrong busi¬
ness? Leo Durocher was hired, at
a fabulous figure, to chew gum on
tv. His only qualification for en¬
tering MY business came from
being married to an actress. Do
you think I should find myself a
nice, old ballplayer and get
hitched?
Show business is a crazy busi¬
ness! (No copyright).
}-,.■! •
Dora Maugham >

Expand ‘Fedsral’ Idea
• 1

Continued from

page

1

ington should have a civic auditori¬
um seating between 6,000 and 20-,000.. a. legitimate theatre to seat
about 1,800; a large presidential
hall in which presidents would be
inaugurated, a music and fine arts
center; a tourist bureau and a huge
amphitheatre or grand, court which
would accommodate iOO.OOO per¬
sons.
The commission requested that
its life, slated to expire Feb. 1, be
extended for three additional
months and that it be given an
operating fund of $150,000 to con¬
tinue its work.
Among commission members at¬
tending were Robert W. Dowling,
president of City Investing Co.,
vice-chairman of the commission;
Barney Balaban, chairman of its
site and planning committee; and
Barney Breeskin, D. C. orchestra
leader.- George Murphy, also a
member, was not present.

American Legion
Continued

from

page

2

a spokesman for Otto Preminger
pointed out that the book was writ¬
ten in 1950 and that, since its ac¬
quisition for filming, nothing had
been heard from the Legion.
“Isn’t it a little late for those boys
to suddenly discover the Commu¬
nist angle?,” he asked. “And
wouldn’t it be more realistic to
judge the picture itself rather than
to attack it on the basis of the
political record of the man who
wrote the story on which it is
based?”
Similar comment came in con¬
nection with the “Blackboard Jun¬
gle” incident at last year’s Venice
fest. It took the American Legion
five months to “discover” it, and
the writer never bothered to pre¬
sent both sides of tfie case.

MARRIAGES
Audrey Rosenthal to Charles
Reictoblum, Pit'.sburgh, Jan. 25.
He’s a sportscaster at WJAS.
Gloria Votsis to Philip D. Luckenbill, Los Angeles, Jan. 28. Bride
is a talent agent.
Cicily Bostwick to Robert Dana
Horan, Cleveland, Jan. 21. He’s
news director WSAZ-TV; bride’s a
reporter for Cleveland News.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Whitesell,
son, White Plains, N. Y., Jan. 24.
Father is production supervisor at
Transfilm Inc., film producers.
Mr. and. Mrs. Geoffrey Leighton,
daughter, Oakville, Ont., Jan. 14.
Mother is actress Betty Leighton.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Radin,
daughter, Boston, Jan. 4. Father
is freelance tv scripter and con¬
tinuity writer.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Breen, son, Palo
Alto, Calif., Jan. 11. Father is with
sales staff of KRONrTV, San Fran¬
cisco.
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Hurley,
daughter, Worcester, Mass., Jan.
25. Mother (Eugenia Columbus)
was formerly with NBC, Washing¬
ton; father is general manager of
WNEB, Worcester.
Mr. and Mrs. George Rodman,
daughter, Chicago, Jan. 24. Father
is Chi ABC’s assistant public rela¬
tions director.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Rio, son,
Burbank, Cal., Jan. 25. Father is
an AGVA representative.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. (Cubby)
Broccoli, daughter, London, Jan.
22. Father is executive producer
at Warwick Productions.
Mr. and Mrs. Leighton Noble,
son; Hollywood, Jan. 23. Father is
a bandleader.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Parr,
daughter, Los Angeles, Jan. 26.
Mother is Madeline Parr, tv pro¬
ducer; father is in advertising.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Ansel, son,
Chicago. Jan. 12. Father is a sales¬
man at WMAQ there.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Williams,
daughter, Pittsburgh,' Jan. 26.
Father is publicity director of
KDKA radio.
Mr. and Mrs. Mead Mulvihill Jr.,
son. Pittsburgh, Jan. 23. Father’s
on KQV announcing staff.
- Mr. and Mrs. J. W. McGough,
daughter, Columbus, Jan. 25. Fa¬
ther is station manager of WTVNTV.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill. Hight. son,
Columbus, Jan. 22. Father is ac¬
count executive at’ WTVN-TV.
Mr. and Mrs. John Totten,
daughter, Columbus, Jan. 19. Fa¬
ther is announcer at WBNS-TV.
Mr. . and Mrs. Tige Andrews,
daughter, New York. Jan. 23.
Mother is Norma Thornton, a
dancer; father is an actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Leff, daughter,
[ Union, N. J., Jan. 26. Father is tv
eorrfed.V writer;
’
*
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LONDON HEALTH VS. N.Y. WEALTH
Negro Zulus May Be Prim as Zouaves;
Fear Race Tension at Mardi Gras

HOUSES, SCALES
RIIF MMTRI1Q1

Ball-Amaz 'Shoestring’ $12 Million Biz
With 800 Employes; Plan More Films

* Desilu Productions, the corpo¬
New Orleans, Feb. 7. -4
ration formed by Desi Arnaz and
This year’s New Orleans Mardi
Hot Belafonte
‘Racial’ Libel Bill
By ,ESSE GR0SS
his wife, Lucille Ball, has grown
Gras celebration takes place in a
Albany
Feb
7
London’s
West
End
has
nearly
into a $12,000,000 operation after
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Carnegie Hall, N. Y., .as the new Theatre, is negotiating for the enAlthough the fair business has are vaude acts, readings and song
Sunday morning tenant. New tire area to plug the picture. If
picked up, the theatrical enter- programs
Thoughters previously occupied the it closes the deal, it plans to put
prises haven’t been doihg too solidThe project is being carried out
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
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uiainauu suiuuih ui me iu. t)v the Drama Committee of the
on W. 39 bt., but haye beeu ex Charisse, star of the film, m the ture might well consider courses been held up because of failure of | volunteers of the House of Detenpandmg numerically un^er the im- reclining position featured in the in accounting, business manage- kitchen equipment to be cleared j Uon for Women N Y. but is unipact of recent radio (WMGM) and company s national advertising.
ment, script evaluation and pro- at port of entry and installed. The derstoocj to be ’ aimed ’ to include
Erwin S^te° flppeara,nces by D
5® A^tor Vieforta duction techniques if they want to Lido de Paris show played to high-1 u 'locaI jails Hilda Kook wi£e o£
' Hk talks' described as “ouiet
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His talks described as
space, the sign areas over the possible background sfor success, engagement there.
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including provided gratis to the companies Dana Andrews.
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don, for N. Y. Commissioner of
nating in America but now global,
Correction Anna M. Kross. She
is about 110 years old and under
found that in all the institutions
various names, including Unity and
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visited theatre groups perform
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for
the inmates who are otherwise
adherents, although not included
almost
completely shut off from
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(Continued on page 63)
manacs, etc.
World War II, which made the hensive study made by Dorothy B. supposition that ‘Orientals’ are !
old Hearstian predictions of the Jones for the Center of Interna¬ much the same as far as^#appearJapariese “yellow peril”, a reality, tional Studies at the Massachusetts ance goes.” The confusion contin¬
has had the effect of breaking Institute of Technology. The study ued in films dealing with the Ko¬
racial stereotyping of Orientals in specifically deals with “The Por¬ rean war.
Washington, Feb. 7.
“It is, of course, impossible to
motion pictures. Firstly, Hollywood trayal of China and India on the
Ira Gershwin is the lone holdout studios have increasingly shied American Screen, 1896-1955” and assess with any accuracy the effect
Society orch leade” Meyer Davis’
on the indie film project of “Porgy away from casting Asiatic charac¬ is part of a program in interna¬ upon public thinking of this inter¬ song, “Victory in ’56,” is Slated as
and Bess” which Blevins Davis- ters at all, but where they have been tional communications research changeability of Japanese and Chi¬ the GOP theme song for this year’s
Robert Breen are planning. All the used, fictionally, they were either being carried on at the Center.
nese players. It can be safely Presidential campaign. Davis in¬
Others, including Dorothy and Du- clearly-labelled “good Oriental”
Mrs. Jones said she was struck stated, however, that it has helped troduced the tune at a recent “Sa¬
Bose Heyward and' the George or “not good Oriental.” Between by the interchangeability of Chi¬ to reenforce the concept of the lute To Eisenhower” dinner in
_ ( ((
Gershwin heirs are agreeable. 1947 and 1954 not one of the 362 nese and Japanese actors playing ‘Oriental’ as a special type,” she Washington.
Davis also wrote “Date in '48,
Latter comprise Arthur Gershwin Asiatic characters in American Chinese roles on the screen. This writes.
and Frances G. Godowsky, who in¬ films has been “comic.”
Mrs. Jones finds significance In that year’s GOP theme, and “Mr.
interchangeability, she notes, “has
herited their mother, Mrs. Rose
These are just a few of the find¬ been traditional in Hollywood, and the fact that, while most European 1 President.” which he introduced at
(Continued on page 53)
1 Ike’s 1952 Inaugural Ball.
ings and conclusions in a compre¬ has apparently been based on the
(Continued on page 53)
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ship over many of tnese policies,
then r.ttrlouted tc I-Illtex Pickmax.
■wnose background was m moving
pictures and general industry.

Canada's T\’ Flies Up
Dunham Dance TrOIipe
rhtawa Feb 7
— _.v .'
-r-.T'-'t
4* ,
r .^c.„^erme ^luxxam
^.zmeers
■**a‘ rri^.p*e-.e program ox Ivorts
--tnerm^m .e^e. ^iox w._ be ox
Broaocastmg c.£»r? s one^our Tone
Mtnxay xigh: IT .
Troupe wtel fiy up' from Miami
Beacx.
^-^—■
'
—

Harvard 4imt To Please
. Cainbringe. Fex 7
Harvard s teeatncal ml*er-tiex
contain? l.QOLDOf clippings and
piay reviews eras-mdesex ry ac¬
tor and actress names. Some 21 ~
091 prxnnprbooks
i..T>W betted
srrapbooEH balf-a-milliot. -.sx' the¬
atrical photograph® are mciiiaed
harvard just purxnasex ear:.er. ftnovx iegit neset cater
June x 77it tx “engre'e‘?
‘Trie Old Bacheior" at Imacorc
Inr Fields. Bonnon
Harvard enliecticx is boused xc
--7 Dummied ox page £L

Cokr Fsoies fak ]iew
Cowles Paper PaScy;
Friadk in Stew Biz
Itlinneapolis Fex. 7
Te.*e"i=iDx compete! or. ix tee
news and advertising fields aumiitechy is a zxnix reasor why tee
Itlteseapniis Star, only evening
dary here will come out Fex. 12
with vvna: it call> a *vnev " nev-’spaper Among other things. r'T
give amusements e bigger play.
Sttuatiox here is behe'vec tc be
typical of what c*onfront5 newspa¬
pers throughou: the country as a
result of ridec £ skyrocketing as¬
cent as a news and advertising
medium.
Will .am P Stevens executive ed¬
itor. explains tnat Star will use
fxil-ctiicr pictures at leas; five days
a week Plan aisc calls for rear¬
rangement -of pages tc cut paper
mtt more sections., perrxitxxg ad¬
ditional “front^ display and bitter
coior art ox presses postxoxmg
Star and its sister papers., the
If-nneapol’s Id amine ‘Trlbuns and
tne Sunday Tribune all under
Cowies' cwnership and monopote___
7T5F this side of tee river St Paul
* mommg and evening news‘wtlh one owner . recently
changed to new larger font ir. re*
action tc a reader preference s:uc>
Qf show biz acxificance is
for ooior art. Item pressagc:*«
fiZve
that riants ma<
goctfi receu'to- -r tb^ p««
-nd a backlog of* cx'or f Int
^
persnnaltee?' tr: has
- ~
— •

anc iictor xe.XDrte xatonmg a pbotoxrani
, studio oreh.
..
Contirtced on page 5?
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way for Chains Entry
B IG 2flTH WAGES If Circuits Go Into Production,
Into Production Likely-Myers PARTLY ILLUSORY ^ukor Assumes No Discrimination
SREWACK
PLAY
spewack 1949 PLAY.
J:<
Agamst Producers Being Exhibs!

rustice appears “to 4-—The Dept, of Justice
think well of the joint Allied
* tur < a ia *v| i«r
States Assn-Theatre Owners of
America proposal that the forl li/11
merly-affiliated chains be relieved
AC Fit M FAD AfA
of the restrictions preventing them
* lliitl 1 VII I/v>A
from entering production, accord“Two Blind Mice/' Samuel Speing to Allied general “'counsel wack-authored play produced on
Abram F. Myers. In a statement Broadway by Archer King and
reviewing the recent Allied-TOA Harrison Woodhull in 1949, is set
alliance, Myers refers to a repre- for filmization by Distributors
sentative of the D. of J. as ex- Corp. of America, which has held
pressing this view following the the screen rights for some time,
presentation of the Allied-TOA
Adaptation is by Sam and Bella
proposal to the Government agency’ Spewack. It’s to be produced in
on Jan. 24.
Paris.
Myers, however, points out that
ine
representative —
__
Y •
• 1
1
the department
department’ss representative
■I
¥
4 did not react so favorably to the *'/I_ I ■ n l« I ■■ ■ n ■■
suggestion that the department fcflllllCKg LlCIllindn
LlClUIIlcin
recommend to the film companies
*
and the Small Business Committee
—’ #
r% •
• 1
i
that film rentals be included in
the arbitration plan.” Both quesLlXllS l/OUlCluC
tions, Myers said, have beeh taken

LlXllS l/OUlCluC

^efh^ViSnLb/ TOA Dwiif £
“d, **“‘Ltlne?h„"lJ£/neot
**“‘Ltlne?h„,nLTi?^n™} is
notified when the Justice Dept, is
ready to discuss the proposals in
detail.
In• reviewing
,.
• asking
i . - for
o the
„ the Allied-TAO
^
action
in
Production
greenlight, Myers said it was ob.
yious that efforts “f hoto organize‘{ons ‘o stimulate production
the Makelim Plan and the Ex 1 itors Film Financ al Group had not
been successful. The only potentie! source of additional films^ he
said,
*am, “appeared
appeareu to
to be
ub the
u.e major
-j(Continued on page 20)
1 I) fl ,
KlVUY onn I XAtC
1V1112* ullll 1 L/Vlu
*
ri
• 1 l\ |
/III
llQtAC
*111 iJlICvlCU I/ulvO
1
. Current plans call for “The King
and I” to be roadshown in 55m
version in between 35 and 40
houses late this, year' and early
in 1957, Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-.
Fox prez, said Monday (6).
He added that, in the future,
20th expected to make about four
features a year in Cinemascope 55.
“We’ll shoot them that way only
if the subjects warrant it,” he com¬
mented. It’s been estimated that
C’Scope 55 adds about $200,000 to
a” picture’s cost.
The first C’Scope 55 release—
“Carousel”—is being released in
35m version only, reduced from
the original 55m negative. King
and r aUo will be made available
In standard 35m Cinemascope following the roadshows. Latter entail the production and installs‘Ion+°m1sp^:<lla^ Pr°lec‘i°n e(luipment. The 55m film will carry six
magnetic soundtracks.

ijf

Skouras thought that the next
film to be leased “ Cinemascope
l5 miShf *e
Ever Told.
D V Ln*

The Greatest story

D’

P

1

DritlSll
British llX
Pix BlZ
Biz J66KS
Seeks
ll *1 »pm
n l* r 1
Admish Tlx
lax Keller
Relief As
New Parliament Opens

London, Feb. 7.
The opening of the new parlia¬
mentary session last week has
sparked an intensification of the
all-industry campaign to secure
substantial relief in the incidence
of admission tax in the Easter
budget. An all-industry memorandum is now in its final stages, and
should be ready for submission to
the Chancellor of the Exchequer
within the next few weeks.
Although details of the trade’s
offensive are being kept top secret
—and each section of the industry
is for the time being withholding
its proposals from the others—rit
is generally expected that there
will be a concerted demand for an
allround reduction in the level of
the duty. This, along with special
consideration to be paid the small
theatre operator who is being
taxed out of existence.
•
Admish Tax $100,000,000 a Year
Admission tax toll extracts over
$100,000,000 annually from the
(Continued on page 52)

Fira‘
First ^ of March cue the
‘he loss
by 20‘h-Fox
20th-Fox
of two of Its veterans
hy
—TWrvi
f Zanuek
7.ann(>ir at the nroduo_narrvi
p
^fXl Uchtmanm disExit of the
two men,
of
whQm
intimately
ti;dboth
t0 0le
r
skouraS| which during tj£ past
two years revived the company via
cinemascope and pushed it to the
t
comes at
time wh
20th
destined to pull out of a
domestic slump
According to
to the
the best
bcst available
According
available
evidence.
nrnduct linenn
evidence, 20t.h’s
20th’s product
lineup for
this year has all the earmarks of
a vast grossing potential.
Both
Zanuek and Lichtman, in their respective fields, have been potent
contributors to the planning of the
pictures, their making and the formulation of the merchandising
blueprints .in conjunction with the
ad-pub and promotional strategy.
laid out by Charles Einfeld.
It is perhaps significant thatboth Zanuek and Lichtman, almost
up to the very last minute, maintained close identification with
the future activities of 20th. Lichtman, who leaves March 3 to enter
(Continued on page 20) '

$365,000 INSPECTION
COSTS IN N.Y. STATE

In stepping down as production
chief fot 20th-Fox and joining the
ranks of the independents, Darryl
F. Zanuek will still be working
exclusively for the studio which he
and Joseph M. Schenck founded
more than 20 years ago. Provided
negotiations for a new amended
contract are successful—and there
is little reason to doubt that they
will be — Zanuek is expected to
contribute from one to five pic¬
tures a year for 20th release.
Under an agreement finalized
over the weekend in New York in
personal negotiations between Zanuck and Spyros P. Skouras, 20th
prexy, Zanuek will take a four
months leave of absence starting
March 1. In that period, while con¬
tinuing to render advisory services
to the company, he will be nego¬
tiating details of the new arrange¬
ments, such as questions of budget,
script and cast approvals, etc.
Skouras said in New York Mon¬
day (6) that Buddy Adler will defi¬
nitely succeed Zanuek as head of
production at 20th. He added that
no new ^contract with Adler had
been negotiated as yet, but that
he was “highly pleased” with the
films Adler had produced for the
(Continued on page 18)

Texas Film Firm
Down The Drain;
.Lovejoy’s $15,08
Fort Worth, Feb. 7.
Grandiose scheme to turn out a
full-length feature and telepix at
a Lake Dallas studio with actor
Frank Lovejoy as star and produ¬
cer collapsed last week with re¬
ceivership of the First Colonial In¬
vestment Corp. Some 11 stock¬
holders, who charged the corpora¬
tion was insolvent, brought a bank¬
ruptcy claim and the firm’s books
were seized.
Lovejoy, who admitted he re(Continued on page 16)

LEW AYRES RELIGIOUS
SERIES FOR BROADWAY
Lew Ayres will bring his “Al¬
tars of the East” series of religioso
films to Broadway Feb. 21 for a
two-week stand at the Broadway
theatre. Date follows a series of
split weeks in the wake of the
eastern bow of the series at the
Academy of Music in Brooklyn
opening tonight.
After the Broadway stand, Wil¬
liam Morris office is arranging for
fill-in dates prior to the Start of a
five-week trek around a Shubert
circuit. Trek of legit houses, for
one-week each, begins in Phila¬
delphia, with Ayres then playing
Boston, Cleveland, Detroit and
Chicago.

Allied Artists’
$4-Mil Flotation

Allied Artists is underway with
the preliminaries to a new public
stock offering that’s intended to
bring the company about $4,000,000
in additional caoitalization. With
that kind of a kitty. AA would be
in a position to move into high gear
with production plans more elab¬
orate than at any time in the com¬
pany’s history.
George Burrows, AA’s treasurer,
was in New York recently to start
the action on the stock issuance.
Details as to type of stock, offering
price and the underwriters are be¬
ing kept under wraps. AA now has
a common issue trading at $5-6 per
share and preferred at $11 on the
Albert A. List, board chairman
American Stock Exchange.
and controlling stockholder of
William Wyler’s “Friendly Per¬ RKO Theatres, gifted 20,000 shares
suasion,” which is AA’s first bid of the circuit’s stock.
for the bigtime, is now finished
He now holds 510,053 shares.
shooting and release is set for
next June. Gary Cooper and Dor¬
othy McGuire are in the leads. In
the future are entries from John
Huston and Billy Wilder.

Albany, Feb. 7.
Receipts of $365,000 in the first
10 months of the current fiscal
year brought to $3,529,000 the
total amouBnt state of New York
has collected from the motion pic_
ture tax smc„ fiscal year 1947.48.
%
accordlng t0 flgures listed ln Gov.
ernor A“erell Harriman’s annual Biz Still Building; ‘Goodman’ Swings To Top Spot,
budge{ message to the Legislature
‘Arm’ 2d, ‘Helen’ 3d, ‘Holiday,’ ‘Dolls’ Next
Wednesday (1).
The Chief Executive said that

National Boxoffice Survey

the revenue for 10 months of
1955_56 «indi<:ated total receipts of

$450,000” for the year. He continued: “No significant change is
anticipated in the revenue from
this source in 1956-57 and receipts
are estimated at $450,000.” '
Films exhibited in the State are
licensed by the Education Dept.
at a fee of $3 per thousand feet for

“”ieand *2 per thousand
Last Quarter Down, But
January Cheers Rhoden
• Los Angeles, Feb. 7.
Net earnings for the final quarter of the year dropped $343,363
under the corresponding period a
year ago. National Theatres prexy
Elmer C. Rhoden reported to
stockholders. However, he added,
January business was comparable
to that of January 1955, and the
upswing appears to have checked
the weakness displayed in the
quarter ended Dec. 24, 1955.
Net for the quarter was $203,053,
equivalent to seven cents a share
on the 2,746,486 shares outstanding
as compared with $546,416, equalto 20 cents a share on the 2,769,486
shares outstanding a year ago.
Contributing to the decline was
a $69,000 loss from the sale of
unproductive theatres and real
estate.

Adolph Zukor has no objections
to previously-affiliated theatre cir¬
cuits branching into production
as a means of obtaining additional
product. But only on condition that
the major film companies are simul¬
taneously given a greenlight to
acquire theatres as outlets for their
product. Sounding like he was kid¬
ding on the square, the Paramount
board chairman took note of the
fact that the Government is being
asked for an okay that would per¬
mit United Paramount. Stanley
Warner, Loew’s Theatres, etc., to
stimulate production via financial
assists, if not actual film-making.
Said Zukor: “Benny Berger,
Abram Myers. Trueman Rembitsch,
Myron Blank. Walter Reade —
they’re fair-minded people and
they realize that if they hold a pri¬
ority exhibition right on their pic¬
tures, then producers should bo
given the opportunity to have the¬
atres. Otherwise, progress would
be stifled. I don’t think they (Ber¬
ger, et al.) would want to do this.
They would see the unfairness of
it.”
Under terms of the divorcement
•decrees in the film industry, major
film companies are enjoined from
acquiring theatres and the top cir¬
cuits from engaging in production
unless the Government and the
courts say okay.
As for the exhibitor-distributor
disharmony, well, said Zukor, “this
has been going on since I’ve been
in the business and it will always
go on.” Zukor has been in the busi¬
ness 50 years.

Release of new, strong produc¬ “Bottom of Bottle” (20th) is man¬
tions and stepped up bookings for aging to place eighth. Latter shapes
fair to mildish in several locations.
recently distributed pix are spell¬ “Littlest Outlaw” (BV) is winding
ing much improved biz at the main up ninth, with a batch of new playkey cities covered by Variety this dates. “Trouble With Harry” (Par)
session. Some cities continue to rounds out the Big 10 list.
lag, 'largely because of unfavorable
“At Gunpoint” (AA), “Diaboweather, but where new fare has lique” (UMPO> and “Ransom”
been getting a break it is paying (1V1-G) are the runner-up pix cur¬
off at the wickets.
rently.
“Benny Goodman Story” (U),
Several new entries show prom- j
out for first time this stanza, is I ise. “Court Jester” (Par) looms as
copping first place, closely fol¬ a potential big winner. It is big in (
lowed by “Golden Arm” (UA). The Pitt and Washington, sock in N.Y. i
biopic musical of Benny Goodman at the Paramount, hefty in Buffalo
is leader in at least two keys and and great in Philly.
standout in several others. “Arm”
“Battle Stations” (Col), okay in
is getting the greatest number of Washington, shapes smash in Se-j
bookings to date.
attle. “Lone Ranger” (WrB>, great1
“Helen of Troy” (WB), champ | in Omaha, is good in Indianapolis :
last round, is capturing third i and fairish in Cincy.
I
place, not far behind the two pace¬
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G). still ■
setters. Pic is not as strong on playing in the same four keys, is ;
holdovers in some locations as in¬ I fine in L.A., okay in N.Y., stout in ;
itial week, and this cut in some. ! Chi and bright in Philly. “Come ,
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie > is : Next Spring” (Rep), launched in ,
winding up fourth.
! such Arkansas snots as Little Rock, i
“Guys and Dolls” (M-Gh second ! IT. Smith and Hot Springs, is run- '
a week ago. is dipping to fifth posi¬ i ning ahead of “Johnny Guitar,” *
tion, lowest it has been in months. | one of company’s big recent gros-:
This is understandable since the | sers. by a sizeable margin,
pic is far along on many extended i “Indian Fighter” (UA), hotsy in
i runs and naturally reflects ‘this. ', Chi, is okay in Omaha. “Spoilers”
‘ “All That Heaven Allows” (U >, fiith | (Ui. good in Louisville, is rated
| solid in St. Louis.
last season, is falling to sixth.
(Compb’to Bo.V'fficp Reports
j
■
“Hell on Frisco Bay” <WB> is
on Pages 10-11;
I
1 capturing seventh money while 1
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Bill Hoffman Stage Play Bought
For Gregory Peck Film Vehicle
. On $75,0004200,000 Escalator
Gregory

Peck

and

TAKE TIP FROM FILM STUDY
_

film rights to “Affair of Honor,”
upcoming legiter by Elwood C.

pro Basketball Sunday Matinee
Instead of Evening Bucking TV

(Bill) Hoffman, under a formula
. . ...
’
.
.
,
deal that provides for payment of
• j
x
a minimum of $75,000 up to a
maximum of $200,000.
“Honor” is second stage play by
Hoffman who’s a radio-tv writer.

..
„ . _
Minneapolis, Feb. 7.
„
Trend of Sunday theatre patronage kere has jjeen away from
nighttime and to afternoon, with
the strong evening television pro£rams largely blamed.
Allied States’ study prompted
Minneapolis
Lakers
NBA- pro
basketball team front office to
substitute Sunday afternoon games
for the night ones,

tion by the Theatre Guild and
Theatre 200 Inc. in March with
Dennis King and Betsy Palmer in
the leads. Other cast members inelude Toni Darnay, Skedge Miller,
William Whitehead, Albert Ottenheimer, Jimmy Yoham, Stanley
Bell, Anita Dangler, Doris Rich.
Vera Mellish, Mary Loane and
C^PactSprovides* for t„e ,5G p*.
off plus $2,500 for each week the
comedy-drama runs profitably in
New'York, starting with the fourth
week. Also, $750 is to be paid for
each profitable week of a road¬
show, if any, run.
The total is
limited at $200,000. Release of the
filna adaptation presumably will
be held up, if necessary, to avoid
any conflict with either the N. Y.
or national legit engagements.
Peck
and
Bartlett
recently
formed Melville Productions to
produce films independently. They
have a tieup with UA, as financier
and distributor, for two pictures,
of which “Honor” will be one.
Production is planned for early
next year with Peck and an as yet
unsigned femme star topping the
CaSo -^Cut0r ™lU ?lay the part o£
a British major in the Revolutionary War.
Hoffman will trek to the Coast
for conferences with Peck and
Bartlett concerning the screen
version of “Honor” immediately
following
following the
the N.
N. Y.
Y. stage
stage bow.
bow.
•,

a

Hails Another Dane
!
j

writer-pro-4

ducer Sy Bartlett, in association
with United Artists, have acquired

It’s slated for Broadway presenta-

r

.

Despite Guinness’ Fagin,
Widely Resented Twist’
AniTPak ttfl Kind Rrnc
Appeals
to
rip'jrcaio
IU King
lUllg Bros.
DlUo.
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
King Bros, are contemplating
another filming of Charles Dickens’
“Oliver Twist” for RKO release.
It contains the character of Fagin,
operator of a school to snatch
purses. Most authorities on literary
racial stereotypes consider Fagin
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New York.
Editor, Variety:
Denmark has indeed been a
“Nest of Talent” as your Victor
Skaarup recently itemized. I should
add the little-known 'name of Dr.
Paul E. Fisher, a Dane who in his
capacity as
chemist has
been
closely associated with and a pio¬
neer innovator in Hollywood, and
now.New York legit and television
makeup.
Jack Le Garis
'
CBS-TV.studio hairdresser

Charro Days Crowding
Texas-Mexico Duo-Burg;
And Climax Is Operatic

To Barns and Video Programs
'RECEPTIONS,'-FOR JOCKS
New Haven’s Newcomer, Franwil,
Intros Its Disks
New Haven, Feb. 7.
Franwil, which is New Haven’s
recording company, is promoting
itself via a series of “receptions”
in various area towns. The guests
of honor, natch, turn out to be
disk jocks.
William “Doc” Francis is presi¬
dent and Rosalie Zeppotello secre¬
tary jof Franwil. New titles include
Louis Metcalf and Nick Mayo
items.

Brownsville, Feb. 7..
This Texas city and its Mexican
twin town, Matamoros, are current¬
ly (until Feb. 13*) staging the 18th
annual Charro Days whoopdedo
running eight days.
Two burgs
with a combined population of 130,000 are swollen with 50,000 visitors.

Joe Julian Vs.
‘Red Channels
Up on Appeal

There are three parades on dif¬
ferent days involving 28 marching
bands, 10 .from Mexico. Three
T|
■
J
/T grand balls are another undertak¬
KATlAITtAfl |\AfT ing for which Charlie Spivak’s or¬
Appeal in the'case of Joe Julian
llvllvl Ivll 1/Ull chestra has been brought in.
the radio actor, against “Red Chan¬
This isn’t all. Dancing in the nels” comes up in next fortnight
Boston, Feb. 7.
•' streets, speed boat racing, water before N. Y. Court of Appeals, at
Reports to Sam Snyder’s “Water ski contests, banquets, a carnival Albany: Because he was included
Follies” office in Boston indicate (American Midway Shows) and among the 151 names listed in the
that the show, now in Australia, other events are climaxed with the 1,950 catalog published by the
has been doing strong biz in all opera “Tosca.”
newsletter, Counterattack, and his
stands. “Follies” played 31-2 weeks
-:career was subsequently shattered
by boycotting of his services among
with 10,000 spectators at White
Manhattan agencies and networks,
City, Sydney, many nights. and ll/l ApAljp FROM PATH
never dropped below 6.000 even
I r\lSU 1 iwiTi l mil
Julian sought damages.
on torrid nights of current sumAP in EYIIRRANITF^
Appeal is based on contention
mer down under.
Uf Hi/"LAUI\DflliIIIjU that “Trial court erred in holding
Telephonic report from Snyder
Some of America’s leading mag- as a matter of law that on a fair
to his office here revealed that azines will vanish in the next reading of the publication the av¬
Olympic games diving champ Tom weeks, and with the March issues, erage reader could, not reasonably
Newell was signed to a five-year from the 850 premium stands of conclude that plaintiff was libeled”
contract for $22,500 a year. His New York’s Union News Co. Life, and that Julian’s attorneys had
turning pro excited Sydney and Time, Reader’s Digest, Redbook, failed, despite many .witnesses oil
populace jammed the “Water Fol- McCall’s, Popular*Science, Charm, his behalf “to prove defamation
lies” to see him perform.
Better Homes & Gardens and or damage.”
Show is current in Melbourne Sports Illustrated are among the
Case thus comes up for further
f0r 314 weeks and goes from there periodicals “on strike” over di¬ adjudication some six years after
to Adelaide. Following Adelaide tribution terms,
the blow.
stand, “Follies” goes across the
Situation has aroused a sort of
continent to Perth, where it will detached curiosity among admen
be the first American show of its who as suburbanites and exurbankind to play.
ites pass the stands at Grand CenThe Australian tour is under the tral and Penn Terminal which have
management of Aztec Service Ltd. usually been regarded as a great
for magazines because
with “sponsorship” of newspapers
Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey
and l°cal groups. Snyder reported the hucksters could “count the Circus may have a wholly new pub¬
Aussie newspapers gave reams of pile” with their eye in passing. licity staff this spring. That is one
free space.
Some 185,000 copies of the various educated guess following exit of
Troupe returns by way of South publications are usually sold,
Roland Butler who had returned
Africa, with bookings in Victoria,
There is some tendency among to the fold (after a year’s absence)
Capetown and Johannesburg. Other N. Y. admen to ask (1) who’s hurt- in December only to “resign” last
dates enroute back to Boston in ing who? and (2) will this give week as department chief.' His suc¬
cessor may be Zac Freedman..
April are probable.
television aid and comfort?
---->-:-:—
As of now not one member of
__
'»
•
w*
last season’s publicity crew- of four
has heard that he was “wanted”
for the upcoming season. Frank
* ff IOI VII I/lf Vi OIlIvlUIvIl*
Braden and Allen Lester are vets
_
t
•
n 1
1
who’ve been with Ringling over 20
years. Eddie Johnson and Eddie
Howe are newer. (Ringling’s for¬
mer publicity chief, Ed Knoblaugh,
n
upw
tvnp
of
diStu'dins
Corn,
whorohv
it
will
hold
Developing
new type of di- Studios Corp. whereby it will hold is dangerously ill in his home town
of Peoria, Ill. to which he has just
Interstate Thea-1
versification, the Interstate
Thea; the franchises for Fred Astaire been moved from Cuba after suf¬
tre Circuit cl Texas has concluded d^a “ £ t»u“y fering a stroke).
a deal with the Fred Astaire Dance other key cities in Texas.
Decision as to a. publicity staff
'
■■ ■■
Agreement
is
the
first the must be made pronto by John Ring¬
ling
North and gen. mgr. Michael
Astaire outfit has set with a major
theatre circuit and is part of its Burke as men start funetioiling
—program, as enunciated by prexy around March 1 ordinarily for the
Charles L. Casanave, to bring othep. April opening at Madison Sq. Gar¬
mJCdM M
theatre operators into the dance den, N. Y.

UOWU UlMOr BlZ

OF AD-EXURBANITES

RINGLING MAY RE-STAFF
PUBLICITY DEPT. 100%

Kicasjpantoob“rScnis;^ flew Twist on DivcrsificsitioiK
prsdTd"
Interstate Runs Astaire Schools

It’s probable the character will be

dropped out altogether, or drasti-

England by J. Arthur Rank with
Alec Guinness’ beak-nosed monster

sente^on both *^des of‘'Atlantic"
After limited playdates film was
withdrawn.
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instruction field as part of their
activities as showmen.
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Neil Asnew> v.p. in charge of
the expansion program of the
Astaire studios, concluded the deal
with R°bert J- O’Donnell, Interstate topper. Both Agnew and
Casanave are former film executives. Most recently Agnew was
special assistant to Rei ublic prexy
Herbert J. Yates. He was formerly
president of Selznick Releasing
Organization, a board member of
United Artists, and general sales
manager of Paramount. In 1953 he
was chairman of a committee on
film activities of the U. S. Defense
Dept. Casanave is also a veteran
filmite, having been an executive
in both the production and exhibition end of the business.
Casanave has contended that exhibitor operation and dance studio
operation are so closely related
"that they belong together.” He
notes that that theatre operation is
so geared that it can handle the
dance business without expensive
staff additions.

Last year the Ringling show in¬
augurated a revolutionary new con¬
cept of merchandising aimed a.t
moppet trade, supermarket tieups
and accompanied by a rigorous
slashing of complimentary ticket
allotments to local newspapermen.
Oldtimers were at odds with owner¬
ship over man# of these policies,
then attributed to Milton Pickman,
whose background was in moving
pictures and general industry.

Canada’s TV Flies Up
Dunham Dance Troupe
Ottawa, Feb. 7.
Katherine
Dunham
Dancers’
first complete program on North
American television will be on
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.’s onehour “Folio” Sunday night (12).
Troupe will fly up from Miami
Beach.
Harvey Hart produces in Toron¬
to, with sets by William McCraw
and Victor Feldbrill batoning a
studio orch.

American universities are not
only displaying an interest in
“Communications ‘Centres” a la
Columbia U. and NYU but there is
a certain amount of rivalry among
Theatre Collections attached to
campus libraries. Partly this re¬
flects a latterday awareness that
“the history .of a nation’s amuse¬
ments is the history of that nation
as. truly as battle dates and power
politics.”
Snobbish factors
are
fading.
Thus Princeton is “collecting” data
from summer barn legit and Har¬
vard is admitting television scripts
—“when good.”
Only descriptive work dealing
with Theatre Collections in Mu¬
seums
and
Libraries
was
by
George Freedley of the N. Y. Pub¬
lic Library in the early 1930’s. It’s
now being updated for re-publica¬
tion.
Meanwhile the Albert Davis col¬
lection'of theatrical photographs,
comprising some 250,000 items
pertaining to all phases and pe¬
riods of the American legit scene,
has just been purchased by the
Hoblitzelle Foundation for presen¬
tation to the U. of Texas, in Austin.
Material from the collection, start¬
ed by Davis in the- 1880’s as a
hobby, and long lodged in his Flat-

Yarle’s Stage Doctorate
New Haven, Feb. 7.
Yale School of Drama will
offer a graduate degree, Doc¬
tor of Fine Arts, requiring
three years study. Heretofore
had a Ph.D. in History of the
Theatre.
.. (See story this issue on
growth of Theatre Collections
at universities.)

bush, Brooklyn, home has been
used in numerous theatrical his¬
tories, biographies and exhibitions.
The college plans to expand its
drama library to make the collec¬
tion available to its students and
the public.
Harvard Aims To Please
Cambridge, Feb. 7.
Harvard’s theatrical collection
contains 2,000,000 clippings and
play reviews cross-indexed by ac- *
tor and actress names. Some 10,000
promptbooks,
5,000
bound
scrapbooks, half-a-million (sic) the¬
atrical photographs are included
Harvard just purchased earli¬
est known legit ticket, dated
June 5, 1716, to Congreve’s
“The Old Bachelor” at Lincoln
Inn Fields, London.
Harvard collection is housed in
(Continued on page 61)

Color Photos Mark New
Cowles Paper Policy;
Friendly to Show Biz
Minneapolis, Feb. 7.
Television competition in the
news and advertising fields admit¬
tedly is a main reason why the
Minneapolis Star, only evening'
daily here, will come out Feb. 13
with what it calls a “new” ’news¬
paper. Among other things, it’ll
give amusements a bigger play.
Situation here is believed to be
typical of what confronts newspa¬
pers throughout the country as a
result of video’s skyrocketing as¬
cent as a news and advertising
medium.
William P, Stevens, executive ed¬
itor, explains that Star will use
full-color pictures at least five days
a week. Plan also calls for rear¬
rangement of pages to cut paper
into more sections, permitting ad¬
ditional “front” display and better
color art on presses positioning.
Star and Its sister papers, the
Minneapolis Morning Tribune and
the Sunday Tribune, all under
Cowles’ ownership and monopoliz¬
ing this side of the river (St. Paul
has a morning And evening news¬
paper with one owner), recently
changed to new larger font in re¬
action to a reader preference study.
Of show biz significance is call
for color art. Film pressagents
have been alerted that plants may
find good reception in the new
Star, and' a backlog of color film
and stage personalities’ art has
been built up. Visiting celebs will
be subject to color treatment. All
photographers are on orders to
(Continued on page 53)
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justice Okay for Chains Entry
||(J 20TH WAGES K Circuits Go Into Production,
Into Production Likely-Myers PARTLY ILLUSORY ^ukor Assumes No Discrimination
pes
"Assn.-Theatre^Ownere^ofSPEWACK
AgOffiSt PrOdUCCrS DClUg ExIllDS!
^caA^pT0hsirtehatoTers£„0r
! SPEWACK 1949
1949 PLAY
PLAY
The Dept, of Justice appears “to
+"to+think well” of the joint Allied pnr,11Tt/1Ir 1AJA nf

America proposal that the formerly-affiliated chains be relieved
fhp rpstrirtinns
Dreventine them
of the
restrictions preventing
from entering production, according to Allied general ■'counsel
Abram F. Myers. In a statement
reviewing the recent Allied-TOA
alliance, Myers refers to a representative of the D. of J. as expressing this view following the
presentation of the Allied-TOA
proposal to the Government agency'
on Jan. 24.
Myers, however, points out that
the department’s representative

AQ FfIM FOR Bf A

AQ FTTM FOR l\CK
lull! 1 Vll
vll 1/vrt
l/v/1
*1 luul
“Two Blind Mice/* Samuel Spewack-authored play produced on
Broadway by Archer King and
Harrison Woodhull in 1949, is set
for filmization by Distributors
Corp. of America’, which has held
the screen rights for some time,
Adaptation is by Sam and Bella
Spewack. It’s to be produced in
Paris.
—
I
• 1

suggestion 6athat°
ZattUCk, MltlMI!
recommend to the film companies
wivinumii
and the Small Business Committee
#
•
• l
that film rentals be included in
I aihai#Ia
the arbitration plan.” Both questions, Myers said, have been taken
a+imv vvmvmv

LXIIS l/OUll/lUtl

i

In stepping down as production
chief fot 20th-Fox and joining the
,
. ,,
. .
, , ^
.
ranks of
ran*s
°* the independents,
indePendents, Darryl
Darryl
F. Zanuck will still be working
exclusively for the studio which he
and Joseph M. Schenck founded
more than 20 years ago. Provided
negotiations for a new amended
contract are successful—and there
is little reason to doubt that they
will be — Zanuck is expected to
contribute from one to five pic¬
tures a year for 20th release.
Under an agreement finalized
over the weekend in New York in
personal negotiations between Za¬
nuck and Spyros P. Skouras, 20th
prexy, Zanuck will take a four
months leave of absence starting
March 1. In that period, while con¬
tinuing to render advisory services
to the company, he will be nego¬
tiating details of the new arrange¬
ments, such as questions of budget,
script and cast approvals, etc.
Skouras said in New York Mon¬
day (6) that Buddy Adler will defi¬
nitely succeed Zanuck as head of
production at 20th. He added that
no new ^contract with Adler had
been negotiated as yet, but that
he was “highly pleased” with the
films Adler had produced for the
(Continued on page 18)
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-Adolph
Adolph Zukor has no objections
_• __
I to previously-affiliated
j—u.
theatre cir¬

LEW AYRES RELIGIOUS
SERIES FOR BROADWAY

Lew Ayres will bring his “Al¬
tars of the East” series of religioso
films to Broadway Feb. 21 for a
two-week stand at the Broadway
theatre. Date follows a series of
split weeks in the wake of the
eastern bow of the series at the
Academy of Music in Brooklyn
opening tonight.
After the Broadway stand, Wil¬
liam Morris office is arranging for
fill-in dates prior to the Start of a
five-week trek around a Shubert
circuit. Trek of legit houses, for
one-week each, begins in Phila¬
delphia, with Ayres then playing
Boston,, Cleveland, Detroit and
Chicago.

cuits branching into production
as a means of obtaining additional
product. But only on condition that
the major film companies are simul¬
taneously given a greenlight to
acquire theatres as outlets for their
product. Sounding like he was kid¬
ding on the square, the Paramount
board chairman took note of the
fact that the Government is being
asked for an okay that would per¬
mit United Paramount, Stanley
Warner, Loew’s Theatres, etc., to
stimulate production via financial
assists, if not actual film-making.
Said Zukor: “Benny Berger,
Abram Myers. Trueman Rembusch,
Myron Blank, Walter Rcade —
they’re fair-minded people and
they realize that if they hold a pri¬
ority exhibition right on their pic¬
tures, then producers should bo
given the opportunity to have the¬
atres. Otherwise, progress would
be stifled. I don’t think they (Ber¬
ger. et al.) would want to do this.
They would see the unfairness of
it.”
Under terms of the divorcement
decrees in the film industry, major
film companies are enjoined from
acquiring theatres and the top cir¬
cuits from engaging in production
unless the Government and the
courts say okay.
As for the exhibitor-distributor
disharmony, well, said Zukor, “this
has been going on since I’ve been
in the business and it will always
go on.” Zukor has been in the busi¬
ness 50 years.

^etrh^dViSnLb7 to A Dwilf he
First dw of March
‘he loss
on?..‘h,a‘ Allied and TOA will be b 20th-Fox of two of its veterans
notified when the Justice Dept is _Da
, F Zanuck at the produc.
ready to discuss the proposals in Uon enJd and A1 UchtmanPin dis_
detail.
tribution.
In reviewing the Allied-TAO
Exit of the two men, both of
action in asking for the production wh^ “e “SiiSSflTuid to tte
greenlight, Myers said it was ob- exec tMm o£ 20th
Spyros p,
vious that efforts of both organiza- skou
which durlng th
t
to stimulate production via two
revived the company via
the Makehm Plan and the Exhib- clnemaScope and pushed ft t0 the
itors Film Financ al Group had not t
comes at a time when 20th
been successful. The only po enrs destined to
u out o{ a
Allied Artists is underway with
1M1
or auu.uoiid.
..v f
domestlc
slump.
tial source of
additional iii.us,
films, he
* ...
the preliminaries to a new public
stock
offering that’s intended to
«a‘d, ‘appeared to be the major
According t0 the best available
bring the company about $4,0.00.000
(Continued on page 20)
evidence, 20th’s product lineup for
in
additional
caoitalization. With
’
this year has all the earmarks of
that kind of a kitty, AA would be
ifT*
1 V) A ,
a vast grossing potential.
Both
in
a
position,
ta
move into high gear
ll lflff onH I \AfC
Zanuck and. Lichtman, in their rewith production plans more elab¬
1Y1112* <11111 I Uvlu ’
spective fields, have been potent
orate
than
at
any
time in the com¬
*
contributors to the planning of the
pany’s history.
ia n
• 1 |\ ,
pictures, their making and the forGeorge Burrows, AA’s treasurer,
/lll VtIAAIQi IIqTAQ mulation of the merchandising
was in New York recently to start
“v ul/CVlal 1/til VO blueprints .in conjunction with the
the action on the stock issuance.
*
ad-pub and promotional strategy
Details as to type of stock, offering
Fort
Worth;
Feb.
7.
Current plans call for “The King laid out by Charles Einfeld.
Grandiose scheme to turn out a price and the underwriters are be¬
and I” to be roadshown in 55m
It is perhaps significant thating kept under wraps. AA now has
full-length
feature
and
telepix
at
version in between 35 and 40 both Zanuck. and Lichtman, almost
houses late this yeaT" and early up to the very last minute, main- a Lake Dallas studio with actor a common issue trading at $5-6 per
share and preferred at $11 on the
Frank
Lovejoy
as
star
and
produ¬
Albert A. List, board chairman
in 1957, Spyros P. Skouras, 20th- tained close identification with
and controlling stockholder of
Fox prez, said Monday (6).
the future activities of 20th. Licht- cer collapsed last week with re¬ American Stock Exchange.
William Wyler's “Friendly Per¬ RKO Theatres, gifted 20,000 shares
ceivership
of
the
First
Colonial
In¬
He added that, in the future, man, who leaves March 3 to enter
vestment Corp. Some 11 stock¬ suasion,” which is AA’s first bid of the circuit’s slock.
20th expected to make about four
(Continued on page 20) *
holders, who charged the corpora¬ for the bigtime, is now finished
He now holds 510,053 shares.
features a year in Cinemascope 55.
tion was insolvent, brought a bank¬ shooting and release is set for
“We’ll shoot them that way only fl*0£r AAA IMCPEfTinM
IWCPEfTinN
ruptcy
claim and the firm’s books next June. Gary Cooper and Dor¬
if the subjects warrant it,” he comlllur CiVllUil
CiVllUll
othy McGuire are in the leads. In
mented. It’s been estimated that
TACTC IM MV OTAVI? were seized.
Lovejoy, who admitted he re- the future are entries from John
C’Scope 55 adds about $200,000 to
LUMO III il.I, MAIL
MAIt
Huston and Billy Wilder.
(Continued
on
page
16)
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LEASE S5TH ST. PLAYHOUSE

Mid-January Off, Ends Promisingly;
I ‘Dolls B.O. Champ, 3d in Row;
[
‘Heaven/ ‘Skirts/ ‘Mitchell’ 4-5-6

Brattle Theatre, Cambridge Part¬
ners Acmtire N. Y. Arter

The 55th St. Playhouse, New
York artie, has been taken over on
an eight and a half year lease by
Cy Harvey and his partner in the
Brattle Theatre, Cambridge, Mass.
House is leased from the estate, of
the late Martin Lewis.
Harvey doesn't intend to operate
the 55th St. as a firstrun. First at¬
traction under the new manage¬
ment is "Citizen Kane,” a reissue.

Flrstrun business in principal- >
key cities in January, first month
of the new year, zoomed at the
outset, aided by the holiday
crowds after Christmas and New 1. "Guys and Dolls” * (M-G).
"Xear's plus some new product. 2. "C’rama Holiday” (Indie).
After that, trade tended to taper 3. "Artists Models” (Par).
off until the closing weeks of the 4. "Heaven Allows” (U).
month when there was a sharp up¬
turn spurred by release of strong 5. "Billy Mitchell” (WB).
6. "Lt. Wore Skirts” (20th).
fare.
For the third straight month, 7. "Indian Fighter” (UA).
"Guys and Dolls” (M-G) was the 8. "Rains Ranchipur” (20th).
1
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
biggest grosser and boxoffice
champ, according to reports from 9. "At Gunpoint” (AA).
There are 17,710 theatres pres¬
10.
"Kismet”
(M-G).
Variety
correspondents in 25
ently open and operating in the
representative keys. Samuel Gold- 11. "Greatest Sex” (U).
domestic territory, including the
wyn opus was so uniformly big to 12. "Frisco Bay” (WB).
United States and Canada, accord¬
fock in the numerous key cities
ing to Metro’s general sales man¬
played in January that it was
ager Charles M. Reagan. The M-G
easily able to top its closest com¬
sales chief used this figure in re¬
petition by more than $300,000.
porting to the company's interna¬
"Cinerama
Holiday”
(Indie)
tional sales conference here- that
wound up second, same as in De¬
the domestic organization had
cember, too. Both "Holiday” and
booked a Metro picture in every
"Dolls” played at upped scales,
one of these houses as part of the
this helping to swell their coin
company’s world-wide goal of "an
M-G-M picture on every screen”
totals. "Artists and Models” (Par)
captured third place, the MartinSome snarls and howls are com¬ during the week of Feb. 5-11.
Lewis comedy being particularly ing from exhibitors who read, with
Reagan stressed the bookings
potent with big yearend holiday
were not "token” ones of a single,
crowds. It finished in -first one some amazement, the statements minimum-length picture, but that
attributed to Matty Fox at a press the 17,710 theatres will play a to¬
week during the month.
"All That Heaven Allows” (U) conference concerning his purchase tal of 45,596 pictures—an average
was a strong fourth-place winner, of RKO’s backlog for television.
of two and one-half pictures per
showing up solidly in the four
Among other things Fox was theatre. Many theatres in opposi¬
weeks out in release to any extent.
tion to M-G customers, he said, will
quote'd
as
saying
that
he
intended
This pic actually was able to cap¬
play the company’s product for
ture second place two sessions of to give the tv showing of the films the first time in from seven to 10
the month. "Court-Martial of Billy big promotional advertising with years.
Mitchell” (WB) finished fifth, be¬ the newspaper ad slogan saying:
The conference, which aaw
ing especially effective early in the
"See a Movie Tonight—at Home!” Metro bring in staffers from all
month.
over
the world, opened yesterday
He
implied
that
he
would
give
the
"The Lieutenant Wore Skirts”
(20th) copped sixth coin although RKO films on tv such popularity (Mon.) with prexy Arthur M. Loew
and
production
chief Dore Schary
with
the
viewers
that
"exhibitors
(Continued on page'61)
serving as co-hosts.
would drop dead twice.”
Pointing out that Fox has been
enjoying a very comfortable living
N. Y. to Europe
(an understatement!), as a result of
Don Abney
his association with exhibitor-sup¬
Lionel
Blair
ported films* they look upon his
Roy Brown
anti-theatre press statements with
Robert
Dowling
pique. Incident recalls the rumpus
Roy Eldridge
that candy public relations stirred
Herb
Ellis
up when American Tobacco adver¬
Ella Fitzgerald
While weighing offers for the tised: "Reach for a Lucky instead
Dizzy Gillespie
sale to television of its library of of a sweet.”
Norman Granz
old 2-D features, 20th-Fox is
W. Hill withdrew the offending
Tyrone Guthrie
separately concentrating on the ads.
Jack Hope
production of new films for tele¬
Sol Hurok
vision and is planning to make a
series of hour-and-a-half color
Illinois Jackquet
Gene Kelly
"spectaculars” for video, Spyros P.
Skouras, 20th prexy, revealed in
Gene Krupa
New York Monday (6).
Marcel LeDuc
Skouras acknowledged that there
Beatrice Lillie
was "no question” that the tv mar¬
Ilya Lopert
ket today was better than ever,
David Lowe
Pittsburgh, Feb. 7.
but said: “I try to discourage talk¬
Michael Mills
ing about our old features although
Sir Laurence Olivier
Bert Steam, who operates Coop¬
we have no lack of offers. I am erative . Theatres, indie booking
Oscar Peterson
more interested in developing new
Flip Phillips
combine here, and dabbles in indie
subjects.”
Eddy Shu
He said 20th was still aiming at production, has set a 20th-Fox re¬
Richard Todd
between six and seven tv series a lease for his "Connie Mack Story,”
N. Y. to L. A.
year (it currently make's two) and which will go before the cameras
that discussions are under way this summer with Fred MacMur¬
Julian Blaustein
with a number of sponsors. Among ray starred. Deal for MacMurray
David Blum
the series under consideration is was instigated here by Stearn
Ernest Borgnine
an anthology of drama. 20th’s when actor came to town for a day
Howard Dietz .
"Flicka” series has just been sold to plug his Allied Artists picture,
Rollie Gulid
to a sponsor—Colgate—and goes “At Gunpoint,” and told news¬
Hurd Hatfield
on the air over CBS Feb. 10.
Leo Jaffe
paperman he was looking for a
Favre LeBret
good story. Stearn and Maurice
Julie London
Conn have owned the Connie Mack
Arthur M. Loew
property for two years now and
Harry McMahon
have been working all that time to
Ann Mosher
get a star and a release.
Robert Nathe
Before
launching
his
booking
Hollywood, Feb. 7^
Charles Reagan
'"''dtitfil^locally, Steam had been
Morton A. Spring
Metro’s sales execs from all witlfUA for years in a number of
Warren
Stevens
points in the globe started arriving sales capacity, last as western divi¬
at studio over past weekend^ for sion manager.
L. A. to N. Y.
Loew's International’s first world¬
Louis Armstrong
wide sales confab in its history.
William Bendix
Sol Horowitz to Allied
Mort Blumenstock
Total of 78 execs from 60 counChicago, Feb. 7.
Sid Caesar
tries, where Loew’s has established
Sol Horowitz has joined Allied
Tony Carroll
120 regional, branch and territo¬ Theatres of Illinois as an assistant
Rhonda
Fleming
rial, offices, will be flown to Holly¬ film buyer and booker, replacing
Eva Gabor
wood for a six-day session, which Kermit Russell who left to become
L.
Wolfe
Gilbert
opened Sunday.
RKO Chicago,sales manager.
Abel Green
Delegates, many making their
Horowitz was formerly with
James R. Grainger
first visit to studio, will be co-host- Bala ban & Katz and is an 18-year
Elizabeth Quild
ed by Loew’s prexy Arthur M: industry vet.
Tim Hovey
Loew and Metro production veeCornwell Jackson
pee Dore Schary. Visitors were
George Jessel
given a buffet Sunday night at the
Europe to N. Y.
B. B. Kahane
Ambassador Hotel, with confabs
Wilhelm Backhaus
Evelyn Keyes
officially starting Monday morning
Joy Batchelor
Dorothy Kirsten
in front of the Thalberg Bldg, at
Leslie Caron
Kevin McCarthy
studio, where George Murphy, pub¬
Richard Greene
Joseph H. Moskowitz
lic relations director, will act as
Harold Hackett
Gail Patrick
emcee.
Walter Lowendahl
Stuart Phelps
Week-long stay will be devoted
Jim Moran
Frederick C. Schang
to inspection of studio, for an in¬
Otto Preminger
Si Seadler
sight into its facilities and tech¬
John Wayne •
Barry Sullivan
niques, visits to sets, screening of
Francis M. Winikus
Marshall Thompson
new product and business sessions.
Max E. Youngstein
Russell Wright

Jan. Golden Dozen

Reagan’s Census:
17,710 Theatres

Matty Fox No
Hero to Exhibs

26th Into Video
Color Specs

Pittsburgh Exhib Sets
'Connie Mack’Feature
For 20th, MacMurray

Metro’s Foreign Reps
Arrive in Hollywood

P
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Idea of re-making "Birth of a Nation” seems to have'been aban¬
doned by producer Phil Ryan in Hollywood following strong opposi¬
tion from both colored and white sources . . . take note, that the King
Bros, are toying .with idea of giving Fagin in "Oliver Twist” another
time round. ...
The Russians are playing a coy game with Erie Johnston who later
this month is off on a Far Eastern trip. They’d like him to visit Mos¬
cow, but they don’t want to ask him outright'for fear he might refuse.
They’ve instructed their New: York rep, Nicola Napoli, to "feel out”
the mood of the Motion Picture Export Assii. ‘They’re very sensitive
about that sort of thing,” said. Napoli:. That’s quite a switch for the
usually not-so-sensitive Russians . . . Mrs. Spyros P, Skouras is presi¬
dent of the committee for The Queen’s Fund for Greek Orphans which
is arranging a benefit concert at Carnegie Hall, Feb. 28.
Grace Kelly will be the first actress honored on a foreign postage
stamp as Jacques Minkus of Gimbels told us but other non-thesping
American females have made it . . . Jane Xddams and Carrie Chapman
Catt by Turkey, Eleanor Roosevelt by San Salvador and Amelia Earhart by Mexico . . . usual peeled eye stuff: Robert Mitchum in line¬
drawing currently used for "Man With Gun” ads (Goldwyn Jr) is brand¬
ishing two revolvers but has only one holster lashed to leg . . . Joseph
Schildkraut is joining the long list of theatrical memoir-writers with
"Actor’s Blood” for Viking . . . will include his father Rudolph Schild¬
kraut and his own stage’, screen and television career ... A book that
Hollywood will probably have to skip-is "The Girl With the Swansdown Seat” due from Bobbs-Merrill . . . describes the hypocrisy of
Victorian London "when respectable men bathed naked at seaside
resorts and respectable women watched them, sometimes through opera
glasses” and when “pornography was a well-organized industry” . . .
Dexter Fellows Tent of the Circus Saints & Sinners Club unveiled
a monument in So. Amboy cemetery yesterday (Tues.) honoring Harold
G. Hoffman. Encouraged by the popularity of "Davy Crockett” in
Britain, Jack Bertell is lining up personals there for Bill Hays.
If Mark Stevens of Montreal should play Jimmy Walker on the
screen, points out Variety’s Ottawa man, Paul A. Gardner, he would
be in a Canadian actor tradition, Raymond Massey having done Abra¬
ham Lincoln and Alexander Knox impersonated Woodrow Wilson . . .
Harold Lloyd, discussing a deal to return to the screen in a picture
.to be made in England . . . Paramount upped Hugh Brown from pro¬
duction assistant to full producership, with "The Maverick” as his
first assignment.
_
Rosalind Russell gets her first credit as a screen writer for Uni¬
versal’s "The Gentle Web,” which she co-authored with Larry Mar¬
cus as a starrer for Esther ’Williams . . . Stanley Rubin, who is leav¬
ing UI by amicable agreement, took an option on "Pakistan” for his
own indie company.
Joe Pasternak’s autobiography, "Easy the Hard Way,” due in
March from Putnam’s.
Among other things, the Metro producer
discusses "the marriage of Hollywood and the Hungarians” . . .
Screening program at Cinema 16 today (Wed.) is hilled "The Brain,”
being a group of medical films on aphasia, epileptics, psychosis and
neurosis. Sounds like fun . . . Ron Winston, Coast tv director,, in for
a visit with his father, Carl Winston, Columbia’s assistant publicity
director . . , Coming on the market is the Esther William Swim Pool
Pak, designed for the middle-income (sic) homeowner . . . "The Con¬
queror” bows locally at the Criterion March 30 . . . Columbia wrapped
up a deal to distribute "Fortune Is a Woman,” to he produced by
Frank Launder and Sidney Gilliat I . . Jerry Sager is publicity
chairman for Variety Clubs International’s annual convention here
May 9-12 . . . Norman Panama and Melvin Frank due in London to¬
day to show "That Certain Feeling” to the press . . .Hugh Brown,
now a producer at Paramount, started on the lot in 1939 as a laborer.
Ramsay Ames, who doubles as actress and Variety correspondent
in Madrid, is in N. Y. in connection with the $endoff of "Alexander
the Great.” She has a role in the pic, which Robert Rossen produced
in the Spanish capital . . . Ray Bell, Columbia p.r. eXec, named
chairman of the national judicial council of the Public Relations
Society of America . . . Arnold Picker is back from UA sales confabs
in Paris and London . . . Budget on Metro’s "Bhowani Junction” re¬
portedly went up to $3,500,000 via retakes In London.
Warners bought screen rights to Reginald ArkelFs novel, "Trum¬
pets Over Merriford,” for production in England as "The Yanks Are
Here” . . . Sam Spiegel set David Lean to direct "The Bridge Over
the River Kwai,” to be filmed in Malaya for Columbia release . . .
Jack Arnold will produce "Monolith,” science-fiction film, for Uni¬
versal.
"Bette Davis represents the determination and fine craftsmanship
that should be an inspiring example to every young person who aspires
to a career in this field,” Rep. Thomas J. Lane (D., Mass.) told Con¬
gress (i.e. the Congressional Record) last week. Screen star comes
from Lane’s district. "Her inner intensity and radiance,” he added,
"her forceful nature and career drive, and her striking ability to illumi¬
nate mere words have brought A new dimension to this wonderful
world of entertainment.” Lane also placed in the Congressional Record
th6 lengthy profile of Miss Davis, by Lawrence J. Quirk, which ap¬
peared in December Films in Review.
Ilya Lopert and City Investing Co. prexy Robert Dowling, associated
with the late Sir Alexander Korda in production projects, to London
for talks with officials of the Korda organization . . . Metro has ac¬
quired the film rights to "The Sergeant,” SEP story by Roderick MacLeish, and has assigned Nicholas Nayfack as producer ... Tv actor
Harold J. Stone signed by Metro to portray Rocky Graziano’s father
in “Somebody Up There Like Me.” . . . New York Subways Advertising
Co. making sure Alfred Hitchcock obtains his usual (.degree of au¬
thenticity by providing him with advertising and editorial c%rds run¬
ning in 1953 for "The Wrong Man” which Hitchcock is Snooting in
Gotham . . . Starting with the Feb. 17th jpreem in Sioux Falls, S. D.,
Metro’s "The Last Hunt” will be given saturation bookings during
February and March. 125 dates have already been lined up. Film
company is touring Les Price, superintendent of Custer State Park
(filming site of picture), for radio-tv arid newspaper interviews in con¬
nection with buffalo hunting sequences of film.
There could be a Columbia in the Paris Theatre’s future. Edward
L. Kingsley and Lacy W. Kastner of Col are huddling in Paris with
Duncan McGregor, the U. S. Pathe topper, and Pathe execs. A future
tieup might result, with Cof using the Paris as the outlet for some of
its French releases . . . Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, and v.p.
Charles Einfeld huddled in Washington last week with Air Force brass
on the forthcoming 20th release, "On the Threshold of Space” . . •
Meyer P. Beck doing the tubthumping for Trans-Lux Distributing on
"La Strada” and "Lovers and Lollipops” •. . . That was film agent
Paul Kohner’s daughter, Susan, last Sunday on the Alcoa TV Play¬
house . . . Sir Laurence Olivier in New York . . . Film star who re¬
cently arrived a few minutes late for a p.a. on a disk jockey show
found the deej*ay’s wife "standing in” and speaking the star’s lines.
British director Anthony Asquith back to London after discussing
possibility of directing G. B. Shaw’s "Devil’s Disciple” for Hecht-Lancaster . . . William Wyler would like to do "Diary of Ann Frank” with
Audrey Hepburn and Joseph Schildkraut in the lead roles. So far
it- still looks as if Garson Kanin will do the film with the original Broad¬
way cast . . . Joseph L. Manktewicz due back today (Wed.) from Indo¬
china where he researched his forthcoming "The Quiet American” . . .
Having racked up $53,000,000 in foreign billings in 1955, 20th-Fox is
handing out over $600,000 in bonuses both at the homeoffice and
abroad.
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THAT METRO GANG BREAKS UP
Something offbeat in benefits is that due Sunday (12) at Town
Hall, N. Y. when the memory of jazz pianist. Eddy Duchin will be
honored five, years after his death and some weeks before (no co¬
incidence, natch) the release of Columbia’s biopic, “The Eddie
Duchin Story” with Tyrone Power in the role.'
Ticket sale is for benefit of American Theatre Wing. Talent
will include Leonard Bernstein, Eugene List, Nat Brandwynne,
Benny Goodman (another biopic man any minute), Dave Brubeck
Quartet, Hermione Gingold, Jane Pickens, Eleanor Steber, Mario
Braggiotti.

Though Denying Seal to ‘Golden Ann,’
MPAA May Aid Preminger’s Fight
• Against Official Suppression Moves
Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-4ica, which turned down “Man With
the Golden Arm” for Production
Mencken as Film Fan
Code okay, jnay join the camp of
Baltimore, Feb. 7.
Code-antagonist Otto Preminger,
Although his vision was im¬
producer of “Arm,” in a fight
paired, H. L. Mencken in his
against suppression of the film. If
.late years of retirefrient caught
it comes about, obviously it would
every , change of bill at a nabe
be a unique development in the
film house near his home on
censorship scheme of things.
Holling St. He' was accompa¬
nied by his brother August who
Preminger last week stated he
survives.
intended to conduct a legalistic
fight with the censor groups of
Mencken told his friend,
Maryland and Milwaukee, who are
musician Louis Cheslock,- the
demanding outs- in the film, and
night before his death of his
Atlanta where it has been banned
admiration for “The African
entirely. In the talking stage
Lion” and the Walt Disney
among film company sources
nature series. Mencken also
aligned with MPAA is the possi¬
liked color musicals but was
bility of lending an assist to
his old critical self regarding
Preminger. This could mean mak¬
“The Big Knife” which he
ing MPAA’s research facilities to
rated “about the worst picture
his lawyers, or filing amicus curiae
I ever saw7.”
in the producer’s behalf or defray¬
ing parte of -the court costs.
While the prospect of MPAA
and Preminger walking hand in
hand on any path seems difficult
to envision, those in favor of such
a course say it would bring into
forceful, dramatic focus the reality
of MPAA’s position anent the Code
and censorship. The producer-dis¬
tributor group’s policy is one of
opposition to outside blue-pencil¬
ing, of course, and pro adherence
(Continued on page 53)
, Paramount will unload back
product to television when the
market is “right,” meaning when
the price video distributors can
pay conforms with what Par thinks
should be paid. This, in substance,
is the company’s policy as dis¬
cussed by president Barney Bala¬
ban in New York last week.
“I hope that some xlay there will
Catholic Legion of Decency’s
latest summary covering a two- be a (tv) market that would justify
disposition
of our pre-1948 films,”
week period shows 14 feature films
reviewed, and one half given “B” said Balaban. He thus indicated
that
an
early
deal for any large
or “C” ratings. The rest drew AI
number of feature pictures is re¬
or All.
mote
but
made
it clear that Par
Number of “B’s” ran to six, in¬
cluding two major productions —' is not holding itself aloof from a
tv-licensing
arrangement
perman¬
Columbia’s “Picnic” and Metro’s
“Last Hunt.” The “C” tag went to^ ently.
Continuing on the subject of that
the French film, “Adorable Crea¬
other medium, Balaban disclosed
tures.”
Last year. (the Legion’s year the company has no intention at
runs from October to October) hit this time of engaging in tv produc¬
a new high in Legion “B’s”, with a tion but will confine itself to
-total of 110. Catholic org has made rental of studio facilities to video
no bones about its concern over producers. Company for some time
the situation and the Catholic has been developing its Sunset
Bishops havq^ charged “a rising Blvd., Los Angeles, §fcudio (ac¬
quired from Warner Bros.) for this
tide of moral laxity” in films.
As the importance of the Pro¬ purpose and has “elaborate plans”
to
start operations in 60 days.
duction Code seal wanes, Legion
ratings—almost by. default—loom
The lot will open with five or
larger as far as the theatres are six sound stages and will be ex¬
concerned. Question of how much panded, as the demand for space
a “B” rating actually affects the warrants it, to 12 or 13 stages, said
b.o. is open to argument. A “C” Balaban. Also, it will house the
rating hurts. However, very few
(Continued on page 20)
American films are put into the
Condemned category. Legion has
even “B”-rated such musicals as
“Oklahoma” and “Guys and Dolls.”

Balaban: TV Still
Offers Too Lil
For Par Oldies

Legion ‘Bs,l‘C
Show No Slack

Chi Operator’s Pension
Fund Hits $1,250,000
Chicago, Feb. 7.
Trustees of the Chicago Moving
Picture Operators Union, Local 110,
disclosed last week that the union’s
pension fund now holds $1,250,000
in its coffers.
Trustees of the fund are: Allied
Theatres of Illinois topper Jack
Kirsch, Balaban & Katz executive
veepee Dave Wallerstein, Local 110
secretary-treasurer Gene Atkinson
and Clarance Jalas, another union
rep on the board.

Ask Hinterlanders Ideas
On ’Wonders of Manhattan’

Exhibitors who submit the best
exploitation plans for Columbia’s
featurette, “Wonders of Manhat¬
tan,” will receive all-expenses-paid
trips to New York. Two winners
will be selected, one from each side
of the Mississippi.
Judges are Col’s sales chief Abe
Montague, assistant sales manager
Rube Jackter, shorts subjects
topper Maurice Grad, and Royal
Ryan, executive director of the
N. Y. Convention and Visitors
Bureau. Contest runs until Oct. 5.

Metro, joining the other film
companies in offering participation
deals and taking on pictures of
outside producers, is expected to
streamline its Studio operation via
a careful reevaluation of contract
employees, at the termination of
each individual’s pact. There will
be no wholesale cleanout, but it
will take the form of a slow prun¬
ing process.
The contracts of many longtime
MGM stars, producers, and direc¬
tors will not be renewed for ex¬
tended periods. Several producers
will be offered participation deals
similar to the one recently handed
Arthur Freed. Many stars and
directors will not be given long¬
term contracts, but will be offered
two or three picture deals.
The new policy actually started
some time ago when the- studio
allowed Clark Gable to exit under
the studio’s retirement plan. Sub¬
sequently, the studio settled or
failed to renew, the pacts of Esther
Williams, Jane Powell, and Gene
Kelly, substituting instead arrange¬
ments whereby each of the per¬
formers would make three pictures
each over a five-year period.
Joe Pasternak, veteran Metro
producer, has organized an indie
company in partnership with Sam
Katz and will probably release the
company’s output through Metro.
The indie firm will begin active
operation at the conclusion of
Pasternak’s contract with Metro.
Other producers on the Metro lot
are also said to be champing at
the bit and are . seeking an equity
rather than a straight salary on
the pictures they produce. Prexy
Arthur M. Loew during his.Coast
trips has been conferring with
director George Sidney who is
rumored weighing a shift to Co¬
lumbia. Sidney’s contract has about
a year to run and if a satisfactory
participation arrangement can be
worked out, it’s understood he’ll
remain at Metro studio.
Metro, the last to join the par¬
ticipation trend, has long main¬
tained the largest contract roster
of players, directors, and produc¬
ers and, as a consequence, probably
had the largest payroll. The policy
has worked both for and against
the studio. It paid off in hefty
payments for the loanout of such
stars as Grace Kelly, Lana Turner,
and Ava Gardner, each of whom
have been able to bring Metro
from $300,000 to $500,000 each on
a loanout basis. On the other hand,
keeping such expensive players on
a steady payroll can prove harmful
if studio properties are not avail¬
able to keep them busy.
With most of the companies
making fewer pictures, it’s figured
that the economics of the business
make it more advantageous to
have certain performers, directors,
and producers tied up on a more
limited basis. The three pictures
over a five-year period appears to
be the formula Metro prefers.

Metro’s ‘Message’ Pictures
Few, But Actually Top Boxolfice
Score of Shopgirl Dream Stuff
Income Tax Miseries
Des Moines, Feb. 7.
Sylvester R. Nothem, 60,
theatre owner of Remsen,
Iowa, charged with federal in¬
come admission tax evasions,
has been released from a local
hospital on a $2,000 bond..
Nothem is charged with
evading $3,980.40 in income
taxes for 1949 through 1952,
and $648.53 admissions taxes
for five months in 1952 and
1953,

Paramount Peak:
Pic Inventory
Paramount has the biggest in¬
ventory in its history, amounting
to $50,000,000 in finished pictures,
those in work or preparation and
in various stages of release, all
computed at cost, president Barney
Balaban disclosed in New York
Friday (3). The backlog of prop¬
erties represented an investment of
$43,000,000 at this time last year.
The chief exec revealed that 18
features at a minimum will be. re¬
leased in 1956 and perhaps one or
more will be added if they can be
properly handled. In reference to
to the inventory, he said, “we don’t
want to keep it on ice.” The prod¬
uct represents the entire 1956 line¬
up plus some “carryover to 1957,”
said Balaban.
On the financial end, the prez
discussed prospects in terms of the
next two years which, he said, will
be the strongest for any like period
since the corporation was estab¬
lished independent of domestic the¬
atres. Reason for the two-year span,
rather than the usual one, stems
from the release of both “The Ten
Commandments” and “War and
Peace,” both of which, Par figures,
will be prominent in the company’s
1957 economic scheme of things.
“Peace” goes into release in August
of this year, limitedly at first and
then building in circulation, and
“Commandments” will open at only
a couple of spots toward the end
of this year.
“Commandments,” according to
Balaban, Is now listed at $12,000,000 in negative budget, or nearly
twice as much as the previous most
expensive, film in the industry’s
history. That it will play at ad¬
vanced prices is for sure, said the
(Continued on page 20)

Transitional period in the family
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (see ad¬
joining story on new contractual
policy relating to name talent) and
the X-factor of the- minority stock¬
holder factions (two) at the next
annual meeting (Feb. 23) focus
particular attention upon the fact
that Metro’s top-earning picture
for 1955 was “Blackboard Jungle,”
a comparatively chcap-to-make re¬
lease with a prospective gross of
$5,200,000 in the U. S.-Canada mar¬
ket alone.
“Jungle” assumes importance
because it might be tagged a “mes¬
sage picture" whereas its profita¬
bility contrasts with the disap¬
pointment of “The Prodigal” and
“Jupiter’s Darling” which were of
purest “pure entertainment” for¬
mula, with all-out lavishness in
color. Against these, “Tender
Trap” and "Guys and Dolls” are
bigtime items,
' Other Metro releases which were
offbeat in theme have enjoyed
varying degrees of boxoffice suc¬
cess, to wit, “Trial,” “Bad Day at
Black Rock” and “Love Me or
Leave Me.” Of these "Trial” alone
might be taken for a “message” on
the theme of justice and prejudice
but was written and played as taut
courtroom melodrama. The currently-in-release "I’ll Cry Tomor¬
row,” Lillian Roth’s story of he?.
fight against alcoholism, is derived
from a hot-sejling book and is a
big click. “Ransom” is more “topi¬
cal” than “message” in nature and
doing nicely in relation to negative
cost.
If Metro faces stockholder criti¬
cism on Feb. 23 it would more
likely be on the score of some so-so
grossers of unadulterated escapism
or sentimentality, per “Quentin
Durward,” “Dog’s Life,” “Diane.”
Only one Metro picture, “The
Cobweb,” which could conceivably
(Continued on page 20)

Outsider Bullish
On Loew Stock?

An unconfirmed story floatingaround New York film circles is
that -a multi-millionaire indus¬
trialist from the paper industry,
with no amusement industry affili¬
ations, has quietly accumulated
over 200,000 shares of Loew’s, Inc.,
stock at prices between 18 and 20.
Despite the recent disappointing
earnings report and off, business
generally in the film industry, this
Wall Street bull is optimistically
anticipating a price of 40.
^
He doesn’t say when, but has
backed his judgment with nearly
$4,000,000 worth of Loew’s.
As
far as known hie has no connec¬
tion with the group of dissident
stockholders and will probably
vote his proxy with the present
However, McGee was later given Loew management.
the
buying - booking-exploitation
post and Anderson took over the
top echelon management post of
the circuit.
Trustees of the Foundation,
w’hich operates theatres in Denver,
Nebraska and Oklahoma, had been
Washington, Feb. 7.
unhappy with McGee's frequent
Spyros Skouras was honored by
absences from the Denver head¬
quarters while engaged in TOA the -government of Greece with the
and other all-industry activities. rank of Commander of the Royal
He was prexy of the Colorado Order of George I. 20th prexy re¬
Assn, of Theatre Owners, veepdirector of TOA, and co-chairman ceived the decoration at a Greek
with Allied’s CoL H. A. Cole of Embassy dinner party here past
the industry’s tax repeal fight two week in honor of Secretary of
I State and Mrs. John Foster Dulles.
years ago.
Gaughan’s appointment was con¬ I Skouras, who has contributed
firmed by Anderson on Monday (6) • money and effort to help rehabillvia telegrams. It simply stated that I tate his native land, was honored
Gaughan was “replacing Pat Mc¬ ! in the presence of a group of top
Gee who is no longer with Cooper i drawer diplomatic and government
Foundation Theatres,” Gaughan, j reps. . Mrs, Skouras accompanied
1 him.
(Continued on page 53)

Devotion to Trade Matters Costs
Pat McGee Cooper Foundation Job
Appointment of George Gaughan, who resigned as field repre¬
sentative of Theatre Owners of
America, as head of the buying,
booking and exploitation depart¬
ment of Cooper Foundation The¬
atres, replacing Pat McGee came
somewhat as surprise to trade cir¬
cles. McGee had been general man¬
ager of the circuit from 1941 until
just recently when the trustees of
the foundation named attorney
Kenneth Anderson to the top post,
thereby placing McGee in a sec¬
ondary position.
As late as Jan. 13, McGee, who
was in New York on TOA business,
said that his status as operating
head of the circuit had not changed
despite the designation of Ander¬
son as general manager. McGee
explained at that time that Ander¬
son would head, the entire Founda¬
tion activities and that, in a sense,
McGee Wodfiir be his assistant.

‘COMMANDER’ TIUE
TO SPYROS SKOURAS
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danced by Miss Charisse are
Forever Barling
“Rhondo Brilliant, an F. Mendels¬
(SONG—COLOR)
sohn composition, and an adapta¬
tion of Tchaikovsky’s “Sleeping
Poor Lucille Ball-Desi Amaz
Socko tintune entertainment
Beauty Ballet.” both staged by
gtarrer; depends' upon tele¬
with potent word-of-mouth and
Loring. Also in the film’s musical
vision names for draw.
promising: prospects.
portions are an appealing Oriental
piece by Mikai Minoru, “Hitori
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
Botsuchi Wa Tsumaranai” which is
Hollywood, Feb. 3.
Metro release of Desi Arnaz (Zanra)
Metro release of Joe Pasternak pro¬ sung by young Miss Sawamura, a production. Stars Lucille BaU, Arnaz,
duction. Stars-> Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse; fine personality, and the title tune, James Mabor, Lduis Calhern; features
guest stars Jerry Colonna, Paul Henreld,
John Emefy, John Hoyt, Natalie Schafer.
Lena
Horne,
Frankie Laine, . Mltsilko. which the Four Aces do at the be¬ Directed by Alexander HaU. Screenplay,
Sawamura; features Agnes Moorehead, ginning and end.
Helen Deutsch; camera (Eastman Color),
Lili Darvas, Jim Backus, Oscar Karlwels,
Lipstein; editors, Dann Cahn, Bud
George Stoll’s ^supervision and Harold
Lillane Montevecchl, Cara Williams. Di¬
Molln; music, Bronislau Kaper; son g,
conducting
of
the
music
figures
rected by Roy Rowland. Screenplay, IsoKaper and Sammy Cahn; sung by the
bel Lennart; camera (Eastman Color), most importantly ih the overall ex¬ Ames Brothers (4). Previewed Jan. 25,
Robert Bronner; editor, Albert Akst;
'56. Running time, 80 MINS.
mus)c
supervised
and
conducted
by cellence, as do the orchestrations Susan Vega .’... LUciUe Ball
George Stoll; music and lyrics, Nicholas by Albert Sendrey and Skip Mar¬ Loreno Xavier Vega .Desi Arnaz
Brodszky and Sammy Calm; choreog¬
Guardian Angel . James Mason
tin,
the
vopalsupervision
by
Rob¬
raphy,
Hermes
Pan; ballets,
Eugene
Charles Y. Bewell .Louis Calhern
Loring; music for "Frankie if ’Johnny" ert Tucker, and the music coordina¬ Dr. Edward R. Winter.John Emery
ballet adapted by Johnny Greed; Lena tion by Irving Aaronson.
Bill Finlay . John Hoyt
Horne’s number arranged and conducted
Millie Opdyke . Natalie Schafer
Robert Bronner’s CinemaScope Society Reporter.Mabel Albertson
by Lennie Hayton. Previewed Feb. 1, '56.
Running time. 111 MINS.
lensing in Eastman Color catches Henry Opdyke . Ralph Dumke
Chuck Rodwcll ..
..Dan Dailey the brilliance of the art direction Amy . Nancy Kulp
Maria Corvier ..
. Cyd Charisse
Mr. Clinton . Willis B. Bouchey
Miss Hattie .
.. ."Agnes Moorhead by CedKc Gibbons and Urie Mc- Laura ... Ruth Brady
Sari Hatvany ....
....Lili Darvgs Cleary, the set decorations by Ed¬
Tom Culdane ...
.. Jim Backus win B. Willis and Richard Pefferle,
Lotsi ...
.... Oscar Karlweis
Only modest prospects loom for
Lillane Montevecchi and the fine costumes by Helen
Kelly Donavan
. Cara Williams Rose.
Editing by Albert Akst and “Forever Darling,” the second
Young Groom
. George Kerris
the
recording
supervision
by
Dr.
Metro
feature outing for Lucille
.
Betty Lynn
Young Bride .
Themselves ...
, The Slate Brothers Wesley C. Miller are firstrate.
Ball and Desi Arnaz. Their televiConductor ....
. Peter Rugolo
'
Brog.
Specialty Dance
.John Brascia
sioned names will get playdates,
Worried Boss*
. John Harding
but the entertainment is of a poor
. Benny Rubin
Croupier
.. .
Come Next Spring
quality, consequently word - of Meek Husband
.
Jack Daly
. Henny Backus
Bossy Wife ...
(SONG-COLOR)
mouth will hurt.
Picture can’t make up its mind
Entertainment is delivered in
Warm, simple story of Arkan¬
whether to be comedy, drama, ro¬
sas rural folk; a natural for
mance or fantasy, thus fails to
bountiful measure in this sock Joe
family, farm belt trade.
score in any one department;
Pasternak production. Excellent
When the Ball-Arnaz team is mak¬
comedy and romance, great music,
ing with .the slapstick, a la the tv
Hollywood, Feb. 2.
songs and dances are skillfully
Republic production and release. Stars marital* pair, the laughs come off
blended into a show that merits top Ann Sheridan, Steve Cochran, Walter okay. Elsewhere there’s little to
Brennan, Sherry Jackson, Richard Eyer;
playing time. The boxoffice out¬ features Edgar Buchanan, Sonny Tufts, keep an audience really interested,
due to the muddled
Harry Shannon, Rad ' Fulton. Directed probably
look is just as promising, with by
R. G. Springsteen. Screenplay, Mont¬ scripting by Helen Deutsch and
word-of-mouth proving a potent gomery Pittman; camera (Trucolor), Jack the choppy editing. In such a set¬
Marta; editor, Tony Martinelli; music.
factor in the picture’s behalf.
Max Stqiner; song, Steiner and Lenny up, Alexander Hall’s direction has
Dan Dailey and Cyd Charisse Adelson; .sung by Tony Bennett. Pre¬ scant chance to build a worthwhile
Jan. 30. '5. Running time, >8
are great as a team, complement¬ viewed
show and the cast talents are
MINS.
ing each other in supplying a baft Bess Ballot ... Ann-Sheridan wasted.
touch to the highly engaging, ter¬ Matt Ballott . Steve Cochran
Film opens with the marriage
Jeff Storys
.Walter Brennan
rifically dialoged screen story by Annie-.
Jackson of the star team, then montages
Isobel Lennart.
Roy Rowland’s Abraham . Sherry
Richard Eyer through several*years until bore¬
direction is another big factor in Mr. Canary . Edgar Buchanan dom sets in. Amaz is interested in
Hytower .
Sonny Tufts
the way the entertainment comes Leroy
Mr. Totter ..
Harry Shannon his work as a chemist and. she feels
off, telling the story of a gambling Bob
Storys .. Rad Fulton neglected. Under the guidance of
cowboy who falls in love with a bal¬ Myrtle . Mae Clark a guardian angel who looks just
. Roscoe Ates
lerina at a pace so engrossing it Shorty Wilkins
Meaner
.
Wade Ruby like James Mason (and is), she
belies the 111 minutes of running Delbert
Bill Jackson . James Best goes off with hubby on a field trip
time. This is die time that a mu¬
to help him test a new bug killer.
sical book doesn’t prove a series of
“Come Next Spring” should be It’s only in these sequences In the
stage waits between songs and pro¬
a natural for the socalled farm latter part of the footage that the
duction numbers. comedy jells. Miss Ball involved
Miss Charisse’s yersatitily as a beit trade, and also will find high with a sleeping bag, accidentally
film dancer, ballet or modern terp- favor with family audiences any¬ Inflating a rubber boat in the tent
ing, is well established. This role where. It is a warm, human drama and later causing it to sink in a
which brings her to life and vice
stream are scenes good for typical
versa, puts her over as an actress telling with a compelling simplicity antics and chuckles. The trouble
as .well as dancer credit the meta¬ a story of an Arkansas rural com¬ is, there isn’t enough of this kind
morphosis to Rowland's skilled munity back in the late 1920’s. The of fun, Another okay comedic se¬
handling.
names of Ann Sheridan, Steve quence occurs earlier when Miss
Pasternak’s showmanly reining Cochran and Walter Brennan add Ball and Arnaz attend a theatre
of the production makes the most
and she sees herself .taking the
of the entertainment ingredients. marques flash for the Republic place of Marilyn Maxwell in a jun¬
There are credited and uricredited market.
gle pic opposite Mason;
guest stars wandering in and out
Montgomery Pittman’s screen
All that Mason and Louis Cal¬
for surprise. visits. Agnes Moore- story provides R. G! Springsteen’s hern have are walk-thro.ughs,
head, as the cowpoke’s mother, and
with Calhern appearing in only
direction
with
a
solid
base.
The
Lili Darvas, the ballerina’s chape¬
three scenes, which he helps. John
rone, brighten their scenes, as does script reveals a complete under¬ Emery, John Hoyt, Natalie Schafer,
guest star Paul Henreid, as the standing of the people who live in Ralph Dumke and Nancy Kulp are
dancer’s manager. Cara Williams such rural areas, avoids caricatures among the others in the cast who
scores a personal hit singing “I Re¬ and forced situations that would have little opportunity.
fuse to Rock ’n’ Roll” and playing have been foreign to the Arkansas
Release is inauspicious .start for
a romantic rival. Jim Backus is folk; yet there are plenty of hu¬
delightful as the harassed club morous moments, as well as ex¬ Arnaz as a theatrical film produ¬
manager, and Oscar Karweis wins citing dramatic sequences, which cer. It was made through his
Zanra
Productions
Inc., with
chuckles as a blackjack dealer who the direction points up well.
Desilu filming. The photography
dislikes to see people lose.
Cochran is splendid as a man shows Miss Ball to disadvantage
Las Vegas has never had a bet¬ who comes back to his farm and in several scenes, but elsewhere
ter film showcasing or more valu¬ wife after years of wandering have the lensing by Harold Lipstein
able advertising, and the Sands tempered his taste for liquor and comes off acceptably. A title .tune
Hotel particularly provides a glit¬ wild living. He finds he’s the father by Bronislau Kaper aiTd Sammy
tering background for the roman¬ of a son born after his departure, Cahn is sung by the Ames Broth¬
tic tale of how Dailey, the cow¬ as well as the mute girl who as an ers and reprised by Arnaz, but as
poke (he really owns a ranch) and infant lost her ability to speak used in the pic doesn’t impress.
Miss Charisse are first brought to¬ during one of her father’s drinking
Brog.
gether because when he holds her spells. Even with this past history
hand he can’t lose. When the as¬ revealed, Cochran is hot an un¬
Timetable
sociation ripes into love the golden sympathetic character. The audi¬
mitt loses its magic since Lady ence knows his wildness is behind
Luck’s by-word is “lucky in love, him and is pulling for his accept¬
Insurance investigator turns
unlucky at cards.” A lot of amus¬ ance by the wife and community.
crook. Well-knit script, tight
ing situations spring from the Equally fine is Miss Sheridan as
direction. Above average sup¬
hand-holding premise and warm the wary wife, once-burned and
porting
feature with letdown
chuckles are constant.
reluctant to release her love for
climax.
The songs, with rhythmic beat Cochran until sure she won’t be
hurt
again.
Walter
Brennan
is
very
by Nicholas Brodszky and catchy
United Artists release of Mark Stevens
lyrics by Sammy Cahn; the dance real as the sharecropper on the production. Stars Stevens; features King
Calder, Felicia Farr, Wesley Addy, Mari¬
numbers created and staged by farm.
anne Stewart. Directed by Stevens. Origi¬
Two moppets, Sherry Jackson nal story, Robert Angus; Screenplay,
Hermes Pan, and the ballets like¬
wise by Eugene Loring, are noth¬ and Richard Eyer, supply juvenile Aben Kandel; camera, Charles Van
Enger; music, Walter Scharf; story edi¬
ing short of terrific. Tunes are appeal to the back-country drama tor
dialog director, Stanley Silver“The Gal With the Yaller Shoes,” and are two more reasons for the man;and
film editor, Kenneth Crane. Pre¬
Young viewed N.Y., Feb. 3, '56. Running time,
first sung by Dailey and later used effective entertainment.
for a ranch production number; Miss Jackson stands out with her
Charlie . Mark Stevens
“If You Can’t Dream,” sung by sensitive portrayal of the mute. Joe
. King Calder
Lena' Horne (only person in the film It’s a touching scene at the fadeout Linda . Felicia Farr
not used to best advantage); the as she screams and screams, the Wife . Marianne Stewart
Brucker
... Wesley Addy
Cara Williams rock ’n’ roll first sound she has been able to Wolfe .
Alan Reed
sequence; “My Lucky Charm, _ utter, which she Joyously repeats Frankie . Jack Klugman
Bobik
..
John Marley
big standout when a likkered-up after having been rescued by her
Lt. Castro . Rodolfo Hoyos
Miss Charisse takes over in Vegas’ father from an old mine pit. Eyer
Silver Slipper from Jerry Colonna brings a yobng manliness to his
It is a valid test of literary
to prove something to her cowboy, part of the son who wants a dad.
and also when reprised by Dailey
Edgar Buchanan, Sonny Tufts, craftsmanship that the implausi¬
and little Miss Mitsuko Sawamura; who wants to be a romantic rival ble is made to seem otherwise. A
“Hell Hath No Fury,” strongly sold and gets beatenjip in a long brawl basic merit of “Timetable” is a
by Frankie Laine; and .the smash foi his trouble, Harry Shannon, professionally knowing sequencing
finale version of “Frankie and Rad Fulton, Mae Clarke, Roscoe of scenes in
Aben Kandel’s
Johnny,” routined and arranged by Ates, Wade Ruby and James Best screenplay of an original yarn hy
Johnny Green with lyrics by Cahn. lend firstrate support as rural Robert Angus.
Add to this a
In this Miss Charisse, Liliane Mon¬ types. Trucolor lensing by Jack canny ear and eye for character¬
tevecchi, John Brascia and com¬ Marta, the title song by Lenny ization on the part of producerpany are dancing wows, with Sam¬ Adelson and Max Steiner which director-star Mark Stevens. The
my Davis Jr.'s singing narration a | Tony Bennett sings, and the edit¬ result is a secondary feature
socko accompaniment
ing are among other effective which is heads up until the final
The Ytv/a ballets exquisitely I credits.
Brog.
five minutes when it collapses into

Meet Me in Las Vegas
(C’SCOPE-SONGS-COLOR)

Wcflnegday^ FeBrtiqtfy 8, 1956
the Hollywood, platitude that a
melodrama must end with an am¬
bush and gunning down of the
turpitude exponent.
The merits of the production
and the overall quota of suspense
show forethought and critical eval¬
uation which makes the slapdash
“climax” sorethumbishty notice¬
able in artificiality and contri¬
vance. uA pity MarksSteveils didn't,
stick to his own standards and
taste. The realization, cerebrally,
that he was caught in his own mis¬
calculations would have been both
psychologically more satisfying and
a welcome consistency of brain¬
power behind action.
1
Considerable attention is given
to the asking of the “why?” in the
instance of a respected married
man who breaks trust with society
and a loving wife. “A job becomes
a straitjacket and a home a prison
to some men,” explains the herovillain.
There isn’t time, of
course, to go into the subtleties
but this is a fresh feeling for moti¬
vation in a stock release.
King Calder, as the still-honest
railroad cop who finally sees the
guilt of his lifetime chum, wasf in¬
telligent casting and played ‘ out
similarly. The weakling malprac¬
tice doctor character of Wesley
Addy*, the angle-shooting airport
operator of Alan Reed, the Mexi¬
can police-officer (Rodolfo Hoyos)
and the Mexican underworld fig¬
ure (John Marley) are excellent
values in the context. More sug¬
gested than written out, the two
women, sex-lure Felicia Farr and
sound spouse Marianne Stewart,
show to advantage, both offbeat
casting.
A special song, “Salud Felicidad
y Amor,” by musical scorer Walter
Scharf and Jack Brooks is pleas¬
ant though , not emphasized. Spe-I
cial screen credit for Stanley H.
Silverman as story editor and.
dialog director suggests an im¬
portant assist in the department of
making the implausible shine with
conviction. * The film editing (Ken¬
neth Crane) is presumptively a
checkmark for craftsmanship andthe camerawork of -Charles Van
Enger is sharply framed. It is
scarcely his responsibility that the
final closing in the seauence in
the boites and streets of Tia Juana,
probably intended to be colorful;
doesn’t overcome its essential
hokey-pokey,"'' got-to-get-this-overwith' quality.
Land.

Please Murder Me
Program tileller for general .
lowercase bookings.
Hollywood, Feb. 6.
Distributors Corp. of America release
of Donald Hyde (Gross-Krasne) produc¬
tion. Stars Angela Lansbury, Raymond
Burr; features Dick For an, John Dehner,
Lamont Johnson. Directed by Peter- God¬
frey. Screenplay, A1 C. Ward and Hyde;
camera,,. Allen Stensvold; editor, Kenny
Crane. Previewed Feb. 2, '56. Running
time, 74 MINS.
»
Myra Leeds .v. Angela Lansbury
Craig Carlson . Raymond Burr
Joe Leeds .
. Dick Foran
District Attorney . John Dehner
Carl Holt .Lamont Johnson
Lou. Kazorlan ........... Robert Griffin
Lt. Bradley .. Denver Pyle
Sergeant
. Alex Sharpe
Policeman .- Uee Miller
Jenny .. • • • Madge Blake
Judge ..... Russ Thorson

The melodramatics in this sus¬
pense thriller appear to spring
from familiar plotting, but are
brought off with enough dispatch
to meet the demands of supporting
bookings in the general program,
market. It’s the initialer of several
theatrical features planned by
Gross-Krasne, heretofore active ex¬
clusively with telepix.
Nub of the A1 C. Ward-Donald
Hyde plot is not too original. It
has Raymond Burr, successful at%
torney, scheming to have a woman^
whom he had gotten off at a mur¬
der trial, murder him so justice,
will be done. She does, and it is,
with a tape recorder nailing her
for the second crime. Irony is con¬
cerned with the fact Burr loved
Angela Lansbury and was to marry
her, he thought, after the trial, but
a delayed letter frogi the dead hus¬
band proved she had murdered
him, not killed in self defense as
she had led everyone to believe.
Burr didn’t have a chance from
the start, because she figured to
run off with an artist, a decent sort
as played by Lambnt Johnson, all
along.
Peter Godfrey's direction of the
Donald Hyde production gives sat¬
isfactory handling to the material
and cast response is good. Dick
Foran playsL the murdered hus¬
band. John Dehner the district at¬
torney, while others include Robert
Griffin and. Denver Pyle, all of
whom help keep the performance
score up.
Lensing by Allen. Stensvold,
editing by Kenny Crane and other
technical assists function accept¬
ably.
'
'Brog.

The Naked Night
Controversial Swedish import
with stress on sex and mor¬
bidity.
Times Film Corp. release of Sandrew
production. Stars- Harriet Anderson and
Ake Groenberg. Features Hasse Ekman
Anders Ek, Annlka Tretow, and KSli
Directed by Ingmar Bergman; screen^
play, Bergman; camera, Sven Nykvisfc
and Hllding Bladli; music, Karl-Blrger
Blomdahal. Previewed in N. Y. Feb 2
'56. Running time, 82 MINS.

Frost
Alma
Agda

Harriet Anderson
.. Ake Groenberg
....' Hasse JEkman
-- • Anders Ek
.. Annika Tretow
.Kiki

(In Swedish; English subtitles)
Sex and morbidity are served up
in this strange Swedish import.
Directed and written by Ingmar
Bergman, whose previous efforts
include “Torment” and “Frenzy,”
the film is a probing search of the
tormented souls of a group of
turn-of-the-century travelling cir¬
cus performers.
It is disturbing in its presenta¬
tion of the utter degradation of
helpless people, apparently caught
up in a life from which they can¬
not escape. It pulls no punches in
its frank display of sex and it is
often brutal in its exposure *>f hu¬
man weakness. “The Naked Night”
is not for the seeker of escapist
entertainment.
It is difficult to recall another
film which leaves the victims so
completely without hope.
The
realism is stark, the web unbreak¬
able, and the future uncertain.
Seeking the tranquillity of a
normal life, Ake Groenberg,-as the
owner of a small, impoverished
circus, fails in a reconciliation ef¬
fort with his estranged wife and
two sons who live quietly in a
smalltown. He is betrayed by his
circus performer-mistress, played
by ■ Miss Anderson.
Tormented,
humiliated, and severely beaten by
her seducer in full view of a cir¬
cus audience, he fails in a suicide
attempt while in abject misery.
His mistress, in turn, is betrayed
and ridiculed, by her. seducer. At
the height of .their degradation,
the circus owner and his mistress
find comfort- in each other. The
circus moves on and they follow.
The .outline of the story barely
conveys the depressing quality of
the story. There is one particular¬
ly embarrassing scene, told in
flashback by a circus driver. The
weak-minded wife of the circus
clown goes bathing in-, the nude
with a group of soldiers as an en¬
tire regiment looks on.. The clown
plunges in after her, lifts her up,
pnd carries her. in silence past the
regiment and his fellow perform¬
ers. His . walk through the gauntlet
is an emotional shocker and per¬
haps one of the most disturbing
scenes eVer put on film.
Miss Andersson and Groenberg
provide excellent naturalistic per¬
formances. Hasse Ekman as the
seducer, Anders EJc as the clown,
Annika Tretow as the circus 6wner’s wife, and Kiki as the clown's
spouse all turn in memorable por¬
trayals. • Bergman’s direction adds
to the overall wierdness of the film
and is especially effective in the
.eloseups. .
The photography ranges from
Interesting innovations to self-con¬
scious artiness. The flashback se¬
quence is presented as if it were
footage from early silent films.
The technical quality of the pro¬
duction is mediocre when com¬
pared with Hollywood standards.
“The Naked Night” will prob¬
ably receive a divided reception.
It will be condemned and de¬
nounced by many and will be
championed by an enthusiastic
core of devotees.
Holl.

Lost
(BRITISH-COLOR)
London, Jan. 31.
Tense meller of police search
for stolen baby; okay entry for
home market with light hopes
overseas.
Rank production and release.
Stars
David Farrar, David Knight, Julia ArnaU;
features Anthony Oliver, Thora Hird,
Eleanor Summer-field, and Anne Paige.
Directed by Guy Green.
Screenplay.
Janet Green; camera, Harry Waxman;
editor, Anne V. Coates; music, Benjamin
Frankel. At Gaumont Theatre, ’ London.
Running time, 89.MINSS.
Craig .David Farrar
.Lee .David Knight
Sue .Julia Arnall
Sergeant Lyel.Anthony Oliver
Kellys Landlady.Thora Hu-d
Sergeant Cook.Eleanor Summerfield
Nanny . ... Artne Paige
Mrs; Jeffries.Marjorie Rhode*
Mr6. Robey. Anna Turner
Viscountess .Everley Gregg
Sergeant Davies.Meredith Edwards
Mitzl
. Irene Prado?
Miss Gill.Anita Sharp Bolster
Pam .Beverley ‘Brooks
Sue’s Secretary...Brenda Hogan
Ice Cream Girl. Joan Sims

This is a tightly made meller
based on a Scotland Yard search
for a baby stdlen in a London
street. Almost unrelieved m its
treatment, the yarn packs ple^y
of dramatic suspense, but lacks tnc
quality to make it a really Absorb(Cbhtihued on page 16/
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EASY-DOESN’T-DO-IT IN FRENCH
O’Connor Par ‘Consultant’ a la Berle
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
In addition to starring in “Buster Keaton Story” at Paramount,
Donald O’Connor will function as “consultant” in development of
picture. Believed to be first such pact between star and major
studio. Gives O'Connor his regular salary (reportedly consider¬
ably more than $150,000 per film) plus “substantial” sum for
added chores. O’Connor will have office at studio, will work with
writer, producer, director, both on development of Keaton char¬
acter, choice of material for inclusion in film. Some 300 odd piece's
of material, including pattomomic bits, performed by Keaton dur¬
ing his years as screen comedian, will be scanned for picture.

| Potential TV Value of Old Shorts
■IS MILS. Causes Metro, WB, Universal Nix
Of Museums Educational Plan

By FRED HIFT
m
The Office du Cinema Francais
in the U. S., via efficiency and -♦ Metro, Warners and Universal
usefulness, hopes to convince pro•
r"l
II
11
y
have ordered a halt on the distriot.ihe£
rankT aid SvTmore ttoughili ^BS film Handles
tional and other groups y,ia New
the distribution of their films in
Willi
onil farnl
favnl York’s Museum of Modern Art.
Milton Berle Parallel
Wifn
Rnupr
anil
the
United
States,
Jacques
Flaud,
Willi
DOyCl
allfl
valOi
nun coyer ana taroi Product inVoiVed comprises for
Television has a single instance of an entertainer with executive
director general of France’s Centre
Times Films Corp.
Cor
has acquired the most part short subjects which
‘consultancy’ status on the side, namely NBC’s Milton Berle.
National de„la Cinematographic, thee French tinter,
tinter “Nana,” pro- have educational values and also
said
bv Jacques
Jacaues Roitfeld. Based lend themselves to discussions at
aid in New York last week.
duced by
Flaud made it plain that, by per- on the Emile Zola story, the pic- schools, Parent-Teachers meetings,
suasion rather than force, the Gov- ture stars Charles Boyer and Mar- etc.
ernment hoped to get French pro- tine Carol. Pic has passed the N.Y.
Matter came up at a Motion Picducers to support the U. S. office censor without cuts. It may be ture Assn, of America conference
to the fullest and to pattern their dubbed.
several months ago when Metro,
U. S. trading to the overall good
“Nana” is in addition to “Don particularly, expressed concern
of the French ’ industry. He said Juan,” which Times prexy Jean that the companies, through the
that, after a survey of about a Goldwurm recently bought for the Museum distribution, were losing
In a move apparently aimed to4--2-1week, he was convinced that U.S. Based on the Mozart opera control over their own properties.
destroy the legal standing of the »ri
.
a
mi
i
American independent distributors “Don Giovanni,” “Don Juan” is It’s suspected that in some instanOffice of Alien Property in rela- [beaUfe UWDer Named
of French product were neglecting skedded to open at the Little Car- ces the films have been exhibited
tion to German films, an official of
_ #
.
to explore the full potential of the negie Theatre. It was .made in with unauthorized admission fees
charged.
the German UFA has submitted to
rhi RK0 SftlfK MiUKtVPr U. S. market.
a U. S. court an affidavit stating
tDI IVIVU 0dlC5 IHdlldgCI
However, the point also is made
Specifically, Flaud complained
Chicago, Feb. 7.
that the picture “Muenchhausen”
‘ Chicaj
that the shorts will lose value for
about the indies’ tendency to scoop
was exhibited in 1944 in Germany
Kermit Russell
Russell,.who
w
withDon ^
. toiS niSK?
television marketing if they’re on
without notice of copyright.
§uimJ
cities and ignore the grass_
Quinn owns the Lake
LaR Shore and of k
view around the country constant¬
ly. Metro, for example, has been
The affidavit, signed by the head Crawford Theatres,
has
been rootsareas. He felt French pro¬
showing briefie pix from the
of UFA'S export division, but in an named RKO Chicago sales man- ducers shouldn't do business with
vaults on its own tv alrer.
individual rather than an official ager, replacing Abe Fisher.
American distribs who can’t or
The three-companies will con¬
capacity, would appear to make
Russell had been.a film buyer won’t deliver playdates outside the
tinue to make the product avail¬
the point that, lacking copyright and booker with Allied Theatres of keys, but didn’t make :t clear what
able to the Museum but only for
protection, all of the German films Illinois until recently.
measures could or might be taken •
n
* « rvn
f
made before, during and after the
-by the French to channel their feaHAP
I in |YIC its own screenings and no* more
distribution.
war are in the public domain.
_
tures away from the small outfits
f ||| XTU
Paramount and 20th-Fox will
Consequently, the U. S. Govern- Tlf
J
and to the larger ones with ade¬
continue to permit the Museum to
ment had no right to vest any of I V Apf^fl | | flfl
quate distribution facilities.
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
release their shorts without rethe German features which it con- * 1 k/vvam * 1
No Mass Distribution
An
An updated
updated version
version of
of the
the old
old strictions. RK0 and Columbia
fiscated as enemy property during
_
n 1
Whole French line now seems itinerant
"screen test
test” on
on tne
the stage
stage n#>vpr Darticinated in the tieun
itinerant "screen
to be that French films are not 0f fRm theatres has been evolved
^^_
th“Muenchhausen” is. an Agfa
SpCCUlllff S<u6S
being adequately handled via “dis- by onetime Metro director Charles
color spectacular and was supposed
j r
3
tribution in depth” and that it Riesner in partnership with Neil
to. represent the Nazis’ crowning
__
be preferable in the future Berk. Hollywood Starmakers inc.
achievement in "the film field. It
f|f I/*1l _ II_ would
to lodge important French films \s the billing-and the tie-up calls!
has been the subject of a legal
Ilf PlITII finilQAQ with either the majors or such for local and national advertiser
dispute between Skelus Inc., which
V1 * 11114
distributors as are “of substance.” participations as an important item
acquired the U.S. rights from the
'
'
Flaud
noted in
in inis
this connection
connection tnat
that 0f revenue.
MinneaDolis Feb 7
c
iaua noiea
Office of Alien Property, and a
•
Mmneapoli:
he had conferred with execs of
Same script “Romance ofCoast group of Finney-Levinson
In trade circles here tv is credit- Columbia, United Artists, etc., ?!
as (city inserted) ” will be shot in vaed with doing much m
more than the
and Harry Popkin.
^d
formula governing
Latter group acquired a. print
t-uweut ucuicc
imcuu- Releasing.
Print raidmuum 'consent
decree**irdench
Releasing?**1 ~
" ft”
Fan and trade mag editors (un- foreign
markets wil
of-“Muenchhausen” smuggled into ed^ to bring about^ divestment of
Flaud gaid that; in connection namedrW'to* pickThe'best of The brakes to eliminate the possibility
the U.S. by a returning G. I , made
with establishment of .the Film ma^y versions of the one tale of any drastic changes was adopta dupe negative, dubbed the pic- ™°yni®lrcuit ^Minnesota Arnuse- Center ln N Y. under Joseph Ma- winner goes to film stud?o with a ed last week hy the American film
ture and intended to release it. ment Co.). Continuing its volun- t
tl he hoped for a better se.
qJo ex£ense credit and a $1 500 companies. Binding for a two-year
In . Dec. 195.4 Skelus obtained a ary reduction rt toJt*v,hou*e lection of the kind of French films LiaJy tJ be “loaned” ^r free to period, it is hoped that the formula
restraining order and last year a load the chain has just unloaded shown in the n s He also re_ any
wiH
ly forested
interested studio
studio.
wil1 end
*nd the prolonged
P^lon^ed bickering
bickering
Los Angeles Court issued a tempo- another theatre, the second within marked that there were quite a a gtarmakers
Starmakers Inc
Inc. get
get aa %
% of
of the
the °.ver
?.ver the
the division
dmslon of
of foreign
fore,gn import
lmport
rary injunction preventing Finney- a fortnigh .
few
French
films
which
never
were
gross
in
the
theatre
during
the
licenses.
few French films which never were gross in the theatre during the
Levinson from releasing the GerThis time its the Minneapolis
(Continued on
on page
page 16)
16)
hniMun period.
nprinH Finished
Finichprf reel
rppi will
will I Under the formula, no company
. (Continued
buildup
man film.
.
neighborhood 1,100-seat Loring, locan gain or lose more than one per¬
■' Up in Court Feb. 27
cated a half-dozen blocks from the
mit a year in a given territory, the
Op Feb. 27, at a hearing before loop. The purchaser will convert it
measuring rod being the allocation
Judge William Mathes in Los An- into an evangelical tabernacle,
of licenses in 1955. First test of
AIHF
Trt
HARRY
T0HN
Riesner has had a longtime as
geles Circuit Court, the question Purchase price for the building is
I
aspermit slicer will come in
All/Ll IV imnni UVIllI sociation with Metro’s talent quesl
„ „
, _ , _
sociation with Metro s talent quest japan where the new year starts
of whether the injunction is to be “about $25,000.”
in past,
interest, mainly,
mainly April j
I A few weeks ago the. chain sold
_
._ Hollywood, Feb.
Feb 7.
7
past all in the interest
(Continued on page 53)
public’s film concon[one of its three Duluth, Minn/, theLillian Burns, former Metro of building the publics
Formula works like this: Of the
atres, the “A” Garrick, to be con- -coach joins Columbia Feb. 20 as sciousness The M-G operation ran total allocation of licenses in a
' .
. •'
AVAonflTra hpclefonf f/% XTornf Pnhn
try* oKaiiI fhr/%A traorf
fAmvtav
__—.
«
about
former
C0Untry 36%
are split evenly
verted
to commercial
uses.
executive assistant to Harry
narry Cohn,
uonn i for
tor
apout three
tnree years under
unaer torrner
vtlf
JUUKlllVlll
Sales of some other theatres are
She resigned Metro several exploitation manager William Fer- among the 10 member companies
weeks
ago.
_
(Continued
on
page
20)
0f
the
Motion
Picture
Export
Assn:
Assn;
'
expected to follow as the opporag°-_I
'
32% are divided up on the basis
fL
•
* rp
II tunities arise in line with what
rv
|
|
of local billings in the country in|w|YIC I IlCPlACDn
volved, and another 32% are handL/I ||UO LrlOviUvCll
ed out based on a combination of
r
domestic (U.S. and Canada) billA judgment for $57,433 against lending themselves satisfactorily to
~
1
ings
and
individual
company
producer Mike Todd was entered big screen projection.
grosses for the prior calendar year
last week in N. Y. County Clerk’s
The Loring relinquishment leaves
. _
, n
Office in favor of Emily Jordan Paramount with only three down- 83% of Stock Represented at Wilmington
Wilmington Meeting in six overseas markets — United
.
jo
i.*
Kingdom, Germany, Cuba, Italy,
as assignee for the Fulton Hotel town and two neighborhood houses
—List Newly-Acquired
ired Properties
properties
Sweden and the Philippines.
Pension Trust. The award, handed here, not counting a loop “grind”
__
Since the divvying up process Is
down by N. Y. Supreme Court Of- theatre which goes back to the own..
. bound to result in fractions, latter
ficial Referee, stems from sale of a er when its lease expires soon, and
Warner Bros, last week reported I
three month!! of will be thrown into a “pool” and a
1951 judgment tor $562,294 against
(Continued on page 53)
a $927,000 net for the first quarter the 1955-56 fiscal year was after formuia within a formula is being
Todd to Joseph M. Schenck for
_
of. its new fiscal year, a drop- of $1,000,000 for Federal taxes com- devised to take care of their allo$170,000.
$276,000 from the comparable pared to provisions for $1,300,000 cati0n.
three months period ended Nov. in Federal taxes the prior year.
Some details remain to be ironisa0bIinDa°vi!ha^m9gnUufdogrTh!cagao
27, 1954.
The net for the 1955 'quarter was ed out by the foreign managers.
At the annual stockholders meet the equivalent of 37c per share Question arises, for instance, how
O. Gottlieb. She agreed to settle
in Wilmington, Del., at which 83% against 48c per share the preceding to figure the gross of pix sold outthe judgment for Schenck’s $170,Hollywood, Feb. 7.
of the outstanding stock was year. •
right abroad by a distributor,
000, providing this be paid by
Banner Pictures, Filmakers Re- repped
in person or by proxy, the
Film rentals in the first quarter This might be taken care of by
Schenck’s check for-$120'000, with leasing organization subsidiary
company
indicated
that,
based
on
increased
to
$19,132,139
from
$18.doubling
or tripling the sales price
the balance irr two promissory which will handle pix not on FRO’s
operations during December 414,817 in 1954. Advances co indie ard accenting that figure as the
notes of $25,000 each signed by schedule, already has lined up 10 its
Todd and payable to the Fulton films for 1956> Irving H> Leviri| and January, the second quarter producers went up sharply to $1,- estimated gross.
Execs of the MPEA radiated satHotel Pension Trust. Latter or- FRO prexy reported. Initialler, “will be less favorable” than that 091,784 from a comparable $104,947 in 1954. Profit before taxes isfaction last week over the agreeganization was not otherwise iden- “Bride of the Monster,” now is in of the preceding year.
Meeting elected Samuel Carlisle, was $2,027,495 against $2,678,224. ment, reached at a meeting of fortified in the papers.
release locally and will be follow- Stanleigh P. Friedman and Samuel
Company paid a 30c dividend per eign managers and company presiTodd, who defaulted on payment e(j by “Wetbacks.”
of the notes, contended he inked
of the 10 films, four are Ger- Schneider to the. board for two- share Feb. 4 to stockholders of dents under the chairmanship of
year
terms.
Other
board
members,
record
Jan. 13, 1956. Stockholders Eric Johnston. Same meet also disthe obligations “under duress.” man-made with English soundHowever, in finding for Miss Jor- tracks and three are British im- whose terms will expire in 1957, were told that WB had acquired cussed the MPEA budget,
include
Waddill
Catchings,
Robert
“Pajama
Game,” “No Time For
it was explained that the brakes
dan, Referee McGeehan held' that ports.
gg
the notes “were executed
solely for P°Banner
Banner can
can also
also handle
handle financfinanc- W. ^ A^War„ry ^^’^^1^ a^st^sUe^es wer^ap-

imes rilm Handles Nana

?.ution

pictures to educa-
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All
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For Ad
Tie-Ins

Set Formula On
Foreign Permits

LILLIAN BURNS NEW
AIDE TO HARRY COHN
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Against I odd

Warner Quarterly Drops Disclosed

Banner’s 10 Include Four
German Pix Mitt English

sale oPf the judgment for $17b,000. ^l^oloo'mark'^d^wiirreleas:
clafmlhat
these
these notes
notes were
were executed
executed under
under
duress.” Referee’s award also ineludes interest of $7r433.

tSes? oXosl wfth" whi^ R has'
no
will handle
handle
no connection.
connection. FRO
FRO will
only films it has produced or largefinanced.

Stockholders were told^that tte
sTres^f its own stock intheop
market “for
“for corporate
corporate purposes
market
purposes^
and were alerted to additional such
purposes from time to time.

Z^report

re^Sed in

|arly December ^wedanetof
$4,002 530 for the year ended Aug
year
31 1955. Comparable prior year
provided a net of $3,976,874.

up
for
vanety o reasons we
not awan
jyant that to be^
year,
was one comment.

Wednesday, February 8, 1956

L have just returned fropa x!a visit to; our
Hollywood studio, devoted to screening
completed new pictures and to setting our
picture plans and projects for the nelir future
with our production heads, Y. Frank Free¬
man and Don Hartman. The visit gave me
the additional first hand information I
needed in order to make a? complete and’
accurate appraisal of Paramount’s releases
for 1956 and 1957.
< /
It is my firm conviction based upon this
realistic appraisal, that Paramount product
available this year and next will gross at the
boxoifice level arf amount exceeding the
grosses of any previous two years in the
history of Paramount Pictures Corporation.
Our two lead pictures, Cecil B. DeMille’s
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS and
WAR AND PEACE, both to start their
release in 1956, are certain to roll up record
grosses. No company in the business has
ever provided two such unprecedented
attractions in one season.
—

thusiastic, report frbm the screening is that
^ WAR ANE) PEACE is certain to take its
• place^with the all-time gre&t^gictures and
7 top grbfsers of\>ur business*
\

l

t
l
|
J

Rigit| now ftal Wallis’ THE ROSE
TATTOO** based upon Tennessee Williams’
stage hit arid starring\Burt Lancaster and
Anna Magn^ni, in its fit$t engagements is
fast becomin^the most talked-about picture
of 1956. Indications are that Academy Award
time will spotlight its magnificent perform¬
ances for even brighter boxofficKreturns.

Danny Kaye’s spectacular super-comedy,
f
THE COURT JESTER, has opened with
f
|

I

I
|

j
!
}

j
j

I saw THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
in rough complete form and was thrilled to
the core. It is everything and more, that we
and Mr. DeMille hoped. It more than justifies the tremendous production effort, theo
great all-star cast and the lavish budget '
that was invested in it. That there never
has been a motion picture so inspiring and
with universal entertainment values so overwhelming and boxoffice potential so high,
I am completely convinced.

j

Paramount executives recently flew to
Rome to attend the screening of the complete footage of WAR AND PEACE,
based on the greatest novel ever written,
and produced on a mammoth scale in English by Ponti-DeLaurentiis, with Paramount’s full production and financial
cooperation, and directed by King Vidor. Its
all-star cast is headed by Audrey Hepburn,
Henry Fonda and Mel Ferrer. The. en¬
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resounding success in its initial engagement
at the New York Par&jmount Theatre. To.
follow soon will be oilr Easter picture,
ANYTHING GOES, the richest and
most sparklingly modern
all musicals,
starring Bing Crosby, Donald O’Connor,
Mitzi Gaynor and the incomparable
Jeanmaire. Also a great a^d history¬
making contribution to the musical field is
THE VAGABOND KING, based*on Rudolf
Friml’s internationally famous romantic
operetta, and introducing opposite the beau¬
tiful and talented Kathryn Grayson a bril¬
liant new star, Oreste, whose golden singing
voice, I predict, will quickly make him an
important favorite with moviegoers every¬
where.
The exceptional entertainment values, of
these three pictures alone, and their costs,
could well comprise an entire year’s program
for many a producing organization.

At the studio I saw in complete form
Perlberg-Seaton’s THE PROUD AND
PROFANE, starring William Holden and
Deborah Kerr, with which they have topped
THE COUNTRY GIRL and with’ an
entirely different type of picture; THE
MOUNTAIN, a dramatic smash based on
the well known book filmed mostly in the
rugged French Alps and starring Spencer
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Tracy, Robert Wagner and Claire Trevor;
Bob Hope’s surefire new comedy THAT
CERTAIN FEELING, based on the
Broadway hit KING OF HEARTS, with
last year’s Oscar winner, Eva (ON THE
WATERFRONT) Marie Saint; and Alfred
Hitchcock’s suspense masterpiece, THE
MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, costarring James Stewart and Doris Day and
made in colorful French Morocco, London
and Hollywood. I saw a great TV star be¬
come an even greater new film personality
when I was superbly entertained by George
Gobel in THE BIRDS AND THE BEES,
with scintillating Mitzi Gaynor and David
Niven. Three more talented newcomers des¬
tined to help fill the industry’s need for fresh
young stars, namely Carol Ohmart, Jody
Lawrance and Tom Tryon, come through
strongly under the skilled directorial hand
of Michael Curtiz in the dramatic THE
SCARLET HOUR.
Among the pictures in actual pro¬
duction at our studio are the new JDean
Martin-Jerry Lewis big outdoor comedy
PARDNERS and THE LEATHER SAINT,
an unusual story which has been favorably
compared with GOING MY WAY.
Shooting starts soon on the big, exciting
Audrey Hepburn-Fred Astaire musical
FUNNY FACE; two pictures to be pro¬
duced by Hal Wallis and starring Burt
Lancaster, namely THE RAINMAKER
and GUNFIGHT AT THE O K CORRAL.
In the latter Kirk Douglas will be co-starred
with Lancaster; the colorful LOVES QF
OMAR KHAYYAM, co-starring Cornel
Wilde, Trevor Howard, John Derek, Debra
Paget and Raymond Massey and many
' other important attractions presenting in
top roles such stars as Alan Ladd, Donald
O’Connor, Marlon Brando, Bob Hope, Frank
Sinatra and others of similar prominence.
To insure the flow of high quality Para¬
mount product we have purchased in the

'

past few months a host of exceptionally fine,
stories. These include such popular books as
GERTRUDE LAWRENCE AS MRS.
A., THE SEARCH FOR BRIDEY
MURPHY, THE CAPTAIN’S TABLE,
FEAR STRIKES OUT, THE GOLDEN
JOURNEY, FLAMINGO FEATHER,
FROM AMONGST THE DEAD and
THE JOKER IS WILD. Our play pur¬
chases include the current Broadway hits
THE CHALK GARDEN and THE
MATCHMAKER and also LI’L ABNER,
GIRLS OF SUMMER, Eugene O’Neill’s
DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS, and
Tennessee Williams’ SUMMER AND
SMOKE. Our biographical acquisitions in¬
clude KITTY HAWK (The Wright Bro¬
thers), LAWRENCE OF ARABIA and
THE BUSTER KEATON STORY. Addi¬
tionally we plan filming a number of superior
original stories especially created by top¬
flight writers. Negotiations for several addi¬
tional projects of major importance are
nearing conclusion.
All of our pictures will of course be in
VistaVision and mostly in Technicolor.
Paramount believes devotedly in the
brilliant and prosperous future of the motion
picture as still the greatest form of mass
world entertainment ever conceived. In that
spirit we are investing the largest -sum of
money in our history and our entire resources
of talents and energy and showmanship to
the creation of important pictures of the
highest artistic and boxoffice levels for the
continuous profits and prosperity of our
customers everywhere. Our goal and promise
are to surpass in 1956 and 1957 the high boxoffice quality of product which we have
achieved in the past two years. I have every
confidence, based on pictures finished or
planned, that we will succeed.

,

President Paramount Pictures Corporation
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PICTURE GROSSES

LA. Lagging But Longruns Strong;
‘Heaven Okay $64,000, ‘Bottle 22G,
‘0^.’ Sock 52G, ‘Holiday $40,500
--

Los Angeles, Feb. 7. ^
With new openers failing to
provide much lift, a majority of
local firstruns still are depending
on extended-runs for coin, arid
several are still delivering nicely.
Estimated Total Gross
Mild $22,000 shapes for ‘‘Bottom
This Week .$549,400
of Bottle” in four theatres.
(Based on 22 thea’res.)
“All Heaven Allows” also is
Last Year .$523,600
moderate with $20,000 in three
(Based on 21 theatres.)
sites, with an extra $44,000 coming
from one nabe and eight ozoners.
“Three Bad Sisters” looms slow
$16,000 in three spots.
Top coin-getters among the longruns are “Cinerama Holiday,” with
socko $40,500 in 12th week at one
house, and “Oklahoma,” fancy $52,000 for same stanza in two loca¬
tions.
Estimates for This Week
Providence, Feb. 7.
Downtown Paramount, New Fox,
Ritz, Loyola (ABPT-FWC) (3,300;
It’s sock biz all around, the State
965; 1,363; 1,248; 90-$1.50)—“Bot¬ being topper with “Man With
tom of Bottle” (20th) “Let’s Make Golden Arm.” Almost as big as
Up” (UA). Mild $22,000. Last Majestic’s “Helen of Troy.” Albee’s
week, D’town Par, “Hell Frisco third round of “Guys and Dolls”'
Bay” (WB) and "Target Zero” looks hotsy.
(WB) (2d wk),'$8,300; others in
Estimates for This Week
units.
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 90-$1.50)—
Los Angeles, Hollywood, Uptown
(FWC) (2,097; 756; 1,715; 90-$1.50) “Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (3d wk).
—“Three Bad Sisters” (UA) and Still plenty hot at $14,000. Last
“Storm Fear” (UA). Slow $16,000. week, $20,000. '
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 70-$l)—
Last week, L.A., Uptown with New
Fox, Loyola. “Rains Ranchipur” “Helen of Troy” (WB). Smash
(2,0th) and “Last of Desperadoes” $14,000. Last week, “Square Jun¬
gle” (U) and “Sudden Danger”
(Indie) (2d wk), $18,800.
Warner
Downtown,
Wiltem, (AA), $9,500.
State (Loew) (3,2.00; 65-90)—
Vogue (SW-FWC) (1,757; 2,344;
885;
90-$1.50) — “All
Heaven “Golden Arm” (UA). Sweet $20,Allows” (U) and “Red Sundown” 000. Last week, “Ransom” (M-G)
(U). Modest $20,000. Last week, and “Killer’s Kiss” (Col), $10,500.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 50-80)
Wiltern with Hillstreet, Hollywood,
“Joe Macbeth” (Col) and “Fury At —“Trouble With Harry” (Par).
Fairish $5,000. Last week, “Hous¬
Gunsight Pass” (Col), $17,200.
Hillstreet (RKO) (2,752; 80-$l)— ton Story” (Col) and “Crooked
“Larceny” (U) and “Shakedown” Web” (Col), $4,000.
(Ui (reissues). Slim $4,500. Last
week, in another unit.
- Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296;-$1$1.80)—"Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d
wk). Okay $15,000. Last week,
$18,600.
State, Pantages (UTAC-RKO)—
(2,404;
2,812;
90-$ 1.50)—“Ran¬
som” (M-G) and “Bride of Mon¬
San Francisco, Feb. 7.
ster” (Indie) (2d wk).
Light
Upbeat in firstrun biz here this
$9,500. Last week, $16,400.
Hawaii (G&S) (1,106; 90-$1.25)— session is attributed to improved
“There’s Always Tomorrow” (U) product with many pix which
(2d wk).
So-so $2,000.
Last opened last week doing strongly
week, with Warner Downtown, currently. Standout, of course, is
the new entry, “Benny Goodman
Ritz, $16,000.
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $l-$2)— Story,” which is rated great at
“Golden Arm” is
“Lieut. Wore Skirts” (20th) (4th Golden Gate.
wk). Fairish $7,500 with preview. holding up in remarkable fashion
in second round at United Artists,
Last week, $10.-300.
Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,334; $1.50- while “Helen of Troy” also is
$1.75)—"Golden. Arm” (UA) (6th smash on initial holdover stanza at
wk).
Okay $8,200.
Last week, St. Francis. "Guys and Dolls” still
$8,800.
is sock in 12th frame at Stagedoor.
Four Star (UTAC) (868; $1.25Estimates for This Week
$1.80) — “Cry Tomorrow” (M-G)
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80(7th wk).
Fine $9,500.
Last $1)—“Benny Goodman Story” (UI)
week, $11,200.
and “Dig That Uranium” (AA).
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50) Socko $21,000. Last week, “There’s
—"Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (7th wk).
(Continued on page 18)
Into current week Sunday (5) after
$3,800 last week.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; $1$1.75)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (8th
wk). Good $8,000.
Last week,
$9,400.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M) 1
(1,430; $1.25-$1.80) — “Guys and
Dolls” (M-G) (ilth wk). Hep $15,000. Last week, $16,500.
Egyptian, United Artists (UATC)
Pittsburgh, Feb. 7.
(1,411; 1,242; $1.10-$2.75)—“Okla¬
Downtown business continues
homa” (Magna) (12th wk Egyptian,
7th wk UA). Stout $52,000. Last on the upbeat, with entry of
"Guys and Dolls” at Nixon, ordi¬
week, $52,100.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364; narily a legit house, sparkling the
It looks great opening
$1.20-$2.65)—“Cinerama Holiday” I rise.
(Indie) (13th wk).
Into current week. Danny Kaye’s personnals
frame Sunday (5) after socko $4Q,- opening day of “Court Jester” at
Penn got this off to a fast start.
500 last week.
Comparatively stronger is “Benny
Goodman Story,” smash at the
Harris and pushing house into the
upper brackets again. Only
"Lieut. Wore Skirts” at Fulton is
off, being unable to buck the
strong competition.
“Cinerama
Holiday” at Warner has been go¬
ing ahead ever since closing notice
Minneapolis, Feb. 7.
“Helen of Troy”
Continued sub-zero tempera- was posted.
nice in second round at
tures and frequent snowstorms are shapes
taking their toll of grosses, but for Stanley.
Estimates for This Week
a change newcomers outnumber
the holdovers. Easily topping the
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l)—
fresh arrivals is “Man With the “Lieut. Wore Skirts” (20th). Too
Golden Arm” which has the World much against this comedy and it’ll
turnstiles clicking merrily. “Bot¬ be one week and out. Just okay
tom of Bottle,” “Hell on Frisco $7,000. Last week, “All Heaven
Bay” and “There’s Always Tomor¬ Allows” (U) (3d wk), booming
row” look like also-rans, although $8,500, and should have held again.
“Bottle” is attracting some atten¬
Guild (Green) (500; 65-$l)—
tion. “All That Heaven Allows” “Sheep Has 5 Legs” (UMPO) (7th
still is potent on moveover.
wk).
Fine $1,600.
Last week,
Estimates for This Week
$2,000.
Century <S-W) (1,150; $1.75Harris (Harris) (2,165; 75-$1.10)
$2.65;—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) —“Benny Goodman Story” (U).
(31st wk;. Nice $12,000 or over. Fine campaign, including weekLast week, same.
long serialization of film script in
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$D— P o s t-Gazette,
proclamation
of
“Ransom” »M-G) '2d wk». Well- j “Benny Goodman Day” by Mayor
(Continued opr p$ge' IS} ,} • Lawrence and spjid, Teqtyrjli

Broadway Grosses

‘Arm’ Potent 20G,
Prov.; ‘Helen 14G

‘Goodman’ Socko $21,000,
Frisco; ‘Arm’ A Mighty
17G,‘Helen’16G,H.0.s

‘RANGER’SOCK $7,000,
OMAHA; ‘HEAVEN’ 9G
Omahn, Feb, 7.
Frigid weather and the opening
*of Omaha Auto Show Saturday are
slashing- grosses at ...downtown
houses this week. However, “Lone
Ranger,” hypoed by masked-man’s
in-person stint, is stout at the
Omaha to set the pace. “Indian
Fighter” is okay at the State and
will hold to set up opening of
“Benny Goodman Story” next
Tuesday (14). “All That Heaven
Allows” is nice in second week at
the Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; 75-$l)
r—“Three Bad Sisters” (UA) and
“Snow Creature” (UA). Mildish
$4,000. Last week, "Hell on Irisco
Bay” (WB) and “Track Man Down”
(Rep), $5,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 70-90)
—“Lone Ranger” (WB) and “Dig
That Uranium” (AA). Sock $7,000.
Last week, “Last Frontier” (Col)
and “Inside Detroit” (Col), $6,000
for 6V2 days.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75$1)—“All That Heaven Allows” (U)
(2d wk). .Nice $9,000 after $13,500
bow.
State (Goldberg) (860; 80-$l)—
“Indian Fighter”
(UA).
Okay
$5,000. Last week, “Guys and
Dolls” (M-G) (6th wk), $4,000 at
$1.20 top.

‘Goodman Robust
$20,000 in Cleve.
Cleveland, Feb. 7.
“Benny Goodman Story” is mak¬
ing the biggest noise here current¬
ly with a rousing session at the
Hipp. “Bottom of Bottle,” another
newcomer,. on the other hand, is
only light at Palace. “Diane” is
rated poor at Stillman. “Helen of
Troy” at Allen and “Golden Arm”
at State are both hep in their sec¬
ond stanzas.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (3,000; 70-$1.25)—“Helen
of Troy” (WB) (2d wk). Fancy
$19,000. Stays. Last week, $24,000.
Hipp - (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$l)—
“Benny. Goodman Story” (U). Stur¬
dy $20,000. Last week, “Phantom
10,000 Leagues” (Indie) and “Day
World Ended” (Indie), $20,500.
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1-$1.50)—
“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (7th wk).
Sweet $10,000. Last week, $11,000.'
Palace (RKO) (3,286; 70-90)—
"Bottom of Bottle” (20th). Light
$9,500. Last week, “Six Bridges to
Cross” (U) (reissue) and “Square
Jungle” (U), $5,000.
State (Loew)- 3,500; 70-90)—
“Golden Arm” (UA) (2d wk). Hep
$12,000. Last week, $18,000.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)—
"Diane” (M-G). Poor $5,000. Last
week, “Stratton Story” (M*-G) and
“Three Musketeers” (M-G) (reis¬
sues), $4,000.

‘DoDs Wham $27,000, Pitt; ‘Goodman
Great 16G, ‘Jester’ Impressive 19G

P

Mpis. Still Cold; ‘Arm’
Big $8,000,‘Bottle’Oke
7G, ‘Holiday’ 12G, 31st
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tie-ups, launched this one in solid
boxoffice fashion.
Looks socko
$16,000. Holds, of course. Last
week, “Deep Blue Sea” (20th),
$6,500 in 9 days.
Nixon (Rubin) (1,700; 90-$1.50)
—"Guys and Dolls” (M-G). Town’s
single legit house rented put to
Goldwyn, Biz building from day
to day and hitting $27,000, sensa¬
tional at this capacity.
Penn (UA) (3,300; 65-$l)—
“Court Jester” (Par).
Danny
Kaye made three stage appear¬
ances opening day, when scale was
upped a bit, and his personals
sparked a fast getaway. Good no¬
tices and word-of-mouth expected
to lift this to impressive $19,000.
Last week, "Man With Golden
Arm” (UA) (2d wk), thumping to
$15,500 and would have held but
for locked booking on “Jester.”
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-$l)—
“Man Who Loved Redheads” (UA).
Rushed in at last minute when
reissue of “Wuthering Heights”
(UA) began to sour. Looks favor¬
able, $3,300. Last week, “Heights”
(2d wk), $2,000.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 75-$1.25)—
“Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d wk).
Slipping some but still above usual
h.o. figures here.
Heading for
nice $13,500, on top of $23,000 last
week.
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.40)
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (52d
wk).
Looking up, with closing
date set for April 17. Should hit
neat $11,500. Last week, $11,000.,

‘Goodman’ Smash $25,000, Det. Ace;
‘Bottle’ NSGI6G, ‘Always’ 12G, 2d
Key City Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week .$2,844,700
(Based on 24 cities and 236
theatres, chiefzy jzrst runs, in¬
cluding 17. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year .$2,658,000
(Based on 24 cities and 225
theatres.)

‘Goodman’ Big 15G
L’ville; ‘Arm’ 11G

•Detroit, Feb. 7.
Biz goes into a slight slump
among the downtown deluxers this
week with “Benny Goodman Story”
at the Madison standout with ' a
smash session. “Guys and Dolls”
looms solid in 11th week. However,
“Bottom of Bottle” shapes disap¬
pointing at the Fox, “There’s Al¬
ways Tomorrow” slips in second
round at the Michigan but still
okay. “Inside Detroit” looks slow
at the Broadway-Capitol.
Estimates for. This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1$1.25)—“Bottom of Bottle” (20th)
and “Bobby Ware Missing” (AA).
Disappointing $16,000. Last week,
“East of Eden” (WB) and “Battle
Cry” (WB) (reissues) $13,000 in 6
days.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,
000; $1-$1.25) — “There’s Always
Tomorrow”
(U)
and
“Second
Greatest Sex” (U) (2d wk). Down
to oke $12,000 in 5 days. Last
week, $20,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; $1-$1.25)—
“Hell on Frisco Bay” (WB) and
“Vanishing American” (Rep) (2d
wk). Oke $16,000. Last week,
$23,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1-$1.25)—
“Benny Goodman Story”
(U).
Smash $25,000. Last week, “All
Heaven Allows” (U) (6th wk),
$7,000.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500:
$1-$1.25)—“Inside Detroit” (Col)
and “Fury at Gunsight Pass” (Col).
Slow $13,000. Last week, “Gun¬
point” (AA) and “Dig That Uran¬
ium” (Rep)-, $9,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1$1.25)—“Guys and Dolls” (M-G)
(11th wk). Oke $13,500. Last week,
$15,000.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc¬
tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)—“Cine¬
rama Holiday” (Indie) (52d wk).
Strong $19,400. Last week, same.
Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.25)—
“I Am A Camera” (DCA) (6th wk).
Steady $5,500. Last week, $5,800..

Louisville, Feb. 7.
Variable weather is not helping
biz here this week. Wet, coldish
temperatures through Saturday (4),
and then sunny and warm- weather
Sunday is proving a handicap.
“Benny Goodman Story” at Rialto,
with regular scale, looks socko.
“Man With Golden Arm” at State
looms lively. “Spoilers” arid “Hold
Back Tomorrow” at the Kentucky
looks nice. Holdover of “Guys and
Dolls” at the Brown shapes almost
to first weeks smash. “At Gun¬
point” at the Mary Anderson, is
aiming for okay take.
Estimates for This Week
Brhwn (Fourth Ave.-United Art¬
ists) (1,200; $1-$1.35)—"Guys and
Dolls” (M-G) (2d wk). On par with
last week, which was hefty $14,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 65-85)
—“Spoilers” (U) and “Hold Back
Tomorrow” (U). Good $7,000. Last
week, “Trouble With Harry” (Par)
and “Night Freight” (AA), $6,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000;
65-85)—“At. Gunpoint” (AA). Okay
$5,000. Last week, “Hell on Frisco
Bay” (WB), $7,000.
,
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
55-85)—“Benny Goodman Story.”
Heading for sock $15,000, and like¬
ly h.o. Last week, “All Heaven Al¬
lows” (U), $13;000 in 9 days.
State (United Artists) (3,000; 5585)—“Golden Arm” (UA). . One of
Toronto, Feb. 7.
town's hot spots this week at lively
$11,000.
Last .week, “Lawless
Only major • newcomers are
Street” (Col) and “Teenage Crime
“Court-Martial
of Billy Mitchell,”
Wave” (Col), $9,000.
which is off to a hefty start, and
“Diane,” which is disappointing
with sad takings. Into a fourhouse combo is “Woman Scorned,’*
re-titled from “Queen Bee” for
Canadian preem. However, biz is
light. Still topping the town to
terrific returns is “Guys and
Dolls,” now in seventh stanza. Also
hep is “Helen of Troy” in second
St. Louis, Feb. 7.
“Benny Goodman Story” is out¬ frame with “All That Heaven Al¬
holding sturdy in third
standing here this frame, with biz lows”
week.
generally recovering from worst
Estimates for This Week
weather of year last week. “Good¬
Christie, Hyland (Rank) (877;
man” shapes big at the St. Louis. 1,357; 75-$l)—“The Prisoner” (Col)
“Littlest Outla'w” is neat at (2d wk). Nice $6,000. Last week,
Orpheum.
“Man With Golden $8,000.
Arm” continues solid in second
Colony, Dan forth, Fairlawn,
round at Loew’s. “Guys and Dolls” Humber (Rank) (838; 1,330; 1,165;
still is fine in seventh week.
1,203; . 75-$D—“Woman Scorned”
(Col). Light $8,000. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20- “Man of Moment” (Indie), same.
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
$2.40)—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie)
(51st wk).' Neat $9,500 after $10,- State, Westwood (Taylor) (1,059;
000 in 50th stanza.
995; 684; 694; 994; 40-75)—“Ivan,
Esquire (1,400; $1.25-$1.50) — Son of White Devil” (IFD) and
“Guys And Dolls” (M-G) (7th wk). “Shack Out on 101” (AA). Poor
Nice $5,500 following $6,000 in $11,000. Last week, “Target Zero”
(WB) and “Paris Follies 1956”
sixth.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 51-75) — (AA), $10,000.
Eglinton, University (FP) (1,080;
“Wichita” (AA) and “Shack Out
On 101” (AA). Opened today 1,556; 60-$l) — “Trouble with
(Tues.). Last week, “Square Jungle” Harry” (Par) (2d wk). Holding fine
(U) and “Spoilers” (U), solid at $13,000. Last week, $17,000.
$13,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$l) —
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-85) — “Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d wk).
“Golden Arm” (U) (2d wk). Big Hefty $14,000. Last week, $18,000.
$12,000 after $14,000 opener.
International (Taylor) (557; 50Orpheum (Loew) (1,450; 50-85) 85)—"Julius Caesar” (M-G) (2d
— “Littlest Outlaw” (BV) and wk). First time at pop prices, oke
“Lord Of Jungle” (AA). Loud $10,- $3,000. Last week, $3,500.
000. Last w6ek, “Three Bad Sisters”
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 60-$l) —
(UA) and. “Shadow Eagle” (UA), ‘‘Diane” (M-G). Sad $8,500. Last
$5,000.
week, “Ransom” (M-G), $12,500 in
Pageant (St. L. Amus.). (1,000; eight days.
51-90) — “Trouble With Harry”
Odeon (Rank) (2,318; $1-$1.75)—
(Par) (3d wk). Hot $4,000 after “Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (7th wk).
$4,500 in third.
Still torrid at $22,000. Last week,
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400; $22,000.
$1.10) — “Volcano” (UA). Fine
Shea’s (FP) (2,373; 60-$l)
$3,000. Last week, “One Summer ‘Court - Martial Billy Mitchell”
Happiness” (Indie) (2d wk), $2,000. (WB). Fine $14,000. Last week.
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000; “Rebel Without Cause” (WB) (2d
51-90) — “Benny Goodman Story” wk), $4,000 in 4 days.
(U). Big $15,000. Last week, “All
Townc (Taylor) (693; 60-$l) —
Heaven Allows” (U) (2d wk). “African Lion” (BV) (7th wk). Nice
$9,000.
$3,500. Last week. $4,000.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 60-$l)—
$1.10)—“Diabolique” (UMPO) (6th “All That Heaven Allows” <U) <3d
wk). Oke $2,000 .following $2,500 wk). Holding ' at fancy $10,000.
jtl fifth.
(C2 1$ kLa&'week, $12,000.
(

‘Mitchell’ Hefty $14,000,
Toronto; ‘Dolls’ 22G, 7th,
‘Heaven’ Fine 10G, 3d

‘Goodman’ Solid $15,000,
St Loo; ‘Jungle’ Lush
13G, ‘Arm’ Smooth 12G
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PHILLY PERKING TO $212,500
‘Goodman Sharp $47,000 Leads Chi;
‘Kismet’ Okay 27G, Dove’Light 19G,
‘Hours’ Fastl2G, ‘Arm’ $22,099,6th
Chicago, Feb. 7. Despite seven new entries, b.o.
at many firstrun theatres is dis¬
appointing this session,
"The Benny Goodman. Story0
looks to hit good $47,000 or near
at the Chicago to top city, ‘‘Kis¬
met” is nice $27,000 at the StateLake. "Good Morning, Miss Dove,”
also new, looms weak $19,000, at
Oriental.
"Desperate Hours’' shapes smash
$12,000 in opener at the Loop.
"Tennessee’s Partner” and "Bengazi” combo is neat $9,000 at the
Grand. First stanza of- "Three
Musketeers” and "Stratton Story”
is fair, at the Monroe. "Lease of
Life” looks oke $3,200 in first,
moveover week, at Carnegie.
"Indian Fighter” and "Desert
Sands” :twin bill Is still hangup
in second round at Roosevelt. "Re¬
turn of Don Camillo” is holding
well in fourth at the World. "Man
With Golden Arm” stays great in
sixth week at the Woods. "Okla¬
homa” continues torrid in sixth at
the McVickers.
"I'll Cry Tomorrow” is sturdy
in the seventh round, at United
Artists. "Diabolique” is still pack¬
ing them, in in same week at Ziegfeld. "Cinerama Holiday”- contin¬
ues strong in 34th week at the
Palace.
Estimates for This Week
Carnegie (Telem’t) <480; 95)—
"Lease of Life” (IFE). So-so $3,200. Last week, "Boris Godunov”
(Artkino), $2,500. .
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)
—"Benny Goodman Story” (U).
Good $47’000. Last week, "Guys
and Dolls” (M-G) (12th wk),
$28,500.
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$l)
—"Tennessee's. Partner”. (RKO)
and "Bengazi” (RKO). Strong $9,000. Last week, “Tarantula” (U)
and "Running Wild” (U) (3d wk),
$8,700: Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—
"Desperate Hours” . (Par). Spcko
$12,000. Last week, "Llttlest Out¬
law” (BV) (6th wk), $8,000:
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25$3) — ."Oklahoma” (ftlagnai) (6th
wk). Lofty $38,000. Last week,
$40,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)—
"Three Musketeers” (M-G) and
"Stratton Story” (M-G) (reissues).
Okay $6,500. Last week, "Diane”
(M-G) (2d wk), $7,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
—"Good Morning, Miss Dove”
(20th). Very tight $19,000. Last
week, "All That Heaven Allows”
(U) (3d wk), $22,000.
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
—"Cineranw
Holiday”
(Indie)
(Continued on' page 18)

‘Goodman’ Brisk 12G,
Port.; ‘Bottle’ $8,000
Portland, Ore., Feb. 7.
Biggest snowstorm in 13 years
and near-zero weather are cutting
deep into boxoffice take this round
despite solid product.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1875; 90$1.25)"All Heaven Allows” (U)
(2d wk). Sturdy. $8,000,, Last week,
$8,900..
Fox
(Evergreen)
(1,536;
$1
$1.25)—“Bottom of Bottle” (20th)
,and "The Houston Story” (Col).
Warm $8,000*' Last week, “Deep
Blue Sea” (20th) and "Laura”
(20th) (reissue), $5;O00.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—"Littlest
Outlaw” (BV), nights only and
weekends. Torrid $7,000. Last
week, ‘‘Hamlet” (Indie) (reissue),
$1,600.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90$1.25) — "Benny Goodman Story”
(U) and "Red Sundown” (Indie).
Smash $12,000.. Last week, “Kis¬
met” (M-G) and "Devil Girl Mars”
(indie), $4,900.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.25)—"Hell On Frisco Bay” (WB)
and "Apache Ambush” (Col) (2d
wk). Fine $7,000. Last week,
$9,200.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 75$1 — "Phantom 10,000 Leagues”
(Indie) and "Day World Ended”
(Indie). Fast $10,500. Last week,
"Ransom” (M-G) and "Diane” (MG), $8,000.

‘Goodman’ 3§G,
Hub;‘Arm’54G

Boston, Feb. 7.
Big biz at Boston firstruns this
week with jash or strong new
product pulling lines. "Man With
Golden Arm” looms as one of best
of crop with a great total at the
State and Orpheum. Likewise
"Benny Goodman Story” at the
Memorial, looks mighty with $30,000 or better. "Trouble With
Harry” shapes okay at Paramount
and Fenway. "Helen of Troy” in
second frame", "Cinerama Holiday”
in 24th round and "Guys and
Dolls”, in 13th at Astor are smash.
Estimates for This Week
Astor B&Q) (1,500; $1-$1.80)—
"Guys And Dolls” (M-G) (13th wk).
Flashy $12,000. Last.week, ditto.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678;
90-$1.25) — "Othello” (Indie).
Perky $7,000. Last week, "African
Lion” (8th wk)K $3,500.
Cinerama
(Cinerama Produc¬
tions) (1,354; $1.20-$1.75, $2.40$2.65)—“Cinerama ’ Holiday” (In¬
Indianapolis, Feb. 7.
Winter relaxed its. icy* grip over die) (24th wk). Steady $20,000.
the weekend,'with some improve¬ Last week, $22,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)ment in firstrun biz here result¬
ing. "Lone Ranger,”' paced -by "Prisoner” (Col) (3d wk). Slick
Clayton Moore’s personals open¬ U7.000. Last week, ditto.
ing day, drew heavy kid trade to 1 Fenway (NET) (1,373;. 60-$l)—
lead the city at Circle. "Guys and “Trouble With Harry” (Par) and
Dolls,” in 5-day final (7th) week "The 49ers” (Indie). Oke $5,500.
at Keith’s, and "Man With Golden Last week, "Hell Frisco Bay” (W)
"Lonesome
Trail”
(Lip),
Arm,” in second stanza at Loew’s, and
both are holding up well. ‘Hell On $5,000.
Frisco Bay” is just okay at Indiana. ‘Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
—"I Am Camera” (t)CA) (7th wk).
Estimates for This Week
Circle (CockrilLDolle) .2,800; 50- Hefty $12,500. Last week, $13,500.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$l)—
85)—“Lone
Ranger” . (WB) and
"Target Zero” (WB). Very good "Benny Goodman Story” (U).
$10,000. Last week, “Sauare Jun¬ Wham' $30,000. Last week, "Square
gle” (U) and "Naked Dawn” (U), Jungle” (U) and "Alias John Pres¬
ton” (Indie), $14,000.
$8,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 60Indiana (C-D) (3,200: 50-85)—
"Hell on Frisco Bay” (WB). Neat $1)—"Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d
$9,000. Last week. "Lieut. Wore wk). Torri<J $21,000. Last week,
$35,000.
Skirts” (U). $10,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l)
Keith's (C-D) (1,300; 95-$1.50)
—‘‘Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (7th —"Trouble With Harry” (Par) and
wk). Still solid $7,000 in 5 days "The 49ers” (Indie). Okay $15,000
after $9,000 in sixth. But set to Last week, "Hell .Frisco Bay” (W)
"Lonesome
Trail”
(Lip),
lrave for "Benny Goodman Story” and
$12,000..
(U).
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 60-$l)—
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 70-90)—
“Man With Golden Arm” (UA) (2d "Golden Arm” (UA). Sockeroo
Last week, "Ransom”
tvk). Stout $8,000. Last week, $34,000.
(M-G) and "Storm Fear” (UA) (2d
$13,000.
.Lyric (C-D). (1.50Q; 50-75)— wk-4days), $6,500.
State (Loew) (3,000; 60-$l)—
Unconauered” (Par) (reissue) and
•Tackpot” (Indie): Medium $5,000. "Golden Arm” (UA). Smash $20,Lo<t week, "East1 of Eden” (WB) 000. Last week, "Ransoip”- (M-G)
“Battle Cry” (WB) • (reissues), ahd "Storm Fear”; (UA)’ <2d wk-4
dltlo.
GU)S-U »-3>v dayi;), $4,500.

‘RANGER’ STURDY 10G,
INDPIS; ‘ARM’ 8G, 2D

Sleet Skids B’way Biz, But ‘Jester’
'JESTER' SLICK Jaunty $79,099; ‘Bottle’ Light 52G,
‘Gunpoint’ Loud 20G, ‘Troy’ 49G, 2d
’L

Philadelphia, Feb. 7.
Favorable weekend trade, with
balmy Sunday, is helping firstrun
business here currently. Launch¬
ing of five new pix and • some
strong holdovers is sending over¬
all gross total for 13 houses to
$212,500. Ths is biggest here in
some time.
"Goodman Story” and "Court
Jester” are standout newcomers.
"Goodman” is loud at Stanley
while "Jester” is rated great at
the . Midtown.
"Bottle” shapes
fair at the Fox. "Littlest Outlaw”
is big at World while "Sheep Has
5 Legs” is comparatively as sturdy
at the Studio.
"Rose Tattoo” at Trans-Lux and
"I’ll Cry Tomorrow” at Arcadia
continue SRO in second stanzas.
"Helen of Troy” also looms potent
in first holdover round at Mastbaum.
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-SL80)—
“Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (3d wk).
Joyful $27,500. Last week, $28,-

.

000

Boyd (SW) (1,430: $1.25-$2.60)—
"Cinerama Holidav” (Indie) (5Jst
wk). Steady $12,000. Last week,
$13,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 90-$1.49)—
"Bottom of Bottle” (20th). Fair
$13,000. Last week. "Lieut. Wore,,
Skirts” (20th) (2d wk), $11,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1.250: 65$1.35)—"Hell on Frisco Bay” (WB)
(2d wk). Oke $10,000. Last week,
$16,000.
Mastbaum (SW) (4.370; 99-$1.49)
—‘‘Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d wk).
Potent $24,000 or near.
Last
week, $35,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1.000; 75$1.49) —."Court Jester” (Par).
Great $21,000.
Last week,
“Diane” (M-G) (2d wk), $5,500.
Randolph (Goldman) (2.250: 99$1.80)—"Guys and Dolls” (M-G)
(13th wk). Weekend lifted this to
$13,500. Last week. $15,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,900: 99-$1.49)—
‘Benny Goodman S t o r y” (U).
Loud $26,000 or close. Last week,
"Ransom” (M-G) (2d wk). $11,000.
. Stanton (SW) (1.483; 99-$1.49)—
"Goldon Arm” (UA) (3d wk).
Strong $19,000. Last week, $25,000.

Studio
(Goldberg)
(400; 90$1.49)—"Sheep Has Five Legs”
(Indie). Tidy $6,000. Last week,
I Am Camera” (DCA) (11th wk),
$3,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
—"Rose Tatoo” (Par) (2d wk).
Fancy $17,000. Last week, $20r000.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$ 1.49)
—"All Heaven Allows” (U) (4th
wk).
Hep $9,500.
Last week,
$12,000.
TransrLux World (T-L) (604;
98-$1.50) — "Littlest Outlaw”
(BV). Great $7,000. Last week.
"Dance Little Lady” (T-L) (2d
wk), $1,800.

‘Goodman’ LoftyJ^^G,
Seattle; ‘Battle’ 11G
Seattle, Feb. 7.
Firstrun trade is shaping up
stronger this session than it has
been for several weeks mainly be¬
cause of some stout newcomers.
Biggest coin looks to go to "Benny
Goodman Story” which is great at
Music Hall. "Battle Stations” also
looms big at Coliseum. "Littlest
Outlaw” shapes stout at Music
Box.
"Man With Golden Arm”
still is sturdy at Paramount in sec¬
ond week.
Estimates for This
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; $1$1.50)—“Guys and Dolls” (M-G)
(7th wk). Great $8,000 or under.
Last week, $8,600.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90$1.25)—"Battle Stations” (Col) and
“Fury Gunsight Pass” (Col). Sock
$11,000 or over. Last week, "Gun¬
point” (AA) and "Shack ,Out”
(AA). $8,100.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
$1-$1.25)—“Trouble With Harry”
(Par) and “Heartbreak Ridge”
(Indie). Slow $6,000. Last week,
(Continued on page, 18)

‘Helen’Torrid
16G Tops Cincy
Cincinnati, Feb. 7.
Weather improvement is reflect¬
ed in uptrend of downtown trade
this stanza. . "Helen of Troy,” the
town topped, shapes hefty at the
Albee.
“Target Zero,” another
newcomer, has the Grand in pleas¬
ing stride. “Lone Ranger,” with a
day of personal appearances by
starrer Clayton Moore, got juve
support but not adult, and was re¬
placed in last half by "Battle Cry”
at the Palace. "Cinerama Holiday”
is regaining strength in 33d week
on clearance of out-of-town traffic,
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.25)—
"Helen of Troy” (WB). Hefty $16,000 or near. Last week, “Lieut.
Wore Skirts" (20th), $13,500.
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.)—
(F.376;
$1.20-$2.65) — Cinerama
Holiday” (Indie) (33d wk). Perking
up to tall $17,000 with weather im¬
provement. Last week, $15,600.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$l)—
'Target Zero” (WB) *and "Tough¬
est Man Alive” (AA). Pleasing
$7,500. Last week, "Indian Fight¬
er” (U) (m.o.), at 75-$L25 scale,
$7 200
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$l,50)—
"Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (7th wk).
Romping at $8,000 pace after
$9,000 in sixth. Stays at least an¬
other forlftight.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$l)—
“Lone Ranger” (WB). Four days.
Lotsa juves at 35c a copy but tnin
adult support grossed
fairish
$5,500. "Battle Cry” (WB) and
"East of Eden” (WB), last half,
mild $2,500. Last week, "Man With
Gun” (UA), $9,000.

Broadway deluxe houses had to
contend with three boxoffice-damaging, rainy days in current ses¬
sion, and results reflect it. Worst
crippler was the all-day snow,
sleet and rain of last Saturday (4)
since it’s always a prize day of the
week. Bright, balmy weather Sun¬
day made that a- very big day but
rain Monday and heavy downpour
that night further clipped trade.
And, of course, Thursday also
rained on business, with dire re¬
sults.
Three new bills were launched
during the week, but only one is
really, strong. “Court Jester, is
heading for a.smash $70,000 open¬
ing, session at the Paramount, and
is holding. "Bottom’ of Bottle”
with ice revue onstage is only fair
$52,000 at the Roxy. "At Gun¬
point” with vaude looks to get nice
$20,000 at the Palace.
"Helen of Troy” looks to wind its
second stanza at Criterion with a
great $40,000. "Ransom,” also in
second, looks good $8,000 at the
Globe. “Rose Tattoo” wound its
eighth week with socko $25,000 at
the Astor.
'‘I’ll Cry Tomorrow” with stageshow is heading for an okay $125,000 in' its fourth round at the Music
Hall, and goes a fifth. "Guys and
Dolls” is doing nice $31,000 or
close in current (14th) week at
Capitol, and stays a 15th.
"Golden Arm” continues smooth
with around $22,000 in eight week
at the Victoria. “Indian Fighter”’
looks only mild $7,500 in final (7th)
round at the Mayfair, with “Lone
Ranger” due in Friday (10). "For¬
ever Darling” replaces "Diane” at
the State tomori*ow (Thurs.k
“Diabolique” wound its 11th ses¬
sion at the Fine Arts with a sock
Sll.300, and is staying on. "Gold¬
en Demon” landed a bright $9,500
in first stanza at the Guild.
Estimates for This Week
A."tor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$1.75)
— “Rose Tattoo” (Par) (9th wk).
Eighth session ended Monday (6)
held at socko $25,000. Seventh was
$28,000. Stays on.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
(550; $1.25-$1.80) — “Samaurai”
(FA) (4th wk-10 days). This session
winding up today (Wed.) looks like
(Continued on page 18)

‘Arm’ Golden $14,000 in
K.C.;‘.Trail’OK 7G,‘Bay’
6|G, ‘Heaven’ 11G, 2d

Kansas City, Feb. 7.
Wintry weather continues a main
factor in week’s biz albeit the town
has a fairly strong lineup of films.
“Golden Arm” at the Midland,
“Red Hawk Trail” at the Missouri,
boosted by personal appearance of
Clayton Moore, and “Hell on Frisco
Bay” at the Paramount all are
strong.
Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-$l)—
"Great
Adventure” (Indie) (3d wk).
Baltimore, Feb. 7.
Thin $1,000. Last week, same.
With a transit strike snarling
Midland
(Loew) (3,500; 65-90)—
traffic, grosses tend to be mild
"Golden Arm” (UA). First in weeks
here this round. Matinees are par¬
strong
enough
to go solo here.
ticularly - light .with night trade
Fancy $14,000. Holds. Last week
picking up somewhat. “Helen of
“Diane” (M-G) and "Know What
Troy” is faring 'best with a good
Sailors Are” (UA), drab $4,500 in
total at the Stanley. "Diane” at the
6 days at 80c top.
Town and "There’s Alwayss To¬
Missouri (RKO) (2.585; 35-73-$l)
morrow” at the New are both slim
— "Red Hawk Trail” (WB) and
grossers. Seventh week of "Guys
Washington, Feb. 7.
"Cannibal
Attack” (Gol). Okay
And Dolls” at the Hiop is pleasing.
"Court Jester” at Loew’s Palace i $7,000. Last week, "Last Frontier”
Estimates for -This Week
is pacing town toy may lengths. ;
Century (Fruchlman) (3,000: 35- "Littlest Outlaw” is rated big at | (Col) and "Inside Detroit” (Col),
000.
95)—“Bottom Of Bottle” (20th) Plaza. "All that Heaven Allows” j $'*.Paramount
(United Par) (1,900;
(2d wk). Sad $5,500 following is smash at Lopert’s Playhouse. • 7(^90,„
Jt „„
, __
“Hell
on Frisco
Bay” (WB).
$8,500 opener.
"Cinerama Holiday,” entering fifth j Medium $7,000. Last week, "RanCinema (Schwaber) (460; 50-$l) month at the Warner, continues ; som«. (M-G? (2d wk), same,
stoutly.
"Helen
sinnilv
"Nolen of
nf Troy’
Trov” shapes ■
lloxv (Durwood) (879; 75-$1.50)
(Continued on page 18)
in second week in two houses. | _“'«Guys and DoHs” (M-G)' (7th
"Guyy and Dolls” still is fancy in wk). Continues lively pace at
12th round at Keith’s.
$0,000. Last week, $5,000.
Estimates Are Net
Estimates for This Week
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra¬
Film gross estimates as re¬
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 75- nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
ported herewith from the vari¬
$1.25)—“Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d 700; 1,217; 65-85) — “All That
ous key cities, are t net; i.e.,
wk). Fine $6,000. Last week, $11,- Heaven Allows” (U) and “Case Red
without usual tax. ’ Distrib¬
500 Stays.
Monkey” (AA) (2d wk). Fancy
utors share on net take, when
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 70-95)— $11,000. Last week, $19,000, despite
"Battle Stations” (Col). Okay $14,- interference from weather.
playing percentage, hence the
000 for type of pic. Last week,
estimated figures are net in¬
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l) •—
"Bottom of Bottle” (20th), $15,000, "Prisoner” (Col). Smart $2,500;
come.
over hopes.
holds. Last week, "Quartet” <Indie
The parenthetic admission
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-95) and "Kind Hearts Coronets (Indie)
prices, however, as indicated,
—"Three Bad Sisters” (UA). Okay and, "Kind Hearts Coronets ;
include the U. S. amusement
KCofitinhed ^dn fcbfcfe 18) ' -f • ■(lie) (2d Wk), W>0(V 1 Alv
;fraK. t0)JM h))‘t «6 J
101 ir d

Strike Bops Balto But
‘Helen’ Hotsy $12,000

‘Jester’ Rousing 26G In
D.C.; ‘Helen’ Boff 17G, 2d
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Aussie B.O. Boff; Itch’ Topper in Two
Big Keys; ‘Young,’ ‘Jedda’ Also Big
Sydney, Jan. 31. <
Prediction here following smash
Introductory span of. 1956 is that
the current year will outgross, ’55,
which proved a real boom year.
Top loop, executives like Ernest
Turnbull, of Hoyts, and Norman
Kydge, of Greater Union Theatres,
as well as key independent show¬
men have forecast that' Aussie
cinemas will record as high a
monetary intake as in any previous
term, including the plush war
years.
Outstanding product flowing
continuously from the. production
lines is- maintaining keen payee
interest coast-to-coast. Both U. S.
and British distributors should hit
an all-time revenue high as a re¬
sult of the pic boom here.
Sydney
Sydney, Jan. 31.
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) is
currently in fourth week to sell¬
out, being one of big. grossers at
present.
“Love Is Splendored
Thing” now in its 12th week. WB
has a terrific puller in “East of
Eden,” currently in third stanza,
with Metro going into the solid
coin with “It’s
Always Fair
Weather.”
Paramount is sitting nicely with
“You’re* Never Too Young” and
“Lucy Gallant.” Surprise click is
“Black Knight” (Col)/ which has
already chalked up three ■ weeks
here.
RKO is in the top- coin
via “Davy Crockett” and. *‘20,000.
Leagues Under. Sea.” British pix
scoring are “Doctor At Sea" (Rank)
and “A Kid for Two. Farthings”
(London Films): *
- Melbourne
Melbourne, Jan. 31.
Toppers here currently include,
“You’re Never Too Young” (Par),
“20,000 Leagues” (RKO), “Davy
Crockett” (RKO), “King's Thief”
(MG), “Doctor At Sea” (Rank),
“Constant Husband” (London
Films). “French Can-Can” (Indie)t
and “Man Without a Star” (U).
Adelaide
Adelaide, Jan. 31.
“Jedda” (Col) set an all-time rec¬
ord here and stamps this Aussiemade pic as a top grosser, at least
here.s Par’s “three Ring Circus”
is another in the higher brackets.
“20,000” (RKO), “The Maggie”
(Rank), and “Georgie” (London
Films), also are solid. .
Brisbane
Brisbane, Jan. 31.
“Seven Year Itch” (20th) is .a
boxoffice riot here to pace the
field. Others in the coin include
“Purple Plain” (Rank), “Deep In.
Heart” (M-G), “Underwater” (RKO)
and “Bridges at Toko-Ri” (Par).
Perth
Perth,* Jan. 31.*
“Jedda” (Col) is getting heavy
returns here in fourth week, with
“All That Heaven. Allows” (U) like¬
wise in the top class. Others doing
well include, “Glass Slipper” (M-G)
and “Three Ring Circus” (Par).

Oktoberfest Short Set
For World Release
Frankfurt, Feb. 7.
The Oktoberfest, Munich’s color¬
ful carnival devoted to the drinking
Of new beer, singing and dancing,
which actually takes place in Sep¬
tember every year, has been filmed
as a Naturama Cinepanoramic doc¬
umentary, and Republic has just
bought the world rights for its re¬
lease.
t Called “Auf Gehts” (an expres¬
sion used to open the fest), film
was made by Dieter Schiller of
Olympia Films, Munich, in Eastjnancolor. '

Ranh Mex Equipment Deal
Mexico City, Jan. 31.
In a new move to push British
picture equipment exports, it was
announced here this week that
Compania Mexicans Deksa, local
film equipment distrib outfit, has
signed a- contract with British
Optical and Precision Engineers
Ltd., a. subsid of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization, . for handling
Anglo manufactured product lo¬
cally.
Involved in the new arrange¬
ment will be the possibility of
financing from the British end as
well as an interchange of British
and Mexican personnel.

Mull Japanese Star
For Franco-Jap Film
Tokyo, Jan. 31.
Keiko Kishi, Japanese actress
presently in England working on
/‘The Wind Doesn’t Tell” for Lon¬
don Films, may return to Japan to
co-star in the first Franco-Japanese
film to be made here.
She has been,offered the role of
a geisha in the Yves Ciampi-directed, Cila-Shochiku production of
a film based on “The. Honorable
Picnic,” satirical novel about a
Frenchman in Japan by Thomas
Raucat.
Ciampi told Variety that produc¬
tion delays in the London Films pic
might' make it impossible for the
Japanese actress to accept his offer.
Also to be starred in the joint pro¬
duction will be Jean Marais and
Danielle Darieux. Scheduled to roll
next mohth in Nagasaki, the film
has been tentatively titled “The
Dry Typhoon.”

Yank Distribs Happy
About How Arg. Regime
Handles Their Films
- Buenos Aires, Jan. 31.
American distributors find every¬
thing smooth sailing in their re¬
lations'with officials here now. In
fact the Entertainment Board has
shown considerable tolerance in
applying pfotectibnism. For in¬
stance “Rome Ore II,” distributed
here by RKO, has run well beyond
the span allotted to' a foreign pic¬
ture, but the. board • has turned a
blind eye. This Italian production
was banned under Peron.
During this off season when hot
weather keeps- cinema attendance
low anyway, the American dis¬
tributors are working off the back¬
log of productions accumulated un¬
der Peron’s 'obstructive regime.
These efforts are somewhat sty¬
mied by the slow Tate of censor¬
ship, because there isn't enough
Entertainment Board personnel to
catch up. Moreover, Director An¬
tonio -Aita unwittingly further
slows things up by using the pro¬
jection room to review the native
production of. the last 10 years,
which he admits he. never saw be¬
fore and must now pass on.
Exhibitors have also been dis¬
cussing exploitation problems with
the board and debating whether
to continue the current system of
day-date release.in neighborhood
houses.
American' distribs are far from
complaining now. After their many
headaches and rebuffs under ex¬
czar Raul Apold, the conditions
seem close to ideal. -Entertainment
Board officials are easy to reach
at any time, courteous and help¬
ful,. if not- accustomed yet to
American hustling.. Distributors
now can get their coin out at any
time, even if at exchange rates\of
from 38 to 45 pesos to the dollar.
After 10 years of complete famine,
even this is hnanna to the hungry.
“Helen of Troy” (WB) made its
bow day-and-date at the Opera,
Metropolitan and Premier as part
of the worldwide preem.
In
Buenos Aires, it has jbeen a com¬
plete sellout, with an aggregate of
4,501 seats, and a daily gross of
$4,501,
Metro hopes lo open the new
Metro Theatre here* in April or
May with “Interrupted Melody”
(M-G), which is already showing
in Uruguay. When the U.S. com¬
panies catch up with the backlog
of .old product, Uruguay will cease
to have the edge on Argentina on
releases.
Apart from “Helen,” there are
other good releases coming out.
“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G)
“Green Fire” (M-G), “Sign of the
Pagan” (U) and the British “Gen¬
evieve” all have* enjoyed extended
runs.

Russians Make Pic Of
Jack London's Tang'
Washington, Feb. h.
• Rumanian official radio in ‘Bu¬
charest recently stated that the
Jack London novel, “White Fang,”
was made into a film by Russia
and has been shown in Rumania.
London’s books, long popular in
Russia, are now being published in
Rumania.

KfitelEfY
Yugoslav Govt. Plans
Film Prod. Expansion

INTERNATIONAL
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French 1955-56 Film Season Tops
1st Half of Last Year; U.S. Pix High

Frankfurt, Feb. 7.
In an expanding film production
program, the Yugoslavian govern¬
ment has announced that the pix in¬
dustry plans five coproductions dur¬
Paris, Feb. 7.
ing the 1956 season. It also would
The French fiscal film season has
make 18 of its own pictures, and
Newton
Fails
to
Halt
touched
its
halfway
mark, and re-.
import about 130 additional, ac¬
ceipts show that the solid holiday
cording to word received here.
2 Lawsuits Ys. Him business
has
pushed
this year’s
With a view to also showing
London, Jan. 31.
1955-56 grosses so far well over the
more of its films in foreign lands,
Robert
Newton
failed,
in
a
High
same
period
for
last
year.
More
it hopes to export 49 films to 15 dif¬
ferent countries in 1956. Organiza¬ Court application, to stop two law¬ films are getting bigger revenue.
U.
S.
pix
also
seem
to
be
surging
suits
against
him
for
alleged
tion handling the deals is the Jugo¬
slavia Film Import-Export Agency. breach of contract. At the end of ahead, three showing up among the
the day’s hearing, the judge said: first 10. Last year there was only
“If he chooses to go away, why one.
Leader at the wickets in Paris
should’I protect him?”
Newton applied for an order re¬ was the Rene Clair costumer, “Les
Grandes
Manouevre,” with a lively
straining the English company,
Alderdale Films, as well as James $477,000 at two houses in 10 weeks.
George Minter and Leonard Jeffer- It is still going strong in its sec¬
Italo C’Scope
son-Hope from continuing their ond-line firstrun.
action against him for $325,000 for documentary film, “Lost Conti¬
nent,”
is
next
with
a
solid $348,000.
breach of contract. He also asked
Helsinki, Jan. 31.
Walt Disney’s “20,000 Leagues
Business has not been bright in for an order that they procure the Under Sea” is third with $297,000.
Finland during the last . few stay of a further claim against him “To Catch a Thief” (Par) is doing
months. Pix attendance has been by Renown Pictures of America.
Counsel for Newton said he was Iandojffice biz with $267,000 so far,
spotty. No film came even near
and is still firstrun in one house.
the fine spring runs of “The Liv¬ employed in 1954 to star with Hil- “Nana,” a Gallic costumer with
a ualll<\ costumer witn
ing Desert” (BV) which wound up degarde Neff in “Trilby and Sven^anfgali."
It
was
alleged
he
broke
hufeles
Boye;-an^Marine Carol
as the year’s outstanding tfoxoffice
contract by leaving the studios in took a neat $249,000, while “Les
hit here.
Hommes En Blanc” (Men in
The fall season was more or less the middle of the pic. Ordering White), a Columbia production,
dominated by local pix, with four Newton to pay costs, the judge said garnered $246,000. Preston Sturhis
application
was
unrealistic.
of them placing among the 10 top
ges French film, “Les Carnets Du
grossers. Champion was “Karelian
Major Thompson,” a comedy of an
Polka” (Fennada Film), biopic of a
English major’s reaction to France,
popular accordion player. Best for¬
came in for a nice $219,000, and
eign feature was “Desiree” (20th),
seventh spot.
closely followed by the French
Franco-Italo third Installment in
“Femmes s’en Balancent” and
the Don Camillo series with Fer“Salades de la Peur” plus the Ital¬
nandel, “La Grande Bagarre De
ian “Ulysses.” The U.S. had only
Don Camillo” (The Big Fight of
tjvo among the top 10, “Interrupt¬
Frankfurt, Jan. 31.
Don Camillo) took $198,000; “Les
ed Melody” (M-G) landing 10th
German film, censorship, which Heros Sont Fatigues” (Heros Are
place.
usually does not reach out as far Tired), got $192,000 and French
Since Christmas, the national as the advertising pages of West Pierre Fresnay starrer, “Les Arisboxoffice has been dominated by German newspapers, has Jut a tocrates,” grabbed $180,000.
one tremendous success, “The Un¬ ne\y high with the new Columbia
“The Lady and the Tramp” (BV)
known Soldier” (SF). This has film, “Frucht Ohiie Liebe” (Fruit took in $179,000, closely tagged by
played tp SRO houses in 16 towns Without Love), here. So far, fpur an Eddie Constantine starrer, "Je
with people coming in buses from prominent West German newspa¬ Suis Un Sentimental,” with $174,distant spots to see the film. No pers have refused to carry ads for 000.
Finnish or foreign picture has ever the film, and insist that they will ■^“My Three Angels” (Par), on its
met with such a success. It leaves not review it.
French play origin and good re¬
even “Gone With Wind” (M-G) be¬
Pic, which opened last week in views, came next with a good $158,hind.
Cologne and has other playdates 000.
Another Paramount pic,
set throughout the key German “Bridges at Toko-Ri,” hit $147,000.
cities, won the okay of the German “Summertime” (UA) landed a
Film Censorship Board despite re¬ warmish $135,000, but Max Ophuls’
ceiving two vetoes from the Catho¬ lavish “Lola Montes,” In C’Scope,
lic and Protestant church reps on took in only a disappointing
the board. Other board members, $132,000.
people from the film industry, ed¬
Sophia Loren starrer, “La Fille
ucational and business and youth Des Lleuves” (River Girl), which
London,. Feb. 1.
groups, approved it.
Columbia
will probably dub for
The Daily Express film critic, /Film has aroused such interest
Leonard Mosley, last week pub¬ here because it concerns artificial U.S. release, got a fair $130,000,
followed
by
“Strategic Air Com¬
lished a'virulent attack on “Cin¬ insemination, and hence has raised
erama Holiday,” which opened last protests from Catholic groups. mand” (Par) with $117,000. Other
American
pix
included Disney's
week at. the London Casino, and Plot concerns a woman who has a
the Beaverbrook sheet is offering baby by artificial insemination, “Vanishing Prairie" with $113,000;
“Bad
Day
at
Black
Rock” (M-G),
apprize of $280 to a properly ac¬ since her husband is unable to
credited member of the film indus¬ father a child. Then she finds out okay $110,000; "Daddy Long Legs”
(20th),
in
for
$96,000
and “East of
try for a “suitably indignant reply.” who the child’s father is, falls in
Admitting at the outset that love with him, but returns to her Eden” (WB), $94,000.
“Cinerama” made him sick, Mosley husband. Film was made by CCC
declared that before he went to of Berlin, with Columbia releasing.
the press screening he read (in
Columbia feels the Catholic
Variety) that “Cinerama Holiday”
Church is behind the newspaper
was the boxoffice champion of the boycott. One paper, the Cologne
year and he therefore was con¬ Rundschau, maintain that this is
London, Feb. 7.
sumed with a guilt feeling as he no newspaper drive, but only indi¬
Paid admissions to picture thea¬
took his seat beside his “eager and vidual movements of protest from
tres
in
Great
Britain
slumped by
excited contemporaries.”
each paper. Said Wilhelm Mogge, an- average of more than 3,700,000
Averring that “Cinerama” was
spokesman for the Rundschau, “We weekly in the second quarter of
the one and only large screen sys¬
cannot approve in our ad section last year compared writh the same
tem “which really does make you
what we disapprove editorially.”
period in 1954.

Yank Pix Find
Finland Tough

New Low in Censorship;
German Dailies Refuse
Ads for Col’s ‘Fruit’

London Critic Attacks
‘Holiday’ But His Paner.
Seeks Pix Biz Renly

PIX ADMISSIONS WAY
DOWN IN GT. BRITAIN

feel like a participating member
of the activities happening before
your eyes,” he added, “I just hated
almost all of it. It was like eating
a wonderful meal and drinking
some delicious wine with a heavy
Buenos Aires, Jan. 31.
cold—and then getting a stomach¬
Vaudeville performers are or¬
ache without having tasted the ganizing here to combat exhibi¬
things that gave it to me.”
tors’ efforts towards repeal of the
He concluded: “If ‘Cinerama’ Is law making vaudeville turns ob-1
good enough to break, world rec¬ ligatory in film theatres. The ex-'
ords at the boxoffice, it should hibitors succeeded in getting a '
surely be good enough for me. Am certain amount of relief for the
I daring to suggest that this gaudy summer months, and the law is so
imitation of real life .is inferior to unpopular with
audiences that
the real thing?”
both distributors and exhibitors
are confident on securing full re¬
peal by April or May next.
However,
as
the
Peron-con- trolled
Vaudeville
Entertainers
Union was dissolved vauders have
now set up a new guild and pub¬
Amsterdam, Jan. 31.
Group here called “Theatre” lished a communique setting out
put Tennessee Williams’ “Cat On their side of the case. They claim
A Hot Tin Roof” in its repertory. that the law' was not a Peronista
Director Richard Flink used Wil¬ vote-catching dodge, but had 'been
liams’ original version, by-passing sought by them for many years be¬
the re-write (of third act) the fore the dictator’s regime.

Arg-. Vauders Fighting
Repeal of Filmer Law

Dutch Ren Group Makes
Hit With ‘Cat on Roof’

playwright made for Elia Kazan's
Broadway
production.
Crix
praised the play as a real contem¬
porary drama with the usual dis¬
senting voices talking of “an ob¬
scene cat.”
As a production and as a play
bound to be one of the season’s hits
(another was Shaw’s “The Apple
Cart” with the Netherlands Comedie),
“Tin
Roof”
was
played
I
commendably.

Figures released in the House
of Commons last week by the
Board of Trade proxy, Peter Thorncycroft, showed that the down¬
ward trend had been in operation
during the year. It became more
marked in the third quarter. Com¬
parative figures for the final quar¬
ter are not yet available.
Average weekly admissions in
the third quarter of 1955 totalled
22,200,000 against 25.927,000.
In
the first quarter of 1955, the
weekly average was 23,778,000, .
compared with 25,051,000, and in
the second quarter the compara¬
tive figures w-ere 23,667,000 for
1955 and 24,770,000 in 1954. The
weekly average in the final quar¬
ter of 1954 was 22,389,000.

Bob Perkins’ First Film

London, Jan. 31.
Robert Perkins, son of James E.
Perkins, the Paramount Interna¬
tional veepee, is partnered with
George Breakston and John Carler
in a new British film outfit, Phoe¬
Ashton Terr Preem
nix Productions.
The new unit has completed its
London, Jan. 31.
A new one-act ballet, “La Peri,” first feature, “Escape in the Sun.”
to music by Paul Dukas, is to have This was lensed on location in
its Sadler’s Wells preem at Covent Kenya with Eastmancolor. .John
Garden Feb. 15. Choreography is Bentley, Marlin Buddy and Vera
Fusek are in the leads. Distribu¬
by Frederick Ashton.
Lead roles will be danced by tion deal is now being set and the
Margot
Fonteyn
and
Michael picture is likely to he released
through Paramount.
Somes.
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M-G-M HITS
THE JACKPOT
It happened when M-G-M’s "Seven Brides
For Seven Brothers” suddenly flashed
across the movie skies and electrified the
industry!. It’s happening again!
MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS” is creating
the same excitement. Word-of-mouth
about a wonderful entertainment is sweep¬
ing every Film Row. When you see it,
you’ll know why it scored HIGHEST
RATING in its first audience Preview;,
equalling record-holders "An American
s,” "Singin’ In The Rain” and top¬
ping "Seven Brides”! SEE FOR YOUR¬
SELF at the theatre screenings in every
Exchange Center, from Feb. 13th to 16th.

M-G-M presents a Goldmine of Entertainment

Cinemascope

ASK M-G-M ABOUT

THEATRE
SCREENINGS
IN EXCHANGE
CITIES. FEB. ’3th
To FEB. 16th.
If your invitatio/

go*iost
anyway.

and color

MEET ME IN IAS VEGAS
Starring

DAN DAILEY- CYD CHARISSE

- with
AGNES MOOREHEADr LILIDARVAS-JIM BACKUS*OSCAR KARLWEIS* LILIANE MONTEVECCHI*CARA WILLIAMS
and GUEST STARS:

JERRY 60L0NNA * PAUL HENREID • LENA HORNE • FRANKIE LAINE • MITSUKO SAWAMURA
Scrwn Stoiy mil Scrnn Play by

Cheriography by HERMES PAN •

ISOBEL LENNART . songs: • Hu.it by NICHOLAS BROOSZKY * Ly.it. b, SAMMY CAHN
i, EASTMAN COLOR * oirKt.d by ROY ROWLAND • Pfoducd by JOE PASTERNAK
★

(Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)
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Indie Film Importers Devise Insignia
As a service to its members, the Independent Motion Picture
Distributors Assn., to which most indie importers and distribs be¬
long, will make available an IMPDA insignia to be affixed to films
released by-affiliated companies.
Decision was made at the annual IMPDA membership meet in
N. Y. last-week which also reelected Arthur L! Mayer,, president.
Max Goldberg was named v.p., Fay R. Miske, .secretary and Peter
Horner, treasurer.- New beard of directors for the first time in¬
cludes such exhibitor-distribs .as Richard Brandt, Richard Davis,
Jean Goldwurm and Ilya Dopert.
The insignia,; says Mayer, will serve to publicize the organiza¬
tion and stress the distributor’s membership in it. It is a far cry
from another proposal under which IMPDA Would have established
a Code of its own and would have handed out seals of approval.
That idea .has been killed by the membership.
' " The insignia^ available for a likely fee of about $50. per picture,
will serve to bolster the IMPDA kitty.' It’s in .addition to the $100
per year membership dues paid by the indies. - IMPDA now has
lH members, who are active in various degrees.

Seek Uniformity on Copyright Suits
Screen, Broadcast and Music Society Spokesmen
Urge End of Litigation Conflict Betweeii States
Washington, Feb. 7.
Motion Picture Assn, went on
record last week in favor of a uni¬
form three-year statute of limita¬
tions for copyright infringements.
National Assn, of Radio and Televi¬
sion Broadcasters also endorsed
the three year limit, and ASCAP
said it favored either three or four
years.
Testimony was given before a
patent and copyrights subcommit¬
tee of the House judiciary commit¬
tee which is considering the Keat¬
ing bill for the three-year statute.
At present, each state sets its own,
and limitations range from one
year in Alabama to eight in Wyom¬
ing.
Also under consideration were
several proposed amendments to
the bill.
Attorney Fulton Brylawski spoke
for MPAA. He pointed out that,
since the same films are shown in
all states, a studio can be sued in
any of the 48. He asked uniform¬
ity to take the film companies off
the hook of uncertainty.
Brylawski and Vincent T. Wasilewski, manager of government re¬
lations for NARTB, not only ex¬
pressed the views of their associa¬
tions on-the Keating bill, but also
opposed amendments proposed by
the New York Bar Assn, to suspend
the running of the statute in four
instances. They said the matter
was adequately covered by existing
law in three of them, and that the
fourth was unnecessary.
Herman Finkelstein, counsel for
ASCAP, approved the amendments
proposed by the N. Y. Bar and said
his members favored uniformity
but didn’t care whether a' Federal
statute was for three or four years.

Indonesia Film Studios,
Seeking Protection, Ask
U.S. Quota Cut of 50%
Washington, Feb.. 7.
Local producers in Indonesia
are pressing the Government there
to cut down oh film imports. Spe¬
cifically, they want to slice Ameri¬
can imports in half.
The Indonesian Embassy here
quotes Djamaludin Malik, prexy of
Urn Indonesian Film Assn., .as stat¬
ing that the imports already have
put several Indonesian producers
out of business. According to
Malik, who puts the blame heavily
on Cinemascope, 40 to 50 Indo¬
nesian
productions
can’t
get
screentime because of the competi¬
tion. Apart from American pix,
Indian features also are coming
into Indonesia in substantial num¬
bers.
Hollywood imports into Indonesia
run to about 250 a year. Malik
would like to cut them to 125. The
Americans haven’t been too happy
with Indonesia for some time,
partly because of the remittance
problem, and partly due to the
very tough censorship. In recent
months, the Motion Picture Export
Assn, has negotiated quite sub¬
stantial coin transfers from Indo¬
nesia, covering years prior to 1955:
Last year’s earnings remain to be
thawed.
Indonesia is one of the Far East¬
ern troublespots Eric Johnston in¬
tends to visit on his forthcoming
trip there. He’ll also go to Japan
and India.

Fuller Heads Assn.
Charlotte, N. C., Feb. 7.
John D. Fuller, partner in Irving-Fuller Theatres of Columbia,
S. C., was elected president of the
North and South Carolina Theatre:
Owners Assn, at its 43d annual
convention here last week.
Other officers elected were
Howard McNally of Fayetteville,
first V.p.; Robert E. Bryant of
Rock Hill, S. C., second v.p., and
Mrs. Lucille Price of Charlotte, re¬
elected executive secretary-treas¬
urer.

Cartoonery’sl955
Net of $14.46
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
United Productions of America,
the cartoon company, racked up a
gross of $1,137,313 for the 1955
fiscal year, reaping a net earning
of $14.46 per share.
The company also completed the
purchase of all its preferred stock
which was called, in last year. The
board of directors declared a $1
per share dividend on common
stock, payable Feb. 1.

Business-Choking Taxes
In Belgium & Spain
Up to U. S. Treasury
Tax problems faced by the
American industry in Belgium and
Spain will be taken up with the
U.S. Treasury Dept, in Washington
by the Motion Picture Export
Assn, tax committee.
Belgian demand amounts virtu¬
ally to double taxation and could
be taken up by the Government
under the existing tax treaty with
Belgium. In Spain, the industry is
hopeful of American Embassy as¬
sistance when talks on a film
agreement there are resumed.
According to MPEA, the tax bite
proposed by the Spaniards would
make trading there virtually im¬
possible. It’s suggested that there
will be no settlement of the tax
problem until the question of over¬
all film relations is solved.
RULES FOR B'WAY BUNTING
Charity Signs Can’t Name
Film or Theatre
New York City administration
has put a new construction on the
banners strung across Broadway
to advertise premieres. Hence¬
forth authorities will not permit
the name of the picture nor the
name of the theatre to be dis¬
played on any of the overhead
hangings, on the ground that it is
advertising.
Situation came to light when
20th-Fox sought a permit for a
sign announcing the premiere of
“Carousel” next week for the
benefit of the N, Y. Medical Col¬
lege. The city ruled that the
license would be granted if they
struck off the name of the theatre
and the film.
Hitherto, the only requirement
for the banner was permission of
the owners of the buildings where
the riggings would be set up.

Universal’s Simonelli
Debunks 'Romantic' Side
Of Film Exploiteering
By GABE FAVOINO
Chicago, Feb. 7.
Charles Simonelli, Universal veepee in charge of Eastern advertis¬
ing and publicity, is carrying a
cross-country torch for modern
merchandising methods in the film
industry.
While in Chicago last wees,
herding Steve Allen and Benny
Goodman around for “The Benny
Goodman Story” world preem,
Simonelli left no stone unturned to
“merchandise his merchandising,”
as he put it. He was guest speaker
at a Junior Chamber of Commerce
luncheon here, where his whole
speech was a triple merchandising
effort. He was selling the film in¬
dustry, co-op merchandising, and
“The Benny Goodman Story” all
in one shot.
Complaining he was “sick and
tired” of the “Some soft touch;
what starlet did you just take out?”
attitude prevalent among : his
friends in other businesses, he
pointed out that the film industpr’s
big year-round .job of producing,
distributing and merchandising
film is comparable to that done by
any other major industry and, in¬
herently, is full of the same prob¬
lems! with little time left for star¬
lets. Arid furthermore, he added,
stars could get temperamental, an
additional problem .not faced by
other industries:.
The theme of his speech was
“Love and Marriage,” a romantic
reference to co-op merchandising
efforts such as the diskery, depart¬
ment store and clothing company
tierins used to sell “The Benny
Goodman Story” for example, as
well as disks and clothes. Whole
point, of course, was that the pic¬
ture industry and the others named
could help each other sell their
products and more specifically, at
this luncheon,. “The Benny Good¬
man Story.”
When it was mentioned that the
film industry was perhaps the most
secretive big business around, with
few industry-wide statistics avail¬
able and a public relations effort
that was, as Metro’s Dore Schary
recently put it, “a shambles,” Sim¬
onelli said he faced and fought
those problems every day. He stat¬
ed that one of his biggest problems
was “merchandising merchandis¬
ing” to his fellow execs in the in¬
dustry.
He sees adoption of modern
merchandising methods as the sal¬
vation of the .film industry in its
recently more competitive role of
bucking teevee. He has urged wide
employment of market research
methods within the industry and
recently had some success when
Universal, for the first time in its
history, started to use consumer
research methods. Simonelli said
he hoped for the day when wide¬
spread use of market surveys
would be commonplace guides in
picturemaking.

GIMBE’S, LIKE MACY’S,
NOW ON FILM TIE-UP
Gimbels is now' fighting Macy’s
for commercial tieups with the
film companies, apparently as the
result of personnel changes at the
two New York department stores.
Macy’s for years has been the
leader in this field, the approach
being mostly in the form of heavy
newspaper display advertising in
which certain screen personalities
appear with the merchandise being
plugged. Pic product also is given
mention in the ad copy.
Then came the switch. James
Gershman resigned as public rela¬
tions chief at Macy’s to become
ad manager at Gimbels. Abner
Gomberg, who had worked under
Gershman, moved up to the spot
vacated by the latter. Gimbels now
has promotions going in conjunc¬
tion with Warners’ “Helen of
Troy”
and
Metro's
“Forever
Darling.”
While at Macy’s, Gershman
started a long-range tie-up with
Paramount’s “Court Jester,” Danny
Kaye starrer. This included Kaye’s
participation in the 34th Street
mart’s annual Thanksgiving Day
parade and newspaper commer¬
cials over a period of a couple of
months. Gomberg is now working
on the windup of this.
Detroit’s 5,000-seat Fox has com¬
pleted a $75,000 remodeling job,
Including a new marquee, new
sound equipment, reupholstering,
and carpeting.
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Reade-Kassler Enter Pre-Production
Options to Assure Foreign Film Flow
William Hamm Resigns
Chicago, Feb. 7.
William Hamm, Paramount
Chicago exchange office; man¬
ager has resigned after 39
years of service.
Herb Cohen succeeds him. ■

Kranze to Speed
Mobile Cinerama
Bernard G. • Kranze has relin¬
quished the -general sales mana¬
ger’s post1 at United Artists to be¬
come vice president of- Stanley
Warner Cinerama. He’ll expand
Cinerama on a worldwide basis,
Cinerama on a worldwide basis,
as a starter opening more .theatres.
Kranze Will > speed Cinerama’s
proposed mobile operation where¬
by temporary equipment can be In¬
stalled in, theatres ior runs of Sev¬
eral, weeks to several months. One
more permanent U. S., domestic
theatre may be opened.
Nat Lapkin, v.p. in charge * of
Cinerama production, returned1 to
Gotham this week from the Coast
where he reopened talks with
Metro on possible “International
Revue” in the Cinerama process.

New York Publicists
Aim at Wage Parity
With Coast Brethren

New method .of purchasing Euro¬
pean product has been adopted by
Continental- Distributing Co. in
which Walter Reade and Frank
Kassler are partnered and which
has a release sked of from eight to
features a year.
Reade disclosed that Continental
had begun to take options on for¬
eign films either prior to or during
production. At the moment, Reade
has first-refusal rights to three
French films.“It’s a method that, for a couple
of thousand dollars, gives us a
chance to pick up excellent for¬
eign films,” Reade explained. “It’s
not too much of an investment
for us, and certainly the European
producer has nothing to lose; in
fact .it gains. If We don't.take the
picture, he’s had some additional
finuncing for nothing. If: we do
take it, he gets a firstrate' release
in this country.”
Reade said he Was leery of mak¬
ing more, preproduction deals in
Europe since it was so difficult to
predict the eventual shape of the
finished picture, In two instances
—“The- Lady Killers” and “To
Paris With . Love,” both j., Arthur
Rank films—Reade did- enter into
what
amounted
preproduction
deals. He expects to end up with
between $600,000 and $700,000 on
“Paris” and has very high hopes
for “Lady Killers” which awaits
release.
Method adopted by Reade for
tying up foreign productions should
pay off ’ in the light of the very
•heavy competition for quality pix
once- the-y are in the can* Indies
today are bidding not only,among
themselves, but also against the
major distribs. which are becoming
increasingly interested in - Euro¬
pean releases.
Reade stressed that, with proper
showmanship, even average im¬
ports could be effectively sold in
the U.S. market.
Asked whether he had further
deals with Rank on the fire, Reade
said he was discussing some deals,
but felt, that Rank primarily
needed a central distributing out¬
let in the U.S. where both he and
the American distrib could take
j advantage of the continuity of
’ product.
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Equalization of the salary scale
of Coast publicists and their New
York counterparts is the longrange
aim of the Screen Publicists Guild,
the N.Y. unit representing pub-ad
staffers at Warner Bros., Universal.
20th-Fox, Columbia, and United
Artists.
The eastern ballyhooligans have
long had a lower scale than their
Coast freres, a situation that has
constantly irked the N.Y. SPGites.
For example, the Coast minimum
for senior publicists Is presently
per week as compared with
$135 ($140 at UA) for similarly
ranking pub-ad men in the east.
In seeking parity with the Coast¬
ers in past negotiations with the
film companies, the SPG has been
faced with the argument that the
Hollywood publicists worked a sixday week as compared, with the
five-day stanza prevalent in the
Minneapolis, Feb. 7.
east. However, with the introduc¬
“Marty” (UA) has the distinction
tion of the five-day week on the ( of being one of the few American
Coast, the SPG feels that the film j films to be held over for a second
companies have lost their perennial : week in a local non-arts subseexcuse. As a result, in upcoming ; quent-run neighborhood house
negotiations, expected to com¬ while playing day and date in
mence shortly, the SPG will make others.
its pitch for a salary hike to breach | It accomplished the feat at one
the difference between the east ' of the city’s leading de luxe neighand west scales. It’s not anticipated ■ borhood theatres, the St. Loui3
that the gap will be completely ! Park, where on a Sunday with the
closed at this time, but the SPG is : temperature 16 below zero it broke
hopeful of coming a lot closer to the house boxoffice record.
its Coast colleagues.
I What mitigates against a longer
The majority of the contracts than a single week’s run for any
with the five film companies in¬ . picture in the earliest 28-day slot
volved expire in early April. UA’s neighborhood houses here is the
pact terminated at the end of 1955, j fact that under the locally estabbut an. agreement was reached on ; lislied clearance it becomes availan extension in order to conduct | able for the many theatres in the
all the talks at about the same ; next slot, 32 days, which have. a
time. Under National Labor Rela¬ lower admission.
tions Board regulations, contract
Oddly enough downtown firstrun
talks may begin as early as 60 days of “Marty” was a disappointment,
before the expiration of a pact. it running only three weeks at the
Consequently, the SPG is begin¬ 400-seat World to moderate grosses.
ning to notify the film companies . Instead of being released to the
that it would like to begin the suhseciuent-runs 28 days after the
talks at once rather than wait for ‘ end of that engagement, as clear; ance here provides, it was held
the final expiration dates.
In addition to salary hikes, the back for several months.
A number of the 28-day subse¬
SPG will also seek other benefits,
hoping to establish conditions quent-runs other than the St. Louis
Park hooked it for only four days
equal to those in force at UA.
and now acknowledge they com¬
mitted an error of judgment and
Hard Candy Damages Eye, they’re sorry because it grossed
Child Sues Cal. Theatre so much better than expected.

$210

Downtown Firstrun Fizzle,
‘Marty’ Gets a Record And
Holdover in 28-Day Slot

Los Angeles, Feb. 7.
Roughhousing at a kiddle ma¬
tinee brought a $100,000 personal
Injury suit against Jules Seeder
and his Encino Theatre in San Fer¬
nando Valley. Plaintiff is 12-yearold Linda Ferrara, through her
guardian, Joan Shank.
Suit contends the girl was attend¬
ing a matinee at the theatre Dec.
4, 1954, when another juvenile pa¬
tron hurled a piece of hard candy
into the air. It struck her in the
eye, inflicting serious injuries.

Youngstein, WinikusBack
Max E. Youngstein, United Art¬
ists v.p.. and Francis M. Winikus,
his newly-appointed exec assistant
in Paris arrived in New York yes¬
terday (Tues.) after a swing of
London, Paris, Rome, Madrid and
Stockholm.
_
.
Execs confabbed with indie
film-makers abroad and set the
preliminaries for Winikus to estab¬
lish permanent headquarters in the
French capital in a couple of
rnrini he
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Code Changes Became A Need Once
Divorcement Weakened It—Balaban
Barney Balaban, Paramount pres¬
ident and-member of the four-man

Clip ‘Bible* Short

committee (with Eric A. Johnston,

“Land of the Bible,” 20thFox subject on Israel, has
been cut from three reels to
two and is being rescored and
rerecorded.
It’s hoped that the revised,
short, to run 18 minutes, will
still be available to theatres
for Easter. Pic is in CinemaScope and color.

Daniel T. O’Shea and Abe Schnei¬
der) studying possible changes in
Production Code dictates and pro¬
cedures, is frankly surprised that
the Code has held up as well as it
has over recent years.
“I have recognized for years the
necessity for changes in adminis¬
tration of the Code—not the Code
itself,” he commented in New York.
Balaban cited the fact that prior
to domestic theatre divorcement,
member companies of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America, which
controls the Code, had a "club—a
police power.”
The five major theatre chains,
being corporately enmeshed with
the film outfits, automatically were
enjoined from playing pic product
that was denied Code approval by
the MPAA. Obviously, they became
no longer under such injunction
when divorcement materialized se¬
veral years ago, Balaban noted.
(The first split, Par from United
Paramount Theatres, came on Jan.
1, 1950).
As a result of such disaffiliation
a circuit like Loew’s feels no re¬
striction. against playing the Codenixed “Man With the Golden Arm
at the present time.
Balaban said he couldn’t predict
what changes likely will take place
in the Code operation but he left
the impression that some approach
will be taken to give it more effec¬
tiveness. The four-man board will
get down to specifics in about 60
days, said the Par chief.

Omaha Film Row
Awaits D. of J. Cue
Omaha, Feb. 7.
Omaha

Federal

grand

jury

adjourned last Thursday (2) after
a two-day, special Dept, of Justice
investigation of the film industry
in this area. Practically all majordomos of film row were subpoened
and the Government took testimony
regarding a possible conspiracy to
keep top pictures from certain the¬
atres.
Although there was no official
confirmation film row says Ralph
Blank and William Miskell, owners
of the Sky-View Drive-in here,
were among complaining witnesses.
Blank also owns the Admiral and
South Omaha Chief, both na.be
spots playing first runs.
A Government attorney stated
only that the evidence will be
studied and the jury recalled if it
is decided to press for indictments.

‘Carousel’s’ Mr. Snow
Tied to Clam Chowder,
Supermarket Promotion
In an elaborate demonstration of
how a film company can tie up
with a commercial outfit for local
level promotion of a picture, 20thFox has linked up with the Snow’s
canning company to promote its
musical, “Carousel.”
Tieup, which extends down the
line from newspaper ads to super¬
market promotion and tv plugging,
has as its excuse the plausible if
thin link of Captain Enoch Snow
who originated Snow’s,Clam Chow¬
der. A Captain Snow also is one
of the main characters in “Carous¬
el” (where he’s played by Robert
Rounseviile).
Feb. 19 issue of American Week¬
ly (circulation 2,000,000) will carry
a direct tiein ad with the picture.
Snow’s also will place similar ads
in national publications and news¬
papers across the country.
At the point-of-sale, special ads
have been prepared by Leo Pillot,
who’s masterminding that phase of
the “Carousel” campaign, for co-op
advertising with leading supermar¬
kets. Latter also will have window
displays and rim contests. Wher¬
ever “Carousel” opens, Snow’s will
purchase radio and tv time over
and above the regular sked to plug
the film.
All Snow’s accounts will receive
special letters and promotional
material, urging them to tie in
with local exhibs for the “Carous¬
el” campaign. There’ll be exhib
and press clambakes in a number
of important markets in conjunc¬
tion with playdates of the picture,
and a package of Snow’s seafare
“Do-it-yourself” clambake is being
dispatched to leading circuit heads
and theatre circuit ad-pub toppers,
the press, etc.
On Feb. 16, Snow’s will sponsor
WPIX scanning of the “Carousel”
preem at the Roxy Theatre. It’s
one of the few times that an open¬
ing has had a commercial backer.

Pittsburgh, Feb. 7.
Click of second firstrun art
house here, the Guild, after smart
money had insisted it didn’t have
a chance against the well-estab¬
lished Squirrel Hill only a few
blocks away, has led to the opening
of a third arter in the district. It’s
the Studio Theatre, small-seater in
(Bellvue, which is on the other side
of the Golden Triangle away from
the Guild and Squirrel Hill.
Studio’s being operated by Ern¬
est Stern, of Associated. Circuit,
which
recently
acquired
three
houses, Hippodrome, Bellevue and
Linden, from the Mark Browarsky
estate. Linden had been closed for
long time, and Stern remodeled and
re-named it the Studio.
Guild, which had been a subse¬
quent run grind house for years,
turned arty just a little more than
a year ago and under the owner¬
ship-management of the Green
Brothers, Ralph and Millard, has
been an outstanding success, with
nearby Squirrel Hill continuing to
get its share, too. Fact that two
arters could exist profitably almost
next to each other was the thing
that prompted Stern to launch the
Studio in another residential sec¬
tion of the town,

FILMS’BEST DIVIDEND
YEAR SINCE 1951
Washington, Feb. 7.
The 1955 film industry dividends
of $31,436,000 were the highest
since 1951. Payments, went to both
production and exhibition stock¬
holders. Last year’s melon was well
above the $27,848,000 for 1954, and.
since 1951’s $35,122,000, accord¬
ing to figures released by the U. S.
Department of Commerce.
Stockholders received $6,116,000
in December, contrasting to $5,498,000 for Dcember, 1954.
December disbursements were as
follows:—AB-PT $1,986,000, com¬
pared with $1,126,000 for Decem¬
ber 1954; Loew’s, Inc. $1,286,000
each year; Paramount Pictures $1,094,000, compared with $1,108,000
for December 1954; 20th-Fox, $1,058,000,'as against $1,322,000 for
December 1954.
Universal, $569,000 versus ..$615,000 in December 1954; Consolidat¬
ed Amusements $88,000 in Decem¬
ber 1955, nothing in 1954; Roxy
Theatre $8,000 each year; United
Artists Theatres $8,Q00 each year;
Allied Artists $21,000 each year;
Filmac, nothing last December, but
$6,000 in 1954.

Easy-Doesn’i
Continued from page 7

released this side though very suc¬
cessful in Europe.
Regarding the Center, Flaud
stressed over and over again “we
want to prove to our French pro¬
ducers that this is a good thing;
that it will be an efficient service
for them. We have no intention of
imposing anything on them.” Spe¬
cifically, a four-point program for
the Office in Manhattan has been
worked up:“
'
(1) Information about the pos¬
sibilities of the American market
for French producers, many of
whom are badly in need of expert,
on-the-spot advice. on actual con¬
ditions. .
(2) Stress on sub-distribution.
“We are not going into distribu¬
tion,” said Flaud, “but we will cer¬
tainly favor good distribution.”
The office will in fact act as a
producer’s representative.
(3) Public relations. “We must
make America aware of French
films,” in Flaud’s words. P.r. work
would include release of promo¬
tional material, arrangements for
the visits of French stars, film
weeks, etc.
(4) Distribution supervis ion,
which harks back to the producer’s
rep function. Flaud said the office
would keep a close eye on results
on French films and would seek to
assure the French producer he was
getting a fair shake from his dis¬
tributor here.
Center’s “Broader Function”
Flaud, who returned last week
to Paris, stressed—also again—that
the Center wasn’t primarily con¬
cerned with New York but had in
view a much broader function. He
said it would seek to cooperate as
San Francisco, Feb. 7.
much as possible with anyone han¬
Robert Broadbent, manager of dling French films, but somehow
the Esquire Theatre on Market gave the impression that a process
Street here, will be retried on a of selectivity would enter into this.
charge of showing an indecent film As for the Center’s budget, which
as result of a jury failing to agree has been the subject of some spec¬
last week.
ulation in the trade here, Flaud
Municipal Judge Ray Arata dis¬ would say no more than that it was
charged the jury after 6^6 tie bal¬ “flexible.”
lot in two-day trial. Jury had seen
Throughout his talk with this
film on nudist Camp earlier.
Variety staffer, Flaud emphasized
Broadbent, who was pinched in that there was no intention on the
early
December,
was
pinched part of the French to go into dis¬
again for “indecent advertising.” tribution themselves. Yet he added,
Second charge hasn’t come to trial perhaps significantly, “If, in two
yet. Esquire is moveover house in years, we don’t see any results, we
Sherrill
Corwin’s North
Coast will have to reappraise our policy
chain.
and see what we must do.”
French Stars Coming
Flaud said he Was “naturally not
happy” with the fact that the Paris
Theatre, N. Y., wasn’t program¬
ming French features 100%, but
Continued from page 3 -■ •
indicated there might be develop¬
ceived $15,000 for his services, ments to correct that situation. He
said he was an innocent victim of
disclosed that the first two French
the venture which had attracted stars (male) to be brought to the
money of hundreds of investors U. S. by the Center probably would
throughout Texas. They purchased be Fernandel and Gerard Philipe.
shares at prices ranging from $10 Femme representation isn’t certain
to $30 on strength of First Co¬ but might involve Michele Morgan
lonial’s assertions that it had scores and Marina Vladi.
of money-making plans, including
As to reports of attempts in
the film studio.
France to do away with his Centre
Explaining his role in the ill- National, functioning under the
fated project to the Fort Worth Ministry of Commerce, Flaud said
Press, Lovejoy said he was paid the he welcomed discussions about the
$15,000 early last year under an Center in the Assembly. He said
option agreement until a long term opposition didn’t come from the in¬
pact could be signed. Option ex¬ dustry . per se, but largely from
pired in 90 days, actor added, and exhibitors who are under the Cen¬
was never picked up. He asserted ter’s control and cannot, among
he spent most of the money on other things, raise admission prices
trips to Dallas.
without Flaud’s okay.

JURY SPLIT 6-6, NEW
TRIAL FOR BROADBENT

Film Reviews
, -Continued from

Lost
iiig entertainment. As it stands, it
should be a reliable attraction in
the domestic market with more
modest prospects overseas.
A slight Yank accent is given by
the casting of David Knight in the
role of the father of the missing
boy. His American pronunciation
seems more deliberate than natu¬
ral, but the international flavor
provided by this casting may help
the production in the U.S.
Knight plays an official of the
American Embassy in London, and
his wife, Julia Arnall, is an execu¬
tive in a leading fashion house.
Their 18-month-old son is snatched
from his baby-carriage while his
nurse is making a purchase in a
drugstore. There are no real clues
to guide the police. They have to
follow through on such „ slender
shreds of evidence as a button off
a. woman’s coat, a couple of empty
ice cream cartons, a partly-torn
page of a novel and a paper bag
which had contained cakes. All
these had been salvaged from the
scene of the crime.
Detection work by the police,
led by David Farrar, as a Detective
Inspector, is good absorbing stuff,
but the natural tendency of the
mother towards near hysteria has
a detracting influence. As it turns
out, it is the torn page of the novel
that leads to the final clue, and the
rescue of the child from .the edge
of a cliff provides a tense climax.
Farrar’s solid performance is al¬
ways believable. Knight plays in a
single key which tends to become
slightly monotonous while Miss
Arnall, an attractive newcomer,
shows promise for a bright future.
Eleanor
Summerfield,
Anthony
Oliver and Thora Hird turn in
standard portrayals in support.
There’s a delightful cameo by Joan
Sims as an icecream girl. Guy
Green’s direction extracts, most of
the suspense from Janet Green’s
screenplay.
Benjamin
Frankel’s
music and Harry Waxman’s lensing are plus features..
Myro.

Eos Ilussards
(The Cavalrymen)
(FRAN CO-ITALIAN)
♦
Paris, Jan. 31.
Cocinor release of Cocinor-Cocinex pro¬
duction.
Stars Bernard Blier, Bourvil;
features Georges Wilson, Giovanna Ralli,
Louis De Funes, Gianni Esposito. Directed
by Alex Joffe. Screenplay, Joffe, Gabirel
Arout from play by P. A. Breal; camera,
Jean Bourgoin; editor, H. Hist. At Balzac,
Paris. Running time, 105 MINS.
La Gouce...Bernard Blier
Flicot .Bourvil
Cosima ...Giovanni Ralli
Luigi .Louis De Funes
Captain .Georges Wilson
Pietro ...Gianni Esposito

Costumer is set during the‘Na¬
poleonic invasion of Italy, and con¬
cerns the trials of two French cav¬
alrymen whose horses are sent off
by a young villager diming a mo¬
ment of inattention. The two men
barge in on the village looking for
the culprit, and must find someone
to pay or otherwise they are liable
to be hanged for losing their
mounts. Pic vacillates between
comedy, satire and a certain tragiccomic attitude towards war. How¬
ever, its familiar aspects peg this
primarily for special situations in
the U.S. It has solid comic mar¬
quees values here in Bourvil and
Bernard Blier, and has enough
laughs for some chances in the
U.S. marts via exploitation, with
word-of-mouth a probable boost.
Alex Joffe has given this a color¬
ful, folksy mounting and has the
Italians speak in their own lingo
with subtitles used. Blier and
Bourvil are properly resigned, re¬
sourceful and tenderly human as
the two soldiers, with ripe pul¬
chritude supplied by Italo actress
Giovanna Ralli. Lensing and edit¬
ing are first rate and help point up
some clever visual gags. Produc¬
tion dress is good and acting is
fine right down the line:. Mosk.

L’Amant Be Lady
Chatterly

Texas Firm

„

(Lady Chatterly’s Lover)
(FRENCH)
Paris, Jan. 31.

Columbia release of Regie-Orsay Film
production. Stars Danielle Darrieux, Leo
Genn;
features
Errio
Crisa,
Janine
Crispin, Jacqueline Noelle, Jean Murat,
Berthe Tissen. Directed by Marc Allegret.
Screenplay,
Joseph
Kessel,
Allegret,
Gaston Bonheur, Philippe De Rothschilde
from novel by D. H. Lawrence; camera,
Georges Perinal; editor, Suzanne Troeye.
At^Normandie, Paris. Running time, 100
£?n?tai?ce

.Danielle

pare <

j

urged her to have a child by an¬
other well-born map, he being im¬
potent from a war accident; her'
sister egged her pn to have a lover,
and her heart and body finally
went to the stolid but sensitive
caretaker of her. husband’s estate.
Though director. Marc Allegret
has kept this from being sensation¬
al, by subdued treatment, its frank
dialog might place this in for cen¬
sorship difficulties for the U.S.,
where, it is at best, primarily for
arty situations.
In a day of freer outlooks on sex,
this story of Lady Chatterly seems
dated. Here she seems content to
be the chaste loving' companion
and nurse of,, her invalid husband
until she is* awakened by her
strapping caretaker. He shows her
the strength of perfect physical
love’s height.
Danielle Darrieux. is somewhat
too pliant and unemotive to prop¬
erly translate the sudden desires
of Lady Chatterly, although direc¬
tor Marc Allegret has achieved a
taking bit of film-making in the
first seduction scene. Erno Crisa
is too stiff as. the lover while Leo
Genn, as the husband, is handi¬
capped in his playing by having to
speak French. Lensing and editing
are. fine. This is primarily art ex¬
ploitation item on its adulterous
sex slant. Name values of Miss
Darrieux and Genn also may help
this in America.
Mo'sk.

Her Lctzte Mann
(The Last Man)
(GERMAN)
Berlin, Jan.. 31.
Schorcht release ' of NDF production.
Stars Hans Albers. Romy Schneider and
Rudolf Forster. Directed by Harald Braun.
Screenplay. Georg Hurdalek and Herbert
Witt; camera, Richard Angst;
music,
Werner Eisbrenner.
At Gloria Palast,
Berlin. Running time, 105 MINS.
Karl Knesebeck, headwaiter Hans Albers
Niddy Hoevelmann.Romy Schneider
Herr Claassen.Rudolf Forster
Cousin Alwin.Joachim Fuchsberger
Helmuth Buehler.Michael Heltau
Lenchen Knesebeck.,.. Camilla Spira
Popp, barber.Willy Stettner
Pichler ..
Franz Essel
Otto, waiter.Walter Gross
Eugen, waiterKarl M. Schley
Jonas, waiter.Karl-Georg Saebisch
Enrico, waiter.Paul Bahlke
Till, bellhop.Michael Gebuehr
Uncle Ugo.P^ter' Luehr
Aunt Alma.Ursula v. Reibnitz

“The Last Man,” one of the truly
great Teutonic film classics (1924)
with Emil Jannings, has been film¬
ed again, this time with Hans Al¬
bers in the title role. As contrast¬
ed with F. W. Murnau’s history¬
making silent pic, which was mer¬
cilessly unconventional, this one
has obviously been tailored for
mass appeal, with only slight off¬
beat ingredients and an overly
happy ending. With an appealing
story and the locally powerful
Hans Albers name, film shapes to
get outstanding domestic returns.
Plot may also enjoy some foreign
patronage. In the U.S., pic looks
like a good bet for German lan¬
guage theatres.
While in the silent film version
it was a hotel doorkeeper, it’s now
the story of a headwaiter who for
many decades has been faithfully
serving in a luxurious hotel. After
the death of the hotel proprietress,
a personal dispute with the arrogent new hotel owners makes him
lose his position of a headwaiter
and he’s disgraced to the job of
the hotel’s toilet attendant. Vag¬
uely the film attempts to explain
the tragedy of a man in need and
his loneliness but then slides into
a very conventional turn.
Film primarily benefits from the
personality of Albers and the en¬
tertaining story although losing
much of its conviction and round- •
ness via its somewhat corny end¬
ing.
Two actors are noteworthy in
this.. Albers and Rudolf Forster.
Albers’ portrayal has always a human touch and easily wins the
sympathy of the audience. Fo.rster
plays his rich friend, whom he
eventually saves from committing
suicide. The entire cast stands con¬
siderably, in the shadow of these
two actors, although some of the
support, including Karl M. Schley,
and little Michael Gebuehr are ex¬
cellent.
Apart from a slow beginning,
Harald Braun expertly directed
this film. Screenplay by Georg
Hurdalek and Herbert Witt con¬
centrates largely on similar situa¬
tions. Lensing by Richard Angst
is fine as are other technical con¬
tributions.
Hans.

Darrieux

Berthe ................Jacqueline Noelle
Madame Bolton. Berthe Tissen
"1.ld.a .Jeanine Crispin
Winter .Jean Murat

D. H. Lawrence’s shocker novel
on sex relations of the 1920’s
comes out a somewhat sudsy dis¬
taffer when updated to modern
times. Lady Chatterly’s dilemma
was brought on when her husband

Oklahoma Set For Det.
Detroit, Feb. 7.
“Oklahoma” will have its Detroit
invitational premiere at the United
Artists, extensively remodeled to
accommodate the Todd-AO proc¬
ess, on Feb. 20. It will open to
the public the following day.
Manager Dillon M. Krepps re¬
veals scale will be $2.75 to $1.10.
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PICTURES

Picture Grosses
BROADWAY

B ALTIMORE

(Continued from page 11)
okay $3,500; “Lease of Life” (IFE)
opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
Baronet
(Reade)
(430;
$1.25$1.50) — “Adorable
Creatures”
(Cont) (5th wk).. Fourth frame
ended Monday (6) was good $8,400
after $9,200 in third.
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
—-“■Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (14th
wk). Current round finishing tomorrow (Thur?.) looks to hit nice
$31,000. The 13th week was $38,000, over hopes. Stays on, with
“Benny Goodman Story” (U) due
in night of Feb. 21, with elaborate
Broadway preem.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 75-$2.20)
—“Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d wk).
Looks to finish second week today
(Wed.) at smash $40,000.
First
week was $56,000. Continues on.
Plaza (Brecher) (556; $1.50-$1.80)
— "The Prisoner” .(Col) .(9th wk).
Eighth stanza concluded Friday (3)
was okay $6,400. The seventh was
$6,700.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—“.Diabolique” (UMPO) (12th wk).
The 11th week ended Monday (6)
continued very big .at great $11,300
after $11,500 for 10th session. Continues indef.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
—“Ransom” (M-G) (3d wk). Second
round concluded Monday (6) held
with nice $8,000 after $13,000 for

(Continued from page 11)
—“The Bed” (Indie) (3d wkLMod-.est $2,500. Last week, $3,000.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
50-$ 1.25)-—“Guys And Dolls’! (M-G)
(7th). Nice $7,500. Sixth was $8,500.
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$l)—
“Diabolique”
(UMPO)
(m.o.).
Staunch $3,800. Last week, “Dam
Busters”- (Indie), $2,500.
Mayfair (Hicks)' (980; 20-70)—
“At Gunpoint” (U). Fafris'h $4,000.
Last week, “Square Jungle” (U),
$3,500.
New' (Fruchtman) (1,600; 35-$l)
-—“There’s Always Tomorrow” (U).
Lean $5,000. Last week, “Glory”
(RKO), $6,500.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50$11—“Trouble With Harry” (Par)
(6th wk). Okay $3,500. Last week,
$3,800.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 30-$1.25)—
“Helen Of Troy” (WB). Affected
by strike like others but still good
at $12,000. Last week, “East of
Eden” (WB) and “Battle Cry”
(WB) (reissues), $8,000.
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 35-$l)
—“Diane" (M-G). Limp $5,500.
Last week, “All That Heaven Allows” (U) (3d wk), $6,500.
milMMI7 A DCtl IC
MlINlNkArULlo
(Continued from page 10)
ljked picture> but doing only aver-

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75) - ^$6400*
MUd $5’°00'
LaSt
Lyric ’(Par) (1,000; 85-$l)—“All
S ffn Tn
That Heaven Allows” (U) (m.o.).

‘Helen’ Lively $22,000,
Denver; ‘Arm’ Giant 29G
Denver, Feb. 7.
“Man With Golden Arm” looms
outstanding this round with a wow
session at .Paramount, and con¬
tinues on. .“Hfe’len of Troy” also
is rated big at the Centre, and.
will
stay.
“Diabolique”
looks
sock at Esquire, “At Gunpoint” is
rated fairly good at the. Denver.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 60-85)—
“Deep Blue Sea’.’ (20th).
Neat
$3,000. Last week', “It’s Dog Life”
(M-G) (2d wk), $2,000.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l) —
“Helen of Troy” (WB). Big $22,000 or near. Holds. Last week,
“Lieut. Wore Skirts” '(20th) (3d
wk), $11,000.
Denham (Cockrill)- (1,750“; 60-$l)
—“Trouble With Harry” (Par) (3d
wk).
Oke $7,000.
Last week,
$8,500.
~
Denver (Fox) (2.525; 60-$l)—
“At Gunpoint” (AA) and ’“Shack
Out on 101” (AA).
Fairly good
$12,000.
Last week, “Hell on
Frisco Bay” (WB) and “Target
Zero” (WB) (2d wk), $11,000.
Esquire
(Fox)
(742;
75-$l)—
“Diabolique”
(UMPO).
Sock
$4,000. Stays on. Last week, on
reissues
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 60-$l)—
“Ransom” (M-G) and "Paris Fol¬
lies of 1956" (AA).
Mild $8,000.
Last week, “Guys and Dolls”
(M-G) (6th wk), $5,500.
.
Paramount
(Wolfberg)
(2,200;
60-$ 1)—“Golden
Arm”
(UA).
Smash $29,000 or close.
Con¬
tinues.
Last week, “Square Jun¬
gle” (U) and “Fighting Chance”
(U), $12,500.

Amusement Stock Quotations
f/V.Y. Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Tuesday (7)
1955-’56
High Low
33^5 22%
22%
32
22%
31
27*6 22%
18*6 14%
87% 67
33/8
5%.
24% 17%
8%
121/4
44% 30%
43% 30
553/8 3634
10%
6%
12 - 8%
5%
11%
153/4 1334
22% 163/s
29% 2034
31% 21%
31
25%
91
78
22% 18%
142% 86

Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly
Higlj
Low
in 100s .
26%
Am Br-Par Th 180
26%
CBS “A” ..
80
26%
25 :
25
25%
CBS “B” ... 23
2234
44
23%
Col. Pix _
14% ,
Decca . 170
15
79
7734
Eastman Kdk 74
43/8
4%
117
EMI
21%
Ldew’s . 1034
19%
Nat. Thea. ... 167
834
8%
31%
Paramount .. 135
33
32%
53
31%
Phi! co
.
42%
43%
RCA . 297
RKO Piets. . 21
8%
8%
103/8
RKO Thea. .. 212
11%
Republic ....
7%
26
8
Rep., pfd. .. .
14
14
5
Stanley War..
63
16%
16%
Storer .......
40
23%
22%
20th-Fox .... 218
24%
22%
Univ. Pix .. .
25
25%
27%
Univ. pfd. .. . ♦lOO
• 79
78
Warner Bros. 423
19%
21%
24
130%
128
Zenith .

Tpes.
Closp
26%
253/a
25%
23
14%
78%
4%
21%
8%
33
32
43
8%
10%
7%
14
16%
22%
24%
27%
79 •
21%
128

4
934
8%
2%
23/a
1134
3%

Allied Artists. 64
Alld Art. pfd.
13
Du Mont ....
65
Nat’l Telefilm
13
Skiatron ....
53
Technicolor . 126
Trans-Lux .
3

5%
11
9
3%
3%
12
3%

5%
10%
8%

0
3%
.. 1134
3%

+1
■ —h%
+4%
— %
—1
— %
-r—
-, %.
—!%
+1%
+2%
.—.
4-2%
— ■%

'

•

American Stock Exchange
7 3/6
15%
17%
4%
8
16%
4%

Change
for Week
•+'.%
+ i%
-t-%
-;
+ :%
+ %
—.%
+2%
—

5%
103/4
■ 834
3
3%
11%
3%'

_
— %
— %
• —. %
— %

Over-the-Counler Securities

Bid
Ask
Chesapeake Industries ...
3%
.
1%
—:%
«<Unn b * Here after
Radio city
Cinerama Inc.
.
1%
1%
D
7?^°7Q *fci nm weeksBi^ $4-500- HoIds- Last
SAN
FRANCISCO
^_
Cinerama Prod.
ma?' m?
wefek, “Mau-Mau” (Indie) and “Be.
3%_
334
— Indian Fighter^ (UA) (7th wk- travG(j Women” (AA) $7 000 at
(Continued from page 10)
»
Du Mont Bdcast.’.
7%
.
634
4- %
final wk).. Winding up tomorrow Eayf?e women
<AA>* *'>uuu at
Guild Films
4%
Always Tomorrow" (U) and “Sud¬
.
3%
+ .%
(Thurs.) and ^getting mild $7,500
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$l)—
den Danger” (AA), $11,000.
Official Films .
2%
.
2
■ — %
or near m 9-<Jay week. .Sixth was “jjell on Frisco Bav” (WB)
As a
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
U.
A.
Theatres
.
9
*
.
8
$8,0^00 “Lone Ranger” (WB) is due ^ed F3S2d
atteiSin
‘‘24
“Bottom of Bottle” (20th) and
34
Walt Disney
38%
. 34%
lnxT
day
t
/KQo. or Hours Alert” (WB) is also showing. “Fighting Chance” (Rep) (2d wk).
♦ Actual Volume.
fT^a”S7nVn /5^-2ei9o5" -Mixed opinions regarding “Hell” Only $7,000 in 5 days. Last week,
—-ramasia; BV)uv; reissue,. probably
hUrt.
Moderate
$1.80) —“Fantasia”
brobablv will
hurt.
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.}
Opened yesterday (Tues.) to re-.£8j000/ Last week, ..AU That $11,500.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90)—
“Ransom”
(M-G)
(2d
wk).
Slow
E7aIacre (RKVaW7y00;To-$1.6O)- ““’g” AUows” (U) (2d wk)' big
$8,500. Last week, $13,500.
“At. Gunpoint” (AA) and jjauderK6 Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 85Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)—
ville.. Heading for fine $20,000 or $i)_j‘There’s Always Tomorrow”
near in week ending tomorrow (U)
slow $5,000.
Last week, “Hell on Frisco Bay” (WB) and
“Unholy Four” (Col) (2d wk^Good
(Thurs.).
Last . week,
Inside “Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (6th wk),
; Continued from page 3 ;
$12,000 in 5 days. ■ Last week.
Detroit (Col) plus vaude, $21,500. $7 00o in 5 days at $1-$1.50.
$23,000.
studio to date. “He’s done a splen¬ nuck’? unit would make -most of
-,ofa”J?10U!ltT
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)—
St.
Francis
(Par)
(1,400;
$1-$1.25)
$2)— Court Jester (Par) (2d wk). “Marauders” (M-G) and “Scarlet
did job,” commented Skouras.
its films at the 20th studios on
First session ended last night coat” (M-G) split with “Top of the —“Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d wk).
The 20th prexy revealed further the Coast, availing himself of both
Smash $16,000. Last week, $25,000.
T^esAchmbe-d
S0ck0
World” (UA) and “Snow World”
the
studio facilities and the avail¬
Orpheum
(Cinerama
Theatre that 20th would extend 100%
aided by personals opening day by (UA)
0ke at $4,500. Last week.
Danny Reye star of pic In ahead “Bullet for Joey” (UA) and “Steel Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—“Ciner¬ financing for Zanuck's projects and able talent pool. Presumably, like
ama
Holiday”
(Indie)
(27th
wk).
that any pictures made by him Hal Wallis at Paramount, Zanuck
“Artists and Models” (Par) (6th Cage” (UA), $3,500.
Boff $24,200. Last week, $21,200.
wk), wound up at $23,000 but end¬
would automatically go to 20th for will sign several contract players
State (Par) (2,300; 85-$l)—“Bot¬
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; release. Furthermore, noted Skou¬ of his own, whichthen would be¬
ing a very nice run here.
tom of Bottle” (20th). Okay $7,000.
70-$l)—“Golden Arm” (UA) (2d
Pa*ls
Cl2,ema)1vi56?xV-9S" Last week, “Diane” (M-G), $5,000. wk). Great $17,000 or near. Last ras, Zanuck probably will retain come available ta 20th, also.
$1;80) — Letters From My WindWorld (Mann) (400; 75-S5L20)—
50% of all the rights—such as tel¬
In the past, Zanuck’s negotia¬
mill” (Indie) (8th wk). Seventh “Golden
Arm”
(UA).
Benefits week, $23,000.
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $l-$2.20) evision, etc.—in the features he tions with 20th—in which he’s the
®undi\yn ini hlt nice from vast advance heralding. Big —“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (12th produces.
major single stockholder—have re¬
$10,000. Sixth was $10,400.
$8,000. Last week, “The Prisoner”
Reports of Zanuck’s impending volved in part around the fact that
wk). Socko $11,000. Last week,
* Radl°
(CoD (2d wk), $3,000.
$12,500.
move had been in the air for he has expressed a desire to main¬
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75)—“I’ll Cry
_
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1) — months and were published at in¬ tain headquarters , in Europe. It
Tomorrow” (M-G) with stageshow
“Diabolique” (UMPO) (6th wk). tervals by Variety, only to be was reported at' one point that he
(4th wk). Current session ending
Big $5,400. Last week, $4,900.
today (Wed.) looks like oke $125,(Continued from page 11)
greeted, classically, by persistent wanted to maintain supervision
s. Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)—“Man denials on both Coasts. Zanuck’s from the
000. Third week was $138,000.
Continent, a proposal
Lieut. Wore Skirts” (20th). (3d
Who Loved Redheads” (Indie) (6th contract, as amended some years which the 20th, management found
Holds again. “Picnic” (Col) comes wk_6 days) $4 700.
in on Feb. 16
1
-Music
Box (Hamrfek) (850; 90- wk). Oke $2,800. Last week, $3,200. back, allowed him to step out of unacceptable.
Bridge (Reade-Schwarz) (396; $1ai .25)—"Littlest Outlaw” (BV).
his job at his own pleasure and
Skouras said this week that Za¬
— Oklahoma
(Magna) (17th wk). j^g $7(000.
Last week, “Billy $1.25)—“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (2d assume a consultant’s role.
nuck’s current contract, which still
Great $4,000.
Last week,
Present, round
winding
today Mitchell” (WB) and “24 Hour wk).
has 13 years to run, would be
Zanuck
has
made
^no
secret
of
$5,800.
(Wed.) is heading lor big $3o 000 Aiert” (WB), (5th wk), $2,800.
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“Cup¬ the fact that he wanted a partici¬ amended rather than replaced by
SLne^r- Jhe 16th week was *36’"
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90Fair pation in the pictures he makes a new one. He stressed that any
500. Continues on.
$1.25)—"Benny Goodman Story” board Was Bare” (Indie).
Roxy (Natl. Th.) (5.717; 65- <xj)
and
“Red
Sundown”
(U). $2,000. Last week, “Half Century and that, in view of the tax situa¬ activities on the part of Zanuck
$2.40)—“Bottom of Bottle’ (20th) Great $12,500.
Last week, '“Hell Songs” (Indie) and “Flamenco” tion, his high salary was somewhat would be exclusive with 20th.
with “Rock-’n’-Roll” ice revue on- 0n Frisco Bay” (WB) and “Target (Indie) (2d wk), $1,300.
illusory as compensation. In his
Up From Rin Tin Tin :
stage (2d-final wk). First session Zero” (WB) (2d wk), $4,800.
indie status he would be able to
Zanuck’s career in the industry
ended last night (Tues.) was only
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90WASHINGTON
take advantage of the 25% capital started with a writing job at War¬
fair $52,000. Stays 8 days in sec- $1.25^—“Flame of Islands” (Rep)
gains provision on profits from pic¬
(Continued from page 11)
ner Bros., where he turned out
ond week to bring in “Carousel” and “Divided Heart” (Rep). Drab
tures he makes.
scripts for the ‘ original Rin Tin
(20th) sans stageshow on the night $4,000.
Last week, “Always To-. $7,000. Last week, “Texas Lady”
Tin dog hero series. After, three
of Feb. 16. Regular run opensJTeb. morrow” <U) and “Square Jungle” (RKO), $5,000. •
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$l.lQ)‘
years, he was upped to associate
17. In ahead, “L'eut. Wore Skirts” (U), $5,200.
.
—"Diabolique”
(UMPO)
(5th
wk).
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
(20th) with Sonja Henie iceshow
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
producer and he made, among
onstage (3d wk), was $78,000 lor 90-$1.25)— Golden Arm” (UA) (2d[ Fine $5,500. Last week, $6,000.
Local tax experts point out
others, “The Jazz Singer,” Al JolStays. .
a very strong three weeks.
™k)- *1nAdAAAJet s ^*ake
(LA).
that Darryl Zanuck gets capi¬
son starrer, the first talking pic¬
Keith’s (RKO). (1,939; $1-$1.80)—
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75) ^5i0,000 or near*
Last week’’ “Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (12th wk).
tal gains benefit only by avoid¬
ture. That was 1928. Three years
—“Diane” (M-G) (4th-final wk).
_
ing
collapsible
corporation
pitlater,
Zanuck was chief exec in
Fancy $9,000. Last week, $10,000.
This week ending today (Wed.)
r*r\
falls. To do this he must wait
charge of all Warner production.
Holds.
looks to get dull $6,000. Third was
CHlCAlaU
three years from date of pro¬
In that capacity it inaugurated the
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75$7,000. "Forever Darling” (M-G)
(Continued from page 11)
duction before selling or must
$1.25)—“Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d
gangster cycle in pictures—VLittle
opens tomorrow 'Thurs.)
(34th wk). Staunch $33,500. Last wk). Big $11,000. Last week, $18,Wait until 50% of anticipated
Caesar,” “The Public Enemy,” etc.
Sutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.80)— week, $35,000.
000. Continues.
income has been received.
—which latched on to the current
■‘Night My Number Came Up”
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 70-$1.10)—
headlines.
However, in interim, corpo¬
■Cont) (8th\ wk). Seventh frame “Indian Fighter” (UA) and "Desert “Court Jester”
(Par).
Rousing
rate setup enables him to take
In 1933 he joined Schenck, pres¬
^ ended Sunday (5) was oke $6,000 Sands” (UA) (2d wk). Good at $17,- $26,000, thanks to smash launching
benefit of more flexible setup
ident of United Artists, in the for¬
after $6,900 in sixth.
000. Last week, $23,000.
via Danny Kaye in person. Stays
for operating expenses, gives
mation of 20th Century Pictures
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98) on. Last week, “Ransom” (M-G)
much greater leeway than if
$L50) — "Littlest Outlaw” (BV) —“Kismet” (M-G). Nice $27,000. (2d wk-6 days), $7,000 at regular
which was to become 20th-Century
(7th wk). Sixth stanza ended Sun- Last week, “Court-Martial Billy scale.
he remains wage earner.
'
Fox. Three times after that, Za¬
day (5) was okay $5,000 after $6,- MHchell” (WB) (3d wk), $21,000.
Playhouse
(Lopert)
(485;
75nuck won the industry’s top award
500 in fifth week. “Doctor At Sea”
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)— $1.10)—“All Heaven Allows” (U).
—the Irving Thalberg. Oscar for
(Rep) due in Feb. 29.
Adler, under his present’ con¬ high quality of production. Among
‘Frisky" (DCA) (2d wk). Fair $2,- Smash $9,000 Or over. Holds. Last
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50- 800. Last week, $3,200.
week, “Artists and Models” (Par) tract, gets a percentage of the net his many top productions are a
$1.75)—“Golden Arm” (UA) (8th
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65- (6th wk), $4,000.
from the films produced under his series of “shockers,” which touched
‘ wkh Cur™nt sess’on ending to- 98)—“I’ll‘Cry Tomorrow” (M-G)
Plaza (T-L) 276; 70-$1.25)—“Lit¬ aegis. Adler takes over from Za¬ on themes rarely treated on the
morrow
llkely Wlli reach ‘7tli wk).
Sturdy $18,000.
Last tlest Outlaw” (BV). Big $7,000. nuck as production head at 20th
screen.
Such films as “Tobacco
smooth $22,000 or near. Seventh week, $19,500.
Last week, $10,000.
during the four months “leave.”
week was $23,000. Stays on, but
Woods ’ (Essaness)
(1,206;
98Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40) Asked what would happen should Road,” “Snake Pit,” “Gentlemen’s
Agreement,”
“Grapes of Wrath”
release of pic in area within 35 $1.25)—“Golden Arm” (UA) (6th —“Cinerama
Holiday”
(Indie)
miles of N. Y. may he hurting Wk). Nifty $22,000.
Last week, (17th wk). Solid $17,0p0 for third he and Zanuck be unable to arrive and “Pinky” stand out.
at
a
satisfactory
arrangement,
some.
$24,000.
Probably
his
biggest and most
consecutive week. Extra Saturday
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
World (Indie).(430; 98)—“Return ; morning shows for special groups Skouras declared that in that in¬ expensive production was “Wil¬
S1.20-$3.30)—“Cinerama Holiday” Don Camillo” (IFE)
(4ttr wk) becoming standard .practice. Stays. stance Zanuck would return to his son,” which rated critical kudos
(Indie) (53d wk). The 52d stanza Swell S3,800. Last week, $3 900 I
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$1.25) old position at the studio.
but flopped at the b:o. In the past
finished Saturday <4) was sockeroo
Ziegfeld (Davis) (430* 98)—“Dia- —“Wages of Fear” (DCA) (4th
There is no likelihood that Za¬ three years, Zanuck again pio¬
$47,800. The 51st week was $49,- boIic<iie” (UMPO) (7th wk> Fine , wk). So-so $4,000. Last week, $5,- nuck will deliver a picture to 20th
neered with Cinemascope and with
200. Stays until April,
J $7,500. Last week, $8,000. *
I 000. Holds over.
before 1957. Skouras said that Za¬ the new Cinemascope 55.
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Zanuck Out—For Tax
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LIFE’S

great
audience
can
build
your
pictures

PfiniEfY

SPECIAL TO PRODUCERS AND EXHIBITORS
Here are a few examples of LIFE’s tremendous
impact in city after city across the country:
9 Rockafallar Plaza, NawYork 20, N.Y,

No.
Market Ana

of

Thoaton*

Stating
Capacity*

LIFE
Audio ncaf

New Orleans, La.

63

57,686

71,890

Grand Rapids, Mich.

23

15,447

73,340

Hartford, Conn.

31

34,522

168,690

Salt Lake City, Utah

23

16,839

51,730

♦Source: Film Daily Year Book. fSource: A supplement to
A Study of the Accumulative Audience of LIFE, by Alfred
Politz Research, Inc.

MORE PEOPLE READ LIFE THAN
ANY OTHER WEEKLY MAGAZINE
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Levey Hunks an Answer Is a ‘Must’;
FCC Can’t Evade Home-M Issue
The
Federal
CommunicationsCommission owes it to both the
proponents of home-toll television
systems and the public to follow
through with a determination of
the long-unresolved Issues.
So
states Arthur Levey, president of
Skiatron Electronics (SubscriberVision).
Levey declared in New York
that there was no question of the
FCC’s obvious intent to tackle the
subscription-tv problem but added
his view that, in the light of the
considerable time,, effort and ex¬
penses involved in preparing the
case for consideration by the Com¬
mission, the FCC shouldn’t, under
counter pressures, sidetrack payas-you-see.
Considering the lag in toll de¬
velopments during the past sev¬
eral months, fee-tv proponents
were heartened mightily last week
by the injection of the issue into
the hearings by the Senate Inter¬
state Commerce Committee which
is looking into current tv problems
and particularly the plight-of the
uhf operators.
At that hearing
last week, FCC Commissioner Rob¬
ert E. Lee suggested the introduc¬
tion of pay-as-you-see as a possible
remedy for the ultra high stations.
Theme was picked tip by the Sen¬
ators.
Levey was emphatic in pointing
out that Skiatron had been the
only system which, at the very out¬
set, had proposed to the .Commis¬
sion that toll-tv be tried out at the
start with the uhf unaffiliated vhf
stations.
Furthermore, said Levey, Skia¬
tron has developed a combination
toll decoder and uhf converter
which, in mass production, could
sell at- between $25 and $30 and
would solve a double problem.
Levey, along with other toll pro¬
ponents, holds that pay-as-you-see
should be allowed a fair try and
charges that the opposition, con¬
sisting in the main of the tv net¬
works and the motion picture ex¬
hibitors, was determined to pre¬
vent this at any price. “They know
that, once we get a chance to dem¬
onstrate to the public what we can
do, their arguments will fall by the
wayside,” Levey commented. “Once
we get the chance we deserve, sub¬
scription television will be here to
stay.”

'CAROUSEL' PROFIT PLEDGE
Ten Percent Guarantee Attached to
Canada’s Cross-Board Deal

Inside Stuff—Pictures

- Metro ‘Message’
'mttmiimim

Continued from

V

-

be placed in the “problem” cate¬
gory, was an outright flop.
A look at Metro’s recent and up¬
coming production schedule shows
an emthaisis on “pure entertain¬
ment” with only an occasional ad¬
venture into so-called “problem”
or “topical” pictures. On its fu¬
ture slate is “The Rack,” a study
of an American prisoner of war
who collaborated under duress
with the Chinese Reds. The film
version of Rocky Graziano’s biog¬
raphy, “Somebody Up There Likes
Me,” might possibly be placed in
the “problem” picture category.

Modern Talking Picture Service’s tv division has. added eight public
relation films to its library of footage available without charge to
television stations. Two of the films run in half-hour format, four in
quarter-hour and one a slx-minuter.
Half-hours are “The Second Hundred Years,” in color, and produced
for Crane Co., and “The Story of Oats and Oatmeal,” Quaker Oats
pic also in color.

Quarter-hours are Eli Lilly & Co.’s “Polio Vaccine

News Report,” Cast Iron Research Assn.’s “Wat6r—Wealth'* or Worry
for America?”, St. Louis Chamber of Commerce’s “Spirit of St. Louis”

Across-the-board booking on Ca¬
and Rice Consumer Service’s “Rice, the Most Important Food in the
nada’s Famous Players circuit has
World/’ Six-minuter is White Cap Co.’s “Making Time Stand Still.”
been arranged for “Carousel” by
20th-Fox. Terms are 70-30-10, mean¬
As a footnote to last week’s Variety story on the people’s choiee
ing that the exhibitor is assured
in films vs. the critics’ accolades, “Summertime” must be listed as
% of the gross as profit.
a firm example of how critics can help the boxoffice.
The United
Bookings cover 150 houses. “Car¬
Artists release, which is rated as a $2,000,000 domestic distribution
ousel” opens March 23 at the Im¬
grosser, did fine in. the large cities where the critics haye particular
perial Theatre, Toronto, the Fa¬
influence and where, of course, they endorsed the film.
This ob¬
mous Players flagship house. This
tained mainly at the firstrun theatres.
(“By the “time the pictures
is the first time that such a deal
=■
Continued
from
page
3
——
reached
the
subsequent
houses
the
public
had
forgotten
the
reviews,”
has been snared by 20th since “The
commented one observer.)
Robe.”
theatre circuits which are them¬
Under normal circumstances, Fa¬ selves suffering from the shortage
In the hamlets, though, where the newspaper notices are not re¬
mous Players and Odeon split the and have the capital with which to garded as carrying much weight, “Summertime” ran into a soft
th product on a two to one ratio. go into production.”
business situation.
Arrangement allows for several
On the question of film rentals,
“specials,” of which “Carousel" is Myers said “it was agreed that
Another 50% picture has riled smalltown and other exhibitors, ac¬
one. FP deal was set by Arthur arbitration of everything contained cording to S. D. Kane, North Central Allied executive secretary in
Silverstone, 20th’s Canadian sales in a film contract, including rent¬ Minneapolis. This time it’s Universal’s “All That Heaven Allows,” now
topper and assistant general sales als and sales practices, is desir¬ in its third week at the loop Lyric here after a big Radio City fort¬
manager, and William C. Gehring, able and is what a majority of the
night.
exec assistant general sales im¬ exhibitors want.”
Kane says he has an affidavit from a smalltown exhibitor whose
ager, during their trip to Canada
In New York, there was general
last week when they attended the agreement in distributor quarters theatre grosses $400 or less a week testifying he was asked 50% for
a
picture
„and when he threatened to report the demand to Allied the
Toronto demonstration of Cinema- that the film companies will never
salesman 'told him quickly, “Never mind, I’ll try 40%.”
Scope 55.
voluntarily agree to the arbitra¬
tion of film rentals. “That’ll be the
American Cancer Society has presented citations of appreciation
day,” was one succinct comment.
Despite TOA’s defection, the dis¬ to Northern California theatre chains, unions and a distributor for
tributors are expected to go ahead their help in its statewide showings of “Breast Self-Examination,”
Recipients included
with their plan to submit the ar¬ an educational film on early cancer detection.
—— Continued from page S —
bitration draft to the Senate Small Blumenfeld Theatres, the General Theatrical Co., Nasser Brothers
prexy, but he had no details to Business Committee when it con¬ Theatres, San Francisco Theatres, United California Theatres, Na¬
offer on- specific policy. “Peace,” venes later this month. A letter, tional Screen1 Service and the projectionists’ and theatrical and stage
made in Italy by Carlo Ponti and outlining the position of the film employees’ locals.
Dino DeLaurentiis, “will cost about companies in relation to the pres¬
half of “Commandments,” said Rus¬ ent controversy, is expected to
Rash of phone calls, warning of bombs, which Detroit high schools^
sell Holman, Par’s eastern produc¬ accompany the draft.
have been receiving lately, finally spread to the entertainment biz.
tion chief. Holman, board chairman
Myers, in his statement, ques¬ with the 5,000-seat Fox getting a fake alert. Squad of 16 policemen
Adolph Zukor and other brass tions the ethics of trade papers in
searched the theatre without finding a bomb and without disturbing
joined Balaban as he discussed quoting the “don’t-use-my-name”
patrons.
product and prospects with re¬ comments of the distributors’ re¬
porters at the homeoffice.
action to the Allied-TAO alliance.
Par’s, final quarter of 1955 likely Referring to the statements “of
will have' been the best in the com¬ persons who stipulate that they
pany’s history, observed Balaban, shall not be identified,” Myers
topping the $2,500,000 profit that charges that the publications are
; Continued from page 1 ;
accrued in the last frame of 1954, ’as culpable as the phantom scan¬
The 1955 period will include a net dalmonger.”
play, and “Mother Cabrini.” Arnaz as a picture star, people-look at you
of $800,000 as capital gains on the
Myers further charges that the hopes to sign the Mexican come¬ as some sort of curiosity. This time
liquidation of short subjects. This film companies must be “pretty dian, Cantinflas, and possibly Cary there.was a wholly different feel¬
product was sold to tv interests. cocky concerning their standing Grant for the leads in “Don Quix¬ ing. The people act as if they were
Par in the second quarter of 1954 with the Dept, of Justice” since ote.” Actual production should your' personal friends. 'They want
picked up a nearly exact amount reports from around the country start in about three months.
to know about your children and
of cap gains via sale of some stock indicate “that their terms are be¬
Arnaz stressed that Desilu is your activities. Perhaps the most
in the Famous Players Canadian coming more rugged and the atti¬
not setting a definite program of amazing, thing is the friendlier at¬
theatre chain.
tude of their sales forces more
theatrical production and that it titude of the press.”
The early part of 1956 will mean arrogant.”
Arnaz, who is perhaps.uniqtie.in
has no specific commitments with
some financial “rough sledding”
any distributor. “The business is combining the duties of performer
for Par, Balaban noted, this until
not in a condition to do any spe¬ and business man, said he made a
certain pictures “gather momen¬
S=a Continued from -page 5 i
cific planning,” he said. “We’ll point in talking to theatre man¬
Par-owned KTLA outlet on the tum” and the peak will be reached
make a theatrical picture when we agers to learn what type of film
as “Peace” swings into wide cir¬
Coast.
; Continued from page 7
have a good one.” Desilu, he entertainment the public wants.
The chief exec revealed, that the culation.
pointed out, has no need to embark “They say there is not enough, fam¬
Balaban, in answer to queries, two downtown and three in neigh¬
Par color tv tube (product of the
on a regular program of theatrical ily pictures,”- he said. “There ap¬
affiliated. Chromatic Laboratories) said he was no expert on Wall borhoods in St. Paul.
pictures since its employees are pears to be too much stress on
At one-time the circuit had in
films for the leather jacket trade.”
has been developed to the point Street trends and consequently
kept busy without a break with
where tv industry engineers have couldn’t explain why Par stock has Minneapolis alone seven downtown television projects.
He pointed out that the theatre
15
neighborhood theatres,
operators judged a picture’s po¬
been invited to demonstrations for fallen to the $31-32 level per share. and
The- company has 800 regular
some
time.
(Reporters
haven’t He noted though that trustees of guson and his assistant, Edward C.
tential on the number- of ticket
been asked to see it because they the old Par issue which hadn’t Carrier, both of whom are no staffers, with a weekly payroll aver¬ purchases made at the same time.
eouldn’t “influence the engineers,” been exchanged upon the theatre longer associated with the com¬ aging $125,000. In addition to the “If^the customer at the boxoffice
segregation, had been sold on the pany. The format, was. similar to. 1 Love Lucy” series and tv com¬ asks for three, four or five tickets
said Balaban).'
market.
This
reportedly the above, except that M-G was in¬ mercials, it films the following vid- at once, the theatres know they
Exec said that with the 22-inch open
pix shows:
“December Bride,”
tube a receiving set could be manu¬ amounted to about 21,000 shares, terested only in promotion.
have a hit, for the head of the
Miss
Brooks,”
“Lineup,”
Riesner became an M-G director “Our
factured to retail for “under $400' which could have a deflating effect.
household is bringing the entire
but so far no manufacturer has Holders of the old Par Pictures, in 1929, .directed 20 and produced, “Wyatt JSarp,” “It’s Always Jan,” family.”
consented to actual production. Inc. stock will receive cash upon one, “Lost in a Harem,” before he “Make Room For Daddy,” "The
The tour has another purpose
Whiting Girls,” and “Willy.” It
left in 1944.
Balaban insisted that the tv in¬ application to the trustees.
in addition to the selling of “For¬
As for dividends, Par’s annual
dustry could greatly quicken the
Riesner and his (unknown in also does the filmed sequences for ever Darling.” As co-chairmen with
transition from black-to-white to $2 rateo is “secui'e,” assured Bala¬ east) associate, Berk, may be mov¬ the Jimmy Durante and Red Skel¬ Gen. Mark Clark of the Heart
color via its simplified circuitry ban.
ing in at an opportune time, as a ton shows and filmed the upcoming Fund, Arnaz and Miss Ball have
tube but it’s up to the tv concerns
local stunt, although N.Y. film men Bing Crosby spectacular, “High [launched drives in various cities
to do this—Par will refrain from
don’t expect this to turn up actual Tor.” Three new series will shortly and have pleaded for funds. To¬
any active role in set manufactur¬
future stars.
(M-G’s was the use its facilities—“Whirlybirds,” morrow (Thurs.) afternoon they
ing.
“Traveling Motion Picture Studio “Father Dufty of Hell’s Kitchen”
will kick off the N. Y. campaign
Talent
Quest.”)
Such endeavors and “Anthology of Suspense.”
'
Continued from page 3 ——
in Times Square.
Pix-Tv Marriage
stir some memories among old¬
There's No Business Like Show Busi¬
into a consultant’s status, is at the sters 'in the business for in the
Arnaz predicts that motion pic¬
ness but advising some of the great
moment engaged in staff discus¬ years ago the talent search was a tures and television will eventu¬
people in show business in the matter
sions re the sale of “Carousel” and gimmick, not always as repre¬ ally get “so close together” that
of stocks and bonds is now my busi¬
“The King and I,” both in the new sented.
no one will notice the difference.
I Know Because I Have Sold For
ness. You, too, are welcome to write
Cinemascope 55. Zanuck had been
The operation had its variations “After all,” he said, “there is only
Ten Years
or call.
No obligation!
tagged for two personal produc¬ but basically was the same.
If one audience—the American peo¬
IF A BACKGROUND OF MOTION
tions, “The Man in the Grey Flan¬ cooperative exhibitors could be ple.” He feels the film companies
PICTURE AND TV PROGRAM SALE6
nel Suit” and “Island in the Sun.” found, they’d be used. Otherwise, “made a terrible mistake” in not
(SYNDICATED ANb NATIONAL) AND
MY PRESENT POSITION AS SALES
Zanuck exits March 1 to go on the site would be a dance hall, oi entering- telernx production earlier.
MANAGER FOR A MAJOR MOTION
a four-month leave of absence, af¬ such, rented on a short-term basis. “They thought they would keep
PICTURE COMPANY (SELLING FILM
PRODUCTION) INTERESTS YOU, I'D
ter which he’ll be affiliated with Merchants and theatrical interests people away from theatres. They
Registered Representative
LIKE TO TALK TO YOU.
20th as an indie producer. Litcht- would be roped -in, convinced by forgot that somebody else would
IRA HAUPT & CO.
WRITE BOX V.V. 145, VARIETY
man
has
said
he
plans
to
go
into
the
sharpies
that
the
cameras
ac¬
make
good
television
films.”
154 W. 46TH ST., N. Y. C.
Investment Brokers
production also, making one a year tually would grind and the talent
Their
current
ballyhoo
tour
has
501 7th Ave., New York 18, N. Y.
for 20th, as per his contract.
.among the yokels would be given been a.n eyeopener for Arnaz and
LOongacre 5-6262
Skouras said in New York Mon¬ a crack at Hollywood frame. Slick Miss Ball. It is first extended trek
day (6) that there had been no advance men accented the “gla¬ the husband-and-wife team has
decision as yet on Lichtman’s suc¬ mor” aspects' and the “talent,” made since they launched “I Love
cessor. On the Coast, Buddy Adler merchant, exhibs and whoever else Lucy.” Travelling in a special rail¬
is
definitely
set
to
succeed could be tapped were invited to road car, they have stopped in Chi¬
Zanuck.
buy in. Then came the production, cago, Detroit, Cleveland, Pitts¬
-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—i
Even with the promise of the meaning the talent tests on cam¬ burgh, Philadelphia and James¬
Rockefeller Center
upcoming product, the loss of this era, with or without film, and town, N. Y. The reception, accord¬
“I’LL CRY
experienced manpower will be felt thereupon the quick-buck boys ing to Arnaz, has been surprising,
TOMORROW"
at 20th at a time when there seems would blow town.
.
starrkig
with as many as 11,000 people turn¬
to be an increasing shortage of
The chiselers thus put an end to ing out in some spots.
SUSAN HAYWARD
such highly trained and specialized what might have been a legitimate
AN M-G-M PICTURE
“There’s something to say for
executives.
and SPECTACIUlt STAEEf AESEHTATIOH
business. .
tv,” Arnaz paid.. “When you tome
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MADISON AVE.’S ‘NEW LOOK*
4-

_ How Sure Gan You Be?
There are growing apprehensions, in the wake of the .continuing
Westinghouse strike, as to the company’s future stake in tv pro¬
gramming. It’s of vital concern- to CBS, which enjoys the princi¬
pal benefits of the Westinghouse ad splurge in tv programming,
notably in the longtime Westinghouse identity with “Studio One.”
Latter, on a time and program basis, represents about a $4,000,000
annual. outlay.
But even beyond “Studio* One,” Westinghouse is also committed
to a $5,000,000 outlay for sponsorship of the CBS-TV politicasts
from Chicago and San Famcisco this summer. Probabilities are
that a lot of anxieties have been temporarily eased by this week’s
agreement on federal mediation peace proposals.
On top of the financial uncertainties, it’s understood that all
“Studio One” scripts these days are being subjected to careful
screening by Westinghouse prexy Gwilyn Price himself to skirt
any possible sensitivities in political, labor areas, etc.

WCBS’ ‘less Talk, More Tune’
Slate-Ward Formula Now Paying Off For Key Radio
Station in N.Y.

-

4

Up to about four years ago,
WCBS, in common with most other
network-owned and indie radio sta¬
tions in New York, was “talking
itself to death.” The trend since
then, says Sam Slate, program boss,
of the CBS flagship, has been “less
talk and more tune.”
It was in the latter stages of 1951
that Slate and general manager
Carl Ward went to work as a new
team to develop WCBS to its pres¬
ent status. It hasn’t always been
easy, since an o&o obviously can¬
not move as*swiftly with the tide
as an indie operation. Neverthe¬
less, there has been progress, a lot
of it, not the least of which is the
fact that the station’s ^talent stable
has been upped from six to 12 and
total allotted hours from six to
over 15. Some df the increase is
credited partly to network decline
and, at the same time, enhancement
and newly won sponsor interest in
local broadcasting.
Unlike nearly all the indepen¬
dents, WCBS stresses live singers
instead of disk jockeys. In fact, the
only full fledged deejay is Bill
Randle, an import from Cleveland.
The others, like Jack Sterling, are
combination platter spinners-gabbers - emcees - salesmen. Slate the(Continued on page 49)

Can’t Trust Anyone
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
Proof positive will be re-1
quired from potential contest¬
ants on “Do You Trust Your
Wife?” in the future.
New regulations were put
into effect after director Jim
Morgan wasted some time last
week talking with what ap¬
peared to be a likely couple.
Contenders seemed like nice
people and had four children
to show for 23 years of con¬
nubial bliss. But they didn’t
have a license.
Under questioning, they ad¬
mitted theirs was a commonlaw. marriage. Morgan gulped,
hastily ruled that licenses
were de rigeur, and showqd
them to the door.

Berle s Low Ebb
Augurs Drastic
Tues. Reshuffle

By GEORGE ROSEN
The tragic decline and skid of
the Biow agency from its onetime
eminent status as a commission
house billing $40,000,000 annually,
throws into sharp focus the whole
new pattern of .agency operation
today as exemplified, for example,
by a J. Walter Thompson, a Young
& Rubicam, a BBD&O, a McCannErickson, or a Kenyon & Eckhardt.
The day of the one-man agency
rule has become archaic. There
are too many millions at stake to
permit for personality whims, or
the fate of a major account preci¬
pitously dangling on a client’s
conviction that the agency’s ac¬
count exec “is a good guy.”
No more so than the policy of a
Ford Motor Co. or a General
Motors stems from one-man dicta¬
tion, today’s bigtime agency opera¬
tion, just as in major industry, rep¬
resents group management. It’s a
far cry from the days when a
George Washington Hill could in¬
discriminately lop off the Ameri¬
can Tobacco account from one
agency and pass it on to a “nicer
guy.”
Whoever and wherever
that “nice guy" is today, assuming
he’s kept pace with the times
rather than bucking the trend as a
rugged individualist, it’s more than
likely he’s part of an “agency in
depth” as but one component of
an overall management operation.
(Exhibit
A:
McCann-Erickson’s
Marion Harper-Terry Clyne-Bob
Healy-Emerson Foote combo as a
top echelon administrative-creative
operating committee, which covuld
also be translated in terms of a
BBD&O, Y&R, etc.)
No Time For Loyalties
Very little of the old established
agency traditions are left. It’s no
longer a case of loyalties—strange
or otherwise.
It’s the agency
with a complete understanding of
the needs and requirements of in¬
dustry and big business that is
being tapped for the lucrative bill¬
ings. Any one of a dozen major
agencies can deliver on a creative
level, whether it’s television or any
other medium, but the “agency in
depth” today is the one with a
thorough appreciation and knowl¬
edge and sale objectives, of salesbusiness relationship and primarily
of marketing and of merchandising.
These are the ones that have moved
into leadership. The big businessindustry client today wants his
agency to be “my eyes and ears”;
to do that the agency has to know
the answers.
This is the era when the whole
agency emphasis has shifted, and
if it were possible to crystallize the
new Madison Aye. modus operandi
into a single key word, that word
would probably translate itself
into “marketing,” of Which adver¬
tising is but one facet.
If a sponsor today drops a tele¬
vision star or a program, it isn’t
necessarily because the star (as in
the old days) no longer can curry
the favor, of the sponsor. It doesn't
matter who the personality is.
The client could still regard him as
(Continued on page 26)

It’s considered a virtual cer¬
tainty that, come the fall, Tuesday
night 8 to 9 on NBC-TV will be
anything, but^‘Berle time,” or for
that, matter anything approximate
ing the present layout. If there
were any doubts as to Phil Silvers
moving into the 8 to 8:30 forefront,
last Tuesday’s Trendex scorecard
proved the clincher, when Silvers
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
Negotiations are being conducted doubled Berle’s rating. (Former hit
between “Lux Video Theatre” and ka 25.8 equalling his high for the
Hal Wallis, George Stevens, Pe.rl- season, while Berle’s 12.3 repre¬
berg-Seaton and Jerry Wald of Co¬ sented an alltime low for the
lumbia Studios for properties to comic, and that goes back to the
be telecast on a Thalberg Award very beginning of bigtime tv.)
Major questions posed at the
Festival, Lux tie-in with the Acad¬
emy Awards presentation to be moment: (1) Will Berle decide to
•held March 21. The Festival shows lay off for a season, as he's already
would be telecast from Feb. 23 to indicated? (2) If he does come
back, will he revert back to a New
March 15 on Lux.
Deals have not been finalized York origination? It's felt by many
and a number of vehicles are being that the comic’s switch' to the
discussed. Lux, which is on NBC- Coast this season has ’ brought
TV, hopes to get a Columbia ve¬ about a more serious, arty-type
hicle via Wald; and stories pro¬ Berle which hasn’t exactly en¬
duced by Wallis, Stevens and P-S. deared him to his fans.
Silvers has been consistently
If deals jell, each producer would
guest on the show on which his topping both Berle and Martha
Raye
since he reversed positions
story was teletranslated.
with “Navy Log” and moved into
8 o’clock. Bob Hope, , on his onea-month Tuesday entries, still
edges out Silvers, but overall '56'57 has been Silvers- success story
at the expense of NBC. Whatever
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
Charles Laughton has elaborate happens to 8 to 9 in terms of NBC
Bob Crosby has inked a threeplans for a series of “tv readings’’ re-programming, it’s a cinch that
next season. They will be under Hope will loom high (elsewhere on week stand at Los Vegas’ Sahara
the banner of his associate Paul the schedule) in NBC’s future plan¬ Hotel for himself and his entire tv
troupe, along with songstress
Gregory, whose company is now ning.
Sarah Vaughan, starting Feb. 28.
readying “Big Banjo,” its third
Deal was set despite objections of
CBS-TV spec in the “Ford Star
CBS-TV, with which Crosby has
JubilJfe” one-a-month Saturday
pact, supposedly occasioned by
night skein.
fear of sponsors’ disapproval.
Washington, Feb. 7.
Laughton will most likely start
National Citizens Committee on
Crosby’s pact with web allows
his telereadings with “Don Juan
in Hell,” Broadway and touring Educational TV, established here for outside engagements, provided
click of a couple of seasons ago by the Ford Foundation to promote he’s on hand in Hollywood at 9:15
which included Tyrone Power, organization of citizens groups for a.m. daily for his net show. Under
Charles Boyer and Agnes Moore- financing stations, wound up its op¬ this proviso, Crosby and his crew,
consisting of the Bobcats, Hal
head, all of whom are expected to erations last week.
Some of its public relations func¬ Richards, Joannie O’Brien and
reprise their stints for the tv ver¬
the
Modernairs, will commute
tions
will
be
taken
over
by
the
Ed¬
sion. Laughton will also take on
narration and staging assignments ucational Television and Radio daily between Vegas and Holly¬
wood.
Center in Ann Arbor, Mich.
for the homescreens.

Thalberg Festival
Lux TV Entries

Bob Crosby to Play
Las Yegas, Commute
Despite CBS Squawks

TV READINGS' ON
LAUGHTON AGENDA

NCCET Folds Tent

CBS-ABC 7:30 to 8 Rating Payoff
Cues Speculation on Dinah-Eddie’s
Bigger Game; Camel 'Reexamining'
-1

‘Glad to be of Help’
NBC-TV gave a CBS-TV
show a pat on tjie back. Mean¬
ing Pat Weaver, its board
. chairman, who appeared on
the Ed Murrow-less “Person
to Person” last week. NBC
was first in with the Trendex
and happy to say that Weav¬
er’s score was 22.3 while NBC’s
own Gillette Fights rated 19.1.
This, said NBC, was higher
than the “P to P” average.
Not known what part of the
rating w-as attributable to Co¬
lumbia’s Jackie Gleason, who
subbed for Murrow in firing
the questions at Weaver and
a bus driver.

CBS: Don't Look
For Any Change
In Gleason Time
Perry Como’s latest and greatest
smothering of CBS-TV’s 8 to 9
o’clock twosome of “Stage Show”
and Jackie Gleason’s “Honeymooners” on the Saturday (4) Trendex
doesn’t shape as a persuader in
getting Gleason to exchange slots
wuth his production starring the
Dorsey Bros. Program Chief Hubbell Robinson made it pretty , em¬
phatic that Gleason will stay put.
Ten days ago, Gleason called a
press conference to give the back
ot his mitt to CBS for what he call¬
ed passing out rumors that it would
be nice to have Gleason at 8, smack
ur against the NBC singer’s start¬
ing point, by ousting the lowrated
“Stage Show.” giving 8:30 to Herb
Shriner’s “Two for the Money”
and slotting the new web-financed
telepix series', “Joe & Mabel,” in
Shriner’s 9 o’clock fixture.
Gleason would have won his
point if his show and “Stage” were
to trade places, since he has in¬
sisted on a back-to-back formation
with his satellite show. P. Lorillard (Old Gold), however, had also
insisted on a mating with Gleason’s
film series.
Saturday’s Como score marked
the season’s high. He pasted
“Stage,” 40.6 to 12.5, then went
to work on Gleason, 32.2 to 24.2.
The averages gave Como 36.4 to
18.4 on the hour, nearly double.
Gleason’s pickup strength was
shown in his nearly doubling the
count over the Dorseys’ show, lead¬
ing to the belief that he can make
it a race with Como were they
to start together.

There are reports that R. J.
Reynolds is “reexamining” its big
coin stake in its Mon.-Tues.-Thurs.
sponsorship of “Camel New's Cara¬
van” on NBC-TV. (Until this sea¬
son the ciggie outfit had it five
times a week but relinquished the
Wed.-Fri. segments to Plymouth.)
Thus once more the whole com-,
petitive 7.30 to 8 p.m. cross-theboard area moves into the fore¬
front of speculation. In terms of
NBC, it not only involves the John
Cameron Swayze newscast, but
such high-priced and talent-laden
entries as Dinah Shore and Ed¬
die Fisher, who alternate in the
7:30 to 7:45 periods preceding
“News Caravan.”
The 7:30 to 8 intra-trade pro¬
gram jockeying for ratings has
made for one of the more inter¬
esting and controversial footnotes
over the past year or so. It be¬
came a major target-shooting area
when ABC-TV initially projected
it into the bigtime rating payoff
with its Wednesday “Disneyland,”
its Thursday “Lone Ranger” and
its Friday “Rin Tin Tin” series.
Then came the big gamble at
CBS—knocking out the network’s
music-news 7:30 to 8 program con¬
cept in a bid to duplicate the ABC
story.
It meant tossing several
million dollars out the window,
with no assurances of recouping
the coin, as CBS played for the big
ratings.
Sponsor-wise, it’s been
anything
but
fabulous,
with
Wednesday and Friday playing
“sustaining time” (but with Col¬
gate now set to pick up the tab for
“My Friend Flicka” as the Friday
entry.)
But the combination of the CBS
and ABC entries has put the rating
squeeze on NBC, which is still
dedicated to the music-news for¬
mula for 7:30 to 8. • In terms of
revenue, NBC’s way out in front,
enjoying a “40% of the hour rate”
bonanza on the 15-minute concept.
But on the Nielsen-Trendex payoff,
it appears to be paying a “third
position” penalty. And consider¬
ing the status of a Dinah Shore and
an Eddie Fisher as “top of the
heap” personalities, whether or not
NBC will ride along next season
with music-news as 7:30 to 8 com(Continued on page 26)

LaRosaMaySub
Como for Summer

Perry Como will control his
summer replacement through his
setup Roncom Productions, with
the same set of sponsors continu¬
ing during the hot months. Julius
LaRosa is reportedly in the lead to
preside over the summer semester,
but deal hasn’t yet been inked.
Blueprints are still being made
for the replacement show. NBC, as
well.as General Artists Corp., and
Four scrlpters have been sent to Como will meet next week in an
the Coast by NBC-TV’s comedy de¬ effort to finalize the Saturday 8 to
velopment section to assist the 9 setup.
quartet there, shaved down from
the original 10, doing a salvage job
on “Comedy Hour.” Louis Balk, Phil
Green, Renee Leff and Woody Al¬
len were dispatched from New
York to join forces with Bobby
Noel Coward is understood to be
O’Brien, Izzy Ellinson, Marvin Fish¬ insisting that his next appearance
er and Snag Werrls,
on the “Ford St r Jubilee” CBSPreceding the foursome to Cali¬ TV series originate from the New
fornia was Les Colodny, manager York instead of the Coast. This has
of the web’s Comedy Development less to do with facilities than with
technical personnel, with Coward
Plan.
“Comedy Hour” took another said to feel that Gotham offers
beating from CBS-TV’s Ed Sulli¬ more and better “live” craftsmen.
van on Sunday (5), latter ascend¬ It’s recalled that for his “Blithe
ing to a wham 40.3 against 9.8, Spirit” Coward rushed. Dick Lewith
ABC’s
“Famous
Films” wine in from N. Y. as his lieu¬
clocked at 7.8 on Trendex. In the tenant on the staging.
Coward is now at his home in
Saturday quiz shuffle, NBC’s “Big
Surprise” racked season’s peak of Jamaica, BWI, preparing the May
| 23.8 to 16.5 for CBS-“Beat the entry for “Jubilee,” which will
Clock” and 4.1 for ABC’s “Ozark most likely be an original in w'hich
he will be onfe of the stars.
I Jubilee.”

—And 4 Makes 8

NOEL COWARD PREFERS
N. Y. ORIGINATIONS
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LOOKS LIKE CURTAINS FOR UHF
IN U.S. COURT OF APPEALS NIX
+■

"

Washington, Feb. 7.
Issuance by the U. S. Court of
Appeals here late Friday (3) or
orders denying UHF petitions to
'■ stay VHF authorizations in inter¬
mixed cities just about means cur¬
tains for ultra high. The UHF
forces still liave some chances of
saving themselves — through fur¬
ther Court action and pressure on
the FCC from the Senate Inter¬
state Commerce Committee—but
their hopes ate now pretty dim.
Not that the U’s are giving up
the fight. They were given com¬
fort by the apparent difficulty the
Court had in reaching a decision—
after three weeks of deliberation—
and in the 2-1 vote for denial.
Their attorneys therefore have rea¬
son to believe the Cqurt may be
disposed to give them an expedited
hearing on the merits. They point
to several cases in which stays were
denied but in which rulings favor¬
able to the U’s were subsequently
handed down.
Whether the V's will proceed
Immediately with construction in
Madison, Wis., Evansville, Ind.,
Corpus Christi, Tex., Miami, Fla.,
and Fresno, Calif., is still in doubt.
It’s quite possible they will wait
until the Court acts on the peti¬
tions to be filed for expedited argu¬
ments. If these are denied, they
will probably take their' chances
that the U’s will withdraw from
further Court proceedings or that
the eventual decision will sustain
the FCC authorizations. It’s likely
that the winners of VHF contests
for channel 10 in Miami, channel
10 in Norfolk, Va., and channel 8
in Peoria, Ill., decisions on which
are imminent,- will follow suit.
An indication of whether the
Court will grant expedited argu¬
ments may be contained in the de¬
cision to be issued, probably with¬
in a week, on the action of last
week.
The orders denying the
stays briefly noted that the majori¬
ty were of' the view that the in¬
junctions should be refused. A
footnote stated that Justice David
Bazelon dissented and would elab¬
orate in a foirthcoming memoran¬
dum.
The other justices were
George T. Washington, and. John
A. Dannaher.
The orders denied, all by 2-1
(Continued on page 41)

Orange Bowl Origination
Set for ‘Super Circus’
Plans are in the works at ABCTV to send "Super Circus” to
Miami on March 17 for a remote
before the largest "studio” audi¬
ence in video history, this being
the Orange Bowl. Arrangements
are being made for use of the
Bowl for the telecast, plus lots
of local hoopla surrounding the
"homecoming” of Sandy Wirth,
featured on the "Super CircuA” seg¬
ment and the Miss Florida of 1955
entry in' last fall’s Miss America
contest.
Since Firestone Tire & Rubberis on the books for a one-hour
spectacular, "Springtime U.S.A.,”
on March 18 and will have to erect
sets in ABC’s New York studios
TV-1 and TV-2, it will be impossible
for "Super Circus” to originate
from its normal TV-1 locale the day
before. Hence, the network has
had to send it out on the road that
week, and figures it might as well
stir up some excitement while it’s
About it.

Teresa Brewer’s Pact
For Sullivan Show
Teresa Brewer has been pacted
for five more guesters on the Ed
Sullivan show on CBS-TV, follow¬
ing her last-minute appearance as a
sub for Kate Smith. Five guesters
are to run through Sept. 30, with
the kickoffer coming in March.
Miss Brewer actually filled in
for Helen Traubel, who had been
signed to replace Miss Smith. Lat¬
ter had cancelled her slate of ap¬
pearances when manager Ted Col¬
lins fell ill. But Miss Traubel be¬
came ill too, and Miss Brewer was
brought in in a hurry.

Bates Envisioning
$50,000,000 Beast
Billings for 1956

Ted Bates Co., which is currently
on the prowl for three more shows
for the fall to add to the 15 nation¬
al telestanzas in which it controls
or shares billings, anticipates
hurdling the $50,000,000 mark in
radio-tv .billings during 1956. The
agency billed $42,000,000 in broad¬
cast media during ’55, ranking it
seventh in broadcast billings. Of
this, some $35,000,000-plus was in
television.
Showing is all the more remark¬
able since,-In television terms, the
agency has "little” clients, with the
exception of Colgate, which it
shares with the Esty agency and
others. One explanation is that
the agency buys heavily in the
spot field, with announcements, lo¬
cal live programs, local syndicated
film and regional and national
film shows. Example, is Continental
Bakeries, which not only bankrolls
the syndicated "Annie Oakley”
series in 72 markets, but has local
program sponsorships in Los An¬
geles, Washington, Salt Lake City,
Omaha, Seattle, Kansas City and
Bloomington, Ind., Feb. 7.
Minneapolis. Another such case is
RCA, officially unwrapping its Carter Products, with sponsorship
$5,000,000 all-color plant here yes¬ of "Mr. District Attorney” in 27
terday (Mon.), is geared now to markets.
produce a- tint receiver per minute
Authority for the $50,000,000
and expects to sell 200,000 in 1956. figure is Jim Douglass, radio-tv
Company spokesmen believed that, veep of the agency, who declares
at some unnamed future date, mass the increase will stem mainly
production' techniques will drive from growing appropriations from
the price below existing levels, but present ciients, but also from an¬
when it happens RCA will con¬ ticipated new advertisers signing
tinue to sell sets in the $695 to with the agency. Biggest spend¬
$995 bracket.
ers with the agency are Colgate
The company, it was disclosed, and Brown & Williamson, the for¬
expects to begin operating its color mer billing entirely through Bates
setup at a profit this year. Robert on "Howdy Doody,” "The Million¬
Seidel, executive veepee for RCA aire” and "Famous Film Festival”
consumer products, disclosed that and splitting billings on "Feather
one assembly line at the Blooming¬ Your Nest,” "Modern Romances”
ton plant is producing, packing and "Strike it Rich.” B&W’s
and readying for shipment 60 sets Viceroys have "The Lineup,” along
a minute, but that, if desired, an¬ with participations in "Robert Q.
other line at this plant and two at Lewis Show” and "NBC Comedy
Indianapolis could be converted Hour.” Other hefty spenders are
immediately to color.
American Chicle (shared with
Richard Pinkham, NBC veep Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample),
over tv web programming, was on CBS-Columbia and Standard
hand at the opening of the .Bloom¬ Brands (plus of course Carter,
ington color plant, and he said that shared with SSC&B, and Conti¬
this winter’s colorcast sked repre¬ nental).
sents five times the number of
chows carried last year. Also, by
next fall the current output of 40
color hours a month will have
Washington, Feb. 7.
been doubled.
Connie B. Gay, local producer
"The programming,” Pinkham of country music programs on tv,
said, "creates an expanding market has sold his radio station in Fair¬
for sets. As production goes into mont, W. Va. (WTCS) for $59,000
volume, the price of sets comes plus, to a group headed by Nicola
down and the market expands Fantasia, commercial manager of
further.” He noted further that the outlet. The price was for Gax’s
cost of tintcasts will drop as the 95% interest in the station, a 250_ number of color shows and stations watter with an ABC affiliation.
equipped for raultichrome in¬
Gay recently withdrew an appli¬
crease. He estimated roughly that cation for an AM station in Warcolor bankrollers now carry an renton, Va., informing FCC that
additional cost of as much as 25% his country music operations are
over black-white charges^
taking most of his time.

Tint-Set-Per-Min.
In RCA ’56 Push

Gay Unloads WTCS
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CBS’ 150 Minutes
Of Back-to-Back
Thurs. TV Drama
On the "top secret” agenda at
CBS-TV is the new program blue¬
print designed for next season
which will have a vital bearing on
sponsors occupying both Thursday
and Friday nighttime slots. For
one thing, the new 90-minute live
dramatic showcase now in prep¬
aration under Carey Wilson’s su¬
pervision is being plotted as a
Thursday night 9:30 to 11 attrac¬
tion, thus cutting across the full
hour of NBC-TV’s 10 to 11 "Lux
Video Theatre.”
Of more importance, however, is
the fact that it will give CBS a
full two and a half’^ours of live
dramatic fare, with the new .entry
slotted back-to-back with the
Chrysler-sponsored "Climax” se¬
ries. Since both will be Coastoriginating propex-ties, it’s now a
question of studio facilities, since
it’s no secret that CBS-TV City
in L.A. is bursting at the seams.
CBS is currently flickering with
General Foods and Bristol-Myers
and Singer, present tenants of. 9:30
to 10:30 Thursday, .since these are
the advertisers who will have to be
accommodated under the new blue¬
print.
Meanwhile, CBS is eyeing a Fri¬
day night berthing of the new
hour-long variety stanza which
Herb Shriner will head up in the
fall. This will go somewhere in
the 8 to 10 area.

BEVILLE, McCRAY,
YODER’S V.P. STRIPES
NBC has "striped up” its re¬
search department, naming Hugh
M. (Mai) Beville-Jr. for the chev¬
rons along with stocking up on
two other v-p.’s. The Beville veepship has been long in coming, not
only for his quarter century in the
NBC camp but as a recognition for
research itself. .Designation for
Beville is v.p. of Planning & De¬
velopment, restyled from director
of Research & Planning, a berth
he’s held since October, 1952. His
affiliation started in 1930 as an
aide in setting up the network’s
statistical sector, becoming chief
statistician in ’35, research man¬
ager in ’39 and chief of research a
couple of years later.
The other veeps are from the
owned 8c operated—Thomas C. Mc¬
Cray, doubling as general manager
of KRCA-Hollywood, and Lloyd E.
Yoder, ’his opposite number at
WRCV - plus - tv,
Philadelphia,
acquired recently from Westinghouse in an exchange with Cleve¬
landers
latter’s
(WTAM
and
WNBK), with Yoder transferred
from latter city; Both are broad¬
cast veterans.
FRAN SUBS MAGGIE
Fran Allison planed into New
York from Chicago Monday (6) to
do a six-hour pinchhit chore for
Margaret Truman on NBC Radio’s
"Weekday,” and flew right back
again' to the hangar of "Kukla,
Fran & Ollie.”
Miss Truman was taking a rest
after making the political rounds
with her father.

Lutherans’ ‘Anti-Sin’ Tinters
The four Lutheran Church bodies latching on to the Monday
outings of "Matinee Theatre,” NBC-TV’s full hour daytime dra¬
matics emanating in color cross-the-board from the Coast, are re¬
ported in with a grant of approximately $40,000 to cover six shows.
While the amount is not large in. tv’s astronomical charts, the coin
is- a two-way street. It will carry the Lutheran message in terms
of "anti-sin” scripts, if not directly, and will give producer Albert
McCleery opportunity to book higher-priced talent for the Lutheran
shows.
Mondays might turn out to be major showcasers as result of
the religioser participation, and perhaps invite interest from rival
churches. From this view, some followup precedents may be
established for a commercial series. Sponsors already pacted for
the six "Lutheran Mondays” (April 2, May 7, June 4, Sept. 3, Oct. 1,
Nov. 5) will stick.
Units involved are United Lutheran Church in America, Evan¬
gelical Lutheran Church, American Lutheran Church and Augus-.
tana Lutheran Church, working through Lutheran TV Associates,
formed a year ago. After looking over the "Matinee” spread, since
the October preem, Lutheran TV approached NBC, with McCleery,
a regular commuter between the Coast and N. Y. (he’s in Gotham
currently on his 28th cross-country trip since last May), offering
nearly a dbzen scripts for consideration. Of these, the Lutherans
found two "ideal” for showcasing and four others are being worked
up.- Specifically, the church group found "Matinee” interesting,
on its "affirmative approach to moral problems.”
• Monday was chosen because it offers a “ready congregation” of
Lutheran viewers following the weekend services. It’s not known
whether the various pastors wiil plug the Lutheran entries on
"Matinee.” Membership is in excess of. 4,500,000.
The church participation calls for spending the money on
scripts, script editor and a share in actor appropriation plus pro¬
motion expenses, and there will be cooperation with "Matinee” on
story selection. In practice, this would call for NBC’s okay with
final decision probably resting with the church. NBC’ers involved
in the deal, were public affairs v.p. Davidson Taylor, public servic^
manager Ed Stanley and Marilyn Kaemmerle, supervisor4of religi¬
ous programs (radio), plus Doris Ann on the tv end.

WMUR: On Beam In Beantown
Manchester, N. H., TV Operation Now Treated As
Boston’s ‘Third Outlet’

Seattle’s 1st Tinier
Seattle, Feb. 7.
First live colorcast from Seattle
was televised herq Wed. (1) by
KOMO-TV at 6:30 p.m. on "Dead¬
line,” daily' hews show, with Herb
Robinson, station’s news director,
acting as emcee to introduce live
color to the Pacific Northwest.
"Deadline^” color segment was
first' scheduled live colorcast but
station , had previously done sneak
preview pi color at 8:55 a.m. same
day.

Bigtime TV Still
A Long Way Off
In French Plan
Paris, Feb. 7.
Over half of France is now being
serviced by television, with trans¬
mitters operating from Paris,
Lille, Lyon, Marseille, Dijon, Gre¬
noble, Metz, Nancy, Reims and
Strasbourg. However, in spite of
this, only about 260,000 sets are
in operation and by the end of
’56 it is expected that the rest of
France will be covered when Al¬
giers, Bordeaux, Bourges, Caen,
Cherbourg,
Mulliouse, Moselle,
Nice, Rouen, Toulon, Tunis'and a
few other spots begin to function.
It is estimated that by the end of
1958, judging from set sales, there
should be 6,000,000 sets in opera¬
tion.
However, tv looks to take somt
time before it becomes the impon
fant "something for nothing” show
it is in the U.S. ,and Great Britain.
Statistics show that most of the
Sets are bought by people in the
upper and 'fair wage brackets de¬
noting that prices still have to be
scaled down somewhat before it is
really in the orbit of the average
wage earner. Government con¬
trolled station only beams 40 hours
per week, and there is still not
enough heavyweight material to
begin to catch the public eye. Be¬
sides, the average Gallic eye tends
to want out, entertainment-wise,
and video has never cracked the
oars and cafes here either.
It looks to take some time be¬
fore tv will begin to seriously rival
the live forms of show biz here, or
films either for that matter. A few
commercial tv stations operating
off the borders of France have
made no appreciable aent as yet,
but video sources feel that another
decade should see a tv spurt here
to.jnake it an adjunct of show biz
to be reckoned with.
■

Manchester, N? H., Feb. 7.
A power increase a month ago
has put WMUR-TV here in direct
competition with the two- tv chan¬
nels in Boston, some 50 miles away.
Norman Gittleson, general manager,
of the outlet which before Dec. 1 of
last year was "show” on Beantown
homescreens, has added five hours
a day to the telecast schedule and
has jacked its rates and is soon to
jack them again, in its bid as a big
city station.
Gittleson has chucked Manches¬
ter, the home port where it’s had
little viewership, as a target, and
his salesmen are invading Boston,
where they’ve already inked a num¬
ber of accounts in opposition to
WBZ-TV and WNAC-TV. The two
original Boston stations,, until the
WMUR power jump, had-no other
competition.
When Gittleson joined WMUR a
year ago, the Francis Murphy out¬
let was losing $21,000 a month in
this weak video market. ^The sta¬
tion had only two hours a day of
network programming. The local
operation, a full ABC affil and
carrying about 80% of the lineup,
will jack its starting rate by March
to $600. In October it already
went, in anticipation of the signal
upbeat, from $200 to $300. The
$600 openers means a triple rate in¬
crease in five months.
Plus the ABC stanzas, the sta¬
tion, in an effort to beam a load of
sports to sports starved Bostonians,
is signed for NBC’s Saturday bas¬
ketball skein and the Monday night
fights delivered via WABD, in
(Continued on page 26)

TV Set Output
Hits High in ’55
'
Washington, Feb. 7.
Television manufacturing indus¬
try turned out 7,756,000 sets last
year for a new record, Radio-Electronics-TV Manufacturers Assn, re¬
ported last week. The 1955 output
bettered the previous year by 410,000 sets and surpassed the 1950
high (Paused by Korean war scare
buying) by nearly 300,000 sets.
RETMA reported that Approxi¬
mately 15% of the 1955 production
was accounted for by sets with
UHF tuning facilities. No figures
were included on color receivers.
Despite the heavy tv sales, man¬
ufacturers produced nearly 15,000,000 radio sets, or 43% more than
in 1954 and only about 10% less
than in the record year of 1948.
Nearly half the 1955 turnput were
auto sets and less than 2% were
FM.
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‘TALENT IS FOR THE BIRDS’
Those Cuffo Cross-Plugs
NBC-TV has managed to quietly “kill off” an embarrassing
cross-plug which, to the chagrin of everybody, practically amounted
to an open invitation to NBC viewers to switch over to the Phil
Silvers show on CBS.
The R, J. Reynolds-sponsojred ‘‘Camel News Caravan” has been
allowed, at 8 o’clock singoff time, a cross-plug calling attention
to its Tuesday at 8 Silvers show. The fact that it was included
on the Tuesday night Camel news segment had long been a bone
of cohtention with Milton Berle and others competing with Silvers.
Eyen the affiliate began squawking.
But through the simple expedient of notifying sponsors that
henceforth there will be no cross-plugging of rival network shows
on the same night, NBC has restored peace—even if Silvers, on .
the basis of the ratings, is now getting the audience plum.

'Millionaire’Strikes it Rich
Colgate’s CBS-TV Entry Hits Nielsen Jackpot;
Parlays Gimmick Into Windfall
One of the darkhorse entries on
the last three Nielsen reports has'
been the Wednesday night CBSTV “The Millionaire,” which has
confounded the pundits by pulling
up in the latest Nielsen (Jan. 1 re¬
port) to fourth place in the Aver¬
age Audience category and eighth
in the Total Audience sweepstakes.
What’s made the show’s upswing
so startling to the trade is the fact
that it’s, been climbing steadily but
unspectacularly since its start a
year ago, and more important, it’s
based on a “gimmick” which
everyone thought would outlive its
usefulness.
That eighth-place outing of 40.0
In the TA goes down to sixth if two
bowl games are discounted; on the
AA side, the 37.5 average is good
for third if the third-placed Rose
Bowl is eliminated. This puts the
show ahead of such longstanding
Top 10’ers as “Dragnet” and “You
Bet Your Life” and puts it at the
top of the class in the dramatic de¬
partment, hour or half-hour. As for
its Wednesday night competition,
it’s a walkaway, with its 40.0 stack¬
ing up against a 22.8 on the hour
for “Kraft Theatre” and 15.4 for
“Masquerade Party.” ,
What’s made “Millionaire” click?
Jim Douglass, radio-tv veep of Ted
Bates agency, which handles the
show for Colgate, thinks it’s a com¬
bination of factors, the “gimmick/*
the accent on all-round dramatic
values And a vast audience loyalty
that’s built its audience steadily.
“When we bought the show from
Don Fedderson£ Douglass says,
“all the experts thought that the
gimmick of basing our shows on
the giving ..away a million dollars
would be overworked in a matter
of weeks. What happened was that
instead it proved a theme for the
program. Some dramatic shows are
held together by a host; we’ve got
a theme and a host.
“But by giving thfe show all types
of dramatic treatments with good
scripts, we’ve- achieved quality.
And viewers get a vicarious thrill
out of associating themselves with
■someone pictured from their own
walk of life who has been given a
(Continued on page 38)

House Committee
Raps Collingwood
Washington, Feb. 7.
Charles B. Collingwood, presi¬
dent of the New York local of
AFTRA, was sharply rebuked by
the House Un-American Committee
last week, for underrating the “con¬
certed” Commie infiltration of the
amusement business. The. commit¬
tee
didn’t
like
Collingwood’s
charge, either, that Reds and their
sympathizers were being black¬
listed by the broadcast stations.
Following the Un-American Ac¬
tivities Committee’s recent report
of substantial infiltration of .radio
and tv in New York by the Com¬
mies, Collingwood issued a state¬
ment that “the degree of commun¬
ist infiltration in radio and tele¬
vision was exaggerated from the'
beginning.” He said the stations
and webs were easing off their
(Continued on page 26)

NBC-TV’s ‘Matinee’ Idyll
NBC-TV is directing its “Mat¬
inee Theatre” crossboarder to the
Madison. Ave. ad. fraternity, at least
that segment of it which “lunches
out,” Sugar, stirrer and napkin
kits, to the tune of 50,000, are be¬
ing distributed over the next
couple weeks to restaurants and
luncheonettes in the N.Y. area
bounded by 39th to. 59th Sts:, Park
to Fifth Aves., plus several spots
in Rockefeller Center, NBC’s home
base on the “western plains.”
Kit’s slogan is “sweetest buy in
daytime television.”

CBS Envisioning
Theatricals,Too,
In Gardner Buy
Unusual aspect of the new deal
negotiated by CBS-TV for vidfilmation of the Erie Stanley Gardner
catalog is that the network is en¬
visioning theatrical release of some
of the properties. CBS has bought
up the entire Gardner works of
272 titles and had made an alliance
with Paisano Productions, owned
jointly by Cornwall Jackson (Coast
topper of J. Walter Thompson)
and his wife, Gail Patrick, which
will film the properties.
Initial series to be filmed are
the Perry Mason stories. This will
be done in hour form. CBS, in
its new Paisano relationship, will
also have rights to theatrical re¬
lease of the Mason" pix (with pos¬
sible expansion- of the properties
for theatres). Rest of the Gardner
stories will be done as half-hour
series.
Perry Mason series will tee off
next fall. Robinson will huddle- on
the Coast next week with Gardner
and Jackson on setting up the
production teams, writers, cast, etc.
ABCS LIVE PROMOS
Top N. Y. Talent Enlisted For
Aft. ‘Film Festival’ Spots An array of all ABC-TV’s New
York talent is being assembled by
the network to do a series of live
program promotion pitches
slotted into the web’s “Afternoon
Film Festival.” .Web has over the
past few weeks been using extensive
filmed promotion spots in the nonsponsored portions of both the
Sunday night “Famous Film Festi¬
val” and the afternoon 3-5 seg¬
ment, but this represents the first
time the web will use live talent
in the spots. Project also gives
the web an opportunity to get in
plugs for shows-from which it has
no film clips.
Talent appearing vis-a-vis “AFF”
host Allyn Edwards will include
Ted Mack, Dennis James, Peter
Donald, Jerry Colonna and Sandy
Wirth, Bergen Evans, Bert Parks,
Jan Murray, Jack Barry and the
permanent panel members on
“Down You Go” and “Masquerade
Party.”
Live promos will be
staged daily, one of them in the
.3-3:30 p.m. segment, the other in
the 4:30-5 p.m. period.

I Everything Points To H’wood
LET OFF STEAM As TV’s Key Production Center
With N.Y. as Biz Homeoffice’

It would appear that there’s a
wide divergence of opinion among
local radio-tv personalities around
the country as to the sincerity of
the networks in bemoaning a lack
of fresh, new talent, particularly
in the realm of personable emcees
who know how to sell a product.
The recent “Dearth of a Sales¬
man” exposition in Variety in
which the tv webs frankly confess
they’re up a tree in trying to re-,
solve the pressing need for the
right “front men,” with the result
that they’re stymied in trying tp
get some new cross-the-board
properties off the ground, has in¬
vited a veritable landslide of re¬
plies questioning the serious in¬
tent of the networks toward al¬
leviating the situation.
Practically one and all take-up
the same battle cry: “Where do w.e
go from here?” in attempts for a
crack at the bigtime. In view of
the networks’ widely publicized
and continuing quests to ferret out
new talent, the reactions of the
local personalities with a yen to
go network has more than cursory
interest.
The following, for example, are
but a few samplings of the “still
unfound” local boys who take the
position that “talent is for the
birds ... at least in getting re¬
located.” (For obvious reasons,
their names and present berths are
omitted):
Editor,

Variety;

‘Robin Hood’ Brit. Fave
London, Feb. 7.
“The
Adventures
of Robin
Hood,” telepic series produced in
Britain by Sapphire Films, moved
in to second place on the local
Nielsen rating last month and for
one week nosed “Sunday Night At
the London Palladium" out of top
position.
The series, distributed in Amer¬
ica through Official Films, has a
Sunday afternoon slot on the Lon¬
don commercial station and opened
here simultaneously with Ameri¬
can release.

CBS on Prowl
For Key Men
Per Weitman
Bob Weitman, who resigned last
week his dual vice-presidencies in
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres and ABC, will as indicated
last week, move over to CBS-TV
upon his return from a brief va¬
cation. He’ll operate as a veepee
in program development reporting
to Hubbgll Robinson.
Naming of Weitman, along with
the upping of Louis T. Stone to
the new berth of director of talent
commitments charged with major
negotiations on talent and contract
relations (in which he’ll operate
under v.p. Spence Harrison), is
seen as part of a series of key ap¬
pointments on both creative and
administrative level, mostly with¬
in program chieftain Hubbell Rob¬
inson’s domain.
The reports would indicate that
CBS-TV envisions considerable ex¬
pansion in the year ahead. A few
weeks back the network brought
Jack Rayel over from NBC for
a major Coast berth (as result of
the resignation of Bill DOzier,
who moved over to RKO).
And with Nat Wolff checking
out of Young & Rubicam as of
April 1, it wouldn't come as a sur¬
prise to many if he were to hang
up his hat at CBS.

Read with interest your article
on the lack of capable material for
network me positions. If such a
dearth of talent exists, I would
like to know, where the line forms
for eager applicants.
I don’t mean this to sound of
“sour grapes” but my past experi¬
ences with the networks might
give you a key as to how hard the
search is really going on for new
“front men.”
Six months ago one of the net¬
works was looking for an me to
front a new daytimer, a fact I
found only by knowing a staff man
at the New York network outlet.
I got only as far .as one of the
minor net execs, not for an audi¬
tion, mind you, nor a looksee at my
past credits, but a phone call let¬
ting me know that they needed a
“name me,” and had no time for
building a name. He wasn't inter¬
ested in my local success story:
four hours, six days a week,
Hooper Share of Audience over
78%, SROi on accounts, six years
me experience, former musician
with name bands, and one hour tv
variety show five days a week for
BENSON'S
EQUAL TIME'
over a .year. “Sorry, need a
Name.”
Aggie Secretary Preempts ‘Quiz
The above has bee* repeated six
Kids’ To Answer Murrow
or seven times in the last year
with the same results. I know I’m
CBS-TV has granted aggie secre¬
not alone in the search for being tary Ezra Taft Benson his “half(Continued on page 40)
equal time” request to reply to
Ed Murrow’s “See It Now” 60-Minuter of Jan. 26 which took up the
farm- problem. The Cabinetman
said in a letter to CBS prez Frank
Stanton that 30 minutes on the
same night and time area would
be sufficient. He gets the 10:30 to
11 slot Thursday, Feb. 23, replac¬
Largest closed-circuit hookup for ing “Quiz Kids,” which had been
a business meeting will be staged preempted by the Murrow-Fred
today (Wed.) by the electrical in¬ Friendly farmcast on which Benson
dustry when it launches its “Live appeared briefly.
On the following Thursday (1)
Better Electrically,” a mass market
development program aimed at in¬ Senators Clinton Anderson (N. M.,
creasing residential use of elec¬ ex-aggie secretary) and Hubert H.
tricity. Arranged by Nate Halpern’s Humphrey (Minn.) will swing into
Theatre Network Television, the action for the Democrats in same
closed-circuit program will reach slot, if they confirm.
79 locations in 77 cities. An audi¬
ence of 35,000, made up of builders,
contractors, architects, and loan
Although “My Friend Flicka,”
institutions, will gather in hotel
ballrooms and two theatres (Fresno the 20th-Fox horsepix series launch¬
and Cleveland) to see the demon¬ ing on CBS-TV Friday (10), is gen¬
stration and hear talks by local erally regarded as addressed to the
kid crowd, sponsoring Colgate
utility executives.
TNT is producing and directing wants it treated as “adult type ad¬
the show, featuring John Daly and venture.” Reason lies in some of
Gisele MacKenzie and a large the products to be pitched. These
cast of singers and dancers. Marc include Veto, Ajax and Palmolive
Daniels is producer and director Soap.
Stations are being asked to ac¬
for TNT, with a writing team
headed by Irve Tunick and Deke cent the adult appeal in their pro¬
motion bally on the 7:30 p.m.’er,
Hayward.

Electrical Industry’s
Closed-TV Hoopla;
77 Cities Hooked Up

‘Flicka’s’ Bid for Adults

The Coast upbeat in tv program¬
ming (both on a live and film
basis) has cued the conviction in
some quarters that, just like the
film business, though perhaps not
to the same extent, Hollywood will
inevitably wind up as the major
production center, with New York
as the administrative “homeoffice”
base of operations.
For the moment the increase in
Coast output, particularly in terms
of live programming, poses serious
problems for the major networks.
It’s the No. 1 item on the CBS-TV
agenda when board chairman Bill
Paley, tv prexy Jack Van Volkenberg and program chieftain Hubbell Robinson leave for the Coast
Feb. 12 for huddles with Howard
Meighan, the web’s Coast topper.
Meighan has been blueprinting an
expansion program (said ultimately
to involve a $20,000,000 expendi¬
ture) for the network’s TV City.
So pressing are present demands
for studio facilities that rehearsal
conflicts on nighttime entries
necessitate running off teletran¬
scriptions of afternoon shows (Bob
Crosby, etc.) in advance.
Most of the projected new en¬
tries for the fall (either film or
live) are being designed as Holly¬
wood-berthed properties, adding
to the jamup. Among these, for
example, are the new 90-minute
weekly live series planned by CBS
for Thursday nights. Also, “You
Are There” reverts back from film
to live, but will remain on the
Coast. CBS-TV’s projected Perry
Mason hour film series will also
carry a “Hollywood-made” tag.
Two , new ABC-TV entries, in¬
cluding
an
hour-long
drama
series; will come out of the Coast.
Both of these will be on film.
(Still uncertain is the origination
status of the new William Morrispackaged hour musical show, star¬
ring Ray Bolger, which is being
peddled around. Though titled
“Greenwich Village Inn,” pitch is
that it could just as easily come
out of Hollywood.)
Things are no better, at NBC,
particularly with the hour live day¬
time drama series creating peri¬
odic studio bottlenecks.

Everybody’s Got
A Sunday Format
Although NBC board chairman
Pat Weaver says he’s "standing
pat” on 'the Sunday night 8 to 9
“Comedy Hour” format, because
“we gotta give it a chance,” a
flock of new entries are being
pitched up to the network for con¬
sideration.
Three “name” shows are among
the properties tossed into the Sun¬
day “when and if” hopper. These
include a Hedda Hopper-femceed
hour show; a Louella Parson-femceed entry and a layout built
around Walter Winchell.
However, the network says none
of them, at least for the time being,
is getting any serious considera¬
tion.

‘HISTORY OF BALLET’
AS ‘OMNI’ FEATURE
Agnes de Mille is choreograph¬
ing a “history of ballet” to be
terped by a picked cast on the
Feb. 26 “Omnibus.” It will run up¬
ward of 30 minute&^with Miss de
Mille doing for the toe art what
Leonard Bernstein did for sym¬
phony orchs on the show. She’ll
trace ballet from the 17th Century,
classical to modern, and probably
draw on some of her Broadway
shows (“Oklahoma,” “Paint Your
Wagon”) for major sequences.
Miss de Mille’s works have ha(
two showcasers on “Omnibus,1
with “Rodeo” the first.

1
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Frisco State College to Teach
Freshmen, Sophs by TV Next Fall
San Francisco, Feb. 7. 4San Francisco State! College will
start trying to teach its freshmen
and sophomores by tv next fall.
The result of his experiment may
revolutionize the whole teaching
San Francisco, Feb. 7.
profession and, more likely than
AFTRA’s local here put a Frisco
not, should have terric impact on
ad agency and its client, an auto
the television business.
repair firm, on the “unfair” list
Plans for the experiment were last week for failure to pay $5,000
revealed last Thursday (2) by J. in residual recording fees to a
Paul Leonard, the college’s presi¬ quartet of singers from Hollywood.
dent, and James Day, manager of
AFTRA’s Frisco directors claim¬
Frisco’s KQED, the non-commer¬
cial, educational channel which will ed the agency had used dubbings
from the original spot vocal for at
televise the classes.
least 18 different radio and tele¬
Program will be supported by a vision film commercials.
$125,177 research grant made by
Involved are the John M. Gal¬
the Fund for the Advancement of
Education, an independent agency lagher Advertising Agency and the
created by the Ford Foundation. Four-Wheel Brake . and Wheel
Of this money, $52,356 will-go to Aligning Co.
AFTRA said Jud Conlon, Charles
KQED for production costs. An¬
other $44,946 will go to the college Parlato, March McLean and Gloria
for salaries and $25,925 will go to Wood had been paid $15 apiece for
the college for such expenses as the recording in January, 1952.
program materials, testing and The union said no further payment
evaluation and consultation. The had been made and that, in fact,
remaining $1,950 is earmarked for the quartet hadn’t heard the re¬
including exceptional high school cording aired because its work cen¬
tered in the Los Angeles area.
students in the program.
But, said AFTRA, nine months
The method, according to Leon¬ ago one of the quartet happened
ard, boils down to this:
to be in Frisco, heard the spot on
Ninety freshmen will take ele¬ the radio and started proceedings
mentary psychology, creative arts
and basic English via tv and 90
sophomores will take economics
the same way. Forty-five freshmen
and 45 sophomores will take the
same courses in the classrooms on
campus.
Teaching by tv will utilize all
Minneapolis, Feb. 7. available visual and. aural aids,
Ardell Reub, 29,-a White Lake,
while the classroom teachers will
S.
D.,
farm
laborer, made a vow
stick to orthodox teaching meth¬
to “do away with all radio sta¬
ods.
tions.”
The same exams will be given to
As a starter, he shot up the near¬
both groups.
est station around, KELO-TV and
The tv students will hold bi¬ radio, Sioux Falls, S. D.
weekly conferences with their pro¬
However, his warfare, ending
fessors.
’abruptly with his arrest after ex¬
At the end of the experiment, a changing gunfire with a village
year from June, evaluation staffs marshal, has proved shortlived.
will decide how the tv students He’s in jail at Elk Point, *S. D,
KEYD owners say that Reub did
fared academically and also try to
judge the effects on the teachers. $2,000 damage with his shotgun
Some of the problems which fire. Shooting from his car, he
must be whipped, said Leonard, in¬ knocked out pne window in the
studio proper and the weatherball
clude :
atop the building. *
1) Finding teachers who are
South of Sioux Falls, he knocked
eager to try tv and who don't suffer out eight windows at the tv trans¬
from stage fright;
mitter along with some of the tow¬
2) Finding 90 students for each er’s red lights.
course who have tv sets at home
When arrested he told authori¬
and don’t have “babies in the house ties he did it because "the radio
to fall out of the high chair and stations are doing a lot of harm”
interrupt classes”;
and he intended to eliminate them
3) Trying to find good student one by one. He didn’t explain the
Cross-sections—that is, good aver¬ kind of “harm” he had in mind.
age and poor students—for each
group and trying to calm down tv
students so that they aren’t,“stimulated” by being part of the experi¬
WHOM, N. Y. specialized radio
ment into doing better-than-normal
independent, has started an un¬
work.
usual
foreign language radio show
The courses were picked, said
Leonard, with an eye to trying to each Saturday morning. From 10
to
11
a.m. the station integrates
find which one are more adaptable
lo tv. For instance, he believed the music and culture of Spain,
France,
Italy, Egypt, Yugoslavia,
Creative Arts might adapt more
Turkey, Israel and several
easily than psychology “but we Greece,
other
countries.
don’t want to pre-judge.”
So that it doesn’t get too con¬
fusing all announcements are
English, but foreign tongues are
stressed in lyrics. Producer is Dr.
R. O. Turkkan, a former professor
of Turkish lingo and history.

AFTRA Slaps ‘Unfair’
Tag on Frisco Agency

Saga of a Guy Who
Hates Radio—and Does
Something About It

ABC-AM Ayem Coin
ABC Radio filled in some more
of the few sustaining gaps in its
morning lineup with a flock of
participation deals this week.
Heading the list is “Breakfast
Club,” which got three new spon¬
sors along with one renewal.
New on “Breakfast Club” are
JelSert Co., which via L. W. Ram¬
sey Co. of Chi picked up six fiveminute participations; Rust Craft
Publishers (greeting cards) of Bos¬
ton, via Chambers & Wiswell
there, took two a week; and Park
& Tilford (Tintex) via Emil Mogul,
took two a week. Park & Tilford
also grabbed up several other
morning availabilities, with one
participation weekly in each of
“Whispering Streets,’’ “When a
Girl Marries” and “My True
Story.”

Call Off Hearing
On Station Swap;
Buff Withdraws
Washington, Feb. 7r
Planned hearings into charges
Westinghouse was “coerced” into
swapping its Philadelphia radio
and tv stations for those of NBC’s
in Cleveland will. be dropped by.
FCC as a result of withdrawal last
week by WGR-TV in Buffalo from
proceedings ordered on its protest
of the web’s acquisition of UHF
station WBUF-TV. The Westinghouse-NBC deal was included as
an issue in the hearing in connec¬
tion with questions as to “concen¬
tration of control” of broadcast
mediae
WGR, which will lose its NBC
affiliation as a result of the WBUF
sale, told the Commission that in,
view of its failure to stay the trans¬
fer pending the hearing “it has
become apparent that its burden
in. the hearing and its chances of
securing the ultimate relief it
sought — the prevention of NBC
from acquiring a station in Buffalo
—has been substantially changed.”
Hearings had already been under
way on the WBUF protest and
subpoenas had been signed by an
FCC examiner for high Westinghouse officials. Attorneys for WGR
had also planned to subpena RCA
and NBC top brass, including David
Sarnoff.
Although the WGR pullout ap¬
parently precludes any FCC action
there is an indication. the govern¬
ment may still look into the swap.
The Justice Department is under¬
stood to be investigating possible
antitrust aspects of the deal.

WHOM’s All-Foreign Romp

Tunick, Clark, Black’s
‘Show Biz In Industry’
Peg For New Service

Sparked by the growing fields
of closed-circuit television and in¬
dustrial filmmaking, vet radio-tv
scripter Irve Tunick has gone into
partnership with films-television
producer John Clark and industrial
designer Harold Black to form a
new type of “show biz in indus¬
try” service. Black, Clark & Tu¬
nick, as the new firm is named,
will offer an all-embracing service
that includes industrial films,
staging of sales meetings and
closed-circuits, handling of stock¬
holders meetings and convention
exhibits, new product displays, etc.
“Industrial showmanship,” which
is the peg the new firm is using,
is based on “dramatizing” the cli¬
ents’ presentations. Tunick moved
into the field from the radio-tv
drama and documentary writing
end via his scripting of several
closed-circuit telecasts, while Ciark
has been active in the commercials
and industrial, as well as program
production field. Black is the
graphic designer of the group, hav¬
ing specialized in exhibitions and
visual aids.
,
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IN NEW YORK CITY . . .
Red Cross luncheon held at Toot Shor’s yesterday (Tues.) for dis¬
cussion of radio-tv’s participation in campaign . ; . CBS’ Robert Trout
back after tropical cruise . . . Bob Haymes and brother Dick Haymes
talking up a B'way musical for this fall . , . WCBS-‘‘Let’s Find Out”
marks third anni today f(Wed.) with moderator Martin Weldon his
second . . . Joan Edwards became a mother for fourth time, Feb. 1,
daughter . . . G. W. (Johnny) Johnston, NAM’-s p.r. chief in radio-tv,
and Mrs. J. to Palm Beach for 10 days. Johnstone begins his 11th
year at NAM March 24, his 34th year in b’casting industry . . . Jack
Martin named mgr. of network sales service of CBS, succeeding Eric
Salline, who became mgr. of station relations . . . Bob Hall, WCBS“Music Till Dawn” emcee, drew listener postcard from Colombo,
Ceylon, saying “show comes in loud and strong” . . . British Overseas
Airways named Pemberton; Freeman, Bennett & Milne, Toronto, in
association with Victor A. Bennett agency to handle Canadian, U. S.
and Nassau advertising, with FC&B retaining rest of the world out
of London. . . .
Marian^Carr into CBS’ “Aunt Jenny” Friday (10) . . . Staats Cotsworth and Claudia Morgan into CBS’ “Ma Perkins” and Anne Burr,
Sarah Burton and Douglas Parkhirst into “Wendy Warren.” . . . Nor¬
man, Craig & Kummel tapped Ransom Dunnell as exec asst, to Walter
Craig . . . Natl. Exchange Club has again picked CBS’ “FBI in Peace
and War” for merit award . . . Same network had a sports exclusive
last week in final period play-by-play of U. S.-USSR Olympic hockey
from Cortina, Italy, with Foster Hewitt, Canadian sportscaster, on
the puck-by-puck and Bill Downs on color commentary.
Nelson Case Jr., son of the announcer, designed the sets and acted
in Miami U.’s production of “The Rainmaker”'. . . Dezi Arnaz and
Lawrence Welk guest on Martin Block’s WABC show today (Wed.).
Catholic Apostolate of Radio, Television and Advertising offers
first in three-lecture series on Feb. 21, with author publisher Frank
Sheed as speaker.
Jazzophile Barry Ulanov .and Rev. Timothy J.
Flynn will be succeeding guests . . . N. Y. Adlai Stevenson for Presi¬
dent Committee named IVfelvin Helitzer of. Ideal Toy. Corp. as direc¬
tor of radio-tv public relations with, Jane Kalmus, NBC ex-producer,
as associate director . . . Mass to be held tomorrow (Thurs.) at St,
Patrick’s for WMGM general manager Frank Roehrenbeck’s mother,
who died last week . . . Renata Tebaldi, Gianni Poggi into Mutual’s
“Festival of Opera” broadcast Sunday (12) . . . Singer Bill Darnell
and thesp Ed Begley are upcoming guests on Dan McCullough’s “Mu¬
tual Matinee” . . . Helen Hall, after an 11-day trip for “Monitor” and
“Weekday” on the RCA Victor March, of Dimes Streamliner (3,200
miles), had to add another 150 miles for the NBC shows without a
single day’s rest between; she ended up doing a broadcast from Mush¬
room Cave in upstate N. Y.
Irwin Spiegel, WMGM traffic manager, new chairman of the Camp
Poyntelle Jr. League—for mentally disturbed juve camp in Honesdale,
Pa. . . . Peter Tripp, dee jay who came from K.C., Mo., to WMGM, set¬
tled with wife and three offspring in Forest Hills home . . . Hayes R.
Jenkins, General Teleradio legal counsel, is riding high—son is Hayes
Jenkins (Jr.) Olympic figure skating champ.. . . Vet radio gabber Nils
T. Granlund publishing memoirs, “Blondes, Brunets and Bullets” . . .
Met thrush Nell Rankin, pianist Phyllipa Schuyler and Times critic
Brooks Atkinson are near-future Alma Dettinger guests oh WQXR . . .
Sy Handy, administrative assistant to WOR-plus-tv veep Gordon Gray,
did radio-tv pep talk before a large New Rochelle youth group
Sunday (5).

IN HOLLYWOOD ...
Donn Tatum, former Don Lee and ABC exec, moved over to Walt
Disney studio as production business manager for the tv operation . . .
Donald Ross was named program director of KGFJ . . . Carl Bailey,
6-foot-6 deejay, succeeded Don Callen at Catalina Island manager of
KBIG ... It was cause for celebration at KRCA when veepee stripes
came through for Tom McCray, general manager. Next big event will
be an exhibit of his paintings . . . Frank King, sales veep at KVOR-TV
up north, works with packing house efficiency. He even sold the
“we-lost-our-picture” card . . . Howard Meighan’s office at CBS Tele¬
vision City is the only one in Hollywood that has an out-draft for
cigar smoke . . . Talk about Bing Crosby emceeing NBC’s spec of the
Academy Awards is just that. He’s .a F-o-o-o-r-r-rd man and Oldsmobile
is the tab-lifter on the Acad specials . . . Ziv has a big one coming up
with cameras being moved to N. Y. for location shots . . . Bert Wheeler
has come to the aid of NBC’s “Comedy Hour” and got himself booked
for a guest shot. He’s been . away from comedy for q'uite a spell
and just completed a series in which he played “Smokey,” an Indian
. . . NBC’s Fred Wile finally found a rerteat where they can’t reach
him by telephone. On the Raymond R. Morgan ranch deep in the
desert, no phones, radio, television or newspapers are permitted on
the premises. For excitement they just pick up a branch and chase
gila monsters.

NBC’s Philly Hoopla
Philadelphia, Feb. 7.
Call letter changeover of NBC’s
recently acquired Westinghouse
stations, KYW and WPTZ, will be
marked with a three-day salute to
Philadelphia by the web and high¬
lighted by originations of “Today,”
from top of midtown office build¬
ing here.
Martha Nolde and A1 "Fox, pro¬
motion and merchandising spe¬
cialists, have skedded series of IN CHICAGO . . .
gimmicks including sky-writing,
Deetjay BUI Evans, who checks off WGN in a couple of weeks after
barrage of on-the-air jingles, ani| mated film tapes, a parade and full 13 years in the wake-up spot, checks into WIND Feb. 27 to helm the
9 to 10 morning hour . . . News writer Norman Syse joins the Chi
|
(Continued onpage 41)
CBS newsroom next week after , a hitch on the WLS staff. He re¬
places John Allen who has joined the Crane Co. public relations arm
. . . Schwimmer & Scott agency has retagged itself the R. Jack Scott
agency . . . WGN veep Frank Schreiber, engineering director Carl
Meyers and education director Myrtle Stahl handed watches from the
parent Tribune company for more than 30 years s'ervice . . . Moody
Bible Institute’s WMBI signed with the City News Bureau, marking
Couple of New York tv critics did some soul-searching last
the 10th Chi radio-tv station to tieup with the co-op service . . . NBC
week on the weighty matter of criticism vs. ratings. What spurred
prez Bob Sarnoff pencilled in to address the Federated Ad Clubs
the introspection was the results, critical and statistical, on the
Feb. 22 . . . A1 Farber, assistant director of J. Walter Thompson’s
two NBC - TV specs, “Inside Beverly Hills” and “Festival of
public relations adjunct, on the Coast this week on Seven-Up biz . .
Music,” which drew ratings in inverse ratio to tehir critical re¬
Don
McNeill and his ABC “Breakfast Club” troupe will originate
ception.
from Mobile, Ala., the week of March 5 in a tie-in with the southern
Critics were the Daily News’ Ben Gross, who captioned his
city’s junior chamber of commerce . . . Edward Hines Lumber Co.,
piece Friday (3) “Are Critics ‘Jackasses’? Ratings Raise Ques¬
and WNBQ’s “Walt’s Workshop” have come to a parting of the ways
tion,” and the World-Telegram & Sun’s Harriet Van Horne, who
after seven years with Walt Durban’s home craftsman show moving
somewhat more aggressively was toplined “Corn Sure Popped
a late5, Friday night time slot and the lumber 'firm installing
Last Week.” Miss Van Horne decried the “easy cynicism, ‘No¬
MCA-TV s Guy Lombardo telepix series in the 7:30 period . . .Edward
body ever went broke underestimating the taste of. the American
Rmker, ex-Sarra, new tv sales rep for Kling Films under exec veepee
public’ ” and attributed the Bevhills rating to “a certain amount
Harry Lange, also a Sarra alumnus. . . .
of the misleading publicity on the part of NBC.” As to the low
rating of the “Festival,” she declared it “could have been im¬
Ill
.
.
,
proved by certain program changes,” these being a stronger
opening and a different host.
a n®w series of religious programs Sui
Gross referred to “certain chortling wiseheimers of the tv
if
WEEI’S Church of the Air,” under supervisio
industry,”' whose “jubliant cry” following the rating revelations
of Arthur C. King, WEEI production mgr. First guest was Rev. Wa
was “ ‘Critics are jackasses!’ ” He differentiated between “ap¬
tCr
«EJaherty» director of radio and tv Apostolate of the Archdi<
peal,” as inherent in the Bevhills shindig, and “quality” as in
cese of Boston. On subsequent Sundays, clergymen of the Protestai
“Festival,” and declared the "job of the critic ... is to give his
denominations represented by the Mass. Council of Churches wi
honest reactions. And these reactions should be motivated by a
be heard, also of the Rabbinical Association of Greater Boston . .
respect for quality.” Gross closed the matter by stating that “this
Joe Smith, WVDA, and John Scott, WEEI, disk jocks, returned Moi
column has a popular rating system of its own—letters sent in by
(6) from hop to Limestone Airbase, Me., where they entertained f<
readers. And a big majority of these agree with us about these
the Seabees . . . Dorothy L. Kachadorian, formerly of WNAC’s traff:
two shows.”
(Continued on page 26)
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TV’S CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY
Whal’d He Say?
FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey spoke before the 430
Industryites and sportsmen at the 9th Annual Awards Dinner of
the N. Y. Sports Broadcasters Assn, at the Park Sheraton last
Thursday (2). However, hardly a word he said was understood.
The majority of the all-male audience were talking so loud
among themselves while McConnaughey spoke and during many
of the lesser speeches that, despite the loud-speaking system, it
was difficult for the attentive diners to hear more than one out
of two or three words- The disruption drew sharp criticisms the
following day from a minority element in attendance.
The steady stream of noise from the tables subsided ^momen¬
tarily when McConnaughey was introduced.
The FCC* official
was heard to say of the sports broadcasters, “I cannot think of any
group that provided the public with a more vital and entertain¬
ing service/’ Then the crowd let loose. . McConnaughey seemed
to be spe&king for minutes about the question of pay-as-you-see
video, one considered of vast importance to the sports industry.
When George Zaharias,' the ex-wrestler, received the Graham
McNamee Memorial Award, in behalf of his wife Mildred (Babe)
Didrikson Zaharias, who has been seriously ill, the large crowd
in the hotel ballroom fell quiet for a brief time. There was noise
during the awarding of another McNamee plaque to Walter Alston
of the Brooklyn Dodgers, but at no time during the night did it
hit the heights demonstrated during the McConnaughey speech,
which, incidentally, the Chairman finished without pause in an
effort to ignore the .loud sounds.

Televisions Daytime Picture
Grows Brighter and Brighter
THRU THE DAY

nU I llllla

I2WIIII
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“Omnibus” is the show that
made Sunday afternoon famous on
tv, but since the advent of the
TV-Radio
Workshop’s
Cooke’s
Tour “test-tube spectacular” (the
first of the 90-minute regulars), a
whole horde of other major entries
have been bidding for attention.
There’s nothing of a daytime Sab¬
bath that isn’t on tap, leaving the
nighttime grooves for the “com¬
mercial” properties. Most of the
latter are lookalikes, whereas the
morn - to - late - afternoon Sunday
blocks constitute the greatest med¬
ley in the history of the homescreens—all the way up to the egg¬
head stuff.
[ “Omnibus” had things pretty
much to itself before “Wide Wide
I World” came along as .a biweekly
90-minute travel segment compet¬
ing for a half-hour at 5 o’clock,
but “Omni” has been hanging
up respectable ratings against
“WWW,” the Maurice Evans dra¬
mas and the now-and-then NBC
Opera Theatre. The plain fact is
that the Sunday look & see crowd
has been giving suppo.it to all
the major shows, with competitive
Philadelphia, Feb. 7. 4
standings just an ad agencyman’s
Vexing question of wnat prop¬
and network exec's terminology.
erty right, if any, does a profes¬
sional performer own in his per¬
Nearly every Sunday time pro¬
John Karol, sales stripeman of gram is reaching its level, regard¬
formance is again before the scru¬
tiny of Federal Court here. Poser CBS Radio, returned from a fort¬ less of slotting. It’s too early to
arises from a damage suit brought night’s vacation in Florida to find tell, but there’s a feeling that the
^several years ago by boxer A1 Et¬ business still on the upgrade. Kas- newly networked “Camera Three”
tore against Philco Television
and Bill Leonard’s “Eye on New
Broadcasting Corp., Clayton Inc. co (dog food) is in with segments York” (out of WCBS-TV, N. Y.) are
and Chesebrough Manufacturing of “Arthur Godfrey Time,” Art winning friends and influencing
Co.
! L'inkletter’s “House Party.” and. .a dialers in their back-to-back 11 to
pair of capsules on Robert Q.
Ettore charges his rights were Lewis’ daytime Saturday show. noon sustaining position. Segueing
Injured by the defendants through American Bird Products is pacted from those is another CBS pres¬
twice telecasting his 1936 bout for.“Record Pet of the Day,” day¬ tige stanza, the kideo “Let’s Take a
with Joe Louis on a sponsored time five-minute strip on 50-sta¬ Trip,” which had been shuffled
NBC tv show known as “The Great¬ tion midwest network. Jelsert Co. around considerably (aS had been
est Fights of the Century.” A 15- (Flavor-Ade) is coming in for a the case with “Camera Three” lo¬
minute program; it was aired in hot weather ride in segmented buy cally) before taking hold at noon.
Up ahead of “Omnibus,” the
1949 and 1950 in four states to of six capsules of Robert Q.’s Sat¬
plug Chesebrough’s “Vaseline Hair urday stanza and another six of late-season dramatic series, “Front
Row
Center,” averaged nearly 9.0
Tonic.”
Edgar Bergen’s Sunday nighter, in the January ARBs. “Omnibus”
Following a Federal Court trial June 4 through Aug. 4.
has
been
riding between 9’s and
Ettore’s complaint was dismissed in
In renewal column are Corn 13’s ii\ the last three months,
1954 but recently lower court rul¬
Products,
for
Godfrey
daytimer,
overall, and the competitive 5-5:30
ing was reversed by the Circuit
niche is ditto, with a November
•Court of Appeals after the latter and Toni, for “Our Miss Brooks.”
high of 13.8 and January’s a 10.3.
had held the case for about a year.
“Trip’s” January gait was 6-plus,
In a majority decision written by
against 3’s and 2’s when slotted at
Chief Judge" John Biggs Jr. the
4:30. Similarly, “Face the Nation”
Appeals Court remanded the case
averaged 2.0 in November-Decemto the lower court with instructions
ber at 4 p.m., whereas January’s
to reconsider the issues and fix
3-3:30 exposure rated nearly 5.0.
damages, if any, that Ettore has
So, too, the ‘veddy cultural “Ad¬
suffered.
Action of the appeals tribunal
Richard K. Manoff is ankling venture” series, with -3.1 and 2.4
in
Nov.-Dee. at 3:30 and currently
Kenyon & Eckhardt as v.p. and ac¬
(Continued on page 38) •
count supervisor on packaged pegged at 5-plus at 2:30. Nielsenwise
(CBS fronts the ARBs because
goods accounts to open his own
shop with Welch Grape Juice’s they also embrace sustainers, of
which
Sunday supplies a load),
$2,000,000 billings as his first ac¬
count. Welch was one of the ac¬ “Omnibus” has been hovering in
the
early
20’s through December
counts K&E dropped when it ac¬
quired the Pepsi-Cola business on (for four shows; 19.0 is the over¬
all
average),
with average of
the basis it was copetitive.
“Wide Wide World” for seven
New firm will bear the name of shows this season managing a
Richard K. Manoff Inc., and opens
Chicago, Feb. 7.
(Continued on page 26)
its doors March 1. Manoff, who
Tom Duggan, WBKB’s profess¬ was with K&E for three years,
ional "crusader” who has been serving as chairman of the mar¬
spending nearly as much time in keting plans board and as a mem¬
court of late as on his several tele ber of the review board in addi¬
shows, has another libel suit for tion to his v.p. post, is a vet of the
his legal scrapbook. Nitery emcee food business advertising-promo¬
Philip S. Tucker led a $100,000 tion field. During the war, he
slander and libel action against served for four years as assistant to
Duggan and ABC in Chi Superior Mrs. Anna-M. Rosenberg when she
Chandler, Ariz., Feb. 7.
Court last week.
Board of directors of the Nation¬
was War Manpower Commission
Suit claims Duggan “maliciously Director.
al Assn, of Radio & Television
attacked” in a series of telecasts
Broadcasters, meeting here last
Tucker and his act at the Silver
week, named ABC prez Robert E.
Cloud, after the police raided the
Kintner as recipient of the
club and arrested the entertainer.
NARTB's 1956 Keynote Award.
Essence of Duggan’s “review” of
Kintner will be the keynote speak¬
Tucker’s work, aired again last
er at the NARTB convention in
week after the suit was filed, was
Chicago April 15-19, joining the
Hollywood, Feb, 7.
that his act was too “untidy” for
select company of RCA board
Judy
Garland,
who
got
her
feet
public consumption.
chairman
David Sarnoff, CBS
• The no-holds-barred gabber is wet in video on a CBS-TV spec last board chairman William S. Paley
currently the possessor of a con¬ year, will make her second tv ap¬ and WHAS-WHAS-TV, Louisville,
tempt of court rap handed down pearance on the net Sunday, April v.p. Mark Ethridge, the previous
by Superior Court Judge Daniel 8, in 9-9:30 time slot normally re-, keynoters.
Covelli for his aired remarks dur¬ served for “General Electric The¬
In other actions at the meetings,
ing the course of a child custody atre.”
Half-hour stanza will originate Robert D. Swezey of WDSU-TV,
case involving his name. Duggan’s
New
Orleans, and chairman of the
lawyers have appealed the case to live from TV City here, as an in¬ NARTB Freedom of Information
stitutional plug for the entire
the Illinois Supreme Court.
committee,
declared that “it’s essen¬
That same court action that got electrical industry. Commercials tial for radio and television to have
Buggan his contempt sentence pro¬ will forgo trade-name plugs and equal access with other media,”
duced a $200,000 alienation of affec¬ promote broader use of appliances and the board adopted a resolution
tions suit and a $400,000 slander and electric power in home. Ron¬ committing the NARTB to secure
suit against him. Duggan in turn ald Reagan, regular “G.E.” hostfiled a $2,000,000 counter-suit program supervisor, will emcee the relief from restrictions imposed
(Continued on page 26)
Garland presentation.
against the plaintiffs.

Reversal of 'Greatest Fights Ruling
Sparks Renewed TV-Radio Interest
More CBS Radio Biz

Welch Account Goes to
Manoff; Ankles K&E
To Set Up Own Shop

New Chi Libel Rap j
Hurled at Duggan

NARTB Keynote Award
To Kintner; ’Freedom
Of Info’ Issue Pushed

JUDY GARLAND IN
2D TV’ER APRIL 8

TWA Renewal on WW
Trans-World Airlines has re¬
newed for another 26 weeks on
Walter Winchell’s Sunday quarterhour over Mutual. Sponsor, since
it is now understood to be carrying
50 or more stations on the network,
has roughly doubled the number
of markets it had when Winchell
started for Mutual on Sept. 11,
last year.
Rest of Mutual’s 550 stations are
airing Winchell co-operatively.

Bamberger’s WATV
In $1,000,000 Deal;
Vendors Put Up Coin
Deal for a large-scale depart¬
ment store purchase of television
time, has been worked out between
WATV, Newark, N. J., and Bam¬
berger’s. Total coin to be spent
yearly on the one station will prob¬
ably run to $1,000,000. That’s $250,000 more a year than was originally
planned. Insofar as tv sales are
concerned, it is unique that none of
the $1,000,000 is reportedly being
spent by the store; It’s all com¬
ing from the manufacturers- who
supply Bamberger’s.
In actuality then, Bamberger’s
merely made a deal with WATV
to sell tirrie for the station. Coin
will most likely be all in “vendorpaid..co-op” dollars, the same tech¬
nique traditionally used by depart¬
ment stores in newspaper ads.
Store is apparently having no
trouble at all selling tv participa¬
tions to the many manufacturers
who supply it with merchandise.
WATV has devised a special
“Bamberger vender rate card,”
which is somewhat lower than the
station’s regular national rate. For
instance, the “vendor rate” for
a quarter-hour sjtrip is $625 while
the national rate is $750. Station
says that the reason the Bamberger
rate is lower is because there is
no advertising agency involved and
hence no agency fee.
While that $1,000,000 isn’t in the
WATV coffers yet, since the Bam¬
berger contract is nothing more
than a promise to solicit the sup¬
port of manufacturers, the cam¬
paign is said to be proving quite
successful. To keep up a billing
pace of about $21,000 weekly, the
department store has instructed its
buyers to make special solicitations
to the manufacturers they deal
with. Bamberger’s, incidentally, is
part of the Macy dept, store chain.

$2,000,000 IN KRAFT
BILLINGS TO FC&B
Chicago, Feb. T.
Kraft Foods in shunting its con¬
fectionary products to Foote, Cone
& Belding from J. Walter Thomp¬
son.
Billings for the candy
brands is valued at slightly more
than $2,000,000.
JWT retains the bulk of the
Kraft account in the food category,
with Needham, Louis & Brorby
handling Parkay margarine and
Kraft Oil.

JWT’s Veepee Trio
On Schlitz TV Plans
Chicago, Feb. 7.
J. Walter Thompson has set up
a triumvirate of television veepces
to mastermind the future video
plans for the newly - acquired
Schlitz beer account. “Playhouse
of Stars,” brewery’s network iden¬
tity, appears set to run out the
season in its Friday night CBS-TV
location under present time and
package commitments. Filmer is
also optioned up to next fall’s
cycle.
Blueprinting Schlitz’s tele fu¬
ture are JWT's New York veep
Dan Seymour, Chi veep Peter Cavallo and' Coast striper Cornwell
I Jackson.

The daytime picture on the tele¬
vision audience is getting rosier all
the time, as almost all the’ rating
services will attest. Not only were
the ratings higher in late 1955 and
early 1956 than for the compara¬
ble period a year earlier, but in
those 365 days sets-in-use figure
has been jazzed considerably.
CBS-TV, long in the daytime fore¬
front, has held its own, even shown
slight increases, in the face of
strong recent competition from
both ABC-TV and NBC-TV, which
are getting audiences too.
All the webs have lately become
seriously concerned in competing
for the hausfrau’s time against
daytime essentials like housework
and functions such as club meet¬
ings as well as against other en¬
tertainment media, including mo¬
tion pix and theatre matinees. It's
felt that NBC’s “Matinee Theatre”
and ABC's more recent "Afternoon
Film Festival” fulfill, at least to a
degree, the “requirements .of a
higher level of program interest,”
as one tradester put it.
The general upbeat in audience
before 6 p.m. on weekdays has
had its effect on stations. The vari¬
ous outlets, whose troubles in sell¬
ing national spot during the day
have been alrhost axiomatic, are
now able to draw the national
bankrollers more than ever before.
Unofficial reports from various
companies indicate the heaviest
national spot billings for any one
quarter in history lor the period
from October through December of
last year. (Television Advertising
Bureau is preparing material to
unify these findings, which it will
release soon.)
‘Homes Reached’ Up 28%
ARB has done a study for TvB
comparing Nov.-Dee. of 1955 to the
same ’54 times on all network tele¬
shows before 6 p.m. on weekdays.
It shows that homes reached went
up an average of 28.6%, and that’s
even before ABC and NBC really
got rolling with “Festival” and
“Matinee.”
This set-in-use rise has been at¬
tributed to three factors: (1) The
number of video homes in the
U. S. has gone up from 29,800,000
two years ago to 33,550,000 by last
year, an increase of roughly 11%;
(2) the average rating in the day(Continued on page 26)

Chi in Crackdown
On'Bait & Switch’
Chicago, Feb. 7.
The State’s Attorney’s office,
working closely with the Better
Business Bureau, is laying the
groundwork for a possible grand
jury investigation of “false and
deceptive” radio-tv and newspaper
advertising. Prime target is the
“bait and switch” techniques in
the car retailing field.
As the first step, Cook County
State’s Attorney John Gutknecht
last week sent a letter asking the
cooperation of the radio-tv sta¬
tions newspapers, individual ad¬
vertisers and their agencies and
the local retailing trade associa¬
tions. He asked the various inter¬
ested parties to notify him of any
violations of the law and to stand
ready to assist in the grand jury
probe.
It’s understood the BBB has al¬
ready referred some of the evi¬
dence of phoney car dealer claims
to the state’s attorney office in the
belief they were clearcut viola¬
tions of the Illinois statutes gov¬
erning misleading advertising. . For
the past year the BBB’s auto sec¬
tion, headed up by Carl Dalke, has
been actively gumshoeing the ad¬
vertising claims and has secured
numerous copy “corrections.”
Dalke currently has a weekly
five-minute show on WMAQ m
which he outlines for prospective
auto purchasers some of the
“tricks of the trade” used by the
less ethical dealers.
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OAFs ‘Open TV Purse’ Court

what steps the union has taken so
far to carry this out. The commit¬
tee said 14 members of the New
York local of AFTRA had refused
to answer questions on Commun-

From the Production Centres
; Continued from pace 24 ;

Dtriawlfay Swtk Politico Trawlgaa.‘.ra«

featured Ralph M. Barker, “the Old Salt,” weathercaster from the
Detroit, Feb. 7. = station’s weather hut on Cape Ann, on the cover of this month’s proA decision which may have far: gram 'schedule'. VWNAC-TV signed Blumenthhl Chocolate Co. for'
menV* can deliver the proper an¬
reaching effects on radio and tv swers.
j 17 spots every week . . . Bob Clayton, WHDH disk jock, vacationsponsorship of political parties and
Nor is there room today for the
! ing in Key West. Fla.
candidates in this election year was agency comprised of a group of
Continued from page 25 5
handed down last week by Fed¬ men, each of whom won his
upon radio and television in the f]Y P HITjAlDEIjP HI A. • • •
eral Judge Frank A. Picard.
agency call letters by virtue of the
He dismissed an indictment fact that he brought an account dissemination of news. Board also
,Don Bishop, NBC praiser, in for series of press luncheons for netcharging the United Automobile into the house—result being that passed a resolution praising the worJ[.s newly acquired KYW and WPTZ . . . Deejay Eddie Newman
Workers w ith violation of the Fed¬ as long_ as his “baby’s”
safe, the Colorado broadcasters for their working for seventh station with one-hour daily session on WIP . . .
_
eral Corrupt Practices Act because rest of the agency can go hang. contribution to freedom of inf or- George E. Laughlin, formerly of Gray & Rogers named director of
it used $5,985 in union dues money Many7 a» commission house
..^ with
. ^“inDU ^
^ nr>OTi
publicity of the WCAU stations . . . Lloyd E. Yoder, new general
to buy time on WJBK-TV to pro¬ men solelv dedicated to this mation in their effort to open the manager of WPTZ announces the first project of present owners CNBC),
“gotta stay in goGd with the. courts to microphones and cam- will be installation of facilities for colorcasting of local programs . . .
mote candidates for Congress.
Justice Department argued in client” has’ gone down the drain eras in hearings before the Colo¬ William B. Caskey, veepee and general manager of WPEN, named
vain that money used in such a in recent years. Today, among rado Supreme Court,
chairman of the radio committee for the 1956 Heart Association drive
Board also approved plans for . . . John E. Kelly appointed advertising manager of the tv and radio
manner must come from voluntary some of bigtime agency operations.
contributions or subscriptions, not any account exec getting too close the next two board meetings, to divisions of Philco Corp. Kelly previously held similar position for
_to the client for comfort can find be held June 20-22 in Washington Philco in Los Angeles . . . Larry Ferrari, WFIL-TV organist, booked
from dues funds. Judge Picard
expenditures himself yanked into another prod- and Feb. 6-8 <1957; in Hollywood in Benjamin Franklin Garden Terrace Room . . . Bosh Pritchard, for¬
ruled
that
“the
Beach, Fla, NARTB prez Harold E. mer Eagles star, promoted to head Tel Ra’s syndication sales, dept. , . .
charged in this indictment are not * uct identification.
Above all. the answer lies in the Fellows reported that he would Sir Thpmas Beecham, here to conduct eight performances of the Phila¬
prohibited by the Act.’
He did not rule on the Act's con¬ fact that nobody thinks of a Y&R, testify Feb. 16 before the Senate delphia Orchestra, okayed press, but nixed air interviews.
stitutionality, an issue which was a JWT. a McCann-Erickson. a interstate & Foreign Commerce
raised by the union in a petition BBD&O or a K&E in terms of one Committee on the Langer Bill to IN SAy FRANCISCO
ban beer and wine advertising
for dismissal, but pointed out that. naan.
■■ from radio and tv. Board
was ad- . KPIX sales department is trying to wrap up a real showcase for
.
“if appealed, the U. S. Supreme
dressed by Arizona Governor Er- pbyiiis Skelton. Reason Dorothy Day has taken over as emcee for the
Court may determine otherwise, \
nest W. McFarland, a former chair- CBS-Westinghouse outlet’s Sunday “Fabulous Features” is that la
and also may, at that time, decide ?
man of the Senate committee who SkeltQn and new sponsor couldn’t get together on money . . . Money
upon the Act’s constitutionality.” ?.
; Continued from page 22 ;
said that the NARTB s self-policing js exactiy what KQED didn’t get as a result of doing special telecast
Picard asked rhetorically: “What
0£
Francisco-U. of California basketball game. Non-commerpossible justification could there be N. Y. WMUR also carries CBS- job via the code is the reason you
lor this court to arbitrarily make ^ „Do You XnJst Your wife’" are not regulated today. \ . . As ciaj stanon bad hoped to pick up a goodly number of new $10-a-year
long as people who are in the com- mernbers in big audience, but sports fans proved a disappointment,
either an addition to the Act, or to
S150 . . . Bert Bnzdni, lawyer who’s voiced “Voice
give it an interpretation which up “Person-to-Person” and the new nmmcations field follow that code. Total t2dce( so
there is no need for more legislaca]jforma Agriculture” past five years over KLX, Oakland, departs
to this day has not been attempted “Quiz Kids” edition.
tion.”
March 1 to take on legal duties of California Farm Bureau Federation
by either the U. S. Supreme Court,
Just how much of a dent it’s mak¬
. . . Jules Dundes, KCBS general manager, is a new director of in¬
a U. S. Court of Appeals or a dis- ing in WNAC and WBZ viewership
fluential business group, the Down Town Association . . . Caryl Coletrict judge? Undoubtedly there; and sponsorship has not been de-j
; man, writer-producer of KGO-TV’s “Success Story,” was a success
will be those who will not agree termined, but the Boston dailies j
story himself, won honorable mention scrbll for public service in
with the Supreme Courts inter- i are generally treating WMUR as a ____
; Continued trom page 25 ;
journalism from Association of Catholic Newsmen.
pretation of the word 'expendi- third
outlet. On Channel 9. the
ture’—it may well be that time Manchester station has alreadv got„
will prove the real intent of Con- ‘ ten front cover and full inside page
2ve1testa
iy DETROIT . . .
gress as stated and restated in gov- treatment from the Boston Sunday
QtjLa
faf
th' a ' _ ;
~ destroy Post’s TV Eye. Most of the other
Xa* £ • WJR was presented the first annual plaque awarded by the Comerament briefs, to wit: To
the power of any single group to Beantcwn papers have noted that :■'aee evening half-hour show in mjssjon on Community Relations for outstanding public service in
Station wTas cited for its emphasis on
control elections; and to make; WMUR is no longer a fringe sta- ^
on the field of human relations.
more equal the forces which may lion for Boston. Worcester and the networ5
J
*
• local programs promoting better understanding in the community
battle for victory.”
surrounding areas. The fact of the
. _
„ . . . Ty Tyson, celebrating 32 years of sportscasting for WWJ, was
. As written, the Act forbids, station’s “Boston status” was reTbe' given a testimonial banquet by the Louis Stone Lodge of B’nai B’rith
. . . Willie Bryant, who emcees “Rhythm on Parade” over WXYZ and
“political expenditures or con-. cently brought home graphically 5j.t^„<yw0/S{>
tributions” by banks, corporations when Boston boxing promoter Sam du^in2 Oct-Dec., way up from the ABC web every Monday night, will host a WXYZ-TV musical
Hallmark’s
scores
when
formatted
show
also called “Rhythm on Parade” following the late movie on
and unions.
Silverman cancelled the Bud Smitha rnar c
Friday nights.
will feature top recording stars visiting or workJudge Picard added: ‘'Until the Tony DeMarco 10-rounder on a as half-hours
T,a , and. full
- „hours.
, , The -—- Show
-------Supreme Court enlighten* us fur- Wednesdav night because it was be- Gpera inpatre sxein racs.en iz.y big in Detroit . . . Fran Harris, WWJ’s women’s editor, will do a series
.. r
.
_
■ .
. ««
for tvrn pnfnp« Ih^t -thmiicrn-Mpp
_j:/r_±
*_ ±_j_u:__3 >_▲_ imr_u
ther, we have no other alternative, mg carried for ABC via WMUR. for two entries Ctet.-through-Dec., ■ of three different features for NBC’s daytime radio feature "Weekbut to follow the legal authorities Silverman feared that the stanza up from 7.0 of 1954. ^leet the day” soon. Segments will be taped. Included will be interviews with
in similar case” and hold that would interfere with boxoffice '^resSn 1111>e^°“ was PeSged a man wh0 has been doorman for a department store for 50 years
down from ’54.
description of a Valentine collection at the Detroit Historical
sponsorship by the UAW of the tv since WMUR was powerful enough
programs did not constitute expen- ; to be received on most Boston sets, «There are no figures on the sus- Museum . . . “Milky the Magic Clown” celebrated his fifth year at
taming
‘elder
wisemen
senes.)
<
WXYZ-TV.
ditures under the meaning of the
What’s happening is that new:
ACT.
,-;and continuing major shows are vat U7 J CfJJAJ/^T'/lTV
UAW leaders indicated that their ;
§A I)
enhancing the batting average of:liY *r MilintrAUlV • • •
victory means that their hugel«wU IU O
viewing—by as much as | DuMont topper Ted Cott in this week to o.o. company’s WTTG . . .
treasury now will be placed more
, Continned from pare 21 ;
84.c in some instances. They re all' presidential radio-tv adviser Robert itfontgomery, pianist-humorist Vicfreely at the disposal of candidates
they'like 7o thev emi present"their petition and move ^liss Shore and there—information, enlightenment,: toV Borge, and WMSL-ABC husband-wffe teamT Jimina and Jerry
views over tv and radio. It also Fisher into more ambitious areas
! Stron^* wm highlight Feb. 14 Heart Fund luncheon, at frhich Mrs.
opens the door to similar activity
^
health shmis (Dr Spockt, 1 Eisenhower will be ranking guest . . . CBS newsman Bill Shadel will
on the part of corporations mean- looms lar£e in the tv guessmg forums,
news
(Enc
Sevareid j address Philadelphia chapter of DAR at week’s end . . . Clayton Moore,
“Lone Ranger”
of radio-tv,
here Thursday (9) ^
to beat ^
the drums
ing that the broadcasting of poliS-- garae*
l™?** them) rflgl0ff, educaUon, • the
■
"
—
” ‘
-cal views is likely to become a: °n Monday, CBS’ “Robin Hood” t
aJ
°mJ£nT that ^ for his new Warner Bros, film . . . Peter O’Reilly has moved over from
much more lucrative business than ‘ gets the big play with a 26.8 (all • °f the Jv ueek can make that, announcing staff of WTOP-CBS to sales division , replacing Jack Has¬
kell, who went to Free & Peters, New York . . . Another addition to
most
broadcasters
had
ever ; figures are Average Audience from : siatemeni.
imagined.
: Nielsen's last report). Tony Mar- ■■■■■■—.
—■ ■
■
: WTOP sales staff is Arthur Wenige, Jr. . . . WMAL-TV has moved to
first place in 5-7 P.M. slot, thanks to hefty draw of “Mickey Mouse”
Specifically, the Government: tin’s 12-3 and “Camel Caravan’s”
Club and such features as “Town and Country Time,” etc. . . . Soprano
charged that the UAW’s tv pro-118 5 toP ABC’s “Topper ” with a
Annette May and pianist Jack White have been added to the Mark
gram “Meet the UAW-CIO” vio-’9-9°n Tuesday CBS’s “Name
— Continued from page
lated the Corrupt Practices Act by • T1131 Tune” and ABC’s “Warner _
. _ 25 =
_ ■ Evans tv show, WTOP . . . Betty Bupp ankled traffic staff at WMAL
urging the election of Democratic : Bros- Presents” divvy up the big}
.
_
. to go to WBAL, Baltimore, with Dolores Blye, ^ex of NBC, New York,
Senator Patrick McNamara who de- : aud* the former with a 23.2 and S
“etwork stanzas is replacing her.
feated
incumbent
Republican 1 latter a 21.0, while Dinah Shore ; ,UP
Homer Ferguson. During the 1954 on NBC 8ets 12.8 and “News Cara- ;
3
wfPhnthf
^
campaign. Guy Nunn, the pro- van” 14.6. Wednesday ABC’s “Dis-! ^ ^BC J*aXf .botl? creased the
gram’s moderator, v,'as openly in i neyland” knocks off everybody.
?£L, tueu\sh0"s and that , Ed Edwards dropped as Indiana sportscaster with Tom Manning
support of McNamara and other! Thursday CBS"'Sergeant Preston” \ ‘>?e i.how? are strong enough to rumored- with Jimmy
as likely successor to air games over WERE
Democratic candidates. No r" !‘20.41 and ABC’s ’’Lone Ranger” d Jert.. viewers’ attention from Dudley . . . WJW’s Pete Lee Nanigans slated for another overseas
publicans appeared on the pro-: f20.6) dominates the Shore-Camel | ot"f.r
consumers.
summer jaunt to entertain troops . . . Robert Robertson, exWAND,
Nielsen’s December to December ’ slated for WGAR flack post . . . WEWS to build new $300,000 studio¬
music-news and
Friday
gram, but some of them were J
granted free time on WJBK-TV • "Rin Tin Tin” makes the big comparisons <once again before ‘ building . . . Westinghouse skedding hoopla for Feb. 13 changeover
NBC
and ABC really got rolling) :
after a ruling by the FCC, The ; P°ise.
show average sets-in-use are up to WYW-KYW-TV . , Joe Berg doing 90-minute Saturday WGAR
UAW-CIO now has transferred its ■ . ..
j
approximately
two to three rating ; “Breakfast in Bed” . . . AFTRA president Paul Bedford announcing
program
from
WJBK-TV
to
new directory for talent . . . Mort Fleischman ankled to join Johnny
i points during the afternoon.
CKLW-TV which has transmitting
Andrews in New York . . . Joe Mnlvihill, one-time "1100 Club” proprifacilities in Windsor, Canada,
! Advertes” toUNey'YthDroveTlhat etori,Danled lfisker for ‘wo-hour daily 5 p.m. WTAM riot ... BUI
across the river from Detroit. Even
if the ruling had gone against the •
i there are quite’a few more people ; K“d1' t0 do **-*»**> ‘how Sunday. !0:30 p.m. over WEWS.
union, there was a question of j
^I
‘ IN PITTSBURGH
whether .he U. S. Government | ands>'3‘W“rl
.„
could prevent the union from j
1|tte_r b>’ Committee counsel dreamed of. Advertest.disclosed in
Homer O. Linnert, transmitter and studio engineer at WJAS for
Tavenner,
Jr.,
the
Unj
the
past
few
weeks
that
at
the
very
broadcasting its views from the1
American* Activities Committee j worst 53<To of all tv homes had 14 years, has resigned to go with Westinghouse Atomic Group . . .
Canadian station.
said it had found no evidence of ! some one home. This potential Tom Se§ar, KDKA-TV floor manager, and Mary Lou Giles have set
blacklisting in New York and chal-1 viewership was available in N. Y. the date—May 19 . . . “Square Dance Tonight” series on alternate
ood to produce |I from 3 to 4 p.m. For the rest of
5
0V!rt.Channel 2 Postponed two weeks because
lenged Collingwood
such evidence. Letter said the the day, the potential viewership emcle i?
newscaster-announcer, who will cocharges of blacklist were “refuted j shot up as high as the 70 perL t
J!,’?olIen* Frichtel, formerly with
Continued from pace 21
by the single fact that many of the centil^That’s^the^capper’to ^he"
ViJSin6’ ^
^ ’
a great guy. Nor could it have witnesses in our hearings despite time salesman's new daytime telenouncer, has gone with Ketchum, MacLeod 8c Grove agency as radio
•and subsequent to—their identi¬ vision story.
anything to do with ratings. It’s
.
_^me buyer. replacing W. B. Kroske, upped to producer in
simply that the star or the show fication as communists were con¬
;
KMG
radio-tv
department
isn’t fulfilling the marketing ob¬ tinuing to find employment.” The
Minneapolis — Minnesota Junior »AT i#IATA7T-, A
jectives of the sponsor who, after committee letter added that it was
all, is interested in tv only to the significant that the “so-called anti¬ Chamber of Commerce is going on ; IA IfUIS n EArOLIS • • •
tv
with a 13-week series of filmed j
.. „ . .
_ _ . . .
extent of its ability to penetrate blacklist candidates” in a recent
sales marketing areas and sell the AFTRA election were “greeted en¬ shows featuring the state’s indus- ! wGCO radio and tv ace Cednc Adams scheduled by Edward B. Murtrial,
educational
and
cultural
fa-:
5°^
1
GBS-TV
May
“Person
to Person” going over at his suburban
goods. Compared to this, a rating thusiastically by the Communist
cilities. starting about March 15. j ^
Minnetonka yacht. While touring nearby farms, Murrow did one
is an intangible thing. And by the press.”
Six
tv
stations—four
in
Minnesota
,
®.
bls
CBS
network
nightly
radio
newscasts from the local station , . •
same token the bigleague sponsor
Since AFTRA had voted -last
today has an awareness that tha August to “discipline” members and one each in Iowa and South i Bl11 Bennett an addition to the WDGY disk jockey lineup . . . Author
Dakota—have
agreed
to
run
the
,
Darragh
Aldrich,
longtime
WCCO
Radio personality, relinquishing her
agency that has made the read¬ who invoked the 5th Amendment,
service. Series i Saturday morning show and other audio assignments to devote herself
justment ,t9 “modern managepommi^f
£o]lingv£Q<$ Lwijl.be ei}tjiye<jl ^
J fjijirely. ^ the iwntip^ ^ an^e^ij^ye],
V(f3 tli )ntJ (j i
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KUKLA, FRAN & OLLIE
With Burr Tillstrom, Fran Allison;
Caesar Giovannini, music
Producer: Beulah Zachery
Director: Lewis Gomavitz
30 Mins; Thurs., 10:30 p.m.
rca-whjrlpool
WNBQ, Chicago (color)
(Kenyon & Eckhardt)
Burr Tillstrom's Kuklapolitans,
who’ve long carried the RCA pi¬
oneering banner first in mono- chrome and later in colorfare back
on the trailblazing circuit. , This
• time as the first regularly sched¬
uled live tinted display in NBCTVrs WNBQ’s transition into full
color operation. Renewed associa¬
tion with the local RCA-NBC fam¬
ily via the sponsorship of the
Whirlpool “cousins” (Tillstrom has
shifted his. network allegiance to
ABC-TV) looms as a happy one for
all concerned.
Kukla & Co. with the lavish
wardrobe
collection
assembled
down through the years toy cos¬
tumer Joe Lockwood give the
troupe plenty of coloration for the
new dimension, besides lending
bigleague name- values to WNBQ’s
pursuit of the rainbow. Perhaps
even of more immediate impor¬
tance is the fact the Tillstrom puppett personalities will provide
some freshness to WNBQ’s black
and white countenance.
Only special concessions to their
multihued opener (2) was Oliver J.
Dragon’s entrance under a red wig
and Beulah Witch’s reluctant
switch from her usual Charles
Addams black garb to a gaudy yel¬
low and green creation. Color
theme was carried through on the
“story line’'* as Ollie’s special guest
turned out to be a black and white
striped woodpussy.
Nearly all the Kulapolitans took
part in the . warmly friendly 30
minutes. Besides holding her own
in the quip department with the
extroverted dragon,' Fran Allison
contributed a cozy version of “It’s
Anybody’s Spring” and joined
‘ Kukla and Ollie for a sprightly
romp through “Let It Snow.” Col.
Crackie and Madame Ooglepuss
had a big spot and deservedly so
with a delightful lampoon of “Me
and My Shadow.” Fletcher Rabbit
served up several chuckles . with
his. fouled-up weather predictions.
Pianist Caesar Giovannini and
a staff instrumental quartet did an
expert job backing the freewheel¬
ing proceedings.
Miss Allison and Ollie worked
the Whirlpool washer blurbs and
it's easy to see howcome the ap¬
pliance firm has latched oilto the
KFQ gang as its selling specialists.
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THE GOOD FAIRY
(Hallmark Hall Of Fame)
With Julie Harris, Walter Slezak,
Cyril Ritchard, Roddy McDowall,
Paul Lynde, Florida Friebus;
Maurice Evans, host-narrator
Producer: Evans
Director: George Schaefer
TV Adaptation (from Ferenc Molnar play): Jean Kerr
Scenery: Jan Scott
Costumes: Noel Taylor
91* Mins., Sun. (5), 4 p.m.
HALLMARK
NBC-TV, from New York (color)
(Foote, Cone <fc Be.lding)
Ferenc Molnar’s “The Good
Fairy,” presented on Broadway
exactly a quarter-century ago with
Helen Hayes as the star, was
treated to a skillful, enjoyable re¬
incarnation for tv on Sunday (5)
when it showed up on NBC as a
90-minute matinee colorcast for ■
the Maurice Evans-produced Hall¬
mark series. This time it was Julie
Harris having herself a frolic as
Lu, the “little glowworm” usher¬
ette, cavorting with industrial
giants and the Embassy. And as
adapted for video by Jean Kerr
(with an additional clever epilog
to project the characters into a
10-years-later status) this Molnar
excursion into an almost forgotten
blend of sophisticated wackiness
showed a surprising endurance and
came off as pleasant tv theatre.
Particularly from the second act
on, when Walter Slezak came on
the scene, “Good Fairy” hit its
stride as a comic Hallmark valen¬
tine. For even more so than Miss
Harris, it was Slezak, as the poor
lawyer catapulted in, and out of
riches by the glowworm’s ridi¬
culous situations, who captured the
very essence of the Molnar non¬
sense. For in this play, which lies
between fairy tale and sophisti¬
cated farce, it seemed that Slezak
achieved the exact balance and at
all times was in accord with
Molnar’s bit of fluff. Not that Miss
Harris wasn’t good in her role, but
there were times when she became
too precious, tried too hard, and
emerged more as a screwball type
than the good fairy of light, love
and charm.
By the same token, Cyril Ritchard's portrayal of the smoothtalking, philandering Mr. Big was
not always successful in realizing
this blend of foolishness; his man¬
nerisms were more attuned to the
belles of the demi monde than to
the simplicity of a “good fairy” on
the loose. However, the whole was
still engaging comedy. There was
good support by Roddy McDowall,
Paul Lynde and Florida Friebus.
As with most of the Evans pro¬
ductions, precise attention was
paid to detail. The sets (particular¬
ly in multichrome version) were
lavish and distinctive and George
Schaefer’s direction permitted for
proper movement.'
Hallmark commercials take full
advantage of tint values, It’s a
"sell” that’s easy to take. Rose.

Omnibus
till midway that the identity of man, Anne Seymour, John Griggs,
“Omnibus” is off and running the dead man was revealed, which Leslie Woods and Mitchell Agruss.
on an appreciation course cover¬ created some confusion up to that Montgomery was narrator as well
ing the life and times of the TJ. S. point: Reason-for this was that the as presider. Syrjala’s sets ■ were- a
Constitution,
Under the gentle flashbacked story didn’t reach the plus factor.
but forthright “guidance” »of Jo¬ point of the murder till midway in
As a postscript, it might have
seph N. Welch, the Boston lawyer- the hour. After that, it was a mas¬
man who, kindly twinkle and all, ter of following through with ad¬ been interesting to follow the as¬
made his national rep as Army ditional flashbacks covering each sassination with a recap of Fergu¬
counsel in the fray versus Senator character’s dealing with Whitmore son himself in the adult stages,
McCarthy on that tv smash hit until the murderer was caught. In shedding a bit more light on how
nearly tywo years ago, the CBS attempting a sort of double-sus¬ he came to write his eye-witness
show steered by Robert Saudek pense, Swift only succeeded in es¬ story and something of his career.
Trau.
last Sunday (5) presented the first tablishing some confusion; besides,
of a three-part dissection of the once it was established that it was
nation’s Gibraltar.
The others Whitmore who had been murdered,
The Children’s Hour
will be given on alternating Sun¬ one didn’t care too much who had
If anyone had to do a video
days. If they are anything like dunit since all the sympathy for salute to Variety’s 50th anni the
the premiere, viewers are in for a the dead man had been erased by WRCA-WRCA-TV (N.Y.) simulcast
gorgeous curriculum, done with his characterization.
In allowing “The Children’s Hour” is as good
taste, feeling and with a fidelity the matter of who did it to become a candidate as any to do one. With
toward history.
the prime item of suspense, Swift it* 26 years of developing kid stars,
“Children’s Hour” represents in
College prof Richard Hofstadter weakened the play.
put together the history-book -ele¬
On the plus side were a fine pro¬ its own way the same kind of show
ments and the TV-Radio Work¬ duction job by Fred Coo & staff, ex¬ biz continuity as does Variety’s
shop applied a corking dramatic cellent direction by Vincent J. week-to-week coverage.
production to them, with Welch Donehue and some thoroughly pro¬ • That’s not to say that the “Chil¬
serving as both expositor and in¬ fessional thesping jobs by the cast. dren’s Hour” salute is something
terviewer in a front-and-center, Whitmore and Gomez, especially, to me taken entirely seriously. It
step-into-the-set technique sound¬ were the quintescence of nastiness; was an obvious peg to hang a show
ing - out the Founding Fathers on Jones was a convincing crawler oi., and this unquestionably was
their special views as they gath¬ and Stevens was a particularly un¬ the prime motivation in its pegging.
ered for the Constitutional Con¬ pleasantly craven type. Marshall So thanks for the plug, but Sun¬
vention. It was first-rate educa¬ was convincing as the weak-willed day’s (5) outing was merely an¬
tion mated to showmanship^—not nice-guy intended victim, and other offering, par for the kidshow
“reeducation” because, it seems, Elliot was authoritative as the cop. course. The peg was editor Abel
most. Americans know next to zero Donehue’s direction carried the ac¬ Green’s “50 Years of Show Biz”
about their Big Paper.
“Omni¬ tion quickly and crisply. Chan.
lead story, with Ed Herlihy narrat¬
bus” is certain to give that igno¬
ing the chronological sequence and
rance is a kick in the groin.
the kids doing their impressions of
Robert Montgomery Presents
the top songs and stars of the era.
It’s curious how the Constitution
With Lincoln memorabilia at a
can come alive and Updated when
In the latter category, the stand¬
an “Omnibus” is at work (and with new peak in tv this week, “Robert outs were Irma Santos as Fritzi
such nifty touches-as Washington Montgomery Presents” took an Scheff, Jackie Courtney as Eva
wearing spectacles). Nor were any unusual route Monday (6) by tac¬ Tanguay, Eilean Merry as Vesta
holds barred on underscoring the
•Victoria, and George Ryan as
fact that there were honest blit kling a John Lewellen workover George M. Cohan. In a latter-day
misguided
conventioneers
whp of William J. Ferguson’s autobiog, era, Roy Langer did an excellent
could not “see” certain parts of “I Saw Booth Shoot Lincoln.” turn as Edgar Bergen, while
Retitled “Good Friday, 1865,” it Herlihy himself surprised with a
the Constitution.
also became the first of the Mont¬
Appearing as the Founding Fa¬ gomery dramas in tint treatment funny Major Bowes bit. On the
thers wereu Victor Jory, Bram- and with a company that, close to guest list, Helen Kane reprised
well Fletcher, Jerome Kilty 100, very nearly supplied the illu¬ (via panto, to avoid AFTRA com¬
plications), a couple of her new
Jacques Aubuchon, Harry Townes, sion of “cast of thousands.”
MGM record releases of her old
Larry Gates, Alan Hewitt, Ralph
Not structurally from the top faves:
\
Stantley, Jack Ford and others.
shelf,
the
play
had
a
number
of
Richard Dunlap’s direction was
All in all, nothing much different
painstaking in its detail. An over- moving and expertly staged scenes from the week-to-week “Children’s
long opening fronted Frances set up by Perry Lafferty. Notable Hour” outings, except for the peg
Archer and Beverly Gile in a se¬ among them were the crowd at and the extra costuming effort?
ries of folksongs of the Colonial Gettysburg for the Address; the 'Twas a nice thought, though.
era. While nicely put over, this : playout of “Our American Cousin,”
,
Chan.
entry seemed an oddity bearing I as seen from the wings of Ford's
only a curtain-raising relationship Theatre, while all, especially 14Ed
Sullivan
Show
to the masterful telementary year-old Billy Ferguson, callboy
Dave.
Ed Sullivan recruited the bulk
which followed. A big hero was and prompter, awaited the arrival of his talent from , legit on his
Welch, at ease with his subject i of the President; the body being Sunday (5) layout over CBS-TV.
borne
out
of
the
theatre,
and
most
MUSIC FROM MEADOWBROOK and not lacking in humor even on particularly, the all-night vigil As a matter of fact, it made Broad¬
With Ralph Flanagan Orch, Jimmy so lofty an undertaking. Trau.
outside the house where Lincoln way look pretty good. Represented
Blaine, guests
were “Pipe Dream” .and “King
lay dying.
Playwrights *56
Lear,” with films contributing a
Director: Hal Davis
Theme was of young Billy try¬ sequence from the Lucille BallDavid Swift, whose past tele¬
Writer: Ed Brrfinard
ing
desperately
to
meet
the
Presi¬
30 Mins.,. Sat., 7 p.m.
scripting efforts have' dealt with
Desi
dent, first as a 12-year-old candy ling.” Arnaz starrer “Forever Dar¬
U.S. Air. Force
“gentle” people (“Mr. Peepers,” butcher
on the B&O, his presence
WABC-TV, New York
“Jamie,” “Norby,” et al.), did u at
The legit sessions provided the
Gettysburg
without
such
(Ruthrauff & Ryan)
swift change of pace with a mys¬ glimpse,
finally his employ¬ major strength. The personal ap¬
For some reason or other tele tery meller on “Playwrights ’56” ment at and
pearance of Richard Rodgers and
Ford’s
climaxed
by
the
producers - seem to believe that on NBC-TV last week. Titled “This fatal night. As young Ferguson, Oscar Hammerstein 2d* gave the FACES OF ISRAEL
there’s a show in the footers and Business of Murder,” the play was Michael Allen played it simply and “Pipe Dream” sequence depth and With Eddie Cantor, Jack Palance,
Frank Sinatra, Melvyrt Douglas,
terpsters who play at the Meadow- an interesting and vigorous exer¬ well, with a natural style in a role dimension. This teahi in every one
others; Martin Gabel, narrator
brook, Cedar Grove, N.J., dancery. cise in whodunitry, but neither the that could easily have gone over¬ of their video appearances have
Despite the fact that preceding characters or much of the action board in sentiment. Other princi¬ impressed as scholars and musi- Producers: Joel J. Breit, Nahum
Guttman
Meadowbrook outings fell flat, rang true. Chalk it up .as a fine pals in the cast were Charles Aid(Continued on page 38)
Writer: Guttman
agency Ruthrauff & Ryan is trying job of production that made for an
60 Mins.,- Sun. (5), 9:30 p.m,
again on behalf of the U.S. Air offbeat if not completely satisfac¬
WABD, New York
Force. The boys in blue rate tory hour of viewing.
“Faces of Israel” Is a series of
something better.
The people in this one were far
quarter-hour
telepix prepared for
The show is aired “live” over from gentle. James Whitmore as
U.S. and Canadian syndication by
the, ABC-TV net on Thursdays at a conniving food packer, Thomas
Histadrut,
the
35-year old National
10 p.m. but cbmes into the Gotham Gomez as the corrupt head of a
Committee for Labor Israel. Five
Pat Weaver could have used his bongo board to good advantage
key via kine on Saturdays at 7. grocery chain, Warren Stevens as
of them were edited slightly to fit
last Friday. It might at least have put some bounce and zest
Poor quality print on last Satur¬ his double-crossing brother-in-law
into an hour premiere held on
into the “Person-to-Person” visitation that* at best, could only be
day's (4) stanza was only one of the and- messenger boy, Henry Jones
WABD, N. Y., last Sunday (5).
described as pretty dull affair. (The incident of the unzipped
things that has to be looked into as an easily-corrupted production
Stories held a promise that
zipper,
which
hit
Page
1
.of
the
dailies
following
day,
was
an
un¬
manager and David White as a
and overhauled.
could possibly have made them
billed “eye-popper” and it’s to the credit of Mrs. Weaver and all
Presenting a band in a ballroom harried rival packer made up the
stronger .vidfare than the usual
concerned
that
the
embarrassing
episode
was
passed
off
with
re¬
little
circle,
with
E.
G.
Marshall
as
has stymied lots of tv producers
output of American industrial film.
markable outward calm.)
arid the R&R boys "haven't beat the Whitmore’s honest and conscienceThey attempted to show, through
The auspices and novelties attending last week’s “P to P” were
rap. Thete’s nothing visually ex¬ ridden partner completing the
the parts played by various Is¬
considerable and interesting to anticipate. First off there was
citing or even interesting about lineup. Whitmore gets bumped off
raelis, the development of the pi¬
in
an
unusual
mannerrsmoke
suf¬
watching *■ couples dancing or a
Jackie Gleason doing Ed Murrow duty (while latter was in Israel)
oneer land. One of the segments
band blowing. And * this is what focation, and the job of the police
and getting some extra mileage from his Ralph Kramdeh charac¬
was a notch above the rest, but the
takes up the major part of the in the person of Steven Elliot is
terization via an interview with a bus driver and his family. And
general effect was more one of
to
find
out
who
did
it.
show. In .between there’s a pitch
what does a mccoy bus driver think of the fictional Kramden? It
elated nationalism than personal
for the Air Force with one of the
In a series of flashbacks, it’s
proffered the observation that (1) Kramden couldn’t get away with
drama. The “heroes” of the several
boys in the service (Jimmy Blaine shown how in the short space of an
stories hardly ever surpassed be¬
staying in bed so late every morning; (2) he ought to display a
handles this segment) and a half¬ afternoon and evening, Whitmore
ing conveyor belts for travelog
union button. Otherwise Kramden’s-real life vis-a-vis was stilted
hearted attempt at an aud paricipa- before *’his death pulled off two
footage.
and
uncomfortable.
Gleason
kept
belaboring
the
“Honeymooners”
tioner.
shakedowns, two double-crosses
Introduction and close of each
identification.
and
an
attempted
murder.
This
is
There’s nothing wrong with the
pic was handled by a name per¬
Then the idea of an NBC board chairman playing “CBS time”
Ralph Flanagan orch, which holds one of the flaws of the play. The
former.
Eddie Cantor opened the
(even though Gen. Sarnoff himself was given the “Person-to-Per¬
down the podium as far as audio all-black characterization lacks the
story of Abraham, a farmer asked
son” treatment a couple years back) still packed plenty of . novelty
goes. Band comes off okay on the motivation, and the speed of his
to leave his own acreage by Hista¬
value. Particularly since Weaver has a flair for the spectacular,
instrumental assignments. It gives machinations reduced his credibil¬
drut to train immigrants in soil
that has given him a VIP status which now spills over into public
out with a hep terp beat and ity. Whitmore did an intense and
tilling. Jack Palance introed Yit¬
domain. But as far as the non-trade viewer (which means prac¬
Johnny Amorosa' and Judy Gay convincing job as the heavy, but
zhak’s tale. Yitzhak was a port
tically everybody) was concerned, this was strictly an off-night.
assist neatly in the vocal depart¬ he never rang quite true. Another
worker in Haifa. Melvyn Douglas
ment. It’s the camera and not the flaw was the final discoverer of the
The Gleason-Weaver give-and-take was static and seemed to
did the honors on the story of
murder plotter—Whitmore him¬
mike that hampers the show.
have trouble getting off the ground. There was, of course, no
Aaron and Moshe, two teenage
self, who is attempting to knock
,
Gros.
boys; and it turned out to be the
stinting on the reciprocal kudos—the Gleason-to-Weaver tributes
off Marshall, told Stevens, who did
best of the lot. Nahum Guttman
(“One of the most dynamic men in the industry”; “an unabashed
the job, the wrong bungalow. He
wrote a wisp of conflict into this
huckster for culture,” etc.) were matched by the Weaver-to-Gleason
didn’t know his right from his left,
yarn about Moshe who wanted to
flatteries and ecomiums. But the tradey byplay on the “Gleason
and he gave Stevens fatally, incor¬
go to trade school but met resist¬
going to 8 o’clock” controversy; Weaver’s celebrated (tq the trade)
More east members for Fire¬ rect instructions. Swift established
ance from his street peddler father.
memos now preserved as a 25-volume library addition; the Weaver
stone's one-hour “Springtime U. S. this characteristic earlier in the
Frank
Sinatra handled another of
concepts on upgraded programming—it’s doubtful if the average
A.” special March, 18 on ABC-TV play, but the kicker just wasn’t
the stories, this one about an
viewer, more concerned with the fruits of the Weaver thinking,
were set this week! Lineup includes strong enough.
expatriate American nurse.
cared one way or the other. The cameras, too, stinted on giving
Rise Stevens, Patrice Munsel,
Martin Gabel was narrator for
A final flaw was the construction
the Weaver upper Fifth Ave. apartment manse the full visual
Brian Shllivah, Ray Middleton and of the frlay itself, starting with the
all of the films—he even intro¬
Paul Whiteman.^
coverage
it
rated.
duced
one, His vibrant voice lent
shat of the dead, man, and then go,
Gleason played the whole thing straight a la Murrow, even
itself well- to the exultancy of the
Helen ‘' Hayes" waA previously
•igned to narrate the show.
SI total IS)-toe •thMmtii dgsaW
ltfdk&l* feiditeidtot? Rdshsi1 ‘ stories: *»1 n r 1
1
‘

New Acts: Weaver & Gleason

Firestone’s All-Star Spec
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~20th Century-Fox is about to
release a mntion picture that
involves a three-year investment
in time, money and effort.
It's Rodgers & Hammerstein's
"Carousel"...the first film
produced in 20th's remarkable
new CineniaScope, 55.
The advertising campaign for
such a venture is necessarily a
carefully considered one.
And so it's unusually significant
that for this movie, and this
advertising campaign, 20th bought

CBS Radio’s Segmented Program
Plan. And becomes the first film
company to buy full network
radio to promote a motion picture.
The reasons behind the choice
are clear. CBS Radio is the nation’s
favorite network. And the plan
is the only, one in network radio
that combines big-star names,
large audiences, true flexibility and
unequalled low costs. (As so many
other advertisers have been finding.)
20th has signed for continuous
exposure over three weeks on eight

programs, starring this top
team of merchandisable names:
Amos 'n' Andy, Galen Drake,
Peter Potter, Bing Crosby, Mitch
Miller, Bergen-McCarthy,
Curt Massey and Jack Carson.
Estimated gross listener
impressions: over 116,000,000.
Congratulations to 20th CenturyFox on Cinemascope 55...on
their wonderful new "Carousel"
in color by DeLuxe... and
on their new and astute use of
radio today.
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PAmEfy - ARB City-By-City Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart
VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-cily ratings of syndicated and na¬

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported hy American Research Bureau

time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬

on a monthly basis.

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children s market.

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-rated

film skows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.

All

Abbre¬

viations and symbols are as follows: (.Adv), adventure; (Cl0* children’s;

ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.

(Co),

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,

(Myst), mystery; (Q), qui%; (Sp), sports; (W ), western; (Worn),
women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬

comedy;

(Dr),

drama;

(Doc), documentary;

(Mus),

musical;

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are DBF.

show in the specific market.

distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired•

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

LOS ANGELES

Attention should be paid to time—day and

STATION

DISTRIB.

DAY AND
TIME

DETROIT

7.
8.
9.
9.

KNXT (2), KRCA (4), KTLA (5), KABC (7),
(9), KTTV (11), KCOP (13)

....20.7....
... .19.0....18.9....
... 18 8_
18 7 ...
_17.7....
....17.7....
....17.3....
16 4
15 5 ...

.... 33,8....
_29;0.....
....32.2,...
.... 40.0_
_34 6 ...
.... 28.6_
.... 24.7....
.... 27.0....
.. 28 3 ...
_24.6_

Stations-—WJBK

My Favorite Husband .... ,. KNXT
Godfrey’s Talent Scouts... ..KNXT
Big Surprise. . /KRCA
Color Spread. .. WRCA
Superman .... ..KTTV
Alfred Hitchdck Presents. ..KNXT
I Love Lucy... ..KNXT
Moneymooners .. ..KNXT
_58.0 Studio One. ., KNXT
_62.9 Phil Silvers. . . KNXT

_65.6
.... 58.5
.... 47.0
_54.0
_61.8
71.6

.. ....,18.4
..
...
..
..
.. .20.5
..
..
..
.. .18.2

(2), WWJ (4), WXYZ (7), CKLW (9)

..WWJ ..
You Asked For It. ..WXYZ .
Meet Corliss Archer. ..WJBK .
Big Town.... ...WJBK .
Headline ............... ...WWJ ..
Santa Claus. ...WWJ ..
.. W WJ ..
News; Sports...
Santa Claus. ...WWJ ..
.32.1
Wild Bill Hickok (W). .WXYZ.
.. Tues. 6:00-6:30 _ .16.1....
News; Sports. ...WWJ ..
Cisco Kid (W). .WXYZ. .Ziv. .. .Thurs. 6:30-7:00
.14.9.... .41.0....
Showcase of^Stars. ...WWJ ..
.44,7 Cavalcade of Sports..... ...WWJ ..
I Led 3 Lives (Dr). . WJBK.
.. Fri. 10:30-11:00 ... ... . .14.7.,..
Sports; Red Barber.... ...WWJ ..
My Little Margie (Com) . .. .WXYZ. .... Official. ... Wed. 6:30-7:00 .... .14.7.... .45.0... .32.7 Six Gun Special..... ...WWJ ..

1. Highway Patrol (Adv)
Badge 714 (Myst).
3. Am oh ’ll' Andy (Com)
4. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv).
K. .Tunglo .Tim (Adv)
6. Superman (Adv)..

2.

Approx. Set Count—-1,470,000

BOSTON

RATING

Stations—’KHJ

Approx. Set Count—-1,985,000

1. Waterfront (Adv). . KTT V.. ....MCA... . .Tues. 7:30-8:00 _
2. Life of Riley (Com). . KTTV. ....NBC. . Mon. 8:30-9:00 ....
3. Badge 714 (Myst). . KTTV. ....NBC. . Sat. 7:30-8:00 .
. KNXT. .... CBS.
KRCA
<3at 7 *nn-7 «an
6. Confidential File (Doc). .KTTV. _Guild . . .Run. 9'30-10:00 ...
6. Highway Patrol (Adv). .KTTV.. .... Ziv.. . .Mon. 9:00-9:30 ....
8. I Led 3 Lives (Dr) .. .KTTV. _Ziv. . Sat. 8 :30-9:00 .
KTTV
10. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) KTTV
Ziv

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

SETS IN 1
USE
1

SHARE
(%)

DECEMBER
RATING

Those ad agencies listed as

39 6
• nn • .-23.4.
' 59 0
• . tupc
lUco. in•
lU«oUalJli .UU
.47.6
.WWJ. ....NBC. .. Sun. 7:00-7:30 .... .....'23.2.43.4
....
52,5....
WW.T ...
. CRS . .
.22.7....
. .Wed. 7:00-7:30
MCA
WW.T
.. Sat. 7:00-7:30 ..... .22.3.... .’ 56.0_ .39.7
WXYZ .. .
.. Sun. 6:30-7:00 .... .19.1.... .55.5_ ..... 34.4
..... 36.2
WXYZ.....
. .Thurs. 6:00-6:30 .. .18.6-

Approx. Set Count—1,250,000

Stations—-WBZ

.10.2
.17.7
..... 8.6
__ 7.9
..... 6.7
.7.9
. 7.9
. 9.0
.12.3
.12.3
. 9.5

(4), WNAC (7)

1. Mr. District Attorney (Myst).. WNAC. .Ziv. . .Tues. 10:30-11:00 ... . . . .31.5. .... 70.5. .... 44.6 Studio 57. .WBZ ....
2. Superman (Adv)...WNAC.
. Fri. 6:30-7:00 . ....27.4. .... 79.5,.... .... 34.5 TV News Reporter. .WBZ .
John Wayne. .WBZ _
3. I Led 3 Lives (Dr).. WNAC.
. .Mon. 7:00-7:30 ..... . . . .25.2. .... 72.0. .... 35.0 Wyatt Earp. .WBZ ....
Nightly Newsletter. .WBZ ....
4. Range Rider (W). .WBZ. .. .. CBS. . .Sun. 7:00-7:30 . . .. .24.4. .... 49.0. .... 49.9 Waterfront .. .WNAC ...
Sun 7-nn-7-30
WNAC
24 2 .... .... 48.5. _49.9 Range Rider. .WBZ ....
MCA
fi. Rpaih Vall#»y T)»y« (W)
.WNAC.
.. . .20.6. ...» .52.Q. _39.5 Cavalcade of Sports. .WBZ' ....
. .Fri. 10:30-11:00
Sports; Mad. Sq. Garden. .WBZ ....
NRf!
7. Badge 714 (Myst)
.WNAC.
. Wed. 6:30-7 :00 . .. . .20.4. .... .... 76.5. .... 26.7 TV News Reporter. .WBZ ....
Hopalpng Cassidy.. . .-WBZ ....
8. Man Behind the Badge (Myst) WNAC. . . MCA
Sun. 10:30-11:00 ... .. . .19.2. _55.0. .... 34.8 Masquerade Party. .WBZ ....
9. Wild Bill Ilickok (W). .WNAC.
.. Tues. 6:30-7:00 _ ....17.3._79.5. .... 21.7 TV News Reporter.. .WBZ ....
Johnny Mack Brown. .WBZ ....
Studio One. .WNAC ....
10. Confidential File" (Doc)., .WBZ. .Guild. . Mon. 10:30-11:00 ....16.7..40.5.

[CINNATI
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Stations—WLWT

Cisco Kid (W). . .WCPO. .... Ziv. . Sun. 6:00-6:30 . ... .29.0.
Highway Patrol (Adv). . .WLW-T.-Ziv..;. . .Thurs. 8:30-9:00 .... ....27.3.
Racket Squad (Myst). . .WKRC. .ABC. , Wed. 9:00-9:30 . .,. .24.4.
Championship Bowling (Sp).,. .WKRC..Sch'Ovimmer.... Sun. 1:00-1:30 . _20.8.
Annie Oakley (W). ..WLW-T..CBS... , .Tues. 6:00-6:30 _ .. ..19,0.
Superman (Adv). . WLW-T.
. Mon. 6:00-6:30 . ....17.9.
Wild Bill Hickok (W).. .WLW-T.
. Wed. 6:00-6:30 .... ....17.7.
Badge 714 (Myst). . .WLW-T..NBC. . Tues. 10:30-11:00 ... ....17.6.
Death Valley Days (W).. .WKRC. _McCann-Erickson. . Sat. 6:30-7:00 . ....17.3.
I Led Three Lives (Dr).... . WLW-T..Ziv. . .Fri. 9:30-10:00 . ... .17.0.

COLUMBUS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Approx. Set Count—525,000

Approx. Set Count-—310,000

Highway Patrol (Adv). . .WBNS.. .
Passport to Danger (Adv). . . .. WBNS...
Little Rascals (Ch) . . .WBNS...
Man Behind the Badge (Myst) WBNS...
Annie Oakley (W). . .WTVN...
Superman (Adv). . .WBNS...

7. Stories of the Century (W). . .WBNS...
8. Wild Bill Hickok (W) . ..WBNS...

63.0...
43.5...
35.2...
72.0...
59.0...
55.5...
56.5...
40.0...
37.0...
28.8...

Stations—WLW-C
.30.5...
.26.6.
.24.7.
......24.1.
.22.7.
.18.1.......

(5), WCPO (9), WKRC (12)

.46.1 Meet the Press..
..63.0 Climax .
.69.4 Kraft TV Theatre.
.28.9
Pantomime Hit Parade...
.32.2 Pantomime Hit Parade...
Pantomime Hit Parade...
.43.9 Stories of the Century...
...... 46.8 Midwestern Hayride.
.59.1 Playhouse of Stars.

.
.
.
.
.

. .WLW-T .
..WKRC ..
..WLW-T .
WTW-T
..WCPO ..
..WCPO ..
..WCPO ..
.. WKRC ..
...WLW-T .
. .WKRC ..

.... 8.2
....20.6
... . 27.7
53
_ 7.0
.... 6.8
.... 5.6
....16.5
... .24.1
.27.9

(4), WTVN (6), WBNS (10)

70.5... .43.3 City Detective. .. WLW-C .12.1
46.5...
Television Playhouse. . .WLW-C .16.7
4 9.
82.5... ___20 0
47.0... _ 51 2
45.5...
Guy Lombardo. ..WBNS . .13.7
58.0...
Play Klub; Theatre. . .WTVN . . 6.7
„ Early Home Theatre.... ..WTVN . . 6.7
.Fri. 6:30-7:00 ... .17.4. . 55.5...
Early Home Theatre. ..WTVN . .8.0
..'. . Tues. 6:00-6:30 .. .16.7. ,. 58.5...
Play Klub; Theatre. ..WTVN . . 7.5
Early Home Theatre
..WTVN .
.16,7....... .. 52.0...
Early Home Theatre...... ..WTVN . . 7.8
.Sat. 11:30-12:00 . .16.4.. ■■
t y8j.2;
'VVest.«
« f .stWTVN. * .
ar

8. Life With Father (Com) ... ..WBNS...
10. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). ... ..WBNS...,
1 i l l. v* ■*

.Ziv..Tues. 10:30-11:00
.ABC. .... Sun. 9:30-10:00 .
_M.-F. 4:30-5:00 ..
.MCA. ....Fri. 9:30-10:00 ..
.CBS. ... .Sun. 6:30-7:00 ..
.... Wed. 6:00-6:30 ..

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

.. .12.8
... 6.0
... 6.0
... 9.1
... 9.1
...24.2
...24.4
...16.1
...16.1
... 6.0
... 6.0
.. .15.3
... 3.5
... 3.5
. . .23.9
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‘YARDSTICK’ FOR FILMBUYING
Who Owns What?
..Questions of ownership of feature films and short subjects be¬
ing unloaded on the television market by Hollywood’s major
studios is a- poser ^ that’s assuming mounting importance in the
light of acquisitions.of major product by telefilm distribs. It’s re¬
ported that in many cases the studios don’t own all the rights to
all the pix they're selling to tv; moreover, they are not indemni¬
fying the tv distribs. on the matter of rights ownership.
There are said to be cases where the studios are turning over
to video features and shorts to which they merely have theatrical
distribution rights; they don’t own the negatives. These are cases
where the film was made as an indie production or a coproduction
with the major releasing the pix under a seven-year distribution
deal or less, with ownership still residing with the producer. Fact
that on two recent major deals, no indemnification as to rights
was given the tv distrib by the studios involved point up the rati¬
fications of the problem. Nor is it producers alone who are in¬
volved: Variety recently received a letter from a playwright who
claimed that he still owned television rights to a recently-releasedto-ty feature which had been adapted from, his legiter of many
years back.
■

Producer-Director Says Major Can Be As Powerful
As They Want in TV
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
Major film studios that went
into telepix production this season
underestimated tv initially, .but
they are revising their entire ap¬
proach to tv and “will be as pow¬
erful as they want to be in tv,”
Herbert Bayard Swope Jr., vet tv
director-producer said here.
Swope, now under contract to
20th-Fox as • a producer-director,
said he feels the majors have over¬
looked what may well be their
forte in tv—the filming of hourlong, 90-minute and two-hour spex.
“They can do many things in this
field, far more than the indies, and
it would be much easier for a
major to make occasional so-called
‘super-spectacular,’ which approxi¬
mates the length of a feature
film,” he said.
“A half-way approach to tv is
a mistake, but as the majors go
more and more into tv, they will
attain an enormously high stand¬
ard,” predicted Swope.
The producer-director opined it
might be wise for the majors to
sign more creative talent from tv,
saying “that’s just as logical as my
signing Dick Carr, a tv writer, to
screenplay ‘The Cheese Stands
Alone,’ a story about television.
He said, too, that the telefilmeries have overlooked a wealth of
acting talent in tv, particularly
from the live tv field in N. Y.
“There is a tendency in tv films
to use semi-movie names instead
of drawing on the pool of actors
in live tv, when from which came
such actors as Eva Marie Saint,
for example,” said Swope, now
producing “Hilda Crane,” starring
Jean Simmons and Guy Madison.

Brit. Skirmish On
U.S. Telepix Import
London, Feb. 7.
The Chancellor of the Ex¬
chequer, Harold MacMillan, de¬
clined to become involved in a
controversy over the import of
American telepix during a skirmish
at question time in the House of
Commons last week.
MacMillan had been asked by
Laborite MP G. R. Chetwynd how
much dollar expenditure had been
incurred on the importation of
American films on tv during the
last six months, but had to tell
the House that figures were not
avilable.
The Laborite then averred that
both BBC and Independent Tele¬
vision Authority were showing
“many rubbishy American films
which are a complete waste of
money,” He suggested the Chan¬
cellor should make it his business
to find out just how many dollars
were spent on these films, because
they were needed for more impor¬
tant purposes.
MacMillan made no comment on
that observation but said he would
see if the information on dollar
expenditure could*be obtained.

TPA’s Philly Bonanza
Television Programs of America
achieved a sellout status in the
Philadelphia market last week with
the sale of the “Susie” and “Count
of Monte Cristo” series to WCAUTV. Total business TP A has writ¬
ten in the market is now at the,
$40Q,000 mark.
Other shows previously set in
Philly were “Ellery Queen,” “Your
Star Showcase” and “Ramar of the
Jungle.”

Fox’s $18j
Int i Latex Deal
For‘Spot’ Salvo
Matty Fox and C&C Television
Corp. are reported to have an un¬
precedented $10,000,000 deal in
the
works with
International
Latex Co. under which Fox would
supply the rubber company with
a total of 18,000 spots per station
for use over the next five years.
Report comes from stations with
which Fox has been dickering
over the RKO library of 740 fea¬
tures, with payment for the pic¬
tures coming in the form of fiveyear commitments for payment in
cash and “barter” spots to be
traded off to Latex.
Number of stations needed to
wrap up the Latex deal is said to
be 100. "In other words, for $10,000,000, Latex would get 10 spots
per day in all time periods for five
years in 100 markets. It’s further
reported that Fox has six months
in which "to deliver the guaranteed
spots to Latex in order for the
deal to be consummated. Fox
started selling the library weekend
before last, and while no sales
have been announced yet, it’s
known that negotiations are in the
“serious” stage on deals with three
of the Westinghouse stations, in
Cleveland, San Francisco and
Pittsburgh. Latex, incidentally, is
(Continued on page 41)

Piel’s ‘Bert & Harry’
Blurbs Hit Jackpot;
Bob & Ray Big Secret
There’;; lots more of those “Bert
& Harry” spots for Piel’s Beer
coming video’s way. United Pro¬
ductions of America, who turned
out the first batch of the animated
blurbs, reported last week the
largest order for one client that
it has ever scheduled. New series,
ordered by Young & Rubicam, will
comprise 20, 30 and 60-second
spots.
Strangely enough, the UP A pub¬
licity makes no mention of the fact
that Bob & Ray are featured on
the soundtracks of the blurbs.^

By BOB CHANDLER
Cost is the governing factor in
the evaluation by filmbuyers of a
syndicated series, while in feature
filmbuying, quality is the primary
evaluation point. This is one of
the findings of a survey of filmbuyers covering nearly every sta¬
tion in the country conducted by
the National Assn, of Television
Film Directors. The NATFD Film
Procurement Questionnaire, as re¬
leased this week by KDKA-TV’s
(Pittsburgh) Richard C. Dreyfuss,
chairman of the NATFD research
committee, disclosed also:
1. A growing use of cross-theboard film programming, but a de¬
crease in the need, for quarter
hour shows.
2. A growing increase in impor¬
tance t)f feature film program¬
ming.
3. Frowning on “percentage” or
“barter” deals as methods of pay¬
ment for film.
4. A violent reaction to the few
companies and individuals that
employ “payoffs” in film selling
and buying.
5. Almost half the stations op¬
posed to th6 use of reruns, with
a majority indicating a desire for
a one-year “clearance” period be¬
tween reruns.
6. A widespread use of the Na¬
tional Television Film Council’s
standard feature film contract
form, plus suggestions by about
half the stations for slight modifi¬
cations in the form.
Survey found stations tending to
use cost as the No. 1 yardstick in
syndicated buying, with quality
second.
In features, however,
quality was the primary concern,
with cost fourth. In the feature
category, it was quality, age or
vintage, cast or star value, cost
and the distribs’ reputation or re¬
liability in that order. Syndicated
buying was based on cost, quality,
cast, rating and type. Some 63% of
stations declared that feature films
were, increasing in importance in
their markets; a little over 50%
found that cross-the-board pro¬
gramming was on the upgrade;
68% felt that the need for quarterhour programs was decreasing,
while 20% felt the need increasing
and 12% saw no change.
Two-thirds of the stations reply¬
ing to the survey were registered
as against barter buying (trading
time for film), while 80% were op¬
posed to percentage deals, in which
the distributor shares a percentage
of revenues derived from use of the
film. As to methods of payment
for film, a slight majority pre¬
ferred pay-as-you-play payments,
just edging out those preferring a
monthly payment system. Some
(Continued on page 40)

WABC-TV’s Late Night
Feature Pix Repeats
A “horizontal grind” feature
film policy is being inaugurated
next week by WABC-TV, the ABC
flagship in New York. Station will
darken at 1 a m. instead of 11:45
p.m. as in the past, filling in from
11:30-1 with “The Night Show,”
Which will feature the same pic
every night for five nights weekly.
Pix being, used are General Teleradio’s Bank of America package,
which WABC-TV is second running
on the same one-a-week pattern
during the afternoons. Pix previ¬
ously ran on WOR-TV under the
“Million Dollar Movie” tag. Open¬
er next week is the James StewartJane Wyman “Magic Town.” fol¬
lowed the week of Feb. 20 by
“Body & Soul.” •
Slotting of the features adds 90
minutes to the station’s weekday
schedule. George Hamilton Combs,
previously in at 11:30-11:45 p.m.
with a newscasts, now moves into
the early morning with a 7:45-8
a.m. slot, leading into “Tinker’s
Workshop.”

More TV Film News
On Page 34

Features; Selznick Pix Are Hot;
No Takers Yet on RKO Bundle
Wise Guys Vs. Weis’ ‘Guy’
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
Don Weis won the Screen Direc¬
tors Guild’s annual tv directorial
award of the year for megging
“The Little Guy,” for “Fireside
Theatre,” and therein lies a story.
When “Guy” was in the plan¬
ning stages at Lewman Produc¬
tions, the ad agencies, sponsor and
others behind-the-scenes objected
to it on grounds it was "too off¬
beat, too different.” Dane Clark
starred in Bill Asher-produced vidfilm.

Official Acquires
4-Star Assets In
Stock Swap Deal
In a complex stock exrhange
deal, Official Films this week took
over all the assets of Four Star
Productions and Four Star Tele¬
vision Co., the companies owned
by Dick Powell, Charles Rover,
David Niven, Don Sharpe and Wil¬
liam A. Cruikshank Jr.
Under
the - deal, Four Star Films, l ie
affiliated production company turn¬
ing out new properties remains
in the hands of its present
owners, with Official getting the
assets of the. other two companies
plus all rights to negatives and
properties produced by them in
the past.
Official will trade off 695,000.
shares of its common stock to the
owners of the two companies in
return for 100% of the stock of
each of the companies. Included
in the assets of the companies are
192 completed films, a participa¬
tion in still another series, plus tv
rights to all W. Somerset Maugham
properties. In a side deal, Official
acquired syndication rights to all
the duPont “Cavalcade of Amer¬
ica” films made prior to 1955, al¬
though not all these were filmed
by Four Star.
Negatives exchanging hands in¬
clude 129 “Four Star Playhouse”
episodes (plus national and syndi¬
cation sales rights to all future
“Playhouse” productions), 39 “Star
and the Story” episodes and 24
“Stage Seven” shows. Also, Offi¬
cial gets a 25% participation in
“Sheena, Queen of the Jungle,”
which is not produced by Four
Star but by Don Sharpe and the
Nassour Bros, and is distributed by
(Continued on page 41)

Bronx Telefilm Studios
Change Hands; Initial
Project ‘N.Y. Confidential’
Bedford Park Studios in the
Bronx, one of the most active tele¬
film production sites in New York,
has changed hands in a lease-purchase deal and henceforth will be
operated under the name of Mikaro
Studios, this representing a con¬
solidation of the names of the three
new operators, Gene Milford, Sid
Katz and Ralph Rosenblum. Stu¬
dios, the old Edison stages, are
owned by Mrs. Dolorita Wallace, a
N. Y. realtor, and had been oper¬
ated over the past few years by
producer Gil Boag.
Milford, Katz and Rosenblum,
who have been operating their own
production company, MKR Films,
over the past five months, will use
I the studio as the plant for their
| own physical production operation,
; but will also rent space if it’s avail■ able. First project due in is 26 halfhour “New York Confidential’*
films, which Walter & Peg McGra\v
I
(Continued on page 38)

Far from proving a market
depressant thus far, the unloading
of the RKO library and the prom¬
ises (fulfilled and threatened) of
other product have proved a stim¬
ulant to the feature films-for-tv
business. If there’s anyone suffer¬
ing over the pix-to-tv bandwagon
at this point, it’s Matty Fox, who
has yet to sign a station for his
RKO library, and. the peddlers of
mediocre film.
But by way of contrast, other
distributors who have acquired top
packages since it became known
that the RKO bundle would be
available have been doing bustling
business. The net effect of the
RKO backlog’s availability has
been to make stations featuresconscious, and even more im¬
portant, conscious of quality fea¬
tures. According to the distribs,
while the market seems to be
holding up nicely for the mediocre
type pictures, the more expensive
and expansively-budgeted packages
are enjoying a heretofore unprece¬
dented popularity and acceptance
among station buyers.
Example is the immediate reac¬
tion to the David O. Selznick pack¬
age just put on the market by
National Telefilm Associates, which
in the space of a couple of weeks
is entrenched under longterm
deals in 15 markets, including San
Francisco, Kansas City, Salt Lake
City, Providence, Rochester, In¬
dianapolis, Dallas, Ft. Worth and
Minneapolis.
Another case in point is Repub¬
lic’s release through its Hollywood
Television Service of 24 of the
studio’s top productions under the
‘‘Silver Group” tag, which is said
to be doing better business than
any other package which Republic
has released over the past few
years. George Shupert, ABC Syndi¬
cation prez, says his “Anniversary
Package” of 15 top British films
is booming, and Shupert points out
that stations now seem to prefer
quality and are willing to pay for
it to a far greater extent than in
the past.
In this vein, NTA sales v.p.
Harold Goldman notes following a
four-week swing through the major
markets that filmbuyers are dis¬
posed to agree with the NTA
philosophy that stations will have
to acclimate themselves to paying
higher prices for quality product.
Along with the willingness and
ability to pay for top product, the
stations are beginning to devote
(Continued on page 40)

NBC Film Setup
Having failed to assimilate its
NBC Film Division into the parent
RCA corporate structure, NBC this
week attached it to one of its own
operating subsidiaries, the Kagran
Corp. Thus, in a sense, the web cut
its syndication arm loose via the
status of operating within the
structure of a separate operating
subsidiary, but at the same time it
did so by incorporating it into one
of its own subsids, rather than one
of the parent company.
The move, long speculated, thus
makes NBC the final network to
“liberate” its syndication subsid.
ABC Film Syndication is a separ¬
ate coroporation. no longer a divi¬
sion of the ABC network but op¬
erating as an independent and
fully-owned subsid of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.
CBS Television Film Sales is a
corporation, but a subsid of CBS
Television Inc., the network oper¬
ation. “Independent” status of the
syndication subsids has been a
matter of growing importance in
light of Congressional and FCC in¬
quiries on network operations in
the “monopoly” sphere.
Under the new Filin Division
setup, Carl Stanton continues as
(Continued on page 40)

(

They don’t sit around long on the
shipping-room shelves at CBS Television
. Film Sales. For here are the stand-out
shows in the syndicated film field...
the audience-proven programs of the
sparkling variety and dramatic impact
that gave CBS Television Film Sales
the biggest year of its life in 1955.
Whatever your program choice may be adventure, comedy, drama, Westerns
or news-here you’ll find the big-name,
top-quality productions... every one
a time-tested audience-winner.
And there’s more to come, because
expansion is the word for ’56. Nearly a
dozen major new properties are being
readied. Merchandising and promotion
departments are being enlarged. Sales
service and distribution facilities are
better than ever. There’s expansion and
excitement everywhere you turn, from
story conference to shipping room!
And there’s a show for your needs at
fast-moving CBS Television Film Sales.
Take a look at the list below, then call
our nearest office - New York, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Detroit, Boston, St. Louis,
San Francisco, Dallas, Atlanta. In Canada:
S. W. Caldwell, Ltd., Toronto.

CBS Television
Film Sales, Inc

.

Distributors of Amos V Andy, The Gene Autry Show,
Buffalo Bill, Jr., Cases of Eddie Drake, Fabian of Scotland
Yard, Holiday in Paris, Files of Jeffrey Jones, Life with
Father, Adventures of Long John Silver, Annie Oakley,
The Range Rider, San Francisco Beat, The Whistler,
Red Ryder and Newsfilm — a product of CBS News.
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O’Neil Fdm Distribbery May Be
Dissolved RKO Handling Saks

GFs ‘Cody’ Option
General Foods has an option un¬
til Feb. 15 on Hollywood Televi¬
sion Service’s “Commando Cody”
as the possible summer replace¬
ment for “Fury” Saturdays on
NBC-TV. Bankrolled through Ben¬
ton & Bowles, renewed its original
option at the beginning of the year.
Last summer HTS played the
first 13 “Cody” half-hours in the
spot held by “Fury.” Company has
no immediate plans for syndicating
the initial cycle, there being a like¬
lihood that if GF takes up the pact
for another 13, all 26 will be
placed on the rerun market next
fall.

$4,000,000 Brit-UJS. Exchange Pairs
Eros & Flamingo in TV-35m. Prod.

Eros Films of London and
Flamingo Films, U.S. telefilm out¬
Move ta dissolve the Film Divi-4sion of General Teleradio and turn
fit, have finalized a unique copro¬
duction deal "which will see Flam¬
its tv sales operation over to RKO
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
Martin J. Robinson has been
Ozzie Nelson goes solo (sans Har¬ ingo taking over theatrical and tv
Radio Pictures .is considered likely
named
exec
v.p.
in
charge
of
oper¬
riet)
for
the
first
time
in
15
yea?s
shortly. ; The telefilm distribution
distribution rights in. the Western
ations of Western Television Corp.,
when he checks in at Republic Feb.
company and RKO* Radio are. both the C&C Super Corp. subsidiary
21 to direct and star in a “Jane Hemisphere and particiating else¬
units in Thomas O’Neil's RKO which owns and licenses the Mo¬
Wyman’s Fireside Theatre” epi¬ where ‘ in all upcoming. Eros fea^
tion
Pictures for Television
Teleradio Pictures.
sode, “Shoot the Moon.” Nelson ture film product. A $4,000,,000
signed with producer Bill Asher revolving fund is being set up
Pete Roebeck, sales chief of (MPTV) library of features and
Robinson reports to
for a second stint, this time to di¬
Film Division, has moved per¬ westerns.
rect only, on a still-unselected prop¬ by, the two companies for a pro¬
manently to N. Y. for. the parent Matty Fox, who retained the presi¬
jected schedule of 26 new feature
company from his former L. ■ A. i dency of Western when he sold it
erty. .
headquarters. Re will work in! to C&C last June.
“Moon” is being adapted by Bill films a year.
Operation of Western has noth¬
other areas for RKO Teleradio
Bowers from a Satevepost story,
Another phase of the deal calls
apart from his current vidfilm ing to do with that of C&C Tele¬
and Nelson is already in script hud¬ for Eros to turn over 100 features
duties, it is authoritatively re¬ vision Corp., the newly-established
dles on the show. He’s on a, sixported. Though his new duties C&C Super subsid handling the
week hiatus insofar as shooting on made within the past two years,
were not -specified, it is neverthe- RKO library. Robinson, was with
his “Ozzie & Harriet” ABC-TV’er which Flamingo put into tv dis-.
• less understood that he might en¬ the MPTV sales force for threeis concerned, as filming of the lat¬ tribution as of : this week. These
gage in the sale, of theatrical fea¬ years and when the MPTV library
ter is ahead of schedule.
films had. previously been distrib¬
was turned over to Guild Films
tures for RKO.
uted to tv by American-British TV
Belief is that when O’Neil sold for sub - distribution, Robinson
the 740 RKO features to Matty served as a troubleshooter for Fox
Movies and latterly ;-Cinema-Vue
A new, unidentified bidder has
Fox and C&C Super for video on special sales assignments.
Corp, . but this package is said to
entered the dickerings for the
distribution, he was writing off
be
sold only, in scattered markets.
Warner Bros, pre-1948 backlog of
the possibility of Film Division ex¬
Unusual phase of the project is an
about 1,000 pictures with, a price
pansion. The division has pur¬
arrangement
whereby stations
which one ABC source indicated
portedly reached near-saturation on
buying the current package of 100
“we co.uldn’t hope to match.”
the sale of the 30 Bank of Ameriwill
get
first
refusals on the 26Identity of the bidder was being
- can pix, which many stations for¬
a~year flow of new features, thus
kept under wraps, but various
mat under the title of ‘‘Million
guaranteeing them a continuing
sources said it was Eliot Hyman
Dollar Movie.” Half-hour syndica¬
supply of product.
,
and his Associated Artists Produc¬
tions, “Gangbusters” and “Uncom¬
tions. This was promptly denied
mon Valor,” have been on sale for
New films to be made under the
several months, along with miscel¬
by Hyman, who declared, “We
arrangement,
believed
to be the
An agreement ; between the
have made no deal and we don’t American Heart Assn, and the first between a foreign theatrical
laneous cartoons and the like,
There remains another 17 fea¬
intend making any” with Warners. Screen Actors Guild may set a company and an American tele¬
National Telefilm Associates, Asked if he were in negotiation pattern for future fundraising film • firm-, will lean heavily bn
tures, bought after the Bank of
America 30. Though the details long restricted to telefilm distribu¬ for the films, Hyman said, “We ne¬ campaign films on television inso¬ American names and scripts, with
aren’t being made public for tion, stepped into the production gotiate with everybody.”
far as the question of payment Eros presently dickering' for five
awhile, observers feel that turn¬ field this week with the signing
Hyman is considered a likely to SAG members is concerned. such Yank • stars fqr the first of
over of all the product to RKO of Abner J. Greshler as coordi¬ candidate as a bidder for a major The agreement stipulates that the this year’s new productions* Up¬
Radio is imminent since the picture nator of NTA’s new program de¬ film library, since he was at one film be at least 50% educational, coming product will be heavily
organization has distribution of¬ velopment department and. with time seeking to buy out RKO and as contrasted with straight-enter¬ aimed at the U.S. tv market,
fices throughout the country. Roe- the announcement that $250,000 is said to have the resources at his tainment. As a result of the agree¬ while overseas, of course, the ac¬
beck, in his new all-around capac¬ would be allocated toward the command to pay the kind of tall ment, the Heart Assn’s half-hour cent will be on theatrical release,
ity, will be able to assist when filming of six pilots within the next coin required for a major studio “Heart of America” telefilm, which with the U.S. influence consid¬
necessary.
four months for national sale.
goes out to stations this week, was ered important to the new films’
purchase.
Former O’Neil execs active on
At the same time, NTA an¬
Hollywood sources said the price made without payment to partici¬ foreign b.o take. Flamingo will
the tv film distribution front have nounced that Ray Nelson, who had being discussed by the second bid¬ pating SAG members.
set up a theatrical distribution
in recent months turned their at¬ resigned as director of national der is a $15,000 per picture aver¬
The agreement is especially sig¬ arm for the U.S. and the rest of
tention elsewhere. Robert Manby, spot sales at the Television Bureau age, which wpuld bring the entire nificant in that it followed a com¬ the Western Hemisphere, but the
who was instrumental, it’s said, in of Advertising a couple of weeks cost of the deal to $15,000,000. plete stalemate a year ago over main effort will be directed tow¬
working out the Film Division ago, is joining the company as The. smaller RKO library of 740 the same issue of payment. At that ard tv sales, especially since the
sales plans, has been working on “head of a special project.” Just films went to C&C Television at a time, after fruitless talks with The¬ theatrical - runs rarely go ' more
the sale of 150 “cream” RKO pic¬ what.this project is was not speci¬ $15,200,000 pricetag, or a $20,000 atre Authority and SAG, the Heart than 12 months.
tures to a network sponsor. Dwight fied, but reports are that it might per film average.
Assn, finally decided to defy the
Deal was initiated by Flamingo
Martin, in charge of the Film Di¬ have something to do with the
unions and sent the films out to topper Joe Harris on a recent
vision, has lately been up to his National Affiliated Television Sta¬
stations anyway at the risk of a British trip in which he pounded
ears in making clearances, turning tions (NATS) project which NTA
boycott by the unions. This year, out agreement with the Hyams
them over to Fox, on the remain¬ had initiated in cooperation with
however, SAG was approached brothers, owners of Eros. Final
ing RKO pictures.
General Electric.
with the premise that, the program wrapup came this week in N.Y.
would contain straight entertain¬ among Harris and his partner, Sy
Greshler, a vet agent and pro¬
ment elements, but also up to 50% Weintraub, and Michael Hyams,
ducer, was. long associated with
of educational matter on heart dis¬ repping his brothers through his
Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis, and
Chicago, Feb. 7.
ease and its cure. Since in no case own American firm, Hyams TV
his new deal leaves him free for
NBC board chairman Sylvester are there direct fundraising pitch¬ Films Inc. Package of 100 pic¬
outside commitments. His first .tpilot project is “Sheriff of Cochise,” (Pat) Weaver took a swipe at tele¬ es involved but simply a general tures which Flamingo takes over
a Mort Briskin property which will film producers for failure to make explanation of the aims of the immediately includes such top
roll at the Motion Picture Centre provisions for Advertising Council Assn, in connection with the an¬ British players as Valerie Hobson,
studios on the Coast under Desi- public service messages in their nual heart campaign, SAG was Michael Wilding, James Mason,
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
Michael Rennie, Michael Red¬
lu’s production banner and on series. Weaver fingerpointed the agreeable.
Roland Reed Productions today which Briskin will act as exec pro¬ vidpix industry in a kickoff speech
Show, which was produced by grave, John Mills and Margaret
starts to roll “The Fortune Hunt¬ ducer for Desilu. Other proper¬ for the Chicago Heart Assn, here Hal Marc Arden, features Steve Rutherford.
Some are still in
er,” first of four pilots for proj ties haven’t been set yet. Greshler last week.
Allen as emcee, Eddie Cantor, Lu¬ scattered theatrical release, but
ected dramatic telefilm series, with will work with NTA’s new program
Exec reminded" the vidpixers cille Ball & Desi Arnaz, Frank Si¬ the general policy will be for tv re¬
entire telepic to be made on Cata¬ development committee, compris¬ they are in “the big time now” and natra (offscreen voice), Bambi
lina Island location. John Wayne’ ing prez Ely Landau, exec v.p., that their product too “must carry Linn & Rod Alexander (dancing to lease to come either at the same
80-foot “Norwester” and the 105- Oliver Unger, sales v.p. Harold public service messages as part of Sinatra's voice) and Jaye P. Mor¬ time or even before theatrical re¬
foot “Malibu” have been chartered Goldman, national sales director the information system of the gan, plus a 45-piece orch donated lease.
by exec v.p. Guy Thayer Jr. for Bernie Tabakin, western sales v.p. country.” He’s this year’s nation¬ by the three networks. On the edu¬
cast and crew to live aboard dur¬ Ed Gray and midwest sales veep al public relations chairman for cational side, Dr. Irvine H. Page,
ing filming.
the American Heart Assn.
E. Johnny Graff.
prez of the Heart Assn., explains
Failure to get on the pub service the progress in the field, and Dr.
Heading cast are Roy Roberts,
bandwagon cannot be explained Paul Dudley White, former Heart
Nancy Hale and Britt Lomond,
away “by arguments about techni¬
optioned for continuing roles in
cal difficulties or policy complica¬ Assn, prez and the specialist who
series. J. Donald Wilson produces
tions or any cross breeding of such treated President Eisenhower, de¬
and Hollingsworth Morse directs
exurbanite double talk,” Weaver livers a message from the Presi¬
the Charles Purnell original tele¬
dent. Under the SAG agreement,
WTTG, the DuMont owned-op- asserted.
play.
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
He also pointed out there are distribution of the film to stations
erated station in Washington, D. C.,
Four teleblurberies settled with
has bought 10 first-run syndicated other facets of American business is limited to the month of Febru¬
indie
Screen
Cartoonists
Guild last
ary.
Letter
appealing
to
stations
to
stanzas to fill in a 7 to 8 p.m. strip. not participating under the Coun¬
It is the largest single purchase of cil umbrella. “This is not right. use the film was sent out over the week, inking contracts with union,
and
two
more
are
slated
to put
signatures
of
NARTB
radio
v.p.
syndicated half-hours in the sta¬ A vigilant leadership in American
business must not delegate so vital John F. Meagher and Kudner agen¬ ink to paper this week, in the cur¬
tion’s history.
rent
dispute
between
the
union
Barry & Enright packaging firm
cy
veep
Myron
P.
Kirk,
radio
and
WTTG, until recently barren of a policy decision as support of this
has combined with songwriter Hy any first-run syndications, has been public service down the line. If a tv chairman of the 1956 Heart and the Commercial Film Produ¬
Zaret in a new subsidiary. BEZ able to lay aside part, of its recent company does not wish to partici¬ Fund.
cers Assn., an industry org.
Inc., to produce animated films for profits to make purchases. Also an¬ pate with the Advertising Council,'
However, hard core of CFPA,
commercial and industrial and edu¬ other factor is believed involved. let the head of that company say
five member-firms who, until labor
cational use as well as entertain¬ Syndicators are reported selling to so, and say why,” he stated.
hassle, turned out between 50 to
ment pix. One of the primary proj¬ WTTG at extremely depressed
60% of all Hollywood telecommer¬
ects of the company will be an prices, there being an oversupply
cial footage, remained adamant,
expansion of Zaret’s public service of half-hours available.
and SCG continued picket lines
spots for use on tv.
around these plants. In meeting at
To
make'
a
bid
in
non-theatrical
CBS Film supplied WTTG with
B&E have done some “live” ani¬ “Long John Silver,” “Fabian of
film distribution Sterling Televi¬ Federal Mediator Jules Medoff s
office last Thursday, producers
mation electronically via their Scotland Yard” and “The Whis¬
sion
has'merged
its
industrial
film
With “Adventures of Champion’
again offered to sit down and talk
“Winky Dink & You” CBS-TV’er. tler.” NBC sold “The Great Gilder- having
been dislodged from its division with Movies, U.S.A. The contract, if union would permit
sleeve,” “Steve Donovan, Western CBS-TV Friday-at-7:30 berth by five-year-old M.U.S.A. has distrib¬
NTA PACKAGE TO WABD
Marshal,” “Crunch and Des,” “Dan¬ the sale of “My Friend Flicka” to uted for a variety of industrial, National Labor Relations Board to
NTA sold WABD, N.Y., a trio of gerous Assignment” and “The Fal¬ Colgate, the distribution rights to commercial and travel organiza¬ decide main issue—whether em¬
packages, including quarter-hour con.” MCA sold "Federal Man,” the show have reverted to CBS tions, while Sterling’s industrial ployers are to bargain as a group
James Mason and Raymond Massey reruns of the network “Treasury Television Film Sales. Film Sales film division has essentially been or individually, as union wants.
series and the half-hour “Holiday Men in Action,” and Guild dealt had the segment previously, but interested in syndicating similar However, SCG reps thumbed down
offer, as it has in past.
Travelog.” Station is slotting the “I Spy” to both WTTG and its when the network needed a sus¬ celluloid to tv stations.
Signing with Guild were Mary
Deal was inked with Sophie
shows in succession each Sabbath N. Y. sister WABD.
taining entry for Friday nights
Ted Cott, who manages both sta¬ this fall, it took over the property. Hohne, boss of M.U.S.A., who joins Cain's Service, Playhouse Pic¬
night between 8 and 9 and is call¬
tures,
Sherman Glass productions
the
newly
named
Sterling-Movies,
tions, says that none of the series Film Sales will now pitch the
ing it “Trio.”
“Travelog” has Edmond O’Bri- have run before in Washington, show for national sale, with no U.S.A., division to be headed by and Cascade Productions. Anima¬
tion
Inc.
and Telemation Inc. are
except 13 of the 39 “Dangerous syndication contemplated at this Charles Dolan, initiator of Ster-

Robinson’s New Post

Ozzie’s ‘Fireside’ Solo

New Bidder For
WB Backlog;‘Not
Me’SezHpan

Heart Assn , SAG

Greshler to NTA,
Six Pilots Set In
Major Project

Weaver In Swipe At
Telefilm Producers
On Pubservice Neglect

‘Fortune Hunter
Rolls on Catalina

4 Teleblurberies,
Cartoonists Sign

WTTG’S BUNDLE OF
1ST RUN D.C. STANZAS

B & E, ZARET COMBINE
FOR ANIMATED PIX

‘CHAMPION’ REVERTS
TO CBS FILM SALES

Sterling TV in Merger
With Movies, U.S.A
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RADIO REVIEWS

Television Chatter
New York
CBS prexy JFrank Stanton has
bought a towri house in Manhat¬
tan’s east 90’s .. . Thelma Ritter to
star in new Peggy Phillips play,
“Always Welcome,” on “Studio
One” .Feb, 27 . . . Lester Gottlieb,
CBS-TV daytime boss, had Gene
Raymond in tow when he returned
from the Coast last week, with
prospect of using the actor-plugger on a daytime show . . . Kentile
taking three participations in
NBC-TV’s “Matinee” . . . Jpe Bern¬
stein switched from WRCA to tv
side of production . . . Bill Rogers
signed by C. J. 'LaRoche for NBC
spec commercials on Norelco,
with Rogers also down for more
gabbing on General Electric via
Y&R . . . Arthur Batanides and Pat
de Simone into John Vlahos'. tele¬
play on “Goodyear Playhouse” (12)
. . . Midge Ware and Harvey liembeck in an upcoming “Thb. Gold¬
bergs.” . . . Warren Stevens, rushed
back to the Coast for a ; Screen
Gems role opposite Ruth ; Roman
. . . Rhonda Fleming guestars on
Perry Como show (11) .
. Joe
Mantell doing the lead on “Mod¬
ern Romances” next week; . . .
Judson Pratt on “Studio One” (13)
in Helen Cotton's “Manhattan
Duet.” .. .It’s “Valentine’s Day,”.by
Virginia Rooks, for “Matinee”.(14)
". . . Harold T. Daye in '-Star: To¬
night” (9) . . . Doreen Lang draws
featured role opposite Paul'Doug¬
las in Robert Wallsten’s “White
Night” on “Star Stage” (101, with
Sidney Lumet directing . .Ostrid
Willis returned to WRCA-TV’s
Richard Willis show after bout
with measles. Bill Berns and wife
Toni off to Haiti for a few days.
. . . WRCA-TV’s “Ask the Camera”
extended to 45 minutes Sundays
at noon.
BBDO head spot timebuyer Art
Berla goes from receiving to sell¬
ing end in becoming an account
exec for H-R Television . . . Jim¬
my Shearer returned to WATV
Monday (6) after five weeks in
Florida . . . Morrie Roizman into
Robert Lawrence Productions as
supervising film editor; new ap¬
pointee prexy of Motion Picture

Film Editors . . . “Matchmaker”
producer David Merrick is Tex
McCrary’s WABD guest, tomorrow
(Thurs.\. . ..George Ferimore, Stu¬
dio Films’ advertising-sales pro¬
motion chief, engaged to Sylvia
Tanenbaum, who’s been with Mu¬
tual, Allied Artists and Theatre
Owriers of America at. one time or
another -. . . AT Hodge is making
another comeback as . “Captain
Video,” this time as emcee of
“C.V. and,his Cartoon Rangers,” a
WABD Monday - through ^ Friday
half-hour utilizing the Paramount
shorts recently bought by the sta¬
tion. .
Morrie Roizman, prez of the Mo¬
tion Picture Film Editors and an
Academy Award nominee last year
for. his ; “Rembrandt-—A Self-Pdrtrait,” 'joined Robert Lawrence
Productions as supervising film
editor!. : . David.Freeman, tv chief
of the Jaffee agency, in town to
pitch the; new “Barbara Stanwyck
Theatre” • anthology. series being
produced by Jack Denove in part¬
nership with Miss Stanwyck . . .
Robert Goodier and Drew Thomp¬
son back from Canada for tv shots
here, Goodier until April when lie
stars in Tyrone Guthrie’s film ver¬
sion of .“Qedipus Rex”. . , . ;B111
Todman back from the Coast, after
overseeing the start of production
on “The. Web” and the new CBS
kidseries in conjunction with Ran¬
dom House . . . Benrtett Ccrf re¬
turns to the “What’s My Line?”
panel Sunday (12) . . . Claire Mann
guests at Macy’s TV Fair tomorrow
(Thurs.) . . . Transfilm exec v.p.
Walter Lowendahl back from
business in Europe .
Georgiann Johnson and Bill
Williams joined the “Down You
Go” panel . . . Billy Pierce, Joe
Collins and Bill Hoeft lead off
a string of baseball player endorse¬
ments for Camel cigs being filmed
at Transfilm
. Bruce Anderson
directing a series of commercials
for Better Vision Institute at Dore
Productions.
Jack Manning cast for next
week’s (13) Robert Montgomery
show in “Man Who Vanished,”
adapted by John McPhee from a
New Yorker story by Robert M.
Coates (giving the mag another
teleplay derived from its columns)

KAY ARMEN SHOW
With Dick Hyman
Producer: Steve White
Director-Writer: Bud Ford
30 Mins.; Mon-thru-Fri., 9:30 a.m.
Participating
WRCA, New York
WRCA, NBC’s Gotham key, has
found an amiable replacement for
Pegeen Fitzgerald’s “Strictly Pegeen” in Kay Armen. Miss Armenmoved in Monday (6) with a 30minute informal stanza to fill the
spot vacated by the shift of
•“Strictly Pegeen” to a post-noon
slotting.
Miss Armen has an easy way at
the mike and fits just right into
an ayemer that’s a mixture soft
gabbing, disk spinning and war¬
bling. With the aid of Dick Hyman
at the keyboard, she keeps the
program flowing at a pace pegged
for the breakfast coffee hour.
In the. warbling and platter
spinning department, she wisely,
stays away from the strident pops..
For example, on the show caught
Tuesday (7) the musical repertoire
included “If I Loved You,” “Bau¬
bles, Bangles and Beads” and
“Suddenly There’s a Valley.” All
perfectly pegged for early-morn¬
ing listening.
For a hausfrau lure, she inter¬
sperses a number .of household and
kitchen hints that may be of some
use to the stay-at-home distaffer.
She does ok&y by the participating
sponsors, too. She delivers the
pitches like she really meant ’em.
Gros.

Radio Followup
New World A-Coming
With “State of Terror,” a hard¬
hitting half-hour semi-documentary
on the “Negro problem” in Missis¬
sippi, “New World A-Coming” on
WMCA, N.Y., takes a crack at U.S.
Attorney Gen. Herbert M. Brow¬
nell for his “inaction” in failing to
break up a “conspiracy against
orderly government” in that
southern state. Script, written by
Howard Singer, cited a number of
instances of open lawlessness in
Mississippi and reminded Brownell
of what crimes of violence may be
considered Federal offenses under
the U.S. Code.
'
While narrator Lawson Zerbe

BEA WAIN & ANDRE BARUCH
60 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 1 pan.
Participating
WABC, N.Y.
Andre Baruch and Bea Wain,
husband and wife team, are the
latest entries in the hour-long gab
shows, on WABC radio. It’s a diffi¬
cult assignment on a cross-theboarder to while away for 60 min¬
utes of gab on a variety of subjects.
Initial show indicated that they
could do very well with recollec¬
tions of the swing era, both being
experts on the period. Miss Wain
was a vocalist with the Larry Clin¬
ton orch and Baruch was a top
announcer of that. era. The pair
seem to be at home with record¬
ings and theatrical memories. As
a matter of fact, it’s possible that
the kind of music the Baruchs
are familiar with is coming into
sharp focus again. After all, Benny
Goodman opens tomorrow (Thurs.)
at the Empire Room of the Wal¬
dorf Astoria, the second time he’s
played- there since 1939, and “The
Benny Goodman Story” was placed
into general release this week.
Goodman was a contemporary of
Miss Wain during the' swing era,
and she’s a pretty good exponent
of the period in music. As a matter
of fact, she still does well with her
pipes as is evidenced on the show.
Frequently, Baruch shows a
tendency to be Cute, and presum¬
ably he isn’t the type. They could
add a bit more weight to their gab,
at times. There’s lots to talk about
once they lose the self conscious¬
ness.
Mel Powell is at the piano. He
throws in van occasional solo, and
has a knack of picking up the end
of a disk and continuing the
melody so that the quality of a
live orchestra soihetimes comes
through.
’
Jose.

35

THE JOHNNY ANDREWS SHOW
Exec producer: Steve White
Director: Bud Ford
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., X p.m.
Participating
WRCA, New York
Johnny Andrews, a WRCA (then
WNBC) fixture with his “Easy
Does It” segment. through 1952,
when he shifted to Cleveland and
“Morning Bandwagon,” is back at
the N.Y. NBC flagship following
the transfer of the Cleveland out¬
let to Westinghouse Broadcasting.
Program chief Steve - White hap
slotted him in an afternoon seg¬
ment, but actually Andrews could
fit in anywhere on the station's
schedule.
He’s an easy-to-take
disk jockey who brightens things
up with a little pianistics and vo¬
cals of his own.
Show falls into the familiar pat¬
tern that typifies local deejay seg¬
ments these days. The difference
among such shows, of course, is
either the personality of the deejay or his musical tastes or both.
In Andrews’ case, the music is on
the .pleasantly conservative side—
not too much noise, but a good
solid pop line. In the personality
dept., Andrews has plus values
which should make him stand out.
Aforementioned piano and vo¬
cals, which Andrews uses primarily
to bridge his patter and the disks,
is one of these. Another is an
interesting even if lightweight line
of chatter that’s done pleasantly
and soothingly. It’s a comforta¬
ble element in a* soothing halfhour. Andrews has his first spon¬
sor already, Vim Stores. Chan.

Set Feb. 26 Slotting For
‘Operation Deepfreeze’
The NBC' colorfilms shot in the
Antartica on Admiral Byrd’s ex¬
pedition will get a full hour Sun¬
day ride Feb. 26 at 4 o’clock. First
films flown in were two days ex¬
posed on last week’s “News Cara¬
van” (John Cameron Swayze) in
a preliminary “first colorfilm of
Antartica on tv.”
Footage was taken by the net¬
work’s Bill Hartigan, sole tv cam¬
eraman in the South Pole contin¬
gent. The Feb. 26 show is titled
“Operation Deepfreeze.”

and a small cast ably focussed
attention on the plight of the
Negro who wants to vote in Missis¬
sippi, the feeling persisted that
little will be done to change the
situation in the near future. But
forceful programs such as “State
of Terror” are at least a step in
the right direction regardless
whether they bring about a m&gical
reformation overnight. Program,
incidentally, was based on a resolu¬
Harry Harris, former associate
tion adopted by the Protestant
Episcopal Diocese of N.Y. which editor of TV Guide, has been
condemned lawlessness in Missis¬ named tv editor arid columnist of
the Philadelphia Inquirer.
sippi.
Gilb.
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Tele Followups
; Continued from page 27 ;

cians. Their explanations of the
motivation for the tunes gaive
greater meaning to the renditions
by Judy Tyler and Bill Johnson,
of the stage version and unified the
three number’s from “Pipe Dream.”
Sullivan went very much out' of*
his way to urge attendance at the
show. He also did the same for
“The Righteous are Bold” when he
introed Irene Hayes in the audi¬
ence.
Orson Welles, despite his in¬
capacitation, gave a creditable
reading of a scene from “Lear”
which recently closed at the City
Centre. Welles spoke his lines
from a reclining position, and when
vertical, a flowing robe concealed a
crutch.. He gave his lines credence
and resonance. Ann Meecham gave
him a creditable assist.
Initial part of the show was
topped by Miss Ball and Arnaz in
an open plugging of their forth¬
coming pic. Miss Ball impressed
as a funny citizen in person, but
the film sequence seemed a dismal
episode and could conceivably dis¬
courage attendance at the wickets.
The Ames Bros, combined with
Miss Ball and Arnaz for a cute bit,
but when on their own didn’t
register at their best with their

series of impressions. It’s a num¬
ber that should be done once they
have established themselves solidly
with an audience, and they didn’t
get that much time.
Ricky Lane made a return ap¬
pearance which had to be cut
short. The Yiddish dialect dummy
is essentially a funny item, and
Lane is able to give the appearance
of infuging the blockhead with
adlibs.
Jose.
NBC Comedy Hour
It’s a toughie getting NBC
“Comedy Hour” off the ground,
but there’s been no perceptible
change as yet. Latest outing wasn’t
particularly funny Sunday (5). Ex¬
cept for Gale Storm, who femceed
the session and sang a couple of
songs, the talent lineup was de¬
signed' to pull yocks. Jonathan
Winters, regular on the show, was
the most successful in this depart¬
ment. His routine involving a guy
who’s come in contact with numer¬
ous flying saucers was generally
humorous.
Georgie Kaye’s ’ monolog as a
psychiatrist provided an occasional
chuckle, ’but his various antics
became a little tiresome after a
while. Schecky Greene also , came
through with some spotty laugh
material for an- overall weak ef¬

Reprinted from VARIETY, Wednesday, February I, 1956

fect. Peter Donald, spotlighted in
a segment devoted to the "joke of
the week,” told three stories, none
of which were really rib-ticklers.
The- sketch “Two Cups of Cof¬
fee,” in which Hans Conried was
the principal participant, wasn’t
much of a laugh-getter. Ditto for
the film clip. of a slapstick skit,
“The Vacuum Cleaner Salesman,”
in which Eddie Bracken and Frank
Faylin ware spotlighted. The Bea¬
trice Kaye and Jack Albertson
workover of a sketch takeoff on
“Moments to Remember” was mod¬
erately entertaining.
Miss Storm did a competent
hostessing job, while her vocaliz¬
ing on “Why Do Fools Fall in
Love?” and “Teenage Prayer” was
okay. Plugs for the various spon¬
sors backing the show were fre¬
quent, with Hy Averbach ade¬
quately handling the commercial
introductions.
J ess.
Wonderama
“Wonderama,”
a three-hour
WABD, N. Y., potpourri compris¬
ing film clips and live bits of in¬
terest to children, brought in a
fresh entry Sunday (5) with debut
of “Your Own Theatre.” Packaged
by The Producers and Writers,
Inc., half-hour show represents
PWI’s first excursion into live pro¬
gramming since previously it had
been exclusively in films.
Format has Mrs. Elizabeth Ham¬
ilton showing moppet viewers how
they can construct their own
“theatre” by utilizing an empty
packing box as a stage, backdrop
and wings. “Actors” are clothes¬
pins and such household articles
as paper toweling, thimbles, etc.
may be used as props.
For the inaugural Mrs. Hamilton
gave a “real play.” In this case it
was a reenactment of Paul Revere’s famed ride. An assistant
helped with offstage dialog. But
while the program has obvious
possibilities in teaching children
to develop their minds by “doing,”
unfortunately Mrs. Hamilton ap¬
pears too reserved to achieve and
maintain any genuine rapport with
her youthful audience.
Gilb.

Bronx Studios
Si—J Continued from page 31 ——

are producing for Television Pro¬
grams of America. Mikaro will
handle physical production, which
means they’ll furnish studios,
equipment and crews and super¬
vise these beiow-the-line elements.
Shooting starts in three weeks.
MKR has been active in physical
production over the past few months
but with-the handicap of not having
its own studios. Company did the.
physical production on two NBCTV pilots, the tinted Hume CronynJessic.a Tandy “The Marriage” and
Ed Byron’s Civil War-themed “The
Eagle and the Rose.” Milford is a
top motion picture editor, having
done the cutting on “On the Water¬
front.” Katz and Richardson, too,
are primarily editors, having per¬
formed the editing and supervision
on the CBS-TV documentary series,
“The Search.”

‘Millionaire’
Continued from page 23 —

million dollars.
There’s a tre¬
mendous appeal in it, and the pub¬
lic hasn’t tired of it. In fact, the
show keeps building.”
Douglass doesn’t believe the
show is winning the Wednesday
night battle by default. He points
to “Kraft’s” emphasis on new prop¬
erties,.^ its script-writing contest
and to a recent emphasis on
“name” stars as proof of the kind
of coin and promotion Kraft' is
throwing into the NBC hour. As to
“names,” “Millionaire” doesn’t use
’em, partly for budgetary reasons
but primarily because the use of
top stars would tend to destroy
the sense of association with the
characters engendered in the audi¬
ence.
Fedderson now has .about . 50 of
the films in the can (show com¬
pleted its first year last month) and
the topic of residuals has already
come up. No immediate plans on
that score, however, since Colgate
intends to stay with the i^how on
CBS for some time to come.

Nationally Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO.

WBAL-TV
CHANNEL 11

m

BALTIMORE, MD.

St. Louis — Robert F. Hyland,
gen. mgr. of KMOX, local CBS
outlet copped the “Outstanding
Young St. Louis Man Of The Year
.For 1955” awrard from the Junior
] Chamber of Commerce. Hyland
| was cited for “his unselfish con| tribution of the time and effort to
j many civic projects and In making
available radio time to publicize
and promote interest in civic en1 terprises.”

‘Greatest Fights’ Court Rule
; Continued from page 25 ;

in setting aside the dismissal has picture of a performance without
attracted, wide interest not only the performer^ consent, and use it
from radio-tv and the motion pic¬ for a commercial purpose. This
ture industries but from show would seem to indicate that some
business in general. For as out¬ kind of license is necessary . . ,
lined to the appeals court last Since a license must necessarily
year in an amici curiae (friends of flow from a property, the implica¬
the court) brie| submitted by at¬ tion is that there is a property in
torneys repping Jack Dempsey, the performance that the per¬
Luis Firpo and Jack Sharkey:
former owns. But a definition of
(1) Performance is a property. the extent of this property right
(2) Program in question was adver¬ and for how long it may exist will
tising, not news. (3) Defendants be a matter of debate for many
openly admitted it had no written more decisions to come.”
consent from Ettore and failed to
prove they were properly licensed.
(4) The trial court erred by con¬
cluding the right of privacy was
lost by virtue of the plaintiff’s per¬
formance. (5) Performance is not
Cincinnati, Feb. 7.
a dedication to the public and (6)
Golden Gloves area champion¬
because an event was once news
does not mean it is always news. ship bouts tonight (Tues.) under
Obviously, the reversal is of con¬ WLW-WLW-TV sponsorship will be
siderable importance to former to a sellout for the third straight
boxers Dempsey, Firpo and Shar¬ year in 14,500-seat Cincinnati Gar¬
key since the first two are pressing den. All proceeds, at $1 a seat, go
separate suits, in N.Y. Supreme to punch polio.
Court based on facts similar to the4 Events, started five years ago by
Ettore case while Sharkey has an the Crosley stations, are now the
action pending in N.Y.: Federal traditional final Cincy sock for the
Court. Attorneys for Dempsey are infantile paralysis fund. The sta¬
O’Brien, Driscoll & Raftery,' Col. tions and 25 business firms bankroll
Eddie Eagan reps Firpo and Lee spot announcements, the Garden
rental fee and-other expenses,. In¬
Eastman is Sharkey’s counsel.
cluding trips to national finals in
Disk Cases Figure
Chicago for local champs jn eight
The thinking on the 'Ettore suit divisions.
as well as those of Dempsey et al,
it’s pointed out by Paul D. O’Brien
(of O’Brien, Driscoll & Raftery),
stems from two cases In the record¬
ing industry which involved prop¬
erty rights in disks. These were
Capitol Records vs. Mercury and
Metropolitan Opera Assn. vs. Wagner-Nicholas Recorder Corp,
O’Brien notes that Judge Biggs’
decision “presumes that the ques¬
tion is one to be determined by
the Common Law of the State in
which the trespass occurred.” But
Prof. Kaplan in a Harvard Law Re¬
TEXACO STAR THEATRI
view article states that Judge
SATURDAY MIGHT—N.I.C,
Learned Hand In his dissent on the
Capitol Records case argues that
Mflt.i William Morris Agency
the question of whether there is
such property right falls within
the orbit of the copyright law and
Interested in
thus is exclusively one for Con¬
gress.
The V e r y
Moreover, Judge Hand held, if
Congress fails to create such a
best deal on a new
property right, then no such prop¬
THUNDERBIRD
erty right shall be recognized by
the courts. O’Brien interestingly
or
observes that “it has always been
FORD
recognized that an arrangement is
entitled to copyright.”
A per¬
Call or wrire SAM ANGER formance, he adds, would ip many
(brother of Harry Anq>.r, G.AC.)
ways*be similar to an arrangement,
LYnbrook 9-0600
except that it is not recognized
TED ROWLAND, Inc
under the Copyright Act.
Lynbiook, Long Island, N Y
O’Brien stresses that the individ¬
ual who creates an unique perfor¬
Delivery Anywhere in the U S,
mance would seem to justify the
court in finding a property right.
COMMERCIALS—
“Now the question,” he opines, “is
how far should the performer be
FREE LANCE
I'll writ# you a commercial that will
able to control his performance
sail lota more goods ... for only $101
after it has been separate^
Well-known
Radio-TV commercials
(through recordings,, films, etc)
specialist, formerly with one of coun¬
try's . blggost ad agencies. Writer of
from him?
network commercials you've seen and
“The courts have been universal
admired.
in holding that no one can surrep¬
Box V 72, Variety
titiously record or make a motion
154 W. 46th St.', Now York 34

Crosley Golden Gloves
SRO 3d Sraight Year
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“Various telefilm industry
organizations probably^ \vill
have the proposed new vidpix
code in their hands by March
or April for final determina¬
tion, Martin Leeds, chairman
of a committee currently for¬
mulating such a code, stated
after a group meet' last
Wednesday night.
“Leeds, exec v.p. of Desilu
Productions, added that while
both the major theatrical film
companies' Production Code
and the National Ass’n of
Radio and TV Broadcasters
Code are very good, ‘we feel
that we’re combining the best
elements of both into one doc¬
ument, to guide all telefilm
producers. We think we’re
modernizing these Codes and
taking into account the greater
impact of tv in the home and
on the family/

January 27, 1956

“Current thinking of com¬
mittee is that after Individual
industry groups approve .code,
It will be turned:over to Acad¬
emy of TV Arts and Sciences
for ‘implementation/ However,
Leeds emphasized that, com¬
mittee members are not sittihg
as reps of various orgs, but
as individuals. Besides Leeds,
others are William Tankersley
and Robert Wood, Coast con¬
tinuity acceptance toppers of
CBS-TV and NBC-TV, respec¬
tively; Indie producer Hal
Hudson; Tom Lewis, prexy of
Lewislor Enterprises and of
National Society of TV Pro¬
ducers; attorney J. Brandon
Bernstein and L.A. Tidings
drama editor William Mooring,
from National Audience Board;
and attorney Max Gilford,
counsel of National Society of
TV Producers.”

NATIONAL AUDIENCE BOARD, Inc.
MUrrayhill 8-2360
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Source: Nielsen
New York Report—
December 1955,
Monday thru Sunday,
6:00 pm to midnight

Source:.Nielsen
New York Report—
December 1955,
Monday thru Friday,
7:00 am to 6:00 pm
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'Talent Is For The Birds’
Continued from page 23 ;

“discovered” but when the net¬
works start crying the blues on
lack of material, I suggest they
look only to their backyards and
give the local radio “Names” a
chance at, if nothing more, an
audition.
Editor, Variety:
My first reaction to your article,
“The Dearth of a Salesman,” was to
attempt suicide. The second reac¬
tion was to rush to the typewriter
and dash off several pages of
“Don’t call us, we'll call you”
stories, setting forth dates, names,
networks and stations in New York,
Chicago, and L.A.
Upon more
sober reflection I thought the above
would sound like sour grapes from
a no-talented bum who’s been
where he’s going!
You've got a column to write.
I've got material. I'd like to get to¬
gether with you, have you take a
look at my scrap books, presenta¬
tions and film to prove that I'm
not just a Johnny-come-lately who
THINKS he has it, After that was
done I would like^to write you sev¬
eral pages telling* you how I have
been unable to get to first base
with any station or network within
the magic circle of New York,
Chicago or L.A. .I'll give you
living proof of what we both know

eci»“v
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* sales results
in the Channel 8 •
Multi-City Market

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PENNA.
NBC and CBS
For sales results in this region
—reach its 3^ million people
who own 912,950 TV sets,
have a yearly potential buying
t capacity of $5^ billion.

(in spite of your article) to be true:
Talent is for the birds ! . . at
least in getting relocated. The
only thing that counts is knowing
the right guy at the right time!
So where do we go from here?
Do you wanna prove a point to
yourself, to me, and to the indus¬
try?
Editor, Variety:
I’m surprised to learn there are
“no” such talents around, in view
of my appropriate background
which I’d like you to pass on to the
networks. I've had eight years of
radio and have done every kind of
announcing, including considerable
m.c. arid interview work. Thus, I
have the glibness, salesmanship
and likeability needed, plus a wit
and humor of the Allen-KovacsBob & Ray type. I write my own
satire, do voices, impressions, can
even sing passably, and in short,
have a great potential for better
things.
I’m 29, married, a college grad
and ex school teacher. I’d appre¬
ciate your kind consideration.
'They Never Listened’
Editor, Variety:
I am' probably writing this for a
hundred guys, but I’ll forget about
them and write it just for me.
About once every two years like
clock-work, an article such as yours
bemoans the lack of “fresh good
talent” available to the networks.
May I ask you one, simple, sin¬
cere, question: Just how hard are
the networks really trying to find
•this “new fresh talent”?
Last summer, a New York sta¬
tion was looking for a new morning
man. I promptly forwarded some
tapes . . . THEY NEVER EVEN
LISTENED.
Now maybe I’m no good. Maybe
my voice isn't what they want. But
how do they know? Maybe I’m a
second Godfrey—how would they
ever find out? And mind you, I
came with the highest recommend¬
ations you could ask for. And with
a damned good success story be¬
hind me! So where is this sincere
and - frantic search for “new tal¬
ent?”
Item Two: Same trip, same time.
The answer: “We can’t afford to
gamble with unknowns in televi¬
sion! We have to use those who al¬
ready have an acceptance with the
agencies!” Quote and unquote!
Now mind you, I was not a new¬
comer starving for a job. I was a
gujrwith 20 years of show-business
behind me, and a local record of
radio and tv that showed nothing
but top Hoopers and top Sales! But
could I get anyone to even give me
a look-see? Not on your life!
That’s why I HAD to write this
letter. To ask you whether you
really realize the.paradox of your
story. TV needs new talent. Sure,

and new talent needs tv too. But
what's the magic formula? What is
the step that moves a guy from
success locally to success national¬
ly?
This probably sounds like sour
grapes and just a beef. It isn't. I
came back, to .... and completely
sold out my night sh’ow. I’m not
hungry, and I’m not out of a job.
But wlfen I sit here and read that
tv needs new faces ... If I’ve
goofed somewhere along the line,
I’d love to know where. But if I’m
right, then something is wrong
with that system of looking for
new faces.
Editor, Variety:
Your Jan. 25 edition carried a
column concerning the lack of ar¬
ticulate talent on network shows.
I have plenty of experience in
radio and local television, and
would like to take an audition but,
frankly can’t get the opportunity.
You must know a good number
of people. Could you advise me
how to get an audition?
Editor, Variety:
Your article titled “The Dearth
of a Salesman” was extremely in¬
teresting to me. You reported that
NBC and CBS were “up a tree in
their desperate quest for personal¬
ities to front new shows.” And you
explained that they are looking for
men probably trained in radio who
supply the magic formula of (1)
salesmanship; (2) attraction to
housewives; (3) capable of articu¬
lating.
Well, my early training was in
radio and I am a 29 year-old vet¬
eran of seven years of successful
television ' programs in Atlanta,
Nashville. Louisville and else¬
where. My work as emcee has been
warmly'received in all these mar¬
kets and there are program direc¬
tors, agencies, and sponsors who
say I have the magic formula you
describe.
When I have inquired about
emcee opportunities in New York
originating television, however, I
have been told their interest is
only in emcees with a name.
Maybe I have been looking up
the wrong tree trunks, but I have
failed to find either NBC or CBS
there looking for new emcees.
I certainly hope you can back
up what you say. How about being
a good fellow and advising" me
where I can find these network
officials engaged in the desperate
quest.

McMillan to Succeed
Giilett in British Video
London, Feb. 7.
John McMillan has been named
acting program controller of Asso~
dated - Rediffusion,
succeeding
Roland Giilett who resigned sud¬
denly at The end of last month.
McMillan joined the London
commercial programmers less than
two months ago as assistant gen¬
eral manager.

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
A closed circuit “sneak preview” has been blueprinted by CBS-TV
for next Tuesday (14) in a half-hour version of “Good Morning,” re¬
formatted from “Morning Show” and fronting Will Rogers in the 7
to 8 slot. It will go on at 6 p.m. with objective being to work up local
newspaper steam (editors, columnists, etc.) as well as acquaint the in¬
volved station personnel with the new morning deal that gets launched
Feb. 20.
Scribes are being invited to the studios fOr the private telecast, with
cocktail shindigs, scheduled at some o&o’s and affiliates.
Guild Films has moved into the intra-industry pubservice field via
sponsorship of a series of “career forums” at New York U., first of
which was held Friday night (3). Tabbed “Careers in Radio & Tele¬
vision,” the forums were conceived by Dave Savage, Guild's assistantto-the-prez and an N. Y. U. faculty member, and Wally Gould, co¬
director of Guild’s commercials division.
Addressing last week’s
forum were Phil Cohen, SSC&B radio-tv veep; Paul DiFor, v.p. at
Maxon; Lennen & Newell veep Charles Harrell; Liggett & Myers
exec James Carmichael and Gould. Dennis James was host and mod¬
erator of the meeting, which dealt with filmed commercials. *
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Yardstick
^ Continued from page 31 i—_.

stations would prefer, however, to
pay in advance of use with an
added discount for suck prepay-,
ment.
' As to the “under the table” or
“payoff” issue, the questionnaire
referred to “a few unethical and
disreputable individuals who are
giving the distributors and the
television stations, and even the
entire television industry a bad
stigma. Comments on the payolas
ranged from a refusal to buy from
or see distributors which offer
such deals, to “the idea is stupid
from the filmbuyers’ point of
view, intolerable to the station and
suicide to the distributor” to a
belief that this practice is declin¬
ing with the decreasing number
of one and two-station markets.
Methods of payoffs mentioned
were a “coupon” system with
which the filmbuyer could get
gifts and an outright gift of mer¬
chandise, value to be based on the
value of the,film order. .
Stations were split on the mat¬
ter of receptions of reruns in
their markets, half of them regis¬
tering strong opposition to their
use. The majority of stations felt
there should be a year’s clearance
between reruns, while the second
most popular period was six
months. Some 70% of the stations,
survey revealed, are using the
NTFC contract form, but about
half felt there should be changes
in the contract, these being more
legal protection for the buyer, con¬
tinuing adjustment to conform
with the NARTB code, a rejection
clause if the film does not con¬
form to the code and modifications
in shipping clauses.

Kagran

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Prof,.

MEEKER TV, INC.
Hew Yotfc

1m Anjjilw

Oikat*

Son Pronclwo

boss, retaining his NBC v.p. stripes
but also assuming those of a veep
at Kagran. Stanton reports to J. M.
Clifford, NBC v.p. and prez of
Kagran, and to Manie Sacks, RCA
factotum who has the board chair¬
manship of Kagran. Film Division
continues to operate the NBC Film
Library arid' the NBC Film Ex¬
change. Kagran is the production¬
licensing firm which originally
owned the “Howdy Doody” prop¬
erty. It was sold by Martin Stone
to NBC a couple of years ago, and
since then, it has taken over all
NBC licensing activities from the
now-defunct NBC Enterprises Inc.,
launched as a Separate licensing
operation a couple of years ago by
Ted Cott, erstwhile v.p. at the web.
Edward L. Justin, another Kagran
v.p., heads up the licensing opera¬
tion.

Yen Quality Pix
Continued from pace 31

better time periods, where they
can set higherTgrossing participat¬
ing rate schedules, for the good
films.
It’s possible, some tradesters
believe, that the RKO package
gave impetus to this type of think¬
ing. Tlfp stations are doing “de¬
fensive” buying, it’s said, in order
to compete with the station which
might wind up with the, RKO
package. Meanwhile, there are no
takers from Fox, and the reasons
seem to be (1) the high price of the
package, sometimes running almost
as much as the physical plant of
the station; (2). the longterm spot
commitment involved, this viewed
among other things as an inhibitor
to a sale of the station should the
owners wish to take advantage of
a capital gains deal.

Albany—Leo Rosen, manager of
the Schine-owned WPTR, is one of
the 14 nominees for director of the
Albany Chamber of Commerce

INDUSTRIAL HEART
OF THE TRI-ST ATS AREA

'Hew IZucck
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WHTN -TV babc°
Greater Huntington Theatre Corp.
Huntington, W. Vo. Huntington 3-0185

2,500 Sq. Ft.
Penthouse
Hotel Great Northern
118 WEST 57th STREET
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal for TV rehearsals
Ballet School
Dance Instruction
Photographic or Art Studio
Or living quarters

14-hour •l#v*t»r and awltehbeard urvlu

OH

EVERY CHANNEL

V.

BROOKS
COSTUMES
3 W«>t

$1., N.Y.C.-T.I. n. Ti 100

Maurice Seymaui
Photographer to
the Stars
announces the opening of his
new and larger studio

A survey by CBS shows as of last week 109 stations had come aboard
the radio network’s c-op newspaper ad campaign. Space plugging web
shows was used in 168 newspapers with a total lineage of 503,829 in¬
cluding most of the key markets.
At the network’s affiliate meet in Detroit last fall, -stations were
asked to take over the whole paid bundle. This produced a hassle
which resulted in CBS participating for 50%.
Deal for the release of a block of British pix on commercial tv, reported in Variety on Jan. 25, was negotiated by Television Program
Distributors, a British outfit headed by Vernon Burns, and not by
Television Programs of America, as stated.

Kansas City, Feb 7
.Springfield, Mo,,
180 . miles
southeast of here, which has here
tofore rested on its laurels as can!
ital of the Ozarks'Is now making
a new claim—the country music
television capital. Its the result of
the “Ozark Jubilee” which origi,
nates every Saturday. night from
the Jewell Theatre to the ABC net,
Town claims it originates more
tv country music shows than any
other city in the nation, with about
five hours a month to its credit.
That is making it a tourist mecca
larger than it ever dreamed of ai
the mere Ozark headquarters.
City officials and others admit
the show is the greatest tourist
attraction they ever had. Springfield already has voted to annex
territory as large as the city itself,
and has voted $21,000,000 in bonds
for various improvements. A Sat¬
urday night check by a reporter
from the Kansas City Star found
^visitors from Minneapolis, 700
miles away, in town to see the
show’
„

316,000 watts of V. H. r. power

_____ Continued from page 31

In last week’s story giving the latest Nielsen on NBC-TV’s “Justice”
compared to the opposing Sunday night CBS-TV “What's My Line,”
some figures were transposed.
The correct figures are: “Justice,”
15.8 with 31.7 audience share, and “Line,” 21.6, with 41.1 audience
share.
Story was intended to accent the relatively good standing of “Jus¬
tice” in the face of its cancellation by Herbert Tareyton Cigs to
funnel all program coin into print media.

Ozark Jubilee’ Gives
Springfield, Mo. New
Music Mecca Distinction

at 1715 BROADWAY
(at 54th St.)
New York City
Edythe Adams

CO 5-3133
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— continued from page 24 -

page ads to make the occasion
known to entire Delaware Valley
area.
Ceremonies kick off Monday (13)
at 7:30 a.m. *New call letters will
be WRCV and WRCV-TV. Frank
Blair in the New York studios by
remote pickup
will ’ introduce
Mayor Richardson Dilworth, of
Philadelphia, and Lloyd E. Yoder,
NBC veepee and general manager
of the chain’s new outlets.
Mayor will give Yoder keys to
city.
The KYW call letters will
be taken down and shipped to
Cleveland where they will be used
for the other two stations ‘in¬
volved in the NBC-Westinghouse
deal, KYW and KYW-TV. Entire
ceremonies will be simulcast.
Dave Garroway and his "Today”
troupe will arrive here for parade
skedded at 2:30 p.m. Listed for
the line of march are school bands,
mummers contingents, military
organizations, antique cars and
celebs from the network and local
outlets. Recreation Commissioner
Frederic E. Mann will ride in
parade with Garroway, who will
also be gifted with set of keys
to city.

hadio-television

'Sriety_

survive. In Corpus, the Court was
told during arguments for the
stays,,that KVDO-TV would lose its
network affiliation and cease opera¬
tions.
Similar indications were
given for stations in Madison,
Evansville and other cities.
In view of the Court action, it
can be expected that the Senate In¬
terstate Commerce Committee,
which was to resume hearings to¬
day (Tues.) on tv allocation prob¬
lems, will be subjected to even
greater pressure than heretofore
by the desperate plight of the ultra
highs. How that pressure will re¬
flect on the questioning1 of FCC
members and their handling of the
current allocation proceedings,
now marking time, is to be de¬
termined.

WRATHER GETS OKAY
ON YUMA CHANNEL
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
Jack Wrather has been given
clearance by the FCC for a tv
channel in Yuma, -Ariz., making
him one of the largest indie radio
and tv owners in the country.
Wrather 'owns radio station
WNEW, in N. Y.; KFMB tv and
radio, San Diego; has a license
for a UHF station in Boston which
he plans to build this yeA'r; and
has an application before the FCC
for a tv outlet in Corpus Christi,
Tex. Wrather is also on the board
of directors of Jock Whitney’s
KTOV in Tulsa, which he sold to
Whitney in 1953.

Official's 4-Star Buy
S Continued from page 31

rival (to Official) ABC Film Syndication*
Official does not get an operating production company out of the
deal, since all new Four Star produce is under the aegis of Four Star
Films. Instead, it will have a nonexclusive • "coproduction relationship” with Four Star Films. Latter company, which includes Ida
Lupino among its owners in addition to the other principals, was
formed this year as the successor
company to Four Star Productions
and Four Star Television in the

production
production field.
Entire, transaction
t
is .subject to
of Official’s stock¬
the approval
appro
holders, to
U whom It will be sub¬
in March. Stockhold¬
mitted early
ear
annual meeting last
ers at their
th<
the issuance
fall had authorized
j
additional shares of
of 1,000,000
1,000,01
stock to be used
Official common
co
acquisition of new product.
in the acq
The 695,000
695,0( shares will come out
authorized block. Official’s
of this aul
stock closed
close on the over-the-coun¬
ter market
marke1 Monday (6) at a $2 a
share bid, $2.50 asked.

From Tho Billboard, Feb. 4. 1956

“Fine Production
Tells Its Own Story
ARB Audience' Composition Studies
Network Situation Comedies

4 Out of Top 10
DECEMBER RATINGS

1. I LOVE LUCY, General Foods,
Procter & Gamble (CBS)
.

.

.

.

.

46.6

2. DECEMBER BRIDE, General
Foods (CBS)
.33.6
3. Honeymooners, Buick (CBS)."".

.

.

.

.

".

.

32.4

4. Life of Riley, Gulf. (NBC).30.1
5. Burns and Allen, Carnation
Milk, General Mills (CBS)

.28.0

6. OUR MISS BROOKS, General
Foods (CBS)
. . ..27.1
7. Phil Silvers, R. J. Reynolds,
Amana (CBS).26.9
8. Ozzie and Harriet, Telechron, Quaker Oats,
Hot Point (ABC)
. . . .... . .

9. THE LUCY SHOW, Dorothy Gray,
Lehn & Fink (CBS)
. . . .

,

10. Bob Cummings, R. J. Reynolds
(CBS)..
e

e

.

.

.

24.9

24.2
24.1

e

Among Women
6 Out of Top 10
including

I Love Lucy

December Bride

HMake Room for Daddy

Our Miss Brooks

It’s Always Jan

IMy Favorite Husband

Among Men
3 Out of Top 10
Love Lucy

Make Room for Daddy

December Bride

Desilu
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS
Billy. Eckstine: “Grapevine”“The Bitter With The Sweet’*
(RCA Victor). Billy Eckstine’s first
try for Victor is a money coupling.
Working with standout material
and topdrawer Hugo Winterhalter
arrangements, Eckstine looks like
a shoo-in for1 top-bracket slotting.
It’s a tossup as to whether the
rhythm side “Grapevine,” or the
ballad, “The Bitter With The
Sweet,” will set the pace, but
“Grapevine” may get the nod be¬
cause of its driving beat and de¬
livery.
Betty Ann Steele: “Mr. Wonderful”-“Never Do A Tango With An
Eskimo” (ABC-Paramount). New¬
comer Betty Ann Steele is up

lad item to carry her to the top
of the spinning heap. Although
“Such A Day” has already stirred
up some noise on the indie Deed
label, Miss Lynn’s warm and lilt¬
ing style should develop into the
more potent etching. “Unfaithful
You” is a moderate affair that gets
a likeable vocal treatment.
LaVern Baker: “Get Up Get
Up”-“My Happiness Forever”
(Atlantic). In her past few times
out on wax, LaVern Baker has
stirred up enough excitement to
get the majors rushing to cover—
and she’s held her own against the
competition. “Get Up Get Up” is
likely to start the same sort of ac¬
tion. It’s a breezy piece of mate-

and his
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
233d Consecutive Week
Arnffon Ballroom—Ocean Park, Cal.
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. EDT
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America

Best Bets
BILLY ECKSTINE .GRAPEVINE
(RCA Victor > .The Bitter With The Sweet
BETTY ANN STEELE .MR. WONDERFUL
(ABC-Paramount) .•• ....Never Do A Tango
HUGO & LUIGI .OUR MELODY
(Mercury) ....
Anywhere Is Home With You
VERA LYNN.SUCH A DAY
(London) .....Unfaithful You
LAVERN BAKER ;.GET UP GET UP
(Atlantic) . ...
.My Happiness Forever
DE JOHN SISTERS . HOTTA CHOCOLOTTA
(Epic) .The Man. With The Blue Guitar
against a lot of stiff competition on
“Mr. Wonderful,” title song from
the upcoming legituner, but her
high-powered workover may pull
her ahead of the crowd. Sarah
Vaughan’s Mercury slicing is also
one to watch, mainly on the
thrush’s deejay acceptance. And
don’t count out the Mello-Larks’
Epic etching. Jamie Dina’s lead
vocalizing makes it a dark horse
entry that may step out. On the
ABC-Paramount flip, Miss Steele
docs well by a cute novelty item,
“Never Do A Tango With An
Eskimo.”
Hugo & Luigi: “Our Melody”. “Anywhere Is Home With You”
(Mercury).
“Our Melody,1’ sub¬
titled “The Phonograph Song,” is
an attractive item with the kind
of lilt that makes it a natural for
solid jock and- juke -play. Hugo
(Peretti) & Luigi (Creatore) with
the help of their Family Singers,
turn in into a winner.
Art
Mooney’s orch with a vocal assist
from The Cloverleafs speed it up a
bit on the MGM label but it’ll nab
some of the spins. Hugo & Luigi
work over a pleasant ballad on the
Mercury reverse. The push, how¬
ever, belongs to “Our Melody.”
Vera Lynn: “Such A Day” - “Un¬
faithful You” (London).
Once
again Vera Lynn has a rich bal-

y&niETr

LAWRENCE WELK

rial which she captures on wax
with her captivating vocal vigor.
She'll probably have “My Happi¬
ness Forever” all to herself but
it’ll be strongest in the rhythm &
market only.
De John Sisters: “Hotta Chocolotta”-“The Man With The Blue
Guitar” ' (Epic).
“Hotta Chocolatta” is one of the best rhythmic
novelty items to come along in
some time and the De Johns sing
it for all its worth. It’s due to
come out of left field for a big
splash. Nothing too exciting about
“The Man With The Blue Guitar.”
Kay Thompson: *“Eloise”-“Just
One Of Those Things” (Cadence).
Tiein with Kay Thompson’s hot
selling book of the same name
should.give Miss Thompson’s disk¬
ing of “Eloise” a good spinning
start. -It’s-a cute item charmingly
worked out'by Miss'Thompson and
Archie Bleyer’s orch. She’s too
stylized on “Just One Of Those
Things” to* give the side’commer¬
cial meaning.
The Dream Weavers: “You’re
Mine”-“Into The Night” (Decca).
This .followup coupling to the
cljcko “It’s Almost Tomorrow”
should do okay for The Dream
Weavers, but it’s doubtful if either
side will do as much for. the group
as their first’ entry. Both sides

are unpretentious ballads neatly
rendered. “You’re Mine” looks to
get the more attention.
Kay Cee Jones: “Small Town”“Awaken My Lonely One” (Mar¬
quee). Kay Cee Jones has a good
chance to grab deejay attention
with her cut of “Small Town.”
Clever lyric matched with an oldfashioned shuffle beat gets a nifty
lighthearted reading.
Although
she does well with the ballad on
the reverse, it seems too heavy
for pop play. For the record, both
tunes are Las Vegas nitery origi¬
nals, “Small Town” from a Desert
Inn revue, and “Awaken My
Lonely One”, from a Moulin Rouge
revue.
Lou Busch: "11th Hour Melody”“The Charming Mademoiselle From
Paris, France” (Capitol).
The
rich, melodic strains of “11th Hour
Melody” is excellently spotlighted
by Lou Busch’s orch. Vocal is
also handled effectively by a choral
group.
It’ll give A1 Hibbler’s
Decca disking a run for the money.
Bottom deck is a gay little item
that rates some play.
Danny Thomas: “Nobody Knows
But The Lord”-“Little Miss Tippy
Toes” (Decca). “Nobody Knows
But The Lord’’ is a 1930 entry that
rated a disk revival because of a
showcasing on Danny Thomas’ tv
show a few weeks ago. That tele
showcasing will get it off to a
snappy start. It’s a zingy religioso
item which Thomas sings with lots
of pep'. “Little Miss Tippy Toes”
is a sentimental lullaby good only
for those Who like their disks
loaded with sugar.
Terry & The Macs: “Love Is A
Beautiful Thing”-“Baby - O-Mine”
(Continued on page 48)

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

( Nelson Riddle.Capital
' (Mitch Miller.Columbia

LISBON ANTIGUA (4)

. ( Dean Martin.-... . Capitol
" (Gale Storm .
Dot
. Kay Starr.Victor
.
Platters ..Mercury
f Dick Hyman Trio.MGM
. -j Les Paul-Mary Ford .... Capitol
L Hayman-August.Mercury

MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS (9)
ROCK AND ROLL WALTZ (5) .
GREAT PRETENDER (5) ..'.
MORITAT (1)
SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR (I)

.

BAND OF GOLD (6) ..

( Don Cherry.Columbia
’ ) Kit Carson..>. . . Capitol
( Rusty Draper .. ...Mercury
* ( Sheb Wooley . MGM .

ARE YOU SATISFIED (5)

Bill Haley's Comets

Decca

SIXTEEN TONS

(Tennessee Ernie Ford.. Capitol
.} Johnny Desmond. Coral
f Dream Weavers.Decca
IT’S ALMOST TOMORROW (9)
, -( Jo Stafford.Columbia
[David Carroll .Mercury

Second Croup
DUNGAREE DOLL ....

Eddie

CHAIN GANG ....

Bobby Scott.ABC-Par

SEVEN DAYS
.
f
.k*...(
HER
ALL AT ONCE YOU LOVE HER.’.
ANGELS IN THE SKY .
..

Crew-Cuts .Mercury
Dorothy Collins.Coral

GO

ON WITH THE WEDDING .

Fishej.Victor

Perry Como.Victor
Crew-Cuts

.Mercury

j Patti Page.Mercury
.(Kallen-Shaw.Decca

LOVE AND MARRIAGE ...
TENDER TRAP
TENDER
TRAP .
.

..

WOMAN IN LOVE ..

Frank Sinatra.Capitol
Frank Sinatra.Capitol

1 Frankie

Laine.Columbia
..(Four Aces.Decca

teen-age prater.(oh*?E:,;::::;::::;:
TEEN-AGE PRAYER

[Robbin Hood.MGM
lFigures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top

101

Stevot Allen: “Let’s Dance”
(Coral). This package is part of
the current Benny Goodman disk
avalanche, although BG isn’t rep¬
resented. Steve Allen, his cellu¬
loid counterpart, is, however, and
so are the tunes that BG made fa[ mous, so that should be enough to
keep the album moving on the
commercial level. Allen batons an
orch here and takes off on a flock
of keyboard licks with a relaxed
and easy-flowing jazz style.
Frankie
Laine-Buck
Clayton
Orch: “Jazz Spectacular” (Colum¬
bia). Pairing of Frankie Laine and
the Buck Clayton orch is solid disk
programming. They work excel¬
lently together, bringing a lively
jazz feeling to the 10 numbers that
round out the package. Vocal and
tootling styles are topnotch all the
way through. Repertoire includes
such tasty musical dishes as “Baby,
Baby All The Time,” “S’posin,”
“Taking A Chance On Love” and
“Stars Fell On Alabama.”
Vicki Benet: “Women of Paris”
(Decca).
French thrush Vicki
Benet gets a pleasing quality into
her songs and she delivers with a
sympathetic understanding of lyric
values, whether they’re in French
or English. She bi-linguals “Au¬
tumn Leaves,” “It’s Nice To Have
A Man Around The House” and
“Parlez-Moi D’Amour” neatly, and
she makes the all-French versions
of “Domino” and “Pigalle” sound
attractive. The cover photo, show¬
ing plenty of cleavage, won’t hurt
the album sales.
' Georgie Auld: “Misty” (Coral).
One of the top tenor sax men
around today, Georgie Auld has
this 12-inc'h LP all to himself. It’s
a natural for the Auld admirers
but it’s also solid value for those
who dig expert craftsmanship

served with taste and imagination
Auld brings new musical values tri
such w.k. tunes as “Misty,” “Sum
mertime;” “The' Touch of Yon^
Lips” and “Tenderly.”
our
Among the recent jazz albums
of note are the Grand Award la¬
bel’s “Dixieland Jazz.” For this
set the Bobby Byrne orch and the
Will Bradley orch have surrounded
themselves with topflight sidemen
to beat out the dixieland tempo on
a flock of representative tunes. A
David Stone Martin original, “Jazz
Band,” highlights the cover ... On
an Angel 10-inch LP, “French
Tohst,” three Gallic cats, Christian
Chevalier, Guy Lafitte and Andre
Persiany, lead their orchs through
some high-spirited items . . . Jazz
critic Leonard Feather has pro¬
duced a “Hot vs. Cool” package for
MGM featuring dixielander Jimmy
McPartland in one corner and bopster Dizzy Gillespie. Each plays
the same tunes in their own style,
Some of the tunes covered are
“Indiana,” “How High The Moon”
and “Muskrat, Ramble.” Jazztone
Society has an interesting LP in
“New Sounds in Swing.” Set fea¬
tures Joe Newman and Billy Bey¬
ers heading a cool combo. It’s all
strictly in the modern groove.

'SOPHOCLES' ON WAY
Tom Scott’s musicaliza.tion of
Jim Moran’s book, “Sophocles The
Hyena,” is due for the U.S. platter
market via the Unicorn label. Work,
which is in the “Peter The Wolf”
genre, is being etched in Vienna
with Moran doing the narration.
It was originally performed in
New York by the N.Y. Philhar¬
monic with Burl Ives narrating.

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc:, Dr. John Gray Peatmant
Director. Alphabetically listed.
* Legit musical.
t Film<

Survey Week of Jan. 27-Feb. 2, 1956
A Teen Age Prayer ..La Salle
■ A Woman- in Love:—t“Guys and Dolls”.... Frank
All At Once You Love Her—*“Pipe Dream”.Williamson
Arriverderci Roma .H&R
Ask Me .ABC
Autumn Leaves ..Ardmore
(Baby, Baby) Be Good to Me ...BVC
Band of Gold .Ludlow
Dungaree Dolt.... • .Marks
Everybody's Got a Home But Me—*“Pipe Dream” Williamson
Forever, Darling—t“Forever, Darling” ..
Miller
Great Pretender.....Panther
Helen of Troy—1 “Helen of Troy” ....Harms
Innamorata .....Paramount
It’s Almost Tomorrow .Northern
Lisbon Antigua .Southern
Little Child ...Morris
Little Mistakes .......BVC
Love and Marriage .Barton
Lullaby of Birdland ..Patricia
Memories Are Made of This ..Montclare
Memories of You—1“Benny Goodman Story”...Shapiro-B
Moritat—*“Three Penny Opera” .Harms
Next Time It Happens—*“Pipe Dream”.Williamson
Rock and Roll Waltz ....Sheldon
Rose Tattoo—1 “Rose^Tattoo” .Paramount
Sing, You Sinners—f‘T’11 Cry Tomorrow” .Famous
Sixteen Tons ...American
Sure .....Witmark
Tender Trap—t“Tender Trap” .... Barton
Valley Valparaiso .
..Broadcast
Vino Vino—t“Rose Tattoo” .Paramount

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties) ■
A Tear Fell ... Progressive
A Woman in Love—1“Guys and Dolls” .. Frank
All At Once You Love Her—*“Pipe Dream” .Williamson
Angels in the Sky ..
Ridgeway
Autumn Leaves ...
Ardmore
Bible Tells Me So.Paramount
Bo Weevil .....Reeds
Dungaree Doll .Marks
Great Pretender ...Panther
He ...Avas
Heart You Break May Be Your Own.Four Star
I Hear You Knocking .Commodore
It’s Almost Tomorrow ...Northern
Kickin’ the Blues Around...Modern
Lipstick and Candy,and Rubbersole Shoes .Jimskip
Lisbon Antigua .Southern
Love and Marriage ... Barton
' Love Is Many-Splendored—t“Love Is Splendored”.. Miller
Marry A Rich Woman .Cadenza
Memories Are Made of This...JMontclare
Mr. Wonderful—*“Mr. Wonderful” .Laurel
Moritat—*“Three Penny Opera” .Harms
No, Not Much .Beaver
Only You .
Wildwood
Rock and Roll Waltz .Sheldon
Rose Tattoo-—1“Rose Tattoo”...Paramount
Sing, You Sinners—t“I'll Cry Tomorrow”.Famous
Sixteen Tons .American
Suddenly There’s a Valley .Warman-H&f
Tender Trap—1“Tender Trap” .Barton
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MUSIC BIZ ON PUBLISHER KICK
Disk Retailer, Customer Never Had It
So Good; Bargains to Boom Business
The disk customer and retailer- ►
have never had it so good. Diverse
programs by RCA Victor and Co¬ ‘Shamrock & Champagne’
lumbia are now giving the biggest
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
bargains since the end of the war
Lawrence Welk’s next album
and these are expected to boom 1 for Coral will be released on
business this year to an alltime
St. Patrick’s day.
high.
Package features the Cham¬
pagne Music orchestra in a
Columbia’s club plan, launched
*
series
of familiar Irish themes.
last year, has been responsible for
It was recorded over a three
sparking competitive plans. It’s no
day
period
last week in a rush
accident that RCA Victor’s new
to get the material ready to
program, based on the sale of cou¬
give
the
label
plenty of time
pons by the retailers, has been
for packaging, exploitation
tagged "Counter-Attack,” Victor
and
distribution
by March 17.*>
plan, which is currently being
Album is tagged "Shamrock
tested in three markets across the
and
Champagne.”
country, gives the disk customer
$25 worth of merchandise for only
$3.98 in a setup which works ex¬
clusively through the dealers with
a device to bring the customers into
the stores at least once a month'
. through bargain disk prices.
.Victor has frankly aimed its
coupon plan at Columbia’s club
idea ■which does not necessarily
work through the retailer, Colum¬
bia, on the other hand, has upped
the opening giveaway on its club
plan with a. three-disk cuffo as the
The title song is again becom¬
gambit to subscribers. In short,
both Victor and Columbia are offer¬ ing the key to the promotion of
legituners
via the wax market.
ing nothing but bargains to the
Both publishers and producers are
custoiners.'
eager
for
that title song plug,
The retailers are also sitting
relatively pretty. Not only has bus¬ figuring it will help establish the
iness been steadily climbing over name of the production and build
the past few years, but the retailers b.o. return as a results
Two of this spring’s upcoming
(Continued on page 48)
musical offerings are already on a
title tune binge,' Leading, off is
"Mr. Wonderful,” score by Jerry
Boch, Larry Holofcenner and
George Weiss. Publisher Tommy
Valando pitched the title tune to
the disk companies first and al¬
ready five different groovings are
making the rounds of the dee jay
tiimtablesr
The case of "The Happy Wand¬
Release date of the title song
erer” is not quite closed yet be¬ was set for about six weeks before
cause a case of the shingles has the musical’s Broadway preem.
gotten iri* the way. Bosworth Ltd., Other songs from the show will
British publishing firm, won a mo¬ wait until the title tag gets its full
tion in N.Y. Supreme Court last spinning ride.
week to set aside a $105,980 judg-"
Frank Loesser is. playing the
ment made Jan. 16 in favor of Hill same game for his "The Most Hap¬
& Range on the grounds that firm’s py Fella” score. Loesser, who pub¬
topper. A. F. Bosworth could not lishes also via his own Frank Music
appear at the trial in New York firm, plans to open up the restric¬
because he was suffering from the tion dates on the score on the title
after-effects of an attack c)f song first. His tuner is slated for a
shingles, non-medical jargon for Broadway opening in May and it’s
Herpes Zoster.
expected that the diskings of the
Justice James B. M. McNally title tune wilt be given the greengranted move to set aside the judg¬ light well in advance of the preem.
ment providing defendant’s post a Waxings of the other tunes will
bond of $105,980. Judge also, set have to wait their turn.
March 5 for a rehearing of the
Best example of a title song’s
case.
impact on the box office in recent
In granting the stay Justice Mc¬ years has been Harold Rome’s
Nally doubted that Bosworth’s "Wish You Were Here.” Legit
personal appearance was nepessary circles openly credited the clicko
in the case and even if it were the disking made by Eddie Fisher on
defendants have failed to estab¬ the RCA Vivtor label for boosting
lish with reasonable certainty Bos- the show’s b.o. take. Such later
worth’s physical inability to at¬ legituner title songs as "Silk
tend the trial.
Stockings” and "Fanny” didn’t
Hill & Range brought suit against mean much in the* wax market but
Bosworth over "The Happy Wand¬ they did get a good share of in¬
erer” tune. H&R claimed that it itial spinning play.
had negotiated with the British
firm for the U.S. rights to the song,
and that after, a firm deal was
made, Bosworth turned the song
over to Sam Fox Music. Justice
Irving H. Saypool handed down the
decision favoring Hill & Range.
Publisher Jack Robbins is mull¬
ing an operatic version of Harriet
Beecher Stowe’s "Uncle Tom’s
Cabin.” Robbins believes that an
opera with a new treatment of the
book could be used for overseas
presentation a la "Porgy and
Bess.”
Two veteran jazz musicians have
Although no librettist or com¬
filed a $100,000 invasion of privacy
duit against CBS-TV oyer their poser has yet been set, Robbins is
portrayal on a "You Are There” talking to Negro poet Langston
episode depicting the Original Hughes for the book and Morton
Dixieland Jazz Band. Musicians, Gould and Leonard' Bernstein for
Eddie Edwards and Tony Sbarbo, the score.
Meantime, Robbins picked up
claim the Sept. 5, 1954 program
portrayed them unlawfully and the renewal rights to Harry M.
without their consent, and that Woods’ "We Just Couldn’t Say
this constitutes an invasion of the Goodbye” for his Words & Music
rights of privacy. Suit was . filed in publishing firm.
N.Y. Supreme Court.
WING PACTS PARIS
CBS-TV moved to dismiss, on
Chicago, Feb. 7.
the grounds plaintiff had failed to
Jackie Paris has been signed by
file a bill of particulars, and also
because the program was a docu¬ Wing Records.
His first release on the label will
mentary and showed their contri¬
be "Heart of Gold” and "Indiana.”
butions to4he-field-of jazzi •

Title Song Keys
Tuner Plugging;
Legiters Pleased

$105,980 ‘Happy

ROBBINS MULLS OPERA
VERSION OF‘UNCLE TOM’

2 Musicians File 100G
Suit for TV Invasion’

Olman Quits Big Three Mgr. Post;
Scopp Seen as ASCAP Board Sub
t In a surprise move, Abe Olman
resigned his veepee and general
Practically everybody is now
Everything An Angle
manager posts at the Bigi> Three
getting into the music publishing
(Robbins, Feist & Miller) last week..
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
act. In the past few years the pub¬
He’s also checking out of the
Dinah Shore, recalling her
lisher-member rosters of both the
ASCAP board of directors.
experience on her Eastern
trek a. few weeks ago, dis¬
American Society of Composers,
It’s
expected
tha't
Mickey
closed that she had kiddingly
Scopp, Big Three’s administrative
Authors & Publishers and Broad¬
been suggested as a candidate
veep,
will
automatically
take
over
cast Music Inc. have swelled with
for president. As might be
Olman’s publisher member seat on
the addition of newly organized
expected, the remark touched
the
ASCAP
board
to
fill
out
the
firms.
off a political argument, dur¬
term which has another year to
Accelerated pace of the firm¬
ing which the singer empha¬
run. (Board members are elected
forming stems primarily from the
sized her belief that a twoeve y two years.) Scopp’s ASCAP
desire of cleffers, disk artists, re¬
party system is vital.
seat will depend on approval by
cording firms and even artists &
"Of course it is.” supported
the rest of the board.
repertoire chiefs to get their share
her musical director Harry
The three firms’1 will be run au¬
of the publisher gravy. Major
Zimmerman. "You can’t have
tonomously until a new general
companies like Capitol, Columbia
just one party. Why, that
manager is brought in. According
and Decca openly operate their
would be like having only one
to Charles Moskowitz, veep at
own publishing ventures and when¬
arrangement of ‘Blue Room.’ ”
Loew’s, Big Three’s parent com¬
ever a new indie disk company is
pany, he has no replacement in
formed, there’s usually a publish¬
mind yet. The firms are profession¬
ing firm to go along with it.
al-managed by Murray Baker (Rob¬
On the a&r end, it’s the estab¬
bins), Norman Foley (Feist), and
lished publishers who’ve been
Lester Sims (Miller). Trad esters
bringing them into the fold.
believe, however, that a topper
Anxious to get tunes put on wax,
will have to be brought in soon
the publishers have been forming
to handle negotiations with film
subsid firms for the a&r boys so
companies on musical scores, for¬
they, too, can cop some of the
eign acquisitions, etc.
royalty and performance coin.
Although the step-out caught the
Some a&r men have even set up
trade off guard, Olman claims that
their own firms with no other pub¬
he’s been considering retirement
lisher ties and have hired men to
Columbia Records test in the for the past several years. He’s
run it for them.
Cleveland area on a modification going off on an extended vacation
The disk artists, too, are hot on of its disk club program has got¬ and has no plahs for the immediate
running their own firms. Some¬ ten joff to a winging start. In* the future. Olman has been with the
times it’s to their own detriment, first two weeks of the campaign, Big Three for 20 years, the last
though. Several top artists won’t which was kicked off Jan. 23, more 10 of which in the capacity of v.p.,
record anything unless the tune is than 900 new club members have general manager and ASCAP
put into their own firm, while been enlisted by Cleveland area board member. He took over the
others limit their hit chances by dealers.
latter three spots when Jack Rob¬
John Cohen, Columbia’s Cleve. bins ended liis ties with the Loew’s
insisting that one of their own
distributor, primed the promotion operation.
tunes gets on the coupling.
Formation of subsid publishing via advertising on television, radio,
Only Big Three staffer now left
companies is now being used by newspapers and streamers on the from the Robbins’ regime is Berestablished publishers as a lure to local buses. Ad budget ran close nie Prager, firm’s sales _ manager.
get exclusive cleffer deals; A pub¬ to $3,500. .The. Cleveland drive Steve Levitt, Big Three’s longtime
lisher sets Up a firm for a writer will run for another month. Col production manager, retired sev¬
with the understanding that every¬ plans similar campaigns on a city- eral months ago.
thing the tunesmith writes goes by-city basis, with Pittsburgh like¬
into the new firm in which they ly as the next stop.
Main points of the modified
share. Recently a- publisher tagged
a lyricist to a deal and formed a disk club program are the three
cuffo
bonus disks given new mem¬
firm for. him. A few weeks later
he nabbed a melody writer and bers for joining the club and the
revised
enlistment coupon. When
established another firm.
When
club was launched last sum¬
the lyricist and composer decided the
mer,
the
bonus plan called for one
to write together, the publisher disk for joining
and additional cuf¬
was forced to open still another fo disk for each two LPs bought
firm to hold their joint efforts.
Hugo Winterhalter has inked a
during the course of the year. Re¬
There seems to be no end in I vised plan now gives the member new five-year contract with RCA
sight.
the three bonus disks "in front” Victor. It’s reported that the pact
for a commitment to buy four rec¬ calls for a $60,000 per year base
pay in his triple capacity as musi¬
ords a year.
The revised coupon gives the cal director in the pop artists &
dealer a better chance to pick up repertoire division, arranger and
credit for new members. Club’s recording artist.
kickoff last summer stirred up a
He’s also in for a royalty deal
lot of dealer protests that the club on his own single and album etch¬
was taking away its customers. The ings, which has brought his income
Billy Eckstine’s first release for new coupon brings the potential up in the -past several years to be¬
RCA Victor has stirred up a hassle member into the store to pick up tween $85,000 and $110,000 annu¬
ally. New pact is a firm five-year
between the rival publishers on the three bonus platters.
deal with no options.
the coupling.
Winterhalter has been with Vic¬
In a move to get there firstest with
tor for the past six years. New deal
the mostest, Phil Kahl, who has
was
negotiated between Milt Ebthe "Grapevine” side, got hold of
bins, Winterhalter’s personal man¬
a dub and rushed close to 50
ager,
and Larry Kanaga, diskery’s
copies of his tune to key disk joc¬
George Gobel is moving into the
keys around the country early last publishing business with a Famous- v.p. and general operations man¬
ager.
week. When Mickey-Glass, of Ron- Paramount Music affiliation. New
com Music, who has the flip, "The
will be tagged Gomalco Pub¬
Bitter With The Sweet,” got wind firm
lishing.
of the Kahl drive, he wired the
First
tunes in the firm will be
deejays: "In a few days you will
score for the upcoming Gobel
receive the new Billy Eckstine re¬ the
Paramount
pic starrer, "The Birds
cording which I think is a. greatHollywood, Feb. 7.
two-sided record. My side, ‘The and the Bees,” penned by Harry
Warren
and
Mack David. Gobel,
Bitter With the Sweet’ is a won¬
Joe Delaney and Buck Ram have
derful ballad. You probably have who was launched as a tele comic, joined forces to launch Delancyreceived
dub of the other side is also taking a crack at the disk Ram Associates, a new personal
sent you by the publisher. He feels market via the RCA Victor label. management firm which will also
that his side needs a head start
offer affiliated services. Outfit
and I agree with him!”
starts off with a stable of'jazz and
SINATRA REVERSE TWIST
rhythm & blues acts including The
Victor’s regular deejay copies of
Platters, Dukes of Dixieland, Eddie
the Eckstine etching went out late
Actor Vince Edwards Yens
Fontaine, The Penguins, The Colts,
last week.
Role as Singer
Sam Butera, Shirley Gunther and
the Blockbusters.
Hollywood. Feb. 7.
Vince Edwards, currently being
Delaney will continue as a con¬
Big Band Background
touted as one of the hot new act¬ sultant for Cadence Records in
On Ella’s 1st For Verve ing prospects, wants to branch out addition to his chores in DclaneyElla Fitzgerald will get the big as a singer.
Ram and Ram will continue his
band background treatment for her
Thesp Will cut four sides this tunesmithing. He’s had "Only
first album for Verve, Norman week with Buddy Bregman baton¬ You,” "The Great Pretender” and
Granz’s new label. Singer switched ing a 22-piece .band. It will be an "Adorable” during the past year.
to the Granz stable last month after indie session but Bregman hopes
In addition to handling the tal¬
many years with Decca.
to be able to peddle the masters to ent, firm will have legal and ac¬
counting
services available in both
Initial package features Miss one of the major firms. Edwards
Fitzgerald with a 30-piece orchestra has key roles in three upcoming New York and Los Angeles offices,
which
will
be opened around
batoned
by
Buddy
Bregman,. films,, "Serenade,” "Be$ pf Fear”
April 1.
and "Hit and Run.”
Verve’s a&r chief.1

Col Disk Club Plan
Is Off to Winging
Start Out in Cleve.

Lush New Victor,
Winterhalter Pact

Eckstine’s 1st Victor
Release Stirs Hassle
Between Rival Pubs

GOBELSETSPUBBERY;
BOWING ON DISKS TOO

Joe Delaney, Buck Ram
Into Management Biz
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Album Rights To
‘High Society’Pic
Proving a Poser
Current disk company poser is
who’s going to. get.the soundtrack
album rights to the Metro filmusical “High Society." Disk circles
consider the track rights a hot
property, since the pic will have
more fiian 10 new tunes by Cole
Porter and a cast that headlines
Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby, Grace
Kelly and Louis Armstrong.
Problem of any one company
moving in fast for the rights stems
from contractual commitments of
three of the aforementioned names.
Sinatra is pacted to Capitol, Crosby
to Decca, and Louis Armstrong
records for Decca with occasional
shots for Columbia. Also sitting on
the sidelines U MGM Records,
which usually gets the soundtrack
rights to filmusicals but of the
Metro lot.
In the past when similar con¬
tractual difficulties got in the way,
the disk companies involved ar¬
ranged mutual exchange deals or
waived the rights for the special
instance. Most recent example of
a diskery getting a greenlight for
a soundtrack set by rival com¬
panies is Decca’s album of “The
Benny Goodman Story." Decca had
to get an okay from Columbia for
the use of Buck Clayton and Harry
James and a clearance from Norgran for Lionel Hampton, Teddy
Wilson and Gene Krupa.
. Tradesters are wondering, how¬
ever, if the dickering on “High
Society" will be that simple.

Late Elliott Shapiro Was
An Expert on Americana,
- Also on Copyright Law
Sudden death of Elliott Shapiro,
60, of a cerebral hemorrhage in
New York last Thursday (2)
marked finis to a 40-year associa¬
tion with his uncle, Louis Bern¬
stein, in the Shapiro, Bernstein
publishing operation. (Bernstein
was vacationing in Florida at the
time of the death, but returned to
New York immediately for the ser¬
vices Sunday).
Shapiro was the son of the firm’s
founder, the late Maurice Shapiro,
and became an expert in musical
Americana as well as copyright
law. He also made frequent over¬
seas hops prowling foreign mate¬
rial for U. S. showcasing. In 1953,
for example, he picked up “Oh,
Mein Papa" and turned it into a
hefty U. S. hit via RCA Victor’s
Eddie Fisher waxing.
He was known in the music biz
for his collection of musical Amer¬
icana, which includes a copy of
the first edition of “The Star Span¬
gled Banner." In addition he was
the author, in collaboration with
Harry Dichter, of the book, “Early
merican Sheet Music—Its Lure
ind Its Lore” (covering the period
.768-1889), published in 1941.
A songwriter who asked not to
be identified spoke . Monday to
Variety of. Shapiro’s “respect for
the craft” and his “perfectionism
in polishing manuscripts. His in¬
terest first was in good songs rath¬
er than worrying about deals and
angles."
Elliott Shapiro was beli’eved to
have a heart condition for some
time but never slowed down. His
death throws executive burden to
his uncle, now over 80, who’ll con¬
tinue firm with Dick Vollter.
Surviving are his wife, two
daughters, his mother and an aunt,
Rae Bernstein, who is associated
with the publishing firm.

P

Mills Inks Dankworth,
Brit, Batoner, as Cleffer
London, Jan. 31.
Mills Music has closed a deal
With bandleader Johnny Dank¬
worth by which the pubbery con¬
trols the publication rights of all
the batoner’s originals.
Dankworth, who records for
Capitol, has already waxed a few
works which will be published and
exploited by Mills on both sides
of the Atlantic.
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RETAIL DISK AND ALDOM BEST SELLERS
-~y&RIETY
Survey. of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in
22 cities .and showing com¬
parative sales rating for tnis
and last week.

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.
1

1
2

3

3

2

4

4

5

5

6

9

7

7

8

6

9

8

10 A 10
10B
11

12
13
14

16

15

21

16A 16
16B 24
13

18
19
20

15

21A 16
21B 19
23A 12
23B
25
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Artist, Label, Tit!e

ElE

PLATTERS (Mercury)
“Great Pretender"...
NELSON RIDDLE (Capitol)
“Lisbon Antigua".
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)
“Memories Are Made of This".
KAY STARR (Victor)
“Rock and Roll Waltz".
TENN. ERNIE FORD (Capitol)
“Sixteen Tons".
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“No, Not Much".
HALEY’S COMETS (Decca)
“See You Later, Alligator”....
DON CHERRY (Columbia)
“Band of Gold".
DREAM WEAVERS (Decca)
“It’s Almost Tomorrow" .
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“Dungaree Doll".
LES BAXTER (Capitol)
“Poor People of Paris".......
BOBBY SCOTT (ABC-Par)
“Chain Gang".
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“Tutti Frutti".
TEEN AGERS (Gee)
“Why Do Fools Fall in Love"..
DICK HYMAN TRIO (MGM)
“Moritat" .. .
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
“Woman in Love"..
PLATTERS (Mercury)
“Only You".
GALE STORM (Dot)
“I Hear You Knocking".
MANHATTAN BROS, (London)
“Lovely Lies". ; ....
BLUE STARS (Mercury)
“Lullaby of Birdland”.
CREW-CUTS (Mercury)
“Angels in the Sky”.
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
“Love and Marriage”.
AL HIBBLER (Decca)
“He" ..
CADILLACS (Josie)
“Speed-G” .
RUSTY DRAPER (Mercury)
“Are You Satisfied”.

1
OKLAHOMA!

2
GUYS AND

SOA 595
FDM 1, 2-595

2

3

8

2

2

7

3

4

8

5

1

1

1

3

7

2

7

5

2

6

5

4

5

4

3

3

3

10

3

6

8

2

7

7

4

10

6

6

5

6

6

1

7

4

8

5

9

8

3

9

8

5

8

1

6

1

6

5

2

4

1

2

3

2

3 170

3

1

3

4

1

3

4

2

1

1

7

1 167

2

2

2

3

6

7

7

3

3

2

3
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2

4

3

1

2

2

6

8

4

8

4

5 145

10

7

4

6

5

9

4

80

3

1

10

4

9

6

8

5

7
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4

8

4

9

6

10

9

5

1

8

5
Z

9

5

9

5

1

8

2
9

4

6

7

5

4

9

7
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6
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6

7

68

1

9
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10
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9
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6

5

13

7

3
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MUSIC TO

First off in the winter season’s
jazz concert package binge is
“Birdland Stars of '56,” which teed
its month-long tour at New York’s
Carnegie Hall with Friday and
Saturday (3-4) midnight bashes. An
out-of-town break-in was held
early Friday evening at the Coun¬
ty Center, White Plains, N. Y.
Show is a stretched-out Birdland, N. Y. jazz nitery, bill. It’s a
mixture of the cool, the swing and
the pop and there’s enough in it
to please the cats and squares some
of the time. Headliners Sarah
Vaughan, A1 Hibbler and Count
Basie should bring in the biz in
the hinterlands,- and featured Bud
Powell Trio, Johnny Smith and
Lester Young will lure the slick¬
ers. Friday’s Carnegie bash pulled
in a three-quarter house but the
repeat midnighter on .Saturday
went SRO.
After a swinging Basie start with
“Ble-blop Blues" and “Red Top,"
show falls into a modern groove
with the Bud Powell Trio and Ea^tWest Jazz Septet. There’s too much
of a sameness in their attacks and
each would be more effective if
spotted farther apart. All the
others come off solidly, however.

9

4

4

‘Birdland Stars of ’56’
Bows Winter Season’s
Jazz Concert Binge

2

3

NAME

W 694
EDM 694

1

1

JULIE IS HER

Capitol

1

4

Film Soundtrack

Decca
DL 9023
ED 2308

4

3

Film Soundtrack

Capitol

4

1

CAROUSEL

DOLLS
Film Soundtrack

2

CHANGE HER

Liberty
LRP 3006

6

7

8

9

10

SO SMOOTH

MARK TWAIN

CHAMPAGNE

IN THE WEE,

STUDENT

MUSIC

SMALL HOURS

PRINCE

Lawronco Wolk

Frank Sinatra

Mario Lanxa

Porry Como

Harry Bolaf^nto

Jackio Gloaton

Victor

Victor

Capitol
W 632 „
EBF, 1, 2-632

LPM 1085
EPB 1085

LPM 1022

Coral
CRL 56088

EPB 1022

EC 81099

MIND
Julio London

1

Johnny Smith’s slick guitaring and
Lester Young’s torrid tenor-saxing
had the aud jumping. In the warb¬
ling department Sarah Vaughan,
A1 Hibbler and Basie vocalist Joe
Williams stick to their disclicks
and break it up. Miss Vaughan
does it with “C’est La Vie” and
“Mr. Wonderful,” Hibbler with
“Unchained Melody" and “He" and
Williams with “Every Day.”
Package is set through Feb. 27,
with the Gale Agency handling the
bookings.
Gros.

Gloria Mann With Decca;
Ditto Kallman, Estes
Decca has expanded its artists’
roster with three new signings in
the last few days. Diskery' has
added Gloria Mann, who has been
making some noise on the indie
label circuit.
Label has also added Dick Kall¬
man, a nitery singer, and Don
(Estes, an Oklahoma product.
Brit. Pluggers Reelect Prez
London, Jan. 31.
JLeslie Osborne has been re¬
elected chairman of the Music
Publishers’ Contact Personnel
Assn.
Tommy Hudson was elected sec¬
retary and Sidney Coleman treas¬
urer.
7

500 MEMBERS, 489 WORK!
MPCA Employment Big;
Renewed Chicago Interest
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
Only 11 of Music -Publishers
Contactmen’s Assn.’s 500 members
are now out of work, prexy Bob
Miller reported last week. This
figure is expected to evaporate too,
since publishers are beginning to
show renewed interest in Chicago.
Southern is sending Jack Perrin to
open an office there, and others
are indicated to follow suit.
Miller didn’t comment but ap¬
parently interest in Chicago stems
from launching Bally Records
there. Understood jukebox label’s
topper Jimmy Hilliard is also plan¬
ning to open a pair of pubberies to
operate in conjunction with the
diskery.

Donahue’s Diskery
Orch leader A1 Donahue is
launching his own indie disk firm,
to be called Aldon Records. Dona¬
hue will record for the label a£
well as thrush Charlene Barclay.
Frank Walsh will handle the artists
& repertoire chores.
Meantime, Donahue will con¬
tinue to hold down the podium at
Boston's Hotel Statler until* June.

Capitol

Victor

W 581‘
EBF 1, 2-581

LM 1837 /
ERB 1837'

Pan-Am Must Stand Trial
On ‘JATP’ Racial Charge
In Appeals Court Rule
Pan-American World Airways
was the loser in a U.S. Court of
Appeals decision in favor of Nor¬
man Granz, jazz impresario, and
members of his “Jazz at the Phil¬
harmonic'-’ • troupe iirclTrdirTj^Ella
Fitzgerald. Granz filed suit vs.
Pan-Am in July, 1954, after sev¬
eral Negro members of “JATP"
were
allegedly
discriminated
against because of their color on
a flight from San Francisco to Syd¬
ney, Australia, on July 19, 1954.
Following a District Court’s dis¬
missal of the case without trial in
July, ’55, Granz took the case to
the U.S. Court of Appeals. The
Court ruled in favor of Granz and
the case will now stand trial. Jo¬
seph Calderon, of Bergerman &
Hourwich, was the attorney for
Granz and the other plaintiffs.

Prefers ‘Sustaining’ BBC
London, Feb. 7.
Bandleader Bill Cotton has signed
an exclusive agreement with the
British Broadcasting Co. for three
years.
Cotton, a top air band, had been
appearing on the commercial net¬
work, but he now switches over.
Will be strictly “sustaining."
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Added Mileage To Tones Via Mchdse.
Tieins; Big Royalty Percentage
Music publishers are getting*
added mileage on their tunes via'
rnercliahdising tieins. In working
out deals with the manufacturers,
the publishers come in for a good
royalty percentage and the item
Jack Rpbbins, through his J.J.
to be marketed is usually instru¬
mental in keeping the song alive. Robbins Inc. music firm, will pub¬
Latest publisher - manufacturer lish the score to a new musical,
entente was "worked out last week “Frenchman Desire Good Chil¬
between E. B. Marks Music and dren,” now in the blueprint stage.
the Sayco Doll Co. for the Marks’ Pat Coleman will do the book with
tune “Dungaree Doll.” Sayco is Cy Coleman writing the music.
manufacturing. 50,000 dungaree The lyricist has not been set at
dolls on its first runy to be peddled this point.
at $5 each. The doll will be garbed
The vet publisher is also becom¬
in dungarees and an orange sweat¬ ing active in the folio field again.
er emblazoned with a big “D.”
RCA Victor, which has the clicko
disk of the tune with Eddie Fisher, Ralph Williams Upped
will tie in with the department
stores around the country carry¬
In Victor Custom Div.
ing the doll.
"
In another revamping of RCA
General Music, Paul Kapp’s firm, Victor’s custom record division
Is now working on a manufactur¬ exec setup, Ralph C. Williams has
ing tieup for its new children’s been named manager of custom
song, “Slovenly Peter.” Firm is product and sales planning a new
arranging for the manufacture of post. Recently Emmett B. Dunn
raggedy dolls based on the old was named manager of custom
German folk character. World record administration.
rights to the tune,, incidentally,
Williams had been a salesman
have been turned over to South¬ in the custom recoid division
ern Music. Tune will be released which • presses disks for other la¬
shortly by Columbia with Ricky bels and industrial users of plat¬
Zahnd.
ters for promotional purposes.
In recent years several publish¬
ers have developed the manufac¬
Alan G. Langenus has joined the
turing tieup into a big payoff, as sales and educational department
witness the merchandising splash of Mills Music.
of such tunes as “The Ballad of
Davy Crockett” and “Rudolph, The
Red-Nosed Reindeer.”

GERMAN JAZZ KICK;
PREP FILM SH«RTS
Frankfurt, J
7.
German jazz, once hea
con¬
demned by Hitler as symptomatic
of “the decadence of America,”
has come ahead by leaps, bounds
and heavy hot notes since the
war’s end.
Now Residenz Films of Munich
is planning to make a series of five
shorts entitled, “Jazz in Germany,”
and it announces that, despite
Hitler’s earlier comments, . these
films are “culture and documen¬
tary” shorts. Idea is to show that
Germany, jazz-wise, is just as ad¬
vanced as the rest of the. musical
world.

Kahl Ups Contactman
Staff For Two Firms
Phil Kahl, who heads up Patricia-Kahl and Planetary Music
firms, is expanding his contactman
staff. Julie Losch has been set to
head up the Coast office while Joe
Dracca takes over in Chicago. Mel
Turoff works with Kahl out of the
New York base.
Firms are currently riding with
“Why Do Fools Fall In Love” and
“Grapevine.”
EARL HINES TO FANTASY
Earl Hines has joined the indie
Fantasy label. The vet jazzster’s
first album release for Fantasy
Will be “Fatha Plays Fats,” a sa¬
lute to the late Fats Waller.
Also added to the Fantasy line¬
up last week was Brew Boore,
tenor man in the modern jazz
groove..,

Collins’ Disk Rhubarb
Cues ‘No Dubs Handouts’
Rule By Coral’s Thiele
Publishers won’t be getting any
more advance pressings from Coral
Records. Bob Thiele, Coral’s artists
& repertoire chief, is clamping
down on the handing out of dubs,
disk lingo for advanee pressings,
after running into a rhubarb on
a Dorothy Collins cut of “Mr. Won¬
derful.”
Thiele had put the “Mr. Won¬
derful” side into the groove several
months ago but was holding up
release while riding high with a
previous etching, “Seven Days.”
Meantime, however, Thiele had
given Tommy Valando, publisher
of “Mr. Wonderful,” title song of
the upcoming Broadway tuner, a
dub to audition for the show’s pro¬
ducers, Jule Styne and George Gil¬
bert. Valando, however, stepped a
little farther afield and had copies
made to be sent to the disk jockies.
This burnt Thiele, since the disk
was not yet on release and he was
still driving'on “Seven Days.”
Although several other compa¬
nies since have cut the tune, Mer¬
cury with Sarah Vaughan, Epic
with the Mello-Larks, ABC-Para¬
mount with Betty Ann Steele, and
RCA Victor with Teddi King,
Thiele has now decided to shelve
Miss Collins’ version. And as far
as he*s concerned it’s “no dubs to
anybody from now on.”

Harris Back With Herman
For One-Niters in South
San Francisco, Feb. 7.
Bill Harris, “Jazz at the Phil¬
harmonic” star, has rejoined the
Woody Herman Third Herd as fea¬
tured trombonist. Harris first came
to prominence with the Herman
orch of the mid-40’s and has worked
with the bandleader on and off
since then.
Herman is currently on a tour of
one-nigliters in the South prior to
joining the Louis Armstrong AllStars in a concert tour in March.

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major spies -outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines. retail disks and retail sheet music J.

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

TUNE

1

2

PLATTERS (Mercury).

2

3

NELSON RIDDLE (Capitol). Lisbon Antigua

3
4

1
4

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol).Memories Are Made of This
KAY STARR (Victor).. Rock and Roll Waltz

5
6

5
7

TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol) . Sixteen Tons
BILL HALEY’S COMETS (Decca) . See You Later, Alligator

7

6

DON CHERRY (Columbia). Band of Gold

8

10

9

8

DREAM WEAVERS (Decca)....

10

9

EDDIE FISHER (Victor).. Dungaree Doll

, FOUR LADS (Columbia).I«°’ Not.Mtu<*
,
‘
v
'
(Moments to Remember •

1
2

.

1
3

(•ASCAP.
TUNE

It’s Almost Tomorrow

fBMI)

'

PUBLISHER

fMEMORIES ‘ ARE MADE OF THIS. Montclare
fLISBON ANTIGUA. Southern
fROCK AND ROLL WALTZ..-. Sheldon

3

4

4

2

*GREAT PRETENDER. Panther

5
0
7

5

fSIXTEEN TONS. American
*IT’S ALMOST TOMORROW. Northern

8
9
10

6

7
10
9

fBAND OF GOLD.
fSEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR .
fDUNGAREE DOLL.

Frankfurt, Jan. 31.
American jazzman Lee Kornitz,
who toured Europe two years ago
| as alto sax player with Stan Ken. ton and later had his own jazz
! group playing east coast dates, is
■ now doing the concert route in Ger' many.
I His group, “The Jazz Concert,”
I has playdates in Frankfurt, Munich,
j Stuttgart, Kassel and Vienna. Korj nitz leads and solos with a sevenman combo, five jazz player." from
among the top names in Germany,
including w.k. pianist Dr. Roland
Kovacs, and Swedish baritone sax
man Lars Guilin.
While in Germany, the group has
recorded an LP in Cologne for
Mode Records, which will be re¬
leased by Atlantic in the States.
Called “Lee Kornitz in Germany,”
it includes two of his own compo¬
sitions, “Stefanie,” a ballad for
four sax, and “Ablution.” It also
has an original from Lars Guilin,
"Late Summer,” and some neverbefore-recorded works from mod¬
ern European composers.
Top price on concert tickets in
Germany for the group is about $2
a ticket. When Kornitz returns to
the States in mid-February, he and
his American combo will play at
the Cafe Bohemia in Greenwich
Village.

PIH ACTRESS-SCRIBE
NEW BG VOCALIST

TUNES
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

Jazzman Kornitz
Tours Germany
j

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Retail Disks

The sheet .musjc biz can’t be
counted outyet. Although the
sheet sales have been way off for
the past several years, publishers
are optimistic that the tide will .
turn on the basis of an upbeat in
piano sales last year.
The National Piano Manufac¬
turers Assn, reports that ’55 sales
reached its highest point since
1927 with an increase in sales to
178,000 units, a rise of 18.7% from
’54, when 150,000 pianos were sold.
Eugene
Wulsin,
association’s
prexy, credits the upbeat to better
piano styling and merchandising
methods. He points out that many
dealers today are urging potential
customers to use open-end mort¬
gages to finance piano purchases
with no down payment and small
installments. He explains that an
open-end mortgage permits house
buyers to include pianos on their
mortgage and pay for them at the
same time that they make their
mortgage payments. He added that
the pattern of sales since its low¬
est point in 1932, when only 25,000 units were sold, indicates an¬
other increase in ’56.

Vienna, Jan. 31.
Vienna Music Publishing Co. has
begun publication of a monthly
magazine, “Die Reihe,” which
translates roughly as “The Row.”
It’s edited by H. Eimert and K.
Strockhauden to stir up discus¬
sion on modern music, in this na¬
tive land of Mozart and classical
opera.
Special emphasis upon experi¬
mental music, not just jazz Americaine.

OF

Coin Machines

45

See ’55 Piano Sales Upbeat Continuing
Through ’56; Boost to Sheet Music

ffiftlETY Scoreboard

Infringe Suit On
Teen-Agers Waltz’
Claiming that “The Teen-Agers
Waltz” is an infringement on
“Tennessee
Waltz,”
Acuff-Rose
filed suit in N.Y. Federal Court last
week against Mercury Records
and Tee-Pee Music as well as writ¬
ers Teddy Powell and- Ton-y Starr,
Suit asks for an injunction to en¬
join the publication and recording
of the alleged infringed tune. Eddy
Howard cut the song for Merc.
The complaint charges that prior
to 1948, Pee Wee King and Redd
Stewart wrote “Tennessee Waltz,”
which was assigned to the plaintiff.
Thereafter Powell infringed by
copying and writing a tune titled
“Old Timers Waltz,” which Powell
and Starr later rewrote and retitled
“Teen-Agers Waltz.”
Action seeks damages plus an
accounting of the alleged profits.

MUSIC

Ludlow
Arc
Marks

*NO, NOT MUCH. Bearer

Pittsburgh, Feb. 7.
Local girl Mitzie Cottle has been
signed by Benny Goodman as vo¬
calist for his new band, which is
being reorganized to cash in on the
excitement over the U-I picture,
“The Benny Goodman Story.”
A graduate of the music school
at Carnegie Tech, Miss Cottle is
also a songwriter and wrote two
tunes for the Pittsburgh Playhouse
revue last season, “The Lighter
Side,” in which she also appeared.
Gal has also had other acting ex¬
perience, having played a straight
part in “Sabrina Fair,” also at a
local community theatre. For a
time she was the featured vocal, ist here with the Baron Elliott
j orch, one of the most popular of
; the local dance outfits.

Silber Heads Hi-Fi Men
George Silber, head of the RekO-Kut Corp., has been elected
president of the Institute of High
Fidelity Manufacturers, a trade as¬
sociation set up last year by equipj ment makers in the hi-fi field.
! Walter Jablon, of Presto Record: ing Corp., was named vice prexv,
and Vinton K. Ulrich, seeretaryl treasurer.
The institute will run a trade
show of hi-fii product in New York
| next September. At the present
' time, the institute has 55 members.
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IT’S A
NEW

in the
greatest
performance
of his
great
career

BILLY ECKSTINE

THE

GRAPEVINE
BITTER AND THE SWEET
with Hugo Winterhalter and his orchestra
20/47-6436

A '‘New Orthophonic” High Fidelity Recording

the dealer’s choice

Variety

Arnie Myers .now assisting. Bob¬
by Shad in the Mercury-EmArcy
setup . , ..Bob SadofT, new general
professional: manager at Avas Mu¬
sic, off on a quickie Coast hop . . .
Walter Kane took over as selling
agent on “Doodly-Do” for Morris
Diamond’s Mid Music firm . . .
Cadence Records execs fanning
out to plug Kay Thompson's cut of
“Eloise” . . . Singer-pianist Jimmy
Hughes held ovef two more weeks
at Washington Manor, Roslyn, L. I.
Dorsey Bros, orch plays the
Pikesville Armory, . BalUmpre,
March 18 for the Covenant Guild
annual charity affair . . , Jacques
Belasco orch cut 12 sides for MGM
. . . Bill Haley, leader of the Com¬
ets, has penned “Up The Creek”
for the Matys Bros, debut on the
Decca label.
Jo Ann Tolley set for El Cortez
Hotel, Las Vegas, April 4 . . .
Xavier Cugat’s brother, Enric,
bows his new orch at Joe Cotton’s
Steak House, Atlanta, Feb. 20 . . .
Tito Puente orch into the Apollo
Theatre Feb. ?4 . . . Crew-Cuts
set for a guest shot on CBS-TV’s
‘‘Stage Show” March 10 . . .Teddy
Reno back to Rome this week after
finishing a six-week stint at Chi¬
cago’s Empire Room . . . Vaughn
Monroe opened at the Sahara, Las
Vegas, yesterday (Tues.) . . . Guy
Mitchell moves in to the Rtistic
Cabin, Englewood, N. J., for d*
weekend stand Feb. 17.
Don Elliott, jazz footer recently
inked to the ABC-Paramount la¬
bel, set for a scattered 20 weeks a
year at The Composer. He begins
three consecutive weekend dates
at Basin Street Friday (10).
Harvey Geller to New England
on a deejay hop plugging Mindy
Carson’s new Columbia etching . . .
Decca Records prepping release of
two LP albums cut at Mara.is &
Miranda concerts at Chicago’s Ful¬
lerton Concert Hall . . . Tony Mar¬
tin into the Copacabana for a
month beginning May 3 . . . Nat
(King) Cole follows his Australian
concert tour with an eight-day en¬
gagement at the Beachcomber, Mi¬
ami, starting Feb. 22 . . . Deejay
Dick White (WOKY, Milwaukee!
featuring taped cut-ins of disk
jockeys around the country on his
Saturday afternoon platter show
. . . Jack Montrose’s new jazz quar¬
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tet debuted at the Club Moroccan,
L. A., Friday (3) . . . Patti Page
gets -a CBS-TV “Person to Person”
workoyer'Feb. 17 . . ., Crew-Cuts
set for Detroit’s Hotel Statler
March 12 for two weeks;

Hollywood
Corky Hale, femme jazz harpist,
debuts as a band singer today
(Wed.) with Ray Anthony’s orch
at the Palladium. Simultaneously,
Don Durant, actor turned singer,
also joins the Anthony.crew . . .
Favorable reaction to. “Nobody
Knows But the Lord,” tune on his
tv show, caused Danny Thomas to
record the song for Decca, backed
by the Spencer-Hagen orch . . .
Billy May is arranging* the num¬
bers Yma Sumac will intro ^during
her three-week stint, beginning
Feb. 20, at the New Frontier Ho¬
tel, Las Vegas . . . Winifred At¬
well, London Records pianist, in
town for a few days . . . Gene Nor¬
man Presents will bring out an
LP of the Teddy Buckner per¬
formance at the Pasadena Civic
concert two weeks ago . . . Gloria
Wood asked for and received her
release from Coral Records . . .
Nelson Riddle has been signed to
score Republic’s “Lisbon.”

Chicago
Larry Faith goes into the Hotel
Peabody, Memphis, Feb. 20 for
two . . . Matt Dennis Trio opens at
the Blue Note, Chicago Feb. 15
with the Kai & Jay Quintet on
the same bill . . . Ted Leighton and
the Lanny Orpen Quartet current¬
ly at the Downbeat Room, Chi¬
cago . . . Dinah Washington set for
the Safari Room, New Orleans,
Feb. 21 . . , Buddy Charles pacted
for an indefinite stint at the Black
Orchid’s Junior Room, Chicago,
opening March 5 . . . Billy Wil-.
liams Quartet set for the Safari
Room, New Orleans, March 2-18
. . .' Charlie Spivakiwill do oneniters in the Chicago area in Au¬
gust.

Cleveland
Angelo Damalas orch, and Ron¬
nie Gaylord, heading first show,
preemed new Michaud’s Club over
weekend. Tony LaScola, former
musician, made producer and em¬
cee for spot, operated by Larry
Michaud . . , Nick Pinardo, who
formerly ran
Whisper Room,
opened his El Toro Club with
Vince Parish combo and Carol
Whitney as fill-in pianist . . . Dave
Ennis orch dropped by Herman
Pirchner’s Alpine Village, which is
changing its entertainment format
. . . Fred Strauss, manager of CrewCuts, and Hal York renewed their
lease on Mentor-on-Lake ballroom
for five years . . . Les Elgart orch
set for Aragon Ballroom Feb: 12
. . . Howie Mather added Gayle
Stafford, musician from Los An¬
geles, to his new combo at Alca¬
zar Hotel’s Cafe Intime.

-—PWRIETY• Survey of retail sheet music
: best sellers based on reports
■ obtained-from leading stores in
13 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
hnd last week.
* ASCAP
t BMI
National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

Title and Publisher
tMemories of This (Montclare)
IRock & Roll Waltz (Sheldon)
♦Almost Tomorrow (Northern)
tLisbon Antigua (Southern)
♦Great Pretender (Panther)..
IHe (Avas).
tSixteen Tons (American).. .
IDungaree Doll (Marks).
♦Autumn Leaves (Ardmore)..
♦Moments Remember (Beaver)
*Love and Marriage (Barton).
♦Moritat (Harms).
♦Tender Trap (Barton).._
IBand of Gold (Ludlow).....
♦Woman in Love (Frank)...;

spots operated- by Mercur Bros.,
has switched to Hampshire Hotel
in Hallendale Beach . . . Tommy
Carlyn band played Page One Ball
at William Penn Hotel for fifth
straight year . . . Jerry Kaminsky
sitting in at piano for Bobby Negri
with the Deuces Wild while Negri
is honeymooning with his bride,
the former Donna Ponicall . . .
Whitey Scharbo band has been
picked up at Almono, downtown
membership late spot.

Kansas City
Allan Jones treks west after his
stand in the Terrace Grill of Hotel
Muehlebach here, opening for
three weeks at the Hotel Fairmont,
Frisco, Feb. 28. Then it’s the
Thunderbird, Las Vegas, opening
March 22 . . . Quintetteo"Allegro
is next in the Terrace Grill, com¬
ing in Feb. 17 for two weeks . . .
Joe Carder, who recently re¬
turned entertainment policy to
the Famous Restaurant, stays on
indefinitely, thumping the piano
nightly . . . Joe Vera and crew,
stay on in the Picardy of Hotel
Muehle-baeh „ . . Hotel' Bellerive
has put in a policy of dancing
nightly in its Zephyr Room, with
Ken Jones orch furnishing the
rhythms.

Scotland

Val Merrill orch will play a
summer stint at Butlin’s Holiday
Camp, Heads of Ayr . . . Chic Mur- j
HARMS. Inc.
ray, Scot comedian, waxing “Satis¬
fied Mind” and “Are You Mine?”
for Parlophone . . . Don Cornell
week at Empire, Glasgow, now
Pittsburgh
firm for March 26 . . . Tennessee
PROGRAM TO-DAY
Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong’s jazz| Ernie topping local hit parade with
YESTERDAY’S
“Sixteen Tons” on Capitol label,
Al-Stars and Woody Herman’s and Bill Hayes in second place on
Herd packaged for a one-nighter London with “Ballad of Davy
at Syria Mosque March 21. Crockett” . . . Billy Daniels to
They’ll -do two shows, at 8 and headline at Glasgow Empire for
two weeks from April 23 ... .
10:30 . . . Jerry Bettors combo Freddy Randall band, on tour of
winds ’up a long run at Midway Scot one-nighters, mulling late
Lounge Saturday night (11) . . . springtime trip to U.S.,
Music by
Baron Elliott seeking new male
vocalist for his band with return
JESSE GREER
of Bobby Blanque to his home
town, New Orleans, and Leon
WORDS & MUSIC, Inc.
Prima’s 500 Club . . . Nelson
Maples, Pitt pianist, after four and
1270 Sixth Ave.
New York
; Continued from page 43 ;
a half seasons in Miami Beach in
have been operating on a relatively
no-risk basis.
Increasingly, the 100% exchange
privilege is given to a retailer - if
he insists on it. Last Christmas,
the 100% exchange or credit was
used throughout the industry and
everything the retailer didn’t sell
was shipped back to the respective
companies. Although not so uni¬
versal at the present time, the ex¬
change program is operative on a
Recorded by
large number of releases on which
PAT BOONE
the companies want fast exposure.
.. and more recordinfls to come!
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‘Hit Parade’ Lineup
(On Feb, 4 NBC-TV Show)
1. Memories of This.Montclare
2. Sixteen Tons_American
3. Lisbon Antigua .. .Southern
4. Rock Sc Roll Waltz.Sheldon
5. Great Pretender ,.. Panther
6. Love and marriage.. Barton
7. Band of Gold.Ludlow

Jocks, Jukes & Disks
i Continued from page 42 ;

(ABC-Paramount). Young Cana¬
dian group, Terry & The Macs,,
have a strong entry in “Love Is A
Beautiful Thing” and they build it
into a hot shellac property. Ballad
has an attractive lilt, the kind that
rates repeat spins. Combo gets
“Baby-O-Mine” across witl> a
jump beat.
The Leslie Bros.: “Anyone For
Money?”-“Ready Rudy Rock and
Roll” ^ (Columbia). “Anyone For
Money0 is a "takeoff of U.S. quiz
shows British style. It’s a fair
laugh-getter due mainly td the
Leslies’ dialect flair. “Ready Rudy
Rock and .Roll” is a high-flying
side that the boys shout across.
Claire Hogan: “LeRoy”-“Come
Down To Earth, Mr. Smith”
(MGM).
“LeRoy”
could take
Claire Hogan places. Powerhouse
beat and humorous lyric idea and
Miss Hogan’s vibrant vocal add up
to lots of spinning time. She
switches neatly to a rhythmic bal¬
lad item on the flip side and makes
it, too, a solid attention-getter.
Jackie Lee: “Always Love Me”“String of Pearls” (Coral). Jackie
Lee’s nimble keyboard fingerwork
shines on this coupling, especially
on the flashy workover of “String
of Pearls.” “Always Love Me,”
however, is a new ballad with a.
vocal chorus assisting Lee’s 88 and
it shapes up as a pleasant entry.
Roger Williams: “Beyond The
Sea”-“Song of Devotion” (Kapp).
Roger Williams, whose Steinway
styling brought “Autumn Leaves”
back, could do the same for “Be¬
yond The Sea,” an Anglicized tag
for Charles Trenet’s “La Mer.” Its
lush melody gets a stirring show¬
casing via Williams’ ivory tech¬
nique. A vocal chorus works with
Williams on “Song of Devotion”
but the melodic line is better than
the lyric angle.Joe Loco Orch: “Yumbambe”“Begin The Beguine” (Columbia).
For the mambo mob, “Yumbambe’i
has a satisfactory chile beat deliv¬
ered with plenty of spirit by the
Loco orch. Maestro’s piano work
here stands out. The mambo beat
makes “Begin The Beguine” good
hearing again.
Milton DeLugg Orch: “Call Out
The Engines”-“Jealousy” (MGM).
“Call Out The Engines” moves fast
enough to please the spinning sen¬
tinels. It’s a brisk number with a
catchy lyric idea that gets a hot
vocal and orch workover. Treat¬
ment, of “Jealousy” on the back
side is easy to take.
Jackie Riggs “To Make A Mis¬
take”-'^ Crazy Little Palace” (Me¬

dia). “To Make A Mistake” is a
big ballad entry that. Jackie Riggs
develops into good spinning fod¬
der. R&b styling in “Crazy Little
Palace” will also win him some
recognition.
Jan Behr, Met Opera assistant
cdfiductor, has been named musical
director of the 1956 Aspen (Colo.)
Music School’s Opera Studio.

.
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Inside Stuff-Music
RCA Victor’s recent “show train” tour for the March of Dimes pro¬
duced more train-sickness and more miles of recorded tape than any
previous promotion in the history of the disk business. When the
Victor poster of artists completed its tour of 11 cities in 10 days,, it
was calculated that some 60 miles of tape had been used in recorded
interviews with disk jockeys. In each city, local jockeys came on
board the Victor “Starlines” train to tape interviews for use on their
shows. The artists made pitches for the March of Dimes campaign.
The Victor roster also made 57 personal appearances on radio-tv
shows and performed before polio victims at eight major hospitals.
In Milwaukee, local March of Dimes telethon received donations of
over $100,000. Other stopovers were made in Boston, Cleveland, De¬
troit, Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Washington, Baltimore
and Philadelphia.
««
Artists lineup included Vaughn Monroe, Lou Monte, Teddi King,
Eddie Fisher, Billy Eckstine, aye P. Morgan, Julius LaRosa, Rhythmettes, Mike Pedicin Quintet, Eddy Arnold, Jim Reeves, Terri Stevens,
Nan Wynn, Diahann Carroll, Tony Travis, Richard Maltby, Joe Reisman, Hugo Winterhalter and Homer & Jethro. Several Victor execs
also accomped the train part of the way.
Pair of roommates from the 1925 Henry Halstead orchestra, a Los
Angeles fixture, team up again Feb. 22 to stage a benefit jazz concert
in Phoenix. Key figures in the reunion will be cornetist Red Nichols
and drummer-singer Phil Harris, who worked together at Miller’s
Cafe'at Sixth and Figueroa a generation ago.
They’ll be accompanied by Hoagy Carmichael, Joe Venuti and Jess
Stacy, as well as Nichols’ Five Pennies, for the date for the benefit
of the Phoenix Boys Club. And the band will do Carmichael’s “Star
Dust” in its original form—as a jam tune rather than as the ballad
which became famous.

June 8-9 during the Wiener Festwochen in Vienna.
Guest conductors for the Con¬
certgebouw next winter comprise
Otto Klemperer, Carlo Maria GiuAmsterdam, Jan. 31.
lini, Eugene
Ormandy, Henri
Eduard van Beinum, conductor Arends and Erich Leinsdorf*
of the Amsterdam Concertgebouw
Orchestra and one of Europe’s top j
conductors, will not leave Holland
now that he’s succeeding Alfred
Wallenstein as conductor of the
Enrico Villegas, Argentine jazz
Los Angeles Philharmonic. His pianist who hit the U. S. wax mar¬
contract gives him eight weeks off ket recently via a Columbia LP,
a year to guest-conduct elsewhere. makes his in-person bow Friday
Preferring not to travel around to (10) at the Cafe Bohemia, jazz niso many single dates, van Beinum
took the L.A. post instead, and will tery in New. York’s Greenwich
direct that orch for eight weeks Village.
He’ll be backed by Teddy Kosteck,
each for the next two seasons,
starting next fall. He’ll be with bass, and Nick Stabulas, drums.
The Gale agency is handling Ville¬
the Concertgebouw otherwise.
Sept. 1, 1956 will mark 25 years gas’ bookings.
since he joined the Concertgebouw
as second, conductor (under Willem
The New Orleans Philharmonic,
Mengelberg). Van Beinum will under Alexander Hilsberg, began
conduct the orch in 14 concerts the most extensive tour in its 20I during the 1956-57 season. He’ll year history Saturday (4), compris¬
also conduct the Concertgebouw ing 24 concerts in 17 cities.

Van Bemum To Bicycle;
25 Yrs. With Dutch Orch

Arg. Pianist’s N. Y. Bow

Bethlehem Indie
Puke Ellington is joining, the
indie Bethlehem label. Orch lead¬
er will cut two LPs a year for the
diskery, but whether he’ll be re¬
leased on singles has not yet been
ironed out. Red Clyde, label’s art¬
ists & repertoire head, left for
Chicago yesterday (Tues.) to cut
the first album and firm the pact.
It’s recalled that Ellington
exited Capitol Records recently
over a hassle on single releases.
Cap confined Ellington to album's
while the maestro wanted single
releases as well.
In addition to Ellington, Bethle¬
hem plans releasing separate al¬
bums of the band's former vocalist
Betty Roche, and trumpeter Harold
(Shorty) Baker, who once tooted
for Ellington.

The Sesac Script Service, part of Sesac’s Transcribed Library
Service, is sending its subscribers in the U. S. and Canada three
special programs for airing; during February.
First, “New Salem
Sashays,” is a semi-documentary with music pegged on Abraham
Lincoln’s birthday.
Second, “Portrait of Washington,” is a salute
in music to the first U. S. President.
“Good St. Valentine,” the
third special script, is for Valentine’s ‘Day programming, of course.
Decca Records and Pocket Books Inc. are prepping a joint promottio'n on “The Man With the Golden Arm.” Decca is releasing the
soundtrack album of the UA pic and is shipping its dealers display
material ballyhooing the LP and the book. In addition, the diskery
ig sending deejays copies of the album and paperbound editions of
the Nelson Algren novel.
Alan Dale (Coral) and Patti Page (Mercury) wound up as the top
male and femme vocalist in the 30tb annual popularity poll con¬
ducted by WNEW (N. Y. indie) for its “Make Believe Ballroom” plat¬
ter show hosted by Jerry Marshall. In the orchestral field Mitch
Miller (Columbia) grabbed the top spot, while The Four Lads (Colum¬
bia) took over as the Number 1 vocal group.

WCBS
—Continued from page 21

Victor for Granz
Hollywood, Feb. 7.
Spike Jones has split with RCA
Victor and has signed with Nor¬
man Granz’ new label, Verve, end¬
ing his 15-year tenure with Victor.
Jones wanted to select his own ma¬
terial on Victor and etch it ac¬
cording to his specifications. Jones
also complained Victor wouldn’t
let him. do kidisks and insisted he
satirize pops.
Jones has a percentage deal with
Granz.

LOVELY
LIES
Manhattan Bros*
London #1610
BURLINGTON MUSIC
CORPORATION
539 W. 25th St., New York 1, N. Y.
OR 5-6060

—

orizes that straight chatter on radio
started to fall off at the rise of tv.
He figures that if dialers have the
time to listen to a load of chatter¬
boxes (tunes travel through the
rooms, talk doesn’t), they “have
the time to look” by turning on
tlie tv set in a dual-receiver house¬
hold.
There’s been a payoff in higher
ratings, less cost-per-thousand, be
tween 1951 and currently. Then,
the local hours were between 6 and
10 a.m., 4:30 to 6 and 11 to 11:30,
which found the o&o caught rigidly
on the horns of a skip-around sixhour dilemma. Today, it’s 6 to 10
a.m., as before, plus 3:30 to 6, 6:30
to 7 and after 10 o’clock into the
next morning at 6. The six-hour
midnight-to-morning stretch ‘ would
not have been possible, of course,
without backing by American Air¬
lines over the last three years of
the “Music Till Dawn” session (A
subway poster for the show, inci¬
dentally, has just won a printer’s
award for printing, layout and de¬
sign.)
With 15 hours or so, an o&o out¬
let can move around, set- longrange
plans on programming without too
much ferr of recaptured time.

The Mightiest Little Band in the Land

LENNY HERMAN
Currently

HOTEL NEW YORKER
Management—Harry Weinstein
*

*

*
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ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres.
York
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Chicago

Hollywood
8619 Sunset Blvd.
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Hilton Must Lop Off Two Hotels In
Tu ToeLn?g^entAstebie | Jersey Resorts Face New Panic
Consent Decree on Antitrust ml tjzs
jsm
■

fi

*
_1Y

San Francisco, Feb. 7.
I
Abe Turchen, personal manager

■ n

ii*i

Fields Trio now recording for the
The Hilton Hotel chain will dis-,
dis- claims a victory with a statement new.
new ABC Paramount label, and
AtlanticKehrmth C^and^(R) of Unionf'
pose of two of its hotels in a con- that the decree arrests in its in- singer Mae Barnes are the new]
A bill before the state legislature genneth u Hand w of Union innew
which will end the cipiency the growth of concentra- talent.
sent decree whiph
m
.
which would give Netf Jersey’s representatives In the two wf!
^_Jli.2-4._x.
J ti6n 44-Umortfhrc
T_ addition +to tKoca
Government's antitrust proceedthrough the device of mergers.
in
these, TllV^hpn
Turchen 1 present .«Blue Laws" teeth, is cans* Inthe legislature say that whn!
ingfe against the’ inn circuit. In
Disposal of either the Roosevelt handles Herman, The Stuarts and £
here with its they' and others f%in seaSiW
New York, Hilton will sell either or the New Yorker in New York other talent.
ing no little concern here, with its l^y ^
the New Yorker or the Roosevelt, will leave the Hilton chain with ;
—-passage and enforcement meaning counties are set .to hattle the act,
while the chain has agreed to sell the Waldorf-Astoria, the, Plaza
■
_
"suicide to New Jersey’s seashore
_■ '
•the Mayflower, Washington, with- (which it recently sold but is still Tunti MhAC FlOOr ShOW
resorts,"' to quote Assemblyman^
■ • ^M
in a reasonable period. The de- operating),
operating) and the Statler. De¬
DePaul gaishUrg, area representative MARTHA RAYF HFADINR
cree was signed in Chicago Fed- cree stipulates that it can only own
^Tim [c SpPII Hard Hlt#
in the lower house of the Legisla- lUHRIIlH IU11E flCiUHNl]
eral Court
Court.Monday
. Monday (6) by Judge four of 12 designated hotels, which
JUlUp lb JCCII llttlU HU,
t
ITWTT TA D DlPADAOT)
John P. Barnes and attorneys for in addition to those already owned
m
T1L art
intrndm'Pd aftpr thp
Unit IU I. IULU DAjfc
are the Sheraton Astor, Biltm'ore,
Hilton.
Martha. Raye
head a conH«“- „
. Commodore,
omimadore ratCon^ourse
TaX SltUShOll Blamed ^
^ will
^^
t0
Concourse,^Hemy
Henry
. The Government started to
Commodore,
Minneapolis, Feb. 7.
that a general Sunday law carries tmgfent of entertainers who will
se Hudson,
Park sheraton
Sheraton and
and SheraSheraprocess
the Hilton
Hilton antitrust
antitrust case
case
proceg the
McAlDin
In Washington its
While the local musicians union, no penalty and therefore cannot be visit Vieques, a military air base
after Hilton had acquired 10 hotels ton McAlpin.
In Washington,
its
McAlpm^In
wasnmgton^iis
^ ^
and bis_ enforced. The old act was. «dis. off Puerto Rico, Feb. 16 to 19.
in the Statler chain in a $111,000,- Jjft is restricted to Mayflower,
nnnthHofitatlTw^
Statler Ralei£b>
Raleigh Sheraton
Sheraton Carlton, tro owners, is undertaking a cam- abled" when the state’s new consti- Others in the unit will include
000
000 deal.
deal. Dept,
Dept, of
of Justice
Justice stand
stand Statler,
gh
*’
park ’ shoreham,Carlton,
Wash- paign on the local level to elimi- tution was written four years ago. Raula
Cedrone &
was that there was
an . incipient
and Willard
nate the federal 20% cabaret tax,
The
- ■—
C
: inand
rne Sunday
aunaay law would
wouia mean that
mat Damien Mitchell, Burt. Bacharach,
monopoly of the banquet business
6 L
Angeles t'he hotels listed to aid niteries. Tom MOore, owner "no worldly employment or busi- Kirby Stone orch and seven Hartin several cities in which it opAmbassador Beverly Hills, of the Hotel Radisson, claims that ness, except works of necessity and foi*d Agency models; Nic^ Condos
ke O’Shea
erated. In St. Louis the Hiltons Beverl
Wilshire Biltmore and his Flame Room supper club here charity, shall be performed by any . and Mike
O Shea will
yitt stage the
have disposed already of the^Jef- «. ..
y 01 t J..:. 4.up li-t com- goes into the
+V10 red
rod annually
annuaiiv for
for persons
norsnns. within
• the I show.
within, this
this state
state on
on-th?'
s“pw. ..■<All are contributing their
ferson Hotel to the Sheraton chain, Statler. In bt. Louis tne nst com I tiRonnn
I Christiah Sabbath, or . .. . Sundav.” 1 services.
and in Los Angeles and the Town pnses the Chase, the Lenno?, $150,000.
Christ ah ^a^
’Legislature proIn addition,
addition, entertainment
entertainment junjunHouse Both were in the original Coronado, Jefferson and Statler.
In the Twin CUtes
with over Th
t fl
ranging from $10 to Jet willbe chaperoned by military
Federal complaint.
V000,000 popuLatio:n, v,n<e n o t e i
imnris«nment for 30 davs brass
headed by Col. Joseph
reason- VAIKNTINP fATK HFF
***** s Flame Ropm is the only
ay- Goetz, head of the Armed Forces
The judgment allows a reason¬
able time to sell the hotels in quesnitery. now offering semiTnaines f0^h
^ nn
Professional Entertainment Branch,
ques¬ VALfcHllNfc IALL& Wt
nr lire PAD II C IIIOIT and occasional top stars. But, deWhile the law was on the state s and a grdUp of newspapermen,
tion. A progress report must be
filed
with
the
Government
on
spite'
floor
entertainment
being
statute
books
for
years
with
its,
0rShea- previously had staged; a
filed with the Government on
April 30,
30, and
and should
should the
the Govern¬
Govern,T
+1 „
„
such a heavy drain, Moore says he penalty, and never enforced up to sh(yw which entertained' at Thule
April
Newcastle,
Eng.,
Feb.
7.
ment
indicate
dissatisfaction,
it
.
Newcastle,
Eng.,
Feb.
7.
has
no
present
intention,
of
dropthe
time
the
newconstitution
v^as
Air Base> Greenland, last Novemment indicate dissatisfaction, it
Dickie Valentine has cancelled ping it. The Hotel Radisson, in-its written, amusement and business. ber.
may petition for further court acThe hotels in question may Plans to visit N. Y., in March for entire operation, is highly profit- people here, who do most of their,
able and Moore charges off the
not be sold to nersbns
persons or edmoracorpora- cabaret and tv dates.
tl sup- business weekends,, point out that
things now are different under the Kid’s ‘Enchanted Forest’
tions who have interest in either
Major reason is the success of per club loss to advertising,
the Hilton concern or its Statler current pantomime for Howard &
The two
tw0 biggest niteries here, state
state’ss present court setup.
setup,
por ArllTondacks Area
subsidiary, '
Wyndham, "Aladdin," at Theatre tke
the Flame and the Starlight, reEach statute, particularly those
S v
7
, y
$ a
If the Hilton outfit wishes to R°ya1' Disk singer plays the part centiy eliminated floor entertain- having to do with-gaming,
with'-gaming, etc., is ■
acquire additional inns in New of Wishee-Washee and has clicked ment except for local acts and enforced to the letter. As a point,
umj aCrf v
j
i thesp. Production will be ex- dancing. Until the last couple of they state that several years ago Forest for children, to be designed
Los Angeles before January 1961 tended by two weeks to cover yearSj the Hotel Nicollet, which gambling was more or less winked b.y Russ.eR Paterson on a site outit may proceed^ for perniission early P31;1- of NIarch. *
along with the Radisson is a lead- at as far as Atlantic City was con- S1.de thls- Adirondack Mt. resort
from the court and would have to
Valentine will appear at the ing local hostelry, offered floor en- cerned. First the casinos in the village, can t be estimated-yet, said
show that'the effect would not Rritish Broadcasting Corp. “Fes- tertainment with big names. Neil night clubs were shut up tight, and Joseph Uzdavmis, of Dtica, spokesreduce competition or tend to tival of Dance Music” radio show Messick, who remains as managing then the bookie rooms were raided ma” *°r the sponsoring group. An
”eate a Cnopoly
from Royal Albert Hall. London, director’ undec the new Pick own- and closed for good. Finally even barber report had the cost around
The Hilton interests. regard the March 27>
ership, says that unless the tax is the social clubs which had slot-maemal,flflW9U nio.
Tbe> P^ecc, a smaller-scale
consent decree as a victory, inasrepealed, there’s no chance of show chines restricted to members;
members, the
smaiier-scaie Disjjis
profits going directly to the club neyland
laid out),
much as it did not agree that the n
.
'
resumption.
^ (which
^iic]h Patterson
Pattersonlaid
of the local hotels are try- treasuries, disappeared, and then may be ready this summer.
summer,
setup was a monopoly or that it DOSlOIl AgCIltS LaClIlg
Some 0f
~ —irr,
was engaged in interstate com■ i
D* r i
ing to make food supplant enter- bingo games operated by churches .
, , ,
m i
When it quit floor and clubs were closed. It took a I
merce. The Government similarly
AuV6rSC DlZ fJlCtOrS tainment.
I
shows, me
the Hotel
for caex- state referendum and then legisla„„„
•Rncinn Fph 7
snoWS,
JtlOCei Nicollet,
INlconet, iur
ample, opened
tive action to make the bingo and
I 1111 A O
Harry Drake was reelected pres- amp!e,
opened the
the Waikiki
WaMki Room,
Room, tngiMttmto
modeled after Don the Beachcom- raffles games legal, provided they
III I Ilf
I III IIV
ident of Theatrical Agents of New modeied aRer D'on the R ach'com are for charitv
Fneland
Wlth .Hawaiian
dishes.
It are lor cnarity,
Lngiana at
ai aa meeting
meeting last
lasc week
wees, bers. , nrnfitahTp
nnarahas been a. .highly
profitable operaWithout a>> doubt, should the pen-

MARTHA RAYE HEADING
UNIT TO P. RICO BASE

Setup 1$ Seen Hard Hit; |
Tax Situation Blamed

VALENTINE CALLS OFF

PLANS FOR U.S, VISIT

Boston Agents Facing ' j
Adverse Biz Factors

NICK LUCAS

tueffle a"d_Eid,Q

r0BER]s

i

jsr&ssr^

*

r' rr;- -

•B9”9eCvorV

I -Jluded8
AGVAffranchise
eluded the
tne S50 _auva
irancmse I
I fpp and fhp bookine situation in
M
P
situation in
Discussion was held on action
stop out-of-state
to stop
out-of-state bookers
bookers bypassbypass¬
Boston bookers
bookers on
on acts
acts and
and
ingg Boston
(licensed
booking
in and around
unlicensed
late,
thee city, reported prevalent of late.
Amendments to sharpen the
state law which provides that bookers in state must be licensed and
domiciled in Massachusetts were
tentatively framed.
■ ■■
. ■
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FLORIDA’S LARGEST TALENT AGENCY
O

JERRY GRANT—SAM MORRIS

•

currently booking

Jerry Lester
Empress Hotel

*

Mickey Katz

*

Lucerne Hotel

Barton Bros.
Di Lido Hotel

Novelites • Gene Baylos—Kay Martin • Noro Morales
Isle de Capri

Vanity Fair

Vanity Fair

Leaders in booking one-niters for Hotels

ASSOCIATES: Wally Wanger

•

Dave Henry

GOLD COAST THEATRICAL AGENCY
RONEY PLAZA HOTEL • Miami Beach, Fla. • JE. 8-5694

tion. The Hotel Dyckman,
whichUlty oclause
pass and be signed I
inct lannpbpH
io„r act e+oto
dropped outside acts, just launched into a law, the state would close up
^ city,s first French restaurant, tight on a Sunday> is their belief.
the Cafe de Pa^e. with the* chef, This means that all amusements,
maltre d’ and waiters imported taverns stores, piers, motion picfrom Pans.
ture and other theatres, etc., would
One local establishment that face Sunday closing,
thrives despite the 20% tax is
. In addition to the bill another
Schiek’s. Ever since the start of has been introduced which would
comparatively inexpensive capsuled have a similar effect, with Assemmusical comedies five years ago, blyman Frederick H. Hauser (D)
it has been packing ’em in. For its
shows it. employs six locally re■
- ■
cruited singers, an equal number
of boys and girls, and a small
orchestra.

JACK BERTELL
630 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
PHONE
CIRCLE 5-7075

The AUTO SHOW
DALLAS, TEXAS

CAB CALLOWAY
Currently (2nd Week)

Britain Nixes Gambling Bid
London, Jan. 31.
Although spending on legalized
gambling in Britain is proportion¬
ately the highest-in the world, the
Home Office has turned down a re¬
quest from the Brighton resort for
permission to open a casino.. The
government has intimated it is not
prepared to introduce controversial
legislation at this point.
The Brighton authorities had
asked for the gaming laws to be
brought into line with Continental
practice, giving the resort a bet¬
ter opportunity of competing with
other holiday centers across the
channel.

LUXOR
PERSONAL MANAGER

Now Appearing

SANS S0UCI CLUB
HAVANA,CUBA
Mgt. BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway, New York

SIBYL BOWAN
PALACE THEATRE
Rep.

New York

MATTY ROSEN

Feb.

10

FEBRUARY 16th TWO WEEKS

RIVERSIDE HOTEL
RENO

MY APPRECIATION AND THANKS

GAU-GALI MR. MERT WERTHEIMER

Wednesday, February 8, 1956

Boff Havana Tourist Season Aid
To Talent; Carib Circuit Pitched

Pjfckl&TY
Coast AGVA In Warning
To Slow Agents on Fees

VAUDEVILLE

SI

Vegas Ops Mull Winter Shutdowns
To Avert Big Off-Season Losses

Only 20 out of 75 franchised
agents in this area have responded
to AGVA’s Feb. 1 deadline in sub¬
mitting their fees, which amounts
to $50-for principals, and $25 for
Havana is currently in one of its 4associates.
♦ Las Vegas hotel operators aro
most successful tourist seasons in I
seriously considering closing dur¬
In view of the slow response,
years. The increased number of Martin To Head Show Biz
Fine III Nitery Mgr. On
ing the slow months of the year in
Irvin
Mazzei,
AGVA’s
Coast
topper,
casinos and the use of name talent
order
to avert the huge off-season
Div. In N.Y. Scouts Drive has mailed out warning notices in¬ Gambling Equipment Rap
are said to be reasons for the busi¬
losses. Proposal was made at a
forming
agents
that
they
are
al¬
Tom
Martin,
General
Artists
ness increases.'As a matter of,fact,
St. Louis, Feb. 7.
recent
meeting of Las Vegas boniit’s felt that lack of hotel accom¬ Corp. veepee, has been named lowed a two-week grace period in
Robert Dunne, manager of Club faces, but no conclusion has been
modations has hampered an even chairman of the New York Council order to get their checks mailed in. Prevue, nitery near Collinsville, reached. The innkeepers are mull¬
greater season in the Cuban capital. of the Boy Scouts of America
Ill., 12 miles from St. Louis, last ing the proposition.
This deficiency is likely to be over¬ Amusements Division campaign.
week was fined $500 in EdwardsIt’s anticipated that if the pro¬
come in 1957, when a new . Hilton Committee includes Nat Kalcheim,
ville, Ill., after he had been found posal were carried out, the hotels
hotel and another hostel along with Sol Shapiro,. Gerry Collins, all
guilty on a charge of possessing would close in the fall, and reopen
William Morris Agency, and Wil¬
Malecon will be completed.
gambling equipment.
only during the winter holidays,
Meanwhile, the Cuban cafe im¬ lard Alexander and Eddie Elkort,
Similar charges against Jack and then resume fullscale opera¬
presarios are readying to buy ex¬ who will function in the variety
tions in the spring. The opposition
Langer,
in
whose
name
the
club’s
tremely expensive talent. Negotia¬ and talent agency division. Harry
liquor license yvas issued, and Club would come from the potent and
tions are presently on for Marlene Wismer has been named to head
prosperous innmen who wouldn’t
Corona,
reputed
gambling
section
Dietrich to play the Tropicana. the sports division of the cam¬
Los Angeles, Feb. 7,
in the same building, were dis¬ like to close at any time, since
There had been dickerings for her paign.
they’ve become sufficiently well
missed.
New
hands
across
the
border
Martin’s group is seeking $12,to work at the nearby Sans Souci,
established to pull trade the entire
deal between AGVA and its Mexi¬
000
but that’s off.
year.
The Sans Souci is now set to
can counterpart, ANDA» may
The off-season shutterings would
play Dorothy Dandridge Feb. 14,
eliminate stage shows from the
help the mainly weaker of the ho¬
and Lena Horne is slated for the
Million Dollar Theatre here.
tel fraternity.
But there’s also
Montmartre later in the month. The
AGVA-ANDA agreement provides
the feeling that they would be aid¬
that the organizations will support
Nacional, which opened excellently
ing stronger inns as well.
For
each other.
Million Dollar, on
with Eartha Kitt, late last month,
one thing, a closing of several
“unfair”’ list of all AFL unions, has
is going into an act policy, with
months would end the name talent
been importing all pix and stage
Felicia Sanders now set for the
problem for most of the hotels.
acts from Mexico.
Under new
inn.
There are sufficient names to last
agreement theatre must meet all
At the same time, Havana im¬
for the shorter season for all
union demands, get off blacklist or
presarios feel that the tourist move¬
hotels.
do without talent. Also, as part
ment is veering away from the
Such a proposal would make the
of agreement, there’ll be more
downtown Prado section. The SeMiami Beach, Feb. 7.
Nevada inns a little more inde¬
bookings' available to talent from
villa-Biltmore in that area is re¬
pendent
on talent buying.
With
Pressure
from
the
top
echelons
Actors sometimes present
both countries as result of no
portedly being offered for sale at
of the AFL-CIO Is being brought the necessity of buying less than
study in contradictions. Once they restrictions. Deal was made by againt James C. Petrillo, prexy of half the usual amount of talent,
$1,500*000.
Locals feel that the newer hotels become associated with the busi¬ Jackie Bright and ANDA topper the American Federation of Mu¬ they could be in a greatly im¬
will bring considerably more tour¬ ness end of a venture, they adopt Rudolf Landa.
sicians, to keep his tooters out of proved bargaining position. The
ists to the city and therefore
Meanwhile, Irvin Mazzei, Coast the struck Miami Beach hotels. inns could virtually cast off a set
greater nitery prosperity. The New a hew set of standards. Danny head of AGVA, is prepping new Hinging upon the appeal to the of names that are booked just so
York talent agencies indicate that Kaye’s value in a vaude house the contracts for Las Vegas. New de¬ AFM
hierarchy
will
depend that the nitery rooms can operate,
they have now found a temporary size of the N.Y. Paramount is hard mands include a “full production whether similar pressure will be and get a vastly improved supply
substitute for Miami Beach as an to gauge these days, because of cost” bond to be posted prior to brought against the American of talent. One of the strong talk¬
the
paucity
of
playing
time.
It’s
each opening. AGVA formerly Guild of Variety Artists to step ing points for a shorter season is
area for cafe operations. Eventu¬
ally, they hope to tie up the Carib¬ estimated that he could get the accepted partial cash bonds but out of the inns which have been the elimination of acts that they
bean and Florida as a circuit. For kind of deal obtained by Martin & shutdowns at Moulin Rouge, Royal on strike for several months. know in advance will mean noth¬
example, Edith Piaf moved from Lewis, which carried a guarantee Nevada and Dunes, cued decision Petrillo had previously declined to ing as far as the gate is concerned.
the Sans Souci, Havana, to the Fon¬ of $50,000 plus a fancy percentage, to demand full coin.
step into the hotel controversy on Then there’s also the probability of
tainebleau, Miami Beach, and which made the theatre a junior
the ground that his union has con¬ getting the toppers at salaries that
thence to Mexico City. There’s the partner of the comedy team. Un¬
tracts with the hotels, and many are less than fantastic.
possibility that the Dominican Re¬ doubtedly Kaye could get a sim¬
However, the strongest talking
would welcome the AFM walkout
public may get into the name act ilar deal, should he elect to do a
as an opportunity to abandon point is the cutting down of ex¬
business during the fair season. For stand at the theatre. But since he’s
penses.
The hotels shell out up¬
shows
and
music
altogether.
years the percenters have been hop¬ in on a percentage deal on his
Ed S. Miller, hotel union prez, wards of $20,000 a day to operate.
ing that Brazil, would reopen its Par pic, "The Court Jester,” he
During
the
bad seasons, the ca¬
anticipates arrival of Petrillo for
casinos- and resume the use of made a one-day appearance at the
the winter conference of the AFL- sinos cannot make up tnat amount
name talent. That , has become the N. Y. Par outlet.last Wednesday (1)
for
most
hotels
and therefore losses
Atlantic
City,
Feb.
7.
CIO Executive Council at the
perennial hope after every election for free in order to hypo his p.c.
A $7,000,000 deal involving sale Monte Carlo, one of the few hotels must be made up in season.
arrangement and give the pic a
in that country.
The
operators
have . also ob¬
At any rate, the' agencies are better sendoff than it might get of beachfront hotels Ambassador signed to an agreement with the served that the monied crowds
and Ritz-Carlton was approved last union. George Meany, president
working on the basis that name tal¬ ordinarily.
come
to
Florida
and
Palm Springs
Had the public known that Kaye week (1) by Superior Court Judge of the AFL-CIO, already on the during the winter and their po¬
ent and casinos have sparked a gen¬
has met with Miller on fu¬
uine wave of tourism prosperity in would be doing a considerable part Vincent S. Haneman, surviving scene,
tency
during
these
seasons
is not
the Caribbean area, and are seeking of his act, there’s little doubt that partners of the late Harry L. Katz ture strategy.
weakened because of the summer
Meany blasted Petrillo’s attitude closings. They feel that the same
to impress impresarios throughout there would have been ‘ a much becoming sole owners of the big
in this situation. He stated that can be done in Las Vegas.
Latin America with the soundness stronger biz upbeat than that reg¬ houses.
They are Mr. and Mrs. Edward "fundamental human rights are in¬
istered. On these occasions, the
of that proposition.
Of course, the major problem in
paying public, having been burned Margolin and Alfred P. Orleans, volved in this issue.” He declared
by the wave of personal appear¬ as far as the Ritz-Carlton is con¬ Petrillo’s attitude to be “selfish” in carrying out this proposal is get¬
ances by film prominents, have cerned, and the Margolins alone as view of the larger interests in¬ ting everybody to agree. Some of
come only to expect a howdja-do. the Katz partners in the Ambas¬ volved. He discounted the prob¬ the more prosperous hotels are
with the idea even though
At show caught, Kaye, accompan¬ sador. Under the court-ordered ability of the inns dropping music, toying
they do well during the winter.
ied by his longterm pianist Sammy sale, the Katz estate will receive since several night clubs had Such
a
step would take a tremenThe Latin Quarter, N.Y., is prep- Prager, did a 40-minute show and $3,500,000, of which $300,000 will closed because hotels were attract¬
ous amount of pressure off the tal¬
ping a heavy expenditure on gave of himself unsparingly.
be in cash, $100,000 additional to ing all the top talent and hypoing ent
buying.
However, it’s doubt¬
names for this year. Bookings con¬
Kaye remains one of the great be paid in three years, and annual entertainment plans as a means of ful that they will make this move
tinue far in advance with the Mills entertainers of this era. He is a payments of $80,000 to be applied attracting more guests.
during
the
present
It’s some¬
At the same time, indications, thing to think aboutyear.
Bros, having been bought for a master at comedy with the ability on mortgage interest and principal
in the late fall
four-weeker starting Sept. 20. to infuse delicacy into a song and and the balance in mortgages sub¬ point to the possibility that if and winter when tourists become
Others pacted for the Lou Walters contrast of gentility and violence. ject to a -5% interest rate. Value Petrillo acts to aid the hotels, comparatively scarce.
spot include Frankie Laine, who The many-faceted Kaye indulged of the two hotels was fixed at AGVA will virtually be forced to
goes in October 11, and Johnnie in a wide variety of nonsense at $7,000,000 when Katz died a year fall in line.
Move for concrete support by
Ray, for May 24.
show caught with bulk of his ma¬ ago.
Julius La Rosa is scheduled for terial coming in the form of re¬
An offer of $8,500,000 for the the AFM came after still another
Feb. 23.
quests.
two hotels made by Preston R. in the series of Dade Circuit Court
rulings banning picketing of a ma¬
Kaye didn’t mean to remain on Tisch, of the Tisch hotel interests, jor hotel, this time the Fontaine¬
that long, but apparently he got which have a long term rental bleau. Latest decision came after
Pittsburgh, Feb. 7.
wrapped up in his work. He had lease at present on the Ambas¬ several days of hearing in which
Ice shows, which have been
scheduled a press conference im¬ sador, was rejected by the court. the employees’ union attempted to standard equipment during spring,
mediately after the show, after It provided only for a $100,000 prove that a majority of the Fon¬ summer and early fall at Ankara
cash payment to the estate, lesser
The Palladium, London, may re¬ which a quick spot of dinner, amortization features, with the tainebleau workers had voted to for the last few years, apparently
sume vaudeville end of February. thence another appearance. The mortgages carrying only a 4% rate appoint them as official represent¬ haven’t lost their boxoffice pull at
The Norman Wisdom show that has press conference wasn’t held be¬ of interest, and would have obli¬ atives.
The controversy again the big nitery out on Route 51.
Skating revues were dropped
been a long term tenant at that cause of his overtime stand.
gated the estate to pay some $180,- must be appealed to the Florida earlier than usual in October and
house, according to advices re¬
Supreme
Court, which had previ¬
000 in realty commissions.
were
figured to be finished, but
ceived by N. Y. talent agencies, is
ously ruled against union’s picket¬
In his ruling, Judge Haneman ing of hotels to force negotiation. requests for their return have
showing signs of wearing off at the
been
so
numerous that the Ankara
said
the
Margolin
offer
would
pro¬
boxoffice. Val Parnell, managing
management is bringing them back
vide enough cash for the estate
director of the Moss Empire The¬
again
right
after Easter.
to
better
protect
its
investment,
atres, has started to look at avail¬
First of a new series of editions
with the cash position being in¬
abilities.
Hollywobd, Feb. 7.
is
due
in
April
and will be headed
creased
annually,
whereas
the
Originally, it was feared by the
AGVA has awarded Dolores
by Jean and Jack Page, who have
percenteries that the Wisdom bash Gray, singer-actress under pact to Tisch offer was in effect an install¬
been
working
in
Detroit for sev¬
ment
purchase
with
no
actual
would show sufficient potency to
,
Houston, Feb. 7.
eral months. Phil Richards like¬
last through the season. The of¬ Metro, a $22,000 salary claim she guarantees of future payments.
Latest estimate of date for re¬ wise comes back as producer and
had
previously
filed
against
the
fices had also despaired of the
It was testified that the Margolin opening of Galveston isle’s Bali¬
vaude season in London because of Sahara Hotel, Las Vegas, for offer would leave the estate with nese Room, plush nitery built on featured skater along with a line of
the unavailability of another house “breach of contract.” Decision was approximately $430,000 in excess pier into Gulf of Mexico, not later girls, which he’ll assemble.
determined following an arbitration of the various 5% mortgages out¬ than May 1. Spot burned in Sep¬
to take on a variety show.
hearing held at the local office of standing up to the $3,500,000 pur¬ tember, 1954.
It is being com¬
Dope on Bass
AGVA. Miss Gray filed her petition chase price.
pletely rebuilt, and entertainment
last December after hostelry al¬
Philadelphia, Feb. 7.
room doubled in size to seat 275,
Hotel
operation
will
continue
as
legedly
refused
to
live
up
to
orig¬
Frank
L. Szostek, bass fiddler,
compared
to
190
before.
Picture
Comedian Joey Bishop, who
it is now, the Tisch interests con¬
inal
contract
drawn
between
chirp
was held in $500 in court (2) on
left the Copacabana, N. Y., last
tinuing the management of the windows will overlook the water. charges of possession and- use of
Entertainment policy will be as
week, has been booked up to arid inn.
George Murphy acted in behalf Ambassador, while the Margolin before, with name bands booked narcotics. Szostek formerly played
June.
Stands include Lucerne,
and Orleans interests will handle
year-round, name acts used in fall with name bands and is currently
rr,13?1* Beach; Detroit Athletic of Miss Gray, Stan Irwin repped the Ritz.
and winter. Acts appearing in the at a local supper club.
Club; 'Latin Casino, Philadelphia; the Sahara, and Edward Rubin was
Detectives confiscated about $500
the
impartial
arbitrator.
Hearing
B-Room have included Joe E.
Beverly Hills Country Club, New¬
port, Ky.; Sands Hotel, Las Vegas, was conducted under the surveil¬
Mercury Artists, N.Y., will open Lewis, being eyed to open place if worth of heroin in the bassist’s
apartment.
He told the police he
lance
of
Irvin
Mazzei,
AGVA’s
his
schedule
permits;
Sophie
an£ Bimbo’s, San Francisco.
a Co^st office March 1, to be headed
Bishop recently inked a three- Coast topper, and James L. Kelly, by Joe Rollo, for many year§ .qq Tucker, Henny Youngman, Myron had been using drugs since Decem¬
ber.
Cbrien
and
Beatrice
Kay.
* year, «ne-'»-ye«t*> deah at the •Bands; •iris -assistant:.
ihfll<? %mt‘ thLere: *

AGVA-ANDA Hit
Unfair’LA. House

.

Musicians Help
Seen Urgent Vs.
Miami Hotels

Kayes Howdy
Becomes 40-Min.
Act in N,Y. PA

$7,000,000 Deal On
Atlantic City Hotels
Gets Final Court Okay

LQ, ON NAME SPLASH,
BOOKING FAR AHEAD

Pin NITERY FINDS IT

MUST PUT ICERS BACK

Palladium May Resume
Vaude End of February

AGVA Gives Dolores Gray
22G Pay Claim Vs. Sahara

Bishop Busy to June

Galveston Isle Balinese
Room Reprise Due by May 1

VACBEVHXJE

j Bowling Team Parties
Makes April Too Vital

Vaude, Cafe Dates
New York
Gil Lamb has been signed for
the Palace, N. Y., Feb. 17 . . .
Micki Mario to the Lotus Club,
•Washington, March 1 . . . Elvis
Presley and Bobby Scott have been
signed by the William Morris
Agency . . . Gogi Grant pacted for
the Beverly Hills Country Club,
Newport, Ky. . . . Sophie Tucker
set for the Balinese Gardens, Gal¬
veston, May 3; thence ta the Chase
Hotel, St. Louis, May 28 . . . Bill
Tabbert has moved into the British
Colonial Hotel, Nassau, on a book¬
ing by the James Grady office . . .
Cherry Hill Inn. Haddonfield, N. J..
has started a talent policy, with
Howard Lanin booking . . . Vivian
'Lori is a holdover at the Red Car¬
pet, N. Y.

been signed for the Statler-Hilton
Hotel in Dallas, opening. Feb. 23
for two weeks . . . Lena Horne’s
three-day holdover at the Cocoanut Grove has re-scheduled the
Los Chavales de Espana and Trini
Reyes opening to Saturday (11) . . .
'.Peruvian dancers Ula Con and
Velma Reso have been added to
show featuring Yma Sumac, open¬
ing Feb. 20 at the New Frontier,
Las Vegas.

M&L’s Vegas Date

Hollywood, Feb. 7.
Martin & Lewis have been book¬
ed for a fortnight at the Sands,
Las Vegas, beginning March 14 at
a reported $50,000 per week.
After Vegas, they’ll' return to
Hollywood to roll “Hollywood or
Chicago
Bust” for Hal Wallis April 1, with
Jose Greco into the Statler Ho¬ Frank Tashlin directing.
tel, Dallas, tomorrow (Thurs.) for
two frames . . . Paul Gray current¬
ly at the Chi-Chi, Palm Springs,
after ending a two-week teevee
stint on Chicago’s WBKB, sub¬
bing for Tom Duggan . . . Helen Continued from page 3
^
Scott now on an indefinite stint in
the Tree Top Room of the Ho¬ boxoffice into treasury reserves.
tel Frederick Martin, Moorhead, It is equal to almost 40% of gross
Minn. . . . Hildegarde set for the revenue. It is believed that the
Palmer House, Chicago, Feb. 23 trade is asking for a cut which
for four weeks . . . Johnny Puleo would cost the Treasury around
and His Harmonica Gang pacted $20,000,000 to $30,000,000 in a full
for four frames at Chi's Palmer tax year.
House, opening April 19 . . . The
Two years ago, the industry met
Peppermints set for the Black Or¬
chid, Chicago, for two weeks . . . with a 50% success and its agita¬
The Gaylords play the Safari tion for a $20,000,000 reduction
Room, New Orleans, March 19- was met half way. Since then, how¬
April 1.
ever, exhibition, production and
distribution have been plagued by
rising costs of raw materials as
Hollywood
wage increases. That concession
Russ Morgan and his orch have has long since been absorbed, and
been set for the Cocoanut Grove, the trade insists that a major re¬
beginning March 7. Peggy Lee is
headlined . . . Freddy Martin opens lief is necessary if the industry is
a three-week stint at the New to survive.
The British film producers are
Frontier Hotel, Las Vegas, April
23 . . . Maya Angelou, calypso- understood to be pressing for a
dancer-singer, holds over at the substantial concession to the Eady
Keyboard . . . Nelson Eddy has production pool as part of their
share of the benefit accruing from
any tax concession offered by.the
COMEDY MATERIAL
government. They’ve publicly in¬
For All Branches of Theatricalt
sisted that a minimum of $8,400,000 must be channelled into the
FUN-MASTER
Eady Pool if British production is
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILE
(The Service of the STARS)
to be kept solvent.
First 13 Files $7.00-All 35 issues $25
Support for the industry’s agita¬
Singly; $1.05 per script.
tion has already begun among back
bench M.P.s in the House of Com¬
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET. $25 •
mons. Between now and the intro¬
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk. $25 '•
duction of the budget next April,
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •
a series of questions is being
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00
tabled
seeking info from the Chan¬
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
cellor on his intentions. There also
OF GAGS, $300, Worth over a thousand
No C.O.D.'s
will be one question asking
BILLY GLASON
whether he will contemplate a dis¬
criminatory tax in favor of British
pix, based on the Italian principle.

Brit. Pix Biz

VING MERLIN
and his
.VIOLIN BEAUTIES

GUY LOMBARDO

Direction:
William Morris Agency

TV FILMS

,_Wednesday, February

Variety

Pittsburgh, Feb. 7.
Plans to remodel the Horizon
Room at the Greater Pittsburgh
Airport and double its capacity to
•more than 1,000 have been post¬
poned until early in ’57. Nitery,
which is operated by Andy Chakeres under a concession from the
Allegheny County Commissioners,
had 'blueprints all set for construc¬
tion work to begin right after the
first of the.year, but architectural
technicalities intervened.
When everything was finally
cleared away recently, Chakeres
learned that wOrk, which original¬
ly was to have been completed
April 1, would extend into May, so
he put the job into cold-storage
for the time being. That’s because
April is proverbially one of -the
biggest months for cafes here, with
bowling team -banquet parties
practically every night.

Better Shake Given
Concert Artists In
Europe, Says Foldes
By HAZEL GUILD
Frankfurt, Feb. 7.
“Many of America’s prominent
concert artists are missing a good
bet by not going on tours in Eu¬
rope,” says Hungarian-American
pianist Andor Foldes, who’s now
making a 65-concert tour of Eu¬
rope.
“America today can’t provide
the playdates and money that Eu¬
rope
can,”
Foldes
continued.
Pointing out that no one continent
can keep an artist well fed all the
time, he said that while there ,are
only about a dozen major cities for
booking in America, there are a
hundred in Europe.
“In the States, our big cities for
concerts are New York, San Fran¬
cisco, Boston, Chicago. And who
wouldn’t prefer Paris over Osh¬
kosh, Amsterdam over Peoria?”
He emphasized that while “an
American artist has four or five
big dates every season, he then
goes into the provinces to make
his gravy. In Europe, there are 18
capital cities with fine orchestras,
and each country has several other
important cities, too. A good Euro¬
pean tour, from Helsinki to Lis¬
bon, can take in 30 top orchestras
and important cities. What artist
wouldn’t like to perform with the
Vienna or Berlin Philharmonic, or
the Concertgebouw of Amster¬
dam?”
Also, costs are lower in Europe,
he said. Usual fee for an agent in
Europe is 10%, instead of the 20%
in the States. Advertising, too,
costs less. Street posters and small
newspaper ads are customarily
used in Europe, and cost far less
than the advance publicity and
newspaper space in the States.
While the fee paid the perform¬
er is less in Europe, food and
lodging cost less than in the States.
Stressing that “I. love America and
don’t want to knock it,” Foldes
added that he feels the idea solu¬
tion is for an artist to spend half
his time in America and half in
Europe.

DORITA
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Inside Stuff-Vaudeville
Johnnie Ray Sid some tall travelling to make a date at the Town
Casino, Buffalo, last week. With all planes grounded, and train trans¬
portation guaranteed to get him to the date several hours after showl
time, Ray and his personal manager, Bemie Lang, got into a car in
N. Y., drove steadily and.came to the.cafe in time to go on without
a rehearsal.
Billy Daniels’ difficulties because of a Harlem shooting last week
gave singer Eydie Gorme a break. Going on at the N. Y. Copacabana
as a quick sub for Daniels following her rehearsal for the Steve Allen
tv show, Miss Gorme got only a talkover rehearsal and did well
enough to get a deal in May for the spot. Sammy Davis Jr. and Vic
Damone did briefies to round out the list of those substituting for
Daniels.

Sweet By Any Name
Boston, Feb. 7.
Here’s a switch. Wnile most
chirps leave their plain old
names behind and adopt exotic
ones, Cindy Parker, Boston
thrush who has appeared in
Rome, Paris and London clubs,
switched to Liz Mulligan this
week.
It's the singer’s real name,
too. She has been singing for
10 years as Cindy Parker.
From now on, she will be
billed as Liz Mulligan (real
name, Elizabeth Mulligan).
Topper is she specialized in
Italian and French songs, sung
in those languages.

Reader Is Continuing As
Miami B. Seville Booker
Charles Reader will continue as
booker for the Seville Hotel, Miami
Beach, for at least this season.
Reader holds a contract with the
inn until. May. Confusion had set
in on the booking picture of that
inn since a local agent had been
permitted to set a couple of shows
there. However, the setup has been
straightened out, with Reader still
in the buying slot.
Reader is now engaged in setting
shows for the rest of the season.
Bookings include Galina, for Feb.
16, and Ricky Lane on a return
date set for April 5.

Hawaii Club Shifts
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"We're eagerly awaiting your return to the

‘Capades’ In Sock
108GN. Haven Run
New Haven, Feb. 7.
“Ice Capades” played a terrific
10-show stand at the Arena Jan.
25-Feb. 1 and carted off approxi¬
mately $12,000 In excess of last
year’s business. House was scaled
at $2-$4.80 on a capacity of close
to 3,500, with a potential tax-de¬
ducted net of $11,500 a perform¬
ance. A near sellout for theJ run
pulled a smash $108,000. Fan count
was an estimated 34,000.
“Capades” has been working a
revised sked of Sunday shows on
this tour by playing at 1:30 and
5:30, instead of usual 2:30 and 8:30.
Shift. has worked successfully,
especially in towns where evening
church services are involved. Also,
it’s a welcome break for the cast
by giving them a night off.
Brian McDonald, longtime m.c.—company manager, is not with
the outfit this year. He has been
succeeded by Jim Harkins, who
stepped up from a “Capades” sub¬
sidiary unit.

I THE HAYDENS
(ERNIE and DORIE)
"Aristocrats of Danco"

Weeks of Feb. 10th and Feb. 17th

Honolulu, Jan. 31.
Only two niteries witlr cabaret
licenses in Hilo, Hawaii, will 'be
operated by John Lee, owner of
Palm Terrace Hotel and popular
Lava Pit nitery. He’s taking over
the competitive Ocean View club
from William Gonsalves.
Ownership changes are pending
for Waimea Ranch Hotel on Ha¬
waii island and Waialua Ranch
Hotel on Kauai island.

BROWN HOTEL
Louisville, Ky.

Dominican Expo
ss— Continued from vase 1 -■

York, are doing well, according to
reports. The Hotel Jaragua and
Paz are doing excellently. El Embajador is slated to open formally
on Feb. 11, when the dignitaries
of the island republic will throw a
dinner there. However the 350room inn has been open unofficial¬
ly since early January, and has
clocked as high as 150 registrations
daily.
Although overall business at the
expo has improved since it first
opened, it still has far to go to
move into the black. It’s tenta¬
tively, planned to continue the fair
until August.

Weeks of March 5th and March 12th

BLINSTRUB'S,
Boston, Mass.
Exclusive Mgt.t EDWARD RILEY
.1560 Broadway, New York City
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LOS ANGELES
Direction: MCA

Seville's Matador Room on March 5th."
Sincerely,

WHEN IN BOSTON

Charles Reader

It's the
PERSONAL MANAGEMENT: S. MAGARINOS
Lary,
FOR INFORMATION-WRITE, WIRE or PHONE
c/o CHAS. READER—Seville Hotel, .Miami Beach, Fla.

HOTEL AVERY
The Home of Show folk
Avory 9t Washington Sts,
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF FEBRUARY 8

Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Moss;
<P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

Palace (P) 9
B & B Sims
Donna Grescoe'
D & D Remy
3 Deuces
Wally Dean
Los Gatos
Sibyl Bowan
Dolinoffs & Raj

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 6
Adele Inge
B Rayes & D Faye
Jack Powell
Reg Redcliffe
Rih-Aruso
Lawman & Robins
Romano & Maureen
B.arry Rugless
Robert O’Donnell
Roslyn Dunbar
Lamb & Rahlen
Barbara Howe
Reg Park
Joe Whitehouse
Wim' De Jong

Geoff Thorne
Helen Pluker
Dorothy Hickey
SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 6
Hite & Stanley
Frank Marlowe
Billy Russell
Salici Puppets
J & D Barker
M & E Rose
Laycock & Maureen
Stuffy Bryant
Gordon Chater
Darryl Stewart
Terry Scanlon
June Salter

BRITAIN
ASTON
Tom Mennard
3 Gridneffs
Hippodrome (I) 6
Jerry Singer
Arthur English
EDINBURGH
Eddie Gray
Empire (M) 6
Eva May Wong
Harry Lester’s Co.
Christine Glanville
Hayseeds
Dennis Hunt
Clarckson & Leslie Sandow Sisters
3 ex James Co.
3 Skylarks
Larry Turner
FINSBURY PARK
Johnnie Gray
Empire (M) 6
BLACKPOOL
Lee Lawrence
Palace (I) 6
Averil & Aurel
E & D Waters
Henderson & Kemp
Peter Cavanagh
Nadias
Tony Brent
Dennis Spicer
Karina
Del Cortino
P & S Sherry
Louise & Dogs
Hal Garner
pteddie Harrison
Rita Martell
Aiclue Glen
Kemble & Christine
GLASGOW
BRIXTON
Empire (M) 6
Empress (I) 6
Duncan Macrae
Dick James
Dave Willis
Penny Nicholls
Jack Anthony
Harry Worth
'Murray & Maidie
Terry Wilson
Robert Wilson
'Bruce Forsyth ’
LONDON
Reg Russell
Metropolitan (I) 6
Galentos
Denis Bros & J
Max Miller
Nat Gonella
CHISWICK
Empire tM) 6
Doreen Harris
Billy Dainty
Peter White
Morris & Cowley
Wareham & Barb’r’
White & Glamazons Georgette
.
Ben Ali Ifassans
Ray & Lucille
Gelletto Bros.
NORWICH
/Aerial Kenways
Hippodrome (I) 6
Flack & Lucas
Gerrard Sisters
DERBY
Joe York
Hippodrome (M)Q6
Patricia Birch
Danny Purches
Earle & Vaughan
Bill Maynard
Jothia & Joan
Jerry Allen 3
Whirlwinds
Dash's Chimps
Sellers & Geldray
Billy *uke’ Scott
WOLVERHAMPTON
Carmen Y Mario
Hippodrome (I) 6
Pertwee & Marlon
McAndrews & Mills Jane Lune
Ford & Sheen
EAST HAM
Delmonico Dancers
-Granada (I) A
Syd England
Harriott & Evans
Collin Robins
Royal Command
Margaret Davies Co.
Girls

NEW YORK CITY
A rete's
A1 Nesor
Carolyn Carpenter
Harry Kane
H Roth Ore
Beverly
Bobby Short
t
Jessica James
Encores
Blue Angel
Martha Davis &
Spouse
Jill CoreyTrotter Bros
Bon Soir
Kaye Ballard
Sylvia Sims
3 Flames
Tony & Eddie
Hazel Webster
Bruce Kirby
Jimmie Daniels
Chateau Madrid
Carmen Amaya
Ralph Font Ore
Pancho Ore
Copacabana ,
Vic Damone
Buddy Hackett
Cheers
Chic Layne
Teddie Vincent
Mickey Calon
Grace Genteel
Michael Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Hotel Ambassador
Chauncey Gray Ore
Jani Sarkozi
Quintero Ore
Hot’l H'nry Hudson
Three Suns
Joan Bishop
Hotel New Yorker
Lenny Herman Ore
Hotel Plaza
Lillian Roth
Ted Straeter Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Hotel Pierre _
Denise Darcel
Dornan Bros
Stanley Melba OreHotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel Statler
T & J Dorsey Ore
■
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel St. Regis
Julie Wilson
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari Ore
Latin Quarter
Lynn Christie
A L Simpkins
Jack Durant
George Tapps
Wazzan Tr
Doreen Lord
Chiquita & Johnson

Howard Mann
Jo Lombardi Ore
B Harlowe Ore
Le Cupidon
Johnny Johnston
Helen Halpin
Ramon Ore
Ernie Warren Ore
Le Ruban Bleu
Irwin Corey
Tobi Reynolds
Nino
Norman Paris 3
Dick Harris
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Joe Laporte Ore
D’Aquila Ore
Park Sheraton
Irving Fields Trio
Eddie Layton
Rea Carpet
Pat Harrington
Woody Morgan
Vivian Lori
Jimmy Gregg
Town & Country
Lenny Kent
Jan Welles
Burnell Dancers
Johnny Morris Ore
Two Guitars
Olga Kai-pis
Eugene & Sonia
Andrei Hamshay
Misha Usdanoff
Koysta Poliansky
Ore
Versailles
Jack CassidyBetty Bcnee
Pat Turner
Carmen Alvarez
Larry Daniels
Cook & Corey
Neilc Adams
Buff Shurr
Richard Tone
Eddie Lawrence
Sharon Shore
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panchi to Ore
Viennese Lantern
Vicky Autier
Erika Kolossy
Ernest Schoen Ore
Harold Sandler
Paul Mann
Village Barn
Dick Hall
George Hopkins
Sophie Parker
Larry McMahon .
Alan Holmes Ore
Waldorf-Astoria
Benny Goodm’n Ore
Nat Brnndywynne
Ore
Mischa Borr Ore
Village Vanguard
Dick Hon
Enid Mosier
Steel Trio
C Williams Trio

CHICAGO
Black Orchid
Dr. Arthur Ellen

1a■

i Gloria Van
Blue Angel

4
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C Barrios
Rivero
Domenechs
Ballet
R Ortega Ore
Naclonal
Toni Arden

U S. Films Respect Asiatics

RENO

Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week
0

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (R) 9
Corps de Ballet
Rockettes
Choral Ensemble
George Sawtelle
Martha Rich
Jean Sanders
Bernard Green
3 Merkeys

Fajardo Orq
Sans Soucl
Cab Calloway
Charlivels
Nancy Lopez
Victor Alverez
Ramon Iglesias

Mighty Panther
Phyllis Branch
Roger McCall
Eugene Compson
Esther Johnson
Blue Note
Errol Garner 3
Benny Green
Chez Paree
Marguerite Piazza
Shecky Greene
Chez Paree Ad’r’b’
Brian Farnon. Ore
Cloister Inn
Pat Moran 4 Lurlean Hunter
Dick Marx
Johnny Frigo

Conrad Hilton
“Icearama”
Neff & Voss
Shirley Linde
Michael Meehan
Dave Park
Boy Foy
Bergman & Mimi
Tune Tattlers
Boulevar-Dears &
Boulevar-Dons
F. Masters Ore
London House
Teddy Wilson 3
Palmer House
Dick Shawn
Genevieve
Bruxellos
Empire Eight
Charlie Fisk Ore

LOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel
Lena Horne
Leighton Noble Ore
Bar of Music
Kay Cee Jones
Spider & Speed
Mack Twins
Beverly Hilton
Horace Heidt Revue
Biltmore Hotel
Joanne Wheatley
Georgie Kaye
B & C Robinson
Hal Derwin Ore
Ciro's
Nat (King) Cole
Dick Stabile Ore
Geri Galian Ore

Crescendo
Rusty Draper
Jackie Farrell
Ruben Leon Ore
Mocambo
Carl Rayazza
Paul Hebert Ore
Marco Rizo Rhumba
Ore
Moulin Rouge
Peters Sis
Bob Williams
Andrea Dancers
The Cabots
Peiro Bros.
Ffolliott Charlton
Jerry Gray Ore
Statler Hotel
Harry Richman Rev
Eddy Bergman Ore

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Frankie Lai.ne
Beverlee Dennis
Rudy Cardenas
Art Johnson
Don Arden Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore
El Cortez
Paulette Sisters
Wayne Roland
Jill Adams
Sherman Hayes Ore
El Rancho Vegas
Sophie Tucker
Robert Clary
Ernie Richman
Cover Girls
Ted Fio Rito Ore
Flamingo
Mills Bros.
Alan King
Goofers
Starlets
Lou Basil Ore
Golden
Nugget
Harry Ranch Ore
Polly Possun
Joe Wolverton
Jack Wedell
New Frontier
'Blackouts’
Ken Murray
Marie Wilson
Harmonica ts
Andrea Dancers
Robert Lamouret
Dorben Dancers
Garwood Van Ore

Riviera
Olsen & Johnson
Los Chavales
Patty Andrews
Sahara
Donald O’Connor
Sidney Miller
Saharem Dancers
Cee Davidson Ore
Sands
Peggy Lee
Reese & Davis
Beachcombers
Copa Girls
Antonio Morrell!
Ore
Showboat
Ford & .Reynold
Stunning Smith
Garr Nelson
Rossi & McDermott
Bob Darch
Mike Werner Ore
Silver Slipper
Hank Henry
Jean Valli
Russ Clark
Denise Bennett
Cliff Ferre
Sparky Kaye
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Geo. Redman Ore
Thunderbird
Ella Logan
Don Tannen
Peiro Bros.
Thunderbird D'c'r’s
Barnet Rawlings
A1 Jahns Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Algiers Hotel
Dick Sterling
Nina & Renea
Arne Barnett Ore
Balmoral Hotel
Enrica & Novell o
Emil Coleman Ore
Wayne Carmichael
Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
Gina Valente
Hal Fisher
Beth Challis
Harvey Bell
Fred Thompson
Casablanca
Lillian Hayes
Mickey Manners
Bob Regent Ore
Ciro's
Louis Armstrong
Tony Bennett
Pat Morrissey
Gene Baylos
Len Dawson Ore
Barbara McNair
The Treniers
DiLido Hotel
Barton Bros.
Holly Warren
Sager Dancers
La Playa Sextet
Emilio Reyes Ore
Bea. Kalmus
Eden Roc
Joe E Lewis
Gloria Dellnven
The Rivieras
Cy Coleman Trio
Mai Malkin Ore
Chucy Reyes Ore
Empress Hotel
Jerry Lester
Connee Boswell
Mandy Oampo Ore
Fontainebleau
Peter Lind Hayes
Mary Healy
Dorothy Jarnac
The Toppers
Sacasas Ore
Isle de Capri
The NovElites
Carl & Roz
Fausto Curbello Ore
Lucerne
Mickey Katz
Stan Porter
Jacques Donnet Ore
Latin Quarter
Betty & Jane Kean
Lou Walters Revue
Chiquita & Johnson
Dagenham Girl
Pipers
Tony Lopez Ore
Leon & Eddie's
Can-Can Girls
Flash O’Farrell
Marian Wilkens
Denise
Atoma
Kenilworth
Carmel Quinn
Carroll & Gorman

Michael Marvin Ore
Monte Carlo Hotel
Morty Gunty
Eydie ,Gorme
Martin &'Maio
Leonard Young
Ben Novack Ore
Murray Franklin's
Roberta Sherwood
Fletcher Peck
Murray Franklin
Nautilus
Larry Storch
Shepherd Sisters
Antone & Ina
Fletcher Peck
Syd Stanley Ore
. Place Pigalle
Pat Halladay
Wick-Wacks (4)
Joe Cash
Kaye Gayle
Roney Plaza
Eadic & Rack *
Jal Olman Ore
San Souci Hotel
Myron Cohen
Freddy Calo Ore
Saxony Hotel
Ice Review Spec
Wffma & Ed Leary
Alice Quessy
Bobby May
Marvin Roy
Alex Kallao 3
Dave Lester Orch
Johnny Silvers Ore
Frank Stanley Ore
Seville
Don Cornell
Bob Melvin
S & V Baker
Van Smith
C Reader Ore
Sea Isle Hotel
Harry Harden Ore
Pasty Abbott
Thunderbird
Maxie Rosenbloom
Nic-Nax
Luis Gomez Dncrs
Vanity Fair
Kay Martin &
Bodyguards
B S Pull.v
Pearl Williams
Sammy Walsh
Joya Sherrill
Noro Morales Ore
Versailles Hotel
Alan Gale
Billy Shepard
Buddy Clayton
A J & Ron
Teddy King Ore
5 O'clock
Tommy Raft
H. S. Gump
Parisian Rev
Vagabonds Club
The Vagabonds (4.
Chaz Chase
Maria Ncglia
The Knights
Frank Linale Ore
Woody Woodbury

HAVANA
Tropicana
Gloria & Rolando
Johnny Puleo
Xiomara Alfaro
Miguel Angel Ortiz
S Suarez Orq
A Romeu Orq
Leonello Gonzalez
Nancy Moren
Dominguez & Lira
Henry Boyer

Alda 4
Montmartre
Zeriia
Nanolo Torrente
Carlos Santos
May Julio
Clarisse Novo
Angelita Castany
Marcia Marcos
P. Godino
Casino Playa Orq

Mapes Skyroom
Joanne Wheatly
Bob McFaddcn

; Continued from

Riverside
Lisa Kirk
Gary Morton
Birk Twins
•Starlets (8) Bill Clifford Ore

Mardi Gras Fears
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president, James Russell, expressed
“shock” at the NAACP rap and
declared that he did not think the
Zulu stunt degraded the race—or
at least had rot in recent years.
Nonetheless the Zulus them¬
selves, the police and local white
citizens will try to keep the fun
from
becoming
offensive,
as
charged. Mardi Gras is too im¬
portant to New Orleans as a tour¬
ist attraction for any sour note to
creep in. A guess is that the Zulus
will be as orderly as zouaves.
Meanwhile, Mardi Gras started
Sunday with two parades and for
the next 10 days up to Ash
Wednesday and Lent the town is
jammed and jumping.
An NBC
telecast of Feb. 12 (“Wide, Wide
World”) will add to the 1956 crpercuttings expected to bpom all cafes,
restaurants, hotels, motels and fun
enterprises. Railroads are main¬
taining “pullman cities” in their
yards to -accommodate additional
hundreds..
Chamber of Commerce estimates
tourists will spend not less than
$5,000,000 in the 10-day binge.

Color Photos
Continued

rrom

page
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shoot color as well as black and
white as possibilities arise.
Star here always has been friend¬
ly and cooperative as far as the
legit is concerned and it promises
visiting road attractions whatever
possible additional aid is necessary
to help make their local engage¬
ments financially successful and to
help overcome tv competition.
Film and show pressagents may
note the fact, says Stevens, that
call is not for 8 by 10 transpar¬
encies, but for 35m. and 2 by 2
color pictures, providing, strictly,
that they are originals and not
dupes.
Star color lab developed over
last two years has specialized in
processing of small-size prints, 80%
of color used now coming from
35m.
Processing calls for extra¬
ordinary precision and cleanliness.
Paper will use three-color process,
and has increased its timing to the
fastest possible speed. Picture-toprint time can be reduced to 41 £
to 5 hours.

Lawyers
-
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made permanent or not will be ar¬
gued. Mather signed the original
restraining-order.
Trial itself is
set for March 13.
If Finney-Levinson and UFA
prevail, and the Court concurs
with the view that lack of copy¬
right protection in Germany auto¬
matically throws the German prod¬
uct into public domain, the result
is certain to be confusion. Such a
decision would certainly cover the
product held by the Custodian and
licensed out to various firms.
It
would furthermore affect 16 other
features held by Skelus and vested
by the Government.
Skelus meanwhile is going ahead
with the preparation of subtitled
prints in Germany and expects to
release the film in this country
soon.
Position of the UFA in this mat¬
ter isn’t clear. If the Court should
agree that all German films in this
country are in the public domain,
the German producers will hardly
gain. In the instance of “Muenchhausen.” the only usable prints in
this country are held by FinneyLevinson.

Ira Gershwin
Continued
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Gershwin’s share, but Ira, the lyri¬
cists,still feels “Porgy” isn't prime
for filming, as yet.
Its impact as an international
goodwill-getter for the American
idiom is, of course, by now well
established. At one time Ira Gersh¬
win reportedly was willing to have
his
brother’s
“American
folk
opera” filmed for a consideration
of only $25,000.

nationalities are portrayed at times
in comic roles, Hollywood has
stayed clear of doing a repeat on
the Chinese cook or laundryman
character which used to be quite
common in the early films. “Even
Charlie Chan’s Chinesc-Ameriean
sons—who were usually played as
‘both straight and comic’—have
not appeared on the screen since
1950,” she writes.
The absence of any notable num¬
ber of films dealing with Ameri¬
can missionary work in China is
noted by Mrs. Jones along with
the fact that, since the Comrnu-

paga 1 ;

been with Indian customs, religion,
etc., and Hollywood has been urged
to be careful .not to. offend Indian
sensibilities.
“This two-pronged policy,” says
Mrs. Jones, has, of course, from
the Indian standpoint been en¬
tirely contradictory, for nothing
could offend the Indians more than
the glorification of British . im¬
perialism.” One of the results
of course, has been that Indian
censorship on fiims dealing with
India has been
tough beyond
rhyme or reason.
In her conclusion, Mrs. Jones

. Asiatic stereotype analysis lists or examines 325 feature films
released over the last 60 years, probes some of the policlical,
economic and other pressures that have influenced production of
many of these pictures. Censorship problems, intervention of for¬
eign governments, needs of changing film markets and pertinent
other factors are also studied in a number of representative cases.
“The vital role of the American film-in the developemnt of
world trade,” Mrs. Jones points out, “was fully recognized in the
1920s and is nowhere doubled today;,but the role of the film as
a purveyor of American ideas lies never been carefully examined
nor its significance fully assessed. To what extent, she asks, have
Hollywood films about other countries influenced the altitudes
of nations toward one another?”
Partial answer to what the American film is doing to “shape
wprld images about other nations and peoples” is supplied in the
report via statistics on Metro’s "The Good Earth,” which was based
on the Pearl S. Buck novel. This picture, it’s asserted, “probably
did more than any other single work in any any medium” to give
the global citizenry an impression of China. For the film has
played “continuously over a period of 18 years throughout the
world.”
But in touching on “Earth.” the study also indicates that history
may be repeating itself in the Orient. For it’s recalled that news¬
reels of China and India were common in the pioneer days of the
industry. Later these authentic* clips gave way to “fictional pic¬
tures” of Chinese and Indian themes.. These, in turn, were dis¬
placed over the years by increasingly “factual and realistic” por- •
trayals on the screen.
nists gained control of the China
mainland, there have been no.films
which have attempted to give a
picture of what is going on in
China. In the Korean war pix, she
says, "there appears to be a gen¬
uine reluctance to characterize the
Chinese as our enemy.” The Chi¬
nese soldiers are commonly re¬
ferred to as “Communists” or
“Reds.”
Using Production Code statistics,
Mrs. Jones’ study finds that be¬
tween mid-1947 and the end of ’54
there were 26 pictures primarily
laid in p Chinese setting. In eight
of these, there were sympathetic
portrayals of China, two were un¬
sympathetic, and 11 contained both
sympathetic
and
unsympathetic
elements. The rest represented in¬
different portrayals.
As for the characters themselves.
Mrs. Jones finds that the screen's
attitude is changing. In 1948. prior
to Korea, 11 Orientals were por¬
trayed in American pix and every
one of them was given a sympa¬
thetic representation. By 1953, the
! situation had changed to the point
[ where there wasn’t a single Orien¬
tal shown in a sympathetic light in
an American film that year.
Interest in India
Turning to India, Mrs. Jones
i finds that the ratio of films prii marily concerned with China and
‘the Chinese is approximately five
! to one against those portraying
i India and the Indian people. In
i recent years, however, interest in
; India and its millions has risen.
1
“The relatively small number of
! pictures dealing with India sug: gests the great lack of information
i with regard to India which has
! existed in the United Stales for
many years,” Mrs. Jones writes,
j.“A number of Hollywood exccuI lives in speaking of their car.y
i sources of information about India
jreferred to the book Mother India
| by Katherine Mayo (1927). This
| book emphasized the most back¬
ward and primitive aspects of In! dian life and culture.” The study
> notes the influence of the British
| on American pictures dealing with
India and observes:
“The Brifish have been con¬
cerned with the way in which
Hollywood characterized the Brit¬
ish role in India. In this they had
little to fear, for Hollywood, basing
: its screen stories upon the many
I novels and plays current on this
subject, has for the most part
. idealized the British position and
j made the British role in India
! appear as a glorious mission m
which the interests of the Indian
; people were at all times genuinely
j served.”
I
The second British concern has

says her study indicates that “the
general trends toward interna¬
tional awareness in Hollywood, the
increasing importance of interna¬
tional markets, and the continuing
pressure of foreign censorship will
quicken the tendency toward more
accurate and realistic portrayals
of Chinese and Indian themes, lo¬
cales and characters.”

-Continued
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cha‘in at the peak of its operations
was approximately 400 in four
Northwest states. The number now
is approximately 44.
Most of the theatre sales and
abandonment of houses upon the
expiration of leases have been since
video’s advent and ndt required by
the consent decree.
The evangelistic group acquiring
the Loring has been housing its
tabernacle during the past two
years in Iho loop Alvin Theatre in
which it succeeded burlesque and
had under lease.
_
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“intra-mural”
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Code

-

as

a

j means of furthering that end.
i
Anti-Code elements offer the
! comeback that IMPAA, through its
! dual-pronged attitude, is merely
| favoring one form of censorship
jover the other, that the end result
: is the same.
j
If MPAA were to join Preminj ger, it would show there’s no ini consistency in the organization’s
j policy, according to those discusj sing the possible tieup.

Continued
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-

j as field representative of tOA. was
changed with the task of recruiting
TOA
members
and
organizing
units throughout the country.
TOA is now on the prowl for a
replacement for Gaughan as well
as an additional field rep which
the board authorized last Febru¬
ary. Gaughan will assume his new
post immediately and will make
his headquarters at the Cooper
Foundation Theatres’ olfice in Lin¬
coln, Neb.
.
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Copacabana, N, Y.
Vic Damone, Buddy Hackett, The
Cheers (3), Chic Layne, Barbara
Hammond, Mickey Calin & Grace
Genteel, Michael Durso & Frank
JHarti-. Orchs; $5 minimum. . •

allowing for play on their predilec¬
tions for biting satire and broad
lampoons where called for by the!
subject on hand. The method has
form, intelligence and a refreshing
approach, with Dorothy Jarnac
and the Toppers lending fine as¬
sists to jell the comedy compon¬
ents into a highly satisfying whole.
All of it is on a high laugh plane
tailored to an intimate, under¬
played approach* allowing for free¬
wheeling bits of biz to impart the
impression that it’s mostly spon¬
taneous antics.
The Toppers rate bows for their
comedy backing on the dialog as
well as the special lyric ideas
handed them-, notably the guy with
the goggles who works with Hayes
in the tv segment. Miss Jarnac re¬
prises her fine panto-dance bit
with Hayes from “Heaven Can
Wait” of several Broadway seasons
ago, the interp of a steno taking
dictation; she also earns salvos with
a rubber-ribbon patterning that is
Original and different.
The overall .package has obvi¬
ously been tailored for the better
night clubs and hotel-cafes. As is,
it could easily fill a solid hour or
longer for a ^video shot. Aud re¬
turns in the La Ronde are on the
begoff plateau.
Lary.

Variety
Hotel Pierre, N. Y.
Denise Darcel
(with Calvin
Holt), Dornan Bros., Stanley Mel¬
ba Orch & Alan Logan Orchs; $2,
$2.50 cover.
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But there she is, Lisa Kirk, warm¬
ing them over a 40-minute fire like
it was meant to be.
S.he. reprises some show tunes
and otherwise sings the language
of New York.
Gowned for the
Waldorf too, in voluminous black
which disintegrates becomingly in
the north, she looks 6ultra smart
for the occasion. But as soon as
she knocks out a few Dorothy
Parkerish lines, the party quickly
relaxes'into fun. She gets serious
with “Hi-Lili Hi-Lo,” but for the
most part, the program is tres gay.
Accompanist Buddy Pepper sits
close by with a‘smooth piano and
directs the fine arrangements. And
they sit together to duet his com¬
position, “Vaya Con Dios,” for a
little contrast.
Gary Morton has picked up
greatly since his last showing
around here. He does an easy* re¬
laxed but quite funny stanza, kid¬
ding more than handing out jokes.
Two young acro-dancers, the
Birk Twins, do a kind of reflected
image of each other in amazing
unison. Trick is, in most cases,, a
looking-glass opposite . for their
steps and action. Youngsters are
clever and well-liked. They can
move up in billing when the word
gets around.
Starlets are valentines, for their
colorful opening. They're beauti¬
ful, too, in the number between
Morton and Miss Kirk, floating
through a waltz set.
.Bill Clifford’s crew works Miss
Kirk’s arrangements to perfection.
Fortnighter has. only to worry
about the kind of weather to be
booked into Reno. 1
Mark.

Fatin Quarter, NY Y.
Lou Walters presents f,Mardi
GraS 'de Parte ”- with Jack Durant,
Arthur Lee Simpkins, Chiquita &
Johnson, George Tapps Dancers
(5) Harold & Lola, Wazzan Troupe
(8), Princess Yasmvna,. Rita Noble,
Metropolitan Sextette, Judy. Ma¬
son, Dancers & Showgirls, Jo Lom¬
bardi & Buddy Harlowe Orchs;
conceived and directed by Walters;
choreography and staging, Natalie
Komorova (assisted by Corky Baysinger ); songs and. lyrics, Walters ,
and Art Waner; music and orches¬
tral arrangements', George Komeroff; $6 minimum.

This is Denise Darcel’s seventh
appearance in the Pierre’s Cotil¬
lion Room and for the occasion
she has some new Pierre Balmain
gowns, new material by Michael
Ross and Irviri' Graham, and an
assistant in Calvin Holt.
Miss Darcel has a warm,.bub¬
bling personality that more than
makes up for her vocal limitations.
She appears at her best in her
stylized
handling
of
popular
From the Arabian nights .to a
French tunes, such as “J’attenNew Orleans cakewalk, with a
drai,” “Autumn Leaves,” “Made¬
stopover
in Paris tossed, in, may
moiselle de Paris” and “La Seine.”
seem like a lot of territory to
Her introes and comments in a
cover. But the Latin Quarter’s
pleasant French accent are also
new revue does this, aided by an
appealing.
understandable amount' of dra¬
Apparently Miss Darcel doesn t
matic license. With Jack Durant
feel that these qualities are suffi¬
and Arthur Lee Simpkins topping
ciently saleable and she has gimthe cast, boniface Lou..Walters’
micked up her act with special
Mardi Gras de Paree” adds up to
material that, at its best, is only
a satisfying entertainment dish.
moderately successful.
Durant, who’s been a comedian
Holt, impersonating an officious
and emcee for probably longer
assistant hotel manager, walks out
than
he cares to remember, is be¬
on the floor, halts the French
coming a bit portly but for the
singer’s act, and says that Miss
most part his material stands the
Darcel just can’t stand up and
test of time. His gags, some of
sing. You can’t be just a singer,
which are . fresh, evoke ample
he says. You have to be a musical
Flamingo, I.as Vegas
mitts. He” used to. do a fair im¬
comedy. You need special arrange¬
Las Vegas, Jan. 30.
pression of Clark Gable. However,
ments. You can’t wear the same
Mills Bros. (4), Alan King, gown throughout the act. "You
his added poundage now detracts
from his own physical resemblance
Goofers (5), Ron Fletcher Danc¬ must change it on the floor. to the film star and, this imperson¬
ers (6), Louis Basil Orch (10); $2
After some back-and,-forth ban¬
ation as well as a so-so one 'of
minimum.
ter, a screen is brought out on
Harry Richman may well be .elim¬
the floor for Miss Darcel to change
inated.
her
gown.
Holt
gives
her
30
sec¬
Everything's on an upbeat the
Simpkins, a frequent JLQ re¬
next four frames with the ebul¬ onds. He flips open the screen and Ritz Carlton, Montreal
peater, displays a fine terior on a
lience of the Mills Bros., Alan Miss Darcel is caught— at least
Montreal, Jan. 27.
baker’s "dozen of. tunes ranging
King and the Goofers, all of which by the audience facing that direc¬
Connie Towers, Johnny Gallant, from a rock 'n' roll version of “St.
bids for extra traffic during their tion—in a slip. For the rest of
the audience, the gag fails to click. Joe Settano Trio; $1.50-$2 cover. Louis Blues” to Stephen Foster
stopover.
and several operatic arias. Partic¬
A well-rounded song tour can After three or four repetitions, by
Playing her third time at the Ritz ularly effective is the Negro sing¬
always be expected from the Mills which time the effect has been
Bros. They include many a fave completed dissipated, Miss Darcel Cafe, songstress Connie Towers er’s torching of “Many Splendored
from, their log stretching back 25 emerges in an unflattering skin¬ continues to impress with her Thing.” He works effortlessly and
operetta-type piping and engaging reaps fancy returns.
years, and biggest salvos greet tight creation.
Chiquita. & Johnson, adagio act
It’s a busy routine, good for an manner. A lithesome tuonde with
“Opus 1,” “Glow Worm,” “Up a
Lazy River,” “Paper Doll,” “BasiD occasional smile or chuckle, but a trim chassis, Miss Towers seems familiar to LQ patrons, score heav¬
. firmly established in the musicom- ily per usual via their eyefilling .
St. Blues” and “You Always Hurt not socko.
Supple femme sails
The Dornan Bros. (Charles and edy routines. The occasional devi¬ routines.
the One You Love.”
ation into something of a special
the air executing count¬
Alan King celebrates his 11th Leo), who precede Miss Darcel, material nature with comedic over¬ through
splits and kihdred feats, aided
swing into this nitery room to have a versatile act, including tones is neatly presented but seems less
grab big yock payoffs with open¬ songs, patter and audience partici¬ a trifle out of place both with her by the faultless timing of her male
He, incidentally,’ sports
ing round of gambling gags & | pation. Charles, who carries the appearance and general songalog. apartner.
beard the better to blend with
Vegas life, followed *by a very] brunt of the act, looks like a mildVoice is ideally suited to such
rqyue's Arabian Nights motif.
funny string of yarns about him¬ mannered bank teller and sounds items as her arrangement of a theHoldovers
from the preceding
self and family as exurbanites. somewhat like Edward Everett group from “Carousel,” which does show are George
Tapps and his
Caps with his usual rip into mod¬ Horton.
His friendly manner and way of much to boost impact of first half dancers (two femmes, two males);
ern moppet mores.
of offering. Patter between num¬ Doreen Lord, who does an aquatic
putting
people
at
ease
succeeds
in
Goofers flash into the warmup
bers is kept to
minimum, and
spot to heat up the room with taking away the self-consciousness there is just enough use of the strip in a tank resembling a cham¬
dixieland tootling and aero break¬ of the staid*looking gentlemen he hand mike for trips abound the pagne glass; The Wazzan Troupe
(seven men and a girl) who. tum¬
lures
to
the
floor
for
various
ups led by Jimmy Dell. Jimmy
floor to keep all ringsiders inter¬
Vincent’s drum bit with Neander¬ stunts. He divides the audience ested without getting them into ble engagingly; Metropolitan Sex?
tet, an operatic troupe, and Har¬
for
a
community
song
fest.
The
thal rubber mask is a howler, cul¬
the act.
old & Lola, who do a “Dance of .
minating • in the trapeze finish cooperation he receives and the
House 88'er Johnny Gallant and the Cobra.” Also holdovers arq
spirit
with
which
the
audience
en¬
Beverly Bills, Newport where the bassist and Dell blow
the Joe Settano trio combine to
Rita Noble as well as the
wild notes upside down and swing¬ ters the proceedings is a tribute back Miss Towers handily, with singer
Newport, Ky., Feb. 4.
house
dancers . and
showgirls
to Charles’ ability.
, Paul Gilbert,. Joe Maize & Cords- ing back and forth. It’s a topper
the Settano group doing dance mu¬ whose assets are interestingly re¬
Stanley
Melba’s
orchestra,
un¬
men, Dorothy Dorben Dancers (9), and never fails to reap an ap¬ der direction bf Joseph Sudy, pro¬ sic later for patrons.
Newt.
vealed in costumes designed by
plause^
harvest,
^
Dick Hyde, Gardner Benedict Orch
Wittop.
Ron Fletcher’s sextet of terpers vides excellent show backing and Empress, Miami Beach Freddie
(10), Jimmy Wilber Trio, Larry
In keeping with LQ tradition,
“Harliquinad” primer continues alternates with the Alan Logan
Vincent; $3 minimum, $4 Satur¬ in
Judy
Mason
and Princess Yasmina
orch
for
customer
dancing.
Miami
Beach,
Feb.
5.
to win attention for classy choreo.
HoU.
day?.
Connee Boswell, Jerry Lester, make with the belly dances. For¬
Louis Basil orch gives thorough
Mandy Campo Orch; $3.50-$6 mini¬ mer contribs a nice try but her
musical support.
Will.
gyrations never reach exciting pro¬
Frolics, Revere,' Mass. mum.
. Current two-framer has only two
portions. Miss Yasmina,. on the
acts, but they deal out wideawake
Revere, Mass., Feb. 2.
other hand, shows an exceptional
Blue Arigd, Chi
entertainment over a full 70 min¬
Bob'Manning, Billy Kelly, Bori
Despite the paucity of patronage ability to control movements of
Chicago, Jan. 30.
utes for ringsiders at Greater Cin¬
& Bor, Buddy Thomas Line, Cliff in many of the cafes around town
“Royal Calypso Revue,” with Natale Orch .(5): $2.50 minimum. of late, the- Empress Hotel man¬ the lower abdominal area in a way
cinnati's top nitery.
designed to stimulate and hold
In for his six\h visit, Paul Gil¬ Mighty Panther, Phyllis Branch,
agement* has entered the new Re¬
interest,
bert rules the roost with showman¬ Calypso Trio (Gene Compson,
Big biz going for boniface Jimmy gency Room on the oceanfront cafe optical
Productionwise, the show’s chor¬
ship all his own. New this trip are Esther Bailey, Roger, McCall), Celia in this handsome 400-seater circuit. Layout is an intimate one,
eography
and staging by Natalie
added variations of versatility—a King Rudolph, Al Lopez Orch; across the harbor from Boston on seating 250 in a balconied arrange¬
Komorova is well done; Walters'
bit of juggling with oranges and $3.50 minimum.
Revere Beach Blvd. with name pol¬ ment.
lavish
physical
backgrounds for
a barefoot hillbilly dance turn.
icy, Bob Manning, lanky six-foot
To launch the room, Connee
Another showing of Caribbean three crooner, works to big re¬ Boswell has been brought in for. the 11 acts and 10 scenes bespeak
Handsome comic’s well - known
stocks in trade of back falls, tv primitive has been hung in Gene turns with a set of standards. Lad her first appearance on the Beach a generous budget, and the fine
surgeon imitation and rapidfire Fardulli’s Rush St. calypso gallery; opens with “Something’s Gotta tn some years—her last time out show backing of Jo Lombardi’s
and word-select monolog, plus neat those who like the genre should Give,” works in a solid “That Old was at the old Brook Club when band also rates applause. Inter¬
baritone vocals and terps, assure flock to catch it. The now success¬ Feelin’ ” and gets biggest response gambling was in flower. Jerry lude music, incidentally, is by
Gilb.
ful. format remains the same, with with his w.k. “Nearness of You.” Lester, who’s been sunning in Buddy Harlowe.
his solidity.
This is an initial engagement for new faces.
Billy Kelly, standup comic, stops
parts for some weeks, makes
The package is- toplined by the the show with a round of gusty theses
,Joe Maize & His Cordsmen. It’s a
Black Orchid, Chi
his
second
entry
this
season—he
lincher for more. Tuxed, knock- Mighty Panther, who intros, emcees gags, sight bits and miming. His played the Sans Souci’s Blue Sails.
Chicago, Jan. 30.
r ibout foursome of instrumentalists and closes. He does all in better than rapidfire delivery and funny drunk Room earlier in the winter. The
Dr. Arthur Ellen (with Benny
is in command for 25 minutes, acceptable style. The Panther retails jokes have the customers howling. tandem pulled heavily opening Dunn), Gloria Van, Three Riffs,
Maize makes a production of an some not too ,w.k. calypsos, which On for 35 minutes, Kelly scores night and looks to spark a healthy Joe Pamello, Al De Marco, Kenny
electric guitar and actually has it is refreshing for those too familiar heavily with a Sgt. Friday bit and
for the new amusement an¬ Sweet; $4 minimum.
talking. Wacky confederates hang with the “Hold ’Em Joes.” He in a Ted Lewis carbon. He has a run
on to accordion, bass fiddle and carries the lead in the opening and slick aud participation bit in which chorage.
Miss
Boswell is, per usual, a
This show, as is, should run at
closing numbers with the rest of bowler hats are used to good re¬
• guitar.
’
song stylist whose artful least four weeks, with headliner
Class mounting is supplied by the cast, singing “Manana” with turns in a “Me and My Shadow” pbised
handling
of
rhythm
and
biues
wins
Dr.
Arthur Ellen in for another
gusto.
the line of Dorben Dancers in
sequence.
plaudits quickly. Tabler attention four and the other acts on a twoPhyllis Branch shares top billing
three numbers with Dick Hyde as
Bori & Bor is a novelty dance
- ■
singing emcee, and band back¬ here, with a book replete with Latin- act in which two dummies, man is sustained with interweaves of weeks with option -basis.
Booking of Ellen could not have
ground of Gardner Benedict’s bri¬ American standards and a single ca¬ and femme, appear on stage danc¬ ballads and torchants for ear-ar¬
lypso number. Femme has a basical¬ ing. whirling and cavorting resting balance. Plus values are been more timely, with the Chi¬
gade.
Koll.
ly strong voice, but extreme stylistic through intricate steps, all per¬ added via a couple of keyboard cago Daily News running what
tinkling breaks to spell the vocal- amounts to a trailer for the Orchid
effects and a certain thinness in formed
Fontainebleau, Miami
by male-inside costume us¬ istics. Working in Unaffected man¬ with, its “Bridey Murphy” hypno¬
projection rob it of full impact. ing women’s
shoes
on
his
hands.
Miami Beach, Febu 4.
ner, she animates her wordage tism series. Ellen drew big during
She does “Brazil” and “Babalu,"
Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy, among others, for good response Very clever effect and well re¬ with amiable ease and obvious en¬ his stint here last year and shapes
ceived. Buddy Thomas line de-' joyment to spread an infectious to do likewise this round. Opening
Toppers, Dorothy Jarnac, Sacasas from the house.
Orch; $3.50-$6 bev. minimum.
King Rudolph plays the steel serves plenty of praise. It’s well- touch to moods that range through night crowd was SRO.
drum, creating a small stir with his costumed, pulchritudinous and can Broadway-Harlem folk-music from
Ellen sets the scene for the
Booking of Peter Lind Hayes novelty instrument. Doing “Papa dance. 'Looks like boniface Celia the sultry to rollicking “When The Svengali routine with a blackand Mary Healy into the La Ronde Loves Mambo” and “Mr. Sand¬ has found the right format for Saints Go Marchin’’ In.”
boarded memory feat intro. De¬
Lester cavorts around the small signed to inspire awe and establish
of this plush hostel has proven
man,” he impresses the house with plenty of biz and the luring of
smart one. Tne best business
what can be done musically with copious numbers of Bostonians stage for a seemingly ad lib ses¬ confidence in thq audience, the
sion running over 40 minutes. His opener has Ellen as the human
the season is being attracted by an oil drum bottom by a people from their Beacon Hill haunts.
Guy.
trick of turning from the bit at calculating machine and memory
- the duo and their new package. who love to make music.'
hand to a piece of business with a giant. With a showmanly assist
Added • boxoffice zing is coming
The Calypso Trio appears twice
Riverside,
Reno
from the upper reaches of the gold in this show to add a terp fillip to
handy prop sparks laughs in un¬ from house emcee Benny Dunn,
•
Reno, Feb. 2.
coast; the Palm Beach-Ft. Lauder¬ the revue; first in a happy, boyexpected spots. Much of his work Ellen gets house approval at the
Lisa Kirk, Gary Morton, Birk is run off in a “don’t give a darn” outset.
dale upper-crusters are more in and-girl type dance, and later in
evidence ^an usual in Miami the usual heavy, voodoo thing with Twins, Starlets, Bill Clifford Orch; attitude that spreads into heckling
Only weak spot is the pseudo¬
frightening undertones. Drummer $2 minimum.
sessions with the ringsiders. The scientific, pseudo-scholarly patter
Beach cafes.
The new venture by Hayes- Roger McCall backs while Gene
result is a continuous giggle-raise used to tie in; it smacks just a bit
Healy is in the intimate revue skein, Compson and Esther Bailey do the
Reno has never flipped over any that builds steadily to solid aud of the medicine show and the
fluid staging eliminating waits be' hobfing. Act- goes off ,to ,'a good real, cafe sophisticate, and espe- acceptance in a house-party atmos- gfOw-hair-oyernighAj.K Pttch.v. But
tween scen64. and ' sofe -Routines, mitt.,
‘
Gabe.
I.,-? bn8 bm"t‘ id ' i(p.#ih^4,on{ftagf>5^)iI „
cialyr ff-lf!n. fimoi3,i M
I
o r>

The Copacabana’s new shoptoppers bring to the Jules Podell
hospice the feel.of a monied show.
The two major ingredients, Vic
Damone artd Buddy Hackett, are
likely to draw a wide variety of
customers. . Other item this ses¬
sion is The Cheers (3), further de¬
scribed under New Acts.
. Damone, making his first appear¬
ance at the Copa in some years, re¬
turns with greater assurance, with
the ease of a performer who knows
how to go about the job cut out for
him. His tune selection has a wide
variety, including songs from the
“Kismet” pic. * His own percus¬
sion section helps hypo 'the beat
and gives additional excitement to
some numbers.
Unfortunately, during parts of
his turn, Damone acts like .the
singing version*of Liberace. His
constant references opening-night
to his mother, who was in the audi¬
ence, and his over-cuteness in
some of his badinage, could be cut
out with little harm to hiihself. •
Although, Damone fills his head¬
line status admirably, it’s probable
that if Hackett closed the .,§how,
he could walk.out a star. As is, the
rotund funnyman impresses as be, ing just one notch away from the
very few comics in the business
who get top accolades. Hackett
impresses as being a naturally
funny guy. He has a pixieish,
cherubic expression, a sly manner
and a clever batch of material. He
still has a set of some indigoisms
which can be supplanted, but eyen
with the blue notes he leaves the
impression that he isn’t a dirty
comic. ■ Besides, his expression of
innocence mitigates the effect of
the cerulean lines.
Hackett’s Chinese waiter bit *s
virtually a nitery classic. But his
other pieces similarly get guffaws.
He satirizes, drive-ins, Mickey Spillane writing, .the plush Miami
Beach hotels and even at his re¬
cent wedding.
His elevation to
headline .status is a natural from
here on in.
The rest of the Qopa show is
running quite smoothly.
Chic
Layne and Barbara Hammond do
justice to the production tunes,
and Mickey Calin & Grace Genteel
give considerable lift to the pro¬
ceedings with their dancing. Mike
Durso, per usual, cuts the show
with precision, and Frank Marti’s
band provides the Latin dance in¬
centive.
Jose

i
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Roxy, N. Y.
“Rock V Roll Ice Revue,” with
Betty O’Neil, Four Voices, Donna
Jeanne LeMacr' Barbara Hunt,
Rosemarie & Robert, Helga & Inge
Brandt, Tommy Collins, Ted Deeley'b Johnny Melendez, Ralph Vucci, Barry Christy, John Young,
Skating Ensemble, Robert Boucher
Orch; producer, Robert C. Rothaiel; choreography and staging,
Dolores Pallet, assisted by Helene
Vinson; scenic designer, Bruno
Maine; costume designer, Lou Eisele; “Bottom of the Bottle” (20th)
reviewed in Variety Feb. 1, ’56.

pretive dancing, her chief novelty
being that she’s six feet four inches
tall, but she’s also a gracious,
statuesque gal who can dance.
Whole is a neat stage package for
75 minutes, ably backed* by the
Archie Stone house orch.
McStay.

USmETY
vet vaudevillians, haven't been
back to the Harlem flagship in
roughly a year. The two work over
a variety of musical instruments,
and when they’re not gagging, the
musicianship is accomplished.
Material is gently paced and al¬
ways rewarding. Finale brings on
The Ravens, a superior r&b quar¬
tet. “Begin the Beguine” and in¬
spirational “He” are^nelodic start¬
ers, and team has the good taste
not to spoil the latter with usual
rock’n’roll twist.
Art.

New Acts

Palace* X. Y.
Young China (4), Bunny Briggs,
Eddie Hanley (with Geene Court¬
ney), Jackie Lee, Albins. (2)
Yvonne Moray, Pete Marshall & THE CHEERS (3)
Tommy Farrell, Don Francisco, Songs, impressions
Myron Roman Orch; “At Gun¬ 10 Mins.
Roxy misses the ice-boat in this : point” (A A), reviewed in Variety Copacabana, N. Y.
The Cheers, a youthful trio com¬
outing, its second under the re¬ Dec. 7, ’55.
prising two boys and a girl, have
vived iceshow policy. For lack of
Okay for Palace partisans, cur¬ devised a good act that should
a top ice headliner, the show is rent
bill comprises a variety of achieve wide employment hori¬
given a "rock ’n’ roll” theme, and standard-type
turns. Layout has zons on the cafe circuit. Wisely,
possibly it Was felt this emphasis the accent on comedy,
but overall this group has worked out a solid
would bring in the teenagers. It’s there’s nothing to distinguish
it or turn rather than going after a
a dubious philosophy, first off; win new vaude friends. It’s strictly
sound which is difficult to achieve
second, the rock ’n' roll mood isn’t for the regular buyers.
on a nitery floor.
(and probably couldn’t be) main¬
The duo impress not only with
One male and three femme
tained throughout, and third, the
their ability to do a good rhythm
Orientals,
billing
themselves
Young
emphasis is in the production
tune, but with a humorous beat
pumbers and not on the soloists, China, are less than hotsy in the that leads them into, impressions
which can make a 50-minute show warmup spot, moving slowly and and a few satires. One of the boys
with “spectacle” values in too short
somewhat tiresome.
does a few bars at a trombone, an¬
There are four short featured supply for a balancing act. More other excels at impressions of col¬
skating stints, compared with aero stuff for flash effect should umnist Ed Sullivan and Arthur
three overlong production num¬ help. In the deuce, Bunny Briggs Godfrey with a finale comprising
bers, and this throws the 'burden fails to enliven the prpgram to Clayton, Jackson. & Durante. They
far too heavily on the shoulders of much extent. Tapster has a mildly are . likeable and personable kids
choreographer-stager Dolores Pal¬ diverting routine somewhat imi¬ who have channeled their talent
let. A long opener comprises en¬ tative of Bill Robinson.
They
Vet comic Eddie Hanley has int o the right direction.
semble work to “St. Louis Blues
should do well in the bulk of inMarch," “12th St. Rag’’ and “Six¬ built up his turn with the addition person situations.
Jose.
teen Tons,” and the choreography of Geene Courtney, a blonde of
and ensemble execution is on the beaucoup visual merit, as his foil.
LEE
uneven side. Next production num¬ Material, though, is familiar, pro¬ JACKIE
ber, a Latino melange, features ducing a few laughs but not Piano
Betty O’Neil and the Four Voices enough. Some rewriting is in 10 Mins.
on the stage-right vocals, but nei¬ order. Their dime-a-dance takeoff Palace, N. Y.
Jackie Lee is on the 88 with
ther she nor the group can really is amusing but Hanley’s imitations
compete for attention singing be¬ of a woman with a hangover and\ novelty material that rates okay
for
the Palace vaude lineup and
another
fitting
into
a
corset
bring
hind ice soloists and the ensemble.
which could be improved for other
It’s a bad spotting for. an estab¬ only mild audience reaction.
lished performer like Miss O’Neill * An affable team, Pete Marshall showcasing. He’s apparently at
as she’s relegated to the role of a & Tommy Farrell have a headstart ease and shows pianistic knowhow
production singer* less so for the toward more important dates. in rendering “Happy Birthday” as
Four Voices;* whose identities are They’re young chaps who work for an 18th century minuet, old-fash¬
laughs without straining, al¬ ioned waltz, mambo, ragtiihe, etc.
not as well established. Entire the
•Skillfully turned but still only
group, with Miss O’Neil again fea¬ though some strain in the writing
tured,rare in the finale, “The Rock shows through. Fresher material fair listening for the audience; his
talent could be put to better use.
is called for.
’n’ Roll Waltz.’’
The Albins, who played the Latin More enjoyable is a colorful offer¬
■ At best, the production numbers
ing of . “Rock Around the Clock,”
are fair in terms of ensemble work Quarter recently, are Andy and in
which Lee fingers the ivories,
Dolores
Albin, comedic ballroom
and concept. Scenic design by
Bruno Maine and costumes by Lou terpers who make for fair fun. pounds a drum and vocalizes at the
same
time. Also works the solovox
Their
dance
absurdities
get
someEisle are for the most part attrac¬
tive. Barbara Hunt, featured in mitting" and a ventriloquist bit, in with “Irish Washerwoman Boogie.”
Gene.
most, of the production numbers, which the gal plays a squirming
is a decided plus, bringing life and dummy, registers particularly well.
Yvonne Moray, a “new act” at JOE TEX
sparkle to the proceedings. She
gets okay assists on tlie male side the Palace in 1949, sixth on the Songs
by John Young and Barry Christy. bill, offers a lively vocal turn. She 9 Mins.
It's the featured acts that walk stands only 42 inches high but has Apollo, N. Y.
Joe Tex, a youthful Negro lad,
-away with the laurels, and what’s a larnyx of big dimensions, belting
needed is a tightening of the en¬ out “Them There Eyes” and “Heart is one of the Apollo's amateur
semble numbers with considerably Belongs to Daddy” in highly color¬ night champs. In his pro sendoff,
ful
fashion.
Her
miming
of
Sophie
there are some things in definite
more time given the acts. In this
department Donna Jeanne LeMac Tucker, Mae West and Jimmy Du¬ need of improvement. But his rois standout, with a figure-skating rante has good novelty and comedy licking rock ’n’ roll song method¬
stint that is lithe and energetic in value, suggesting more exposure ology is satisfying to regular at¬
entertainment media.
tendees.
style but yet retains a basic deli¬ onAtother
the close, it’s Don Franicsco
Tex’s first selection is decidedly
cacy that makes it topflight. Ball- with
his
slack
rope
balancing
that
offkey.
Since his wares haven’t
roomers Rosemarie & Robert turn makes for a fitting, flashy finale.
in a topflight stint, graced in par¬ Myron Roman’s pitmen provide the had wide demonstration before, it
is hard to distinguish bad music
ticular by some combination lift- backing skillfully.
Gene.
from flat warbling. Actually he is
spins that are tops. Helga & Inge
faintly flat, but he retrieves him¬
Brandt turn in a good mirror rou¬
self in distinctive belting style of
Apollo? X. Y.
tine and do some sharp dual preArt.
cisioning. Tommy Collins, Ted
Jay McShann Band (11) with his other two numbers.
Deeley & Johnny Melendez are Priscilla Bowman, Joe Tex, La
teamed as the comedy act, with Flotie Duo, Danny Overbea, Derby BILLY KELLY *
their pratfalling clicking but their Wilson, Howell L Radcliff, Ravens Comedy
30 Mins.
panto and other business showing (4); “The Marauders” (M-G).
Frolics, Revere Beach, Mass.
unsure timing. They’re on a wee
Billy Kelly has been around
bit long. Robert Boucher orch
Current Apollo ’stanza is just
does an okay showbacking job.
okay. Jay McShann’s musicians, quite a spell, but somehow man¬
Chan.
sharing billing with The Ravens, aged to escape being documented
launch the bill.
McShann is as a new act. Although mostly on
good when working with his own the local, scene, he is booked for
Casino* Toronto
seven-man troupe, but when aug¬ the Thunderbird in Las Vegas
Toronto, Feb. 3.
April 16. Kelly has a long retinue
Maxine Martin, Dick Capri, Sher¬ mented by four house sidemen, of bits, sketches, carbons and aud
ri Sisters (2), Margi McGlory, primarily for 11-piece backstopping participation things, but he’s best
and
for
opening
selections,
he
runs
Tokayers (6), Charles Leighton, from’good to bad.
at standing up in front of the mike
Archie Stone Orch; “Girls Marked
Joe Tex is in New Acts. After and pouring out the gags.
Danger” (IFD).
Kelly does linguistic stuff with
him on the card is La Flotte Duo,
a bike team that gets a moderate ease and pulls off some nice car¬
Even though two of the lead acts; mitt for an array of cycling feats. bons of Vaughn Monroe, Billy.
present screen and tv impressions, Danny Overbea, guitarist-singer, Daniels, Sgt. Friday and Hoagy
it's a diversified bill that gives the continues to please; he softpeddles Carmichael. Clincher is a fine Ed¬
customers plenty. Dick Capri, who the rhythm & blues angles for die Jackson in which the comic
is also in and out as amiable emcee, straight and tuneful stuff. An ac¬ gets a chance to show off his sorig
scores tops on his impersonations. complished a performer is Derby and dance accomplishments. Kelly
Ditto Margi McGlory for her song Wilson, tapster who doubles in is an all ’round comic with plenty
impressions of gal singers, with a gags. His dancing, including some of experience who looks to go well
Guy.
begoff ovation for her Billy Daniels Bill Robinson carboning, is en¬ in almost any spot.
takeoff and the gravel-voiced Louis hanced by the easygoing accom¬
Armstrong.
Both impressionists panying gab. Hence, he doesn’t MAYA ANGELOU
are good, despite faulty booking, wear thin as do other Apollo tap Songs
and the audience gave them plenty dancers in the same amount of 20 Mins.
Keyboard, Beverly Hills
of mitting when caught.
time
The satin drape intimeries have
Sherri* Sisters, two brunets in
In the midway McShan spot his
pink briefies, open the proceedings original seven men—himself on pi¬ served as incubators for big bistro
for hot taps' at top tempo, with ano, and with bass, drums, guitar, talent many , times in the past and
plenty of floor work and chal¬ saxfc trombone and trumpet—show the indications are that history will
lenges, complete with leaps and some distinction. Featured J Pris^ repeat in the case of Maya AngePirouettes. Also hep are The cilia Bowman, a tall, attractive cop¬ lou, a calypso, Afro-Cuban song
Tokayers, five men and a girl, for per thrush with an atrocious hair¬ stylist. Current date at the Key¬
their teeterboard shoulder and do, is excellent in “Where Are You board marks her local debut and
hand catches for three-man mounts Again Tonight?” and rhythmical her second professional engage¬
for triple somersaults and chair “He’s Mine." (McShann’s 88 excels ment. She’s still an unpolished
catches, and all to terrific speed. in support of latter number.) Miss performer, but there’s a potential
Charles Leighton is also over big Bowman has a good voice which she here for topdrawer stuff.
A onetime featured dancer with
underscores with knowledgablc
on his harmonica work.
. the “PQrgy. .and Bess company,
Maxine-Martin,* blonde in goiden phrasing.
Bert Hiweil and Frank Radcliff,1* Miy Art^eloii turned* to VocaRzlhg
gown, is alsor< on*-tor^sbhid' ‘ihter^
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Black Orchid, Chi.
Ellen proves his point handsomely
and goes off to a big mitt.
Gloria Van is the femme vocalist
on the bill. Miss Van hasn’t over¬
looked a bet in putting a saleable
act together: endowed with eye¬
popping physical equipment, she
knows how to dress it up and show
it off, getting loud conventioneer
reaction. The pipes are not the
richest or most tuneful in the busi¬
ness, but the stylings and the vi¬
vacity are okay. She does mostly
standards and gets good response.
She has a spec closer that serves
admirably and unusually to get her

off.

The Three Riffs open their three
part vocalistics with “Jombalayo,”
in heavily fringed straw hats. Turn
is varied and well paced, though
smash impact is not obtained. Oc¬
casional jokes are dated, but turn
ends on a high note with an audi¬
ence participation hand-clapping
revival bit.
Joe Parnello and A1 De Marco,
the house duo, do. the usual pro
job of backstopping and Kenny
Sweet plays a nimble and expert
intirhery piano at intermissio'ns.
Ga be.
Radisson* Minneapolis
Minneapolis, Feb. 4.
Felicia Sanders (2), Don McGrane Orch (8); $2.50 minimum.
Fact that thrush Felicia San¬
ders is playing her fourth Flame
Room engagement and again be¬
ing greeted by well-filled tables
and audience enthusiasm bespeaks
her local acceptance and popu¬
larity.
Each visit has seemed to be pro¬
ductive of a more vivid personal¬
ity and improved vocal talents, and
this is no exception. Even stand¬
ard numbers are distinguished in
consequence of highly unusual ar¬
rangements provided by pianistaccompanist husband Irving Jo¬
seph.
Stunningly attired in a low-cut
-black gown, the eye-filling brunet
chirper presents an arresting ap¬
pearance as she sings of love and
lovers with much dramatic fervor.
Her occasional invitations for aud¬
ience participation make for more
fun.
Don McGrane and his orch back
up the singer well and play for
dancing.
Rees.
Hotel Mnchlcliaeh* K. C.
Kansas City, Feb. 3.
Allan Jones (with Jerry Dolin),
Tommy Reed Orch (8); $1, $1.50
cover.

*,

highly appreciated by the patrons.
"Alone” and “Donkey Serenade”
are inevitable, and make a fitting
climax to the- musical turn. It
moves throughout with the singer
in fine voice and evidently reeling
off what the customers like.
Quin.
Cameo, X. Y.
Frances Faye, Roger Steele Trio;
$4 minimum.
The Cameo, located on the site
of many previous nitery attempts,
seems on its way to a sound opera¬
tion.
Having established itself
with a newcomer, Julie London,
the spot has gone into assured cafe
values with the first local visit by
Frances Faye in several years.
Miss Faye, backed by an instru¬
mental trio, is the sole member of
the floorshow, and she’s sufficient
unto herself to do a 50-minute
stint. The latest edition of Miss
Faye is a vastly different physical
specimen with her orange-colored
crew-cut. But otherwise, she’s the
same solid entertainer, with her
impact increased considerably be¬
cause of a smaller room than those
she had been working previously
during her Manhattan runs.
Miss Faye has a vast catalog that
rambles on. Her hep asides and
entertaining gab give her in¬
creased stature among the tablers
inasmuch as she ultimately creates
a party atmosphere. Her tunes are
generally slight variations on
standards that give her a personal
trademark. There are some indigo
items for added spice, Jmt it’s a
relatively small part of her act.
Aiding Miss Faye is her own
piano accomp that gives her stand
a greater drive, and a smoothworking unbilled trio comprising
an electric guitar, bass and drums
that’s able to implant additional
color into the background. The
Roger Steele Trio works the lulls
capably.
Jose.
London House, I hl
Chicago, Feb. 1,
Teddy Wilson Trio; no cover or
minimum.
London House has, in a short
time, become- one of Chi’s topdrawer showcases fpr instrumental
combos. With the Teddy Wilson
Trio, whose opening broke the
house record both at the cash reg¬
ister and in terms of audience re¬
action, the room has come of age.
“The Benny Goodman Story,”
playing concurrently at the Chi¬
cago Theatre, is being used as a
great trailer for Teddy Wilson’s
four-weeker here, which is no
small potatoes as trailers go.
Playing the indestructible stand¬
ards, the Wilson Trio displays a
virtuosity that could serve as an
ideal for less accomplished groups.
The clean and dexterous finger¬
ing of Wilson at the piano leads
and inspires. The bass and the
drummer, contribute with support
of like quality, so that all draw
strength from one another. Gene
Ramey at the bass plucks rhythmiically and accurately. Drummer
Jo Jones plays with smooth per¬
fection an insistent but never over¬
ly obtrusive beat; and his mugging
is a kick in itself. Opening night,
the trio couldn't get off the stand
at the end of a set and this looks
like a smash four weeks. Gate.

First time In many weeks the
Hotel Muehlebach has gone to a
single act for the Terrace Grill,
this time depending on the name
of Allan Jones for the whole draw.
While the Jones name isn’t as
meaningful in K.C. as in some
other spots, it will do right well,
and Grill should have a pleasant
two weeks, even with a show of
but 25 minutes. It’s the first night
club date in town for ,/Jones,
although he has appeared here
before in legit.
Orch leader Tommy Reed obliges
with the m.c. chores, and turns
orch over to Jerry Dolin, who
batons for Jones. Singer leads off
with “Song in My Heart,” and
holds the pace with Gershwin’s
Fair mount* Ottawa
“Our Love Is Here To Stay.” Pace
Ottawa, Feb, 2.
shifts with bit of opera from
Wallace Bros. (2). Jugji, Lor¬
“Tosca," a rare night club entry raine Foster, Anne Varrie, Jerry
here. French bit, “Madelon," is Burgess Orch (6); 75,c admission.
good comic material. Jones then
reaches his highspot with a vignet
Wallace Bros., tap-chant duo,
of “Carousel,” effectively done and stand out in this Fairmont Club
lineup principally because the
only about 18 months ago. She has other offerings are weak. Negro
a striking voice, particularly in the pair keeps the stanza at fast pace
lower register, and her general de¬ throughout, working in some com¬
portment justify the “exotic and edy and aero, plenty of fast foot¬
violent” billing she’s getting here. work and scattering of chant. Their
A six-footer, she Works barefoot gags are straight out of Primrose
and punctuates her vocals with Sc West but somehow seem to fit
calypso footwork and some un¬ this bit. Lorraine Foster, Montreal
usual body movement that have a chirper, has nice, husky pipes but
shows definite lack of control and
definite native influence.
showmanship in ‘ her warbling.
There probably will be some Thorough training in both could
comparison with Eartha Kitt (who make this an' okay stint, since
also started as a dancer), but Miss femme has looks, build and mak¬
Angelou is of a different genre. ings of an okay canary. Jap aeroBeypnd her vocal ability, she has juggler Jugji uses standard rou¬
a vibrant personality and an ef¬ tines reminiscent of a circus third
fective sense of humor. Save for ring, tossing balls, sticks and rings
an occasion familiar in <the calypso and ending by bouncing a barrel
line (“Stone Cold Dead in the on his feet while lying on his back.
Market”), she utilizes her own ma¬
Brought on as an exotic, Anne
terial almost exclusively. She works Varrie gets no skill into her Ori¬
here with Calypso Mac (guitarist), ental terps stanza. The stint is
who also takes a single vocal oc¬ strictly filler and used as such
casionally, and Conga Connolly.
here. Jerry Burgess band plays
With routines aimed at exploit¬ for showbacking and dancing.
The only nitery operating a show
ing her best features and more em¬
phasis on lush rhythm in the back¬ in this area, the Fairmount is doing
ing, she could easily springboard gqod business all nights of the
Week with .capacity .Saturdays..
I tyojt} (here> Jq Jhe better boites.
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Shows On .Broadway

Shows Out of Town

The Innkeepers
well have done yeoman duty as
TTwole* Vanva
Gordon
W.
Pollock Jin
association
N Y. City Centre Theatre Co. (Jean
the complete setup for a straight :
*
. .
with Richard Cook and Teter Flournovj
*
>
■■
^- -. -‘ I
David Ross revival of comedy-drama Dalrymple.
director),
by
arrangement
Herman Levin production of musical play) and a sumptuous array oi in four acts (four scenes), by _Anton with Ronald -A. Wllford Associates and production of dram? in three acts, liy
Staging, Jose Quin¬
in two acts, 18 scenes. Adapted from Ber- costumes.
Chekhov, translated by Stark Young. Jean De Rigault, present the French Theodore Apstein.
na'rd Shaw’s “Pygmalion," and suggested
by Ross. Settings and lights, pantomimlst “and his parners," Pierre tero; setting and lighting, David Hays;
The conducting of Franz Allers, Directed
by the
motion
picture produced
by
Zvi Geyra; costumes, Richard Mason. Verrv and Paul Sanchez. At City Cen¬ costumes. Guy Kent; associate producer
Theodore Mann. Stars Geraldine Page;
Gabriel Pascal. Book - and lyrics, Alan arrangements by Robert Russell Stars Franchot. Tone. Signe Hasso. At tre, N. Y., Feb. 2, '56; $3.60 top.
features Darren McGavln, Joe Maross,
Jay Lerner: mi'41c, Frederick Loewe; Bennett, dance music arrangements 4th Street Thfatre, N.Y., Jan. 31, 56;
Boris Tumarin. At John Golden Theatre,
staging) Moss Hart; choreography and by Trude Rittman, and lighting by $3.60 top.
Feb. 2, '56; $4.60 top weeknights; $5.75
musical staging. Hanya Holm; scenery,
During
the
season
of
1955-56,
Cast:
Mary Perry,
Franchot
Tone,
A George
Frlday-Saturday nights . $8.90 opening).
Ollvei* Smith; costumes, Cecil Beaton; Feder all come in for credit.
Voskovec,
Clarence
Derwent,
musical director, Franz Allers; musical substantial nod of approval for the Peggy McCay, Signe Hasso, Gerald Hiken, Marcel Marceau extended his area Esperanza....
Miriam Colon
arrangements, Robert Russell Bennett;
Santiago .....Ernesto Gonzales
adroit blending and proper dissem¬ Olive Templeton, Sanford Seeger.
of artistic conquest to Canada, New Amy McGregor.. Geraldine Page
lighting, Feder; dance music arrange¬
ments. Trude Rittman. Stars Rex Harri¬ ination of all these assets goes to
David
McGregory..Darren
McGavin
York City, provincial America and Georg Mainzer.Boris Tilmarin
son, Julie Andrews; features Stanley Hoi-' ‘Moss Hart, who has done a note¬
“Uncle Vanya” has succeeded Tokyo. Seldom does an entertainer Rose
loway, Cathleen Nesbitt, Robert Coote.
Haddock.-r.Jean Barker
Bone.
At Shubert Theatre. New Haven. Feb. 4, worthy job of staging.
Jim
Haddock
..Truman
Smith
“Cherry Orchard” in the Chekhov
*56; $6 top.
achieve so much “make” in so Butter and Cheese Woman.Carmen Zapata
Buskers Imelda DeMartln, Carl Jeffrey.
series at the 4th Street Theatre, in short a time. Previously unknown Lue ... - Sandra Zapata
Debut
Joe Rocco
‘.Anita De Soto
Greenwich Village, N. Y. It’s strict¬ on this side, practicing an art Refugio
Mrs. Eynsford-Hill .Viola Roaclie
Howard ..
.Joe Maross
Boston, Feb. 6.
Eliza Doolittle
Julie Andrews
Richard Horner Sc JusMn Sturm pro¬ ly professional, and rates as an with no following, no nostalgia
Freddy Eynsford-Hill....... Michael King duction. of comedy in three acts (five
save
perhaps
as
regards
Charles
Col. Pickering .
... Robert Coote scenes), by Mary Drayton, based on the another impressive entry for pro¬
It
takes
“The
Innkeepers”
one
Bystanders.Christopher Hewett. Isabel Dunn novel, “Maria and the Cap¬
Chaplin, Buster Keatoh and Harry act to establish that the likeable
Rod McLennan tain," Staging, John Gerstad; setting, ducer-director. David Ross. Unani¬
Langdon of silent films, the French
Henry Higgins .
Rex Harrison John Boyt. Features Tom Helmore, Inger
young
American
couple
in
a
Mexi¬
mous
critical
praise
by
the
daily
Selscy Man . ... Gordon Dilworth Stevens. G. Albert Smith, Edith*Grasham,
pantomimist scored rave N.Y. press
Hoxton Man . David Thomas Eulabelle Moore, Grace Raynor. Charles reviewers and the name lure of notices and SRO at the downtown can resort town are vicitims of
Cockneys ... Glenn Kezer, Reid Shelton, McDaniel, Osceola Archer, Alberta Hun¬ costars Franchot Tone and Signe
Phoenix in Manhattan, then a fort¬
James Morris, Herb Surface ter. At Wllbnr Theatre, Boston, Feb. 6,
Hasso should guarahtee a hefty night at the Barrymore on Broad¬ their . Government's security sys¬
Bartender .
David Thomas '56: $3.85 top.
From that topical and pro¬
Harry .. Gordon Dilworth Mattie .
Alberta Hunter turnout at the small off-Broadway way. Now he repeats for a third tem.
Jamie
.
Rod McLennan Anna . Eulabelle Moore
N.Y. two-week engagement at the mising theme, however, the play
Alfred P. Doolittle ... Stanley Holloway Maria Bcraud . Inger Stevens hideaway.
Mrs. Pearce ..
Philippa Bevans Marjorie Hansford. Grace Raynor
shifts to reveal that the husband
City
Centre.
The
play,
however,
loses
some
Mrs. Hopkins . Olive Reeves-Smith Capt. Richard Beraud~... .G. Albert Smith
Butler .
Reid Shelton Aunt Phoebe . Edith Gresham of its edge because of the similar¬
Add to this, several television is a weakling, an overgrown child
afraid of reality and the prospect
Servants
. . Rosemary Gaines, Colleen Lid .
Osceola Archer ity of plot and characters with the appearances, considerable general
O'Connor. Muriel Shaw, Gloria Dabney Featherstone... .Charles McDaniel preceding “Orchard.”
Additional¬
periodical acclaim and the word- of responsibility.
Van Dorpe. Glenn Kezer Wyn Spaulding .
Tom Helmore
ly, Chekhov's account of a bored of-word and Marceau has done
Either slant would presumably
Mrs. Higgins .
.. Cathleen Nesbitt
Chauffeur.. Barton Mumaw
Russian family doesn’t pick up himself, pantomime and la belle be mettlesome stage material, but
Footmen
. Gordon Ewing William Krach
“Debut” is a sex mint julep just steam until around the half-way France great good, plainly he is they’re not fused and neither is ao
Lord Boxl’ngton.
Gordon Dilworth
Lady Boxington .... Olive Reeves-Smith naughty enough, dealing as it does mark.
an artiste of exceptional technical ceptably dramatized in this firstLadies.. Rosemary Gaines, Patti Spangler. with the marital dalliance of a
Despite these shortcomings, this skill and imaginative power, ca¬ produced script by Theodore Ap¬
Lolo Fisher, Coleen O'Connor.
Melisande Congdon southern belle, to appeal mostly
'Vanya” is a firstclass revival of pable of making people weep for stein. As a consequence, “Inn¬
Zoltan Karpathy_Christopher Hewett to the distaff side. That was evi¬
the work of an author who’s had a crushed butterfly as if humanity keepers” is a confused play, hope¬
Flunkey
Paul Brown dent at the Wilbur premiere when
a powerful influence on the thea¬ itself had suffered a mortal blow; less for Broadway and negligible as
Queen of Transylvania.. Marlbel Hammer
predominantly feminine audi¬ tre. The performances are good, capable, too, in a brief few mo¬ a potential for films, stock or tele¬
Ambassador . Rod McLennan a
Bartender .
Paul Brown ence found it screamingly funny.
,
and Ross once again displays a ments of telescoping all life and vision.
Mrs. Higgins' Maid.Judith Williams
But
somewhere
between capable directorial hand. Also on coming to the limp head fallen in
The painfully unheroic hero of
Singers, dancers.
Matunuck, R.I., where the Mary the plus side are the imaginative death from, the sickbed pillow,
the piece has lost his Government
“My Fair Lady” is going to be t)rayton comedy tried out last setting and lighting design by Zvi
The simplicity of the figure in job on the flimsy charge- that his
a whale of a show when they get summer, and Boston, the magnolia Geyra.
white against the black drapes and wife was a Communist for aboui
it functioning w if h i n normal has turned into corn. Perhaps the
Tone is effective as the weary bare stage naturally carries its own six months while in college 15
bounds. Qn the basis of a premiere producers are. aiming for film and doctor, a role he pjfeviously es¬ strange contrast at the City Centre years previously, when she was 17.
that ran 30 minutes overtime, the tv possibilities, because “Debut” sayed in a two-performance run of to the recent Orson Welles elabo¬ When he refuses a behind-themusical contains enough smash seems pretty thin for Broadway, the play at the Morosco Theatre, ration of “King Lear.” It is not scenes job. back in the U.S., it ap¬
potential to assure it a high place despite its reported operating nut N. Y., in 1929. Miss Hasso is ap¬ clear what items of Marceau’s pro¬ pears that he’s a man of principle
on the list of Broadway prospects. of only around $12,000 a week.
pealing as the young wife of the gram are “new,” as the publicity and pride, but presently it turns
There has been little change in retired professor, delineated in insists. Most seem repeats, with out that he originally quit rather
Show has so much to recommend
it that only ,a radical (and highly the script since Matunuck, but the polished fashion by Clarene Der¬ several items already stamped as than fight the guilt-by-marriage
improbable) slipup in the simoniz-. playing tempo has been greatly went. George Voskovec does a fine Marceau’s trademarked specialties. case an<f is ready to rim away in¬
ing process can keep it out of the speeded. First act is staccato, ap¬ job in the title assignment and Detailed description is superfluous, definitely to - avoid anything un¬
parently aimed at overcoming the Peggy McCay submits a warm por¬ but a number of critic's comments pleasant or. demanding.
solid click class.
George Bernard Shaw, whose heavy exposition.
trayal as the professor’s daughter and questions may be footnoted to
The wife, too, does a big switch.
Only three of the trpout cast pby a prior marriage.
flowergirl-turned-feminine orchid,
the record of the big golden year: Instead of the wispy sort of mater¬
play, “Pygmalion” is the basis for 5 remain. Tom Helmore, the aunal protector of the first act, she
(1)
For
future
tours
on
this
side
Olive
Templeton
is
okay
as
Miss
the musical, never had it so good ? thor's husband, is still playing the
becomes a virtual psychoanalyst,
as with this lavish production. One. lead. G. Albert Smith continues as McKay’s maternal grandmother. Marceau should take into account who sees through her sniveling
scenic gem after another graces: the southern belle’s father and Gerald Hiken, a regular at the 4th the tendency of people to comment spouse’s evasions and procrastina¬
“great
stuff—but
too
much
same¬
Street,
turns
in
another
commend¬
two revolving stages. A glove-fit-; Eulabelle Moore, remains as the
carefully explaining to him
ting score integrates beautifully | maid. All three turn in excellent able performance in the humorous ness for a whole evening.” ^Al¬ tions,
role of an impoverished landown¬ though Pierre Verry and Paul his subconscious motivations in
into the spirit of this romp. A portrayals.
“punishing” her, and urging him
Inger Stevens, a blonde looker, er. Mary Perry is competent as Sanchez get large main title print not
talented cast responds worthily to
to disavow -the grievances he
stellar direction. And a general has the femme lead vacated "by the elderly nurse^ while Sanford-| as Marceau’s “partners,*- they are has hysterically blurted out.
the holding of the
aura of . quality embraces every¬ Marjorie Steele, who went into Seeger, another regular at the spot, confined to
This is no small artistic
When she refuses his whimpered
thing from performances to cos¬ the recent Hub folderoo, “Dancing contributes a competent bit as a placards.
flourish, but still only entre.’acte plea to do away with her unborn
J ess.
in the Chequered Shade.” She workman.
tume materials.
decoration. A twosome or three¬ child and, leaving him crumpled
Whoever originally fconceived plays the southern hoyden with
some in pantodrama would be a in dispair on the bedroom floor,
vehement
enthusiasm,
complete
the idea of giving this Shavian
An Evening of Wilde
showmanly break and more musical departs for the U.S., it should be
opus musical treatment rates a with mugging.
Paul H. A. Menard Sc Jeseph Guzzetti accompaniment would help, too.
a satisfying finale. The play itself
Story line, unchanged, has to do Jr. revival of two one-act plays, “The
bow. The two go together as solid
Florentine
Tragedy'?
and
“Salome,"
by
(2) A Canadian reviewer who has beaten her to the «xit, how¬
entertainment. No little, credit is with-*a dungaree doll from the old Oscar Wilde. Staged by Norah Alston
due the way in which melodies and south who finds “necking cheesy” and Guzzetti, respectively; settings. wondered if Marceau’s stuff was ever, and the whole effect is flat.
Geraldine Page, who specializes
lyrics have been employed to and wants “all or nothing.’.* She Menard; lighting, Edward McCabe; chore¬ “over the heads” of the audience
ography,
Robert
Haddad;
costumes, up there also deprecated the cos¬ in fluttery gals, keeps on improv¬
punctuate and embellish the orig¬ propositions a visiting foreign cor¬ Douglas
McClish and Marc Roth. At
inal barbs of the diverting straight respondent for a trial affair, but Davenport Theatre, N.Y., Feb. 2, '56; $3 tuming of the star in “long white ing as an actress. Although her
drawers.” As to whether the voice is still light and not always
later spuns him and prepares to top.
version.
Cast for “Tragedy"; Shirley Wilber technique of pantftmine disallows audible, she
has simplified her
For the two leads, Rex Harrison marry her dull fiance, played Ellen
Holly, Lou Spiegel, George
Barchange of costume, it’s something playing, eliminating much of the
and Julie Andrews, “Lady” is a nicely by Charles McDaniel.
tenieff.
Cast for "Salome": Roger Morris, Ed to be pondered come another time. “busyness’*
and the mannerisms
magnified moment. As the callous . Laughs are all in the second act, Brazier,
Kirk, Don Lev. Francois
Prof. Higgins, who. sees in the with discussions laced with fast Nesbitt, Robert
(3) Marceau has some stunningly that used to be distracting. She
Lou Spiegel, Edward Fuorry,
flower girl only a challenge to his gags. John Gerstad’s direction Jane Norvell, Shirley Wilber, Dan Hogan, effective impressions and has an retains 'her essential style and in¬
Coco, Debrah Hoch, John Hertz, uncanny eye for movement.
skill with phonetics, Harrison seems hurried in' the first aci. James
His dividuality, however, and remains
George Bartenieff, Sy Hirsh. John Car¬
comes through with a highly pol¬ Many bits and gags have been bone.
Henry Crane, A1 Mitchell, Ellen footwork and handwork seemingly an affecting player and interesting
ished and engaging performance, eliminated from the summer tryout Holly.
most impress the public (some personality,
demonstrating how to “talk” a song version to speed up the action.
thinking his facial effects less
Darren McGavin gives all he’s
Helmore turns in a fine, wellwhen vocal talents are not all they
Once they get past trifling with awesome as a communication in¬ got to the embarrassing role of the
might be.
rounded performance and, in this
strument), but here and there bits self-pitying husband, and manages
version
Miss Andrews, as Eliza, fulfills
the’ i"Ugi”ss 1,,The
“VI are obscure. Notably, “The Dice to lend it credibility, if not stature
the promise exhibited in her “Boy The parrt played by Miss Stevens | on with “Salome,” producers Paul Players” simply is, not in the visual or sympathy. Joe Maross is plausi¬
Friend” performance as she under¬ now seems to have her playing j H. A. Menard and Joseph Guzzetti idiom for American crap shootrirs. ble and ingratiating an old friend
goes the metamorphosis from gut¬ straight for Helmore. Smith reg-1 Jr. show that their off-Broadway Whoever saw 3 two-handed throw? who drops in from New York with
ter to boulevards.
Personally isters strongly as the southern foray has serious intent. Their Apparently the Frenchman has a job offer, particularly when he
attractive, she sings well and dis¬ father and his part has also come prime difficulty is that they have never witnessed the grand contor¬ settles down after his edgy opening
in for more laugh lines. Miss given themselves a couple of tions of the Yankee worshippers of scene. Boris Tumarin gives a lucid
plays an infectious charm.
Stanley Holloway gives a ribald Moore, who had a number of gags toughies, “Tragedy” being almost snake-eyes. In short, some editing portrayal of a hopeless Czech re¬
account of himself as Eliza’s imbib¬ as the maid, is left with only a completely inconsequential and for American taste is indicated fugee, and there are acceptable bits
ing father, and scores handily in few, but uses them tellingly.
“Salome” being too opulently next time around.
by Jean Barker, Truman Smith, Mi¬
The part of Lid, now portrayed overwritten for incisive dramatic
song. Robert Coote offers an amus¬
(4) At least one out-and-out riam Colon, Ernesto Gonzalez and
ing stuffed-shirt interpretation of by Osceola Archer, has been cut. effect.
episode of human pain and agony Anito De Soto.
Col. Pickering; Cathleen Nesbitt-is Edith Gresham, as aunt Phoebe,
This “Salome” is an earnest ought to be included to offset an
Joe Quintero’s staging seems
appropriately grandedame as Hig- handles a part which could be very
gin’s mother; Philippa Bevans is corny in. nice fashion. Grace Ray¬ effort, however, and if Wilde’s excess of whimsicality. “Bip Has properly atuned to the varying
properly maternal as the profes¬ nor is good as the flirtatious cal¬ writing palls from its own effusive¬ A Sore Finger” is more a light moods of the play, while the Mexi¬
ness, at least James Coco as a spoof on a man.over-reacting to a can setting of David Hays and the
sor’s housekeeper; Michael King culating cousin.
A new character, Mattie, played petulant Herod, and Jane Norvell minor malaise than a display of costumes by Guy Kent seem ap¬
does a good solo as Eliza’s suitor
propriate, But nothing mitigates
Freddy; and other' supporting roles by Alberta Hunter, who is heard as a rather mature Salome, do true suffering.
Unrelated to the foregoing the unsatisfying quality of the play
are Well handled by a sizeable cast. in offstage spiritual type vocaliz¬ their best to create vital theatre.
In
the
colloquies
between
these
points,
but
a
comment
on
any
oneitself.
Hobe.
ing,
has
been
added
for
nice
ef¬
The script carries plenty of good
laugh material, ranging from fect. “Debut” seems to have been two (and the many-charactered man show under American legit
chuckles to a blackout howl as pretty well stripped down during its play becomes close to being a duo- conditions: the executive credits
(Closed last Saturday night (4)
Eliza urges her nag in a horserace. hiatus between last summer and log) there is frequently tension far out-weigh the talent credits.
: Lyrics, too, are replete with subtle now. The first act troubles ap¬ and drive, but knowing and com¬ Thus, exclusive management for after four performances.)
petent
as
their
performances
are,
the
U.S.
(Ronald
A.
Wilford),
per¬
(and not so subtle) humor. The parent in the summer tryout are
SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS
score gets off to an early click with still there, despite the faster play- Coco and Miss Norvell cannot sonal representative for North
0Theatres indicated if set)
America (Jean de Rigault), ad¬
“Wouldn’t It Be Loverly,” picks up incr Rnfr tlioro’c ctill Dlor»f,r nf
ministrative director (Mme. M. P.
a lively pace in “With a Little Bit work to be done before this is Wilde’s garrulity.
Someone Waiting, Golden (2-14).
Guzzetti has . directed “Salome*’ Boulesteix), general manager (J.
of Luck” and follows through with ready for Broadway.
Guyl.
Streetcar Desire,’City Center (2-15).
with pageant-like solemnity, al¬ M. Grossman), company manager
a listenable group that includes
Ponder Heart, Music Box (2-16).
“Just You Wait,” “The Rain in
Arthur Laurents* “A Clearing in though he and Menard, who dou¬ (Abe Enkelwitz) and personal press
Debut, Holiday (2-22).
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (3-15).
Slfain,” “On the Street Where You the Woods” is slated for Broadway bles as designer, have made good representative (Lillian Libman)
Mr. Wonderful, B'way (3-22).
Live,” “You Did It” and "Within production next season by Roger use of the Davenport's diminutive imply that the visiting Frenchman
Affair of Honor Cwk. 3-26).
You.”
Mister Johnson, Martin Beck (4-2).
L. Stevens arid Oliver Smith, with stage facilities. Ellen Holly (who is at least adequately administered.
Strip for Action, Wint. Gard. (4-12).
The dance routines hit a varied Kim Stanley as probable femme also appears to advantage in the
Laird.
King and I, City Center (4-18).
range, from a spirited “Bit of lead.
curtain-raiser) as a slave girl, John
Most Happy Fella <wk. 4-29).
Luck” number to a stately “Em¬
Kiss. Me Kate, City Center (5-9).
“Ponder Heart” will retain its Hertz as Caesar’s ambassador and
Igor Cassini (society columnist
Ziegfeld
Follies, Wint. Gard. (5-26).
bassy Waltz,” which makes a color¬ original title when it opens Feb. Dan Hogan as the unfortunate Cholly Knickerbocker for Hearst’s
Shangri-La (5-30).
ful first act closer. The individual 16 at the Music Box, N.Y. A tag prophet, make themselves more King Features Syndicate) will be
Carmen Jones, City Center (5-30).
hoofing is modified, with primary change to “Happy Heart” had been than mere supernumeraries, but coproducer with Howard Hoyt,
OFF-BROADWAY
emphasis on ensemble terping, contemplated.
it's Coco’s humorous imagination in association with William G.
which comes over well.
Rosalind Russell has signed for as Herod, and Miss Norvell’s con¬ Costin Jr., on the upcoming mu¬
Thorntons, Provincetown (2-14).
Visually, “Lady” is beautiful, the title role in the scheduled centrated effort in the title role sical comedy, “Strip for Action,’
Age & Grace, Blackfriars (2-20).
Miss Julie, Phoenix , (2?21).
>
with
a series of handsome
___
. settings
... .Robert Fryer-Lawrepce Carr musi-1 that give this “Salome” its modi- in which Jack Pearl will costar
Romeo A Juliet, Jan Hus (2-2.. •
(alraost any one of which could1 caL woductioA ofi ‘(Auntie Maine/-’ii-PMhV !P{ M&ipgtjt > ;«u a mu
Ccor.
with Yvonne Adair. •
Beaver Coat, Giveenwleli JV1«VV6 (3-7).
Marcel Marceau

My Fair Lady
New Haven, Feb. 4.
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Saroyan ‘Slaughter’ First j Off-Bway Grows Dp and Goes Pro;
For Coast; Maybe B’way,

Hollywood, Feb. 7.
J
William Saroyan will direct his ;
play, "Slaughter of Innocents,” ;
which American acting Co., a new
repertory group formed by Van¬
essa Brown, will produce here next
month. Theatre not set.
They’re talking about running j
two weeks here, then four weeks |
on tour, with Broadway to follow.

More Shows, More Equity Actors

The off-Broadway theatre is com¬
ing of age professionally. Starting
about five years ago, the number
of professional groups has skyrock¬
eted, the volume of Actors Equityapproved productions has boomed
and the general quality of shows
Edinburgh. Feb. 3.
A revival of Sheridan’s "Rivals” is steadily rising.
| opened at Lyceum Theatre here I That’s reflected in the number of
last Thursday night, (2), with Kay [ shows that have signed contracts
j Hammond playing Lydia Languish ; with the union thus far this seaj and John Clements as Anthony Ab- | son. The roster covers 33 produc: solute. The classic continues this j tions, employing approximately 250
! we^ek, then plays a week at Strat-; Equity members. The numerous
! ford-on-Avon before opening at amateur (that is, non-Equity) outthe Savile Theatre, London.
fits are disregarded in this sumThis is second of six shows being mary.
staged by Clements and his wife
Although most of this season’s
; this year at the Savile, each for an ! off-Broadway entries have already
I eight - week stint.
Opener was | closed, some have had impressive
' "Wild Duck,” which is to be filmed runs. ' The topper to date was the
Boston, Feb. 7.
for tv as will **Rivals- and the Circle in the Square production of
"La Ronde,” with a 22-week stand.
Only one Boston paper, The , four remaining plays.
Pilot, official publication of the j
-—*—:The current "Threepenny Opera,”
local Catholic Archdiocese, re- \
at the Theatre de Lys, has had an
ported last week’s blacklist by the [
even longer run, but on an inter¬
Shuberts against Elliot Norton,
rupted basis. The musical had a
drama critic of the Boston Post.
! lengthy stand at the de Lys last
The Post, itself failed -to mention
season and closed. It was revived
the news and so did the Record,
last September 20 and has since
whose columnist, George Clarke,
piled up another 20 weeks.
There have been the usual num¬
was also removed from the press
list for Shubert theatres.
ber of quick folds, of course, some
Apparently the British are going because of limited engagements
In an editorial in last Saturday’s
(4) issue, the church paper com¬ to get a chance to interest them¬ and others because of poor busi¬
mented in part, ‘‘The principle was selves in baseball. Williamson Ltd. ness. Certain shows like "Don
simple enough to discern—either (Rodgers & Hammerstein) is nego¬ Juan,” at the Downtown Theatre,
_ at
__^
the Rooftop Thewrite the reviews to suit J. J. Shu¬ tiating for the West End rights to j and "Macbeth,”
bert or, like any other spoiled "Damn Yankees,” the Frederick | atre, threw in the lowclafter critichild, J. J. doesn’t want to play Brisson-Robert E. Griffith-Harold j cal pans. Both bouses, incidentally,
S. Prince New York musical. The • were recent openers. In one in¬
any more.
tuner, currently in its 40th week
"This kind of pettiness Is not on Broadway, is an updated ver¬ stance, failure to meet with Fire
new—the story of the Shubert dy¬ sion of the Faust legend dealing Department regulations forced the
nasty records several similar cases with a baseball fan whose life- closing of a show after one per¬
formance. That was "Amedee” at
involving other critics of National long ambition to be a bigleague I the
Tempo Theatre.
reputation. Our own experience ball player is fulfilled when he
Thus far this season the offhere at The Pilot is quite in pat¬ sells his soul to the Devil. (Same
tern. Shubert .was. happy to pro¬ plot-germ as “Will Success Spoil Broadway productions, have piled
(Continued on page 58)
vide courtesy tickets when The Rock Hunter?” only temptee is a
Pilot began supplying critical ap¬ writer.)
praisals of the local theatres (all
Broadway click of "Yankees”
Shubert) prepared by a qualified broke asserted hoodoo of shows
staff critic.
.
and films dealing with the sport.
After three notices, all unfa¬ Coincidentally it’s been questioned
vorable, The Pilot was informed whether the Douglass Walloppin unpleasant language that no George
Abbott-Richard
Adlermore tickets would be made avail¬ Jerry Ross musical, would make
They’re going to have a runway
able ...
sense to British theatregoers. Even for Sammy Davis Jr. in "Mr. Won¬
"The American theatre has its jpn Broadway, the accent on sport derful.” It will extend over -the trouble?, but the public is sympa¬ was switched quickly to stress the orchestra pit a la the days of A1 '
thetic to every effort that can in¬ sex angle. Thereafter, the languid Jolson. It will require the remov¬
vigorate it and perfect its per¬ boxoffice pace of the first couple al of four seats in the first row of
formance, . The first lesson that of weeks spurted to standee-limit the orchestra.
should be learned is that the the¬ proportions.
Davis, playing a minor nitery
atre heeds its critics much more
Apparently the baseball theme entertainer who’s pushed into the
than it needs Shubert. This at¬ is still somewhat suspect in Holly¬ bigtime by his scheming agent, will
tempt at censorship by' pressure wood, since there’s been no hot star in the new musical being pro¬
should get some strong reaction bidding for the "Yankees” screen duced by Jule Styne and George
from those who really care for the rights. That may stem from the Gilbert, and due to premiere
American stage—we hope they will traditionally poor reaction to base¬ March 22 at the Broadway, N. Y.,
stand up and be. counted.”
ball films, most recently "Pride after a four-week tryout in Philly,
There was some speculation in of the Yankees,” the biopic of the opening Feb. 21.
local legit arid press circles that late Lou Gehrig.
Besides Davis, the cast will in¬
the Shuberts might pull their ad¬
clude Jack Carter (as the agent),
vertising from the Post and pos¬
Pat Marshall, Olga James, Chita
sibly from the Record. However,
Rivera, Hal Loman and Malcom
this has not occurred thus far. If
Lee Beggs. Jack Donohue is direc¬
eventuating, presumably the man¬
tor and choreographer. The book
agements of shows playing Boston
Producer George Kondolf, who for the tuner is by Joe Stein and
would simply pay the entire cost
Glickman,
hit the jackpot with "Fifth Sea- Will
T
„ .
,with
T George Weiss,
,
of .ads in the blacklisted papers. son,”
has another property on tap,ferry Bock and Larry Holoteener
Normally, ad costs are’shared by for Broadway presentation. Tagged j suPPlyln£ the songs.
the theatre.
Since the Shubert ban of Elliot "The Joker,” its a comedy about a
was sparked by his unfavorable television comic by Hollywood
review of "Ponder Heart,” cur¬ scenarist Arthur Sheekman. It’s
rently playing a tryout engagement slated to open in New York next
at the Shubert Theatre, and a fol¬ fall. Sheekman was previously
London, Feb. 7.
lowup column in the Sunday drama represented on Broadway as co¬
The London Evening StandaVd,
section of Jan. 29, representatives author of "Mr. Big,” in collabora¬
tion
with
Margaret
Shane.
It
had
which
recently
published
a piece
of the Playwrights Co. hastened to
inform the Post critics and" editors a seven-performance run in 1941- favoring reduction of admission
42.
tax
for
motion
pictures,
last
week
that it, as the producer, had no
Regarding "Season,” the show ran an editorial urging abolition
part in or even advance knowledge
has
thus
far
distributed
$270,000
of
the
levy
for
legit.
It
pegged
of the action.
profit, including income from the the article on the sheet’s recent
651-performance Broadway run, a drama awards which, it argued,
HUB LITTLE THEATRE
film sale, touring receipts and sub¬ indicated "that the fascination of
sidiary rights.
the living theatre remains strong.”
Lyric Productions Get Art Film .
Pointing out that 15% of the
House for March 1 Opening
boxoffice
gross is paid annually to
Linda Darnell Legitting
t
m
c u a DU/vAnlv i the Treasury, the Standard re¬
in
Koomiul
at
rnoeniX
|p0rte(l .that more than 80 theatres
Boston, Feb. 7.
Phoenix, Ariz., Feb, 7.
j have shuttered in recent years and
First local resident legit company
Linda Darnell, who’s appeared i during the last year they were
in more than a decade was launch¬ in some 36 films but never on the | closing at the rate of one almost
ed this week, taking over the long- professional stage, makes her. legit j every fortnight. The longterm efdark Fine Arts Theatre in Boston’s debut here Feb. 20 in Edith Som- ; feet, of the tax, the paper conBack Bay. It will open Match 1 mer’s "Roomful of Roses” at the j tends, would not only weaken the
with Jean Anouilh’s "Thieves Car¬ Sombrero Theatre. Actress started j theatres, but also motion pictures
nival.”
rehearsing yesterday (Mon.). She'll and tv, which drew much of their
Lyric Productions, Inc., signed a have the partaof the mother, which talent from the stage.
lease
on
the
former
art
picture
The article urged the ChancelPatricia
Neal portrayed in the
Out First Play Script
C. K. Alexander, Walter Slezak’s house and began work on install- ( original Broadway production last ; lor of the Exchequer to abolish
ing
a
stage
apron
and
some
570
faR
the
tax, which brings in little more
standby in the Broadway musical,
| Rollowing the short run of than $5,600,000 a year. "Then,” it
"Fanny,” is branching oufinto the seats.
added,
"he would qualify for a
Officers of Lyric Productions j "Roses,” Miss Darnell will return
play writing field. He’s winding up
a new drama, "Man on the Block,” are Judith Barker, Cincinnati, j to Hollywood for another film. Now special award as the best Chancel¬
lor
of
the
Exchequer the theatre
a three-acter localed in Hot president; Grace Tuttle, New freelancing, she recently complet¬
known since the war.”
Springs, Ark. It’s a one-set, 10- Haven, treasurer, and Barry Frank, ed "Dakota Incident” for Republic hasThe
Evening
Standard is espe¬
Boston, business manager.
The and did several telepix. One of
character play.
cially show biz-conscious among
Alexander composed the inci¬ resident company will number 10 the latter, "Deception,” will be London dailies, and devotes con¬
dental music for "Flight Into and starts off as non-Equity, but aired/ March 7 via the General siderable space tor legit coverage.
Electric Theatre oil CBS-TV.
hopes to go Equity.
Egypt” several seasons ago.

The recent move to organize^
stock producers has resulted in the
formation of two groups, one rep¬
resenting the star and the other
non-star operations. Although the
two outfits will function separately,
they expect to cooperate on mutual
Edinburgh, Feb. 7.
problems, possibly through the
Noel Coward’s comedy, "South
formation of a joint council.
Sea Bubble,” starring Vivien
Producers using name talent Leigh, will open a tryout here
have banded together as the Coun¬ April 2, latter playing Glasgow and
cil of Stock Theatres, while the Newcastle prior to its London pre¬
others have teamed up as miere at the end of April. The
the Council of Resident Stock cast will include Peter Finch, Ian
Theatres. Former, with 20 mem¬ Hunter, Alan Webb, Arthur Ma¬
bers, has already elected of¬ crae and Joyce Carey.
ficers and a board of directors.
(The play had a strawhat tryout
CRST met yesterday (Tues.) to in the U. S. in the summer of 1951,
name officers.
under the title, "Island Fling,”
The administrative slate for the with Claudette Colbert as star.
star-theatre group includes Charles Ed.)
Mooney (Cape Playhouse, Dennis,
Tyrone Power, starring in a re¬
Mass:), president; • John Lane vival of Shaw’s “Devil’s Disciple,”
(Ogunquit (Me.) Playhouse), vee- will play Aberdeen and Glasgow
pee; Rowena Stevens (P o c o n o during a tuneup tour. Noel WillPlayhouse, Mountainhome, Pa.), man will stage, with a cast includ¬
secretary, and Sam-' Handelsman ing David Langton, Clare* Austin,
(Playhouse in the Park, Philadel¬ Joan McArthur and Lockwood
phia), treasurer.
West. The scenery will be de¬
They are also on the board of signed by Anthony Holland.
directors, with another five mem¬
bers, John Huntington (Spa Sum¬
mer Theatre, Saratoga, N.Y.), Milton
Stiefel
(Ivoryton
(Conn.)
Playhouse), Ron Rawson (John
Drew Theatre, East Hampton, N.Y.)
Donald Wolin (Theatre-by-the-Sea,
Matunuck, R. I.). and John Larsen
(Sacandaga Park (N.Y.) Summer
Theatre). ,
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” the
The CST officers are elected
for a two-year period, with the Tennessee Williams drama smash,
will
be duplicated as a summer
board of directors having one-year
Elia Kazan,
terms.
However, new elections opener in Chicago.
who
staged
the Pulitzer and Drama
may be held next October. The
first general meet will be held Critics Circle Award-winner, is
due to huddle this week or next
(Continued on page 58)
with the Playwrights Co. on plans
for a touring production.
No one is apparently set for the
second company, although Kazan
and Williams undoubtedly have
candidates in .mind for the leading,
roles being played on Broadway by
Barbara Bel Geddes, Burl Ives,
London, Feb. 7.
Alex Nicol and Mildred Dunnock.
“Plain and Fancy,” the British It’s figured the casting and other
edition of the current Broadway preliminaries should be completed
musical hit, drew generally tepid in time to start rehearsals early in
notices from the London critics on April, and, after-a-couple-of-tuneits opening, Jan. 25, at the Drury up stands, open in Chicago in midLane. Th£ show ended the long May.
Rodgers and Hammerstein tenancy
The original production, current¬
at the house, going back to “Okla¬
homa” in 1947 and including "Car¬ ly in its 47th week of standees-only
business
at the Morosco, N. Y., has
ousel,” “South Pacific” and the re¬
thus far earned about $330,000
cently-closed “King and I.”
John Barber, in the Daily Ex¬ profit on its *$102,000 investment,
press, thought the new musical including a hefty payment on the
Was not meant for modems or the sale of the film rights to Metro.
young and foolish, but as a gentle The second company will- be fi¬
evening out for a rather sleepy fam¬ nanced from the profits on the
original.
ily. The Sketch reviewer, Harold
Conway, noted there was one good
—and well plugged—song, one
good joke, an acorn of a plot, and
a generous ladling of whimsy
charm.
Daily Mirror critic Robert Tee
New Haven, Feb. ^,7.
said the Drury Lane had kept its
Preview opening of "My Fair
American accent, but lost most of Lady” at Shubert last Saturday (4)
the sparkle that usually goes with was preceded by more than the
it. Alan Dent commented in the usual breakin anxieties. At 5:30
News Chronicle that there are not that afternoon, during dress re¬
more than two and a half senti¬ hearsal, director Moss Hart de¬
mental tunes and one passable cided that the musical adaptation
jaunty song. Cecil Wilson’s Daily of G. B. Shaw’s "Pygmalion” was
Mail review suggested that "Plain not ready to open, that the night’s
and Fancy” has something of "Ok¬ premiere would be canceled, and
lahoma’s” naive bucolic charm, the evening utilized for further
something just occasionally of its tuning up.
young and sunny abandon, but lit¬
Faced with the probable, ire of a
tle of its magic of musical appeal.
sellout crowd driving to town on
Anthony Carthew, in the Daily hazardous roads from all over the
Herald, also made the comparison state, vwlth no advance notice of
with “Oklahoma,” but observed the cancellation, theatre manager
that the great success of 1947 is not Maurice Bailey urged that the per¬
repeated. W. A. Darlington, vet¬ formance be given as scheduled,
eran reviewer of the Daily Tele¬ ready or not. Hart, producer Her¬
graph, stood apart from most of his man Levin and songwriters Alan
critical colleagues and reckoned Jay and Frederick Loewe finally
the show was consistently pleasing agreed.
to the eye.
Hart made a curtain announce¬
The most favorable review was ment prior to overture, asking au¬
by Stephen Williams in the Eve¬ dience indulgence, and the show
ning News. He thought that Albert proceeded with only minor misHague has draped some unexpect¬ cues. The stager made a speech of
edly gentle tunes across the setting thanks to the spectators at the
and* that Joseph Stein and Will finale.
Glickman have woven an even
gentler love story.
C. K, Alexander Turns

Ready Coward’s ‘Bubble’
(ex-‘Fling’) for London

London ‘Rivals’ Revival
In Legit-Vidpix Series

Hub Press Mum
On Shubert Ban;
Pilot Pans Act

London 'Yankees?
It Ain’t Cricket

2d tat’for Chi
For Summer Run

‘Plain’ Not Very Fancy
To London Reviewers;
Inferior to -Oklahoma’

1ADY’ BOWS PER SKED;
HART IN 2 SPEECHES

‘Kate’ for Stl. Summer
St. Louis, Feb. 7.
Cole Porter's "Kiss Me Kate”
has been added to the Municipal
Theatre Assn, schedule for next
summer in the Forest Park alfresco
Playhouse. Also slated for presen¬
tation are “Annie Get Your Gun,”
“Student Prince” and "Chocolate
Soldier.”
The season opens June 7..

Plan Runway for Davis
In ‘Wonderful’ Musical;
Harkback to A1 Jolson

KONDOLF AIMS ‘JOKER’
FOR B’WAY NEXT FALL

LONDON PAPER URGES
END OF TAX ON LEGIT
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Shows Abroad
Fresh Airs
London, Jan. 27.
Laurier Lister production of revue In
two acts (46 scenes); sketches, music and
lyrics, Michael Flanders, Donald Swann,
Peter Myers, Ronald Cass, Madeleine
Drlng, Michael .Brown, Tom Lehrer, Vir¬
ginia
graham,
Dolores
Claman,
Lee
Adams, Charles Strouse, Jimmy Wilson,
Joy Freeman. Caryl Brahms, Ned Sherrin, Lionel S. Harris, John Pritchett,
William Blezard, Max Adrian; staging.
Lister and Adrian; choreography, Mark
Stuart; decor, Malcolm Burgess. At Com¬
edy Theatre, London, Jan. 26, '56; $2.25
top.
Cast: Max Adrian, Moyra Fraser, Rose
Hill,. Bernard Hunter, Julian Orchard,
Robert 'Card, Patricia Lancaster. Hermione Harvey, Ann Pidgeon, Graham
McCormach,
Diana
Murdoch,
Michael
‘ Young.

Laurier Lister set a standard for
intimate revues a few years back
with his production of “Airs, oh a
Shoestring,” and now he fails to
measure up to it. This successor,
“Fresh Airs,” is a long way short
of the original in wit, satire and
• stamina.
The show’s ma^uee
strength, both in the shape of title
and star talent, is likely to keep
“Fresh"Airs” going for quite a
time—possibly far longer than it
deserves on merit.
Max Adrian and Moyra Fraser,
who contributed to much of the
vitality of “Shoestring,” dominate
the new production, but this time
they haven’t enough of the pun
gent acid material which gives in¬
timate revue its special satirical
flavor. Now and again there’s
sketch which makes the audience
sit up—but that's rather intermit¬
tent. Many of the best items in
the 46 scene-production are 10second flashes which punch home
their point with a sure and swift
thrust. Adrian exploits much of
the material, while the long-limbed
Miss Fraser has her own personal
touch that enhances entertainment.
The main music and writing
credits for “Fresh Airs” are shared
by Michael Flanders and Donald
Swann. They’ve put in a lot of
work, conceived several new ideas,
but have frequently tried to crowd
in too much content. The produc¬
tion, as it stands, would be vastly
improved by adroit streamlining,
cutting out some of the deadishwood and giving a more vigorous
pace.
There is no shortage of perform¬
ing talent in the revue, and apart
from the two principals named,
there is a major contribution by
Rose Hill, who can not only sing a
song with the best of ’em, but can
also butcher one-better- than most.
Patricia Lancaster has looks and a
pert talent, Ann Pidgeon hand¬
somely graces some of the num¬
bers. while Bernard Hunter and
Julian Orchard lead the male sup¬
porting contingent creditably. Di¬
ana Murdoch, Hermione Harvey.
Graham McCormack, Robert Gard
and Michael Young help to round
off a polished team.
Lister and Adrian, who share the
staging credit, have made speed
the essence of their production.
But this notwithstanding, the show
Is overlong and diligent cutting
would help pace the process.
Myro.
Darkling Child
EJondon, Jan. 30.
Arts Theatre Club production of drama
l12..three Acts‘ by w- S. Merwin and Dido
Mllroy. Staging, Frith Banbury. At Arts
Theatre Club, London, Jan. 27, '56; $1.50
top.
Antony Whitcross .....
Archie Duncan
■^lnes31?,tcross .Margaret Whiting
John Whitcross . David Yates
Sarah Whitcross. Jennifer Wright
Preacher . Anthony Newlands
Isobel . Jane Henderson
Jennet .
Gabrielle Daye
Margery
. Diana Fairfax
Mr. Daniel . ,. Jonathan Field
Neighbors .Amy Dalby, Winifred Evans
Macon ..
Charles Rea

The Arts Theatre Club is pre¬
miering this drama by American
poet and his wife, Dido Milroy, a
gripping story, with flashes of
poetic imagery, about witchery and
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parricide in the early days of the
Restoration, following the death of
Oliver Cromwell. For the patrons
of this small private theatre it
should prove a successful offering,
but its morbid theme and almost
little-known cast make it a doubt¬
ful proposition for a wider audi¬
ence.
The yarn involves a fanatical
girl torn between her father, a
staunch royalist, and increasing
devotion to the austerity epito¬
mized by a zealous preacher, a
legacy from puritanical Cromwcllism. When her father drives her
from home for attending prohib¬
ited religious meetings, she pois¬
ons him in the belief that she will
thus save her soul. She then c<fn-‘
fesses to the preacher, claiming
his love, but he repulses her and
she screams a haunting curse at
him.
If for no other reason, this play
will be remembered for the earie
performance of Margaret Whiting
in the title role. An unknown
provincial player, she seizes this
opportunity to prove herself in
London. Best support is given by
Anthony Newlands as the fervid
minister, with Archie Duncan
hovering unevenly between nat¬
ural
parental
love
and
the
tyranny of a disciplinarian. Jenni¬
fer Wright is crisply detached as
his practical daughter-in-law, and
Jane Henderson gives a richly
malignant performance as the evil
midwife.. Frith Banbury has di¬
rected with vigorous, intensity.
.
Clem.
She Smiled At Me
London, Feb. 3.
Melville Gillam production of musical
play in two acts (four scenes), based on
T. W. Robertson's ‘’Caste''; music and
lyrics, Allon Bacon; staging. Jack Wil¬
liams;
dances, Thurza Rogers; decor,
Robert Weaver. Features Jean Kent,
Mercy Haystead, Robin Bailey, Hugh
Paddlck. Peter Byrne. At St. Martin's
Theatre, London. Feb. 2, '56; $2.20 top.
Hon. George D'Alroy...Peter Byrne
Capt. Hawtree ..
Robin Bailey
Eccles
..
Leslie Dwyer
Esther Eccles
. Jean ?eni
Polly Eccles . Mercy Haystead
Sam Gerridge .: Hugh .Paddick
Policeman ...
Postman .... Brian Tait
Ada .
Doreen Locke
Maude .. Daphne Peretz
Dixon . Robin Eor<^
Marquise de St. Maur ...Linda Gray

The vogue for plays with music
continues in the West End despite
a number of recent dismal fail¬
ures. “She'Smiled At Me,” a mu¬
sical adaptation of the period .com¬
edy, “Caste,” is not a strong can¬
didate to reverse the trend, and
has only limited chance of a ruiv
It is one of two musical versions
of the T. W. Robertson play
launched out of town the latter
part of last year. The other had
been considered for a West End
run, but the producers may know
that caution is the better part of
theatrical management.
In its present form,. “She Smiled
At Me” is an odd mixture that
fails to emerge as either straight
comedy or burlesque. Some of the
cast seem to take their parts se¬
riously, playing in subdued tones,
while others ignore all restraint.
Jean Kent portrays the cockney
ballet dancer who marries into the
nobility, and Robertson’s original
yarn points the problems that arise
when a man forsakes his caste.
The story itself is still moderately
good fun, but' the music that has
been added never rises above the
inspired.
Some of the numbers
have naive charm, but none is
good enough.
The best thing in the production
is the opportunity it gives to a
West End newcomer, Mercy Hay¬
stead, who enacts the dancer’s-kid
sister with vivacious pertness. put¬
ting lots of individual charm into
the part. Peter Byrne’s stolid por¬
trayal as the husband is in striking
contrast to Robin Bailey’s suave

American intimately connected with show
business in London and other European capi¬
tals, also having produced an internationally
famous musical success, seeks association
with prominent American Theatrical Organ¬
ization interested in extending their interests
in Europe. Arriving New York Feb. 11 for
personal interviews.
Replied Box "M" c/o VARIETY
154 West 46th Street. New York 36

performance. Leslie Dwyer plays
the father role too broadly, and
Hugh Paddick similarly overacts
the part of the gas-fitter.
j Jack Williams’ staging seems too
casually paced and uneven in style.
Robert Weaver’s decor keeps close¬
ly to the period.
Myro. •
Closed last Saturday (4) after
four performances.)

Andre Chariot Eying
B’way for Next Season
Andre Chariot, who has been
living on the Coast in recent yeArs,
plans to return to Broadway next
season as stager of the musical
numbers for “Four Dolls on a‘
Dime,” a new legit musical to be
produced by Ray V.; Johnson.
Show’s book is by Aimee Torriani
and Rowland Leigh, with score by
Carl Eugster and Harry Haldane.
It is to be staged by Leigh.
Barbara Perry, a Chariot “dis¬
covery,” is set for a leading role.

Off-B’way Grows Up
Continued from page 57 ——

up about 200 playing weeks. Con¬
tributing prominently to that tally,
besides “La Ronde” and “Three¬
penny,” were Proscenium Produc¬
tions’ “Morning’s at Seven.” 18
weeks; Theatre 12’s “The Trial,”
19 weeks; 4th Street Theatre's
“Cherry Orchard,” 14 weeks;
Shakespearewrights' “Macbeth,” 11
weeks, and the Actor’s Playhouse
production of “Out of This World,”
13 weeks.
Of the current entries, “Trouble
in Mind,” which winds up Feb. 19
at the Greenwich Mews, has al¬
ready run 14 weeks, While “Cradle
Song,” at the Circle in the Square,
is in its” 10th week. Another six
are slated for future bows. The
pro talent lineup for the upcoming
entries is around 40.
The Equity performers employed
off-Broadway get a minimum of $30
a week, plus $5 a week for re¬
hearsals. Although most of the ac¬
tors draw the. minimum, it’s figured
the tab is higher for such name
talent as Franchot Tone and Signe
Hasso, currently costarring in “Un¬
cle Vanya,” at the 4th Street
Theatre.
The number of Equityites em¬
ployed off-Broadway this season has
varied from two to 16 in a produc¬
tion. The latter number was used in
the productions of “Macbeth” and
“Last Love of Don Juan” at the
Rooftop Theatre. The latter ran
for. two weeks.
Other shows with hefty pro tal¬
ent include “Threepenny,” 15;
“Morning’s at Seven,” 12; “Trial,”
10; “Vanya,” 9; Procenium Pro¬
duction’s “Dandy Dick,” 11; “Cra¬
dle Song,” 10; and the Shakespeare¬
wrights’ “Macbeth,” and “Midsum¬
mer Night’s Dream,” 12 each.

Stock Mgr. Groups
1—

Continued from page 57

March 1, when a budget, including
salary for an executive director,
will be presented to the members.
There’s an initiation fee of $50
on joining the organization, plus
dues to be assessed on the basis
of playing weeks, with producers
having to pay for at least eight
weeks but not more than 15. The
organization, incidentally, includes
winter and summed ;-tock opera¬
tions,
CRST has a committee currently
functioning, with Barton H. Em¬
mett (Westchester Playhouse, Mt.
Kisco, N.Y.) as chairman. Others
on the committee include Jack P.
Ragotzy (Barn Theatre, Augusta,
Mich.), Don Swana Jr., Hilltop
Theatre, Lutherville, Md.), * Irl
Mowery (Cragsmoor (N.Y.) Play¬
house) and Mary B. Winslow
(Monomoy
Theatre
(Chatham,
Mass.).
Besides these two groups, there’s
a Musical Arena Theatre Assn,
repping 15 canvastops, and the
Civic Musical Theatres, repping
civic operations. Only MATA has
thus far been officially recognized
by Actors Equity.

Inside Stuff legit
Elinor Hughes, Boston, Herald drama critic, is the oldest Hub legit
reviewer in point of service, having taken over the assignment in 1934
following the death of Philip Hale. That was three yeairs before Elliot
Norton became critic of the Boston Post.
Miss Hughes denies a statement in last week’s issue that she was
involved in an “incident” some years ago with the Shuberts over re¬
views of shows in their, theatres. The incident involved Alexander
Williams, the Herald’s music critic at the time. Miss Hughes’ only
connection with it, she explains, was to go to see the late Lee Shubert
who agreed to lift the ban-on Williams.
’
Incidentally, last week’s ban of Norton and Boston Record columnist
George Clarke is understood to have been on orders from J. J.
Shubert, head of the Shubert theatrical firm. Mike Kavanagh, Shubert
general manager in Boston, was merely carrying out instructions in
taking the two scribes off the press list, according to a source in the
Shubert homeoffice in New York.
Henry Hewes gave an enthusiastic notice to “Tamburlaine the Great”
In-last week’s issue of the Saturday Review, but the heading for the
review read, “A Tale of Sound and Fury, Illustrated.” If that was
adapted from “Macbeth,” it was a curious choice, since the full quota¬
tion reads, “It is a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, sig¬
nifying nothing.”
Incidentally, Hewes is an official of the New York Chapter of the
American National Theatre & Academy, which “sponsored” the Broad¬
way opening night performance of the Christopher Marlowe melo¬
drama. The show, which folded'last Saturday night (4); was produced
jointly by Producers Theatre (in which ANTA officials Robert W.
Dowling, Roger L. Stephens and Robert Whitehead are partnered)
and the Stratford Festival Foundation of Canada.
. ■
Richard Skinner, company manager for “The Lark” (Longacre, N. Y.),
has just started a sideline. He’s now lecturing in schools on legit
and the Broadway upswing, under title of “The Fabulous Invalid Has
a Good Season.” Skinner began his venture last Friday (3) at the
Bentley School, N. Y., and has about 25 talks lined up (at a fee) thus
far this season, within a 50-mile radius of N. Y. Many are at N. Y.
City public schools. Skinner lectures for an hour, then there's a
half-hour guest period.

Legit Bits
Jerry Whyte, production repre¬
sentative in England for Rodgers &
Haramerstein, sails Feb. 17 for
London to recast “King and I” for
its provincial tour. Only Eve Lis¬
ter and George Pastell; the two
leads, will hold over from the West
End company.
Mary Chase, author of “Harvey’
and “Mrs. McThing,” sailed last
Thursday (2) on the Constitution
for a two-month Mediterranean
cruise with her hdsband, Denver
newspaper editor Robert Chase.
Lyricist-producer Oscar Hammerstein' 2d has been elected' to
the board of directors of the Fund
for the Republic, independent non¬
profit educational corporation set
up by the Ford Foundation., to
promote the principles of the U. S.
Constitution and Bill of Rights.
Moose Charlap will* compose' the
tunes and Norman/Gimbel supply
the lyrics for “Countess to Boot,”
the musical version of the Jack
lams novel, for which the author
is doing the adaptation. Alexander
H. Cohen is shooting for a fall pro¬
duction on Broadway.
The cast of “Will Success Spoil
Rock Hunted” gave an impromptu
party last week for producer Jule
Styne’s general manager, Mike
Golreyer, who was moving over
from company manager of that
show to take a similar stint on the
upcoming “Mr. Wonderful.” He’s
succeeded by Joe Grossman on the
MSucCess’” assignment.
Martin Gabel and Henry M.
Margolis have scheduled Ruth and
Augustus Goetz’s adaptation of
Storm Jameson’s novel, “Hidden
River,” for Broadway production
next fall.
Legit stager Robert Lewis has a
housewarming last Sunday (5) at
his new home on New York’s up¬
per east side.
Mazda Productions, headed by
Sanford Friedman and Henry
Boettcher, is slated to preem its
first production April 3 at a new
off-Broadway theatre, the Carnegie
Hall Playhouse, a 299-seater lo¬
cated in the basement of the N. Y.
concert auditorium.
Henry T.
Weinstein, managing director of
the Falmouth (Mass.) Playhouse,
will be the director for the opera¬
tion, while Myron K. Weinberg
will be general manager.
Stafford Dickens’ “Why Not
Tonight?” will be given its Ameri¬
can-preem Feb. 20-March 3 by the
off-Broadway Showcase Theatre.
Jacques Belasco will be arranger-
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ccnductor for Adna Karas* planned
Broadway production of “Heavenly
Bodies.”
“The Beautiful Changes,” a com¬
edy-drama by Howerd Liebling, is
slated for Broadway production
this season by a new producing
firm, Theatre Libre Co.
Ray Hyson is filling in for David
Daniels in “Plain and Fancy” this
week, while the latter vacations.
Iggie Wolfington off to Palm
Beach, Fla. for, a four-week engage¬
ment at the local Playhouse.
Noel Behn, former stock man¬
ager, has been appointed managing
director of the Cherry Lane Thea¬
tre, N.Y.
The -Shakespearean
Theatre
Workshop, N. Y., is adding “Much
Ado About Nothing” to. its reper¬
tory, which already comprises
“Romeo and Juliet” and “As You
Like It.”
Cornelia Otis Skinner., is being
sought for the starring role in
“Second Monkey,” a new play by
Allan Scott, slated for Broadway
production next season by film
producer Robert Bassler.
Charlotte Buchwald Harmon,
who operates the Clinton (C6nn.)
Summer Theatre with her legit
pressagent husband, Lewis Harmon*
will lecture at New York U. next
Wednesday (15) on “Summer Thea¬
tre, Past and Present.”
Helen Hayes, who recently ap¬
peared at the Palm Beach (Fla.)
Playhouse in “Glass Menagerie,”
returns to the theatre Feb. 27 to
costar with Arthur Treacher in a
revival of Somerset Maugham’s
“The Circle.”
Edward Arnold began a week’s
stand in “All My Sons” at the
Tucson Winter Playhouse last night
(Tues.). Veronica Lake starred last
week in “Bell, Book and Candle.”
Ruth Chatterton started a threeweek run in “Little Foxes” at the .
Fred Miller Theatre, Milwaukee,
last Monday (6).
Gerhardt
Hauptmann’s
“The
Beaver Coat” (“Der Beaver Peltz”)
will give its American preem at
the Greenwich Mews Theatre,
N. Y., beginning March 7. Daphne
Elliott will direct.
New additions to the “Silk Stock¬
ings” production staff are Herman
Magidson, production stage man¬
ager; Lawrence Kasha, stage man¬
ager; and Marvin Goodis, assistant
stage manager,
Dania Krupska will do the
choreography for “Most Happy
Fella.”

Announcing the Opening of the New

PERFORMERS' WORKSHOP
For The Professional Musical Theatre Performer

Meyer Davis is orchestra contrac¬
tor for four incoming musicals
“Strip for Action,” “New Faces,”
“Ziegfeld Follies” and “Shangri
La.
He’s also filling a number of
personal appearance dates front¬
ing bands for* such affairs as the
April 27 March of Dimes Ball
marking the opening of the N.Y.
Coliseum.

Under The

COLIN ROMOFF
Musical Director

Direction

Of

EDWARD GREENBERG
stage Director

Now registering for the Ten-Week Spring Session beg. FEB. 28.
For singers, dancers, actors and comedians.

Write: Mr. ROMOFF. 113 West 57 Street. N.Y.C.

Chi Spotty; ‘Pajama’ Neat $43,500,
Teahouse’ $34,900, Taney’ Folding
Chicago, Felj. 7. •«
Three Loop shows followed a
mixed pattern last week. Two reg¬
istered gains, but in the case of
"Plain-and Fancy” it was insuffi¬
cient, so the tourer .folds here this
week. "Inherit’ the Wind” opens
tomorrow night (Wed.).
■‘Boy Friend” is logged in for
April 2 and "Bad Seed” for April
30, both;.on subscription. Neither
tourer has yet been assigned a
theatre.
Estimates for Last Week
Pajama Game, Shubert (i2th
wk) ($5.50; 2,100) (Fran Warren,
Larry Douglas, Buster West).
Nearly $43,500 (previous week;,
$50,200).
Plain and Fancy, Great North¬
ern .(2d wk) ($5.50; 1,500) (AlexisSmith,
Craig
Stevens.)
Over
$24,300, not enough to pay the
freight (previous week, $20,600 for
first seven performances); musical
folds here1 next Saturday (11).
Teahouse of the’ August Moon,
Erlanger (21st wk) ($5; 1,355)
(Burgess Meredith, Hugh Reilly).
Nearly $34,900 (previous week,
$34,000).
>
Opening this Week 1
Inherit the Wind, Blaekstone
($5;: . 1,450)
(Melvyn
Douglas).
Opens tomorrow night (Wed.) for
a run, on subscription.
i
-

‘Ponder $21,300,
‘Waiting'11G, Hub
Boston, Feb. 7.
Legit is perking this week with
three shows on the local boards.
Biz last week was generally okay.
“Debut” bowed at the Wilbur
last night (Mon.). "Someone Wait¬
ing” got generally good reviews
and is in its second and final week.
"Ponder Heart,” with completed
rewrite and playing id* three acts
instead of the former, two, is into
its third week, an extension, be¬
fore Broadway.
Estimates for Last Week
■ Ponder Heart, Shubert (C) (2d
wk) ($3.85; 1,717) (David Wayne).
Playwright's Co. tryout pulled a
nice $21,300; continues this week.
- -Someone'Waiting, Plymouth* (D)
(1st wk) ($3.85; 1,200) (Leo G. Carroll; Jessie Royce Landis). Tryout
opened to one rave (Durgin, Globe)
four favorable notices (Hughes,
•Herald; Norton, , Post; Gaffney,
Record; Melvin,. Monitor), one non¬
committal (Doyle, American) and
one pan (Maloney, Traveler); ini¬
tial stanza grossed $11,000; con¬
tinues this week.

‘Can-Can’ So-So $29,800
For 6 Showings, Mpls.
Minneapolis, Feb. 7.
With show and performance
Winning approval, "Can-Can”
grossed a fair $29,800 in six per¬
formances at the 1,850-seat Ly¬
ceum here last Wednesday-Saturday (1-4). Sub-zero temperatures,
snowstorms and icy streets failed
to crimp the touring musical,
which had a $4.95 top.
Show was traveling from San
Francisco to. Minneapolis and
missed the previous Sunday to
Tuesday night (29-31), inclusive.
It jumped from here to. Cincinnati
for ajn opening last night (Mon.).
Next on the Minneapolis calen¬
dar is* “Anniversary Waltz,” Feb.
21-26, on subscription.

‘Waltz’ Tuneful $18,700
For 12th Week, Frisco
San Francisco, Feb. 7.
■‘Anniversary Waltz” continued
its run last week with the second
highest take off its 12 weeks at the
Alcazar and will stay at least two
more rounds.
"Jenny Kissed Me,” with Rudy
Vallee, is scheduled for Feb. 19 at
the Geary.
Estimate for Last Week
Anniversary Waltz, Alcazar
($3.85; 1,147) (12th wk) (Russell
Nype, Marjorie Lord). Neat $18,700.

‘Debut’ 9G (5), Princeton
Princeton, Feb. 7.
"Debut” picked up around
$9,000 in a five-performance breakin at the McCarter Theatre last
Wednesday-Saturday (1-4).
The tryout is current at the
Wilbur Theatre, Boston.
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‘Bus’ Chalks Up $24,100
On First Week in Det.
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B way Biz Slides; ‘Limit’ $20,800,
Diary 29G, Rain’ 22G, Chalk’ 20G,
Marcel $45,700, Innkeepers’ Out

Detroit, Feb. 7.
"Bus Stop,” featuring Peggy
Ann Garner and Albert ’•Salmi,
picked up a tidy $24,100 gross at
the 1,482-seat Cass last week in
the first stanza of a fortnight's
stand. Top is $4 weekend eves,
$3.50 nther nights.
The 2,050-seat Shubert will re¬
Business dropped substantially (7th wk; 52; $5,75-$4.60; 834; $23,light next Monday (13) with "Can- for most Broadway shows last 200) (previous week, $9,100; has
Can” in for a single week at $4.50 week. Only entries to hit the ca¬ to vacate theatre Feb. 18), Last
Washington, Feb. 7.
pacity mark were "Cat on a Hot week, over $8,900.
"Damn Yankees,” starring Bobby top.
Tin Roof,”
"Damn Yankees,”
Silk Stockings, Imperial (MC)
Clark, grossed a smash $44,000 in
"Diary of Anne Frank,” "Great (50th wk; 396; $7.50; 1,427; $57,eight performances at the 1,223Sebastians,” "Matchmaker” and 800) (Hildegarde Neff, Dop Ameseat Playhouse here last week. It
che)
(previous
week, $40,100;
"No Time for Sergeants.”
was a record take for the house,
There were four closings, "Inn- closes April 14, to tour; Arneche,
which usually plays on a Wedneskeeper s,”
"Tamburlaine
the who’s been out ill, returns April 2,
day-Saturday basis.
Great,” "View from/* the Bridge” with Lawrence Brooks continuing
The touring musidal, scaled to a'
and the off-Broadway Phoenix as sub until then. Last week,
$5.50 top weeknights and $6.60
Theatre’s
"Six
Characters • in over $34,300.
Friday and Saturday, played to
Search of an Author.” Only preem
Teahouse of the August Moon,
standees at all performances ex¬
Washington, Feb. 7.
last week, besides "Innkeepers,” Beck (C) (121st wk; 1,073; $6.22cept the Wednesday matinee.
The tour of "Kismet” folded was Marcel Marceau at the City $4.60; 1,214; $33,608) (John Beal,
here last Saturday (4), following Center.
, Terrence Kilburn) (previous week,
its second week at the 1,542-seat
Sole opener this stanza is "Mid- , $26,800; closes March 24. to tour;
Shubert.
Touring musical w’as die of. the Night” at the ANTA ! Gene Blakely replaces Beal Feb.
mauled by the critics and hurt by Theatre toiyght (Wed.).
I 20). Last week, over $24,700.
the fact that the picture version
Estimates for Last Week
I Tiger at the Gates, Helen Hayes
of the piece had already played
(D) (18th wk; 144; $5.75; 1,039; $30,
Keys:
C
(Comedy),
D
(Drama),]
the town. The tuner drew only
845) (Michael Redgrave) (previous
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),. week. $24,000). Last week, nearly
$20,000 at a $4.95 top.
The Shubert is dark this week, MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ $21,200; Redgrave was out for
but the National got the touring cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op- three performances because of ill¬
Philadelphia, Feb. 7.
Tickets were at boomtown prices edition of "Damn Yankees” last retta),
ness. Ernest Graves subbed.
for, the closing performances of night (Mon.) for a four-week run,
Other parenthetic designations
Time Limit, Booth (D) (2d wk;
"Middle of the Night” last week, with an advance sale of almost refer, respectively, to weeks played, 15; $5,75-$5.20; 766; $24,330) (Ar¬
$85,000,
biggest
the
house
has
ever
with none available. Edward G.
number of performances through thur Kennedy) (previous week,
Robinson starrer went clean the had.
last Saturday, top prices, number $18,000 for first seven perform¬
entire second stanza and could
of seats capacity gross and stars. ances). Last week, almost $20,800.
have easily remained an extra ses¬
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter,
Price includes 10% Federal and
sion.
5% City tax, but grosses are net; Belasco <C) (17th wk; 132; $5.75;
' D’Oyly Carte Opera Co. is the
1,0.73;
$31,582) (previous week,
i.e., exclusive of tax.
only show in town this week. The
$22,800). Last week, nearly $19,200.
Bus Stop, Music Box (CD) (49th
Gilbert & Sullivan troupe got
Witness for the Prosecution, Mil¬
Cincinnati,
Feb.
7.
wk; 390; $5.75-$4.60; 1,010; 27,811) ler (D) (60th wk; 476; $5.75-$4.60;
standout reviews, but opened with
Nancy Kelly in "Bad Seed” (previous week, $18,400; moves 946; $23^248) (previous week, $22,"Iolanthe.”
Biz improved with
"Mikado” the second half of the grossed a solvent $21,600 fast week next Monday (13) to Winter Gar¬ 200; closes June 30. to tour). Last
in the 2,000 - seat Shubert at a den for eight weeks). Last week, week, almost $20,300.
week.
almost $17,000 on twofers.
"My Fair Lady,” Alan Jay Ler- $3.96 top.
Miscellaneous
Theatre has "Can-Can” this
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco
ner-Frederick Loewe musical adap¬
Marcel Marceau, City Center
(D) (46th wk; 364; $6.90-$5.75; 946; (1st
tation of Shaw’s "Pygmalion” re¬ week at $4.95 top.
Wk; 8; $3.80; 3,090; $45,000).
$31,000) (Barbara Bel Geddes, Burl Pantomimist opened last Wednes¬
opens the Erlanger next Tuesday
Ives) (previous week, nearly $31,- day (1) to unanimously favorable
(14).
600). Last week, same.
Estimates for Last Week
(Atkinson, Times; Chap¬
Chalk Garden, Barrymore (CD) reviews
D’Oyly Carte Opera Co., Forrest
man, News; Coleman, Mirror; Haw¬
(15th wk; 117; $5.75-$4.60; 1,077; kins, World-Telegram; Kerr, Her¬
(M) ($5.40; 1,760) (Repertory) Lon¬
$27,811) (Gladys Cooper, Siobhan ald Tribute; McClain, Journaldoners making their first appear¬
St. Louis, Feb. 7.
McKenna (previous week, $22,400). American; Watts, Post); almost
ance here in five years and getting
Heaviest local snowstorm of the Last week, almost $20,000.
Savoy fans; grossed a fai> $25,000
$45,700 for first eight perform¬
season sloughed the already-light
Damn Yankees, 46th St (MC) ances.
and holds.
>
Middle of the Night, Locust (D) biz foY "Tea and Sympathy” last (40th wk; 316; $8.05-$7.50; 1.297;
Closed Last Week
($4.20; 1,580) (Edward G. Robin¬ week-at the 1,513 seat American $50,573 (Gwen Verdon) (previous
Innkeepers,
Golden
(D)
(1st wk;
Gross was a shivering week, over $50,700). Last week, 4; $5.75-$4.60; 800; $22,647)
son). Biggest hit of the season to Theatre.
(Ger¬
date; standees-only $40,800; moved $9,000 at a $3.50 top for the Maria same.
aldine Page). Opened last Thurs¬
Desk Set, Broadhurst (C) (15th; day (2) to unanimous pans (Atkin¬
Riva and Alan* Baxter starrer.*
on to Broadway.
120;
1
$5.75-$4.60;
1-,182;
$31,500)
The house is dark currently, but
son, Times; Chapman. News; Cole¬
relights next-Monday (l J) -with r- (Shirley 'Booth)- (previous- weekr man, Mirror; Hawkins, Worldone week session with "Bad Seed,” $23,100). Last week, over $19,500. Telegram; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
Diary of Anne Frank,. Cort (D) McClain, Journal-American, Watts,
starring Nancy Kelly, at $3.92 top.
(18th wk; 141; $5.75; 1,036; $28,854) Post); almost $5,000 for first four
(Joseph Schildkraut, Susan Stras- performances. Closed last Satur¬
| ‘Waltz’ Steps to $9,200
berg) (previous week, over capacity day. (4)’ at an approximate loss of
Indianapolis, Feb. 7.
at nearly $29,200). Last week, al¬ its entire $75,000 investment.
"Teahouse of August Moon” I
For 4 Shows, Colutnbus most
$29,000.
Six Characters in Search of an
grossed a great $41,300 in eight
Columbus, Feb. 7.
Fallen Angels, Playhouse (C) (3d Author, Phoenix (CD) (8th wk;
"Anniversary Waltz”
grossed wk; 23; $5.75-$4.60; 994; $27,251) 64; S3,45; 1,150; $24,067) (previous
performances at the 2,000-seat
Murat here last week despite ice- $9,200 in four performances at the (Nancy Walker, Margaret Phillips) week, $8,500), Last week, nearly
1,634-seat Hartman Theatre here
Last $11,200: closed last Sunday (5) af¬
packed highways that cut down on last Thursday-Saturday (2-4), at a (previous week, $20,600).
ter a limited eight-week, engage¬
out-of-town trade.
Top for the $4 top. The comedy stars Andrew week, nearly $19,200.
Fanny,
Majestic
(MD)
(66th
wk; ment.
Larry Parks starrer was $4 (without Duggan and Augusta Roeland.
524; $7.50; 1,655; $62,968) (Ezio
Tamburlaine the Great, Winter
tax).
Next at the Hartman is "Bad Pinza, Walter Slezak) (previous
House reports a-good advance Seed,” starring Nancy Kelly, due week, $51,400). Last week,, over Garden (D) (3d wk: 20; $5.75-.
$4.60; 1,494; $43,000) (previous
for "Bad Seed,” opening last night Thursday (9) for four perform¬ $45,000.
week, $15,500). Last week, nearly
(Mon.) and playing through tomor¬ ances through Saturday (11L
Great Sebastians, ANTA (C) (5th $27,600; closed last Saturday (4),
row (Wed.).
wk; 37; $5.75; L185; $40,823)’(Al¬ cutting short a scheduled eightfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne) (pre¬ week run.
vious week, $40,463). Last week,
View From the Bridge, Coronet
over $39,300, with.theatre parties; (D) (19th wk; 148; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60;
Los Angeles. Feb. 7.
moved
to Coronet Theatre last 998; $30,000) (Van Rcflin) (pre¬
Town’s only legit offering, "Joy
(Feb. 6-19)
vious week, $21,400). Last week,
Ride,” limped to $12,000 last week, Monday (6).
Hatful of Rain, Lyceum (D) (13th over $29,000. Closed last Satur¬
Anniversary Waltz—Aud., Wausau, Wis. its third, at the Huntington Hart¬
(6); Aud., Manitowoc. Wls. (7); Aud., Du¬ ford Theatre as the cast rehearsed wk; 101; $5.75-$4,60; 995; $23,339) day (4) at an approximate loss of
luth (8); Aud., Virginia, Minn. (9); Aud.,
(Shelley Winters, Ben Gazzara) $50,000 on a $75,000 investment.
Hibbling, Minn. (10); Aud., Ironwood, new material in an effort to bring
Last
Mich. (11); Pabst, Milwaukee (13-18).
the revue up to touring potential. (previous week, $23,300).
Opening This Week
Bad Seed (Nancy Kelly)—Murat, Indplsc
It’s due to go next to San Fran¬ week, almost $22,000.
Middle of the Night, ANTA
Inherit the Wind, National <D) Theatre
(6-8); Hartman, Columbus (9-11); Ameri: cisco for a stand prior to New
(D)
($5.75;
1,185;
can, St. L. (13-18).
(40th Wk; 317; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162; $39,116) (Edward
York.
G. Robonson).
Boy Friend—Royal Alexandra, Toronto
$31,300) (Paul Muni) (previous Play
by Paddy Chayefsky, adapted
(6-18).
week,
$32,100).
Last
week,
over
from his own tv script, presented
Bus Stop (2d Co.)—Cass, Det. (6-11);
$31,000. '
Nixon, Pitt (13-18).
Joshua Logan; production was
Janus, Plymouth (C) (1.1th wk; by
Can-Can—Shubert, Cincy (6-11); Shubert,
financed at $100,000 and brought
Det. (13-18).
82; $5.75-$4.60; 1,062; $32,700) iri
LONDON
for about $60,000. can break
Damn Yankeas (2d Co.) (Bobby-dark)—>■
(Margaret
Sullivan,
Robert
Pres¬
■(Figures denote opening dates)
even at around $16,000 gross;
National; Wash. (6-18).
ton, Claude Dauphin); (previous opens
Anniversary Waltz, Lyric fll-30-55).
Debut (tryout>WWilbur, Boston (6-18)
tonight (Wed.).
week, $31,600). Last week, nearly
Boy Friend, Wyndham’s (12-1-53).
(Reviewed in VARIETY this week.
Charley's Aunt, Globe (12-22-55).
Inherit the Wind (2d Co.) (Melvyn
$31,200.
OFF-BROADWAY
Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-16-54).
Douglas)—Blaekstone, Chi (8-18).
Lark, Longacre (D) (12th wk;
Darkling Child, Arts (1^27-56).
My Fair Lady (tryout) (Rex Harrison,
Cradle Song, Circle in Square
92; $5.75-$4.60; 1,101; $29,378)
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Julie Andrews)—Shubert, New Haven (6(
12
1
).
Fresh Airs, Comedy (1-26-56).
11); Erlanger, Philly (14-18) (Reviewed in
(Julie Harris) (previous week. $29,Girl Named Jo, Piccadilly (12-1^-53).
VARIETY this week).
He Who Gets Slapped, Actol*’s
300). Last week, over $29,200.
Hamlet, Phoenix, (12-8-55).
Paiama Game (2d Co.) (Fran Warren,
Kettlo A Moon, Duchess (9-1-55).
Matchmaker, Royale (C) (9th wk; Playhouse (1-20).
Larry Douglas, Buster West)—Shubert,
Midsummer Night’s Dream, Jan.
Kismet,
Stoll*
(4-20-55).
Chi (6-18).
72;. $5.75; 1,050; $31,000) (Ruth
Lucky
Strike,
Duke
York’s
(9-14-55),
Plain and Fancy (2d Co.) (Alexis Smith,
Gordon, Eileen Herlie, Loring Hus (11-13); closes next Sunday
•Morning's at 7, W’stm’st’r (2-7-56).
Craig Stevens)—Great Northern, Chi (6Mr. Pennypocker, New (5-18-55).
Smith) (previous week, over $31,- (12).
11, then closes).
Mousetrap, Ambassador (11-25-52).
Private Life of Master Race,
Ponder Heart (tryout) (David Wayne)—
500).
Last week, same.
Pa|ama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
Shubert, Boston (6-11) (Reviewed in VA¬
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin Open Stage (1-30).
Paris by Night, Prince Wales (4-9-55).
RIETY, Jan. 18. '56).
Salome, Davenport (2-2).
Plain A Fancy, Drury Lane (1-25-56).
(C) (16th wk; 124; $5.75-4.60;
Someone Waiting (tryout) (Leo G. CarThird Person, President (12-29).
■ Plume de ma Tante, Garrick (11-3-55).
roll, Jessie Royce Landis)—Plymouth, Bos¬
1,331; $38,500) (previous week,
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
ton (6-11) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Jan.
Threepenny Opera, de Lys <9over $39,000). Last week, same.
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
18, *56).
Sailor Beware, Strartd (2-16-55).
Pajama Game, St. James (MC) 20).
Taa and Sympathy (Maria Riva, Alan
Trouble in Mind, Greenwich
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Baxter)—KRNT Theatre,.Des MoJney(7-8);
(91st
wk;
724
$6.90;
1,615;
$52,118)
Separate Tables, St. James’s (0-22-54).
Aud., Davenport <9); Aud., Omaha (11);
(John Raitt, Eddie Foy, Jr., Helen Mews (11-13); closes Feb. 19.
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-54).
Playhouse, Kansas
City (13-16); Aud.,
Uncle Vanya, 4th St. (.1-31).
•Strong Are Lonely, H’market (1-24-56). Gallagher)
(previous week, $50,Wichita (17-18).
Such Is Life, Adelphl (12-14-55).
Teahouse of the August Moon (2d Co.)
100). Last week, nearly $45,500.
Summertime, Apollo (11-9-55).
(Burgess Meredith, Hugh Reilly)—Erlan¬
Pipe
Dream,
Shubert
(MD)
(10th
Teahouse
Aug.
Moon,
Her
Maj.
(4-22-54)
ger. Chi (6-18).
Waiting for Godot, Criterion (6-3-55).
wk; 77; $7.50; 1,453; $55,039) (Helen
Teahouse of the August Moon (3d Co.)
Water Gypsies, Wint. Card. (8-31-55).
(Larry Parks)—Memorial Aud., L’vllle (6Traubel, William Johnson) (previ¬
Whole Truth, Aldwych (10-11-55).
8); Tennessee, Nashville (9-11); Temple,
ous week, $55,200). Last week,
Wild Duck, Saville (12-21-55).
Birmingham (13-16); Tower, Atlanta (17•Interrupted run.
19).
nearly $52,900.
Montreal, Feb. 7.
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Plain and Fancy, Hellinger (MC)
"Boy Friend” grabbed a snappy
3 Penny Opera, Royal Ct. (2-9-5G).
(54th wk; 428; $6.90; 1,527; $55,Ring tor Catty, Lyric (2-14-56).
$35,300
at
Her
Majesty’s Theatre
916) (previous week, $40,300; closes
Doctor Jo, Aldwych (2-15-56).
Summfr Song, Prince’s (2-16-56).
March 3, to tour). Last week, al¬ last week.
(Feb.! 6-19)
The
musical
is
current at the
CLOSED LAST WEEK
Llllom—Lenox
Hill
Playhouse,
N.Y.
most $36,400.
Dead on 9r Westminster (8-24-58).
(8-12); Clinton Community Center, Bronx
Righteous Are Bold, Holiday (D) Royal Alexandra, Toronto.

‘Yankees’ Record 44G
On Wilmington Week

‘Kismet’ N(i 20G
Folds in Wash.

‘NighCSROWOO
G&S 25G, Phila.

‘SEED’HEALTHY $21,600,
SOLO WEEK IN CINCY

‘Tea’ Leaves St. Louis
On Weak $9,000 Gross

‘Teahouse’ Hot $41,300
In Ice-Packed Indpls

Touring Shows

‘Ride’ Slow 12G, L. A.

British Shows

‘Boy’ Friendly $35,300
One Week in Montreal

1

Equity Shows

(17-18).

She Smiled at Me, St. Mart. (2-2-56).
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Library Theatre Collections Grow
; Continued from pace 2 ;
Houghton tore book) Library, is
41 years old and is run by Curator
William B, yan Lennep with Mary
Reardon as. assistant.
It spreads over three exhibition
rooms, a theatre collection office
and includes the George Chaffee
Ballet, Room. Open to, anyone in¬
terested in the theatre. Harvard
will send, .microfilms of items to
those desiring them anywhere in
the world for the nominal charge
of $1 for 33 exposures plus mailing
charges.
“This is the place to do theatre
research,” said Dr. Van Lennep,
“and we, welcome visitors.” Har¬
vard Theatre ., Collection,.. is . open
. daily from 9 to 5 through Friday.
It was the first theatre collection
in the U. S.
Van Lennep states that plans for
the future are to build strength,
filling in gaps, sticking to the Eng¬
lish-speaking stage. He is buying
material from an active fund re¬
stricted to drama and theatre ma¬
terial, A recent purchase* was 52
autographed letters of Richard
Brinsley Sheridan regarding his
management of the Drury Lane
Theatre. .
The collection is strong on the
New York theatre and has the
greatest collection, of rare items
dealing, with early Manhattan
plays. It is also strong on old Cali¬
fornia items. The collection is well
known and . admired in. England,
but there is nothing comparable
to it either in England or'on the
continent, as far as known. (Eng¬
land. has the Enthoven Theatre
Collection in the Victoria and Al¬
bert Museum.)
Many legit actors arid actresses
have gifted the Harvard collection.
Helen Hayes sent the original Rob¬
ert Edmund Jones design, of the
prison scene from “Mary of Scot¬
land.” Cornelia Otis Skinner has
sent a collection and the collection
of her father’s is also here.
Collecting Television
While the collection is highlight¬
ed by the historic side, attention is
given to contemporary material
too. Transcripts of “good” televi¬
sion shows are being collected and
a selective collection of shooting
scripts on films.
Harvard has a Selznick collec¬
tion of film stills which is con¬
stantly being added to, and has a
tremendous amount of material oh
circuses and pantomime. It is the
only theatre collection having a
special ballet room.
While, the Harvard Theatre Col¬
lection is the biggest theatrical
morgue in the country, it is a mar¬
vel of- precision for researchers.
Everything is catalogued, filed and
indexed. The more than 2,000,000
clippings,, indexed three ways, are
in sturdy manila envelopes.
Princeton's Princely Set
Princeton, Feb. 7.
Princetonrs stake in the Theatre
Collection competition among the
universities came in 1934 when
William Seymour’s materials cov¬
ering 70 years was inherited. The
Rice minstrelsy material, some.
9,000 film stills and the circus stuff
of Joseph McCaddon, gen. mgr. of
Barnum & Bailey before the Ringling merger, fattened the files.
It. is handsomely housed in the
Firestone family's donation, pos¬
sibly as fine a library as is now
extant.
Stress on Frisco Show Biz
Palo Alto, Feb. 7.
Stanford University’s theatrical
library isn’t old, but has made
. rapid strides since its start in the
late 1930’s.
As a result Stanford today has
a solid book background for its
speech and drama department, one
of the three such departments of
•importance on the Coast (the
others are at the U. of Washing¬
ton at Seattle, and at UCLA in
Los Angeles).
The Stanford theatrical collec¬
tion consists of between 7,000 and
8,000 books, according to Norman
Philbrick, head of the speech and
drama department.
In addition, the department has
a large collection of programs,
mainly emphasizing San Francisco

productions, and these are now
being catalogued. Another feature
of the Stanford library is a group
of film studio musical scores and
books which are “on a semi-perma¬
nent, loan basis.”
Wendell Cole, speech and drama
professor who heads the depart¬
ment’s library, committee, points
out that the library has “special¬
ized in 19th Century plays and
also in /early films ... we now have
25 to; 30 early films, things you
can’t find anywhere else outside
the Museum of Modern Art in New
York.” These films, according to
Cole, are being purchased for their
“historical interest, primarily”—
Stanford doesn’t teach techniques
of film-making as UCLA, for ex¬
ample, can, because of its prox¬
imity to.the studios.
Stanford collection also includes
considerable radio and television
material and “we also lean heavily
on the rare books in the Albert
Bender Rare Book Collection.”
The Bender books include such
Items as “Monumenta Scenica,” a
work on stage design worth $500
to $600.
Financial backbone of the the¬
atrical library is the university’s
library fund, which appropriates
$1,200 to $1,500 annually for the
specialty. In addition, the univer¬
sity occasionally attracts donations
—both of money and books—for
this field.
Film Capital Slack
Los Angeles, Feb. 7.
U. of California (in Los An¬
geles) is now creating a Theatre
Collection in its theatre arts dept.
U. of Southern California has no
collection per se but library cata¬
logs 400 works, in different lan¬
guages, dealing Mth history of
moving pictures (a local* industry).
L. A. Public Library gives only
routine attention to amusements or
films.
'

Mid-Jan. Off
Continued from page 4
having to depend mainly on the
latter part of January for its playdates. “Indian Fighter” (UA) took
over seventh place largely through
the strength reflected by a spurt
to fourth position one week.
“Rains of Ranchipur” (20th) fin¬
ished eighth, failing to show much
excepting two stanzas during the
month. “At Gunpoint’' (AA) man¬
aged to show enough strength to.
land ninth place. “Kismet” (MG)
wound up 10th.
‘Sex,' ‘Hell' Make Top 12
“Second Greatest Sex” ,(U),
which played among the winners
three successive weeks, captured
11th place. “Hell on Frisco Bay”
(WB) rounded out the Golden
Dozen in 12th position.
“Diabolique" (UMPO),
“Last
Frontier” (Col), ‘The Soilers”
(U) and “Littlest Outlaw” (BV)
were the runner-up pix in about
that sequence. None reached the
$200,000 category.
A solid array of stout newcom¬
ers hints a very strong February.
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G), which
only was playinjg in four keys even
during the final week of last
month, looms as a potentially big
grosser. “Rose Tattoo” (Par), only
playing in three keys as the month
ended, also shapes a. smash boxoffice winner:
“Helen of Troy” (WB) in initial
behavior suggests a high-grossing
pic. It did enough on the initial
week out on release to cop first
place In weekly ratings. “Golden
Arm” (UA), really out in distrib
extensively only one week, also
looms as a blockbuster, finishing
fifth one week and fourth another.
“Ransom” (M-G), which started
out comparatively meekly, was
coming along smartly as January
ended. It may do even better.
“There’s Always Tomorrow” (U)
wound up ninth one week, and did
nicely in several keys.
“Trouble With Harry” (Par) fin¬
ished ninth one round and as'a
runner-up pic another although
playing mainly in smaller houses.
“Square Jurigle” (U) rated as a
runner-up film one stanza. “The

CONTINENTAL FILM REVIEW
The only Magazine of Its kind in English
_
Authoritative information on European. Film Production
Superbly Illustrated. Used by British, American and International Distributors
Monthly: 25c. Subs. 1 Year $3 (Post Free); Air Mail $2.80 extra

eurap publishing co. (London) ltd., 137 Biockstock Road
LONDON N.4, Englarid

Prisoner” (Col) did nicely late in
the month, showing largely in arty
cinemas.
“Diane” (M-G) was a major cas¬
ualty last month, the public ap¬
parently not going for costumers
at the present time.
“Lease of Life” (IFE) checked
in with several smart grosses.
“Phantom From 10,000 Leagues,
“Day World Ended” (Indie) combo
scored heavily on a number of
dates.

Literati
Bride-To-Be Sold
Curtis Publishing Co. sold Brideto-Be quarterly to the publishers
of Bride’s Magazine (1). Described
by. Robert E. MacNeal, president
of the mag, as “experimental,” the
first issue appeared in the fall of
1955.
MacNeal said the Bride-to-Be
now on sale would be its last, but
ads skedded for summer'number
would appear in Bride’s Magazine.
Awards To Magazines
Seven judges will scan entries
for the U, of Illinois’ Benjamin
Franklin Magazine Awards com¬
petition. Awards fall in eight cate¬
gories, one to a magazine for “dis¬
tinguished and meritorious public
service” during the year, while
other accolades will go . to writers.
Prizes for authors include writ¬
ing involving original reporting,
biography, interpretation of for¬
eign relations, life, culture of in¬
stitutions in the U.S., short story,
etc.
Deadline for work per¬
formed during calendar year of
1955 is Feb. 15, with public an¬
nouncement of the winners to be
made on May 15 at a dinner in
New York.
Listed as judges are Margaret
Halsey, author; Bruce Catton, edi¬
tor of American Heritage mag;
Julian .Muller, editor with Harcourt. Brace & Co.; Herbert Alex¬
ander, editor with Pocket Books
Inc.; Richard B. Morris, author;
John K. M. McCaffrey, tv news¬
caster, and David Brown, 20th-Fox
story editor.
‘Fiction Factory'
“The Fiction Factory” by Quen¬
tin Reynolds (Random House; $5),
is a history of the Street & Smith
publishing house; a book written,
says the author in his preface, be¬
cause Theodore Dresier stated in
a N. Y. Times interview in 1941
that there was a good book in the
story of S. & S, where men wrote
40,000 words weekly for $50 to
$60.
Reynolds traces the company’s
development from pulp days with
Nick Carter, Buffalo Bill and
Horatio Alger through the rise of
various action periodicals, to the
firm’s present status on “quality,
street” with Mademoiselle, Charm
and Living for Young Homemak¬
ers.”
Book is extensively illustrated
from old cuts, some‘ reproduced in
color. Dozens of names familiar in
show biz enliven this report.
Down.
Des Moines Columnist's Book
“There’s a Man in the House” by
Harlan Miller (Random House;
$3.95), is a compilation of “Over the
Coffee” columns by columnist of
the Des Moines Register &
Tribune. For 20 years on that pa¬
per, and more recently, as a reg¬
ular contributor to Ladies’ Home
Journal, Miller has dispensed
philosophy, humor and gossip.
Tome finds author recapping on
home, the passing scene, children,
presidents (he takes a stand dan¬
gerous in Iowa, admiring both
Truman and FDR—though balanc¬
ing his heresy with affection for
Ike), doctors, sports, wars,, matri¬
mony, literature and nature. Show
biz, inevitably, creeps in—enough
to remind the reader that Miller
himself has provided a type of
American public entertainment for
a couple of hectic decades.
Down.
Socialists’ Scottish Edition
Tribune, Socialist party weekly
in Britain, will shortly publish a
Scottish edition, with Emrys
Hughes. Labor Member of Parlia¬
ment for Southern Ayrshire, as
editor. Will be printed in London
but will contain Scottish pages.
CHATTER
“I’d Rather Be President,” by
Frank Weir and Charles Ellis re¬
leased by Simon & Schuster. Weir
and Ellis, editorial writers on the
Philadelphia Inquirer, were forI merly Washington political re- :
, porters.
i The 1956 edition of The Musi¬
cian’s Guide has just been issued
1 by Music Information Service Inc..
I the 500-page tome listing music
• contact info on halls, bands,
agents, managers, operas, press,
networks, etc., plus 28 articles by
I top names in the field.

LITERATI

i SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK :
:By Frank Scully ..****'■;
Top producer, who has not worried fgr 20 years and has found
$150,000 a year ample for his simple needs, confessed to me the other
day that he is now worrying. “We’re now running out of story material,”
he said. “I used to write originals myself, but that was so long ago
I’m afraid I’ve lost the knack. Have you anything handy?”
“No,” I told him, “but I’ll whip up a couple of originals, which you
can have for the asking, and if you think the plots are not fapiiliar
enough for audience-acceptance you can switch them to .musicals and
it will be okay with me.”’
We agreed on a price, which was the newsstand price of Variety.
That seemed fair to him. I hope they seem fair to you, too. Not
good, understand, just fair.
OLD TITLE
NEW TITLE
No Place Like Home
Keep Movin'
John Vito was a home-lover but had itchy feet. He was always on
the hunt for the perfect house. His wife acquiesced to his fugitive
ways because she loved him, not because she loved moving. He never
stayed in a home he “bought” more than a year or two. His children
thought they were gypsies.
Then one day Vito found what he hailed as the perfect house. A
contractor who was building it unloaded it for practically no downpayment, though the F. H. A. had advanced $100,000 on it. It had
five bedrooms, five baths, a swimming pool, a bar, a five-car garage—
everything.
’
Vito got it for $45,000 just before completion. Some fast shuffling
and triple-entry bookkeeping was involved but that didn’t bother Vito.
Not until one night when he was throwing a big party for bis friend
the contractor. That night the F. B. I. moved in for the pinch.
After the trial Vito had to move again. But this time he stayed put
for five years.
That was in the Leavenworth Penitentiary.
But even there he peddled influence. For a price, he got guys moved
from one cell to another, himself included.
OLD TITLE
NEW TITLE
Who Stole It First?
Money From Marshall
As our .picture opens, Vladimir Mankovsky is operating the east
end of a donkey act in West Poland Springs. Through a hole in the
skin he spots an official of the town spiking straight bourbon with
water and charging black market prices for the dilution. The official
suspects Mank is a member of the Polish FBI (Fuller Bull Institute.)
He so informs the major and the town council. Between them they
get 90% of. the graft.
They take Mank into “protective custody.” and wine and dine him,
explaining that they fear he will be cut in two by the revolutionaries
if they don’t protect him. They hope in the interval to unload all
Poland spring-water on the cashier o£ the Marshall Plan and escape
to Scotland with the cash. There they plan-to buy Scotch whiskey
because the Scotch distillers have decided to bypass British devalua¬
tion and keep selling Scotch to American higher-priced throats.
But Mank upsets the mayor’s plans quite unconsciously. He was
asleep at the time and thought a fly was bothering him. He swatted
the air, only to discover he had smacked the mayor’s wife right on
the kisser, just as she was giving him* a good morning kiss. Her cry
rent the air, which up to that time was the only thing the mayor’s
administration hadn’t rented.
The resulting uproar convinces the mayor and his cabinet that Mank
is not only from the Polish FBI but is the general in command of it,
since only a general of the secret police would .have the temerity to
slug-a mayor’s wife while she is-attempting to seduce him.
They begin “singing” and when Mank learns how far their chicanery
has gone, he orders the Lord High Executioner to oil up the guillotine.
The mayor pleads with him not to do so, explaining that this would
only bring complications involving the Standard Oil and Dutch Shell.
They offer him a hundred thousand pre-devaluated British pounds
which can be cashed by foreigners, they tell him, £or actual gold even
at Fort Knox, U. S.
Mank, who has longed to go to America, acquiesces to this bribe,
figuring that the Americans will be so happy to get back some of their
Marshall dough. The deal is set but the mayor and his cabinet slipped
some gilded crowns into the collection (an old gypsy trick), while Mank
in turn slipped some micky finns into their drinks (an old American
trick.)
Before Mank could get away, however, the authentic general of the
Polish FBI arrives and Mank has to act out a scene and convince the
town council and the people that the real general (Rye Williams) is
an impostor. This causes the old crock to be stoned and jailed (This
was the original of “Rye on the rocks.”)
Mank visits the General in the middle of the night and has him
sprung. Together they flee the country, their backs bent with bags
of British sovereigns.
They catch a plane for America but find themselves with excess
baggage. Opened and examined they find they have swooped up a
typewriter and the mayor’s wife as well as the gold.
On his arrival In New York, Mank runs into another switch. The
U. S. Treasury, finding itself $5,000,000,000 in the hole on the year’s
budget, is so grateful on getting 99,988 crowns In return for the bil¬
lions loaned Mank’s people, that it had Mank’s sentence for smuggling
commuted to one day.
This forces Mank to write his memoirs on his own time, but a ghost¬
writer in Hollywood takes him in and they sell the script to Warners
as an “original,” promising to pay Nikolai Gogol the usual royalties
on “The' Inspector General” so as to mollify that avaricious capitalistic
character.
Mank got screen credit and, after five years, a citizenship. Rye
Williams, the real, general, got ticketed as technical adviser.
After that both of them decided to learn English and are now pro¬
ducing for the company in sunny Italy where, despite the warm
weather, American funds keep getting frozen.
OLD TITLE
u
' NEW TITLE
Greyhound Bus
The Long Gray Loin
This is a dog story of West Point seen through five generations of
greyhounds. The first, called Flash, was brought to the Point by a
cadet named Douglas McFee, whose father was Superintendent of the
Academy at the time. The second was called Splash; the third, Pash;
the fourth, Dash, and the fifth, Hash. Fifty years of West Point en¬
folds against a background of greyhounds.
Hash, however turned out to be a bum. He ate all the time. He
bal'ked at Greyhound busses but wouldn’t run for anything less than
T-bones.
It was this that gave the football coach the idea of the T-formation
Once the coach and Ike McArthur, backfield captain, threw two Tbone steaks in different directions. Hash split his personality trying
to go in both directions at the same time. This was the origin of the
split-T. . The Army had its greatest football seasons while Hash was its
mascot. They felt they owed their success to him.
The Split-T was great for football but' it left poor Hash as a schizo¬
phrenic. It was decided to put him to sleep. But before doing so the
Super ordered a dress parade in his honor. There wasn’t a dry eye
on the parade ground because it was raining cats and dogs that day.
As the parade broke up a greyhound pup came racing across the field
toward the Super. Hash, ti seems, wasn’t so crazy after all. He had
left.another tp take his-place .in the long gray line.
•;
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Broadway
TV Guide had two issues In Jan¬
uary exceeding 4,000,000 copies.
John F. Royal following eye op¬
eration has doctor's okay to start
seeing legit shows.
U. S. pianist Lou Busch will visit
Europe in May and will spend* part
of - his tour in Britain seeing music
publishers.
Dorothy Salisbury Davis, novel¬
ist and short story writer, new
pr'ez of tyfystery Writers of Amer¬
ica, succeeding Georges Simenon.
John Houseman taking a leave
of absence from Metro to direct
the American Shakeapeare Festival
Theatre's second season at Strat¬
ford, Conn.
Clifford I. Cane, business man¬
ager of Universal's pub-ad depart¬
ment for the past nine years, has
resigned to join the Wall St. firm
of Bache & Co. as an investment
counsellor.
Publicist Virginia Wicks lost
a suit in N. Y. City Magistrate's
Court last week against Ed Smol¬
lett, a press agent who formerly
worked for her. Miss Wicks sued
Smollet for return of the last sal¬
ary check she paid him, claiming
that he didn’t work a full week.
The judge dismissed the action.
Smollett acted as his own lawyer
in cross-examining Miss Wicks.

Palm Springs
By Frank Scully
(Tel. 4077)
Kirk Douglas shopping at Thrifty.
Leo ,Carrillo emceed a fur show
for charity.
Reginald Gardner keeping wawm
at Doll House.
Spencer Tracy lost his way trying
to find Sinatra's house.
Gail Patrick with spouse Cornwell Jackson at Racquet.
Peter Lawford and femme Pat
back to a tennis routine.
Mickey Finn back to running his
boys’ camp after bit part in “Pardners,” M and L; latest.
Bill Todman keeping his secrets
at . the Biltmore. But not from
femme Fran who’s along.
Eddie Horton and Laura La
Plante split1 billing on “White
Sheep of Family’’ at Playhouse.
No planes in for weeks but Con¬
tinental promises passenger jets by
1958 for people who are willing to’
wait.
On eve of $15,000 pro tourney at
Thunderbird, the bunch, including
Phil Harris and Desi Arnaz of
Thunderbird, announced they were
. . .building a new golf course nearby
to cost $250,000.
Burt Lancaster tried La Quinta
for quiet and found Marlon Brando,
Rita Moreno, Deborah Kerr, Marge
and Gower Champion, Barney and
John Balaban, Mr. and Mrs. Vince
Minnelli, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Schwartz, Arthur Hornblow and
Bennett Cerf.

Ankara

>
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CHATTER

By N. Zarar.
Italian chanteuse Nina Ferrari
Is featured at the Bulvar Palas
nitery.
Turkish soprano Layla Gencer
off to Milan to sing at the San'
Carlos.
Ayhan Ay dan and Umur Pars
will sing the leads in Lehar’s
“Paganini.”
Menotti’s “Telephone” and “Me¬
dium” replaced “Don Pasquale” at
the State Opera.
State Theatre director Mahir
Canova will fly to Izmir to direct
“Teahouse of August Moon” for
Izmir Municipal Theatre.
Cuneyit Gokcer closed h i s
“Blithe Spirit” and mow will play
the lead in his own production of
“Henry IV” at the Kucuk Tiyatro.
Heinz Arnold and wife arrived
from Berlin. He will direct the
new production of Mozart’s “Don
Giovanni” at the State Oper
opening this week.
Legit actor-director Saim Alpago
staging “Dunku Cocuk” (Born
Yesterday) at the Ucuncu Tiyatro.
American comedy was a great hit
in Istanbul two years ago but never
done here.

Paris
By Gene Moskowitz
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944)
Armand Salacrou feting his 30
years as a playwright with 30 pro¬
duced plays.
H. G. Clouzot winding editing of
his full length documentary, “Le
Mystere Picasso.”
“Helen of TroV” (WB) opening
here practically simultaneously
with its N.Y. dating.
Marcel Carne soon to start a new
, Pic, “Le Pays D’Ou Je Viens” (The
Country I Come From).
Bruno Coquatrix, director of the
Olympia Musichall and Comedie
Caumartin Theatre, getting theatre
directors together to ask for a hike
in legit tab prices.
Top three pix grossers this week
are Gallic comedy, “Papa, Maman,
Ma Femme Et Moi”; Italo explora¬

tion pic, “Lost Continent"; and
“To Catch A Thief” (Par),
Just the firstrun grosses of Rene
Clair’s color film, “Les Grandes
Manoeuvres,” came to $477,000.
Richard Davis, owner of the Fine
Arts, has this pic for the U.S.
Carl Foreman in to huddle with
Italo producer Dino De Laurentiis
on doing the script for the next
film of Gallic director Rene
Clement. It will be a FrancoItalian pic.
Elisabeth Bergner in to ogle the
Theatre En Rond and its current
play, “Entre Chien Et Loup”
(Between Dog and Wolf), of Paolo
Levi, prior to opening this type of
theatre in London.
Twelve countries already ac¬
cepted invitations for the Cannes
Film festival which will unspool
from April 10-24.' They are U.S.,
England, Philippines, Finland, Po¬
land, Czechoslovakia.
Three Gallic films are among the
10 top Swiss grossers this season.
They are two gangster films “Du
Rififi Chez Les Hommes” (Brawl
Among Men); “Razzia Sur La
Chnouf” (Raid on Drugs), and
Sacha Guitry’s “Napoleon.”
Carl Dreyer, Danish film direccolor heads before embarking for
Israel where he will make his next
pic, “The Lief of Jesus,” in color.
Pic will be made in Hebrew with
commentaries to be added for
other countries. U.S. capital is
behind this project.
After world preem of “The Con¬
queror” (RKO) here, John Wayne
headed for Germany, Italy and
Holland for further openings of
the film before heading for U.S.
This is probably the first European
opening of a major U.S. pic before
playing its home territory.
Anatole Litvak bought the rights
for the hit legit revival, the Ar¬
mand Salacrou play, “Histoire De
Rire” (Funny Story), which he will
bring to the screen after complet¬
ing “Anastasia” (20th). He also
has legit rights for London. Play
also has been set for U.S. stage
next seafon.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway
Columbia will preem “Picnic”
here Feb. 16.
ASCAPer Ruth Lowe vacationing
at Biltmore Terrace.
Morty Gunty and Eydie Gorme
current in Roulette Room of Monte
Carlo.
Bill Millers here for several
weeks of sun before heading back
to Las Vegas.
Maxine (ex Loper &) Barrat,
now a Miami resident, active on
local station WITV telecasts.
Arthur Tracy, radio’s Street
Singer of the 1930's, plans huge
realty development in this area.
Clover Club shuttered for altera¬
tions after struggling along several
months with a small-budget show
policy.
Harry Belafonte in Haiti, brush¬
ing up on locale of film in which
he will be featured. Due back Feb.
16 for return date at Eden Roc.
Dean Murphy emceed show
featuring Vaughn Monroe for
annual March of Dimes benefit at
Felix Young’s L’Aiglon; $40,000
realized.

Boston
By Guy Livingston
Ames Bros, current at Blinstrub’s.
Leona Anderson inked by A1
Taxier, Bradford Roof boniface>for
opening Jan. 8.
Frank Cronin, w.k. Hub press
agent, ill in City Hospital follow¬
ing heart attack.
Sherm Feller back at WVDA for
his late show after road trip dur¬
ing which wife, warbler Judy Val¬
entine, subbed for him.
Genevieve Owens, following
singing date at Steuben’s, did three
nights at Hotel Bostonian’s Jewel
Room before reporting for new
musical, “The Most Happy Feller,1
in New York.

Clayton (Lone Ranger) Moore in
for opening of v Ranger pic at
Roosevelt.
Deejay Howard Miller penning
a weekly disk column for the Chi¬
cago American.
Ron Terry and his tele group
signed recording pact with Mer¬
cury. First pressings are couple of
Terry’s polka originals.
Columnist Nate Gross back in his
regular corner in Chicago Ameri¬
can after his stint in Florida sun
and a quickie trip to Spain.
Studs Terkel to give 10 lectures
011 jazz for Chicago this spring
semester; also working on a scries
of teen-slanted biographies of jazz
greats.
1
George Tagge, political editor of
the1 Chicago Tribune, is the new
president of the Chicago Press
Club. He succeeds George Brand¬
enburg, Editor & Publisher mid-1
west editor.
I

London
(Temple Bar 5041 9952)
Perdita Chandler opened a cab¬
aret run at the Colony this week.
Ron Randell, Donna Reed and
Tony Owen back from African
locations.
Hal Hackett, Official Films
prexy, here for confabs with
Hannah Weinstein.
Tyrone Power filled guest spot
in last week’s tv presentation of
“I've Got a Secret.”
British film actor Dirk Bogarde
to be profiled in a BBC radio pro¬
gram next Wednesday (15).
Visitors to London include Ar¬
nold Picker, Max Youngstein, Jim
Moran and Mel Ballerino.
Muriel Pavlow signed to longtermer by Rank studios. Her first
pic under the new pact will be
“Eyewitness,"
Robert S. Wolff, RKO Radio's
topper in London, sailing on the
Queen Elizabeth today (Wed.) for
his annual visit to the homeoffice.
Orch leader Ivy Benson engaged
to Master Sgt. Bertold Calloway,
Entertainments Officer of the U.S.
Air Force at Upper Heyford, Ox¬
fordshire. .
Bud Flanagan underwent sur¬
gery at a London hospital last
week and is temporarily out of the
cast of the Crazy Gang revue at
Victoria Palace.
Danny Kaye guest of honor at
a Dorchester cocktailery on Mon¬
day (6). He’s here to attend tomor¬
row’s (Thurs.) preem of “Court
Jester” at which Princess Margaret
will be present.
Exclusive producer Michael Car¬
reras, accompanied by associate
producer Micky pelamar and scripter Lawrence . P. Bachmann, m
Berlin to pick locations for their
upcoming production of “The
Phoenix.”
W. H. (Jamie) Jamieson, publici¬
ty controller of Rank’s overseas
division, gave a farewell party last
night (Tues.) prior to leaving for
Buenos Aires where he’s to take
charge of. publicity for the com¬
pany’s new South American dis
tributing outfit.
Ian Bevan, head of agency divi¬
sion of Harold Fielding organiza¬
tion, planed to N.Y. last weekend
011 seven-week round-world -tour
which will include stopovers in
Hollywood, Australia and India.
He’s on prowl for new attractions
for his organization as well as to
offer talent for legit and pix,
Doretta Morrow, who recently
left the cast of the London produc¬
tion of “Kismet,” is doing two tv
spots, one for BBC and the other
for ITA, before returning to N.Y.
She’s committed for two spectacu¬
lars in America, “Marco Polo” with
Alfred Drake May 12, and “Sweet¬
hearts,” with Gordon MacRae, on
June 9.

Houston
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Cortina, Italy, next week for con¬
fabs with Stanley Kramer,
Yesterday’s openings on the
Gran Via were “Broadway Melody ;
of 1955" (M-G) at Palacio de la1
Presna; “Man from Laramie”
(Col) at Lope de Vega; San Sebas¬
tian prize-winner, “Giorni de
Amore” (Days of Love) at Pompeya and Palace; “Tempi Nostri”
(Our Times) at Palacio de la Musica; and “La Huida” (The Run¬
away) at the Avenida.

Lisbon
By Lewis Garyo
(Tel. 32 479)
Swiss violinist Honneger concertizing in Portugal under the
management of the Sociedade de
Concertos.
The ex-prodigy Pierino Gamba,
now 18, appearing at the San Luiz
Theatre and at the Coliseum Circus
directing the National Symphonic
Orch.
Amalia Rodrigues, back from a
six-month tour of Latin-America,
appeared at the Estoril Casino
before going to Paris where booked
for the Olympia.
Hotelier Manuel Carvalho, who
practically controls the restaurants
of the Tamariz, Golf Club and
Parada in the Estoril district, took
over the 175 year-old. Tavarez,
deluxe eatery here. Carvalho had
the Tavarez refurbished while
keeping intact the old style and
valuable painting.
All U.S. pix playing firstruns
here doing well. Among those
already in their third weeks are
“That Lady” at the Tivoli, “To
Catch a Thief” (Par) at the S.
Jorge, “Last Frontier” (Col) at the
Capitolio; “Moon is Blue” (UA) at
the Eden and “Good Morning, Miss
Dove” (20th) at the Politeama,

By Les Rees
Edyth Bush Little Theatre con¬
tinuing “George and Margaret.”
Fernando Ppevitali guest con¬
ductor with Minneapolis Sym¬
phony.
Thrush Felicia Sanders back at
Hotel Radisson Flame Room for
another return date.
Metropolitan Opera mezzo prano Blanche Thebom soloist with
Minneapolis Symphony.
Four Lads, here for Prom Ball¬
room one-nighter, also played Kato
Ballroom, Mankato, Minn.
St. Paul Auditorium gets “Anni¬
versary Waltz” Feb. 19-20. Show
plays Lyceum here Feb. 21-25.
Persian Palms’ all-girl show- in¬
cludes Wanda Goodrich, Ingrid
Meredith. Delsey McKay, Sandra
Lydell, Exila and Foster & Harris.
. With Phil Silvers and Patti Page
as headliners, first Minneapolis
auto show in 18 years drew 138,108
in eight days and resulted in 400
car sales; rated a financial success.
"Can Can” jumped 1,700 miles
from San Francisco, losing Sun¬
day, and Tuesday performances, to
play four nights at Lyceum here,
show’s exclusive Twin Cities’ en¬
gagement.
Announcing It has become “the
house of Western swing—newest
musical fad,” Flame nitery has
taken on Johnny T and his Tennes¬
seans and Texas Bill Strength,
KEYD radio staffers.. .
Nine Minneapolis quartets to
participate with outside Society
for Preservation and Encourage¬
ment of Barber Shop Quartet Sing¬
ing vocal groups in Northrop
Auditorium benefit concert Feb.

Houston Club upping Its nameact bookings, Tito Guizar playing
there recently.
Hal McIntyre* orch, Diana Lynn
slated for St. Thomas U's Mardi
Gras benefit Feb. 13-14.
New private club with entertain¬
ment policy opening in swank
Park Towers apartments. Bobby &
Lieux slated to open.
Roy Rogers and Dale Evans,
with Pat Brady and Sons of Pi¬
oneers set for Houston Fat Stock
Show rodeo Feb. 22-Mar. 4.
Shamrock-Hilton due to open
public cocktail lounge in unoccu¬
pied store space. Up to now inn
has had only private Cork Club.
Houston’s infant Grand Opera 11.
Assn, got underway with, two
nights each of “Madame Butter¬
fly” and “Salome” to favorable re¬
views. Walter Herbert is musical
„ By Jerry Gaghan
director.
Gloria Mann, local chirper,
inked pact with Decca on Coast.
Booker Jolly Joyce setting up
southern tour for Bill Haley and
By Ramsay Ames
Comets.
(Castellana Hilton; 37-22-00)
Residents of Bristol, Pa., signed
Mexican Rosa Carmina starts soon petition to halt plan of local cafe
on “Secretaria Peligrosa” (Dan¬ owners Buddy Ottenburg and A1
gerous Secretary), which will be Nirehberg to convert Grand Thea¬
directed by her husband, Juan tre into burley house.
Orol.
Cosy Morley signed the former
Director Jose Maria Elioreta Charlie Ventura rhythm section for
starts immediately on “La Isla his new combo: Frank Perrone
Blanca” (The White Island), which bass; Tony DeFee, drums; and
will star Maria Martin and Antonio Johnny Michaels, piano.
Almoros.
The Francis Lederers will stay
in Madrid to relax until he reports
to Poitier in Paris late this month
to start shooting on “La Chate¬
By Florence S. Lowe
laine du Liban” with Italy’s GiFan dancer Sally Rand headed
anna Maria Canale.
show at Casino Royal last week.
Francisco Rabal, who recently
Lew Ayres here for four per¬
made “Revelation” in Italy with
of his religious pix at
May Britt, and is now shooting formances
Lisner Auditorium.
“La Mentira” with Aspa Films
tt
switched from
here, goes immediately into “El
Artists’ Dallas (Tex.) office
Cid” for that same company when Lnited
to head D. C. branch.
this one winds up.
. Yugoslav National Ballet booked
Sophia Loren, who will play into
Constitution Hall by Feld
femme lead opposite Frank Sina¬ Brothers
for one-nighter Thursday
tra and Cary Grant in Stanley
Kramer’s “Pride and Passion”
Universal
and RKO Keith’s held
here this spring, is also star of the special invitation
preview of “Ben¬
telecast Ed Sullivan will make in ny Goodman Story”, in screening
Madrid Feb, 26. She flies in from. room of plush new Teamsters’ h.q,

Philadelphia

Madrid

Washington

Dan Dailey returned from N Y
Elizabeth Taylor bedded with *
spinal injury.
a
William Perlbergs celebrated
their 28th wedding anni.
ea
Nate Goiter elected prexy of itt
Studio Club for third time.
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
lining up a 25-city tour for.June
Jack M. Warner elected to board
of trustees of National Jewish
Hospital.
King Bros, proposed that Oscar
Winners make an international
goodwill tour.
IATSE tossed a testimonial din¬
ner for its international prexv
Richard F. Walsh,
Joseph Cotten, Cameron Mitchell
and Virginia Grey made a short
subject, “Nobody Runs Away,” for
United Jewish Welfare Fund.

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen
A1 Nobel and his wife, Vera,
celebrated their 12th wedding
anni.
Roily Rolls at the Ankara for his
first nitery date here ’in several
years*
Meg Miles at the Copa this week
playing date postponed from last
December.
Sun-Tele
sportswriter
Chilly
Doyle planed to Ireland for threeweek vacation.
John H. Harris made honorary
member of Phi Kappa fraternity
at Carnegie Tech.
Dave Kimelman. Par brancn
manager, operated on at Montefiore Hospital for ulcers.
Gene Kelly flew in to spend a
couple of. days with his father, ail¬
ing in Shadyside Hospital.
DeWitt Clinton, head of SW
transportation department for last
20 years, retired at age of 65.
Marty Allen and Mitch DeWood
booked for return to Hotel Lu¬
cerne in Miami Beach when they
get back from an Australian tour
with Nat “King” Cole.

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullen
Rose Murphy back on Theatrical
Grill’s piano again.
Lou Ann Sims doing two weaker
at Statler Terrace Room.
Desi Arpaz and Lucille Ball here
last week to plug their pic, “For¬
ever Darling,” due at Loew’s State
Feb. 8.
Howie ' TVIather organized new
musical trio, including Gayle Staf¬
ford from Los Angeles, with breakin date at Hotel Alcazar.
Tracey Twins, local singers built
up by Bandmaster Henry George
and Sandy Beck on their newly
formed Reserve Records label, get¬
ting their first big downtown nitery
date at Alpine Village.
Herman Pirchner changing his
club's entertainment policy Feb.
20, dropping variety. revues and
installing more intimate acts Of
Continental type. Three nightly
performances planned instead of
usual two. Dave Ennis’ house orch
given two week notice, and Lucky
Girls line also being dropped,

Scotland
By Gordon Irving
(Glasgow; Kelvin 1590)
Citizens’ Theatre readying “Julius Caesar” for-Feb. 13.
Gordon Jackson, Glasgow actor,
into new film “Sailor, Beware.”
Later starting times skedded for
Empire, Glasgow, so as to catch
bigger quota of early-evening cus¬
tomers.
Scottish Theatrical Benevolent
Fund running “Night with Stars”
ball at City Chambers, Glasgow,
Feb. 16.
/
Freddie Carpenter, Howard &
Wyndham production boss, to
Edinburgh to direct Sunday char¬
ity show.
Ann Dyet, Scot soubrette. pacted
by Clarkson Rose for his “Twinkle”
summer revue and changing her
name to Ann Daly.
Tom Arnold to Glasgow to 0.0.
his “Just Daft” revue and okay its
holdover for one week, with twoweek stint lined up at Edinburgh..
“Love from Judy,” last year’s
Christmas show at Glasgow, to re¬
turn under Emile Littler banner
March 5. Emile Littler presenting,
with Jillian Comber in the lead.

San Francisco
Charlie . Bratnober, t longtime
field man for Chatton Distributors,
has joined Eric Distributors in San
Francisco.
Edward S. Fitzgerald has been
installed as new president of the
Frisco chapter of Show Folks of
America, with Eddie Helwig, Mary
Regan and Louis Lee» as vicepresidents; Bonnie Townsend, sec¬
retary; O. H. Mattley, financial
secretary, and Albert T. Roche,
corresponding secretary.
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OBITUARIES
ELLIOTT SHAPIRO
Morgan, Barry Jones and Ruth
Elliott-Shapiro, 60, v.p.. of the •Amos,
- • •
Shapiro, • Bernstein music .firm,
Survived by’ two sons and a
died of a ’cerebral hemorrhage. daughter.
Eeb. 2 in New York.
Further details in music .section.
CHARLES GRAPEWIN
Charles Grapewin, 80, actor and
JOSEPH M. RUMSHINSKY
playwright, died Feb. 2 in Corona,
Joseph M. Rumshinsky, 74, Rus¬ Cal., after a long illness. He had
sian-born composer of more than been in retirement about 10 years.
100 operettas, for the Yiddish stage
Born in Xenia, O., Grapewin had
in the U,S. over a 'period of 50 a: long career in vaudeville before
years, died Feb, 6 in Kew Gardens, he wrote a play, “The Awakening
Queens.
’ of Mr. Pipp,” in which he starred
His . first" success came in- 1905, in legit. Later, he appeared in six
when he composed the incidental other stage shows before moving
•music for the Biblical pldy “Elisha to Hollywood in 1929.
Ben Elijah.” Among his other
Among his films were “Ladies
works for which he was both com¬ Choice,” “The Red Headed. Hussy,”
poser and conductor were “^ie “Heroes For Sale,” “Wild,Boys of
Rabbi’s Melody,” “The Broken the Road,” “Don’t Bet on Love,"
Fiddle,” “The Golden Bride,” “The “Torch Singer,” “Hell and High
Little Devil,” “The Little Tsar,” Water,” “Bad Man of Brimstone,”
“The Radio Girl” and “Love “Stand, Up and Fight,” “Listen
Thief.” He had been a partner in Darling,” <rpust Be My Destiny,”
productions, as well as composer “The Wizard of Oz” and “Grapes
and conductor, with Molly Picon of Wrath,”
and Menasha Skulnik. He was a
member of the board of directors
GUY A. GRAVES SR.
of the Yiddish Theatrical Alliance,
Guy A. Graves Sr., 72, Schenec¬
Honorary member of the Hebrew tady city manager for Fabian Thea¬
Actors, Union, former president of tres since 1945, died Jan. 31 in Al¬
the Society of Jewish Composers bany after undergoing an emer¬
& Song Writers and a member of gency heart operation. A native of
the Cantors Assn.
Albany, he was associated with
His wife, son, daughter and operation of legit, vaudeville and
brother survive.
film theatres in northeastern New
York for some 56 years. f
BOB BURNS
Graves, who started his career as
Bob Burns, 64, comedian and in¬ an usher at Proctor’s Leland Thea¬
ventor of the bazooka, died Feb. 2 tre, Albany, at the age of 14, later
at his home in the San Fernando became treasurer of the house.
Valley, Cal., after an illness of Subsequently he went on to be¬
three years,
come Albany-Troy-Schenectady dis¬
A iiative of Van Buren, Ark., trict manager for Proctor, In part¬
Burns entered show business as a nership with the late W. W. Far¬
bazooka player in a traveling car¬ ley, he brought a number of legit
nival with which he spent eight shows to Schenectady in the 1930s.
years. For a time he ran a side¬
Surviving is a son.
show in Atlantic City and returned
to vaudeville in a blackface act.
. HENRI CHRETIEN
In 1932 he broke into radio and
Henri Chretien, 79, inventor of
performed with Rudy Vallee and the anamorphic lens, Which forms
Bing Crosby after which he was the basis of Cinemascope, died
signed for the - screen by Para¬ Monday (6) in Washington where
mount. There he appeared with he was a patient at Walter Reed
Crosby in “Rhythm on the Range” Hospital. .
.
Chretien, honorable professor
of optics at the Sorbonne, had
been sharing in the profits from
MEMORIA IN AETERNA
the sale of the Cinemascope lenses
throughout the world. Part of his
deal with 20th-Fox also had been
the building,of a new laboratory
for him in France. Chretien con¬
trolled the C’Scope rights in
France.
His wife and daughter survive.
and was starred irt §’uch pictures
as “Waikiki Wedding,” “The Big
ALL WYNNE BURT
Broadcast of 1938,” ‘^Montana Mu¬
All wynne Burt, 51, onetime
sic” and “Wells Fargo,”
vaude performer, died of cancer in
His wife, three sons and a Chicago Nov. 12, 1955, it has just
daughter survive.
been disclosed. After doing a male
impersonation turn she retired
JACK WARD
from show biz and became a news¬
Jack Ward, onetime musical paper reporter and pioneer aviacomedy'and vaude performer, died trix in the 1920’s:
Her husband, Fred Burt, was also
Jan. 11 in. New York. Starting his
theatrical career at the age of 14, a former vaudeville performer,
he later was dance director for the later a publicist with early film
late George M. Cohan in a num¬ studios, Thomas H. Ince, Gasnier,
ber of shows presented by the pro- etc., and subsequently an executive
ducton team of Cohan & Harris.
with Globe Features Syndicate.
He is currently a candidate for
But although Ward frequently
trouped in musicals for the' Shu- Congress as a Democrat In the
berts and other producers he was Second. Illinois district.
better known for- his work in
vaude. In the latter medium he
STEWART w. parsons
teamed with his wife, Edna, in a
Stewart Wellington Parsons, 55,
turn known as Northlane & Ward Indiana State Fair ticket manager,
and also was a member of the act died Jan. 30 in Indianapolis. He
of Ward & Weber.
was treasurer of the English Thea¬
After serving in World War I, tre, legit house there, for 35 years
Ward rejoined Miss Northlane to before it was demolished in 1948.
appear in the George M. Cohan His first wife, killed in a motor
Over There Theatre League and accident years ago, was Rosalind
on the major circuits of yesteryear. English, daughter of Capt. Wm. E.'
A cartoonist as well as a dancer, English, who owned the theatre
he drew a strip called the “High and hotel.
Kicking Kellys” in the Vaudeville
Survivors include his wife and
News and was long associated in a daughter.
various capacities ' with the Van
Beuren Studio and Max Fleischer
FRANCIS LUDWIG
Studio.
Francis (Sonny) Ludwig, 45, vet¬
Surviving besides his wife are eran Pittsburgh radio singer and
two daughters and five sisters. night club entertainer, died of
One daughter, Edna L., is a mem¬ cancer Jan. 29 in Dearborn, Mich.,
ber of Lane & Ward.
where he recently had been living.
He had programs on KDlCA in Pitt
ROBERT R. BONGARD
in the early days of the pioneer
. Robert Ross Bongard, 86, asso¬ broadcasting station and later
ciate of the late Marcus Loew and branched into cafe work.
financial backer of the Uptown
In addition to his wife, from
Theatre, Toronto, when the 2,800- whom he had been separated for
seater was a legit house, died Feb. some time, Ludwig leaves a daugh¬
3 in Miami, where he had been ter, two sisters and six brothers.
spending the winters for seven
years. He was a senior member of
JOHN F. HARTL
Bongard and Co., stock brokers,
John F. Hartl, 77, viola and
which he established in Toronto in trumpet player for the St. Louis
1912 and, with his sons, later Symph orch for 28 years prior to
opened a network of trans-Canada his retirement in 1948, died of can¬
branches.
cer recently in St. Louis. A native
An admirer of the legitimate of Germany, he was the first trum¬
stage, Bongard promoted the Up¬ pet player with the Chicago Symph
town Theatre, Toronto, with the orch. He previously had played
late Marcus Loew, as a stock com¬ with orchs In Vienna, Warsaw, and
pany house during 1921-28, with London before coming to the U.S.
J-»eorge Keppie in as a Loew su¬
His wife survives.
pervisor. First stage manager was
George Cukor, with repertory
PAUL SANDER
principals including Vaughan
Paul Sander, 50, former booking
Glaser, Walter Kingsford, Frank agent, died of a heart attack Jan.

JAMES DEAN

PSniETT

$3

31 in Chicago. He. was a Chi
MARRIAGE? , ,
Variety staffer in the early ’20s, [
Ofelia Guilmain to Eduardo Elizr
became an agent, helped .organize
the outdoor division of American aga, Mexico:City, Jan. 28, Bride is
Guild of Variety Artists in 1939,. an actress; he’s, an actor.
Diane- Dunn to Joseph Radigan,
and later the Theatre Authority in
Chi. During World War. II he New York, Feb. 4. She’s secretarial,
packaged USO units for overseas aide to Ben Lochridge, CBS Radio
playdates. The past two years he eastern sales manager; he’s with
.*
was sales manager for . a plastics Atlas Plywood Corp.
Judy Osborne to Mike Colgan,
firm.
Los
Angeles,
Jan.
28.
Br.:
d
e
is-an
His sister survives.
actress; he’s a sound editor: r,-. .
Philida Porter to Donald McLEW PORTER'
Dublin, Jan. 29. Both are
Lew Porter, 63, composer-con¬ Alpine,
dancers
with Festival Ballet Co.
ductor, died Jan, :29 in North Hol¬
Joyce
O’Connor to Bob Gallico,
lywood, Cal., following a heart at¬ Dalkey, Ireland,
Feb. 1. Both are
tack. A native of New York, he thespers with Dublin
Theatre Co.
was known privately as Lewis John
Gillian Gotts to Christopher McTableporler.
Master,
Harpenden,
England,
Feb.
Porter, who Vras a member of the
Both are thespers.
American Society or Composers, 4...Ruth
Kerchner to Robert Black,
Authors and Publishers, wrote such Pittsburgh, Jan. 27. Bride is" sec¬
tunes as “Wake Up Virginia,” retary to KDKA^TV program di¬
“Romance in the Rain.” “It’s All rector Byron Dowty.
Over Now” and “Need You.”
Donna Ponicall to Bobby Negri,
Two sons survive:
Pittsburgh, Jan. 28. He’s pianist
with 'Deuces Wild jazz combo.
MIGUEL P. MATA
Bobbie
Patterson
to
Jerry
Miguel Pastor Mata, 42, Spanish McCune, Pittsburgh, Feb. 3. He’s
legit and film star, died recently in film editor for Jay Reich agency
a Madrid auto crash. One of the tv department.
top actors in the Maria Guerrero
national theatre, he owed much of
BIRTHS
his popularity to his work in the
theatre section of the Spanish na¬ - Mr. and Mrs. Gene Martin,
tional radio.
daughter, Santa Monica, Jan. 30.
His wife and two children sur¬ Father is music film editor for
vive.
Desilu.
Mr. and Mrs. Pepe Romero, son,
Santa Monica, Cal., Jan. 28. Father
EDWARD C. MEINKEN
Edward C. Meinken Sr., 71, re¬ is a film reviewer.
Mr and Mrs. B. Bowling, daugh¬
tired drummer and former board
director of Chicago’s Local 10 of ter, Pittsburgh, Jan. 20. Mother’s
the American Federation of Musi¬ the daughter of Mario Battiston.
veteran Western Pa. exhibitor. .
cians, died Jan. 29 in Chicago.
Mr.. and Mrs. Katsuni Hokada.
Surviving are a brother, Fred,
composer of “The Wabash Blues,” son, Los Angeles, Feb. 2, Father
four sons, two daughters and two is a member of UI’s art depart¬
ment.
sisters.
Mr. and Mrs. Fulton Wilkins.
Son, Hollywood, Feb. 2. Father is
NICHOLAS MARONF.
Nicholas Marone, 72, retired vio¬ assistant general sales manager at
linist and orchestra leader, died KNX.
Mr. and Mrs. William Muster,
Jan. 30 in Albany. Son of a harp¬
ist, he'had been in the pit of Al¬ daughter, Hollywood, Feb. 2, Fa¬
bany’s leading theatres. He also ther is with Capitol Records.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Darley, son,
played for years on boats, of the
onetime Albany-New -York Day- Dallas, Feb. 3. Father is a KGKO
salesman there.
line. •
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Nerney, daugh¬
Surviving are his wife, son and
ter, Santa Monica, Cal., Feb. 1.
five sisters.
Mother is screen actress Jane
Powell.
REGINALD II. ROLLINSON
Mr. and Mrs. Murray ' Lorber,
Reginald H. Rollinson, 43, sales son,
York, Feb. 1. Father is
manager of Quality Radio Group* with New
Decca Records’ ad depart¬
Inc., died Feb. 4 in New York. He ment.
had been with Quality since its
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Joseloff,
inception over a year ago. Former¬ daughter, New York. Feb. 2. Moth¬
ly he was with the Station Repre¬ er is a designer; father is president
sentatives -Assm Storecast Corp. of America, and
Wife, mother, brother and sister of
a former network radio and ad
survive.
agency exec.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Schacter,
Howard A. Jackson, 65, presi¬ daughter, New York. Feb. 1.
dent of the Motion Picture Oper¬ Mother is Joan Edwards, singerators Union in Omaha and projec¬ composer; father is a musician.
tionist at the Omaha Theatre near¬
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hayward, son,
ly 30 years* died in that city Jan. Philadelphia, Dec. 21. Father is a
30 of a heart attack. His wife sur¬ WRCV-TV producer.
_
vives.

Actor-Auditors

J. Walter Davidson, 63, former
bandleader with Balaban & Katz
theatres and lately with the record
Continued from page 1
department of Hudson-Ross' stores,
died in Chicago Feb. 5. His wife, more,” he opines. “If they are
merely
actors they can’t make as
a son and brother survive.
much money. They’ve got to go
into
production
themselves, or be
Frank Sullivan, 30, assistant
technical director at the Bonfils available/ for participation deals.
Memorial theatre, Denver, died re¬ And, in either case, they’ve got to
cently in that city following a fall know more than just acting or
at the theatre.
they’ll wind up broke.”
Andrews, who has announced
Florence E. Thompson, 52, vio¬ plans for independent production
linist and concertmaster of the himself, is convinced that thesps
Southern Berkshire * Community face great danger in seeking the
Orchestra, died Feb. 5 in Great deals that boost their income via
Barrington, Mass.
capital gains rather than straight
Harry A. Gorman, 63, salesman income deals.
“Suppose,” he explains, “some¬
with v Metro and United Artists in
Indianapolis 18 years, died Jan. 23 one offers you a participation deal
on
a picture. In order to evaluate
in that city. His wife survives.
the deal properly, you should be
able
to judge story values, you
Infant son of James D. Ivers,
news editor of the Motion Picture should have an idea of production
budgets,
you should have some
Herald, died Jan. 24 in Westwood,
conception of the cost and theory
N. J.
of exploitation, And, while the pic¬
Herbert H. Wood, 52, formerly ture is being made, you should be
associated with RCA Victor, died able to help reach decisions that
Feb. 4 in East Meadow, L.I. Wife mean a dollars-and-cents difference
in your pocket.”
and two daughters survive.
Most actors, of course, have
Heather Ormonde, young daugh¬ legal, business and tax advisers.
ter of Walt Disney publicist John However, Andrews feels, there al¬
Ormonde, died of leukemia Jan. ways comes a time when the actor
31 in Glendale, Cal.
must make the final decision. And
in order to make that decision, he
Mother of Lawrence Carettie, needs a background in the work- j
WB salesman in Pittsburgh, died ings of the industry.
j
there on Jan. 21.
Ideal situation, Andrews be¬
lieves, is a partnership for inde*.
Wife, 53, of film actor Francis pendent production, much like the
X. Bushman, died Feb. 4 in Holly¬ Hecht-Lancaster setup, in which
wood. Her mother also survives.
one partner concentrates on pro¬
Mother-in-law, 72, of actor Zach¬ duction details, leaving the actor
ary Scott, was killed Jan. 29 in an as free to concentrate on his act¬
ing as if he were on a studio pay¬
auto crash near Taxco, Mexico.
roll. Under such a setup, Andrews
Percy Hird, entertainer and foresees a situation in which the
magician, died recently in Brad¬ production partner would be “bor¬
rowed” to lend his expert advice
ford, Eng.
on the participation deals, thus
, Walter Birch, 80, founder-mem¬ again freeing the actor 'from every¬
ber of the Royal Theatre, York, thing except his job in front of the
cameras.
Eng., died Jan. 22 in that city.

London Vs. N.Y.
Continued from page 1 —^

showmen escape Broadway’.s all-ornothing gamble, the smash-or-crash
economics which make American
legit so chancy.
Another healthy aspect Of Brit¬
ish legit Was pointed, up by Cad¬
bury’s revelati on that Keith
Prowse has 500 ticket agents out¬
side London and that one-third the
annual sale of admissions to West
End houses is to. out-of-towners.
Organized .theatre parties (by bus)
are a commonplace of British legit,
while theatre trains to New York,
(from Louisville, Cleveland, Co¬
lumbus, etc.) are still a novelty'
here.
Cadbury, explained the “buys”
which are accepted practice in
London legit, though frowned on
in New York. A buy by one or
more of the six libraries assures
the British producer virtual liqui¬
dation of his investment. About
half of the current West End at¬
tractions had buys, Cadbury esti¬
mated. Typically, Keith Prowse
after evaluating a production ahead
of the London premiere, guarantees
50% of the theatre sale for 15
weeks.. The guarantee may be re¬
newed, as in the v case of “Kis¬
met,” which has had a wholesale
ticket arrangement with Keith
Prowse since last April.
(Cadbury po’nted out that in ad¬
dition to the $12,000,000 for legit
proper, another $3,000,000 is
grossed by ice shows and circuses
playing London every year.)
Illustrating the value of a buy
to a production is the deal made
between KP and "Pajama Game,”
which onened in London last Oc¬
tober. The ticket agency initially
guaranteed the musical approxi¬
mately $100,000 (65% of the take)
for a 10-week period. The profit
from that much business, helped
substantially to recoup the show’s
estimated $100,000 production cost,
and renewal of the deal continued
that support.
“Salad Days,” a
satirical revue, is another West End
entry that’s had a KP buy since
its prcem.in August, 1954.
The
guarantee is around $6,000 weekly.
Keith Prowse’s annual ticket
sale is about $4,500,000.
That
takes in various commissions, in¬
cluding. about. 5%. from producers
on the buy sales. There’s also reg¬
ular brokerage commissions run¬
ning to approximately 40c on a $3
ticket.
The operation does
around 50% of the ticket “library”
business in London. Incidentally,
there’s no ticket scalping in
London.
Seven brokerage firms in Lon¬
don belong to the Consolidated
Theatre Library Assn.
Keith
Prowse is the biggest, with 35
branch offices- in London, plus a
subsidiary firm, Alfred Hayes,
which has two offices.
Since Cadbury’s takeover of KP
the organization has installed an
automatic telephone exchange with
400 lines linked directly to Lon¬
don’s 54 legit houses. Business in
the past two years has increased
around 10%.
The agency has a
staff of around 300, with at least
one person assigned to sales for
each theatre. All seats sold by
KP are assigned through a theatre
control room.
Cadbury’s London-N. Y. trek had
a three-fold purpose connected
with various aspects of the KP op¬
eration.
Orbing the Broadway
legit scene was one of the rea¬
sons, while another was to contact
certain music publishers, since the
firm is also one of the leading
London sheet music houses. The.
other factor had to do with estab¬
lishing travel agency contacts. KP,
incidentally, also peddles records
and radio and tv sets.

Cheer For Jails
Continued

from

papre
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the outside world. In prison li¬
braries, she learned, there is great
demand for the works of Shakes¬
peare, Thomas Mann, Sigrid Undset and Pearl Buck.
The idea of the prison perform¬
ances is that it has valuable thera¬
peutic effect on the inmates, vary¬
ing the monotony of their routine
and, more importantly, showing
them that they are not forgotten
and that “society cares” about
them. Mrs. Kook and her commit¬
tee are lining up shows and per¬
formers to make the behind-bars
appearances. Since it is purely
voluntary, charitable work, with no
admission or pay involved, there
are no Equity or other union prob¬
lems, she says.
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KLONDIKE ON FT. KNOX’ STILL OK
Players Don t Think $3,000,000
UNIQUE LAS VEGAS Petrillo Okays Film Clips on Comm’l TV
Enuf for World Series TV Rights KEEPS’EM ROLLIIT ^ Advertiser Not ‘Directly Benefitted
Baseball players now are goingon record as wanting even more
than $3,000,000 for annual video
rights to the World Series. A
spokesman for the players, amid the
weight of intrigue and counter-!
propaganda among networks, play¬
ers, club owners and the baseball
commissioner's office, said that the
$3,000,000 which the players, it's
recalled, considered equitable two
years ago is now a “rather con¬
servative estimate."
To placate both players, who get
a percentage of the World Series
tv take, and the owners, who want
a percentage, Comr. Ford Frick
told them that he’d keep the base¬
ball pension fund committee in
constant touch of the upcoming ne¬
gotiations with networks and pos¬
sibly sponsors. The pension com¬
mittee consists of two players and
two owners and is concerned with
the Series coin since all but a dis¬
puted percentage goes to the play¬
ers' pension fund.
Heretofore,
both players and owners in the ma- j
jor leagues wanted to sit in on ne¬
gotiations, though Frick informed
them that he’ll handle these money
matters himself.
j
The player rep wouldn’t be
quoted on exactly how much of the
current $1,000,000 annually for tv
series rights goes into the pension
fund, but he didn’t believe it was
as high as 60%. Two years ago,
a member of the commissioner’s
office estimated the amount going
to the fund was roughly 75% to
80% while the remaining dollars
went to the administration of the
Frick setup.

It’s Capt. Montgomery
Washington, Feb. 14.
Henry Montgomery, Jr. — the
Robert Montgomery of tv and the
White House—was upped to cap¬
tain in the U. S. Naval Reserve
past week. In a Pentagon cere¬
mony, the Presidential tv adviser
and actor-producer took his oath
from Assistant Secretary of»the
Navy Albert Pratt. Montgomery
was kudosed for “taking the time
and spending the effort to perform
necessary qualifications for promo¬
tion."
The
52‘-year-old Montgomery
served with the Navy in both the
Pacific and Atlantic during World
War II.

By ABEL GREEN
Las Vegas, Feb. 14.
The Vegas boom has boomeranged only in part. It’s still a
real-life film set and can only be
appreciated—and believed—when
seen. It’s beyond imagination even
tn
to fho
the tvinct
most hincb
blase criniwmHovc
globetrotters.
Monte Carlo in its hevdav hadn’t
the vox pop glitter than abounds
in Vegas. The Riviera rover boys
and girls may have another brand
of worldly-wise sophistication that
gives the casinos from the Monaco
principality (where Hollywood’s
Grace Kelly will soon be in residence) west to Juan-les-Pins along
the Cote d’Azur, a special brand
of sheen. But Vegas is pure Klondike-on-the-Fort Knox
And no
other gambling capital can make
that claim
T7.
-«i

Skouras’Sons Into £ vr
Film Production

-♦ In a surprise development, a new
nm i i
i aa/1 nr*
agreement has been reached between film executives and James C.
,
»
Petrillo, president of the AmenGeorge Wright 3d, the 14-year can
Federation
of Musicians,
old who copped the $100,000 prize whereby the picture companies
onVi1'IBSTIpLh<
the NBC-TV “The Big S
Surprise”
be
permitted
to
use cliPs
clips from
from
Pb‘Pn >vUl be Permitted t0 use
a,t*PA Vioinr SiS features on television with origi5,gne(1
with no Pa5”
pay?Jgned by
nal soundtracks and Wlth
songs, Fe^t
MeTw"d
and Ews
My of
Shadow
ment demanded bv
Ind‘•Fivl
Btae ” Sentdemanded
by the
the union.
union.
,
,ve'.*ee” 1 w0, tyes 01 ff,; Heretofore, re-recordmg was reSang correctly t0 quired and consequently the origiwin the ja.ckpot.
nal music was not used because of
Victor has also augmented its big what the studios felt was a prohibimale singer lineup with Bob Man- tive cost factor,
ning, who formerly cut for Capitol
Certain “cautions” are contained
Records.
Victor recently inked in the accord, designed to assure
Eckstine'and now has Perry that the excerpts from1 features on
Como, Eddie Fisher, Tony Martin, video will be used only to plug the
Vaughn Monroe, Lou Monte and features themselves and no comTony Travis on _its pop^ roster. Vic- mercial product. Thus clips with
tor a^so Pacted Dylan T°dd, a Ken- original music background will be
tucky folksinger.
permitted on the studios’ own tv
outings, on the Ed Sullivan, Lux
...
_ _
and other such programs. But there

RCA Inks lOOu Winner

even Is the Heat Off

some sort of'dSbtoSf s“ ”
much as the Lola Montezes and Bat

New generation of Skourases is
about to enter production.
Spyros S. Skouras, head of
Skouras Theatrer, declared last
week he was considering forming a
production unit with his brother,
Plato. Latter has resigned from
20th-Fox where he has been active
in various capacities, learning the
business at the production end.
Both Spyros and Plato are sons
of Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy.
Spyros Jr. is already partnered
with Robert Jacks in two indie
productions, both going out via
United Artists. “Killer Is Loose”
is in release, and “A Kiss Before
Dying” is skedded to go out in
June. Skouras and Jacks may make
additional films.
In the Skouras brothers unit,
Plato will be in charge of actual
By GEORGE GILBERT
production, with Spyros more in
Vaudeville magnate F. F. Proc¬ the role of an investor. Plato
tor, who died in 1929, was noted Skouras
is
currently reading
for his loyalty and devotion to scripts.
friends and employes. Among those
taken care of in his will, which
was admitted to probate in West¬
chester County, N. Y., Sept. 23,
1929. was William F. S. Hart, his
lifelong friend and attorney. He
was bequeathed $10,000 per year
Jack Entratter, impresario of
so long as he renders service.’’ The Sands and at that time also
The 78-year-old Proctor, whose The Dunes, both in Las Vegas,
K'th was estimated at about $15,- when told by his treasurer that
000,000 at the time of his death in Maurice Chevalier cashed his $25,Larchmont, N. Y., also directed 000 weekly checks for the first
that upon Hart’s death the $10,000 three weeks, first learned of the
annuity was to revert to the law¬ reciprocal treaty existing between
n’s daughter, Georgena Cathline America and France governing
fiaiT. Bequest was to be used for Gallic variety artists. They are
ner “support and education."
exempt tax-wise.
Entratter wanted to make sure
a
Hart, who previously won an
^Ppellate Division ruling that the about the fourth weekv in case of
"nuiJy was hers for life, last week deductions, taxes, social security,
cored another legal victory when etc., but found that Chevalier could
! <wSoC“ester Surrogate Faile or- walk away with^the 100G net. Ap¬
ncil,ed .Proctor’s executor to set parently he settled separately with
de $300,000 from the residuary the William Morris agency, which
(Continued on page 65)
<
(Continued on page 65)

F.F. Proctor's 1929 Will
Provides 10G Annuity To
Daughter of His Atty.
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(Continued on page 63)
-‘Citizen Kane, RKO
fea'
mr. ww
wv
•
ture produced and directed by and
IJnf. DnAAin/v
starring Orson Welles, figures to
llll flflI""! d SSI Hz'
be nationalIy reissued if experta iv mui a UUUUIb
ments by a couple of exhibitors so
----point the way. Bryan Haliday ard
m 1/ I
£yru^ ^5ve?r Jr“ °Peratm6 the
III 111 ■ I
I 0Ol|A|C Brattle Theatre, Bostbn, and the
*11 11. l.Ail/gllVIO 55th Street Playhouse, New York,

Charles Boren, industrial relations chief for the Motion Picture
producers Assn., and various film
company officials. Pic sources emphasized that the deal is not to be
construed as a victory for their
side, although it does eliminate a
kingsized burden for them. They
said, instead, it reflects the harmonious relationship that exists

There’ll be no more panhandling SSSf
ofThe^pubhal?rof^
!^ity atTtendant ,t0 Welles’ run of
half of charitable causes. Single “King Lear” at Gotham’s City
Center plUS his television workmL Tiifv pmLSJ !,nr hoh£nn"
Perhaps more significant is the
H^,S,o^eekTii0f ^fact that RKO execs aren’t wary of
LP5ff
any incidents of the type that

clips from dramatic productions
Could not be used on tv because
the musical background was essential to the mood. In the case of
musicals, practically no part of the
original film could be shown.

???
.? ’ Z
J Cross, Comi®
the stage, for 4the
Red
I?,,r,ri ntn
"
etC”
will no longei be permitted.
That was voted last Thursday
(9) by the board of governors of
the League of N. Y. Theatres. The
a.ction was taken as a result of producer and theatre management reports of complaints by playgoers.

English Translation
“Chalk Garden,” Enid Bagnold comedy-drama due for
London production this spring,
has been approved by the Lord
Chamberlain, official censor
for the British stage.
The okay, which ffhs the full
weight of Her Majesty’s gov¬
ernment, specifies that a sin¬
gle word of dialog must be al¬
tered. In the original script,
as played in Irene Mayer Selznick’s current production on
Broadway, one line of dialog
reads, “She was violated in
Hyde Park at the age of 12."
The Lord Chamberlain has
ruled that the word “violated”
must be changed to “ravaged."

marked “KaneM when R first went

--

out. At that time William Ran- _
.
dolph Hearst thought the film’s
central character was an unfriendly reflection- of himself and all
Hearst papers were unpleasant in
their attitude toward Welles and
his picture.
Some exhibs complained
piainea they
iney were
were pressured
pressure into
imu
Apparently relations between lenot
playing the
the film.
film,
not playing
J git actors ancj the New York drama
That was long ago, Hearst has ! critics are getting back to normal,
since died, the matter forgotten i After several years in which not
and RKO may raise “Kane” for all a single critic has been publicly
to see again.
berated by an outraged performer,
-playwright or producer, the disnmiTOrnn sitn/i
»
quieting stillness has been shat-

Critics Are ‘Fatheads,’
Kim Stanley Declares;
Tsk, Tsk; Is That Nice?

PRINCESS MEG NOW A ^td%or/a£c"ay's most'
ROYAL SONGPLUGGER I ceS rSavesle&rnb0oie^stW£ho0ur £

Princess Margaret has become
Britain’s top songplugger. The princess kicked off a rush on the tune,
“Lizzie Borden,” after having sung
the tune behind the scenes at a
British Broadcasting Corp. television show she attended last week.
The story was carried in all the
national dailies the follow-ing day.
The plug stirred up a hefty demand for the waxing of the tune
made by The Coronets on the Brit(Continued on page 65)

pearances, is the indignant lady
who has turned and bitten the critical paws that have dished out the
laurels. The critics, she says, are
a “bunch of fatheads.” It seems
almost like old times on Broadway,
Miss Stanley, whose performance
in “Bus Stop” was voted the best
of last season ip Variety’s annual
poll of the N. Y. drama critics, also
received reviewers’ accolades for
her appearances in the previous
(Continued on page 66)
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Holy City dips French Revue’s
Nudity-To-Nun Chorus Angles

Raft Back to Hoofing

Wednesday, February 15, 1955

Broadway To Hollywood

Hollywood, Feb. 14.
George Raft, a Broadway hoofer
before he became a screen gang¬
_^- By ABEL GREEN - ■ ■ ■
ster, will invade the nitery and the¬
atre circuit this 'spring with a new
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
dancing act.
Toots Shor’s to Romanoff’s is a putt and the same faces flit to the
Raft currently is auditioning
Rome, Feb. 14. 4
same
places
from
coast
to
coast,
with
not
infrequent
quickie detours
girls for the act, which is being
A
considerably _ draped
and
specially written. He’ll surround to the Londori-Paris-Rome show biz axis. Next to, George Jessel, who
slightly revamped version of the
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Mike Todd is
himself with six femmes, for songtouring “Folies Bergere” show was
dance-and-patter stuff and will also, within, a seven-day span, NY to Europe and back and NY to LA
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without
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a
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Show
biz
peregrinations
are
as
atomic as jet
a stormy pre-opening week of con¬
probably do at least one solo num¬
'
Albany* jBeb. 14.
propulsion in this fast-paced age.
fabs and controversy which hit
Several bills have|jh|§iin been ber,
So
were
some
of
the
past
fortnight’s
grop
of
events,
viz.:
most Italo papers and magazines. introduced in the N. Y. state legis¬
Attorney David Tannenbaum shuttling among three star clients, all
Violent opposition to the show, lature here to make Good Friday!
with more or less legal problems/troubles 'with their studios. One
and especially in the Holy Cilv, an official holiday. Next to Christ¬
has since resolved:' Darryl F. Zanuck’s indie deal with 20th-Fox, step¬
had been launched by the Catholic mas and Easter the day is very
ping down in favor of Buddy Adler. Dore Schary, too, has since been
daily, Osservatore Romano, which sacred to Christians, especially
reaffirmed as Metro production topper. Some of the costlier flops
attacked its content and costuming. Roman Catholics. Many Catholic
were not of his own doing. Schary has d firm 9V6 consultative contract
During the Naplep engagement un¬ churches
have an
three-hour
at $100,000 a year, hot or cold. Major/problem for barrister Tannen¬
touched by cenimrship, show ran “Agony” (on the cross) service that
baum is the hassle between Columbia’s, executive production veepee
for a sellout two weeks in Neapol¬ day.
Jerry Wald and his boss, Harry Cohn, whq seemingly thinks Wald has
itan metropolis.
By
LUCETTE
CARON
Business, interests generally op¬
Reviewers on some Rome dai¬ pose,
“too good a deal” with a studio At least the interpretation of Wald’s
for any reason, further in¬
Paris, Feb. 14.
lies, as well as comments of those crease in the number of no-work
sharing terms are under consideration.
When the Paris
couturiers
who had seen the “Folies” in Na-.
Nicest room in the new Beverly Hilton Hotel, BevHills, is L’Escofdays.
learned a few weeks ago that ex¬ fier which (1) is not as astronomic'as the gastronomic standard would
pies, indicated that, show had been
“dressed up” and toned down. At
clusive sketches of their models dictate; and (2), is a big click already. Average check is $13.50 which
least pne entire number, in which
were being peddled to the .trade in includes a cocktail and an imported bottle of the grape; if champagne,
showgirls had appeared dressed in
.New York at $1,000 a set three naturally higher. Ramon, ex-merino’s maitre d’hotel, is headman and ’
nun garb, had been suppressed en¬
days after their openings, they does a good job despite some of his aides requiring a little of that
tirely. Jules Borkon, manager of
called detectives on one phone and Continental priihing if this gourmet citadel is to,, maintain -standard ‘
the touring presentation, met the
lawyers on another, instructing on service as well as the fancy groceries. Some of the trade is strictly
Roman press just before the local
them to sue at once for piracy.
yokel and gawky and, having been exposed to what to them is a little
preem, but limited his comment to
But who? It appeared that a cer¬ too fancy a tariff, they “stiff” Ramon et al., but as the room catches
two sentences: “Nous sommes pas I Legit pressagent Bill Doll (who tain head of a sketch service was on he’ll be able to control things. Certainly no “basket parties wel¬
chez nous” and “Rome est une also has several industrial ac- the villain-in-chief, but who had come” trade here. Spot now has prices on its menu which has been
ville toufe particuliere.” He re-'counts) will be the-head p.a. for been giving him information? readjusted downward a bit; formerly there were no sordid details such
fused to elaborate.
| the
Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Press? Fashion artists? ... Or as costs per item.
Audience reaction during first Bailey Circus this season. He’ll be could it have been trusted em¬
Which segues into The Traders, patterned after Trader Vic’s Frisco
few days following opener was re- , assisted by Zac Freedman, a vet ployees within the houses them¬ eatery and which, in turn, is a variation of the Beachcomber style of
ported somewhat tepid, with cus- p.a. in the legit field, but new to selves? In any event, the chiffon Tahitian and South Seas dishes and drinks—accent on rum. This, too,
tomers who expected an unex-! cjrcus WOrk, with perhaps Frank curtains fell, with a crash. The is no giveaway but then, too, neither is the Beachcomber. Hilton op¬
purgated version of the “Folies” j Braden and/or. Allen Lester re¬ usual pre-opening interviews, were erates it personally. •
disappointed by the locally cleansed ■! turning as experienced tanbark cancelled, and the fashion Writers,
Don the Beachcomber—that’s now his legal name (“Don Beach¬
production. Show moves on to: dnimlaeaters.
desperate for copy, even resorted comber”) following his marital hassle—has his own joint in Honolulu,
Milan following its local run.
| j)0ut Freedman and whomever
back of the Royal Hawaiian Hotel, and a click. The Hollywood and
(Continued on page 20)
is recruited to team in the tubthe Palm Springs Beachcombers, (latter in its third year) are also b.o.
thumping stint apparently face an
Greyhaired .wolf Pat O’Day, ex-vauder, has been shifted to PS as the
abnormally tough chore for the cir¬
headwaiter and—a Ripley unto himself—is parenthood. Can’t wait
cus engagement in New York this
to get home to the little colleen.
spring. The R B-B & B schedIrwin Schuman has a click spot, incidentally, in Inis Chi-Chi, Palm
Springs, with strong name acts. Show caught, headed by Patti Moore
I
1 *
11 11
J 1ule will miss not only the traditionL6V61 in nOllyWQOQ! ally big Eastern weekend opening
& Ben Lessy and Henriy Youngman*, stood ’em up, with VIPs out front
like Spencer Tracy, David O. Selznick and Jennifer Jones, Frank Sina¬
The intellectual level of Holly¬ 1 but also half of the Easter-week
performance, including the alwaystra, Jimmy Durante and his Marjorie Little, Charles K- Feldman, Buddy
Palm Beach, Feb. 14.
wood executives has often been lush trade of vacationing school
Plenty of film performers are Adler (latter two were cooking some casting, in. anticipation of. Adler’s
questioned by misinformed and en¬ kids.
The premiere is set for becoming tv actors, but here is a now confirmed takeover of the top production spot at 20thl), Mike
vious outsiders, but members of
Wednesday
night,
April
4,
at
Madi¬
switch! An ex-film executive is to Romanoff, Danny Kaye, Sylvia Fine, Jerry Pickman, Irving Paul Lazar,
the film industry now have an ar¬
become a network video star. Con¬ Edith and Bill Goetz, Velma and Edwin Silverman (permanent winter
dent champion in Justin H. Miller, son Square Garden.
For
years,
the
big
show
has
tracts were signed here by Theo¬ residents in PS) Jack Benny, Dinah Shore, et al. The Samuel Goldwyns
a New York University teacher of
(Continued on page 65)
dore Granik, Washington attorney- are also confirmed PS’ites but have now taken a house, finding the
rapid-reading technique. In a sum¬
mation of his six months’ experi¬
producer, to .star Charles: Francis Racquet Club to active for their purpose.
Vet Victor songsmith Gene Austin (“My Blue Heaven”) and his new
ence in Hollywood, Miller says:
Coe, raconteur and writer, in series
“Reading improvement was cer¬
entitled “The Living Story.” Coe looker of a wife planning the Austin biopic, to be titled after the
tainly well received in Hollywood.
was general counsel and vice socko 3,000,000 record bestseller.
Much show biz wonderment over the excessively frank Jackie Glea¬
The motion picture industry was
president of the Motion Picture
quick to realize that its executives
Producers Assn, when it was son biog, by Jim Bishop, in Look; also interest in the croquet article
in
Sports Illustrated, built, around Darryl F. Zanuck, Moss Hart, Mike
. The December list of “objection¬ known as the Will Hays Office.
(Continued on page 65)
Show will be written, produced Romanoff and kindred aficiandos.
able” books, prepared by the Na¬
Virginia Zanuck running the Palm Springs house while here hus¬
tional Organization of Decent Lit¬ and filmed in Palm Beach—because
erature, Chicago, includes (be¬ Coe refuses to return to New York band has been in legal powwows and commuting to Europe in anticipa¬
»
sides several hundred magazines or Hollywood, which he left, at the tion of his new indie plans.
Harpo Marx was special host to French mimic Marcel Marceau at
and little known books) the paper¬ peak of his career years ago, to
Hillcrest. Latter, quite adept in English, was an unique personality
back editions of “Butterfield 8,” by
(Continued
on
page
75)
Copenhagen, Feb. 14.. John O’Hara; “Women in Love,”
to the show biz bunch at the Round Table. Marceau’s graphic de¬
Although he comes here almost by D. H. Lawrence; “A Cry of
scription of his Japanese click and the manner in which Nippon emo¬
tions and audience reactions differ from French, German, British,
every year on holiday, Carl Brisson Children,” by John Horne Burns;
American and kindred audiences was a new insight on audience values.
has never until this year shown his Battle Cry,” by Leon Uris;
John Steinberg easing off on his g/m duties at Hillcrest in favor of
cafe turn to his fellow Danes. He “Nana,” by Emile Zola; “1919,” by
his former aide . . . Arthur Gordoni, once married to songstress Nora
has now completed four weeks at John Dos Passos; “N. Y., N. Y.,” by
Bayes,
still peddling the 'Fleischmann liquor products to the better
the classy Ambassadeur to near¬ Fulton
San Francisco, Feb. 14.
Oursler; ‘Herself Sur¬
capacity. In his days as a boxer prised,” by Joyce Carey; "Grand
Mary Anthony Petercupo, the bars and bistros and a familiar figure in the top spots . . . Jerry Riley,
over 30 years ago, Brisson ap¬ Hotel,” by Vicki Baum; “To Have booker who says he was mistaken ex-Broadway p.a., dittoing independently on the Coast and says the
peared a^ the same place, then not and Have Not,” by Ernest Heming¬ for a bookie, came out even last climate is just what the doctor ordered—and his 58 years prove it.
so chichi as now. He followed the way; “Mister Roberts,” by Thom¬ week—one victory, one defeat.
Shapiro-Bernstein’s $50,000 demand for the song title and usage
Copenhagen date with three nights as Heggen; “The Catcher in the
The victory occurred Wednes¬ of Shelton Brooks’ “Some of These Days” figured in kayoing Sophie
in the provincial city _of Aarhus.
Tucker’s
filmusical deal for her biopiri Betty Hutton still wants to
day
(
8
),
when
the
California
Pub¬
Rye.” by J. D. Salinger; “From
Publicity-wise Brisson hit the pa¬ Here to Eternity.” by James lic Utilities Commission ordered do it. But without that title, it’s almost no picture. And Metro felt
pers practically every day. One Jones, and “God’s Little Acre” and the Pacific Telephone & Telegraph it was too tough a price.
stunt was unveiling of a bronze other works by Erskine Caldwell. Co. to restore phone service to
True, under latterday standards a publisher, while the technical
bust of himself in Vesterbro, the
The list Is prepared on the basis Petercupo’s Mary Anthony Theat¬ copyright owner, cannot arbitrarily say aye or nay to a film deal with¬
local Flatbush where he began life
rical Agency, pending further out writer consultation and approval. Some songsmiths recall that Joe
(Continued on page 65)
as a milk boy.
hearing on the charge against him; McCarthy and Jimmie Monaco were satisfied with $250 each just
The defeat occurred Thursday to have Judy Garland sing their “You Made Me Love You (I Didn’t
(9), when Municipal Judge James Wanna Do It)” in a Metro picture, on the theory it was a plug and
2/15
J. Walsh decided there was enough might spark a revival (which it did). Later they protested at the light
evidence, against the agent to send payoff and got an additional $17,500. This, in turn, brought up the
the case to superior court.
point ■ whether a film studio-owned music firm is apt to trade off its
The judge so ruled despite at¬ copyrights cheaper than an indie, .as in the Shapiro-Bernstein case.
torney Nate Cohn’s claim that po¬ On the other hand, the veteran colored songsmith Brooks would un¬
lice searched Petercupo’s office ille¬ doubtedly be satisfied if the fee were shaved because it would, at least,
gally last Jan. 19. On that day give him a new value and a new income. Many a songwriter can’t
Subscription Order Form
the cops, acting on a tip, raided afford to be as leisurely as an affluent publishing house.
the. agency in search of bookmakParamount production topper Don Hartman’s three-room trailer, with
ing evidence but found only two its white picket-fence, frontyard garden, television, hi-fi equipment
phone extensions which they and and super-deluxe accoutrements-, is one of the show spots of the Bing
Enclosed find check for $
the phone company claim were in¬ Crosby-owned Blue Skies Trailer Park in Palm Springs. Chick and
stalled. illegally.
Dan Hartman sold their elaborate winter home in the desert resort,
Please send VARIETY for
years
It's Petercupo’s contention that bought the trailer in which they bivouac at lesser cost but, given the
the phone company put the exten¬ posh Holmby. Hills acoutrements, it’s the trailer to end all trailers.
sions in—sloppily—and that he There are many gags about the joint—200 guests at soirees, formal
To
(Please Print Name)
needs them to run his . business. dances, who’s the butler and how many servants?
But the police didn’t buy this. So
Producer Sol Lesser, considerably recovered from the heart attack
the agent has to stand trial on a which had him “frankly scared silly,” is working on “Tarzan” as a tv
Street
felony wire-tapping charge.
senes.
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NUN BECOMES EPISCOPAL

Episcopal nun. Episcopalians have
religious orders of both men and
20th-Fox Defers to Catholic Dislike women.
For Marooned-on-Island Plot
By coincidence a British film of
1947, “Black Narcissus,” also dealt
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
with nuns, again Episcopalian (AnBowing to objections raised by glo-Catholit) and Deborah Kerr
the Roman Catholic Church, the was the lead in the British as now
nun who is a central figure in 20th- in the Hollywood screenplay by
Fox’s forthcoming film, “Heaven John Lee Mahin which is based on
Knows, Mr. Allyson,” is being the situation of a nun stranded on
switched from Catholic nun to an island with a marine. British

.film when showing in the United
States carried a trailer emphasia*
ing that its nuns were not Roman
Catholics.
Marlon Brando may play tne
marine in picture to be produceo
by Buddy Adler. If so that woug
complete his commitment to.20tn
and would follow “Teahouse of tn®
August Moon” for Metro. Alter¬
nately Brandon might star in “S01
at 20th.
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Mayor Wagner on N.Y. City Tax
New York's Mayor Robert F. Wagner has disclosed that the
5% theatre tax is among the first to be considered for elimination
if the next city budget allows. He said that other amusements
probably won’t get the same consideration right off.
The Mayor emphasized that the theatre tariff was not No. 1 on
his elimination agenda.. Whether it gets killed at all will depend
on several ’iffy’ factors, he told Variety.
. .
First, Wagner wants to scrutinize the next municipal budget, i.e.,
how much it provides and how much can be safely shaved off it.
He would also like to know how much might be provided city
coffers by Gov. Averell Harriman and how much the 5% has sup¬
plied the city so far.
Downbeat note was struck by the Mayor when he pointed out
that there is, a possibility that he will need more coin to provide
for additional men to police the town.

Resort Theatre BALABAN‘ASSURANCES’
UPS PARAMOUNT STOCK
Closed; No Pix
Palm Beach, Feb. 14.
The beautiful Paramount thea¬
tre here, part of the Florida State
Theatre circuit, remains closed de¬
spite the fact that the local winter
resort season is now in full blast.
Although inquiries bring, the reply
that the house will open soon,
there is no sign of life around the
playhouse and no opening date an¬
nouncement.
It is understood that a lack of
pictures is the reason. An acute
bidding situation between West
Palm Beach and Palm Beach ad¬
joining areas maybe the answer.
Last year the house operated only
eight or nine weeks. The nearby
Colony theatre has been open
since last October.-

Freed, Zimbalist, Berman
Presence in Manhattan
Suggests New % Deals
Trio of Metro’s top producers—
Arthur Freed, Sam Zimbalist, and
Pandro Berman—are in New York
from the Coast this week. Along
with Joe Pasternak, they make up
the studio’s top brass producing
talent.
Presence of Freed, Zimbalist,
and Berman in New York at the
same time is leading to speculation
that new deals, involving participa¬
tion
arrangements,
are - being
worked out with homeoffice top¬
pers. Pasternak has already indi¬
cated that he will leave the studio
at the expiration of his contract to
form an indie company in partner¬
ship with Sam Katz. .
There have been reports that
Freed is already operating under a
new arrangement, but this hasn’t
been confirmed.

ROLL 40 FEATURES ,
IN NEXT 6 WEEKS

Recent press conference called
in New York by Barney Balabdn,
president of Paramount, seems to
have had the effect of bolstering
the Par common issue on the N.Y.
Stock Exchange. After a high of
$44.62over the past year, Par
common had previously fallen to
a low of $30.25.
Sitting in at the confab with
Balaban were about 40« reporters
and editors,, an unusual turnout
that doubtless was encouraged by
wired invitations saying the chief
(Continued on page 24)

AA Using Some of Same,
Fails to Budge Wyler On
‘Friendly Persuasion’
Producer-director William Wy¬
ler and Allied Artists are engaged
in an unfriendly hassle over
‘‘Friendly Persuasion,” new' Wyler
production financed and to be re¬
leased by AA. Company execs feel
the name is ‘‘not commercial”
while Wyler insists he doesn’t want
the usual kind of tag for bis prop¬
erty, which is based on the Jessamyn West book of the same title.
Wyler years ago had a similar
rhubarb with Samuel Goldwyn
over the suitability of .‘‘Best Years
of Our Lives.” Wyler, director of
the click pic, persuaded Goldwyn
to keep that nomenclature.
Looks like Wyler will win out
again, particularly since “Friendly
Persuasion” already has been
given substantial publicity penetra¬
tion. Plugs for the entry under
that title arc reflected in the press
clippings plus an eight-part serial
by Gary Cooper (as told to George
Scullin) beginning in the current
Saturday Evening Post and the
cover on This Week March 4.
Cooper stars in the picture.
Also, Dimitri Tiomkin (music)
and Miss West (lyrics) have penned
seven songs for the film, including
the title tune and another, “Thine
Pleasures Me,” which hopefully
will bring attention to “FP” label.
Miss West’s story, billed as a
“human comedy,” centers on a
Quaker family in the Civil War.

Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Hollywood producers will put a
minimum of 40 features before the
BISCHOFF SUES WB
cameras during the next six weeks,
approximately 67% above the fig¬ Asks $395,000 For Alleged Breach
ure in corresponding period last
on ‘Helen of Troy’
year.
■ Twentieth-Fox' leads with seven,
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Republic and Universal following
Warner Brothers breached an
with five apiece and Columbia Pic¬ oral agreement to employ him as
tures trailing with four.
producer of “Helen of Troy,” Sam¬
uel Bischoff charged in a $395,000
damage suit filed in Federal Court
JOHN WAYNE ON OWN
here. Producer demanded a jury
trial for the litigation.
Fellows Not In on Batjac When It
Complaint says Bischoff was
Resumes Later.
hired at $1,000 a week on an oral
agreement under which he was to
Hollywood. Feb. 14.
develop story lines on five proper¬
Producer Robert Fellow's, previ¬ ties: an un-named musical, “Helen
ously partnered in the venture, will of Troy,” “Court Martial,” “Mur¬
no longer have any connection with rell of Mississippi.” and “Some¬
John Wayne’s reorganized Batjac thing for Nothing.” If the story
Productions. Actor originally had line was used, the suit alleges. Bis¬
announced the indie was being dis¬ choff was to be the producer of
solved.
the film.
Wayne will mark time for the
Bischo'ff charges the studio used
next six months since he'has three his story line on “Helen,” but took
turns still awaiting release—‘‘‘Con- him off the picture after he had
queror,” “jet Pilot” and ‘‘The assigned Michael Curtiz to direct.
searchers.” Fellows, he said, now He asks $150,000 for loss of pub¬
nas other production interests.
licity, advertising and screen
Batjac has had release deals of- credit as producer, $45,000 loss of
tei-eci, Wayne added, by Warners, compensation and $200,000 dam¬
U'ough whom the indie formerly ages for use of his original dra¬
teleased, and RKO.
matic material without payment.

PLENTY PLOTTY Mobile (Temporary) Installations
FEB. U SCRIPT for Cinerama Cost $150,000;
Present management of Loew’s
Inc., facing the stormiest annual
stockholders’ meeting in its his¬
tory on Feb. 23* is nevertheless
confident that it will emerge tri¬
umphant and there are indications
that it may not have to give up
any seat on the 13-man board of
directors. A top-echelon executive
who keeps close tabs on the Wall
Street
maneuvering
staunchly
maintained last week that the man¬
agement will control 65% to 70%
of the voting proxies. As of the
present, Loew’s is said to have
62% of the proxies already com¬
mitted to the reigning manage1ment group.
This percentage, if accurate,
places the Arthur M. Loew team in
a commanding position initially
despite the fact that the holdings
of the present board, including
the 57,000 shares held by the In¬
corporated Investors Fund of
which director William A. Parker
is chairman amount to only 79,982
shares or 1.6% of the issue.
Dissatisfaction with management
policies which saw Loew’s earn¬
ings drop from $1.28 per share in
1954 to $1.03 in 1955 and first
quarter earnings of the new fiscal
year at 15c a share as compared
with 30c in the same period of the
previous year’ has made the com¬
pany “fair game” on Wall St. A
number of investment houses are
said to be spearheading the fight
against management although Leh¬
man Bros, and Lazard Freres &
Co. are reported to have worked
out “an amicable arrangement”
with the Loew’s executive group.
(Continued on page 10)

UA to Finance
TV’s Fred Coe
Television producer Fred Coe
(“Playwrights ’56”—NBC) is the
latest to seque into Hollywood fea¬
ture film production. In a unique
setup, he’s to engage in theatrical
film-making in -the-•-s-ummer-.and
continue in video rest of year.
Coe and United Artists are putcontinued on page 75)

First April 2 at Roxy, Atlanta
t

RICHARD WIDMARK
TURNING PRODUCER
Richard Widmark is the latest
performer to turn independent pro¬
ducer via United Artists. His newlyformed Heath Productions closed a
deal last week to make two pictures
for UA release.
First of the two films will be
The keven File,” based on a sus¬
pense novel by William McGivern,
which will run in Cosmopolitan
magazine before publication by
Dodd, Mead & Co. Widmark will
star in the film, which will be made
entirely on location in New York
this fall.

Ratcff-Garrison 2-Film
Deal; Set Sam Lerene;
Use New Gotham Studio
Two-film release deal with 20thFox has been set by the newly^ or¬
ganized Maribar Co. in which
Gregory Ratoff is partnered with
Michael Garrison. Latter is presi¬
dent, but Ratoff will be in charge
of production and also will direct
The two pix are “The Fifth Sea¬
son,” from the legit hit which
Ratoff directed and which ran on
Broadway for two years, and “Ca¬
sino Royale,” a spy thriller based
on a story by Ian Fleming, editor
of the London Sunday Times.
Both films will' be Cinemascope
tinters and will be released by
20'h. worldwide.
“Fifth Season,” a comedy, will
roll in about four weeks and will
be made entirely in Paris and New
York where it’s to be the first film
to use Himan Brown’s new Pro¬
duction Center in Manhattan. Sam
Levene is definitely set for the pic¬
ture, and negotiations are going on
for Dan Dailey.
“Casino Royale,” budgeted at
$1,500,000,. will be lensed in Britain
and Italy, using top stars. 20th
will not have a financial stake in
either of the two Ratoff pix.

National Boxoffice Survey
Holiday Hypos Trade; ‘Goodman* Again Champ,
‘Helen* 2d, ‘Darling* 3d, ‘Dolls,* ‘Holiday’ Next
With four or five bluechip pictuies rolling in high gear and the
long Lincoln’s Birthday holiday
weekend giving a substantial lift,
biz is looking up in many key
cities covered by Variety this
week. Snowstorms and cold weath¬
er hurt in the middlewest. But
along the Atlantic seaboard, key
spots had excellent weather last
Sunday-Monday for a change, and
biz reflected this.
For the second week in a row,
“Benny Goodman Story” (U). is
capturing No. 1 spot although play¬
ing second session in a majority of
keys. Musical biopic of the band
leader is garnering great to smash
totals in most situations. “Helen of
Troy” (WB), third a week ago, is
winding up a close second.
"Forever Darling” (M-G) is fin¬
ishing third, principally via the
mass of important playdates be¬
cause the pic is quite uneven in its
12 engagements. Best showing is
in Toronto where it’s big, and the
lone date doing that well. Popu¬
larity of . Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz.
apparently has had to contend
with public’s attitude that these
two stars can be seen “for free”
on tele.
“Guys and Dolls” (M-G> is cap¬
turing fourth money despite its
many extended-run playdates cur¬
rently. "Cinerama Holiday” (Indie)
Ts landing fifth spot. “Golden Arm”
(UA), a strong second last round,
will be sixth.
“Court Jester” (Par), although
only out in six key cities this
Stanza, is showing enough to fin¬

ish seventh. “Littlest Outlaw”
(BV) is taking eighth place.
“All That Heaven Allows” (U) is
winding in ninth spot while “Bot¬
tom of Bottle” (20th) is slipping to
10th. “Diabolique” (UMPO) and
“Trouble With Harry” (Par) are
the two runner-up pix.
“Lone Ranger” (WB) figures
most prominently of the new en¬
tries this session. It is fancy in
Chi, nice in N.Y., sock -in Philly
but sluggish in L.A. “Three Bad
Sisters” (UA), also new, is just
okay, in N.Y. and so-so in Detroit.
“Battle Stations” (Col) looms good
in Frisco.
Booking of “Fantasia” (BV) into
arty Normandie ir. N.Y. tips high
potential for this film. It is terrific
on . opening round to get biggest
coin ever for an oldie in that
house. “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G)
continues very hefty in the same
four keys—N.Y., Chi, Philly and
L.A.
“Lieut. Wore Skirts” (20th) is
doing nicely in Chi. “Second Great¬
est Sex” (U) is socko in N.Y. “Ran¬
som” (M-G > is faring well in Chi,
Cincy, Minneapolis and Balto.
“There’s Always Tomorrow” (U)
looks nice in Buffalo and Louis¬
ville.
“Rose Tattoo” (Par), smash in
Philly and N.Y., looms hotsy in
I,.A. and Balto. "Prisoner” (Col) is
stout in Boston and K.C.
“Last Command” (Rep), okay in
Minneapolis, is good in Toronto.
“Deep Blue Sea” (20th) shapes oke
in Cincy.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports
on Pages 8-9)

First of the: so-called “mobile”
Cinerama units will be employed
by Stanley Warner at the Roxy
Theatre in Atlanta, Ga. Theatre,
which is being converted for Cine¬
rama viewing, will open on April
2 with “This Is Cinerama,” first
film in the three-strip process.
Equipment, mobile in the sense
that it has not been installed “permanetly” and can be picked up and
moved to another theatre, consists
of three self-contained projection
units in addition to the special
curved screen. In contrast to The
15 other Cinerama theatres in the
United States and Canada, all the
necessary wiring is built into the
projection booths which can be
clamped to the floor of the theatre.
The only necessary reconstruction
is the removal of sections of seats
in the orchestra for the placement
of the three projection booths.
It’s estimated that the temporary
installations can be opened at the
cost of $150,000 in contrast to the
$250,000 outlay required for the
setting up of a permanent unit.
The costs include the purchase of
the equipment, the installation
charge, the pre-opening supervis(Continued on page 20)

Dutch Financing
Filins to
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Producers interested in making
films in Holland can get subsidies
of up to 50% of the total budget
from the Dutch government, ac¬
cording to British producer George
Willoughby, here to line up two
stars and a director for “Captain
Jan,” which, will roll in Amster¬
dam this summer as the first fea¬
ture produced there for the Amer(Continued on page 20)
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“Marty,' The Bronx Butcher
Up For Oscar; Video Writer
Hits Films, Now Invades Legit
’

By GENE ARNEEL

Phoenix Offbeat Films
Include Censor-Fighting
librarian, Negro Flyer
The era of fear in the business
has passed and Hollywood now is
once again willing to tackle con¬
troversial subjects, Julian Blau¬
stein, partner with Dan Taradash
in the indie Phoenix Corp. produc¬
tion outfit, said in Manhattan last
week,
PhpefuJl: has. a deal with Colum¬
bia to make four films, all of them
100%. financed by Col. The first,
which is in addition to the deal, is
“Storm Center” (formerly “The
Library”) and stars Bette Davis in
a story about a librarian who re¬
fuses to take a controversial book
from the shelf.
“Columbia deserves a lot of
credit for allowing us to make that
picture,” Blaustein noted. “Actu¬
ally, I don’t think anyone in ’the
industry—with one or two possible
exceptions—goes out to make a
‘controversial’ picture. But people
are looking for unusual themes.
And if they also happen to be con¬
troversial they are no longer afraid
of making them.”
Next on Blaustein’s sked is
“Guard of Honor,” based on the
James Gould Cousins book which
won a Pulitzer Prize in 1948. It’s
laid against the background of a
Southern airbase in World War II
and the foreground, story arises
from an incident involving a Negro
flyer. Film rolls in May and will
be lensed for the most part on
location.
After that, Phoenix will do a
screen version of. the legit hit,
“Bell, Book and Candle,” which
Lili Palmer and Rex Harrison did
on Broadway.
“Storm Center,” which is in
black-and-white, is set for release
by^CoT in the late Spring. Blau¬
stein said he. felt that the subject
needed to be brought to the screen
so badly, both he and Taradash
had waived their guaranteed com¬
pensation. "We stand to take quite
a licking, but in this case that isn’t
the most important thing for us,”
Blaustein maintained.

Last week's opening at the Anta
LOGAN TO PRODUCE
Theatre, N. Y„ of the Edward G.
Robinson starring vehicle, a stage Robinson Stars When -Middle of
play version of "Middle of the
Night’ Becomes Screen Fare
Night” by Paddy Chayefsky, fo¬
cussed attention anew on that tel¬
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
evision-developed writer who has
Joshua Logan and Paddy Chayef¬
sky
are
rejecting
film bids going
enjoyed one of the most exception¬
al
publicity buildups given a as . high as $500,000 for their
scripter in recent years.
As re¬ legiter “Middle of the Night” and
gards the motion picture industry plan to produce vehicle as indie
Chayefsky’s renown, centers, of film instead. Edward G. Robinson,
coufsc, on his "Marty” film, also who has lead on Broadway, has a
■derived from tv, made for $340,000 piece of film package and will
and set for $2,000,000 U. S.-Canada reprise his role.
Metro, Warners and 20th bid for
gross via United Artists. It could
with
20 th bidding
go well beyond that mark, depend¬ pic rights,
ing on the outcome of the Oscar $300,000, while Warners topped all
derby. That the picture*, star Ernest offers with $500,000.
Borgnine, director Delbert Mann
and writer Chayefsky are in the
running for Academy Awards rec¬
ognition seems for sure.
Rarely has a single picture so
influenced the film industry as has
“Marty.”
It’s now history that
every production outfit in Holly¬
wood was made video-conscious to
the extent that the medium has
developed as a considerable source
of material for the theatrical
screen. Most studios have bought
Phenomenal rise of Pa.ddy Chay¬
properties already aired on video
and/or slated for presentation in efsky has had an assortment of
the future.
built-in
peculiarities,
not
least
It’s'now recalled that Chayef¬
sky’s story of the Bronx butcher, among them is the fact that the
was regarded as anything but cata¬ author of “Marty” was no benefi¬
high
pressure
press¬
clysmic prior to its production. The ciary of
popular notion in the pic trade was agentry.- John Friedkin, who han¬
that
only
major-scale
product dles publicity for Young & Rubicould make a meaningful profit. cam’s Goodyear account, recalled
Interviewed in New York, producer this week that producer Fred Coe
Harold Hecht frankly stated at the asked for . the spotlight on the
time, he figured only on a modest writers of his dramatic programs.
But the press, said Friedkin,
commercial success, ppmmensurate
with, the budget. “Only big pic¬ showed little response. Then came
tures were making big money,” but the “Marty” airer and interest in
Hecht-Lancaster could come out Chayefsky soared spontaneously.
on top with “Marty” if the film In most cases reporters and col¬
were done with “honesty and integ¬ umnists themselves sought out fea¬
rity.” This was before the cameras ture material. Friedkin frankly
stated it was a case of the fourth
rolled.
Robert Ardrey
This has confounded some “ex¬ estate coming to the puff merchant
Max Fellerman
perts.” How come the same story —a reverse of the usual procedure.
George F. Foley
on such a mass-audience medium The video programs themselves
Milton A. Gordon
as tv can be so great “the second helped in the buildup, the author’s
Ken Hyman
time around” in theatres where the name being flashed on the homeRoger H. Lewis
public has to pay?
Significantly, screen six times on the Goodyear
William S. Paley
meaning
H-L’s “Marty” was not highly em¬ “Playhouse,” obviously
Vincent Price
bellished, the photography was strong penetration.
Norman Reader
With Chayefsky known as a top
black and v^hite and.no new mam¬
Robert Rossen
video writer—but his. name limited
moth screen process was used.
Michael
M. Sillerman
On another count, tv writers’ to tv—the break which brought
Henny Youngman
national
prominence
was
agents are well entrenched in the him
act. Just as publishers provide the Hecht-Lancaster’s film adaptation
Here again, not
Coast film-makers with pre-publi-/ of his “Marty.”
cation galley proofs, the percent¬ too much publicity pegging on
Reginald Baker
age boys are sending out scripts in Chayefsky the individual until the
Sii; Michael Balcon
advance of tv-ing or wiring film in¬ snowballing of the picture.
Claire Bloom
“Marty” offered few of the usual'
Albert Braser
terests the advice that they should
Leslie Caron
watch certain shows for re-fashion¬ angles for the publicity staffers.
ing in Hollywood.
No big names, no robust produc¬
Tom Curtiss
Robert W. Dowling
nothing
provocative.
The
TV is particularly intriguing to tion,
Ed Fitzgerald
independent film-makers because H-L office in New York and United
Artists,
the
distributor,
decided
on
Leslie T. Harris
of the economic angles. Many of
Jack Hawkins
the yarns spun by the electronics a policy of "selling the picture.”
Harold Hecht
spellbinders are modestly back- The word of mouth had to be
Barry Jones
dropped with bottom-of-the-budget- started and spread. A plan of “sat¬
Reub Kaufman
sets. By staying close to the for-’ uration screenings.” was pursued.
Aaron Katz
Private showings were held at
mat of the prototype the shortEdward L. Kingsley
moneyed indies in Hollywood don’t UA’s homeoffice in Gotham and
calls were made to draw audiences
have to over-extend themselves.
Leon Leonidoff
Beatrice Lillie
All in all, the Bronx butcher has from among the “opinion makers;”
been quite a cutup.
Herbert Marshall
meaning press, radio-tv reps and
Victor Mature
people in the trade: Attendance
Benno Rabinof
Dozier Video-Picture Contrast
was poor at the start but began to
William Dozier, RKO production build. It reached the point where
Harry Salzman
chief who was in New York last a policy of admitting only those
Cesare Siepi
week, underlines that video and
William R. Sylvester
(Continued on page 75)
pictures are two distinctly differ¬
ent mediums, that strong story ma¬
terial on one plays differently to
different audiences of the other.
Dozier, like his counterparts on
the various Hollywood lots, stated
that he’ll have his scouts out con¬
Howard Lindsay & Dorothy Stickney, guesting on Barry Gray’s
stantly for adaptable tv program¬
middle-of-the-night radio gab stanza oh WMCA. New York, took
ming.
up the anti-cri'ical cudgels for “Middle of the Night,” the Paddy
Chayefsky play that premiered earlier last week. They contended
that the show had been critically short-changed. (See Kim Stan¬
ley’s crack “Critics Are Fatheads” on Page 1).
The aisle-sitters tend to be too tough, the Lindsays agreed.
Carl Penedel. Republic Pictures
Also, it was argued, the reviewers were at fault in not noting that,
International Corp. special rep in
whatever they may have thought personally, the first-night audi¬
Spain, has been named the com¬
ence had loved the play. Gray agreed with them, volunteering the
pany’s general manager in the
suggestion that the Edward G. Robinson starrer is an “audience
Philippines, it was disclosed last
play.”
week by exec v.p. Reginald Ar¬
Not mentioned in the palaver, 'although it may have been in
mour. He replaces Fred Paulus, re¬
the participants’ minds, was the fact that Lindsay’s latest author¬
signed.
ship baby, "The Great Sebastians,” written in collaboration with
Before going, to Spain, Penedel
Russel Crouse, recently drew down-the-nose glances from the
was with the Rep International or¬
aisle-sitters, although costars Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
ganization as manager in Puerto
got their customary raves.
Rico, Mexico and Cuba, and as
Until someone comes along with a topper for playwright Max¬
special rep in Venezuela. His old
well Anderson’s inspired crack that the critics are “the Jukes
berth in Spain will be filled by D.
family of journalism,” all such efforts will seem anticlimatic,
Alejandro Villamayor.
however.

Paddy Chayefsky
Buildup Not Due
To Pressagentry

N. Y. to l. A.

Europe to N. Y.

Did Critics Paddy-Whack Chayefsky?

Penedel To Philippines
as Republic’s Sales Rep
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Sentimental note: Yesterday (Tues.) was St. Valentine’s Day, the of¬
ficial color of which is red, so N. Y. florists took advantage of the
market and raised cost of all red flowers by $1, regardless of regular
price . . * Harold Stelnman will be host at his home tomorrow (Thurs)
to press interview for Fred Held, French business mgr., of. Marcel
Pagnol.
John E. Fitzgerald, who is completing his master’s dissertation at
Fordham U., will deal with film censorship , . . meanwhile he’s new
amusement editor for Our Sunday Visitor, Catholic weekly, which
will give expanded space to films, television and legit .- . . Fitzgerald
replaces Dale' Francis who got snarled up a year ago when attacking
Bryan Foy’s “Bamboo Prison” as adverse to priesthood though Foy is
a Catholic'. . . another angle on Fitzgerald: he interviewed the 14-yearold boy, George Wright, in advance of the lad winning $100,000 on the
tv quiz and, says the Fordham scholar loaned Wright the Golden
Jubilee Number of Variety so he could “bone up.”
[

Woonsocket Call In Rhode Island devoted a full-page interview fea¬
ture to the new novel “The Last, Hurrah” and its author Edwin O’Connor/son of a local physician. .Story contains some inside .stuff on the
author’s friendship with editors Edward Weeks and Charles Morton
of the Atlantic Monthly and the sale of the film rights to Columbia
Pictures for $200,000.
Book deals with an oldstyle political boss in
(obviously) Boston and got the front cover of Saturday Review. Time
magazine, it. is revealed, promised to review the book but commented
jocularly "our front cpvers are reserved, for Republican politicians.’*
Strap breaking on Marilyn Monroe's gown during a press confab
last week provided scribes with a neat angle even though her press
agents claimed the incident wasn’t planned.' Hearing the disclaimer,
one 20th tubthumper had a quick rejoinder: “We’d have arranged it,”
he said, “if we’d thought of it” ... Incidentally, the Ilya Lopert office
isn’t happy with the turn of events concerning Sir Laurence Olivier
who’ll-make- “The Sleeping Prince” with Miss Monroe.
Lopert was
to have picked up Sir Laurence’s trip expenses on the assumption that
the actor would plug “Richard III.” Only he didn’t do so. Now Lopert
trusts the Knight will forward the bill to MCA * . . 20th’s hand-tomouth service on prints continues. “Carousel” print is being rushed
from the Coast to N. Y. via special messenger today (Wed.). Musical
opens tomorrow, at the Roxy.
Columbia acquired worldwide distribution riglits to “Fortune Is a
Woman,” produced independently by Frank Launder and Sidney Gilliat
. Charles Boyer will star in “Paris Palace Hotel,” to be directed by
Henri Verneuil for Spava Films . . . Universal has screen rights to F.
Hugh Herbert’s 1947 legiter, “For Love or Money” .. Frank Lovejoy
joined Doris Day, Louis Jourdan and Barry Sullivan in “Julie,” to be
produced by Martin Melcher for Metro release ... Paramount signed
Yul Brynner to direct and star in a picture, still untitled, when he
completes his European commitment in "Anastasia” . . . Edward R.
Simmons, Boston newspaperman, appointed eastern story chief for
Copa Productions . . . Donald McDougall shifting from television to
direct “Hot Cars” for Bel Air Productions . . . Carl Krueger bought
“Saint Patrick’s Battalion” for production in Mexico .
. Joseph Anthony will make his screen debut as director of Hal Wallis*
“The Rainmaker,” which he directed on the Broadway stage . . . Red
Skelton formed his own production company to make both theatrical
and television films . . . Paramount set Kay Thompson for a top
role in “Funny Face” . . . Sam Katzman registered two titles with
MPAA: “Her Grace and the Prince” and. “The Prince and Her Grace.”
Still going on. in the courts is Frank Sinatra’s suit for $500,000 against
Sa.m Spiegel. Sinatra claims he had an oral deal to play the lead in
Spiegel’s “On the Waterfront” for a cut on the profits . . . General
Tire & Rubber just borrowed $25,000,000 from Metropolitan Life In¬
surance.
Which is precisely the amount GT&R’s Tom O’Neil paid
Howard Hughes for RKO . . . Foundation of Motion Picture Pioneers
is pitching for funds to help the industry needy
Max Fellerman
went west to onceover new product for the Lopert theatres.
Metro has set up sneak previews In 32 exchange centers for “Meet
Me in Las Vegas.” Lucille-Ball and Desi Arnaz are continuing to draw
huge crowds wherever they appear in behalf of '"Forever Darling.”
Bob O’Donnell, Interstate topper, ..wires from Dallas: “Thousands
crowded the airport for their arrival and their personal appearances>
at two shows Friday evening (10) turned^away thousands and. was one
of the greatest successes we have.had for an opening with the stars in.
person” . . . English actor Nigel Patrick and veteran character actor
Rhys Williams signed for Metro’s “Raintree County.”
Gregory Ratoff is pulling a Hitchcock. After making "Abdullah’s
and his Harem” and starring In it, he’ll now take a small part in his
forthcoming “The Fifth Season,” which he’ll also produce and direct.
“I’ve got to keep my hand in the acting business,” he says ... Skiatron
(Subscriber-Vision) moving to larger quarters on Varick St. March 1
. . . Fred Fink, manager , of Toronto’s Astor Theatre, corrected a news¬
paper report that he was admitting families for 60c a package
He
said it was really 66c. Hye Bossin, cracked "The extra six cents is
to keep out the riffraff.”
from a Mexican and Cuban vacation, Bennie Berger, national
Allied s emergency defense committee chairman, stated in Minnepolis
•rC A faY.01[ d™PPin6 the fight for Government regulation of film rentals
“
distributors will agree to all-inclusive industry arbitration.
Charles Riesner’i; revival of the old itinerant "screen test” stunt
(via Hollywood Starmaker, Inc.) as reported in last issue, brought
Varijsty a qostalgic bit from an old Chicago vaudeville agent. . . seems
that years back this-agent thought he was in for a bonanza with such
a stunt because of audience howls at amateur actors but the painful
aftermath from head Keith booker Sam Kahl was this comment: "Your
great big^ blankety-btank novelty is killing audience turnover—they
wait for the next performance!” :

L. A. to N. Y.
Julie Adams
Pandro S. Berman
Joseph Buloff
Julian Claman
Montgomery Clift
Ralph Cohn
Wendell Corey
Jerry Devine*
Marlene Dietrich
Howard Dietz
Ralph Edwards
Vera Ellen
Ann Francis
Sidney Franklin
Arthur Freed
Eva Gabor
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Benn Jacobson
Jennifer Jones
Shirley Jones
Maurice King
Ely Landau
Favre LeBret
Arthur M. Loew
Raymond Loewy

Gordon MacRae
Delbert Mann
Tony Martin
Raymond Massey
Joseph H. Moskowitz
Charles O'Curran
Rossana Podesta
Joel Preston
Charles M. Reagan
Spyros P. Skouras
Robert Taylor
Tamara Toumanova
Oliver Unger
Eyelyn Varden
Harry Warren
Keenan Wynn
Sam Zimbalist

N. Y. to Europe
Eric Pleskow
Charles Russell
James Slevin
Franz Spencer
Renata Tebaldi
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-AFavre LeBret Expects 38 or More Nations to Compete
At French Event April 10-24

CATHOLIC, OTHER Italian Director Gets Dutch Brush;
FESTIVAL SLANTS His ‘London’ Story Tagged ‘Pro-Nazi’
’

In a drastic revamp of its regu¬
Between 38 and 40 countries,
Including the Russians, will be rep¬
resented at this year’s Cannes film
festival, Favre LeBret, general sec¬
retary of the fest, said in. New York
la sc week.
LeBret, who spent the past week
on the Coast lining up talent participation at Cannes, said that the
number of invited films this year
would be smaller than last yea:*
to cut down on the total of pix
screened. Since it produces more
than 100 films a year, the U. S. is
entitled to two official entries at
Cannes.
Fest is skedded for April 10 to
April 24 or 26.
There’ll be an
international jury including one
American. LeBret said he was try¬
ing to get George Stevens or, if
he’s unavailable, Otto Preminger.
Jury members number 11, includ¬
ing the American, one Russian, an
Italian, a Chilean, a German and
five or six French.
LeBret said the idea of having
Cannes and Venice go off on alter¬
nate years had been abandoned as
“impractical.” He noted that, apart
from the cultural values, Cannes
served as a highly important mar¬
ket place in international film trad¬
ing, with business done there
literally running into billions of
francs.

Too Few New Directors?

lations, the Venice film festival this

Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Television is doing more to
develop the directors of the fu¬
ture, producer-director Robert
Aldrich pointed out today in
sounding a warning that the
^feature film field may suffer
a shortage of good directors in
another few years.
“The majoj* studios are un¬
willing to take chances on as¬
sistant directors who want to
move lip,” Aldrich contends.
“Television is willing to give
them a break.”

year will cut the number of par¬

Eagle-Lion Suit
Now on Trial

Trial of the $15,000,000 antitrust
suit brought by Eagle-Lion Classics
against the Loew’s.and RKO chains
in New York moved under way in
N. Y. Federal Court this week with
William C. MacMillen, president
of the film company when it exist¬
ed, testifying that both circuits dis¬
criminated against Eagle in favor
of product from major distributors.
(Eagle’s assets some time ago
were absorbed by United Artists
but
Chesapeake
Industries,
of
which MacMillen is now head, con¬
tinued ownership of the corporate
title and is, in effect, the plain¬
tiff.)
In rebuttal, circuit representa¬
tives introduced evidence purport¬
Theatre Owners of America, at ing to show that in the years 1946
to 195P .the_two theatre, outfits
its board meeting in Ne\y Orleans, played 111 of Eagle’s 196 pictures.
March 4-6, is expected to act on Judge Archie O. Dawson is presid¬
the selection of an industry co¬ ing over the hearings.

Pat McGee’s Name
Up for TOA Job
ordinator who will act as the paid
spokesman and representative of
the exhibitor organization. All ap¬
plicants
and
individual recom¬
mendations of board members will
be weighed at the session.
A new name loomed as possibil¬
ity for the post this week in per¬
son of Pat McGee, Who recently
exited the general managership,of
the Cooper Foundation Theatres.
McGee has long been active in
TOA and is currently a member
of the board and a vice president.

SEEK CREATIVE STAFF
VIEWS ON NEW CODE
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Industryites are being invited to
participate in a panel discussion
Sunday (19) on “Should the Pro¬
duction Code Be Revised?”
Ses¬
sion is being sponsored by the Mo¬
tion Picture Industry Council.
Purpose of the discussion is to
develop suggestions which might
be utilized by the Motion Picture
Assn, committee formed Jan. 24 to
study the possibility of amending
the code.
Committee consists of
Eric Johnston,. Daniel O’Shea, Bar¬
ney Balaban and Abe Schneider.Representatives of the writing,
directing, acting and producing
segments of the industry will take
Part in the discussions and the au¬
dience will be invited to partici¬
pate via a general question and
answer period to follow the panel
discussion.

David Levy Retiring
David A. Levy, Universal’s met¬
ropolitan New York district and
branch manager since 1939, will re-'
tire effective March 2. A veteran
of 35 years in the film industry,
Levy will continue industry activi¬
ties on a limited basis after his re¬
turn to New York from an ex¬
tended vacation.
Joseph B. Rosen, U’s Detroit
branch manager since 1953, is be¬
ing shifted to Gotham “to assume
Levy’s post.
Rosen, in turn,-will
be succeeded by Richard B. Graff,
1952S

manager

*n

Chicago

since

Punishment for Showing
Film: End of License;
Jersey Drive-In Fights
Atlantic City, Feb. 14.
Action of nearby, town of Vineland revoking the license of an
outdoor theatre for showing a film
called indecent is being fought in
the state’s higher courts by oper¬
ators of the Delsea Drive-In Thea¬
tre Inc.
David. L. Hurovitz, counsel for
the ozoneri on Friday (1J0) moved
in Superior Court here before
Judge Vincent B. Haneman for a
review of the law. After hearing
testimony Judge
Haneman
re¬
served decision and ordered briefs
filed. He said he Would rule on
whether he had jurisdiction or
should transfer the case.
Film at issue is “Uncover Girls,”
exhibited last Aug. 27. Vineland
councilmen- ordered proceedings
for the revocation or suspension
of the license after receiving com¬
plaints on the picture.
Hurovitz
claimed local authorities exceed
vested authority-in'usurping right
to censor. In addition, he charged
arbitrary interference with prop¬
erty rights.
“Where does art end and obscen¬
ity begin in entertainment?” asked
Philip Lipman, Vineland City So¬
licitor. “It may be the court may
have to decide this case on the
bare facts and see the film. If the
case is to be decided on constitu¬
tional issues there will be no need
tb view the picture.”

Narcotic Theme Import
Now that “Man With the Golden
Arm” appears to have opened the
door to the narcotics subject, a
foreign film will be next to step
through it. It’s Don Getz’s “The
Slave,” to be released in this coum
try next month via his Theatrical
& Video Corp.
Pic stars Eleanor Rossi-Drago
and Daniel Gelin. Getz said the
film was “a stronger and less com¬
promising” treatment of the nar¬
cotics subject than any of its pred¬
ecessors.

ticipating films to 12, with the
choice of selection up to an Italian
committee rather than the partici¬
pating countries.
Also, the number of films to be
invited will no longer bear any re¬
lation to the number of films pro¬
duced in any individual country. In
the past, countries making over 100
features a year automatically were
entitled to two entries.
The Venice fest this year will
take place Aug. 28 to Sept. 8. That
means that the jury will see only
one film each evening. In the past,
some 36 features competed. This
year, too, the prizes have been re¬
duced to three: Golden Lion of St.
Mark for the best picture; Volpi
Cups for the best male perform¬
ance and the best female perform?
ance.

‘Sea Chase’ Re-Figured
Individual gross figure esti¬
mates in Variety’s annual list
of big boxoffice pictures are
occasionally revised in the
light of subsequent checks.
Such is the case with War-'
ners’ “Sea Chase,” which was
over-estimated at $6,000,000.
The John Wayne-Lana Turner
co-starrer is now seen as a
$4,200,000 grosser.

Churches Get 40%
Of Lenten Film

Amsterdam. Feb. 14.
The Germans, who have made a
number of films dealing with their
own counter-intelligence unit, now
are being joined by the Italians via
a picture in a similar theme. They
tried to take it on location here in
Holland, only Dutch authorities
nixed the idea. One ol their rea¬
sons was that the story was proGerman and, bluntly, pro-Nazi.
Yarn involved is titled “London
Calling the Northpole,” It involves
the activities of H. J. Giskes, com¬
mander of German counter-intelli¬
gence,
who
intercepted
Allied
codes and subsequently was able
to arrest many British and Dutch
agents.
In late 1955, a German outfit,
Certus of Munich, investigated the
possibilities of filming Giske’s book
and the story of his “Englandspiel”
but was strongly advised to drop
the idea. The script was then of¬
fered to Excelsa-Minerva in Rome
which turned to Cesare Zavaltini
to pep it up, which he did.
When Italian director Guilio Coletti and his crew arrived here in
Amsterdam, they were received
with open arms. Once the Dutch
Government Information" Agency
got wind, however, of the storv
Coletti planned to film, it refused
him a work permit.
Not only was the script proGerman and anti-British, said the
Agency, but the Dutch got off bad¬
ly in it and there were many his¬
torical inaccuracies.
Faced with
this opposition, director Coletti of¬
fered to remake the picture in the
light of the new facts, but it was
obvious that this was a sham ges¬
ture, since . three-quarters of the
footage had already been lensed in
Rome. The Italians have now re¬
turned to Rome to complete their
CinemaScope film there.
While Coletti was here, the Ital¬
ian press carried exaggerated re¬
ports of his languishing in jail.
Actually, Coletti and his crew were
staying at a comfortable Amster¬
dam hotel and making trips to
scout locations for both his current
production and the forthcoming
Dutch-Italian coproduction, “Sil,
The Beachcomber.” Latter is slated
to roll this month,
Footnote to all this is that the
usually placid Dutch were riled
not long ago by an American film,
"The True and the Brave” (Be¬
trayed) in which a Dutch resistance
man was pictured as an adventurer
and a robber. Ever since then, the
Dutch have become a lot more
sensitive about their own image
on the screen.

Los Angeles, Feb. 14.
A special Lenten booking to
benefit local churches has been
arranged for “Day of Triumph,”
The new director of the festival rcligioso film produced by Di*.
is Floris Luigi Ammannati. He re¬ James K'. Friedrich, under the
places O. Croze, who has resigned. banner of Century Films.
Pic goes into 10 Fox West Coast
Ammannati is ^closely identified
with Catholic movements in Italy. theatres, March 16-22 on a mini¬
He was editor of the Revista Del mum rental deal. Of the gross 40%
Cinematografo, official publication will go to the Southern California
Council of Protestant Churches
of the Catholic Cinematographic
and the Church Federation of Los
Center. At the moment he is veep
Angeles.
of the Catholic Exhibitors Assn. As
a leading exponent of the Catholic
Action . Movement, Ammannati is
directly responsible to Msgr. Della
Zuana, president of the movement.
Assisting Ammannati in the se¬
■
lection of entries are: Piero Gadda
Conti, film critic of II Pololo di Mi¬
lano; Ettore G. Margadonna, col¬
San Francisco, Feb. 14.
umnist and screen writers, and
Following a 13-week run of
Fernando di Giammatteo, former “Guys and Dolls” at the small
film editor of the Turin daily, La Stagedoor Theatre here, the musi¬
Stamper None of the trio is con¬ cal hias shot past the $150,000 level
nected with the Catholic Cinemato¬ and owners Irving C. Ackerman
graphic Center.
and Herbert Rosener are now be¬
Studying the new regulations, ginning to share in the gross.
American execs feel certain that
Deal set up -here gave Samuel
their participation at Venice will Goldwyn the first $150,000 of the
be drastically reduced. There has take.
After that—and this is
been no discussion. as yet at the what’s happening now—the house
Motion Picture Export Assn, of the owners were to get 10% of the
new Venice rules.
At one time, gross with the rest going to Gold¬
when Venice nixed several of the wyn.
official American entries and then
Apart from getting their cut of
proceeded to invite its own, MPEA the gross, Ackerman and Rosener j
prexy Eric Johnston warned that, are also starting to make up on the ;
unless the rules were changed, first 11 weeks’ grosses and house
American distribs might no longer expenses. Stagedoor plays the film
enter the Venice competish. Regu¬ five times daily. Scale ranges from
lations were then changed to allow $1 to $2.20.
each country to pick its own “offi¬
cial” entries, with Venice free to
invite additional ones. .
There are no indications at the
moment how the MPEA will react
to the new Venice rules which de¬
Marilyn Monroe, Sir Laurence
prive the U. S. of its freedom to
determine which of its films should Olivier and Milton H. Greene, veep
go to Venice. Nor is it clear how of Marilyn Monroe Productions,
the rules will go with.the new regu¬ took on nearly 100 reporters, mag¬
lations of the International Feder¬ azine reps and cameramen at a
ation of Film Producers Assns. press conference in New York
under which a government can ob¬ Thursday (9) to announce plans for
ject to film entered by its industry. a joint Monroe-Olivier film produc¬
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Venice regulations don’t make it tion of "The Sleeping Prince.” The
Frank and Walter Seltzer have
clear what would happen if a film Terence Rattigan play, which was formed Seltzer Films for program
is picked by the Italian commit¬ presented in London,
will . be of indie product beginning spring.
tee, but is objected to by any seg¬ adapted by Rattigan.
Frank Seltzer last produced “711
ment of- -the industry.
It’s as¬
Drive,”
for
Columbia.
Olivier, who appeared in the Ocean
sumed that Ammannati and his legiter with his wife, Vivien Leigh, Walter is ad-pub director for
committee will work close with the will direct the pic and costar with Hecht-Lancaster; was due to check
U. S. distribs. Limit placed on en¬ Miss Monroe, as well as serving as in this week as new partner in
tries, however, is seen making for co-producer. Production is planned praisery firm of Blow'itz-Maskel.
strong competition since Holly¬ for late summer in England vrith New setup may postpone latter
wood may end up with only a sin¬ releasing plans so far undisclosed. deal.
gle film out of the 12.
Walter may also remain with
Olivier returned to London Fri¬
day and will be back in Gotham H-L in advisory capacity.
for the dual theatre-television un¬
veiling of “Richard III,” which he
Velde’s Alger Rise
made under the aegis of the late
James R. Velde, who was
Sir Alexander Korda.
named United Artists’ sales
Miss Monroe is set to work in
manager this week, started the
“Bus Stop” at 20th-Fox in March.
United Artists will shell out $251climb from the bottom rung.
000 for national magazine and
He entered the business in
LORTIE ON CANADA'S BOARD newspaper supplement advertising
1934 as night shipper at the
Ottawa, Feb. 14.
of “Alexander the Great,” accord¬
Paramount exchange in De¬
Dr. Leon Lortie, director of ex¬ ing to Roger Lewis, ad-pub direc¬
troit and held various posts
tension
services
of
the
U.
of
Mon¬
tor.
with
that
latter
company,
treal, appointed vice-chairman of
Exec said the company is spend¬
Eagle-Lion Classics and Selzthe
National
Film
Board,
a
new
ing a total of $1,000,000 for the
nick Releasing Organization
post created to provide the chair¬ overall campaign which starts with
before joining UA. He became
man, Dr. A. W. Trueman, with an display insertions in Life mag
the company’s Coast district
associate who could head the board April 2 and full-page ads in vari¬
manager in 1951 and western
ous supps a day ahead. “Alexan¬
in
his absence.
division manager a year later.
Aside from regular vice-chair¬ der” is a Robert ltossen produc¬
Velde Succeeds Bernard G.
tion
with. Richard Burton, Fredric
man
duties,
Dr.
Lortie’s
chief
job
Kranze, who left UA to become
will be to advise Dr. Trueman on March and Claire Bloom in the
v.p. of Stanley Warner Cine¬
leads.
French-language
film
production,
i
rama Corp.

‘Guys & Dolls’ Takes First
$150,000; San Francisco
House Now in for 10%

OLIVIER TO DIRECT,
CO-STAR WITH MONROE

Seltzer Freres
To Shoot Films

MAGS, SUPPS SHARE OF
‘ALEX’ ADS, $251,000

FILM REVIEWS
Man Who Never Was
(C'SCOPE—COLOR!
.Well-made thriller based on
World War II stranger-thanfiction stunt. ‘Here’s offbeat
entry which deserves playdates.
20tli-Fox release of Andre Hakim pro¬
duction. Stars Clifton Webb. Gloria Grahame; features Robert Flemyng. Joseph¬
ine Griffin. Stephen Boyd, Andre Morell,
Laurence Naismlth, Geoffrey Keen. Di¬
rected by Ronald Neame. Screenplay,
Nigel Balchin, from Ewen Montagu novel
of same title; camera (Eastman Color),
Oswald. Morris; music, Muir Mathieson.
Previewed in N. Y. Feb. 8, 58. Running
time, 103 MINS.
Lt. Comdr. Ewen Montagu Clifton Webb
Lucy ..
Gloria Grahamc
George Acres . Robert Flemyng
Pam . Josephine Griffin
OKcilly . Stephen Boyd
Sir Bernard Spllsbury.Andre Morell
Admiral Cross . Laurence Naismlth
General Nye
.
Geoffrey Keen
General Coburn . Michael Hordern
The Father . Moultrlce Kclsall
Taxi Drier .‘.. Cyril Cusack
Landlady ..
Joan Hickson
Joe . William Russell
’ Shop Assistant . Richard Wattis
Larry
.,. Terence Longdon
Vice-Admiral . Allan Cuthbertson
Wills Officer .
Brian Oulton
. Lt. Jewell .
William Squire
Adams .
Ronald Adams
Scientist .
Miles Mallcson
Club Porter ..
Gibb McLaughlin
Admiral Mountbattan.Peter Williams
Doctor . Michael Brill
Bank Mgr. . John Welsh
Secretary . Cecily Paget-Bowman
French
.
Robert Brown
Club Matron .
Everley Gregg
Passport Officer .Lloyd Lambic
Customs Officer . Gordon Bell
Admiral Canaria .
Wolf Frees
German Colonel . Gerhard Pucjtz
Laurence (Consul).... D.A. Clarke-Smith

Of all the fantastic stories to
come out of World War II, the use
by British Naval Intelligence of
a corpse to deceive the Germans
about the planned invasion if
Sipily
undoubtedly
out-fictions
fiction. By the very nature of its
intricate planning and boldness
of execution, the whole subject is
a natural for the screen.
In making “The Man Who Never
Was,” based on the Ewen Montagu
novel (not Duff Cooper’s), pro¬
ducer Andre Hakim and director
Ronald Neame have turned out a
suspenseful and thoroughly in¬
triguing film with a double dose
of exploitation angles. In the part
of Montagu, the “master planner,'.'
they have cast Clifton Webb. The
role is distinctly offbeat for him
and, on the whole, he. handles it
competently. If shades of “Mr.
Belvedere” occasionally creep into
his overly-crisp characterization of
a British Naval Commander, audi¬
ences will surely forgive him.
The star of this show is the
corpse which, dressed up as a Brit¬
ish marine major, is allowed to
float ashore on the coast of Spain.
It -carries confidential letters with
references to the forthcoming in¬
vasion of Greece, a ruse which
actually . fooled the Germans and
saved many Allied lives. Much of
the picture is taken up with the
fascinating detail of securing the
right corpse and establishing a
proper identity for him.
Wisely realizing that this pains¬
taking process, however unusual,
lacks action and is bound to be¬
come tedious after a while, scripter
Nigel Balchin has introduced the
figure of a. young Irishman sent to
London by the Germans to check
on the identity of Major Martin.
By a combination of circumstances,
some of them less credible than
others, he, too, is fooled.
Paced by Webb, the cast gives
thoroughly
competent
perform¬
ances for the most part. Gloria
Grahame, assigned (without hexknowledge) to be the girlfriend of
“Major Martin,” seems an unhappy
choice for the part, and she over¬
plays it badly. Also, there is some¬
thing very much amiss with her
makeup in this picture. By con¬
trast, Josephine Griffin, Miss Grahame’s fx iend and Webb’s assistant,
is a Bi-itish newcomer who, via the
simplicity of her acting and her
, pleasant looks, rates attention.
She’s completely believable. So is
legit actor Robert Flemyng as
Webb’s aide. Stephen Boyd as the
young Irishman etches an inter¬
esting character and Moultrice Kelsall, as the father who allows Webb
to use the body of his son, does
well in a bit part.
Director Neame is an expert in
his craft and the picture owes him
many fine touches. He plays the
suspense angles for all they’re
woi-th and also gets some senti¬
ment into his film. Discovery of
the body by Spanish fishermen (a
scene lensed on the spot) is dra¬
matically realistic. Brief German
sequences are almost deliberately
underplayed and a great deal more
could have been done with them.
Submarine bit, on the other hand,
carries sock impact.
Lenser Oswald Morris has used
;CinemaScope . to good advantage
and the color in the film is fine.
Opening shot, showing the coi-pse
washed up on the surf, combines
beauty and chills. Balchin’s script
fuses fiction and truth into an ac¬
ceptable whole and his dialog car¬
ries conviction as well as the
needed infusion of humor. Fadeout
scene leaves somethihg to wish for,
as Webh returns to Spain to lay
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Remarkable Coincidence
San Francisco, Feb. 14.
Following Is the first paragraph of a review of Universal's
«
“There’s Always Tomorrow” as printed in „the Jan. 27 issue of
The Argonaut, San Francisco Bay area weekly, bn a page conducted
by John Vickers:
“Neglected youngsters, mothers and wives have been variously
explored in films. Now, ‘There’s Always Tomorrow,’ currently at
the Golden Gate, gives dad his turn at bat, except that during
his rebellion at playing second fiddle to family, this fellow never
gets into'real trouble, nor do his wife and children learn any
lasting lesson.
That’s the key to the picture's general lack of
dramatic excitement.”
The following is the first paragraph of a review on the film
printed in the Jan. 18 issue of Variety:
_
“Neglected kids, mothers and wives have been variously ex¬
plored in films. Now ‘There’s Always Tomorrow’ gives dad his turn
at bat, but during his rebellion against playing. second-fiddle to
family this pop never gets into any real trouble, nor do his wife
and kids learn any lasting lesson. That’s the key to the pic’s gen¬
eral lack of dramatic excitement.”
Coincidence is further repeated throughout the two reviews.
a decoration on the grave of the handkerchiefs of the femme
“Major Martin.” On the whole, audience.
“The Man Who Never Was” shapes
Hudson is satisfactory as the
as well-made and unusual enter¬ doctor and Sanders is convincing
tainment. ^
.
Hift.
as the standby “good loser” in Miss
Borchers’ affections. Shelley Fa¬
bares, as the young daughter, man¬
Never Say Goodbye
ages a difficult role well. Good
(COLOR)
support is provided by Hay Collins,
David Janssen, Raymond GreenHigh voltage in femme appeal.
leaf,
and Frank Wilcox.
Rock Hudson. as marquee lure.
The Albert J. Cohen production
Introduces Cornell Borchers,
is handsomely mounted physically
Universal’s promisifig new face.
and Jerry Hopper’s direction, meets
Universal release of Albert J. Cohen the demands of the Charles Hoff¬
production. Stars Rock Hudson, Cornell man script, adapted from a previ¬
Borchers, and George Sanders. Directed ous screenplay by Bruce Manning,
by Jerry Hopper.
Screenplay, Charles
Klorer, and Leonard Lee
Hoffman; based on a screenplay by Bruce John
Manning, Jopin Klorer and Leonard Lee which, in turn, is based on a play
from the play "Come Prirqa Meglio. De
Prima” by
Luigi Pirandello;
camera- by Luigi Pirandello. Maury GertsTechnicolor
photography
(Technicolor), Maury Gertsman: editor, man’s
Paul Weatherwax; music, Frank Skinner. arid other technical aspects are
Previewed in N. Y. Jan. 19, '54. Running
right out of the-top-drawer for an
time, 94 MINS.
Dr .Michael Carrington-Rock Hudson overall smooth and slick produc¬
Lisa ..sCornell Borchers tion.
Holl.

Victor . George Sanders
Dr. Bailey .Ray Collins
Dave .
David Janssen
Suzy Carrington ....Shelley Fabares
Dr. Kelly Andrews. .Raymond Greenleaf
Dr. Barnes .....Frank Wilcox

Segments of the film industry
moan about the falloff in the wom¬
en’s audience and exhibitor leaders
in particular have called for con¬
centrated efforts to lure the dis¬
taffers back, to the theatres. “Never
Say Goodbye” is apparently Uni¬
versal's contribution in this direc¬
tion. It’s a woman’s picture, pure
and simple, and loaded with the
ingredients of misunderstanding
and mother love which classically
appeal to those gals who go for
soap opera and magazine romance.
In short, backfence grapevine
should favor “Never Say Goodbye.”
As added appeal for the distaffers,
there’s Rock Hudson as marquee
bait. The Hudson name should also
serve as a draw for the teenage
set.
Hudson Is teamed with Cornell
Borchers, the German actress who
is making her American film debut
in this picture. Miss Borchers, who
won the British equivalent of the
Academy Award for her role in
“The Divided Heart,” is a welcome
addition to these shores. A tall, ash
blonde with an Ingrid Bergman
appeal, she displays a warm per¬
sonality and the acting knowhow
that sets her up as a performer
who can become an important
marquee name here. Her .English
is almost letter perfect, revealing
only a slight, but pleasant, accent.
The story is divided into three
segments and appears ideally
suited for a future three-part tv
serialization. Opens with Hudson
as a successful Southern California
physician, the father of an eightyear-old daughter whose mother is
apparently dead. At a cafe follow¬
ing. a medical convention in Chi¬
cago, he meets two people out of
his past—George Sanders, a carica¬
ture artist, and Miss Borchers,
Sanders’
pianist-assistant.
Miss
Borchers turns out to be Hudson’s
long-lost wife. On recognizing him,
she dashes out into the street
where she is critically injured by
a truck.
Hudson performs an
emergency operation. End of crisis
No. 1.
While waiting for Miss Borchers
to recover, Hudson’s thoughts go
back ten years to Vienna where,
as a captain in the U.S. Medical
Corps, he had met and wooed
Miss
Borchers.
In
an
unjus¬
tified- jealous rage, he Walked
out on her, taking their infant
child with him. An attempt at re¬
conciliation fails when Miss Bor¬
chers, caught in the Russian sector,
is detained, arrdsted and sent off
to an Iron Curtain camp. End of
crisis two.
The shift Is back to the present.
Hudson convinces her to return
home with him. She reluctantly
agrees, mainly for the reunion with
Her child. She enters the house as
Hudson’s “new” wife and tackles
the job of weaning back her daugh¬
ter who refuses to accept her as
her real mother. Miss Borchers
finally succeeds, but not without
tear-provoking and heart-tugging
incidents.' It’s bound to bring out

The Conic On
Russell Birdwell’s return to
direction makes out as con¬
trived meller unevenly valued
and relying for mild prospects
on Anne Baxter, Sterling Hay¬
den names.
Hollywood, Feb. 9.
Allied Artists release of Lindsley Par¬
sons production.
Stars
Anne
Baxter,
Sterling Hayden; features John Hoyt,
Jesse White, Walter Cassell, Alex Gerry.
Directed by RusseU Blrdwell. Screenplay,
Warren Douglas,
Whitman
Chambers;
from the novel by Chambers; camera,
Ernest Haller; editor, Maurice Wright;
score, Paul Dunlap. Previewed Feb. 7,
'56. Running time, 82 MINS.
Rita Kendrick .
Ahne Baxter
Dave Arnold .
Sterling Hayden
Harley Kendrick. John Hoyt
J. J. McGonigle .
Jesse White
Tony Margoli . Walter Cassell
Joe Tinney . Lee Turnbull
Chalmers .....
Alex Gerry
Jerry Jannings .. Paul Picerm
Tony's Girl ... Karolee Kelly
Captain Getz . Theodore Newton
Hogan . Tyler McVey

As a melodrama equipped with
some standard exploitation angles,
“The Come On” may suffice for
ballyhoo bookings, but the enter¬
tainment worth isn’t there. Name
of Anne Baxter, teamed with Ster¬
ling Hayden, can be figured for
added importance in the - Allied
Artists market.
Feature is contrived with plot
and counterplot that never quite
makes it.
Critically, the blame
rests mostly on uneven direction
plus script and . characters that
generate little sympathy. Russell
Birdwell. better known for. his
publicity activities, does the direc¬
tion, his' first such chore in many
years, and he’s rusty. Direction
‘was sarts pace and punch. Warren
Douglas and Whitman Chambers
co-scripted from Chambers’ story.
When ai stolid fisherman, played
by Hayden, sees a beauty, as done
by Miss Baxter, on a Mexican
beach, it’s love, and first clinch in
five minutes. After that he finds
the gal is money-mad and is part¬
nered with John Hoyt in a black¬
mail racket. Wanting to break from
Hoyt, but not willing to give up
any coin, she first tries to involve
Hayden in a scheme to kill Hoyt,
which he; doesn’t go for. Doublecrosser Hoyt then seemingly blows
himself up so she’ll be charged
with murder. This fails to jell,
also, thanks to a crooked private
eye played by Jesse White, who’s
bumped off by Miss Baxter because
he wants money for saving her from
the police. Windup has Hoyt, already fatally wounded by the girl
after she discovers him in Mexico,
shooting her down and she dies in
her lover’s arms on the sands
where they first met.
The two stars, other than the
physical appearance put forth by
Miss Baxter-in her Edith Head cos¬
tumes; fail to be very impressive.
Hoyt chews up his blackmailer
character in .colorful fashion, as
does White with his shamus part.
Others have only small spots.
Picture has been well photo¬
graphed in SuperScope by Ernest
Haller and the Paul Dunlap sepre
fits the melodramatics.
Brog.

Our Miss Brooksj
,

ignorant and impoverished India*,
who have stolen his horses S

SS

Eve Arden and tv cast move
over to bigsereen in pleasant
program comedy for general
situations.

tdhiS^‘snchelra wl,h the

t

At the start, Taylor picks un n
partner in Stewart Granger, mac
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Warner Bros. release of David Weis- ter buffalo killer of the past whu
bart (Lute) prpductlon. Stars Eve Arden, would'now rather settle down on
Gale Gordon, Don Porter, Robert Rock¬ his own ranch. Granger, although
well; features Jane
Morgan, Richard
Crenna. Directed by Al Lewis. Screen¬ averse to elimination of the beasti
play, Lewis and Joseph Quillan; from an from the American plains, joins
idea by Robert Mann, based on CBS-TV
series;
camera, Joe
LaShelle;
editor, Taylor in the association marked
Fredrick Y. Smith; music, Roy Webb. by the conflict in their, personali.
Previewed Feb. 3, '5G. Running time, ties. That the differences in the
•4 MINS.
makeup of these men—Granger is
Miss Brooks... Eve Arden
of gentle stock—will lead to a
Osgood Conklin . Gale Gordon
Lawrence Nolan ..
Don Porter final blowoff is tipped at the out¬
Phillip Boynton
.Robert Rockwell set. They act out the parts with
Margaret Davis .
Jane Morgan
Walter Denton . Richard Crenna believability.
Gary Nolan . Nick Adams
Lloyd
Nolan,
a
peg-legged
"Stretch" Snodgrass.Leonard Smith whiskey-sodden
skinner, contrib.
Hax-riet Conklin . Gloria MacMillan
Mr. Stone .
Joe Kearns utes a colorful, realistic perform¬
Dr. Henley . William Newell ance and Russ Tamblyn registers
Mr. Webster ..
Philip Van Zandt
fair enough, even though a little
incongruity is sensed, as a red¬
Eve Arden and the “Our Miss headed halfbreed; Miss Paget is
Brooks” television cast move over properly sullen as the Indian girl
to the big screen in a pleasant, if who teams romantically with Gran¬
not outstanding, program comedy ger after Taylor, waiting to kill his
that should do an acceptable job of partner, dies in a snowstorm. Con¬
filling dual date$ in the general stance Ford is standard as a dancesituations. Negatively, it’s merely hall gal of the oater variety.
an elongation of what viewers can
There’s no dullness in “Last
get weekly for free on their home Hunt.” Under Brooks’ direction it’s
sets.
paced at a good clip and with al¬
Al Lewis directs with a broad ternating quiet tension and harsh
hand and also shares scripting action. One barroom brawl, par¬
credit with Joseph Quillan on this ticularly, in which Granger does
story developed from an idea by a one-man cleanup job, is nifty in
Robert Mann, Film finds Miss the true old-west sense.
Brooks, the tv character delineated
Editing is sharp, Daniele Aiixphiby Miss Arden, still chasing the theatrof’s music sets up moods
stuffy biology professor, Phillip appropriately and other credits are
Boynton, as film and tv-played by good.
Gene.
Robert Rockwell. However, unlike
that weekly living pursuit, the film
Musik Im Hint
brings her closer to her goal via
(Music in the Blood)
the assistance of jealousy which
(GERMAN—SONGS)
sets in when she tackles the side
job of tutoring poor-little-rich-boy
Berlin, Feb. 7.
Nick Adams and the latter’s pub¬
Europa release of Central-Europa and
lisher-dad. Don Porter, makes a CCC production. Stars Viktor de Kowa,
, Nadia Gray and Waltraut Haas. Directed
play for the heroine.
by Eric Ode. 'Screenplay by Werner
Above cast members in the Epllnius and Janne Furch: camera, Karl
songs, Werner Mueller and Ernst
David
Weisbart
production
do Loeb;
Veech. At the Kiki, Berlin. Running time,
their chores competently, as do 97 MINS.
such other video familiars as Gale Kurt Widmann ......... Viktor de Kowa
Gina Martelli .
Nadia Gray
Gordon, the pompous principal Angelika
Jaeger .. Waltraut Haas
Osgood Conklin whose election Cilly Mainsburg . Loni Heuser
Irma
Pehlke
..
Ruth
Stephan
race for a better post is part of
Bruno Schnecke .
Walter Gross
the chuckles; Jane Morgan as Mar¬ John Miller ... ..
Ed Tracy
Heidi Ewert
garet Davis, Miss Brooks’ bird- Haeschen .
brained landlady; Richard Crenna,
This German musical is an obvi¬
as squeaky-voiced Walter Denton,
et al.
ous effort to cash in on the wide
Camera work by Joe LaShelle popularity of. Universal’s “Glenn
and other technical supports are Miller Story.”' It even calls itself
a “German Glenn Miller Story.”
good.
Brog.
It’s a biopic of the late Kurt Wid¬
mann, Berlin’s idolized bandleader.
The Last Hunt
As usual with German musicals,
(C’SCOPE—COLOR)
this one can’t stand comparison
with American standards. There’s,
Nature in the rawest. Massacre
however, no denying the fact that
of the American buffalo. Rob¬
this film has strong local audience
ert Taylor, Stewart' Granger,
appeal and should achieve aboveLloyd Nolan and Debra Paget
average boxoffice. Foreign chances
for OK b.o.
appear limited. . ■
Most disappointing is the fact
tion.
Stars
Robert
Taylor,
Stewart that the whole thing lacks quite a
Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debrt Paget: fea¬ bit of conviction. It’s hard to be¬
tures Russ Tamblyn, Constance Ford. lieve that the Widmann and latter’s
Directed by Richard Brooks. Screenplay,
Brooks; based on novel by Milton Lott; music in this film could achieve
camera (Eastman Color), Russell Harlan; such stardom as depicted here.
editor, Ben Lewis; music, Daniele Amfi- Often it’s referred to jazz and the
theatrof. Previewed N. Y. Feb. 3, 56.
bandleader is occasionally even
Running time, 108 MINS.
Charles Gilson
. Robert Taylor called a “German jazz pioneer.”
Sandy McKenzie . Stewart Granger Yet there’s hardly any jazz num¬
Woodfoot . Lloyd Nolan
ber in this film which would
Indian Girl . Debra Paget
Jimmy . Russ'Tamblyn justify this distinction. The music
Peg'. Constance Ford in
this, incidentally, is mostly
Ed Black .. Joe DeSantis
sweet than hot and will
1st Buffalo Hunter.Ainslie Pryor more
Indian Agent .. Ralph Moody hardly appeal to the lovers of jazz.
Bartender .
Fred Graham
Aside from being everything but
Spotted Hand .
Ed Lonehill
a Kurt Widmann, Viktor de Kowa
Dore Schary’s
production
of turns in a highly recommendable,
“Last Hunt” is grim, fierce, raw- almost masterly performance.' Next
boned outdoor fare. Excellently to him, Walter Gross, enacting his
photographed in Eastman Color manager, deserves mention. Gross,
locally rated as a first-rate come¬
and Cinemascope, it’s strikingly
vivid in depicting the wanton mow¬ dian, has here at last been given
ing down of American buffalo and a substantial part and he makes
one man’s, Robert Taylor’s, lust the most out of it. Waltraut Haas
to kill the animals, hapless Indians is okay as Widmann’s wife. Nadia
Gray portrays bandleader’s pre¬
and even his close associates.
This is somewhat off the beaten war songstress (vocals by Gitta
.path for wild west shows, having Lind), while Loni Heuser, Ruth
strong story^ values and well-de¬ Stephan and Ed Tracy are satis¬
fined characters'centering on cruel factory in lesser roles.
Eric Ode’s direction may be
conflicts that evolved toward the
end of the last century. Richard called good in view, of the medi¬
Brooks’ screenplay, from a novel ocre script by Werner Eplinius and
by Milton Lott, shows marked tal¬ Janne Furch. Al more or less al¬
ent for construction and organiza¬ ways the case with German-made
tion of material that likely will stir musicals, script lacks considerable
revulsion among the sensitive and imagination. Technically, film re¬
score with the “he men” of the veals a moderate budget. Hans.
audience.
Das Horoskop Dor
The lead names doubtless will
give it a boost and “Hunt”, is ar¬
Familie Hesselbach
riving when action films appear (Horoscope of Family Hesselbacli)
going over particularly well on
(GERMAN)
the market. Thus, okay overall
. Frankfurt. Feb. 7.
prospects.
.
j
Union Film release of Wolf Schnjm*
Inc.
production.
Stars Wolf SchmidtFilm was locationed in Custer
features Else Knott, Irene Marliola.
State Park, N. D., and slaying of .Toose Juergen Siedhoff, Slbylle Schindler.
the beasts is for real. They're shot Directed by Wolf Schmidt. Story ■n*.
down (annually) by Government screenplay by Wolf Schmidt; camera.
Otto Cartharius; music. Wolf Droysem
agents to keep the herds from At Zell Theatre. Frankfurt. Running
growing and scenes of this activity time, 95 MINS.
„ „ .
Hesselbach. .. Wolf Schnvd
are cut and fitted into the fictional Papa
Mama Hesselbaph . Irene Kno«
story with Taylor and Granger Willi Hesselbach .Joose Jufcrgen Siodhon
Anneltese Hesselbach.Irene
ostensibly at the guns.
Waltrout Hesselbach...
Sofie Engels
A gallant Ivanhoe of a couple Nina
....•..'Slbylle Sclynag
Guenther AicssW
seasons back, Taylor this time hits Hans .
the nadir in ruthlessness. He kills
for kicks, an exhultation that’s
Low budget films In Germany*
suggested .as akin to, as one char¬ just as in the U.S., are nearly
acter puts it, .“bring with a wo¬ thing of the .past. ,Onc man «*
man.” He takes a lethal head oh
(Continued on page 20)
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U Retains ‘Rank Specialists Unit
Though No New Pix Since Sept. ’54
Although
Universal
has
notf
handled a J. Arthur Rank picture
Skouras Week March 31
since a year ago last September,
Week ending March 31 has
it has not disbanded its special
been designated by 20th-Fox
films division which is charged
as “Spyros P. Skouras Appre¬
with the task of supervising the
ciation Week” to honor the
sales of the Rank product. The di¬
20th prexy for his dedication
vision, under Harry Fellerman,
and leadership in improving
has been kept occupied with the
film entertainment.
job of eking out all possible rev¬
Salute is timed to coincide
enue from the Rank pictures still
with Skouras’
birthday on
going through the U distribution
March 28. Drive encompasses
mill.
the entire domestic sales org.
With U taking on Rank’s “Touch
and Go,” a Michael Balcon-Eating
Studios production, the special
unit again moves into full gear. It
is currently in the process of lin¬
ing up dates for the Rank entry,
specializing initially in scheduling
engagements in the nation’s key
art houses. Picture is being screen¬
ed constantly in New York for po¬
tential buyers.
The Fellerman division, which
has become .expert in discovering
the situations where the Rank
product is playable, is expected to
Cleveland, Feb. 14.
be charged also with the handling
Between 500 and 600 persons are
of the group of German films,
expected to attend the Third Na¬
slated for dubbing into English,
tional Allied Drive-In Theatre Con¬
which U will distribute shortly.
vention in Cleveland which opens
Despite its taking on of the new
Tuesday (21) for three days.
Rank film and its possible hand¬
The opening of the convention
ling of the German product, the
will be preceded by two days of
special unit is nowhere near the
board
meetings and the annual di¬
peak activity of several years ago
when U distributed as many as 12 rectors’ dinner for board members
and their wives Monday evening
to 14 Rank pix annually.
U has become particuarly selec¬ (20th) at Gruber’s Restaurant at
tive in its selection of the sglit of Warrenville Center, a Cleveland
Rank product -which it shares with suburb.
Registration and inspection of
United Artists. Under the arrange¬
ment, neither U nor UA have to exhibits, set up on the mezzanine
floor
of the Hotel Cleveland, will
plunk down an advance guarantee
begin at 9 a.m. Tuesday. At 12:30
(Continued on page 20)
p.m. a luncheon will be held, for
the delegates and their wives. The
features will be a welcome by Ohio
Gov. Frank J. Lausche atid the key¬
note speech by Horace Adams, con¬
vention chairman.
Clinics for exploitation, conces¬
sions and equipment will be fea¬
tured Tuesday afternoon. A dinner,
sponsored by the Pepsi-Cola, will
be held at 7 p.m. in the hotel’s
grand ballroom.
Wednesday again brings regis¬
tration and Inspection of exhibits
Hollywood is paying more atten¬ at 9 a.m. At 1:30 p.m. a film clinic
tion to the presentation of the for small towns, will be conducted
credits at the opening of pictures. by' Robert Morrell of the S&S
Instead of the long, dull listing of
(Continued on page 25)
names, clever gimmicks and tricky
and interesting artistic variations
are being attempted.
The effect
of these efforts has been that the
audience is beginning to notice the
credits and, perhaps for the first
time, is becoming aware of the
names of producers, directors, sup¬
porting actors, and technical staff¬
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
ers.
“Black Moon,”
which
began
Two recent pictures, both em¬ shooting last week in Cuba is first
ploying different techniques, point of series of Mexican features, some
up the trend. It stands out most to star Hollywood personalities
in Danny Kaye’s “The Court Jest¬ and beamed for U.S. market, by
er.” With Kaye appearing through¬ Domino Films, new firm headed
out the credit period singing a spe¬ by Ruben A. Calderon.
cially-written song and lyrics, the.
Outfit will do four films annually
credits take the form of entertain¬ at Azteca studios, Mexico City, in
ment. Attired in his coutt pester’s both English and Spanish.
costume Kaye brings on each name
Calderon is founder-prexy ' of
with the wave of a wand. Comedy Atzeca Films Inc., top Mexican
relief is provided with the frequent film distrib in U.S.
repetition of Basil Rathbone’s name
in an eerie manner and with Kaye
pushing it off the screen every
time it appears.
Saul Bass*, unique credit design
for Otto Preminger’s “Man With
the Golden Arm” is also arresting.
Paris, Feb. 14.
The use of special lettering, the
Harry Novak, veteran exec in
stark and stylized drawing of the foreign distribution, has joined
arm, and the placement of the Columbia
as
Continental sales
credits all contribute to the holding manager, headquartering in Paris.
of thS audiences' attention.
Until recently he held the Conti¬
nental managers post at Universal
and prior to this association was
Warners’ Latin America division
manager.
Novak will work under Conti¬
nental v.p. Nick Pery in the new
setup disclosed by Lacy W. KastHollywood, Feb. 14.
Motion Picture Permanent Chari¬ ner, president of Col International,
ties has split a total of $1,026,670 who’s now visiting here. Previous¬
between 18 Los Angeles charitable ly holding the Novak job was Mor¬
organizations.
Largest single al¬ ris Goodman, who recently was
location of $692,390 goes to four named Kastner’s exec assistant at
the NeW York homeoffice.
Community Chests in L. A. area.
In another change, Norbert Auer¬
Film industry annual charity
drive to date has 22,309 subscrib¬ bach has been appointed Col’s as¬
ers, who pledged total of $1,155,- sistant Continental sales manager,
|48Campaign officially closes moving up from personal assistant
June 30.
to Pery,

‘Lighting the Way
Drive-In Stress
For Cleveland

Tricks Varying
Old Crawl Of
Main Credits

Mexico’s Azteca Films
Aim for U.S. Market:
First Starts in Cuba

HARRY NOVAK JOINS
COLUMBIA FOR PARIS

HOLLYWOOD DIVIDES
CHARITY AMONG 18

UAniETt

DRESSING ROOMS
SHOW THE DIFF

PICTURES

Annual Drain (For 6 Years)
Cost of Antitrust Actions to RKO
*

By STUART SCHULBERG

Jerry Lewis on Oscars

Nice, Feb. 14.
There is a world of difference
between American and European
film production. To start with, in
Europe motion pictures are the
business of small, independent pro¬
ducers who rent obsolete studio fa¬
cilities and piece their films to¬
gether one at a time, whereas the
major Hollywood companies by
comparison are real film factories,
designing, tooling up, and manufac¬
turing their various products in
huge, efficient plants. It’s a little
like comparing a European arti¬
san’s shop to an American assem¬
bly line.
Every film starts with a story or,
if the producer is crass and com¬
mercial, with a star. So let’s open
the comparison between European
and U., S. film production with ex¬
amples of both. In Europe, as in
America, many films are based on
best-selling novels.
Thus, when
Francoise Sagan published her
“Bonjour Tristesse,” a quick-wit¬
ted French producer bought the
film rights for $3,000—a rather gen¬
erous price in France for a 17-yearold girl’s first book.
But subse¬
quently the novel caught Amer¬
ica's imagination too, and with it
the interest of a Hollywood direc¬
tor-producer.
Result:
the film
rights were promptly sold to the
American for $100,000, which gave
the Frenchman a $97,000 profit and
the rest of the industry fresh proof
of how book values can vary across
the. Atlantic.

Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Jerry Lewis has been se¬
lected to emcee annual Oscar
awards of Motion Picture Acad¬
emy.
Date is March 21.
Place:
Hollywood Pantages.

Freelance the Rule
Although Hollywood has increas¬
ingly. gone freelance in last two
years, this is the rule in Europe.
Stars can pick and choose their
parts—act or act up—with a liberty
still unusual for Hollywood.
But
once a European star gets down to
business, the business is likely to be
far less glamorous than in Holly¬
wood.
Except in certain stylish films,
appropriately produced in Paris, a
star will usually furnish most of
his or her own clothes for a mod¬
ern role or sit down with a pro¬
duction staffer to work out an in¬
expensive wardrobe. The Adrians
and Edith Heads have no counter¬
parts on the Continent, where hardpressed producers fight the cos¬
tume budget right down the line.
In Hollywood, once upon a time,
Loretta Young demanded—and re¬
ceived—a fresh pair of silk stock¬
ings every day she was on the set.
In Europe, an actress would be
lucky to get free nylons even if the
scene called for her to climb a
barbed wire fence and run half a
mile through a peat bog.
The dressing room contrast is
equally wide.
Hollywood offers
chintz drapes, indirect lighting and
well-stocked kitchenettes.
In Eu¬
rope, the average star’s dressing
room looks like bad accommoda¬
tions in a third 'class Belgian
hotel. In the small but willing stu¬
dio of Wiesbaden, Germany, as a
special concession to Zsa Zsa Gabor,
the studio reserved the community
bathtub, just down the hall to the
right, for the Hungarian actress.
But when Miss Gabor finished her
picture and a German star moved
Into the same dressing room, the
sign was removed and this bathtub
was public again.
European ac¬
tresses may be pampered by their
public but never by their produc¬
ers.
The budget just won’t al¬
low it.

7.

Other Than Work
Load, TV Not Too
Bad-Sez Film Bd.
Ottawa, Feb. 14.
National Film Board’s 16th an:
nual report (for 1954-55) shows a
surplus of $67,604 at March 31,
1955. Revenues included $196,195
from rentals and royalties.
Other than loading additional
work on production staff, televi¬
sion had no detrimental effect on
NFB operations that year.
Pro¬
duction of films was up from the
previous fiscal year with a total of
235 films, not including newsclips.
news stories and trailers. Half of
that (117) was for tv, and 90 of
the films were in 35mm. Practical¬
ly all NFB films are shorter than
feature-length.
NFB reports a slight increase in
non-theatrical audiences, figuring
the Canadian total for the year at
14,i43,800. The board estimated its
films were seen by a world total of
175,000,000 people.
.The report was. tabled in the
House of Commons this week.

Only French-Owned Film
House in U. S (Paris, N.Y.)
On Real Estate Market
Paris Theatre in New -York,
owned by the French Pathe outfit,
has been offered for sale to various
independent operators in the U. S.
House, which rates as one of
the best and most firmly establ¬
ished among the East side arties,
is being put on the market at a
price variously reported at from
$350,000 to $425,000, plus addition¬
al considerations.
However, the
rent is high $75,000 and the Paris
is expensive to operate, with a
weekly nut of between $4,500 and
$5,000, so interest at" the moment is
slight. Lease on the house still has
some 14 years to run.
Offer comes at a time when ne¬
gotiations are reported going on. in
Paris for a tieup between Pathe
and Columbia Pictures. Arrange¬
ment would see Col’s French and
other imports berthed at the Paris
Theatre. It’s considered unlikely
that Col is interested in taking
over the lease from Pathe. Duncan
McGregor, Pathe’s U, S. rep, and
Edward L. Kingsley, head of Col’s
foreign films distribution setup,
have been huddling with Lacy
Kastner, Col. Inti, prexy, and the
Pathe brass for the past week.
Kingsley returned over the week¬
end. 'He said no deal had been
definitely set.
Understood, how¬
ever, that if an arrangement is
made, it may well involve a book¬
ing service for other cities.
; The Paris is the only Frenchowned theatre in the U. S. but,
for a combination of reasons, hasn’t
stuck to an exclusively French pol¬
icy. There have been offers for the
Paris in the past, notably from
Richard Davis, head of the UMPO
distributing outfit and also owner
of the Fine Arts Theatre, N. Y.
However, Pathe has been hesitant
to unload.

Casting a Headache
Budgetohas an effect on casting
too. Central casting offices are un¬
heard of on the Continent, and es¬
pecially for the outlying studios
of Hamburg, Wiesbaden, Amster¬
dam, and Nice, filling bit parts and
finding suitable extras is a perma¬
nent headache. There’s no money
to import minor players from dis¬
tant cities. In Germany the com¬
mon practice is to comb the local
W. W. Gross Sells ABC Shares
unemployment office for out-of-J
Walter W. Gross, v.p.-director of
work characters. When truly exotic American Broadcasting-Paramount
types are called for, Chinese wait¬ Theatres, sold 1,200 shares of his
ers are lured away from chop suey AB-PT common stock.
joints, visiting Pakistani students I
This brings his holdings down
i to 10,100 shares.
i
(Continued on page 24)

RKO, which had the least num¬
ber of new features in release
among the majors, was nicked for
an. average of $340,000 a year over
the past six years in tiffe course of
handling exhibitor antitrust suits.
The costs derived from settle¬
ments entered in some cases and
courtroom procedures in. others.
The total bill for $2,040,000 was
referred to in a description of the
film company given by its corpo¬
rate parent, General Tire & Rub¬
ber, in a financial report. It was
stated that whenever exhibs ac¬
tually collect damages or settle for
a cash payoff the amounts involved
are minor fractions of the dam¬
ages originally, asked.
However, the coin shelled out
makes it clear that the antitrust
rap is a tough One to take, partic¬
ularly when a company was losing
money to begin with, as was the
case with RKO. All major dis¬
tributors and top circuits in each
area involved usually are co-de¬
fendants in the action, meaning
the industry bill is many times
over the sum contributed by RKO.

Poll France’s 100
‘Top Minds’ For
Picture ‘Bests
Paris, Feb. 14.
Choosing 100 “top minds” in the
aesthetic media other than motion
pictures itself, Interaction, high¬
brow organ of the Irench film so¬
cieties took a poll of all-time pref¬
erence for best films and best di¬
rectors.
French played chauvinistic with
six out of the first ten films but
three of these six were made by a
Spaniard, German and Dane work¬
ing in France. Only ore U.S. name
appeared among the top ten, but
lower down the list the American
filmmakers showed up strongly.
Toppers were Serge Eisenstein’s
"Potemkin,”
Charles
Chaplin’s
“Gold Rush,” Vittorio De Sica’s
“Bicycle Thief,” Rene Clair’s “Le
Million,” Frederico Fellini’s “La
Strada” (The Road), Jean Renoir's
“La Regie Du Jeu” (The Rules of
the Game), Luis Bunuel’s “L’Age
D’Or”
(The Golden
Age), the
Spaniard: Carl Dreyer’s “Le Pass¬
ion De Jeanne D’Arc,” the Dane;
Marcel Carne’s “Le Jour Se Leve”
(Daybreak), and German director
G. W. Pabst's “L’Opera De Quat
’sous” (The Threepenny Opera)
made in two versions, French and
German.
Among runnersup were Eric
Von Stroheim's “Greed,” Henry
Hathaway’s
“Peter
Ibbetson,”
Chaplin’s “Modern Times,” John
Ford's “Stagecoach” and Lazio
Benedek’s “The Wild One.” Also
among these were the Japanese
“Rashomon,” the Swedish “Miss
Julie” and Abel Gance’s “Napol¬
eon.”
Only documentary was Robert
Flaherty’s “Louisiana Story.” Other
American pix down the list were
King Vidor’s “Hallelujah,” now
enjoying a lucrative rerun here,
Chaplin’s
“City
Lights,”
Fred
Murnau’s “Sunrise,” Orson Welles’
“Citizen Kane,” Frank Capra’s
“You Can’t Take It With You" and
others such as “Kind Hearts and
Coronets,” “Ecstasy,” “Mr. Hulot’s
Holiday,” “La Grande Illusion,”
“Umberto D” and Alfred Hitch¬
cock’s “Rope.”
Best directors were Eisenstein,
Chaplin, Renoir, De Sica, Clair,
Bunuel, Dreyer, Carne, Fellini and
Flaherty.
Some followups were
Alf Sjoberg, John Ford, Jean Vigo,
G. W. Pabst, Roberto Rossellini,
Fred Murnau, Orson Welles, D. W.
Griffith, Benedek and Howard
Hawks.
Among others, named
were Fritz Lang, King Vidor,
Hitchcock, Capra, Hathaway* John
Huston, Fred Zinnemann, Walt
Disney, * Ernst Lubitsch and Pres¬
ton Sturges.

PICTURE GROSSES

Variety
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‘JESTER’ OKE $12,000, ‘Goodman’ Sock $18500, Mpk Ace;
Holiday Helps LI.; ‘Darling’ Lush
dEVE.; HELEN’ 13G, 3D
Helen Big 13G, ‘Arm Fat 8^, 2d
$72,000, ‘Harry’ Hep 9G, ‘Outlaw’ 16G,
Key City Grosses
‘Okla.’ Lusty 54G, ‘Holiday’ 40%G
Cleveland, Feb. 14;
Biggest play currently here is go¬
ing to "Helen of Troy,” still very
big in third- round at the Allen.
"Benny
Goodman
Story”
also
looms fancy in second session at
the Hipp.
"Court Jester,” top
newcomer, is rated okay at the
State. "Golden Arm” is sturdy in
nine days of moveover to the Still¬
man. "Guys and Dolls” still is in
the chips in eighth stanza at the
Ohio.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (3;000; 70-$l.25)—"Helen
of Troy” (WB) (3d wk). Still big
$3,000 after- $19,000 last week.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$l)"Benny Goodman Story” (U) (2d
wk). Fancy $12,000 after $20,000
opener.
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1-$1.50)—
"Guys and Dolls” . (M-G) (8th wk).
Sturdy $9,000 or near after $10,000 last week.
Palace (RKO) (3,286; 70-90)—
"Deep Blue Sea” (20th) and “Life
in Balance” (Indie). Drab $7,000.
Last week, "Bottom of Bottle”
(20th), $9,000.
State (Loew)
(3,500; 70-90)—
"Court Jestpr” (Par).
Okay $12,000.
Last week, "Golden Arm”
(UA) (2d wk), $12,500.
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)—
"Man With Golden Arm” (UA)
(m.o.).
Fast $12,000 in 9 days.
Last week, "Diane” (M-G), $4,500.

Minneapolis, Feb. 14.
Four holdovers- Jiere outnumber
new, arrivals, butvtwo of latter
"Helen of Troy”
and "Benny
Goodman Story,” are extra big at
the boxoffice.
Best of two is
"Goodman,” terrific at Orpheum.
It’s the 32d week for "Cinerama
Holiday” (soon going into its ninth
month) and. the fourth, third and
second, respectively, for "All That
Heaven Allows,” “"Ransom” and
"Man With Golden Arm.”
Last*
named is especially sock currently.
Better weather and less snow is
helping most spots.
Estimates for This Week
Century
(S-W)
(1,150;
$1.75$2.65)—"Cinerama Holiday” (In¬
die) (32d wk).
Strong $13,000.
Last week, $12,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)—
"Ransom” (M-G) (3d wk). Moder¬
ate $3,000. Last week, $3,500.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-$l)—"All
Heaven Allows” (U) (4th wk). Has
exceeded boxoffice hopes and is
winding up a highly profitable run
here. Okay $3,500 in 5 days. Last
week, $5,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$l)—
"Helen of Troy” (WB). Big $13,000.
Last week, "Hell on Frisco Bay”
(WB). $9,000.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800;
85-$l)—"Benny Goodman Story”
(U).
Well exploited „ and adver¬
tised and helped because Steve
Allen’s "Tonight” comes through
here five nights a week.
Should
finish with terrific $16,500.
Last
week,- “There’s Always Tomorrow”
(U). $5,000.
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)—
Last
Command”
(Rep)
and
Twinkle in God’s Eye” (Rep).
Satisfactory $4,000.
Last week,
"Marauders” (M-G) and "Scarlet
Coat” (M-G) split with "Top of
World” (UA) and "Snow World”
(UA), $4,500..
State (Par) (2,300; 85-$l)—"Last
Frontier’ (Col).
Slender . $5,000.
Last week. "Bottom of Bottle”
(20th), $6,500.
World (Mann) (400; 75-$1.20)—
"Golden Ann” (UA) (2d wk). Not
as boff as hoped for but still
plenty rugged at strong $8,000.
Last week,- $7,900.

. Los Angelos, Feb. 14. -<
Estimated Total Gross
This Week .$2,732,200
Holiday boosted weekend mati¬
(Based on 24 cities and 239
nee trade here but few of new pix
theatres, chief:y first runs, inregistered standout trade
even
with aid of school being out. How¬
eluding N. Y.)
Estimated Total Gross
?
ever, "Trouble With Harry” at Fine
Total Gross Same Week
This Week.$585,600
Arts looks hearty $9,000.
Last Year... .$2,656,800
(Based
on
22
theatres.)
Forever Darling,” while only fair
(Based on 24 cities and 228
Last Year ..$494,800
$18,500 in two firstruns, expects
theatres.)
(Based
on
21
theatres.)
$53,500 in three nabes and six
ozoners. "Littlest Outlaw” is light
$16,000 in three theatres while
"Lone Ranger” looks slow $14,500
in three locations.
"I’ll
Cry Tomorrow,”
"Okla¬
homa,” and "Cinerama Holiday”
still are big grossers among extended7runs, with current weeks’
prospects ahead of previous
frames.
Baltimore, Feb. 14,
Estimates for This Week
Philadelphia, Feb. 14.
Despite current transit strike,
Balmy weather over weekend
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50)
there
are
some
solid grossers on
—"Trouble With Harry”
(Par). holiday kited grosses for bluechip
inland here this week.
“Benny
Hearty $9,000.
Last week, "Lit- pix such as "I’ll Cry Tomorrow,”
Goodman Story” is particularly
"Rose
Tattoo”
and
"Golden
Arm.”
tlest Outlaw” (BY) (7th wk-3 days;,
big at the Century, best at house
"Court Jester” slipped in second
$1,500.
in months. "Rose Tattoo” looms
Orpheum (Metropolitan) (2,213; round at Midtown to fairish figure.
fancy at the New.
"Ransom” is
80-$1.50) — "Track Man Down” "Lone Ranger,” lone newcomer, is
okay at the Town. Second week of
(Rep) with Perez Prado heading smash at the Goldman. "Benny
"Helen
of
Troy”
is
fairish at
stage-bill.
So-so $15,000.
Last Goodman Story” shapes solid in
Stanley.
first holdover session at Stanley.
week, reissues.
"Littlest
Outlaw”
looms
stout
in
Estimates
for
This
Week
State,
Pantages
(UATC-RKO)
(2,404; 2,812; 90-$ 1.50)—"Forever second Trans-Lux World week.
Century (Frlichtman) (3,000; 50Estimates for This Week
Darling” (M-G) and "Naked Sea”
$1.25)—"Benny Goodman Story”
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-$1.80)—
(RKO). , Fair $18,500. Last week,
(U). Best here in months with a
"Ransom” (M-G) and “Bride of "Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (3d wk).
smash $20,000 or better. Last
Terrific
$23,000.
Last
week,
Monster” (Indie) (2d wk), $9,000.
week, "Bottom of Bottle” (20th)
Hillstreet, Iris, Uptown (RKO- $27,500.
(2d wk), $5,000.
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
FWC) (2,752; 816; 1,715; 80-$1.50)
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50-$l)
—"Littlest Outlaw” (BV).
Light "Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (52d |
—"The Bed” (Indie) (4th wk). Mild
Cincinnati, Feb. 14.
wk).
Fine $12,700.
Last week,
$16,000. Last week, in units.
Middle-of-road returns at majipr $2,500 following $3,000 in third.
$
12
,
000
.
Los Angeles, Hollywood, Wiltem
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
stands this week shape for a solid
Fox (20th) (2,250; 90-$1.49) — session, with holdovers matching 50^$1.25)—-"Guys And Dolls” (M-G)
(FWC-SW) (2,097; 756; 2,344; 90$1.50)—"Lone. Ranger” (WB) and "Bottom of Bottle” (20th) (2d wk). many of the new bills. "Ransom” (8th wk).
Moderate $6,500 after
•’Blowing Wild” 4WB) (reissue). Fair $12,000. Last week, $11,000.
at the Palace and "Deep Blue Sea” $7,500 in seventh.
Goldman (Goldtnan) (1,250; 65- at the Grand are the starters, both
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$l)—
Slow $14,500.. Last week, L. A.,
Ranger”
(WB). rated good. "Guys and Dolls” is "Diabolique” (UMPO) -(m.o.) (2d
Hollywood with Uptown, "Three $1.35) — "Lone
Bad Sisters” (UA) and "Storm Socko $15,000. Last week, "Hell shaping for an increase in eighth wk). Pleasing $3,000 after $3,500
Frisco Bay” (WB) (2d wk), $10,000. week at Keith’s likely because of opener.
Fear” (UA), $15,600.
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 99-$1.49) notice of approaching final stanza.
^Downtown Paramount, New Fox,
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)—
Ritz, Loyola (ABPT-FWC) (3,300; —"Helen of Troy” (WB) (3d wk). "Helen of Troy” is okay in. second ’Shack Out On 101” (AA). Starts
965; 1,363; 1,248; 90-$ 1.50)—"Bot¬ Trim $18,000. Last week, $24,000. Albee round. "Cinerama Holiday” tomorrow (Wed.). Second week of
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 75- in 34th frame has an extra holiday "At Gunpoint” (AA) was mild
tom of Bottle” (20th) and "Let's
$3,000.
Make Up” (UA) (2d wk).
Light $j.49) — "Court Jester” (Par) (2d showing for a biz booster.
wk). Fairish $10,500^ Last week,
New (Fruchtman)
(1,600;
50$16,000.
Last week, $21,400.
Estimates for This Week
Warner Downtown, Vogue (SW- $18,000.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.25)— $1.25)—"Rose Tattoo” (Par). Tor¬
Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; 99Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d wk). rid $15,000.' Last week, "There’s
FWC) (1,757; 885; 90-$1.50)—"All
Heaven Allows” (U) and "Red $1.80) — "Guys and Dolls,” (M-G) Okay $9,500 after sock $18,500 Always Tomorrow” (U), $5,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 30-$1.25)—
Sundown” (U) (2d wk). Mild $16,- (14th wk). Tapering to $10,000. preem.
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.) (1.- "Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d wk).
000.
Last week, with Wiltem, Last week, $13,500.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)— 376; $1.20-$2.65)—"Cinerama Holi¬ Fairish $8,500 following $11,500
$19,800.
Extra opener.
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1- "Benny Goodman Story” (U) (2d day'’ (Indie) (34th wk).
Solid $20,000. Last week, holiday matinee lifting this to
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 35-$l)
$1.80)—"Helen of Troy” (WB) (3d wk).
great $18,000. Last week, $15,500. —"Forever Darling” (M-G). Opens
wk). .Fair $11,000 or near. Last $22,000.
Toronto, Feb. 14.
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)—
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$l)— tomorrow
(Wed.).
Last
week,
week, $13,600.
On tele appearances plugging
Deep Blue Sea” (20th) and "Sud¬ "Ransom” (M-G), nice $7,500.
Chinese (FWC) (1.908; $l-$2)— "Golden Arm” (UA) (4th wk).
"Forever Darling,” this pic is off
All - right
"Lieut. Wore Skirts” <20th) (5th Smart $15,000. Last week, $17,000. den Danger” (AA).
to a big start but probably will be
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 90-$1.49) $7,500. Last week, "Target Zero”
wk-6 days).
Slim $6,000.
Last
to go beyond second stanza. It is
—"Sheep Has . Five Legs” (Indie) (WB) and "Toughest Man Alive”
top newcomer, with "Bottom of
week, $7,300.
Fox
Beverly
(FWC)
(1.334; (2d wk). Good $5,000. Last week, (AA), $7,800.
.
Bottle” rated light. Big holdovers
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.50)—
• $1.5(P$1.75)—“Golden Arm” (UA) $6,000.
include
"Guys . and Dolls,”- in
Trans-Lux, (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) "Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (8th wk).
(7th wk). Okay $7,500. Last week,
eighth frame, and "All That Heaven.
— "Rose Tattoo” (Par) (3d wk). Notice of run’s windup date spurt¬
Allows” still rousing . in fourth
$8,000.
$15,000.
Last
week, ing traffic to solid $9,500.
Last
stanza.
"Trouble with Harry” is
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1.25- Sockeroo
week, $9,000. "Picnic” (Col) opens
aJso nice in third stanza. Reissue
$1.80)—"Cry Tomorrow”’
(M-G) $16,000.
Detroit, Feb. 14.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49)— Feb. 22.
of "Camille” is also stout in arty
(8th wk).
Hefty $10,000. Last
Downtown
deluxers
are
experi¬
"All Heaven Allows” (U) (5th wk).
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$l)—
International.
week, $9,500.
encing an upbeat in biz this week
“Ransom” (M-G). Good $10,000 or
Warner Beverly (WS) (1,612; $1- •Trim $8,000, Last' week, $9,500.
Estimates for This Week
Trans-Lux World iT-L) (604; 9
near. Last week, "Lone Ranger” with "Helen of Troy” top new¬
$175)—"Rose Tattoo” (Par) (9th
Christie, Hyland (Rank) (877;
comer
at
the
Michigan.
"Lawless
wk).
Nice $7,200.
Last week, $1.50)—"Littlest Oulaw” (BV) (2d (WB), 4 days,’ and "Battle Cry”
1.357;
75-$l)—"Value for Money”
wk). Solid $6,000, all on weekends. (WB) and "East of Eden”. (WB) Street” looks, good at the I*alms. (Rank).
Fair $7,000.
Last week,
$7,700.
“Three Bad Sisters” is only so-so
$9,000.
Hollywood
Paramount
(F&M) Last week, $7,000.
“The
Prisoner”
(Col)
(2d wk),
at
Broadway - Capitol.
"Benny
(1,430; $1.25-$1.80)—“Guys, Dolls”
Goodman Story” holds smash in $5,500.
(M-G) (12th wk). Good $13,500.
Colony,
Danforth,
Fairlawn,
second round at the Madison.
Last week, $15,000.
"Cinerama Holiday” is socko in Humber (Rank) (838; 1,330; 1,165;
Egyptian, United Artists (UATC)
1.203: 75-$l)—"Woman for Joe”
53d week at Music Hall.
(1,411; 1,242; $1.10-$2.75V—"Okla¬
(Rank). Oke $11,500. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
homa” (Magna) (13th wk at Egyp¬
"Woman Scorned” (Col), $8,000.
tian, 8th at UA). Strong $54,000.
Fox
(Fox-Detroit)
(5,000; $1- Downtown, Glendal*. Scarborough,
Last week, $53,200.
$1,25)-—"Bottom of Bottle” (20th) State Westwood (Taylor) U.059:
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1.364;
and "Bobby Ware Missing” (AA) 995; 684: 695; 994; 40-75)—"Last
(Indie) (14th wk). Into current ses¬
(2d wk). Slow $13,000.’ Last week, Command” (Rep) and "Twinkle in
sion Sunday . (12) after fancy $40,Pittsburgh, Feb. 14.
I "Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (2d wk). $16,000.
God’s Eye” (Reo). Good $12,000 or
500 last week.
Although "Forever Darling” is Still big although considerably
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000; close. Last week, "Jvan” (IFD) and
lone new picture in Golden Trian¬ down from sensational opener. $1-$1.25)—"Helen of Troy” (WB). "Shack Out On 101” (AA), same.
gle, this Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz Heading for $20,000 on holdover. Launching plenty of ships at $32,Eelinton, University (FP) (1.080;
starrer isn’t doing so well at Penn. Last week, $26,000; Stays on.
000. Last week, "There’s AlwaysJ 1.556: 60-$l)—"Trouble With Har¬
No doubt entry of “Guys and
irrftw” (U) and
arw-1 "Second
‘‘Connnfl Great¬
nnoot. ry” (Par) (3d wk). Holding ..well at
Penn
(UA)
(3,300;
65-$U— Tomorrow”
Dolls” at Nixon, ordinarily a legit "Forever Darling” (M-G). Single
est Sex” (U) $12,000 in 5-day sec¬ nice $12,000. Last week, $15;500.
house, is taking something away new picture and was figured to do ond week.
Imnerial (FP) (3,344: 60-$ D—
Providence, Feb. 14.
from regular first-run sites. It’s better than $13,000 that’s in sight.
“Bottom of Bottle” (20th). Light
Palms (UD) (2,961; $1-$1.25) —
No complaints hereabouts since smash in second stanza. "Benny Indifferent notices possibly coun¬
$12,000. Last week, "Helen, of
all stands are doing very well. Goodman Story” at Harris is the teracted personals of Lucille Ball "Lawless Street” f Col) -and "Bring Troy” (WB) (2d wk), $13,000.
Strand, lone house with change best of the holdovers on the an]d Desi Arnaz here a week ago. Smile Along” (Rep). Good $15,000.
International (Taylor) (557;‘ 50of bill, is solid with reissue com¬ strength of big weekend biz, and Last week, "Court Jester” (Par) Last week, "Hell on Frisco Bay” 85)—"Camille”
(M-G)
(reissue).
(WB) and "Vanishing American”
bo, "East of Eden” and “Battle will stick again.
Big $4,500.
Last week. "Julius
fell off after big start supplied by (Rep) (2d wk), $16,000.
Cry.” RKO Albee is in its fourth
Estimates for This Week
Caesar” (M-G) (2d wk), first popDanny Kaye’A opening day stage
week with "Guys and Dolls.” State
Fulton (Shea) (1.700; 65-$l)— personal and came in with $16;000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1-$1.25)— scale run, $3,000.
and Majestic are' in their second "Lieut. Wore Skirts” (20th) (2d Not bad but management hesitated “Benny Goodman Story” (U) (2d
Loew’s (Loew) (2.096; 60-$U—
fram*j with "Man With Golden wk). Got a reprieve at last minute to hold when decline set in fast wk). Lofty $19,000.
Last week, "Forever Darling” (M-G). Big S16,Arm” and "Helen of Troy.”
when trade picked up some, but down the stretch.
$23,000.
- 000. Last- week, “Diane” (M-G),
Estimates for This Week
will be lucky to do NSH $6,000.
Broad way-Capitol (UD) (3,500; $8,500.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-$l)—
Albee (RKOi (2.200; 90-$1.50) Last week, $8,000.
$1-$1.25)—“Three
Bad
Sisters”
Odeon (Rank) (2,318: $1-$1.75)-—"Guys and Dolls” (M-G> (4th
Guild
(Green)
500;
65-$l)— "Man Who Loved Redheads” (UA) (UA) and "Postmark for Danger” “Guvs and Dolls” (M-G) (8th wk).
(2d
wk).
Holding
up
very
well
at
■wk). Nice $12,000 after $14,000 in "Sheep Has 5 Legs” (UMPO) (8th(RKO).
So-so
$13,000.
Last
week, Holding good at $15,000. Last
$2,800. Last week, $3,000.
final
wk).
Finale
for
smash
run
third.
"Inside Detroit” (Col) and "Fury week, $19,000.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 75-$1.25) at Gunsight Pass” (Col), same.
Majestic (Fay) (2.200; 70-$D— looks
like $1,300.
Last week,
Shea’s
(FP)
(2.373;
60-$l\-—"Helen of Troy” (WB) (3d wk).
"Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d wki. Big $1,600.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1-$1.25) “Court-Martial Billy Mitchell
Staying
6
days
on
latest
h.o.
and
$10,000
or
near.
First
week,
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 75-$1.10)
—"Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (12th (WB) (2d wk). Nice $9,000. Last
—"Benny Goodman Story” (U) (2d should hit barely okay $8,000. Last wk). Steady $11,500. Last week, week, $12,000.
-$16,000.
State (Loew)
(3,200;
65-90)— wk). Strong second weekend will week, $13,000.
$12,600.
Towne (Taylor) (693; 60-$ 1>"Golden Arm” (UA) *2d wk). Okay insure at least $11,000, great;
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.40)
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc¬ “Naked Sea” (RKO). So-so $4,000.
$11,000. First was $20,000.
enough to stay again. Picture’s do¬ —"Cinerama Holiday” -(Indie) (53d tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)— "Cin¬ Last week. "African Lion” (Bv)
Strand (Silverman) <2,200; 50-80) ing particularly well here In view wk). Continuing to in.ch up as end erama Holiday” (Indie) (53rd wk).
(7th wk), $3,500.
—"East of Eden” (WB) and "Bat¬ of fact that Steve Allen’s tv pro¬ of run approaches. Ballyhoo if 1st Socko $19,400. Last week, $19,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2.743: 60-$1)-7
tle Cry” (WB) (reissues).
Peppy gram doesn’t come through Pitt. anni and closing date combined to
Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.25) — "I "All That Heaven Allows” <G' (4th
$8,000. Last week, "Trouble With Last week. $14,000.
spur group sales, big $12,500. Last Am Camera” (DCA) (7th wk). wk). Holding at staunch $10,000.
Harry” (Par), $5,000.
Nixon (Rubin) (1,700; 90-$1.50)— week, $11,500.
Snappy $4,700. Last week, $5,500. Last week, same.

Broadway

Hanger’ Loud 1%
Philly; ‘Arm’ Same

‘Goodman’ Big 20G.
Balto; ‘Rose’ 15G

‘Ransom’Good 10G,
Cincy; ‘Helen’ S*$G

‘Darling’ Dandy $16,000,
Toronto; ‘Bottle’ Light
12G, ‘Heaven’ 10G, 4th

‘Helen’ Rousing $32,000,
Det,; ‘Street’ Neat 15G,
‘Goodman’ Hep 19G, 2d

Darling NSH $13,#00, Pitt; ‘Dolls’
Huge 20G, ‘Goodman Socko 11G, 2d

P

‘Helen’Torrid $10,000,
Prov.; ‘Arm’ Okay 11G
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Snowstorm Clips Chi Biz; ‘Skirts
Bright $24,500, ‘Ranger Fast19G
‘Goodman’ 39G, 2d, ‘Arm’ 20G, 7th
Chicago!, Feb. 14.
Loop
biz
is
holding
nicely
despite a very big snowfall Satur¬
day night which cut in somewhat.
Holiday weekend proved helpful.
“Lieut. Wore Skirts” should get
a bright $24,500 at the Oriental.
“Lone Ranger” and “Crooked Web”
combo heads for big $19,000 at the
Roosevelt.
“Night My Number
Came Up” is doing wow $11,000
also in first at the Esquire.
At the Chicago, “Benny Good¬
man Story” looms okay in second
stanza. “Desperate Hours” keeps
perking in same week at the Loop.
“Kismet” stays so-so in second at
the State-Lake. “Tennessee's Part¬
ner” and “Bengazi,” twin bill, con¬
tinues sturdy in second Grand
frame.
“Oklahoma” stays solid in sev¬
enth week at McVickers. “Man
With Golden Arm” holds nicely in
same session at the Woods. “I'll Cry
Tomorrow” is showing great stay¬
ing power in eighth round at the
United Artists. “Diabolique” is
still doing sturdy biz in eighth at
the Ziegfeld. “Cinerama Holiday”
looms lofty in 35th week at the
Palace.
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; B8-$1.25)
—•“Benny Goodman Story” (U) <2d
v/k).
Okay $38,000.
Last week,
$47,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400;
85-$l)—“Night My Number Came
Up” (Cont). Wow $11,000. Last
w eek, subsequent-run.
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$l)—
“Tennessee's Partner” (RKO) and
“Bengazi” (RKO) (2d wk). Nice
$7,000. Last week, $9,000.
Loop (Telem't) (606; 90-$1.25)—
'.‘Desperate Hours” (Par) (2d wk).
Hotsy $8,000. Last week. $12,000.
McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25$3)—“Oklahoma”
(Magna)
(7th
wk).
Nlffty $40,000. Last week,

$38,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 67-87)—
“Grapes of Wrath” (20th) and “To¬
bacco
Road”
(20th)
(reissues).
Sturdy $6.000., Last week, “Three
Musketeers” (M-G) and “Stratton
Story” (M-G) (reissues), $6,500.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
—“Lieut
Wore Skirts”
(20th».
Swell $24,500.
Last week, “Miss
Dove” (20th), $19,000.
Palace (fiitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (35th
wk).
Steady $33,700. Last week,
$33,500.
, Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—
“Lone Rang6r” (WB) and “Crooked
Web” (Col). Fat $19,000. Last week,
‘ilndian Fighter” (UA) and “Desert
Sands” (UA) (2d wk), $17,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (p,400; 65-98)
—“Kismet” (M-G) (2d wk). Thin
$20,000. Last week, $27,000.
: Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)—
“Wages of Fear” (DCA). Tall
$3,500. Last week; “Frisky” (DCA)
(2d wk), $2,800.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 6598)—“I'll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G)
(8th wk). Stout $17,500. Last week,
$18,000.
Woods
(Essaness)
(1,206;
98$1.25)—“Golden Arm” (UA) (7th
wk). Solid $20,000.
Last wreek,
$22,000.
World (Indie) (430; 08)—“Samu¬
rai” (FA). . Big $4,300. Last week,
“Return Don Camillo” (IFE) (4th
wk), $3,400.
•Ziegfeld (Davis) (430; 98)—“Diabolique” (UMPO) (8th wk). Plump
$7,100. Last week, $7,500.

‘Darling’ Bangup $9,000,
K.C.;‘Helen’Hefty 11G,
‘Outlaw’ Wham $14,000
Kansas City, Feb. 14.
Theatres took a buffeting from
the snow and cold last week, and
elements still effect trade in cur¬
rent session. Some strength is
showing throughout the lineup, and
biz is rated favorable considering
the season. “Littlest Outlaw” at
tlie Missouri, “Forever Darling” at
Roxy and “Helen of Troy” at Para¬
mount all shape potent. “Bottom
of Bottle” is barely okay at 4-house
Fox Midwest unit.
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fox Midwest) (1,050; 75)
--“Woman” (Indie) and “Shamed”
(Indie). From usual first subse¬
quent-run to 'first run for these
italo entries. Moderate $3,000. Last
"eek, subsequent-run.
Glen (Dickinson) (700; 75-$l)—
French
Touch”
(Indie).
Firm
$1,500, holds. Last week, “Lucrezia
Borgia” (4th"wk), $800.
^Midland (Loew) (3,500; 65-90)—
Golden Arm” (UA) (2d wk). Oke
(Continued on page 18)
..

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re¬
ported herewith from the vari¬
ous key cities, are net; i.e„
without usual tax.
Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in¬
come.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

‘Goodman’Smash
13G Leads Indpls.
Indianapolis, Feb. 14.
Biz is generally good at firstrun
situations here this stanza. Pace¬
setter is “Benny Goodman Story,”
smash at Keith’s. “Helen of Troy”
at Indiana is strong.
“Forever
Darling” looms nice at Loews.
Estimates for This Week
Circle'
(Cockrill-Dolle)
(2.800;
50-85)—“Trouble With Harry (Par)
and “To Catch ’Thief” (Par) (reis¬
sue). Mild $8,000. Last week, “Lone
Ranger” (WB) and “Target Zero”
(WB), $10,000.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-85^—
“Helen of Troy” (WB). Stout $11,000. Last week, “Hell On Frisco
Bay” (WB), $8,500.
Keith's (C-D) (1,300; 75-$1.10)
—“Benny Goodman Story” (U).
Smash $13,000. Last week, “Guys
and Dolls” (M-G) (7th wk-5 days),
$6,000.
Loew's (Loew) (2,427; 50-80)—
“Forever Darling” (M-G) ahd “It's
Dog's Life” (M-G). Fine $12,100.
Last week, “Diane” (M-G), $3,000
in 4 days.
' Lyric
(C-D)
(1,600;
50-75)—
“Hidden Guns”-(Rep) with Faron
Young in person onstage.
Hefty
$10,000.
Last
week,
“Uncon¬
quered” (Par) and “Jackpot” (In¬
die) (reissues), $5,000.
r

‘Bottle’ Trim $22,000,
Hub; ‘Arm’ Rugged 34G,
‘Goodman’ Hot 23G, 2d
Boston, Feb. 14.
Week
of holdovers
greeting
start of Lent here with only one
new arrival, “Bottom of Bottle,”
nice at Paramount and Fenway.
“Golden Arm” at State and Or¬
pheum te leading the city with a
hotsy
$34,000, take in second
frame. “Benny Goodman Story” is
big in second round at the Memor
rial. "Cinerama Holiday” is amaz¬
ing with a $22,000 in its 25th week.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; $1-$1.80)
—“Guys And DolliT*'(M-G) (14th
wk). Steady $10,000. Last week,
$11,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678;
90-$ 1.25) — “Othello” (Indie) (2d
wk).
Neat $4,500. Last week,
$4,000.
Cinerama
(Cinerama
Produc¬
tions) (1,354; $1.20-$2.65) — “Cine¬
rama Holiday” (Indie) (25th wk).
Fancy $22,000. Last week, ditto.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)—
“Prisoner” (Col) (4th wk);
Neat
$5,000. Last week, $6,500.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$U—
“Bottom of Bottle” (20th) and
"Hidden
Guns”
(Indie).
Oke
$8,000. Last week, “Trouble With
Harry” (Par) and “The 49ers” (In¬
die), $6,000.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
—"I Am Camera” (DCA) (8th wk).
Bright $10,000. Last week, $12,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$l)—
“Benny Goodman Story” (U) (2d
wk). Torrid $23,000. Last week,
$25,000.
• Metropolitan (NET) (4*357; 60$D—“Helen of Troy” (WB) (3d
wk).
Slowing to $10,000.
Last
week, $18,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l)
“Bottom of Bottle” (20th) and
“Hidden. Guns” (Indie). Nice $14,000. Last week, “Trouble With
Harry” (Par) and “The 49ers” (In¬
die), $15,000.
Orpheum (Loew)’ (3,000; 60-$l)—
“Golden Arm” (UA) (2d wk). Sock
$20,000. Last week, $32,000.
State
(Loew)
(3,000;
60-$l)—
“Golden Arm” (UA) 2d wk). Boff
$14,000. Last week, $22,000, over
i hopes.

‘Jester’ Boff $15,000,
Denver; ‘Bottle’ 12G
Denver, Feb. 14.
“Court Jester” at the Denham
is topping the city, and will hold.
“Helen of Troy” shapes very
strong in second Centre stanza. It
continues.
“Forever . Darling” is
rated fairly good at Orpheum
while “Bottom of Bottle” looms
just okay at the Denver.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 60-85)—
“Deep Blue Sea” (20th) (2d wk).
Fair $2,000. Last week, $3,000.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$ D—
“Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d wk).
Fancy $14,000.
Stays on.
Last
week, $24,000,
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 60-$l)
-“Court
Jester”
(Par).
Lofty
$15,000.
Holding.
Last
week,
“Trouble With Harry” (Par) (3d
wk), $7,000.
Denver'(Fox) (2.525; 60-$l)—
“Bottom of Bottle” (20th) and
"Duel On Mississippi” (Col).. Bare¬
ly okay with $12,000. Last week,
“At - Gunpoint” (AA) and “Shack
Out on 101" (AA) $12,000.
Esquire
(Fox)
(742; .75-$!)—
“Diabolique” (UMPO)
(2d wk).
Sock $3,000. Continues. Last week,
$4,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 60-$l)—
“Forever
Darling”
(M-G)
and
“Toughest Man Alive” (AA). Fair¬
ly good $10,006 or under. Last
week, “Ransom” (M-G) and “Paris
Follies 1956” (AA), $8,000.
Paramount
(Wolfberg)
(2,200;
60-$l)—“Golden Arm” (UA) (2d
wk). Sturdy $14,000. Last week,
$30,000.

PICTURE GROSSES

*

Gotham Gayer; ‘Darling’ Cozy 26G,
Vaude-‘Sex Snappy 25G,‘Ranger’24G,
‘Fantasia’ Fancy 22G, ‘Jester’ 55G 2d

Long holiday weekend, with view of “Ranger” helping con-,
Lincoln’s Birthday being observed siderably.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95as a holiday for many on Monday
(13), IS giving Broadway film busi¬ $1.80)—“Fantasia” (BV) (reissue)
First week concluded
ness a lift all along the line this (2d wk).
session.
Many firstrun theatres Monday (13) was terrific $22,000.,
were hurt Saturday by the all-day: biggest yet for any reissue qt this
rain but launching of five new bills house. This resumes firstrun policy
partly counteracted this. And mild, here.
bright weather Sunday and Mon¬
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 5G-$1.60)—
day brought, a nice upbeat. Some “Second Greatest Sex” (U) and
houses are even topping last week's vaudeville.
Week ending tom or-.
trade.
row (Thurs.) looks to land socko
“Lone Ranger,” which was aided $25,000. Last week, “At Gunpoint”
by personals of Clayton Moore, (AA) plus vaude, $19,500.
star of pic, Monday and yesterday
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; $1(Tues.) looks to hit nice $24,000 $2)—“Court Jester” (Par) (3d wk).
at Mayfair.
“Forever Darling.” Second frame finished last night
which received a great boost from (Tues.) held at smash $55,000.
personals by Lucille Ball and Desi First was $67,000. Stays indef.
Arnaz on opening day, is heading
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90for fairly nice $26,000 at the Slate. $1.80)—“Letters From My Wind¬
“3 Bad Sisters” shapes okay $8,000 mill” (Indie) (9th wk).
Eighth
at the Globe. “Lease of Life” round ended Sunday (12) was okay
looks like fine $8,000 opening week $9,500 after $10,000 in seventh.
at the Little Carnegie.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
Perhaps standout of newcomers fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75)—"I’ll Cry
are “Second Greatest Sex” and Tomorrow” (M-G) and stageshow
“Fantasia.” Former with vaude
(5th-flnal wk), Fihai session end¬
looks to land a smash $25,000 at ing today (Wed.) looks like good
the Palace while the Disney oldie
$130,000, with a real lift from
hit a terrific $22,000 opening stanza
Lincoln’s Birthday.
Fourth was
at the Normandie.
$123,500. “Picnic” (Col) opens to¬
* Second session of “Court Jester” morrow (Thurs.).
held With socko $55,000 in second
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$3.50)
•week at the Paramount and, of —“Oklahoma” (Magna) (18th wk).
course,
stays
on.
“Bottom
of Current stanza concluding today
Bottle” with “Rock-'n’-Roll” ice (Wed.) likely will land great $38.revue, onstage looks mild $44,000
000. Last week was $34,000. Stays
for 8-day second frame at the Roxy
Got in extra shows over the
despite a big Sunday and nice
weekend.
Monday. “Carousel” opens with
Plaza (Brecker) (556; $1.50-$1.80)
benefit tomorrow (Thurs.) night.
—“The Prisoner” (Col) (10th wk).
San . Francisco, Feb. 14.
The Music Hall, with “I'll Cry
Film biz at fif-struns is spotty Tomorrow” and stageshow. is land¬ Ninth week finished Friday (10)
here this round. However, there ing the biggest coin total, a triin was nice $5,600 after $6,400 in
are several bright spots. "Forever $130,000 being probable for final. eighth week. Stays.
Darling” shapes okay at the War- (5th) round. “Picnic” preems to¬
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65field while “Battle Stations” is morrow (Thurs,).
$2.40)—“Bottom of Bottle” (20th)
rated good at Paramount. "3 Bad
with "Rock-n-Roll” ice revue on¬
“Rose Tattoo” pushed ahead of stage (2d-final wk). Going 8 da>s
Sisters” is lightweight at the Fox.
"Benny Goodman Story” looms the previous session with $25,000 this session to open "Carousel”
trim in second Golden Gate stanza. in the* ninth week at the Astor. (20th) tomorrow (Thurs.) night.
Both “Helen of Troy” and “Golden “Helen of Troy” is holding with a Final week is likely to get mild
Arm” look solid in third sessions, big $30,000 or near in third stanza $44,000.
First was fair $53,000.
at the Criterion.
especially the latter.
“Carousel” opens with .benefit-in- .
Both “Oklahoma” at the Rivoli vitational predm Thursday (16)
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80- and “Cinerama Holiday” at the night, with regular run starting
$1)—“Benny Goodman Story” (U) Warner are pushing ahead of pre¬ Friday (17).
and “Dig That Uranium” (AA) (2d vious weeks’ totals in current
State (Loew) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—
wk). Trim $14,000 or near. Last frames. “Golden Arm” is heading "Forever Darling” (M-G). Initial
for a solid $22,000 in the present round winding today (Wed.) looks
week, $21,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— (9th) week at the Victoria
like fairly nice $26,000,. aided by
“3 Bad Sisters” (UA) and “Storm against $21,000 in the eighth.
personals
of
Lucille
Ball-Desi
Fear” (UA). Light $12,000 or less.
“Guys and Dolls” looks to get Arnaz in theatre lobby opening
Last week, “Bottom of Bottle” a good $29,000 in the 15th stanza day. Holds.
(20th)
and.
“Fighting
Chance” al the Capitol. It stays four days
Sutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.80)—
(Rep) (2d wk), $7,000 in 5 days*
of the 16th frame, with “Benny "Night My Number Came Up”
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-900— Goodman Story” opening on the (Cont) (9th wk). Eighth session
“Forever Darling” (M-G).
Oke night of Feb. 21. Regular run starts ended Sunday (13) was okay $6,$14,000.
Last ~week,
“Ransom” Feb. 22.
500 after $6,300 in seventh. "The
(M-G) (2d wkK $8,500.
Ladykillers” is set to open Feb. 20.
Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)—
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
“Battle Stations” (Col) and "Hous¬
$1-$1.50)—"Littlest Outlaw” (BV)
"Rose Tatoo” (Par)
(10th wk).
ton Story" (Col). Good $15,000.
(8th wk). Seventh stanza ended
Last week, “Hell on Frisco Bay” Ninth round concluded Monday Sunday (12) was okay $4,700 after
Eighth
(WB) and “Unholy Four” (Col) (2d (13) was smash $25,000.
$5,000 for sixth. "Doctor At Sea”
week, $24,000. Continues.
wk-5 days), $12,000.
(Rep) preems Feb. 29.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50(550; $1.25-$l.80 >—“Lease of Life” $2)—"Golden Arm” (UA) (9th wk).
(Continued on page 18)
(IFE).
First week ending today
Present week finishing tomorrow
(Wed.) looks to hit fine $8,000,
(Thurs.) is heading for solid $22,Holds.
000. Eighth was $21,000. Stays on,
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1-$1.25at this gait.
$1.50)—“Adorable
Creatures"
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
(Cont)
(6th wk).
Fifth round
$1.20-$3.30)—"Cinerama Holiday”
ended Monday (13) held at big
(Indie) (54th wk). The 53d stanza
$8,000, same as fourth week.
Buffalo, Feb. 14.
ended Saturday (11) pushed to
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
City is nearly 100% holdover
great $49',500, being first week in
this stanza. “Littlest Outlaw” at —“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (15th second year at house.
Current
wk).
Present
stanza
winding
to¬
Century looks trim while “There's
(54th) round looks to climb higher
Always Tomorrow” is rated strong morrow (Thurs.) is heading for with some added shows. The 52d
The 14th
at Lafayette. “Cinerama Holiday” solid $29,000 or near.
week was $47,800. "7 Wonders of
still is socko in second round at week was $30,000. “Benny Good World”
(Indie) opens here in
the Teck. “Court Jester” shapes man Story” (U) opens the night of April.
.
Feb.
21,
with
regular
run
starting
neat in second Paramount week
and “Helen of Troy” is tall in third Washington's birthday (22).
Criterion
(Moss)
(1,700;
75-$2.20>
Center session.
—“Helen of Troy” (WB) (3d wk)
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85) — Current session ending today
“Golden Arm” (UA) (3d wk). Fair (Wed.) likely will hit sturdy $30,Con¬
$8,000 in 4 days.
Last week, 000. Second week, $38,000.
tinues.
$16,000.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 60-80)—
Louisville, Feb.. 14.
“Court Jester” (Par) and “Semi¬ —"Diabolique” (UMPO) (13th wk)
Strong lineup of product here
nole Uprising” (Col) (2d wk). Neat The 12th round, ended Monday (13)
was socko $11,300 after $11,000 in this week headed by “Helen of
$11,000. Last week, $15,000.
Troy” at the Mary Anderson, which
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-$l> — 11th.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50> is terrific at this smaller-sized
“Helen of Troy” (WB) (3d wk).
First House. State, with “Forever Dar¬
Tall $10,500. Last week, $13,500. —"3 Bad Sisters" (UA).
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)— week ending Friday (17* is heading ling,” is very moderate. “There's
In Always Tomorrow” at the Ken¬
“There's Always 'Tomorrow” (U) for okay $8,000 or close.
“Guys and
and “City of Shadows” (U>. Strong ahead, "Ransom” (M-G» (2d wk.-ll tucky shapes nice.
$10,000.
Last
week,
“Houston days), $12,600, aided by preview of Dolls” at the Brown looms nice
and "Benny Goodman Story” at
Story” (Col) and “Inside Detroit” "Sisters.”
Rialto okay, both in second rounds.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-51.75)
(Col), $9,000.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Buhawk) (3.000; 60-85) "Golden Demon” (Indie) (3d wk).
Brown
(Fourth
Ave.-United
First
holdover
stanza
ended
Sun¬
— “Littlest Outlaw” (BV>. Trim
Artists)
f 1.200; $1-$1.35>—“Guys
$14,000. Last week, “Day World day (12) was good $6,500 after
and Dolls” <M-G) (2d wk). drizzly
Ended” (ARC) and “Phantom '10,? $9,500 opening week.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80) weekend weather held this one
000 Leagues” (ARC), $12,000.
Initial down, likely sluggish $9,000. Last
Teck (Cinema Products) (1,200: —“Lone Ranger” (WB).
session
finishing tomorrow (Thurs.) week (2d) almost on par with
Sl.20-S2.40) — “Cinerama Holiday”
opener, good $13,000.
(Indie) (2d wk).
Nifty $14,000. looks to reach fast $24,000, being
Kentucky iSwitow' 11,100; 65-85)
helped by personals of "Lone Ran¬
Last week, $14,500.
—"There’s Always Tomorrow" (u)
ger”.
character
Monday
and
yester¬
• Cinema (Cohen) (450; 90-$1.50)
and "Dig That Uranium” (Ren),
‘— “Guys and Dolls”, (M-G) (7th day (Tues). Holds. In ahead, "In¬ pointing to nice $7,000. Last week,
. wk).
Okay $6,000.
Last week, dian Fighter” (UA) (7th wk.-9
(Continued on page 18)
I days), $9,000, over hopes, with pre¬
l about same.

‘Battle’ OK 15G,
Frisco; ‘Arm’ 13G

‘ALWAYS’ LUSH $10,000,
BUFF.;‘HOLIDAY’ 14G

‘Helen’ Mighty $10,000,
L’ville; ‘Tomorrow’ Tall
$7,000, ‘Goodman’ 9G, 2d

PICTURES
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Key Houses in N.Y. Neighborhoods
Grossing $20,000430,00ft Weekly;
Studied Vis-a-Vis 'Downtown’
. Although there is some general-*
ized moaning about the decline of
business in neighborhood theatres,
there are certain key houses, es¬
pecially those with first nabe runs,
which are doing better business
Buena Vista, Disney Productions
than piany downtown houses. This
subsidiary,
is now
is particularly the case in the N.Y. distribution
metropolitan area where key the¬ fashioning its exec personnel setup
atres in the Loew’s and RKO along divided-territory major com¬
chains are racking up $20,000 to pany lines with the appointment
of James O’Gara as eastern and
over $30,000 weekly grosses.
On the basis of the returns from Canadian division head and Jesse
these houses, it appears obvious Chinich as western chief.
Formerly homeoffice sales super¬
that the filmi-going habit has not
completely
disappeared
despite visors, both will work directly
the high rate of television satura¬ under Irving Ludvig, domestic
tion in these local areas. To be sales manager.
sure, the business is a weekend
business, with the Friday to Sun- ,
day period being responsible for
75% of the weekly take.
The results have convinced chain
operators that the public is still
looking for a chance to get out of
the house and the weekend period
appears to be the best for the fam¬
ily trade in the nabes. Long lines
on Friday and Saturday nights and . Arthur M. Loew, president of
Sunday afternoons are not uncom¬ Loew’s Inc., personally scotched
mon in some nabe areas. Perhaps irumors concerning the status of
the most successful neighborhood Dore Schary as production head
operation in the Loew’s circuit is 1of the company. In a forthright*
the 3,953-seat Paradise Theatre in 1statement issued at the conclusion
the populous Fordham section of 'of the week-long Metro global
the Bronx. The area is a solid mid- 1sales conference on the Coast,
die class zone and the theatre is Loew stated flatly that there is no
located in the prime shopping area 1truth to the rumor that Schary is
which attracts customers from as jabout to sever his connection'with
far north as Westchester.
1the company. .
Similar sections in Brooklyn
“Dore Schary remains in his ex¬
and Queens and -even to some, ex- <ecutive: post,” Loew declared, “and
tent in Manhattan have served as 'I am
contemplating no
other
potent lures for film-goers. Of <changes in the executive person¬
course, the quality of the picture \nel. The studio is functioning in
is an important asset in the fluctu- \fine shape, it seems to me, and the
ation of the gross. However, the ]pictures about to be released will
take with an ordinary picture has 1be the best evidence of that fact.”
been surprising on many occasions
Loew noted that the rumors con¬
and. appears to indicate that a hard ,cerning Schary have been in effect
core of steady picture-goers con- since
,
Loew’s election as president
tinues to exist.
\of the company and that as long

Dory Schary Stays,
Sez Arthur Loew

Stagehands Demand Two
Jobs as Frisco House
Converts for 'Oklahoma’
San Francisco, Feb. 14.
AFL stagehands’ local here is
demanding two men per shift at
the 1250-seat nabe Coronet'vihen
“Oklahoma” opens Thursday (16).
So far, United California The¬
atres has resisted union’s pressure,
pointing to fact stagehands have
only one man a shift on “Okla¬
homa” in Los Angeles.
Union, in turn, cites Cinerama
at the downtown Orpheum here
with two men per shift and takes
this as precedent.
Arnold C. Childhouse, United
California’s treasurer, points out
“we never had any stagehands
there (at the Coronet) before . . .
we don’t have any work for them.”

$2,0(C000 BALLYHOO
SWINGING. TRAPEZE’
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
In excess of $1,500,000 already
has been committed for the adpub-exploitation campaign backing
Hecht-Lancaster’s “Trapeze,” ac¬
cording to George Glass, H-L exec.
He said the ultimate total will
reach at least $2,000,000, meaning
a new high for any United Artists
release.
Film was produced by
Harold Hill under the H-L banner
at a negative cost of $3,000,000,

‘St. Pat’s Battalion’ Lined
All Ways by Carl Krueger
Film producer Carl Krueger
appears going in all directions with
“St. Patrick’s Battalion,” Spanishlanguage novel by Patricia Cox.
He disclosed in New York that he
acquired the property for re-publicaJ.ion in English, as well as for
legit, screen and television adapta¬
tions. Miss Cox, a Mexican na¬
tional 'of Irish extraction, will
receive a participation in all ver¬
sions which materialize.
Krueger
is
in
Gotham
for
huddles with United Artists execs
on the release of his newest pic,
“Comanche.” He ‘ locationed the
Cinema Scope entry in and near
Durango. Mex., with Dana Andrews
in the lead.

as he was “indulging in the age-old
executive sport of making state¬
ments” he wanted to correct the
rumor. The prexy’s statement is
the first definite answer to a
whispering campaign — with some
of the whispers getting wide cir¬
culation in gossip columns —con¬
cerning Schary’s position with the
company.
Schary presently has a sevenyear contract with the company
which still has nearly two years to
go. Under the pact he receives
$200,000 a year, plus an option to
buy 100,000 shares of Loewis Inc.
stock at around $16 per share by‘
the time the first seven years ends.
At the end of the seven-year per¬
iod, in the event there is no exten¬
sion, Schary’s contract then calls
for. a firm nine-and-a-half year
span as production consultant- at
$100,000 annually.
Loew’s statement on Schary was
coupled with remarks relating to
the company’s upcoming produc¬
tion program. “In my opinion,”
said Loew, “as well as the opinion
of the various international rep¬
resentatives, the pictures we have
seen are commendable in every
way. In fact, I would venture to
say that they are the finest group
of M-G-M pictures in the com¬
pany’s history. This sounds like
typical showmanship exaggeration
but I suppose there is no way of
giving a superlative appreciation
without the use of superlatives.”
At the conclusion of the internar
tional conclave over the weekend,
Metro representatives from 38 dif¬
ferent countries headed back to
their home bases. Loew, sales
chief Charles M. Reagan and pubad topper Howard Dietz planed
back to New York.
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• Loews Optimism Ups Eyebrows
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^ Continued from page 3 saa;

Hirsch & Co. and Dreyfus & Co.,
other investment firms, are said to
be giving management the great¬
est prodding.
‘More Dead -Than Alive’
Interest of the investment firms
is based on the potential value of
the Loew’s stock which Arthur
Weisenberger & Co., a brokerage
firm, describes as a “worth more
dead than alive situation” in that
the stock has a $60 value in liqui¬
dation as compared with the cur¬
rent market price of 21%. Another
investment company,' Bear Spears
& Co., recently purchased a block
of stock for investment purposes.
A spokesman for Bear Spears said
the company is “not part of any
faction” but purchased ‘the stock
at this time “because we think it’s
a good buy at the present market
price.”
Loew’s management tends to dis¬
count the reports of 500,000 shares
allegedly held by the Dreyfus group
under the direction of customer’s
man Howard Stein, a kin of Music
Corp. of America’s topper Jules
Stein. A Loew’s spokesman placed
the Dreyfus holdings at 80,000
shares of which, he claimed, the
management already held proxies
for 50,000. MCA itself holds some
60,000 to 70,000 shares, belonging
to its pension fund, but these
shares, according to the Loew’s
spokesman, are already aligned
with management.
It’s an open Wall Street secret
that a dissident group held a meet¬
ing at which representatives of
some 15 brokerage houses were
present. The meeting, It’s said, was
sparked by Hirsch and Dreyfus
which sought to obtain support
from the other Wall St. firms. It’s
understood that the overall sup¬
port hoped for was not obtained.
Meanwhile,
many
personal
friends of board chairman Nicho¬
las M. Schenck, Arthur Loew, and
v.p. and treasurer Charles C.
Moskowitz are reported to be buy¬
ing blocks of shares which will
be voted in support of manage¬
ment. Nat Cummings, millionaire
food chain operator, is said to be
among this group. A Toronto mil¬
lionaire, also friendly to manage¬
ment, upped his holdings from
150,000 to 400,000 shares.
Goldstein Now’ Friendly?
The position of Judge Louis
.Goldstein, trustee of the Leon
Lowenstein Foundation, holder ot
some 35,000 shares, is also said to
have changed. Goldstein, regarded
as one of the sparkplugs of the
dissident group, was one of the
prime critics of management at
last year’s stockholders meeting.
However, following numerous talks
with Arthur Loew, Goldstein is re¬
ported, to have shifted to' manage-,
ment’s side. The attitude of attor¬
ney Saul Rbgers, who claimed to
represent a Wall St. group, is still
unclear. Rogers also sharply at¬
tacked management at last year’s
meet.
General opinion of Wall St. ob¬
servers is that the present Loew’s
team will emerge intact although it
may make one or two voluntary
changes on the board. Wall Street¬
ers, it’s said, are now inclined to
give the new prexy, Arthur Loew,
a chance to see what he can ac¬
complish durihg his first year at
the helm. The result will, in a
sense, be a truce, with the dissi¬
dent group and other dissatisfied
stockholders keeping a watchful
eye on management policies dur¬
ing 1956. The fact that the man¬
agement will walk into the Feb. 23
meeting with 65% to 70% of the
proxies is not itself conclusive
since the claims on the proxies
can be changed right up to the
voting time. It’s considered doubt¬
ful, however, that there will be a
proxy fight. There wasn’t enough
time for the dissident group to
organize a fight and under new
Securities & Exchange regulations,
aims on prexy solicitation must
be filed with the agency.

Touted As Buy
New Haven, Feb. 14.
Meanwhile, Wall St. firms are
Harry Shaw, manager of Loew’s
touting Loew’s stock as a good
Poli-New England division, hosted
speculative buy. Two companies—
regional press, radio, tv, and exBache & Co. and Wiesenberger—
hibs at a showing of the Cinemahave prepared reports on the com¬
Scope 55 at local Loew flagship last
pany
and advertised their avail¬
week (7).
ability in the financial section of
New process generated consider¬ the Sunday (12) N. Y. Times. Bache
able favorable reaction on se¬ said the shares “are now selling at
quences screened from “Carousel” half their post-war highs” and that
and “King and I.” An interesting it: feels that the stock appears
sidelight was the gist of compara¬ “speculatively attractive” in light
tive comment based on the fact of a number of expected “awaken¬
that the legit versions of both ing assets.”
musicals had their world preems
The Wiesenberger report “dis¬
at local Shubert.
cusses underlying assets poten-

Idea of Metro Grossing $100,000,000 in Foreign
Markets ‘In Near Future’ Excites Wonder
LOEW'S EARNINGS
First Quarter 5c But Sanguine for
25c Next Quarter
Loew’s Inc. earnings, a disap¬
pointing 5c per share* in the first
quarter of the current fiscal period
as -compared with 30c for the pre¬
vious year, are expected to climb
to 25c for the second quarter,
making the total for the 28-week
period ending in March at 30c per
share.
Improved earnings are due to
the better showing of pictures re¬
leased since November, including
“Guys and Dolls” and “I’ll Cry
Tomorrow.”
The earnings for the second
quarter a year ago were 35c per
share, with 64c per share the total
for the 28-week period ending
Mdrch 17, 1955.

Script Starting
Point To Save
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Economy begins, in the writing
department, according to produ• cer-director-writer Andrew Stone
whose $76,000 film, “The Night
Holds Terror,” was the sleeper of
1955-. It's a theory that is the
foundation of the so-called “Stone
Method” of economical production
which brought Stone a- new deal
with Doris Day and Marty Melcher on “Julie,” their initial in¬
dependent film venture.
.Budget control has to begin with
the story, Stone believes. “It is
impossible/’ he points out, “to con¬
trol budgets when the story mate¬
rial is purchased in the open mar¬
ket. Besides, this curtails the out¬
put of the original screenplay and
stifles the very thing our industry
is based on.”
“Terror,” which Columbia re¬
leased just ahead of Paramount’s
similarly themed “Desperate
Hours” last summer, was the cen¬
ter of an industry controversy at
that time. It was shot entirely on
location with a cast of unknowns
and even the sound was recorded
on location, a major departure in
feature film production.
“However,” Stone emphasizes,
“the major reason for shooting
with this method is not to save
money. It’s to get realism. In the
process, a skilled director can save
money if he has to.” .
Director said he intends to fol¬
low the same shooting technique
on “Julie” because “we can get a
much better impact than if we use
sets. Our unit is so streamlined
that we can shoot Miss Day, if
we have to, in a crowded depart¬
ment store in.Jwo hours. A major
studio unit would take a day just
to light the store.”
“Julie,” like “Terror,” is a Stone
original.

Re-Run 'Citizen Kane’
Cambridge, Feb. 14.
Brattle Theatre, off Harvard
Square, observed its third anni as
a film house this week with the
Hearst-boycotted “Citizen Kane”
(RKO) of a decade ago.
The film, not seen on Boston
screens across the river for more
than 10 years, opened Sunday (12)
for a week’s run.
tially worth three times the cur¬
rent market. pz’ice.” Wiesenberger
says that a proxy fight from the
floor is a possibility and that there
are reports that several groups
hold between 500,000 and 1,000,000
shares out of the total of 5,142,615
outstanding.
Wiesenberger bases its pitch on
the value of Loew’s library as a
potential for tv and also the value
of Loew’s real estate. Looking at
the company’s from the standpoint
of potential liquidation, Wiesen¬
berger says: “When the value of
the company’s film library and
real estate is looked at realistically
the buccaneers claim a real value
for Loew’s shares of about $60
each. ...”

Foreign managers of rival com¬
panies in Manhattan expressed
polite surprise last week over the
prediction of Arthur Loew, prez
of Loew’s Inc., that his company’s
foreign gross in the not-too-distant
future would hit the $100,000,000
mark.
“Maybe he has a secret weapon
stashed away somewhere,” com¬
mented one. “If not, I don’t see
how Loew’s is going to hit such
a level.”
It’s
understood
that
Loew’s
abroad, and particularly in Europe,
has intensified its practice of tak¬
ing over houses and guaranteeing
the exhibitor a profit. Since under
such an arrangement Loew’s takes
up to 75% of a theatre’s earnings
out as rentals, the paper gross is
bound to be high.
However, say observers, what if
there isn’t a profit? In other words,
how much of the gross has to be
plowed back and can’t show up as
profit?
Loew is on record as stating
that more than 50% of his com¬
pany’s total revenue now derives
from the foreign market. In com¬
parison to the other distrihs, that
is a very high percentage. Loew
has also stated that the company
in recent years has grossed $50,000,000 overseas.
Assuming that by “more than
50%” Loew means about 55%,
that would mean that the domestic
rentals of Metro run to no more
than $36,000,000. Since it is un¬
likely -that the domestic .market
can be increased very substantial¬
ly, a foreign gross of $100,000,000
would mean that the foreign mar¬
ket brings Loew’s more than two
thirds of its overall income, a ratio
which most observers consider un¬
satisfactory.
Foreign gross of $50,000,000 is
considered very good. In. 1956,
20th-Fox, for example, hit $53,(300,000, but with fewer theatre ad¬
vantages than Loew’s. Latter is
also extensively in the 16m busi¬
ness abroad.

Loew Execs to Miami
As First Hardtop House
Since Divorcement Opens
Miami, Feb: 14.
Loew’s Theatres will unveil its
new theatre, the Riviera in South
-Miami, tomorrow, night..(Wed.)
with a private preview of Colum¬
bia’s “Picnic.” House, a 1,300-seat
conventional hardtop,* is the first
regular theatre addition to the
chain since its divorcement from
the
production-distribution
com¬
pany.
It’s also Loew’s Theatre
first conventional house in Florida.
Circuit operates a drive-in in Jack¬
sonville.
Invited audience to the private
bow will include members of the
press, radio, tv, faculty beads of
the nearby Miami U, civic officials,
and industry executives.
Public
opening is set for Thursday (16)
with klieglight activities and the
150-piece Miami U. band.
The theatre will play pictures
day-and-date with the firstrun the¬
atres in Miami Beach and . down¬
town Miami. Marvin Reed, former
assistant manager of Loew’s Grand
in Atlanta, will manage the new
house.
The Riviera, one of the
few new theatres built in the U. S.
in recent years features the newest
developments in projection, sound,
seating, and airconditioning. It has
,a huge free parking lot and in
rainy weather patrons may wait *
for their cars in a covered loading
zone.
Joseph R. Vogel and John Mur-,
phy, president and vice president
of Loew’s Theatres, Harry Moscowitz of Loew’s construction depart¬
ment, pub-ad chief Ernie Emerling,
and publicist Jim Shanahan are in
Miami for the opening.

Heineman’s Field Huddles
Series of United Artists field
conferences concerning distribu¬
tion plans for the next four months
got underway in Chicago Friday
(10) with distribution v.p. William
J. Heineman handling the gavel.
Sessions also will focus on UA’s
current sales drive.

Wednesday, February 15, 1956
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ARGUE TV DOWNSELLS NEW PIX
Amusement Stock Quotations
(N*Y* Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Tuesday (14)
v
■
Net
Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly Tues.
Change
for week
Close
in 100s
Low
High
High Low
267/8
—1
25%
25%
33% 22% Am Br-Par Th 201
25%
—1%
24%
.2334
22% CBS “A” ... 69
32
2534
CBS
“B"
.
..
24
27
. 24
—i%
22%
31
223/s
23%
22%
27% 223/8 Col. Pix . . 25
— 4*
14%
. 147/s
14%
— %
1812 14% Decca . 69
—2%
76%
7834
7534
Eastman . Kdk 71
877/8 67
37/8
4
— %
33% EMI. 385.
4%
5%
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20%
— %
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24% 17% Loew’s . 786
8
8
Nat Thea. ... 149
8%
— %
8
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343/a
33%
33%
+ %
44% 30% Paramount .. 105
31%
— %
32%
Pfailco ..... 67
3034
43% 30
413/s
41%
43%
—1%
55% 3634 RCA .. 245
—
83/s
83/s
8%'
10% ' 67/a RKO Piets. . 48
9%
—1
9% 8% RKO Thea. . ( 323 ^ 1034
12
—
77%
8%
734
11% . 57% Republic .... 50
*
—
14%
14
3
15% 13% Rep., pfd. ...
163/8
16
16
— 3/8
22% 163% Stanley War.. 81
22%
22%
22%
— % •
29% 203/4 Storer .. 36
237/a
24%
23%
— %
31% 21% 20th-Fox .... 124
★
—■
2
27%
27%
Univ.
Pix
...
25%
31
*
—
78%
78
Univ. pfd. ...1100
78
91
21
302
—
%
20%
Warner
Bros.
21
22% 18%
—8
127
120
120
Zenith .. 23
142% H6
American Stock Exchange
47%
5
5%
— %
Allied Artists. 43
4
7%
1074
107/a
10%
— %
7
15%
934 Alld Art. pfd.
8%
87/a
8
.— %
17% . 8% Du Mont .... 84
— %
3
3%
3%
47/8
2% NatT Telefilm 10
27/8
3
3%
—%
234 Skiatron .... 95
8
117/8
— %■
11%
1134
16% 11% Technicolor . 89
*
3%
3%
8
3% Trans-Lux ..
—'
41/2
Over-the-Counter Securities
Ask
Bid
. 4% - -f 3s
Chesapeake Industries ..
—
1%
Cinerama Inc. ....
3.% • ~= '
Cinerama Prod; ...
—
7%
Du Mont Bdcast....
43s
— %
Guild Films ....
—•
2%
Official Films ... ......... 2
734'
834
— %
U. A. Theatres ................
38— %
Walt Disney ...

FILM EXPLfllTEER!SjSkiatron, Telemeter, Zenith Boycott
‘Snap Judgment’ Hearing by N. Y. C.
On FCC-Pending Home-Toll Issue

1955-’56..

f Actual Volume.
* No Trading Tues.

- i Quotations furnished by Dreyfus .« Co-1

Sindlinger Gives Data To Oklahoma Theatre
Owners Convention
By

PHIL DESSAUER

Oklahoma City, Feb. 14.
Picture industry’s “marriage”. to
television has been bumpy at the
boxoffice, according to surveys of
A1 Sindlinger, Philadelphia re¬
search specialist.
Reporting
to

convention

of

United Theatre Owners of Okla¬
homa, Sindlinger said when major
studios began putting film clips of
new pictures on home screens they
created ‘‘a new kind of competi¬
tion” for themselves and exhibi¬
tors across the country.
“I could list 25 pictures where
the grosses have been cut millions
of dollai's by television showings,”
he declared.
. . The public thinks
it’s wonderful to stay at home and'
see scenes of forthcoming movies
and decide which ones they don’t
Want to see.”
Last October brought an “unof¬
ficial announcement of the mar-4'
riage of television and the movies,”
Sindlinger recalled.-It also ushered*
in a decline of theatre grosses as
TV audiences began seeing Holly¬
wood-sponsored shots of movies in
their homes, he added.
“The rate of decline (at the boxoffice) was in direct proportion to
the number of people watching tel¬
evision produced by' movie pro¬
ducers,” he reported.
He cited figures from surveys in
counties of Texas and Oklahoma,
showing that where 5 of these tv
shows were available each week,
™£atre * business dropped 17 to
*0 r. Where only one or two pro¬
grams a week were available, the
?.lp at the boxoffice was only fracuonal, and where no tv was used
available theatre business showed
-p gain. •
He said some of the distributors
come to realize the bad effect
1 their tv trailers and the shows
3ie now on their way out.
t

Public Relations Value
Alone Saves Newsreels
If ft weren't for their unques¬
tioned value as a public relations
instrument for both the individual
companies and the industry as a
whole, several of the film outfits
probably would drop their news¬
reels tomorrow.
Newsreel biz, which has been
poor since .the war, has gotten
steadily worse during the past
year. This has resulted in what
one reel exec termed “cutthroat
competition,” with one outfit re¬
portedly selling reels for $4, far
below actual print cost.
What has saved some of the
newsreels is their tieup with tele¬
vision. 20th-Fox, for instance, in
conjunction with United Press, of¬
fers a daily reel and news service
to the stations.
Despite
frequent surveys
to
prove that the public actually en¬
joys seeing newsreels, many ex¬
hibitors have axed the reels as an
economy measure. The argument
in many cases is that the reels
can’t properly compete with tv.
By the time the news pictures
reach the theatre screens, they’ve
already been widely shown in the
homes and have lost their news
values.
One striking example of how the
newsreels have lost public favor
is the Virtual extinction of the
newsreel theatres. There are a cou¬
ple of them still operating in New
York, but the total throughout the
county runs to less than a dozen.
If the companies retain their
newsreels—and none that do so
without tv tieups manage to as
much as br,eak’ even—it is pri¬
marily because the reels constitute
what one exec termed “an ideal
public relations instrument.” It is
through the reels that the industry
can perform public services and
return some of the favors shown
it. In addition, many of the com¬
panies have been using their reels
quite openly as trailers

The motion picture industry’s use
of television, particularly the em¬
ployment of film clips, for the ex¬
ploitation and selling of feature
pictures is due- for a * complete
overhaul in the near future. Re¬
cent surveys as well as the ex¬
perience of individual film com¬
panies has convinced some film
executives that tv selling can be
harmful to the boxoffice.

‘New Faces Going Places’
Detroit, Feb. 14.
Kim Novak won first place,
and the late James Dean, was
runnerup, in the Detroit Free
Press “New Faces Going
Places” 1955 contest. Voting
were theatre managers and
employees toho gave prime
consideration to favoritism at
the boxoffice in casting their
ballots.
Previous winners were Jeff
Chandler., Piper Laurie, Mari¬
lyn Monroe, Jack Palance, •
Marge and Gower Champion,
and Grace Kelly,

The belief is i*apidly developing
that the use of video can serve
to “downsell” Hollywood’s mer¬
chandise. Universal, for one, is re¬
vising its policy regarding the em¬
ployment of television and is be¬
coming more selective in the use
of film material on television.
There is also a feeling in some
quarters that the extended use of
clips from 'upcoming pictures, a
procedure employed regularly by
the film' companies producing spe¬
cial shows for tv, is more harmful
than beneficial. Point is made that
the sequences presented are not
offered under the best auspices
and cannot convey the true enter¬
tainment value of the picture.
The full impact of color, spec¬
tacle, drama, comedy, or music
cannot be presented . adequately
through the medium of television,
it’s said. Asked one pub-ad execu¬
tive: “How can you make a come¬
dian look funny in a 20-second
scene?” Rather than inducing a
want-to-see qrge, it’s charged that
the use of clips frequently creates
a negative attitude and convinces
the viewer that the sample is suf¬
ficient enough reason to skip see¬
ing the picture at his local theatre.

Saturday’s Kids
Can Still Work
on Committees
’

Hollywood, Feb. 14.

Filmites, now that studios are on
a strict five-day week, should be
willing to give part of their Satur¬
days off to their industry, to thrash
out some of its problems and be¬
come.more conversant with its innerworkings, according to George
Sidney, prexy of the Screen Direc¬
tors Guild.

" Al Sindlinger, industry research
“The industry has done enough
specialist* last week told the United
for-us; Saturday is a perfect time
Theatre Owners of Oklahoma that
to meet and go over things,” he
Hollywood is creating a new kind
said.
of tv competition for itself and
Pointing out that heretofore it
for exhibitprs by feeding clips of
new pictures for tv viewing. It has always been difficult to hold
causes a situation, he pointed out, industry meetings, due to working
where the viewer in his living room problems which usually prohibited
is placed in a position of deciding everybody from being able to show
what pictures he doesn’t want to up at the same time, Sidney report¬
ed that he had the feeling that if
see.
all industry matters were held on
Reporting on the results of au¬
Saturdays there'd be no excuse for
dience interviews made over the
people not pitching in.
past year, Sindlinger noted that
“The Permanent Charities .is. a
when televiewers, could-watch the.
he
remarked.
five programs put on each week by good ' example,”
“They
like to meet Fridays at
the Hollywood producers there was
a drop of 17% . to 20% in local luncheon, and-discuss various mat¬
theatre business. In areas where ters, but that takes time. If you’re
only one or two of the Hollywood- a director, a writer, an actor, or
produced shows were seen, theatre someone else who is working, he
receipts fell off only 1% or 2%. simply can’t afford the time to re¬
In places where none of the pro¬ main for. the general discussion,
grams are seen, Sindlinger said frequently of vast importance.”
Sidney makes it clear that it is
theatre business picked up between
5% and 7%. “I could list 25 pic¬ not essential, in his view, to go to
tures,” he declared, “whose grosses Palm Springs every weekend. Palm
have been cut several millions by Springs Chamber of Commerce is
expected to hold a Saturday meet¬
tv showing.”
Another survey, made independ¬ ing of its own.
ently by an Oklahoma theatre cir¬
cuit, revealed 25% better business
in its houses in areas where there
was no tv selling of pictures. An¬
other aspect to the showing of
clips on tv, ‘according to one ob¬
server, is that it occasionally cre¬
ates the impression among poten¬
tial film patrons that they’ve al¬
ready seen the picture.
The use of advertising spots is
also being questioned. While it’s
acknowledged that a spot cam¬
paign can be successful with a top¬
ical or exploitation type of picture,
it’s feared that it falls short in
the selling of a sensitive drama, a
musical, or a comedy.

Refurbish 1912T419-Seater
Regina, Sask., Feb. 14.
Hi-Art
theatre
in
Weyburn,
Sask., has been reopened under
Rothstein Theatres Ltd.; manage¬
ment. House, which seats 419, has
new seats, new screen and new
equipment.
Opened in 1912, it was closed in
1954 until bought by Rothstein
Theatres last fall.

Livingston, it is using more radio
than it did five years ago; .
Livingston noted that there has
been a general return' toward the
The companies producing the use of radio and that it’s getting
special filmed tv programs are also “tougher and tougher” to buy local
re-evaluating the “sell” sections of spots, “especially for a quick buy.”
their shows. Several are. weighing His experience is based on U’s re¬
the complete elimination of the cent campaign for “The Benny
use of portions of upcoming pic¬ Goodman Story,” which used radio
tures and concentrating completely extensively and completely exclud¬
on
specially-filmed
behind-the- ed the use of clips from the film.
scenes material.
“It was a natural for radio,” he
said, “because 70% of present-day
Back to Radio?
radio
is made up of disk jockeys.
Univesal, which has no stake in
a filmed tv show, has already al¬ We wanted to reach the teenage
audience
who make up the bulk
tered its use of tv by almost com¬
pletely eliminating the use of clips of the disk jockey, audience.”
Livingston
noted. that U also
and only using personalities for
live
appearances.
It
has
also sought radio time during the com¬
stepped up considerably its* use of muter.hours to catch the vast num¬
radio.
At present, .according to ber of people who travel to and
i eastern advertising manager Jeff from work by automobile.

tion against home-toll television
was held last week by the rules
committee of the New York City
Council.
Only opponents of payas-you-see showed up.
Under discussion was Resolution
No. 410, sponsored by City Coun¬
cil prexy Abe Stark and calling on
the Federal Communications Com¬
mission “to protect the public
aga;nst any threat to free televi¬
sion viewing.”
Specifically, he
asked the Commission not to au¬
thorize any pny-tv service.
It was one of the very rare oc¬
casions on Which the three com¬
panies proposing pay video— Ze¬
nith,
Skiatron
and
Telemeter
(Paramount)—had gotten together.
They jointly agreed to boycott the
committee session.
In a letter to
Mayor Robert F. Wagner, James
M. Landis, Skiatron counsel and
speaking also for the other com¬
panies, rejected the hearing as
“wasting taxpayers’ money” and
charged the Stark resolution “com¬
pletely misstates the issue.”
Among the reasons: the toll pro¬
ponents refuse t:o be drawn “into
a snap judgment proceeding on a
matter long under extended hear¬
ings” by the FCC, Landis cited the
fact that the N. Y. City Council
“has no jurisdiction of any kind
over television.” He charged, too,
that a fair hearing had been de¬
nied the three companies, and he
gave the toll outfits' version of
what pay-as-you-see was trying to
do; i.e., stimulate the use of chan¬
nels now not in use and offer
supplementary entertainment not
no.w seen.
As he opened the rules com¬
mittee hearing, Stark held that the
City Council had a perfect right to
express itself on the toll subject
and observed further that the FCC
itself had solicited opinions on the
controversial issue. Stark charac¬
terized the toll outfits a “a small
group of self-seeking monopolists”
attempting to destroy free viewing
in the U. S.He had plenty /of echo as one
toll' foe after another succeeded
him.in denouncing the evils of the
proposed home-toil system.
Ilausman For CBS
Among those who addressed the
committee were Louis ilausman,
CBS Inc. veep, who claimed that,
once fee-tv got started with sports,
it would then easily be in a posi¬
tion “to bid away all the most
popular programs now enjoyed by
the public for free.”
He argued
further
that
tollcasting
would
black out the screens of all those
who couldn’t afford to pay for
shows.
Other speakers included Solly
Permck, acting chairman of the
factfinding committee of the city’s
theatrical
unions.
He
warned
that,
if approved,
subscription
video might close many theatres.
Bud Collyer, ..first v.p. of the
American Federation of Television
and Radio Actors, noted that tolltv might cut down the union’s em¬
ployment opportunities.
Speaking for the CommitteeAgainst-Pay-as-you-See TV, Marcus
Cohn, counsel for the group, held
that it was questionable whether
the FCC had the right to set rates
for pay-tv if it were approved He
also
doubted
that subscription
video would bother with anything
but the largest paying shows.
George A. Mead, claiming to speak
for 90,000 American Legion mem¬
bers, deplored toll-tv as against
the interests of hospitalized vets;
If the rules committee reports
favorably on the Stark resolution,
it’ll be taken up by the City Coun¬
cil
If it views it in the nega¬
tive, the issue is dead.
There is
a possibility that the committee
may call for additional hearings.
Toll proponents say they were
given an inadequate chance to pre¬
pare and present their case, and
that this was one of the reasons
why they stayed away.
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Danes See Next Quarter Testing
B O. Damage of U.S. Boycott;
British Films Reap Playdates

P'AteiEi'Y

Davis to Rankfaris Meet

London, Feb. 14.
John Davis, managing director of
the Rank Organization, planes to
Paris tomorrow to attend windup
dinner for the first annual sales
convention of French distributing
outfit there.
The Rank topper will be pre¬
ceded by a star contingent from
the Piriewood studios. Among those
By VICTOR SKAARUP
4-----—-- who are crossing the channel are
Julia Arnall, Maureen Swanson,
Copenhagen, Feb. 14.
David Knight, Tony Wright and
American features are becoming
Brenda de Banzie. Among the Brit¬
increasingly infrequent here, a re¬
ish pix to be screened during the,
sult of the refusal of the American
convention are “Doctor at1 Sea,”
distributors, to continue accepting
London,
Feb.
14.
“The Ladykillers” .find “Above Us
the Danish fixed rentals 130%
An improvement in collections the Waves.”
maximum system. The boycott be¬
for
the
Eady
Fund
is
shown
in
the
gan last May.
’
A few films have come through. latest returns, covering the 22
“Marty” (UA) was a hit at the weeks from Aug. 1 to last Dec. 31.
Palladium but Columbia's “Long In that period collections exceeded
Grey Line” glorifying West Point $3,023,000 against $2,933,000 a year
drew bad reviews and flopped at ago.
There was, however, a substan¬
boxoffice. Biggest click has been
Disney's VLady and the Tramp” tial drop in film rentals earned by
British
pix during that period. In
handled here by Film Centralenthe same 22 weeks, the earnings of
Palladium.
British
productions ' dipped from
British pictures have profited by
On the
the situation. “Dam Busters” at $7>941,000 to $7,010,000.
basis
of
current returns, the fuhd
World Cinema was given first night
ballyhoo by publicity-wise Svend is distributing a bonus to British
London, Feb. 14.
Jargin of Constantin Film with producers at the rate of 32% of
The government is to conduct a
speeches by Royal Air Force flyers, the earned rentals.
new probe into the British picture
a concert on stage by King’s
industry.
The Board of Trade
Guards band and lobby stuff. Film
prexy, Peter Thorneycroft, told the
ran five good weeks. “Doctor at
House of Commons last week that
Sea” (Eagle Lion) is currently in
he had been giving consideration
13th week- at Alexandra, and "Oh,
to the problem of future policy’ for
Rosalinda” (Panther) just started
the industry, and had decided to
at Dagmar. Danish film product,
obtain the views of various sections
which has dominated Copenhagen
in the pix biz. Also he wanted the
screens this winter, is getting
advice of the Films Council and
played out. Only a couple new fea¬
' Berlin,. Feb. 7.
the National Film Finance Corp.
tures will be ready for release
The
start
of
February
sees
before the summer. In September,
'The minister gave an assurance
eight new Danish films will be American films doing good biz at that he would consult the trade
Seven of the 14 unions in the industry and that he
ready for new season. Among them local firstruns.
the first two Danish pictures in principal cinemas are playing Hol¬ would not exclude an inquiry Into
lywood films, three have local pix, the operation of the Sunday chari¬
color.
In local film circles the coming three are showing Gallic produc¬ ty tax..
.
three months are regarded as the tions, while one is playing an Ital¬
Harold Wilson, who was the BOT
New American films
real test of whether Danish film ian film.
topper in the Labor government,
theatres can keep out of the red here include “Helen of Troy” urgpd his successor to institute an
without Hollywood product. What (WB) at the Filmbuehne Wien, inquiry to bring up to date the
“The
Prodigal”
(M-G)
at
the
Cap¬
Danes specially miss are Cinemafindings of the monopoly inquiry
Scope films, with around' 70 houses itol, “Daddy Longlegs”. (20th) .at committee in 1944 in view of the
in Denmark tooled up for C’Scope. the Delphi and the Titania Palast, growing monopoly tendency. How¬
Westerns and musicals cannot be “Malaya”- (M-G) at Filmtheatre ever, the minister thought the first'
substituted from European sources. Berlin, and “Adventures of Hajji step in considering future policy
Curiously, Copenhagen dailies Baba” (20th). “Gone With Wind” for the industry should be to con¬
are giving more publicity to Amer¬ (M-G) is:still at the Kurbel.
sult the various interests in it.
ican films no.v that they cannot be
Big ballyhoo was given “.Helen
The results of the inquiry, nat¬
seen. One sheet has been empha¬ of Troy,” which was preCmed here
urally will help the BOT in fram¬
sizing news of “films we won’t get simultaneously with openings in
ing its new quota legislation. The
to see.” Many Danes meantime some 126 other cities around the
present Act expires in 1958 and a
take a 90 - minute ferry ride to globe. . Film looks like a strong new bill must be presented to
Sweden to indulge their zest for boxoffice contended. “Prodigal” is Parliament next year.
Yankee sprocket entertainment.
in much the same category. Best
U. S. film at present appears to be
“Daddy
Longlegs,”
which1 was
preemed at two houses day-date.

. 'VAHIITY'V LONDOK OPFICC
I St. Martin's Plata, Trafalgar Squ«

Japan Preps for Big Tourist Year But
So Sorry About Lack of Improvements

*
Tokyo, Feb. 7
As Japan prepares for another
record tourist season with the
arrival
of the
round-the-world
Cunard liner Caronia with its
“million dollar” travellers this
London, I£eb. 14.
Spring, the tourist industry ffi.
Richard Burton and John Neville cials have expressed regret that
are to switch their roles of Othello the lack of budget appropriations
and Iago on alternate nights in the has forced the government to drop
new Old Vic production which its five-year plan for improving
opens Feb. 21. On opening night the country’s tourist facilities.
This country last year had a
Burton will play the title role and
Nevffle will appear as Iago. The 20% increase in tourism over 1954
following night, Neville will play with a total of 1Q6.000 tourists who
spent about $50,000,000, more than
Othello and Burton does Iago.
enough to cover the cost of all
The new Old Vic production, di¬
public housing projects for the
rected by Michael Benthall, will
year.
also feature Wendy Hiller, Richard
Indications are that 1956 will
Wordsworth, Jack Gwillim and
see an equal percentage increase
Rosemary Harris.
’
in the number of tourists arriving.
“Troilus and Cressida” goes into TJie season is already underway
the Old Vick repertory April 3 in with the P&O luxury liner Chusan
a new production directed by and the French MS Cambodge
Tyrone Guthrie.
having already disgorged their pas.
sengers and departed. The new
22,000-ton Swedish motor liner
Kungsholm arrives in Kobe March.
11 with a capacity passenger list.
Under the ■ ambitious five-year
plan there would have been im¬
provement of foreign style hotels,
Japanese-style inns, highways and
national parks; Plans called for the
simplification of entry and exit
By GORDON IRVING
permits and the abolition of visas
Glasgow, Feb. 14.
as well as easing of customs in¬
Teenage
gangs, chanting the spections. Also under the shelved
latest song hits and their own local plan, foreign tourists would have
ballads, are the latest craze in zany received a reduction in railway
antics here. They hit the trail for rates.
country spots ,on weekends and go
cave-dwelling. Wearing jeans and
fancy belts, and carrying haver¬
sacks and
guitars,
they • jump
coaches on Saturday afternoons
and make for coastal villages, light¬
ing camp fires on beaches and
sleeping in caves.
Sitting in the caves at midnight,
Sydney, Feb. 7.
they strum out jazz and pop tunes,
Batch of dirty linen may be aired
and discuss the latest, films and
as minor independents battle the
music from the U. S. 'The teen¬
major loops for the right to oper¬
agers go in groups of a dozen.
ate drive-ins in New South Wales
They are named “The Apaches,”
via appeals to the District Court
“The Vagabonds,” “The Lucky Y”
here. . First shots were fired here
and “The Bandits.”
when lawyers for Sir William McFavorite haunt of the juvesis a
Kell, a former Governor-General
stretch of beach three miles from
of Australia and now a director of
the town of Maybole. They spend
Blue Sky Theatres Pty. Ltd., asked
the evening dancing in town, and
why five out of seven drive-in li¬
then head for their caves. Social
censes were granted to Hoyts The¬
workers are probing, the reason for
atres and Greater Union Theatres
this trend. The influence of Amer¬
and that McKell’s company was
ican pix, such as “Running Wild”
given the redlight by the Films
(U)
and
“Blackboard
Jungle”
Commission, which had the power
Average reviews were given to
(M-G), is cited. Disk trends from
to pass on licenses.
“Malaya” and “Adventures of Hajji
across the Atlantic also send the
Lawyers pointed out that back
Baba.” Latter found some special
juves searching for abnormality
in.
1954 the Blue Sky Co. acquired
attention because, of. Dmitri. Tiomand offbeat weekend habits, they
land at French’s Forest to set up
kin’s title song which some time
aver. The cave-dwelling youths say
an
ozoner. Initial capital was set
back belonged to the local hit pa¬
London, Feb. 34l
they mean no harm. It’s their way
London, Feb. 14.
at $400,000.
Shortly afterwards,
Information on alleged monopo¬ rade. Another preem was that of
of enjoying weekends away from
Ealing
studios
is
terminating
its
lawyers
said, Northern Forests De¬
listic practices in the equipment “The Conqueror” (RKO), for only distribution agreement with the cities and the drudgery of factories
velopment Co., headed by Hoyts
part of the British picture industry one late-night performance. John Rank Organization. The nine-year and offices.
and Greater Union Theatres, ac¬
is to be collated by the Cinemato¬ Wayne, star of this film, attended
“Teddy-Boys,” youths dressed in
pact will end when the three latest
graph Exhibitors Assn, and sub¬ the opening. Official preem of pic Ealing pix are handed over to the drape jackets, pipe stem trousers quired land almost alongside Blue
Sky’s site. NFDC got the go-ahead
mitted to the Monopolies and Re¬ is skedded for later this year.
distributors.
One direct conse¬ and Edwardian garb, are another
strictive
Practices
Commission.
New Teutonic films include two quence of Ihe development is the form of juvenile outburst, but one signal from the Films Commission,
and
McKell’s outfit was stymied.
This was decided at the last meet¬ remakes, “Charley’s Aunt” and
resignation of Sir Michael Balcon that causes greater harm, mainly
Court was told that Hoyts was
ing of the CEA general council “Bath on Thrashing-Floor” as well I
of his directorship in the Rank in towns and cities. The “Teddies” controlled by 20th-Fox, and 50%
when it was charged that costs in as “Devil in Silk,” a Lili Palmer
group of companies. He was on the have been banned from danceries of the capital in Greater Union
Britain for all types of equipment starrer.
“Charley’s Aunt” (Bero- board of five of their outfits.
at Edinburgh, and the' Embassy
Theatres was held by the J. Arthur
were considerably in excess of the lina/Constantin) turned out to be
Although Ealing is without a Theatre has put up the bar.
Rank Organization.
price asked by the same companies very disappointing.
Brilliant re¬ home of its own at the moment
McKell’s lawyers submitted that
in the U.S. and elsewhere.
views, however, were given “Devil” (studios were taken over by BBC
the Blue Sky Co. should be grant¬
This allegation was made by mainly because- of Lili Palmer, who
TV last month), it is prepping a
Cecil G. Bernstein, Granada cir¬ turns in a top acting job.
ed a license because (1) The com¬
new production program which
pany was first in the field and had
cuit topper, who asserted that The
will tee off with a new Jack Haw¬
a better site; (2) The public could
London, Feb. 7.
CEA technical department was
kins starrer, "The Man in the Sky.”
aware of all the facts which were
Higher pay for performers in Invest in the company, whereas
This is due to start early in the
West End theatres is to be. intoro- Hoyts and Greater Union Theatres
available Ur anybody reading an
spring. At -the same time' it also
duced shortly following an award were “a closed book”; (3) If driveAmerican trade paper. He appealed
Zurich, Feb. 1.
is embarking on “The Shiralee” to
to the CEA to explore tjie situa¬
Plays by U. S. writers are con¬ be filmed on location in Australia., made by Lord Terrington, deputy in cinemas were controlled by two
tion and deal with It promptly.
tinuing to click here.
The latest Also on the sked is “Dunkirk,” but chairman of the London Theatre film companies, no one new could
Another exhib complained that Ip make the grade is Hans Sahl’s
Council. The minimum rates will come into the field, and this was
this is unlikely to start until the
small operators were suffering adaptation of Thornton Wilder’s
be hiked to about $26.70 for straight bad in the public interest.
spring of 1957.
through inability to retool for new current Broadway comedy, “The
plays and for once nightly musi¬ , Hoyts, Greater Union Theatres
The trio of Ealing pix nearing
processes. But he said he knew Matchmaker" (“Die Heiralsvermitcals, with $30.80 as the lowest for and their affiliates previously de¬
completion and awaiting delivery
of a firm which wanted to import tlerin”). The play, starring Heidetwice nightly musicals.
nied they had a grip on the driveare “The Feminine Touch” and
anamorphic lenses only to have ob¬ marie Hatheyer, Carl Kuhlmann
The new rate represents a raise in setup in New South Wales.
“The Long Arm.” Balcon is due
stacles put in its way to prevent and Margaret Carl, is selling out at
of about $7 in the minimum rate Pointed out they had the facilities
to leave for N. Y, next week to at¬
obtaining licenses.
the Schauspielhaus.
Incidentally, tend the American preem of “Tile for once nightly chorus and of $8.40 to provide the public with good
Theo. H. Fligelstone, a former the origin of the Wilder farce,
for twice nightly shows.
screen fare and that both American
Ladykillers.” Meantime, he is in¬
CEA prez, contended it was a se¬ Johann Nestroy’s old Viennese com¬
Lord Terrington had been asked and British holdings in their re¬
volved in confabs on studio facili¬
rious matter since there was no edy, “Einen Jux er sich machen”
by Equity and the Assn, of West spective organizations did not dic¬
ties and a new distribution deal.
competition whatever, and prices (“He Wants to Go on a Spree”), is
End Theatre Managers to arbitrate tate what must or must not be done
<#
were just decided upon.
after both aides had failed to reach in Australia,
w. k. here, having been produced
agreement.
In previous negotia¬
at the same house years ago.
tions,
however,
settlement was
Sock performances, sharp direc¬
AGENCY HEAD SEEKS TV ACTS
reached on higher rehearsal pay.
tion by Dietrich Haugk and imagi¬
London, Feb. 14.
native sets by Hannes Meyer con¬
Lilian Aza> head of Bert Aza
London, Feb. 14.
tribute to the show’s success. Other
Rank Sales Manager Quits Agency, and personal rep of Gracie
Frankfurt, Feb. 14.
Another live theatre has been recent American b. o. powerhouses
Arthur
Miller’s ! controversial
London, Feb. 7.
Fields and Stanley Holloway, sad5
taken over for use as a live sLudio include William Faulkner’s “Requi¬ play about modern-day witchSidney Cavei;son. has left J. Ar¬ for Niejw York ‘March 8 for the
for commercial tv.
Val Parnell, em for a Nun” < world-preemed hunters, “The Crucible,” will be
thur Rank Filin Distributors after opehing of “My Fair Lady” the
chief executive-of Associated-Tele- here), /‘Teahouse of the August filmed in Fraftce, with,’production
many years as general sales mana¬ following week On Broadway.
Vision, confirmed last week that Moon” and “Caine Mutiny Clourt plated to begin In May.
*
ger.
He is succeeded by HaroldShe expects'to be away at least
the company had taken a lease on Martial.” Previous Wilder works,
Jean-Paul Sartre will do. the Boodson, who h^ been assistant three weeks and will: be on the
the Hackney Empire.
“Our Town” and “Skin of Our settings, and Raymond Rouleau
s.iii. for the last eight years.
lookout for suitable acts for EngATV already has a live tele tHe- Teeth,” have also been big money¬ directs, . It would' star Gerinan
- Ruby AnciJ.j was upped from su¬ lish ty. ’
.
atre at Wood Green as well as makers,'besides rating . as prestige actress Marla Schell and Simone
pervisor to fill .the vacancy of. as-* . In private life, Mrs. Aza is sisier'
studios at Elstree,
entries.
■Signoret as • wtfll as ‘Yves Moritahd. slstant sales manager.
Jn-Jaw*. of Gracie Fields.

Old Vic Actors Switch
Roles in’Othello’Prod.

Eady Fund CollectioriS
Gain, Brit. Pix Take Off

0

Govt. Again To
Probe British
Pix Industry

Yank Pix Still
Pace W. Berlin

Zany Scot Gangs
Chant Jazz Tunes

Indies Gird For Battle
To Obtain Top Ozoner
Sites in New S. Wales

CEA Takes Up Cudgels
To Get Fairer Prices
On Cinema Equipment

Higher Minimum Pay
For West End Players

‘Matchmaker’ Zurich Hit;
Wilder’s 3d Swiss Click

__

Another Brit. Theatre
Taken Over for Tele

Miller’s ’Crucible’ Set
For Filming in France

'yA*i*TY'.r lqndoh. offici
> St. Martin's flic«, TrafaljMr ,SguT«

French Prods. May Drop Type id Pic
Banned To Jures; Slash B.0.30%
Paris, Feb. 7. >
Although the French probably
have the most liberal cinema in the
world, both as to subjects-and treat¬
ment of same, industry sources are
raising doubts on the recent oversensational content of too many
Tokyo, Feb. 7.
films. This makes them forbidden
“East of^Eden” (WB>, top selec¬
to those under 16 and thus they tion:. for the best foreign film
are less lucrative at the boxoffice. shown in Japan in 1955 on three
This is considered a-bad situation polls, including the Tokyo Film
since the French film, though Critics Ass’n, was named one of
soundly supported by the govern¬ three “superior” imports for the
ment and gaining at the b.O., still year, earning for the Warner dis¬
cannot amortize itself nationally. tributor here the right to bring
Hence, it is felt, that everything in one film over his 1955-56 quota,
possible must be done to build the
The
government’s
Superior
domestic take as well as the for¬ Film Bonus Examination Com¬
eign revenue.
mittee screened 14 applicants for
It 4s reported that a film forbid¬ the
three
extra
licenses
and
den to youngsters stands to lose named, in addition to “Eden,” an
about 30% of its gross potential. Italian and a French import. War¬
The days when a tagged film got in ner’s office here said it would im¬
enough sensation seekers to over¬ port “The Lone Ranger” under
ride these bans seems to have the bonus.
ended.
In film circles, it is be¬
lieved that stock should be taken
of the'situation.
Although admitted here that a
healthy cinema can only exist in a
completely liberal setup, it is felt
that cognizance should .be taken of
segment of the public since, after
all the boxoffice is vital to success¬
ful pix making. Strong films treat¬
ing delicate subjects should be
Rome, Feb. 7.
made, it is pointed out, but that the
The censorship question has be¬
many films dealing with touchy
come the principal bone of con¬
themes only for its exploitation
tention in current parliamentary
sake should be curtailed. This is
discussions over passage of the
the consensus of French film atti¬
proposed new Film Aid law. It
tudes.
■ ‘
currently is treading its lengthy
Since here, as in most countries,
way through Italian legislative mill
over 60% of the trade comes from
and holding up local production
family-slanted pix, it is believed
•plans in the process.
that there. should be enough fine
Fight for a revision of the cen¬
films in this category to care for
this trade.
Such films are espe¬ sorship laws was revived by Italian
leftwingers,
was for a time support¬
cially important for the weekend
and holiday trade when most pix- ed by the rightists. Main issue was
a
relaxation
of indirect political
going is done in the provinces, as
well as the metropolitan areas. censorship rather than the moral
code.
When
discussions
for the new
What it boils down to is the inevi¬
law came up,'the Commies suc¬
table guessing game of what will
ceeded in inserting censorship into
sell, plus treading the censorship
'the discussion, with the threat of
line which is a problem for all
throwing the entire film law out
films.
of committee talks into a delaying
The paradox, is that Gallic films
action in the general assembly.
which -make a real dent in foreign
Although it does not consider
markets are just those which treat
problems of thorny implications that censorship should be dis¬
cussed
under the film law provi¬
honestly and deeply whether it be
moral, social or sexual. It’s con¬ sions, the government nevertheless
has
offered,
some amendments to
tended that these films should not
be watered down but only that the the censorship structure to ap¬
pease
the
leftists.
Among the pro¬
good commercial films should not
posed changes are a guarantee of
give in, to offcolor bits and dialog,
a
30-day
top
time
limit
for consid¬
added only for shock and sensation
value. Between two equally good eration of pix submitted for cen¬
sors approval, generally altering
films the one that is not forbidden
the structure of the Various cen¬
to any groups is the one which will
sorial bodies towards a more lib¬
bring in the maximum coin.
eral balance.
At/ the moment, these changes
appear insufficiently drastic to
satisfy the left (which still threat¬
ens the general assembly discus¬
sion, which could delay lawr ap¬
proval three to four months).
The leftists claim them “inade¬
Frankfurt, Feb. 7.
quate.”
“Der Kongress Tanzt” (The Con¬

Japs Give WB’s ‘Eden’
Superior Import Rating

Censorship Fight
Halts Italo Prod.

New 'Congress Dances'
Bought by Republic
For World Release

gress Dances), remake of the hit
film

which

made

more

money

throughout the world than any
other German film of all time, has

BOT URGES EXHIBS
TO FULFILL QUOTAS

Uahiety

British Cinema’s Quota
Stays Same After Oct. 1
London, Feb. 7.
There will be no changes in the
British film quotas for the year
commencing Oct. 1 next, This was
confirmed in the House of Com¬
mons last week when Peter Thorneycroft, the Board of Trade
prexy, announced that he had ac¬
cepted the advice of the Films
Council.
The quotas therefore will con¬
tinue on the current schedule of
30% for first features and 25% for
the supporting program.

CEA Sets Probe
Of Big Filins
Sold to Tele
London, Feb. 14.
A full-scale investigation on the
use of feature films for tv, with
special relation to current develop¬
ments in the U.S. is to be con¬
ducted by the new Finance and
Management Committee of the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.
The new panel will be set up im¬
mediately after the annual meet¬
ing next month.
CEA decision to examine recent
developments coincided with a
policy resolution passed by the
British
Film
Producers
Assn.,
which has decided to bar the sale
of British pix to any of the tv serv¬
ices in the United Kingdom. Pro¬
ducers have been urged to insure
that this prohibition is observed
by parties to whom they may as¬
sign any rights -in their films.
The issue was revived at the
CEA general council on a report
from the officers who had seen
the 45-minute remakes of “Laura”
and “Cheyenne.” They felt that
exhibitors, would be dismayed if
these pix were made available for
tv in Britain as they were in
America, particularly since they
would make acceptable second fea¬
tures,; thus filling the gap created
by the shortage of this type of
product.
One exhib referred to a press
report that 17 full-length features
were now .being Screened daily on
N.Y. networks. Another comment¬
ed on the wholesale disposal by the
major companies of their product
backlog to tv outfits. It was sug¬
gested that the entire exhibiting
industry in America was greatly
agitated by the sale of these films
to television.
_.
_

YANK PIX GRAB 68%
OF ITALO 1ST RUN COIN

London, Feb. 14.
December firstrun totals from 16
An appeal to exhibitors to live cities also show a general rise in
up to their quota obligations was grosses, with $1,972,500 racked up
Deal covers all countries except made last week by the Board of against a $1 867,500 total for De¬
Germany, German-speaking coun¬ Trade. It suggested that to show cember, 1954. Because of the large
number of top-grossing pix extend¬
tries and Belgium.
The remake, the one or two more British films
needed to fulfill the quota not only ing their runs into January, the,
done as a Germap-Austrian copro¬
would contribute to the mainte¬ first month of 1956 is expected to
duction last year, was directed by nance of a healthy British produc¬ repeat as traditional top moneyFranz Angel.
One of the first tion, but also would enhance'the earner of the year.
European-made C’Scopes, it did big reputation of the exhibiting side
business in Germany, although not of the industry.
as much as the original.
The BoT letter, addressed to the
Film, which cost about $700,000 Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.,
(high budget for a German-Aus- recognized that, many quota de¬
London, Feb. 7.
triah pic) has been sold to Repub¬ faults by exhibitors were due to
Paul Gordon, head of European
lic for a guaranteed $200,000. This circumstances beyond their con¬
take will be split up on different trol. But it emphasized that many Television Corp. in Berlin, and
territories because of the legal failures constituted an offense un¬ Hans H. Kaden, a co-director in
charge of administration, here last
problems involved in the remake. der the act.
week for series of informal meet¬
The original pic, which starred Lil¬
ings with British producers and to
ian Harvey and Willie Fritsch, has
Christie
Plays
in
BBC
Run
o.o. the British tv market,' Theybeen impounded by the Office of
are now in Paris and Madrid on
Alien Property in the U. S., with
London, Feb. 7.
the question of' who owns what
A season of Agatha Christie the final stages of a European tour.
Films,

for ,world

release.

German TV Toppers
To London Meetings

rights not completely settled. Pic
was distributed in the early 1930.’s,
“Congress” will be dubbed into
English twice, once in the U. S.
and once in England.
Reason is
that the British trade unions re¬
fuse to let in foreign pix that have
been dubbed in America.
Singer
Hannelore Bolimann, a star in the*
Pic, will dub her own songs and.
speaking role, but other parts will
be dotte,,b^.Ijr. S.(|irid"En^l(Sh 4cast.‘

plays, adapted from her novels and
short stories, is to be featured by
the BBC on its light program Feb.
19 to March 11.
There will be
seven plays in the series starting
with “Death by Drowning.”
Others include “Mysterious Af¬
fair at Styles,” “Adventure of the
Clapham Cook,” “ABC Murders,"
“Case of the Kidnapped . Dog,”
“Murder in Mesopotamia,” and
“Butter in lordly p^ly”
-5|

ETC. which is affiliated to World
Television Programs Corp. of New
York, claims to have the largest
telepix library in the world with a
total of 3,861 programs.. About 800
of these were produced by the com¬
pany either in Hollywood or in
Germany. A large part of its mate¬
rial is of American origin.
Gordon is heading for America
in April for discussion on a series
Ao^uod^iption,
. iff .Hollywood. '
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London B.O. Brisk; 'Helen Mighty
15G, ‘Ann Boffo 12^G, 3d ‘Rebel*
Smash 10G, 2d, ‘Goodman $7,500,3d
♦

ZanyComedy Clicks in
Scot; Revue Runs 9 Wks.
Glasgow, Feb. 14.
A boost for more comedy, zany
style, has been given by smash suc¬
cess of “Just Daft,” crazy-gang
style revue, originally skedded for
a seven-week run at Empire The¬
atre. It wound up Feb, 11, having
stayed over nine weeks, with a two
further weeks set at the Empire,
Edinburgh.
Show, presented by
Tom Arnold, featured a cluster of
Auld Lang Syne comedians, includ¬
ing Dave Willis, Jack Anthony,
Chic Murray and Duncan Macrae.
Robert Wilson also was starred.
Patrons showed a definite liking
for this offbeat revue and the crazy
humor. It is now almost certain
to be repeated next Christmas, but
on a bigger scale, with more pro¬
duction.
Show was- staged by
Charles Henry, who directs the
London
Crazy Gangs.
“Daft.”
Scot word used in the title, can be
translated as 2any.

Dieterle Group
Seeks DFA Plant
Frankfurt, Feb. 14.
Holly wood producer-director Wil¬
liam Dieterle has filed protests
witfi the German Federal Minister
of Finance and the Bavarian State
Minister of Finance against regula¬
tions which prevent him from get¬
ting
the
complete . information
about the former UFA studios and
property at Geiselgasteig, near
Munich (in Bavaria).
Dieterle heads a group which
would like to buy the studio, now
being sold under former postwar
demands by the Allies that the
UFA monopoly of production, dis¬
tribution and theatre-ownership be
broken up into separate entities.
But since Diet-tele is considered &
foreigner, he is permitted only
25% ownership of the German
property. The controllers have re¬
fused to give him the full informa¬
tion about the assets, dividends,
current profits _of__the JLLFA. studio...
and are giving the information only
to groups who could buy’the prop¬
erty 100%.
Dieterle, born in Ludwigshafen,
Germany, has lived in the U. S.
since 1932 and is a U. S. citizen.
He demands equal rights with the
German bidders in obtaining facts
about the property.

Rome, Feb. 7.
Yank
production
grabbed
a
commanding 68% slice of the
Italian firstrun film money during
Since last year he made the Re¬
Deccember for a $1,349,250 gross
total. This marks a 10% jump over public film “Magic Fire,” about
the comparable month in 1954. A Richard Wagner, in Bavaria, he is
corresponding drop of nearly 10% acquainted with the UFA studio,
was registered by Italian product and used it for part of his loca¬
tions.
last December.

just been bought by Republic from
Gloria

OTEB\ATIOSAl

RANK CONVENTION IN
LONDON TOPS IN BRIT.
London, Feb. 14.
The biggest convention ever to
be held in Britain is being staged
next week by the Rank Organiza¬
tion. It will take the form of a
one-day meeting at the Leicester
Square Theatre, followed by a con¬
vention dinner at Grosvenor House.
To be held Feb. 21, session will be
the company’s first national con¬
vention. It will be attended by
every theatre manager of the two
circuits controlled by the group as
well as all district executives.
John Davis has called the con¬
vention to strengthen personal con¬
tacts between the men in the field
and the homeoffice to discuss com¬
pany policy as well as wider na¬
tional industry problems and to
survey current production activ¬
ities.
Among the speakers will be Ar¬
thur T.‘ L. Watkins, secretary to
=.the British Board of Film Censors;
H. Norris, joint managing director
of Rank Overseas Distributors, and
Dr. Mark Abrams, who will give a
■tv survey. J. Arthur Rank will host
the windup dinner which will bp
attended by stars a? well as the
i 800 delegates.
,

London, Feb. 7.
Business continues brisk in the
West End with hefty returns re¬
ported from several new firstrun
bills. Leading the field is “Helen
of Troy” at the Warner with great
$15,000 in its first session. “Rebel
Without Cause” shapes wow $10,000 in second frame at the London
Pavilion, while seventh round of
“Richard III” at Leicester Square
closed with great $12,800.
“Man With Golden Arm” also is
boff at $12,500 in its third stanza
at Odeon, Leicester Square. “Cine¬
rama” wound its 70-week run at
the Casino with a great $14,000.
“Davy Crockett” is fancy at
Studio One in sixth week ended at
$4,600.
“Benny Goodman Story”,
looks sock at the Odeon Marble
Arch with $7,500 in third week.
Estimates fop Last Week
Carlton (20th) (1,128: 70-$1.70)—
“Lieut. Wore Skirts" (20th). Good
$7,000 or near.
Casino (Indie)( 1,337; 70-S2.15)—
“Cinerama” (Robin) (70th wk). Fi¬
nal frame closed with great $14.000. “Cinerama Holiday” (Robin)
preems Feb. 4.
Empire <M-G) (3.099; 55-$1.70)—
“Diane” (M-G).
Fair $11,000 or
less.
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500: 50-SH.70)
—“Lost" (Rank). Poor $3,600.
Leicester Souarc Theatre (CMA)
(1.376; 50-$1.70> —“Richard III”
(Koi’da) (7th wk). Still in the big
money with $12,800 this frame.
Continues.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50$1.70) —“Rebel Without Cause”
(WB) (2d wk). Heading for smash
$10,000 this session after $11,000
opening week. Holds.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2 200; 50-$l.70)—“Golden Arm”
(UA) (3d wk).
Will be close to
fancy $12,500, same as previous
werak. Stays one more.
Odeon,
Marble
Arch
(CMA)
(2.200: 50-SI.70)—“Rcnnv Goodman
Stor-v” (Rank) (3d wk). Sock $7,500.
Hit boff $8,900 in previous frame.
Plaza (Pav) (1.902: 70-$1.70>—
“Desperate Hours” (Par) (3d wk).
Fair $5,500 or near. •
Rialto (20(h) (50-$l.50'—“Moulin
Rouge”.(T7-rd) (1st wk) and “Happi¬
est Days Your Life” (BL) (reissues).
Well below hopes at around $1,600.
Ritz (M-G).(432: 50-SI.30>—"Ten¬
der Trap” (M-G) (3d wk). Fine
$2,600.
Last week, $3,000.
Con¬
tinues.
Studio One (APT) (600; 30-$1.20)
—“Davy Crockett” (Disney) (7th
wk). Sturdy $4,600. Stays indef.
Warner (WB) (1,785: 50-$1.70)—
"Helen of Troy” (WB).
Heading
for great $15,000 or near.
Pic
launched with royal preem attend¬
ed by Princess. Margaret, sponsored
by the Variety Club.

Lisbon Legit Theatre
B.O. Sturdy Despite
Cold; ‘Colonels’ Onens
Lisbon, Feb. 7.
All legit houses now open here
have been doing good to excellent
biz since Christmas, Most had full
houses during Carnival time de¬
spite unusually cold weather; The
Avenida ha$ Peter Ustinov’s “Love
of Four Colonels” for nice returns.
The Teatro Nacional, after three
months of “The Wall,” has a new
hit in “Grandpapa

Lisbon,” star¬

ring the doyenne of the Portuguese
Theatre, 81-year-old Palmira Basto,
and comedian Vasco Santana. The
Trindade continues very well with
“Arsenic and Old Lace.”
The
Monumental
has
“Bull¬
fights,” starring an authentic toreron,
Diamantino
VLseu,
who
seems, however, more at ease in
the arena than on a stage. The
Brazilian company is playing-lhe
revue, “April in Portugal.” at the
Variedades.
Comedian Eugenio Salvador has
reinforced his revue at the Maria
Victoria with French chantoosie
Simonne Deby and .Spanish dancer
and singer Carmen Flores, the sis¬
ter of Lola Flores. The ABC con¬
tinues its revue starring Brazilian
chantoosie DeoMaia and the Swed¬
ish ballet Lalla. Cas§el.v
^ ^
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All around
the globe from
New York to
^ New Zealand and
from Buffalo to
Bombay, Warner Bros,
is making box-office
history with

AS

HELEN
Oil INI

and WarnerColor

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE Stanley baker-niall MacGinnis
NORA SWINBURNE - ROBERT DOUGLAS -TORIN THATCHER
screenplay by JOHN TWISTandHUGH GRAY directed by ROBERT WISE

max Steiner
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YANKS SEE QUOTA CRY, OTHER ANGLES;
VIEW M.P. CRACKS AS MUDDLED LOGIC
British Film Press To
Gov’t; ‘We, Too, Have
Suffered From Policies’

American film company execu¬
tives this week laughed off as '’ut¬
terly ridiculous” a British M.P.’s
charge that "nationalistic” bias ex¬
isted in the U. S. against British
films.
They showed little surprise, how¬
London, Felb, 14.
ever, at demands voiced in Parlia¬
A plea for the British trade press
ment that there is a restriction on
to receive its share in any tax re¬
American film imports into Britain.
lief afforded the motion picture
Those who have been watching de¬
industry
in
the
forthcoming
velopments in recent months, and
budget was made in an editorial
particularly the policies pursued
comment by The Cinema. It point¬
by the J. Arthur Rank Organiza¬
ed out that on the sidelines, with¬
tion, have been expecting the Par¬
out a particular parent, was the
liament outcry for some time. .
trade press which had suffered
The charge that American audi¬
equally, if not more than others,
ences were biased
vs.
British
from the time of the ill-fated Dal¬
films, and particularly such British
ton ad valorem duties. Its adver¬
films as showed the part of the
tising revenue had diminished to
British services in winning the
levels that maintained .bare sub¬
war, was voiced in the House of
sistence.
Commons during a discussion of
The Cinema contended that to
the demand for lower entertain¬
present the industry’s problems in
ment taxes in Britain.
*'
John Hall, a Conservative M.P., authoritative quarters called for a
singled out the failure of "The high level of journalism, with com¬
Cruel Sea” to make a significant mensurate remuneration, but un¬
showing in the U. S. and said this less a future could be provided for
was so because it dramatized the the bright youngsters, the hope of
maintaining a flow of talent was
role the British Navy played in
remote. They argue that the free
World War II. He might also have
flow of money that would be
mentioned "The Dam Busters,”
brought about by tax relief should
which had come in for Parliamen¬
produce a modicum of benefit to
tary mention earlier, and which
also fell flat here. "Dam Busters” them.
dealt with RAF raids on the Ruhr
dams.
Whether the listless reaction of
American audiences to such pic¬
tures stem from "bias” or a pref¬
erence for the Hollywood type of
New York’s Museum of Modern
filmmaking (plus more familiar
screen names) may be resolved Art is wrapping up the life of
with the release by 20th-Fox of its Samuel Goldwyn in terms of his
"The
Man
Who Never
Was,” productions dating back to his bow
which
revolves
around
British in the picture business in associa¬
Naval Intelligence. However, Clif¬ tion with Jesse L. Lasky. Total of
ton Webb takes the lead part, and 24 films will be screened at the
the picture also stars Gloria Gra- Museum’s auditorium beginning
this week and running to July 22,
hame.
Feeling in the industry is that all under general billing, "A Pro¬
audiences will accept virtually any¬ ducer’s Work: The Films of Sam¬
thing that is good entertainment, uel Goldwyn.”
provided it is what Americans con¬
As part of the program a study
sider good entertainment, i.e. that of Goldwyn’s work, by Richard
pacing, humor, accents, are in line Griffith, curator of the institution’s
and acceptable. No one denies, film library, will be published.
however, that the average Amer¬
The 24-pic cycle will be repre¬
ican is more interested in, and sentative of Goldwyn’s output over
better able to identify with charac¬ the years, according to Griffith. In
ters in a film dealing with the U. S. seeking to expand the picture art
services and their part in the war. form, states the latter, "perhaps his
Theatre Owners of America sur¬ (Goldwyn’s) greatest achievement
vey of its members re the accept¬ is the introduction to the screen of
ability of British films noted: "The subject matter thought to be be¬
aim of British producers should be yond the capacity of large audi¬
to reach the patrons of the regu¬ ences, and proving, first only to his
lar housesr and to make pictures own satisfaction but' later to that
more in keeping with Hollywood’s of the motion picture world at
approach. They must find out what large, that virtually any kind of
the American public wants.”
story can be brought to the screen
American execs watching the sit¬ with success, so long as it is a
uation in Britain say the cry for a good story well told.”
Griffith
higher British quota and more cited "Arrowsmith,” "Dodsworth,”
stringent restrictions against Amer¬ "These Three” and "Wuthering
ican imports can be expected to Heights” as "daring experiments.”
intensify as the time for discussion
of a new Quota Act approaches.
They have noted the straws in the
wind, particularly since Rank’s
John Davis took cover the presi¬
dency of the British Film Produc¬
Washington, Feb. 14.
ers Assn.
Col. Joseph F. Goetz, USAF,
Specifically cited is the fullpage
head of the Defense Department’s,
Rank ad in the N: Y. Times some
Armed Forces Professional Enter¬
time ago which deplored the lack
tainment Branch since 1951, is
of bookings for British (Rank) pix
being shifted to NATO, effective
in the U. S. It was later shown
March 15. He will become director
that one of the films cited—"The
of Public Relations for the Allied
Purple Plain”—racked up over
Air Forces in South Europe, with
32.000' bookings and grossed $1,300,headquarters in Naples, Italy.
000, hardly a "poor” showing.
Goetz, 47. is a former RKO The¬
atres executive. He is well known
in Hollywood and New York where
he frequently recruited talent for
the Christmas and other shows
which were flown all over the
world to entertain American serv¬
Total of 53 film industry leaders
icemen at our farflung military
are being asked to serve on a com¬
bases. Ife worked with the Holly¬
mittee assigned to seek removal
wood Coordinating Committee, and
of the remaining 10% Federal ad¬
the USO Camp Shows.
missions tax. Letters asking their
A native of Dayton, Goetz man¬
services were sent out this week
by Robert J. O’Donnell, national aged RKO Theatres from 1928 un¬
chairman of the tax elimination til he went into military service in
campaign being conducted by the World War II. After the war, he
Council of Motion Picture Organ¬ returned to show business but the
Pentagon recalled him in 1951 to
izations.
O11 O’Donnell’s list of candidates put together shows for the Ameri¬
are reps of the Motion Picture can troops in Korea and Japan. He
Assn, of America, including presi¬ has remained with the Air Force
dent Eric A. Johnston, all film ever since.
companies and many circuits from
In his new post, Col. Goetz will
around the country. Leaders of be attached to the staff of Lieut.
Allied States Assn, are not among Gen, Patrick W. Timberlake.USAF,
those being solicited, which is re¬ commander of Allied Air Forces in
garded as not inconsistent since South Europe.
This includes air
Allied officials have yet to endorse units from France, Italy, Greece,
the COMPO drive.
Turkey and the U. S.
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Showman-Colonel Goetz
Shifts to Naples, Italy

O’DONNELL SEEKS 53
FOR ANTI-TAX GROUP

END HOBART ANTITRUSTER
Federal Court Dismisses Astoria,
L. I., Action ‘With Prejudice’
Hobart Theatre Corp. antitrust
suit against five of the major film
companies has been settled for
$702,000 and has been dismissed
"with prejudice” in N.Y. Federal
Court.
Theatre involved was the Ho¬
bart in Astoria, Queens. Companies
that settled were Loew’s, Colum¬
bia,
Paramount, Universal and
United Artists.

Careless Errata
Weaken British
Side of Case
Relative ignorance of foreign
Government officials re the situa¬
tion facing their' pictures in the
U. S. was demonstrated last week
during the debate on the British
industry in Parliament.
At one point, M. P. John Ran¬
kin, who introduced the motion for
an inquiry and relief from the en¬
tertainment tax for British films,
asked whether "it is not the case
that the latest and, perhaps, the
finest of British films, ‘Richard III,’
is up against the same American
ban as has been imposed on the
pictures which Rank indicated (in
his N. Y. Times ad).”
"Is that film getting bookings on
the American circuits?”, Rankin
asked. "Is it not true that we now
find it difficult to get that film into
American cinemas?”
When reminded that "Richard”
had been booked for a showing on
NBC-TV, Rankin nevertheless in¬
sisted that the picture was. being
"barred by the American film mag¬
nates” and would be limited to the
arties.
Fact- is that "Richard” opens
day-and-date on tv and at the Bi¬
jou Theatre, N. Y., and after that
is being roaashown by Ilya Lopert.
It has, so far, not been- offered to
any American circuits; nor has past
experience shown that a classic
such as this is served best via large
exposure on the chains.
United Artists _ did extremely
well with "Henry Y” and1 it never
received "mass” bookings, but was
nursed along via a large number
of special engagements, allowing
long runs and benefitting from a
tailormade ad-pub'campaign. .Sim¬
ilar situation obtained with anAmerican-made Shakespeare film,
Metro’s'"Julius Caesar.”" It racked
up a very respectable gross.
American execs find it difficult
to make it clear to industries and
governments abroad that divorce¬
ment in the U. S. is a reality and
that the "film magnates” no longer
can "force” a picture to play the
circuits. The choice now is up to
the exhibitors.

Anti-Peronist Film May
Send Ardrey to Argentina
Robert Ardrey has signed to
write the screen treatment of the
thriller novel, "The Call from the
Calle Moreno,” for Metro. The
scenarist - playwright - novelist re¬
turned to the Coast over the week¬
end after his annual fortnight’s
legit-going stay in New York.
"Moreno,” localed in Argentina
during the Perone regime, was
authored by Maria Flores, said to
bo a pseudonym for an anti-Peron
refugee now resident in England.
Ardrey may have to go to Buenos
Aires to familiarize himself with
the yarn's background.

‘Lovers & Lollipops’
"Lovers and Lollipops.” the
second feature film of Morris
Engel and Ruth Orkin, who in
1954 turned out "The Little
Fugitive,” has been acquired
for distribution by Trans-Lux
Distributing Corp.
Pic is skedded for simulta¬
neous preems in New York and
Hollywood.
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What British MP.’s Actually Said
[ABOUT AMERICAN FILM LEAD]
London, Feb. 14.
Following are . some pertinent quotes from /Speeches made by
Members of Parliament in the debate on the status of .the British
film industry:
John Rankin: "The power of Hollywood has given the American
film industry virtual control of world markets. This control means
that the production industries of Great Britain, France, Italy and
other countries have become dependent on some form of Gov¬
ernment assistance in order to survive at all.” . ♦
"The time has
come when consideration should be given to more substantial re¬
vision of the (Anglo-American film) agreement ... to help
Britain generally with her balance of payments problem aqd . , .
to amend the Agreement so as to encourage the production and
exhibition of more British films.”
Stephen Swingler: "The existence of a 30% quota for British
pictures in British cinemas constitutes a prima facie case for an in¬
dependent inquiry. It is an outrageous libel to suggest that we have
not in this country the talent, skill and resources to provide more
than one-third of our cinematographic entertainment.”... "The fact
to be faced is that there are just not enough British productions to
support even a 30% quota in cinemas.” . , . "There appears to be
unfair discrimination against British films (in the U.S.).” . . . "The
American pictures can naturally be sold more cheaply in this
country than British pictures because they have already made
a good profit (sic) in .the American market. There is a tendency
to prefer the" exhibition of American pictures, whatever the level
of the quota may be.” ... "I see no reason why there should
riot be tax relief for the- showing of British pictures in preference
to others.” •
Geoffrey Hirst: "I do not think we get 'fair do’s’ in the Ameri¬
can market. I think we should be a little more ‘sticky’ and
‘aggressive’.”

Flaud’s Theories, Not Facts, Denied;
U.S. Importers Think French Fail
To Evaluate Market Chances
Independent distributors in Man¬
hattan reacted with great bitter¬
ness last week to the view ex¬
pressed by France’s Jacques Flaud
that their French releases weren’t
being handled properly outside a.
handful of key cities and that
French producers would in fact be
better off dealing with the majors
or at least with distributors "of
substance.”
Flaud, who is director general
of the French Centre National de
la Cinematographic, made his state¬
ments in an interview with Variety
in last week’s issue.

them very long to realize that the
‘distribution in depth’ they are
talking, about is not only unat¬
tainable at the moment; but is un¬
profitable,”
commented
Richard
Davis, currently the largest French
distributor of Gallic product here.
"We can get more out one long
•run in an art house than out of a
dozen regular houses elsewhere.
Anyway, I tun just as interested as
the French producer to make the
most out of any given picture.”

Build The Keys!
View is expressed that the next
step for the French shouldn’t be
The indies, almost to a man, an attempt to penetrate the mar¬
sharply disagree with Flaud’s po¬ ket outside the keys, but to build
sition which, they say, is based on it up in such spots as Chicago and
an inadequate knowledge of the Los Angeles. It is acknowledged
market and its economics. Their that, if a. very big picture comes
main rebuttal points are:
along and can be dubbed, it pos¬
sibilities via major distribution are
(1.) Except when it’s a very
apt to be greater if it’s on a major
big picture, the French pro¬
company’s release list.
ducer is inevitably better .off
Commenting on the subject last
dealing with an
independent
week, A1 Lichtman, director of dis¬
rather than, with a major com¬
tribution
for 20th-Fox, said it paid
pany.
his company to take on important
(2.) The independent can op¬
foreign releases, provided they can
erate far more profitably (for
be dubbed. "Otherwise,” he 'said,
the producer)-than a major com¬
"it’s a waste of time for us.” Execs
pany and he’ll give" each picture
of the majors generally feel that
individual attention whereas a
they’re better off putting a lot of
major, outfit
can’t afford ' that
sales and promotional steam be¬
kind of selling.
hind American films since the pay¬
(3.) There literally exists no
off makes such efforts wrorth while.
"grass-roots”
market for the
"You sell an American picture,
French product unless it is
and
you might gross $2,000,000 or
dubbed. The average French fea¬
$3,000,000,”
said one. "Then you
ture is far better off playing a
take a French. Italian or even a
limited number of art houses
British
film,
and you’re lucky—
than losing money in extended
with exactly the same effort—if
circulation.
you gross two, three or four hun¬
"The French just don’t grasp the dred-thousand
dollars.
It
just
economics of this market,” noted doesn’t figure.”
one distributor. "It’s difficult for
Don’t
Know
Yanks
them to realize that, on a picture
Americans hold the French and
grossing $200,000 for a major, they
are apt to come out with less than other foreign producers underesti¬
with the same film grossing $100,- mate the lack of interest in foreign
film that characterizes American
000 for the independent.”
audiences generally. They feel that
Asked another: "If the majors the resistance could be gradually
are so eager to take on French
overcome, and it is in this that
films, why haven’t they done so?” they see the French Office du Cin¬
And he gave his own answer: "It’s ema rendering a valuable service.
simply that it doesn’t pay for a big
Opinion was expressed repeat¬
outfit to distribute foreign lan¬ edly in N. Y. last week that Flaud’s
guage pictures. Assume a major
statement had left Joseph Matersets a big circuit break on a French nati, head of the French Center,
color film. That sounds fine. But in "a difficult position” vis^a-vis the
by the time you get through pay¬ indies. It is noteworthy, however,
ing the print bill, and other ex¬ that the American
distributors
penses, there's nothing left to make make no attempt to deny the facts
a profit on.”
underlying Flaud’s observations.
Mayer’s Regrets
French films are extremely limited
Arthur Mayer, prez of the Inde¬ on their circulation, and from a
pendent Motion Picture Distribu¬ purely physical point-of-view, a ma¬
tors Assn., thought Flaud’s expres¬ jor Company undoubtedly has the
sions "neither good taste nor good facilities for shipping prints all
policy” and he said he regretted over the country with greater ease
that Flaud hadn't come with his than an independent working out
complaints
to
IMPDA
officers. of New York. The indies simply
Mayer at the same time praised dispute the implication that facili¬
the establishment of the French ties equal boxoffice, or that volume
Film Center and said it deserved necessarily spells profit, if indeed
full cooperation from the indies.
volume (in terms of admission as
"If the French were actually well as bookings) can be obtained
operating here, it wouldn’t take on French films.
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PICTURES

‘Helen’ Hotsy 11G, Port.;
‘Darling’ Sweet $10,000
SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 9)
—“Helen of Troy” (WB) (3d wk).
Big $12,000. Last week, $18,000.
Orpheum
(Cinerama
Theatre
Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—“Cine¬
rama Holiday” (Indie) (28th wk).
Smash $21,800. Las.t week, $24,200.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
70-$l) — “Golden Arm” (3d wk).
Fancy $13,000. Last week, $18,500.
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $l-$2.20)
<— "Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (13th
wk). Oke $9,500. Last week, $11,500.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1) —
“Diabolique” (UMPO) (7th wk).
Fine $5,200. Last week, $5,400.
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1) — “Man
"Who Loved Redheads” (Indie) (7th
wk).
Okay $1,900.
Last week,
$2,800.
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377; $1)—
“Divided
Heart”
(Indie).
Fair
$1,800. Last week, “Chance Meet¬
ing” (Indie) (6th wk) and “Bicycle
Thief” (Indie) (reissue) (4th wk),
$1,800.
Bridge (Reade-Schwarz) (396; $1$1.25)—“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (3d
wk). Big $2,500. Last week, $4,000.
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1)—“Long
Memory”
(Indie).
Okay $2,000.’
Last week, “Cupboard Was Bare”
(Indie), same.

OMAHA LAGS; ‘RANSOM'
TALL 7G, ‘HELEN’ 11G

‘ARM/‘GOODMAN’WITH
10G EACH PACE ST. L.
St. Louis, Feb. 14.
Holdovers again are predominat¬
ing here, with biz good after heavy
snow and cold weather slowed
turnstile activity last week. “Man
With Golden Arm” shapes as best
draw of holdovers, closely fol¬
lowed by “Benny Goodman (Story.”
“Cinerama Holiday” looms ‘fine in
52d week at Ambassador to round
out a full year there. “Littlest
Outlaw” is good in second week.
Lone newcomer at bigger houses
is “Wichita” paired with “Shack
Out on 101,” just finishing a week
with solid total at the Fox. “Trou¬
ble With Harry” still is nice in
third week at arty Pageant.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador
(Indie)
(1,400;
$1.20-$2.40)—“Cinerama Holiday”
(Indie) (52d wk). Nice $9,500. Last
week, $10,200.'
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; $1.25$2.50)—“Guys and Dolls” (M-G)
(8th wk). Good $5,500. Last week,
same.
Fox (F&M) (5,000;. 51-75)—“Bot¬
tom of Bottle” (20th) and “Flame
of Island” (Rep). Opened today
(Tues.). Last week “Wichita” (AA)
and “Shack Out On 101” (AA),
solid $17,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; “50-85)—
“Golden Arm” (UA) (3d wk). Good
$10,000 after $11,500 second ses¬
sion.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,400; 50-75)
—“Littlest
Outlaw”
(BV)
and
“Lord of Jungle” (AA) (2d wk).
Good $7,000 following $9,000 in
first.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
50-90) — “Trouble With Harry”
(Par) (3d wk). Okay $3,500 after
$4,500 in second.
Richmond (St. L. Amus.): (400;
$1.10) — “Diabolique”
(UMPO).
Good $3,000 or near. Last week,
“Volcano” (UA), $2,000.
■St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
50-90)—“Benny Goodman Story”
(U) (2d wk). Neat $10,000 or close
after $14,500 opening frame.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
$1.10)—“Lover Boy” (20th). Okay
$2,500.' Last week, “Diabolique”
(UMPO) (6th wk), $3,000.

Omaha, Feb. 14.
Biz is lagging at the downtown
spots this week, with crowd-snar¬
ing Omaha Auto Show cutting in
on strong, new product. “Ransom”
is socko at the Omaha. “Helen of
Troy” is fancy but below expecta¬
tions at the Orpheum. “Diane” is
mild at. the Brandeis.
“Indian
Fighter” is fairish in second stanza
at State.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; 75-$D—
“Diane” (M-G) and “Postmark for
Danger” (RKO). Slow $4,000 or
less. Last week, “Three Bad Sis¬
ters” (UA) and “Snow Creature”
(UA), $4,000.
*
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 70-90)
—“Ransom” (M-G) and “Toughest
Man Alive” (AA). Socko $7,000.
Last week, “Lone Ranger” (WB)
and “Dig That Uranium” (AA),
$7,000 in 6 days.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75$1)—“Helen of Troy” (WB). Fancy
Washington, Feb. 14.
$11,000 but not as big as expected.
With only . one - newcomer, b.o.
Last week, “All Heaven Allows”
average along main stem currenty
(U) (2d wk), $8,500.
is offish. Sole new entry, “Forever
State (Goldberg) (860; 80-$l)— Darling,” at Capitol, is mild, and
“Indian Fighter” (UA) (2d- wk). well below hopes for' draw of tv
Fair $3,600. Last week, $7,000.
stars Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz.
"Court Jester” in second stanza at
Palace
continues rohust.
"All
Heaven Allows,” holdover at Lopert’s Playhouse, is still fancy in
second week.
“Helen of Troy”
looks just okay in two spots for
Seattle, Feb. 14.
third week.
Newcomers here this round are
Estimates for This Week
not proving much help, while many
Ambassador (SW)
(1,490;
75of the holdovers are doing nicely. $1.25)—“Helen of Troy” (WB) (3d
Oke $3,500.
Last week,
“Bottom of Bottle’’ looks dull at wk).
Fifth Avenue while“Forever Dar¬ $6,300.
ling” is proving equally slow at
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 70-95)
Orpheum. "Benny Goodman Story” “Forever Darling” (M-G).
Tepid
is rated big in second Music Hall $14,000, and well below hopes,
session while "Golden Arm” is Last week, “Battle Stations” (Col),
very modest in first holdover frame $12,000.
at Paramount. “Littlest Outlaw” is
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-95)—
fast in second round at Music Box. "East of Eden” (WB) and “Battle
Estimates for This Week
Cry” (WB)
(reissues).
Rousing
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; $1- $8,500 for these oldies. Last week,
$1.50) — “Guys ‘ and Dolls” (M-G) “Three Bad Sisters” (UA), $8,700.
(8th wk). Swell $7,000. Last week,
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$1.10)
$7,800.
—“Diabolique” (UMPO) (6th wk).
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90- Big $4,500. Last week, $5,000.
$1.25) — “Storm Fear” (UA) and
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; $1-$1.80)—
“Joe Macbeth” (Col). Slow $6,500. “Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (13th-final
Last week, “Battle Stations” (Col) wk). Fine $8,000 for second week
and “Fury at Gunsight Pass” (Col), in row to wind sock run.
$13,000 in 9 days.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500; $1.25)—“Helen of Troy” (WB) (3d
$1-$1.25) —7- “Bottom of Bottle” wk).
Good $6,000
Last week,
(20th) and “Dig That Uranium” $10,200
(AA).
Dull $7,000. Last week,
Palace (Loew) (2,360; ^O^l.lO)“Trouble with Harry” (Par) and "Court Jester” (Par) (2d wk) Solid
“Heartbreak Ridge” (Indie), $6,300. $16,000 after $25,000 opener. Stays
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- on.
$1.25) — “Littlest Outlaw” (BV).
Playhouse
(Lopert)
(485;
75(2d wk). Fancy $6,000. Last week, $1.10)—“All Heaven Allows”’ (U)
$6,500.
(2d wk).
Fancy $7,500.
Last
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; $0- week, $9,500. Stays.
$1.25)—“Benny Goodman” (U) and
Plaza (T-L) (276; 70-$1.25)—“Lit¬
“Red Sundown” (U) (2d wk). Big tlest Outlaw” (BV) (3d wk). Nice
$11,000. Last week, $12,800.
$6,000.
Last week. $8,000; stays
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90- on.
$3.25) — “Forever Darling” (M-G)
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
and “Fighting Chance” (Rep). Mild
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie)
$8/00°-.. ,oaS\
73 o' °fj'18thwk>. Still going strong with
Islands '(Rep) and "Divided Heart” $17,000
for fourth 6 C0ns4utive
(Rep), $4,000.
week. Extra Saturday morning
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039; , group screenings help. Continues.
SU-$1.25)—“Golden Arm” (UA) (3d :
Trans-Lux <T-L) <600; 70-SI.25)
wk) and “Let’s Make Up” fUA)!—“Wages of Fear” <DCA) <5th(2d wk). Modest $7,000. Last week, ! final wk>.
So-so $3,500 in last 8
week, $9,800.
I days. Last week, $4,000.

‘Darling’ Fair $14,000,
D.C.; ‘Jester’ 16G, 2d

‘Bottle’ Dim 7G, Seattle;
‘Goodman’ Lusty 11G, 2d

Portland, Ore., Feb. 14.
Biz moves into high gear this
round after a week on skids due
to bad weather. “Littlest Outlaw”
is big in second week.
“Benny
Goodman Story” is torrid in sec¬
ond inning at Liberty. All new¬
comers loom big, especially “Man
With Golden Arm” at .Paramount
and “Helen of Troy” at Orpheum,
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,875; 90$1.25)—“Forever Darling” (M-G>
and-“Fighting Chance” (Rep). Tall
$10,000 or near. Last week, “All
Heaven Allows”
(U)
(2d wk),
$8,200.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.25)
“Bottom of Bottle” (20th) and
“Houston Story” (Col) (2d wk).
Okay $5,000. Last week, $7,800.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—“Littlest
Outlaw” (BV) (2d wk). Nights and
weekends only. Hefty $7,000. Last
week, $7,200.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90$1.25)—“Benny Goodman Story”
(U) and “Red Sundown” (Indie)
(2d wk). Loud $9,000 or close.
Last week. $12,700.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1$1.25)—“Helen of Troy” (WB) and
“Dial Red O” (AA). Big $11,000.
Last week, “Hell Frisco Bay” (WB)
and “Apache Ambush” (Col) (2d
wk), $6,800.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90$1.25)—“Golden Arm” (UA) gnd
“Top Gun” (UA). Hot $13,000 or
thereabouts. Last week. “Phantom
10,000 Leagues” (Indie) and “Day
World Ended” (Indie), $10,500.

KANSAS CITY
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Inside Stuff-Pictures
If U.S. Govt, sends barges or other craft into Asiatic ports to ex¬
hibit Cinerama, specifically the not-yet-released “Atomic Energv for*
Peace” it will involve many angles. Not everybody agrees this is
smart, especially if the atomic theme is used in the Orient, where
horror is very great for understandable reasons. It is . to overcome
this Horror and substitute a positive association with fission that the
Washington propagandists have apparently plotted the venture. It ties
in with a phrase of which more may be he£rd—“People’s capitalism.”
One special problem is the safety of the vessels. “What happens if
excitable Orientals panic and capsize the ship?” is one skeptic’s ques¬
tion. “Then everybody sues Uncle Sarn.” It’s recalled that U.S. Steel
planned a show on barges near- Pittsburgh and sought to buy 24-hour
insurance in the amount of $12,000,000 but neither in New York or
London could this protection be placed.
Wilbur Snaper, operator of the Keyport Theatre Co. of New Jersey,
has filed a stipulation in New. York Federal Court withdrawing his
appeal objecting to Loew’s Theatres acquisition of a drive-in site near
Raritan, N. J.
A spokesman for Snaper said the action was based on two factors.
He disclosed that Norman A. August, son-in-law of Nat Cohn, Colum¬
bia Pictures metropolitan branch manager, had sold his interest in
the ozoner to Loew’s and that therefore there was no distributor con¬
nection, however remote, with the project. In addition, the spokes¬
man said that the case might assume some importance before the
Senate Small Business Committee hearings and Snaper wanted to
feel free to present documents and testify which he could not do if
the case were still in litigation.
Frqgh slant on why pictures flop is provided by Robert A. Wile,
executive secretary of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio, in
the organization’s current bulletin; “Liberace, that great idol of tele¬
vision, is quoted in the newspapers as to why his picture (“Sincerely
Yours”) failed at the theatre box offices of the country. Liberace
tells the public, ‘the prices were too high.’ If you’ll pardon the in¬
elegant expression, that ain’t the way we heard it.
“The failure of Liberace,” Wile continues, “has led Warners to
indefinitely postpone the production of ‘The Ed Sullivan Story’. We
consider this a wise move. That granite.face on a movie screen would
sell few tickets. And when he is competing with himself on Sunday
nights, what could the theatres expect?”

(Continued from page 9)
$7,000. Last week, $11,000, under,
hopes.
Two days after the Appellate Division in Albany heard arguments
Missouri (RKO) (2,585; 75-$l)— in the appeal by Capitol Enterprises Inc., from a decision of the
‘Littlest Outlaw” (BV).and "Naked Regents which upheld the State’s Education Dept, in refusing to license
Sea” (RKO). Looks smash $14,000, “Mom and Dad” on the grounds that a human birth sequence was
best at house in many months. “indecent,” The Knickerbocker News editorially expressed hope the
Stays.
Last week, “Red Hawk
question of film censorship be “settled once and for all.”
Trail” (WB) and “Cannibal Attack”
“Such opportunity,” the paper pointed out, “may be imminent be¬
(Col), $7,500.
cause of the willingness of Capitol Enterprises Inc. to brush aside
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
75-$l)—“Helen of Troy”
(WB). questions of fact and present, the Appelate Division—and eventually
S^out $11,000; could hold. Last the U. S. Supreme Court—with an uncluttered constitutional issue.”
week, “Hell on Frisco Bay” (WB),
$9,000.
After extensive ballyhoo by the Fulton in Pittsburgh for opening
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-$l)—
“Forever Darling” (M-G). Hearty of 20th-Fox’s “Carousel” end of next week, right after it preems at
$9,000; stays. Last week, “Guys Roxy in N.Y., Pitt house won’t get the pic version of the Rodgers &
and Dolls” (M-G) (7th wk), $5,500, Hammerstein musical until Easter. Management says it’s because hot
one of biggest runs at house.
enough Cinemascope ’55 prints- are available. Studio had skedded
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra¬ Barbara Ruick for a day of drumbeating but she didn’t show when
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100, 2,043,
all planes were grounded that day and now, with film being post¬
700, 1,217; 65-85)—“Bottom of Bot¬ poned for month and a half, her visit has been canceled altogether.
tle” (20th) and “Apache Woman”
(Lip). Just okay $13,000. Last week,
First documentary on the St. Lawrence river seaway and power
“All Heaven Allows” (U) and “Case
Red Monkey” (AA) (2d wk), fine development has come out of Crawley Films, Ltd., with Canadian
$11,500, especially in face of severe General Electric bankrolling. Titled, “Power and Passage,” threestorm.
reeler was preemed before the prime minister and his cabinet i»
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)— Ottawa prior to its March release. ’
“Prisoner” (Col) (2d wk). Sturdy
$1,500. Last week, $2,000.

LOUISVILLE
(Continued from page 9)
“Spoilers” (U) and “Hold Back To¬
morrow” (U), good $7,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000;
75-$l)—“Helen of Troy” (WB),
upped scale helping to wham $10,000 or over; sure to hold.. Last
week, “At Gunpoint” (AA), okay
$5,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
55-85)—“Benny Goodman Story”
(U) (2d wk). Slackening some to
okay $9,000 or close. Initial stanza
hit torrid $15,000.
State (United Artists) (3,000; 5585)—“Forever Darling” (M-G) and
“Hell’s
Horizon”
(Col).
Modest
$8,000. Last week, “Golden Arm”
(UA), main stem bright spot at
$11,000.

Levy’s Key to Keyport
The recent ruling by the N. Y.
Federal Court giving Loew’s The¬
atres the greenlight to build a
drive-in in New Jersey “does not
mean that every time a divorced
circuit makes application to ac¬
quire an additional theatre it will
he granted,” Herman M. Levy, The¬
atre Owners of America general
counsel, explains in an analysis of
the fight put up by Keyport The¬
atre Co. in opposing the Loew's
petition.
Levy points out that the decrees
in U. S. vs. Paramount et al, pro¬
vide “that before a divorced cir¬
cuit may acquire an additional the¬
atre, or theatres, it must prove
that the acquisition will not un¬
duly restrain competition.”
The TOA legalite points out
that exhibitors may attempt to be
heard in objection to proposed ac¬
quisitions by seeking an amicus
curiae (friend of the court) status,
as was done by Keyport. However,
Levy stresses, that “this is not a
matter of right—it is a privilege
which the Court may or may not
grant to exhibitors.”

Insider Stock Report
Washington, Feb. 14. __

Climate, Not Pay
Sent ‘Boone Away

Jack L. and Albert Warner each
added 5,000 shares of Warner
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Bros, common to their holdings
The sun didn’t shine bright on
last December.
This gave Jack
Kentucky, forcing Gannaway-Ver
Warner 297,898 shares of the Halen Productions to stage “The
studio’s common, plus 13,400 in a Adventures of Daniel Boone” down
That’s the claim of
trust account, reports the Securi¬ Mexico way.
the indie outfit in answering a
ties and Exchange Commission in
consumer
boycott
campaign
its official summary of “insider launched against the picture by the
transactions” for the month, Dec. Hollywood AFL Film Council.
Council’s action asserts pic is
11 to Jan. 10. The acquisition built
“non-union
Mexican-made”
and
Major Warner’s holding up to
was lensed below the border “in
165,000 of the common, plus 32,- order to escape paying American
700 in a trust account.
standard of living wages which
Robert Lehman sold 8,900 shares make possible attendance at our
theatres,”
according
to
of 20th common, which left him movie
George Flaherty, Council * prexy
with 21,000.
John L. Sullivan, and international rep in Hollywood
new addition to the board of for IATSE.
All AFL-CIO union
Loew’s, Inc., purchased his first members will be asked to stay
away from the pic.
100 shares of the company’s com¬
“The sole reason for filming . . *
mon stock.
in Mexico was bad weather in
Jack Cohn unloaded 7,400 shares Kentucky,” said Albert C. Gannaof Columbia Pix common. He re¬ way in replying to the Council
tains 63,740 in his own name, and boycott threat. * When inclement
weather developed, troupe went
controls 1,629 as a trustee, and an over the border “due to commit¬
additional 59,683 in a voting trust. ments with stars and other pro¬
personnel.”
Gannaway
Abraham Montague sold 200 Col duction
common, keeping 9,606. Abraham also noted that “incidentally, some
of our financing originated there
Schneider disposed of 200, retain¬
and suitable conditions, including
ing 19,647.
weather, were indicated.
It was
not
our intention to by-pass Ken¬
A. H. Blank disposed of 100
As a matter
shares of 5% preferred of AB-PT tucky or Hollywood.
of fact, approximately 100 IATSE
from a trust fund he controls. An¬
members in Hollywood have
other 80 shares remain in the ac¬ worked on various phases of proc¬
count.
essing the picture.
In Mexico, we
Wife of Harold Goldman added used union labor.”
716 shares of National Telefilm As¬
Gannaway said his company is
sociates common. Goldman owns sending a unit to Kentucky March
40,125 in 4ns own name. Wife of 25 for backgrounds and other
Oliver A. Unger acquired 717 scenes for “Dan’l Boone,” a tv
shares of t.he^ company. Unger owns” series which he is filming with
40,125 in his'own name.
Bruce Bennett and Faron Young.
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The first 208 engagements-in big
and small cities-in the Loew’s
-in big and small theatres are
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AND IT’S STILL GOING GREAT IN NEW YORK
(VICTORIA)-LOS ANGELES (FOX BEVERLY)CHICAGO (WOODS)

Now Watch The Other Dates Pour In!

Frank Sinatra • eisanofl Parker,- k»m Novak
in OTTO PREMINGER'S

The man With "The

With Arnold Stang, Darren McGavin, Robert Strauss, John Conte, Doro Merande, George E. Stone, George Mathews,
Leonid Kinskey, Emile Meyer, Shorty Rogers, Shelly Manne. Screenplay by Walter Newman & Lewis Meltzer.
From the hovel by Nelson Algren. Music by Elmer Bernstein. Produced & Directed by Otto Preminger.

GOIPEN ARM
A UA REISASE
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terial for the screenplay by Robert
Blees. It's the story of mobsters
who fall out, reform governments
and lovely ladies caught up In
; Continued from page % —
the melodramatic events.
Over¬
tones of s.a., along with some strik¬
, Continued from page 6 ;
to fortune tellers (who, by the way,
ing settings are values for release
proved not such bad prophets). .
chance to demonstrate acting skill. prospects
Das Horoskop Der
and
average returns
Before getting hands on the cov¬
Bromfiled confines his thesping seem likely.
Faittilic Hosselbach
to sneering and looking menacing,
Payne is seen as a bright boy on eted passes to the openings, the
Germany Is successfully battling Jory rolls his eyes and orates
press
was subjected to a screening
the payroll of Ted de Corsia,
this trend, turning out a series of grandiloquently, Chaney mumbles
crime syndicate boss, who decides that would have done credit to- the
low-cost films which have meant and burbles, all without noticeable
to switch sides and take over via F.BJ. Loyalty tests, I.Q. tests . . .
big- cash at the wickets.
He.- is restraint undef Wilder’s loose di¬
supporting a reform candidate for but not even these were sufficient
Wolf Schmidt, whose one-man di¬ rection. Rest of the cast is com¬
rection, production, writing and posed on native types an&^&Jfew mayor who will have a police chief to get the press into the premieres
willing to take orders. Payne does of “les boys,” Balenciaga and Giv¬
starring vehicles are doing im¬ dragooned production crew mem¬
right well by the role’s demands. enchy, who closed their doors to
portant business in this country.
bers.
Miss Fleming plays the reform
Third in the “Family HesselIncluded in the footage.ar£ all- mayor’s secretary (who must draw the press for thrbe weeks. The
uproar reechoed to the other side
bach” series is “The Horoscope.” too-short snips of calypso . singing,
Like the others, it concerns a typi¬ but the plotting keeps getting in a big, big salary judging by her 6f the Atlantic. Carmel Snow, for
standard of living) and decorates
cal lower middleclass German the way.
years Balenciaga’s strongest sup¬
Among numbers are
family with nearly stock characters “Big Fish”and “Goodbye,” both by the role. So does Miss Dahl, her porter, vowed she would not even
—a hpmely daughter in search of a Clyde Hoyte, and “Beware the younger sister who’s a confirmed mention him in Harper’s Bazaar.
kleptomaniac
and
an
amoral
neu¬
husband, an attractive daughter Caribbean,” by Albert Elms. The
The atmosphere was electric
with problems about her fiance, the sound is often out of sync and not rotic as well.
A good degree of toughness is when the openings finally got un¬
teenage son in search of romance, of very good quality.
Kove.
der
' way and the screened press
given
the
crime
boss
character
by
the buxom mother and the flirta¬
de Corsia, who has to take it on was permitted to” reveal what the
tious middleaged papa.
This all
the
lam,
but
returns
at
the
finale
Paris
Couture had in mind for
The River Changes
combines to make sort of a “Ma and
to do some personal revenge work 1956.
Pa Kettle” of Germany.
(GERMAN)
on Payne, setting being a plushy
First of the Schmidt films, shot
Dior’s ‘F’ Line
Malibu beach house. Kent Taylor,
in Schmidt’s own small home in a
Heavy melodrama lensed in
It is the “F” line for Dior this
the reform candidate, comes over
suburb of Frankfurt, cost about
Germany with little general
satisfactorily, as does Frank Ger- time. F for Femme and for Fleche
$25,000, It grossed $250,000. Sec¬
appeal.
Dior always destroys
stle as the police chief,, whose (Arrow).
ond and third films follow a simi¬
sweet setup with Payne is over¬ what he has created and, like Pyg¬
lar pattern, mostly photographed
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
malion,
builds
a new woman every
thrown because Miss Dahl filches
at home.
Warner Bros, release of Owen Crump
The horoscope plot has the whole production. Stars Rossana Rory, Harald a necklace, thus setting loose a season.
Marescli;
feaitures
Renate
Mannhardt,
The
waist
has
stopped wander¬
family terrified at a series of pre¬ H-enry Fisher, Jaspar V. Oertzen, Nick train of events that reveals the-]
Others ing: this season it has climbed .and
dictions
that
someone
in
the Solomatin. Written and directed -by power behind the office.
camera, Ellis W. Carter; editor,
are okay.
household is due to die. Supersti¬ Crump;
settled under the bust. Women are
James Moore; score, Roy Webb. Pre¬
Allan Dwan’s direction stirs up to look like Napoleon’s Josephine
tions lead to slapsticky comedy viewed Jan. 31, '56. Running time, 91
a good melodramatic pace, which or Madame Recamier. It is an Ar¬
scenes and suspense. This is big MINS.
for mass audiences but a little in¬ Mayram . Rossana Rory is properly suited to the type of row silhouette because it is straight
Kurus . Harald Maresch
credible for the sophisticated.
tale being told, and the footage un¬ and simple; it is a Femme sil¬
Leah . Renate Mannhardt
Schmidt plays a plausible papa. The Leader . Henry Fisher folds with only occasional lag.
houette because curves
though
Situation is accented by some Jonathan . Jasper V. Oertzen John Alton handled the cameras
Asa . Nick Solomatin
funny friends, the old spinster and The Question Man .. Otto Friebel to advantage in presenting ther art repressed — are still curves and
bosoms
are
vaguely
allowed
to
the newly married, middleaged Temen . Rene
_
Magron
direction by. Van Nest Polglase and
Brandt | the set decorations by Alfred Spen¬ breathe. Dior’s new foundations will
Bert Brandt
couple.
Sibylle
Schindler,
a Aaron .. .. Bert
Josana
. Ilse Ruth Roskam
guarantee
women
the
girlish
un¬
charmingly awkward teenager, is a The Little Man . H. Freuschtenicht cer. Editing by James Leicester,
real scene thefter.
A 15-year-old Peter . Helge Lehmann and score by Louis Forbes are developed figures to ' fit his new
. H. C. Clemmstein
former ballet student who is doing Tosnic
line. The one-piece sheath dresses
both good.
Brog.
Chief Guard . Rolf Menke
her first, acting in tjiis series, she
of last season are split in two: the
seems to have a fine future in Ger¬
top part ‘ becomes a “caraco” — a
What “might” have been a tense
Lielic, Tanz Un«I lOOO
man films.
short floating garment—and the
suspense thriller comes out a
Direction’ and acting are excel¬
Schlagcr
skirt is slimmer than ever. Suits
heavy-handed melodrama with lit¬
lent under Schmidt’s easy handl¬
(Love, Dance And 1000 Songs)
are belted under the bosom. After¬
tle general appeal for regular filming. Music and camera are good
(GERMAN, MUSICAL)
goers. Owen Crump, who wrote,
noon dresses imitate the sari, with
assets.
Berlin, Feb. 7.
produced and directed, did his
a subtle drape caught-up under
Definitely aimed for the family
Gloria release of CCC production. Stars
lensing in Germany, using an all- Caterina
shoulder.
Dancing
dresses
Valente and Peter Alexander. the
trade. Family Hesselbach might
foreign cast, but fails to utilize to Features Rudolf Platte, Willi A. Kleinau, show the knees under billowing
convey its humor to the same sort
the best advantage what started Ruth Stephan, Hubert v. Meyerinck, skirts. Evening dresses, with Em¬
of U.S. audience.
Absence of
Fuetterer, Peter W. Staub, Silvio
out as a story idea with suspense Werner
Francesco, Bruno W. Pantel, Joachim pire waists and tiny sleeves are
names for America is obviously
Rake,
Wolf Harnisch. John. Bubbles,
possibilities.
a drawback.
Schmidt has proved
soft, feminine, almost ceremonious
Overseas filming gives an air of Henry Lorenzen, Erik van Aro, Tvorek;
•orchestras, * Kurt Edelhagen and Hazy —a
for the third time that one doesn’t
fashion made for Princess
authenticity to the story of a small Osterwald. Directed by Paul Martin.
need a fat bankroll to come up
European village that suddenly Screenplay, Curt Flatow and Paul Martin Kelly.
with a better-than-average boxstory by Frederick Kohner; cam¬
The lipstick marks left on Dior’s
finds itself being taken over by after
era, Karl Loeh; music, Kurt Feltz and
office draw.
Haze.
the “people’s government” (pre¬ Heinz Giet. At Gloria Palast, Berlin. face after the show were the stamp
of his success. Ex-Washington-Am¬
sumably Communist, although un¬ Running time, 98 MINS.
named) when a boundary river
bassadress Madame Henri Bonnet
Manfish
This
musical
has
been
tailored
changes
its
course
overnight.
From
—now
one of Dior’s staff—could
(SONGS—COLOR)
a happy farming community, the primarily ' for Caterina Valente not protect him from the stampede
village becomes a fear-ridden place who in little time has managed to of his fans.
Jamaica scenic values with
as
the
new
leaders
establish become Germany’s No. 1 record¬
Poe plots.
Fair entry for
Fath’s ‘Beauty Line’
themselves. Finale finds the vil¬ ing star. Unfortunately, her debut
second-billing.
lagers uniting to flee to the west as a big screen star cannot be re¬
“To look pretty!” said Genevieve
garded as a very successful one, Fath, “what else do women want?
side
of
the
new
river
course
and
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
United Artists release
of
W.
Lee this break does generate a measure with her material is mostly to Mine is the ’Beauty Line.’ Women
Wilder production. Stars John Bromfield, of tension which would have been blame.
do not want to be shocked into a
Lon Chaney, Victor Jory; features Bar¬
Pic wiir turn out to be a topgreater if the plotting had care¬
new figure every six months. I
bara Nichols, Tessa Prendergast. Directed
notch moneymaker within at home.
by Wilder. Screenplay, Joel Murcott; fully built to it.
leave that to male designers.” No
story adapted from Edgar Allan Poe’s
Rossana Rory suitably portrays It even will appeal to provincial"Gold Bug" and "Telltale Heart" by
International concealed figures for her: bosoms
village beauty who, although minded patrons.
Myles Wilder; camera (De Luxe Color), a
appear rather meagre. are bosoms and hips are hips just
Charles S. Wellborn; editor, C. Turney dallying with enemy border guard prospects
Smith; score, Albert Elms; songs. Rich- Harald Maresch along the river The Valente name, however, may where you expect to find them—
aid. Koerner. Clyde Hoyte. PreviewetLF-eb.
and yet she knows all the tricks
banks, , still rallies * enough' to help lure some curious patrons.
6, ’56. Running time, 7# MINS.
This film lacks practically every¬ to hide possible imperfections. Her
Brannigan . John Bromfield get her people through by freeing
“Swede” . Lon Chaney village leader Jaspar V. Oertzen, thing a good ,musical requires—I collection is full of flower*, becom¬
"Professor" . Victory Jory imprisoned by “Government” rep¬
Color, pace, eye-filling scenery and ing hats, Pierrot frills, hooped ball
Mimi .
Barbara Nichols
However, Miss Val- gowns and gay colors.
Alita . Tessa Prendergast resentative Henry Fisher as a spy. imagination.
Chavez .
Eric Coverly Renate
Mannhardt, Nick
Solo¬ ente’s remarkable singing talents -When Lanvin Castillo’s manne¬
Domingo .
Vincent Chang matin, Otto Friebel and Rene Ma¬ are also obvious in this film al¬
quin, Dany, dramatic and unsmil¬
"Big Boy” . Theodore Purcell
Bianco ..
Vere Johns gron are among others in cast who though she’s not been given ex¬ ing, made her first appearance, her
Aleppo . Arnold Shanks are adequate.
actly a rewarding role. The story,
body arched like a Spanish dancer,
Calypso .. Clyde Hoyte
a
secondary
factor,
concerns
Miss
Ellis W. Carter’s photography
the audience saw a Goya painting
has a moody, artistic, flavor that Valente who is discovered by a tal¬
W. Lee Wilder, as producer-di¬
goes with the presentation and the ent scout; of a big disk company. come to life. Whether modeling ec¬
rector, has pieced together a pic¬
music by Roy Webb does its back¬ But she has it tough to get into the centric cone-shaped bolero capes
ture from some footage shot in
act since the big boss shows, an or aerial chiffon skirts flowing
ground supporting competently.
Jamaica and a couple of Edgar
open dislike for any newcomer.
Brop.
from high Empire waist, she stole
Allan Poe plots strictly for the
The songs featured in this mu¬ the show. All of Antonio Castillo’s
programmer trade.
Helping the
sical are mostly easy on the ear. collection is inspired by old Spain.
Slightlv Scarlet
film’s chances are the luscious
The supporting cast is generally Dany’s final entrance as a Velas¬
scenery and underwater sequences,
(COLOR)
well chosen.
Cast also includes
quez bride was a natural for pho¬
tint photography by Charles S.
East German Willi -A. Kleinau,
tographers.
Wellborn, and the colorful Jamaica
Crime-doesn’t-pay meller, sat¬
holder of the Commie National
locale.
Pierre Balmain’s “Jolie Madame
isfactorily done for average
Prize, in the role of Miss Valente’s
Myles Wilder welded together
prospects in regular situations..
of 1956” will please his customers.
father.
Poe’s “Gold Bug” and “Telltale
Script by Curt Flatow and Paul “I design only for women with
Heart” for the story which Joel
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Martin (who also directed), based quiet restrained taste,” is his mot¬
RKO release of Benedict Bogeaus pro
Murcott screen adapted, but un¬
Stars John Payne, Arlene Dahl, on an original story by Frederick to. For the outdoor girl, Madeleine
fortunately the dialog -can best be duction.
Rhonda Fleming; features Kent Taylor, Kohner, is not very imaginative. De Rauch is unbeatable. As for
described as primitive. In the first Ted de Corsia, Lance Fuller, Buddy Baer,
Technically, film represents Ger¬ Balenciaga and Givenchy, their
half, John Bromfield, muscular, Directed by Allan Dwan. Screenplay Rob¬
Hans.
ert Blees; based on James M. Cain's man average.
fear of piracy has deprived them
•bullyboy-captain of the Manfish; novel "Love's Lovely Counterfeit"; cam¬
of all publicity.
Whatever they
turtle-fishing boat, teams with era (Technicolor), John Alton; editor,
show—good or bad . (and rumors
Victor Jory. a sinister professor, to James Leicester; score, Louis Forbes.
Previewed Feb. 13, '56. Running time,
vary)—it will not be news when
find a pirate treasure, a la “Gold 98 MINS.
Bug.”
it comes out.
Ben Grace . John Payne
Now comes the “Telltale Heart’ Dorcthy Lyons . Arlene Dahl S—^ Continued from page 3 ■
Lyons . Rhonda Fleming
segment, in which Jory kills Brom¬ June
Jansen ...
Kent Taylor
field, ties the body to an oxygen Sol Caspar . Ted de Corsia ican market. Willoughby is part¬
.:. Lance Fuller nered with former Hollywood pro¬
cylinder and jettisons it overboard. Gauss
Lenhardt . Buddy Baer
Bubbles arising from the leaking Dietz
. Frank Gerstlc ducer-director Arthur Dreifuss in
cylinder, however, give away the Martha . Ellen Corby a deal backed by the Netherlands
crime and finale finds Lon Chaney,
government and a combine of in¬
Frankfurt, Feb. 7.
dimwitted crew member with a
“Slightly. Scarlet,”
with
its dustrialists.
Otto Preminger, who produced
single-minded love of the boat, James M. Cain tough touches, does
Netherlands, Willoughby point¬ “Carmen Jones,” stated here that
ending up as the owner. When he a fairly effective job of provid
ed out, are willing to put up the. the rights to the Bizet music in the
puts to sea to hunt turtles, he un¬ ing
crime-doesn’t-pay
entertain
money,
particularly
if
Dutch- film, long a matter of legal entan¬
wittingly lets the treasure, secured ment for the regular market. Ad¬
language versions are made for glements in Europe, have now been
below the vessel, break loose and ditionally. it has the familiar
the
domestic
market.
Costs
there worked out, and that the film can
sink’ to the bottom.
names of John Payne, Arlene Dahl
'Barbara ■ Nichols
and
dusky and Rhonda Fleming for the mar¬ are about 50% lower than the finally open here. It is slated to
Hollywood
average
and
there
is no- begin in Germany this spring, with
Tessa Prendergast, both young quees ig.. those playdates, as well
ladies with spectacular topogra¬ as a Technicolor dress well-lensed shortage of trained film workers 20th-Fox releasing.
or
studio
and
lab
facilities.
How¬
phy, are on hand to lend added in SuperScope.
Preminger is in Germany to at¬
added, there are tend openings of “Man With Gold¬
scenery as a hardbitten nitery j
Benedict
Bogeaus’
production ever, Willoughby
_
thrush and a native belie, in that! draws on Cain’s novel. “Love’s'i as yet no facilities in Holland for en Arm” (UA), starting in key Ger¬
order.
Neither is given much 1 Lovely Counterfeit” as source ma-1 color.
man cities.

Paris Piracy

Film Reviews

Dutch Financing

Preminger Says 'Jones’
Finally OK for Europe

DOZEN HOUSES SHOWING
‘CAROUSEL’ SIX-TRACK
About a dozen theatres in the
country will present “Carousel”
with six-track magnetic sound, ac¬
cording to Earl I. Sponable, 20thFox engineering topper.
Sponable said that on “The King
and I,” th? second of the CinemaScope 55 pictures,. the 55m road¬
show version would carry the six
tracks on the print. On “Carousel,”
the six soundtracks will be on a
separate film.
“Carousel,” shot in 55m CinemaScope, will be released on 35m
prints reduced from the 55m nega¬
tive. Among the houses that have
agreed to make the necessary in¬
stallations for sixtrack sound are
the Roxy in New York'and Grauman’s Chinese on the Coast.

ANTITRUST ACTIONS ENDED
Terms Secret As N. Y. C. Theatres
Settle $16,800,000 Suits
Two
separate
antitrust suits
against the eight m< jors which
sought total damages of $16,800,000 Were settled and discontinued
in pre-trial hearings last week be¬
fore Judge Sylvester Ryan in N. Y.
Federal Court. Terms of the set¬
tlements were undisclosed.
Both
suits charged the defendants with
discrimination as to runs and clear¬
ances.
One action involved the Harlem
Grand Theatre Corp., operator of
the Star Theatre in New York’s
Harlem section. It sued for $7,500,000. Plaintiffs in .the other case
were Knickerbocker Theatres, Inc.,
Major Amusement Co. Inc. and the
Harlem Grdnd Amusement Corp.,
all of which operated the 125th
St! Theatre in Harlem. at various
times,. Total damages of $9,300,000
were asked.

Mobile Cinerama
-■

^ Continued from page 3

*

ion, and the publicity and advertis¬
ing expenditures. The lesser cost
for the temporary installation is
achieved via the elimination of ex¬
pensive reconstruction and wiring
jobs. .
Although the Atlanta situation
is in the nature of a temporary in¬
stallation, it’s figured that the the¬
atre can run at last a year with
Cinerama product now'that Stanley
Warner has three pictures avail¬
able. “This Is Cinerama” will be
followed • by “Cinerama Holiday”
ahd
subsequentily
by
“Seven
Wonders of the World.”
The Atlanta opening is the fore¬
runner of a similar policy in other
areas of the . country which cannot
sustain runs of a year or more with
a single picture. The perfection
of the “mobile”* equipment will
enable SW to embark on its longplanned . expansion program for its
Cinerama subsidiary. Bernard G.
Kranze, who resigned as United
Artists general manager to become
vice-president of Stanley Warner
Cinerama, will supervise the ex¬
pansion program.
The # mobile
equipment
costs
about $80,000 as compared with the
$60,000 cost for the permanent
units. However, it’s figured that it
will prove cheaper in tlie long run
since. it. can be unclamped and
moved to. another area once the
Cinerama product has played to its
maximum potential audience in one
trading zone.

U’s Rank Division
=■

■

Continued from page 7

ja

which other United States dis¬
tributors are forced to do. Repub¬
lic, for example, gave Rank a
$125,000 advance guarantee for
“Doctor at Sea.” In making its
choice of Rank films, U is under¬
stood to turn down all pictures
which it feels haven’t the ability
to gross $250,000 in the U.S. mar¬
ket.
While it has kept its special
films division intact, U disbanded
the special films two-man pub-ad
department consisting of eastern
advertising manager Jeff Living¬
ston and Maurice Segal. Latter was
shifted to other duties and Living¬
ston devoted full time to his ad
chores for Universal product. Un¬
der the present setup, the pub-ad
activities for the Rank and other
special films will be channeled
through the regular pub-ad depart¬
ment and will be handled similarly,
to U’s own films.
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When those cheering M-G-M
representatives from overseas
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TOA-ALUED DELEGATES GAGGED BY D. OF J.
UCHTMAN PLEA ON ARBITRATION PUBLIC
Officials of Theatre Owners of

NEED AFFIDAVITS

America and Allied States Assn,
have placed a tight lid on all com¬ Promise No Distrib Can Hurt Exhib
Who Supplies Senate Data
ments relating to the meeting last
week with representatives of the
Dept, of Justice, The session, the

Minneapolis, Feb. 14.

North Central Allied has made a
second bulletin appeal to the terri¬
the two exhibitor organizations,
tory’s independent exhibitors for
was for the purpose of pressing affidavits to back up its claim that
for permission for the formerly- they’re unable to buy top pictures
affiliated chains to embark on a at reasonable terms.
Such affidavits are being gath¬
production program In order to al¬
ered for presentation at the Sen¬
leviate the product shortage.
ate’s small business subcommittee’s
Attending the huddle were TOA hearings on film rentals late this
prexy Myron Blank, TOA general month. But in the current bulletin
counsel Herman M. Levy, Allied it’s admitted that the first appeal,
prexy Rube Shor, and Allied gen¬ several weeks ago, failed to bring
“enough such affidavits stating ex¬
eral counsel Abram F. Myers. Ac¬ hibitors’ complaints.”
It alleges
cording to a spokesman for the fear of distributor retaliation is
group, they pledged not to reveal preventing the theatreowners from
any information concerning the sending them in and it guarantees
them “protection,”
discussion and agreed that all
In the current bulletin, S. D.
statements would be issued by the Kane, NCA executive counsel, ap¬
Dept, of Justice.
peals to exhibitors not to be afraid
Meanwhile, TOA released the and he assures them “there’ll be no
correspondence between TOA and distributor retaliation.”
second since the alliance between

A1 Lichtman, 20th-Fox distribution
chief,
with

which preceded the
the

distribution
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break

arbitration

group. According to TOA, the two
letters, which are “self-explana- jtory,” were released to answer the
‘libelous and venomous statements

D. of J. Wonders:
Who-Wants-What?

Greene Takes Judgment'
Against Gregory Ratoff
Los Angeles, Feb. 14.
Richard Greene won a $37,834
judgment against Gregory Ratoff,
producer-director, as balance on
$48,000 assertedly due on a pic¬
ture.
Actor charged that Ratoff, whom
he testified had agreed to pay off
$35,500 after having paid Greene
$12,500, had made only $5,000 in
payments. Interest accounted for
balance on $37,834.

Oklahoma Exhibs
Rap Par, WB, NSS
Oklahoma City, Feb. 14.
Directors of United
Theatre
Owners of Oklahoma have mandate
from statewide convention to take
up exhibitors’ cudgel against two
distributors and National Screen
Service.
Convention
passed
resolution
condemning Paramount and War¬
ner Bros, for “their sales policies,
including exorbitant sales tenns,
print shortage and forced bidding,"
and gave directors instruction? to
seek relief pronto ’through local
branch offices.

Exhib body also condemned Na¬
tional Screen Service . for “unfair
trade practices” in Oklahoma, and
Justice Dept, is reportedly still authorized legal action by directors
in the dark about which divorced if necessary to "bring about fair
and addressed to TOA prexy My¬
circuits are willing to enter film and just terms.”
ron Blank, urged that TOA join production, following last week’s
In another resolution the ex¬
the distributors in submitting the huddle with spokesmen for Allied hibitors rapped 20th Century-Fox’s
arbitration draft to the Dept, of States Assn, and Theatre Owners proposed plan to release “King and
Justice and the Senate Small Busi¬ of America.
I” in ,55mm. only.
Company was
ness Committee prior to the hear¬
asked to make it available in 35
However, it is felt here that Al¬
ings originally scheduled for Feb.
mm. simultaneously.
lied and TOA are not merely kick¬
2.
Convention voted support of new
ing around an idea which might
Lichtman noted that distribution subsequently tempt a big circuit. tax relief campaign, and also en¬
felt that the submission “should It is believed the exhibitor associa¬ dorsed TOA-Allied campaign to
be made immediately” and that it tions are playing John Alden for ease restrictions on divorced cir¬
be made jointly “to reflect our an actual Captain Miles Standish cuits to allow them to produce pic¬
agreement.” In addition, he point¬ or two among the big theatre tures. (Question of producers re¬
ed out that Senate Select Commit¬ chains, pressing their suit with a suming exhibition did not arise.)
New UTOO officers are Bernard
tee on Small Business recommend¬ reluctant Anti-Trust Division.
J. McKenna, Norman president; Ed
ed following the 1953 hearings that
So far, the Government hasn’t Thorne, Cooper Foundation, Okla¬
arbitration “can lead the way out
said, “John, .why don’t you speak homa City, board chairman; Sieof many difficulties confronting the
independent motion picture exhib¬ for yourself?” Since Allied and bert Worley, Shamrock, Tex.; C. D.
TOA have already explored the Hicks, Nowata, and Eddie Jones of
itors today.”
matter without success.
Instead,
vice
presidents;
Dick
Lichtman said that the film com¬ Anti-Trust indicates that under Tulsa,
panies “feel very strongly their some conditions it might be willing Thompson, Oklahoma City, secre¬
obligation to advise” the Senate to okay circuit production—provid¬ tary, and Claude Motley, Video In¬
Theatres,
Oklahoma
committee “that its recommenda¬ ing there was no connection with dependent
Citv.tfeasurer..
tion has beei followed and that any of the Big Eight producers and
after much effort ... an agreement
distributors.
upon an arbitration plan has been
Justice is apparently waiting
reached.”
for a concrete, proposition which
In conclusion, Lichtman stated! would not do much violence to the
that the distribs intended to sub¬ anti-trust decree of the Supreme
mit the arbitration plan imme¬ Court, and could be made legal by
Technicolor deal with the Aus¬
diately and “we ask you to join amending the decree.
trian Wien Film, under which one
with us in this. ...”
Guessing here is that only the of the two Wien Film labs, in Vien¬
In his reply, Blank stated that largest of the divorced circuits na would turn out Techni prints,
TOA had noted “quite positively” might hazard the cost of produc¬ is reported in New York.
that it would not submit the pro¬ tion. AB-PT has oyer 600 theatres;
The Wien lab is said to be com¬
posed plan to the Dept, of Justice I National has about 300; Stanley- pletely up-to-date and will be in a
or the Senate committee prior to | Warner has 275; Loew’s about 100; position to process Agfa and East¬
the hearings. He repeated TOA's ; and RKO, 80-85.
man color in addition to Techni¬
reasons:
i
The first three of these would color.
Wien originally owned one lab
(1) It might be taken as an in¬ : be the only ones likely to give seriin Vienna.
When the Russians
dication that TOA was attempting ! ous thought to production.
came, they took over the plant and
to whitewash distribution.
|
Last week’s huddle was the secWien
was
forced
to establish a sec¬
(2) That while TOA approved ! ond between "John Alden” and
ond lab. Then the Soviets left, and
the arbitration plan, it was not the Justice Department.
Sitting
the
first
lab
was
returned.
happy with it because it'felt the in were Myron Blank and Herman
This would be Techni’s fourth
scope of arbitrability was too nar¬ Levy, of TOA; Abram F. Myers
European tieup. Outfit has a lab
row.
and Reuben Shor, of Allied; and
in London and in Paris and is re¬
Blank stated further that TOA Maurice Silverman, head of the
ported to have signed a deal for
had previously informed distribu¬ consent decree section of the Antian Italian plant with the Ferrania
tion that while it would tell the Trust Division.
interests'Senate committee it favored the
The exhibitor spokesmen offered
arbitration plan “as a last resort, a nVore detailed persentation of the
nevertheless we would do every¬ plan they offered at the first meet¬
thing we could to get a plan with ing in January. They are willing
a broader scope.”
for any of the divorced circuits to
At that point, according to produce and for any such circuit
Blank, Lichtman stated that “if to have priority in showing its own
Kansas City, Feb. 14.
TOA did not go along on the plan films.
This last is the gimmick
Appointments by. Governor Fred
of immediate submission, the dis¬ which the indies believe would en¬
Hall of Kansas has wrought a new
tributors would consider .doing it courage the big circuits to make
setup in the Board of Review, the
alone. In answer, we stated to you pictures.
state’s film censor board. Named
that we felt that that would be an
Position of the indies is that they as chairman of the board is Mrs.
even more harmful and unfair pro¬ want to get more product on the
Willard Cook, who has been a mem¬
cedure, and that, if you carried market and this is one way to that ber for some time.
through on it, we would make our goal. The indies have been hurt
New member of the board is
position clear to the Dept, of Jus¬ by the product shortage and higher
Mrs. Edna Bernice Stewart, from
tice and the Senate committee.”
, rental _prices. Publicly Allied and Bonner Springs. She fills the po¬
Lichtman’s
final
letter,
said : TOA say only that they are “hope- sition left vacant by Mrs. Frances
Blank, made it clear “that the pur- j ful” some of the divorced circuits Vaughn, as a board -member. Mrs.
pose of your request for immediate ! will take a chance, since the big Stewart is active in the Christian
submission was .a self-serving one j circuits also have product prob- Church, the American Legion Aux¬
because distribution is the prime lems. So far, no further meeting iliary and the Order of the Eastern
target” of the Senate hearing.
j is slated here on the matter. Star.
by anonymous distributor repre¬
sentatives.” .
Lichtman’s letter, dated ,Jan. 16

-

Hollywood Production Pulse
ALLIED ARTISTS

(Started Dec. 28)

Starts This Year.2
This Date, Last Year.......5
THREE FOR JAMIE DAWN"
Prod.—Hayes Goetz
Dir.—Thomas Carr
Laraine Day, Richard Carlson, Ricardo
Montalban, June Havoc, Maria Palm¬
er, Regis Toomey, Marilyn Sims
(Started Feb. 1)

COLUMBIA

'THE PROUD ONES"
Prod.—Robert L. Jacks
Dir.—Robert Webb
Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo, Jeffrey
Hunter, Robert Middleton, Walter
Brennan, George Mathews, Ken Clark,
Rodolfo Acosta, Arthur O’Connell,
Fay Rope, Whit Russel, Edward Platt
(Started Jan, 9)

Starts, This Year.2
This Date, Last Year. ?
PORTRAIT IN SMOKE"
(Film Locations Productions)
(Shooting in London)
Prod.—Maxwell Setton
Dir.—Ken Hughes
Arlene Dahl, Phil Carey, Herbert Mar¬
shall, David Kossoff, Ralph Truman,
Faith Brook, Sidney James
(Started Dec. 5)
BEYOND MOMBASA"
(ToDon Productions)
(Shooting in Africa)
Exec. Prod.—Tony Owen
Prod.—Adrian D. Worker
Dir.—George Marshall
Cornel Wilde, Donna Reed, Leo Genn,
Ron Randell, Christopher Lee
(Started Dec. 17)

WALT DISNEY
Starts, This Year.1
This Date, Last Year .......1
'WESTWARD HO, THE WAGONS"
Exec. Prod.—Walt’ Disney
Prod.—Bill "Walsh
Dir.—William Beaudine
Fess Parker, Kathleen Crowley, Jeff
York,
Toni
Woodward,
George
Reeves, Doreen Tracey, Tommy Cole,
Cubby O’Brien, David Stollery, Karen
Pendleton, Iron Eyes Cody, Jane Lid¬
dell, Jon Locke
(Started Jan, 16)

Washington, Feb. 14.

REPORT TECHNICOLOR
DEAL WITH VIENNA LAB

'HILDA CRANE" ■
Prod.—Herbert B. Swope Jr.
Dir.—Philip Dunne
Guy Madison, Jean Simmons, Jean
Pierre Aumont, Peggy Knudscn, Eve.
lyn Varden, Judith Evelyn
(Started Jan. 4>

METRO
Starts, This Year. 4
This Date, Last Year.0
'THE FASTEST GUN ALIVE"
Prod.—Clarence Greene
Dir.—Russell Rouse
Glenn Ford, Jeanne Crain, Broderick
Crawford, Russ Tamblyn, Lief Erick¬
son
»
(Started Jan. 5)
'HIGH SOCIETY"
Prod.—Sol C. Siegel
12*4
Dir.—Charles Walters
Bing Crosby, Grace Kelly, Frank Si, natra.
Celeste
Holm,
John Lund,Louis
Calhern,
Sidney
Blackmer,
Margalo Gilmore, Lydia Reed, Louis
Armstrong & Band
(Started Jan. 19)
'SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES ME"
Prod.—Charles Schnee
Dir.—Robert Wise
Paul
Newman,
Pier
Angeli,
Eileen
Heckert, Sal Mineo, Everett Sloane,
Harold Slone, Sammy White, Tony
Zale
(Started Jan. 26)
'OPPOSITE SEX"
Prod.—Joseph Pasternak
Dir.—David Miller
June Allyson, Joan Collins, Dolores
Gray, Ann Sheridan, Ann Miller,
- Joan-BLondell-, Jeff Richards, Leslie
Nielsen, Carolyn Jones, Harry James
& Band, Vivienne Segal, Barbara Jo
Allen, Sandra Descher
(Started Feb. 6)

PARAMOUNT

UNIVERSAL
Starts, This Year. ... 1
This Date, Last Year_ .. 5

WARNER BROS.
Starts, This Year. ...
This Date, Last Year.... ..
"THE SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS"
Prod.—Leland Hayward
Dir.—Billy Wilder
James Stewart
(Started Aug. 8)
"BABY DOLL"
(Newtown Productions)
(Shooting in New York)
Prod.-Dir.—Elia Kazan
Karl Malden. Carroll Baker,
lach, Mildred Dunnock
(Started Dec. 20)

Eli

Wal-

INDEPENDENT
"TARZAN AND THE LOST SAFARI"
(Sol Lesser Productions)
(Shooting in England)
Exec. Prod.—N. Peter Rathvon
Prod.—^ohn Croydon
Dir.—Bruce Humberstone
Gordon Scott, Peter Arne, Betta St.
John, Yolande Donlon, George Coulouris, Robert Beatty, Wilfrid HydeWhite
(Started Dec. 5)
"FLIGHT TO HONG KONG"
(Sabre Productions)
(UA Release)
(Shooting in Hong Kong)
Prod.-Dir.—Joseph Newman
Rory Calhoun, Dolores Donlon.
(Started Jan. 9)
"THE FRAGILE FOX"
(Associates & Aldrich Co.)
(UA Release)
(Shootin'g at RKO Pathe)
Prod.-Dir.—Robert Aldrich
Jack Palance, Eddie Albert, Lee Mar¬
vin, Robert Strauss, Richard Jaeckel,
Buddy Ebsen, William Smithers, Jon
Shepodd
(Started Jan. 16)
"STEP DOWN TO TERROR"
(Security Pictures)
(UA Release)
(Shooting at Goldwyn)
Prod.—Sidney Harmon
Dir.—Harry Horner
Anthony Quinn, Carol Ohmart, Arthur
Franz, Jay Robinson, Kathryh Grant,
Nehemiah Persoff, Carl Milletaire,
. Nestor Paiva, Barbara Nichols, Jana
Mason, William Phipps
(Started Jan. 26)
"THE BLACK SHEEP"
(Bel Air Productions)
(UA Release)
Exec. Prod.—Aubrey SehenekProd.—Howard W. Koch
Dir.—Reginald Le Borg
Basil Rathbone, Akim Tamiroff, Lon
Chaney, John Carradine, Bela Lugosi,
Patricia Blake, Phyllis Stanley, Tor
Johnson
(Started Feb. 9)

Starts, This Year. 7
This Date, Last Year.O
"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
Prod.-Dir.—Cecil B. DeMille
Assoc. Prod.—Henry Wilcoxon
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne
Baxter, Yvonne DcCarlo, Debra Paget,
Judith Anderson, Edward G. Robin¬
son, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Vincent
Price, John Carradine, John Derek,
Olivb Deering, Martha Scott, Julia
Faye, Henry Wilcoxon. Douglas Dymbrillc, lan . Keith, Frank DeKova,
Peter Hanson, Donald Curtis, H. B.
Warner, Joan Woodbury,. John Milton, Joyce Vanderveen, Francis Mc¬
Donald
(Started Oct. 14, 1954)

0
5

REMBUSCH ON FINE PRINT
Asks! What Makes Rentals
Alone Non-Arbitrable Matters?
Franklin, Ind.

Editor,

Variety;

Variety,

7,

Feb. 1, 1956 issue, page

reported

remarks

made

by

Mitchell Wolfson to the effect that
film

rentals

trated legally.

could

not

be

arbi¬

Mr. Wolfson’s re¬

RKO

marks are most surprising inas¬
much as he operates a television

Starts, This Year... I
This Date, Last Year.0

station requiring an ASCAP license
and one would suppose he had
read his copy of that license. Con¬

'THE FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY"
Prod.-Dir.—Arthur Lubin
Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
Channing, David Brian, James Arncss
(Started Jan. 23)

REPUBLIC
Starts, This Year.2
This Date, Last Year.3
'ACAPULCO"
(Shooting in Mexico)
Prods.—John Bash, Elizabeth Dickinson
Dir.—Paul Henrcid
Ralph Meeker, Janice Rule, Paul Honreld
(Started Jan. 30)

20th CENTURY-FOX
Starts, This Year.. 2
This Date, Last Year . 3
'THE SIXTH OF JUNE"
Prod.—Charles Brackett
Dir.—Henry Roster
Robert Taylor, Richard

tained in that license is a pro¬
vision for arbitrating disputes that
ari£e as to rental terms. The
ASCAP agreement covers copy¬
rights as do film contracts.
The
ASCAP agreement sets out differ¬
ent prices for different types and
kinds of television stations and
radio stations. Film contracts set
out prices for different pictures
and different theatres.
What escapes me is if it is legal
to arbitrate copyright charges on
music why isn’t it legal to arbi¬
trate copyright charges on motion
pictures?
Suggest Mitch might
get out his ASCAP agreement and
read the fine print.

Trueman T. Rembusch,
Todd,

Dana

Syndicate Theatres Inc.

.
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A sure coin - topper for any box office
KILL OR BE KILLED! GANG WKR MASSACRE
It happened when BILL Y GRAHAM
said.. /‘There is a man here tonight who
is hardening his heart... stiffening his neck
^ ...to go out of this place. This may be
the last chance God will give him I”

Thetruelp
life drama
|
of the man
'
who kept the
Gangsters, the
Gamblers and the
Bookies always
one step ahead
i of the law—
%
until the
,)
moment
when he
ll
tapped in
ona

^H^^direct
line to

>

> **W

f

>

FROM THE TRUE-LIFE STORY OF JIM VAUS

i

-m

EX-GANG WIRETAPPER

BILL WILLIAMS-GEORGIA LEE

featuring
•

Richard Benedict

•

%

Douglas Kennedy

•

Stanley Clements

*

Ric Roman

-

Paul Piccerni

WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTION

^

JOSEPH E. LEVINE

ibutoAA,
PHONE HUBBARD 2-3325

•

19 WINCHESTER STREET, BOSTON 16, MASS.

•

CABLE ADDRESS: EDIC BOSTON

--—-- FRANCHISE HOLDERS-SELECTED PICTURES CORP., 1600 Broadway,
PHOENIX FILMS, INC., 511 Fifth Ave., New York City

George J. Schaefer, Jr. - Jack Schlaifer
New York City
New Orleans, Atlanta, Charlotte, Memphis, St. Louis,
Kansas City, Des Moines and Omaha
9

9

9

TOWER PICTURES COMPANY
310 S. Harwood St., Dallas, Texas
Dallas and Oklahoma
•

Albany, Buffalo, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
Detroit and Washington

GEORGE WALDMAN, 630 Ninth Ave., New York City
New York City

99

FRED STEIN, 1979 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
Los Angeles, Portland, San Francisco, Seattle,
Denver and Salt Lake City

EMBASSY PICTURES CORP.
19 Winchester St., Boston, Mass.
Boston and New Haven
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If Local Tax Ups Admish Above 50c
Price Not Subject to Federal Bite
Washington, Feb, 14. Where an admission price is
boosted above the exempt 50c
level only by the amount of a
local or state admissions tax, the
ticket price does not become sub¬
ject to the Federal Admissions
tax.
This ruling was handed down
by the U. S. Internal Revenue
Service, which explained “in such
case, the excess amount collected
is not considered to be an addi¬
tional charge for admission.” The
Federal law provides that tickets
costing 50c or less are exempt
from the 10% admissions tax.
In another ruling, Internal Rev¬
enue held that reduced parking
lot charges arranged by theatres
do not make the reduced rate sub¬
ject to the admissions tax.
Case involved a theatre which
arranged for a special 25c evening
parking rate for patrons of the
theatre, and paid the parking tab
itself via a reduction in the price
oLthe car operator’s theatre ticket.
“For example,” explained Inter¬
nal Revenue, “where the estab¬
lished price for certain accommo¬
dations is 80c plus admissions tax,
the patron who presents a receipt
for 25c from the parking lot op¬
erator, may obtain a special ticket
for 55c plus admissions tax, which
entitles him to the use of the same
accommodations as the 80c ticket
plus tax does. No part of the park¬
ing charges is received by the
theatre operators.
“Held, the parking charge is
not an amount paid for admission.
Accordingly, the admissions price
of 55c represents a special reduced
rate for patrons of the parking lot,
and the tax may properly be based
thereon.”

Hair’s Diff In Take
Chicago, Feb. 14.
Total theatre admission taxes
collected in January by the
City of Chicago amounted xo
$91,122, or a drop of only Ap¬
proximately one-third of. 1%
from the $91,457 collected in
1955.
However, total amusement
taxes collected were $171,712,
a jump of just under 7% over
the $160,836 collected in Jan¬
uary 1955.

Moritt Bill Would Set
Alternative Legal Roads
For Censorship Appeals

30 Kids Suddenly 111
Evacuate Dallas House;
Blame Heat ’n’ Candy
Dallas, Feb. 14.
About 700 Oak Gliff children
were evacuated from the Heights
Theatre here last Saturday when
30 youngsters were stricken with
mysterious headaches and nausea.
There was no panic.
Three were taken to hospitals
as firemen and Dallas Emergency
Corpsipen administered^ oxygen to
a score of others. ‘ None was in
serious condition after oxygen
treatment.
According to Bill Godfrey, three
or four youngsters got sick and
began vomiting and the manage¬
ment then realized that something
was wrong. Others began complain¬
ing of headaches. It was believed
that the theatre was too hot.
The heating system was then
shut off and the exhaust fan turned
on and the theatre evacuated.
Gas experts found no leaks.
They were testing for toxic funus.
Police shuttered the theatre “for
the rest of the night” while tests
were made. It was thought that the
sickness may have been caused by
nothing more serious than “too
much heat and candy-counter
sweets.”
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Morality Set Apart From Democracy
Church Paper Hits Lawyer for Invoking LJ.S. Bill of
Rights Against Censorship of 4Mom & Dad’
Invidious Comparison
Minneapolis, Feb. 14.
Here’s an excerpt from the
current North Central Allied
bulletin:
•
"20th-Fox paid its stock¬
holders 40c a share in the last
quarter.
Loew’s paid 25c;
Universal, 50c (double the last
dividend), and Republic, 5%
in stock.
“How are you, Mr. Exhibi¬
tor, doing?”
_

Bills in Albany
Would Up Fees
For Censorship

Albany, Feb. 14.
A bill changing the license fees
charged by the Motion Picture Di¬
vision- State Education Depart¬
ment, from $3 per thousand feet
for originals and $2 per thousand
feet for copies to $4 per thousand
feet for originals and $4 for each
additional “entire” copy, has ’been
introduced by Assemblyman Leo
P. Noonan,' Chattaraugus County
Republican.
It is similar to a measure which
Sir Clifford Agarwala has re¬ unanimously passed the Assembly
signed as the Motion Picture Export last year, but which the Senate re¬
Assn, counsel in India, an MPEA jected after a heated debate. As¬
bulletin to member companies semblyman Noonan and Senator
discloses.
Franlc D’O’Connor, Democrat, now
The bulletin, outlining MPEA Queens County district attorney,
staff changes and worldwide and sponsored the proposal in' 1955.
homeoffice assignments, also dis¬ The Motion Picture Association re¬
closes the assignment of Herbert putedly backed the bill.
Erlanger as assistant general coun¬
As first -presented,-- the bill did
sel for MPEA, working under not contain the word “entire” be¬
Sidney Schreiber, general counsel. fore “copy.” This was later added,
Erlanger’s duties also encompass for the purpose of clarification. A
supervision of sales operations in number of legislators and other
Yugoslavia and the -handling of observers originally assumed that
foreign tax problems. Latter were the measure increased the fees col¬
formerly handled by William Rob¬ lected by the MPD, whereas it con¬
erts, who has resigned.
siderably reduced the total poten¬
With the resignation of Amos tial, through slashing the rate on
Cincinnati, Feb. 14.
Hiatt from the MPEA, the negotia¬ prints.
Samuel J. Weiss, promoted by
tion of compensation deals and
The State Education Department
20th Century Fox from salesman
other financial matters will be left and the Budget Division reportedly
here to sales manager of the Cleve¬
up to the three MPEA veepees— opposed the 1955 bill.
land exchange, and his wife, Fay,
G. Griffith Johnson,. Robert Cor-,
The effective date for the Noon¬
were honored at separate testi¬
kery and Irving Maas. Johnson an act would be July 1.
monial dinners here yesterday (13-).
supervises Europe, including the
Governor
Harriman’s
recent
Affairs are sponsored by Variety
Near East and Africa; Corkery is budget message to the Legislature
Club, Tent 3, of which Weiss has
in charge of Latin America and reported that $365,000 has been col¬
been a director for several years,
the Caribbean area, and Maas takes lected by the MPD in the first 10
and the Colosseum of Motion Pic¬
care of the Austral-Asian area. months of the current fiscal year;
ture Salesman, which he served as
George Canty serves as assistant estimated the total would be $450,president, and by the Tent 3
to Johnson.
000. The new budget provides
Women’s auxiliary of which Mrs.
Overall MPEA exec structure about $88,000 for expenses of con¬
Weiss is a past president. Stags
isn’t changed. With Eric Johnston ducting the MPD. The Governor
met at Variety Club quarters in
on the top, Ralph Hetzel is exec prophesied $450,000 in collections
Metropole Hotel, and fawns in
v.p. charged with direct supervi¬ for 1956-57 fiscal year.
Caproni’s.
sion of staff and operating activi¬
How much -additional the Di¬
Weiss came to Cincinnati from
ties. Ken Clark acts as Johnston’s vision’s operations costs—for ser¬
Cleveland 15 years -ago for Repub¬
assistant with p.r. responsibilities vices of the Education Depart¬
lic Pictures and has been with
centering on him and Manning ment’s law and- other branches—
20th Century since 1948.
Ottawa, Feb. 14.
was • debated by Dr. Charles A.
Graeme Fraser, of Crawley T. Claggett in N.Y.
George Vietheer serves as Brind, Jr., Regent’s Counsel, Eph¬
T»
l
tv
l m i
IFilms Ltd., has been elected presiHetzel’s general assistant and takes raim .S. London, attorney for Capi¬
°
a ' ture Producers & Laboratories of over in Latin America and Asia tol Enterprises, Inc., and Deputy
Washington, Feb. 14.
Canada, with Arthur Chetwynd when the respective heads of those Attorney General Ruth K. Toch in
Tony Muto, Fox Movietone bu¬ (Chetwynd Films, Toronto) as veep departments are in the field. last week’s arguments before the
reau chief and Washington rep for and D. M. McClymont of Ottawa Stanley Weber is treasurer and Appellate Division on the “Mom
20th, hands over the gavel of the as secretary-treasurer. There are Walton Thomas handles the for¬ and Dad” appeal. London con¬
office of president of the White 32 companies in membership.
eign title registration bureau.
tended that the Division operated
House News Photographers at assoAssociation will employ GrunAdditions to MPEA’s foreign at a big profit, claimed the license
tiation’s annual dinner in March. eau Research to conduct a survey staff include Leo Hochstetter, Far fee to be an unconstitutional tax.
Henry Burroughs, of the Associated of advertisers and agencies to get East manager with Tokyo head¬
Press, succeeds him. The organiza¬ detailed information on their film quarters, and Charles Baldwin,
tion is composed of still and news¬ needs. A new Public and Industry who’ll take over for MPEA in Italy Dallas Theatre Re-Leased
reel lensers who regularly cover Relations committee has been set the first of March.
Dallas, Feb. 14.
presidential activities.
up under Spencer Caldwell of To¬
Texas Cinerama Corp., subsid¬
Bulletin said no replacement for
Mui'ray Alvey, cameraman for ronto.
Sir Clifford had been Arranged. iary of the Stanley Warner Corp.,
Warner Pathe, is the newly elected
Org represents 80% of Canada’s Since Johnston is due to go to has picked up its option on the
vice president, which means he will motion picture industry.
India in March, following a Tokyo Melba Theatre on yearly basis to
• automatically take over the top job
stopover, it’s assumed that he’ll May IT, 1957.
next year, Other officers include
look over the situation at that time.
Melba became the Southwest’s
George Tames of the New York
India is a particularly difficult only Cinerama house in July, 1954.
Times, reelected secretary, and the
territory for the American com¬ It has 15 to 16 weeks more to go
AP’s John Rous, named treasurer.
panies, particularly pertaining to with “Cinerama Holiday.” W. W.
Continued from page 3
Despite the fact that the Presi¬
censorship.
Lewis, managing director, says all
dent, in whose honor the annual exec was to make a “policy state¬
Cinerajna attendance now exceeds
dinner is normally held, has de¬ ment.” Instead, he discussed at
clined all social functions, the length Par’s record inventory, Allied Buying for 12 More 600,000 in the 1,200-seat house.
Patronage
of “Cinerama Holiday”
Photographers plan to hold the din¬ strong gross and profit prospects
has always passed the total for the
Chicago, Feb. 14.
ner.
Vice President Nixon will and flatly stated the company’s
initial
bill.
“This Is Cinerama.”
Twelve
more
Illinois
theatres
probably be ranking guest.
dividend rate is “secure.”
have joined Allied Theatres of
The third Cinerama subject,
This made the financial pages of Illinois as well as Allied’s buying “Seven Wonders of the World” has
most N.Y. dailies, the Journal of and booking organization in the a target opening date of May 1.
Commerce, Wall Street Journal last four months.
and the wires of both Associated
They are: Brandt Theatre, Har¬
Press and United Press. Thus, in¬ vey, Ill.; Arcada Theatre, St.
Rapp's Schenectady Job
vestors were told about Par’s Charles, Ill.; Center Theatre, BenAlbany, Feb. 14.
San Antonio, Feb. 14.
healthy condition and were given senville, Ill.; Crawford Theatre,
Phil Rapp is new Fabian city
The local police vice squad made the rare assurance (by a company Chicago; De Luxe Theatre, Chi- manager in Schenectady, having
George Kaczmar, manager of the president! that the annual $2 divvy I cago; De Luxe Drive-In Theatre, been appointed by division man¬
Empire Theatre, clip a scene for rate was safe,
j La Porte, Indiana; Family Drive- ager Elias Schlenger as successor
the current film at. the house,
The result is that Par common ; In Theatre, Grayslake, Ill.; Forest to the late Guy A. Graves. He will
“Monica”’ (Hallmark) which opened shot up to nearly $34 a share and, ■ Theatre, Forest Park, Ill.; Geneva manage Proctor’s, as well as super¬
an engagement last week.
while predictions about stock trad- Theatre, Geneva, Ill.; Ideal The- vise the Plaza, State and Erie.
Picture isn’t considered ‘sexsa- ing are perilous, there doesn’t an- ! atre, Chicago; Lake Shore Theatre,
A younger brother, Lou, has
tional’ particularly but is gi^en the pear much chance" that it will do ! Chicago: Pickwick Theatre, Park been transferred from the State
exploitation treatment.
any more tumbling.
j Ridge, Ill.
and JErie to the Plaza,

CLEVE. ORGS’ 2 FEEDS
FOR 20TH MGR. & WIFE

Albany, Feb. 14.
Applicants for film licenses
would have the choice of review by
state Supreme Court and jury—in
lieu of the present one by the
Board of Regents—where the Mo¬
tion Picture Division of State Edu¬
cation Dept, refuses to issue a li¬
cense, under terms of a bill rein¬
troduced by Senator Fred G. Mor¬
itt, Brooklyn Democrat and long¬
time industry friend.
The measure provides that the
applicant could institute a special
proceeding against the Regents in
the supreme court of the county
where it resides or has principal
office. Applicant would be “en¬
titled to demand a jury trial.”
If the court decided, or the jury,
if there be a jury, found, after
viewing the film that it was not
"obscene, indecent, or. inhuman,”
an order would be entered in favor
of the applicant, and “directing the
regents to issue forthwith a license
for the exhibition thereof.”
Bill,, which would take effect
July 1, further provides that if the
MPD refuses to license a picture,
it shall furnish the applicant “with¬
in 30 days from the date of submis¬
sion of such film” a written report
of the reasons for his refusal.
There, is no time limit for sending
such a report, although it is re¬
quired, now.
The measure further provides
that the applicant may “elect to
have the regents review such de¬
nial or failure to act” within the
stipulated 30-day period.
Reviews of Regents’ rulings on
film censorship are now reviewable
in the courts, but there are no jury
trials.

CANADA’S FILM ASSN.
SURVEYS AD MARKET

Burroughs Heads rhotogs

«*e

m Motion hc.

>

Balaban & Stock

Sir Clifford Agarwala
Oat As Export Assn. Att’y.

Albany, Feb. 14.
“The Appellate Division of the
State of New York heard a plea
this week for assurances that will
allow filth and" pornography an
unmolested position in community
life. This appeal was made^ by
Ephraim S. London in behalf of
Capi’al Enterprises Inc., exhibitors
of the lurid ‘Mom and Dad’ film
which was condemned by the
Legion of Decency and denied a
liqense for showings in this State
by the Regents.” So declared The
Evangelist, official weekly of the
Albany Catholic Diocese, in an ed¬
itorial captioned “A Scornful Ap¬
peal” and appearing Friday (10).
“According to Mr. London,” said
the editorial, “measures that are
taken to safeguard and preserve
the moral stature of society offend
the’democratic process. The dem¬
ocratic process is evidently inter¬
preted to mean the right to a lu¬
crative means of income regardless
of the devastating effects that fol¬
low. The^e are no grounds on
which to build a defense for ob¬
scenity before a court of justice.
For this reason ‘abuse’ of one of
the four freedoms is usually used
as a trump card in building a case.
In the case of the banned ‘Mom
and Dad’, interference with the
guarantees of a free press was
alleged as the foundation for the
court action. Mr. London contend¬
ed that ‘only the most serious and
substantial evil—such as danger
of overthrow of the government
by force—will justify any inter¬
ference with freedom of the
press’.”
“The counsel for Capital Enter¬
prises,” concluded The Evangelist,
“is as distorted in his views of
freedom as he is on what consti¬
tutes serious and substantial evil.
The abuse of freedom which Mr.
London advocates is a full fledged
evil of i’self which has left in its
wake of contamination morally
broken individuals and nations. If,
for the sake of his.-client, Mr. Lon¬
don plays possum to this fact, sure¬
ly the Court of Appeals will not.”

TECHNICOLOR READIES
TO SERVICE AMATEURS
Technicolor expects to start proc¬
essing 35m Kodachrohie this dom¬
ing May and has invested $650,000
in converting a section of its plant
to serve the' amateur photographer.
Disclosure came last week from
Herbert T. Kalmus, Techni prexy,
who said Dr. Leroy M. Dearing
would, head up the newly-created
amateur color processing'division.
Dearing has been with Techni
since 1946,
Kalmus said that, in addition, the
lab was spending $1,200,000 to
carry on an increasing amount of
research in 1956 “to improve the
quality and service of its product
for the motion picture industry.”
The new 35m Kodachrome divi¬
sion later- this' year may also han| die 8m and 16m amateur tint film.

Venice Festival
== Continued

from

page

7

■ j

are inveigled from the universities,
and the assistant .director’s Ruman¬
ian wife is drafted to play the
hussy in the 'Turkish bazaar.
But despite the low budgets and
the high demands, the improvisa¬
tion and deprivation, European
films often make up in artistry
what they lack in technique. With
so much less production money
than Hollywood can afford, the
Continental film-maker’s chief re¬
sources are his wits. The story is
told of a Berlin producer who rent¬
ed two cows for a one-day farm
scene. They mooed and munched
hay so expertly that the required
shots were in the can by 11 a. m.
Rather than let the cows off early
with a full day’s pay, this resource¬
ful producer had them milked be¬
hind the sound stage and sold three
quarts to the .crew at the lunch
break. In Europe, 5,000 miles away
from the million-dollar magnifi¬
cence of Hollywood, every little bit
helps.
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Tushinskys Demonstrate
New SuperScope-235
To Eliminate Masking

How 'Inside' Is 'Inside Detroit?
. Motoir City Unionists and Critics Not Pleased By
Columbia’s Story-Line Exploitation
4---

'

By FRED TEW

Footnote to Technology

Detroit, Feb. 14.
United Auto Workers (CIO) and
a local film , critic have taken
roundhouse swings at “Inside De¬
troit" (Col) now playing the Broadway-Capitol.
The union insists it
did not “approve" or “endorse" the
film ahd . Detroit Times Critic
Walter Stevenson blasts it as “dis¬
torted" and “senseless exploita¬
tion."
Film depicts the downfall of a
crooked union boss who runs
gambling rackets within automobile
plants.
A credit line expresses
appreciation for the cooperation cf
“The Internatonal Union, United
Auto Workers of America, AFL."
Actually, Columbia did obtain
permission to use the UAW-AFL
name.
This is a small union,
having no members in Detroit. The
large. union, of the same name,
headed by Walter P. Reuther was,
of course, affiliated with the CIO.
Since the merger of the AFL-CIO,
the UAW-AFL union has agreed to
change its name.

Norristown, Pa., Feb. 14.
Owners of the Norris The-,
atre here shut off the electric-'
ity when they left the place
early Sunday and thereby
saved themselves a cash loss.
Police went to the film
house to look for a missing
child and heard yeggmen ham¬
mering with crowbars and
tools at the safe. An electric
drill lay on the floor, useless,
when the cops moved in on
the safecrackers.
%

Kramer’s‘Passion’
Ballyhoo Outline
Runs 55 Pages
Hollywood, Feb. 14.

In a statement, the UAW (CIO)
'said it had refused permission for
producers of the film to use its
name.
“This was done after a
reading of the script made it obvi¬
ous that any action by the union
implying approval or endorsement
or giving authenticity to the film
would be a disservice to the De¬
troit community, to the auto in¬
dustry and to the union itself," the
UAW (CIO) said.
It added that since the UAWAFL has no members in Detroit
and since the picture is entitled
“Inside Detroit," misrepresenta¬
tion was obvious. Also, that shots
of the UAW-AFL headquarters
building actually were taken near
Hollywood where* it is located. The
UAW (CIO) said it had turned the
case over to its lawyers for study
before any further action was
taken.
In his review, Stevenson said:
“The senseless moviemakers have
flagrantly exploited Detroit, its
auto industry and union member¬
ship, in the hope of capturing an
out-state audience sympathetic to
vivid drama that doesn’t exist . . .
The integrity of the producers of
this picture should be challenged
t>y all thinking Detroiters.
This
is an effort that again reflects the
mythical thinking of Hollywood."
Helen Bower, Detroit Free Press
critic, in mentioning the credit Iine_|
said: “The inference can only be
that script and picture have had
UAW approval.
Even if this is
so, I’m certainly not qualified to
say whether or not the action is
the true story of efforts to pre¬
vent sinister forces from gaining
control of the automobile workers’
union in Detroit ... As a gangster
melodrama the picture isn’t too
bad."
The Detroit News reviewer, A1
Weitschat, limited his commentary
to three paragraphs in one of
which he says: “The only ‘Delroit’
touch consists of a half dozen
shots of the skyline, the downtown
area, and the Police Headquarters
building.
The story could have
been planted in any large city."

[

Hollywood, Feb. 14.
A step towards standardization
of anamorphic prints using optical
sound tracks has been taken by
Joseph and Irving Tushinsky with
the development of SuperScope235. New process will eliminate
changes of screen and projector
maskings when S’Scope-235 and
Cinemascope pix are double-billed.
To achieve this, the Tushinskys
are discontinuing the former
S’Scope optical sound prints with
a 2-to-l aspect ratio and will go
up to the 2.35-to-l ratio used on
C’Scope prints that have optical
sound tracks. Heretofore, a theatre
double-billing pix in the two proc¬
esses was forced to switch projec¬
tion apertures and screen masking
to conform to the changed size of
the picture ratio.
New process was demonstrated
Fx-iday at RKO studio by the
Tushinskys, who said development
followed exhibitor requests for
some foi'm of standardization. De¬
velopers also hold the belief that
process “will bring about a tre¬
mendous increase in the number
of anamorphic widescreen produc¬
tions" because it brings compati¬
bility in bigsereen projection to
theati'es throughout the woi'ld.
Also, because it affords a producer
to film on less-expensive standardsize negative with the blowup to
big screen via SuperScope ana¬
morphic printing. License and serv¬
ice fee for S’Scope is $1 per foot
gauged on cut negative footage,
usually amounting to approximate¬
ly $8,000-$9,000 per production.

Intensive pre - production plan¬
ning has produced what may be
the most detailed scheme of its
kind, the blueprint for a massive
exploitation campaign on Stanley
Kramer’s “The Pride and the Pas¬
sion," which will be shot in Spain.
Actual shooting still is a matter of
six weeks away, but a qomplete
timetable has already been worked
out and several big setups and
magazine pieces already scheduled.
United Artists and Kramer ex¬
ecutives and exploitation person¬
nel this week received copies of a
55-page typewritten memo detail¬
Dallas, Feb. 14.
ing the work to be done between
Texas Drive-In Theatre Owners
now and the end of October. Book¬
let also projects the pace of “on- Ass’n will hold its fourth annual
the-spot" coverage, and details the convention Feb. 21-22 here at the
tentative schedules for the battery Statler Hilton, per Charles Wcisenof American correspondents whom burg, prez.
Robei't J. O'Donnell, national
Kramer expects to fly to the scene
chairman of the campaign for re¬
from Hollywood.
lief from the federal admission
Present staff of Kramer’s Ma¬
tax, will speak at the noonday
drid office will be expanded and
luncheon on the opening day. The
David Hanna, unit publicity di¬
day is the approximate time of
rector, will put on a feature writer,
the opening of the tax relief drive
a feature photographer and a spe¬
and O’Donnell is expected to re¬
cial color essay photographer. Unit
veal latest developments on the
also will have a British photo lab¬
subject at that time.
oratory manager since /‘projected
The speaker for the luncheon
volume is estimated at simultane¬
the following day will be Dr. Mar¬
ous 12 rolls" of black-and-white
vin Sandorf, Indianapolis, owner
stills daily to be returned to the
of a 2,700-car capacity drive-in.
location.
Augue Schmitt of Houston will
Bulk of the entries in the memo -be modei’ator of a two-hour con¬
consist of weekly timetables, de¬ cession forum. He will be assisted
tailing some of the coverage al¬ by Dan ,Lawson and Charles E.
ready arranged for and providing Darden.
leeway for materials still in the
Among the subjects to be dis¬
talking “Stage. Extent of the planned cussed will be' film rentals prob¬
saturation campaign is indicated by lems, sale of backlog pictures to
the scope of the magazine material television, arbitration, small busi¬
sought; in addition to articles forj nessmen's
committee,
insurance
the top pic and slick magazines, coverage and special tax informa¬
Kramer forces have commitments tion. There will be also special
for such items as a Popular Elec¬ sessions for theatre managers.
tronics article on camera which
Thei’e will be a special display
Frank Planer will use and a Boys of concession and theatre equip¬
Life story on a Boy Scout who will ment.
be tied in to the production.
Careful advance planning even
includes, at this early date, a
breakdown of. the trade advertis¬
ing planned prior to the conclusion
Continued from page 7 -■■ - - —of production, as well as preferen¬
As a matter of fact, gambling— tial dates for the running of key Theatres of Cincinnati. At. the
material.
same time, a film clinic for large
particularly in numbers—in auto
cities will be held.
plants has intermittently occupied
large headlines in all three De¬
In the evening the visitors will
troit
dailies.
Moreover,
UAW
visit General Electric’s research
(CIO) leaders have been in the
laboratory at- Nela Park. There the
forefront of the fight to stamp it
group will be welcomed by R. L.
but.
Oetting, manager of the GE light¬
Xhicago, Fejtx. 14.
Indie Alamo Theatre Co. Inc., ing institute. Horace G. Schiller
on west side, has filed a $300,000 will take on “Light and Color for
treble damage antitrust suit in the Di'ive-In Theatre.” A questionChicago District Court, naming all and-answer pei’iod will follow with
major film distributors, Balaban & another talk on “Electrical Adver¬
Katz and ABC-Paramount, as de¬ tising Sells the Drive-In Theatre"
by R. T. Dorsey and A. L. Hart.
fendants.
“Lighting the Way" will be dis¬
The suit alleges that the distribs
cussed
by A. Rodgers while George
and -the theatre circuits “con¬
spired"
to
establish a zoning T. Howard will discuss “Is Your
Drive-In
Lighted?"
system for releasing pictures, ar¬
After continued inspection of ex¬
bitrarily assigning film houses to
hibits
Thursday
moi'ning, the dele¬
zones
which
determined
when
they could play a picture. The suit gates will lunch at 12:30 p.m. and
hear
a
report
from
Washington on
contends that due to this system,
it was forced to bid for films what the Senate Small Business
Committee
is
likely
to consider by
against the B&K Marbro and Par¬
I-MDIO CUT MUSIC IUL-1 adise theatre, which it asserts do A. F. Myers, Allied's general
Rockefeller Center
not serve the same area as the two counsel.
WILLIAM HOLDEN H
A cocktail party will be held at
B&K houses. The court action
PICNIC
alleges that the arbitrary zoning 6 p.m. and the annual banquet at
nM KIM NOVAK
system resulted in losses of over .7:30 p.m. Myers will be the toast¬
•utetruv ROSALIND RUSSELL
$100,000 to the Alamo Theatre for master. Screen stars Kim Novak
A Columbia Pktvr*
the period 1947-51 and asks for and Anne Francis are expected to
• «»wytcTKiu« nmmgmniK
attend.
treble damages.

TEXAS DRIVE-IN ASSN.
AGENDA RUNS GAMUT

Cleveland, Ahoy

WEST SIDE ALAMO IN
300G CHICAGO SUIT

Tut Hollywood

KflKKtRBOCKER

New York Theatre
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Narcotics Commr. Sees Self-Bows
For Preminger’s Publicity Flair

--4
' Heck-Less
San Antonio, Feb. 14.
, ,In keeping with its pious ’
policy, KITE here deletes the
wo'fd “hell" when appearing
ifi, the title of any motion pic¬
tures mentioned in copy. .
Local
advertising
agency
handling the Interstate Thea¬
tre account when sending out
their copy for “Hell on Frisco
Bay" asked station to substi¬
tute the word “death" for
“hell."
Please—not ‘heck’!

Ponder Training
Films for Local
Projectionists
Society of Motion Picture &
Television Engineei*s is studying
the feasibility of a training pro¬
gram to impi’ove the quality of
projectionist pex'formance in U.S.
theatres.
SMPTE
board
of
governors,
recently meeting in New York, ap¬
pointed a committee to look into
the problem and to discuss it —
along with suggested ways of solv¬
ing it—with leaders in the projec¬
tion craft. “Group will report back
to the board Api'il 29. If its re¬
commendations are accepted, a
detailed plan will be presented in
July.
Among the suggested methods
of projectionist training are in¬
structional films, printed manuals
and study session material con¬
sisting of lectui'e notes accomped
by color slides.
The
training
courses
would
revolve around the operation and
maintenance of modern booth and
stage equipment for sound and
pi'ojection.

Washington, Feb. 14.
.producer-director
Otto
PremI inger's recent attack on Harry J.
Anslingei’, U. S. Commissioner of
Nax*cotics, was cooked up to build
UA's “Man With Golden Arm” boxoffice, a House appropriations sub¬
committee has been told.
The attack, included in a trailer
for the featui*e, was based on Anslinger’s comments on the film
treatment of addiction. Matter came
up during an executive session of
the subcommittee when it was con¬
sidering the Narcotics Bureau budg¬
et for the next fiscal year. Testi¬
mony has just been released.
Rep. Alfred D. Sieminski (D.,
N. J.) asked *Anslinger about his
opposition to “Golden Arm," and
the Narcotics Commissioner re¬
plied:
“I have been beaten ■ over the
head by the producer. I notice in
England they gave it an fX, which
means for adults only. He added
that Sheilah Graham, Hedda Hop¬
per and Louella Parsons had all
commented adversely on the effect
of the picture. There followed a
discussion off the record, and
Sieminski said, “So we can say that
this attack on you in the px*ess has
been motivated by rather sordid
approaches?"
“It has to do with the money ex¬
pected through the theatre wick¬
ets,” replied Anslinger. “The pro¬
ducer, Otto Preminger, contrived to
bring about a controversy so as to
get good boxoffice.”

Bloedow to Denver
Des Moines, Feb. 14.
Jerry E. Bloedow, manager of
the RKO Orpheum here for the
last 10 years, has resigned. He is
joining the exploitation depart¬
ment of Columbia Pictures out of
Denver bi’anch office and will re¬
main in this territory until the
close of the school year when he
will move to Denver.
He came
to Des Moines from Waterloo,
Iowa, where he managed an RKO
theatre.
Ed. Force is coming to Des
Moines from the-Brandeis, Omaha,
as relief manager of the RKO
Orpheum for the present.

Pleaders for Reisini
Include Cardinal Spellman;
Hung Up in Mexico
Attorneys for' Nicolas Reisini,
who holds the foreign exhibition
rights to Cinerama, are readying
an appeal from a ruling by the Im¬
migration and Naturalization Serv¬
ice excluding Reisini fi'om this
country.
Reisini, head of Robiri Interna¬
tional, an export-import firm, has
been a resident of New York for
nine yeai’s but was denied reentry
to the United States last August
when he exited via El Paso, Tex.,
Intending to reenter immediately
as a permanent resident.
Since then Reisini has been re¬
siding in Juarez, Mexico, awaiting
a hearing before an Immigration
Service
officer' which
recently
handed down the adverse decision;
Factors surrounding the Reisini
case have many unusual angles. He
has the support of Cardinal Spell¬
man and the U. S. Information
Agency has also taken an interest
on Reisini’s behalf, apparently due
to. his connection with Cinerama,
which has been shown at a number
of international fairs and proven
potent goodwill-maker for the U. S.
Questions of Reisini’s birthplace
is moot. He said he was born in
Greece in 1905, spent much time
in the Far East, and came to the
U. S. in 1946 as an envoy of the
Greek government. The immigra¬
tion Service does not dispute the
latter contention, but claims that
Reisini is really of Russian parent¬
age and further charges him were
concealing a “breach of trust" ar¬
rest in Paris in 1931.
Reisini's lawyers are the law firm
of Arnold, Fortas and Porter,
Joseph A. Fanelli, and former Sen.
James P. Kem of Missouri. They
termed
the
decision
a,s
“out¬
rageous"” and that it was “the
kind of which we have had too
many of late, where unsubstanti¬
ated charges have been affirmed
by a lower administrative ti’ibunal
and later found to be without sutn
stance."
>

Gary Cooper, one of Holly¬
wood’s most_durabIe—and
least ta'lka live—stars tells his
life story in this week’s Post!
Gary tells about his boyhood
in Montana —and reveals his
real name. He tells you the
romantic side of his single days
(his wife calls this his “wolfish
period”!). He discloses littleknown facts about his private
life/4 Yup, family secrets!” And
you won’t want to miss the
personal high lights from his
76 starring roles.
So be sure to get your copy
today and start “Well, It Was
This Way” by Gary Cooper 1

Out today-on all newsstands
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College To
Mayor Wagner Prods Networks On Colby
Preem 1st TV Course
Designed for Teachers
Pushing TV Center for N. Y. As He
Kicks Around Some Video Matters

Poland Spring, Me., Feb. 14.
The first educational television
course in the U. S. designed pri¬
marily for teachers will be offered
by Colby College, beginning Feb.
19, in cooperation with two north¬
ern New England commercial tv
stations, WMTW, Mt. Washington
TV, and WABI-TV, Bangor, Me.
William A. Macomber, director
of the Division of Adult Education
and Extension at Colby, announced
that the college will produce a tv
course in science entitled “Intro¬
duction to the Atom.” It will be
taught by Jonathan K,aras, who is
an assistant professor of physics,
at the U. of New Hampshire and
experienced in tv programs.
The course will be given Sunday
afternoons for 15 consecutive
weeks over WMTW, channel 8, and
WABI-TV, channel 5, and will be
televised "live” from the Mt.
Washington tv studio in Poland
Spring, Me., from 2:30 to 3 p. m.,
except on two dates, Feb. 26 and
March 25, when it will be beamed
to the "students” a half-hour
earlier.
The Departments of Education
of Maine, New Hampshire and Ver¬
mont have approved the course for
two hours credits for teachers hold¬
ing standard or professional grade
certificates. In order to qualify,
individuals viewing the program
must satisfactorily complete special
home assignments and textbook
reading and make a final examina¬
tion at Colby or other centrally
located spots to be designated by
the college.
Students seeking
credit will be charged tuition.

By ART WOODSTONE
Mayor Robert F. Wagner called
on the television industry for "gen¬
eral agreement" about establish¬
ment of a tv production center in
New York City large enough to
Quaker Oil is budgeting a gross
house all the networks. He saul
within the past few days that the of $400,000 for representation on
tv center plans, which have come "Monitor,” NBC weekend radio
up repeatedly in the past several spread. Contract, via Kenyon &
years, will probably not be suc¬ Eckhardt, will stretch over 35
weeks and embrace six one-minute
cessful without industry support.
spots and 10 in the 30-second
He recalled that on various oc¬ range per weekend.
casions—even during previous city
Oiler’s pitches will start March
administrations—thrt-e was talk of
building a video city on the site 17.
of the old World’s Fair out on L.I.
or elsewhere, on the periphery of
the city, but he felt that industryites won’t settle for anything out¬
side Manhattan., William Zeckendorf Jr., thfe real estate magnate,
has been planning a Manhattan
West Side development that will
include ample space for the indus¬
try, he said.
He said that the
realtor told him one of the tv net¬
works had already shown an in¬
terest.
(CBS-TV has had talks with
Tom O’Neil is about to establish
Zeckendorf about being included
another major division in his RKO
in the plans.)
Teleradio Pictures empire to do
Champions Spot Campaigning
advertising and public relations lor
Wagner, in an interview with all its other divisions. Bob Schmid
Variety, had some ideas of his will command the operation.
own on how to use video during an
While it’s expected Schmid will
election campaign.
Feeling that retain his vicepresidencies in Gen¬
the medium is a definite influence eral' Teleradio, Mutual and the
in the way campaigns are run, the parent RKO Teleradio, he will be
mayor observed that, with the ex¬ replaced as direct head of Mutual
ception of a presidential cam¬ advertising, promotion and re¬
paigner, voters aren’t inclined to search by research director Dick
listen to a "20-minute speech.”
He said that the one-minute spot Puff.
Schmid, who soon will be mov¬
(a la regular commercial cam¬
paigns) had a great effect in bring¬ ing liis RKO Teleradio "agency”
ing people out to register. "But down to the 19th floor of GenTel’s
Two sponsors are moving into
whether a spot means so much in midtown offices, will work primari¬ prime spots opened up at WCBSa presidential campaign, I don’t ly oh RKO Pictures advertising. TV, N. Y., by a shift in program
know, since people know these He will also do the actual advertis¬ structure in one case and cancel¬
candidates pretty well,” said Wag¬ ing work for the owned-operated lation in. another. Cities Service,
ner. However, in mayorality and stations of GenTel, for Mutual, via Ellington, acted fast in latch¬
gubernatorial election battles, he Film Division (until it’s reportedly ing on to . "Six O’clock Report,”
thought that a saturation of tele¬ assimilated into RKO Radio) and the oil outfit’s first buy on the sta¬
vision spots "brings candidates to RKO-WOR Recording.
tion and its first strip program in
the fore.” The mayor seemed espe¬
Puff’s new job was held by
town.
cially fond of the endorsement Schmid prior to O’Neil’s buyout of theStarting
Feb. 27, "Report” will
technique in political commercials, the network. Afterwards, Schmid
consist
of three capsules, Robert
saying that being able to use the stepped into other functions as
name of a famous and respected well for O’Neil’s General Telera¬ Trout with national and global
news, Ron Cochran covering the
man helps a candidate’s cause.
dio, and very recently he became
Asked about setting up a city a veep in the new RKO Teleradio N. Y. area, and Bill Leonard on
feature
stories. Cochran is an ad¬
"Authority” (a board of biz and corporation. For the last several
professional men, to help in creat¬ weeks, he’s been handling RKO dition, replacing Jim McKay’s
sports
segment.
Cities Service
ing a tv center to stem the tide of Radio’s (the motion pic company)
production moving to the Coast), advertising, so the new division is purchase gives the show SRO
status
Monday-through-Saturday.
"
Wagner wasn’t certain whether it seen chiefly as a formalization of
In the other deal, Colgate, via
was practical or even legal.
He his. present duties. .
Ted
Bates,
picks
up
Ron
Cochran’s
said that before he could make a
A company spokesman denied “Late News” Tuesday-Thursdaydefinite statement, he'd have to
turn the matter over to hisx legal the report that Schmid would be Saturday after the bowout by Ford
leaving O’Neil’s employ to set up Dealers. Other sponsors are Piel’s
aides.
An Authority is generally set up an autonomous ad agency, with Beer and Robert Burns Cigars in
to condemn land and to float a General Teleradio and RKO Radio the news-weather-sports 11 to 11:15
p.m. lineup.
bond issue. raising cash for con¬ as its principal accounts.
struction. There Is a Port Author¬
ity in existence and one is being
considered to help build a Brook¬
lyn Sports center, it’s understood.
Wagner didn’t think that a tv cen¬
ter, since it would house private
enterprise, could come under an
authority’s aegis. He did suggest
the possibility of non-profit N. Y,
By JACK LEVY
the Committee. He pointed out
(Continued on page 50)
that UHF broadcasters "went to
Washington, Feb. 14.
great pains, effort and expense” to
The Senate Interstate Commerce attend the hearings and that they
Committee’s intermittent inquiry could ill afford to be left "in the
into the UHF situation seems to be dark” as to the specific procedure
turning into a first-class fiasco. to be followed. With the condition
While it started off as though it of the U’s having retrogressed to a
meant business, its second session point of "utmost gravity,” he
last week deteriorated into a ve¬ added, attendance at the hearings
hicle for senators to sound off on “vitally affect the question of
While in New York last week for a variety of subjects (radio adver¬ their survival.”
As a result, Magnuson an¬
the hoopla attending the premiere tising, political time, lawyers’ fees,
of his new Metro release, "For- etc.) hardly pertinent to the in¬ nounced the hearings would re¬
sume
in 11 days (Feb. 7). However,
. ever Darling,” Desi Arnaz revealed vestigation.
when the session opened, Magnu¬
that next season’s "I Love Lucy1
It’s no secret that the UHF son announced that because of
status was still in the "kick around' forces, Who were led to expect a
other commitments by FCC Com¬
stage.
serious probe into the allocation
Arnaz is still of a mind to go dilemma (as Sen. Charles Potter’s missioners there would be another
one-a-month with a full hour show subcommittee provided under the recess until next Monday (20) and
in place of the half-hour every- Republican 83rd Congress) are bit¬ a subsequent hearing on Tuesday
week format, but in view of the terly disappointed. Some station (21). After that, he said, he hoped
show’s continued Nielsen-Trendex owners came from great distances to schedule sessions "on a fairly
payoff in its present Monday at 9 for the opening hearing last month regular basis of one or two days a
week until at least the most urslotting (with only $64,000 Ques¬ (Jan. 26).
At that session, Sen.
tion” topping it), CBS takes the John O. Pastore gave them hope [*gent problems have been gone
Last Thursday. (9), after
position "why tamper with a good with his questioning of FCC poli¬ into.”
an executive meeting of the Com¬
thing” and is all for getting at cies.
However, Chairman Warren mittee, he announced that four
least another season’s mileage out Magnuson then announced the
days of the week of Feb. 27 will
of the existing show.
hearings would be recessed indefi¬ be devoted to "all day sessions.”
Decision will probably be forth¬ nitely.
Each session thus far has lasted
coming in the next few weeks as
Chairman Harold II. Thoms of about two hours.
show’s alternate sponsors, General the UHF Industry Coordinating1 Magnuson said the Committee
Foods and Procter & Gamble, Committee
immediately
wrote . "is in teres tc d ,'am on g "other * things'
make their ’56-’57 budget commit- Magnuson regarding the "indefi-'in the UIIF and VIIF problems’
ments.
.
nite and uncertain procedure” of | allocations in general, subscrip-

Quaker Oil’s $400,000
Splurge on ‘Monitor’

Schmid HeadsUp
New RKO GenTel
Ad, Pub Relations

Colgate, Cities Service
Fill WCBS-TV Gaps
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British Jackpot—$2,800!
London, Feb. 14.
The jackpot prize in "Double Your Money,”-the British tele¬
vision quiz game, which follows the principle of "$64,Ot)0 Ques¬
tion,” was .won last week for the first time by a 21-year-old Pakis¬
tani student. She received a check for around $2,800 after answer¬
ing a trio of questions about Chaucer.
Some weeks ago another contestant stopped before the final
question and was paid off with about $1,400. A fortnight back
another entrant failed the last hurdle.

With 300 Replies In, Alls Needed
Now Is Solution to Allocations
Washington, Feb. 14.
With over 300 reply comments
received last week in connection

Robt. Buckner to Script
‘?0tb
fpntiirv’ Tint
Sneclwith
allocation
proceedin8s,
4.UII1 UJiuuiy
mu opet
FCC its
is now
ready t0
tackle the the
job
Hollywood,'Feb. 14.
Vet screen scripter Robert Buck¬
ner will pen adaptation of "20th
Century,” Ben Hecht-Charles MacArthur play, for CBS-TV "Ford
Star Jubilee” presentation on
April 7, in deal set by Harry Acker¬
man, net’s director of special projAckerman and Arthur Schwartz
will co-produce the tint spec, which
Orson Welles will topline.

Theatre Guilds
ABC-TV Gaieties’
As Live Entry
ABC-TV, which has a flock of
pilots on new filmed properties
coming up for the selling season,
isn’t neglecting the live aspect.
Web will cut a kinnie late in
March on "Theatre Guild Gaie¬
ties,” a half-hour live entry de¬
scribed as an "intimate revue”
modeled after the Guild’s original
"Garrick Gaieties.” Series w.ill be
put on the selling block for a fall
start.
Revue would be produced by the
Theatre Guild and would feature
original material, including at least
one original musical number, and
would spotlight young talent with
plenty oF experience but little
video exposure. Bob Lewine, the
web’s
talent
&
programming
veep, said the type of talent which
would be used would be of the
"Nancy Walker.and Ronnie Graham
type, or Jack Lemmon as he was
five years ago.” "Garrick” was the
initial showcaser for Rodgers &
Hart, and the idea of the new show
is to develop talent along writing
and composition lines as well as
performers, ■ but not with the
original Rodgers & Hart tunes.

Senate Probe of TV Industry
Ain't Hardly Nuthin7 At All

I Desi & CBS Still

Cant Agree on ’57

tion tv, educational tv, network
practices, service to smaller com¬
munities and FCC procedures.”
Although Magnuson said he has
"40 pages of questions” to ask
members of the FCC, the attitude
displayed by the Committee at its
last session does not indicate that
the inquiry will accomplish much.
It’s recalled also that the probe
was originally scheduled to begin
last Spring, that the inquiry
marked time for months under its
previous counsel, Sidney Davis,
and that after Davis resigned (with
apparently little to show for his
stewardship), Magnuson waited six
months before appointing the
present counsel, Kenneth Cox.'
Cox, a Seattle attorney with no
background in television, had
hardly a month to acquaint him¬
self with the inquiry before the
hearings began.
In some quarters of the indus¬
try, it’s felt that more would be
accomplished if Magnuson, with
his manifold responsibilities as
chairman of the Commerce Com¬
mittee, would turn the inquiry
over to the ranking Democrat, Sen.
Pastore—as former Chairman John
W. Bricker had turned it over to
the ranking Republican, Sen. Pot¬
ter. But it appears that Magnuson
desires to keep the reins over the
inquiry.

of finding new . solutions for the
problems caused by. the intermix¬
ture of UHF and VHF channels in
the same communities.
Just when the Commission will
come up with the answers appears
to be anybody’s guess. Members
of the agency were wide apart
when questioned by the Senate In¬
terstate Commerce Committee on
estimates of a target date. They
ranged from a month (if "arbi¬
trary” action is taken) to a year or
more. It all depends, on whether
hearings are required or a new al¬
location table is proposed.
It’s
likely that it ,w;ill be at least six
months at any rate.
Very little that wasn’t known
before came out of the. reply com¬
ments. The UHF stations will favor
deintermixture; the y^s oppose it.
CBS would confine UHF to a few
"islands,” while ABC, which needs
more affiliates, supports deinter?
mixture to provide for all-UHF sta¬
tions in some markets and ali-VHF
in others by appropriating unused
educational channels or dropping
in limited-coverage Y’s. NBC wants
UHF preserved, is doubtful of the
feasibility of VHF drop-ins, and
fee^s that additional VHF channels
won’t do the job required for a
nationwide competitive system.
The so-called Mullaney plan
(proposed by John H. Mullaney,
an engineer) to abandon UHF and
provide for more VHF stations by
reducing the coverage of VHF
channels came in. for plenty, of
criticism. ABC didn’t think the
proposal worth . "extensive com¬
ment” because of its reliance on
the 12 VHF channels which it con¬
siders "inadequate”, for "a truly
(Continued on page 50)

Out on‘SecretaryHollywood, Feb. 14.
Ann Sothern wants out of her
role as "Private Secretary.”
Blonde star of her vidpix series
said, on the set of her show, that
when the current batch of tele¬
films are finished it will bring the
total to 108, and she is going to
ask producer Jack Chertok for her
release from series.
Actress said sufficient vidpix are
being shot to take the situation
comedy show through next year,
and since that will be five years
for the series, she believes it’s
time to exit it. Miss Sothern, who
owns 25% of the show and esti¬
mates she will get. at least $1,000,000 as her share of the residuals,
added she feels five years is long
enough for any vidpix series. '
While her plans are contingent
on her discussions with Chertok,
since he has an option on fier server
ices for another y ar (it’s due. for
renewal in July), star said she is
hopeful next year will be the last
on tv for "Secretary,” which is al¬
ready making the rerun rounds un¬
der the tag "Susie.” Then, she
would'like to spend a year starring
in specs and other live shows, and
return the following year in-a new
situation comedy series.

Gillette’s Golf Buy
Gillette has bought the June 10
final round of the Palm Beach Golf
Championship in the first pene¬
trating telecasting of the tourney,
with NBC beaming. Sunday slot
is 4:30 to 5:30.
Fifteenth annual teeoff runs
June 6-10 at Wykagyl C.C., New
Rochelle, N. Y.

HABIO-TEIK VISION
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MUTUAL NETWORK’S GUARANTEED
RATING FOR ALL ADVERTISERS

Vidal's "Repertory^ Video
Playwright Gore Vidal, in N. Y. for two quickies over the last
two weeks to attend to tv and legit matters before entraining back
to the Coast where he’s under contract to Metro, let loose a barrage
of suggestions. Some of them;
“There should be a repertory theatre in television., This should
function in part to re-create the top plays which a lot of people missed
or
to see
likefor
’Patterns’
and ‘Fearful
Decision.’
These
andwant
others
are again,
t.ed up
fiIm versionSj
but there
are lQts
Qf

rRe twjc 'untilFF'
iimy
For the first time in history, a I INfA! W CPEf* DIINC
wiva
jupii.cc jiwa
radio network is going to provide kUHAJLll OrtL
Lemmon’s Snrained Ankle Follows
others. A repertory group could do other plays as well.
all commercial advertisers with a
iudv Noel Precedents
"The medium is also about riPe to organize a playwrights group.
guaranteed cost per-1,000 buy. MuI niilli
J ay*
__
Fred Coe had this project on his schedule a few years ago, an offtual Broadcasting is putting the
Ford’s “Star Jubilee’’ spec on
Jack Lemmon who sprained his
shoot of ‘TV Playhouse,’ and it should be revived by him or $ome,tflAnp.r nnrior olw1:rt cnnnrni.cv,i „
CBS-TV Saturday (13) ran second ankle a^ dTvbefore appearing as
one. This would secure for tv, at least for a limited time to begin
floor under audio sponsoi ships, to NBC.S threesome of half-hours.
with; th°f competent writers who are being won away by Hollyit says, so that bankrolled are no Televersion of Jim Bishop’s “The John Wilkes Booth in %he Day
Lincoln
Was
Shot”
on
Saturday’s
wood-often
in too much of a hurry
longer subjected to big rating Day Lincoln Was Shot” (Raymond
(in “FnrH Rtar Tnhilpp” on CBS-How do I feel about writing adaptations for tv and the screen
fluctuations and poor station clear- Massey, Jack Lemmon, Lillian Tv! was merely following ^a*prece^ead
of
originals?
I’ve finished Paddy Chayefsky’s ‘Catered
Gish) drew a Trendex of 21.5
fip’c thP third of thp qoAffair’ and am returning to conclude work on ‘Louisa Pallant,’ from
B ces’
against 24.2 for the rival segments. ripnt
minuter’s
stars
to
have
suffered
a
the
Henry|
James
work
which will star Bette Davis onscreen DiThe radio network will compcn- Halftime scores were 19.3 for the
. rectors Playhouse.
Louisa Pallant will probably be my last
sate for cost per-1,000 discrepan- spec vs. 20.6 for Jimmy Durante m^sbap
Judy Garland started “Operation
adaptation. They’re fine on the money but you derive less satisfaccies with additional commercials, and 18.2 for ABC’s Lawrence Welk;
tion from them than on originals.
aired in hours that match the au- 21.7 vs. 26.1 for George Gobel and Injury” when she came down with
} &0} aJ“ck out of a rumor flying about that the locale of
dience desired in the initial pur- 5.3 for ABC’s “Life Begins at 80”; laryngitis on the Friday before
preeming the series last fall and
‘Catered Affair’ was changed from the Bronx to the south. The
chase.
Harry Trenner, Mutual and 23.4 vs. 26 for “Hit Parade.”
hadn’t
recovered
completely
at
rumor
probably got started because Thelma Ritter did the role
sales veep, has started making
Sixth of Ford’s series had a
Noel Coward develon tv that Bette Davis has in the film. They figured that with Bette
pitches to the agencies.
consolation element inits progres- show time
oped
an
abscessed
leg
which
had
Davis,
it
had to be southern. But Miss Davis has studied ‘Bronx
Trenner
explained
yesterday sive rise from 9:30, with a fourtalk’>' won,t do u broadly but just enough, and toned down on that
(Tues.) the possibility that no two point ascent from start to finish, to be shot with novocaine for his
dress
rehearsals
and
on-the-air
‘wobbly
walk’
of hers. I’m half-Irish myself, so I know some of ’
guarantees would be alike. Though Bui NBC dittoed with better than
“Blithe Spirit.”
that background. Can’t give you a comparison with the original
it might take seven or eight deals live points of rise.
Lemmon had been advised to altv version. Maybejless naturalistic’ Chayefsky with ‘charm’ added.”
'“to bed down all details,” he said,
1
“
low a stand-in to make the 10-foot
•*'
1
"
■
.
""
the plan will base guaranteed costs
* *
O
1
leap from the assassination box to
*1
•
tt|
9 p
on several factors. Using average P IHPAVlQlflVl ll/lfn
audience figures by Nielsen, the JUUI V f IOIUII UUVH
cVofthe coas'f; KM
remil Blasts Emmy Mup
bottom cost per-1,000 for each adand took a spill similar to that of
~
■
vertiser will take into considera- ¥
TIf C *
tion: home impressions per com|T| I V
llA/lITl AllPlf Booth himself.
mercial
minute
(one-and-a-half
* » UffUII 111
Bing Crosby “Jubilee” show,
Producer Demands Acad Disqualify All Ballots,
“High Tor," won’t be. affected—
^
J
9
minutes of commercial for every
e
J r\ *. tvt
r\
five of a show); gross audience
*1* •
17
<11 •
■
* it’s on film. April entry is Orson
Welles in "Twentieth Century.”
oend Uut INeW Unes
data; computations on weekly net
I 1A7A. ¥ 0Q1* HIQfllC
cost before agency commission; on
1 ™ W I vlU J.1IUI.I1U Welles was a “wheelchair actor” at —-1-4_
his recent “King Lear” in New
hours and type of audience, and on
frequency discounts.
Paris, Feb. 14.
York’s City,, Center in a sort of
g VegaS TllltCaSt
Hollywood, Feb. 14
14.
If a Mutual sponsor Is promised
The eight-nation television hook- pie‘ JublIee Jinx’_
T „
,1
Las
of
Las Vegas
Vegas, F‘eb
Feb. 14
14.
mA
, demand
. .
. that-the
,
, „.Academy
.
1,000 Nielsen homes per $1 and up on the Continent, Eurovision,
Milton, Berle’s Feb. 21 NBC col- Television Arts and Sciences disi mm rmr n 1.
Milton.
his cost proves to be $1.12 (after which has been practically dor- 1 n/V
A Ul q A iyi I. If Vfilif* orcast will emana'e from the Copa qualify all the ballots it sent out
periodic checkups) enough addi- mant since its successful tryout
Room of the Sands hotel in a tie- m
jn connection with its annual
tional spots will be provided by two years ag0, has been reactivat- t\D\j O Xllfl"' 1 f jUlll Boom
w!tb MCJMs
^wards was made by producerMGMs world premier of Awards
Mutual to bring the cost for the ed and Uvo new members, Austria
"Meet
...
_
_,
n
V
vr
i
Meet
Me
In
Las
Vegas”
at
the
El
.
. _
.
,
.
.
entire contract period down to $1. and Luxembourg, have been added
who based
Portal Theatre
Theatre here.
here.
director Frank Ferrin, uWh°
Iln VoIao ITwIf Portal
direct°f
fa^e5
All computations will include con- t0 the eight charter countries
on the
the fact
fact the
the Acad
Acad has
has omitted
omitted
jalcS Ullir
cream
of Metro roster will be it on
Cream
trol factors such as. program type j ,Franc.e) itaiy, Great Britain, SwitzW
k/usw viui assigned to dress up audience of larSe segments of the industry
and parts of the broadcast day.
I erland, West Germany, Denmark,
With the deDarture this week nf the 60-minute telecast during which from
*r°m even
®ven being listed as candi“The imponderables—like the. | BelgiUm. Holland). Bringing it into a
n in7. oeparrure mis week ot R , - j,, h
feiiow NBC-TVers dates for nominations. Ferrin inglamor—in
radio have disap- ; more active focus again are the ABC s radio-television director of JJm
Durante and Groucho Marx sists that the Academy start from
sales
development
and
research,
Jmlmy
rjuranie
ana
uixmcno
luarx
iccue entirelv new halpeared,” Trenner felt.
"We be- = Olympic Games in Italy,
lieve that radio today is a statisti- , Though not too active of late the Gene Accas. for the new post of |s *uests- Also parading before ^ateh and issue entirely new bal
of operations for Televi¬
Televibe Dan Dailey
p‘ j whose
whose "Andv’s Gang”
Gane” secal buy; advertisers buy by tne Eurovision countries have set up a director
Ferrin,
cinn Bureau
Rureaii nf
Advertising the
Chansse who star in
*eiim,
whose “Andy’s
Andy s uang se¬
seof Aaveiusing,
Advertising,
the netnet¬ and Cyd
number of ears available.”
j°n uureaii
or
tne
M „
nes
off the ballot along
.library of vidfilms to which each sion
ries was left _
hac nnr*A
aoain split
cnlil tho
_
work has
once again
the Ho.
de¬ ivicct jkit.
Some sponsors, such as Camels, * member is entitled to make free ! wnrk
with quite a number of other tv
advertise in a variety of times and usage, and has pooled educational partment into separate operating
shows, is not the only one to beef
show types. The ciggie bankroller . entries also. Since all the mem- ; eroups for radio and television, with
over the Academy’s omissions; pro¬
has two sports packages on the web : bers have state controlled video ; Don Coyle getting the nod as direc¬
ducers, directors, writers and sta¬
and participations in the evening 1 this has gone on through diplo- tor of sales development and re¬
tions throughout tjie industry have
multi-message plan. Trenner, us- : matic channels with UNESCO search for the tv network and Dean
bitterly complained about the han¬
ing this simply as an example, lending a big helping hand. How- Shaffner dittoing in radio.
dling of this year’s nominations.
Situation had been that way a
pointed that, under the new setup, ever, according to Jean D’Arcy,
Ferrin asserted “those omitted
Camels might have two separate founder of Eurovision and pro¬ couple of years ago, after Ollie
through error on the part of the
guarantees, since the difference in gram director of Gallic tv, the Eu- Treyz (now TvB prez) had been
Academy have no chance to win,
audiences reached by sports and rovision group now intends to set named director of the radio net¬
since most people have sent in
evening shows entail different com- up permanent contact with a fu- work following a longtime stint as
their votes for their nominees by
putations.
ture aim of complete Western in¬ head of the combined (radio-tv)
now. I think tv is going into quite
s.d.-research
operation. It
then
Only local stations have hereto- terchange when the U. S. can join s.a
-researen operation
it was tnen
^
an industry, and its annual awards
split between
Don Durgin
Durgin (now
(now
fore given guarantees on the basis the web either via transatlantic sAP“t
be^tween Don
^lie television industry is fretful should mean something. But when
of ratings.
cables or the new ultra high fre- ABC Radio topper) for tv, Accas
quency transmitters which could for radio, and when Accas subse- over » lawsuit
member nomffjation^°b'a}IoUen the‘ awafd*
quently moved to the Post of di- companies of the Motion Picture hav{. nQ meaning T’he whole thing
__
#
_
beam directly to Europe.
1/AM
|Ainrt
Interchange of news services has rector of advertising-publicity-pro- Assn, of America anent the Pro- bas been sloppily handled. If you
■Veil nielli JfllllS
been -going on between France and motion, Durgin took over the whole duction Code. That’s the . buzz in can win how it’s a matter of luck
A1.V11 WIV1H tlUiiro
England, and this summer should show. Accas had succeeded Durgin film circles
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Nervous Echo In
TV to E. K. Ellis
‘Code’ Litigation
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FC&B Tapped For
New Ford Account

Igenci0recently’iostg “«dTo Bfit- as Lend-Lease
Aides for Granada TV

i^t^ndTT^c.:ti^rcSiobn; FANCY BILLINGS FOR

urday night country music 90-minliter out of Springfield, Mo., has
- picked up still another alternate
week half-hour client. Latest is
Amencan Chicle, which will.bankroll the Red Foley starrer in rotat*
•;1^e,1penod5’ aIternating with
Whitehall Pharmacal, which si.vned
-on a few weeks back. Chicle’s sponcorship starts March 10.
Agency is Ted Bates.

/

Hiring. • was done by a third
American, ex-CBS’er Robert Heller, it’s'reported. , He’s assistant to
Sidhey Bernstein, prexy of Granada Television and the large
Granada theatre chain. It’s believed that both jobs were offered
on a temporary basis, with Lowe
at least, returning .after a - 12-wcek
stint. Both men have already left
for Europe.
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and Singiser as- coordinator.'
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a weather show
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since the introduction and development of the new model line is, in
effect the ihtrndnrtinn and devel-

aP-™t
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It’s figured that tv esDecially, will
play

x_

a key role in the premier 'fan-
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TV’S ‘WATCH THAT ADJACENCY’
•4-

No-Talent Name Vs. Talented No-Name
New York.
Editor, Variety:
Have read your piece on “Talent Is For The Birds.” All your
letter writers overlook the one basic fact which lies behind their
frustration and the networks’ alleged inability to find new faces.
10% of the producers and directors in the field lack faith in
their own ability to spot new talent. If it weren’t for the acumen
and insight of their femme secretaries, nobody would ever get a
break at all. But the secretary can. only get the talent in to see
the boss. She can’t hire him because, she believes in him. Still,
God bless the secretaries for doing even this much!
Why don’t the bosses see the same potential in the talent the
secretaries have seen? Quite often they do, but, commercially
speaking, they are afraid to gamble their client’s money on talent for
which some other client on another program or another network has
not already spent money and recently. They are justifiably afraid
that if they propose to the advertising agency even an audition
for an unknown (albeit long-experienced) talent, the agency will
simply, laugh at them, and they can’t afford to have the agency
boys and girls look down at them-; therefore they only venture to
propose known names for key spots.
* We all know that a Name may be strictly no-talerit, but in the
advertising business a no-talent name is better than a talented noname.
What can be done about it, brothers? Nuttin. It’s what’s called
the way of the world.
Fitzroy Davis.

What Is a TV Trout Man
An Ex-Publix M.C. Kicks Round His Ideas On
Network Dilemma
Chicago.
Editor, Variety:
Bead your piece, “The Dearth of
of a Salesman,” with great interest.
As an M.C. for Publix—back in the
picture house . days—I can under¬
stand the dilemma the nets find
themselves.
What prompts me to dig up that
painful past is just this: that, ac¬
cording to your article, they seem
to be missing the essence of the
whole matter.
What an M.C.—Tront man—hold. the-show-together guy has To be has
' one simple psychological idea. He
must represent the audience; he
must be their spokesman; he must
be their man who is up there—or
in there; he .must give the show
their attitude—even when it’s in
conflict with the performers; in
other words, he’s their man who,
through luck, or even a little tal¬
ent, happens to be in show busi¬
ness and is fronting the show.
It ain't easy to do. It calls for a
real pro—working constantly, in¬
tensely to keep that amateur Jook;
a performer who has long ago
passed through the slick stage—
trying to recapture the ingenuous¬
ness of his first stage—still keep¬
ing his techniques from showing.
In fact, my last line just about
sums it up for most of them you
see: "Hey, Mac—your techniques
are showing.”
But my idea seems to explain Ed
Sullivan, the pre-Godfrey, Garry
Moore and others of their ilk. And
(Continued on page 50)

Gen. Electric Dim
On 20th Slotting
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
With option coming up on March
1, what 20th-Fox intends to do
about sponsoring General Electric’s
dissatisfaction with present Wed¬
nesday night time on CBS-TV be¬
comes vital problem, but what can
be done is entirely In hands of stu¬
dio. Contract is firm" until Octo¬
ber and a renewal next month
would take series into 1957.
GE is paying $100,000 for each
of 19 shows and gets six free re. peats in the summer. The normal
“20th Fox Hour” rating is 27,
which is held.to be too low for the
cost, compared with alternating
“U. S. Steel Hour.” “Steel Hour,"
at a cost of $50,000 a program, is
only a few points. behind “20thFox Hour.”
In the Wednesday night compe¬
tition is NBC-TV “This Is Your
Life,” a high rater for a low cost
show, / and. the ABC-TV fights,
which’ on championship, nights
takes a deep cut into the opposi¬
tion’s audience. ’
». ; ,

Roberts to CBS Radio
As Producer-Director
Paul Roberts has been signed to a
producer-director pact by CBS pro¬
gram v.p. Howard G. Barnes and
becomes eastern reiner of the new¬
ly slotted “CBS Radio Workshop."
(William Froug is his opposite
number on the Coast.) Roberts
will also direct the web’s new doc¬
umentary dramas, “Indictment,"
and work on new program develop¬
ment activities.
Roberts is ex-radio director of
Benton & Bowles, with supervision
over a six-year span of “Railroad
Hour,” “Perry Mason,” “Wendy
Warren” and “Rosemary.” Before
joining B&B he was an NBC pro¬
ducer-director and stage manager
for several Broadway shows.

Gleasons ‘Nick Of
Time’ Switch As
Como Rating Up
As. result of a CBS high brassman’s promise, Jackie Gleason has
won out op exchanging time slots
with sister program “Stage Show,”
assuring back-to-back formation.
Gleaspn’s “Honeymooners” will go
in at 8 o’clock starting Sat. (18)
with the Dorsey Bros, show in the
segue and Herb Shriner’s “Two for
the Money” settling to stay put at
9 under P.e Lorillard (Old Gold).
Last Tuesday (7), only a day
before CBS’ board meeting, tv pro¬
gram chief Hubbell Robinson said
Gleason would remain at 8:30. But
the high council chajiged that in
line with a commitment to the
comedian.
Feb. 18 thus .becomes a new ex¬
perimental target, aimed at NBCTV’s Perry Como, who smothered
CBS’ twosome on Saturday (11),
hitting his season’s Trendex peak.
His first 30” minutes racked 38.9,
vs. 11'. 1 for “Stage’,” and then 37.3
vs. 23.3 for Gleason. Como aver¬
aged 38.1,.highest of the weekend
variety shows, while Columbia’s
average for the hour was 17.2.
ABC-TV’s “Ozark Jubilee" had
clusters of. 7.7 arid 6.6. Up ahead,
NBC’s “Big Surprise” also marked
its season’s high, 26.2 vs. 17^ for
CBS-“Beat
the-—,. Clock,"
with
“Ozark” at 8.8.
In. the Sunday scoring, NBC’s
“Comedy’ Hour” doubled its pre¬
vious .week’s rating, with a 17,
while E<^ Sullivan snagged 36.6. and
A£,G’s featurp
45,4., .

4--

MULTI-PRODUCTS. Chi ‘Shocked’ as Tom Duggan Quits;

'!|750,000 Billings Top WBKB Gross

4Chicago, Feb. 14.
Commentator Tom Duggan's sud¬
Many a station is suffering from
den decision last week to call it
the heebie-jeebies trying to keep
quits was a financial shocker to
CBS-TV has tapped Bob Quin-* WBKB. As the ABC-TV station’s
out competitive products from the
adjacency area by keeping up with lan from the Coast to take hold of biggest individual grosser with his
a news and special events direc¬
a multiplicity of memos going out tor’s spot for the network at New daily afternoon hour and his night¬
ly 55-minute gab session kept vir¬
from networks to alert the outlets York headquarters.
tually soldout the year around,'the
As producer-director at KNXT, freewheeling soapboxer fetched
on sponsors’ goods. Virtually a
baker’s dozen of underwriters are the web’s Los Angeles o&o, Quin¬ WBKB nearly $750,000 in annual
causing a run of the aspirin by an lan served on everything from A- billings.
ever growing list of products an¬ bomb tests to sports.
Although Duggan has resigned
nexed to their camps, whether by
before only to change his mind, it’s
intramural creation, consolidations '
•believed he means it this time
or mergers.
when he says he’s getting out of
It’s considered impossible to
the business in which he’s been
bring conflicts down to zero, but
personally grossing close to a
the networks are trying to per-,
$100,000 yearly.
Although it’s
suade stations to police the local
known his quixotic crusades have
air in favor of the national spon¬
caused embarrassment to the sta¬
sors.
tion and he in turn has resented
any attempts to curb his “freedom
Typical is what’s happening at
of
speech," neither figured chiefly
CBS-TV. Last week an advisory
in his checkout. Rather he cites the
went out which stated: “The ap¬
fact
that his health has deteri¬
proved product list of certain of
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
our large advertisers has grown so
orated and that his self-appointed
Screen
Gems
will
produce
eight
role
as the Windy City’s Public
large that inadvertent competitive
adjacencies are. bound to occur.” hour and one-half films for CBS- Conscience No. 1 has become “too
TV’s
Thursday
night
“Playhouse
tough.”
The network set forth the largest
Deal is being
multiple-product bankrollers, not¬ 90” next fall.
Quinlan is busy this week plot¬
ing that the products, while they are wrapped up this week by CBS-TV ting new program ideas to fill Dug¬
programming
v.p.
Hubbell Robin¬
not all plugged on all shows, may
gan’s
slots. After word weht out
show up from time to time as per son, after preliminaries dispbsed late last Thursday night (9).from
sponsor requirements on a given of in New York with Screen Gems Quinlan that he was regretfully ac¬
v,p.-general manager Ralph Cohn.
brand.
Films, which will be interspersed cepting the gabber’s Immediate res¬
Case No. 1 is American Home with 90-minute live shows, will be ignation, two of Duggan's spon¬
Products, with a roster of 23 drug budgeted a.t around $150,000 each, sors (Oklahoma Oil and Mr. Mike,
and grocer items pitched on “Love and will utilize top names and lit¬ a local car dealer) also handed in
of Life," “Secret Storm," “Name erary properties. CBS will finance their "resignations.”
That Tune" and “Quiz Kids.” It 100% and will share ownership in
Duggan left for the Coast over
was observed that while AHP also the films with Screen Gems 50-50. the weekend where he plans to
writes the checks for the Douglas | The move marks the Columbia take a rest before looking for a
Edwards news stanza, its blurbs Pictures subsid’s move into the more “peaceful” pursuit. Unless
there are limited to Anacin, Aero- “long form" pattern of tv enter¬ he reverses himself after some sec¬
shave and Heet, so that stations tainment after being the most pro¬ ond thoughts, this marks finis to
have an easier time of it in run¬ lific marketer of half-hour vidpix one of the most controversial and
ning interference for the network here. “Playhouse 90" will fill out ironic careers in Chi radio-tv an¬
side as well as protect themselves its weekly schedule with live nals.
locally. While AHP has a load of dramas from Television City here.
Tyro Sportscaster In ’50
household word items, some of
He came here from California in
The urgent need of additional
them are not too well known, caus¬ stage space at TV City to accom¬ 1950 as a tyro sportscaster on NBCing additional headaches when modate expanded production next TV's WNBQ. He soon found him¬
grappling with the likes of Hopper season, including that Of “Play¬ self working the crusading side of
Clay Pack, Easy Off Oven Cleaner, house 90," is expected to reach the the street when his ratings mount¬
Kriptin, Outgro and even Infrarub. point of decision with the presence ed with his “indignation” over
Then there’s the inevitable Proc¬ here of CBS board chairman Wil¬ some of the shady characters he
ter & Gamble, spreading 16 soaps liam S. Paley, CBS-TV prez J. L. envisioned in the sports world. He
and piemixes over “Search for To¬ Van Volkenburg and Robinson. was bounced from WNBQ in 1953
morrow,” “Guiding Light,” “Love That construction of new facilities when he refused to lay off his “ex¬
Story,” “Brighter Days,” “On Your here may approximate an outlay of pose” of the International Boxing
Account," “I Love Lucy,” "The upwards of $10,000,000 is held a Club, packager of the network’s
Lineup” and “It’s Always Jan.”
“reasonable conjecture” by a net¬ Friday night Gillette-sponsored
Colgate is in with 11 products on work spokesman. Two or three fightcasts.
He was promptly picked up by
“Strike It Rich,” “Big Payoff,” new studios are needed for the fall,
“The Millionaire" and “Crusader,” and Paley is expected to greerilight WBKB, where with his expanded
tv time he started spreading his
plus “My Friend Flicka.” Between them by the weekend.
Meanwhile, across the street, vitriol in practically every direc¬
P&G, Colgate and some of the AHP
list, there’s plenty for a station NBC-TV's Coast v.p., Fred Wile, tion. It became a one-man cam¬
manager to worry about. But if disclosed he had asked Darryl Zan- paign, frequently couched in libel¬
that weren’t enough, enter Lever uck and Dore Schary for 20th-Fox ous and undocumented terms,
Bros., adding seven soaps (etc.) to and Metro to produce one color against “evil” and “chicanery” in
“Garry!Moore Show,” “Arthur God¬ spectacular a year each for NBC- general.
His various peccadillos were fre¬
frey Time” and Art Linkletter’s TV, but both “politely” declined.
quently front page copy and netted
“House Party.”
him a bundle of law suits the past
For a change of pace, add the 14
few months. Included was a con¬
or so items pushed by General
tempt of court sentence, now un¬
Foods on “December Bride,” “John¬
der appeal, from Superior Court
ny Carson Show,” “Our Miss
(Continued on page 47)
Brooks” and “Lucy.”

Quinlan’s L. A.-to-N. Y.

Screen Gems To
Film 8 90-Min.
Features for CBS

Even Pharmaceuticals Inc. gets
into the act, though a limited num¬
ber of drug products are involved.
One of the items on the web’s
“Sunday News Special” is Sominex, a sedative. Any products com¬
petitive to that or the house's Gerltol in the adjacencies are subject
to “adjustment” to remove the.conflict.
Station heads are being asked to
advise their sales reps on the issue
because competitive adjacencies,
when discovered, are embarrassing
to all concerned.

Steve Allen to Emcee
Radio-TV Correspondents
Annual Hoopla in D.C.

Washington, Fe.b. 14.
Steve Allen will emcee and top
the entertainment cast for the an¬
nual dinner of the Radio and Tele¬
vision Correspondents’ Assn, din¬
ner, to be held Saturday (18).
Others in the entertainment
lineup will include Bambi Lynn
and Rod Alexander, Dennis Day,
Rise Stevens, Clifford Guest, and
the West Point Cadet Glee Club.
Although President Eisenhower has
bowed out of all correspondents’
affairs this year, to protect his
health, the dinner is nevertheless
called “in honor of the President
Silvers-Tongued Orators of the United States,” with Vice
Phil .Silvers was guest of • President Nixon as ranking guest.
Aside from the Vice-Presidentr,
honor at the Baltimore Ad ~
there’ll be a full complement of
Club Saturday (11) and heard
Government brass, include Su¬
speaker after speaker make
preme Court Justices, Cabinet of¬
with the jokes. These included
ficers, top figures in the agencies
the governor, ex-governor, the
and in Congress, as well as top¬
mayor .and the honorables of
pers from the networks and -sta¬
the state’s legislative cham¬
tions. As usual, the dinner was sold
bers.
out early.
When Silvers’ turn came, he
One feature will be the turning
stood up without a word for
over of the gavel of office by out¬
what seemed an eternity and
going
. President Eric Severeid,
then cracked, “Isn’t there a
CBS. ’to his successor, Joseph F.
single .straightman in the
McCaffrey,
of McCa#v$y Reports.
Maryland I^gi^latyr^?” * , •

Borge Takes A
Spec Raincheck
It now looks like Victor Borge
will be taking a raincheck until
next season on those two upcom¬
ing one-man spec shows for CBSTV, to which-he’s committed as re¬
sult of his unusual $200,000 payand-play deal with the network.
For a while it appeared as
though Borge would move into the
Arthur Godfrey Wednesday night
8 to 9 period for his brace of show's
during the periodic AG layoffs.
But neither Borge nor'CBS counted
on the fact that the road tour
w'hich he began a week ago. has
already parlayed itself into an
SRO engagement (even necessitat¬
ing many return dates) which will
take him through the season. .
Indicative of the post-Broadw'ay
run’s boxoffice bonanza: First
couple of one-night stands fetched
Borge $20,000 as his end of, the
take. Tour is geared for a $100,000
weekly gross,*
.
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Next Monday morning between 7 and 8 am one of America’s most genuine and appeal¬
ing personalities will begin his new program on CBS Television...“Good Morning!”

with Will Rogers, Jr. We are certain it will soon become the most popular
entertainment in its time period.

'Wednesday, February 15, 1956
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The last time we were rash enough to venture such a bold prediction was when

--Captain Kangaroo made its bow on CBS Television. Nielsen’s latest report rates
it 45% higher than its competition. A gratifying report for us, and a profitable one
for its growing list of sponsors.

CBS Television
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British Com! TV Goes Network
Fri. (17) in Midlands Station Bow
By HAROLD MYERS
London, Feb. 14.
The second stage in the creation
of a British commercial tv web
will be launched on Friday (17)
when the new Midlands station
goes on the air. This will not only
mark the beginning of a network¬
ing system, but will also increase
the potential audience for com¬
mercial programs by over 5,000,000.
The inaugural program from the
Midlands will be staged as a joint
effort by Associated Television
and ABC-TV, the two companies
responsible for the station pro¬
gramming. ATV, which already op¬
erate the London station on week¬
ends, will assume control in Bir¬
mingham from Monday to Friday,
•while ABC-TV (a subsidiary of
Associated British Picture Corp.)
will take over at weekends. Latter
company will also take care of the
weekend program of the first
northern commercial station, to be
launched in the Spring.
The format for the opening
night telecast will follow the pat¬
tern established for the launching
of London’s first commercial out¬
let last September. Inaugural cere¬
mony will come from the Birming¬
ham town hall with" speeches by
the Lord Mayor and Sir Kenneth
Clark, chairman of the Independent
Television Authority. The program
will include a vaude show from the
new Midlands tv theatre, the first
of the “Robin Hood” series, a box¬
ing contest staged by Jack Solo¬
mons and “I Love Lucy.” The first
night telecast will wind with shots
showing guests at the opening ball
at Birmingham town hall at which
Janette Scott and Vernon Gray
will make guest appearances. Their
latest co-starring picture, “Now
and Forever,” will be preemed in
Birmingham the same night.
There is no clear cut data avail¬
able on the number of receivers
in the Midlands area which will be
capable of tuning in to the alterna¬
tive wavelength next Friday, but
liberal estimates do not place the
total beyond 250,000. It is reckoned,
however, that the London trend
will be repeated and that there
will be a constant demand for con¬
version of receivers and the in¬
stallation of new antennae. At the |
moment there is reportedly a bot¬
tleneck in skilled labor capable of
making the required conversion.
Immediately after the opening,
the commercial station will swing
into a networking operation with
London and there will be a regular
exchange of key programs includ¬
ing many of the top AmeTican im¬
ports. A number of features inau¬
gurated in Birmingham will, con¬
versely, be networked to London.
In the main there will be a strong
link between the two stations ex¬
cept in cases where programs of
particular local interest are being
featured.

To Probe Squawks'
Of Daytime AMers
Washington, Feb. 14.
Senate Small Business Commit¬
tee this week set up a subcom¬
mittee to investigate complaints of
daytime-only radio broadcasters.
Daytimers, with former FCC Comr.
Frieda Hennock as their general
counsel, want a specific signoff
time instead of the present “sun¬
set” designation, plus a chunk of
the clear channels, particularly for
nighttime use and in some cases
even in daytime.
Louis Odom, committee counsel,
will get the investigation rolling,
with no hearing dates yet indi¬
cated.

Paul Jonas as NBC’s
Radio ‘Sports Editor’
Paul Jonas, former sports chief
at Mutual and, since his departure
last August, freelancer working out
of NBC-TV, now becomes a full¬
time member of NBC radio’s sports
operation. Jonas will duplicate his
ex-efforts at Mutual and become
radio “sports editor.”
Job on the network radio side
will include signing events and
drawing up a schedule for “Moni¬
tor” cut-ins. The “editor” title
puts Jonas, who has been working
chiefly on Saturday basketball on
NBC-TV since leaving Mutual, in
charge of NBC radio sports depart¬
ment under overall radio-tv head
Tom Gallery.

Towers Still Has Some
Tall TV Plans on Tap;
90-Min. Series Bows
Londofl, Feb. 14.
Harry Alan Towers, who last
week ankled his directorships in
Associated Television and Incor¬
porated Television Program Co/, is
remaining active in the tv field
with a major production program,
as well as maintaining his personal
contacts with British and Ameri¬
can outfits.
On the production front, Tower’s
first independent effort was pre¬
miered last week (6) on the As¬
sociated - Redifussion commercial
outlet from London. This was a
one-and-a-half hour filmed adapta¬
tion of James Bridie's “The An¬
atomist,” a dramatization of the
Burke and Hare case, starring Alastair Sim, with George Cole,
Adrienne Corri and Jill Bennett.
This was the first of a series of
high-budget 90 minute plays being
filmed by Towers for commercial
tv and for which American distri¬
bution will be negotiated in thenext few weeks.
He’s also negotiating American
release for the “Dick Turpin,
Highwayman” series, a pilot of
which was lensed before Christmas.
Third on his schedule is the “Hora¬
tio Hornblower” property which he
owns in association with Peter
Rathvon and Sol Lesser. Discus¬
sions are now taking place in re¬
gard to a motion picture sequel,
and also a tv series. Towers also
has rights to Edgar Wallace’s
“Sanders of the River” and a
pilot for this series is now being
planned in association with Tele¬
vision Programs of America.
On the legit front, Towers has
rights to a group of one-hour plays
and a series of half-hour anthology
dramas, among them being James
Barrie’s unpublished “The Fight
for Mr. Lapraik.” This is to be
filmed shortly with Sir Ralph
Richardson in the lead.
Apart from his production activi¬
ties, Towers continues as 5onsultant to Associated Newspapers who
are equal partners in Associated
Redifussion, and also represents
the TelePrompter organization in
Britain, and is the UK rep for Ziv.

WLIB's On-the-Spot
Alabama Coverage
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CBS Radio’s ‘Operation
Hansen’ Envisions A
Sports-News Hotfoot
, CBS is determined not to be
lost in the sports shuffle or go
into hiding while glamorboy tv
makes hay in the sun. This fol¬
lows a pattern laid down by CBS
prexy Art Hayes last summer when
he brought in Carroll Hansen from
the Coast as coordinator of sports
and news. It was felt that AM was
being bypassed in such coverage,
with the tv side taking the posi¬
tion that radio could latch on to
a video coup but otherwise it was
“go away, you bother us.”
Hansen is in there to protect
aural interests on an equal basis
and with equal access to upcoming
events. Initial indication of CBS’
new thinking came last August
when the Swaps-Nashua horserace
came up for discussion s'rictly as
a tv attraction, but resulted in a
radio segment as well, and spon¬
sored, too.
Last week, Hansen scored with
a direct play-by-play of the U.S.Russia Olympics hockey out of
Italy—an exclusive, and the first
such pickup of an Olympic event.
With that under its belt, CBS looks
for more global on-the-spot aircasts,
not merely the conventional taped
segments hours later. Why not,
says Hansen, a blow-by-blow match
out of London, soccer from Ire¬
land, or the upcoming summer
Olympics from Australia?
On the immediate agenda is the
National Invitation basketball finals
next month, radio and tv. Also in
prospect is a baseball “Game of
the Week” for Saturday afternoons.

Closed-TV For
20,000 Medicos.
Boston, Feb. 14.
A 90-minute closed circuit tv
show will be beamed out of Bos¬
ton tomorrow night (15) for some
20,000 medicos in 52 cities across
the nation.
“The Cardiac Patient in Stress
Situations” is the topic of the tele¬
cast from the New England Medi¬
cal Center as part of the “Grand
Rounds” medical program and six
Boston doctors and medical edu¬
cators will participate in the panel
discussion.
7
Boston doctors will watch the tv
program at the Somerset Hotel.
Providence, R. I., medicos will
view the telecast at the Crown Ho¬
tel. A special feature will be a
live telecast directly from the New
England Center Hospital’s operat¬
ing room. Specialized techniques
for heart surgery on patients will
be presented. On the program will
be Dr. Paul Dudley White, “Ik^’s”
consulting physician.

‘AFT. FILM FESTIVAL’
IN MON. NITE RERUNS
Expansion of ABC-TV’s feature
film schedule, this time involving
reruns of the “Afternoon Film
Festival” pictures in prime eve¬
ning time, is due to start March 26
in the 9 to 11:00 p.m. Monday
time. Slotting will be primarily in
the nature of a summer experi¬
ment, but reason it starts so early
is the cancellation by Ciba Phar¬
maceuticals of its “Medical Hori¬
zons” after a 26-week run.
Ciba walkout; executed via J.
Walter Thompson, leaves com¬
pletely sustaining the 9 to 11 p.m.
period, since that was the only
commercial entry during the 90
minutes all this season. Network
has from 104 British pictures to
choose from, these representing
the purchase from the J. Arthur
Rank Organization a couple of
months ago which got “Afternoon
Film Festival” under way on Jan./
16. Network's sales force is now
working out a participating spon¬
sorship pattern for the show, still
untitled.

On-the-spot reports via beep
telephone from Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
on Autherine Lucy’s fight for re¬
admission to the U. of Alabama
are being aired daily by WLIB,
the N. Y. radio indie servicing the
Negro market. Reports are being
phoned by Jimmy Hicks, Pittsburgh
Courier correspondent covering the
situation, and the kickoffer Friday
GO) featured an interview with
Miss Lucy. Tapes are being used
throughout the day on the station’s
community newscasts.
Florence Sando In
This is the third time such on‘Woman’s Angle’ Exit the-spot coverage has been offered
by the station, others having been
Pittsburgh, Feb. 14.
Medford, Mass. —- WHIL’s four
Florence Sando, one of local tv’s during the Emmet Till trial in Mis¬ d.j.’s, George- Fennell, “Bob Walsh,
best-known
personalities,
cele¬ sissippi and the Montgomery bus Al Bennett, and Jim Aylward re¬
cently conducted an all-day mara¬
brated the second anniversary of strike.
thon broadcast to raise funds for
her morning femme news "strip,
the 1956 March of Dimes Cam¬
“The Womans’ Angle,” on KDKAHartford—Two
and
a
half
week
paign.
Record stars Cindy Lord,
TV by announcing her retirement combined drive of WTIC and the
from the show. The wife of Arthur Hartford Courant for infantile Lindy Doherty, and the Rover Boys
joined
the
in the window of
Manson, pub-ad director here for paralysis netted some $125,000. the Jordan four
Marsh Co. store in
Cinerama, she’s on the stork’s list Campaign tagged Mile O’Dimes Malden, performed in person, took
for this summer and will drop the Campaign has been jointly spon¬ phone contributions, and auctioned
daily grind at the end of next sored for 16 years by radio station donated prizes throughout the 10
week,
J and newspaper.
hour show.
i

ii From the Production Centres
IN NEW YORK CITY
jack Sutton of WRCA’s accounting dept, quitting to become a police¬
man . . . Jack Sterling and wife Barbara leaving Friday (17) for twoweek vacation in Puerto Rico, with Peter Thomas to pinchhit for him
on WCBS waker-upper and Warren Hull on CBS-TV “Big Top” . . ,
Milt Schwartz of WRCA writing jingles for on-air promos of Kay
Armen, Johnny Andrews and “Pulse” programs . . . WCBS’ Lanny
Ross opened at Everglades, Fla., goes into Maisonette of the St. Regis
here Feb. 23, will appear at Town Hall and Taft School alumni meet¬
ing at Union Club and is dated for a Columbia Law School spring
frolic . . . Millicent Brower into CBS’ “Our Gal Sunday” . . . Perle
Mesta guests on CBS. Kathy Godfrey show (18) . . . Red Barber takes
off for Yankee spring training at St. Pete Sunday (19) . . . Tribute to
Dimitri Mitropoulos, maestro of N. Y. Philharmonic Symph, on his
60th birthday set for orch’s CBS airing (19) . . . Nick Gillis, business
mgr. of NBC “Monitor,” returns Monday (20) from two weeks in Haiti
. . . Tex & Jinx McCrary to chair radio-tv committee of dinner honor¬
ing Mayor Wagner (via World Academy in Jerusalem) April 15 at
Waldorf.
Bob Elliot and Ray Goulding are “tendering” a steak breakfast for
the second consecutive year at The Old Homestead Restaurant the
ayem of Feb. 23; session goes over WINS . . . CBS boss Arthur Hull
Hayes and NBC manager William Fairbanks discussed network radio at
Rladio-Television Exec Society luncheon yesterday (Tues.) . . . Gabber
Basil Heatter and wife Lila (Greenspan) expecting heir this July . . .
Calif. Gov. Goodwin Knight, Mary Martin and Mary Pickford join
92d anniversary broadcast of the Knights of Pythias via Mutual Feb.
18 . . . John Bosman, once on “Mutual Newsreel” stanzas, returned
to web Sunday (12) with a new show, “Bosnian’s Bandstand” . . . Fourteen-year=old pianist Diana Mittler made her debut with the Philhar¬
monic over WQXR last Saturday (11) . . . WNEW staging another “com¬
munity dance” on March 3; this time in behalf of Vocational Guidance
Service of N. J. in Paterson, with bandwagon carrying gabbers Jerry
Marshall, Art Ford, Klavan and Finch, Bill Williams, et. al . . . Radio
review on the new CBS “Indictment” series erratumed; Santos Ortega
was mistaken for Harold Huber.
Mutual sports topper Jack Burnett speaking at Teaneck, (N. J.) Lions
Club March 14 . . . Gabber Phil Goulding gets check-up at Forest Hills
General Hospital . . . WMGM’s Ted and Rhoda BroWn holidaying in
Havana and Nassau, with Peter Tripp pinchhitting on their stanza. . . .

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . .
KROW, Oakland, has revamped its programming somewhat, accord¬
ing to sales manager Jack DeMello, has added a noon-to-2 p.m. deejay
stint for Kelly Mason apd run in a 9-to-midnight, Saturday-Sunday
jazz show for deejay Pat Henry . . . Logos Films has made two test
tv commercials, very abstract and very fetching, especially the -Jordan
Belson color and animation . . . The (Class C) California Baseball
League has appealed KOVR’s televising the Frisco Seals’ games, claims
the KOVR transmitter on Mt. Diablo is in the Stockton club’s terri¬
torial rights and that KOVR, itself, is not a true Frisco station, with
operations half in Stockton, half in Frisco . . . New father is George
Arnold, KCBS salesman . . . KRON’s general manager, Harold P. See,
was elected tv vice-president of the State Radio and Television Broad¬
casters Association at Los Angeles convention . , . Between sets at the
Fairmont’s Venetian Room Gower Champion remarked “we’ve had
some very preliminary talks with Jack Benny on the idea of produc¬
ing a show which would alternate with his tv program.”

IN CHICAGO . . .
Jim Anderson is new director of television for Atlas Films in the
spot held by Norm Lindquist before he shifted to Wilding . . . NBCTV sales veep Ed Hitz and wife vacationing at Jack (Needham, Louis
& Brorby) Louis’ Arizona ranch ... Justin Cassidy joined WBBM-TV
as sales service manager vice Harry Coon who has been upped to
an account exec post . . . Judith Waller, NBC public affairs Chi rep,
off to Atlantic City Friday (17) to attend the American Assn, of School
Administrators’ confab . . . Deejay Bill Anson spinning and chinning
in WAAF’s 9 to 11 morning strip . . . Wallace Husted, ex-Grant Ad¬
vertising, new Geoffrey Wade creative .director . . . WNBQ-WMAQ
program chief George Heinemann in New York this week . . . Sportscaster-newscaster John Harrington hit the 20-yeaj: mark at Chi CBS
. . . Bill Joyce, Chi tv sales manager of the Katz reppery, sunning in
Florida . . . El Producto Cigars signed up for Jack Brickhouse’s Mon¬
day night “Sports Page” on WGN-TV for another year. Vince Lloyd
works the blurbs . . . NBC newscaster Jim Hurlbut serving as a staff
officer with the rank of major in the Marine reserve . . . Phil Patton,
ex-producer of ABC-TV’s “Super Circus,” joined Kling Films as a
director . . . Chicago American radio-tv editor Janet Kern scanning
the Hollywood front for a couple of weeks . . . Chat Hagen, manager
of NBC’s midwest news and special events staff, subbing for vacation¬
ing Karin Walsh on WMAQ’s “Night Desk” . . . Eddie Hubbard host¬
ing a Saturday afternoon dancing party on WBKB . . . Lee Phillips now
a regular on WBBM-TV’s “Luncheon With Billy.”
Carlos Chan of the NBC announcing staff to start a four-week tour
through Spain, Portugal, Italy and the French Riviera, March 11 to
gather material for a Latin musical as well as cover the area for
“Monitor.”

IN BOSTON\ . .
Howard Nelson, WEEI, has been assigned to the 6:15 p.m. news pro¬
gram sponsored by the Boston Edison Co. . . . Bill Buchanan, WVDA
disk jock, saluted Benny Goodman on arrival here with four hours
of Goodwin recordings on his Sat. nite show ... WNAC-TV held a
Valentine’s Day special closed circuit telecast in their audition room
(14) for the new CBS-TV “Good Morning” with Will Rogers, Jr. . . .
H. Jeff Forbes has joined WNAC-TV as supervisor of special film
projects, James A. Pike,, station film director, reported this week.
Forbes was president of Forbes & Associates, Inc., tv and film con¬
sultants for ad agencies in Richmond, Va., and previously veep Of the
tv and film division of Cabell-Eanes, Inc., Richmond . . . Norm Prescott,
WBZ-WBZDA disk jock, and wife Elaine parents of a newly arrived
baby boy, Michael Robert Prescott, at Beth Israel Hospital . . . John
Scott, bearded WEEI deejay, leaving the station for a New York deal
... Bob Dineen, tv photographer,' was the victim of car thieves this
week and lost four cameras worth $2,000 outside a Boston hotel . . .
Sherm Feller, WVDA disk jock, back at the mike after long road trip
during which wife, chirp Judy Valentine, handled his shows.

IN PHILADELPHIA ...
Ralph Collier, emcee of WCAU’s “Wonderful Town,” had bluechip
interview (taped) session (10) with Sam Levenson, Perle Mesta, U. S.
Treasurer Ivy Baker Priest and Sen. Margaret Chase Smith . . . Max
Leon, WDAS president and conductor of the Philadelphia Pops Orches¬
tra, will baton concert in Town Hall (March 11) . . . Evening Bulletin
reporter Nate Kleger .will have his “scoop” dramatized on NBC’s "The
Big Story” (17.) . . . Lawrence Welk in town (12) to put on private pro(Continued on page 46)
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Goodyear TV Playhoue

The Goodyear TV Playhouse un¬
der Herbert Brodkin, which in re¬
cent months has been determined¬
ly “popular” in its choice of plays,
came up with a warm and touch¬
ing little play Sunday (12) when
it presented John Vlahos’ “Kyria
Katina.”
Against the true - and - tried
theme of America, the melting
pot, the show highlighted the gen¬
tle growth of a romantic relation¬
ship between Murphy, the Ameri¬
can policeman who works in the
Bureau of Motor Vehicles, and
Katina, the Greek widow. Viveca
Lindfors and William Bendix
played these parts and gave some
of the most engaging and believa¬
ble performances seen for some
time.
Story had Miss Lindfors, who
barely speaks English, come to ap¬
ply for a driver’s license. Bendix,
hearing about her from a Greek
friend (Joe De Santis), comes to
her house to give her reading les¬
sons. Slowly, defying the strict
convention of the Greek commu¬
nity, they fall in love. There is a
crisis as they are seen kissing on
the porch, but the climax sees
them in a clinch and heading for
the altar.
If all this sounds like pretty
basic and simple stuff, the execu¬
tion—under Robert Mulligan’s di¬
rection—was expert and carried
conviction. The maturing of the
girl-chasing Bendix; the awkward¬
ness of his initial relationship with
the widow; the intimate and ten¬
der quality of two mature, inhib¬
ited people finding one another, all
came through at a level that was
distinctly above the ordinary.
Miss Lindfors’ performance was
excellent in every respect, and in
the climax the viewers could
•wholeheartedly join in her jubi¬
lant “yes” -to Bendix’s marriage
proposal. Bendix as the middleaged suitor matched her step for
step. In other parts, De Santis,
representing the traditional “old
country” Greek, was just fine, and
so were Robert Ellenstein as the
priest and Arthur Batanides as the
shoemaker on the brink of assimiliation. Pat De Simone was fresh
and engaging as Miss Lindfors’
son. Elizabeth Fraser etched a
nice little portrait as the flighty
waitress.
Vlahos’ script, without expert
interpretation (which it got) might
have bordered on the common¬
place. His dialog rang true and
the little patriotic message of the
play hit the right spot without
seeming overly forced. “Kyria Ka-r
tina” made no pretense about
what it was, biit it made for darn
good entertainment.
Hift.
Bob Hope Show

For those who would settle for
feminine proud flesh on parade in¬
stead of the usual jocular excur¬
sions in the Bob Hope idiom, this
filmed import from London as dis¬
played on NBC-TV last Tuesday
(7) must’ve served well their de¬
sires. If it lacked the customary
quota of howlarious incidents of a
Hope turn in the Chevy rotation, it
may be charged off more to the
general makeup of the show rather
than the strange surroundings for
the writing staff. It had its titillat¬
ing moments, nonetheless, and
Londoners shrieked their delight.
None can cavil at its pleasant run¬
off and the hour of charm that en¬
veloped it.
In the joke, department, or, as
comics say, “someone to bounce
off,” Hope had only the help of
France’s pride, Fernandel, who
makes with the face with pantomi¬
mic proficiency and. passed most of
his time kissing a French frill.
Hope at once infected his theatre
audience with long laughs of Brit¬
ish origin. He goaled them with
the line, “Trouble with making
English pictures is that you wind
up in America on the late-late
show.” Hope is currently making
a film in Blighty and let the title
(“The Iron Petticoat”) escape no
one.
The standup out of the way and
Fernandel playing his kissing
game, which outplayed itself, the
stage of a Londoq theatre was
cleared for the parade of pulchri¬
tude. Nine Paris models from the
Houses of Balmain, Patou and Lan¬
vin showed ' off the new fashions
with Hope on the descriptive end
but not without e-quip-age. After
Nanci Crompton’s dizzy spins and
whirls around the stage—the fast¬
est off the ice—Diana Dors, Eng¬
land’s answer to Marilyn Monroe,
hove into view with- the lowest cut
gown of recent memory. A busty
blonde, she handled herself and
her lines with-relaxed poise and
would do alright in this country,
too. Yana, a singer of impressive
stature and displaying a soft,
silky voice, topped off the glamour

exhibit and with enough time left
for Ted Heath's orch to show us
Yankees how he’ll play sweet for
us oh his coming U.S. tour and,
perhaps, the ,only standing band
not on parade. Jack Hope pro¬
duced with competence and a late
editing job eliminated the Can Can
Girls from the Montmartre. Spon¬
sor, perhaps, thought it might be
too gamey for the dealers’ wives.
Helm.
Wide Wide World

Abe Lincoln saved NBC-TV's
“Wide Wide World” from a dull
90 minutes Sunday (12). Other
than a moving reenactment of ele¬
ments of the Lincoln story as the
finale, there was little to celebrate
about “World of Celebrations,” as
the spec was tagged. The festival
slices were stagey and halting
when not outright corny. This ap¬
plied especially to the opening
gun, the Gasparilla pirate invasion,
a classic annual in Tampa but not
delivered with same kind of savvy
on tv, and was not much better for
New Orleans' Mardi Gras, where
the city fathers and others hammed
it up. A Gay ’90s fate in Forest
Grove should have been left in
Oregon, along with a girls' pan¬
cake race in South Hutchinson,
Kan., however large these events
loom in their respective localities
as annual hooplas.
Nature, too, operated against
“WWW,” via a blizzard in Quebec
(shown on screen) which prevented
a display of the Carnival de Que¬
bec in its al fresco segments and
forced a switch indoors for Gallic
song and dance. Expertly done,
however, was the “Christ of the
Rockies” pilgrimage to mountaintop near El Paso, Tex., furthered
by a padre’s narrative.
The Lincoln portion started in
New Salem, Ill., showing the town
as it appeared in 1831 and high¬
lighted by a speech of Dr. Benjar
min P. Thomas, head of the Lin¬
coln Assn. Cameras moved on to
a Springfield vignette with a re¬
prise of Lincoln’s farewell to the
townsmen after his election, aug¬
mented by a scene by the Lincoln
Players. Then the funeral train of
the B & O, the casket delivered in
Baltimore for lying-in-state, and
on to the western journey to
Springfield for burial. Excerpts
from the Civil War President’s
speeches were given at the Lin¬
coln Memorial in D.C., for a note¬
worthy finish to a standout com¬
memoration.
Dave Garroway was in the nar¬
rator’s chair, as .usual, with David
Broekman on the music and Dick
Schneider directing the Norman
Frank production.
Trau.
It’s A Great Life

“Screen Test,” tag for the “It's
A Great Life” outing'on NBC-TV
Sunday (12), got by on little plot
and lotsa noise. Opening with a
pratfall, it held the slapstick line
with assorted low-comedy shenan¬
igans.
Peg for the stanza, scripted by
Ray Singer & Dick Chevillat,
hinged on a Hollywood screen test
for Amy Morgan (Frances Bavier)
and its effect on her “fun-loving”
associates Denny Davis (Michael
O’Shea), Steve Connors (William
Bishop) and Earl (James Dunn).
The boys want fame and forturte,
especially the latter, for her but
she wants no part of an acting ca¬
reer. She forces them into talking
her out of it by acting as if she
had passed the screen test and had
switched from amiable Amy to a
tempermental actress.
The above-mentioned regulars
played the parts to the hilt, ham¬
ming it up all the way. They got
an okay assist from King Donavan
as'a talent scout, and Pierre Watkin, as a producer.
Film was smoothly edited and
the Chrysler plugs were effective.
Gros.
Ed Sullivan Show
The Lincoln Birthday show on
the Ed Sullivan session Sunday
(12) over CBS-TV apparently
aimed for a homespun effect with
an accent on American culture.
Show didn’t come off entirely
either as an exercise in American¬
ism or entertainment.
The towering figure of Carl
Sandburg was the major exhibit
on this layout.
This titan in
American letters read “A Lin¬
coln Portrait” to the musical ac¬
companiment of Andre Kostelanetz’ batoning a 60-piece symph.
Pictorially, it came off excellently.
However, the great and simple
qualities of this poet-historian
were marred by the obtrusive mu¬
sical background.
At times, it
seemed that Sandburg had to fight
the surge of music,
It was the
(Continued on page 47)

TELEVISION REVIEWS

WINDOW
MY FRIEND FLICKA
With Jolimty Wash brook, Gene
With Pegeen Fitzgerald
Producer: Mrs. Fitzgerald
Evans, Anita Louise, others
Producer: Sam White
Director: Joe Bernstein
5 Mins.; Mon-thru-Fri., 8:55 and Director: Robert Gordon
Writers: George Slavin, George W.
9:55 a.m.
George
PARTICIPATING
30 Mins.; Fri., 7:30 p.m.
WRCA-TV, N. Y. (color)
“Window” is an appropriately COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
titled showcase styled for depart¬ CBS-TV, (film)

ment stores, and appropriate also
in the sellmanship fronting Pegeen
Fitzgerald, who knows her way
around a piece of merchandise.
Similar five-minute slots apply to
NBC-TV’s owned & operated sta¬
tions, where either staff personal¬
ities or emporium executives will
do the pitching. Capsules are
cross-the-board and in tint, with
WRCA-TV, the N. Y. o&o, pushing
the slogan, “The Colorful Station.”
Bergdorf Goodman, the snazzy
Fifth Ave. shoppe, is taking two
weeks at 8:55, tailend of network’s
“Today” show. Gimbels is in for
13 weeks at 9:55, slotted right af¬
ter Herb Sheldon’s local stanza.
Shopping program represents a big
try for retail store money and the
first such elaborate effort in tele¬
vision.
Mrs. Fitzgerald, who’s also pro¬
ducing, with Joe Bernstein direct¬
ing, might find it worthwhile to
change the pitch pace by introduc¬
ing side elements away from the
parade of items and prices. Even
capsule slots lend themselves to
such admixture. But for a straight
selling view, the time is well spent
on merchandise of interest to the
hausfrau, although the color factor
on Gimbel bookcases, etc., might
be questionable.
Trau.
PRINCETON ’56
With Profs. Carlos Baker, Merrill
Knapp, others
Exec. Producer: Steve Krantz
Producer: Richard Heffner
Director: Jim Elson
30 Mins., Sat.; 6 p.m.
WRCA-TV, N. Y.

“Princeton ’56,” series of award¬
winning educational programs, re¬
turned to WRCA-TV Saturday (11)
and showed the same overall val¬
ues that won the stanza a Voice of
America kudos in 1954 and an
award from Ohio State U. last
year. Objective of the 13-week se¬
ries is to provide “some insigh.t on
the making of the modern Amer¬
ica.”
“On successive Saturdays,” a
station announcement proclaimed,
“the programs will show the major
developments which have taken
place in the humanities, natural
sciences, and social sciences dur¬
ing the last 50 years.” Obviously
that’s •'a big field to cover. But via
an informal discussion between
Profs.- Carlos Baker and Merrill
Knapp the literature, social satire,
jazz and sundry other art forms in
the 1906-1918 period came in for
some pungent analysis.
Mores of that bygone 12-year
span were made more vivid to
viewers through use of film clips
and an occasional choreographic
sequence. “Jazz was a vital new
force,” noted Profs. Baker and
Knapp. They also commented that
poets such. as Edgar Lee Masters
were lampooning the American
artist, and Upton Sinclair was a
propagandist for better labor con¬
ditions.
While the approach of “Prince¬
ton ’56” to its subject seemed
somewhat lofty and ethereal at
times, nevertheless this half-hour
entry will stand out as a cultural
island in the 6-6:30 p.m. slot over
the next 12 weeks. For the oppo¬
sition -at that time, aside from
CBS-TV’s news and sports, in¬
cludes such kidshows as “Terry
and the Pirates,” “Cisco Kid” and
“Buffalo Bill Jr.”
Gilb.
BILL RANDLE SHOW
With Rose Murphy Quartet; Rex
Allen, Richard Hayman, Guy
Mitchell, Ray Anthony orch.
Director: Jim Breslin
30 Mins.; Sunday 10:30 p.m.
BAIRD-FOERST CORP.
WEWS, Cleveland
(Marc A.<Wyse)
Bill Randle’s newest venture into
the broadcasting arena is a halfhour tv variety pitch in which the
disker, for his opening stanza,
came up with a healthy display of
talent, and that was about all that
could be said on the plus side of
the telecast. Production was me¬
diocre; staging and lighting poor,
and the general format, including
Randle’s intro of the acts, unin¬
spiring.
Talent-wise, the cast came
through with the expected profes¬
sional know-how. Rose Murphy’s
offering of “Cecelia” and “Play
Fiddle Play” were tops. Rex
Allen's “Just a Young Cowboy”
had sparkle, except that poor light¬
ing of the campfire scene hindered
the overall effect; Richard Hayman’s “Three Penny Opera” theme
on the harmonica was a nice fillip
and Guy Mitchell’s “99 Years”
came through with bounce, Ray
Anthony’s rendition of “Madeira
clicked.
Mark.

(Lenrien & Newell)
Kidramatics on television these
days, particularly in the animal
features, generally fall into two
categories, the formula action
show and the “emotional” stanza.
Formula programmers, if done
well, show a heavy audience pay¬
off, a la “Rin Tin Tin.” Ditto the
sentimental jobs, like “Lassie.”
But when a producer tries to mix
the two types, as 20th-Fox and pro¬
ducer Sam White have done in
“My Friend Flicka,” he’s bound to
run into trouble.
So it was on the “Flicka” preem
—belated, incidentally, by some six
months since it took CBS-TV.
which had bought the show last
summer, that long to latch onto a
sponsor. To add to the problems
of approach on the show, ColgatePalmolive seems convinced it has
adult appeal as well, since it’s
pitching such items as Ajax, etc.
At any rate, the three-way combo
of action, emotion and adult-ap¬
peal has left the stanza high and
dry on a pyramid of cliches. Ac¬
tion cliches are acceptable, but
sentimental ones are just murder.
Take the lead, young Johnny
Washburn, who plays the rancher’s
son whose horse, Flicka, is stolen
by a couple of hoods. He’s an ap¬
pealing youngster, but had to
parade through the preem show
with a long face, first when the
horse was stolen, then when it was
found and didn’t recognize him.
That*s the so-called emotional ap¬
peal. The action comes in the form
of a fight between the boy’s father.
Gene Evans, and the thieves, and
in the inevitable barnfire climax,
with Flicka comes to his horsesenses anl rescues the youngster.
All .in all a somewhat depressing
half-hour.
Evans, as the boy’s father, seems
somewhat too taut in his charac¬
terization. and Anita Louise, as the
mother, is shunted in the script to
the point of registering little im¬
pact one way or the other. Rest of
the cast is competent. Robert Gor¬
don’s direction registered the emo¬
tional parts perhaps a little too
well, though the fight scenes
looked somewhat stagy. Series is
filmed in color, and the black-andwhite registration sometimes is a
little darkish.
Chan.

ON STAGE
With Bill Barrett, Dolly Wheaton,
Keith Mackey, Larry Kuhl,
Ralph Beattie, Nick Peters, Wil¬
liam Borquin and Bob Dale,
announcer
Director: Earl Keyes
Writer: Roger Albright
60 Mins.; Tues., 11 p.m.
STERN BROS. PLUMBING
WEWS, Cleveland
(Axelband & Brown)
This hour-long, live dramatic
presentation is the most ambitious
local undertaking in tv in many a
long long month. For the kickoff,
“Incident in 33.” an original play
by Roger Albright, was picked. It’s
the story of an industrialist Cyrus
Prior, played well by Bill Barrett,
who had enough faith in his plant
and its employees during the de¬
pression of 1933 to keep the shop
operating, even though he faced
bankruptcy, until new orders were
found. The terrific strain in coping
with the opposition who wanted to
close shop and toss the employees
onto the street resulted in Prior
suffering a fatal heart attack even
as the bread-winning contract for
new orders was signed.
Cast-wise, the play showed that
this area has the material to provide
viewers with presentations to chal¬
lenge the network. Unfortunately,
“Incident in ’33” was a poor start¬
ing risk for “On Stage.” The play
could have been a fast-moving,
half-hour show, but stretched into
an hour-long drama, it bogged into
a dull, listless offering.
Far from satisfactory, too, was
the overall production, staging and
lighting, with the camera angles
at many instances spotting the
backs of heads of the cast.
However, because of the good
performances given by the cast,
there is every reason to believe
that “On Stage” in its forthcoming
productions can offer this area’s
viewers a worthwhile and highly
entertaining hour on Tuesday
night.
Besides Barrett, stellar perform¬
ances wrere given by Dolly
Wheaton,, who played the under¬
standing wife “Mrs. Agnes Prior”;
Keith Mackey, the brother, who
wanted to close the plant; Larry
Kuhl, as Dr. Ben Williams, who
helped counsel Prior; Ralph
Beattie, one of the workman; Nick
Peters, the druggist, and William
Bourquin, whose contract helped
I keep the plant solvent.
Mark.

33

THE DAY LINCOLN WAS SHOT
With Jack
Lemmon, Raymond
Massey, Lillian Gish, Raymond
Bailey, Ray Engel, Billy Chapin,
Charles Nolte„ Bill Phipps, Her¬
bert • Anderson, William Schallert, Paul Bryan, Gerry Mays,
Bill Benedict, Mark Herron;
Charles
Laughton,
narrator;
others
Producer: Paul Gregory Associates
Director: Delbert Mann
Writers: Terry and Denis Sanders,
Jean Holloway (based on novel
by Jim Bishop)
Set Designer: Robert Tyler Lee
90 Mins., Sat. (XI) 9:30 p.m.
FORD
CBS-TV, from Hollywood (color)

(J. Walter Thompson) ,
CBS-TV’s dramatization of Jim
Bishop’s “The Day Lincoln Was
Shot” as the Lincoln's Birthday at¬
traction on the Ford Star Jubilee
spec Saturday (11) was a. noble ef¬
fort. But it didn’t quite come off.
Much of it, particularly the early
half, was slow and ponderous; over
most of the 90-minute course it
overtalked itself. Whatever drama
was inherent in Bishopls printed
thesis was dissipated in an adapta¬
tion that tried to be all-encom¬
passing and all-inclusive in the re¬
enactment of the 100 and one
events on that fateful April 14,
1865.
At best it was a tough assign¬
ment. Civil War historians and stu¬
dents of Lincolniana may have de¬
rived some extra dividends in wit¬
nessing this tv Interpretation of
the succession of events crammed
into the 24 hours leading up to
the moment that Lincoln expired
from his assassin’s bullet in the
house across the street from Ford’s
Theatre in Washington. But for
the average viewer, its surface
roaming over so many areas of
political intrigue and D. C. con*flicts stripped it of a specific point
of view. The kernel—the plot of
John Wilkes Booth and his con¬
spirators tfl put an end not only to
Lincoln but to Vice-President
Johnson, Secretary of State Sew¬
ard and General Grant—got lost m
the shuffle in the interminable
wordiness of the Reconstruction
hassling and Cabinet flareups.
Even the climactic assassination
scene itself proved a buildup to a
big letdown.
It was all there—and when it
wasn’t Charles Laughton’s narra¬
tion filled in the gaps and set
the stages—from the scandalous
mouthings of V. P. Johnson at the
second Lincoln inauguration; Lin¬
coln’s attempts at mollifying Sec¬
retary of War Stanton and John¬
son; Lincoln’s Good Friday antici¬
pations of final victory; the back¬
down of Gen. Grant (at Stanton’s
instigation) from accompanying
the Lincolns at the Ford' Theatre
performance; the soul-searching of
Booth (taunted by friends that
“you’ll never be as good an actor
as your father”) to justify his .Im¬
minent deed and his mania for im¬
mortality; the conniving of the
foursome of conspirators and
Booth’s pre-tampering with the
Presidential box: the scenes of
Lincoln as a homebody with accom¬
panying exDressions of endear¬
ment toward son Tad; his “happi¬
est day of my life” contentment
and planning for a European holi¬
day (though clinging to a forebod¬
ing of doom) while carriage-riding
with Mary—all this and more were
crammed into an all-sweeping
script. And it was because of this
excess story baggage that the play
itself got lost. Too, it was never
quite clear whether Lincoln, Booth
or just plain April 18, 1865, were
the focal points of the play.
It was inevitable that Raymond
Massey would play Lincoln. The
makeup was fine, but one could
have wished that Massey had made
more of an effort to get inside the
Lincoln portrayal. There was little
feeling or depth; it was . mostly
surface talk.
Jack Lemmon played Booth as a
combination of a brooding;- tor¬
mented soul and a dandified con¬
spirator extraordinary.
On the
whole he acquitted himself well.
On the other hand Lincolniana
fans may have wondered at the
casting of Lillian Gish as Mary
Todd Lincoln. This was anything
but the storied neurotic and nag¬
ging wife.
Sweetness and light
shone right up to the shooting,
when hysteria took over. Her scene
at the deathbed took a bit of over¬
doing. As Secretary Stanton, Ray¬
mond Bailey managed to look like
a young actor wearing a beard.
Otherwise the remainder of the
large cast succeeded in conveying
a semblance of reality.
The Paul Gregory production
was painstaking. Ford grabbed It¬
self some residual in-person plugs
from Bing Crosby, who stars on
the next Jubilee in a musical ver¬
sion of “High Tor.”
Rose.
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PtfBSEri - ARB

City-By-City Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart
time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬

time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬
eau on a monthly basis.

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market.

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.

Abbre¬

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,

women’s.

(Myst), mystery;

(Q),

quiz;

(Sp),

sports;

(W),

western;

(Worn),

Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a .filmed

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are UHF.

show in the specific market.

distributors rep the national sponsor for whom the film is aired.

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

Attention should be paid to time—day and

STATION

1. Annie

Oakley (W). . WXEL. .CBS. Sat. 6:30-7:00 ....

2.
2.

Soldiers of Fortune (Adv).. . . WNBK.
Range Rider (W). . WEWS.
4. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WNRK.
8. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W)..

.Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .
Sun. 7:00-7:30 ...

.29.4....
.25.6. ...
.25.6....
.207_

WXEL.

.CBS..

Sat. 5:30-6:00

....

.20.3....

Badge 714 (Myst). .WXEL.
7. Little Rascals (Ch). . WEWS.

.NBC.. .

Fri. 7:00-7:30

....

.20.1....

.CBS.

M.-F. 4:30-5:00 ...
Fri. 7:00-7:30 ....

.17.7....

.

«.

8. Amos V Andy (Com). .WNBK.
9. Secret Journal (Dr)'..
.WEWS.
10. Cowboy G-Men (W). .WNBK.

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

........

SETS IN
USE

MCA. .Fri. 9:00-9:30 _
.Mon. 7:00-7:30 ...

....

.18.5....

.... 72.0. . 40.9
_68.5. . 37.4
.... 47.0. . 54.6
.... 61,5..

.

....
....

.16.1. ...

. . ..

43.5.
33.0.
59.5.

Stations—WCCO

(4)

.
.

.14.4...... ....

29.8.

53,1
27.1

Mobil

.

40.7

.NBC. .

WASHINGTON

Approx. Set Count—655,000

.

Sat. 5:00-5:30

Wrestling

57.9
34.6

. .12.4. . ..

1. Superman (Adv). ... ..WRC....... -Flamingo....... .. .Tues/7:00-7:30 ....
2. Sherlock Holmes (Myst).... ..WRC..UM&M. ...Mon. 7:00-7:30 ....
3. Wild BUI Hickok (W). .. WRC._Flamingo. .. .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ..
4. Amos ’n’ Andy (Com). . . WTOP. .CBS.._Tues. 7:30-8:00 ...
5. Waterfront (Adv). . . WTOP. .... MCA.....Tues. 10:30-11:00 ..
. Ramar of the Jungle (Adv).. . .l^TOP. .TPA. .. Wed. 7:00-7:30 ....
. Badge 714 (Myst)... ... . . WRC. .. .*. .NBC. .. Fri. 7:00-7 :30 .
. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). . .WMAL..CBS. .. Thurs. 6:00-6:30 ..
9. Jungle Jim (Adv). ..WMAL.
.. Fri. 6:00-6:30 .
9. Annie Oakley (W)... . WTOP. .... CBS. .. Fri. 7:00-7:30 .
9. Little Rascals (Ch).. .. WRC. .Interstate. .. .Wed. 7:00-7:30 ....

6
6
8

DAYTON

Approx. Set Cou.it—640,000

4.

8.
6t
7.

8.
9.

10.

.

31.3

—

Approx. Set Count

460,000

5.3

. .22.2
.. .

8.0

.WCCO .'.

.24.3
.

7.0

_6 2

Studio One.. .WCCO .. .21.3
Jack’s Corner Drug. .WTCN .. . 5.6
Today’s Headlines. .KSTP .. .28.5
Weather; Sports. .KSTP .. .28.5

46.3
23.4
46.0

.... . KSTP -.. .26.1
Weather Sports. .KSTP .. .26.1
Jack’s Corner Drug........ .WTCN .. .4.9
Superman. .WTCN .. ..... 1.6
Man to Man.... .WTCN .. . 1.6

48.4

News Headlines

Roy Rogers. .KSTP .. . 8.6
News. WiCCO .. . 9.0
Amos ’n’ Andy. .WCCO .. . 9.0

42.0. . 29.5
.... 49.5. . -25.0

Tomorrow’s

Stations—WRC (4), WTTG (5), WMAL (7), WTOP (9)
....26.0...... . .
....20.8. .,
. ...19.6...v.. ..
.18.9. ..
_17.6. ..
....17.1. ..
-17.1. ..
... .16.3. ..
... .15.7. ...
....15.7- ...
.. . .15.7....

58.5:.. ..
47.5....
52.0....
38.6....
40.0....
43.5....
45.0....
52.5....
5070....
41.0....
39.8 ...

....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....

44.5
43.6
37.5
49.0
44.2
39.5
38.2
31.0
31.2
38.2
39.5

1 Do You Trust Your Wife..
Soldiers of Fortune.
San Francisco Beat .
Warner Bros. PresentsBig Town...
Little Rascals..
Annie Oakley.
Cisco Kid.
Cisco Kid.
Badge 714.
Ramar of the Jungle.

..WTOP .
.. WTOP .
..WTOP .
.. WMAL
..WRC ..
..WRC ..
..WTOP .
..WTOP .
..WTOP .
..WRC ..
..WTOP .

. ..... .13.5
.15.1
.11.1
.12.5
.15.4
.. 15.7
.15.. 7
...... 5.4
. 9.5
.17.1
.
. .17.1

Stations—WLW-D (2), WHIO (7), WCPO (9)

__38.7.. ..♦»_61.0. ... 63.2
_.29.4.. .58.0. ... 50.6 Dinah Shore.
News Caravan.
Man Behind the Badge (Myst) WHIO.. .MCA.....Fri. 10:30-11:00 .....28.3.. . 70.0. ... 40.4 Cavalcade of Sports.
Red Barber’s Corner....
Gene Autry (W) .t,... . WHIO.. .CBS. ... Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ... ....25.9.. . 66.5. ... 39.0 D. Fairbanks Presents_
Annie Oakley (W). . WLW-D .CBS. ... Fri. 6:00-6:30 . _21.8.. .55.0. ... 39.5
Stories of the Century (W): ., WHIO. . .HTS. .. . Sat. 7:00-7:30 . ....21.3.. .43.0. ... 49.8 Midwestern Hayride.
Wild Bill Hickok (W)., WLW-D
.. .Thurs. 6:00-6:30 ... ... .19.8.. . 50.5. ... 39.4 Little Rascals ....
Racket Squad (Myst). WHIO. . .ABC. ... Tues. 7:00-7.: 30 _ .... 18.9.. . 40.5. ... 46.5 Wyatt Earp.
Mobil Thpatre (Dr). WLW-D .ABC. ... Wed. 7:00-7:30
....18.2.. . 47.0. . ..38.6 Break the Bank.
Patti Page (Mus). WHIO. .
... Tues. 6:45-7:00 _ .. . .18.1.. . 55.5. ... 32.6 Meetin’ Time at Moores...

ATLANTA

. .

.. .20.1

*V

1. Highway Patrol (Adv). . WHIO.. .Ziv... ... Tues. 9:00-9:30
2. City Detective (Myst). .WHIO.. .MCA... _Tues. 7:30-8:00
3.

4.6

. .17.7

Great Gildersleeve. .KSTP ..
Laurel & Hardy. .WTCN ..

.... .12.4- ....

Wed. 10:30-11:00

Theatre. .WXEL

. .

KSTP (5), KEYD (9) , WTCN (11)

Annie Oakley (W). .WCCO. .CBS. Sat. 4:00-4:30 .... .14.0..,.. .... 62.0. . 22.6
Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). . WCCO. .CBS......... Sat. 11:30-12:00 .. .13.7. .... 86.0. . 15.9

10. Western Marshal (W). .WCCO.
10. Mr. District Attorney (Myst). .KSTP..

. . 8.8

News—J. Daly, 7:15. . WEWS
Zoo Parade. .WNBK
Amos ’n’ Andy...... .WNBK

26.1

.

. KSTP..
Tues. 9:30-10:00 .. ......21.9..... .... 38.0. .
Hopalong Cassidy (W). .WCCO. .NBC.. Sat. 6:00-6:30 .... .20.4. .... 59.0...:,... .
3. Wild Bill Hickok (W) . .. . WCCO.
.Sat. 5:30-6:00 .... .19.3..... .... 62.0. .
4. Badge 714 (Myst). . KSTP.. .NBC.. Mon. 9:30-10:00 .. .16.8. _36.4. .
8. Cisco Kid (W) ... .WCCO. .Ziv... Sat. 4:30-5:00 ... .15.6. _67.0. .
6. Highway Patrol (Adv). .WCCO .. . Ziv. Thurs. 10:00-10:30 .. 14.5. .... .... 3i.6.;. .

7. Confidential File (Doc). .WCCO. .Guild. Sat. 10:00-10:30 ..

Masquerade Party. .WEWS .. .8.0
Cisco Kid. . WXEL .. . 9.1
It’s a Great Life. .WNBK . .21.4
Pooch Parade, 7:00. . WEWS .

.

,

RATING

(3), WEWS (5), WXEL (8)

Queen for a Day..... .WNBK
Badge 714. .WXEL
Big Story... .WNBK

.

1. I Led 3 Lives (Dr)..

9

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
STA.
PROGRAM

_49.5. . 40.7
.... 75.0. . 24.7

.....17.6....

Approx. Set Count-—515,000

. 33.7

2.

8

1
|

Stations—WNBK

Approx. Set Count—-1,050,000

CLEVELAND

SHARE
(%)

JANUARY
RATING

DAY AND
TIME

DISTRIB.

Those ad agencies listed as

Stations—-WSB

. WLW-D ..
..WLW-D ..
..WLW-D ..
..WLW-D ..
..WLW-D .,
, .WLW-D ..
WHTO
..WLW-D ..'
..WHIO ...
..WLW-D ..
.. WHIO . . .
.. WLW-D. ..

. . .22.1
... .16.9
.. .16.9
... 9.6
... 9.6
... 10.0
15.9
.... .25.8
. ..15.7
.. .26.0
...16.4
... 9.4

(2), WAGA (5), WLW-A (11)

1. Amos V Andy (Com). .WAGA. .... CBS. ... Sun. 7:00-7:30 .... .34.7. .... 55.0. .... 62.7 Racket Squad.-.
2. Superman (Adv). ..;... .WSB-... .... Flamingo. ...Wed 7:00-7:30
... .29.5. .... 62.0. .47.7 Guy Lombardo.!..,
3. City Detective (Myst). . WSB... ... .MCA. ... Sat. 11:00-11:30 ... .. .24.0. .... 85.0. .... 28.2 News; Sports.
Playhouse 15.
4. Annie Oakley (W). . WLW-A.... .. .. CBS. ... Mon. 6:00-6:30 _ .22.0. _ 77 5 .
28 4
8. Kit Carson (W) .
. WLW-A.... .... MCA.... .Tues. 6:90-6:30 ... _21.1. .
79 0
26 7
6. Jungle Jim (Adv). .WLW-A.... .... Screen Gems... ... Mon. 6:30:7:00 ... _20.7. . . . 71 5
.,.. 29.0 OtalCoUldll V^UoJL belle , « « <
Weather; News.
7. Wild Bill Hickok (W) . WLW-A.... .. .. Flamingo. ... Thurs. 6:00-6:30 ... _20.4. .... 69 5
.... 29.4 T.fincf TrtVirfc QiIvap
8. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) .WAGA. . ... Ziv. ... Tues. 7:00-7:30
... _20.0. _ 45.5 _ .... 43.8 T T.pH ^ T.Ivpo
9. Mr. District Attcrney (Myst).,, WAGA. .... Ziv. ... Tues. 10:30-11:00 . _19.1. .:.. 54 5 .
_35.2. Shidin 57
9. Western Marshal (\V).. WLW-A.... .. ..NBC. ... Sun. 6:00-6:30 _ ....19.1. .... 51.5. .... 37.2; Meet the Press..

...WSB ....
...WAGA ..
...WAGA ..
...WAGA ..
WSB
WSB
...WSB
WSB
WSB
WSB
...WSB

....
....
....
....
....
....

... .15.0
....14.1
.... 2.5
.... 2.5
.... 3.6
... 2.9
.... 5.6
.... 5.6
.... 5.2
.,.. 17.2
....15-4
....13.1
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TV’s Acquisition of Old Features
May Total Up $50,000,0(10 in ’56

4

A11 FOR

-■-:--

Hollywood, Feb. 14. 4
Television will buy an estimated
$50,000,000 in old theatrical pic¬
tures this year. This figure has
Guild Films this week racked up
been called both liberal and con¬
servative by reps of syndicators one of the largest. Australian teleand other selling organisations and pix sales yet registered, with a
involves availabilities of around deal for 295 half-hour films com¬
prising five separate series to the
2,500 pre-1948 features.
This massive stockpile, which tv Australian Broadcasting Commis¬
sion for airing in Sydney and Mel¬
has shown an eager disposition to
bourne starting in the fall.
latch on to, is predicated on the
Deal, negotiated in N. Y., calls
marketing of backlogs by studios
for Guild to deliver 113 “Liberace”
and producers
with
ownership
shows, 65 “Life With Elizabeth”
strings attached to product made
episodes, 39 “I Spy” films, 39 Flofor major studios. Warners would
rian Zabach musicals and 39 in the
lead the list with 1,000 pictures;
Frankie Laine series.
RKO, 740; Republic (Hollywood
Television Service) 400; J. Arthur
Rank, 165; David SelznickJLl, and
independents, 100.
'

Guild’s Big Aussie Deal

The current tv market for the¬
atrical pictures is so “live,” accord¬
ing to Earl Collins, prexy of Re¬
public’s tv subsidiary, that for the
first time in his seven years of
selling the studio’s old pictures he
is being approached by ad agencies
and networks. Heretofore • they
showed little interest in old films
and bought only spots on stations
that booked the pictures.
Networks and station owners are
not disguising the fact that certain
hours of the day and night have
to be filled with programs that
can't afford live talent. The pe¬
riods of 3 to 6 p.m. and 10 p.m.
to 1 a.m. have posed the problems
that films will be called on to re¬
solve. This would be expected to
create some' havoc with matinee
business in theatres.
There is also an apparent senti¬
ment developing among sponsors
to use old pictures as summer re¬
placements rather than fill the
hiatus time with cheaper live
shows. This is indicated by re¬
quests made of Collins by major
ad agencies for a full list of his
availabilities.
It is pointed out by Collins that
the seller’s market is so active that
within one week after the revela¬
tion that Republic would offer for
sale to tv a block of 75 pictures
with production costs of $40,000,000 he closed network and station
deals
approximating
$1,000,000.
.HTS is withholding from the group
two Technicolor pictures for indi¬
vidual sale now being negotiated.
They are “Red Pony,” which cost
$2,800,000 and “I’ve Always Loved
You,” produced at a cost of $1,900,000. They’ll- be edited to 90
minutes for network presentation
as specs.

New Sales Pattern
On 150 RKO Pix
RKO
Teleradio
Pictures has
trashed the plan to sell the best
150 features out of the RKO cata¬
log for network sponsorship as be¬
ing
“cumbersome.”
Alternate
scheme, devised ° last week, calls
for sale of the “top” 52 fulllengthers, since the smaller pack¬
age is “more manageable.”
Selling procedure on the re¬
maining 98 pix has not been
worked out yet, a company spokes¬
man reported.
There is some
chance that they too will be
broken into packages of a size to
fit into a national bankroller’s usu¬
al purchasing “cycle.”
RKO Radio Pictures, the motion
picture
production - distribution
company and Teleradio Pictures
subsid, still plans to buy time on
show once it is firmed on a video
network. RKO willnot buy eightminutes of time to trailerize the. atrical product, as originally blue¬
printed.
Instead, firm will pur¬
chase an unspecified number of
regular commercial spots in each
exposure along with other partici¬
pants. Company says the purchase
of spots will not become a “book
exchange” with the network ulti-*
mately involved, but will involve
cash payments, since it’s RKO Tel¬
eradio that is selling the pictures
fud diyision RKO Radio Pictures
that will be buying the time for
the consumer pitch.

SG lakes Wraps
Off Col Package;
Sales Pattern Set

Screen Gems this week pulled
the wraps off its new 104-film pack¬
age of Columbia features, which
go on the market in various-sized
packages
following the .Screen
Gems international ■ sales sessions
last week at the Warwick Hotel in
N. Y.
Final titles were decided
upon for the meetings and package
designations indicated.
Packages will consist of 13, 26,
52 or 104, depending on the station
operator’s needs or desires at the
time of purchase. That is, under
the package setup, the station can
buy as few as 13 or as many as the
entire 104 pix. Films will be pack¬
aged In
“homogenous” groups,
that is, with top features as well as
middle-budgeters
in
the
same
group. No classification as to ro¬
mance, mystery, adventure, etc., is
contemplated right now.
First incomplete list announced
includes “Pennies from Heaven”
(Bing Crosby), “Adam Had Four
Sons”
(Ingrid Bergman, Susan
Hayward), “Commandos Strike at
Dawn” (Paul Muni), “Doctor Takes
a Wife” (Loretta Young, Ray Milland), “Fuller Brush Man” (Red
Skelton), “Guilt of Janet Ames”
(Rosalind Russell, Melvyn Doug¬
las), “Let Us Live” (Maureen
O’Sullivan, Henry Fonda), “Music
in My Heart” (Rita Hayworth,
Tony Martin), “Night to Remem¬
ber”
(Loretta
Young,
Brian
Aherne),
“Sahara”
(Humphrey
Bogart),
“The
Desperadoes”
(Glenn Ford, Randolph Scott),
“You’ll Never Get Rich” (Rita
Hayworth, Fred Astaire), “It Had
to Be You” (Ginger Rogers, Cornel
Wilde) and “Once Upon a Time”
(Cary Grant, Janet Blair).

SANDERS TO HOST
'MYSTERY THEATRE’
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
First casting of new BischoffDiamond
Productions teleseries,
“Mystery.
Writers
Theatre,”
is
George Sanders, set last week as
steady host-narrator.
Sam Bischoff and David Dia¬
mond are producing Series for
Screen Gems Inc., using over 3,000
properties made available by Mys¬
tery Writers Assn, of America.
Fifst segment, “And the Birds
Still Sing,” from a Craig Rice tele,
will roll later this month.

‘Jeannie’ Vidpix Series
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Jeannie Carson is the star of a
new vidpix series, “Jeannie,” cre¬
ated and produced by Charlie
Isaacs, with Four Star Productions
bankrolling. .William Morris agen¬
cy packaged.
John Rich directed the pilot,
shot last week at Four Star. In
the series, femme plays part of a
Scotch warbler who comes to the
U. S. Allen Jenkins and Jane Dulo
have stet roles, and the SpencerHagen orch has been inked for the
sho^v.

By BOB CHANDLER
, Apparent readiness of the major
studios to get down to brass tacks
in deals to turn their feature film
and short subject backlogs over to
television has thrown a new spot¬
light on the telefilm distribution
and syndication business. One of
the most frequent queries concern¬
ing any one syndication house is
“whaddayaknow about so-an-so?”
The “small-timers” have suddenly
become VIP’s in their new roles as
kingpins of an intricate and tricky
business the complexities of which
they and they alone know.
Moreover, the telefilm boys,
some of whom have been “names”
in other fields but many of whom
have come up from comparative
obscurity, have shown a readiness
to raise and put up some tall coin
for the right to peddle studio back¬
logs to television. Where once,
their identities were known only to
the intimates of the telefilm trade,
they are now moving in intertrade
circles where many seasoned show
biz toppers are finding it necessary
to do a delayed take before sitting
down to business. Consequently,
what follows is an alphabetical
compendium of who’s who and
what in the telefilm distribution
business:
Associated Artists Productions:
Eliot Hyman, prez, is a vet of the
telefilm field, having formed AAP
originally
in
pre-1950,
subse¬
quently merging it into Motion
Pictures for Television (Matty Fox)
but in 1954 reestablishing it as an
independent, buying up a large
backlog of features and programs.
Has widespread theatrical inter¬
ests, including a stake in Moulin
Productions.
ABC Film Syndication: Subsid of
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, with George Shupert as
prez. Shupert, a former Paramount
v.p., having headed up their early
tele ventures, later shifting to
United Artists in charge of UA’s
tele activities and finally joining
ABC to head up new subsid in
1954. Don Kearney, out of ABCTV network sales and station rep
field, is sales v.p.
C&C Television: Newly-formea
subsid of C&C Super Corp., softdrink firm, to take over the 740film RKO. backlog. Prez, Matty
Fox, who needs little intro, having
been Universal exec v.p., partner
in UA, telefilm kingpin via his
Motion Pictures for Television,
plus plenty other enterprises. Chief
lieutenant, Erwin Ezzes, longtime
sales chief MPTV, latterly sales
v.p. at Guild Films.
CBS Television Film Sales: CBS
Television Inc. subsid supervised
by Merle Jones, o&o v.p. at Colum¬
bia. Leslie T. Harris, v.p.-general
manager, is former Colgate exec
over radio-tv, also onetime NBCTV programmer, with long history
and rep in broadcasting.
Flamingo Filnts: Operated by
what's known as “The Harris
Group” (Joe and Jim Harris, Sy
Weintraub, Dave Wolper), with
widespread
interests
including
ownership of telestation in Spo¬
kane. Flamingo, like AAP, pioneer
vidfilmer merged into MPTV setup
but in 1954 spread own wings
again. Hai-n*. active In theatrical
film biz in past, having been one
of original stakers of Realart.
Weintraub, chief aide and partner,
grew up in telefilms and one of
most authoritative in field.
Tom O’Neil’s Setup
General Teleradio Film Divi¬
sion:
Operating
arm
of
Tom
O’Neil’s GT, concerned with pro¬
duction, distribution of telefilms.
Bossman is Dwight Martin, an
O'Neil aide with extensive broad¬
casting background. Also key fig¬
ure is Bob Manby, administration
who moved in from Mutual net¬
work, and Jack Poor, another law(Continued on page 40)

More TV Film News
On Page 40

Cities Service Multi-Market Buy
Accents Oil Cos.’ Telefilm Splurge,
Downgrading of Radio Budgets

---4
Franks & ‘Beans’
Talk about sponsor identifi¬
cation—here’s
one for the
books.
Screencraft Pictures'
“Judge Roy Bean” telefilm se¬
ries about a frontier judge
of the 1870’s has been picked
up for sponsorship by Judge
Roy Bean Brand Franks in
Odessa-Midland,
Tex.,
via
KOSA-TV. Sponsor is a divi¬
sion of the Crow Packing Co.,
and the brand name (after the
same judg?) was in use before
the show was ever thought of.
Deal brings the market total
on the series up to 40, with
American bakeries in on a re¬
gional spread and the list in¬
cluding one all-color sponsor,
RCA in Chicago.

Official Has Its
Four-Star Cake
And Eats It, Too
While ownership of some 26%
of the outstanding stock in Official
Films will pass to the group con¬
trolling Four Star Films under
their stock swap arrangement of
last week, voting control of only
about 10% of the Official stock will
be involved. Thus, the Four Star
group (Dick Powell, Charles Boyer,
David Niven, Don Sharpe and Wil¬
liam A. Cruikshank Jr.) will not
exercise
control over Official's
present management or policies as
a result of the stock acquisition.
Reason for the arrangement, it
was learned this week, is that of
the 695,000 shares acquired by the
Four Star group in return for
100% of the assets of Four Star
Productions and Four Star Televi¬
sion, some 440,000 or about 60%
of the total, has been placed in a
voting trust controlled by three of
the directors of Official Films.
Thus, while ownership of the 695,000 shares is vested in the Four
Star group, they will control voting
rights to only about 255,000 shares,
or about 9.5% of Official’s out¬
standing stock of 2,690,000 shares.
The three members of the Official
board acting as trustees are prezboard chairman Hal Hackett, gen¬
eral counsel and director Lee Mo¬
sel, and director Robert Birnheim,
head of Urban Realty Co.
Meanwhile, Official is making
plans for the marketing of some
of its newly-acquired properties,
with primary emphasis on “Four
Star Playhouse.” In the works are
(Continued on page 47)

Emerson Drug’s 2d Year
On Ziv 'Science Fiction’
Ziv Television Programs is go¬
ing into second-year production on
still another of its syndicated show¬
cases, “Science Fiction Theatre,”
and the renewals are beginning to
roll on the series, with Emerson
Drug heading the list.
Emerson
has picked up the show for another
year in 17 major markets.
Emerson renewal, via Lennen &
Newell, includes such keys as N. Y.,
Boston,
Philadelphia,
Detroit,
Cleveland and St. Louis. Also re¬
newed by Emerson is “I Led Three
Lives” in Los Angeles, San’Franvisco and Seattle, plus “Mr. Dis¬
trict Attorney” in Portland (Ore.).
Another large regional renewal on
Science Fiction” was signed by
Olympia Brewing for 21 markets
on the Coast, including L. A.,
Frisco, San Diego, Portland and
Seattle. Third regional is Arizona
Public Service Co. for the state of
Arizona.

Decision of Cities Service Co. to
plunge some tall coin into regional
telefilm sponsorship via a multi¬
market buy of Ziv’s “The Man
Called X” in the east throws the
spotlight on the heavy spending of
oil companies on a regional basis
in the telefilm field. Even the na¬
tionally-distributed companies, of
which Cities Service is one, are
with only one exception (Gulf), con¬
centrating their fire on regional
spotting of telefilm.
There’s a simultaneous trend
toward, downgrading, of radio budg¬
ets in preference, to tall tv spend¬
ing, and here again Cities Service
serves to pinpoint the movement.
Cities was one of NBC Radio’s old¬
est continuous sponsors, with its
“Highways of Melody” and subse¬
quent “Band of America” shows un¬
til it axed “Band” recently and de¬
cided to switch to tv. Its purchase
of “X” is concentrated in the east,
with Washington and Baltimore
thus far the only markets cleared,
but several more keys on the list.
Perhaps typical of the oil outfits
is Continental Oil of Houston,
which out of a $2,500,000 total ad
budget spends $500,000 a year on
television as compared with $75,000 for radio, with nearly all the
coin in syndicated shows (in this
case a pair of Ziv entries). More¬
over, while Continental has na¬
tional , distribution, its telepix ef¬
forts are centered in the south¬
west. The Coast has a heavy con¬
centration of regional oil advertis¬
ers, what with Signal Oil (sponsor¬
ing CBS Television Film Sales'
“The Whistler” regionally), Chev¬
ron (bankrolling “Stage Seven” via
Television Programs of America
under the title “Chevron Theatre”),
and Union Oil.
Perhaps the largest spot buy on
a national basis is that of SoconyMobil Oil Co., which sponsors the
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. show under
the title “Mobile Theatre” in some
60 markets via ABC syndication.
In the midwest, there’s Standard
of Indiana, which has concentrated
on sports; Ohio Oil, one of the
sponsors of “Man Called X” and
with a long telepix record, includ¬
ing “Man Behind the Badge” and
“Secret
File,
U.S.A.”;
Phillips
Petroleum, with a three-year hitch
on Ziv’s “I Led Three Lives”; Lion
Oil, with a Ziv entry; Pure Oil, for
-some time on ABC Syndication’s
“Racket Squad.” Trend even ex¬
tends to Canada, where Super-Test
Petroleum has an all-Canada spon(Continued on page 40)

WOR-TVs 198G
For Selznick Pix
WOR-TV, the General Teleradio
owned and operated station in
N. Y., is on the verge of signing
with National Telefilm Associates
for 11 David O. Selznick pictures
at the highest price ever paid for
features by a video outlet. NTA
will receive $18,000 per pic, a price
informed tradesters say is $8,000
greater than the previous high on
a feature film purchase.
The
record-breaking
$198,000
deal gives WOR-TV the pictures
for 24 showings each over a pe¬
riod
running
two-and-one - half
years. It so happens that the for¬
mer high was paid by WOR-TV
for the “cream” 11 of NTA’s “Fab¬
ulous 40” package. WOR-TV paid
parent General Teleradio $12,000
each for the Bank of America 30,
but many industryites believe that
to have been essentially a book¬
keeping rather than a cash ex¬
change.
Selznick pix, which NTA bought
at over $1,000,000 recently, will
bolster WOR-TV’s “Million Dollar
(Continued on page 40)
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GET READY FOR A BOOST IN SALES I
these MCA TV shows attract the
audiences .

Walter greaza

39 half hours

RAY MILLAND

THE BADGE
©

SECRET JOURNAL

yy
CURTAIN CALL

MARK STEVENS

7TTT

ROCKY iioNES^

SPACE RANGER

39 half hours

only MCA TV has a show for every product, every market, every budget!
only MCA TV has award-winning merchandising, advertising and publicity !
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Spanish Dubbings for N.Y. Market
Create Poser on ‘Exclusivity
Telefilm syndicators who have4'
dubbed programs in Spanish for
the Latin American trade have
been toying with the idea of getting
some coin out of the Spanish
soundtracks domestically, principal¬
Now it’s mechanical men. Guild
ly from New York, which has a
Spanish-speaking
population
of Films this week signed a deal for
39
half-hour “Here Comes Tobor”
about 750,000 and which has been
an expandingly fertile field for telefilms, the title character being
a
mechanical
man which reacts
Spanish-language radio.
physically and emotionally to a
But the syndicators , who have
little boy who owns him.
Series
talked with WATV, the Newark
is being done in conjunction, with
indie covering the Gotham market
Dudley Pictures, which owns the
and of late devoting more and property and which has been de¬
more time to live Spanishdanguage
veloping it over the past six
shows, have run into some unpre¬
months.
cedented and unexpected problems
Series, which will be produced
over the matter. While the idea
by Richard Goldstone and written
of recouping a large part of an av¬
by Arnold Belgard, will be aimed
erage $1,000 Spanish dubbing fee
primarily at the kiddie market.
via a sale right here in N. Y.
Filming will be done primarily on
without the problems of interna¬
the Coast, with a $1,000,000 budget
tional sales and service has been
earmarked for the 39 films.
mighty attractive, the idea has also
turned out to be a hot potato inso¬
far as the stations and sponsors of
the English-language originals are
concerned.
Latest to undergo the routine is
CBS Television Film Sales, which
has just signed a deal with Henry
Grunman’s Tele-View Pictures to
Hollywood, l'eb, 14.
Spanish-dub 13 “The Whistler” epi¬
Errol Flynn, who will produce
sodes and 13 “Range. Riders” in
“The
Errol
Flynn
Theatre” telepix
Madrid. Film Sales has been talk¬
ing to WATV, which has indicated series in England starting this
spring,
disclosed
here
he may also
a desire for the properties, but
doubts that it can make a deal be¬ turn to directing, and meg a cou¬
ple
of
the
shows
in
his
series.
cause of the problem of “exclusiv¬

Guild’s Now Got A
Mechanical Man Series

Gordon, Sillerman To
Coast on New Entries
Milton A. Gordon, prez of Tele¬
vision Programs of America, and
Michael M. Sillerman, exec v.p.,
planed to the Coast this week for
production huddles with board
chairman Ed Small and production
v.p. Leon Fromkess. They’ll over¬
see start of production on “Last of
the Mohicans,” for which John
Hart and Lon Chaney Jr. have
been cast, and final casting ar¬
rangements on “Tugboat Annie.”
Sillerman planed out last night
(Tues.), Gordon leaves today.
Back in about a week.

Who’s Who In TV-Films
; Continued from page 37 ;

yer out of the Yankee Network,
owned by GT.
Guild Films: One of the three
publicly-owned
corporations
in
field, headed by Reub Kaufman,
who started the operation in 1952,
Kaufman, onetime Chi adman and
radio operator, learned telepix the
hard way via an association w'ith
Snader Telescriptions during 195051, opened his own shop on the
strength of a pact with Liberace
'52.

Hollywood Television Service:
Distribution subsid of Republic
Pictures
(production
subsid
is
Studio City Productions); prez is
Earl Collins, out of the Republic
managerial ranks, formerly with
UA and a onetime exhibitor. Sales
aide is Richard Yates, son of Rep
prexy Herbert Yates.
Interstate Television: Allied Art¬
ists subsid, headed by AA veep G.
Ralph Branton, with Lloyd Lind,
also out of AA-Monogram stable
but also onetime exec with Repub¬
Robert D. Levitt, former pub¬ lic and PRC, as sales chief.
MCA-TV
Syndication
Ltd.:
lisher of the Hearst American
Weekly
and
Puck—The
Comic MCA's syndication arm, headed up
by Dave Sutton as v.p. in charge,
Weekly, has joined Screen Gems
with Wynn Nathan heading up
as director of national sales under sales. Former, out of broadcasting
sales v.p. John H. Mitchell. Ex¬ field, was a onetime CBS v.p., join¬
panding sales setup at the Colum-- ing MCA in ’50 and subsequently
taking charge of syndication. Na¬
bia
Pictures
subsid—five
sales
than, a telefilm sales vet, was sales
staffers were added last week—
topper at United Television Pro¬
now sees Mitchell as overall chief,
grams before it was bought out by
with Levitt heading up the na¬ MCA.
tional end and Bob Salk the syndi¬
NBC Film Division: Newly at¬
cation and feature film operation,
latter with the title director * of tached to NBC’s Kagram Corp.
subsid as an operating division,
ity” in the N. Y. market. WPIX
Flynn' said Charles ODumont has sales.
NBC Film Division was originally
has the series firstrun on an ex¬ been signed as director on the se¬
Levitt has been with the two
clusive basis, and might consider ries, and he’s searching for two Hearst supplements, first as asso¬ headed up by Robert W. Sarnoff,
Successor and
a sale of the same episodes, even more regulars, both in N. Y. and ciate publisher and later as pub¬ now NBC • prez.
though in Spanish, an infringe¬ Hollywood, but added he will prob¬ lisher, from 1951 until last fall, present v.p.-general manager is
ment of its guaranteed exclusivity. ably personally direct a couple of when he resigned. Prior to that, Carl M. Stanton, longtime -NBC
program exec and former agency
Similar problems have perplexed vidpix.
he was directqj^of Hearst Promo¬
(Lord & Thomas, Foote, Cone &
Ziv Television, far and away the
Paulette
Goddard
has
been tion Enterprises, joining that or¬
.Belding, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample)
most active firm in terms of the signed to appear in three of the ganization following a short hitch
backlog of Spanish-dubbed shows. episodes, Patrice Wymore, Flynn’s as eastern director of ad-pub for exec.
National
Telefilm
Associates:
Question boils down to whether wife, in a pair, and Linda Chris¬ Selznick Productions. Levitt had
Another and most recent of pub¬
English and Spanish tracks with tian in‘two. Flynn, who will host been a police reporter on the N.Y.
licly-owned
companies,
specializ¬
the same picture constitute the the series, will star in four. Lau¬ Journal-American, later becoming
ing largely in features.
Prez is
same show. Does exclusivity mean rence Olivier, Ralph Richardson a feature writer and columnist and
Ely Landau, onetime radio-tv di¬
the English version alone or all and Eric Portman have also been then stepping up to advertising
rector of Emil Mogul agency, who
language-versions?
Also, the ex¬ signed to star in the anthology promotion manager of the paper.
formed the company, later taking
clusivity clause is usually invoked series, which will be based on clas¬ Before the war, he became promo¬
in as partners (with their-product)
by stations. What about sponsors? sical comedies written by authors tion director and circulation pro¬
Oliver Unger and Harold Goldman,
If a show is duplicated in the same such as Dumas, DeMaupassant, motion manager of the supplewhose chief company among sev¬
market with another language, Balzac, Moliere, Mark Twain, O. supplements.
eral was Comet TV.
Unger, an¬
sold to different sponsors, there’s Henry and Bret Harte.
Five new staffers include Milt other vet of the Snader venture, is
the problem of competing sponsors,
A
Canadian - Swiss
combine, Olin, who headed up sales for exec v.p.; Goldman, his longtime
and even if that doesn’t occur, the Telev International, headed, by Charles Wick’s Telefilm Enter¬
pard, is sales v.p.
question of whether the Spanish- Marcel LeDuc of Montreal,
prises until he joined SG, and
Official Films: Third and oldest
language sponsorship will dull the
financing the 39 telepix and will Daniel R. Goodman, formerly with of
the
publicly-owned
outfits,
sponsor identification of the high
arrange distribution, Flynn dis¬ Walt Framer and Harry S. Good¬ originally formed by onetime MCA
er-paying English-language spon¬
man
Productions.
Others
are prez Billy Goodheart, now headed
closed.
sor.
George Hankoff, formerly INS-TV, by longtime MCA radio-tv topper
Ideally, the situation could be
who joins Olin and Goodman in Hal Hackett, who functions as prezresolved if the English-language
the N. Y. office; Charles F. Whip¬ board chairman.
Ike Levy family
- sponsor -were also -to bankroll- the.
ple, ex-MCA, who’ll locate in Chi¬ of Philly still key stockholders.
Spanish version in the.same mar¬
cago; and A. Frank Parton, ex-Ziv, Exec v.p. is Herb Jaffe, also out of
ket.
This almost came about at
who joins the Dallas office.
MCA where he was a pioneer tele¬
Ziv when Ballantine Beer bought
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
film sales exec, with a hitch at
“Highway Patrol” and placed it on
Paramount Pictures will throw
MPTV
before
joining
Official.
both WRCA-TV and WPIX in the open its Sunset Studios to inde¬
Herman Rush, sales v.p., is a vet
of the company as originally or¬
English language versions and was pendent television producers on a
ganized.
mulling a third exposure in Span¬ daily rental basis come June 1.
Screen Gems: Columbia Pic¬
ish via WATV, particularly since Stanton M. Osgood, former pro¬
tures’ subsid, specializing in na¬
duction supervisor for the NBC
^
(Continued on page 47)
Mark Stevens Productions is
Film Division and latterly with spreading its wings to embrace tional programming, with Ralph
Cohn
as v.p.-general manager.
►
--"■
Theatre Network Television, -will production
of properties
other
head up the studios, operating un¬ than Stevens’ own “Big Town” John Mitchell as sales v.p. Cohn’s
der the name of Paramount Sun¬ and theatrical ventures, with the a vet motion picture producer,
set Corp., as general manager, with first client on the list being Joan having been with Columbia and
Par prez Barney Balaban as presi¬ Davis. Filming starts next week later in partnership with Mary
Pickford and Buddy Rogers prior
dent of the subsid.
on the comedienne’s new pilot for to rejoining Col.
Mitchell is out
Studios, which Paramount ac¬ ABC-TV at Stevens’ studio, with
of the broadcasting field (Erwin,
quired in 1954 and on which its Stanley Shapiro as producer, John
The race for syndicated halfWasey agency, Mutual), with a
KTLA television operation in Los Rich directing, Bob Ross, Fred
hours continues between N. Y.'
hitch as head of tele for UA be¬
Angeles is located, has five sound Fox and Shapiro scripting and Doc
WABD and WPIX.
WABD just
fore joining Screen Gems.
stages and will be completely Merman as production supervisor.
Sterling Television: One of older
bought “The Count of Monte
equipped, with rental charged’ for
Stevens originally established telefilm houses, specializing in
Cristo” pre-sold from Television
stages and equipment. Paramount'
his company as the result of a short subjects and library group¬
Programs of America and a few
move pushes its video activities blowoff between him and Grossdays earlier it acquired “I Spy’
ings.
Owner and prez is Saul
still one step further, with its other Krasne over “Big Town,” which
from Guild. Frequently, the two
Turrell, who started biz on a shoe¬
holdings including control of Du¬ G-K was producing and Stevens
string several years back. Bernice
outlets find themselves in simul¬
Mont Broadcasting Corp., DuMont starring in and directing. Lever Coe, v.p,, is the only femme sales
taneous negotiations for the same
Labs, KTLA and half-interests in Bros, turned the show over to chief in the biz and started Sterl¬
packages, though it’s not known
Chromatic Television and Interna¬ Stevens at the time, and he estab¬ ing’s tv operation when it was still
whether it happened in the case of
tional Telemeter.
lished the company, which since in the home-movie biz. ,
the two new WABD shows.
Television Programs of America:
has expanded to include feature
Alumerall Products is bankroll¬
film vehicles .with Stevens as di¬ One of the stronger of the relative
ing the N. Y. exposure of “Cristo’
newcomers to the field.
Board
rector or star.
and since making the “Spy” deal
chairman is Ed Small, vet indie
Elihu E. Harris, former adver¬
with Guild, WABD has inked
film producer; Milton A. Gordon,
Gerald L. Kaye Associates as its tising-promotion chief at Screen
prez, is a former v.p. with the Wal¬
sponsor.
The two series give Gems, has joined Television Pro¬
ter Heller Chi factoring house and
WABD a total of 15 first-run Vid- grams of America as director of
A TV Film Workshop for pros
was a participant in the reorganiza¬
advertising.
Harris,
who
joined
films along with about 20 in rerun
is being launched shortly by pro¬
tion of UA; Mickey Sillerman, exec
Screen Gems early in 1954, left ducer George Wallaeh.
categories.
Wallach,
last fall to move over to the with access to a Manhattan film v.p., was founder and prez of Key¬
The WPIX vidfilm schedule
stone network, later a top Ziv
roughly of the same quantity, Joseph Katz Co., which had han¬ studio, expects to turn a limited
sales exec.
WABD reportedly lost out to WPIX dled the SG account, moving from number of professionals loose in
UM&M TV: Recent purchaser of
on a 104 pic deal with MCA-TV there to TPA.
-week sessions “to develop new
Paramount’s
short library
and
Harris will operate via Pete Zan- ideas” in vidfilming—a sport they
that included the reruns of the net¬
about to go publicly-owned via a
worked “Treasury Men” skein. In phir’s agency-consultancy, which can’t indulge in now, he says, ex¬
stock issue, UM&M is composed of
this case and in others, including will continue to place the TPA ad¬ cept at the sponsor’s time and ex¬
three corporations, Motion Pic¬
the recent last-minute sale switch vertising. Harris is the second ex- pense.
ture Advertising Service of New
of Ziv’s “The Man Called X” from Screen Gems ad-promotion staffer
Wallach, former network radio¬ Orleans and United Film Service
WABD to WPIX, the two outlets to move to TPA in recent months, tv exec and now' head of his own
of Kansas City, both screen adver¬
have been in concurrent negotia¬ first having been TPA promotion company, plans to begin the first tising outfits going back 30 years,
coordinator Jean Hurvins.
tions.
session by the end of March.
and Minot TV, new telefilm sales

J

Levitt to SG As
Ntl Sales Exec In
Major Expansion

Errol Flynn Plans To
Double As Director On
His New Telepix Series

OPEN PAR STUDIOS
FOR INDIE TV PROD.

JOAN DAVIS PILOT IN
MARK STEVENS CAMP

WABD Grabs Off ‘Spy,’
‘Cristo’ As Vidpix Race
With WPIX Grows Hoi

Elihu Harris to TPA

Wallach’s Workshop

10

outfit. Prez is Charles M. Xmory,
also prez of Minot, former v.p. at
Eagle-Lion and RKO Pathe,
Unity-Hygo: Practical working
relationship between two of the
oldest of the feature film special¬
ists. Unity is owned by Joseph II.
Seidelman, former prez at Uni¬
versal-International, who bought
Unity from Arche Mayers last
year.
Hygo headed by Jerry Hyams, vet in tv-films via Common¬
wealth Pictures & TV, where he
was v.p.
Hygo sales chief Rob¬
ert Seidelman, son of Joseph H.
Ziv Television Programs: Oldest
and most solid of program syndi¬
cation outfits.
Board chairman,
Frederic W. Ziv, who pioneered
in radio transcriptions and is still
the top man in that field. Prez is
John Sinn, who moved up through
the Ziv ranks after a stint at
WLW, Cincinnati.

W0R-TV
Continued from page 37

^

Movie” lineup, which plays the
same feature 16 times a week.
However, the station is toying with
several other ideas to forefront- the
features, including a plan to build
a- week-long “Selznick Festival”
within “MDM,” in which a differ¬
ent one of the Hollywood pro¬
ducer’s pix will be played each
night-;
•There are actually 10 pictures
in the NTA package, but the dis¬
tributor had decided to sell it as
11 units. It is breaking the 171minute-long
“Since
You
Went
Away” into two parts, and the com¬
pany is. guaranteeing WOR a spe¬
cial filmed intro by Selznick to tie
the segnetentg.. together.
Bidding among the N. Y. tv op¬
erations for the pix was going hot
and Heavy; it's understood. WCBSTV was reported the primary com¬
petitor for the package.

Cities Service
; Continued from page 37 —

sorship on “Fireside Theatre” re¬
runs under the “Times Sq. Play¬
house” title.
Eastern oil outfits have been less
telefilm-minded,
however,
and
more sports-minded. American Oil
and Atlantic Refining have been
steady pro and college football,
sponsors (ditto for Humble Oil in
Texas and Standard of Indiana).
Esso has been a longtime news
sponsor, while American has an un¬
usual program buy in “Person to
Person,” which
it
splits with
Hamm Brewing on a regional basis
on alternate weeks (other week is
an Elgin entry nationwide). Hamm,
incidentally, also bought “Man
Called X” this week for several
north central markets.

‘SUSIE’GETS SNAZZY
PROMOTIONAL HOOPLA
Unusual promotion campaign is
being

staged

by

Television

Pro¬

grams of America to launch the 13market sponsorship of the “Susie”
series (“Private Secretary” reruns)
in the midwest for Drewry’s brew¬
ery. TPA is bombarding some 45
television

editors

and

critics

in

the 13 cities on a staggered basis
(show starts on different dates in
each city) with promotional mate¬
rial, publicity matter and merchan¬
dise

related

to

the

show

on

a

scheduled basis.
Campaign consists of four sepa¬
rate and personalized mailings to
the fourth estaters, first of which,
coming two weeks before the
preem of the show, gives the edi¬
tors a case of beer in addition to
the publicity matter.
Second, a
week after the preem, gives them
a “car secretary” item, followed a
week later by a “lazy susie” and
two weeks later by a “pocket sec¬
retary,” all products being mer¬
chandised by TPA in connection
with the show. Additionally, pressagent Pat Patricof has been re¬
tained by TPA publicity chiet
Jerry Franken for a two-week
flackery job on the Chicago dailies
leading up to the Chi preem of the
show on WBKB March 3.
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No matter how you figure it.
Famous Film Festival is TV’s
best participation buy!
Marshal the facts . .. study the figures, . . total the costs.
You'll agree that ABC-TV's Sunday-night Famous Film Fes¬
tival is the finest participation buy of ail.
What TV show consistently gives you top stars like
Be bo rah Kerr, James Mason, Jeon Simmons, Stewart
. Granger? Which show always offers smash films like The
Lavender Hill Mob, Odd Mon Out, The Red Shoes?
What participation show outrates* all others? What par¬
ticipation show has a cost per thousand viewers per com¬
mercial minute of $1.25? What participation show owns
the prime Sunday-night time slot 7:30 to 9 EST?
The answer to all these questions is ABC-TV's Famous Film
festival^ery likely, it's just the answer you're looking for.
"Nit-Wen Dec. I & 11. Jon. I

ABC Tei evision Network
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Film Syndication presents the Immortal Foursome of
adventure, intrigue, and romance—
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Brand new—a tremendous sales opportunity
Contact your nearest office of

ABC FILM SYNDICATION, Inc.
lO EAST 44TH STREET, NEW YORK 17 • OXford 7-5880
HOLLYWOOD • DALLAS • ATLANTA • SAN FRANCISCO • NEW ENGLAND (Westfield, Mass.]
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
Dodge is making with all” kinds of hoopla, with its ABC-TV talent,
particularly Lawrence Welk, who’s proved the surprise television en¬
try of the year.
Welk, in town for a six-week Dodge “Sellathon”
which will cover N. Y., Washington, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Chi¬
cago and possibly Los Angeles as well, began with the dealer relations
bit last week before a full house of Dodge dealers at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music. He’ll ditto in each city he visits. But the biggest
dealer operation is scheduled for March 26 at Madison Sq. Garden
N. Y„ with Danny Thomas and Bert Parks (out of Dodge’s “Make
Room for Daddy” and “Break the Bank”) on tap for a special show.
Dodge v.p. Jack Minor was in town last week for a breakfast press
confab-on the tour plus Friday’s (10) blowout for Welk at the Sert
Room of the Waldorf-Astoria, packed by some 400" newspapermen,
network execs and Grant agency reps and friends. Fred Coe and his NBC-TV “Playwrights ’56” indulged in some
extra-curricular promotional activities for last night’s (Tues.) “Re¬
turn to Cassir.o” presentation. Script calls for a search party to look
for the key character, an American tourist who’s returned to look
through the wartime ruins. Coe, via Chuck Weiss and Sam Gulwirth,
who are handling special promotion on the show, brought in the
mayor of Cassino to do a thesping stint in the drama as leader of the
search party.
Mayor, who’s also a member of the Italian legislature, is Senator
Pier Angelo Restagno. He arrived Friday (10), met by a reception
committee from Governor’s Island and a Sons of Italy delegation,
met Mayor Wagner at City Hall, did guest shots on the Steve Allen
show and the Dave Garroway show, and then turned actor.
Starting Saturday (18),' CBLT, Toronto, of the Canadian network,
will give a kine play to “Camera Three,” WCBS-TV series being fed
to a 47-station CBS-TV lineup. CBLT thus becomes the 48th outlet
for the educational series recently elevated to web status and will
start with Dostoevsky’s “Dream of a Ridiculous Man.” Vancouver
and Halifax are also interested.
Writers Guild of America is sponsoring a panel tonight (Wed.) at
the Hotel Pierre on the video scribe’s market, tv criticism, toll tv
and “other topics pertinent to the medium.” Panel is to include Herb
Brodkin, producer of “Alcoa Hour” and “Goodyear Hour”; thesp Nina
Foch; “Matinee Theatre” script editor Ethel Frank; CBS director
Franklin Schaffner, and N. Y. Post critic Jay Nelson Tuck. Four
WGA writers will be on the “Quiz the Experts” panel.
Joan Sinclaire, indie packager and radio-tv manager of Walter Lowen
placement agency, is starting a course in tv and radio production at
People’s Community College, N. Y. Guest speakers lined up include
NYU’s Warren Kraetzer. documentary writer Joseph Kenas, Biow
agency’s Lou Florence and Carl Byoir office’s Jim Gaylord.
Miss Sinclaire’s course is part of the Adult Education program of
the State of N. Y.
Sabena airlines, which is about to launch, via- WINS, N. Y., its
first intensive spot saturation campaign on radio, is behind a novel
-European junket to promote its participation. Deejay Jack Lacy and
WINS program chief Bob Smith are'leaving soon on a two-week trip
to Shannon, Brussels, Rome, Madrid, Paris and London, “to get the
European pulse” on music.
Lacy will tape all of his shows abroad during that period, with
Sabena winging the tapes back to N. Y. for broadcast on WINS.
Tapes will go-into Lacy’s 12 to 2 p.m. and 4 to 6:30 p.m. showcases
starting Feb. 25.
Sabena has inked for about 40 spots a week in an exclusive WINS
campaign, station reports.
Charlie Lammers, in the theatre and radio for 62 of his 80 years,
has retired for the second time. He signed off Saturday (11) night
after directing the Boone County Jamboree show on Crosley’s WLW in
Cincinnati, which he joined in 1934.
Lammers took off immediately for Los Angeles, where he will be
hailed by WLW alumni at a party before heading for the East Indies,
India and Europe. His return tG Cincy is slated in August.
He made a world touiv!7 years ago after his first “retirement.”
The American-Federation of Television-Radio Artists will have the
floor at the Radio and Television Executive Society Luncheon on Feb.
29 at the Hotel Roosevelt. Four union speakers will participate in
the general theme, “AFTRA Today—And Tomorrow.”
Frank Nelson, AFTRA national president, will forefront. Other
speakers will be Don Conaway, national secretary of the union; Bud
Collyer, first national veep, and Charles Collingwood, prexy of the
N. Y. branch.
Sentiment against misleading tv display ads and loggings is piling
up. Latest victim of the finger-pointing is 20th-Fox, whose CBS-TV
“Hour” last week played up the teledrama debut of Bette Davis.
Actress appeared in a clip from “Phone Call "From a Stranger,”
four years old.

FREEDMAN GETS NOD
Schlitz Pouring Radio
TO HELM ‘CAMERA 3’
Coin Into Godfrey Seg;
Robert Herridge’s moveup to
$1,000,000 in Billings CBS-TV under a producer-writer
Schlitz Beer is returning to the
radio ramparts after nearly a fouryear absence and with CBS report¬
edly in line for.the business.

A

couple of precedents are involved,
foremost of these being, of course,
the lager’s trail back to AM.
Schlitz was last repped on net¬
work with “Halls of Ivy,” dropped
in June of 1952. Its CBS interest
is said to reside in latching on to
Arthur Godfrey’s morning show,
the first half-hour of which has
that “radio only” label. Beer house
would buy 15 minutes of that seg¬
ment, alternating the even and odd
days over a fortnight.
There’s no record of a beer cli. ent for Godfrey, whether aural or
sight. And should the deal jell, it’s
$1,000,000-plus in billings as a
year-rounder.

WABC-TV UPS JENSEN
Grady E. Jensen has been named
business manager of WABC-TV,
the ABC-TV flagship in N. Y„ re¬
placing Thomas J. Martinez, who
has resigned.
*

pact brings in Lewis Freedman as
headman
of
“Camera. Three,”
which several weeks ago became a
network Sunday morning entry af¬
ter a couple of years on N. Y. flag¬
ship WCBS-TV.
(The station is
still in charge of the show.) Freed¬
man is a staff director serving
“Paul Tripp’s “On the Carousel”
and Bill Leonard’s “Eye on New
York,” the latter having moved
into the web sphere simultaneous
with “Camera.”
Director vacancies left on “Car¬
ousel” and “Eye” in Freedman's
transfer are being filled respective¬
ly by Lou Volpicelli and Phil Beigel, latter also working on "Hick¬
ory Dickory Dock.”
Beigel was drafted by WCBS-TV
program topper Hal Hough from
WATV, the Newark station, and
Volpicelli from KABC-TV.
“Camera Three” is prowling a
director, since Francis Moriarity is
set to join Herridge on Westinghouse’s summer edition of “Studio
One.”
In addition, a writer is
needed,
with
Herridge
having
doubled in that capacity on "Cam¬
era.”

J'fiRIETY

WARD Dickering For
Yankees Away-Games
WABD, N. Y., is understood to
be negotiating with the N. Y. Yan¬
kees to handle their away games
this season. WPIX, rival station,
carries the homegames of the
American League club along with
those of the N. Y. Giants in the
National League.
The WABD afternoon schedule
now carries “Tune-In Any Time
Theatre,” a continuous showing
three times daily of feature films.

Chi TV Stations
Fill Vacuum On
Weekend News
Chicago, Feb. 14.
Virtual news vacuum that has
prevailed weekends on the four
Chi television stations is being bro¬
ken up, if only slightly. With each
of the quartet providing at least
one quickie glance at the headlines
over the 48-hour span- it’s now pos¬
sible for the Windy City tele au¬
dience to keep partially in touch
with the world at large on the off
days.
Columbia’s WBBM-TV made the
biggest weekend news splash with
the addition last Saturday (11) of
a new 15-minute afternoon round¬
up, plus a couple of more en¬
tries
on
the
fire.
Currently
without any Sunday news ac¬
counting, station is planning one
and possibly two evening snots for
newscaster Frank Reynolds when
he returns soon after a layoff due
to illness. Also in the works is a
weekend edition of “Eye On Chi¬
cago,” a live and film half-hour
wrapup of news and hometown
feature yarns.
Heretofore, WBBM-TV’s week¬
end reports had been confined to.
two five-minute squibs early Sat¬
urday morning.
Even With the recent additions
elsewhere and those upcoming at
WBBM-TV, there are still some
long barren stretches on the local
tv news scene, all of which works
to the advantage of radio with its
fulsome budget of weekend news¬
casts.
For example, three of the four
tele stations—WNBQ, WBKB and
WGN-TV, have no regularly sched¬
uled news shows on Saturday. And
until Reynolds’ shows get under¬
way, WBBM-TV has none on Sun¬
days. Of course, if anything hot
breaks during tv’s weekend pre¬
occupation with straight entertain¬
ment there can be bulletin cutins
on the regular shows.
This means, for instance, that
WBKB’s weekend news “blackout”
extends from the windup of John
Daly’s Friday night ABC-TV show
at 6:30 until 11;30 Sunday night
when Ulmer Turner leads off his
newly-incepted “Turner Calling”
with five minutes of hard news.
WGN-TV plays the ostrich circuit
from Les Nichols’ Friday night at
11:30 wrapup ’till Ted Thorne
picks up the news ball Sunday
night at 9:45.
NBC-TV’s WNBQ had hoped to
add a Sunday afternoon news en¬
try off the network in the form
of Chet Huntley's “Outlook.” But
that’s been scratched until spring.
As of now, Jack Angell checks the
current events pulse for 10 min¬
utes Friday nights at 10:15 and j
then it’s all quiet on the WNBQ
news front until Alex Dreier's Sun¬
day nighter 48 hours later.

What, No Fiat?
Gallo Wines is sponsoring a
new
giveaway
stanza
on
WATV, Newark. It’s to be
known as the “Million Lire
Quiz.” (That’s about $1,800 in
greenbacks.)
‘Starting next Sunday (19)
as a bilingual (English and
Italian) telecast, it will pay
off in a progression of 50, 500,
5.000,
50.000,
500.000
and
.000.000 lire, which can be
cashed at an American bank or
forwarded to Italo relatives in
its original state. However, if
contestants on the Carlo Venti
production miss before a try at
the top prize, they go away
empty-handed—without even a
new car. Otherwise, an error
on the final attempt brings a
consolation prize of 100,000
lire.
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CBS Replies to 'Monopoly Blast
Of ‘Hometown Television Forces
USA KIRK STORY IDEA
April 15 Unveiling on CBS of Slant
Aimed For TV and Screen
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
. An original story idea has been
parlayed by singing actress Lisa
Kirk into a television starring ve¬
hicle for herself with a possible
feature film follow-up.
Property, title and story line of
which are being kept secret for
the moment, has been purchased by
CBS-TV for "Front Row Center”
and Miss Kirk will star in it April
15. Basic story idea, was created
by Miss Kirk some time ago. Video
deal was made on tffe basis of a
synopsis by Mark Brandel, who is
now turning out the screenplay.
Synopsis also was submitted to
film studios and a feature film deal,
with Miss Kirk starring, may be
closed within the next three weeks.

CBS Inc. replied last week to the
Committee for Hometown Tele¬
vision
Inc.,
Bridgeport,
Conn!,
which had issued a 16-page book¬
let hammering away at “Monopoly”
in general and CBS in particular.
Philip Merryman, WICC-TV, prez
of the organization, introduced the
subject, “The Case for Hometown
Television,” by stating that CHT
has been formed by a group of
| teles! ation owners “to defend the
j proposition that every community
j has the right to a local tv outlet
'able to provide that community
j with a local outlet for its own
: news, polities, charitable and social
j and educational undertakings. This
I right to hometown television was
■granted by Congress, reaffirmed
. by the FCC—and stands today on
the brink of extinction. In Novem■ ber 1955 the FCC acknowledged
the imminent danger to hometown
television, and invited industry
comment. Following is a statement
of this Committee, filed Dec. 9,
1955. in response to the FCC’s re¬
quest.

J

ABC in Chi Back
To 1st Loop Site
Chicago, Feb. 14.
ABC-TV WBKB is moving back
to its original site in the StateLake Bldg., when the leases on its
present quarters in the Civic Opera
and Daily News buildings expire
in March, 1957.
In returning to the Loop build¬
ing and the Garrick Theatre audi¬
ence studio, currently occupied by
Columbia’s WBBM-TV, and owned
by the Balaban & Katz theatre cir¬
cuit, subsid of the parent'American Broadcasting - United Para¬
mount company, the ABC station
will be back where it was launched
as pre-war experimental station.
.Move will have no effect on
WBBM-TV. That operation will be
moved out within the next month
and at least partially installed in
its new plant in the old Chicago
Arena that is being converted to
tv at a cost of nearly $6,000,000. If
the arena layout isn’t fully finished
by March 15, WBBM-TV will use
WBBM’s WrigJey Bldg. Studio 10
temporarily,
pending
the
final
touches on the new facilities.
WBKB inherited the Civic Opera
space from ABC when the merger
with United Paramount was con¬
summated in 1953.
Considerable
expansion
and
remodeling ' is
planned for the State-Lake plant
before the station moves back in.

Civil Liberties Series
Gets Fund for Republic
Grant; KRON Preem Set
San Francisco, Feb. 14.
A $35,000 grant from the Fund
for the Republic, an independent
agency created by the Ford Foun¬
dation, will be used to finance 26
weekly local tv shows on civil lib¬
erties over KRON, the NBC-San
Francisco
Chronicle
outlet
in
Frisco.

"This statement (in the booklet)
makes the case for the consumer,
the people’s case.

;
;
!
j
j
j
I

“This statement stands in op¬
position to the network presenta¬
tion made by CBS, whose case is
monopoly’s case.
“Survival of the principle of
hometown television demands wide
and immediate support.
“On Dec. 15, 1955, the FCC be¬
gan deliberations which will determine without chance of recall
or revision what television is to
mean to the United States, whether—U. S. television is to become
the degraded carrier for network
monopolies, or the servant of the
people.”

|
CBS filed a brief, along with ex■ Mbits, with the FCC in which its
j summed up its case as follows:
j
"An appealing promise of many
; of the proposals in this proceeding
j is that of additional community
service.
Each of these proposals
has either, or both, of two patent
defects—an inevitable loss of serv¬
ice and a failure to satisfy to a
substantial degree the urgent need
for at least three competitive sta¬
tions in reach of the leading 100
television markets.
“It seems foolhardy to attempt
! to provide facilities at the present
■lime for community s'ations which
cannot be supported under present
conditions at the expense of deny¬
ing satisfaction of the present need
for substantially competitive facil¬
ities for at least three network
services, particularly when (1) that
present need can be satisfied in
whole or in large pail with no sig¬
nificant loss of existing services
and (2) satisfaction of that need
can be accomplished, without pre¬
cluding the opportunity for com¬
munity stations at such time in t*ie
future as they can be supported
without depriving millions of view¬
ers of service.
“CBS recommends that:
“1. If at least three additional
VHF channels can promptly be ac¬
quired from the other services,
Plan II as set forth in the Proposals
and/Comments of CBS should be
adopted immediately.
“2. If such additional VHF chan¬
nels cannot be acquired promptly,

The series, to be called “Bar¬
rier,” will be telecast from 2:30 to
(Continued on page 50)
3 p.m., Sundays, starting Feb. 26,
according to the San Francisco
Council for Civic Unity which will
produce the shows.
KRON, according to the coun¬
cil’s executive director, Edward W.
Howden, has donted the first 13
weeks of air time and may contrib¬
ute another 13 weeks.
Howden emphasized the pro¬
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
grams will try to present “two or
General Foods has shut off its
more sides of any controversial
flow of Jello to Johnny Carson,
question taken up” and will do
closing out its sponsorship of the
documentary type dealing with
CBS-TV comic on April 1. Feeling
specific Frisco area cases. These
is that for a half-hour show cost¬
will include:
ing $25,000 weekly, the current 17
1. Cases of Negroes or Orientals rating mak$s the cost-per-thousand
moving into white neighborhoods;
too high.
It’s likely that GF will also
2. Cases involving religious free¬
dom, such as a church’s refusal to relinquish Carson’s time slot on
Thursday nights, as the net has
sign a State loyalty oath;
3. Cases involving censorship, already .indicated that the time now
such as U. S. Customs censoring occupied by Carson, "Four Star
Playhouse” and “The Quiz Kids”
books and films here;
4. Cases involving other civil lib¬ will be cleared next season for the
web’s "Studio 90” hour and a half
erties.
If the program is successful, said drama series. While CBS-TV may
Howden, the Fund for the Republic sell series in half-hour segments,
will spend another $25,000 to tele¬ GF has shown no interest in a dra¬
matic participation.
vise 26 more weekly shows.

Gen. Foods Axes
Johnny Carson
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IT’S WBC’S
BIG NEW SIGHT AND
... SOUND!

No wonder there’s excitement in the air in Cleveland—and half
of Ohio! Now, two members of the big WBC family have come
to town. Now station KYW at 1100 on the dial replaces Station
WTAM. And- KYW-TV, Channel 3, replaces WNBK-TV.
This means great things to Cleveland, and you. It means
that Cleveland becomes one of the major WBC markets,
serving one-sixth of the population of the United States. It
means that now Clevelanders can enjoy the topnotch enter¬
tainment, top news coverage and technical perfection typical
of every Westinghouse Broadcasting Company station.
Outstanding local shows! Popular NBC network shows!
Color spectaculars! Drama, sports, comedy—the best of
everything they. want to see and hear on KYW-radio,
and KYW-TV. Plus public-spirited programming that
echoed the WBC creed—“Broadcasting is most effective
on stations which have earned the respect and confidence
of the communities they serve.”
To you, this means audience action in America’s
seventh market. Put Cleveland’s entertaining new pair on
yoitr sales staff. A call to WBC does the trick. Call MUrray
Hill 7-0808, New York. Ask for Eldon Campbell, WBC
National Sales Manager.

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
RADIO

TELEVISION

BOSTON—WBZ-fWBZA

BOSTON—WBZ-TV

PITTSBURGH—KDKA
CLEVELAND—KYW

PITTSBURGH —KDKA-TV

FORT WAYNE—WO WO
PORTLAND—KEX

CLEVELAND-KYW-TV
SAN FRANCISCO—KPIX

KPIX represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.
AH other WBC stations represented by Free & Peters, Inc.
SUPPORT THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL CAMPAIGNS

4

'Change of the Call Letters
Invites Philly, Cleve. Hoopla
Philadelphia, Feb. 14.
Plenty hoopla was occasioned
here by the changeover of call let¬
ters KYW and WPTZ to WRCV and
WRCV-TV. NBC acquired the two
local stations in December in a
swap for outlets in Cleveland and
$3,000,000.
A 25-car motorcade of radio and
tv personalities was headed by
Dave Garroway, (whose ‘'Today”
originations were skedded here 1415). along with his chimp J. Fred
Muggs, and former Miss America,
Lee Ann Meriwether. The caval¬
cade started at historic Independ¬
ence Mall and continued to City
Hall. Present at the city cere-1
monies, where Mayor Dilworth
gave the key to the city to Garro¬
way, were NBC president Robert
Sarnoff and NBC veepee Lloyd
Yoder.
Event was further plugged, by
full page “Gimbel Bros., and RCA
advertisement announcing personal
appearances in store of Eartha Kitt
(now at the Latin Casino), Miss
Meriwether and stations’ local tal¬
ent. Chain stores also had ad tying
“Today” and every day buy at
Acme. Lights on City Hall welcorned NBC visitors.
Center of “Today” operations
was the 33d floor of the Philadel¬
phia Saving Fund Society. Some
of the segments of the Garroway
session will be repeated, for maxi¬
mum coverage. One of the dupli¬
cations will be a pickup of a tug¬
boat cruising on the Delaware, an¬
other a film of the city, also a slum
clearance project.
Tuesday’s program, sparked by
Mayor Dilworth, included a spiel
by Dr. I. S. Ravdin, president of
the board of regents of the College
of Surgeons, in confab here this
week.
Gov. George M. Leader makes
an appearance tomorrow. Viewers
will get a demonstration of ancient
musical instruments in the U. of
Pennsylvania collection. The Billy
Krechmer Jazz Trio supplies musi¬
cal background to a pickup from
the Museum of Art, show'-works by
modernist Brancusi.
Added to
these assorted stanzas is an inter¬
view' with a married couple trying
out for the U. S. Olympic Fencing
team.
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COUNTRY MUSIC GETS
ANOTHER TV RIDE
Second
ABC-TV
origination
from Springfield. Mo., is slated for
the Sunday at 9 period, with Rusty
Draper toplining a country music
show bearing the tentative title of
“Talent Varieties.”
New show
goes , into the time slot as a sustainer on March 4, replacing
“Chance of a Lifetime,” which
shifts to Saturdays at 10 commenc¬
ing the evening before.
Draper shpw is being produced
by the same group (RadiOzark En¬
terprises. though a different cor¬
porate title is assigned for each
production) which turns out the
web’s 90-minute Saturday night
‘Ozark Jubilee.” Latter is hosted
by Red Foley. The “Chance” shift
to Saturdays apparently means the
end of the road for “Life Begins at
80,” which had been given a sixweek Saturday night reprieve by
sponsor Pharmaceuticals Inc.' after
heavy mail protest from viewers
over its original cancellation.

Seattle Educational
A Black Ink Operation
Seattle, Feb. 14.
Educational television doesn’t
make money, but in Seattle it cer¬
tainly doesn’t lose any. Loren B.
Stone, manager of KCTS, Channel
9, educational station operated for
all educational institutions in the
Seattle area, announces that the
station is in the black and is sup¬
plying 20 hours of programming
weekly at a cost of less than $11,000
per month.
KCTS has been on the air just
a little over a year.
Annual operating income of the
station is $168,870, received from
various participating schools and
agencies. Of that total $30,000 has
been set aside as a reserve for
equipment replacement.
Stone
said that left a net for operations
of $138,870—slightly in excess of
$11,500 per month.
,‘At no time have we spent as
much as $11,000 in any month,”
Stone said.

Corpus Fights To
Avert TV Corpse

Washington, Feb. 14.
As anticipated, the U. S. Court
of Appeals was asked last week to
grant expedited arguments on pe¬
titions
of UHF stations in Corpus
Los Angeles, Feb. 14.
It isn’t by chance that ABC-TV Christi, Tex.; Evansville, Ind., and
“Chance of a Lifetime” resembles Madison, Wis., challenging the
a program she submitted to the net
in 1951, writer-literary agent Ann legality of VHF authorizations in
Banks Miller charged in a plagiar¬ these cities. The Court had- pre¬
ism suit filed in Federal Courts viously refused to stay these au¬
here .last week. Miss Miller is ask¬ thorizations pending, a decision on
ing for $400,000 in damages, plus
injunction
prohibiting
‘further the merits.
In its motion to expedite, KVDO“Chance” telecasts.
Action, which also names spon¬ TV in Corpus, the only station in
soring Emerson Drugs and Cun¬ the area, told the Court that in¬
ningham & Walsh and Lennen & auguration of VHF service Ufill
Newell ad agencies as defendants, have “a serious and disruptive ef¬
contends that in 1951 Miss Miller fect” on the viewing public which
submitted a program format called will be induced, for the first time,
“Predict and Prosper” to the net. to purchase VHF eqiupment. If
The program was never returned, the Court should ultimately find
and “Chance” is a copy of it, suit the VIIF authorization for channel
6 to KRIS-TV to be unlawful, said
alleges.
KVDO, the station will be required
to suspend construction or opera¬
tion and people who purchase
VHF-orily sets will find them use¬
less.
The Court was told that until it
St. Louis—Roy A. May, gabber
at WIL, has been upped to program decides the questions presented by
the
UHF stations “a serious cloud
director for the station by L. A.
Benson, president of the Missouri will continue to place in doubt the
Westinghouse Hoopla
Broadcasting
Co.,
owner
of
the
validity
of the current (allocation)
Cleveland, Feb. 14.
station.
proceedings” before the FCC. The
Westinghouse officially changed
Court was told that UHF stations
the call letters (13) of WTAMHouston—Dick Gottlieb, well in Fresno, Calif.,'and Miami, Fla.,
WNBK to KYW and KYW-TV,
with a hoopla and flourish that ex¬ known in this area for his associa¬ where VHF permits have been is¬
with KPRC and KPRC-TV as sued, will undoubtedly file appeals
tended for three days and gave tion
a master of ceremonies, has been
this area a taste of the station’s named news editor and commenta¬ to preserve their rights. Other
UHF stations which will be af¬
programming of “new sounds and tor for KTHT here.
fected by subsequent FCC author¬
sights.”
izations will find it necessaiy to do
Among the festivities to kick off
Area chapter,, likewise, the Court was advised.
the changeover were Cleveland’s of Houston—Houston
American Women in Radio and1
first midwinter display of firew'orks Television has elected Mary Kay
Requesting that the case be set
>n the lakefront; the sending aloft Mansell prez and Grace Spanihel, down for argument at the soonest
»f 10.000 balloon*,, many of them veepee. Both are advertising possible date, the U’s pleaded for
carrying certificates redeemable for agency staffers.
an early decision which “will re¬
$11 and $3. to correspond to the
move the general uncertainty
station’s 1,100 listing in radio, and
Manchester, N.H.—Radio station which now prevails in the tv indus-.
channel 3, and KYW’s mobile unit V/KBR set an alltime record by try and will serve as a guide to the
is touring the town week-long to collecting a total of $3,850, or twice Commission for future action in
give the public a chance to see as much as it ever before netted, this field.”
during its annual March of Dimes
themselves on tv.
Actual changeover came with a auction.
five-minute simulcast with Donald
St. Louis—George M. Burbach,
H.
McGannon,
Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. president; Row¬ general manager of KSD and KSDTV,
was honored as “Boss of the
land V.. Tooke, vice president,
Cleveland; Gordon Davis, KYW Year” by the Women’s Advertising
St. Louis, Feb. 14.
Club
of St. Louis at its annual
manager, and Mayor Anthony CcleKMOX will carry the play-bybrezze. participating. The simul¬ bosses’ day luncheon last week.
play of all Cardinals baseball
cast was preceded by 10-minute
Columbus — Harry Rauch, vice games, feeding.to a 90-midwest sta¬
special radio and tv programs high¬
and manager of radio¬ tion web during the forthcoming
lighting the background of WTAM president
television
publicity for Young & season and station KTVI (channel
and a brief chronmigical sketch of Rubicam, spoke
on “Showmanship 36) will telecast all regular-season
the call letters KYW.
in Advertising” before the Colum¬ road games, with the exception of
Also introduced to the public bus Radio-Television Executives 13-week-day contests. The open¬
wrere 13 new shows, plus radio Club meeting Friday (10).
ing game, April 17, from Cincinnati
newscasts every hour on the .halfwill be beamed to St. Louis.
hour whenever possible; a different
Milwauke' — Soren H. Munkhof
Anheuser-Busch, Inc., owner of
farm show, and several other new ankled as veep and general man¬ the ball club, will again bankroll
programs in both radio and tv.
ager of WITI-TV here. He is turn¬ the audio and telecast as it has
KYW also announced the hiring ing fulltime to tv consultation,
since buying the club several years
of Wes Hopkins, WTTM program
ago. The trio of Harry Caray, Jack
Hartford—Veteran news direc¬ Buck arid Joe Garagiola, the latter
director, as the disker for the
tor of WCCC, Jack Brooks, has a former big league player, will
12:15 to 3 p.m, spot.
been named program director of
station. Added to the station's again handle the radio and tv de¬
Pittsburgh—Sid Dickler, veteran mike staff is Arthur Kevin, for¬ scriptions over the web, said to be
the largest in the major leagues.
deejay here, record promotion merly with WAVZ, New Haven.
man. press-agent and onetime
bandleader, is quitting the local
Phoenix — Ron DePinto was
MCA-TV'S M'WAUKEE SETUP
freelance field to join up with the named promotion, publicity man¬
Milwaukee has become the site
Laurel Radio Network at WNCC ager for KPHO radio and televi¬
of
MCA-TV's 31st cyndication sales
in Barnesboro, Pa. He’ll head up sion, Phoenix, in an announcement
station's commercial sales, pro- i this week by general manager office. Buck Long is head of the
gramming and public relations and j Richard B. Rawls. DePinto for- new branch.
wlll also get air time for his own merly had been promotion manaLong will report to v.p. and mid¬
platter shows.
'
1 ger for KPHO..west head John Rohrs.

Tbojinp nf J ifptinu*’
vlAdUCt? 01 Llf Clime

Basis for 400G Suit

Circling the Kilocycles

m

KMOX’S 90-STATION
WEB FOR CARDINALS

From the Production Centres
; Continued from page 32 ;

gram for sponsor (Dodge) and employees at Academy of Music .
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz in town plugging latest pic, visited Donald
W. Thornburgh, president and general manager of WCAU. Thornburgh
was veepee in charge of CBS’ western Division when Lucy worked
for KNX, Los Angeles. . . . Donald Burr, Hazel Bishop president, will
party cast and staff of “This Is Your Life” at the RDA Club, when it
originates from Philly (22) . . . Daniel Peisch, formerly of WENT,
Gloversville, N. Y. added to the WIP sales department . . . Lone Ranger
here for two-day stand at the Arena (11, 12) requested audience to
stand in one-minute tribute to Connie Mack, founder of the Philadel¬
phia Athletics, who died Feb. 9.

IN PITTSBURGH ...
Carolyn O'Donnell, daughter of Virginia O'Donnell, who runs radio
kiddie shows, picked for Mary Martin role in Penn State U. Thespians'
production of “South Pacific” next month . . . Dave Lewis, KDKA-TV
production manager, won Westinghouse prize of two free trips to
Paris and an extra fortnight’s vacation for best promotion of year
among company’s radio stations for KDKA . . . Schmidt’s beer has re¬
newed Henry Debecco’s afternoon newscasts on WJAS for another
year ... Vic Skaggs, Channel 2 director, and his wife have another
date with the stork in May ... Si Bloom, who left KDKA continuity
department for WBZ-TV in Boston, back in Pittsburgh and has re¬
sumed writing Buzz ’n’ Bill tv show and also experts to affiliate with
local adagency shortly . . . Leonard Kapner, g.m. of WCAE, flew to
Bel Air, Fla., for a BMI meeting ... Joe Negri, who heads an instru¬
mental trio on KDKA-TV, will be a father for the first time this spring.

IN MINNEAPOLIS ...
Larry Haeg,>.WCCO Radio general manager, in Washington to try
to*block any WNYC, New York, invasion of its frequency . . . KEYD-TV
scheduling 55 minutes of wrestling on films at 4 p.m., Mondays through
Fridays, to provide “the most effective relaxation for housewives at an
afternoon time” when, according to the station’s prospectus, they need
it most after their domestic work sessions . . . After six years at WMIN,
interrupted by one KSTP-TV year, disk jockey Bill Diehl has rejoined
WMIN. He’s also St. Paul Pioneer Press-Dispatch movie editor-critic
and recently married the daughter of LeRoy J. Miller, Universal-Inter¬
national branch manager here . . . Bob DeHaven, one of WCCO Radio’s
top personalities, inked to do the live commercials on Zinzmaster Bak¬
ing Co.-Northern States Power Co. 9 p.m. Sunday’s “Cross Currents”
series on WCCO-TV. In 1955 DeHaven made 49 personal appearances
in three states before 59,338 people, traveling 5,426 miles to do it . . ,
With disk jockey Herb Oscar Anderson quitting KSTP for WDGY,
Harry Zimmerman, recently with WTCN, takes over KSTP’s all-night
record program . . . Clellan Card, one of WCCO’s radio and tv aces, a
candidate for mayor in suburban Greenwood1. . . Minneapolis Tribune
columnist Will Jones reported a flood of squawks from dialers because
WDGY dropped its daily late afternoon Bob and Ray Mutual Broad¬
casting Co. network show immediately after the station’s new owners
took over. Station will not renew its MBS contract, but latter doesn’t
expire until June . . . Disk jockey Don Doty switched from WTCN to
WDGY.

IN SEATTLE ...
Tom Franklin, performer, quizmaster and newsman at KING-TV, is
leaving station March 1 to do telecasts of San Francisco Seals baseball
games over KOVR, Stockton, and will stay on with KOVR to set up
and head news department. Franklin has been star of KING-TV’s
“Telescope” and was emcee of station's “Kingo” program. He formerly
was news director at KYA, San Francisco . . . Merle Severn, head news¬
reel cameraman at KOMO-TV, has perfected way to process color film
in about two hours and so station will be able to telecast spot news
clips in color same day they are filmed . . .‘William Veneman, general
manager of KTVW, says station has agreed to pay $90,000 for tele¬
vision and radio rights to all 86 home games of the Seattle Rainiers
(Coast league baseball) plus 12 games wih the Vancouver (B. C.) Mounties and Portland Beavers. John Jarstad, KTVW sports director, and
Jeff Heath will again do the play-by-play and commentary. Seattle
Packing Co. (Bar-S Meats) has again taken sponsorship of one-half
the games. . . .

ABC-TV JOINS TVB; ,
ALL WEBS NOW IN
ABC-TV will become a member
of Television Advertising Bureau
on March 1. When an agreement
is finally signed, it^wiU put all the
tv networks in the promotion bu¬
reau’s fold.
Robert Kintner, ABC prexy, had
held out • for over a year—since
TvB was organized.
CBS-TV
joined almost at the start of the
young bureau, and NBC pacted
last August. Many in the trade
ednsidered it ironic Inat ABC was
the remaining network holdout,
since TvB’s chieftain, Ollie Treyz,
c.nne from ABC exec lanks before
starting the bureau.
Incidentally, another ABC’er,
Gene Accas, head of the net’s sales
development and research depart¬
ment, officially came over to TvB
as head of operations on Mon¬
day (13).

Don Wright Chorus _
Signed for NBC Radio
London, Ont., Feb. 14.
Don Wright Chorus, long a fix¬
ture on Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.’s Trans-Canada Network (ra¬
dio), has been signed by NBC for
a radio network series. Beginning
first week in March, it will last
nine weeks or more.
Wright, who also has his own tv
commercial production outfit here,
is father of Priscilla Wright, who
at 14 had a moderate disk hit last
year in “Man in a Raincoat.” Slice
was a smash in Canada on Sparton,
for which she originally cut it.
Miss Wright has sung with Don
Wright Chorus but is not a regular.

10-Pins Bowl ’Em
Over in Kaycee
Kansas City, Peb. 14.
Bowling has taken on a new lease
on life here, and the main inspira¬
tion generally credited is television.
Interest has reached such a peak
in both leagues and open bowling
that despite a surge of new equip¬
ment there is scarcely room to
squeeze! in a spare.
At least two local shows and a
network show are seen here* regu¬
larly, and rising interest in the
maples generally is clocked with
the beginning of tv bowling pro¬
grams. The first was over KCTY,
now defunct UHF tv station, in De¬
cember, 1953, from the Plaza Bowl.
Today the program from the
Plaza Bowl is “Bowlin’ with Molen,”
over KMBC-TV with sports director
Sam Molen as m.c. It is one of the
station’s highest rated daytime
shows. The Harold Mack show on
KCMO-TV comes from the King
Louie Bowl and started last Octo¬
ber. The net show, Championship
Bowling, has been on WDAF-TV
for over a yean.
In 1955 there were approximately
1,000 new members added to the
men’s association and over 500
added to the women’s association
as evidence of the gains here.
In addition to being a surefire
program for sportscasters and pro¬
gram directors, the tv interest has
registered big gains for the pros
rolling on the nets and for the alley
owners and sports shops here.
One sport shop owner reports it
is not unusual for a customer to
walk in and buy up the complete
bowling, outfit in one- fell swoop,

WELCOME PHILADELPHIA! WELCOME BUFFALO!
The family of NBC Owned Stations now includes wrcv-tv, Chan¬
nel 3 (formerly wptz), andtFRCV, 1060 kc. (formerly kyw), in
Philadelphia and wbuf-tv, Channel 17, in Buffalo.
NBC’s parent company, the Radio Corporation of America, has
been closely associated with the Philadelphia-Camden area for
over a quarter of a century. We are happy to have this new oppor¬
tunity to be of neighborly service to our friends in this market,
with the finest Radio and Television entertainment on WRCV and
wrcv-tv. These new call letters stand for RCA Victor.

P^AftlETY
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In Buffalo, NBC will place its full resources behind wbuf-tv to
make it one of the nation's great stations, wbuf-tv will carry
the finest in local programming and, next August, the full roster
of great NBC Television Network shows. Only on Channel 17 will
Buffalo-Niagara Frontier area families see the trail-blazing NBC
Spectaculars and the NBC Opera Theatre, the top sports events,
the brightest drama, the funniest comedy.
NBC proudly welcomes WRCV, wrcv-tv and wbuf-tv to the family.

NBC OWNED STATIONS

represented by NBC Spot Sales
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“* WOR-TV FIRST TO
PREMIERE RKO PIX

spread; Look mag’s big play pn
the current serialization of Jim
Bishop’s biog on Jackie Gleason,
are simply more of the same as,
; Continued from page 26 ;
in terms of the dailies and their
WOR-TV, the RKO Teleradio
; Continued from pane 43 ;
upbeated tv yen, was last week’s Philharmonic and N.Y.C. Opera
N. Y. Journal-American dissecting Co. sharing quarters with the station in N. Y., is planning to use
envisions the remedy in three
Plan I as set forth should be adopt¬ Committee
the
first of the RKO feature back¬
basic steps, all interrelated:
of the Phil Silvers story.
. make-money tv firms, but he was¬ log in March in its regular “Million
ed now; and
Step One: Each station’s signal cov¬
erage must be conformed to the re¬
n’t certain whether even under Dollar Movie.”
“3. If such additional VHF chan¬
tail trading area of its community.
Since Matty Fox
In acting upon applications for new
nels are acquired in future, Plan
these circumstances, it would be still hasn’t signed a deal with any
stations in other communities, any
II should be adopted as soon as
interference that does not invade
justification
enough
for
setting
up
stations on his own, it looks like
this service area should not be con¬
such additional channels are acT
sidered
objectionable. Hand-in-hand
Continued from page 26
■ —- . an authority.
the N. Y. outlet will be the first
quired.”
with this limitation must go rejection
Wagner discussed other televi¬ in the country to show any of the
of any application for increase in
competitive
nationwide
system.”
Highlights
films.
power height or power limit or for
satellite stations.
CBS feared the plan would result sion problems facing him current¬
Station wanted to use the Ray¬
Following are highlights of the
Step Two: In the towns thus "un¬
in “drastic” reduction in tv serv¬ ly. N.Y.C. has the FCC permit mond Massey-starrer, “Abe Lin¬
covered” to local television, the Com¬
Hometown Television brief:
mission should license the operation
for UHF channel 31, but “there’s coln in Illinois," from the RKO
ice.
NBC
was
also
skeptical.
Many
of
stations
capable
of
providing
For illustration, refer to the community
the question of how many listeners stockpile to coincide with Lin¬
Hometown Television.
In deciding
of Bridgeport during October-November
of the U’s were against it.
which communities can qualify for
we’d have on such a station,” the coln’s birthday Feb. 12, but was
1955. In Greater Bridgeport—the retail
licenses in the “uncovered" areas,
trading area of that city—five 49,000
The
CBS
Plan
II,
which
would
mayor
noted. “We are going to unable to get final clearance on
three
criteria should
be applied,
families. Since reception from New York
namely, (1) Will the new license
eliminate UHF if three additional arrive in the not too distant fu¬ the pix and, as a result, will prob¬
is splendid, Bridgeport viewers during
create a white area?; (2) Will the
that period were able to watch such
ture
at
the point of getting educa¬ ably stave off using it'until a year
new license provide Hometown Tele¬
V’s can be obtained, including one
imports as “Lassie," “$64,000 Question,”
vision?; and (3) Will the new license
tional tv for schools.
Then, of from now.
“Person
to
Person" and
New
York
from the FB band, got rough course, we still run into the ques¬
provide television to more people
weather reports.
Station spokesman said that
than will be deprived of television
treatment from many AM-FM sta¬ tion of competitio'n for the sta¬ WOR-TV is scheduling an hour
Thus, so far as Bridgeporters are con¬
by the proposal? As a corollary ac¬
tions. Typical was the opposition tion’s time.” He felt the use of series based on the “Falcon” pix,
cerned, television is no more than the
tion, an engineering study should be
importer of second-hand goods. As or
initiated to determine how to provide
by WEOL and WEOL-FM in Elyria, closed-circuit tv is “quite expen¬ several having been made by RKO.
1955, television has done nothing to
more signals with smaller separa¬
O., which declared that FM is un¬ sive” and therefore probably not WOR-TV also expects to use sev¬
serve the interests, meet the problems,
tions—a study analogous to the FCC
or come to the aid of the people of
reappraisal
of radio's
permissable
dergoing “a complete rebirth” a serious consideration in the city’s eral Tim Holt westerns to carry
Bridgeport. This is the plight of Home¬
separations.
caused largely by increased inter¬ video plans.
Step Three: A policy of de-lntertown Television today — not only in
after MCA’s Gene Autry-Roy
Bridgeport, but in numerous communi¬
mixture,
favoring
UHF
operation
est in hi-fi programs over FM sta¬
Rogers flicks finish running many
Granik Series Still Unresolved
ties throughout the nation which lie in
where practicable, should be Insti¬
tions. Pointing to steps taken by
months hence.
the shadow of the wide-coverage VHF
tuted.
Final okay on the Screen GemsFCC to strengthen FM (through
stations.
Perspectives and Summary
But certainly there is a minimum size
authorization of specialized music Ted* Granik “The New York City
It is generally conceded that if the
for communities below which a television
Guild’s Pubservice
Story,”
half-hour vidfilm series to
services
via
multiple^),
the
FM’ers
facility cannot be supported as of 1955— FCC fails to take affirmative action at
Guild Films has set up a new
competition or not. This minimum size this juncture. UIIF in the United States asked
that the Commission an¬ be built around city agencies, has
is a function of the capital cost and op¬ is dead. To this axiom we may now add
not
been
given,
the
mayor
dis¬
public
service -division to handle
erating budget of a minimal television a second one: If UHF is allowed to die, nounce that “no portion” of the
A tv committee recently distribution of its shows on a gratis
station. The CBS experts assume that then with it will pass all chance we will FM band will be reallocated to tv. closed.
have
for
Hometown
Television.
these costs—and hence the minimum ever
sanctioned city participation in basis for private non-television
General Electric’s proposal that
market’s size—will not decrease in the More than that, for the same reason that
Prints, primarily on
operating future. Such an assumption the end of UHF spells the death of the Comrfrission seriously consider commercial tv programs, but Wag¬ screenings.
ner said that he intends calling an¬ its mpsicals and pubservice seg¬
may appear to be merely silly. But erect Hometown Television, it also must mean
on this premise a national allocations the eventual ascendency of that sterile locating all tv in UHF received lit¬ other meeting with the committee
ments, will be distributed for edu¬
system and, technological advances or no, and dangerous concept—the ‘‘Supermar¬ tle, if any', support, even from UHF
shortly “to see if changes are in
towns below 75,000 won’t ever get then- ket System." There is no half-way house.
Only a few commented order in light of any criticisms.” cational and civic purposes.
We are, in fact, at a moment of crisis stations.
hometown stations. For what is planned
Curt Kaufman, head of the
today in television allocations must, by in the history of communications; and on it,
among those being CBS,‘ Arnold- Cohan, his radio-tv aide,
and large, be planned for good. To erect our duty now Is to recognize that this
client relations department at
such a plan on the premise that tele¬ is a crisis; the perspective of history will which said that abandonment of interjected the fact that a new
Guild,
will head up the new
make
this
fact
plain
enough.
The
first
vision's technology is at the end of the
VHF would involve “prohibitive” committee will have to be set up
project.
road? is, to say the Very least, irresponsi¬ step toward saving Hometown Television
must be taken in the minds of the Corti- losses to the public running into to arrange “municipal tv stand¬
ble.
ABC thought ards” before complete approval
If the standard retail trading area missioners. They must concede that UHF billions of dollars.
describes the optimum hometown station and Hometown Television can be rescued the
idea has “some theoretical can be given “Story.” The Mayor
coverage, then the means for imple¬ by a series of immediate, forthright and
menting Priority Two are at hand. The affirmative actions well within the scope merit”-but regarded it as “imprac¬ seemed hopeful about the chances
of their own authority. This done, the
tical” because of the “severe dis¬ for the series to get underway, but
vista is fine:
location” which would result.
he skirted the issue about Police
1. The present retreat into a stifling
and dangerous monopoly will be
( Proposals by Zenith and Skia- Comr. Stephen Kennedy’s lack of
ended.
tron for immediate authorization of support for “Story.” Nevertheless,
2. The television.industry will obtain
subscription tv to help out UHF he did say of “oral” offers that
better and closer coverage, better
programming, more return for
and other non-affiliated stations they are the kind where, after be¬
the advertising dollar, and — in
BEAUTIFUL HOME-ALL BRICK
were likewise without support. ing submitted, “you may never
short—more television.
CBS regarded the proposals as “un¬ find the person who submitted
3.
America
will
get
Hometown
Tele¬
OVERLOOKING HUDSON *
vision, an essential aspect of its
related” to the allocation proceed¬ them again.” He was referring to
democratic tradition.
12 ROOMS
ings and warned that any consid¬ Kennedy’s argument that his pred¬
eration given them would only de¬ ecessors had received oral offers
Swimming Pool, Cabanas
TEXACO STAR THEATRE
lay solution of the urgent prob¬ for rights to an official police
Tennis Court, 15 Acres,
lems before the Commission. ABC series far in excess of the SG-GraSATURDAY NIGHT—N.I.C.
All Artistically Landscaped
echoed the CBS position, asserting nik offer. Wagner added that fto
William Morrla Agancy
Continued from page 27 ——, that the pay tv proposals were “an other producer has submitted a
55 MINUTES FROM N.Y.C.
presentation for rights on a N.Y.C.
“P to P” precincts for
Ed Miir- unwarranted attempt to inject ex¬ telefilm or live series.
traneous issues into this proceed¬
Will Sell, or Rent
row interview.)
ing.”
There's No Businas* liko Show Bualto Right Person
And now that “The Great Man”
naia but advising aomo of the grant
and “Man In the Grey Flannel
Bellsey, 512 7th Ave., N.Y.C.
paopla in ahow butineas In tha mattar
Suit”
have
played
the
Womrath
WEEKDAYS: 10 A.M. - 5 P.M.
of stocks and bonds la now my bustcircuit as bestseller attractions in
LA 4-2036
nasi. You, too, ara walcoma to writ#
~ •
Continued from page 29 the
.
novel
field,
latest
entry,
due
Hollywood,
Feb.
14.
WEEK-ENDS: TR 7-1S71;
or call. No obligation!
March 2 off the Appleton-CenturyPilot in Roland Reed’s new vi<T- as for selling—there's quite a revo¬
OR YOUR OWN BROKER
Crofts presses, is Willis T. Bal¬ pix series, “The TreasureJHunter,” lution going on. Ever since Lasker
lard’s “The Package Deal,” sub¬ is shooting at Catalina, and Roy
titled “A novel about the tv game Roberts, Nancy Hale and Britt said, “Advertising is salesmanship
and a man who thought he could Lomond have been set for the in print,” we’ve translated it to tv,
Registered Roprasontatlvo
beat it.” With page upon page of leads.
and been bowing to it. Just lately
IRA HAUPT ft CO.
double crosses, the scrambles for
“The Treasurer of the Golden someone asked, “Tell me—and just,
/nvesfmanf Brokers
power and intense rivalries in the Scabbard’- is tag of the first epi¬
as
quickly—what
is
salesmanship?”
unfolding of a tv show, it’s geared sode, directed by Hollingsworth
501 7ih Ave., New York,IS, N. Y.
And
the
business
hasn’t
been
the
strictly for the mass circulation Morse. J. Donald Wilson will pro¬
LOongacre 5-6262
since. But it’s not too well
stalls.
duce for Reed, and Charles Pur¬ same
known yet.
Last week’s Saturday Evening nell, who created property, is also
Don’t thank me. Just my con¬
Post front-cover Dave Garroway scripter.
tribution to the industry.
Interested in
Al Morey♦
h e
e r y
‘Where Do You Start'
best deal on a new
Chicago.
THUNDERBIRD
Editor, Variety.*
An avid reader of Variety, I
have for some time enjoyed your
FORD
articles. Your Dearth of a Salesman
Call or write SAM ANGERintrigued me. I am not being* naive,
I simply belong to the school of...
(brofher of Harry Anger, G.A.C.)
\.
if you don’t inquire, you’ll never
LYnbrook 9-0600
know. So, have a question.
TED ROWLAND, Inc
Where do you start?
Lynbrook, Long Island, N Y
I have been in broadcasting for
14 years, announcing, acting, writ¬
Delivery Anywhere in the U.S.
ing, producing. I’m doing a free.lance stint live, on-camera and ap¬
pear on film commercials. Natch,
this means zero unless other ele¬
ments are there. I feel I possess
enough of your three-magic for¬
mula to crack an audition, IF I can
get one.
All I would like from you, please,
Hotel Groat Northern
is the name of whom to contact at
118 WEST 57th STREET
the two top tv nets and/or the
agency menxlooking for such tal¬
e Ideal for TV rshearsalt
ent to fill waiting spots. If you do
• Ballet School •
not want to put these in writing (I
• Dance Instruction .
will not use your name under any
•
Photographic or Art Studio
circumstances without your per¬
• Or riving quarters
mission) call me collect at this of¬
fice and we’ll discuss it.
24-li our elevat#r and iwIUhkoard *orvI*i
I’m 35, married, one child, good
education, excellent command of
English. No, after teaching poten¬
tial radio and tv people for seven
(Complete plans and format available)
EXPERIENCED
years, I have no stars in my eyes.
TELEVISION WRITER
Doing well, but . . .
Wtshuto collaborate with flrit-olaii Idea man
Sure, I can come to New Yortc
on percentage basis, Please write
for interviews, but don’t want to
JOHN PAGE
run around in circles when there.
49 Brookside Dr., Greenwich, Conn.
Time is too valuable.
y
Or Call Greenwich 8-1129
Name Withheld.

Mayor Wagner

CBS’ Answer on ‘Hometown TV’

TV Allocations

WESTCHESTER COUNTY
CRUGERS, N. Y.

‘Inside TV’

Reed’s ’Hunter’ Rolls

TV ‘Front Men’

JESSE BLOCK

BROOKS

’COSTUMES

T

V

The Million Dollar
Question
$1,000,000

Any Sponsors, Stations, Advertising Agencies or
Agents Interested

Write to Box 711, G.P.O., New York 1, N. Y.

2,500 Sq. Ft.
Penthouse
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JIMMY HAWKINS
Featured as Tagg In
ANNIE OAKLEY

221 TV STATIONS
Covering Every Major Market
in the U.S.

> JOHNSON
Featured as Lofty In
ANNIE OAKLEY

.. and To Their
TCj

BARRY CURTIS, co-starring
as Ricky In THE A0VENTUBES OF CHAMPION

TV VIEWERS
_ BANNON, co-starring
as Sandy In THE ADVEN*
TUBES OF CHAMPION

The Stars of These
Outstanding Shows* and

itfai

CHAMPION THE WONDER
HORSE, Star of THE ADVENTURES OF CHAMPION

Extend many thanks to all those who
helped our company become the fore¬
most producers of adventure Television
Film entertainment.

*AII shows distributed by CBS Television Film Sales, Inc.

BLAZE, featured as Rebel
In THE ADVENTURES OF
CHAMPION

6920 $un.Bof BJyd,,;. Hollywood, Colli;

*fRRT (Pappy) Ct „
Wiley in '
“UFfALO ftlLL, JR.

GENE AUTRY vARMAND SCHAEFER MITCHELL l HAMILBURG

JACK MAHONEY
Star of
THE RANGE RIDER
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Vidor, Columbia Build BG Wax Tide
With Outpouring of Great Oldies
The tide of Benny Goodman plat¬
ters, in conjunction with the Uni¬
versal-International biopic release,
has now-reached the high point.
All of the major labels have been
pushing out Goodman packages,
old and new, in staggering quan¬
tity, even exceeding the flood of
Glenn Miller disks let loose by
the previous U-I biog of that band¬
leader.
RCA Victor has wrapped up the
heyday of the BG organization,
from 1935-39, in another $25 fiveLP limited edition deluxer pat¬
terned after its leather-bound Mil¬
ler albums. This one, titled. “The
Golden Age of Swing" and fronted
with a multi-colored crown and
clarinet to symbolize Goodman’s
reign over that particular era, is a
great collection, of oldies culled
from the "killers" in the BG reper¬
tory.
This is a definitive work featur¬
ing the solid Fletcher Henderson
arrangements and the brilliant
Goodman sidemen of that era, in¬
cluding. Lionel Hampton, Gene
Krupa, Harry James, Bunny Berigan, Ziggy Elman, Jack Teagarden,
Vido Musso, Arthur Rollini, Hymie
Schertzer, Lester Young, Jess
Stacy, Allan Reuss, Dave Tough,
Teddy Wilson, John Kirby, Walter
Page and others, a group that not
even General Motors could afford
today. And this group was never
better than in the days when they
were "hungry/* struggling to make
it on the one-niter and hotel route
even before Goodman caught on
with the bobbysoxers at the N. Y.
Paramount in 1937v
The Victor collection contains 60
selections, including 45 big band
sides, six by the trio and nine by
the quartet.
Helen Ward and
Martha Tilton were on most of the
vocals with Margaret MacRae,
Frances Hunt and Joe Harris also
heard on one tune apiece. Album
also has a biographical sketch by
Fred Reynolds with accompanying
photos. Victor has also released
the original Goodman sides fea¬
tured in the U-I pic, under the
title of "The Benny Goodman
Story," which may be confusing
since Decca has issued the newlyrecorded soundtrack from the film
under the same name. This in¬
cludes additional great sides, per¬
haps the greatest, which are not
duplfcated in the deluxe album.
Columbia Records, which actu¬
ally scored a beat on the Goodman
boom a couple of years ago with its
bestselling "1938 Carnegie Hall
Concert" album and its subsequent
collection of broadcast recordings,
has reissued these platters for a
new ride. In addition, Columbia
has issued several other vintage
sets in addition to still another
collection of numbers featured in
the Universal pic, this one titled,
a bit more distinctively, "The Great
Benny Goodman.” In a new work,
Rosemary Clooney joins Goodman
as vocalist with- some sextet and
trio sides in a package titled,
"Date With the King.”
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Jocks, Jokes and Disks
.By HERM SCHOENFELDu

ditional folk songs, religiosos and
pops.
“Roy Hamilton" (Epic). Ever
since Decca issued the Sammy Da¬
vis Jr. set last year with only the
artist’s picture on the front cover,
the same jacket pattern'has been
used over and over again.
Wit¬
ness the above Belafonte set and
this -LP by Roy Hamilton. In the
groove, Hamilton belts out 12
numbers, including such standby
faves as "Without a Song," “Cuban
Love
Song,"
"Because”
and
"Trees," with his potent baritone
pipes.
Herm.'

Jerry Gray Band Sets
1-Niters With Big Band

LAWRENCE WELK
and hi*
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
234th Consecutive Week
Aragon Ballroom—Ocean Park, Cal.
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. EDT
.Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America

Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Despite the* current big band
downbeat, Jerry Gray will take to
the road late next month for a
series of one-nighters with a 15piece orchestra, plus a girl singer.
Initial dates already have been, set
by Associated Booking Corp. in
Idaho, Utah and Washington and
includes several college stands.
Present plans are to keep the
band on the road for about six
Nashville, Feb. 14.
weeks prior to the scheduled midNashville in the pdst 10 years
May date at the Palladium here.
has
become
"certainly
the second
Band may resume its tour after
the Palladium location if business most important music center of the
world,"
Robert
J.
Burton,
vice
warrants.
president of Broadcast Music Inc.,
said here last week. Addressing
the Nashville Rotary club, he said
the city has become one of the
Manie Sacks, RCA v.p. and gen¬ great musical capitals. “Wherever
eral manager of the Victor disk one goes in the world, Hartford
division, will receive’the 46th an¬ brings to mind insurance, and
nual gold medal for the “Share Nashville means country, or hill¬
Your Knowledge Award" given by billy music."
He attributed the rapid popu¬
the Philadelphia Club of Printing
House Craftsmen at their annual larity rise of country music to pop¬
dinner March TO at the Bellevue- ulation shifts and the upheaval of
people as a result of World War II.
Stratford Hotel in Philly.
The club comprises execs of the “Many people from the South,
printing, publishing and graphic where this music already was pop¬
ular, moved to all sections of the
arts.
country," he said. "They popular¬
ized country music wherever they
went." The U. S. Armed Forces
Rhythm to Sublime
buildup, he said, has spread it
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
around the world. Burton said he
Decca has a switch in mind for was surprised to learn that the
Jerry Fielding' and his orchestra. biggest thing Armed Forces Radio
Outfit this week completes record¬ had is a program called "Hillbilly
ing of a rhythm & blues album. Guest House."
Immediately on conclusion of this
package, Fielding, one of the better
Fabian’s Palace, Albany, has
known
purveyors
of
modern booked-the Woody Herman-Louis
sounds, begins an album of sym¬ Armstrong combination for March
phonic concert music for the label. 13. The Stanley-Warner Stanley
Decca probably y ill release both in Utica will also play the attrac¬
packages at the same time.
tion, at $2.50 top,.

U.S. Population Shifts,
Overseas Forces Spread
Country Music Globally

Sacks Kudosed

PKkiety
1.

.

2

.3.

Mitch Miller Orch: "Bolero Gaucho”-"Madeira" (Columbia). “Bo¬
lero Gaucho” is a lilting instru¬
mental number given a topflight
workover by the Mitch Miller orch
with Stan Freeman featured on
the harpsichord. It could be an¬
other “Lisbon Antigua" or “April
In Portugal" and rates spins from
the jocks who want class material
to occasionally switch away from
the teenage rhythm material now
in demand. Flip is another arrest¬
ing instrumental production which
builds from start to finish.
Lena Horne: “What's Right For
You”-“If You Cah Dream” (RCA
Victor). Lena Horne's last two
singles for Victor were standout
platters even though they didn’t
blow over any sales counters. The

Best Bets
MITCH MILLER ORCH.BOLERO GAUCHO
(Columbia) .. Madeira
LENA HORNE
.WHAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU
(RCA Victor) .. • .* .If You Can Dream
DEAN MARTIN.. .INNAMORATA
* (Capitol) .Lady With Big Umbrella
RICHARD HAYES .PLEASE SAY HELLO FOR ME
(ABC-Paramount) ....Street of 33 Steps
same goes for “What’s Right For
Me," a tailormade piece of mate¬
rial for this songstress who deliv¬
ers it with the full gamut of her
stylistic suggestiveness. Flip, from
the Metro pic, “Meet Me In Las
Vegas,” is a fine ballad which Miss
Horne belts effectively.
Dean Martin: "Innamorata”-“The
Lady With The Big Umbrella”
(Capitol). - Now riding with a hit
disk, Dean Martin comes up with a
good prospect in "Innamorata,” a
lyrical ballad in an Italo melodic
groove from the Paramount pic,
"Artists and Models." Although
lacking the knockdown impact of
"Memories Are Made Of This,”
this side wears well. Flip is rou¬
tine.
Richard Hayes: "Please Say
Hello For Me’’-"Street of 33 Steps”
(ABC-Paramount). Although based
on a very familiar torch idea,
"Please Say Hello” is a neatly con¬
structed item and Richard Hayes
croons it. for maximum returns.
Reverse, an atmospheric number
with a rather elaborate lyric, has
a tourist peg. It rhythms the Vir¬
gin Islands' St. Thomas with
"promise."
Frank Sinatra: "Flowers Mean
Forgiveness”-“You’ll Get Yours”
(Capitol). Riding high recently,
Frank Sinatra will need his mo¬
mentum to put this Coupling over.
"Flowers Mean Forgiveness” is. an

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

LISBON ANTIGUA (5)

J Nelson Riddle.Capkol
.....Mitch Miller.Columbia

ROCK AND ROLL WALTZ (6).r.

okay ballad but it will take Sinatro
to make it a hit. Number hSn£2
given another good slice by
Barrie on the Tabb label, a nei
disk operation in whose ownership
Sinatra is involved. "You’ll o3
Yours", has a bright tempo that
Sinatra belts easily.
ai
Lawrence Welk: “The Poor peo
ple-of Paris"-“Nobody Knows But
The Lord" (Coral). If Lawrenca
Welk’s Video ratings ever are
translated into, disk sales, the
pressing plants will have a tough
time keeping up with the demand
Welk’s only gimmick is the sim¬
plicity of “his music and these sides
are typical of the bouncing, melo¬
dious vstyle which is now the apex
of commercial com; Welk’s ver¬
sion of “Poor People" should grab

Kay Starr.Victor

MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS (10) .{ciale Storm*V.V.V.V.'.^Dot

Elmer Bernstein Orch: "The
Man With the Golden Arm" (Dec¬
4. GREAT PRETENDER (6) ....... Platters .Mercury
ca). Like the film’s theme, Elmer
Bernstein’s soundtrack score from
[ Dick Hyman Trio.MGM
the film, “The Man With the
5. MORITAT (2) .....i Les Paul-Mary Ford ....Capitol
Golden Arm," is a gone work that
[Hayman-August.Mercury, f
generates a lowdown, jazz atmos¬
6. SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR (2) ..........
Bill Haley's Comets...Decca ^
phere. The titles for the separate
pieces tell the story: "Clark
I.
7.
BAND
OF
GOLD
(7).
.
(Don
Cherry..Columbia
Street," “Zosh," "Frankie Ma¬
*.| Kit Carson.,.Capitol
chine,”
"The
Fix/’
"Molly,”
"Breakup," "Desperation," “Audi¬
8. ARE YOU SATISFIED (6).
$ Rusty Draper .Mercury *f
tion" and “The Cure.” A fine
. .1 Sheb Wooley . MGM
group of Coast jazzmen execute the
9. SIXTEEN TONS (14) ..
,
(Tennessee Ernie Ford... Capitol
score with the right kind of drive,
.\ Johnny^ Desmond. Coral
with. Shelly Manne’s drums laying
down the all-important pulsating
10. NO, NOT MUCH (1) .
Four Lads.
.Columbia f
beat.
„
"The Piano Style of Nat (King)
Cole" (Capitol). ' Although now
known primarily as a vocalist, Nat
Cole was originally a standout
(Crew-Cuts .Mercury I
SEVEN DAYS
jazz piano artist in the days when
I Dorothy Collins.Coral
he billed himself as the head of a
(Dream Weavers.Decca
trio. In this set, Cole returns to
IT’S ALMOST TOMORROW
\ Jo Stafford.Columbia
the piano in front of the Nelson
[David Carroll .Mercury
Riddle orch for a package of lush
ANGELS IN THE SKY
instrumentals. The jazz purists
Crew-Cuts .
Mercury
will probably write this effort off
DUNGAREE DOLL. Eddie ^.victorI
‘ as too commercial, but Cole's di¬
rect, effortless -style of playing,
CHAIN GANG .. Bobby Scott
..... ABC-Par
like his piping, is easy to take over,
long stretches.
GO QN WITH THE WEDDING .
( Patti Page .
.Mercury
“Belafonte" (RCA Victor).
In
’ * ’ ..( Kallen-Shaw
.Decca
the last year, Belafonte has
POOR PEOPLE OF PARIS ......Les Baxter.
emerged as a hot wax property,
.Capitol
ALL AT ONCE YOU LOVE HER.|.
particularly in the packaged field
Perry Como.Victor
where his offbeat style and reper¬
f Gale Storm.Dot
tory appeal to a more discriminat¬
TEEN-AGE PRAYER
ing audience than in the pop mar¬
j Gloria Mann..Sound
ket.
In the current collection,
Belafonte shows the same .effec¬
TUTTI
FRUTTI
...
f Pat Boone.Dot f
tiveness as he did in bis previous
l Little Richard.Specialty *
“Mark Twain" set. He exploits
the same mannerism; and dra¬
.[Fibres in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 101
matic devices in a variety of tra¬

Second Croup

f ♦ ♦ M MM t ♦ ♦

t » MM

a good share of the spins on this
number.
Georgie Shaw: "Fallen Angel”"To You, My. Love” (Decca). “Fall¬
en Angel” is a good entry with a
romantic - religioso- idea which
Georgie Shaw handles effectively.
Flip is an excellent piece of mate¬
rial which has been cut before.
Shaw’s version may give it the
needed impetus.
The Singing Dogs: "Hot Dog
Rock 'n' Roll’’-"Hot Dog Boogie”
(RCA Victor). On the theory that
lightning can strike twice even in
the most' unlikely places, Victor
has released the second platter by
the imported Singing Dogs, a cho¬
rus o’f canines who manage to yelp
on key.-. The first release was a hit
because of the novelty. The fol¬
lowup platter has no ' novelty or,
anything else.
Mindy Carson: "You Can’t Be
True.” It’s a cute rhythm number
with -a clever lyric which Miss Carson projects brightly. It could be
the big one she has been, looking
for. Reverse is an offbeat number
which sounds like something out
of Yma Sumac's repertoire. Miss
Carson handles the jungle script
convincingly with Jimmy Carroll
orch supplying an "inside Africa”
background.
Tony Romano: "Stars On. Ala¬
bama” - "Matador” (Sycamore).
Tony Romano, a Coast singer, im¬
presses as a promising crooner in
this indie label offering. He han¬
dles the oldie, "Stars Fell On Ala¬
bama,” with a lucid, confideht
style that’s easy to take. "Mata¬
dor,” a big production, is also savvily belted by Romano.
The Chordettes: "Eddie My
Love”-"Wliistlin’ Willie” (Cadence).
"Eddie My Love” is a-tear-jerking
ballad which the Chordettes give
a highly^effective ride. It’s slightly
morbid, but touching. Flip is a
bright change-of-pace entry /with a
cute idea.
Ella Fitzgerald: "Too Young For
The Blues"-"It’s Only A Man”
(Verve).
Ella Fitzgerald, who
joined the Verve label after a long
hit drought oq Decca, has a couple
of good pieces of material in this
coupling, but not of the type likely
to catapult her back to the top.
"Too Young For The Blues” is a
swinging side, .but >;ut from a fa¬
miliar cloth, while "It’s Only A
Man” is a torch song that’s good,
but not socko.
Dolly Houston: "Take Mine”“Big Deal” (Unique). Dolly Hous¬
ton has an attractive piping style
that comes over very well on this
coupling. “Take Mine” is a fine
ballad with a big potential, while
"Big Deal” is a jump entry with a
fine lyric idea.

Decca Taps Polydor
For Swedish Canary
Decca Records, which has been
clicking with disks imported from
its German affiliate, Polydor, is
now riding with a Swedish vocal*
ist, Alice Babs, in the U.S. P°P
market. Miss Babs will be backed
by the Werner Muller orch which
was used on tfce click Caterina
Valente disks for Decca.
, „
The Crazy Otto platters alfs®
came to Decca via the Polydor tieup.
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‘ALWAYS GOTTA GIVE’ GRIPE
‘Remember Truman in’CSez Gilbert |j
Loews, 20th to Tackle Payola Issue
In Offbeat Bid for ASCAP Prez Post DATES FOR TALENT In Wake of Oknan Exit From Big Three

Despite open irritation on the
part of some top ASCAP publish¬
ers, L. Wolfe Gilbert plans to con¬
tinue his electioneering among the
rank-and-file for the presidency' of
the American Society , of Com¬
posers, Authors & Publishers. Gil¬
bert knows -that the ASCAP board
of directors, and not the members,
elect the president, but he says
any expression of sentiment from
the ranks should help the board
of 12 publishers and 12 writers to
choose the right man for the job.
For the past couple of months,
board members have received lots of
mail lauding Gilbert and boosting
him for the presidency, a $25,000
spot which is due to be1 vacated
by incumbent Stanley Adams this
spring.
Gilbert has been rapped in some
quarters for violating an ASCAP
tradition of running for the presi¬
dency by “not running” for it.
These critics have tagged Gilbert
as “too emotional” in his appeal
for support among the member¬
ship. Insofar as Gilbert’s critics
include a couple of heavyweight
publishers on the ASCAP board,
his chances for the top spot are
admittedly slim. But, Gilbert says,
“Remember President Truman in
1948 and don’t count anyone out
until all the returns are in.”
At the present time, the issue of
the presidency is still up in the
air. Paul Cunningham, who has
been handling ASCAP’s liaison
work with Congress in Washington,
(Continued on page 59)

Stanley Adams to Make
‘Farewell Address’ Before
ASCAP’s Coast Conclave
Stanley Adams, ASCAP prexy,
will make his last appearance be¬
fore the Coast membership as the
Society’s topper next Thursday
(23) at the annual membership
meeting at the Hotel Statler in Los
Angeles. Adams heads west end
of this week with L. Wolfe Gilbert,
ASCAP’s Coast rep, who is in town
for a board meeting tomorrow
(Thurs.). JSaul Bourne, treasurer;
George Hoffman, comptroller, and
Gene Buck, ASCAP’s presidentemeritus, will. also address the
Coast conclave. Gilbert will pre¬
side over the Coast meeting.
A similar meet will be held for
the New York membership next
month. Adams’ one-year term as
ASCAP prexy runs out in April
and under thfc bylaws he is inel¬
igible to run again because he has
already served three successive
terms.

DICK ADLER (& ROSS)
NOW CLEFFING SOLO
Dick Adler is set to get back into
action as a solo cleffer. His past
song efforts were written, in col¬
laboration with the late Jerry Ross,
in which both took the words and
music credits.
Ross died three
months ago after collaborating
with Adler on the scores for the
hit legituners, “The Pajama Game”
and “Damn Yankees” as well as
the pop click, “Rags to Riches.”
The Adler-Ross pact with Frank
Music, tunesmith Frank Loesser’s
firm, expired last April and Adler
is now mulling offers from other
Publishers. His first solo efforts
are two new songs, which will be
added to the pic version of “The
Pajama Game” to be released by
Warner Bros.

MGM Grooves Dailey
Dan Dailey has been put into the
groove by MGM Records. He’s
already cut “Gal With the Yaller
Shoes” and “My Lucky Charm” for
a rush release.
Tunes ’are showcased in the
Metro pic, “Meet Me in Las Vegas,1
in which Dailey ptars.

With the change in the top brass
operation of The Big Three, as the
Robbins, Feist and Miller Music
firms are called, the branch heads
Cheesecake art work on
The music business is di¬
from Hollywood, Chicago and Cin¬
record album covers may be
vided into two camps, and
cinnati are being brought in by the
turning into a two-edged sword
each regards the Abe Olman
board of directors to confer with
for the disk companies.
exodus from Robbins-FeistMickey Scjpp, who has succeeded
Although the s.a. on the
Miller, after 20 years, with
Abe Olman as general operations
covers has been designed to
mixed emotions. It’s generally
manager. Olman, who resigned,
help in merchandising of the
accepted that nobody just “re¬
plans going into business for him¬
LPs, an MGM Records distrib¬
signs” from a $l,300-a-week
self following a southern vacation.
utor in the midwest reported
job—$1,000 salary, $300 ex¬
He will get some $78,000‘ in accum¬
that he has received offers
penses.
ulated funds as his pension from
from local college students to
The pro-Olmanites aver that
Loew’s Inc., parent of the Big
purchase empty LP jackets
the general manager of the
Three (in which 20th Century-Fox
just for the poster art.
Big Three is taking the rap for
Flms also has a monetary interest).
some recording people (execs,
artists, jockeys) and will not
The nine-man board comprises
reveal their names, because of
executives from both major film
a code of honor. Some of the
companies, headed by Charles C.
funds supposedly were ear¬
Moskowitz, veepee and treasurer of
marked for their “entertain¬
Loew’s.
ment” and/or pseudo-“royalty”
Scopp was brought into Robblnscontracts as “writers.” (In the
Feist-Miller a couple of years ago
trade that’s known as payola;
as administrative executive and
a cut-in, a “piece” of a song,
chief aide to Olman, the successor
and the like).
of Jack Robbins as g.m. of the
three major firms whose annual
income from ASCAP licensing is
around $1,300,000. Olman here¬
Chicago, Feb. 14.
tofore was general professional
A hoodlum attempt to take over
manager
and has been with the Big
jukebox routes in McHenry coun¬
Three for 20 years. At the board
ty, dll., was. temporarily halted last
meeting
later
this month the new
week by a sheriff’s order to “get
alignment will be clarified. It is
your jukeboxes out of the county,”
understood
that
Metro and 20th
delivered to two alleged crime syn¬
will stress anew an ethical ap¬
dicate chieftains who were trying
proach
to
landing
plugs. There is
to “muscle in” on routes operated
recognition of time-honored (some
by members of the Music Oper¬
cynics
call
it
time-dishonored)
ators of Northern Illinois.
RGA Victor’s "Operation Coun¬ practices to "wine and dine” plugs,
McHenry county sheriff Harry
ter-Attack,” a coupon sales pro¬ disk artists, recording executives,
Herendeen acted on a complaint
(Continued on page 58)
gram operating exclusively through
lodged 'with him by the president,
dealers, is expected to be extended
Robert Lindelof, and the viceshortly into other key cities as a
president, Anthony C. Hesch, of
result of initial reaction in three
the juke association. They claimed
test areas. Victor broke in its new
that Joe Amato, reputed crime syn¬
program
earlier
dicate gambling and automatic
Leon J. Brettler has joined merchandising
vending machine overlord in Mc¬ Shapiro-Bernstein Music to head ‘his month in. Boston, Kansas City
ahd
Los
Angeles,
where
company
Henry county, and his lieutenant, up the publishing firm’s copyright
Howard (Turk) Garrett, told the department. He will step into the execs report widespread support
association execs that their juke¬ position formerly held by the late among dealers who see-, it as the
Surprise click of the late Kurt
boxes “had to go” on Jan. 27. The Elliott Shapiro who died two weeks answer to the threat of disk clubs. Weill’s theme for the “Threepenny
Victor program, which will be Opera,” more than 20 years after
pair followed up their threat to ago.
move in on Lindelof and Hesch’s
Brettler, a 28-year-old graduate known as “Save-On-Records-Cou- its writing, has provided a wind¬
territory on Jan. 30 by. forcing of the Mass. Institute of Technol¬ pon-Book-Plan,” has been designed fall for John Krimsky and Edmond
15 hood jukeboxes on stops, serv¬ ogy who formerly worked for Du¬ to stimulate store traffic by offer¬ Pauker. Duo, which had been in¬
iced by Lindelof and Hesch, ac¬ Pont as an industrial engineer, is ing a big bargain to customers via strumental in getting the rights to
cording to the sheriff.
the son-in-law of Dick Vollter, the retailers. For a $3.98 coupon, the Weill-Bert Brecht jazz opera for its
At the same time, a Federal general manager of S-B, and the customer gets three 12-inch LP first U. S. production in 1933, inked
grand jury sitting in Chicago has grandson-in-law of Louis Bern¬ platters worth slightly under $12 a deal with Harms, Inc., of the War¬
ner Bros, publishing group, to
(Continued on page 58)
stein, the firm’s prexy.
(Continued on page 58)
share in 10% of the author’s- roy¬
alties.
In working out the deal for the
’33 legit production, Pauker had
obtained Jhe U. S. rights to the
enterprising independent with an elastic bank¬ score from the Vienna publishing
L’affaire Abe Olman has shocked the music
roll, to “hint” to its music staff, “Let’s get that firm, Universal Edition. Score was
business. Whatever the values in the real crux
title song up there; spend a little more for ‘en¬ subsequently acquired by Harms,
of the veteran music man’s" letout as general
tertainment’.” And then naively accept that sa'd but it was decided the Krimsky
manager of The Big Three, the payola must
Pa.uker retained original
“entertainment” means “dine ’em and wine ’em” and
again take the rap.
rights. They’re now working out a
and “take ’em to the theatre or prizefights.” deal where they’ll, take a piece of
Maybe a real crisis, which tarnishes lifetime
That’s penny-ante stuff. The “take” boys want the gross of current “Threepenny
reputations, will cause the top executives on both
the loot and they’ll do their own wining and din¬ Opera” production at the Theatre
sides of the music-recording fields to take stock
ing. A free meal is an insulting payoff. Under De Lys, in New York’s Greenwich
of what spurious values can do to undermine
the present structure of performances for Village.
morale and shake the basic core of human rela¬
Tune has recently flooded the
ASCAP
or BMI money, a “good” record insures
tions. For Olman only isn’t involved.
“performances.” In the case of the' picture com¬ wax market under such various lags
The free-wheeling, “loose” money for pseudoas
“Theme from the Threepenny
panies the “special campaign” of $5,000 or $10,“expenses,” which go to a&r men, and other
000 to get some film title literally into the air is Opera.” “Moritat,” and “Mack The
phonograph record contacts, along with the disk
Knife.”
Latter title is Marc Blilza tip to a busboy compared to other exploitation
stein’s
English
adaptation
of
jockeys, et al, is a corrupting force that must
expenditures.
Bz'echt's
German lyric. BlitzStein
shake the moral fibre of many a music man.
only gets the royalty share when
Olman, a 20-year man, will get his $78,000 re¬ the “Mack The Knife” lyrics are
• There is no reason that the game must be
tirement. pension money from Loew’s Inc. in a used, as in Louis .Armstrong’s Co¬
played that way. There is no reason that a cer¬
lump sum, as he has requested. He relinquished _
__ otherwise the roylumbia etching,
tain name disk artist is worth $5,000 to $7,000
a copyright of a popular standard with which he I allies go to the Weill estate and to
for payola. There is no reason to contribute to¬
Brecht,
who’s now operating
planned going into business on his own, as he
wards the cost of a date or a promotion cam¬
still may. The degree in which he did channel East Germany.
paign. There is no reason for a&r men to play
s^me of the pseudo-“expensesM to the “right”
it several ways from the middle—their own mu¬
sources doesn’t make the modus operandi right.
sic publishing setups; cut-ins; pseudo-collabora¬
It’s wrong, dishonest, corrupt. It is musical
tions on songs; side-deals calling for supplemen¬
’ bribery, with a hot-cha-cha beat; no waltztime
tary royalties, and the like.
payola these days.
Paul Sherman, legalite on the
Not all the a&r men are on the take and not
Who’s to blame? Let’s start with the Music ASCAP staff under general coun¬
all deejays are larcenous. But it’s no secret that
Publishers’ Protective Assn., which has an anti¬ sel Herman Finkelstein, is joining
some will take anything not nailed .down and a
payola code in its basic trade association bylaws. Music Corp. of America to handle
couple have the reps for annexing a red hot
the leg i end of the agency’s legit
Not enforced. More about that later.
stove. All „• this intra-Tin Pan Alley smoke is
department.
Let’s also not forget the record companies.
not without fire. “Name names” say some of the
Sherman has been with ASCAP
Sure, a pop hit creates traffic in the stores and for the past six years.
holier-than-thou record men. “Name names”
helps sell other merchandise. But just looking at
say also the guilty ones. Knowing as they do
the black ink is no standoff for the blot on the
that folding money is not easily traced. But
WIGLER EXITS MELLIN
conscience of the industry and its recording-mu¬
their standards of living, in relation to known
Sam Wigler is winding up a fivesic publishing relations. More about that too!
trade income, puts a suspicious spotlight on
year affiliation with Bobby Mellin’s
Olman may yet emerge as a symbol whose music firms to reactivate Douglas
them which, it has been rumored, has already
fate will put a cold, clean spotlight on a fester¬ Music.
attracted Uncle Sam’s eager-beaver tax sleuths.
Latter firm was one of the earli¬
ing, shady corner of the music business.
It’s one thing for some picture company conAbel.
est BMI affiliates.
| trolling a music publishing dynasty, or for an

Covering the Situation

III. Cops Block
Hoods’ Muscle
Into Juke Route

Demands for the services of re¬
cording artists on a cuffo basis
are growing into an irritant for
the performers and the disk com¬
panies.- Artists’ relations toppers
at the various major diskeries a. c
attempting to clamp down on these
requests so that their pactees
won’t have to hop around the
country for free appearances.
It’s a ticklish job, however, be¬
cause they don’t want to hurt any¬
body’s feelings. Especially where
a plug is concerned. Since the re¬
quests are coming in from distrib¬
utors, jukebox operators and deejays, the situation has to be han¬
dled with kid gloves.
The dee jays want the artists for
their record hops and local tele¬
thons, while the distributors and
jukebox operators want ’em for
their meetings and conventions.
According1 to one artists relations
man, there’s a meeting, conven¬
tion, record hop and telethon
somewhere in this country every
week.
“It’s time consuming and back¬
breaking,” he added, "but the re¬
quests keep coming in.” The com¬
panies all agree that it’s good pub¬
lic relations to get the artist out
to meet the deejays, the distribs
and anyone else who can help get
a record across, but they believe
that the situation is now getting
out of hand.
A flock of the artists have al(Continued on page 54)

Mixed Emotions

RCA Coupon Plan
Clicking in Test;
Will Be Extended

BRETTLER JOINS S-B
AS COPYRIGHT HEAD

‘3-Penny’ Producer
In Song Hit Cleanup
Via Deal With Harms

CORRUPTION IN THE MUSIC BIZ

SHERMAN EXITS ASCAP
FOR MCA’S LEGIT DEPT.

The Kid’s Pal

Juke Ops Plan 30#G Stock Issue
To Float Their Own Disk Operation

The J. Paul Fogarty who
“saved” 14-year-old George
Wright by letting him go on
to win the $100,000 jackpot on
NBC’s “The Big Surprise”
conducts a 9:30-10 a.m. setting¬
up show over WGN-TV (Chi),
titled “Your Figure, Ladies.”
Men look in a lot, the station
avers, because of Fogarty’s
decorative femme aide, whose
gym attire is on the leotard
side.
Fogarty phoned NBC that
he and Rudy Vallee coau¬
thored “Betty Co-Ed”' (Carl
Fischer) in 1930, hence emcee
Jack Barry’s query placing the
song in 1920s was in error.
Thus young Wright got an ex¬
tra chance and went on to the
ultimate top payoff.

The organized jukebox industry 4is planning to dil its projected
MASS/ HARD RHYME
diskery operation with a $300,000
kitty. A stock offering of 300,000 Legislators Pay Accordionist $15 To
Audition
State
Anthem Candidates
shares, at $1 par per „share, will
be made to the juke operators at
Boston, Feb. 14.
the annual convention of the Music
Massachusetts looks to be with¬
Operators of America in Chicago
out an official state song following
May 4-6.
a two hour hassle by Legislators
The label, which was tentatively
the State House where eight
tagged Paragon, has now been set tunes were auditioned to sour neas Ferris Records. Barney Young, tices.
music publisher, talent manager
Joint Committee on State Adand currently a litigant against ministration personally chipped in
ASCAP and BMI in an antitrust $15 for accordionist Mabel Biagini
action, will run the outfit.
to play the numbers as no official
The juke industry’s entry into funds to finance the audition were
the disk biz was spurred by efforts provided.
of the licensing societies to collect
Among the numbers auditioned
performance money from coin ma- were three different songs each
chines via an amendment to the bearing the title “Massachusetts.”
existing Copyright Act. With their One was titled “All Hail Massachuexisting
own setup, the juke ops figure they setts.” A number already pubcan cut their own tunes and. given lished as “The Song of the Berktheir power to expose the numbers shire Hills” encountered opposion the major juke routes, they be- tion as being “sectional.”
The committee took the state
lieve they can create the hits.
It is a part of an overall pattern song problem “under advisement,”
of the juke ops’ organizing an but said its stands ready to audieventual talent-publishing com- tion new entries.
bine, with its own licensing setup.
The juke industry has been draw-

some 16 years ago in order to fight
the demands of the American Society of Composers, Authors &'
Publishers.
I

Washington, Feb. 14.
U. S. District Court last week
granted radio station WGMS a
preliminary
injunction
against
Robert H. Budholt in a case
of alleged bootlegging of one
of station’s symphonic programs.
In an unusual move ofr*' granting
injunction, Judge Charles Mc¬
Laughlin stated that otherwise
WGMS might suffer “irreparable
harm.”
Station, in its complaint, charged
Budholt with
contracting for
pressing and marketing of LP re¬
cordings made from tape of a litfe
broadcast of the National Sym¬
phony’s performance of “Carmina
Burana.”

_
,
With Npur I077 I nmnO
ItUlI ilCIf JtkL \j
Carmen Cavallaro is taking a
crack at the jazz field with a newly
forme(i auartet
The Cavaliaro
, . . , , ’ . „ . ..
com^° ls slated to bow at the Embers. New York jazz riitery, April
2.
Decca Records, which has waxed close to 20 Cavallaro albums in
the maestro’s previous lush styling,
is now mulling a jazz set.

Continued from page 53 - ■
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ready squawked to the diskery top-long-suffering nitery operators.,
pers and a lot of juggling to re- Latter have been bitterly protestplace one pactee with another has
been going on to keep the boys “borrowing” their talent without
who sell records” happy. It’s been permission or any publicity benenoted that jockeys who’ve been fit to them. .
flatly turned down.^by the diskDeejays hereafter must pay full
eries have retaliated by not spin- AGVA scale and get approval of
nine thp
the artict*?’
artists' records:
club
owners for use
nincr
recordsUiUU uwucia
U5,e of
UI- their
Lneir talent.
talent
111 Some6deejays even go so far as Violators
will be boycotted by
to take a dim view of an artist Jwho
who passes through his town withmp? off^nQe* ” n up,.]°
out
dropping by
to„ say
“hello”
and
f?r each offense. cHl!
Bonafide
uut, wwi'i' “b
j
y.
...
.
pharitv annenrancps
have struck back by limiting spin¬ charity appearances are still okay
here.
ning time.
No names were mentioned, but
it’s no secret here that London
Warn Cleveland Jocks
sent severe warnings to Bill
Cleveland, Feb. 14.
Radio and video disk jockeys Randle and Phil MacLean of
here were sternly rebuked
by •Sam WERE,
Wain
of. WDOK,
*-----Norm
- Tw
--- — Joe
—
(“Blackie”) London, local rep for Finan of WJW, Elaine Brant of
AGVA, who warned them that WNBK and Hal York, promoter of
night club entertainers will not be local “20 to 28” dances at various
permitted to make any more free hotels.
or* unauthorized disk - promotionalappearance on their programs.
uru oirrc a
MGM PACTS
Union official also criticized a
MGM
“ACTS 4
4 MORE
MORE
half-dozen of Cleveland’s most
MGM Records added the Jacques
prominent deejays for using “un- Belasco orch and crooner Bernie
ethical and high-pressure methods” Knee to its pop roster last week.
In the hillbilly division, label
to make recording singers and
mbos appear in their shows.
pacted Don Gibson and Bob Galcombos
shows,
_
Ruling, he said, was to protect lion.
■ -J
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National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

"Columbus, Feb. 14.
The Chordettes will share top
billing with the Four Teens of Chicago, winners of barbershop sing¬
ing’s international championship in
1952-1953 at the 11th annual Bar¬
bershop Quartet Parage here
March 3. Event is sponsored by the
Columbus Chapter of the Society
for the Preservation and Encour¬
agement of . Barbershop Quartet
Singing in America.
The event will be held in the
Veterans Memorial Auditorium and
among the quartets featured will
be The Uncalled Four from Lima,
Ohio; the Great Scotts, semi-final¬
ists in the international contest at
Miami last year; Westinghouse
Quartet from Pittsburgh; Buzz
Saws, a local group; and the Sing¬
ing Sheriffs, another Columbus
quartet.

Same Old Benny
Boston, Feb. 14.
Just 22 years ago, Benny Good¬
man was hot at Ben Domingo's
RKO Keith Memorial Theatre, <
heading a big stage show. And 22
years later, while “The Benny
Goodman Story” is being shown at
the same theatre, Benny Goodman
himself and a new orch got an ova¬
tion at the Bradford Hotel Ball¬
room, Friday (3), with 2,000 at
$2.50 each testifying to the maes¬
tro’s comeback.
Goodman, playing around the
New England ballrooms in a warm¬
up which may well be a test of
whether or not the big bands can
come back, was feted at a press
luncheon at the Ritz Carleton
Monday (6). The picture at the
Memorial headed for a soek $30,000
this week.

°

Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in
22 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for tnis
and last week.

Chordettes to Star In
SPEBQSA Shindig

it
B
"

Cavallaro to Swing

'Always Gotta Give’ Gripe

RETAIL DISK AND ALBUM BEST SELLERS
-RETAIL
S

D. C. Station Gets Injunct
On Disk Bootleg Claim

r
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Artist, Label, Tit’e

| £

NELSON RIDDLE (Capitol)
“Lisbon Antigua”.. T. 4
PLATTERS (Mercury)
“Great Pretender”. 2
KAY STARR (Victor)
“Rock and Roll Waltz”. 3
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)
“Memories Are Made of This”. 1
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“No, Not Much”. 7
HALEY’S COMETS (Decca)
“See You Later, Alligator .... 6
DON CHERRY (Columbia)
“Band of Gold”. 5
LES BAXTER (Capitol)
“Poor People of Paris”.
TENN. ERNIE FORD (Capitol)
“Sixteen Tons”.
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)..
“Dungaree Doll”.
9
DREAM WEAVERS (Decca)
“It’s Almost Tomorrow”. 8
DICK HYMAN TltiO (MGM)
“Moritat” .
TEEN-AGERS (Gee)
“Why Do Fools Fall in Love”..
CREW-CUTS (Mercury)
“Angels in the Sky”.
CADILLACS (Josie)
“Speed-O” ..
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“I’ll Be Home”.
.
LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty)
“Tutti Frutti”.. .. ..
BLUE STARS (Mercury)
“Lullaby of Birdland”. . . ....
*8 ..
k.
BOBBY SCOTT (ABC-Par)
: ~
“Chain Gang”..•. #
7
LOUIS ARMSTRONG (Col)
~
“Mack the Knife”.
4
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia).
*
1—~—~
“Woman in Love”.
6
TERESA BREWER (Coral)
=
LL—1J ~~~
“A Tear Fell”..
CAB CALLOWAY (ABC-Par)
“—~
“Little Child”. 10.
"MANHATTAN BROS. (London)
1
“—L1~
“Lovely Lies”. 10 .. .. ,. ..
6
PAT BOONE (Dot)
:-:—~“—~
13
“T
“Tutti Frutti”.
in

I
OKLAHOMAI
Him Soundtrack

2
GUYS AND
DOLLS
Film Soundtrack

Capitol
SOA 595.
FDM 1, 2-595

Decca
DL 9023
ED 2308

3

4

CAROUSEL

JULIE IS HER

Him Soundtrack

NAME

Capitol

Julio London

W 694

Liberty

EDM 694

LRP 3006

10
BENNY
GOODMAN
STORY
Bonny G’dman

Decca
DL 8252-53
ED 79798-99

HARRY

MUSIC TO

SO SMOOTH

&ELAFONTK

CH^“HEI*

Terry Como

Harry Belafonte

Jackio Gleason

Victor

Capitol
W 632
EBF, 1, 2-632

LPM 1085

Victor
LPM 1150

MARK TWAIN
Harry Belofonte
Mario Lanza

EPB 1085

Victor
LM 1837
ERB1837

Victor
LPM 1022
EPB 1022
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ASCAP Classification Comm. To 0.0.
Squawks On New Radio Plug Values
ASCAP’s publisher and writer
classification committee, due to
meet today (Wed,), will tackle the
squawks raised in the wake of the
Society's ree'ent value reduction of
sustaining network show plugs.
Whereas formerly these plugs were
worth from 22 to 44 points per
plug, ASCAP has now valued
them at 3 points per plug.
While the ASCAP move was di¬
rected at realigning the value of
sustaining radio to the whole in¬
come picture, many of the smaller
writers and publishers believe that
the ASCAP reevaluation was too
drastic.
Hardest hit were the
bandleaders, such as Vincent Lo¬
pez, who have their own publish¬
ing firms and also had sustaining
airtime to plug their tunes. Barney
Young, head of Life, also has been
among the worst hit, since he man¬
aged several artists with airtime
who managed to do his* catalog.
But other small publishers,
without this kind of direct stake,
have also been beefing. The sus¬
taining show was* their only chance
to land a plug on a new song since
the commercial shows, on radio,
and all of video accent the top hits
and the standards almost exclu¬
sively.
Since ASCAP has now rated the
live plug on a sustaining show at
little more than a record plug on
a disk jockey show, the dissident
publishers and writers say that
ASCAP is helping to build the
power of diskeries more than ever.
Getting the disk the jockey spins
now becomes the only route to get¬
ting performance money.
And if a publisher happens to
come up with a disk hit that is
not a performance song, like “Ko
Ko Mp.” for instance, he won’t
get much from ASCAP since the
Society gives a spot-check cover¬
age to the indies which play the
records. A record hit in Broad¬
cast Music Inc. can earn over
S15.000.
In ASCAP, it takes a
good performance song to reach
that figure in one year.

HACKETTS FRACTURED
CHINESE POT IN FOLIO
Comic Buddy Hackett’s comedy
monologs in fractured Chinese will
be published in a folio by Bregman - Vocco - Conn Music. Latest
work in the Hackett routine is
“The Chinese Rock ’n’ Egg Roll.”
BVC recently also published the
“What Is a Wife” and “What Is
a Husband” monologs written by
Ruth and Gene Piller and Bill
Katz. While not a big sheet seller,
the “Wife” disk by Steve Allen on
Coral has already gone over the
100,000 marker.

Allied, Bart Cos. Join
In N Y. Pressing Plant
Allied Records has formed a
partnership with Bart Manufactur¬
ing Co. of Belleville, N. J., to or¬
ganize American Sound Corp.,
marking the reentry of Allied into
the N. Y. are^a in the production
of records and transcriptions. D.
K. Broadhead, prexy of Allied, will
be board chairman of American
Sound, and SV'G. Bart, prez of the
merged .companies. Parent compa¬
nies will continue their own opera¬
tions.
American Sound will have facili¬
ties for production of custom-made
pressings, matrix, tape duplication
and milling of all types of disks.
Allied, which for the past 22 years
has operated a plant in Hollywood,
formerly operated a N. Y. branch.

Liberty Latches Lutcher
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Nellie Lutcher has inked a con¬
tract with the growing Coast indie,
Liberty Records.
She will cut her first sides this
week.
levy/amsel team up
.Terry Levy and Fred Amsel have
joined forces to set up their own
personal management office to be
known as Directional Eiiterprises.
Amsell is also transferring his two
music
firms,
Billboard Music
fASCAP) and .Opus Music (BMI),
to the Directional Enterprises’ or¬
bit.
The new firm will also W'Ork in
the, television packaging field.
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Coast AFM to Lend Big
Ear to MPTF Report
Hollywodd, Feb. 14.
Apparently expecting the big¬
gest meeting in history, Local 47,
American Federation of Musicians
unit here, has hired the Palladium
Ballroom for a general member¬
ship conclave Feb. 27. At that
time Cecil Read, veepee of the
local, will 'report to the member¬
ship oh his appearance before
AFM James C. Petrillo and the
exec board last month on the lo¬
cal’s appeal for a change in the
administration of the Musicians
Performance Trust Fund.
Growing anti-Petrillo movement
on the Coast has led to some of
the biggest election meetings in
the local’s history in the last few
months. On the occasion of Read’s
election, which marked the first
time an administration candidate
had been defeated in recent mem¬
ory, some 1,500 members turned
out to vote. A similarly hefty turn¬
out was registered at a directors
election last month when a Read
supporter, Jack Dumont, won by a
hefty majority.
Upcoming meeting-is expected
to lure more members even than
the elections since the Read report
will have a vital bearing on the
economic future of Coast members.
It’s also understood that there may
be fireworks as administration
forces resume a previous attack on
Read.

South-of-Border Disk Biz Climbing
But to Rock V Roll, Not Rhumba, Beat

The disk biz in South America
is due for an upswing. Political
and
ecnomic problems have kept
Washington, Feb. 14.
Gabriel Soria, head of RCA
wax sales down since 1952 but
Library of Congress issued
Victor
in
Madrid,
reports
that
there
are bright' prospects ahead
five LP recordings last week
Marilyn Monroe’s two sides
according to Peter de Rougement
in connection with the cen¬
from
“There’s
No
Business
and
Henry
Jessen, managers of
tennial of Walt Whitman’s
Like Show Business” (20thColumbia Records’ affiliates in Ar¬
“Leaves of Grass.” Three car¬
Fox),
outsell
Toscanini,
at
least
gentina
and
Brazil,
respectively.
ry lectures onWhitman and
now as Victor is starting to
Duo was in New York last week
the other two are devoted to
press
platters
in
Spain
in
the
for a looksee at the homeoffice op¬
readings of Whitman poetry.
Madrid factory built by Soria.
erations. It was the first stop on
The platters may be pur¬
MM is also a big hit in the
a tx’ek that’ll take them to the
chased separately from the
Italian market where RCA has
'Library.
Coast, Mexico and Peru before
. a plant in operation.
they get home.
Meanwhile Camden, N. J.,
is declining to name a bridge
Pattern of pop single sales Is vir¬
in honor of the poet on a 75tually the same on both sides of
year-old rumor about his not
the border. The wax fads, which
having hair on his chest.
are controlled by an age group be¬
tween 16 and 25, change just as
often
as they do in the U. S. and
Columbus, Feb. 14.
The jazz combination, “Birdland even rock 'n’ roll is beginning to
make
inroads into the land of the
Stars of ’56,” grossed $9,000 here
Saturday (11) and $8,000 Sunday tango and samba. The disks, how¬
ever,
are
still considered a luxury
(12,) in Dayton. This marked the
Mercury Records has tapped
second time that the Birdland item and a record gets click status
if
it
hits
between the 50,000 and
Fran Allison for a disk workover
group has sold out in Columbus.
of “The Ballad of Bridey Murphy,”
The jazz concert, featuring Sarah 100,000 sales mark.
In
Argentina,
the single disks are *
Vaughan, Count Basie and A1 Hibtune based on the bestselling book,
bler, were in the new Veterans Me¬ peddled at the U. S. equivalent of ,
“The Search For Bridey Murphy.”
50c
while
in
Brazil
the price is
morial Auditorium, which has 3,962
Song was written by Eddy
seats. The ticket range was $1.75 about 70c. The market in both
countries
leans
heavily
on the 78
McKean and is published by Stu¬
to $3.50.
The Columbus, Dayton and Cin¬ rpm platter because of the phono-'
dio Music, firm run by Archie
graph
manufacturing
problem.
cinnati appearances are being han¬
Levington, Miss Allison’s husband.
dled by Ben Cowall Promotions of Sale of LP albums is limited and
“Bridey Murphy” is coupled with
with
few
45
rpm
platters
sold.
“Galway Bay.”
Columbus.
Both countries have barred the
import of new machines and local
manufacturers have been stymied
in their efforts'to produce a 33 or
45 rpm player at a cheap price.
Chief block in the production of a
lowprice phono player has been
the inability to manufacture a
OF
cheap motor.
In deciding which of Columbia’s
American repertoire should be
released south - of - the - border,
de Rougement and Jessen look out
for any tieups in song or artists
with U. S. pix that are slated for
showing in their countries. If a
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
song or an artist gets'a solid" pic
showcasing, the disk is off to a hot
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
sales spurt. For example, Doris
Day; who’s starred in several
filmusicals, is considered one of the
I top platter sellers in both Argen¬
tina and Brazil.
as Published in the Current Issue
In Brazil, the publisher gets paid
between 2V2 and 3V6% of the re¬
tail price per side, while in Argen¬
tina the payoff comes to 3\<i% of
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength -of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder fa
the retail price per side. (U. S. rate
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enuis 2c per side.)
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
Biggest problem facing both
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the 'OVERALL IMPACT de¬
countries now is the overload of
new disks hitting the market every
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (.coin machines, retail
month. Argentina has four major
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).
disk manufacturers and* four indie
operators, while Brazil claims eight
majors and a flock of indies. Each
company has been releasing as
TALENT
many as 60 new platters a month.
POSITIONS
Columbia’s Argentina affiliate has
This Last
cut production- by about 40% in
ARTIST AND LABEL
TUNE
Week Week
the past year and is now noting an
increase in gross volume. But the
NELSON RIDDLE (Capitol). Lisbon Antigua
1
other companies continue to pour
out the wax which, on a per capita
2
PLATTERS (Mercury).jOnly^u
basis, makes it worse than the U. S.
shellac flood.

Whitman Has Friends

Fran Allison to Disk
‘Bridey’ Tune for Merc

+

|

MM Outsells Toscy

Birdland Jazz Troupe
Cops 17G in 2 Dates

PftRIETY Scoreboard

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

3
4

KAY STARR (Victor). Rock and Roll Waltz
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol). Memories Are Made of This

5

FOUR LADS (Columbia).j^ts^Remember

6
7
8

BILL HALEY’S COMETS (Decca) .
DON CHERRY, (Columbia)....
TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol) .
LElS BAXTER (Capitol).....
DICK HYMAN TRIO (MGM).'....

9
10

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IQ

See You Later, Alligator
Band of Gold
Sixteen Tons
Poor People of Paris
Moritat

TUNES
(♦ASCAP. fBMI)
tune

publisher

fLISBON ANTIGUA. Southern

2
3
4

fROCK AND ROLL WALTZ.. Sheldon
♦GREAT PRETENDER. Panther

1

fMEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS. Mont dare

10
8
7
5

♦NO, NOT MUCH

.

Beaver

fSEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR . Arc
•(■BAND OF GOLD.
Ludlow
fSIXTEEN TONS.*. American
♦IT’S ALMOST TOMORROW.
Northern
♦MORITAT (MACK THE KNIFE) .
Harms

SINATRA’S MUSIC FIRM
LAUNCHES DISK LABEL
Now Frank Sinatra is going into
the disk business. Barton ’ Music,
operated by Ben Barton and partowned by Sinatra, has launched its
own label, Tabb Records. Fir'st Re¬
lease features baritone Steve ’Bar¬
rie on a tune, “Flowers Mean For¬
giveness.”
That tune, published by Barton,
was also sliced by Sinatra for
Capitol.

[ Allied Records in Custom
Field Via Bart Tieup
Allied Records, Coast custom
disk manufacturing firm, is reenter¬
ing the eastern custom field via a
tieup with the Bart Manufacturing
Corp. Merged operation will be
tagged American Sound Corp.
The parent companies will con¬
tinue their own individual activities
and operations in Hollywood and
Belleville, L. I. D. K. Broadhead
is Allied’s topper, while S. G. Bart
heads up the eastern firm. The
American Sound Corp. will have
Broadhead as chairman of the
board and Bart as prexy.
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picture...
by the biggest four on records

I

AMES BROTHERS

FOREVER DARLING

(from the M-G-M motion picture “Forever Darling”)

GONNA LOVE YOU

20/47-

A ‘‘New Orthophonic” High Fidelity recording

the dealer's choice

rcaVictor ill
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Chicago
Russ Carlyle set for the Blue
Room of the Roosevelt Hotel, New
Orleans, April 26 for four weeks;
plays the Cavalier, Virginia Beach,
June 29 for two . . . Vic DamOne
into the Gay Haven, Detroit,
Marfih 2 for two frames . . . Bobby
Hackett band, featuring Vic Dick¬
enson, to play the Blue Note, Chi¬
cago, March 1-11 . . . Chuck Foster
pacted for Chi’s Aragon ballroom,
Sept. 9-Nov. 25 . . . Jimmy Featherstone closes at the Regent ball¬
pi ^v;

1 HELEN
of TROY?
3 OUTSTANDING RECORDINGS ^
■ ■■
ItS BAXTCR—CAPITOL
MAX STEINER—R.C.A. VICTOR
., i and more recording*, tocomo)

HARMS, Inc,

>

a wonderful
seasonal song

vdy

8TYNE AND CAHN’3

J^i

Another

Pittsburgh
Buddy Lee band set for two College dates in this are a within next
fortnight, at* Bethany, W. Va., Fri¬
day (7) and Indiana, Pa., State
Teachers Feb. 25 . . . Fred Waring’s “Hear, Hear” one-nights at
Cambria County War Memorial
arena in Johnstown next Monday
. . . Nat Cole-June Christy pack¬
age plays one-nighter at Syria
Mosque April 27 . . . Cadillacs
booked back into the Copa for
week of March 26 . . , Walt Har¬
per combo picked up again at
Crawford Grill . . . Luke Riley band
had option renewed at Holiday
House . . . Ditto A1 DiLernia Trio,
with Julie Melman on violin, at
William Penn Hotel . . . Whitey
Scharbo, who has the orch at Almono Club, running for Demo¬
cratic committeeman in Swissvale.
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f Memories of This (Montclare) 6
tRock & Roll Waltz (Sheldon) 2
tLisbon Antigua (Southern). .
5
♦Great Pretender (Panther)..
7
1
tHe (Avas).
♦Almost Tomorrow (Northern) 4
tDungaree Doll (Marks). .
9
fSixteen Tons (American)
♦Autumn Leaves (Ardmore)..
IBand of Gold (Ludlow)..
♦Moritat (Harms).
10
fTeen-Age Prayer (Southern).
♦Moments Remember (Beaver)
♦Love and Marriage (Barton).
♦No, Not Much (Beaver). . .

Olman
— Continued from page 53 - - —

BMI "Pin Up' Hit

ROCK AND ROLL WALTZ
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. Victor
ANITA O'DAY-BUDDY BREGMAN
Published by
SHELDON MUSIC, INC.
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Cleveland—(Grossman Music Co.)

Los Angeles—(Preeman Music)
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et al., but the payola aspects, which
may or may not have figured in the
complicated Olman situation, will
be threshed out.
It is understood that major show
biz entities of the calibre of Metro
and 20th-Fox will not and cannot
countenance monetary influences of
plugs, “landing a record,” etc.
The loose “expense” money,
Kansas City
Roger Williams due on the Ed which supposedly was earmarked
Sullivan show in March . . . Miriam for such purposes, created an emSage Dancers return to Eddys’ late
in February with the Chuck Miller
Making It Official
trio . . . Bea Vera brings her -erch
into the Kansas City Club, in the
Mickey. Scopp, newly-ap¬
same block with the Hotel Muehpointed top exec of the Big
lebach where brother Joe Vera
Three (Robbins, Feist & Mil¬
holds forth with his orch in- the
ler) publishing setup, is slated
Cafe Picardy.. First time in years
to be officially confirmed in
the two have played simultaneous¬
his new spot as Abe Olman’s
ly in downtown spots here . .
successor at the firm’s board
Tony DiPardo orch set indefinite¬
meeting early in March.
ly at Eddys . . . Ralph Marterie
The board of the Loew’s and
trouping the midwest on a string
20th-Fox music subsid is due
o'f one-nighters, including the Plato declare a dividend of $500
Mor Ballroom here, before head¬
per share, same as last year.
ing southwest and to the Coast for
a spring date at the Hollywood
Palladium.
barrassment in l’affaire Olman. To
what degree some of these funds
did not find their way to the sup¬
Scotland
Frankie Vaughan, topping first posed plugs 4s now a detail under
vaude layout of 1956 season at the bridge. Fact is that Olman, al¬
Empire, Glasgow, pacted by im¬ though past his 65-year-old retire¬
presario Lawrence Wright for ment age, got a new contract only
few months ago at $1,000 a week
summer stint at North Pier, Black¬
pool . . . Alec Smith, musical di¬ plus $300 expenses. It had 23A
rector o'f Empress, Glasgow, quit years to go. That contract is now
after 35 years and will freelance ... voided, as part of the settlement.
Tennessee Ernie's Capitol waxing There was also a $10,000 payback
of “16 Tons” topping Scot best¬ to The Big Three plus an adjust¬
selling disks; Frank Sinatra in ment over an old Feist copyright
second slotting with “Love and (“My Wonderful One”) which Ol¬
Marriage” on same label, and Bill man had purchased with an eye for
Hayes third on London label with
“The Ballad of Davy Crockett” . .. independent publication. Olman’s
Ruby Murray pacted for Glasgow attorneys, Hofheimer, Gartler &
Hofheimer handled his interests in
vaude week April 2.
relation to the severance from
Loew’s Inc.
DECCA SALES AWARDS
Scopp, who was an administra¬
Decca’s Hartford and Detroit tive executive with the Frank &
branches will share the company’s Ann Hummert radio packaging op¬
“gold record” award for their sales erations, was in a similar spot in
record during 1955.
Robbins-Feist-Miller. He will now
The E&R Distributors in Butte, assume the top spot and leave the
Mont., copped the prize in the dis¬ professional operations w to Mur¬
ray Baker (Robbins), Norman Fo¬
tributor category.
ley
(Feist) and Lester Sims
(Miller) respectively. They will
handle that phase autonomously
and report to Scopp who will also
be the general coordinator. It is
almost automatic that Scopp will
succeed Olman on the board of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers, since every
top publisher has such representa¬
tion via its chief executive officer.

Recorded by
KAY STARR.
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Minneapolis—(Schmitt Music Co.)

Title and Publisher

Detroit—(Grinnell Bros. Music)

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

Chicago—(Carl Fischer Music)
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Indianapolis—(Pearson Music)

;

San Antonio—-(Alamo Piano Co.)'

Hollywood
Gene Norman will present a
“Modern Sounds Concert” at Pasa¬
dena Civic Auditorium Saturday
(18), with Cal Tjader Quintet headlining an array that will include
the Miles Davis Quintet, Shorty
Rogers and His Giants, the Modern
Jazz Quartet, and Howard Rumsey
and the Lighthouse All-Stars . .
Harold E. Morris, of EMI in Brazil, completed biz huddles with
Capitol Records execs here and
returned to Brazil via N. Y. . . .
French composer Jacques Methelhen inked to clef a score for Nor¬
man Krasna’s “Ambassador's
Daughter.’’

VARIETY
Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
* ASCAP
t BMI

_l
Philadelphia—(Charles DumonD

;
|
j
|
'
j

Boston—(Mosher Music Co.)

Duke Ellington signed to record
two albums only for the indie
Bethlehem label. He’s not firmly
pacted to any diskery at the pres¬
ent time . . . Nick Noble, Wing
Records crooner, set for Ed Sulli¬
van’s CBS-TV show Feb. 26 . . .
Chuck Cabot, Jubilee Records
pactee, currently at the Rice Em¬
pire Room, Houston . . . Tommy
Tempesta, Miller Music contactman, hitting upstate New York
deejays plugging Dean Martin’s
new Capitol slice.
Scribe George Frazier set by
Atlantic Records to pen the album
liner notes for Bobby Short's up¬
coming LP . . . Lenny Hambro’s
jazz quintet pacted to the Willard
Alexander office . . . The Four
Voices began a week’s run on
Arthur Godfrey’s CBS-Radio morn¬
ing show Monday (13) . . . The
Rover Boys into the Palace The¬
atre Feb. 24 . . . Bill Heyer be¬
gins a five-week stand at the
Park Plaza, St. Louis, Feb. 13 . . .
Steve Gaynor playing a return
engagement at the Golden Slipper.
Glen Cove, L.I. . . . The Com¬
manders to play a string of cam¬
pus dates this month . . . Margie
Rayburn, Capitol Records pactee,
currently at the Keynoter Supper
Club, Hollywood . . . Carol Gra¬
ham, joined Gotham Recording
Corp. as account exec in its sales
and service department.
Jimmy DePreist Quintet, winof the Eastern Collegiate Jazz
Contest, set for a guest shot on
Steve Allen’s NBC-TV show Fri¬
day (17) . . . Harry Belafonte re¬
turns to Miami Beach’s Eden Roc
Friday (17) . . . Sammy Kaye winds
up a Palm Beach vacation Satur¬
day (18) to start recording sessions
for Columbia.

_

..

New York—(MUS>

New York

room, Chicago in March and moves
to the Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse in
April . . . Freddie Masters’ sextet
opens at the Preview Lounge, Chi,
tonight (Wed.) . . . Dick Barlow
now dansapating at the Drake
Hotel, Chi.

Washington—(Music Sales)

1

Continued from page 53 ^

been investigating jukebox-crime
tie-ins for over a year. Amato was
subpoenaed by the grand jury and
is reported to have refused to talk.
According to assistant U. S. At¬
torneys John J. Quan and Ray¬
mond C. Muller, a contempt cita¬
tion is being mulled against Amato.
Music operators association ex¬
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Inside Stuff-Music
Osborn Duke, who was a sideman with the Bobby Byrne and Denny
Beckner bands, and most recently on tour with Sammy Kaye, has
authored “Sideman,” his first novel, which Criterion Books is bringing
out in April. Trombonist-author Duke - is a TCU B.A. and M.A. in
English and Dramatic Arts from Columbia U, His short story, “Strut*
tin’ With Some Barbecue,” originally published in “New. World Writ¬
ing,” was included in Martha Foley’s “Best American Short Stories”
for 1953 and was tv-dramatized. Duke is working oh his second novel,
Kit Carson, a Coast nitery singer, was erroneously described as a
stripper in a recent Variety story, stemming from the fact that she
squawked when Liza Morrow took the same name for a disking of
“Band of Gold” on the Mars label. Miss Morrow, who is now recording
for Capitol has since changed her name again to Kay Carson. Kit
Carson'recently wound up a 16-week stand at Hollywood’s Bar of Music.
ecs Lindelof and Hesch in an in¬
terview with the Chicago Tribune
last week told of continuous pres¬
sure by syndicate hoods to take
over the jukebox business in Chi¬
cago and Cook county, Lake county
and McHenry county since 1948.
According to them association
members have lost some 150 stops
in Lake and Cook counties in the
last few years. The Cook county
stops were supposedly taken over
by Eddie Vogel, old Capone slot
machine king, while Jo (Crackers)
Mendino described as an ex-con¬
vict and narcotics peddler, took
over the Lake county stops.

gain prices for coupon buyers is
expected to get the same mass
volume for the artists. Although
these platters will only be avail¬
able at the $2.98 price for only
one month before going into the
regular catalog at the standard
price, the spot demand during that
month is seen as being enough for
a large turnover.

h this cute novelty S6'
Witch this ‘
^

cec
.corded bV K»Y
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RCA. Coupons
Continued from page 53

and, in addition, gets the option
to buy two disks a month for $2.98,
a $1 reduction from the regular
list. The plan is geared so that
the customer must purchase the
coupon book through the retailer
and pick up his bonus disks in the
store.
The coupon book program is
Victor’s challenge to the competi¬
tive threat of the disk clubs. Not
only have the clubs permitted cus¬
tomers to bypags the Stores, but
the clubs have been bidding for
the top artists with the lure that
they can sell longhair platters in
volume quantity. Virtually every
major name artist in the longhair
field has been approached with
lucrative offers made possible by
the clubs’ direct distribution facil¬
ities.
Victor’s setup of putting up for
sale two platters monthly at bar¬

record
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MANAGER
would like to develop
Singer. Male or female.
Box V-516, VARIETY;
154 West 46th Street,
New York

THE HIT OF THE WEEK

BARRY GORDON

Rock Around Mother Goose
and
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MGM 12166
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Desi in Spin Of
Songs With Largest Radio Audience
Anger at 1WGM
. Philadelphia, Feb. 14.
The prospect of a disk artist
plugging someone else’s version of
his potential hit platter developed
here when Desi Arnaz waxed wroth
nt MGM Records. Desi and his
wife, Lucille Ball, were in Philly
as‘part of their recent ballyhooliganism for “Forever, Darling.”
As part of the hypo, Arnaz waxed .
the tune’s title tune from the film, [
plugged it on “I Love Lucy” a few
weeks ago, and has been autograph¬
ing copies of the disk for store cus¬
tomers in various cities. However,
he has been growing exceedingly
annoyed at MGM Records’ distri¬
bution setup, and finally blew a
fuse here Friday (3) when he ap¬
peared at Wanamaker’s for a day¬
long session. A total of more than
11,000 pers'ons turned out for the
p.a.
Arnaz cheerfully repaired to the
record department, prepared to do
a big business in personally auto¬
graphed platters. He discovered to
his fury that MGM Records had
sent the store exactly 100 copies of
the record.
To make matters
worse, a check around town alleg¬
edly revealed that there were no
other copies of the record avail¬
able in Philadelphia.
“From here on,” Desi stormed,
“I’ll make sure that there are
enough copies of the record when
we get into a town. If there aren’t.
I’ll start plugging the Ames Bros.’
(Victor) record and tell people to
buy that instead of mine.”

Sue ‘Vamp’ Cleffers
For Alleged Lifting
Clpffers John Latouche and
James Mundy and legit producers
Martin Cohen, Oscar Lerman and
Alexander Carson have been slap¬
ped with a $10,000 plagiarism suit
in N.Y. Federal Court by Irving
Mopper. Latter claims that the
tune, “Keep Your Nose to the
Grindstone,” written by Latouche
and Mundy for the Broadway mu¬
sical, “The Vamp,” was taken from
his composition, “I Make You One
With Us,” which he had written
prior to 1951 for the show, “The
Red Rose and the Briar.”
In addition to the $10,000 dam¬
ages, Mopper is. asking to enjoin
the defendants from recording or
publishing the time. “The Vamp”
folded on Broadway Dec. 31 after
an eight-week run.

SEE

“CHE-SI-DICE”
.

("WHATTA-YA-SAY")

Performed on
NBC COMEDY HOUR
Sunday, Feb. 19
Published by
AMENRA MUSIC
1606 Argyle
Hollywood 28, Cal.

Recorded by
ARTIE WAYNE
on
Liberty
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The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted'Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed.
* Legit musical.
t Film.
Survey Week of Feb. 3-9, 1956
A Teen Age Prayer ..La Salle
A Woman in Love—t“Guys and Dolls” .Frank
All At Once You Love Her—*“Pipe Dream” .Williamson
Are You Satisfied...Cordial
Arriverderci Roma .H&R
Ask Me .ABC
Autumn Leaves ..
Ardmore
(Baby, Baby) Be Good to Me .BVC
Band of Gold .Ludlow
Cry Me a River .
.Saunders
Dungaree Doll.. . .Marks
Everybody’s Got a Home But Me—*“Pipe Dream” .Williamson
Grcac Pretender .Panther
Jnnamorata .Paramount
It’s Almost Tomorrow .Northern
Lisbon Antigua .Southern
Love and Marriage .Barton
Love Is Many-Splendored—i “Love Is Splendored” . Miller
Memories Are Made of This.Montclare
Memories of You—t“Benny Goodman Story”.Shapiro-B
Moritat—*“Three Penny Opera” ..Harms
No, Not. Much...Feaver
Nuevo Laredo .Trinity
Poor People of Paris .. Connelly
Rock and Roll Waltz .Sheldon
Sing, You Sinners—i “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” .Famous
Sixteen Tons ..
American
Small Town ...,.American Ac.
Tender Trap—t"Tender Trap” ..Barton
Valley Valparaiso .
...Broadcast
Vino Vino—t“Rose Tattoo” ..Paramount
Who Are We ....C.Thunderbird

Top 30 Son«s on TV
(More in Case of Ties)
A Teen Age Prayer . ...La Salle
A Woman in Love—t“Guys and Dolls” .Frank
All At Once You Love Her—♦“Pipe Dream” ..... Williamson
Are You Satisfied.Cordial
Band of Gold...Ludlow
Dungaree Doll..Marks
Everybody’s Got a Home But Me—*"Pipe Dream”. . Williamson
Forever Darling—t“Forever Darling” . . ;.Miller
Great Pretender . .Panther
He. Avas
I’m Gonna Laugh You Right Out of My Life ...... Redd Evans
I’m Gonna Love You .Winneton
It’s Almost Tomorrow..
Northern
King Size .Rubank
Kiss and Run ....Reis
Lisbon Antigua ..Southern
Love and Marriage .Barton
Man I Used to Be—*“Pipe Dream” .Williamson
Memories Are Made of This.Montclare
Mickey Mouse Mambo.Disney
Moments to Remember...Beaver
Moritat—*“Three Penny Opera” .Harms
No, Not Much ...Beaver
Nobody Knows But the Lord .Harms
On a Lop Sided Bus—*“Pipe Dream” .Williamson ,
Rock and Roll Waltz ...Sheldon
Sixteen Tons ..American
Stolen Love .H&R
Tender Trap—t“Tender Trap” ..Barton
Tutti Frutti.Venice

Gene Norman Sets Up
College Unit Circuit
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Gene Norman, deejay-impresario
who has promoted several dixie¬
land, rock ’n’ roll and modern jazz
concerts locally, is creating a local
college “road” setup to bring his
concerts on audiences in the south¬
ern California area. Project tees
off March 3 with a concert at Clare¬
mont College in Claremont.
George Shearing, The Firehouse
Five Plus Two, the Hi-Lo’s and
Shorty Rogers & His Giants will
be headlined on the Claremont
date. Shearing, the Hi-Lo’s and the
Dave Pell Octet have already been
set for two other college dates
March 9-10 at UCLA and East Los
Angeles Jr. College respectively.
Other sessions are in the works.
ROGERS ORIGINALS ON LP
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Shorty Rogers has recorded a
new 12-inch LP for Atlantic Rec¬
ords, using a 17-piece orchestra.
Package features all originals by
Rogers.
• '
Rogers previously has used the
large orchestra for recording only
once, for an RCA Victor album.

America's-Fastest
^Selling-Records I

‘Hit Parade’Lineup
(On Feb. 11 NBC-TV Show)
1. Memories This... Montclare
2. Rock & Roll Waltz Sheldon
3. Sixteen Tons.... .American
4. Lisbon Antigua. . . Southern
5. Great Pretender.. .Panther
6. Band of Gold.Ludlow
. 7. He .
Avas

Chile’s ASCAP Divvies
20G Among 750 Cleffers
Santiago, Feb. 7.
Luis Bahamondes again led -the
list of 750 Chilean cleffers receiv¬
ing performance royalties last year
with 239,000 pesos ($800) for his
folklore compositions. Bounty for
Chile’s composers and lyricists to¬
talled approximately $20,000. Of¬
ficial rate of exchange for the
Chilean currency is 300 pesos per
dollar while the free market rate
is around 460.
Coming up in second place was
Luis Aguirre Pinto with 127,000
pesos, followed by Donate Roman,
117,000; Mario Geymer,. 113,000;
Jackie Kohan, 97,000; Pancho
Flores del Campo, 90,000; Clara
Solovera, 78,000; Jose Bohr, who is
also a film director and producer,
70,000. Leading the list of lyricists
were. Jorge M. Bravo, Eduardo de
Calixto, Jorge Inosotrosa, Raul
Matas and Mario Pechini.
Library Congress Goes LP
Washington, Feb. 14.
Library of Congress has reissued
its first six albums of recorded
folk songs on LP records. They
were originally issued as 78s.
Library now plans to reissue all
of its folksong albums as LP’s
and, in the future, to record the
series only in longplaying form.

MUSIC
DANISH TUNES TO U.S.A.

R&R Sustains Its
Roll Thru Country

Disney Has ‘Hi To You,’ Robbins
PigeliP From Same Team
Copenhagen, Feb. 14.
A chidren’s song, “Hej for dig”
(roughly "Hi to You’M. was the big¬
gest phonograph hit of the Scandi¬
navian countries in 1955. In one
week some 12.000 disks were sold
in Denmark alone, a kingdom of
4,000,000 pop. They project that fig¬
ure here to arrive at a comparison
with the United States of a disk
selling 600,000 in one week!
Walt Disney Music published
“Hi To You” in U. S. wilh Ameri¬
can lyrics by Jimmy Dodd.
Sven Glydmark and Victor
Skaarup wrote the song for a
Danish feature film, "Father of
Four,” but the tune was a runaway.
Its Scandinavian disk sale will
reach 100,000. Same collaborators
hit a 100,000 disk sale with a love
song, “Pigelil.” for which Robbins
Music in N. Y. has the rights '(not
yet published there).

j
|

Royalty Cut Demand Ends
All Pressings; Danish
Creative End Adamant
Copenhagen, Feb. 14.
Phonograph recording has come
to a complete halt if! Denmark due
to a demand of the manufacturing
companies that publishers and
songwriters take a drastic slash in
royalties. Pressers argued higher
album costs and economics in¬
volved in three speed situation
necessitated‘this. Creative people
via' Nordisk Copyright Bureau an¬
swered. that this should not be at
their cost.
Last weeks of 1955 saw a boom
in recordings under old contract.
Looks now as if nothing will be cut
before July 1. A compromise is an¬
ticipated by then.

Big Juve Population
Threat to Music Educ.
Pressure of a growing juve pop¬
ulation upon the nation’s school
system m^ be a longterm nega¬
tive effect on the music biz. Wher¬
ever overcrowding of facilities ex¬
ists there is a move to concen¬
trate on "basic” subjects, among
which music courses are not in¬
cluded. Directors of the American
Music Conference, which met re¬
cently in Chicago, see this trend
as the biggest threat to the ex¬
pansion and even existence of mu¬
sic education of school children.
AMC plans to buck any curtail¬
ment program of music with a
grassroots educational program
among parent-teacher associations.

L. Wolfe Gilbert
Continued from page 53
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has been prominently mentioned
for the spot, with Adams to be put j
on as a salaried administrative ‘
aide.
At least one top exec on the
ASCAP board, however, is holding
out for a songwriter of the stature
of an Oscar Hammerstein to take
over the presidency as a figurehead
post, with no administrative duties
attached aside from a couple of
speeches a year. If this should go
through, the ASCAP board would
then name a full-fledged general
manager to run the Society, now
a business that, grosses well over
$20,000,000 annually.

Rock ’n’ roll continues to show
further strength around the coun¬
try. One of the most successful
outfits to tour is the Roy HamiltonBill Haley and Comets unit being
promoted on a series of dates by
the Feld Bros, of Washington,
which has been cleaning up in a
number of situations. The Birdland unit is also doing big in most
spots.
However, a more important fac¬
tor lies in the fact that this type of
show is continuing to rack up huge
grosses in theatres. The Fox, De¬
troit, which had a r&r unit last
week, scored $57,000 with the ac¬
companying film, “A Dog’s Life.”
In contrast, the second week of
"Lieutenant Wore Skirts” directly
in front of the rock ’n’ roller did
$14,000.
The Brooklyn Paramount has
again booked Alan Freed for its
Easter show starting Good Friday
for 10 days. Tommy Smalls with
another rock ’n’ roller will be at
the Apollo Theatre, Harlem, at the
same time.
The rock ’n’ roll craze has given
a considerable boost'to a lot of tal¬
ent agencies. Gale Agency prexy
Tim Gale reports that inquiries for
talent have been coming in with
greater frequency, impetus having
been reports of the top grosses
scored by the r&r forces.
One of the biggest scores for a
one-niter in a theatre came last
week from Pittsburgh, where the
Harrjilton-Haley combine racked up
a strong $23,000.

Delta Rhythm Boys Back
Via Swede Disk Takeover
The Delta Rhythm Boys are get¬
ting back into the U.S. disk mar¬
ket via etchings they made in
Sweden. The indie Jubilee label
is prepping an LP release of mas¬
ters cut by the group for the
Swedish Metronome label. Act has
been in Sweden four times via
agent Paul Kapp. Release of sides
sung in Swedish and Finnish Is
also being mulled.
Meantime,
Camden
Records,
RCA Victor’s lowprice subsid, is
releasing an album the combo cut
for the Victor label in 1946-47.

Cap’s Grimes To N.Y.
Fred Grimes, Capitol Records’
western studio representative, is
being transferred to New York next
week to handle film music sales for
the label. He’ll be replaced on the
Coast by Bill Loose, conductor-ar¬
ranger-composer for many Holly¬
wood odd labels.
John Seely continues in charge
of the film music library in Holly¬
wood.

PROGRAM TO-DAY
YESTERDAY'S

ON THE BEACH
WITH YOU
Music by

JESSE GREER
WORDS & MUSIC, Inc.
New York 20

1270 Sixth Ave.

DICK CONTINO
February 16

LUX VIDEO THEATRE
February 17, Starting Two Weeks

BEVERLY HILLS COUNTRY CLUB
NEWPORT. KY.
Perj.Mgf.: N1CKSEVANO MERCURY RECORDS

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
New York
I, A.i-
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JOE GL/ASER, Pros.
I
Chicago
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AGVA Natl Board Meet to Prep
Plans for Doubled Membership

Borge as Lever for Pitt.
Duo’s Show Field Entry

Lillian Briggs In Orient
'

Lillian Briggs, who opened last
week at the Arena, in Melbourne,
for a briefie tour of Australia, will
return to the U. S. April 5. Due in
New areas of organization will-*
stand
9 n ie (POE* 0 4 0
a string of nitery dates. One sta
be the major subject of discussion i ■
Washington,
is the Casino Royale, Washingt<
at the American Guild of Variety
Remaining in
in Australia
Australia ur
until
m i
.
j
m
*11
CL
Remaining
Artists national board meeting to
March 17,
17, entertainer
entertainer goes
goes to
to S
Sinlake in
rllllly OhOWS March
take place at the Henry Hudson
March
24;
Manila,
the
folttqK
ia
gapore,
i
Hotel, N. Y., starting Monday (20)
Philadelphia, Feb. 14.
f0,j;ing day. Hong Kong_ March
lowing day; Hong Kong, March 26,
for three days. The delegates will
Gene Autry and his stage show an(j a windup in Tokyo, April 2.
look into tne
the enctia
effects of the new had three out of four performances
outdoor pacts whi ch
.
sold out in a weekend stand (11-12)
finalized with vanou
P
at tlie Arena, for a total take of
and agencies, which the union ex¬
$35,843. Net is even more astonish¬
pects will result in a doubled mem¬
ing considering the large number
bership.
of youngsters who went half-price
Another area of negotiation will in the 6,500-seat auditorium. Only
be the possible absorption of the performance that failed to go clean
Models Guild of America Prelimi- was the ga-turday night show. Top
nary talks will be held tonight was $2>50>
(Wed ) with the model org at Noia
,
ivvea.j wiin buc
*riVA will
Double
matinees
on
Sunday
Studios, at which time AGVA will
ha„i„o th.
Lr
that group to dissoi™ 'and were made possible ta
by having the
abiw cuat 5luwr
. ,
.
PAurhnv
omfinar appear
annpai* for
fnr benefit
hAnpfit
cowboy crooner
come in with the variety union.
of Philadelphia Inquirer Charities
For the first time in many yeafs Inc Daily, which also owns the
Las Vegas, Feb. 14.
an AGVA board meeting is expect- Arena, gave the event a big press
In search of names new and un¬
ed to be free of organizational b u
used. on this rialto, Riviera Hotel
strife’. Union has been operating
_
execs Saturday (11) inked Orson
in, the black for some time, and
Welles to a three-stanza engage¬
by summer treasury is expected |x*
1
.
ment beginning Feb. 22. It will be
to hit high marks because of the
the thesp’s first nightclub stint.
added revenue from outdoor mem- f Hi IIUIILJ Vll/ld
Whole package will cost $45,000,
bers.
with Welles staging it too, hotel
The only possible points of dis6/^11
IT * /\
1
exec Ben Goffstein said.
sension may come from re comI IpQl) I IT)
I l|*f| Af
The Welles pacting caught most
mendations from the AFL-CIO
\4lCCIll UJJ
observers by surprise, as it was
which ended its convention last
understood that hushhush huddles
week in Miami Beach.
NationPittsburgh, Feb. 14.
between Riviera booker Sammy
al .administrative secretary Jackie
Casino,
downtown
burlesque LPwi^ ex^q Bennv Goffstein and
Bright, who attended the confab, house, has been ordered to clean Gus Greenbaum and aeent Bobbv
^ ™ +Vw, noronf nrMn u.' _
^_Uus weenpaum ana
d m agent
dgeuu noony
vyuuy
will report on the parent organi- up its shows, or be shut down,*by Burns would result
Burns would result in a decision
zation’s findings to the board mem- judge William H. McNaughter of on the reportedly
on the reportedly pending Judy
uommon
Fleas
uourt.
fiarlanrl
cianinP
bers.
Common Pleas Court.
norland cioninu
George Murray, veteran bur¬
lesaue^comfc^who manages bthe
Lewis maintains that n0 neg0"
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Vegas’Riviera
Signs Up Welles
Package at 45G

P|ffr KlUTlAV liATC

TORONTO COSTUMERY

Sre,

tone

Miss Garland, but word to the con-

A(\S\C PIPE
(jUIltl) IN 4UUb
HKt.
niTTCn IW

trary is hot and heavy UP and
down the strip and in the hostel-

(2), f0^id admission to anybody
under 18, and (3) fire his featured
T
Wn Fph
Toronto,
Feb. 14
14.
stripper, Blaze Starr. Latter heard
With a loss of some $400,000, the news when she' reported for
Malabar Theatrical Costumes Ltd. work last Thursday noon on her
“ bu^
some

30^000

to

the

ry’s corridors too.
Also Goffstein repeatedly has
Pointed up the Riviera s plans to

ground with closing day and promptly packed.

costum

”

• y’

Judfe

~^

McNaughter assured po-

string Club Festival at
in
Toronto Skating Club Festival at trict attorney’s office in what he
the 14,000-seater Maple Leaf Gar- called "a war of decency.” Asst,
dens.
Firemen were saved when Supt. of Police Lawrence J. Mathey fled the collapse of the third loney said the city needs a censor
floor of Canada’s top theatrical to pass on such things as the Cacouturiers, with the arson squad sino shows. That is probably the
called in to investigate.
function the new district attorney,
Malabar has also had the con- Edward C. Boyle, and his office will
tract for several years of Jack Ar- probably be called on to perform,
thur’s annual 25,000-seater grand- although nothing has been settled
stand show at the Canadian Na- on that score yet.
tional Exhibition here.
Casino is operated by the I. Hirst
■-interests under lease from the esd
>‘i«.WVn*
tate of 9eoT*e J.aSe> longtime peel
Lanny Ivoss 1st
Uate Wheel impresario here who died
Lanny Ross will make his first several years ago. It’s understood
nitery date at a N. Y. hotel at the the house has lost money steadily
St. Regis, starting next Thursday since shortly after the war, under
123). He'll be doubling from his Jaffe as well as Hirst, whose deal
radio show at WCBS.
to operate it expires next year.
- St. Regis policy of one show at According to fairly well-founded
reports, Hirst does not contemmidnight will continue.
plate a renewal. House has been
running lately about six months

COMEDY MATERIAL

out

every

around, especially for a new hotel,
so we’ve got to gamble with untried nitery acts,” he said.
-

i

FUN-MASTER
(The Service of the STARS)

I First 13 Files $7.00-All 35 issues $25
Singly; $1.05 per script.
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book. $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET .. .... $25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS.. ea. bk. $25 •
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth ovtr a thousand
No C.O.D.'s

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54th St., New York 19—Dept. V
Circle 7-1130

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's the

HOTEL AVERY
The Home of Show Folk
Avery & Washington Sts.
Radio in Every Room

1<IX I\6IUnQ, L/JHIS 11
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musicals also put the hex on ac-

Two claims were filed. One was
for $6,135.74 paid in cabaret taxes
and

the

other

was

£

for

Town Casino this week announced a new policy of the addition of name bands arid other instrumental groups to the nightly
floor show. At the same time, elimination of cover charges and minimum was announced. The policy
was inaugurated Monday (13) with
Al Belleto, protege of Stan Kenton.
Other jazz groups booked include Max Roach and the Clifford
Brown Quintet, Feb. 20; Terry
Gibbs, Feb. 27; Four Aces and
K & J group, March 12, and Errol

in the no-show decision. In 1955,
Chicago Theatre stageshow in several instances were built around
strictly vaude topliners, who didn't
have the b.o. power of nonavailable
big teevee and record names. Resultant wicket-slack brought about
the current selective, "fluid and
open-minded” show policy,
-:-:--

j

Oklahoma City, Feb. 14.

iS 1S°king f?r
a direct°r to manage and promote
its semi-centennial celebration next
year.

Neb.. State
fetate Fair
rair Sets
bets ‘Ice
Ace
Season
Holiday for 2d SeaSC

Lou AHard, chairman of state
Semi-Centennial Commission, has

received a number of applications
has no^ yet f°und the experiOmaha, Feb. 14.
at
a
enced
promoter-manager the comEdwin Schultz, secretary of IS
L Lincoln, has
w “
mission ha<°^nlv
is looking
for. So
braska state Fair in
limHpd
h, far.comsiened the "Holidav on lee” show mi,ssi°n has only limited budget for
for a second year as the grandstand ?elebraJmn» bu^ hopes for boost
presenLTon ^ the tpo He also
’Sf*
gave the William T Pnllins <!hnw Meanwhile, Allard has set up office
the midway contract for the fourth J.1?. state capital. here and is hanconsecutive season
dling preliminaries himself.
Schultz said the new Fair Coll-seum will be ready June 1, 1957,
Portial! fiulfp ]\Lrw> Tv/tun
boasting a 200 x 185 foot arena that
* HIIICH l£UItS IflfflTS. uFOUD

Harry" Altmai^stafed that "“there
narry Altman stated tnat there
would be a small entertainment
minimum during engagements Of
high-priced stars such as the MeGuire Sisters, booked for March
‘
1
■! 11
I Amur

b* su‘tablc.?or ice.,inltall?“®5London, Feb. 7
Permanent seating will be 4,000,
yal Parnell has auit the Assn
jumping to 7,500 if seats can be of West End Theatre Managers and
nlaceri on the arena <ttaee will the nyf.L' « .V dlre
.nage. ana
have a 70-foot opening and will be ciaiIeStf the^AWETM'is^e'
27 feet deep Total cost is expected ing held to consider^The station.
to run around $400,000.
The
main
result
of Parnell’s
m ... “
' T,
walkout is that he will no longer
‘Holiday’
100G, L’ville
Holiday lOOG.LviIIe
be bound by their agreement in
Louisville, Feb.
Feb. 14.
14.
iiTi hi
Lou^vUle,
regard to telecasts of live shows.
?oll!ay, 0n T.ce. ^Losed «ts an" The resent West End Managers
nual engagement at the Jefferson agreement imposes a 40-minute
County Armory Wednesday (1), limit on excerpts from current
gross topping $100,000, 6% above West End productions?
cunenc

A I I nUlAV
CAB ACALLOWAY
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s\u mww*
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I
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the 1955 take.
■
u 0penlng two days were crimPed
by a , »evf snowstorm which
81?arl®d tr?mc/ but balance of the
nine-day stand was all to the good,
final tb^e days playing to absolute
capacity. Arena seats 6,200 for attractions of the Jceshow type.

Entertainment Managers Assn, of
New York last week reelected Nat

president. Annual election meeting
was held at the Hotel Sheraton Astor.
Charlie . Rapp and Howard
Oliver were named veepees; Tom
Kelly, secretary, and Gordon Shea,
treasurer.
Elected as trustees for a threeyear term were Fred Nevins,
Charles
Ffeterson
and
Thelma
Price.

OKLAHOMA QUEST: HEAD
FOR SEMI-CENTENNIAL TOUPEE??

1.98 in cabaret taxes between
i i q<=vi and Nov ^0 1953
1, 1951, and Nov. 30, 1953.
StntA Fair
‘Trp
tt i: i
M 0j ri

ABRAMSON AGAIN PREZ
OF N.Y. MGRS. ASSN.

companying stageshows. Fact that M. Abramson, head of the. WOR
^gy
they ajso
also are
are jong
long pjx piayed
piayed a
a part
part Artist Bureau, for another term as

Dallas, uFeb.
eD. 14.
i^.
Dallas,
Operators of the Theatre Lounge,
local nite spot, have petitioned the
Government for a $15,204.72 cabaret tax refund.
Norman Kantor, David Tobin and
Weinstein contend their establishment is a burlesque theatre
and not a cabaret. They said the
Principal portion of their gross receipts
ceiPts comes from admission ticket
sales> not fro*m the sales of candy,
gurtli popcorn and soft drinks.

Buffalo, Feb. 14.

rr.c» u,,.. ___
v ,
Mgt. BILL MITTLER, 1611 Broadway. Now York

as far as future stage displays.are
concerned.
He also said that he
"expects to have stageshows in the
summer when more talent is available due to the teevee hiatus.”
Fact that the Runyon epic, the
Goodman pic and "Carousel” are
^

* Burlesque, Not Nitery

_

HAVANA, CUBA

No Chi Vaude
With Big Fix

l/alldo u|JUL I UCo I UI
•n „
r«ll« II

SET NAME BAND POLICY
FOR BUFFALO CASINO

r,

Pittsburgh, Feb. 14.
Single ad and a couple of lines
in the columns for Victor Borge’s
one-nighter at Syria Mosque next
Wednesday (22) sold out practically half of. the 8,000 seats which
will be available for his two performances. No question' even at
Woonsocket, R.I., Feb. 14.
this early date that he’ll sell out.
While French-Creole New Or¬
Borge originally had planned to
leans
and
French-French Nice are
play a. full week at Nixon, local
legit house, but it wasn’t available currently indulging in their usftal
when he was because the pic, pre-Lenten celebrations, this large¬
"Guys and Dolls,” opened there
Jan. 30 and will stick around in¬ ly French-Canadian lineage indus¬
definitely. As a result, Gabe Rubin, trial town of 50,211 population
(1950 census) is having its own
managing director of Nixon, was
"Mardi Gras of the North” and will
offered the sponsorship here of
triple its size during the 10-day
Borge and tied up with Don and
period ending today (Tues.). Now
Abe Butler, program printers? to
in its third year, the town is prac¬
do the honors. Rubin and Butlers
tically roped off at the city lines
have' been anxious to get in on the
and a fleet of 55 buses will bring
one-night concert field and are
the 150,000 total of tourists from
using Borge as their lever.
At capacity, Borge can take away all over New England Into, the
downtown area.
around $15,000 as his share for the
Restaurants and cafes (menus
single night here.
in French for the occasion) which
were swamped last year, running
out of provisions at four p.m. some
days, are better prepared this time.
Town is jumping, many of the
Main Street stores having their
clerks
in
costume.
Crowded
agenda of events includes fairs,
concerts, dances, drills, seven dif¬
ferent street parades, masquer¬
Chicago, Feb. 7.
ades, a speech by Senator KefauThe Chicago Theatre, Balaban & ver, a one-day jazz festival with
Katz kingpin house and last sur¬ six combos, including Bobby Hackvjving vaudfilmery in this area, has ett at the locally stupendous ad¬
al3andoned its stageshow policy for mission of $2.20.
at least the fArpcppohiP
foreseeable future.
fntnrp Last
T.act
Scheduled as part of Woon¬
stage layout at the Chicago was in
No“embyer. «Guys and DJUs/. now socket’s Mardi Gras are the Police¬
j-iuvcuiuca.
uujs anu nuuo, nuw man’s, Fireman’s, National' Guard,
in its 12th week, is playing the Knights
of
Columbus,
YMCAhouse solo.
Benny Goodman YWCA,
house
solo?1 "The
“TheBenny^Goodman
Trinity
Club,
College
Alumni and Retail Trade balls.
do a^ingle and so will "Carousel,”
A masked monarch of Mardi
booked to follow the Goodman bio- Gras, King Jace III (after the
pic.
Junior Chamber of Commerce,
P Executive veepee Dave
Dave-WallerWallerwhich developed the idea of mem¬
stein of B&K cites the ■'non-avail- ber Norman Rock) has been going
ability oftop talent and the type around town all week.
His "un¬
STX: M’S masking” will be a highlight of to¬
night’s (Tues.) finale.
least for the three pix named. He
Badly crippled by last August’s
did not rule out future stageshows.
however, stating that the B&K flash floods, Woonsocket needs all
management has an "open mind” the extra business it can get.

Halite Qnnf Filoc Pni*

For All Branches of Theatricals
f THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILE

jSS

aren-t enough ‘big ones’ left to go

Woonsocket Goes
Socko Neo-French
With Mardi Gras

This freedom ta operate is of
Particular importance in view of
Parnell’s active role in commercial
tv. He’s a director of Associated
Television, program contractors In
London and the Midlands, and was
recently appointed to the chief ex¬
ecutive post.

If y#u have tried the rest, new try the BEST,
The Jevnikar designed toupee is a modern
miracle.
Feature* the exclusive use of U.S. patent
No. 2233100, oomblning the use of the finest
Plastlo-lace-FRONT, with the hand work of
specialists In the art of toupee making.
If you woar a toupee you owe It to yourself
to wear the latest Jevnikar patterned Plasticlace-^RONT piece. Crew-out If yeu wish.

For further proof and information
write or calf

JOHN E. JEVNIKAR
Nlnth-Chester Bldg.

f

Cleveland 14, Ohio

Currently
HENRY HUDSON
HOTEL
M

DIR: IRVIN ARTHUR ASSOCIATES

— WILL

--

WALTER HORNER
or anyon* having Information as to
his whareabouts. plaasa contact tne
undersigned.

KARKUS, KANTOR & BURNS
41 Broad Street, Keyport, N. J•
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Las Vegas Has Enough Hotels
To Meet Needs, Sez Entratter
The present number of hotels Is
sufficient for Las Vegas for the
time being, according to Jack En¬
tratter, stockholder and general
manager of the Sands Hotel, Las
Vegas. If the present number of
inns can be maintained without
any new additions, business will
continue to be godd in the Nevada
gaming centre.
Entratter holds that the 6verexpansion hasn’t done the town
any good. Now that the bad pub¬
licity of three closings of major
hotels has blown over, business
has improved considerably. The
pickup during the past two weeks
has been tremendous, and the ma¬
jor hotels have resumed as solid
operations.
Entratter was in New York last
week to sell a home that he owned
in Forest Hills, L. I. His wife,
Dorothy, had preceded him into
New York by two weeks. En¬
tratter came in to finalize the deal.
Entratter in his analysis of the
present situation in Las Vegas
feels that more hotels in that city
is likely to cut down on the overall
amount of trade, and could con¬
ceivably produce a repetition of
the bad publicity that resulted
with the recent folderoos of the
Dunes, Royal Nevada and the Mou¬
lin Rouge.
The Tropicana, Stardust and Lady
Luck are being readied for open¬
ings, and are most likely to start
operations around April or May.At the same time, it’s likely that
other operators will come in for a
try at another fling in the shut¬
tered inns. Thus, the likelihood is
that there will be a half-dozen
new operations going on in the
Strip, and another hotel, the Sky¬
scraper, will open in the downtown
section of Las Vegas.
Entratter isn’t making any pre¬
dictions of what will happen should
all these hostels start out within a
short time of each other, except
that it wouldn’t be good for the
city at this time. Entratter had at¬
tempted to operate the Dunes Ho¬
tel in conjunction with the Sands,
but it’s now back in the hands of
the original owners.
Entratter stated' closing of the
three inns has had no appreciable
effect' on prices being asked for
talent. The agencies and acts still
want Las Vegas prices. However,
Entratter denied that Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis will be getting
$50,000 weekly during their forth¬
coming stand at the Sands. He said
that they are filling out an old
commitment at $25,000 weekly.

Vincent Heads Chicago
Office For Mutual Eni

Chicago, Feb. 14.
Bob Vincent has taken charge of
the Chicago office of the Mutual
Entertainment agency, replacing
Milo Stelt, who left to enter the
%
field
of personal management.
'
Sid Morse also recently joined
Come Josephine In My
Mutual as a. booking agent. He had
Chauffeured Limousine previously been with the Borde
A new gimmick is being tried by agency here.
an eastside N. Y. restaurant. The
Bird ’h Glass is offering dinner
customers a ride in a chauffeured
limousine to make an 8:40 curtain
in the legit theatre-belt.
The now 'defunct Riviera, Ft.
Lee, N. J., in prewar times used to
pay taxi fares to the spot, and later
provide limousine service from
Washington, Feb. 14.
midtown Manhattan.
However,
Continuing the bullish trend
that service was for the gamblers
here this season, Victor Borge’s
and VIPs.
one-nighter next Tuesday (21) has
set an alltime local record for a
single headliner. As a result of
the Borge sellout in a 10;day peri¬
od, a second concert was sched¬
uled for 5:30 of the same day. In¬
dications are that this, too, will go
clean at same scale of $4.20 top.
According to Patrick Hayes, han¬
dling the Borge stint, the Dane
Minneapolis, Feb. 14.
will gross $21,000 in a single day.
After nearly three years’ absence Both performances are-set for the
following more than six decades 3,800-seat Constitution Hall.
of it, burlesque returns to Minne¬
General tenor of biz has been
apolis March 1. Edward Ross, vet¬ sock entire season. Fred Waring,
eran hurley impresario who oper¬ another Hayes attraction, grossed
ates the Follies Theatre, Kansas a near-capacity $9,600, at $3.60 top,
City, with that policy, has ac¬ several weeks ago. The Waring
quired a two-year lease of the loop record of eight local concerts in
1,450-seat Alvin and will bring the 10 years, with all SRO, has been
girlie shows back here.
consistently sock.
For the past two years the Alvin
Record-Breaking Take
has been a religious tabernacle,
Victor Borge is expected to net
but it^ evangelistic group lessees a record-breaking sum for himself
relinquished it a few weeks ago on his current one-nighter tour in
when they bought the neighbor¬ arenas and auditoriums. Borge,
hood Loring Theatre, not far from who started his trek on Feb. 3 at
the Loop, from United Paramount Worcester, will wind up April 7
for their purposes.
with a five-day stand at Hershey,
Prior to losing the lease to the Pa. On some stands, he’ll retrace
evangelists, Charlie Fox of Mil¬ his steps in order to pick up those
waukee had operated the Alvin that were turned away previously.
for many years and he had sought
In several stops, Borge has been
it again when it became available. sold out in advance. A $30,000
In its time the theatre has housed gross is anticipated in Syracuse,
the legit, dramatic stock, musical tomorrow (Thurs.). He’s slated
comedy tabs and vaudeville as well for two shows in Washington,
as burlesque. It had been men¬ Tuesday (21) where he will do a
tioned as a possibility for the late matinee at 5:30 p.m. in addi¬
Todd-AO “Oklahoma.”
tion to a regular evening show.
It’s reported that Ross hinged
In some towns, Borge has been
his local invasion on ability to getting as high as 80% of the gross,
make union deals calling for only after expenses.
In his 36 dates,
four stagehands and a similar num¬ estimates of the total gross run up¬
ber of musicians. His shows will wards of $500,000.
comprise exotic dancers, comics
and specialties. There’ll be no
chorus, according to reports.

Borge Due for 21G
In Two D.C. Dates

Burley Due Back
In Mpk March 1

VAUDEVILLE
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Hotel & Teamsters Unions to Ante
1200G Each (or Florida War Chest
Redcaps Sock in Pitt;
Inked for 2 Returns
Pittsburgh, Feb. 14.
First time in Pittsburgh for
Steve Gibson and the Redcaps
won’t be the last. Unit gave the
Copa the best week it has had in
a long time and Lenny Litman,
who owns the downtown nitery,
promptly signed them for two
more stanzas. Their first return will
be in April and the second one
in September, right after they close
their annual summer engagement
in Wildwood, N. J.
Litman has been trying to land
the Redcaps for years, but never
was able to get together with them
on either a date or a deal. Neither
was any other nitery in town, as
a matter of fact.

Levy To Lease His
Birdland Label
Morris Levy, operator of The
Birdland, N. Y., is planning to lease
the Birdland tag to nitery ops in
various cities. Leasing operations
comes on the heels of two court
decisions upholding Levy’s exclu¬
sive rights to the name. Last week,
Federal Judge John P. Barnes, in
the Federal Court in Chicago,
granted an injunction prohibiting
the use of the Birdland label by the
Birdland Show Lounge. A year ago,
Levy successfully enjoined a sec¬
ond operator in D.C. Federal Court.
On the strength of the decisions,
Levy is planning to lease the title
to qualified corporations with the
proviso that he supervise the en¬
tertainment policy as well as other
operational items.
Attorneys for Levy contend that
the Birdland name is so associated
with the New York operation that
an unauthorized use is tantamount
to illegally appropriating another’s
property right. Generally regarded
as a milestone in regard to the use
of a successful nitery name is the
California case in which Sherman
Billingsley was granted an injunc¬
tion against the unauthorized use
Of the Stork Club label. Case was
affirmed in the higher courts.

A working agreement between
the Hotel & Restaurant Workers
Union and the Teamsters Union
has been effected and each will
contribute $200,000 in a war chest
to fight the struck hotels in Miami
Beach. The hotel union has been
on strike against the inns for sev¬
eral months. A further step against
the hotels is expected to be taken
by the AFL-CIO council which
met last week in Miami Beach
after the AFL-CIO convention.
It’s probable that the council
will order James C. Petrillo, prexy
of' the American Federation of
Musicians, and Jackie Bright, na¬
tional administrative secretary of
the American Guild of Variety
Artists, to order their members
not to pass the picket lines (im¬
aginary) in front of the struck
inns. Both entertainment unions
have taken the position that its
members must honor contracts
with the hotels and that the unions
themselves must live up to the
agreements each have signed with
the various Beach hostels.
Petrillo has already stated that
many hotels would welcome a
walkout by the musicians so that
they would have the excuse of
eliminating music altogether! This
position has been disputed by
George Meany, AFL-CIO prexy,
who has stated that music and tal¬
ent are necessary to the hotels in
order to maintain their position in
competition with neighboring inns.
He cited the fact that hotels now
get better talent, and that the
niteries are virtually out of busi¬
ness.
Meany, at a Miami, rally last
week attended by 19,000 delegates,
announced a major breakthrough
in the strike against the hotels. He
declared that the DiLido has
signed up with the Hotel & Res¬
taurant Workers Union. It’s the
fifth inn to fall.in line.
The AFL-CIO is plenty sore
about the situation, inasmuch at it
feels that the breach by the two
entertainment unions reflects upon
the general unity of labor. The
unions have been beaten in the
Florida courts, which have en¬
joined the labor organizations from
picketing. They are thus attempt¬
ing to use every resource within
their own setup to bring the hotels
into line.

JULIA (DARVAS&) GOING
VOCAL ACT
JERSEY AGAIN SEEKS
‘Freeze’ Willow Grove Pk. SOLO WITH
London, Feb. 14.
N.Y. TEENAGE BAR BAN
femme half of the Darvas
Stock Due to Hassle On & Julia,
Julia dance act, is going solo.
Trenton, Feb. 14.
She signed for a cabaret stint at Youngman Date Snafued
A resolution urging the Now
Percentage Deal Claim the Colony Restaurant, Berkeley
York State Legislature to make it
| Square, starting late next month.
As ‘Blackouts’ Extended illegal for anyone under 21 years
Philadelphia, Feb. 14.
Acting on u petition of Philip Her new act, mainly vocals, has
of age to buy liquor in that state,
ALBANY VAUDE MEMORY Bieber,
■ Coral Gables, Fla., and been in preparation for more than
has been passed again by the New
Again at Vegas Frontier Jersey
Louis Pondfield, Baltimore, Judge two years.
State Legislature. Jersey’s
WITH GRAND SHUTDOWN Alan K. Grim in U. S. District The duo is now appearing in the Doing record
Las Vegas, Feb. 14.
biz at the New legal minimum is 21 years of age,

Albany, Feb. 14.
Albany’s great days in vaude¬
ville will become only a memory
when Fabian Theatres swing the
doors closed on the 46-year-old
Grand Feb. 17.
Paul V. Wallen, lessee of the
three-floor, 1,550-seater for the past
18 months and son of Clarence
Wallen, of Mount Vernon, for
many years vice-president and gen¬
eral manager of F. F. Proctor
houses, is terminating the agree¬
ment with Fabian on that date,
but will take over another local
Fabian situation, the Leland.
Another Closedown
Kingston, N. Y., Feb. 14.
The Orpheum, longtime vaude¬
ville theatre but in recent years a
subsequent-run
motion
picture
house, will be sold at public auc¬
tion in March to satisfy a city
claim for approximately $15,000 in
taxes.

British Equity, VAF
Will Vote on Merger
London, Feb. 7.
The membership of British
Actors Equity and the Variety
Artists Federation is to ballot on
amalgamation. At least half the
members in each organization
must vote, and a 55% majority is
necessary lrtfbr^ih^.two ^Jerformtrs unions can merge.
Prelim negotiations between the
two organizations have settled that
m the event of amalgamation going
through, the vauders’ will have
adequate representation on the
governing body of the new union.

Court here issued a temporary or¬
der “freezing” the stock of the
Willow Grove Park Co. Bieber
and Pondfield claimed 5% owner¬
ship in the amusement enterprise
as commission in the 1954 sale of
the 106-acre tract to the Willow
Grove Park Co. They named Harry
S. Jacobs and Morton Michelson,
of this city, as defendants.
According to the petitioners,
Jacobs and Michelson owned 25%,
while the remainder was held by
Ben and Herman Cohen, of Balti¬
more. They claim they had an
agreement to receive 5% of the
stock for bringing the Cohens into
the enterprise.

Hub AGVA Now Going
After Sportsman Shows
Boston, Feb. 14.
AGVA is getting its drive under
way here to enlist professional
models, who appear at trade shows
and conventions, and sportsman
show type acts, bait-casters, logrollers, woodchoppers, etc.
Under the sportsman show type
act would come Ted Williams, who
appears each year at the sports¬
man’s show here ato Mechanics
Hall.
In the sportsman's show
ended Sun (12), Williams and
Jack Sharkey, former heavyweight
champ, put on a fly-casting contest.Membership in AGVA for the
sportsman show type acts evidently
will have to wait for next year.
Acts this season included Sharkey,
the seal; Zippy, the chimp; Pogo,
the boxing kangaroo; Whitecloud
Indian troupe; Dobsons, diving act,

London Palladium revue, “Paint¬
ing the Town.” They’ve already
been inked for a four-week stint
at the New Frontier, Las Vegas,
in May.

-.

Wholesale Use of Talent
Current on Cruise Ships
About 125 entertainers and musi¬
cians left New York last week for
work on cruise ships. Cruise talent
employment is exceptionally big
this season, according to Nat
Abramson, head of the WOR Art¬
ists Bureau.
Among the liners that pulled out
last week with shows from N. Y.
are the Mauretania, Nieuw Amster¬
dam, Ryndam, Italia; Homeric,
Empress of Scotland and lie de
France, booked by Abramson, and
the Nassau, booked by James
Grady.
Several other liners ply the
southern routes, which are booked
by the Grady office. Thejse ships
leave from southern ports.

Dicker British Dates
For Liberace Tour
London, Feb. 14.
A concert performance in Lon¬
don during September for Liberace
is under negotiation. Jjle may also
“do some concerts iriHthe provinces
on his British trip.
Liberace was unknown here prior
to last September, when his tele¬
films were featured in a Sunday
spot on the commercial station.
He’s made a considerable hit with
the British public.

Frontier during what was original¬
ly a four-frame pact, Ken Murray’s
“Blackouts of 1956,” starring Marie
Wilson, will be held over another
three weeks in the spa’s Venus
Room. Option was picked up after
the initial four stanzas had been
extended to seven weeks.
Hotel now is faced with rebook¬
ing Henny Youngman, whose Feb.
6 opening was set back to Feb.* 20,
when first option was picked up.
Deal was made then to guarantee
the comic a return engagement
next year if he will postpone his
original date. The enigma now is
how to satisfy Youngman, whose
second opening will be postponed
again.
“Blackouts” has established a
new b.o. record previously held at
the New ■ Frontier by Sammy
Davis Jr.

while N. Y. permits those of 18 and
up to buy drinks. Jersey is seek¬
ing a uniform age of 21 in both
states.
Jerseyites contend that young¬
sters who cannot be served in Jer¬
sey drive to New York and fre¬
quently get in trouble on the way
home. It’s alleged that numerous
.pases of drunken driving by the
youngsters has resulted from the
forays into N. Y.
Assemblywoman
Florence P.
Dwyer, sponsor of the resolution,
has already testified in Albany on
a bill on raising the drinking min¬
imum. She stated that 20% of the
business at bars comes from those
under 21 years of age.

‘Most Horrible Singer’
Out From Exhaustion
Boston, Feb. 14.

Allentown Fair Show
I Leona Anderson, billed as “the
most horrible singer,” did
From Hamid To MCA ! world’s
only four performances of her
Allentown, Fa., Feb. 14,
The Allentown Fair has decided
to expand its grandstand stage
show this year. George A. Hamid,
Inc., who provided grandstand
shows during fair week for almost
30 years, has been dropped, and
Music Co*p> -of -America-* substi¬
tuted.
Among the features at the fair
next September will be Spike Jones
and his band. Also booked are Lou
Simms and the Crew-Cuts. The
stage show will be on from Monday
through Saturday of fair week.

skedded week at the Bradford Roof
and bowed out because of illness.
Boniface A1 Taxier gave her a re¬
lease Friday (10), pulled in Bob
Teta to sub for her for one night
and inked local chirp Judy Valen¬
tine to finish the engagement.
La Anderson, it was reported,
fell victim to exhaustion, after astrenuous round of disk jock pro¬
grams set up by her Boston record
rep, Ruth Shapiro, and a tumultu¬
ous opening attended by Bob & Ray,
whose theme song she recorded,
and who flew in from Manhattan
with a party of well-wishers.

_Z&RIETY_

VAUBEVHAE

‘Miracle Fountain’ Show
Is Prepped by Chalfen

New Acts

Minneapolis, Feb. 14.
“Dancing
Waters,”
imported
water-lights-music snow
show wmcn
which nas
has
water-nghts-music
proved so successful for Morrie
Steinman in this country, will have
a competitor along similar lines.
Local showman Morris Chalfen, operating a number of “Holiday on
ice” shows, has had what he’ll call
“Miracle Fountain” devised and
inl g0 on tour later this month,
„
Now .in the course of construction here at an approximately $70,000 cost, it is described by Chalfen
as “a new and improved version” of
the other show. Minneapolitans Mr.
and Mrs. Kenny Rebling have been
engaged by Chalfen to handle the
show’
-

ROGER WILLIAMS
piano
,
25 Mins.
Eddys’, K. C.
In Roger Williams there is a welcome new act for the night club
and hotel circuit, as well as television, radio and concert. This is
a cas.e of another artist^catapu ted
by a hit recording into the show
business limelight, and as seen performing in this de luxe club this is
also a case of the newly revealed
artist having the skill and charm
to measure up strongly at the boxoffice.
. ,
an^ concert numbers3 itfe quSSjy
30,Kt WiSSms Vayi a lit of
niano bv anv starfdai ds S well out
Sf ^he realm o ^ust good piano
playing and Tntod'assy Sg as'an
attraction. It’s not only remarkable keyboard work, but it is
presented with a boy-next-door
charm that brings him quickly
close to the audience. They are
wUh him virtually from the first

BUBBER JOHNSON (3)
Songs
10 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y,
Bubber Johnson, who has been
attracting some attention via his
King Records releases, isn’t foliowing thp current musical vogue.
Negro singer plays his repertoire
straight, brushing off the vocal
trickery of the rhythm & blues
patterns. And it comes off as easy
listening.
w kin* with a bass and euitar
ba^in* Johnson self-accomps on
the 88 He develoDs a neat rhvthmic siyle which highlights each
tune’s melodic and lyric valuesThe three-song set includes “Best
Things In Life Are Free,” “Keep
A Light In The Window For Me”
it j. n
•
and his disclick Come Home.
Ullll IVCYlcWS
Although his Apollo reception
was only mild, probably because -1--—:-his turn isn’t exciting enough for Nat (King)
{King) Cole
f/ole Show
Show
the house’s clientele, he’s an okay
'
Svdnev Feb.
Feh 77.
Sydney,
bet for small-room work. Groa.
A
Lce
Gordon™*
owociarton
A Lee Gordon, in association

W°AsStoaIbe expected there is a resounding response to his Kapp
label version of “Autumn Leaves,"
and but slightly less for “Beyond
the Sea,” his newest. “Warsaw
Concerto” draws a surprising big
hand, and there is variety m a St.
Louis Blues
and an inning of
playing several melodies at the
CBumble^Bee”11221118
g
Alon? With all this is his trick
electronicWpiano a minature^grand
electronic piano, a mmaLuie gidnu,
which banters with him in tones
of a celeste, plays along with his
piano and has its own numbers,
too. This, alone, is enough to flip
most audiences, and is an ingenious assist here. Even without it,
however, Williams has to be reckoned as a new entertainment value,
and the industry can be thankful
that records brought him to the
fore.
Quin.
MICKEY & SYLVIA
Songs

with Benn Reyes and Arthur Schur(Khta)
gin, production.
gun
production. Stars
Stars Nat
Nat (King)
(King)
Cole, wi'.h
Cote,
wl h Cole
Cole Trio,
Trl0> Lillian
Lillian Briggs,
Briggs,
Marty Allen, Mitch
Mitch DeWood,
DeWood, RoRo-

Unit Reviews

LEONA ANDERSON
Song Satire
20 Mins.
Bradford Roof, Boston
To the initiated who understand
satire| Leona Anderson isexcruciatingly funny. However, the unjnRiated don’t seem to know at first
what to make 0f tbe w k record
Wi* billed, as ‘The world’s
™st 5?rnbAie sm.ser. but once
they. dlg the vintage femme’s
spoofmg 0f classics and pops,
evervthing is OK
■
g
’
.
,.
.Miss Anderson, whose Columbia
disks and tv spots have hypoed interest in her unique talent for
°PeraJlc ®po°feroo,s> Sets off her
? the Crow, takeoff on an
£ngiisn , madrigal,
Rats in My
Room, to a bolera beat, the HabaPera
Carmen, and Fish,
m wh.ch she sounds like a fish
missm.
LFtiy.

Apollo, N. X. .
...
■
'
Mickey & Sylvia could be dubbed
If
Aclrnil
Rmlfl lin
the Les Paul & Mary Ford of the
UoC fiSKvU 10 DUIltl Up
rhythm & blues field. Self-accoma . f n
pi
?™e^jocais'
tais, Negro duo' socks across an
Atlantic
Citv
Feb
14
Atlantic Clty,cF.!bCity, Feb. 14>
14.
exciting beat pegged strictly foi
,
the r&b addicts.
limontallv
In the midst of one of the worst
th^itvle0!?1^strident and™ ocklng vvinters in years here» Boardwalk
But
14ft th^a„s go forklangci businessmen have started a move
the team never lets up. In their whereby the city would use luxury

maine & Claire• At s'JdneV Stadi*
um> Feb■ 7> ’56-‘ ?3-s0 top-.
On his second visit to this country Nat (King) Cole scored a wham
f SSbof 11000tafSthS
initial 6 p.m. and 8:45 p.m. shows
tonight (7). Cole will give Lee
Gordon his biggest intake since
-aX
S8
1IuaKe smce
Johnnie Ray.
Here, too, is sufficient proof that
the average Australian fan is willing to pay a top figure of 30 shillings ($4.23) to see class overseas
stars. Also proves that Gordon,
after some prior semi-flops, is now
all set to bring here only the stars
with teenager appeal,
In the
Sydney stadium,
stadium, aa huge
In
the Sydney
huge
harnlilro
barnlike, tin.rnnfed
tin-roofed arena
arena, f!nle
Cole
worked solidly for over 60 minutes
and had the payees eating right out
of his hand. His craftsmanship is
superb and he swung from number
to number, with a spot of piano
playing throivn
thrown in for good measmeas¬
ure, with ease and grace..
Lillian Briggs quickly wt
hit PoPUpopu¬
Liman
larity with her pile-driving voice
and had to beg off at both shows.
shows,
Gal can certainly sell the red hot
stuff, plus a spot of trombone playJw She's surely, a novelty for tins
aii0„
TvrifM,

CaJePWhitrYourDo” “ieHearDYou
Knockin’ ” and “Ride, Sally, Ride.”
Team could build a strong following on wax and score heavily
in rock ’n’ roll jamborees. Gros.
BARBI &
& BRUCE
BRUCE SIMS
SIMS
BARBI
Dance
8 Mins.
Mins.
8
Palace, N. Y.
Barbi and Bruce Sims are a
pleasant if rather uninspiring pair
of terpers. Stuff they do in their
Palace premiere is clean, but
shows no stamp of distinction.

-with zany comedy garnered a load
of laughs and applause on a ^30find
then Aussie run easy to take,
George Kirby, colored mimic,
missed the plane at San Francisco
and was replaced by Romaine &
Claire, nifty U.S. dancers. Kirby
is due to arrive Feb. 8 and will play
out the balance of the five days’
run in this keyer.
The Lee Gordon combo will go
solidly into the black with this
show.
Eric.
’
---
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Atlantic lity lax rund

Uut-oweason Snows

taX refunds to subsidize out-ofseason attractions as a means of
bringing more visitors to the
resort..
Luxurv fax funds total aonrnvi
^iXUI7i [fin iinas total aPProxl"
matelj, $1,500,000 a year and now
are “sed Jfor
capital improvements ’ and cutting the city’s tax
levy“Improvements”
include
Sltc‘h items as Boardwalk repairs,
now buildings and repairs on old
city-owned structures along the
‘Walk’ and in other parts of the
town, jetties, etc.

I

girt'lwp'To^a
akhigv n.\
girl
skip to a sUw
slow 6 “T
“Takingv
A Assn a eroun with husinp^ hnnspc

ChtawUh°nroAVV “n
“ll b*SdStace
bS."11 Stace on tke 'Walk'' want a flxed
fixed pr°P10'
«taw“h°nroAV?n'
■»y
the fundamentals'almost
which W?Yld
would be
widely adby. have
have the
fundamentals'almost gra?
*!!![".„ah,dhf
be /■'Mely
adft and because they make suclua ve™sed out-of-town. Ice-skating,
ean appearance, much of what swimming, a Mardi Gras, a winterthey really need is some smarter
toboggan on the beach, rematerial.
Art.
turn of the bigtime legitimate the———atre etc are a few
F^rr-;.
rf’ :fv
?ua
suggestions.
One thing the association’s memm ■ ■
mb . bm
bers are against is open gambling,
W* I l_ P"
i That won t help us,” they declar"■* ■ »
. ed at a meeting held last Thurs,
b
day
.
With the weather, the resort has
HI 1^1
; entertained
fewer
conventions,
j through the December, January and
^ p M n f \ I fX j February months than ever before.
3E. A K If ■ IJ j Thus the loss of what usually is
w
w
'fair out-of-season business from

SSEILER

and
SEABOLD
Presently
Headlining
Presently Headlining
ADOLPHUS HOTEL
HOTEL
ADOLPHUS
DALLAS, TEXAS

Currently

CHI CUP"
Palm Springs

|'

^|nh
gtienly
feft conventionIsts is
being
keenly felt.

°f hiihanA His craftsmanship is

Show
Omaha A.....
Auto SllOW
Omaha, Feb. 4.
McG'dree. .SiA'T’,
Sisters Harmonicats,
r^cG'lir.
Eddy Haddad Orch (12); at Omaha
City And Arena; $1 admission.
T, ...
... ..na
t&lcnt will brin§ cm m, the
1956 Qmaha Auto Show should
smash all attendance records at
the new City Aud. For the package agented by Don Romeo, local
booker, leaves little to be desired.
The McGuire Sisters are the
headliners and smash across 30
minutes of solid vaude. Femmes
cal1 on a11 sorts of gimmicks to
pad tileir topnotch singing and
bave .the aud wlth ’em a11 the wayOpening with a dixieland medley.
«S *SsVtt fshanu™ and^then
trot out piano, sax and glocken-
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Vaude, Cafe Dates
New York

Chicago

Katherine Dunham is the latest
of Negro names to essay a
stand at the Apollo Theatre, N.Y.
Her troupe starts Feb. 24 . . . Ted
Reno into the Blue Angel, N.Y.,
April 12 . . . Barry Sisters pacted
for the Beachcomber, Miami Beach,
Feb. 22 . . . Agent Nat Shack dis¬
charged from the hosp following
major surgery . . . Dancing Waters
started a four-weeker as a betweenraces divertissement at the Jack¬
sonville (Fla.) Dog Track.
Betty Reilly and Tony Bavaar
are the new starters at Le Cupidon,
N. Y. . . . Marguerite Piazza into
the Sands, Las Vegas, for four
weeks . . . Stan Freeman and Rob¬
ert Clary booked for the Radisson,
Minneapolis, starting March 1 and
15 respectively . . . Billy Glason
out of the hospital after a pror
longed siege , . . Buddy Allen has
signed deejay Murray Kaufman to
do a show from the Monte Carlo
Hotel, Miami Beach . . . Rebecca
Barksdale is a newcomer in the
Versailles, N. Y., show . . . Betty
Madigan starts at the Boulevard,
Rego Park, L.I., Friday (17) . . .
Hazel McNulty has moved into the
Charcoal Room, N. Y. . . , Baker
Sisters have been signed by Gen¬
eral Artists Corp.

.Walton & O’Rourke bow at the
Club Crescendo, Houston, tonight
(Wed.) for two frames . . . Don
Dick & Jimmy open at the Van
Orman Hotel, Fort Wayne, Friday
(17) for a pair they segue into th»
McCurdy Hotel, Evansville, March
5-24 . . . Jose Greco pacted for the
Palmer House, Chicago, March 21
for four frames . . . Lenny Xolyet
replaces at the Steak House, Chi¬
cago, after Jackie Heller cancelled
because of illness . . . The Pepper¬
mints opened at the Black Orchid
Chicago, last night (Tues.) and will
stay on for a pair of frames .
Chaz Chase, Anita & Pepi, Gau¬
tier’s Tally-Ho and the Bob De Voy
trip booked for Harold Minsky’s
show at the Dominican Republic
exposition by Charles Hogan, Chi
booker.

Another Downtown Pitt
Cafe, New Nixon, Folds;
To Operate as Lounge
Pittsburgh, Feb. 14.
Another downtown nite^ has
joined the foldee ranks with the
shuttering of the New Nixon over
the weekend. Room has dropped
band and shows but will continue
to operate as a cocktailery and
restaurant, with organ music only,
until its big new room Is ready
for occupancy on Bigelow Blvd.
in late April. Work’s now going
ahead andJ since capacity will be
nearly 750, a name policy is being
mapped.
New Nixon was formerly the
Monte Carlo, owned and operated
successfully by Alan. Clark and
Harry Fox, neither of whom could
make a go of the room. On top of
the closing of Jackie Heller’s Car¬
ousel sometime ago, this leaves the
Golden Triangle here with only
one night club, Lenny Litman’s
Copa bn Liberty Ave.
Most of Pittsburgh’s cafe trade
has migrated to the highway spots,
chiefly the new Holiday House,
Ankara,
Horizon Room, Twin
Coaches and Vogue Terr&ce. Latter
three, however, operate only on
weekends
during
the
winter
months.

Round of Oriental Clubs
Is Looming for Boston
Boston, Feb. 14.
Round of Oriental clubs is seen
here with the readying of a new
entry, El Morocco, 250-seater, in
the upstairs Tremont St. site of the
former Ada Bullock restaurant.
Three Oriental clubs are now op¬
erating here.
The Oriental bit is seen as the
answer to the barring of strips
and exotics around the area. A
raised stage is being built for the
new club and specially designed
cutout walls with minarets and
spires in an Oriental motif are be¬
ing setup.

Cervone Vice Evans As

Hollywood
Pearl and Bill Bailey tdam up
in a brother-sister act for a stand
at the Flamingo Hotel, Las Vegas,
tomorrow (Thurs.) „ . . Rusty
Draper opens at Mapes Hotel,
Reno, March 25 . . . George Shear¬
ing Quintet into Zardi’s Friday
(17) . . . Nellie Lutcher into Maison Jaussaud, Bakersfield, March
8 . . . Scatman Crothers booked
into Melody Room March 1.

’55 Texas Fair Set New
Record; 279G Profit
Dallas, Feb. 14.
State Fair of Texas earned a
net profit of $279,497 in its 1955
fiscal year. Attendance at last
October’s 16V6-day run was 2,611,2'71, a new national record for an¬
nual expos in America.
Net profit in 1954 was $300,631.
For the 10-year period of postwar
operation, 1946-55, the Texas expo
has earned net profits totaling
$3,742,662. Biggest year was 1949,
first year attendance
topping
2.000,000., when the net profit was
$513,133. All profits are invested
in the expo for permanent im¬
provements and operating cos&.
Mayor R. L. Thornton was re¬
elected to his 12th- consecutive
term as prexy of the State Fair.
All other officers were retained,
including James H. Stewart, exec
veepee - general manager, and
Charles R. Meeker Jr., veepee-assistant general manager. Latter is
also managing director of State
Fair Musicals.

Dance, Diva, Dance

Tamara Toumanova planed to
Italy last week to appear as pre¬
spiel for a comic “Alabama Jubi- miere ballerina in “Salome” at La
Scala Opera House in Milan.
iLCIVUUe Tice Evans AS,
a devotional “He" offers fine
Dancer is reported sharing top
\
D*
1*
T*
llff
change of pace, and “Sisters” is a billing with the divas, in a produc¬
:
KUlP ing Urcus Maesiro highlight involving pearls, scarves tion in which the vocal Salome
11111511115
maCMI U. and boy friends that permits PhylIzzy Cervone, vet bandmaster, . lis a chance to do a solo mimicking eases herself offstage for the
has been appointed director of the ! Rosemary Clooney, Jo .Stafford, I dance sequence in which. Miss
Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey Eartha Kitt and Vaughn Monroe. | Toumanova takes over.
Circus band, succeeding Merle Gals contribute a nifty tap dancing I
Evans, who retired end of last sea- session before using “Think of
|
LIBERACE'S RIVIERA PAIR
son. Cervone, who started his mu- Me” as a firiale>
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
sical career as a trumpeter, has
Jerry Murad’s Harrr.onjcat-; are !
i
Li be race has been set for a pair
worked as a conductor at some of the other offering—and only
j
of
two-week
headline stints at the
the major fairs in the U. S., and a<:t. ol the McGuire calibre could
has also been in the Pittsburgh ?°ll0yf the three gerito. “Harmon- { Riviera Hotel in Las Vegas. He’ll
•
play
there
in
^pril and return in
Symph, and with KDKA, Pitta- !5a
ih<t y'j/)d,jp to a j November.
burgh.
fireat 15-minute presentation,
Pianist’s concert ‘tour this year
Cervnne ic fhp brntbar nf
Eddy Haddad’s oreb.
Cuts
wJJl take him through the North¬
west and Canada, moving back east
a?rewh°outt°dr
who had bee[\ associated the auto boys’ theme
when to open the new Rochester Memo¬
with George A. Hamid for many the final attendance figure are an- rial Auditorium. He’ll also do a
y^ars.
r ,
nounced*
Trump. J date in Lubbock, Tex.
:___

Hollywood
Harry James hired bongo-ist
Jack Costanza and drummer Buddy
Rich for the James-Betty Grable
act which opens in Las Vegas this
week . . . Calypso chirp Maya Angelou holds over another week at
Beverly Hills’ Keyboard . , . Mary
Kaye trio plays the Chi Chi, Palm
Springs, starting March 30 . . .
George Shearing Quintet .opens
Friday (17) at Zardi’s for a threeweek stand . . . Jack Montrose,
Pacific Jazz pactee» current at the
Club Moroccan . . . Les Brown
opens at ZardFs May 4.

NEW FRONTIER HOTEL
Las Vegas
*__

6th

(
Week

J

ACROBAT WANTED
Unusual balancing act
requires understander.
Box Z10, VARIETY,
154 W. 46th St., New York

AVAILABLE
Young

Man,

booking
ence.

several year* theatrical

agency and

selling

experi-s

Can do the job for your office.

AI*o have ewn valuable mailing lists.
Box V-J1255, VARIETY,
154 W. 46th Street, New York 36
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and with history in the saga of the
49’ers and the Barbary Coast.
Glitter Gulch by the Boulder
(now Hoover) Dam is an assort¬
ment'of posh hotels that makes
many a key city hostelry look like
a filling station comparatively.’
The fact that Vegas has overex¬
tended itself is something else
again and is getting serious con¬
sideration. The old guard is con¬
tent to let the come-latelies knock
themselves out with Oriental¬
sounding new hostels, bigger and
taller and roomier—and candidates
to go-boomier quicker.
Beldon Katleman’s El Rancho
Vegas, Wilbur Clark’s Desert Inn,
the Jake Freedman-Jack Entratter
operation at The Sands, the Thunderbird’ with its “different” brand
(catering to the locals who venture
out to The Strip), Morris Prell’s
Sahara—these are the durables.
True, if the boys get greedy or
over-ambitious and think they can
open a branch store, as The Sands
did with The Dunes (and took a
$1,300,000 licking), that’s a sample
of spreading it thin and wooing
the same odds-on gamble that the
chumps do at the dice tables.
Cream of the Crop
The nitery shows are (1) the
cream of the crop of the American
brand of popular entertainment,
and (2) the dreamiest kind of cap-.
tive audience.
It’s almost literal proof of “the
only game in town.” True', there
are other spots, but it defies what¬
ever segment that spills out from
this or that floorshow not to try the
one-armed bandits (the slot ma¬
chines), the wheels, cards or dice.
Vegas’ smoke-filled backrooms
may have cancerous and criminal
antecendents of no small propor¬
tions, but its front is slickest. Like
the airlines, perhaps the best glo¬
bal' merchandisers of goodwill and
“safety” con, the casinos tradition¬
ally sugarcoat their appeal with a
tripleveneer of (a) sportsmanship,
(b) the lush life and (c) sweet-talk.
The operators are still rugged
individualists, but* on occasion,
when the chips are down literally,
they get together. The proposed
Convention Hall on the defunct
racetrack is an example. That will
give Vegas a commercial raison
d’etre and nature will take care of
the rest. (The $2 minimums, with
the exception of the Thunderbird,
is another.)
The motels are still battling with
spurious signs about $5 doubles,
but try and get ’em in the classier
joints, which range up to $10, $12
and $14, as much as the Strip hos¬
tels. But they are motoi'-hotels,
of course, of finest calibre, appoint¬
ments and conveniences.
Some Things Synonymous
The boys won’t get together
about not overextending—and that
means thinning out the gambling
“handle”—but there are such uni¬
form things synonymous with every
class casino-hotel.
One, you’ll
never see a clock in a casino. Two,
there’s no such thing as “dancing,”
except for the brief interludes be¬
tween shows. Three, there’s no tv
in the rooms—they don’t want the
crowds kept in their rooms, just as
they don’t want ’em hoofing in the
niteries, because it minimizes the
spillouts. The freer the flow of
traffic, the better the casino opera¬
tion.
Each casino-hotel is unique in
that the gaming room has control
over the sleeping rooms or the pub¬
lic cafe rooms. Operation loss on
the hotel aspect is taken for grant¬
ed, although there is a move on to
put the hostelry and restaurant
phases in the same plus position as
the casinos. However, the gaming
room is the Great Equalizer.'
On this semester, the New
Frontier held the surprise hit with
Ken Murray-Marie Wilson in the
revived “Blackouts,” again prov¬
ing “don’t rewrite a hit.” It’s a
natural parlay, and “Irma,’’ back
in her mammary glandular display
with the 'saucy burlesque black¬
outs — some of them are quite
rough one-liners—coupled with
Murray, always the facile confercncier, are standout. So is Miss
Wilson, who lives dangerously with
the Dagmar department except for
some skillful couturier handiwork.
Above all, a good new cafe attrac¬
tion has thus been cradled, because
Blackouts” can continue as a
strong seasonal entry.
Sophie Tucker was socko at El
Rancho Vegas and seemingly the
vet exponent of double-entendre

(it’s really “single” and singular
wordage) gives ’em What they want.
Paradoxically, when Soph does a
solid sentimental song, she’s just
as socko, and one wonders if a
little sapolioing isn’t now in order,

Donald O’Connor, with Sidney
Miller Co. at the Sahara, demon¬
strated nothing but beaucoup tal¬
ent. O’Connor does “The Buster
Keaton Story” at Paramount after
a siesta. He has also had a dry-run,
incidentally, of his own soon-due
nuptials, when he “stood up” for
his longtime pal and partner, Sid¬
ney Miller, who married line-beaut
Iris Burton at boniface Morris
Prell’s Vegas home.
' Toujour Gai
Performed by a rabbi, it had
O’Connor in the secular skull-cap,
and for a surprise jam-session the
Louis Prima band with Keely
Smith (Mrs, Prima) strutted in, all
also- wearing the religioso skull¬
caps, to the tune of “When The
Saints Come Marching In.” Para¬
doxically, it did nothing to impair
the solemnity of the occasion, only
adding to the gaiety and, it so hap¬
pened, was a lifesaver for the sen¬
timentally weeping bride. Same
went for Candy Toxton (ex-Mrs.
Mel Torme), slated to do the same
Mendelssohn bit with“$64,000 Ques¬
tion” conferencier Hal March at
the Mildred and Beldon Katleman
home where she is houseguesting.
The Sands closed with Peggy
•Lee and a good new comedy team
in Pepper Davis and Tony Reese,
followed by The Beachcombers.
The Vegas dream, of course, is
to make it a resort, with the gam¬
bling incidental. It’s nice talk, but
it isn’t working. A nice couple
with kids mean a dead loss in a
Strip casino-hotel. Fact that most
of the natives are oblivious even
to the penny slotmachines is be¬
side the point. The plush traps
thrive on tourists, and tourists are
expected to gamble—or live in
motels—where they don’t give it
away either, even though there’s
no gambling attached and they do
feature tv in every motor-inn.
That’s why the Strip hostels were
forced to that $2 minimum; other¬
wise they sat through a $50,000
show over a 75c coke.
Still They Come
Nonetheless, still they come,
those new hotels. The Lady Luck*
the Stardust and the Tropicana out
on The Strip.
This despite the
foldo of the plush Royal Nevada,
the elimination of gambling at
The Dunes—just rooms, at least
for now—and the demise of the
interracial Moulin Rouge. Latter
was Lou Rubin’s operation (exChandler’s restaurant, N. Y.) and
why he felt that a hotel “on the
wrong side of the railroad tracks”
would do better with an “inter¬
racial” tag is problematic. It’s still
in the “Harlem” sector. If it’s gonna
be interracial, it should start on
The Strip, but that’s a dubious
proposition in light of the moneyed
gamblers from Texas and other
Dixie outposts.
It will require $2,500,000 to com¬
plete Tony Carnero’s Stardust, a
ghost plot which bears his name and
the legend of “1,002 rooms”; he’s
the “gambling ship” entrepreneur
who died of heart disease over a
Vegas card-table. Harry Delmar,
vet showman, will do its booking,
when and if. Monte Proser is slat¬
ed for ditto at the new Tropicana.
Carlton Adair heads the Lady
Luck, which is the first plush hos¬
telry from the airport, meaning
that is far out on The Strip, where¬
as Stardust is more “in town.”
Fremont St. (“downtown”), will
run the casino of the Stardust,
when and if.
The wise bunch observes that “if
The Sands, with all its savvy and
showmanship, couldn’t put over
The Dunes, then why do the new¬
comers think they can?”
Eddie Levinson, who has a piece
of The Sands, is building a 12story Skyscraper Hotel in down¬
town Las Vegas, the first commer¬
cial hostelry, and much needed.
Meantime, the checkerplaying
continues. Bill Miller, ex-Sahara, is
dickering for The Dunes; he had
the Royal Nevada bookings but
Frank Fishman couldn’t get the li¬
cense, and the A1 Moll syndicate
now has it on a $68,000 monthly
lease.
The skyscraper Riviera (Gus
Greenbaum and Benny Goffstein,
both ex-Flamingo), with its nine
floors on the desert sands, is an
imposing sight. It has the only

Uahiety
sizable lobby of any Vegas hotel.
In all the others you step off the
street right into a croupier’s lap
almost.

The Flamingo continues under
A1 Parvin^s direction with “Col.”
Abe Schiller remaining on, and
upped to veepee and “promotion
man,” meaning the talent-buyer.
Stanley Irwin, the Sahara book¬
er, is also an attorney and just
elected an assemblyman.
Jolly Good Fellow
At the brunch in the Copa Room
of The Sands, the Hollywood and
Palm Springs VIPs—some 200 of
them—whom Texas oil tycoon Ray
Ryan shuttled to Vegas for a twoday spree, serenaded him as “A
Jolly Good Fellow.” Occasion was
“the Millie (Mrs. Bob) Considine
Roundup,” everybody in western
dress. Ryan, who was one of the
Stolkin - Koolish - Corwin - Grant
group in the abortive buyout of
RKO from Hughes, reportedly
"made exDenses” for his generous
airborne fling in a half-hour at the
Sands’ crap tables.
Nate Gross, just back from “do¬
ing” Spain under American Export
Lines auspices, is recuping in
Vegas.
Eddie Fisher will probably do an
“opening attraction” personal for
pal Monte Proser, who will book
the Tropicana.
Skip Larson, a looker, is now
press aide to A1 Freeman at The
Sands. Gene Murphy is commut¬
ing to the Nacional, Havana, from
Wilbur Clark’s Desert Inn, now
that Clark also operates the casino
in the Cuban capital.
Frank Sinatra has upped his in¬
terest in The Sands from 2% to
4% and Jack Entratter’s original
5% is now 9%. Next to bossman
Jake Freedman’s 37%, their com¬
bined 13% is the second largest
block of stock. Tony Martin and
George Raft have small pieces of
tine Flamingo operation.
Las Vegas Sun columnist Bill
Willard who, with Alan Jarlson,
covers for Variety, is handling
The Branding Iron local news¬
papermen’s show.
Sand is an ingredient of hifidelity music, and Jack Entratter
was amused by a British hi-fi ex¬
pert shipping him 90 pounds of
sand, when the desert of Las Vegas
is at his doorstep.
Grace Hayes’ Lodge opposite
The Sands gets a drop-in business.
Incidentally, her son Peter Lind
Hayes and his wife, Mary Healy,
come into The Sands, this week.
They want mama to give up
hostessing, even if it is her own
joint, but the vet vaude headliner
wants it that way.

Riviera’s Facelift
Keyed to Conv. Hall
Las Vegas, Feb. 14.
Another Vegas hotel — whose
bosses display nothing but an opti¬
mistic outlook for this resort haven
—is due for a multi-million buck
facelifting. It’s the Riviera Hotel.
Veepee Ben Goffstein says “more
than $2,000,000 will be expended
in accommodation expansion and
remodeling before the close of the
year.”
Goffstein says 200 rooms will be
added to the 300-room skyscraper
on the desert. This project is con¬
tingent upon a pending bond issue
election seeking to raise the where¬
withal to build a convention hall.
From all indications, the bond
will have little or no barriers what
with newspapers, civic leaders and
public office holders throwing their
support behind the measure. It’s
expected that the issue will be pre¬
sented to the voters next month.'
Construction of the Convention
Hall would be greenlighted imme¬
diately if the bond is passed, ac¬
cording to the Chamber of Com¬
merce Convention Hall Committee.
The Riviera, meanwhile, has of¬
fered 12 acres adjacent to the hotel
to the committee as a site for the
Convention Hall. If the Riviera
proposal is accepted. it‘ would cut
the hall’s cost by $250,000, the as¬
sessed value of the property ac¬
cording to a recent real estate sur¬
vey.
Goffstein said the hotel will have
to borrow about $2,000,000 to add
the 200 rooms, but that this project
will be upheld until the Conven¬
tion Hall itself gets underway.
Hotel biggies here feel the hall,
which will cost about $3,000,000,
will play an important role in the
future economy of Las Vegas. "It
won’t be a cure-all,” Goffstein said,
“but the prospect of having traffic
moving through a Convention Hall
—via the casinos and supply clubs
—would be a definite shot in the
arm.”
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF FEBRUARY 15

Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week
Letter In pa>entheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; 4L) Loew; (M) Moss;
(P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Halt (R) 16
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Peiro Bros.
Choral Ensemble
Michael Danzi
Palace (P) 14
3 Houcs

Gregors
Arnold Dover
Lillian Cavell
Chris Cross
Yvonne, Clarcl & F
Gil Lamb
3 Sidneys

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 13
Adele Inge
B Rayes & D Faye
Jack Powell
Reg Redcliffe
Rih-Aruso
Lawman & Robins
Romano & Maureen
Barry Rugless
Robert O’Donnell
Roslyn Dunbar
Lamb & Rahlen
Barbara Howe
Reg Park
Joe Whitehouse
Wim De Jong
Geoff Thorne
Helen Pluker

Dorothy Hickey
19 Ballet Girls
6 Boys
SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 13
Hite & Stanley
Frank Marlowe
Billy Russell
Salici Puppets
J & D Barker
M & E Rose
Laycock 6c Maureen
Stuffy Bryant
Gordon Chater
Darryl Stewart
Terry Scanlon
June Salter
Dancing Boys (4)
Ballet Girls (13)

BRITAIN
Golding 6c Stuart
BLACKPOOL
Grossetto & Gaston
Palace (I) 13
Sharpe 6c Iris
Danny Purches
GLASGOW
Eddie Arnold
Empire (M) 13
Flying de Pauls
Frankie
Vaughan
* Like” Scott
Dennis Bros &
Mackell Twins
®
June
Kirby and Hayes
Henderson & Kemp
Mandy and Sandy
Wareham & Barbara
Derek and Dene
David Berglas
Harvards
Billy Baxter
BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 13 Vogelbeln’s Bears
Bruce Forsyth
Ray Burns
NEWCASTLE
McAndrews & Mills
Empire (M) 13
G. H. Elliott
Elizabeth & Collins Josef Locke
Flack 6c Lucas
Max Bacon
Medlock & Marlowe Revel 6c Fields
Louise & Dogs
Manley & Austin
Sonny Roy
Freddie Harrison
Rita Martell
Bobbie Kimber
De! Cortina
CHISWICK
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 13
Empire (M) 13
Issy Bonn
Peter Brough
Harriott 6c Evans
Ballet Montparnasse
S & P Kaye
G Morgan & Co.
Carmen y Mario
Les Rayner &
Ferry Kurucz
Betty
R Alan & Steve
Tanner Sisters
Copa Cousins
Ossivi Noble
Six Royal Com¬
PORTSMOUTH
mand Girls
Royal (M) 13
Eddie Gray
DERBY
Hippodrome (M) 13 Arthur English
Larry Turner
Billy Dainty
Dunn & Grant
Morris & Cowley
Christine Glanville
Dawn White
Three Skylarks .
Glamazons
M & H Nesbitt
Charles Ancastcr
SOUTHAMPTON
Gelletto Bros.
Grand (I) 13
Lotus & Josie
Jane, Ford & Sheen
Cody 6c Oran
Delmonico Dancers
EDINBURGH
Syd England
Empire (M) 13
Collin Robins
Duncan Macrae
Davies and Co.
Dave Willis
Deveen & King
Jack Anthony •
SUNDERLAND
Murray & Maidie
Empire (M) 13
Robert Wilson
Miller 6c Rhythm
FINSBURY PARK
Makers
Empire (M) 13
Juggling Brauns
Anne Shelton
Dennis Spicer
Rey 6c Ronjy
Mania's Lilliputians
Jones 6c Arnold
M & B Winters
Les Marthys
Mund.v & Earle
Wilson, Keppel &
Les Murphy
Betty

Cabaret Bills
NEW YORK CITY
Arete's
A1 Nesor
Carolyn Carpenter
Harry Kane
H Roth Ore
Beverly
Bobby Short
Jessica James
Encores
Blue Angel
Enid Mosier
Steel Band
Jill Corey
Jorie Remus
Katie Lee
Bon Soir
Kaye Ballard
Sylvia Sims
3 Flames
Phil Leeds , ,
Jimmie Daniels
Chateau Madrid
Carmen Amaya
Ralph Font Ore
Pancho Ore
Copacabana
Vic Damone
Buddy Hackett
Cheers
Chic Layne
Teddie Vincent
Mickey Calon
Grace Genteel
Michael Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Hotel Ambassador
Chauncey Gray Ore
Jani Sarkozi
Quintero Ore
Hot'l H'nry Hudson
Three Suns
Joan Bishop
Hotel New Yorker
Lenny Herman Ore
Hotel Plaza
Lillian Roth
Ted Straeter Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Hotel Pierre
Denise Darcel
Dornan Bros
Stanley Melba Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel Statler
T & J Dorsey Ore
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel St. Regis
Lanny Ross
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari Ore
Latin Quarter
Lynn Christie
A L Simpkins
Jack Durant
George Tapps
Wazzan Tr
nnpAfln T orfl

Chiquita & Johnson
Howard Mann
Jo Lombardi Ore
B Harlowe Ore
Le Cupldon
Betty Reilly
Tony Bavaar
Ramon Ore
Ernie Warren Ore
Le . Ruban Bleu
Irwin Corey
Tobl Reynolds
Nino
Norman Paris 3
Dick Harris
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Joe Laporte Ore
D'Aciuila Ore
Park Sheraton
Irving Fields Trio
Eddie Layton
Red Carpet
Pat Harrington
Woody Morgan
Vivian Lori
Jimmy Gregg
Town & Country
Jan Welles
Burnell Dancers
Johnny Morris Ore
Two Guitars
Olga Karpis
Eugene & Sonia
Andrei Hamshay
Misha XJsdanoff
Koysta Poliansky
Ore
Versailles
Jack Cassidy
Betty Benee
Pat Turner
Carmen Alvarez
Larry Daniels
Cook & Corey
Neile Adams
Buff Shurr
Richard Tone
Eddie Lawrence
Sharon Shore
Salvatore Gioe Oro
Panchito Ore
Viennese Lantern
Vicky Autier
Erika Kolossy
Ernest Schoen Ore
Harold Sandler
Paul Mann
Village Barn
Dick Hall
George Hopkins
Sophie Parker
Larry McMahon
Alan Holmes Ore
Waldorf-Astoria
Benny Goodm'n Ore
Nat Brandywynne
Ore
Mischa Borr Ore
Village Vanguard
Dick Hon
C Williams Trio

CHICAGO
Black Orchid
Dr. Arthur Ellen
The Peppermints
Gloria Van
Blue Angel
'Royal Calypso”
Mighty Panther
Phyllis Branch
Roger McCall
Eugene Compson
Esther Johnson
Blue Note
Matt Dcnni6 3
Kai 6c Jay 5
Chez Paree
Marguerite Piazza
Shecky Greene
Chez Paree Ad’r’b’
Brian Farnon -Ore
Cloister Inn
Pat Moran 4
Lurlean Hunter

Dick Marx
Johnny Frigo
Conrad Hilton
'Tcearama”
Neff & Voss
Shirley Linde
Michael Meehan
Dave Park
Boy Foy
Bergman 6c Miml
Tune Tattlers
Boulevar-Dears &
Boulevar-Dons
F. Masters Ore
London House
Teddy Wilson 3
Palmer House
Dick Shawn
Genevieve
Bruxellos
Empire Eight
Charlie Fisk Oro

LOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel
Los Chavalcs
Trini Reyes
Leighton Noble Ore
Bar of Music
Kay Cce Jones
Spider & Speed
Mack Twins
Beverly Hilton
Horace Hcldt Revue
Blltmore Hotel .
Connie Haines
Lenny Kent
Wonder & Barks
Hal Derwin Ore
Clro's
Dick Haymes

Dick Stabile Ore
Geri Galian Ore
Mocambo
Fernanda Montel
Rubin Moreno Trio
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin Rougo
Peters Sis
Bob Williams
Andrea Dancers
The Cabots
Peiro Bros.
Ffolllott Charlton
Jerry Gray Ore
Statler Hotel
Harry Richman Rev
Eddy Bergman Oro

LAS VEGAS
Desert Ipn*
Frank Parker
Frank Libusc
Margot Brander
Tun Tun
Don Arden Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore
El Cortez
Paulette Sisters
Wayne Roland
Jill Adams
Sherman Hayes Ore
El Rancho Vegas
Betty Grable
Harry James Ore
Mr. Ballantine
Buddy Rich
Cover Girls
Ted Flo Rito Ore
Flamingo
Mills Bros.
Alan King
Goofers
Starlets
Lou Basil Ore
Golden
Nugget
Harry Ranch Ore
Polly Possun
Joe Wolverton
Jack Wedell
New Frontier
‘Blackouts'
Ken Murray
Marie Wilson
Ilarmonicats
Andiea Dancers
Robert Lamouret
Dorben Dancers
Garwood Van Ore

Riviera
Olsen & Johnson
Los Chavales
Patty Andrews
Sahara
Vaughn Monroe
Jean Carroll
Happy Jesters
Saharem Dancers
Cee Davidson Ore
Sands
Peggy Lee
Reese 6c Davis
Beachcombers
Copa Girls
Antonio Morrell!
Ore
Showboat
Ted Smith
Scarlett Rebel
Garr Nelson
Mike Werner Ore
Silver Slipper
Hank Henry
Ralph Young
Russ Clark
Denise Bennett
Cliff Ferre
Sparky Kaye
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Geo. Redman Ore
Thunderbird
Merry Macs
Arthur Blake
Cordolins
Colleanos
Thunderbird D'c’r's
Barnet Rawlings
A1 Jahns Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Algiers Hotel
Dick Sterling
Nina Sc Renea
Arne Barnett Ore
Balmoral Hotel
Enrica & Novello
Emil Coleman Ore
Wayne Carmichael
Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
Gina Valente
Ilal Fisher
Beth Challis
Harvey Bell
Fred Thompson
Casablanca
Lillian Hayes
Mickey Manners •
Bob Regent Ore
Clro's
Louis Armstrong
Velma Middletown
J Conrad Dancers
Len Dawson Ore
Barbara McNair
The Treniers
DiLido Hotel
Diosa Costello
Slate Bros.
Don Casino
Beverly Masters
Sager Dancers
La I'laya Sextet
Emilio Reyes Ore
Bca Knlmus
Eden Roc
Joe E Lewis
Gloria PcIIaven
The Rlvieras
Cy Coleman Trio
Mai Malkin Ore
Chucy Itcyes Ore
Empress Hotel
Hoagy Carmichael
Mandy Campo Ore
Fontainebleau
Tony Martin
Hal Borne
Sue Carson
Saeasas Ore
Isle de Capri
Gene Baylos
Danny Winchcll
Los Volerus
Fausto Curbcllo Ore
Lucerne
Joey Bishop
Anure D’Orsay
George RuHin
Stan Porter
Jacques Donnet Ore
Latin Quarter
Betty 6c Jane Kean
Lou Walters Revue
Dagenham Girl
Pipers
Tony Lopez Ore
Leon & Eddie's
Can-Can Girls
Flash O’Farrcll
Marian Wilkens
Denise
Atoma
Kenilworth
Pat Boone

Carroll Sc Gorman
Michael Marvin Oro
Monte C-rlo Hotel
Jackie Miles
Elaine Gordon
Martin Sc Maio
Leonard Young
Ben Novack Ore
Murray Franklin's
Roberta Sherwood
Fletcher Peck
Murray Franklin
Allan Walker
Nautilus
Morey Amsterdam
Barry Blake
Antone Sc Ina
Syd f
• .. *
Place Pigalle
Pat Halladay
Wick-Wacks (4)
Joe Cash
Kaye Gayle
Roney Plaza
Eadie & Rack
Jal Olman Ore
San Soucl Hotel
Bill Kenny
Alan Drake
Freddy Calo Ore
Saxony Hotel
fee Review Spec
Wilma Sc Ed Leary
Alice Qucssy
Bobby May
Marvin Roy
Alex Kallao 3
Dave Lester Orch
Johnny Silvers Oro
Frank Stanley Ore
Seville
Jeanne Gilbert
Jimmie Komack
S Sc V Baker
Van Smith
C Reader Ore
Sea Isle Hotel
Harry Harden Ore
Past.v Abbott
Thunderbird
Maxie Rosenbloom
Nic-Nax
Luis Gomez Dncrs
Vanity Fair
B S Pully
Pearl Williams
Joya Sherrill
Noro Morales Ore
Versailles Hotel
Alan Gale
Billy Shepard
Buddy Clayton
A J & Ron
Teddy King Ore
5 O'clock
Tommy Raft
H. S. Gump"
Parisian Rev
Vagabonds Club
The Vagabonds (4)
Helene Dixon
Ronnie Eastman
Elaine Deming
Frank Linale Ore
Woody Woodbury

HAVANA
Tropicana
Gloria Sc Rolando
Xiomara Alfaro
Miguel Angel Ortiz
S Suarez Orq
A Romeu Orq
Montmartre
Zenia ..
Nanolo Torrente
Carlos Santos

May Julio
Clarisse Novo
Angelita Cnstany
Marcia Marcos
p. Godino
Casino Playa Orq
Fajardo Orq
Sans Soucl
Ballet
R Ortega Ore
Nacional
Toni Arden
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songstress,(much improved vocally
Plaza* N. V.
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y, barometer on this circuit fluctu¬
. Hotel Statler, iv, \
Benny Goodman Orchestra; Mitzi ates sharply, the combination
Lillian Roth (with Dave Fleisch- since laSt seen at tfre Casablanca
'Tommy *' Jimmy Dorsey orch
should entice a fair share of the man), Ted Straeter Orch, Mark several seasons ago.
Cottle, Nat Bradwynne Orchestra. coin that
with Louie Bellson, Lee Cast)/
uiai is around
ajLuuuu during
uuiiug the
me ,
, ,
,
Her handling of the' upbeat
Couvert $2 (weekends $2.50).
three frames it dresses the Congo ■
f
Continentals;
couvert. rhythms are strongest part of the Tommy Mercer; no ’ minimi*#
$2-$3. •
*
room boards.
arrangements offered. Interweaves ^1.50, $2 cover after io p. m.
Breaking their recent habit of
of ballads to balance matters are
Since his last appearance in this
disinterest in hotel room pre¬ room,
Lillian
Roth,
with
this
.booking
Tommy
&
Jimmy
Dorsey
hava
also
effective.
With
dad,
she
trades
has hired a pair of
mieres, the Manhattan music pub¬ writersMonroe
smaR talk that's pleasant and joins returned to. the Statler’s Caf!
have authored the ad¬ at the Persian Room, reaches
lishing and phonograph recording dition who
choreography, special climax in the nitery field. She’s for a feathery brace of softshoe Rouge for a location that will keen
companies gave Benny Goodman materialofand
completed the return from oblivion routines. De Haven’s personality the hoofers hoofing and the listen
a
song
and
dance
the support opening night <9) of
to the top in a comparatively short
That makes it «
smooth knowhow win aud at¬ ers listening.
big parties. It was the first Waldorf quartet to his act. But the merit time, and has now eclipsed her and
double score for the coupled
date for “The King of Swing" in of the writers’ efforts notwith¬ former eminence in the entertain¬ tention and appreciation in sock freres. They wish it were so on
standing,
it’s
the
marriage
of
ease
fashion
to
weave
the
sequence
into
17 years. By their turnout the
ment field of 20 years ago. Current¬
their Jackie Gleason - produced
tradesters Q) nostalgically recalled and deft tune narration that makes ly, Miss Roth is represented not wham reception.
The Rivieras, knockabout Apache “Stage Show" in tv, where they are
the heyday of the band era and him a top performer.
only at this Hilton hospice, but in dance burlesquers, toss each other about to change, time places with
Monroe races to the moon with the literary stalls and film houses
"(21 toasted the imminent release of
their mentor to give Gleason a bet¬
Universal’s
“Benny
Goodman his package of songs, opening to a with her autobiography, “I’ll Cry about with enthusiasm,' the 'mus¬ ter crack at Perry Como in the
Story” and its probable quickening ■brisk turn at “You’re Getting To Tomorrow," which has been given cular femme winner of the may¬ ratings than the brothers have
Be A Habit With Me," aimed at a film translation by Metro, and hem acroantics to provide a flashy
of Goodman’s boxoffice.
teeoff. Austin Mack again proves been able to accomplish. Never¬
As a trailer for the film and as his repeated-returns to the Sahara. is now at N.Y's Radio City Music an invaluable aide-de-piano for theless, video might be credited
Goodman’s own canny preparation The w'ork of scripters Lyn Duddy Hall. It’s recalled that Miss Roth Lewis, guiding him through his with an assist in dragging trade to
and
Jerry
Bresler
are
tuned
up
in
to cash in on the resultant exploita¬
first started her reemergence at rambling changes of material skill¬ this established stand on the Hil¬
tion of his screen-revitalized name “The Vaughn Monroe Story" a re¬ an ubscure eastside nitery, Cafe fully. Mai Malkin’s unit is adept ton chain, though the Dorseys can
and fame, the Waldorf kick is good cap of Monroe’s career framed James, about eight years ago, and at the showbackings, while Henry travel under their own power and
business, like listing a new stock around a medley of his disclicks. has kept at it with occasional Tobias introes in brief, effective have proved so over the years.
“Joe," another Duddy-Bresier col¬ fforays at eastsideries and has done
issue by an old house.
A nicely congested opening on
manner.
Lary.
laboration is good, too, as is “Don’t
It may be moot, of course, Go to Strangers." Both add fresh a turn at the Palace Theatre.
Friday (10) augurs a click for T&J
whether the patronage of the Em¬ song appeal to the act.
Miss Roth again impresses as a
over
a sixmonth route divided be¬
El Patio, Mexico City
pire Room will be “elderly bobbythoroughgoing pro in the cafe field.
tween the current season to June,
The casual manner with which She has an air of authority and
Mexico City, Feb. 6.
soxers" come to re-live the past.
then
a
summer hiatus, and resump¬
Edith Piaf, Antonio Marciel &
Seemingly, Goodman is going along he drifts into a song while always gives an aura of musical solidity.
focusing his attention directly at The tunes that come to her most Mariachis, Chielo La Rue Dancers tion in the fall. An identical pact
with that assumption.
the house is underscored in a med¬ naturally are recollections of the (4), David Hernandez & Jorge Her¬ will apply for several years.
The Dorseys deliver a brand of
A whole series of nostalgic ley of love tunes. Originally, Mon¬
tunes made to' order for the mid¬
Goodman albums are in process of roe had designed the medley to era when she made her first climb nandez Orchs; $6.40 minimum.
dle-bracket crowd; nothing eso¬
reissue in connection with the film sing to the gals while troubadoring to the top. There’s the identifying
Edith Piaf is making a socko teric, no fancydan arrangements,
under no less than five separate through the audience. But it was “Honey" and “Aint She Sweet,"
labels. So it all promises to add taken out when portable mike plus a batch best known in the late solo here on her first Mexican p.a. just listenable, and that’s savvying
up to a lot of “Bugle Call Rag," failed to produce maximum tonal '20s. In some spots, her turn has Top local nitery audience is usually the customers for sure. The show¬
been given a Hildegardean air. 90% tourist, but Gallic chanteuse manship is restrained, with the
“One O’clock Jtimp" “Sweet Geor¬ qualities.
There’s a rendition of “After the has Mexican uplaters reserving
gia Brown" and “Bach Goes To
He kids stars who have made a Ball" in which she waltzes several tables, in advance, for the first brothers operating quietly on dif¬
Town.” At the Waldorf these
ferent levels in a workout on their
thing
out
of
onstage
wardrobe
ringsiders around the floor.
time in months. It’s SRO steadily. instruments.
numbers are dished by a 13-man
Featured sidemen
group only three weeks together. switches by slipping into tux and
There are a pair of items in her
Backed by her usual black are Louie Bellson on the drums
tails
to
join
La
Carroll,
the.
SaAdd to their unseasoned quality a
repertoire that aren’t of Plaza drapes and costumed in her usual and Lee Castle's trumpetings, with
girl vocalist, Mitzi Cottle,, openly Harem Maids and Moon Men for calibre. The, lament of a model black dress, song-stylist captures Tommy Mercer and an unbilled
introduced by Goodman as the the windup, “You Can’t Take It posing for various products has her listeners from the moment she* femme sharing the chirping honors.
winner of a “contest (shades of With You."
neither the. necessary class or steps through the curtains. Her act
The big noise about the Dorseys
Miss Carroll never looked bet¬ sophistication, despite Miss Roth’s has been copied plenty, but the is the way the customers take up
Horace Heidt!) and this Goodman
incarnation neither sets new jazz ter and is in there solidly, pelting assured delivery. The bit on the real thing is surefire and patroriS every inch of floor space for the
away with her rapid-fire patter beauty salon operator, while of a hereabouts know the diff. Even the
criteria, nor meets old.
terp sessions. That’s the prime
Miss Cottle is petite, blonde and and asides that score heavily in better grade, still doesn’t measure language barrier is muted by the payoff here.
Trau.
addition' of her recently-learned
shingled. She was recently singing the. yock department and has' 'em up.
rooting
for
more
when
she
exits.
Spanish spiel, which preceeds each
in the choir of the Marble Col¬
However,
Miss
Roth's
session
is
Hotel Roosevelt, N. O.
legiate Church on 5th Ave. She New stuff since last showing here a potent bit of showmanship number. Failure to memorize the
New Orleans, Feb. 7.
sings “This is My Lucky Day," is the “Hospital” monolog that she throughout. She goes through her new lines in a few spots has her
Jan Garber Orch (14), Jay Law¬
“Blue Town" and “S’Wonderful” unveiled recently on the Sullivan paces charmingly, has an easy air reverting to prepared slips of
and sings them nicely without fire tv'er. And it’s a hearty laugh-get¬ during her introes, with the punch paper, which neither fazes her nor rence, Four Coins, Rolando Johans¬
ter here.
or style.
son, Larry Dean, Corinne Vfyland;
of an oldtimer, in tandem with a her public.
Another click is the Happy Jes¬ knowledge of today’s sh4ow busi¬
Just to keep everyone happy, $2.50 minimum.
Since Goodman has been, more
than any other personage in jazz, ters, a trio making its.first Vegas ness. Dave Fleischman presides she also does one number per show
This pre-Mardi Gras show is a
associated with and backed by bow. They hook up a snappy rep¬ over the musical chores during in English for the U.S. visitors.
many of the jazz greats, the com¬ ertoire of w.k. tunes and riddle Miss Roth’s turn. Also Miss Roth Repertoire is, as usual, thoroughly pleasing package of variety all the
position of his present bunch is them with vocal and facial hoke has now completely eschewed any on the Montmartre side, but com¬ way. Current crop of talent should
that’s
sock.
Big
roars
are
for
a
a matter for close attention. No
and all references to her AA re¬ pletely understandable to a Latin have a strong pull for the next
doubt it is true, as stated, that he “Cheatin’ Heart” parody dedicated habilitation; that saga is now com¬ audience due to Miss Piaf’s un¬ four weeks.
usual, ability as a mime. Using her
could not, at hotel prices, afford to the bosses. Approach is fast mon knowledge.
Jan Garber dispenses a brand of
and
fresh.
Their
harmony
antics
to hire some of *his own former
The room’s music is entrusted to trademark, “La Vie en Rose," as music that has„ kept his popularity
represent a real hep satire of those
colleagues.
Straeter, whose crow provides a regular encore, stylist leaves her hot here through the years. His
singing groups that have jazzed up Ted
Comparisons are inevitable, how¬ their songology with wild choreog¬ expert backing along with a com¬ listeners begging for more with a band is one of the classier crews
ever invidious, when the fronter raphy, although the.Jesters never pelling dancebeat. Mark Monte’s Spanish lingo version that is solid with its rhythms and melodies,
plus entertainment values to boot.
Continentals entertain during the showmanship in these parts.
involved is the “King of Swing.” allude to that fact.
reliefs.
Jose.
Antonio Marcel seems to be a Diminutive maestro introduces the
Though competent musicianship is
Moon Men, tune and hoof fpur,
not in question, these sidemeri are
smooth singing baritone in . front acts and retires to let his orchestra,
not in Goodman's own former back Monroe well and are effec¬ Eden Roc, Miami Reach of his own Mariachi group. Latter vocalists and the performers take
league. To look backward so con¬ tive in "Vaughn Monroe Story" se¬
are pretty typicaT of their kind. the lion’s share of the evening
Miami Beach, Feb. 11.
honors.
sistently as does Goodman, invites quence. Saharem Maids tiptoe a
Joe E. Lewis (with Austin Mack), Numbers played are all pretty tired
colorful
mood
piece
at
the
top,
re¬
Teeing off show is Rolando Jo¬
others to look backward too. The
Gloria De Haven & Co., Rivieras, for a Mexican audience,- but may
illusion comes closest perhaps turning to dress up the Monroe- Mai Malkin Orch, Henry Tobias; get by for tourists who haven’t had hansson, acrobat and hand bal¬
when Goodman, Mousie Alexander Miss Carroll finale. Cee David¬
a steady diet of “Guadalijara” and ancer. He keeps tableholders at
on the drums and Hank Jones at son’s orch is smooth throughout $3.50-$7.50 bev. minimum.
“Dos Arbolitos" for years. Major high pitch of excitement with his
the ivories rhythm things up a. bit. and Larry Green tickles the key¬
problem for Marciel and his group sensational balancing and other
board
neatly
‘
during
Monroe’s
Cafe
Pompeii,
the
plush
room
in
is that the crowd is there to hear feats.
But this is not the stuff of spon¬
turn.
Alan.
Four Coins, slick singing combo,
this year's hotel," is racking up Miss Piaf and he cannot show to
taneous cheers.
record-breaking
returns,
thanks
to
advantage for lack of attention. show more polish this time around.
Out of three trumpets (Jim
Youngsters sock over their num¬
Maxwell, Mel Davis, Fern Caron) La Porte St. .lean. Quo. the potent patronage pull of Joe Local audience seems avid for any¬ bers in style and flourish. Their
E. Lewis in this area, with only thing in the French vein and man¬
two trombones (Urbie Green, Rex
Qubec, Feb. 11.
...
&-v., vocal wares catch on at opening
Harry Belafonte’s grosses during agements
continuation of its, “give
—BcerMEour- saxesj—fBudd-JohnsonT
m—Zabaoh-,—Gay—Pa-ree^fi^metmng-Mexrc^npcdTcy^^nd^ontinu^Rhout-letdow-n
Walt Levinsky, A1 Black, Sol Dancers, Orch (6); $1.50 min.; $1 the
Jay Lawrence, playing a return,
same
sellout
bracket.
this
show
seems
pretty
far
over¬
Schlinger) and four rythmn (Hank entertainment charge.
is a funster with a seemingly ef¬
The puckish nitery topper is in board.
Jcnes, Irving Manning, Steve
fortless, casual style that puts him
rare form, with a healthy package
Jordon, Mousie Alexander) there
Better planned is the Chielo La on intimate*, friendly terms with
In the Quebec winter carnival of new lyric lampoons to buttress Rue
is nobody of comparable status to album
house line which, though no guests from the outset. His impres¬
of events, the two-week the familiars he winds into when lookers,
the greats who’ve frequently
does an adequate cancan sions hit with authority. Comic has
visit
of
violinist
Florian
Zabach
at
the
tablers
or
the
mood
call
for
backed Goodman in the past. True,
to lead into Miss Piaf’s entrance. lots of material that produces re¬
Gerard
Thibault’s
uptown
restau¬
Urbie Green has some rep in jazz rant, La Porte St. Jean, proved to them. Although working with an Girls’ costumes are ordinary, but sults.
circles. Ditto Mousie Alexander be the most interesting, in the aching sacroiliac, he bounces after all clothes are only there to
Larry Dean’s easy manner and
around mike and stage in agile
. and Hank Jones aforesaid.
field of entertainment.- Zabach, in style while working over the prob¬ set off some fair gams. David Her¬ baritone register well in his solo
I
Goodman personally rated
fact, broke all previous records, at¬ lems of “Pincus and Levine"—s nandez orch backs them up com¬ spot. Dean also divides vocal as¬
warm welcome opening night but tracting crowds slightly larger newie on spouse-strayings; the in¬ petently, plus adding an unobtru- signment with Corinne Wyland,
cive background for ‘ La Piaf, attractive thrush, on bapdstand
he could not inspire an ovation. than the great Edith Piaf and the
After the ceremonial presentation sparkling Josephine Baker. Hun¬ evitable race-betting fable, this whose 30 minutes, out front are during dance sessions.
Liuz.
of roses to Miss Cottle and a mag¬ dreds of girls and young women time titled “Tit-Willow" with
definitely worth the heavy tariff
num to Goodman, the orchestra had to be turned down at each of leering bow to Gilbert Sc Sullivan for this area.
Pete.
for
the
lyric
basis;
bawdy
tale
of
Colony,
London
w'ent into a dance set which did the three matinees arranged spe¬
London, Feb. 7.
crowd the floor, suggesting that he cially for feminine audiences, the busty Salesgirl in a fishing
Black Hawk, Frisco
Perdita Chandler (with Hen.Was “in” with the older crowd (no scores of them waiting patiently equipment emporium; the sad saga
San Francisco, Feb. 7.
riques Perez), Felix King & Don
criticism when working for a hotel outdoors, some almost in mid- of an Indian maid on the' make in
Wild Bill Davis Trio (3), Cal Carlos Orchs; minimum $5.
chain) although the Empire Room street, for last-minute cancella¬ the film capitol, and a barbed
satirization “She's Just An Inter¬ Tjader Mambo Quintet (5); $1 ad¬
floor is apt to be pretty congested tions and a chance to get inside.
national Bum," anent the travels mission.
any opening night—a fact which
Perdita Chandler has come to
Already . well-known to Quebec
the long-absent songpluggers may televiewers for his half-hour pro¬ of a boudoir babe.
London for her cabaret debut after
With it. the Jousts with ring¬
have forgotten.
This is a sock show at the jazz a long spell in Paris. Her act,
gram, Zabach created a still more siders, amblings to their tables for
club,
with
Wild
Bill
Davis
bringing
In short, Goodman went all-out favorable impression “in person," occasional imbibings to spark ad
however, isn’t particularly French,
in plenty of jazz and r&b custom¬
to trailerize his own picture and first when he appeared for an in¬
on visiting friends and their ers and Cal Tjader bringing in the nor is there much of an American
its “big gun” arrangements. He terview at Quebec’s. CFCM-TV libs
flavor about it.
foibles—all
names-in-the-columns
modem jazz contingent plus the
reprised history and in the process station, with sport jacket and pipe
Miss Chandler looks good on¬
who fill the room to Latin music fans.
failed to make any. Those who had and without -the glamorous en¬ customers
stage and is handsomely attired-in
out solid saloon entertain¬
Davis, one of the most visual an expensive, high-necked white
come to honor a jazz prophet were vironment and makeup of his round
ment strictly for adults.
Lewis and effective jazz acts on the
asked only to share some jazz films, and second, when he fiddled could
stay on all night if inclined night club circuit, features heavily gown. Her voice is bold and occa¬
memories. Nothing of tomorrow ,his way into the hearts of carnival- to heed
the continuing palming rhythmic numbers such as “Things sionally too brassy for several of
was suggested. Goodman himself, minded listeners at this club.
her., ballad entries. Her songalog
demands.
Ain’t What They Used to Be" al¬
over , many years, has educated
Apart from his virtuoso ability
Gloria De Haven is breaking in ternating with sweet melodic is completely undistinguished and
people to expect more of Goodman. on his Guarnerius, affable Zabach
though most of the tunes are fresh,
what amounts to a new act as the
Land.
puts a lot of schmaltz into the supporting feature. Highspot in themes like “April in Paris" and they have little particular appeal.
A personable per¬
She might have taken the advice
presentation of his numbers: light her melange is bring-on of dad, “Azure Te."
melodies, romantic airs, exciting vet vauder Carter De Haven, who, former, he gets past the blasting in the opener, “Keep It Gay,” but
Sahara* Las Vegas
sambas, etc. He succeeded fast in at a ripe—and confessed—70 is as of the Hammond organ neatly and instead, she immediately segues
Las Vegas, Feb. 7.
allows his sidemen, guitarist Floyd
Vaughn Monroe, Jean Carroll, getting chummy the American spry and sharp as any juve. Ini¬ Smith and drummer Chris Colum¬ into a sombre ballad. A couple oi
way with the easygoing public, tially MisS De Haven sashays on¬
livelier entries such as “The Gen¬
Happy Jesters (3), Moon Men '4>, who
hailed him as the “hit of the stage -in a clinging white gown bus, plenty of room for entertain¬ tleman Is* a Dope" and “The Name,
Saharem Maids (12), Cee David¬ Carnival" much more than as the
ing on their own. The drummer
with the air of a visiting “star" does stunts on a motorcycle seat Age, Height and Size of You" miss,
son Orch; $2 minimum.
largely because of their uninspired
“Liberace of the violin,’’ as he had granting the viewers an in-person,
rigged up behind the drums, which’ lyrics.
been introduced.
long-look at her eye-catching en¬
Vaughn Monroe is atop a solid
On the same program, four dowments, The ensuing gab, how¬ is good for plenty of audience re¬
Henriques P^rez takes over the
action.
entertainment entry that includes young dancers reminiscent of Gay
ivories and sits in with the' Felix
“extra-added" Jean Carroll and Paree offered their c&ncan num¬ ever, tossed .off with an informal,
Tjader, a smooth mambo group, King orch to showcase the routine.
intimate
air,
tends
to
the
sticky.
the Happy Jesters,' and although ber, full Of rhythm and exubersprinkles his Latin program 'with
Once She gets out from under the modern jazz solos on the vibes to The rhythm dance sessions are in
' itV a time’'of year Mien 'the1 M2) antre?/*
” bapo. • .y^-tJ-ta 'shd ’
the expert hands’of the Don Cai.
y*
. w ii I'fUKH
3n ,; *:*r>
.s
versatile 'good'feffedCi.\ RaU.
. las ebmbb. *' ...
\W0,
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Chez Paree, Clil
Chicago, Feb. 8.
Marguerite Piazza (with John
Coyle, John Callas), Shecky
Greene, Chez Paree Adorables
(6) (with Jimmy Lee), Briaii Far7ion Orch; $1.50 cover, $3.75 min¬
imum.
Marguerite Piazza tops the threeweek bill here with a niftily turned
out act, more memorable for its
trappings than for its substance.
Opening with four medieval gon¬
falons behind her to serve as back¬
ground and set the tone of the
opener, which is an imaginative
pi§pe of cabaret stage setting if
there ever was one, Miss Piazza
plays a lively Columbine to a
leaping Harlequin (John Coyle).
Act is weakened by number of ele¬
ments, however.
Miss Piazza gets best response
when on more familiar ground with
a roving, sexy hand-mike delivery
of '‘I’ve Got You Under My Skin”
and a closing dixieland bit, com¬
plete with sleeve-gartered and der¬
by-hatted band, for a big finish.
Shecky Greene handles the com¬
edy end here in yeoman style,
with a large .assist from the locals,
he being a hometown boy. He gets
the audience on his side from the
outset (they’re just waiting to get
there anyway), and come up with
a raft of new, fresh material since
his last appearance here. He
touches on television for a few
yocks, and gets strong response for
his French arid fight bits'. The im¬
personations go over well, too, and
his closing “My Yiddishe Mamma”
strikes just the right note for a big
sendoff.
, The Chez Paree Adorables do a
single number this time- around,
and they do it well as usual. Backed
by the rich baritone of Jimmy Lee,
their “Entertainment” number is
nicely choreographed and expertly
executed.
The Brian Farnon band does the
usual neat job of backstopping.

Biltmore Hotel, L. A.
Los Angeles, Feb. 9.
Connie Haines, Lenny Kent,
Tommy Wonder & Margaret Banks,
Hal Derwin Orch (10); cov'er, $1,
$1.50.
Boniface Joe Faber must have
been busy with the editorial bluepencil after the initial Biltmore
Bowl show Thursday night (9) to
achieve this room’s igeeded onehour-on-the-nose format. At the
opening, this layout headlined by
Connie Haines and Lenny Kent
ran about 18 minutes over, slowing
the pace.
Overall it’s a good show, with
sufficient entertainment to satisfy
both the tourists and those locals
who frequent the downtown house.
The slow moments can be exer¬
cised with ease, particularly in the
Kent comedies. He’s on for 33 min¬
utes, too long for him in this room,
particularly since much of his stuff
is for a much sharper crowd. Kent,
a glib, hard-working comic, has
some new material this time out
to serve as a buildup to his famil-

policy, It is also one of the few
which has been doing close to con¬
sistent business this season, thanks
to a shrewd booking policy that
brings in established faces for the
area, with occasional addition of
a new performerto hypo patronage
pull. Current co-features are apt
illustration.
Morty Gunty has been working
the better hotels' for a compara¬
tively short time as compared to
oilier young comics who’ve been
comirig here for years. Withal, he’s
built a healthy see-you trade. Eydie
Gorme is new to the cafe run on
the Beach; going on the reception
she-earns, she’ll be back for more
dates when available.
Gunty, per usual, plays up his
youthful looks and quality with
accent on his route from preco¬
cious college student to school¬
teacher experiences for the fast
warmup and laugh build. New
items play rib-ticklings adeptly
with funny lineage on Mom’s over¬
seeing of his career and romance,
honeymoon experiences and family
sketchings. His trademarked “The
Clown” has been brushed up to
sharpen the quickie impreshes with
the Danny Kaye carboning mitt
sparker that brings wrapup bowoff.
Encore is requested revival of a
Jewish 13-ybar-old’s confirmation
ceremony speech. A much kicked
around • routine for years, in the
Gunty handling it xomes off ac¬
ceptably, thanks to musical setting
and amusing interps for tablers on
the Yiddish injects.
Miss Gorme is a pert little bru¬
net with a bouncy style that is
highly effective on the fast tempo
pops she serves up to zingy ar¬
rangements. In the ballad segment
she reveals a sensitive phrasing
talent to allow for full application
of shading and range, notably in
“Hey There” and ‘'Sorrento.”
Inject of comedy number, “Gotta
Crow,” with enthusiastic aud par¬
ticipation, comes off to warm
returns. Wind is an encore earner;
a Jolson medley which points up
her mobile delivery. Stage deport¬
ment is on the plus side, as is
bright personality, all adding to
the winner-impact.
Martin & Maio, house dancers,
serve a brace of expert Latin
tempo terps, while emcee Leonard
Young unveils a ringing baritone
in two effective numbers. Accomps
by Ben Novack’s orch are expertly
handled.
Lary.

Bevorly Club, X. Y.
Bobby Short, Jessica James, En¬
cores. (5); minimum $4.
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Blinstrub’s, Boston
Boston, Feb. 7.
Ames Bros. (4), Boginos (6),
Duquaines (2), Lambarts (2),
Kristofer & King, Michael Gaylord
Orch (10); $2.50 minimum.
Ames Bros, are packing them in
for boniface Stanley Blinstrub at
his big 1,700-seater. In addition to
singing, lads do knockabout com¬
edy and nab heavy palm-whacking
in all departments. The four broth¬
ers hail from Boston and this, to¬
gether with their record back¬
ground, insures big biz for the
popular South Boston boite.
Opening with “I Can’t Give You
Anything but Love,” they go
through a medley of their hits to
boffo applause, split into twos for
vaude act of singing and dancing,
and all get together for a rollick¬
ing four Vaughn Monroes carbon.
Krislofer & King open the show
with a nice, fast-paced musical
comedy dancing act. Lambarts,
amazing balancing act, caught at
Steuben’si two weeks back, get
great reaction. Duquaines, slick
dance act, also caught at Steuben’s
recently, go over good. Boginos,
three femmes and three lads, are
show stoppers with their terrific
aero work. Three hefty femmes
are shunted back and forth into all
sorts of impossible appearing sit¬
uations by the educated footwork
of three male understanders. Mike
Gaylord’s orch cuts a fine show.
Guy.

Praises H’wood I.Q.
•—Continued from page

2

and employees would benefit from
such a time-saving program. My
experience showed me that film
producers are good students and
confirmed me in my professional
view that reading improvement can
be useful no matter what they do.”
Miller was originally invited to
the Coast to conduct a four-week
course at Metro. Word of his pres¬
ence soon got around and he was
booked for courses at Columbia
Pictures, Universal, the William
Morris Office, and the Music.Corp.
of America.
The ability to read faster, he
notes, came in handy for busy ex¬
ecs charged with the task of read¬
ing scripts and novels for potential
screen material. One studio exec,
he reports, increased his reading
speed from 300 words per minute
to almost 700 words, per minute.
Another went from 200 to 800
while maintaining his reading com¬
prehension at 95%.
There were
also examples of execs cutting
down reading time on scripts from
two and a half hours to 40 min¬
utes.

. Frequently, a performer has to
go far away from home base to
achieve recognition in* familiar
environs. Bobby Short, who had
been plying cafes in the days of
the Frolics and had appeared at
the Blue Angel about a decade ago,
has been a fixture on the Coast for
several years, and prior to that had
attained a following on the Con¬
tinent. He’s now back in New York
for a new bid to the Gotham cafe
society, but now he’s equipped
with .considerably more back¬ Continued from page 2
■ ■
ground and authority. .
opened Easter eve, riding in on the
crest of~t'he holiday and picking-"uptions of it dealing with agents and extremely literate performer. He’s moppet attendance for the full
shpw biz in general are lost on the type that appeals to the Madi¬ Easter week. That means not only
traveling Texans. He winds up now son Ave. cults, as was evident by
with a Harry Belafonte takeoff the brigade of crew-cuts and nar¬ huge boxoffice as a starter, but
that rings the bell and he wins row lapels that attended the open¬ serves as a bullish springboard for
laughs with his asides and his dis¬ er. Also represented among his the entire New York engagement.
courses on matrimony and alimony. adherents are those that have been The latter, of course, tends to set
Miss Haines, back for the first abroad for <*my considerable per¬ the tone for the circus tour, since
time in about two years, is accom¬ iod, and attend to relive a pleasant so much publicity stems from New
York.
panied this time by a pianist and period.
Short is able to evoke a number
a drummer-conga drummer, to
Doll was set for the publicity
achieve some fine effects. She’s in of moods.'He can create the air of topper stint by John Ringling
excellent voice and the diminutive a small smol^e-filled room with North in Sarasota. He planed to
singer makes the most of a fine torchy venditions, and he can elicit the Florida resort for weekend
blend of standard and pop mate¬ a bouncy atmosphere with rhythm confabs with the R B-B & B head
rial. There is an occasional, dis¬ tunes. His own piano accomps give and general manager Michael
tracting tendency to get kittenish, ‘ a further drive to his numbers and
but other than that she maintains additional color is created by a Burke, and returned Monday (12).
constant interest with a half-hour bass and drum. Short is careful to Milton Pickman, whose experience
songalog. As a change of pace, she stick mainly to recognizable tunes, has mostly been in films and the
does “Autumn Leaves” in the orig¬ generally from musicals, and to industrial p.r. field, headed the cir¬
inal French to good response and songs of dramatic merit, such as cus pressagent staff last year.
has a fine medley in the infre¬ “House, of Flowers.” He is an ex¬
quently heard “Boy Next Door,” tremely personable chap who
“Funny Valentine” and “Making j seems to hpve an individual form
Whoopee.” She builds, to a smash of address. Should Short achieve
the success that came to him at
exit on “Old Man Mose.”
■— Continued from page 1 Tommy Wonder and Margaret the Cafe Gala, Hollywood, arid
Banks, a fast-moving dance team, Mars Club, Paris, it’s likely that ish, Columbia label. Side had been
get the show underway with some he'll become the sole entertainer on release since October but had
12 minutes of uninterrupted terp- on the Beverly bill with either a remained quiet until the Princess’
ing. They waste no time on patter pianist or a trio to spell him.
or extraneous boWs; they’re out
A new unit is The Encores, a sendoff. British Columbia’s retail
there to dance and they do. Turn group comprising sax, guitar, bass, outlet in London reported that
is highlighted by Wonders’, solo drum and piano. The lads are well 6,000 records were sold the day
Reg Connelly’s
spotting; particularly on some bal¬ versed at their instruments, sing after the plug.
let-influenced softshoe that wins well and deliver a fine mixture of (Campbell-Connelly) firm publishes
applause. Hal Derwin’s fine band vocal and instrumental harmonics. the song in England.
is still on hand for showbacking' Jessica James is the holdover ele¬
Tune, penned by Michael Brown
and dance chores.
Kap.
ment on the show and continues to for Leonard Sillman’s Broadway
get good response with her chan¬ revue, “New Faces of 1952,” is in
Jbse.
Monte Carlo, Minimi B’di ties.
the hoedown idiom and concerns
Miami Beach, Feb. 12.
the axe-murders of Lizzie Borden’s
Morty Guniy, Eydie Gorme, Mar¬
Treasure Island Kiddyland Inc. parents in Fall River, Mass., in
tin & Maio, Leonard Young, Ben has been, chartered to conduct an 1892.'
Novack Orch; $3.50 bev., minimum. amusement park busipesp in Sara¬
Ian Bevan, manager of the Har¬
nac Lake, N. Y., with capital stock
old Fielding Agency of London,
The Roulette Room in th,is upr‘ of 100 shares, no par value.- Di¬ .which represents the group, is cur¬
. town hostel is one of the few cafes, rectors are Phillip J. and Margaret’ rently in' New York trying to line
along the ooeanfronter route still ,Felise, Saranac Lake, and Chaun| up video shots for the Coronets.
adhering to a one-show nightly cey F. McDonald, Oswego;

Bill Doll

Princess Meg

House Reviews
Palace IV. Y.
Barbi & Bruce Sims, Donna
Grescoe, Dick & Dot Rcmy, Three
Deuces, Wally Dean, Los Gatos
(3), Sibyl Bowan, Dolinoff & Raya
Sisters (4); "The Second Greatest
Sex” (U-I).
Palace bill this week is smooth
and evenly paced but, with the ex¬
ception of Dolinoff & Raya Sisters,
isn’t outstanding.
Reading from first to last, Bar¬
bi & Bruce Sims (see New Acts)
launch the 75-minute showcasing.
Donna Grescoe, next, fiddles a lush
foursome. “Blue Slar-Malagucna”
medley and “Hungarian Dance”
don’t tax her greatly, but do satisfy
the stubholdors.
Brother and sister, Dick and Dot
Remy have an array of the finest
handstands around. If act would
drop the precious chatter, humor
would be steadier. The Three
Deuces, youthful and handsome
male trio, are a letdown in four
spot. After a commonplace show¬
ing in “Rock Around the Clock,”
they show possibilities in “Love is
a Many Splendored Thing,” until
solo part makes the number fall
flat like the first. After a third
number, an indifferent “Memories
of You,” Deuces recapture grace
in an inarticulate but lively spirit¬
ual known as “Ra n.”
Wally Dean works some stand¬
ard drunk impressions for slight
results, but comic plays a tune-on
some horns buried unseen in a
padded trench-.coat for a terrific
mitt.
Los GaUis, an aero three¬
some, begin a sauen-minute stint
with intricate pyramiding, and
build, to a speedier tempo with
flips and a variety of exciting
twists, for a warm bowolf.
In seven spot is veteran impres¬
sionist and comedienne Sibyl Bow¬
an.
She’s a hep actress—all of
her varied impressions are as life¬
like as the real mccoy—but her
material isn’t fitting at the vaudery. Bea Lillie and Hildegarde
carbons—bits she developed into
standards—are in topmost form
but, as in a previous visit to the
Palace, she gets nowhere in the
nostalgic vein.
The vaudeville offered by Doli¬
noff and the three Raya Sisters is
the most imaginative seen at this
house
in
sometime.
Dolinoff
dresses entirely in black against
black curtain. Invisible, he lifts
ballerinas for fine illusory effects.
Act can dispense with wooden
soldier opener. While meant for
variety, it lacks anywhere near the
polish and impact of the piece de
resistance.
Art.

ing pegged to the tastes of the
house steadies.
Lloyd Price and his AFM’ers top
the musical lineup. The full band
works the backing assignments but
in the closing niche it’s reduced to
a six-man combo to supply the
beat for Price’s crooning. He’s got
a forceful singing attack that’s
packed with the kind of punch that
whips up aud enthusiasm. In one
number, a wailing blues, he goes
all out by tearing off his coat jacket
and beating his hands on the floor.
It covers up the song’s deficien¬
cies. Among his best efforts are
"I Wish Your Picture Was You”
and “Mailman, Mailman.”
The Drifters, four crooners and
a guitar assist, are wax faves in
the r&b field and they dish out
their platter fare in an offbeat
harmony style. The four-tune set
is highlighted by “Your Promise,”
an upcoming platter release that
gives the boys ample opportunity
to let go with all the quivering vo¬
cal techniques, ther r&b group on
the bill is The Spiders, in the leadoff spot. They, too, deliver the
r&b goods but lack The Drifters’
assurance. Their liveliest item is
“My Head Is Spinning.” Warblingguiiar playing team, Mickey & Syl¬
via, and singer Bubber Johnson
are reviewed in New Acts.
So-so comedies are offered, by
Strawberry Russel & Julia. The
forte here is the insult gag and
they work it into the ground. Rus¬
sel has an okay monolog bit while
Julia, a beefy distaffer, has a fair
vocal shot in “Something's Gotta
Give ” Bunny Briggs, an Apollo
perennial, scores again with his
nimble terp trickery.
Gros,

Proctor
Continued from^paRe 1

estate to insure payment of the
annuity.
This was considerably less than
what she had originally requested
for escrow but “expert” financial
witnesses testified to the satisfac¬
tion of the court that $300,000 was
sufficient to produce an annual in¬
come in excess of $10,000. Miss
Hart, who observed her 28th birth¬
day yesterday (Tues.), first con¬
tended that the entire residuary
estate of $888,394 should be re¬
tained to secure the annuity’s pay¬
ment.
Hint as to how the Hart award
aro^e in the vaude tycoon’s will
stems from a paragraph in his
Variety obituary. “It is reported
that Mr. Proctor,” the Sept. 29,
1929, issue noted, "often expressed
himself as having taken care in
his will of several of his oldest em¬
ployes. Many were with him for
long years. Proctor, as a theatre
manager,
was loath, to dismiss any
Paris, Feb. 14.
Henry
Salvador;
“Gorges elderly member of his organiza¬
Gbauds," 0y Peruana Dally, with tion^
Two months before Proctor’s
Dally, Max Elloy, Jacques Beau¬
vais, Richard Collin, J. P. Richez, death and the 1929 crash he sold
all
his theatre holdings to RadioChristiane Ravy, Jacqueline Mille;
, Keilh-Orpheum for around $9,000,$1.60 top.
' 000. But he withhold from sale
Henri Salvador has been wisely some parcels of real estate amount¬
spreading his talents as a chanter- ing to about $3,000,000. He also
comedian all over town and now, had other investments estimated
after hitting the highbrow set via at another $3,000,000 or more. Wila one-man show at a specialized j liam F. S. Hart, incidentally, was
theatre and then headlining one an honorary pallbearer at his l'unof the music halls, he comes in as ' eral.
half of a sketch revue to get to
the mass audience, whose response
has been big. At this price this
is a satisfying show and looks to
hold on here as long as Salvador
; Continued from page 2 ;
cares too.
He goes through his briskly- of suggestions provided by mem¬
planned series of songs, impres¬ bers of the Archdiocesan Council
sions and skits for high hilarity as
well as leavening moments of po¬ of Catholic Women, Chicago, and
etic and moody ballads. First paik is distributed nationally to dioceses
of this entry is a bunch of sketches and parishes. Local groups use
called “Gorges Chauds” which the list in pressuring retailers to
gently twits all the current shows, remove “objectionable” books and
foibles and political intrigues. For (magazines from sale. In some
the Parisian crowds this is titillat¬ communities “Cooperating” dealers
ing, and it is deftly performed by are given “certificates of compli¬
a group of troupers headed by au¬ ance” and their names are posted
thor Fernand Dally, well aided by or otherwise announced in church-.
femmes Jacqueline Mille and
Christiane Ravy and the men in
the affairs, Jacques Beauvais, Rich¬
ard Collin, Max Elloy and J. P.
Richez.
Mosk.

Chi Book Rap

Chevalier

■

Apollo., X. Y.
Lloyd Price Band (10), Drift¬
ers <5), Bunny Briggs, Strawberry
Russel & Julia, Bubber Johnson
(3), Mickey & Sylvia, Spiders.J4);
“The King’s Thief” (M-G),
House gets by . with adequate
fare, favoring the raucous rhythm
be^t. There’s some dancing and
comedies thrown in for good meas¬
ure, but it’s mostly a musical out¬

'

Continued from page 1 —^

booked the chanteur at the Dunes
(at that time companion operation
to The Sands, until proved eco¬
nomically unsound). Entratter add¬
ed that he thinks Chevalier wears
his American income in moneybelt
style. French star wound up with
some $200,000 take-home pay, via
his Max Liebman spectacular,' the
Waldorf-Astoria <N. Y.) engagejnerit and the Gilbert Miller pnenvin legit show on Broadway.

i
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| Herbert May New Prez
Over-Tooted by Pro Previewers,
Of Pitt Summer Tuners
‘Middle of Night’ Author Feels
Critics Expected New O’Neill
Pittsburgh, Feb. 14.
Herbert A. May, a local indust¬
rialist, has been elected president
of the Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera
Assn., succeeding Irwin D. ,Wolf,
who was named honorary presi¬
dent. Another addition to the ad¬
ministrative lineup is Mrs. Willard
F. Rockwell. She’s one of five vicepresidents- and' chairman of the
Light Opera Guild.
William Wymetal is in his second
year of a three year contract as
managing director, while Edward
H. Young continues as executive
secretary. The CLO season gets
underway at the Pitt Stadium next
July 2 for a six-week run ending
August 11.

According to friends, Paddy+:
Chayefsky himself had misgivings
about the advance buildup for
“Middje* of the Night.” The author
Continued from paffe 1 ;
was therefore not particularly sur*
prised at the somewhat mixed criti¬ ‘The Chase,” “Picnic” and 'Tracal reaction to the play following veiling Lady.” On the basis of her
its opening last Wednesday (8) at enthusiastic notices in the latter
the ANTA Theatre, N. Y. (See ad¬ play, she was upped to star billing.
ditional angles on the author’s ca¬
The actress not only thinks the
reer in film section.)
Notwithstanding, Chayefsky was aisle-sitting gentry are a dense lot,
depressed by the reviews, confiding but she obviously shares the com¬
that the critics seemed to have set mon actor tendency to treasure any
an extraordinarily tough standard
for the show. “The might as well occasional, negative comment. In
have been covering a new work by an interview with Philip Minoff, in
Louisville, Feb. 14.
Eugene O’Neill,” he reportedly, re¬ the current issue of Cue mag, she’s
marked. The playwright has ap¬ quoted as having a “suspicion that
Prospects are looking up for this
peared more philosophic in the last
much of the critical praise that town to get some shows each win¬
couple of days, however.
Next on Chayefsky’s schedule Is greeted her (in ‘Bus Stop’) was a ter season, with the move by Mau¬
a screenplay, “The Bachelor Party,” kind of deferred payment for her rice Settle and officials of the
for Hecht-Lancaster. After that, performance in the short-lived Iroquis Amphitheatre to hook up
he'll get to work on a new legit ’Travelling Lady/
with the Theatre Guild subscrip¬
script he has in mind. Despite the
There were kudos for her job in tions setup.
disappointing
critical
reaction, that one, too,” the- interview con¬
Before attempting to organize a
“Night” appears to be a potential tinues, “but they were not vn- ticket selling campaign, the coun¬
boxoffice success, and the author mixed. And even earlier, in -review¬ sel of the Living Theatre, repre¬
has indicated privately that he in¬ ing ‘Picnic,/ critic Walter Kerr senting the Guild and the'Ameri¬
tends to stay in the theatre here¬ called her an actress of great prom¬ can Theatre Society, want the
after.
ise, but objected to her ‘nervous-tic town raise $5,000 to cover ex¬
The feeling in Broadway trade mannerisms, sing-song rhythms and penses foi the first campaign. City
circles is that the snowballing ad¬ lolling tongue.’ ” She obviously is being asked to advance $3,000,
vance reputation for “Night” may won’t soon forget that.
the Park Theatrical Assn, may kick
have stemmed partly from the
In regarding the critics as “fat¬ in another $1,000 and another
sizable exposure it had at rehearsal
$1,000 has been promised. 'Mayor
run-throughs attended by large as¬ heads,” Miss Stanley blames them Broaddus favors the theatre plan,
semblages of professionals, largely for short-sightedness that is “hurt¬ and has indicated he will ask the
recruited from the friends of pro¬ ing the theatre today most of all.” Board of Aldermen to ante up the
ducer-director Joshua Logan and She is quoted aSHftsserting, “These $3,000.
including the casts of several other are the men who keep telling us
how eager they are to see the
Park Theatrical Assn-., which op¬
current shows.
These strategically-situated tout- theatre do better and finer things. erates the' alfresco Amphitheatre,
Yet,
they’re
the
very
fellows
who
would
work jointly with the Guild,
ers spread the word around Broad¬
way, whence it reached the drama are often to blame for a worthy assuming financial responsibility
play's
failure
to
do
business.
for
handling
local details, with the
editors and critics of the dailies. A
“All it takes is an adjective, you Guild selling tickets. Under the
widely quoted estimate was that
Guild
setup,
localities would be
“Night” was the best play since know. To use a word like ‘depress¬
“Death of a Salesman,” and was a ing’ in the review of a. fine play expected- to buy $48,000 worth of
cinch to cop the Pulitzer and like ‘The Crucible’ is to keep many, tickets for five touring shows, rep¬
Critics Circle awards.
Topping thousands of average theatregoers resenting a $9,000 guarantee per
drama, plus $12,000 guarantee for
that, the show did spectacular busi¬ from the boxoffice. And to use
word like ‘Hilarious’ is describing one musical production.
ness during its tryout tour.
Although Chayefsky was obvious¬ something as flimsy as “Time Out
Local engagement would be on a
ly upset by the relatively mild for Ginger’ is to bring them in I split week arrangement with Cocritical reception , of “Night,” he droves to that boxoffice. Where’s lumbus, where shows generally
I play three days.
had enough perspective to recall justice?”
that first-performance disappoint¬
ments were nothing new for him.
He wryly cited the instance of the
premiere of his first television
script. The play was titled “Hello,
Mr. Lutz,” and he was paid $500
By HOBE MORRISON
for it as a vehicle for the “Dan¬
William Hawkins, drama critic of the N. Y. World-Telegram, wrote
ger” series. That was about four
column recently about “impersonal” and “objective” criticism. In
or five years ago.
Excited and delighted at the answer to a thank-you note from Nancy Walker, costar of the recentlyprospect of having his work pro¬ opened revival of “Fallen Angels,” at the Playhouse, N. Y., the aisleduced publicly for the first time, sitter’s piece was an open letter to the actress, reading in part,
“Mail, to a reporter, is like taffy must be to your two-year-old daughChayefsky urged a.ll his relatives
_ and friends—not—to^-miss-the—teh
cast. In performance, the script ciating with a critic was consorting with the enemy.
ran overlength, however, and in
“We all like the same thing, good theatre. There’s nothing personal
the frenzied cutting to get the pro¬ about a review. If a critic writes for the actors, he is cooked. He
gram off the air on schedule, the writes for readers. All he can hope for is that his constant exposure
author’s name was dropped, so to shows may help other people enjoy them more,
Chayefsky was deprived of his all“The greatest fun for a reviewer is feeling that he understands ex¬
important debut showcasing.
actly what someone in the theatre is up to, and being able to say so.
It was exhilarating past description to see the ingenious invention of
your performance in ‘Fallen Angels/ I still laugh, just remembering.
“And it is good to know that you understand how impersonal my
printed admiration is, and that you have tile simplicity to express your
gratitude as a professional.”
For the concluding portion of the column, Hawkins wrote a followup
Albany, Feb. 14.
pan of “Chalk Garden,” at the Ethel Barrymore, N. Y., with the apolo¬
There’ll be no drinks between getic introductory sentence:
the acts at Broadway legit houses,
“I also hope that Irene Selznick, who produces ‘Chalk Garden/
even if theatre bars are legalized. will have read the foregoing before she reads the following.”
That’srthe aim of* a bill introduced
Noting that he had revisited the Enid Bagnold comedy-drama at a
in the state legislature here last recent Actors Fund benefit, Hawkins wrote almost half a column of
week by Assemblyman Alfred A. perceptive comment on how the individual performances have deterio¬
Lama, Brooklyn .Democrat. Under rated since the show’s opening. He concluded, however, with the
existing law, alcoholic drfnks may disavowal, “All of which is very objective, but seems to be very per¬
not be sold in legit theatres.
sonal. Because enough people like ‘Chalk Garden’ well enough that it
The Lama measure would permit plays to more than $20,000 a week.”
theatre bars, would limit the sale
George Bernard SJiaw has testified, “I never wrote an impartial
of drinks to those attending the line in my life.” It was fhe essence of Shaw, not only as a dramatist
show, for consumption only on the and social agitator but (perhaps especially) as one of the most brilliant
immediate premises, and would critics in theatre history.
confine the service to a half-hour
It has been remarked countless times' and in innumerable ways that
before' and a half-hour after the criticism, if it’s worth anything at all, must be intensely personal. All
performance. Sale would not be the fine critics—Shaw himself, Max Beerbohn, James Agate, Alexander
permitted to anyone who had not Woollcott and, contemporarily, Brooks Atkinson, Walter F. Kerr and
gained lawful admission.
London’s Kenneth Tynan, for example, have been frankly, deliberately
The bill, which would take effect personal, subjective and even frankly prejudiced.
upon passage, would set a license
Of course they have all liked good theatre. But being individuals,
fee of half that for regular bars, they would inevitably disagree on just what good theatre is. That’s
with the following rates: $l-,200 in what makes them interesting. If they were impersonal (that is, reporthe counties of New York (Man¬ torial), how explain their prestige, reputation and influence as in¬
hattan), Kings (Brooklyn), Bronx dividuals?
and Queens; $800 in Richmond
There persists, however, the occasional presumption that criticism
(Sfaten Island) and in cities of should.be impersonal and impartial—the cliche word is “constructive.”
more than 100,000 and less than That thesis is most prevalent in non-show biz circles (what Mike Todd
1,000,000 population; $600 in cities calls “civilians”).
with population between 50,000
But any realistic professional knows better. Any actor, author or
and 100,000, and $400 elsewhere.
director who gets panned knows all too well that it’s personal—and
Senator Stanley J. Bauer, Buf¬ just as personal for the critic as for him. He’s naturally pleased with
falo Republican, sponsored a sim¬ critical praise, and recognizes that it’s personal, too. If it were imper¬
ilar bill last year.
sonal, why should he feel “gratitude”?

Kim Stanley
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Comment on Criticism

No Between-Acts Booze
Even If Bars Are OK’
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Show On Broadway
Midfile of the Night
Joshua Logan production of‘comedydrama in two acts by Paddy Chayefsky.
Staging, Logan; setting and lighting, Jo
Mielziner; costumes, Motley; incidental
music, Lehman Engel. Stars Edward G.
Robinson; features Gena Rowlands.
At
ANTA Theatre, N. Y., Feb. 9, '55; $5.75
top ($6.90 opening).
Girl.’.Gena Rowlands
Mother .June Walker
Kid Sister ..Joan Chambers
Manufacturer ...... Edward G. Robinson
Sister .Nancy R. Pollock
Widow
.Betty Walker
Daughter .Anne Jackson
Neighbor .
Effie Afton
Friend .
Janet Ward
Husband .Lee Philips
Son-in-Law .Martin Balsam

Paddy Chayefsky, probably the
best known" of the “new” writers
bred by television, a homefolksy
medium, has adapted his own tv
script into a stage play of which
it may be said, if. that is a signifi¬
cant literary virtue in itself, “his
characters are so true-to-life”. The
result is a moderately entertaining
evening in the theatre infused with
“importance” because of the pres¬
ence of Edward G. Robinson and
a generally superb cast of players.
Producer-director Joshua Logan
employs fade-in and fade-out
much in the manner of television
using projected sub-titles to identi¬
fy time and ijlace. Jo Mielziner's
two sets exhibit a sharp eye for (1)
a grubby working class walkup flat
and (2) a manufacturer’s genteel
step-down living room so that
visually “Middle of the Night” is
homefolksy tv expanded to the
proscenium of the legitimate
theatre.
So much Broadway know-how
has been bestowed upon the tell¬
ing of an essentially “small” story
that for the better part of the first
act (there are only two) the viewer
has an expectancy of ultimate in¬
sight, and/or high voltage drama¬
tic clash, which never matures. In
the end the literary merits begin
—and end—with the authentic
everyday idiom of the characters.
They are indeed wondrously “true
to life,” but great drama, or com¬
edy, demands more, much more,
from a playwright.
As a starring vehicle for Edward
G. Robinson, 25 years absent from
Broadway, “Middle of the Night”
meets the test of a role which ^al¬
lows him to be central, beguiling
and an actor. Warmly received
opening night, by one of the
swankiest turnouts this season,
Robinson demonstrates an author¬
ity of manner and resource which
is, in a phrase, star-size.
He plays a 53-year-old Jewish
manufacturer, a widower worried
about aging and about the “old
men’s lechery” he sees in his part¬
ner and fears in himself. The
“plot” concerns his hesitant fall¬
ing in love with and tortured
doubts about marrying a 24-yearold Christian girl.
(Walter Huston after an absence
in films once returned to Broadway
in an identical situation play,
“Apple of His Eye,” wherein he
was a 60-year-old farmer yenning
a 21-year-old girl. But the older
man was undoubtedly glamolirized
by Ezio. Pinza vis-a-vis Mary Mar¬
tin in “South Pacific.”)
Fairly described on the program
as “a love story,” “Middle of the
Night” has a minimum of plot
complication, a maximum of char¬
acter vignette. Moments of pow¬
erful poignancy come along occa¬
sionally and nearly always the peo¬
ple are found in believable reac¬
tion to believable cross-purposes.
The women especially have been
handed dialog which is uncannily
accurate—again television drama’s
homefolksy virtue of being “like
everybody.”
Chayefsky’s family flavor is ex¬
emplified by the program identi¬
fication of the characters not by
name but by relationship—sister,
daughter, husband, son-in-law, etc.
Less flashy than the unsubtle onthe-make widow cleverly milked
for lots of giggles by Betty Walker,
less underlined with author-mean¬
ing than the Freud-spouting daugh¬
ter (of the manufacturer) played
by Anne Jackson, the role of the
gid's mother in the knowingness
of June Walker is an underplayed
gem in which a shallow older
woman of automatic prejudice and
narrow understanding shows with
a kind of faded vividness a failure
in human dignity.
Again and again, with sharp and
short brush-strokes, Chayefsky
catches typical people saying typi¬
cal things. Against their drabness
he plays out the love story of two
essentially likeable and honest
people (will Chayefsky bring back
the non-heel hero and the non¬
tramp heroine?) and speaks up for
romance as more than (in the credo
mouthed by Janet Ward) “paying
the bills and going to bed.”
He nakes some of his points
cleverly—as when he gives the
manufacturer’s daughter a Freu¬
dian tongue-slip, using "I” when
she intends to say “you.” Martin
Balsam as this girl’s spouse cor¬

rectly—and satisfyingly—calls her
toward the end for being fixated on
her father, not him. Startled-, the
girl goes home, dragging her Freud
behind her.
Miss Jackson’s previous stage
brush with analytic jargon in “Oh
Men, Oh Women” will be recalled
Her'' performance possesses deft
shadings and complete plausibility.
Two men in .support strengthen
the just-like-people flavor. Bal¬
sam’s muted frustration is properly
edgy but never overdone.
The
gentile girl’s first husband, a men¬
tally detached musician who shows
love only in term of copulation is
entirely believable, neither heavy
nor special and handled ably by
Lee Philips.
Special attention naturally focus¬
ses on the girl lead opposite Robin¬
son. Gena Rowlands has a major
credit and break in a role refused
by Eva Marie Saint, who originated
it on tv. It would be less than
common justice to withhold recog¬
nition of the general effectiveness
of this newcomer’s performance.
..It may be that Chayefsky has
done best by the lesser women
characters and that Logan has di¬
rected Miss Rowlands a bit too Loganesquely. The actress o^ens the
very first scene ‘at so high and
hysterical an emotional pitch that
she always seems
pallid by"
contrast in subsequent appearances. •
So all due-accolade to what she ac¬
complishes first; then the adden¬
dum that a more experienced
trouper might have invested more
inwardness to the benefit of the
character—and the play. Land.

'* Show Out of Town
Tolka Row
Dallas, Feb. 10.
Ramsey Burch production of comedydrama in three acts, by Maura Laverty.
Staged by James MacAllen; technical di¬
rection, James Pringle. Features Edward
Cullen, Winnifred Cushing. At Margo
Jones Theatre '56, Dallas, Jan. 30, *56)
$3 top.
Dealer .. Sadie French
Mrs. Fefeney .. Louise Latham
Rita Nolan ..
Winnifred Cushing
Dan Dempsey . Edward Cullen
Statia Nolan . Anne Reed
Sean Nolan . Bob Mullen
Jack Nolan . Robert van Hooton
Peggy Nolan ......*Lynn Thatcher
Eileen Moore . Joan Delehaunty
Fonsie Madlgan ... Ray MacDonnell

Maura Lawerty’s worthy comedy
drama about modern life in a slum
area.of Dublin is the third and best
tryout in Margo Jones Theatre
■*56’s new season. The play was
previously produced in Dublin.
Solid, expert direction by James
MacAllen, plus a fine cast, give a
stark but real look at life’s waning
years. “Tolka Row” is laced with
fine humor, however, and rates
further exposure. It's also grist
for films.
Irish authoress* play offers keen
character studies of three families
of less than middle class, living in
a five-room house. Husband and
wife are kind parents to their
young boy and girl and papa’s
prudish spinster sister. It's mama’s
aged, meddlesome father who’s in
the way, but also gets loyjng care.
Contention comes with the elder
daughter leaving her husband to
come home, where there’s scant
space. Reunion of the pair causes
the parents to make room for both
and it means ousting the old man.
A gentle, faked invitation for him
to live with another relative back¬
fires.
Doddering and berserk,
grandfather wanders to a drowning
death.
Edward Cullen holds viewers in
an expert stint as the old man,
while Winnifred Cushing, as his
daughter, capably cares for a -ver¬
bose role as a loving child who
turns out her father to house her
own brood. Louise Latham, as a
neighbor with annual progency,
spices the dialog with bedroom de¬
tails and draws yocks each time. '
Robert van Hooton handles the
father role easily and Anne Reed
makes the- frustrated old maid
both believable and despicable.
Lynn Thatcher maintains an Irish
air as a boy-crazy teenager, while
Bob Mullen and Joan Delehaunty
complement the family as other
children.
Easy pace is abetted by Jame3
Pringle’s functional solo set.
Bark.

Joseph Buloff to Metro
Following Johannesburg
Joseph Buloff returned to New
York last week from South Africa,
having played a four-week engage¬
ment in “Fifth Season” at Her
Majesty's Theatre, Johannesburg.
He leaves next week for the
Coast to appear in Metro’s film
edition of the Rocky Graziano
story, “Somebody Up Thefe Likes
Me.”
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PRESS AGENTS SUPPRESS PRESS
Closed Shop On News?
During the course of preparations for the recent Golden Jubi¬
lee Anniversary edition of this journal attention was repeatedly
focussed upon the many-ehaptered if somewhat dreary story of
attempts by theatrical organizations,- usually with tendencies to
monopoly, and individuals, usually with tendencies to personal
dictatorship, to impose gag rule on news. While these efforts
during a half-century were by no means solely aimed at Variety,
this paper was the villain in more than^one “how dare they try
to practice free press ?” .outburst.
The current attempt of the Broadway press agents and man¬
agers to protect their private elub is in keeping with the clampdown school of press relations. “Make ’em come to our official
spokesman” is automatically the dictum of the organizations
which Invariably have—and invite—the worst press and of those
individual egomaniacs who cannot' abide either free discussion
or open reporting.
Gagging the membership^nobody. dare talk to a reporter—
will naturally remind a lot of people of the way things were done
in Hitler’s Germany and Stalin’s Russia. If the union doesn’t
like the implicatibn, they can save face by voting democratic—
junking a silly rule which isn’t going to work anyhow and will
—at'an outsider’s guess—have only one practical result^a vast
increase of mutual suspicion, distrust arid bad feeling within
the union.
For the news that is really news—not cover up—will certainly
continue to be printed.. Publicists, supposed technicians in infoririation, ought to know that without it being brought to their
attention.
Land.

R&H, a Top London Management,
Add ‘Yankees/‘Sergeants’ (or Britain
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham-merstein 2d, now apparently -com¬
mitted to the production of only
shows of their own' authorship on
Broadway, are steadily expanding
as producers in London and the
British Isles. Under the billing
of Williamson Music (their song
publishing- subsidiary of Chappell
Music) they have become one of
the most active legit managements
in the West End.
The composer and lyricist-libret¬
tist collaborators formerly pro¬
duced' a number of Broadway shows
by author playwrights and song
writers, including such hit$ as
“Annie Get Your Gun” (Irving
Berlin - Herbert
and
Dorothy
Fields)* “Happy Birthday” (Anita
Loos), “I Remember Mama” (John
van Druten - Kathryn Forbes),
“John Loves Mary”
(Norman
Krasna) and “Happy' Time” (Sam¬
uel Taylor-Robert Fontaine). But
they have produced only their own
works in recent seasons.
R&H (under the Williamson
banner), in partneship with Lon¬
don theatre owner Prince Littler,
have . just acquired the British
rights to two more Broadway
smashes, the musical "Damn Yan¬
kees” and the straight comedy,
“No Time for Sergeants.” They are
also negotiating for the new The¬
atre Guild presentation, “Time
Limit,” with a deal likely to be set
within a few days.
Already established London suc¬
cesses under the' Williamson-Littler management are “Teahouse of
(Continued on page 69)

‘Lady Fair’ Cut 15 Mins.
During New Haven Bow
New Haven, Feb. 14. .
“My Lady Fair” was cut about
15 minutes of running time during
its nine-performance breakin end¬
ing last Saturday night (11) at the
Shubert Theatre here. The Alan
Jay Lerner-Frederick Loewe mucicalization of Shaw’s “Pygmalion”
fitill is overlong, however.
No radical changes took place
during the local stand. One minor
song, “Come ^to the Ball,” was
dropped, and additional revisions
prior to the show’s opening tomor¬
row night (Wed.) in Philly include
the elimination of another song,
“Say and Prayer,”1' and the scis¬
soring of a first-act ballet tagged
“Decorating fcliza.”
Local reaction to the musical
set a new high for the last six
years, rivalling that for the breakin stand of “South Pacific” at the
same house in the spring of 1949.
Following the sraasH response at
the preview performance the tick¬
et demand quickly went to capac¬
ity.

Threepenny’ Looks Set
For OK Run in London
London, Feb, 14.
“Threepenny
Opera,”
which
opened at the Royal Court Theatre
last Thursday (9), drew generally
favorable critical comment and
looks like a reasonable prospect
for b. o. success. It’s a stimulating
presentation.
Wolf Mankowitz,
Oscar Lewenstein and Helen Arn¬
old produced the offering, which
was. staged. by Sam Wanamaker.
The musical ia by Marc Blitzstein and Kurt Weill, the former
having adapted Bertold Brecht’s
original German book and lyrics.
Topping .the cast are Bill Owen,
Daphne Anderson, Eric Pohlmann,
Lisa Lee, George A. Cooper, Ewan
MacColl, Georgia Brown and Maria
Remusat. “Threepenny,” inciden¬
tally, is currently a longrun New
York entry at the off-Broadway
Theatre de Lys.

It Is Now Fully Legal;
Jas. D. Proctor Co. Has
N. Y. State Certificate
Pressagent James D. Proctor is
now legally in business. He’s just
received a Certificate of Doing
Business, from the County Clerk
of New York County, under the
firm name of James D. Proctor Co.
He was previously refused a cer¬
tificate as James D. Proctor Asso¬
ciates, or James D. Proctor &
Associates.
In case any other pressagents in
New York are interested, the penal
law makes it a criminal offense to
carry on a business in the state
under any name but one’s QWn,
except upon obtaining a certificate
from the County Clerk. Like most
legit p.a.’s, Proctor knew nothing
(Continued on page 69)

Dick Adler Yens Mgmt.;
Barbara Wolferinan, Too
Everybody wants to be a pro¬
ducer. Now it’s songwriter Richard
Adler who’s looking for a property
to bring to Broadway. Although he
hasn’t found a script, he’s plan¬
ning *on making his managerial
debut as co-producer with Barbara
Wolferman. She’s assistant to John
Fearnley, casting director for
Richard Rodgers & Oscar Hammerstein 2d.
Adler is currently represented
on Broadway and the road by two
click musicals, “Pajama Game”
and “Damn Yankees.” He collab¬
orated on the tunes for both shows
with the late Jerry Ross.

*

Stung by critifism of its tactics
on the membership application of
former drama critic Louis Sheaffer, the board of governors of the
Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents
& Managers has now moved to
stifle press coverage of its activi¬
ties. It has also issued to the mem¬
bership the full text of its recent
after-the-fact revision of the so-,
called Sheaffer Amendment.
Both actions by the board are
due for consideration tomorrow
(Thurs.) at an overall membership
meeting at the Metropolitan Opera
Bldg., N.Y., under a special order
of business. It’s expected that the
matter may arouse what the
ATP AM Bulletin described, in the
case of the last meeting, as “some
discussion.” The board’s delayed
revise of the Sheafffer Amendment
has already stirred some reaction.
The gag rule became generally
known only late last week.
In the case of the latter measure,
it’s • figured as so sweeping and
general as to be applicable to prac¬
tically any statement by a member
that might be disapproved by the
board. Since it was Variety’s cov¬
erage of the long-drawn-out epi¬
sode that was generally regarded
as having forced the board to draft
and sponsor -the constitutional
amendment by which the ex-critic
subsequently gained admission, the
new rule seems intended primarily
to “muzzle” this publication.
(Variety has never been will
ing to get its news only from
“authorized” spokesmen and :
isn’t likely to be muscled into
the practice how. As always.
Variety will continue to get
the news where and how it
can, and will publish the facts
regardless of official disap¬
proval or attempts at suppres¬
sion. Just like in 1905, fel¬
lows.—Ed.)
Regarding the board’s By-Law
revising the Sheaffer Amendment,
it’s so complicated and so full of
doubletalk that it appears likely
to negate the Amendment almost
completely. As one .union member
remarked last Monday (13), “In¬
stead of the Sheaffer Amendment,
(Continued on page 70)

‘Sergeants’Nets
$12,000 a Week
“No Time for Sergeants” is still
earning its stripes with a modernrecord rate of profit. The Ira Levin
dramatization of Mac Hyman’s
novel, produced by Maurice Evans
and Emmett Rodgers, is in its 18th
week of standee-limit attendance
at the Alvin Thea’re, N. Y.
Highlights of the latest auditor’s
statement, dated Jan. 14, included
the following:
Original capital (repaid), $100,000.
Net profit, $83,529.
Film income to date, $35,000.
Average weekly profit, $12,000.
Distributed profit, $20,000.

Not Francis Bacon?
Leslie Stevens, whose “The
Lovers” is slated for produc¬
tion this spring by the Play¬
wrights Co. (in partnership
with Gayle Stine), also has a
script scheduled for next sea¬
son by the same firm. It’s
titled "Marlowe,” and deals
with the Elizabethan dramatistpoet, Christopher Marlowe.
Since the punch-pulling for
Canadian amity reviews and
quick fold on Broadway re¬
cently
of" Marlowe’s gory
drama,
“Tamburlaine
the
Great,” friends have been rib¬
bing Stevens about revising
his “Marlowe” script. It’s been
suggested that he should insert
a line of dialog having the
hero disavow authorship of
“Tamburlaine,” and blame it
on Shakespeare.

Voducers Okay Co-op Directory
For Show Ads; But Will Dailies?
Cooperative directory advertising
of legit shows, instead of the estab¬

form of alphabetical listings,
Hedgerow Theatre Folds; lished
will be attempted by the League of
N.
Y.
Theatres.
new setup is
Been Active 35 Years i slated to go intoTheeffect
in two

Philadelphia, Feb. 14.
Hedgerow Theatre is going out
of business after about 35 years’
continuous operation. The semipro repertory group, which began
fall and winter seasons at the
Academy of Music Foyer here
three years ago, wraps up next
Saturday (18). The company has
had a permanent theatre in a con¬
verted mill since the early 1920’s
in Moylan, Pa. It was founded by
Jasper Deeter, who still heads it.
A loss on operations, plus fail¬
ure to recoup a heavy investment
connected with reconditioning the
Foyer, prqmpted the shutdown.
The Theatre may possibly operate
at Moylan again this summer, but
that’s uncertain;

‘Janus Has Made
Over 70G Profit
“Janus,” the Carolyn Green com¬
edy, has earned well over 100%
profit to date on its $60,000 invest¬
ment. That’s figured on its $36,452
net as of the latest financial state¬
ment, effective Dec. 31, plus an es¬
timated $35,000 for the ensuing six
weeks.
Highlights of the accounting, on
the Alfred de Liagre Jr. produc¬
tion starring Margaret Sullavan,
Robert Preston and Claude Dau¬
phin starrer, currently in its 13th
week at the Plymouth, N. Y., in¬
clude the following:
Production cost, $41,919.
Tryout profit, $36,452.
Net cost to bring to Broadway,
$5,467.
Average weekly profit, $7,000.
The capitalization on the produc¬
tion has been repaid, while the
profit distribution was $20,000 as
of Dec. 31. The profit isn’t being
split on the usual 50-50 basis be¬
tween the backers and manage¬
ment. In this instance, Miss Sulla¬
van invested $15,000 in the show
for a 25% cut of the profits. The
other investors and de Liagre are
getting 37V£% each.
Besides Miss Sullavan, other in¬
vestors include the following in
the $720 bracket: Donald Coleman,
head of Theatre Corp. of America,
an investment - production firm;
Ruth Green, secretary for the
League of N. Y. Theatres; author’s
agent Miriam Howell; Ted Ritter,
of the Theatrical Investment Plan;
and John F. Wharton, attorney and
member of the Playwrights Co.
Backers with $1,440 in the . show
include the producer’s father, Al¬
fred de Liagre Sr.; C. Edwin Knlll,
general manager for the show, and
Louis A. Lotito, general manager
of the Martin Beck Theatre, N. Y.,
and president of City Playhouses.
Other investors include Richard C.
Killin, of Young & Rubicam, with
a $2,160 stake, and realtor-pro¬
ducer Roger L. Stevens, with
$3,600.
Also, Howard S. Cullman has a
$5,000 investment, producer de
Liagre is in for $6,120 and Joseph
Verner Reed, prez of the American
Shakespeare Festival Theatre &
Academy, at Stratford, Conn., has
a $7,200 slice.

weeks. The big question mark in¬
volved, however, is the attitude of
the New York dailies. Co-op ads
would not only reduce lineage con¬
siderably, but would give partic¬
ipating managements the benefit of
volume discounts.
The decision to try the coopera¬
tive directory ad for all Broadway
shows was voted by the League
board of governors last Thursday
(9), after long palaver. It was
agreed that the setup would also be
available to Broadway manage¬
ments not members of the League,
such as Herman Shumlin and
David Merrick, who recently re¬
signed alter a spat.
The proposed co-op ad would ap¬
pear in all issues of every New
York daily. It would be three or
four columns in width, and deep
enough to allow one line for each
current show. The shows would be
listed alphabetically by title (pos¬
sibly dropping any “The,” “A” or
“An” articles preceding), with the
name of the theatre (and perhaps
address), stars, boxoffice scale and
matinee days.
The ad would be inserted by the
League, which would bill partic¬
ipating managements accordingly.
It’s figured such a setup would
substantially reduce day-to-day
advertising cost in the New York
papers which no runs to $1,000 a
(Continued on page 70)

‘Hearts,’ a 1953-54 Flop,
About to Become a Hit;
Recouping on Pic Deal
“King of Hearts,” which repre¬
sented a $33,424 deficit on its 195354 Broadway run, has been edging
into the blue chip class. It’s now
certain to show a profit on its $60,000 investment.
A recent $15,000 distribution to
backers of the Elaine Perry pro¬
duction has hiked the total return
thus far to $55,200. The remaining
$4,800 due on the investment, plus
a modest profit, seems in the >ag.
There is $10,080 still due the
production as its share on the third
and final payment from Paramount
the purchase of the film rights for
$80,000, of which the show gets the
usual 40%.
At the close of its 35-week Broad¬
way run, the Jean Kerr-Eleanor
Brooke comedy had repaid $24,000
to the backers. The additional re¬
turn since the closing represents
income from subsidiary royalties
and the first and second payment
from Paramount, totaling $18,720.
The production’s total share of the
film sale after 10% deduction lor
commissions is $28,800.
The celluloid version of play,
due for release soon, stars- Bob
Hope, George Sanders and Eva
Maria Saint. Donald Cook and
Jackie Cooper starred in the
Broadway production.

Barn Mgr. Gail Hillson
Actress Sub in Florida

It took a strawhat producer to
get a winter stock production Off
the hook last week. Summer the¬
atre operator Gail Hillson came
to the rescue of the Coconut Grove
(Fla.) Playhouse last Thursday (9),
Set $30,000 Budget For
but not on a managerial level. She
Off-B’way ‘Grundy’ Tuner came in as an emergency cast re¬
Bernard Ilson and Hillard Elkins placement.
Miss Hillson took over Corine
will probably capitalize their offBroadway musical production, “Sol¬ Breton’s role in “King of Hearts”
omon Grundy,” for $30,000. The when the latter withdrew from the
tuner, a revamped edition of a prior production because of the death of
strawhat tryout, has book and lyrics her husband. The silo entrepre¬
by Mike Stewart and music by, neur, incidentally, is still mending
from injuries sustained in an auto
Shelly Mowell and Lee Pockriss.
The budget for the production in¬ accident, which occurred in Claxcludes a $3,500 contingency for a ton, Ga., last December while she
week of previews, plus a $2,635 was en route to Florida.
Miss Hillson returns to New
overall contingency fund. The pro¬
ducers have figured the weekly op¬ York next month to ready her fifth
season
at the Triple Cities Play¬
erating cost at $5,395, plus 6%
house, Binghamton, N. Y.
authors’ royalties.
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Billposters In Comeback

‘Waltz,’ ‘Kate’ and ‘Annie’
Set for St. L. Summer

Wednegflay, February 15, 1956

London-8 way Legit Costs

St. Louis, Feb. 14.
The cost of shifting the Playwrights. Co. (in association with Henry
“Great Waltz,” last presented in M Margolis) presentation of Robert L. Joseph's production of “Tiger
the Municipal Theatre Assn.’s al¬ at’ the Gates” from London to New York last September was $73,781.
New York Legit Meets Tougher Competition Via fresco playhouse in Forest Park in That was nearly triple the original London production cost of $26,129,
1951, will be revived for the sixth A comparative breakdown of the expenses on each of the production
24-Sheets and 3-Sheets
time this summer.
The. season
opens June 1 with an 11-night run follows:
B'way
•London
Costs
_
| of r‘Annie Get Your Gun.”
—1—
$2,952
Rehearsal & taking in.. ..
“waltz” win run for seven nights.
Broadway legit advertising is Name New Director For
Rehearsal:
.
„
TVtnotnn Other pieces included in the reper$
6,601
Salaries -- -. $
getting a new look. It’s principal¬
Wllliamstown lheatre • tory for ^ forthcoming season are
,
.
Living expenses for cast .
3,150
ly a three-way change involving
Williamstown, Mass., Feb. 14.
Kiss Me Kate,” “Student Prince"
_
1,077
Theatre rent, expenses .
L077
Nikos Psacharopolous, associate and “Chocolate Soldier.”
(1) an upbeat in circus-style sheet¬
80
458
Scripts..
..
—
ing (2)> concentration of ad copy in director of the Williamstown Sum¬
3,952
Scenery & painting .
mer Theatre last year, has been
.1,504
Rebuilding & painting .
1.504
the New York Times and (3) a rash appointed director for the 1956
1.120
Designer's fee, costumes, scenery.
—
of miniature display ads.
season, succeeding David C. Bry4,655
Costumes ....
The throwback to the billposting nat Jr. Latter has been ill and
1,926
Costumes (refitting, etc.) ... ..*.
1,926
school of ballyhoo is evident in will recuperate in Spain next sum¬
—
108
Stage properties ..
railroad stations, airport termi¬ mer.
--305
Props, purchases, rentals ..
^
nals, highway approaches to New
The strawhat will open its sec¬
.2/U4
Electrical
&
sound
equipment
.
2,”>14
York, taxi cabs, subway trains and ond season June 26 in the Adams
-895
Music, copying, etc.
.
the Times Square area. It’s in Memorial Theatre on the Williams
2,500
3,780
2>500
“Tiger at the Gates” has become Director .
these locations that shows are College campus.
13,847 .
1,383
Advertising
&
publicity
.
13,847.
spotting three-sheets, 24-sheets,
hit-by-transplanting. A financial
2,240
Traveling & cartage ..
-—
placards and three dimensional
failure in London, it has been
Moving expenses:
“Dioramas.”
.
9,318
boxoffice click since being moved
London-N. Y..
Productions involved in various
.—•
1,718
Shipping (London-N. Y.) .
to Broadway last September.
phases of the outdoor ad splurge
—
4,112
• Taking in and out ..
The Christopher Fry adaptation
include “Fanny,” “Inherit the
—
Advance
fee
to
Plymouth
Theatre.
5,000
of Jean Giraudoux’ Parisian dra¬
Wind,” “Pipe Dream,” “Hatful of
—_ 1,705
L702
matic success drew generally fav¬ Legal fees disbusements .
Rain,” .“Diary of Anne Frank,”
471
3,000
Washington.
Telephone,
telegraph
&
cables
.
orable reviews in the West End,
“Damn Yankees” and “Pajama
—
310
but got a more enthusiastic recep¬ Payroll taxes ...
Game.” Most of these shows are Editor, Variety:
300
18
While
I
agree
wholeheartedly
Auditing
fees
.
tion in New York, with most of the
also taking out the thumbnail dis¬
1,000
1,568
*’222
play ads in addition to the usual with Mr. Levin’s point of view on original cast, including Michael Office expenses .
—
250
Equity
fees,
foreign
cast
..
the
proposed
2%
D.
C.
admissions
Redgrave as .star. It was reported¬
ABC listings.
—
150
Insurances-estimated .
tax, as quoted in your February 1
Regarding the concentration of issue, I must contradict or at least ly playing to substantial biz when Miscellaneous expenses.
—
143
ads in the Times, it’s become more strongly qualify his supporting it “cut short** its London run after Purchase of London production .
—
10,500
pronounced this season. The Times statement that “the small Arena 14 weeks to get an early-season Liability to Roger L. Stevens
has always had top priority on Theatre was forced to close be¬ start on Broadway. It was gener¬
—
(advanced for London production...
5,000
legit ad budgets, but in past years cause, although an artistic success, ally figured in the trade that be¬
Note: The N. Y. purchase of the entire London decor for-^lO.SOO is
cause of its “highbrow” content,
shows would generally also have it was a financial failure.”
included in the $70,000 Broadway capitalization as uncontributed coin,
the
show
was
an
uncertain
bet
for
full advertising schedules covering
representing an allowance as a bonus to the original British investors.
Arena. Stage was most definitely
all the daily papers. Now the ads NOT a financial failure but, as such U.S. audiences.
Apparently the cost of operat¬
are generally restricted to the
things
are*
measured,
an
unequivo¬
ing the show was too heavy fot
Times, with the Herald Tribune
and.to' a lesser extent the News cal financial success. It Showed a the West End* where the b.o. po¬
getting consideration and fighting sizable return on the initial invest¬ tential of a production is much
for more. The other papers hardly ment, substantially increased its smaller than in N.Y. It cost $26,net corporate worth, played to ca¬ 129 to mount the British offering,
figure importantly.
- Chicago, Feb. 14.
pacity houses about three-fourths
In line with this, the Times re of the time, upped its boxoffice and the venture represented a
The Studebaker Theatre here has j
cently spotted a house ad in its grosses year by year—the last year total loss of a $36,000 investment been leased by the newly formed j
"By HAROLD M. BONE
Sunday entertainment section not¬ 20% over the one previous made a when it moved to New York. Con¬ Chicago Players Inc., which plans j
New Haven, Feb. 14.
ing the paper was the “top amuse¬ profit surplus, and so on and versely, the London-N.Y. switch to launch a year-round professional I
All
Broadway legit openings
cost $73,781, but the offering has
ment advertising medium.” The so on.
fully recouped and has thus far stock group. The - fif^t production since 1940 are cataloged in bound
ad also stated “in 1955 the Times
is due next September, according volumes at the Yale Theatre.Col¬
M^. Levin is surely correct, how¬
carried 1,519,110 lines of amuse¬ ever, that Arena Stage was in no earned approximately $5,000 prof¬ to Bernard Sahlin, formerly busi¬ lection, one of the features which
ment advertising . . . 300,000 lines position to support an additional it. It’s currently in its 20th week, ness manager of Playwrights Thea¬ may be distinctive here.
more than the. second newspaper. admissions tax; for it closed (tem- at the Helen Hayes Theatre, N.Y. tre Club and spokesman for the
With a smattering of material
The higher N.Y. cost involved group of some 80 ^stockholders in housed in individual departments
This is the largest volume of porarrily only), if not because it
amusement advertising ever car¬ was a financial failure, then be¬ certain expenses in addition to the new corporation.
of the Music School and the Art
ried by any New York newspaper.” cause it was a financial monstros¬ those of the London presentation.
Group plans 10 or 12 shows a School, major portion of collection
They included fees connected with year,
The splurge in legit advertising ity.
found in the Sterling Library
to be offered on a subscrip¬
importing seven members of the
apparently reflects the growing
With the income producable by London cast, including Redgrave. tion basis. Sahlin was in New York and the library of the Drama
belief on Broadway managements 247 seats, the five-year record of
last week to engage a managing School. A primary service is the
Also,
a
$5,000
guarantee
to
insure
that, in the highly competitive en¬ success—both artistic and eco¬
newly-indexed collection of musi¬
director to head up the operation.
tertainment field of today, it’s now nomic—was paid for at a price that getting the Plymouth Theatre;
Until recently, the Studebaker cal comedy Americana started two
necessary to merchandise a show came to menace further growth in N.Y., where the play opened prior has been under l^lase to the Shu- years ago by Robert Barlow. A
much more than in the past. Al¬ both departments. Personal sub¬ to moving to its present berth. A berts. It was a touring stand for 10,000-item group, this was de¬
though production and operating sidies in the.form of ridiculously- comparative breakdown of the many years, but had lately been scribed in a special Variety story
costs have risen sharply, the upped low salaries, the constant pressure London and N.Y. production costs sublet as a television studio.
of Robert Barlow's in the Jan. 11,
boxoffice prices tend to provide to produce three out of four smash is detailed elsewhere on this .page.
956, issue. Also included is the
The London offering, incidental¬
extra income for hypoed ad-pro¬ hits in order to survive, no vaca¬
Jack Crawford Collection of pro¬
ly.
was
financed
solely
by
Ameri¬
motion effort.
grams, portraits, reviews, clip¬
tions in five years—because of in¬ can backers, most of whom dittoed
pings. playbills, and scrapbooks.
sufficient income to cover continu¬ on
the separately
capitalized
covering some 20 years of the. Chi¬
ing costs during any dark periods— Broadway presentation. The orig¬
cago Opera House.
and not enough potential gross to inal coin raised for the overseas
Standouts of the material housed
support certain shows even if they venture was $31,000, including
Boston, Feb. .14,
sold out every seat, were some of $6,000-- overcall_An.. - additional
‘The. Bandeirantes,” - three-aet jn_ the Drama_Sdbgo.l:Ajybraiy._
the irritations 'that made of Arena $5,000, put up by realtor-producer verse drama by Hugh Amory, the Theatrical Print Collection of
These days, Maurice Evans just Stage a theatrical deformity, albeit I
Roger L. Stevens, was returned to opened at the Poet’s Theatre several hundred thousand items,
‘can’t seem to miss. He’s the co- a highly successful one. At the him as part of the N. Y. produc¬ Workshop in Harvard Square, and the George Pierce Baker Col¬
producer of two smash hits on strategic pointrof our five-year an¬ tion cost.
Cambridge, last night (Mon.) for a lection of 3,000 books.
The Print Collection contains
niversary and our most successful
The loss on the British presenta¬ two-week run. It is the group’s
Broadway (“Teahouse of the Au-! season we decided on a temporary
illustrative material on every con¬
third production of the season
tion
took
In
the
production
cost,
gust Moon” and “No Time for Ser¬ intermission to correct the situa¬
ceivable
phase of the theatre, in¬
The production was directed by
geants”) and has a successful tele¬ tion by locating a home with a plus an $8,901 operating deficit on
the West End run and prior try¬ Edward TJhommen, with sets by cluding works from foreign publi¬
vision series on NBC for Hall¬ larger seating capacity.
cations.
Yale
is constantly buying
out. Also, $961 connected with
mark. This week, even his dogs
Since we are now negotiating to moving the show to Broadway. All Bradley Phillips and costumes by foreign material if it is immedi¬
have begun to win.
reopen early next fall in a 600-seat the backers of the British produc¬ Natalie Johnson. The cast includes: ately useful and not otherwise
Evans makes a hobby of raising playhouse—which will allow us to tion have a pro-rata share in $10,- John Peters, Gregory Lafayette, available to scholars in this coun¬
West Highland White terriers. pay for the expansion of our artis¬ 500 of the Broadway entry, repre¬ Jack Rogers, Joseph Hudak, Ed¬ try. Familiarity of Alois Nagler,
His Phreesia O’Petriburg (she tic program—feel it is important senting a bonus for their West End ward O’Callahan, Edward Cham¬ associate professor of dramatic
berlain, Edith Owen, Laurie Gould, history and criticism in Yale’s
comes when called “Sheila”), that Mr. Levin’s statement about contribution.
Honora Ferguson, Barbara Jones, Drama School, with the great li¬
copped the best in breed (bitches) Arena Stage be clarified. (We still
That amount is included in the
at the Associated Terrier Club agree with Mr. Levin about the show’s capitalization of $70,000 as Mac Hammond, Don Berry, Sarah braries of Europe is an asset in
Braveman, Harold Gaarder, David acquiring foreign prints.
Specialty Show at the 212th Group tax, however).
remuneration for the purchase of Wheeler and Arno Karlen.
Armory, N. Y., and repeated the
Zelda Fichandler.
The Baker Collection is mainly
the original London decor. Conse¬
next night at the Westminster
books about drama and bio¬
quently, the actual cash invest¬
Kennel Club Show at Madison Managers in Northwest
graphies. It was following Baker's
ment was only $59,500, of which
Square Garden, N. Y.
death in 1935 that the present
$50,000 has thus far been repaid. New Legit Group Opens
Shuffle Assignments
School library collection
The actor-producer was elected
The London presentation was by
In Boston Small-Seater Drama
was started. For the past eight
president over the weekend of the
Portland, Feb. 14.
Broadway producer Robert L. Jo¬
Boston, Feb. 14.
years, Mary C. Grahn, librarian,
West Highland White Terrier Club
Hugh Beckett, operator of the seph, in partnership with British
An “off-Broadway” legit group has been in charge of the overall
of America. His Whipstick Ken¬ Moore Theatre, Seattle, and booker manager Stephen Mitchell.
is being readied for opening here collection.
nels are at Wilton, Conn.
of legit shows there and in Port¬
by Lyric Productions at the 580Of the 12,000 books in the entire
land, is in New York lining up
seat Fine Arts Theatre irt the Back group, approxinu%^ly 4,500 are
shows for the summer and fall sea¬
St. Paul Aud. Will Get
Bay. Initial show will be Jean plays. Collection is rather heavy
son. He has already inked “Damned
Anouilh’s
“Thieves’
Carnival,” on costume and scenic research
$40,000 Facelift Job Yankees” fpr June engagements
opening March 1,
material.
ant} Victor Borge’s solo comedy
Minneapolis, Feb. 14.
The outfit is headed by two Yale
show for fall, both here and Seat¬
Buffalo, Feb. 14.
St. Paul Auditorium, one of the tle. He will also work as advance
The Erlanger Theatre, local Drama School grads, Judith Bar¬ Touring Players Trek
Twin Cities' two legit houses, will man for Borge for the next few stand for touring legits, will be ker and Grace Tuttle. Season will
be redone at a $40,000 cost. Reno¬ months before returning to the razed at the end of'the current sea¬ comprise four plays, each pre¬
With ‘Corn/ ‘Richard IIP
vations will include new decora¬ northwest.
son. The property has been sold sented for 16 night performances
An all-Equity'company, the Tour¬
tions, carpeting, lighting and, pos¬
William Duggan used to book by The Playhouse, Inc., subsidiary including Sundays, something new ing Players, began a 16-state hop
sibly, new stage equipment such as legit here but Phil Hart took over of Dipson Theatrical Enterprises, for the legitimate stage in Boston. last week with a two-play reper¬
curtains, drapes and settings.
and was in turn succeeded by Beck¬ to out-of-town interests, who will There will be no Monday per¬ toire, “Corn Is Green” and “Rich¬
New sound” equipment for stage ett, who has continued to handle use the site for a non-theatrical formances.
ard the III.” The road trek, under
Hart leaves project.
use and some other improvements his Seattle house,
Tennessee Williams’ “Camino the production auspices of Dr. John
The house has had sparse book¬ Real” is slated for March 22 Myers, will run three months, hit¬
were installed recently. It’s also Feb. 20 to became assistant mana¬
planned to let a contract soon for ger of the Chicago Symphony Or¬ ings in recent seasons, . but was through April 8; George Bernard ting colleges and university cam, formerly a regular stand for tour- Shaw’s “Devil’s Disciple," April puses.
installation of more than $50,000 chestra.
"
Duggan, meanwhile, is managing ring Broadway productions, usually 12-29; Eugene O’Neill’s “Great j Dates were lined up by Giesen &
worth of new balcony seats.
There’ll also be some foyer recon¬ Anna Russell’s tour in the north-1 on a split-week: arrangement with God Brown,” May 3-20. Prices | Boomer Inc., New York booking
west.
| the Auditorium, Rochester.
struction.
will be $3.30 to $1.10. .
p
) agency.
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Tiger’ B’way Hit;
Flop in London

-

Arena Stage, 247 Seats,
No Fiscal Flop But
Crimped By B.Q. Tax

Yale Theatre Collection
CHI STOCK CO. RENTS
STUDEBAKER THEATRE Catalogs B’way Critics
Back to Season of ’40

Poet’s Theatre in Hub
Presents ‘Bandeirantes’

MAURICE EVANS COPS
BEST-BREED RIBBON

ERLANGER, IN BUFFALO,
WILL BE DEMOLISHED
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Show Finances
THE LARK
(As of Dec. 31, ’55)
(7th Week)
Original investment.;.. $75,000
Production cost ...
83 791
Loss, three-week tryout .' [
8 738
pre-opening expense .7!.
g’923
Cost to open on Broadway .
t>>>
99^452
Operating profit, first five weeks on B’way .16^092
Film income .
6J50
Unrecouped cost, as above date ..
76 610
Cash deficit .
7.
i’610
Weekly Operating Budget
Cast payroll (excludes 7Vi% of gross to star.Julie Harris)...
Singers .~..
Producer -•..
Company crew .
Stage managers.

$ 5.180
180
250
250
855

Company & general manager ..

325

Pressagent .:..
285
Wardrobe & dressers .
278
Extra stagehands .
227
Author royalty. Adaptor Lillian Heilman gets 5% of the gross, while
Director royalty.
VA%
Music ...y;.
' 160
Designers.,.*_
150
Ad-publicity (approx.) .
1,500
Departmental rentals (approx.) .*..
800
Office charge .
250
Gross necessary to break even (approx.) .
22,500
(Note: The Kermit Bloomgarden production opened Nov. 17 at the
Longacre, N. Y. The film income represents coin paid to the produc¬
tion on Allied Artists’ purchase of the film rights to the original French
play by Jean Anouilh, presented in Paris in 1953: under the title,
"L’Alouette).
NEWSWEEK'S BOSTON ANGLE
Unauthorized Quote of John Shubert (“I Just Work For My Father”)
The Shuberts finally got into
quotes (although strictly off-therecord) over that situation in Bos¬
ton, where they removed from
the opening-night press list Elliot
Norton, drama critic of the Post,
and George Clarke,' columnist of
the Record. John Shubert, son of
J. J. Shubert, boss of the firm, is
quoted by telephone as follows,
In the current issue of Newsweek
mag,
"You write a bad review and
we’ll fix you too . . . This is noth¬
ing. It’s only a matter of seven or
eight bucks. He (Norton) can get
the seats anyway. Norton’s been
roasting -shows for years ... I
can remember when I was a kid
hearing people say, ‘Keep Norton
out of the theatre.’ ”
Disclaiming
knowledge,
the
Newsweek piece said, that J. J.
Shubert had ordered the Norton
ban ("I just work for my father”),
the younger Shubert was quoted,
"This is not an interview. If you
print a word of this. I’ll sue you.”

Legit Followup
Inherit the Wind
' (BLACKSTONE, CHI) 7
If Herman Shumlin’s touring
edition of "Inherit the Wind”
stumbles on the road it’ll be a mat¬
ter of economies rather than
dramatic quality. The production
represents an investment of near¬
ly $100,000 and carries a weekly
payroll in excess of $10,000. All
of which spells the need for maxi¬
mum boxoffice response.
Financial superstructure aside,
this not-so-fanciful Jerome Lawrence-Robert E. Lee rewrite of
Clarence Darrow’s historic grapple
with William Jennings Bryan over
Darwinism and Fundamentalism
offers more than a jot and a tittle
for the deepthinkers without slight¬
ing those who come for amuse¬
ment.
The evening is a personal tri¬
umph for Melvyn Douglas who
continues in the Henry Drummond
role he filled in the original com¬
pany during Paul Muni’s absence.
The sureness and intensity of his
portrayal of the stoop-shouldered,
shambling lawyer is skillfully sus¬
tained, an example of expert stage¬
craft.
His dominance tends to high¬
light the fact the rest of the cast
rarely rises above professional
competence. James Westerfield has
some occasional fine moments as
M«atthew Harrison Brady (Bryan),
william Woodson plays a fey news• paper guy (H. L. Mencken) who
frequently appears about to break
into a buck and wing.
Perry Fiske, as the schoolteach¬
er on trial for teaching evolution,
and Susan Brown, as his sweet¬
heart, are handsome but not entire¬
ly credible dramatically.. Daniel
weed is good as the priih judge.
John Randolph makes an adequate
nre-and-brimstone preacher and
v tola Frayne is properly protective
as Brady’s spouse.
Dave,

,

BACKGROUND ADDENDA
AS BOOTH SHOT LINCOLN
Editor, Variety:
In Variety’s review of Robert
Montgomery’s presentation of "I
Saw Booth Shoot Lincoln,” adapted
Horn the book by William J. Fer¬
guson, it is interesting to note
your critic’s (Trail.) speculation on
Ferguson’s later life. He became
an actor. His career in New' York
(quite successful) is spotlighted in
more than half the volumes of
Odell’s monumental "Annals or
the N. Y. Stage.”
Whatever Ferguson's youthful
attachment for Lincoln, he “is on
record as regarding John Wilkes
Booth as a "marvelously clever
and amusing demigod.” Ferguson
was not' quite the starry-eyed child
many suppose him to have been on
the fatal night of April 14, 1865.
During the day, in the midst of
making copies of instructions for
stagehands, Billy found time to
step into Taltavull’s saloon, ad¬
joining Ford’s, for a drink with
some of the boys from the theatre.
At the performance that evening,
Ferguson, normally Ford’s call-boy,
went on for Courtland Hess in the
role of Harry' Vernon in "Our
American Cousin.” At the moment
of Lincoln’s assassination*. Billy
was waiting in an upper right en¬
trance _with_ the star, Laura Keene.
Ferguson later disproved Miss
Keene’s claim to gathering Lin¬
coln’s bloodstains on her costume
by holding the dying- President’s
head in her lap when she reached
the stage box. According to Fer¬
guson, Miss Keene was not in the
box after the shooting; indeed, she
could not have reached the box
from backstage. Ferguson also
casts doubt upon the legend that
Booth shouted "Sic semper tyrannis!” after vaulting to the stage
from the Presidential box. Billy
did not recall the assassin wasting
breath on any comment whatso¬
ever as he raced out the back door
of Ford’s. Ferguson apparently
enjoyed his career in show busi¬
ness. My collection shows that in
1900 h$ was giving out autographs
at the "Floradora Casino” in N. Y.
City.
Robert Downing

Immediate Production
Of Stevens’ ‘Lovers’
"The Lovers,” by Leslie Stevens,
will* be brought to Broadway this
seagon. The Playwrights Co. and
Gayle Stine will coproduce the
play, which is slated for an April
18 preem at an undisclosed Broad¬
way theatre. The show had pre¬
viously been scheduled for next
season.
A cast of about 30 will be di¬
rected by Mike Gordon. Rehear¬
sals are slated to get underway
March 1, followed by a two-week
out-of-town break-ln at the Cass
Theatre, Detroit, starting April 2.
It’ll be Stevens’ second Broadw’ay
play.
He was previously repre¬
sented by "Champagne Complex,”
produced last season by Miss Stine.
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Dru-Ireland, Yurka
In ‘Anastasia,’ Phoenix [Folksy
Phoenix, Feb. 14.
Joanne Dru and John Ireland
will guest in "Anastasia” for
opening on Feb. 27 at the Som¬
brero Playhouse here. They’ll costar with Blanche Yurka, who’s in
the role of the dowager Czarina.
The Irelands, who own a resort be¬
ing built in Paradise Valley here,
guested at the Playhouse last year
in "I Am a Camera.”
Linda Darnell makes her profes¬
sional stage debut (she went to
Hollywood after appearing in ama¬
teur' theatricals in Texas) next
week at the Playhouse in Edith
Sommer’s drama, "A Roomful of
Roses,” a Broadway entry of last
fall. Current at the house is Ed¬
ward Everett Horton in "White
Sheep of the Family.”

‘Sgts.’ Plagiarism Suit;
Broadway Sees It Mark
Of True Boxoffice Smash
Apparently "No Time for Ser¬
geants” has really arrived. On the
basis that practically every Broad¬
way hit draws a plagiarism .suit, the
Ira Levin dramatization of .Mac
Hyman’s novel now rates as a suc¬
cess.
The suit in this instance, filed
in N. Y. Federal Court last week
•by Sherwin S. Cloth and the Lev
Gleason Publications, charges that
"Sergeants”
infringes
Cloth’s
story, "Bucking for Section 8,”
which was submitted to Picture
Scoop Co. and published in a mag¬
azine called Readers Scoop. Glea¬
son Publications acquired the
rights, it’s stated.
Named as defendants in the suit
are Levin, Hyman, Random House
(which published the original
novel) and Evans and Rogers. The
action seeks an injunction, and ac¬
counting and damages.

"Sholom/ a Perl Off-B’way,
Adds Lotsa Mileage Out-of-Town

j
't

Thaw,’ Canadian Revue,
Sets 9th Annual Run

Ottawa, Feb. 14.
"Spring Thaw,” ninth edition of
the New Play Society’s annual re¬
vue, will play a three-performance
tuneup engagement in this capital
city March 22-24. The local stand,
at the 672-seat LaSalle Academy,
will precede the show’s opening
April 3 at the Avenue Theatre, a
former filmery, Toronto.
The musical will breakin March
19 in Guelph, Ont., and play the
following two nights in Oshawa. It
will layoff Holy Wook for finale
polishing for the Toronto run. Last
year’s edition of "Thaw” played
eight weeks in Toronto and the
NPS hopes to extend an extra fort¬
night this year.
Actor-writer Mavor Moore is
staging the revue and his mother.
Dora Mavor Moore (sister of the
late Scottish playwright James
Bridie) producing.

MPLS. LYCEUM IN PLEA
ON ARREARS TAX RAP

Minneapolis, Feb. 14.
S. D. Kane, counsel for the Ber¬
ger Amusement Co., has applied
to the district court here for a
declaratory judgment setting aside
a $200 license penalty paid by the
Lyceum theatre, local legit house,
under protest. Arguing that it op¬
erates only a comparatively^’’ few
weeks of the year, the Lyceum has
been trying to obtain a reduction
of the regular annual $400 per an¬
num license fee, the same paid by
theatres of similar size operating
the year around.
Because of tl\is the management
Continued from pace 67 --delayed in paying the fee. The
the August Moon” and "Pajama city demanded the full penalty of
Game.” The Williamson firm is also 1Q%, plus 10% for each month
associated in the West End edition 1 the fee was in arrears.
of "Plain and Fancy,” but does not
handle the production and manage¬
ment of the musical. Another en¬
try, "King and I,” recently con¬
H. M. Tennent’s production.
cluded a. smash West End run and
"Power and Glory,” is skedded for
is being recast for a tour of the I the
Phoenix Theatre sometime in
provinces.
March.
Currently on provincial tour are [
New comic opera titled "Traval"Can-Can” and "Guys and Dolls.” lion” goes to the Palace around
both after long runs ip London. the middle of March. It will follow
Additionally, "South Pacific” re¬ Emile Littler’s current pantomime
cently ended a profitable tour fol¬ offering and will be presented by
lowing a remunerative West End Peter Daubeny.
Max Morgan, former U. S. Air
stay.
All of Williamson’s legit presen¬ Force Captain, sailed last week
for
New York to look over the cur¬
tations in London have been BroadMorgan’s
way. .originations,and „ there’s ..no rent Broadway shows.
-“J-azz
import- last -season
prospect or even speculation of for theTrain”
S. scqred in London, but
producing British shows. R & H recentlyU.folded
in Paris.
representative in England, com¬
muting from New York is Jerry
(the Jerome is virtually forgotten)
Whyte.
Formerly musical production su¬
-■
pervisor for the Theatre Guild, ^5^; Continued from pace 67
which produced the first three Rod¬ of such a statute but upon being
gers - Hammerstein collaborations informed of it by his attorney,
("Oklahoma.” "Carousel” and "Al¬ filed an application for a certifi¬
legro”), Whyte moved over by cate.
logical sequence when R &. H pre¬
The request was denied, on the
sented "South Pacific” (in partner¬ ground that although Proctor has
ship with Leland Hayward and associates (his union, the Assn, of
Joshua Logan). He had apprenticed Theatrical Press Agents & Man¬
as stage manager of musical shows agers, requires it whenever he’s
for producer - director - librettist handling more than one show),
George Abbott. He had/since been they are not partners in the busi¬
followed in that stage manager-to- ness, however, and thus do not
produeer course by Robert Griffith, qualify as "associates” under the
and Harold S. Prince, co-presenters law.
of "Pajama Game” and "Damn
Proctor’s lawyer, Ephraim S.
Yankees” on Broadway.
London, whom the pressagent de¬
Representing R & H, Whyte sails scribes as a "man of principle.”
for London tomorrow (Thurs.) on made an issue of the case, bring¬
the Queen Elizabeth to cast the ing suit in N. Y. Supreme Court
touring company of "King and I” to compel the County Clerk to is¬
and attend to the customary oper¬ sue the certificate. The motion
ating problems of the West End was denied by Judge Aron Steuer.
editions of "Teahouse,” and "Pa¬
The court’s opinion cited as
jama Game,” and the touring "Can- precedent a case in which publi¬
Can” ahd "Guys and Dolls.” He’ll cist Russell Birdwell had received
also represent the firm in the prep¬ a certificate to do business under
arations for "No Time for Ser¬ the name of Russell Birdwell, but
geants,” tentatively slated to fol¬ was refused one as Russell Birdlow "Teahouse” at Her Majesty’s well & Associates. The latter turn¬
Theatre next fall; "Damn Yankees,” down was upheld by the Appellate
whenever a suitable house becomes Division, Steuer’s ruling noted.
Rather than appeal the case to
available, and "Time Limit,” if a
Williamson deal jells and when the a higher court, Proctor made ap¬
British edition gets into the works. plication to the County Clerk for
a certificate for James D. Proctor
A dramatization of George Lang¬ Co. It was immediately granted and
ley Hall’s book, "Me Papoose Sit¬ thus the ballyhooing of "Diary of
ter,” has been added to Oscar Anne Frank,” at the Longacre,
Lerman’s production slate for next N.Y., now has the legal authoriza¬
tion of the State of New York.
season

R & H in London

London Bits

Jas. D.'Proctor Co.

By JESSE GROSS
"The World of Sholoin Aleichern,” an English adaptation by
Arnold Perl of three stories de¬
rived from Russian-Jewish folk¬
lore, is creating its own legend.
A 1953-54 off-Broadway click, the
12-actor show has since been ex¬
tensively produced outside New
York and remains an active prop¬
erty. That’s a marked exception to
the off-Broadway norm.
It was recently presented in a
cuidown (six actor) version on an
offbeat tour of Jewish Community
Centers, while a full scale produc¬
tion is scheduled to begin a Coast
run next April 4 at the 381-seat
Ivar Theatre, Los Angeles. How¬
ever, the only big money made by
the show thus far has been on its
40-week off-Broadway run at the
501-seat Barbizon Plaza Theatre,
N. Y. The profit on that stand was
around $24,000.
Although numerous productions
of the work haven’t amounted to
much of a payoff for Rachel Pro¬
ductions (Perl and Howard da
Silva), producer of the property,
they’ve provided coin for actors
and others involved in the presen¬
tations. Some performers such as
Gilbert Green, Jack Banning, Herschel Bernardi and Jacob Ben Ami
have been in several productions
of the play.
*
The upcoming L.A. date marks
a near-three-year span since the
show’s May 1, 1953 preem at the
Barbizon-Plaza. Rachel Productions
will sponsor the Coast presenta¬
tion, which will star Ben Ami, sup¬
ported by a local company. Da
Silva will direct. Following a pat¬
tern employed in the N. Y. run,
the L. A. production Is pitching
for theatre parties and thus far
has sold about 11.
The recent tour of Jewish Com¬
munity Centers is Rachel Produc¬
tions’ most ambitious undertaking.
Perl did a rewrite to cover a cast
of six, half the regular company.
The actors and physical properties,
transported by station wagon,
played 49 stands in nine-and-ahalf weeks, mostly one-niters.
The tour was set up by the Jew¬
ish Center Lecture Bureau of the
Jewish Welfare Boards. Some of
the stands were in regular legit
outlets, but most were community
centers. It cost about $4,000, in¬
cluding bonds, to mount the pro¬
duction. The tour was under the
jurisdiction of Actors Equity, with
some of the performers getting as
high as $300 a week.
Bookings were all on a flat fee.
The total gross, according to Perl,
was around $100,000. The produc¬
tion’s share, he noted, was about
$25,000 on the basis of approxi¬
mately $500 a performance. After
payment of .salaries and. other costs
there was very, little profit, the
adaptor reveals. The tour was pro¬
moted by local community groups
and in some instances was tied in
with cultural programs. The show
traveled as far west as Milwaukee
and as far north as Montreal.
A similar tour with a new prop¬
erty is planned by Rachel Produc¬
tions for next fall. Perl /has writ¬
ten the draft of the show, "Holi¬
day,” which will be sent out for
approximately 15 weeks. The play
will deal with the various Jewish
holidays and a special condensed
version for kids will be presented
at matinee performances. Also on
tap is a plan to return to the
Barbizon-Plaza with another new
presentation.
'
Besides the N. Y. stand and the
recent tour, there have been sev¬
eral other productions of "Aleicham.” The show had a 10-week
ol’f-the-Loop run in Chicago, a
nine-week stand at the Arena
Stage, Washington; 10 weeks in
London and 41 performances in
Buenos Aires. There was also a
hinterland United Booking Office
tour, which folded after four
weeks. In addition, there have
been about 40 amateur produc¬
tions.
The only other presentation
sponsored by Rachel Productions
since its formation three years ago
was "Sandhog,” which the firm
presented at the off-Broadway
Phoenix Theatre, N. Y., in associa¬
tion with T. Edward Hambleton
and Norris Houghton.
The touring edition of "Damn
Yankees,” starring Bobby Clark, is
set for a Los Angeles Civic Light
Opera Assn, engagement, opening
July 2.
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will split the directorial chores on
the production, which is slated to
go into rehearsal Sept. 1.
“Goodbye Again,” the Allan
Scott-George Haight * comedy of
The Adding Machine
1932, is slated for revival this sea¬
T. Edward Hambleton & Norris Hough¬
son. by Shepard Traube and Jack ton presentation of Roger L. Stevens'
New
Directors' Series Production No. 2,
H. Del Bondip, in association with
a revival of play in two acts* by Elmer
Eleanore Saidenberg. Donald Cook Rice.
Staged by Bill Butler; produced by
Lyn Austin; production supervision. Ed¬
will star.
“The Piper,” lyric • drama by ward Parone. At Phoenix Theatre, N.Y.,
9. '56; $2.90 top.
t tt
Josephine Peabody, will be re¬ Feb.
Cast: Sam Jaffe. Margaret Hamilton,
vived by The American Acting Co., Ann Thomas, Edward W. Cary, Carolyn
Charles Randall, Madge Martin,
Sawtelle, Calif. Play was last per¬ Jenkins.
Larry Gaynes, Penny Malone, John Dor¬
formed professionally in N. Y. in man, Rachael Armour, Walter Miller,
1911.
Vanessa Brown heads the Josephine .Nichols, Kenneth Dana. Ruth
Guberman. Steve Lenwood, Charles Ran¬
company.
dall. Howard da Silva. Buck Kartalian,
Scene designer Jo Mielziner will Gubi Mann, Paul Clarke, Donald Buka.
give next Tuesday (21) the fourth
lecture in the “Modern American
This second of the PhoenixTheatre Series” at Princeton U.
Roger L. Stevens' Directors’ Series
is a good outing for Bill Butler,
whose staging talents are being
EMMET LAVERY ALL OVER
showcased. He is already repre¬
sented as director of “Third Per¬
Has New Play in Switzerland, ‘Bill son.” currently lingering at the
Mitchell’ in Release, Another Due President.
“The Adding Machine” presents
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
chores of quite a different color,
Playwright - scenarist
Emmet since Elmer Rice’s expressionistic
Lavery is keeping busy not only on play abounds in special problems.
stage and screen these days, but Having insured himself with a
on
two continents.
His film, good cast, Butler has used simple
“Court Martial of Billy Mitchell," platforms an.d steps, • black-andis currently in release. His new white projections o£ numerals and
legit play, “Fenelon,” has just been stars, and fetchingly cutout posies
produced in Switzerland. And he’s to frame Rice’s portrait of common
working with George Seaton on a denominator man. .
Whether “Machine” has become
screenplay
about
Williamsburg,
Va., to be made for and at the re¬ seriously dated since being scripted
by Rice an eventful three decades
stored Colonial town next May.
ago is a question. But although
‘Fenelon” premiered Feb. 8 at the play‘occasionally diverges from
the State Theatre, Basle in a Ger¬ its essential point, the tragedy of
man translation by Peter Funk and Mr. Zero (alias Mr. Nobody-Any¬
under the direction of M. Wede¬ body) still has plenty of irony. In
kind. Lavery is currently repre¬ the technological ’20s, in its Thea¬
sented in German and Austrian tre Guild bow, the drama’s satire
theatres by translations of his may have seemed more scalpel“First Legion,” “Monsignor’s edged, but as long as men fear
Hour” and “Brother Petroc’s Re¬ non-conformity, Rice can have his
say.
turn.”
Under Butler’s direction, the
‘Fenelon” is localed in. France,
dehumanization that is the show's
at the time'Louis XIV and deals
earmark tends to be shaded by
with the attempt by the Bishop of
those scenes in which warmth
Cambrai to anticipate the French peers through. So the Elysian
Revolution and save the country fields
scene,
where
there
is
from the mistakes of Louis XV.
music for those who will listen,
the moment when dimwitted Zero
fancies he sees a blonde goddess
named Hope, or Zero’s simple
pride in his ability to operate a
- ■ ■- Continued from page 67
■ gigantic comptometer by the move¬
ment of one toe. are richer than
they might as well call it 'Just the scenes of detached observa¬
Try and Get In Amendment.’ ”
tion. The tart irony has become
The gag By-Law reads, “Any bittersweet.
member who issues unauthorized
Sam Jaffe’s homespun readings
and/or
non-factual
information and eager beaver anxiety to con¬
about the activities of ATPAM, form make him a credible everytending to bring the union into man, and Margaret Hamilton is
disrepute, shall be subject to a sharply garrulous as his wife, Mrs.
penalty of at least $100 and such Zerp. As the faded assistant book¬
other disciplinary action that the keeper, to whom the apathetic
Zero could be all, Ann Thomas
board may see fit to take.”
The By-Law revising the Sheaf- maintains a drably pathetic charm,
fer Amendment reads in full, “Ap¬ her joy at her first kiss being par¬
ticularly touching.
plicant cannot be employed at time
Donald Buka plays the young
of application or examination out¬
side of the actual jurisdiction of man who cut his mother’s throat,
instead of a side of beef, with a
ATPAM (With the exception of the
rather
Tweedledum-ish
humor.
position of treasurer of a theatre),
(Edward G. Robinson, who re¬
nor shall he have resigned from turned to Broadway the night be¬
such outside employment for the fore the Phoenix unveiling, played
purpose of making application for this part in the Guild’s '23 produc¬
membership.
tion.) Howard da Silva is amiably
“Applicants admitted under Sec¬ relaxed as a celestial jack-of-alltion 2A, Article III, are to be en¬ trades, his stint as the playwright’s
rolled as members of the group moralist being handled with dry
for which they qualify and are to despair.
Whether its expressionism has
be governed by all the rules, regu¬
lations of the constitution and By- been tempered though, or its
satiric
edge blunted, it’s still pithy
Laws covering membership and all
theatre when Rice, Butler and
other provisions of the constitu¬
Jaffe are keeping step.
Geor.
tion and By-Laws of the union,
excepting that transfer to overall
membership will permit them to
Liliom
Equity
Library
Theatre
revival
of
work only as a pressagent or man¬
in two acts by Ferenc Molnar,
ager in accordance with the classi¬ drama
English text by Benjamin F. Glazer.
fication under which they were Staged by Zara Shakow; settings. Helen
and Herbert Senn; lighting, Jock
admitted into membership. In all Pond
Gaynor; costumes, Charles Baker; inci¬
cases, the sincerity of the appli¬ dental music. Alfred Grant Goodman. At
Lenox
Hill. N. Y., Feb. 8, '56.
cant, his background and his edu¬
Cast: Judith Graves. Joyce Womack,
cation shall be considered.”
Bette Ramey. Hal Hamilton, Joan Gains-

Off-Broadway Shows

Legit Bits
Louis A Lotito, manager of the talent and script scouting in Lon¬
Martin Beck Theatre, N.Y., and don, Paris and Rome. .
President of City Playhouses,
Irene Mayer Selznick, producer
leaves tomorrow (Thurs.O for three of "Chalk Garden,” planed to the
weeks of golf at Boca Raton, Fla. Coast last Saturday (11) to huddle
Herman Bernstein, general man¬ with Paramount execs on plans for
ager of “Great Sebastians” and the the film edition of the Enid
two touring companies of' “Tea¬ Bagnold comedy-drama. The studio
house of the August Moon,” and • acquired the rights in a pre-produc¬
managing director of the Alvin tion deal. Mrs. Selznick is due back
Theatre, N.Y., flies to Havana to¬ early next week.
day (Wed.) and then goes to Nas¬
CBS-TV is considering an ar¬
sau, B.W.I.
He’ll be gone two rangement to supply the entire
weeks.
backing of the proposed Broadway
James E. Stroock, Brooks Cos¬ musical, “Dilly,” with a proviso
tume
prez,
and
his
designer- giving it exclusive video and rec¬
wife Bianca Stroock, leave next ord album rights.
Saturday (18) for two weeks of
Mildred Mermin, wife of theat¬
fishing at Casa Marina, Key West. rical * attorney Myer D. Mermin,
The Brooks firm is currently com¬ will have an exhibition of painting
pleting costumes for “Mr. Wonder¬ opening next Monday (20) and
ful,” “Most Happy Fella,” “Strip for continuing through March 10, at
Action” and “Affair of Honor.” On the Harry Salpeter Gallery, N. Y.
Stroock’s return it will start work
Maxwell Anderson has with¬
on “Ziegfeld Follies” and “New drawn his new drama, in which
Faces” costumes.
King Richard III is depicted sym¬
Legit costumer Jocelyn (Cohen) pathetically, and is rewriting it for
obtained a divorce Feb, 1 in Ju¬ Playwrights Co. production next
arez, Mexico, from producer Alex¬ fall'.
Robert
Anderson,
author
of
ander H. Cohen.
Liberace will make his legit “Tea and Sympathy,” is dramatiz¬
debut in “The Great Waltz” at the ing a novel about the Navy, ..as a
Dallas (Tex.) State Fair Musicals potential Playwrights Co. produc¬
next Aug.
6-19.
His
brother, tion next season.
George Liberace, will also appear
Morton Zolotow, son of Sam
Zolotow, N.Y. Times drama depart¬
in the production.
Music Corp. of America has es¬ ment staffer, is handling publicity
tablished a $1,000 fellowship for for Hunt-King Productions, a new
student playwrights at the Yale U. off-Broadway production firm.
School of Drama.
It’s the third
Elizabeth Engrav and William
such scholarship to be offered at Landis have leased the off-Broad¬
the school.
The William Morris way Downtown Theatre for a series
Agency and Radio Corp. of Amer¬ of George Bernard Shaw produc¬
ica* are responsible for the others. tions, beginning Feb. 23 with “Can¬
Ted Goldsmith has withdrawn as dida.”
advance pressagent for’the touring
John S. Cobb and Robert A. Wil¬
“Boy Friend,” because of illness. ley plan to produce the Reginald
Nat Schenker, who had also been Denham and Conrad Sutton Smith
working in that capacity on the melodrama, “A Dash of Bitters”
on Broadway next-season.
musical, continues.
Arthur Wilmurt, playwright and
David Clive, who had been dou¬
associate professor of drama at bling as producer of the current
Carnegie Tech, Pittsburgh, makes off-Broadway entry, “Third Per¬
his local acting debut in the Pitts¬ son” and 'stage manager of the
burgh Playhouse production of N.Y. company of “Inherit the
“Morning’s at Seven.”
Wind,” is now functioning in the
Kate Reid, who recently finished latter department with the na¬
a three-week run as the lead femme tional company of “Wind” in Chi¬
in “Rainmaker” at the Crest Thea¬ cago. During his absence, “Person”
tre, Toronto, is set to repeat the is being supervised by general
assignment in a West End produc¬ manager Charles Harrow and at¬
tion of the play to be staged by torney Amos Basel.
Sam Wanamaker, U.S. actor-direc¬
Shaw’s “Admirable Bashville”
and “Dark Lady of the Sonnets”
tor now resident in London.
Ann
Casson,
actress-wife
of will be presented by PrestonDouglas Campbell, actor-director- Olsen Productions
at the offmanager of the Canadian Players, Broadway Cherry Lane Theatre,
will probably take over the femme beginning Feb. 20.
C. W. Christenberry Jr. planed
leads in the group’s touring pro¬
ductions of “Saint Joan”
and from N.Y. to- Nassau, Bahamas,
“Macbeth.” She first played Joan last week to direct five musicals at
with the outfit during the 1954-55 the British Colonial Playhouse.
.tour, but didn’t go out again last
Deric Riegen's “A Family of
fall because of approaching moth¬ Waiting,” a new comedy-drama in
erhood. Frances Hyland, currently verse, is being presented offplaying the two roles, is withdraw¬ Broadway by Originals Only at the
Club Cinema.
ing because of illness.
Dave Crantz, publicity director
“A Month in the Country,” with
./for the Pittsburgh Playhouse for Michael Redgrave directing and
the last six years, has resigned to Uta Hagen as lead, opens April 3
go with Vic Maitland Associates, at the Phoenix Theatre, N.Y., for
Pitt’s newest ad agency.
He is a limited run.
being succeeded at the commu¬
Walter F. Kerr, N.Y. Herald
nity theatre by Frank Bollinger, Tribune drama critic, will serve as
who has' been in charge of group a visiting lecturer in playwriting
ticket sales at the Playhouse.
at the Yale School of Drama for
Sidney Phillips, Metro’s eastern the balance of this semester.
play representative, ' is having a
Company manager Clayre Ribcan’t-miss streak as a legit inves¬ ner leaves Sunday (19) for a threetor. He’s currently an angel of week vacation in Key West, Fla.
“Teahouse of the August Moon”
“Fanny” had brief “incident”
(with two separately-financed tour¬ when a small fire broke out in the
ing companies) and “No Time for cellar of the Majestic Theatre dur¬
Sergeants,” and his recent bets ing last Thursday night’s (9) per¬
have included “Seven Year Itch,” formance. Smoke seeped through
“Tender Trap” and “My 3 Angels.” the orchestra pit. alarming some of
A South American tour of “Tea¬ the patrons, who were calmed
house of the August Moon” will down by co-star Erio Pinza and
begin in late March or early April featured player, Alan Carney. The
under the sponsorship of Jean blaze was quickly extinguished and
Dalrymple and Rita Allen, in as¬ caused no serious damage.
sociation with Jess Hartman.
A
A new off-Broadway theatre
cast of Spanish-speaking Americans group, the Encore ’Players, has
will be used, including Rosita Diaz been formed by Eugenia Klein, a
Gimeno repeating the role of scripter and former manager-di¬
Sakini which she played in the rector of the Greertbush Summer
Mexican production of the John Theatre, Blauvelt, N. Y.
Patrick-Vem Sneider comedy last
Walter Bernstein has been
spring. The tour will receive fi¬ tapped to write the dramatization
nancial assistance from the Gov¬ of Dorothy W. Baruch’s novel.
ernment through the Internation¬ “One Little Boy,” which Kermit
al
Exchange
Program
of the Bloomgarden has scheduled for
American
National
Theatre
& production next season.
Academy.
Feuer & Martin’s next Broadway
James Slevin, of the Miriam entry will be “Top Man,” a musi¬
Howell agency, N.Y., leaves Friday cal with book, lyrics and score by
(17) for a month of legit-television Abe Burrows. Feuer and Burrows

FOR OUR “TAX-TROUBLED” FRIENDS
IN SHOW BUSINESS
YOU HAVE UNIQUE TAX PROBLEMS WHICH REQUIRE EXPERT ATTEN¬
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Pressagents Suppress

Go-oji Advertising
—1—; Continued from page 67
week for an average straight play.
It would not affect display ads,
either
pre-opening
mail
order
copy commonly used in Sunday-Is¬
sues, or post-opening quote ads or
the growing pinpoint display inser¬
tions.
It’s not yet .clearly indicated
whether the publishers will accept
co-op ads of the sort proposed. Pre¬
vious attempts to place co-op ads
for shows occupying theatres be¬
longing to a single management
have been nixed, and a resultant
monopoly suit by the Shuberts
against the major New York dailies
has been pending for several years.
There have been unsubstantiated
reports in the trade, however, that
at least two or three of the publish¬
ers have agreed to take co-op ads.
In one such case, it’s said, the daily
indicated it is ready to go through
with such arrangement even if the
others refuse.

ley, Elizabeth Leigh, Kenneth Alton. Tom
Brannum, Edward Sostek, Virginia Payne,
Andrew Lawrence. David Orr, Robert
Zlnn, Charles Gerald, Miles Kreuger, Rod
Logan. Marnel. Abrams, Nathaniel White,
Leon Benedict, Alex Reed, Elizabeth
Tilton, Doris Radln, Sel Abrams7 Robert
Rein.

It’s hard to see Ferenc Molnar’s
“Liliom” without expecting the.
company momentarily to break out
into something from Rodgers &
Hammerstein’s
“Carousel.”
Get
by the frustration of no “Carousel
Waltz” and no .“If I Loved You,”
however, and it’s possible tonsil
back and enjoy the play and real¬
ize that Molnar's pretty good, too.
If the ELT-ers hadn’t been in¬
duced by director Zara Shakow to
dote on and prolong “Liliom’s”
many tender moments, this revival
would be prime theatre. The af¬
fection, however, has been lavish
and moments of quality stretch
into interludes of quantity. Since
Miss Shakow and the troupe have
evident competence, it’s possible
that Compression and sharpening
will precede the production’s bor¬
ough tour.
Too, the quiet honesty that just
reaches Lenox Hill’s close back

wall could easily be a lost cause in
the airy reaches of a highschool
auditorium.
In the case of Joyce
Womack’s fragile and compassion¬
ate Julie, that would be unfortun¬
ate, for her miniature has under¬
standing and detail.
In the title
role, Hal Hamilton is impetuous
and handsome, to order, but it’s a
controlled, disciplined swagger.
Judith Graves is lively and hoydenish
as
Julie’s . girl friend,
Bette Ramey is a brassy-voiced
carousel proprietress, Louise Til¬
ton is ingenuously fresh as Lili¬
om’s daughter, while Edward Sostek’s “Sparrow” is more brash
than sinister.
Miss Shakow’s direction is lush
and knowing, but it has seemingly
been difficult for her to determine
when a moment has been had.
Helen Pond’s and Herbert Senn’s
settings are colorful and make
good use of the limited stage area,
but lengthy scene changes aggra¬
vate an already tardy pace.

Geor.
$on-iit-Law of Mr. Pear
Everyman's Theatre revival of comedy
in two acts, by Emile Augier and Jules
Sandeau, as adapted by Ida Lublenski
Ehrlich. Staged by Miss- Ehrlich; gowns,
James Parker. 'At Community Church,
N.Y., Feb. 13. '56; $2.30 top.
Cast: Hal Halvorsen, Douglas Robinson,
Gavin MacLeod, John Eames, Jack P.
Ragotzy,
Anne
Starr
Roberts.
Alton
Wilkes.

Ida-L. Ehrlich is a New York
City schoolteacher with a pen¬
chant for off-Broadway. As often
as Miss Ehrlich can accumulate
the necessary capital, her Every¬
man’s Theatre has a fling with one
of the classics or with one of her
own scripts. Her adaptation of the
Augier-Sandeau “The Son-In-Law
of Mr, Pear” is the present effort.
" Anyone interested in the bourgeois-Bourbon
rivalry
in
1846
France, or with ah academic inter¬
est in a representative mid-19th
century French comedy, might find
something
rewarding
in
“Mr.
Pear.” Despite a literate, often
amusing, translation by Miss Ehr¬
lich, however, this is an unlikely
commercial entry. The appeal is
far too special.
Miss Ehrlich’s direction has been
spare and thO actors perform as
though the play were a chore to be
endured. As the stuffy nobleman
son-in-law, Gavin MacLeod pos¬
tures with what he presumably
equates with style. By contrast,
Jack P. Ragotzy’s merchant fatherin-law is agreeably un-mannered.
But Gallic comedy
should be
played on its toes.
Geor.

Touring Shows
(Feb. 13-26) .
Affair of Honor (tryout) (Dennis King)
—Shubert. New Haven (23-25).
Anniversary Waltz — Pabst, MUwaukee
(13-18); Aud., St. P. (19-20); Lyceum, Mpls.
(21-26).
Bad Seed (Nancy KeUy)—'Victoria, K. C.
Boy Friend—Royal Alexandra, Toronto
(13-18); Shubert. Boston (20-25).
Bus Stop (2d. Co.)—Nixon, Pitt (13-18);
Ford's, Balto (20-25).
Can-Can—Shubert, Det. (13--18); Hanna,
Cleve (20-25).
Damn Yankees (2d Co.) (Bobby Clark)—
National, Wash. (13-25).
Debut (tryout)—Wilbur, Boston (13-18);
Walnut, Philly. (20-25), (Reviewed in VA¬
RIETY, Feb. 8, '56). '
Inherit the Wind (2d Co.) (Melvyn Doug¬
las)—Blackstone, Chi (13-25).
•Mister Wonderful (tryout) (Sammy Davis
Jr.)—Shubert. Philly (21-25).
My Fair Lady (tryout) (Rex Harrison,
Julie Andrews)—Erlanger, Philly (14-25)
(Reviewed in VARIETY. Feb. 8. *56).
Pajama Game (2d Co.) (Fran Warren,
Larry Douglas, Buster West)—Shubert,
Chi (13-25).
Tea and Sympathy (Marla Riva, Alan
Baxter)—Victoria, K. C. (13-16); Aud..
Wichita (17-18); Aud.,'Tulsa (21-22); Aud.,
Oklahoma City (23); "Aud.. Ft. Worth (2425).
Teahouse of the August Moon (2d Co.)
(Burgess Meredith; Hugh Reilly)—Erlan¬
ger. Chi (13-25).
*
Teahouse of the August Moon (3d Co.)
(Larry Parks)—Temple, Birmingham (1316); Tower. Atlanta (17-22); Aud., Mobile
(24-25).
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Chi Keeps race; Inherit’ 22G (6),
Tajama’ $44,000, Teahouse’ $34JO

‘Don Juan’ $3,900 for 18,
Rochester Arena Stock

LEGITIMATE

71

B’way Off Again; ‘Night’ $28,400 (6),
‘Janus’ 29G, ‘Lark’27G, ‘Garden’ 19G,
‘Rain’ 22G, Marceau Record $55,092

Rochester, Feb. 14.
The Arena, Rochester’s resident
stock theatre-in-the-round grossed,
a not-so-hot $3,900 for 18 perform¬
ances of Shaw’s “Don Juan in
Chicago, Feb. 14. 4Hell.” Top was $2.20 for the 300Loop business generally -held
seater. Run ended Sunday (12).
steady last week. There was one
Producers Omark K. Lerman
opening and also one closing.
and Dorothy Cliemuck uncork a
Only definite future bookings
two-week
stand
of Rosemary
Broadway biz slipped again last Traubel, William Johnson) (pre¬
are “Bad Seed,” April T, and “Boy
Casey’s “Late Love,” opening to¬
Friend,” April 30, both on subscrip¬
night (Tues.). Featured will be week. The drop was moderate for vious week, $52,900). Last week,
Nashville, Feb. 14.
.some
shows and heavy for others, nearly $55,200.
tion.
Sarah
Scott,
Dinnie
Williams,
and
The Larry Parks edition of “Tea¬
Estimates for Last Week
while a few entries registered in¬
Plain and Fancy, Hellinger (MC)
house of the August Moon” took In Scott Williams.
creases. Capacity offerings were (55th wk; 436; $6.90; 1,527; $55,Inherit the Wind, Blackstone (1st a smash $38,000 last week in an
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” "Damn 916) (previous week, $36,400; closes
wk) '<$5; 1,-450) (Melvyn Douglas). eight-performance split between
Yankee s,” “Great Sebastians,” March 3, to tour). Last week, nearly
Almost $22,000 for first five per¬ the Memorial Aud., Louisville, and
“Matchmaker,” “No Time for $36,200.
formances on subscription, and a the Tenessee Theatre here. The
Sergeants,” “Pipe Dream” and
preview; opened last Wednesday Memorial take Monday-Wednesday
Righteous Are Bold, Holi.lav <D)
“Middle of the Night.”
(8) to three raves- (Cassidy, Trib¬ (6-8) was over $19,400, and with the
(8th wk; 60; $5.75-$4.60; 834; $23,Only opening last week was 200) (previous week, $8,900; closes
une; Kogan, Sun-Times; Dettmer, comedy picked up another $18,900
“Middle of the Night,” while the next Saturday (18). Last week, al¬
American) and one grudging okay in its Thursday-Saturday (9-11) lo¬
sole closer was Marcel Maraceau, most $8,900.
(Harris, News).
cal stand.
who wound up a scheduled twoPajama Game, Shubert (13th wk)
Silk Stockings, Imperial (MC)
The tourer is splitting the cur¬
week stand at the City Center. (51st wk; 404; $7.50; 1,427; $57,800)
($5.50; 2,100) (Fran Warren, Larry rent week between the Temple
This frame’s preems are “Someone (Hildegarde Neff, Don Ameche)
Douglas, Buster West).
Nearly Aud., “Birmingham, and the Tower
Waiting,” "Ponder Heart” and (previous week, $34,300; closes
$44,000 (previous week, $43,500).
Theatre, Atlanta.
"Streetcar Named Desire.”
April 14 to tour; Ameche currently
Plain and Fancy, Great North¬
on sick leave, returns April 2). Last
ern (3d wk> ($5.50; 1,500) (Alexis
Estimates for Last Week
Boston, Feb. 14.
week,
almost $32,300.
Smith, Craig Stevens). Almost $26,Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
Teahouse of the August Moon,
600 (previous week, $24,300); tour
Although three shows were on CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
Beck (C) (122d wk; 1,081; $6.25ended here Saturday (11).
the local boards again last week, MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬ $4.60; 1,214; $33,608) (John Beal,
Teahouse of the August Moon,
legit season is petering out here. cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op- Terrence Kilburn) (previous week,
Erlanger <22d wk) ($5; 1,355) (Bur¬
New Haven, Feb. 14.
$24,700; closes March 24, to tour;
Only
one offering is current and retta),
gess Meredith, Hugh Reilly). Just
Terrific word-of-mouth on preem
Other parenthetic designations Gene Blakely replaces Beal Feb.
under $34,900 (previous week, of “My Fair Lady,” at the Shubert the only arrival due the rest of the
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 20). Last week, over $24,400,
same).
month
is
“Boy
Friend,”
in
for
a
on its nine-performance stand,
number of performances through
Tiger at the Gates, Helen Hayes
ending last Saturday (11) had pews two-week return stand at the Shu¬ last Saturday, top prices, number (D) (19th wk; 152; $5.75; 1,039;
in this 1,637-seater at a fantastic bert, opening next Monday (20). of seats capacity gross and stars. $30,845) (Michael Redgrave) (pre¬
The Plymouth went dark with
premium.
vious week, $21,200). Last week,
Racks went clean in short order the exiting of “Someone Waiting,” Price includes 10% Federal and almost $19,800.
after the opening. - The gross and has nothing scheduled. “De¬ 5% City fax, but grosses are net;
Time Limit, Booth (D) (3d wk;
reached close to $56,900, a record but,” which opened to mixed no¬ i.e., exclusive of tax.
Bus Stop, Music Box (CD) (50th 23, $5.75-$5.20; 766; $24,330) (Ar¬
at.the $6 top. “Pipe Dream”, is tices, holds this week at the Wil¬
thur
Kennedy) (previous week,
the champ at a slightly higher bur. Colonial remains dark until wk); 398; $5.75-$4.60; 1,010; $27,- $20,800). Last week, over $20,400.
March 5, when “Bus Stop” is due. 811)
(previous week,
$17,000;
scale.
Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter,
“Ponder
Heart”
departed
the
Shu¬
moved
last
Monday
(13)
to
Winter
House is dark this week, the next
Garden for eight weeks). Last Beiasco (C) (18th wk; 140; $5.75;
hooking being a breakin of “Af¬ bert.
Philadelphia, Feb. 14.
1,037; $31,582) (previous week, $19,Blame for scarcity of legiters in week, nearly $15,400.
Departure of the D’Oyly Carte fair of Honor,” starring Dennis Boston
this month* is laid to short¬
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco 200). Last week, nearly $19,900.
King, due Feb. 23-25.
“Mister
Witness for the Prosecution, Mil¬
Opera Co. last SatmjgjLay (11) left Johnson” arrives March 8-10 and age of theatres in New York, Lent¬ (D) (47th wk; 372; $6.90; 946; $31,
the town dark for the first time “Strip For Action” unveils Mar. en season beginning, midseason 000) (Barbara Bel Geddes. Burl ler (D) (61st wk; 484; $5.75-$4.60
946;
$23,248) (previous week, $20,slump and poor biz. That should Ives) (previous week, almost $31,since the week before Christmas. 17-24.
300; closes June 30, to tour). Last
be sufficient grounds for a slump, 600. Last week, same.
The Erlanger gets its first booking
week,
almost $20,200.
even for alibi-prone legit.
Chalk Garden, Barrymore (CD)
of the year tomorrow night (Wed.)
Miscellaneous
(16th wk; 125; $5.75-$4.60; 1,077;
Estimates for Last Week
with the arrival of “My Fair
$27,811)
(Gladys
Cooper,
Siobhan
Maroel Marceau, City Center (?d
Lady,” Herman Levin's musical
Debut, Wilbur <C) (1st wk) McKenna) (previous week. $20,wk;
16;
$3.80:
3.090; $6*0.0001 (pre¬
producti6n of Shaw’s “Pygmalion.”
($3.85; 1,241). Tryout opened last 000). Last week, nearly $19,000. vious week, $45,700
for first eight
Thereafter, the musical lineup
week to two favorable reviews
Toronto, Feb. 14.
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC) performances). Last week, a ntiw
starts with Sammy Davis Jr. in
(Durgin,
Globe;
Maloney,
Travel¬
“Boy
Friend”
grossed
a
big
$37,(41st
wk;
324;
$8.05;
1,297;
$50,house
record,
at
$55.09'\
“Mr. Wonderful,” opening a fourer; five unfavorable (Melvin, Mon¬
Opening This Week
week stand next Tuesday (21) at 300 on its first stanza at the 1,525- itor; Norton, Post; Gaffney, Rec¬ 573) (Gwen Verdon) (previous
Someone Waiting, Golden <D)
the Shubert. “Plain and Fancy” seat Royal Alexandra Theatre, last ord; Doyle, American) and one on- week, over $50,700). Last week,
same.
week,
at
a
$5.50
top.
Both
Satur¬
($5.75-$.4.60;
800; $22,647) (Leo G»
returns March 6 to the Forrest for
the - fence (Hughes, Herald);
Desk Set, Broadhurst (C) <16th Carroll; Jessie Royco Landis).
four stanzas. “Strip for Action” is day (11) performances of the mu¬ grossed $9,600 on the getaway
wk;
128;
$5.75-$4.60;
1,182;
$31,sical
were
sellouts,
and
there
is
a
Emlyn
Williams’
London melo¬
skedded for March 28 at the Shu¬
frame; holds this week, then goes 500) (Shirlqy Booth) (previous drama, presented by
Eddie Rich;
bert, and Frank Loesser’s “A Most reported $30,000 advance for the to Broadway.
week.
$19,500).
Last
week,
over
concluding
frame
of
the
fortnight’s
production
financed
aL $60,000,
Happy Fella,” ' an* adaptation of
Ponder Heart, Shubert (C) (3d $20,600.
cost about $50,000 to bring :.n, in¬
Sidney Howard’s “They Knew engagement.
wk)
($3.85;
1.717)
(David
Wayne).
Diary of Anne Frank, Cort (D) cluding
approximately
$20,000
Experimental switch from mid¬ Playwright’s Co. tryout had first
What They Wanted,” is due April
wk; 149; $5.75; 1,036; $28,- tiyout loss, but excluding bonds,
9 at the Shubert. Last on the list week matinee to two performances act rewritten and is now in three (19th (Joseph
Schildkraut, Susan and can break even at around
is “Ziegfeld Follies,” pencilled in on Friday (10) saw n.s.g. biz for the acts instead of .two; got a rave 854)
Strasberg) (previous week, $29,- $13,500 gross; opened last night
Friday mat and project has been
for April 30 at the Shubert.
followup
review
from
Elinor 000). Last week, over $28,000.
(Tues.).
dropped for this week.
Estimate for Last Week
Hughes, Herald; nabbed a mild
Fallen Angels, Playhouse (C)
Streetcar Named Desire, City
D’Oyly Carte Opera Co:, Forrest
$13,500 for the final frame and ex¬ (4th wk; 31; $5.75-$4.60; 994; $27,- Center (D) ($3.80; 3,099; $60,000)
(OP) ($5.40; 1,760). Second week’s
ited Saturday (11) for Broadway. 251) (Nancy Walker, Margaret (Tallulah Bankhead). Revival of
repertory brought “H. M. S. Pina¬
Someone Waiting, Plymouth (D) Phillips) (previous week, $19,200). Tennessee Williams’ play as . the
(Figures denote opening dates)
fore” and “Pirates of Penzance”
(2d wk) ($3.85; 1.200) (Leo G. Car- Last week, over $18,600.
third and final offering of the N.Y.
to $29,500, left town Saturday (11).
roll, Jessie Royce1 Landis). Melo¬
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (67th wk; City Center Theatre Co. mid-winLONDON
drama tryout grossed under $12,- 532; $7.50; 1,655; $62,968) (Ezio ter productions; opens tonight
denote opening dates)
000; left town Saturday for Broad¬ Pinza, Walter Slezak) (previous (Wed.).
‘Seed’ Not So Bad $19,000, (Figures
Boy Friend, Wyndham's (12*1-53).
way.
Charley's Aunt, Globe (12-22-55).
week, $45,000). Last week, almost
Ponder Heart, Music Box (C)
Indpls.-Columbus Split Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-16-54).
$44,500.
($5.75;
1,010;
$28,000)
(David
Darkling Child, Arts (1-27-56).
Great Sebastians, Coronet (C) Wayne). Dramatization by Joseph
Columbus, Feb. 14.
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Fresh Airs, Comedy (1-26-56).
(6th wk; 45; $6.90; 998; $34,500) Fields and Jerome Chodorov, from
“Bad Seed,” starring Nancy
Girl Named Jo, Piccadilly (12-15-55).
(Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne) (pre¬ Eudora Welty’s story, presented
Kelly, grossed a healthy $13,200 in
Hamlet, Phoenix, (12-8-55X
vious week, $39,300 at the ANTA by the Playwrights Co.; produc¬
four performances last ThursdayKettle A- Moon, Duchess (0-1-55).
Playhouse). Last week, nearly $33,- tion was financed at $85,000 and
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55).
Saturday (9-11) at the 1,634-seat
Lucky Strike, Duke York’s (9-14-55).
Cincinnati, Feb. 14.
600. with theatre parties.
Hartman Theatre here. That gave
brought in for about $60,000 can
*Morning's at 7, W'stm’st'r (2-7-56).
Hatful of Rain, Lyceum (D) (14th break even at around $16,000 gross;
“Can-Can” racked up a whopper
the Playwrights Co. production of
Mr. Pennypacker, New (5-18-55).
$43,500 last week in the 2,000-seai wk; 109; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,339) opens tomorrow (Thurs.) night.
Mousetrap,
Ambassador (11-25-52).
the Maxwell Anderson-William
Paiama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
Shubert. Top was $3.96. Friday (Shelley Winters, Ben Gazzara)
March meller a $19,000 total for the
Parls-by Night, Prince Wales (4-9-55).
night and Saturday’s <10-11) two (previous week, $22,000). Last
eight-performance week.
Plain A Fancy, Drury Lane (1-25-56).
Off-Broadway
week, over $22,000.
Plume de ma Tante, Garrick (11-3-55).
performances were sellouts.
Cradle Song, Circle in Square
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
Inherit the Wind, National (D) (12-1).
After four straight high-grossing
Slow Start In Indpls.
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
(41st
wk;
325;
$5.75-$4.60;
1,162;
engagements,
Cincy
is
in
for
a
Indianapolis, Feb. 14.
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
He Who Gets Slapped, Actor’s
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-S-54).
recess.
Next booking is “Boy $31,300) (Paul Muni) (previous Playhouse (1-20).
“Bad Seed” ran into bad weath¬
Separate Tables, St. James's (9-22-54).
week. $31,000). Last week, nearly
Friend,” for week of April 9.
er, plus the usual* early-week
Private Life of Master Race,
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-54).
$30,500.
inertia bn the part of local thea¬
•Strong Are Lonely, H'market (1-24-56).
Open Stage (1-30).
Janus, Plymouth (C) (12th wk;
Such Is Life, Adelphl (12-14-55).
tergoers, and settled for slim
Salome, Davenport (2-2).
Summertime, Apollo (11-9-55).
90j $5.75-$4.60; 1,062; $32,700)
$5,800 in four performances last
Third Person, President (12-29).
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-54)
(Margaret Sullavan, Robert Pres¬
3 Penny Opera, Royal Ct. (2-9-56).
Monday-Wednesday (6-8) at; the
Thorntons, Provincefown (2-14).
ton,
Claude
Dauphin)
((previous
Waiting
for
Godot,
Criterion
(8-3-55).
Murat. The theatre’s next book¬
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20).
Water Gypsies, Wint. Gard. (8-31-55).
week. $31,200). -Last week, nearly
ing is “Anniversary Waltz,” set for
Trouble in Mind, Greenwich
Wild Duck, Saville (12-21-55).
Detroit. Feb. 14.
$29,000.
♦Interrupted run.
March 13-14.
Mews <1-13); closes Fob. 19. i*
“Bus
Stop.”
featuring
Peggy
Lark,
Longacre
(D)
(13th
wk;
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Uncle Vanya, 4th St. (1-31).
Ann Garner and Albert Salmi, did 100; $5.75; 1,101; $29,378) (Julie
Ring for Catty, Lyric (2-14-56).
Closed Last Week
Doctor Jo, Aldwych (2-15-56).
a swell $28,000 last week in its Harris) (previous week, $29,200).
Midsummer Night's Dream," Jan
Summer Song, Prince's (2-16-56).
second and final stanza at the Last week, almost $27,000.
Buccaneer, Apollo (4-22-56).
Hus
dl-13).
Lost Angeles, Feb. 14.
Matchmaker, Rovale <C) (10th
1.482-seat Cass. Theatre now Is
Rivals, Saville (4-23-56).
Waltz of Toreadors, . Arts (4-24-56).
Still the town’s single legit ve¬
wk; 80; $5.75; 1,050; $31,000) (Ruth
dark with no bookings in sight.
CLOSED LA£T WEEK
hicle; “Joy Ride” continued to lag
Current legit offering in Detroit Gordon, Eileen Herlie, Loring
Anniversary Waltz, Lyric (11-30-55).
badly last week, its fourth full
Whole Truth, Aldwych (10-11-55).
is “Can-Can,” in for a single week Smith) (previous week, over $31,frame at Huntington Hartford The¬
at the 2.050-seat Shubert. Top is 500). Last week, same.
TOURING
atre.
Middle of the Night, ANTA The¬
$5.95 weekend eves, $4.95 other
All for Mary
. Tally showed $11,000. under the
atre (D) (1st wk; 5; $5.75; 1,185;
Because I Am Black
nights.
Bell, Book arid Candle
$39,116) (Edward G. Robinson).
previous stanza’s $12,000.
Washington, Feb. 14.
Buccaneer
Opened last Wednesday (8) to five
Call Girl
First stanza of the “Damn
‘Waltz’ Tuneful $18,200
affirmative
reviews
(Atkinson,
Can-Can
SCHEDULED N. Y. ^dPENINGS
Yankees”
touring
hit the
Dead on Nine
On 13th Week in Frisco Times; Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, gong for a smashcompany
(Theatres indicated if set)
Hour end the Woman
$38,600 at the
Herald Tribune; McClain, Journal-.
Debut, Holiday (2-22K
. House of Shame
San
Francisco,
Feb.
14.
American; Watts, Post) and two
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (3-15).
Intimate Relatione
“Anniversary Waltz” rolls along negative (Chapman, News; Haw¬ 1,677-seat National. Theatre last
Ladies for Hire
Mr. Wonderful, B’way (3-22),
week. The Bobby Clark starrer
, Affair 'Of Honor (wk. 3-28).
Likely Tale
prosperously at the Alcazar here, kins,
World-Telegram);
almost
Mister Johhson, Martin Beck (4-2).
Mrs. Willie
with
$18,200
taken
in
last
week,
Strl|» for Action, Wint. Gard. (4-12).
My Wife's Lodger
$28,400 for first five performances was hypoed by its strong D.C.
Both the Geary and Curran and one preview.
angle, plus solid reviews. Tuner
Wake Up Darling (wk. 4-15).
One Bright Day
Peter Pan
King and I, City Center (4-18).
were dark last v eek. but “Jenny
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin (C) is playing to a $5.50 top Friday and
Reluctant Heroes
Lovers (4-10).
Kissed Me” moves into the Geary (17th wk; 132; $5.75-$4.60; 1,331; Saturday nights, with a $4.95 ceil¬
-Rivals
Most Happy Fella, Imperial (5-3).
next Sunday (19) and Marcel Mar¬ $38,500) (previous week, $39,000). ing the' rest of the; week.
Star Maker
Kiss Me Kate, City Center (5-9).
Strange Request
ZlSfeld Follies, Wint. Gard. (5-26).
ceau returns to the Curran next Last week, almost $38,800, with a
Current second stanza of the
Summer Song
Shangri-La (5-30).
Monday (20) for a week.
four-week run looks even bigger
theatre party.
Carmen Jones, City Center (5-30).
Pajama Game, St. James (MC) than the first. There’s an advance
OFF-BROADWAY
Screen writer-director Claude (92d wk; 732; $6.90; 1,615; $52,118) of $83,000 for the remaining three
Admirable Bashvllle, Cherry Lane (2-20).
Binyon is mulling an offer from (John Raitt, Eddie Foy, Jr., Helen weeks.
(Feb. 13-26)
Age «, Grace, Blackfriars (2-20).
Shubert Theatre, dark last week,
Best Foot Forward—Lenox Hill Play¬ producer A1 Lewis to co-author and Gallagher) (previous week, $45,Miss Julie, Phoenix (2-21).
.
direct Max Edwards’ new play 500). Last week, over $44,500.
relighted last night (Mon.) with
house. N. Y. (22-26).
Candida, Downtown- (2-23).
Llllom — Clinton Community Center, “Too
Romeo ..a Juliet, Jan Hus (2-23).
Many Doctors,” due on
Pipe Dream, Shubert (MD) (11th Marcel Marceau in for a single
Bronx
.(17-18);
Bryant
Community
Center,
Coat, Greenwich Mews (3-7).
Broadway next fall.
••
-wky-85; $^>50;-l-,4fi8;-$55T039>’(Helen‘ J-week-m-his pantomimes.
Long Island City (24-25). •
Mbhfh Jn the Gauntry, Phoenix. (4-3).

Parks-Teahouse’ $38,000,
L’ville-Nashville Split

‘Heart’ Thin B^G,
‘Waiting’ $12,000,
‘Debut $9,600, Hub

‘LADY’WOW $56,900 (9)
IN NEW HAVEN DEBUT

Tune Shows Due

/Friend’ Boyish $37,300,
First Week in Toronto

British Shows

‘CAN-CAN’ 43|G, CINCY;
EXITS TO 3 SELLOUTS

‘Bus’ Speeds to $28,000 .
On 2d Week in Detroit

'Ride’ Rough 11G, L. A.

‘YANKEES’ HOT $38600
FIRST WEEK IN WASH.

Equity Shows
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CONCERT - OPF.K A

Met to Preem New Projection System
With ‘Flute’ for Radical Departure

MfcRiEfr

Bach Aria Group Adding
Orch Works in New Season

The Bach Aria. Group, which
winds its ninth season tonight
»Wed.) in Town Hall, N. Y., has
already set a three-concert sked
A new projection system, supple-1
for next season at the Hall, on Dec.
menting scenery with colored lan- 1
5, Jan. 16 and Feb. 13. Guest
tern slides, will "be unfolded by the Liebermann’s ‘Wives* In
artists will be Eleanor Steber and
Metropolitan Opera for the first
$6,000 Gotham Preem George London. Regulars include
time Feb. 23, when it offers a new , Rolf Liebermann’s one-act opera. .Tan Peerce, Eileen Farrell, Julius
production of “The Magic Flute" “School For Wives.” will get a Baker, Norman Farrow, Bernard
as its contribution to the Mozart Gotham preem Anril 11 by the Greenhouse, Erich Itor Kahn,
bicentennial year.
System will
Y. City Opera Co., on a double- Carol Smith and Maurice Wilk,
avoid scene changes, stoppage, long N.
bill with Mozart’s one-acter. “The with Frank Brieff conducting.
pauses or lowering curtain be¬ Impresario.” Opera company, open- , Group started first with Bach
tween scenes. It will give more ing its spring season at N. Y. City arias and duets, then added solo
continuous flow to music, action Center March 28 with Walton’s j and choral cantatas, formed its
and entire production, and also
own chorus, and brought in name
make a more interesting visual “Troilus and Cressida,” will also ; guests. It will expand further next
give its first performance of;
change for the public.
Verdi’s “H Trovatore” on April 4. 1 season, adding some of Bach’s or¬
System is a distinct departure
Because the opera company’s chestral works for the first time.
for the Met. “Flute,” which has
It will also tour briefly, as it has
19 scenes (causing constant curtain budget was cut down, due to done heretofore.
William H.
losses
of the Center’s drama de¬
lowering in the past), mad'e the
partment this winter,
Joseph Scheide is its founder-director and
new system imperative.
prime
backer,
with
Herbert
Barrett
Rosenstock, who’ll conduct “Wives,”
Idea, which took IV2 years to had to go out and personally raise managing.
perfect, was that of general man¬ the funds to insure its premiere, He
ager Rudolf Bing and stage direc¬ raised almost $6,000 from private
tor Herbert Graf.
Herman E.
Krawitz, stage departments ad¬ sources.
Season, which runs through
ministrator* put it together. Sys¬ April 15, will comprise 22 perform¬
tem consists of three projectors on ances of 11 operas. Season also
a bridge just over the proscenium, marks the final one for maestro
throwing designs onto a special Rosenstock, company’s general di¬
linen projection drop or screen rector, who is resigning at its close.
backstage about 40 feet away. Erich Leinsdorf takes over admin¬
ABC-TV is close f:o a deal with
Screen is 67x42.
istrative reins for next fell.
the Metropolitan Opera for two
Problems that delayed perfect¬
spectaculars
next season. Negotia¬
ing the system were many. The
tions are “inches away” from being
Met had to get special lenses de¬
completed
on
the project, under
veloped because of the short dis¬
which the Met would stage a grand
tance (as against distance of a filmopera
early
in
the
fall and a lyric
house screen) for a ratio of lV^-foot
drama, possibly with ballet se¬
size pic for one foot of distance.
quences,
later
in
the
season. MetNoise of blowers to keep lenses
opera would handle the staging
cool had to be eliminated; there
and
supply
the
talent,
with the
The
American
Opera
Society,
was cracking of slides. Intensity
of color and clarity were other which wound up its third season network merely supplying the stu¬
dio
and
facilities.
last
night
(Tues.)
at
Town
Hall,
problems. The Met made 36 special
N. Y., with Offenbach's “La PeriThe two opera projects would
slides, just to use about 15.
Use of the system is complicated >chole,” has set an unusual series come as part of the series of 10
by the fact that the projectors for next season. It will open Oct. live specolas being planned by the
must be removed from the bridge 9 with Meyerbeer’s “L’Africana,” network. Six others would be sup¬
after each performance or rehears¬ with Negro soprano Leontyne plied by the Theatre Guild, which
al of “Flute” because they replace Price (appropriately) as lead and is now in the process of clearing
about 12 spotlights which are need¬ the Met’s Albert da Costa opposite. rights to a number of properties
Opera was last done 22 years ago which the web has already okayed.
ed for other productions.
Other two are in the process of
Although the Met is using the at the Met.
Beethoven’s “Fidelio” will be being selected. Web’s programming
projection system for the first time,
the San Francisco Opera has util¬ heard Nov. 20, w'ith Inge Borkh in & talent v.J>., Bob Lewine, has
ized one, and European houses the lead in her N. Y. opera debut. been heading up the negotiations
have used similar setups extensive¬ “Medea,” sock hit this season (it with the Met and the Theatre
had to be repeated), will be given Guild.
ly.
again, Dec. 18, with Eileen Farrell
again in the lead. Season will wind
Feb. 26 with Piasiello’s “Barber of
Seville,” starring Lucine Amara
and Cesare Valletti. Work, rarely
Dimitri Mitropoulos, music di¬
if ever done here, has never been rector
of the N.Y. Philharmonic for
heard at the Met.
the past five years, will be 60 years
Company had w'anted to do de old Friday (18).
Eleanor Steber, who made suen Falla’s “La Vida Breve,” with Vic¬
Vera Zorina will be guest nar¬
a good impression in a brief con¬ toria de los Angeles, but soprano rator with the N.Y. Philharmonic
cert tour of Yugoslavia last sum¬ Won’t be concertizing in America Feb. 25 at Carnegie Hall for the
mer, is being sent on a four-month next season. She’ll be back season U. S. preem of a recent work by
trek through the Near and -Far after next, when company hopes to Swiss composer Rolf Liebermann,
his Musique for Narrator and Or¬
East next year, again under do the w'ork.
auspices of ANTA’s International
This past (third) season saw the chestra.
Met Opera soprano Renatia Te¬
Exchange Program. Tour, starting young concert-opera troupe reach
next January, includes Turkey, maturity, becoming more of an in¬ baldi sailed to her native Italy
Egypt, Israel, Pakistan, India, stitution in N. Y. music circles. It Monday (13) to fill engagements at
Siam, Indochina, Japan, Korea, got national publicity on its Far- Milan’s La Scala Opera House.
Ramsi P. Tick is acting manager
and others.
rell-“Medea” in Tirrfe, Newsweek,
Miss Steber, who will be accom¬ etc. Its five N. Y. performances of the Buffalo Philharmonic Or¬
Frederic dePeyster Town¬
panied by a pianist and tour man¬ this season wrere sellouts, at about chestra.
ager, will give recitals, and appear $4,000 each, for a $20,000 take. It send. is comptroller of the orch.
Tyrone Guthrie will Stage the
with orch and in opera in these got another $4,500 from previews.
production of “La Traviata”
places where these exist. She’ll do Deficit this season, which should new
the Met. Opera next season.
only two performances a week. Un¬ run between $15,000 and $20,000, at
Oliver Smith will do sets.
like other artists who have over¬ will be made up by the board and
Peggy Van Praagh, until recent¬
seas dates and come to ANTA for friends.
ly ballet mistress of the Sadler’s
assist on goodwill tours, ANTA
Subscriptions this season were Wells Theatre Ballet, will join the
came to Miss Steber for this trip. almost double thqse of last season National Ballet of Canada this
She’s taking leave of absence from (about 80-85%), and next seasoij summer.
the Met Opera all next season to the company expects to sell out
Victoria de los Angeles, busy in
make the trek. ANTA is forking completely on subs. Allen Sven concerts
with the Met Opera
out about $45,000 for the trip on Oxenburg is artistic director,. Ar¬ this year, and
won’t be back in the U.S.
sort of guarantee against percent¬ nold Gamson music director and next season, concertizing abroad
age, as some money will return I Herbert Barrett manager and book7 instead.
from fees received.
I er of the company.
Margaret Hartigan is handling
U.S. press for National Ballet of
Canada.
Hungarian-American pianist Andor Foldes, as result of sock ap¬
pearances with the Concertgebouw
in Amsterdam and the Hague, is
to do a repeat (unusual) with the
Leading American Tenor of Opera,
orch in April, and has also been
reengaged for next season.
Television Concerts and Operetta
Joseph Duke has joined the
Pittsburgh Symphony to do public
Jan. 31-Feb. I—Soloist with Pittsburgh Orchestra.
relations, while Seth A. Gatchell,
Feb. 3—Soloist with Buffalo Symphony.
the symph’s p.a., concentrates on
the annual fund-raising campaign.
On Tour Feb. 15th to March 17th a*
Columbia
Artists
Mgt.
has
Faust in Clarence Cramer's "Opora Festival”
dropped the idea of booking the
April 3—Dan Francisco ooncert.
Rosa Ponselle Quartet, a new
April 5—Sacramento concert.
young group of singers.

Two Metop Specs
On ABC-TV Sked

Amer. Opera Society Ends
3d Year With 15-20G Red;
Unusual ’56-’57 Series

E. Steber Set for World
Concert Trek By ANTA;
45G Guaranteed Trip

Concert Bits

JIM HAWTHORNE

April 9—Soloist With Toledo Orchestra (Don Jose In
“Carmen”),

Spring and Summer Dates Now Booking
Mgt.: COLUMBIA ARTISTS MANAGEMENT
Per*. Dir.: COPPICUS, SCHANG AND BROWN
113 West 57th Street, Now York

Levant’s Guest Shot
San Antonio, Feb. 14.
Oscar Levant will appear here
as guest pianist with the San An¬
tonio Symphony Orchestra on
Feb. 23 at the Municipal Audi¬
torium.

Wednesday, February 15, 195d,

Artur’s Apotheosis
Artur Rubinstein, who is a young 67>, and who has been playing
the piano in public for 50 years, is the N. Y. season's virtuoso
highlight. Currently he’s giving a series of five concerts at Car¬
negie Hall over a 10-day period, playing the fdp 17 concert! from
the classic repertoire, as many as three or 'four a night; with full
symphony orchestra, for what amounts to an iron-man longhair,
stint. In 10 days, the pianist is playing in five concerts, plus eight
rehearsal sessions, plus two recording sessions (one Sunday mid¬
night (12) ran till 4 a.m.). Final three concerts are tonight (Wed.),
Friday (17) and Sunday (19). S. . Hurok is presenting.
Probably no other U. S. artist would undergo this rigorous
schedule (especially at his age) or take the financial risk of five
appearances in one season, and so close together. Yet the series
of five concerts (which began Feb. 7) was sold out a week before
the first event, without orchestral subscription assist, without the
hoopla or curiosity attending a new artist (Rubinstein has been
playing steadily here since 1937), but just on basis of his name
alone.
Rubinstein thought up the idea of the series himself and under¬
wrote its cost. He doesn’t care for anniversaries (although it’s his
50th); he just did it because he felt like it. Stunt has brought
forth laudatory editorials in the N. Y. Times, Herald Tribune and
elsewhere, as well as sock reviews on the concerts themselves.
Rubinstein even stands to make a few dollars out of the series.
If he had played five regular recitals, or concerts with other
orchs, the pianist could probably have made himself quite a pile
of coin. Current series was a risk, as no American artist makes
more than one appearance in New York a season anymore. But
Rubinstein’s enthusiasts thinks he'll make from $8,000 to $10,000
out of the series. The trade believes it will be under $5,000.
Rubinstein is using 84 men of the N. Y. Philharmonic, with Alfred
Wallenstein, L. A. Philharmonic conductor, as maestro. At $4.80
top, each concert’s take should be around $9,000.
Costs are:
. Carnegie Hall rental, $1,000; orch (with rehearsals, and overage for
first-desk men), $3,000; conductor, $750; advertising, $2,000; man¬
agement’s fee, $1,250; handling tix, $200; music fees, $100, for
about an $8,300 total.

Metop Denies 'Monopoly’ on TV Spec;
lilfon’t Be Pirated,’ Bing Tells'Union
By ARTHUR BRONSON
duced by ffte Met, but that it later
An explosive interchange of let¬ revealed itself “as a Metropolitan
ters took place last week between Opera show without the Metropoli¬
the American Guild of Musical tan.” “Various artists, directors
Artists and the Metropolitan Opera and the like were engaged on a
Assn., in connection with the recent. piecemeal basis, so that the gradu¬
(Jan. 30) “Festival of Music” spec¬ al buildup of the rape qf the Met¬
tacular on NBC-TV. ' The union ropolitan was not fully revealed
sharply questioned the Met’s au¬ until,January.” The tv show turned
thority to approve (or not) appear¬ out to be a complete Met- assem¬
ance Qf its artists on the tv show blage, with operatic scenes, and
and to limit the spec singers to with participants identified com¬
Met artists; referred to this action pletely with the Met. But the Met
as “a monopoly of a kind,” and had no supervision. The Met felt
called this “immoral and illegal.” left out, “used and abused," and
AGMA’s letter was signed by the not compensated. It therefore went
union’s counsel and acting national to NBC, insisted on and got some
supervision over artists and the
exec sec, Mortimer Becker.
The Met’s reply, signed by gen¬ show.
Permitting such a show, incor¬
eral manager Rudolf Bing,Just as
heatedly denied any misconstruc¬ porating actual scenes from per¬
tion of the letter and spirit of its formances, without Met participaartists’ pacts, and firmly held to its f tion and control, said Bing, would
right of supervision over matters destroy not only the Met’s control
that directly involved the Met. It over its name, but for all time the
referred to the “rape of the Metro¬ possibility of legitimate Met pro¬
politan” from the tv spec, and the ductions designed for tv.
As Allen explained, the Met has
necessity of self-preservation. Sol
Hurok was taken to task as the reached its limit of income in the
spec’s producer, and the network house, with over 90% capacity all
season. But costs are steadily going
inferentially criticized.
Both parties involved, especially up. The Met needs extra coin and
has
only two other avenues left—the Met, were loathe to talk about
the matter when knowledge of the recordings and tv. The NBC spec,
says
Allen, “was an attempt to de¬
letter-exchange was disclosed to
them, the Met particularly consid¬ prive the Met of one of its most
important
means of outside in¬
ering it a private exchange of cor¬
respondence. But Bing did finally come.”
“Our
singers
are gathered here
state that he had to establish a
principle; namely, that “the Met by us from everywhere for the Met
season,” he added. “If others cash
cannot be pirated.”
in on what we put together here
Behind the dispute, lay larger for 22 weeks, it hurts us, and we
ramifications—the attempts of the go under.”
.Met to put its own shows on video;
the use of its artists and facilities
without any benefit to the Met, and
the need of additional revenues to
keep the Met afloat. Directly pre¬
cipitating the hassle was the use
of all-Met signers (10 of them) on
Bach: Goldberg Variations (Co¬
“Festival of Music,” plus Met lumbia). Glenn Gould, Canadian
stager, conductor, choreog and pianist plays these intricate, fla¬
ddneers.
vorsome pieces rhythmically and
The Met, though its basic AGMA musically, with a brisk, bravura
Impressive
pact calls for management consent and finished touch.
to any outside dates (opera, con¬ disk.
Sibelius & Bruch: Violin Con¬
cert, tv, etc.), maintains it has
never refused such okay, consid¬ certos (Vox). Ivry Gitlis is a tal¬
ering such individual use helpful ented performer, the Bruch going
to the Met. “It’s the mass use smoother, more lushly than the
which makes It a threat to us,” Sibelius, Vienna Pro Musica un¬
der Horenstein assists.
advised biz manager Reginald Al¬
Debussy: La Mer & Nocturnes
len.
(Victor). L.ush, warming readings
Bing’s letter stated that the NBC by a distinguished interpreter—
show was originally pitched up to Pierre Monteux with the Boston
him by Hurok as a spec to be pro¬ Symph.
Bron.

Longhair Disk Reviews

MARTHA GRAHAM DANCE COMPANY
CurT-ently Israel
February 15-20-Habima Theatre, Tel Aviv

;
February 22-23—Jerusalem

February 27-28—Armon Theatre, Haifa

Booked Exclusively: CHARLES E. GREEN
CONSOLIDATED CONCERTS CORP.
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20. N. Y.
COlumbus 5-3580

WefetdVy, February 15^, 195<>“_,
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brutality or sex.”
Conviction
would involve a penalty up to
$1,000 fine and/or one year im¬
prisonment.
The
punishment
would also be $500 fine and/or. six
months in - jail for anyone who
By Frank Scully
Prolific Ward Morehduse
Eugene, listed as an infant cas- “knowingly shall sell, lend, give
away, show, advertise for sale or
Former drama * coiumnist-crltjic ualty.
distribute
commercially
to
any
Palm Springs. .
Ward Morehouse, who gave up the
Jamie, like the real Eugene, is person under the age of 18 years”
One of the touches of the ’20’s has been missed by David Ewen’s
Broadway beat ^ few years ago, is forced by his father to become an
and
such
books.
otherwise
amazingly
complete
life
of
George
Gershwin,
which Holt
still keeping his typewriter busy. actor. In the play, as a result,
The state's Attorney General, a . has published under the more glossy title of "A Journey to Greatness.”
He’s in for some wide magazine this son develops as a wastrel county
Attorney or any citizen j
representation via byline pieces in and rounder. Edmund, with the
It went:
may bring a legal action for en- I
Editor & Publisher (“Critics, Past author’s proclivities for writing, is,
Question: “Do you think Gershwin’s music will be played 25 years
forcement.
j
and Present”!, Pageant (Tallulah like the playwright, a youthful con¬
from now?”
Bankhead
profile) and Collier’s sumptive. He is depicted as the
Answer: “Yes, if George is still alive.”
Ed Mead’s Literati Pitch
(currently .being-written).
more sensitive son, finding solace,
Well, he has been dead 18 years and some of his music, notably “Porgy
Ed Shepherd Mead, author of and Bess” and “Rhapsody in Blue,” is more alive than ever. Consid¬
In addition, he’s' tinned in a like his father and brother, in
finished manuscript on a new drink. Most tragic figure of the “Ilow to Succeed in Business With¬ ering his music has lost its greatest plugger, this is proof that selling,
theatre . book to Harper & fBros, play, the mother, is a drug addict. out Really Trying” and v.p. and as such, is oversold in America.
and he’s also writing interviews The Tyrone brood, in need of ex¬ television copy chief at Benton &
Of course one sees on every hand the temporary triumph of mediocfor the North American News¬ pert medical guidance, is victim¬ Bowles, is resigning his agency rily due to an incessant push. But in the long run if quality is not
paper Alliance. Besides the scrib¬ ized by an offstage quack with low post to concentrate on writing. destined to succeed, let’s close the show, eh?
bling, Morehouse has an eye on fees. Fourth character is an igno¬ He’s put in his retirement papers
Gershwin’s short life and long success is a point for our side. He
the gab circuit and last week gave rant Irish serving girl. Play takes after 19V6 years there.
Meanwhile, Ballantine Books has lived only .as long as Mozart but he traveled a much harder road. He
his first lecture on legit before the place in one set at the Tyrones’
wasn’t
writing “masterpieces” at eight. There was much contemporary
taken
over
paperback
rights
to
summer
home
on
an
August
day,
Forest Hills (N. Y.) Woman’s Club.
“Succeed” frOm publishers Simon doubt as to whether he ever wrote anything that would live once he
He hopes to line up a speaking 1912.
&
Schuster
and
is
turning
out
a
35c
stopped
plugging it. But the vitality of “Porgy and Bess” must re¬
tour next fall.
Dramaturgy is in low key
throughout, with the mother as edition. “At $2.95,” says tongue- move much of that doubt. I suspect that during the last few years
in-cheeky
Mead,
“this
book
already
“P&B”
has
enjoyed more performances on a worldwide scale than
as the central character. Individual
Westchester News at 10c
tragedies of the clah demoralized the upper echelons of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s "Le Nozze de Figaro.”
Westchester News published in personal
Among the politicos, it may be good form to class all foreigners who
mount as the mother’s addiction American business. At 35c, avail¬
White Plains, N. Y. is to Issue a approaches a hopeless state. Prop¬ able to the rank and filef its effects happen to be left of Nixon as ignoranti, but in the musical field, Amer¬
Sunday edition at 10c starting Feb. erly directed and acted, “Journey” will opt be pleasant to contem¬ icans, unless the English have edged us out, have long been the hitless
19. There will be 75 route carriers should reveal,the old O’Neill fire. plate.”
wonders of the Contrapuntal Set.
handling paper as far east as lower He has seldom written a more
Except for some schmaltz by Stephen Foster, we have done worse
CHATTER
Connecticut. Paper currently has tortured script. As indicated in
in music on an international scale th.jn we did this year at the Winter
56,000 paid subscribers after start¬ dedication of the play to his wife
Thrush Kay Thompson’s “Eloise” Olympics. This is, until the son of Morris and Rose Gershovitz, mi¬
ing 18 months ago as a throwaway. on their 12th anniversary in 1941, (Simon & Schuster) now in its grants from St. Petersburg (Russia, not Florida) came along Sept. 26,
Founders are Julius Bach Jr. and “Journey” is a drama “of old sor¬ fourth printing.
1896, and honored 252 Snedicker Ave., in the Williamsburg section
Russell Birdwell’s third book, of Brooklyn by being born there. According to his birth certificate,
William Marriott. Latter was long row, written in tears and blood.”
O’Neill further declared that his
with Esquire magazine and there¬ wife’s love enabled him "to face “Mount Horeb,” will be issued by he was named Jacob Gersehwine. Out of that (since the spelling was
after launched the fifth (small my dead at last and write this play the Julian Messner publishing sort of cockeyed anyway) emerged George Gershwin—now the most
market) Sunday supplement, Fam¬ . . . with pity and understanding house.
honored name in American music.
Eileen Johnston Bassing’s new
ily Weekly, now hitting 3,000,000 and forgiveness for all the haunted
It was a lucky break for Snedicker Ave. because the Gershovitzes
novel, “Home Before Dark,” will moved 28 times between 1900 and 1917—three times to Brooklyn, 25
total around country.
Tyrones.”
Down.
be published next autumn by Ran¬ times around Manhattan and the Bronx. Of course, Mozart moved
dom House.
around a lot, too, in hi' childhood, but that \^as because his poppa was
Depth-Study Censorship
Prentice-Hall’s Stock’ Divvy ■
Followup on his world tour is performing before the crowned heads of Europe and was so popular
Two new studies of censorship, Lee
In line with a continuing expan¬
Mortimer’s
"Around
the
World
he
needed an encore. “Little Folferi” supplied it. By the time he was
sion program involving refinancing one pertaining to postal and cus¬ Confidential,” being published by
eight he was “published,” and playing for royalty himself.
from the corporation’s own rev¬ toms regulations and the other to Putnam on March 14.
It
was while living in Harlem that Gershwin got his first'taste of
enues. Prentice-Hall Inc. has de¬ book bannings, have recently been
Willis T. Ballard, writer-produ¬ jazzics and classics. He heard Jim Europe’s band outside Baron Wil¬
Richard
McKeon,
clared a stock dividend payable undertaken.
March 1 to in lieu of cash divi¬ professor of philosophy at Chicago cer of tv plays, has new novel cen¬ kins’ Club and, while playing ball in the yard of P;S. 25, he heard Max
dends for March 1 and June 1. U.; Walter Gellhorn, professor of tering on televisionv field coming Rosen playing Dvorak’s “Humoresque.”
Stock dividend will total 3% of its law at Columbia, and Robert . Mer¬ off. the Appleton-Century-Crofts
But there wasn’t a piano in a Gershwin flat until 1907. George was
outstanding common stock, pay¬ ton, professor of sociology at Co¬ presses March 2.
then 11 years old. (By that time Mozart was composing opera.bouffes.)
Lead article in current (Feb. 18) The piano was for Ira, but George took it over. After that he pra<#
able to holders of record at the lumbia, comprise the Commission
Satevepost
is
"Well,
It
Was
This
on
the
Freedom
to
Read,
which
is
close -of business Friday (17).
tically slept on it for the rest of his life. He studied under Charlie
For those stockholders who studying motivations and tech¬ Way,” first of an eight-parter on Hambitzer (composer of “The Love Wager,” starring Fritzi Schell).
would get fractional' shares, P-H niques of book censorship. The Gary Cooper, bylined by Cooper
Thlls Is a Pro?
has authorized payment in cash at project is sponsored by the Na¬ “as told to George Scullin.”
In the summer of 1913 George became a pro. He played in a
McCall’s Otis Lee Wiese hosting
the rate of 36c for every 3/100 of tional Book Committees Freedom
a share resulting from the divi¬ to Read Subcommittee, under the a cocktailery for the literati set to Catskills resort for $5 a week. The^e he wrote his first song, “Since
dend. Letter to stockholders noti¬ chairmanship of George N. Schus¬ meet the Duchess of Windsor bn I Found You.” It may have found her. but it never found a publisher.
fying them of the stock payment ter, president of Hunter College. the occasion of her autobiography (At that age Mozart was being commissioned to compose operas, which
The Institute of Legal Research starting publication in that mag on weren’t very good either.) From the Catskills George graduated to
stated that sales reached a new
high during 1955 and profits in¬ of Pennsylvania U. Law School has Feb. 20.
song-plugging for Remick’s ($15 a week) and was on his way. Ewen
creased over 1954. It was pointed asked book and magazine publish¬
“Such Is Life,” a behind-scenes claims George was only 15. Actually, he was 17.
out, however, that a policy of ex¬ ers to report experiences with rundown on the Life mag enter¬
When he was 20 Gershwin’s name first appeared on a song sheet.
pansion from its own resources Post Office and Customs regula¬ prise by one of its ex-writers and The song, “When You Want ’Em You Can’t Have ’Em.” brought him $5
rather than outside agencies was tions covering material allegedly researchers, Jeanne Perkins Har¬ in advance royalties and never earned the advance. (When Mozart was
responsible for the decision to pay indecent or obscene, or non-mail- mon, is being published next 20 years old, Jefferson had composed the Declaration of Independence,
dividends in stock rather than.| able “foreign political propa¬ month by Crowell.
still unscored, and Wolfgang, “La Finta Giardiniera.”
ganda.” The survey, under a Fund
cash.
Parade’s staff photog Dave Pres¬
Gershwin did better (by $2) when he got a song;-“The Runaway Girl,”
for the Republic grant, is being ton, and his bride of a few days,
accepted by Sig Romberg for Shubert’s "Passing Show of 1916.” He
conducted
by
Prof.
James
C.
N,
have moved to . the Coast, and in¬ was still studying under Hambitzer. ("Listen, George, let’s hunt out
Farrar Straus' 10th Ann!
Paul, director of the Institute, and
Farrar,- Straus & Cudahy, which Murray L. Schwartz, a Philadel¬ cidentally will be in closer contact the guy who taught you to* play the ‘William- Tell Overture’ this way
with Lloyd Shearer, head of Pa¬ and shoot him—and not with an apple on his head either.”) When
marked its 10th anniversary as a phia attorney.
rade’s Hollywood bureau.
publishing house the end of Janu¬
Hambitzer died, Edward Kilyeni took over the life and music of George
Irving R. Levine, NBC and Gershwin. Kilyeni told him in effect, "Sure, go ahead. Become a pop¬
ary, lists at least thrge novels and
Crane’s Book
Variety correspondent in Moscow,
four non-fiction works on its 1956
ular
success. That’s the only way for American to crash Carnegie Hall
Burton Crane’s “Getting and has returned to Russia for an¬ with a serious work.”
list.
due via Harcourt Brace other year . following • a quickie
FS&C prexy Roger W. Straus Spending”
Meanwhile
Ira, the handsome one, was getting through Townsend
flight
to
accept
an
“Outstanding
Jr. said that the company’s origi¬ in April. He’s been a financial Young Man of the Year” award.
Harris ana somehow into City College, where he and Yip Harburg wrote
nal goal in the early postwar years, writer on the N. Y. Times for 19
a
column
for
The Campus. He started to be a teacher, switched to
years,
formerly
financial
editor
of
The South Amboy (N. J.) Citizen
was to put cover to only 40 or 50
pre-med and by 1917 was cashier of the Lafayette Baths.
trade books yearly. Added-r how¬ the Japan Advertiser from where recently frontpaged a eulogy to
He
was
a
pro
early, too. He wrote a piece for Smart Set, then pub¬
he
corresponded
for
the
Times,
the
the late Harold G. Hoffman, for¬
ever, was a pile of juve, visual art
London Financial Times — and mer governor of New Jersey, on lished by Mencken and Nathan, and got paid a dollar for it. George,
and religioso tomes over the 10 Variety.
Richard
H.
Larsh
is
on
the
inside
of
Tin Pan Alley’s intelligentsia, j.g., slipped in Ira now
the
occasion
of
the
Saints
&
Sin¬
years.
now Variety mugg in the Nippon ners unveiling a monument to the and then. Ira walked off with Leonore Strunsky, the Nobel Prize of
Three years ago, Pelligrini & belt.
the set, I would say.
late
politico.
South
Amboy
was
Cudahy merged with Farrar,
It was during this era that the suspicion arose that George Gersh¬
Gov. Hoffman’s birthplace.
Straus & Young. Stanley Young
Kentucky Hits ’Lurid’ Comics
Creator and patent-owner of the win, a piario (anybody’s) and a Gershwin composition formed a trio
then retired from active editing
The General Assembly of Ken¬ “Exurbanites,” NBC editor A. C. more inseparable than Hart, Schaffner & Marx.
and managing, though he still
Frustration and defeat were like caviar and lox to him. He just ate
holds a board seat. Merger brought tucky, comprising both the Senate Spectorsky was chief spokesman
in P&C’s juve line and consolidat¬ and House, passed unanimously last week at the Hotel Madison’s them up. He wrote five songs for “Half Past Eight” and didn’t get a
Author
Guild
stunt
panel,
“Critic,
promised
$1,500 for them. He got nothing. He got a song in “Ladies
last
week
a
bill
to
ban
lurid
comic
ed their religious lists. In April of
last year, Robert Groux joined the books for minors. Gov. /. B. Meet the Authors,” in connection First” and was privileged to play for Nora Bayes in a program of
firm as veep and editor after quit¬ Chandler is expected to sign the with National Book Week and the her specialties.
presence in town of umpteen
By 1919, Gershwin was moving up on Mozart—the hard way. He
ting top editing post at Harcourt, measure.
Rex Stout, was commissioned to write all the music for “La, La Lucille.” “Lucille”
The bill would ban the “pub¬ provincial critics.
Brace. John Farrar is chairman. .
lication, sale and distribution to Cleveland Amoury,. Richard Lock- survived the summer heat and the Actors Equity strike. It even sur¬
minors of comic books devoted to ridge, Merle Miller and Ilka Chase vived songs like “Tee-Oodlc Urn Bum Bo.”
O’Neill’s Last Play
crime, horror, physical torture, represented the Authors Guild.
Fortunately, Gershwin wrote "Swanee” not long after this for the
"Long Day’s Journey Into Night,”
opening of the Roxy. Thanks to A1 Jolson and Judy Garland, it may
by Eugene O’Neill (Yale; $3.75),
go on for years. He followed "Swanee” with “Somebody Loves Me.”
reputedly is the playwright’s last
This one supposedly owed its success to “a flatted third,” which to me
full-length script, the first to ap¬
sounds suspiciously like air being left out of a rear tire.
pear in print since. “A Moon for
The germ of “Porgy and Bess” may have been planted by Buddy
the Misbegotten,” 1952. Published
de Sylva’s suggestion that they write a Negro opera. They did a quickie
Posthumously (O’Neill died in
The American Book Publishers Council, which recently issued
1953), “Journey” got its world
“in
five feverish days.” It was called “Blue Monday.” It got into
the & first in a new series of bi-monthly bulletins on censorship,
premiere in Swedish last week at
“George. White’s Scandals” for one performance—the opening. •
included a statement of its credo on the subject. It read,
the Royal Dramatic Theatre, Stock¬
Its
failure meant nothing because by then Gershwin was overboard
“We believe the Council should make clear its own views in
holm. Deal was arranged according
with Broadway assignments. The miracle is that he ever transcended
the matter of censorship and freedom. They are simple. We beto author’s final wishes, and
them.
That he managed to sandwich “Rhapsody in Blue” between
lieve that the freedom to read is imbedded in our constitutional
through cooperation of his widow,
these assignments was due mostly to Paul Whiteman. It played to
traditions and that it is essential both to democracy and to a
^arlotta Monterey, former actress,
SRO
and
cost Whiteman $7,000 net.
creative culture.
to whom “Journey” is dedicated.
Friends thought Gershwin was breaking his neck trying to starve to
“We recognize that the freedom to read^ like any freedom, can
‘‘Devils, Drugs & Doctors” might
death,
but
the success of the number soon had everybody claiming
be used wisely or foolishly. Efforts to improve the quality of
oo0lI ke a subtitle for this, O’Neil’s
credits. Ferde Grofe for his arrangements deserved most, next to
choices through which the freedom is exercised are sound, but
fJrd full-length drama. Dipping
Gershwin
and
Whiteman. It made Gershwin a rich man and spread
to deny the opportunity of choice in fear that it may be unwisely
mto his own background, the playhis fame around the world, though critical opinion from 1924 on was
used is to destroy the freedom itself. For this reason, the Coun¬
right etches bitter family pormixed, and still.is.
cil respects the right of individuals to be selective in their own
!r
01.^ James Tyrone is created
But it remained for Du Bose Heyward to write the piece that really
m the image of James O’Neill,
reading and of individuals and groups to express their views for
made the difference between just another songwriter and a claim to
writers ihatinee-idol father, who
the guidance of others.
greatness.
Without “Porgy and Bess” Gershwin’s claim would not be
was America’s favorite “Count of
“But it opposes efforts by individuals or groups to limit by
worth filing. “An American in Paris” was not unique, but “P&B” was
Monte Cristo.” The elder’s parsicoercion, boycott or threat of boycott, the freedom of choice of
an
authentic
American opera. My accountants are busy on income tax
™°,ny> speculative real estate flights
others, or to impose their own standards or tastes upon the com¬
returns and have not yet compiled the number of times “Porgy and
«hd blindness to his family’s
munity at large. And it opposes formal or informal governmental
^olfare, are bleakly revealed,
Bess”
has
been
performed since it N, Y. preem in 1935 to date, as op¬
actions to abridge the freedom to read except through the en¬
f'-aywnght divides his own charposed to Mozart's “Marriage of Figaro” since 1786 to date, but they
forcement, by due and open process of law, of constitutionally
a«,iri5,Hcs between two sons, Jamie
believe
Gershwjn
is leading by a small margin.
valid statutes not involving elements of prior restraint.”
ana Edmund, with a third son,
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Broadway
Kim Novak is off on a bally tour
for “Picnic.”
Jack Hawkins, British star, is
here for a television assignment.
Ed (and Pegeen) Fitzgerald back
from quickie European vacation.
Robert Taylor arriving over the
weekend for “The Last Hunt” in¬
terviews.
The Herbert Marshalls back
from Europe last week on the
United States.
Leslie Caron back from Paris
where she has been vacationing
with her family.
Benn Jacobson made eastern
studio rep for talent and casting
for RKO Pictures.
Producer Carl Krueger in town
with a print of “Comanche,” which
he lensed for UA.
London music pub Reg Connelly
in Nassau, Bahama, and due in
later this month to contact Gotham
pubs.
Robert Rossen left to onceover
Hollywood again after producing
“Alexander the Great” for UA in
Spain.
Kay Thompson winds up a Plaza
Hotel run this week, then west for
a part in “Funny Face” at Para¬
mount.
Victor Mature came in on the
Queen Elizabeth yesterday (Tues.)
after film work abroad for Co¬
lumbia.
Roger H. Lewis, United Artists
ad-pub manager, spending this
week on the Coast for conferences
with indie producers.
Music man Wally Downey al¬
most lost his eye as result of a
playful boxer dog scratching the
cornea of the right optic.
Samson Leviton, brother-in-law
of UA veep Bernard G. Kranze,
opened a Sun & Surf Club (pool,
etc.) in thevParc Vendome.
Leo Robin east, with his wife,
on a legit show proposition, and
also to further consult medicos on
a possible gallbladder operation.
Eric Pleskow, United Artists'
general manager in Germany, re¬
turned to his Frankfurt base over
the weekend after homeoffice talks.
Adolph £ukor, Paramount board
chairman, named chairman of the
advisory board of Chemical Corn
Exchange Bank’s Times Square
office.
Metro starlet Anne Francis in
from the Coast to bally “Forbid¬
den Planet.” Other M-G arrivals in¬
clude producers Sam Zimbalist and
Sidney Franklin.
Chi Sun-Times columnist Irv
Kupcinet and the Mrs. quickied in
over the weekend for a Gotham
holiday on the occasion of their
17th anniversary.
Biow ad agency veepee George
Purnell MacGregor engaged to
marry Barbara Gaylord Cook,
alumna of the American Academy
of Dramatic Arts, on March 1.
Leonora and Joe Hummel (he’s
WB veepee in charge of Conti¬
nental sales) returning to their
Paris base Feb. 29 after business
powwows with the homeoffice.
Just about every theatre in the
country has been supplied with
promotional kits, prepared by UA’s
Alfred Tamarin, as part of the
campaign for Brotnernood Weex,
Feb. 19-26.
William Collins, 25, a singer,
racked up 65 parking and traffic
violation tickets until the gen¬
darmes caught up with the scofflawr motorist who settled for a
$815 cash fine.
Famed Maxim’s maitre d’ Albert
(Braser) made his first transatlan¬
tic flight (and firsttime U.S. visit)
when he arrived yesterday (Tues.)
from Paris. Will be in N. Y. (most¬
ly) for a month.
Ian Bevan, concert head for Har¬
old Fielding in London, and author
of “The Palladium Story” (which
he plans updating for American
publication) en route to Australia
on talent bookings.
Comedian-producer Joey Adams
plans a Broadway opening of his
pic; “Singing in the Dark,” for
sometime next month to coincide
with the 25th anniversary of his
show business career.
John Ford’s “How Green Was
My Valley” was the first picture
screened and discussed at the New
School’s new course in “The Film
and its Related Arts,” conducted
by Saturday Review film critic Ar¬
thur Knight.
RCA board chairman David Sarnoff takes off on a March holiday
upon return of RCA prexy F^ank
M. Folsom from Palm Beach. This
is their alternating schedules so
that there’s always somebody
around to mind the store.
Ticket demand for last week’s
opening of “Middle of the Night”
at the ANTA Theatre, N. Y., was
such that the society crowd in
ANTA complained they couldn't
get in. Incidentally ANTA is about
to fill a pair of vacancies on its
board.
Joe Pasternak’s autobiog, which
Putnam’s is publishing March 2,
reveals that he was christened
Joseph Herman Pasterna, born and
educated in Szilagy-Somlyo, Hun¬

gary, until his emigration to Phila¬
delphia (where he had an uncle)
in 1921.
Complete plans for the Variety
Club International’s annual con¬
vention at the Waldorf-Astoria
May 9-12 will be outlined at Tent
35’s luncheon at Toots Shor’s to¬
day (Wed.). Jayne Mansfield of
legit “Rock Hunter” will be guest
of honor.
Loew’s Theatres prexy Joseph
R. Vogel and v.p. John Murphy to
Miami for the opening of Loew’s
new Riviera Theatre in South Mi¬
ami next Week. Pub-ad chief Ernie
Emerling and Jim Shanahan pre¬
ceded the execs to set up the open¬
ing campaign.
Irene Mayer Selznick was the
belle of the ball at the opening
last week of Paddy Chayefsky’s
“Middle of the Night,” at the
ANTA Theatre, N. Y. The produ¬
cer of “Chalk Garden” was es¬
corted to the premiere by Lau-.
rence Olivier and Terence Rattigan.
Not true that Mistinguett died
broke. She was always a close stu¬
dent of the franc (a rep which
Maurice Chevalier also enjoys) and
both are beaucoup avec loot. Miss’
owns the Olympia Theatre and
kindred property on the Blvd. des
Capucines in the heart of Paris’
Madeline sector.
Belated correction: a typo gave
emcee billing to Victor Borge at
the soiree thrown some weeks ago
by Claude C. Philippe, of the Wal¬
dorf, for Maurice Chevalier. Ac¬
tually it was Joey Adams who conferenciered. The Variety story
spoke of A1 Kelly’s “fractured
French” greeting to Chevalier, and
of course Kelly is Adams’ long¬
time partner. Borge was one of
several show biz guests.
Jack Fields, nephew of band¬
leader Shep Fields and MCA vee¬
pee Freddy Fields, who is a senior
at McBurney School and editor of
the school paper, chose “Vaude¬
ville: The Stage’s Most Exciting
Epic,” as his English thesis. He
recoursed to Joe Laurie Jr.’s book
on “Vaudeville,” Eddie Cantor’s
“Ziegfeld: The Great Glorifier”
and the Golden Jubilee edition of
Variety for source material.
Tom Curtiss who, with Gene
Moskowitz (Mosk), covers Variety
in Paris, arrived by air yesterday
(Tuesft) from the French capital for
a two-week o.o. of the Broadway
scene. Curtiss is drama critic on
the Paris edition of the N.Y. Herald
Tribune. Another lammister from
the same sheet is Art Buchwald on
a “seeing America” Cook’s tour for
his paper.
Wife Ann McGarry,
former Paris flack, joins him in
N.Y. in March.
The maitre d’s, waiters, et al.
are taking count of themselves—
literally—and especially with In¬
come Tax Time on the horizon, as
result of the tax rap against Hans
Paul, 63-year-old former headwaiter at the Waldorf-Astoria. He
pleaded guilty to one of a fourcount indictment for income tax
evasion. Paul allegedly failed to
report $67,070 in tips from 194952. He pleaded guilty to an $8,682
item for 1951.

Miami Beach

London
(Temple Bar 5041/9952)
Peggy Taylor opens a four-week
cabaret stint at the Colony Mon¬
day (20).
Eckert Lunden. director of the
China Theatre, Stockholm, here on
talent prowl for a couple of weeks.
Al. Burnett planes to New York
Feb! 22 on talent hunt for his vari¬
ous nitery activities; then goes to
Florida.
Hugh Gaitskell, new Labor Par¬
ty leader, guest of honor at yes¬
terday’s
(Tues.)
Variety
Club
luncheon.
Joy Nicholls,-femme star of the
Colisuem production of “The Pa¬
jama Game,” will star in “Sunday
Night At Palladium” Feb. 26.
First of floorshows from the
Pigalle, Piccadilly, will be telecast
next Monday (20) on London-Birmingham commercial tv network.
Yana will fill a guest spot on
next “Sunday Night At Palladium,”
four days later leaving for N. Y.
to do personals for “Cockleshell
Heroes.”
Myra Baird, who recently made
her cabaret debut at the Coconut
Grove, openg, in Madrid March 4;
later she has another cafe date in
Barcelona.
Roy Boulting returned from
N. Y. last week to attend West End
preem of his latest British pic,
“Private Progress,” which opens at
the Rialto Friday (17).
Tyrone Power, here for a new
stage production of “Devil’s Dis¬
ciple,” will be among guest stars
appearing at opening show of new
Midlands commercial tv station
next Friday (17).
Jack Hawkins, one of Britain’s
top actors, sailed on the Queen
Elizabeth last Thursday (9) for an
NBC-TV role in “Caesar and Cleo¬
patra,” with Cedric Hardwicke,
Claire Bloom and Judith Ander¬
son.
Ronald Lewis, London Films
contract artist, will play opposite
Vivien Leigh in H. M. Tennent’s
upcoming production of Noel Cow¬
ard’s “South Sea Bubble.” Play
opens in Manchester March 19,
prior to the West End.
When Eartha Kitt appears for
two months in cabaret at the Cafe
de Paris in April, she will also be
featured at a series of Sunday con¬
certs in London. In addition, ar¬
rangements are being made for
her to appear on tv.

Chicago
Betty Brennan rejoined Max
Cooper publicity office.
Arthur M. Wirtz, producer of
“Hollywood Ice Revue,” in Presby¬
terian Hospital for checkup.
Lenny Collyer "into Linn Bur¬
ton’s Steakhouse, vice Jackie Hel¬
ler, who had to bow out because
of laryngitis.
Publicitor Al Weisman on loan
from Foote, Cone & Belding to
promote Richard J. Finnegan
Memorial fund drive for La Rabida hospital.

Phoenix

By Abel Green
The Merry Macs head bill at the
By Lary Solloway
KoKo, Phoenix nightspot.
Copa City, dark all winter, re¬
The Jack Cione Dancers at the
opened as a super-swank auction Concho Room of Westward Ho
gallery.
Hotel.
Lou Irwin set Sue Carson in the
Hollywood film and sports celeb¬
Tony Martin show current in the rities flocking here for Phoenix
La Ronde.
Open Golf Tournament.
Don Cornell cut short engage¬
Leo Fuchs in Phoenix for two
ment in the Seville’s Matador weeks while starring in “The Fifth
Room Thursday (9) on news of Season” for Sombrero Playhouse.
father’s death.
Dick Gilbert, now a top disk
Hoagy Carmichael plays his- first jockey over KTLY in nearby Mesa,
nitery date hereabouts beginning ■h
as
for a new station
Thursday (16) in Regency Room of of hisapplied
own in Scottsdale, where he
Empress hotel.
TV producer Hal Freedman resides.
Col. Harry S. Wilder, ex-Syra¬
planed back to N. Y. after super¬
(WSYR), N.Y., station owner,
vising GM Motorama production cuse
another
retreat here, dabbling
at Dinner Key auditorium last in realty.inRay
(Young &) Rubicam
week.
has a lavish home also.
Red Buttons surprise-birthday
George
Gobel
his partner
partied by wife at Murray Frank¬ David O’Malley, and
with, Del
lin’s Lounge with all show biz per¬ Webb, preeming a along
new
motel here
sonalties in town on hand for Sun¬ and planning others in San
Antonio
day cocktail shindig.
and elsewhere throughout south¬
west.
Arthur Vinton, ex-Broadway
legit star, now in the wholesale
By Les Rees
turkey business in upstate N. Y.,
Pianist Artur Rubinstein in at Slash Bar K for two months,
town for recital.
with his wife, recovering from a
Edyth Bush Little Theatre hold¬ thrombosis.
ing over “George and Margaret.”
Jack Hervebeaux, brother of
Hoop D. Doo Cafe claims its NBC’s Chi topper Jules Herve¬
exotic dancer is “Miss France of beaux (who, incidentally, was also
1951.”
in for the NARTB conclave at
“Grand Ole Opry” returning to. nearby Chandler, Ariz.), organiz¬
Auditorium Feb. 16 sixth return ing a new racetrack here.
date this season.
Vet songsmith Harry Woods,
Northwest Variety club to honor long in retirement hereabouts, sold
1955 Chief Barker LeRoy J. Mil¬ his nearby ranch and back' to
ler with “Appreciation Dinner” Gotham to write songs anew. He
March 6.
has an imposing ASCAP catalog,
Northwest Variety club chief chiefly in collaboration with Billy
barker Sim Heller, a theatre circuit Rose and Mort Dixon.
owner, and his wife readying for
Jack Louis (Needham, Louis &
two-month European tour.
Brorby) is one of several ad ty¬
Lone definite remaining Lyceum coons maintaining winter homes
bookings are “Anniversary Waltz," here. Many of the NARTB bunch
“Bad Seed,” “Damn Yankees” and shuttled over from their San Carlos
“Teahouse of.August,Moon.” . , i Hotel, Chandler, .convention for a
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big cocktailery Louis threw at his
manse.
Bob Donnelly, KOOL deejay, has
an unique noontime show idea,
“Play It Again,” reprising disks
which “made” personalities, viz.,
Felicia Sanders' “Song From
Moulin Rouge,” Rosemary Clooney
items, Spike Jones’ “William Tell
Overture,” etc.
Shoddy band booking trick sees
pickup combos billed something
like Bunny Goodman. Roy Noble,
Lonny Dorsey, Teddy Martin, et al.
Much public resentment among
the hips at this spurious and rath¬
er naieve simulation, not to men¬
tion the crudity.
June (Mrs. Walter) Winchell has
one of the nicest desert retreats
in nearby Scottsdale. She’s doing
| it over again. Designed so that
! every room “follows the sun.”
Columnist hies there periodically,
whereas Mrs. Winchell refuses to
indulge in the hecticism of Miami
Beach winter life.
ZaSu Pitts a click in “Solid Gold
Cadillac” at the Sombrero, flour¬
ishing local playhouse, followed by
John Ireland and Joanne Dru in
“Anastasia.”
Ireland and Don
Budge have added 20 more acres
to the proposed Paradise Racquet
Club, aimed to be the local coun¬
terpart of Charlie Farrell's Palm
Springs operation.
Local gag about the new West¬
ward Ho! Hotel is on the racy side.
Incidentally, it’s getting rundown
but the Kiva Club atop the hostel¬
ry gives a commanding view of
Phoenix—a sort of road company
Top of the Mark (Mark Hopkins
Hotel, Frisco), and the major im¬
pression is “never knew there was
so much neon lighting in the en¬
tire state of Arizona as concentrat¬
ed here.”
George Brown’s Slash Bar K
Ranch, in nearby Wickenburg,
Ariz.—“the dude ranch capital of
America” — is a 150-acre layout.
Ex-Paramount, WB and Col pub;
ad exec sold his La Serena, Palm
Springs, operation; took a capital
gain; and with his wife Grace, who
also has hotel background, took
over the elaborate Slash Bar K to
which guests like E. Roland Harriman (Union Pacific, national chair¬
man of the American Red Cross,
etc.) repair seasonally.

Palm Springs
By Frank Scully
(Tel. 4077)
Joanne Gilbert back at Chi Chi's.
Piper Laurie crowned Rodeo
Queen.
Frank Sinatra advertised as
name-draw for March of Dimes
ball.
Van Johnson bought a new
house; Irving .Cummings and Stew¬
art Granger leased theirs.
Charles O’Curran and Ray Ryan
took two planeloads of freeloaders
to Las Vegas for a weekend.
Mousie (Mrs. William) Powell
touting Glenn Kramer, U-I new¬
comer, as really big league.
Metro director opened a men’s
wear emporium with a “Chuck
Walters Presents” cocktail party.
Red Kenyon advertised “Second
hand swimming pool for sale.
Swam in only once. Free deliv¬
ery.”
Louis B. Mayer and Clarence
Brown split a tab of $250,000 for
170 undeveloped acres north of
the village.
Monte Montana and Johnny
Boyle entertained school kids with
a free show of trick riding, roping
and guitar playing.
Rex Bell (Nev. Lt. Gov.) split¬
billing with Harold Powers (Calif.
Lt. Gov.) as hossman heading twohour parade for two-day rodeo.
Buddy Adler with David Selz¬
nick and Jennifer Jones before the
big announcement that he was suc¬
ceeding Darryl Zanuck at 20thFox.

Boston
By Guy Livingston
Norman Brooks current at Blinstrub’s; Eartha Kitt opens Monday
(20).

Shipstads & Johnson Ice Follies
current at Boston Garden through
Feb. 26.
McCoy Traditional Irish Dance
Group inked for Boston Arena for
one performance on March 4.
Gasper G. Urban, Par branch
manager, named entertainment
chairman for 1956 Red Cross fund
campaign.
Charlie Locke of the new irttimer, Guys And Dolls, preparing
to open new downstairs addition,
the Coral Room, seating 150, and
upstairs Oriental nitery, the El
Morocco, a 200-seater, in former
Ada Bullock restaurant.
Benny Goodman off to N.Y. after
playing to 2,000 at the Bradford
and several one nighters around
the area. Twenty-two years ago,
Goodman topped stage show at
Keith’s Memorial where “Benny
Goodman Story.” pic is current.

major surgery.
Henry Koster broke his riefct
arm in a fall on 20th-Fox lot 81
Mort Blumenstock back afw
WB home office huddles in N Y *
James A. Mulvey in from N y
for confabs with Samuel Goldwvn*
Charlotte Greenwood to San
Francisco for opening of “Okla¬
homa.” '
Glenn Ford’s professional name
now is legal, receiving Superior
Court okay.
Andy Devine to Battle Creek
Mich., to em£ee a dinner for his
tele sponsor.
Dani^y Thomas will.emcee sixth
annual awards dinner of American
Cinema Editors.
Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney
here for production huddles with
his partner, Merian C. Cooper.
Jerry Wald succeeded Jack Karp
as chairman of Motion Picture Di¬
vision of 1956 United Jewish Wel¬
fare campaign.

Paris
By Gene Moskowitz
(28 Rue Huchette/Odean 4944)
Fernandel to London, where he
made an appearance on the Bob
Hope show.
Harold Hecht and Jim Hill in for
a looksee before heading for Lon¬
don to view first cut* of “Trapeze”
(UA).
Comedie-Francaise will stage a
version of Victor Hugo’s “Les Miserables” in an, adaptation by Paul
Achard.
Josephine Baker says she will
make her show, biz farewell per¬
formance at the Olympia Musichall
in March.
King Vidor’s prewar pic, “North¬
west Passage” (M-G), gets a firstrun French version rerun at two
big houses here.
Beatrice Reading, stranded here
with the defunct production of
“Jazz Train,” into Le Carroll’s
nitery for a chant chore.
Juliette Greco will be the star
of Albert Husson’s new play,
“D’Azur Et D’Or” (Blue And Gold),
due at the Theatre Edouard VII
next month.
The cast for Otto Preminger’s
film version of the bestseller
“Bonjour Tristesse,” of Francoise
Sagan, likely will be Cary Grant,
Michele Morgan and Francoise
Arnoul.
Moscow Circus, now in Belgium,
may not make its Paris April date
at the Palais Des Sports if the
quarrel between this stadium and
the Parisian regular circus owners
is not settled by then.
Raul Ensia, of the.Concert Mayol,
bringing suit against Pierre-Louis
Guerin, of the Lido, claiming-that
one of his nudie dancers, Lou
Chantal (under contract to him),
walked out and joined the Lido
show. .Miss Chantal is still at the
Lido.

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan
Les Elgart orch to play Penn's
Interfraternity Ball, March 16.
Eugene Ormandy returns to
helm of^Philadelphia Orch after
four-week Jamaican vacation.
Frank Pingatore now managing
the Jodimars, three former Bill
Haley sidemen who formed own
unit, and inked them with MCA.
“Birdland Stars of 1956” includ¬
ing Count Basie, Sarah Vaughan
and Al Hibbler, to give two eve¬
ning sessions at Academy of Music
Feb. 24.

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feves
Arthur Fiedler and The Boston
Pops due at the Auditorium Feb.
17.
Deep River Boys head Amato
Leb Burocher here as guest
speaker for Oregon Sportcaster
banquet last Thursday (9).
Supper Club Show for second
Week, Gentlemaniacs co-star.
Anders Andelius, actor, direc¬
tor and talent scout from Stock¬
holm, Sweden, here for week’s
visit.
Merrill Pietila joined staff at
KEX as account exec. Russ Con¬
rad and Bob Adkins ditto as disk
jockeys.

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe
Jaye P. Morgan last week’s top¬
per at Casino Royal.
Roberta Peters, Met soprano, in
for a concert stint under aegis of
Hayes Bureau.
Ballerina Maria Tallchief here
Saturday night (11) for guest stint
with National Symphony Orch and
Washington Ballet.
,
Jerilyn - Jessel,
daughter <»
George Jessel, a frequent Washing¬
ton visitor to see her mother, the
former Lois Andrews. .■
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P^riety

Feb. 7 in Connecticut, She special¬
ized in folk Bongs of European
countries and has been heard in
concerts in New York, London and
Paris. She also appeared in the
1917 New York production of
"Peter Ibbetson.” Her husband
found the opera company, long was the late Met opera tenor Ricwas a governor of the San Fran¬ cardo Martin.
cisco Musical Assn., conceived and
A daughter survives.
supported the Junior Civic Sym¬
phony and helped dozens of young
FRANK CRONIN
musicians. After her husband died
Francis P. L. Cronin, 46, who as
in 1928, she donated a 33-acre park Frank
Cronin,
such
in the western part of the city to show biz figures publicized
Hildegarde,
San Francisco and in large sup¬ Henny Youngman,as Mae
West,
ported the, operas given there each Sophie Tucker. Lou Walters and
Sunday every summer;
Burl Ives, died Feb. 12 in Cam¬
She leaves a daughter, two sis¬ bridge, Mass. A Boston publicist
ters and two brothers.
for more than 20 years, he was
stricken with a heart attack a
OWEN TOLBERT-HEWITT
week ago.
Owen Tolbert-Hewitt, 58, actor
Surviving are his wife, son, sis¬
and former operatic tenor, who ter and a brother. John Cronin, of
was appearing in .the current the Worcester (Mass.) Telegram.
Broadway production "No Time
For Sergeants,” died Feb. 8 in GRACE LOCKWOOD BAILEY
New York. Born in Boston, he
Grace Lockwood Bailey, 79, for¬
went to Europe in 1920, and for mer stage and radio actress, died
the next 19 years sang in opera in Feb. 11 in Los Angeles. She. and
Germany, Austria and Italy. For her late husband Edwin B. Bailey
some years after that he was a Sr., headed the Bailey-Lockwood
professor of singing at the Univer¬ Repertoire Co., which toured the
sity of Arizona. His first Broad¬ west and midwest in the early
way appearance was in "Jeb,”- in 1900s. She also had roles in such
1946. He also appeared in Maurice early radio serials as “Myrt and
Evans’ City Center productions of Marge” and “Bert and Bob.”
"The Wild Duck,” "The Corn Is
Two sons and a brother survive.
Green” and "The Devil’s Disciple.”
Wife, daughter' and two sons
E. LINWOOD HARDY
survive.
E. LinwOod Hardy. 74, manager
of the Plymouth Theatre, N.Y.,
JOHN J. SULLIVAN
died Feb. 11 in New York of a
John J. Sullivan, 80, doorman at heart attack. A longtime manager
the National Theatre, Washington, for the Shuberts, he had come to
for the past 16 years and a former N.Y. about 20 years ago from
vaude performer, died Feb. 9 in Philadelphia, where he had man¬
Washington after a long illness. aged the old Chestnut Street Opera
Known as "Pop” to scores of thea- House. Prior to that he had been
trefolk, he served as official greeter a Philly b.o. man.
and czar Of the stagedoor in tradi¬
Wife survives.
tional legit style.
A native of Wales, Sullivan came
WILLIAM D. GADDONI
to Homestead, Pa., at the age’ of
William D. Gaddoni. 42, branch
seven. He produced amateur shows manager .of Metro’s Kansas City
for a time. Later, with his wife, he exchange, died of a heart attack
went into vaude in a singing act. Feb. 12 in Overland Park. Kans. A
They also did dramatic skits. With- native of New Rochelle, N. Y., he
vaude’s decline, the couple came was with Metro for 21 years.
to the capital, where he joined the
Surviving are his wife, son,
National.
daughter, father, two sisters and a
Surviving are two sons, two brother.
daughters.

OBITUARIES
SARGENT ABORN
Sargent Aborn, 89, president of
The Tams-Witmark Music Library,
died Feb. 6 in New Rochelle, N. Y.
He had been head of the legit li¬
censing firm since 1942.
As a young man he managed the
touring company of "In Old Ken¬
tucky,” and other traveling pro¬
ductions. In 1902 he and his late
brother Milton formed the Aborn
Opera Co. and had as many'as
eight light and grand opera com¬
panies touring at one time. The
companies ran until 1922. The
brothers also presented straight
plays and grand opera in English.
They established the Century
Opera Co., in N. Y„ at the old
Century Theatre on Central Park
West, now demolished. World War
] terminated this particular opera¬
tion. Shortly after the war, Aborn
produced the "Broken Wing” at
the 48th St. Theatre. In 1923 he
ibecame managing director of Ar¬
thur W. Tams Music Library and
the Tams Costume Co. In 1925, he
was influential in bringing about
the merger of the Tams and Witmark Music Library.
Wife, son and daughter. survive.

GEORGE SOANES
George Somnes, director at the
Elitch Gardens Theatre, Denver,
for 18 years, died Feb. 8 in Denver
after a long illness. He came to
Denver in 1936, and that fall was
married to Helen Bonfils, daughter
of the founder of the Denver Post,
of which she is now the principal
owner. Miss Bonfils was acting at
the Elitch Theatre.
Born in Massachusetts, raised in
Boston and educated in Europe,
SomnCs made his theatrical debut
.in Mexico City in a play produced
by William A. Brady. In 1914 he
played King Claudius in "Hamlet”
in London. His stage career was
interrupted by World War I, in
which he was a field artillery ser¬
geant.
In 1929 Somnes went to Holly¬
wood as a director. He and Helen
Bonfils were associated in the New
York producing firm of Bonfils &
EDWARD C. MABIE
Somnes, specializing in plays and
Edward C. Mabie, 63, professor
musicals.
and head of .the speech and dra¬
His wife survives.
matic arts dept, of Iowa State U.,
died Feb. 9 of . a heart ailment in
ELIOT MAKEHAM
Iowa City, la. He established one
Eliot Makeham, 73. British stage cf the foremost educational thea¬
and film actor, died Feb. 8 in Lon¬ tres in the country at Iowa State
don. He started his professional and was largely responsible for
life as air accountant, but gave up obtaining a $50,000 grant from the
in 1910 to'make his first appear¬ Rockefeller Foundation for con¬
ance on a British stage. He came struction of the theatre building
to London later in the same year in 1934.
when he appeared in "The Maker
Mabie, who was active in the
of Dreams” at the Vaudeville The¬ Federal Theatre Project of depres¬
atre. During his war service he sion days, aided. Mrs. Hallie Flana¬
organized the "Rougeset Noirs” gan, head of the project, in plan¬
concert party which continued as ning a system of regional areas for
"Splinters,” and he remained with promoting dramatics.
that company until the end of 1924.
His wife and a daughter survive.
Makeham first went to New
York in 1929 when he played the
LEO HUNTER
Masque Theatre in "Bird in Hand”
William Leslie (Leo) Hunter, 55,
until March, 1931. From then un¬ radio producer and commentator,
til the end of World War II he died Feb. 7 in Edinburgh, Scot.,
continuously appeared in London after being-in ill health for three
productions.' His last American ap¬ years.* In his early career as a
pearance was at the Royale in 1950 sportscaster, he worked on the
in "The Lady’s Not For Burning.” stage, appearing in plays ranging
His first British pic was "Rome from Shakespeare to modern farce.
Express” in 1952 and he subse¬
Hunter joined, the BBC .in 1934
quently appeared in various other as an announcer, later becoming a
local productions.
studio assistant. For a time he was
A week before his death he had an assistant drama producer to
to quit the cast of "The Bucca¬ Gordon Gildard, present head of
neer,” the new Sandy Wilson mu¬ Scot programs, later switching to
sical, currently at the Lyric, Ham¬ outside broadcasts. In 1954 he was
mersmith, and due for West End named general program producer
presentation later this month. His at Edinburgh.
wife and daughter survives.
FRANK CAPANO
Frank Capano, 56, songwriter
MARGUERITE HURTER
Mrs. Marguerite Hurter Schu¬ and music publisher, died Feb. 10
macher, 59, playwright, critic and in Philadelphia. A member of
onetime staff member of Variety, ASCAP, his biggest hit was "Heartdied of a stroke Feb. 9 in New breaker.”
Capano was one of the original
York. In failing health of late, she
sponsors and managers of Joan
was stricken while shopping.
Miss Hurter, who privately was Weber. His breach-of-contract suit
the wife of Edwin F. Schumacher, against the vocalist was still pend¬
began her writing career some 35 ing at time of composer’s death.
years ago for the Chicago Tribune He. was also a producer and an¬
and the Chicago Herald-Examiner. nouncer on small shilly stations in
Later, she joined Variety, where the late 1920s.
Surviving are his wife and three
she authored a column known as
sons.
"Women, Clothes and Figures.”
In subsequent years Miss Hurter
wrote pieces for the Bell Syndi¬
FLORENCE WILTON
cate and for a time in the early
Florence Wilton, 79, actress and
days of radio was program direc¬ wife of Robb Wilton, English stage
tor of WINS, N. Y. She retired and radio comedian, died Feb. 5 in
several years ago.
Liverpool, Eng. A performer in
. Surviving, besides her husband, old-time English melodramas, she
is a son.
met her future husband at the
Alexandra Theatre. Hull, 1903,
when he played the villain and she
MRS. SIGMUND STERN
Mrs. Sigmund Stern, 86, bene¬ the heroine in a melodrama. Mar¬
factor of the San Francisco Opera, ried a few months later, they ap¬
San Francisco Symphony and other peared in melodramas until Robb
musical groups for more than 50 Wilton launched his solo act in
years, died Feb. 8 in San Fran¬ 1911.
Her husband survives.
cisco. Born Rosalie Meyer in Los
Angeles, she came to San Fran¬
RUANO BOGISLAV
cisco as the bride of Sigmund
Elfrida Klamrot'h Martin, 81,
Stern, for years president of Levi
former concert singer known pro¬
Strauss Co.
In Frisco Mrs. Stern helped fessionally as Ruano Bogislav, died

75.
Motion Picture Country Hospital
near Los Angeles. Her sister,
daughter and two grandchildren
survive.

conventional bally rounds, jsuch as
tv appearances. According to some
persons on the scene, he runs in¬
termittently hot and cold on the
idea of seeing his name in the
Isabelle Vengerova, 78, pianist, papers.
and for 30 years head of the piano
(For an account of the buildup
department of Curtis Institute of angles in connection voith ChayefMusic in Philadelphia, died Feb. 7 sky’s just-opened' stage play, “Mid¬
in New York.
dle of the Night,” starring Edward
G. Robinson, see this issue’s, legit

Jessie Bowles Fisher, 94, former section.)
concert pianist, died Feb. 5 in Hol¬
lywood. She was the mother of
James-Fisher, associate story edi¬
MARRIAGES
tor at 20th-Fox.
Ruth Tobey to Dr. Samuel Hoff¬
man,
Brooklyn,
Feb. 12.
Bride
Louis Glassman, 69, a cornet
player, died in Chicago Feb. 8. His is in the Variety homeoffice.
Terry Moore to Eugene C. Mc¬
wife, two daughters, a son and a
Grath, Las Vegas, Jan. 1. Bride
brother survive.
is a film actress.
Miles Salsburg, 55, for 31 years
Carole Logan ‘to John Roskams,
engineer with Balaban & Katz London, Feb. 6. Bride is a dancer
theatres, died in Chicago Feb, 8. at Windmill Theatre, .London.
Surviving are his wife, two broth¬
Elaine Klinger to Sidney Gloders and a sister.
stein, New York, Feb. 12. Bride
is daughter of Mrs. Lillian Klinger
Father, 84, of Harry Romm, Co¬ of Lopert Films.
Geraldine Bendig to John Szewc,
lumbia Pictures studio representa¬
Bride is
tive in New York, died Feb. 13 in Pittsburgh, Feb. 11.
with Par exchange in Pitt.
Philadelphia.
Shelia Tepper to Henry C.
Fr6d Phillips, 51, veteran stage¬ Brown in Las Vegas, Nev. Feb. 4.
hand and projectionist, died Jan. He’s the N.Y. radio-tv-legit talent
31 in Saskatoon, Sask. His wife, agent. She’s non pro.
Nancy Sutton to Bert Freed,
two sons and four sisters survive.
New York, Feb. 12. He’s an actor.
Frances Sternhagen to Thomas
Adolf L. Lindberg, 78, circus
performer and horse trainer, died Carlin, Washington, Feb. 13. Both
are legit players.
Jan. 25 in Helsinki.
Loranda Stephanie Spalding to
Sascha Price, 61, comedian and Efrem Zimbalist .lr., New Hartford,
Conn.,
Feb. 12. He’s a legit pro¬
niimic, died recently in Oslo. He
appeared in vaude, circus and re¬ ducer-actor and son of the concert
violinist.
vues.
Joy Harrington to Johnny Par¬
ker, New York, Feb. 4.' He’s a
Harry Salvona, 80, onetime singer.
operator of a portable theatre com¬
Anita Dangler to Michael Prince,
pany, died Jan. 23 in Edinburgh.
New York, Feb. 4. Both are legit
players.
Arthur Lopez, 53, Spanish monGeorgiann Johnson to Stanley
ologist, died recently in Madrid. Prager, Providence, R. I., Feb. 11.
His wife survives.
Bride is an actress.; he’s an actor.
Father, 69, of William Eythe, ac¬
tor, died in Baltimore Feb. 8
while on a visit to another son in
Baltimore.

Coe to Telepix

Map.uel Sarduy, 45, Cuban actor
who had appeared on the Mexican
- Continued from page 2
1—
stage for the last 15 years, died
Feb. 5 in Mexico City after a long become what he calls “a country
illness. His wife, a Mexican singer, lawyer” in Florida.
survives.
Series will draw upon the Coe
literary properties—more than 250
Enrique Hernandez, 49, head of short stories and 30 novels. Coe,
the projectionists local of the Mex¬
ican Picture Production Workers nicknamed "Socker,” from his
Union, died of a heart attack Feb. prizefight days, was the first estab¬
7 during a meeting of his local in lished writer who dared to Action¬
ize the inner workings of the un¬
Mexico City.
derworld during prohibition and
Ernesto Polo, 71, Spanish play¬ probably started the gangster story
wright who authored more than cycle.
100 plays and revues either indivi¬
When
first
"retiring” from
dually or in collaboration with oth¬ Broadway, he became editor-pub¬
ers, died recently in Madrid, His lisher of the Palm Beach Timeswife survives.
Post, winning three Freedom
Foundation editorial awards. As¬
Jerome M. (Jerry) Kaminsky, sociated with Granik and Coe in
28, jazz pianist who recently
formed his own combo in Pitts¬ the tv venture is another Broadway
burgh, died Feb. 10 in that city. expatriate—Oscar A. Doob, who
Death was attributed to an over¬ retired as an MGM executive last
dose of heroin. His father survives. September. He, too, lives in Palm
Beach.
Johnny Claes, 39, former British
trumpet-playing bandleader and
noted racing driver, died Feb. 3 in
Brussels. He was active as a batoner in the mid ’30s when he led
^ Continued from page 3 - his "Claepigeons” at various clubs.
ting the final touches on a deal
Susie Sutton, actress who ap¬ under which he’ll make one a year
peared ih the original Broadway with UA financing and distributing.
production of "The Green Pas¬
tures,” died Fe-b. 2 in New York. Specific properties have yet to be
She was a member of the Negro selected but it’s apparent that the
producer is looking for both new
Actors Guild.
material and tv programs that
Jane West, 65. who wrote the would lend themselves to screen
script for “The O’Neills,” a New adaptation.
York radio soap opera for more
Tieup1 with UA is in line with that
than 10 years, died Feb. 8 in New company's policy of building a
York. Daughter survives.
stable of both established film per¬
sonnel and newcomers to Holly¬
Frances Beime Witzell, 61, who wood who have shown talent in
had her own radio show in the ’30s, other fields. Coe is in the latter
under the name of Ann Rolling, group, having developed a strong
died Feb. 13 in New York. Hus¬ reputation in-video.
band and daughter survive.

UA-Fred Coe

Don Praphagen, 34, Texas radio
exec, was killed Feb. 9 in an auto
wreck, near Denison, Tex. He was
assistant manager of KRRV, Sherman-Denison.
John-R. Hatcher Sn, 72, subur¬
ban theatre manager for the
Crescent Amus. Co., Nashville, for
32 years, died Feb. 5 in,Lebanon,
Tenn., after a brief illness.
William, A. Sheehan, 73. onetime
news commentator with WTIC,
Hartford, and director of the sta¬
tion’s political coverage, died Feb.
11 in that city.
Daniel Dugan, 53, tap dancer on
Keith Circuit before retirement,
died Feb. 2 in Philadelphia.
•Vera Lewis, 72. character actress
ih silent films, 'died Feb. 8 at the

Chayefsky
Continued

from page 4

with formal invitations was strictly
adhered to. A total of 75 showings
of "Marty” took place. Thus, it
was sold.
The press boys were again en¬
thusiastic and of the four princi¬
pals of the picture—Chayefsky, di¬
rector Delbert Mann, producer
Harold Hecht and star Ernest Borgnine—Chayefsky was the best
known to them. The printed copy,
as a consequence, was about the
writer.
The buildup for Chayefsky in a
large sense was despite the man
himself. He has discouraged in¬
terviews and even photographs,
has held himself aloof from the

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Brett Halsey, son,
Hollywood, Feb. 5. Mother is ac¬
tress Renate Hoy; father is an
actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Shine, (laugh-,
ter. Pittsburgh, Jan. 18. Father is
with Tiny Wolfe orch.
Dr. and Mrs. Fred Rachiele,
daughter, Denver, Jan. 25. Father
is son of Harry Rachiele, veteran
Pitt exhib.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey L. Edwards,
daughter, New York, Dec. 16.
Father, now an aide to Oscar Hammerstein 2d, was national public
relations director of United World
Federalists Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Goodis,
daughter, New York, Jan. 18. Fa¬
ther is assistant stage manager for
the Broadway production of "Silk
Stockings.”
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Andres, son,
Chicago, Feb. 3. Father is WBBM’s
allnight diskjockey.
Mr. and Mrs. John Conrad, twin
sons, Chicago, Feb. 4. Father is a
WNBQ performer.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Alper, son,
Hollywood, Feb. 6. Father is a
sound technician.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Miller, son,
Burbank, Cal., Feb. 6. Father is
assistant production manager at
Capitol Records.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lester,
daughter, Leicester, Eng., recent¬
ly. Father is a vaude comedian.
Mr. and Mrs. Dickie Valentine,
daughter, London, Feb. 6. He’s
a recording singer.
Mr. apd Mrs. Larry Carothers,
son, San Antonio, recently. Father
is disk jockey on KONO in that
city.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hackert,
son, Santa Monica, Cal., Feb. 8.
Mother is Shirley Hackert, former
script
custodian
at 20th-Fox;
father is a film cutter. currently
serving with the U. S. Air Force.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Bryan,
daughter, Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
Father is an actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mitchel,
son, Dublin, Jan. 31.
Father is
an actor.
Mr: and Mrs. Dan Mallinger,
son, Pittsburgh, Feb. 10. Father
is KDKA-TV weatherman.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bury, Jr.,
daughter, Glendale, Cal., Feb. 11.
Father is a sound recorder.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bjorkenheim,
son, Hollywood, Feb. 11. Mother is
dancer-film actress Taina Elg.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Allison, son,
Philadelphia, Feb. 3. Father is
WPEN late-night gabber; mother is
former dancer Wanda Hilliard.
Mr. and Mrs. George Maurer,
son, New York, Feb. 10. Father is
sales development manager at
Loew’s Inc. homeoffice. Mother,
Joan Waldon, is a professional ice
skater and star of the Arthur God¬
frey Ice Show.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Straw, son,
Feb. 10, Chicago. Father is in
touring company of “Pajama
Game”; mother is actress, known
professionally as Barrie Croft.
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Personal
April 25 - Returning
to

RIVIERA HOTEL
Las Vegas, for sec*
ond of three engage*
ments. as alltime top
salaried artist.
May and June

CONCERT TOUR
July 20
Opening attraction

Television

Now In Release

Appearances
Liberace as young
Johann Strauss in

'THE GREAT
WALTZ"
with George Liberace
as the elder Strauss*
AUGUST

'

DALLAS STATE FAIR
• MUSICAL

New_ single on CO¬
LUMBIA, out March 1.

♦January 16 —
ED MURROW

Bill Cunningham, Boston Herald.

'WE ALL NEED
LOVE"

** January 28 —
JIMMY DURANTE

"This picture will go

Next Album release*

'SINCERELY YOURS"
Warner Bros,

down in cinema his*
tory alongside of
Bing Crosby's prac*
tically immortal ‘Go*

'MOONLIGHT
SONATA"

March 14 —
GROUCHO MARX

Hitting top tales
soundtrack album from

ing My WayV'

HOLLYWOOD BOWL

'SINCERELY
YOURS"

Celebrity Nights

March 10JIMMY DURANTE

^for Heart Fond

May—
THE MILLIONAIRE
(All dramatic show)

♦**THE NEW***
LIBERACE SHOW

tomtit

Kit'

N.Y. Journal American, Jack O'Brian
“Ed Marrow's leap in the last ratings was due to lil ol' Liberace/*
♦♦Prediction!

Los Angeles Mirror-News Jan. 28
“Liberace joins forces with Jimmy Durante add in so doing will prob¬
ably double the latter's audience. The pianist's appearance on Ed .
Murrow's ‘Person to Person' recently sent Ed's show skyrocketing into
the top ten *
♦♦Fact:

Daily Variety Jan. 31
“Jimmy Durante had one of his best shows and better nights Saturday,
taking a sharp rise to 23.2. Liberace and George return to the Durante
show March 10.

The top-rated
musical pro¬
gram in Amer¬
ica and Eng¬
land syndicat¬
ed in over 200
markets and 8
foreign coun¬
tries.
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‘HOT’ ISSUES INTO H’WOOD FOCUS
Shuberts Stripped But Unbroken
In U. S. Decree; New Booking Setup?
By HOBE MORRISON

By ABEL GREEN

4

As generally expected, the Gov¬
ernment’s anti-trust suit against
the Shuberts, Marcus Heiman and
the United Booking Office has been
settled by consent decree. The
agreement does not, as some mis¬
takenly suppose, involve the de¬
struction or breakup of the Shubert theatrical empire.
The Shuberts must divest them¬
selves of 12 theatres in six cities,
including four in New York. They
are enjoined from various monop¬
olistic and discriminatory prac¬
tices (see separate story in legit
department). Also, they and Hei¬
man must sever all business con¬
nections. They and Heiman must
also sell their respective interests
in UBO. They are also forbidden
to have financial interest in any
ticket agency.
But the Shuberts are permitted
to retain virtually all their desir¬
able theatres in New York and,
subject to, certain likely transac¬
tions with Heiman, nearly all of
their choice houses in such key
legit cities as Chicago, Boston and
Philadelphia. In the case of the
New York theatres they must drop,
they have at least two years to
carry out the court decree.
The consent agreement, signed
by Judge Irving Kaufman Fri¬
day (17) in N. Y. Federal Court,
ends the suit instituted by the
Antitrust Division of, the Dept, of
Justice almost exactly six years
ago. Defendants in the action were
the late Lee Shubert (the decree
applies td his executors and
trustees), J. J. Shubert, Heiman,
(Continued on page 63)

The Lost Chord

By GENE ARNEEL

Reds Greenlight Blues

The height of frustration
was reached by pianist Wini¬
fred Atwell, who travelled
halfway around the world
from Australia, to appear Sun¬
day (19) on the Ed Sullivan
Show.
Time ran out before her
turn.

United Artists has plans to make
a feature film of the kidnap-murder of the 14-year-old Negro boy
Emmett Till by two white men in
Mississippi.
Company believes it is capable
of presenting "both sides,” not con¬
doning the murder but sympatheti¬
cally rendering the Dixie point of
view so that the film can play the¬
atres in the Southern States. UA
has "optioned” the Look Magazine
Story of Jan. 24 by William Brad¬
ford Huie.
Belief that this worldwide front¬
page story is not too hot a potato
to handle (although Phil Ryan in
Hollywood has apparently abanlioned his plan to remake “The
■Birth of a Nation” because of
racist difficulties) is evidence of
the great zest of motion picture
producers to develop stories based
on "pre-sold controversy” or to dip
into subject matter once verboten
like alcoholism, delinquency, nar¬
cotic addiction, effeminacy accusa¬
tions and so on.
"Approved Killing in Mississip¬
pi," supposed inside account of the
Till slaying by Huie, tells how two
white men, angered because Till
had allegedly wolf-whistled at the
wife of one of them, took the 14year-old boy to "the scariest place
in the delta,” intending to "just
whip him . . . and scare some sense
into him.” Till didn’t scare easily
and reportedly boasted, "I’m not
afraid of you. I’m as good as you
(Continued on page 16)

Frankfurt, Feb. 21.
Russia, apparently realizing
that it is impossible to buck
the jazz trend, has changed its
policy to permit and encour¬
age "progressive” music in its
satellite countries.
Latest of the group to be
backed by the state is the Blue
Jazz state band, which has just
be^en formed in Poland, accord¬
ing to reports on Radio War¬
saw. The band will schedule
works of the local contempo¬
rary Polish composers, along
with works from Harry James
and George Gershwin.

5-Day Studio Wk.
Seen as Stimulus
To Palm Springs
By MIKE KAPLAN

/
/

Palm Springs, Feb. 21/.
Widely billed as a playground
of the rich, Palm Springs is be¬
ginning to open up to the "poor
people of pictures” and the town
is bustling with plans for popular
expansion. Sparking some of the
interest is the fact that the motion
picture industry went on a five-day
week last month for the first time
in its history—and Palm Springs
figures it is the ideal weekend re¬
treat for the crews. Filmdom’s up¬
per strata has long been repre¬
sented here via permanent and
semi-permanent residences.
Enthusiastic backers of the
program to build Palm Springs
to bigger and better things
received one setback last week
when voters failed to approve
a municipal golf course. It’s
figured as only a temporary
deterrent however.
Typical of the plans for a big¬
ger and better oasis is the blue¬
printed expansion of the Desert
Inn, the original caravansary which
Toronto, Feb. 21.
Brotherhood Week luncheon here has been symbolic of the blue-chip,
tor Conference of Christians and social-register atmosphere of The
(Continued on page 14)
Jews did not get the usual innocu¬
ous speech when Stanley Grizzle
stood up to speak. Said the presi¬
dent of the Canadian Pacific Union
ot Sleeping Car Porters:
AH this talk about tolerance is
“ne, but superiority-inferiority
concepts are being perpetuated
London, Feb. 21.
Veek in and week out by home¬
Alec Guinness is involved in a
town minstrel shows organized in personal tug-of-war over his future
riff w°rthy name of charity.
A services—and unless he wins, he
Zcard?d and dated entertainment has threatened to quit motion pic¬
orm is given support by the tures and go into a monastery!
Amos ’n’ Andy’ television series'."
On one side of the rope, fortified
Continued the speaker: "The by a contract, stand Ilya Lopert
\vh?t rel. show was invented by and Robert W. Dowling. Opposing
Plantatiori owners to make them single-handed is Britain’s best
thJ!!sel.ves fee* benevolent toward boxoffice bet in the American mar¬
aolintPlCtufesquely slaphappy, in- ket, who appears determined to
acef„',ci'.aPs-sho°ting, lovable no¬ find a way out of his four-picture
bp
fiedd bands, who wouldn’t
th„, u®,to make a living but for deal.
The contract was made with a
man."
little-known company called Vesta
stern of- caused considerable con- Films, in which Dowling and Lo-

Negro Jars Brotherhood
Fete With Rap at ‘Dated’
Minstrels, Amos ’n’ Andy

GUINNESS’MONASTIC
THREAT ON PIX PACT

brotherho0dm0116 the advocates of

Gen. Sarnoif Deplores Trend Turning
TILL CllSt
TV Into lotion Picture Circuit
‘HEADLINE’ FILMS

(Continued on page 16)

SPA Gumshoes
Cleifer Cut-Ins
The Songwriters Protective Assn,
is looking into the cut-in angles by
which writers are chiseled out of
part of their royalties. At its coun¬
cil meeting last week, a fact-find¬
ing committee was appointed to
dig up the facts and recommend
appropriate action.
SPA execs concede, however,
that getting the facts of a cut-in
may require the talents of a J.
Edgar Hoover parlayed with a Jack
Webb. Songwriters who have had
part of their royalties' disappear
are generally reluctant to talk
about specific situations although
they are generally ready to sound
off against the cut-in practice in
general.
The SPA job is especially tough
since it involves the secret cut-in,
not the usual open device in which
somebody sticks his name on a
song for doing a favor to the actual
songwriter or songwriters. The
hidden cut-in involves the song¬
writer taking full credit but sign¬
ing a "piece of paper” in which he
(Continued on page 63)

GOPs 3-Network
Election Eve Buy
In Key Hour Slot

Ever an exponent of television
as a “live” medium, but with recog¬
nition that the film programming
values are economically necessary, (
RCA board chairman David Sarnoif
observes, "The true function of tv
will have failed if the film pro¬
gramming snowballs as to becomo
the dominant appeal.”
He doesn’t fancy seeing video
become a motion picture circuit be¬
cause it will achieve "nothing more
than to give Hollywood just a new
system of distribution.”
General Sarnoff concedes the
value of feature films but think*
pix should be the dessert—“the
hors d’oeuvres, and the entree
should still be the live shows, the
big spectaculars, public service pro¬
gramming, shows in color, and the
like.”
^
The extension of motion picture
programming would explode all
this; and if NBC and CBS are
forced into feature films it would
tend to tear down the entire me¬
dium, in his opinion.
"Fortunately we have the public
and the advertisers to decide this
for us,” adds General Sarnoff. "All
this philosophy is only good until
someone comes along and decides
it for you—they may agree with
us, or th^ movies-on-tv-networks
will take over.”
It would force economies to the
lowest common denominator and
hence General Sarnoff is strong
for the perpetuation of the "live”
aspects. There is a hazard, too,
(Continued on page 63)

The Republicans have made the
initial overtures toward wrapping
up tv network time availabilities
for next falD&'Pr'Ssidenti|d election.
What they want is tlTe* jfull-hour 10
to 11 period, all three networks
(NBC, CBS, ABC), the night be¬
fore the nation's voters go to the
polls. It’s a bundle of dough, but
the Repubs reportedly already
have a $5,000,000 war chest handy.
It would automatically cancel out
Columbia’s "Studio One” and
NBC’s "Robert Montgomery Pre¬
sents” (half-hour of which cuts
across the period). ABC has the
most to gain, since it’s a sustaining
period. Although the request is in,
there’s no firm wrapup on the GOP
request as yet.
Minneapolis, Feb. 21.
Meanwhile, the Democrats, from
With the nation celebrating the
all accounts sorely pressed for tvradio campaign coin, have yet to 250th- anniversary of Benjamin
Franklin, the famed author of
(Continued on page 6)
“Poor Richard’s Almanac” will be.
cast here in a brand new role—
that of a composer.
This will occur at the Minneap¬
olis Symphony Orchestra concert
March 23 when conductor Antal
Dorati will offer an eight-minute
Hollywood, which tends to pre¬ number from the pen of the great
sent its seamier side every time it author, inventor and statesman.
looks at itself through its own me¬
It’s believed to be the first time
dium, apparently is readying an¬ any Franklin composition has been
other “expose” of the film capital. publicly performed and, as far as
Reports that a film company is known hereabouts, the "first rev¬
negotiating for the film rights to elation that .Franklin ever dabbled
Norman M a i 1 e r’s controversial in music writing.
"Deer Park” is causing consider¬
Dorati learned from a local re¬
able consternation among- some searcher of the existence of the
film industryites and commentators manuscript, which for many years
of the Hollywood scene.
has been gathering dust in the U.
Previous fictionalized studies of of Minnesota library. He says he
Hollywood life and mores, as ex¬ pounced upon it “with a yell” and
emplified by such plctures’as "Sun¬ "soon discovered that it is extreme¬
set Boulevard,” “The Bad and the ly playable.” The conductor de¬
Beautiful,” "A Star Is Born,” "The scribes it as “roughly sort of cham¬
Barefoot Contessa,” and "The Big ber music in a "sweet style.” It’s
entitled "Five Pieces for Strings.”
(Continued on page 61)

Unearthed Ben Franklin
Comp Will Get Premiere
With Mpls. Symph Orch

COAST SHUDDERS AT
ANTI-HOLLYWOOD PIX

2
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Martha Raye $ Caribbean G1 Junket
Proves Hot Talent lust’ for Cold War

Turning the Tables
Famed Maxim’s (Paris) headwaiter Albert (Blaser), amused
the Pan-American passengers
making the flight with him to
New York because it was prob¬
ably the first time he was told
by a wisp of a Pan-Am stew¬
ardess where to sit. * This to a
man who, traditionally, has
told the greats of the world
which table they may have in
the
w.k.
Paris
gourmet’s
citadel.
Incidentally, Albert, who is
in New York on a firsttime
visit—and also a firsttime flight
—has been getting a flock of
publicity in the cuisine and
general columns. Coinciden¬
tally, Louis Vaudable, owner of
Maxim’s, is currently in N. Y.
Vaudable’s restaurant services
Pan-Am on the trans-Atlantic
flights and the restaurateur is
also in the frozen goods busi¬
ness in the U. S., utilizing the
w.k. Maxim's trademark.

.
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Havana Blossoms Into Top Show Biz
Spot South of U.S.; Pix Activity, Too

By JAY MALLIN
4-;
. Havana, Feb. 21
San Juan, P.R., Feb. 21.
What has happened to Havana?
Show biz is on notice that the
Within a .period of six months
war isn’t over as far as the GI is
Cuban capital has blossomed’into
concerned. If last week's Martha
Mozart’s “Don Giovanni” is prov¬ the most' important entertainment
Raye & Co. junket to this Carib¬
London, Fb. 21.
center south of the U. S. border
bean bastion is any criterion, hot
ing a click with the longhair parti¬
An $8,000,000 production pro*
New casinos have opened Old
talent is a must for the cold war. duction program for the current
sans.^ Which wouldn’t, be unusual, ones have been refurbished. Name
The tv comedienne and a troupe year, calling for an output of 20
stars
are flocking down. Gambling
except that the opera is on film.
of acts and Hartford Agency features, 16 of which will be-in
National Artists Corp. set a one- facilities have been extended to
models lived it up for the U. S. color and VistaVision, has been
such an extent that Havana is now
Marines at various points, some¬ announced by the Rank Organisa¬
shot presentation at New York’s the main gambling center between
times under primitive settings tion.
Entire program will be
Carnegie Hall Sunday (26) and the Monte Carlo and Las Vegas. Amersimulating
wartime
conditions. filmed at the Pinewood studios.
top-scaled $3.45 tickets already are ,ican picture companies also
Along with VIP treatment to the John Davis, managing director for
sold out. Further, less favorable lo- (coming down in increasing num*
limit of USMC and Navy facilities, Rank, said the new program was
.
^ .
‘ bers to film in Cuba,
there was the usual quota of snafus, being,geared for the international
cations at lower prices are going,, Years ag0 Cuba had been an im
but par for the farflung course. market, with top stories and lead¬
too.
I portant tourist center, attracting
After the ball was over, consider¬ ing star personalities. He declared
Film, in color, is a reproduction heavy spenders and the elite of theing how hungry the sea soldiers it to be the first time a British stu¬
of
1954’s
Salzburg
production
of
arts ^ one who came and stayed was
were for entertainment, the mili¬ dio has planned such a program so
,,
,
,
,
,
,
Ernest Hemingway).
But short*
tary brass involved were, satisfied far ahead, and indicated that the
the Mozart work, produced and di-jslghted euban6 0&,ials failed70
that live talent is mandatory for policy would be maintained in the
rected by Paul Czinner’ with Ce- 1 make real efforts via publicity and
morale.
future.
sare Siepi in the lead. A conven¬ good facilities to keep the Yankees
The lads in uniform feel that
He asserted that the program
tional film theatre run in Gotham coming, the trade began to drift
show biz is bypassing the “out¬ was part of an intensified drive to
is planned following *the single elsewhere.
posts”; that the metropolitan- receive wider showing of British
Now, Cuba has come into full
shewing at the Hall.
based military establishments be¬ pix abroad. Among the 20 sub¬
This is highly specialized film bloom. Various things have caused
ing easy of access, represent no jects announced are. two starring
Film companies
business but the fact that a $1.15- the turnabout.
great hardship in convoying enter¬ vehicles for Dirk Bogarde.- First
tainment units or in the supply of will be based on A. J. Cronin’s
to-$3.45 scale is acceptable to the have discovered the island’s use*
accommodations. But with the “The Spanish Gardener” and will
public, however limited, is in¬ fulness—low costs, varied scenery
shooting war more than a decade be -followed by “Doctor at Large,”
triguing to the trade.
_„ . ' and excellent weather. Investors
are attracted by the country’s po¬
over, there’s a suspicion that the a successor to “Doctor in the
Frankfurt, Feb. 14.
litical stability, tighter control of
name attractions are not fulfilling House” and “Doctor at Sea.” The
Amrican Forces Networw, fi¬
labor and new, encouraging laws,
their obligations to “the boys” lineup will include a new Powell- nanced by the U. S. Government to
such as tax exemption for new in¬
with the same sweep that applied Pressburger film, “Ill Met by “inform, educate and entertain U.S.
dustries.
A tourist-boosting law
before 1946.
Moonlight,” a new Norman Wis¬ servicemen in- Europe,” admits at
was last year’s decree permitting
Presumably there are few Mar¬ dom comedy, “Up in the World,” its headquarters here that it is not
gambling
facilities
to be installed
tha Rayes, who is allergic to and an adventure yarn with an the American GIs who give the
in many places which previously
planes to begin with, who are will¬ Interpol background.
soldier
network
the • greatest
could
not
have
them,
including the
ing to continue their extensive
amount of business. AFNrs yearly
Frankfurt, Feb. '21.
big hotels.
postwar II travel stints for the
mail count, for the third year in a
International
complications
.are
Americans in Key Spots
Armed Forces wherever dispersed,
row, registers far more requests foreseen here in the conflicting
but bereft of the wartime glamour
Americans are today in key spots
from German nationals than from rights and titles to the film, “Ana¬
with its hoorahs in the press and
all the members of the U. S. Armed stasia,” which is being planned for in every casino of Cuba.
other forms of ballyhoo. Miss
Tropicana is owned by Cubans,
Forces from North Africa to Scan¬ production this year both as an
Raye and her manager, Nick Con¬
its Casino is managed by an
dinavia.
important U. S. film and as a ma¬ but
dos, not only expressed zeal for
American.
The same is true at
Proof of AFN’sjpoor reception in jor West German production. Last
the four-day (16-19) tour but went
Washington, Feb. 21.
France, which has always been a similar legal hassle in Germany Montmartre. Sans Souci was re¬
allout in their cooperation..
A bill to provide a national the¬ bitter source of complaint to sol¬
modelled and reopened in Decem¬
This was no USO trek but a atre and auditorium for Washing¬ diers stationed there, is echoed involved a pair of films about the ber; it’s now being run by Lefty
volunteer group, with some of the ton, along the lines of the recom¬ in the mail count, showing that the 20th of July plot against Hitler, Clark, formerly of Miami’s Green
acts giving up commercial dates to mendation of the 21-member Com¬ majority of mail from other Euro¬ with suits and countersuits, injunc¬ Gables. The Hotel Nacional last
tions and restraining orders. And month opened the first hotel casino
operate on- the $10-per-diem route. mission appointed last fall by Con¬
Miss Raye gave up something more gress was introduced last week by pean citizens is not' from French it is possible that the same legal in Havana, the Casino Farisien.
precious—hopping to the island Rep. Frank Thompson Jr., (D., Nationals but from the listeners in entanglements could result here This is managed by Las Vegas’ Wil¬
England and Ireland.
from the upcoming “Anastasia.”
midday Thursday out of New N.J.).
bur Clark, who also runs the Des¬
Most of the mail contains re¬
Corona and Hansa of West Ger¬ ert Inn.
York’s
LaGuardia Field with
The Thompson bill is different quests for AFN’s heavy scheduling
Oriental Park, which
many have started work on a film opened in December after exten¬
scarcely any rest after her Tues¬ from some of the other versions
of
disk
jockey
shows.
The
many
re¬
based on the life of Anastasia, sive refurbishing, has a casino in
day show on NBC-TV. She gen¬ ' introduced in this Congress. It
quests
from
foreign
nationals
to
erally requires three or four days would place the theatre and cul¬
either the real daughter of the addition to its horse racing. It is
to recuperate from her labors for tural center under the supervision the soldier network long have been Czar of Russia or the pretender to controlled by an American group.
a bone of contention between those
the homescreens.
of a Board of Regents and would who feel that the net’s prime aim the throne. CCC is to be the Ger¬ The Hotel Varadero Internacional
‘Operation Offshore’
man 'releaser, with Lili Palrtfer in the resort town of Varadero, 100
have Smithsonian Institution ac¬
Mike O’Shea, the legit press- quire the site and erect the Amer¬ is to serve the U. S. soldiers in playing the lead. Corona registered miles from Havana, long has had a
agent just named national publi¬ ican National Theatre “for the liv¬ order to fulfill their original pur¬ its title Dec. 22, 1955, with the casino under a special license, and
city director of American Theatre ing arts of the theatre.” Included pose and also to avoid competition German authorities for the rights the hotel is run and owned by
Wing and with a yen for “Operation would be a Hall of Presidents, a with the national networks in Ger¬ to “Anastasia, The Last Czar’s Americans.
many, France and England.
Offshore” (he brought a unit to
Daughter.” This film is to be made
of States, and mass communi¬
Slot machines, manned in Cuba
The continuing argument be¬ in German, and dubbed for release
Thule Airbase in Greenland last Hall
since the early 30’s, are now back
cations
facilities.
The
money
for
tween U. S. and French officials in other lands.
November), organized the safari
in
the casinos. Even the fronton,
the
project
would
be
raised
by
and the French composers’ society
and served as producer of “Carib
On Dec. 3, 1955, 20th-Fox filed
over the U. S. proposed plans for J with the German title register for Where jai alai is played, has in¬
Capers,” with Condos staging the public donation.
stalled
slot machines.
extending AFN into France or for the rights to “Anastasia” in Ger¬
layout. They shot the works, with
The hotels, the Sevilla Biltmore
setting up some other U. S.-Gov- many, to be based off the Marcelle
O’Shea dubbed pronto as the Huand
the
Comodoro, are reported
ernment financed radio or televi¬ Maurette play, which was done on
rok of Hispania.
The Marines
sion organization to serve the Yank Broadway ,last year. It registered studying plans to install casinos.
Singapore, Feb. 21.
sent up a DC-4 plane out _ of
In
line
with this activity, more
“Azan” (Call of God), the first servicemen there may even be ag¬ the title for German and foreign
Cherry Point, N.C., manned by its
top crew, commanded by Capt. A. Malay picture with a religious gravated by the AFN mail-pull, rights. 20th-Fox plans a major film name talent has come to Cuba to
perform
during
the last three
S. Butler. The craft was of War theme, has been completed by the some observers feel. The French starring Ingrid Bergman, with AnaII vintage—extremely serviceable Cathay organization’s Keris Film are loathe to expand an American tole Litvak directing. It would be months than in all the previous
years
since
thevrepublic
became in¬
if not deluxe by' comparison with Productions. L. Krlshnan directed. net when they can already see evi¬ made in English, and dubbed for
dependent: Sans Souci opened
the latest glittering jobs, and
Zubir Said, Malay composer, did dence that the net in Germany is release in Europe.
with Denise Darcel, and followed
stocked heavily with parachutes, the music and songs for the pro¬ pulling nationals away from their
at two-week intervals with Edith
life rafts, etc.
It doubles as a duction. Old classical Malay instru¬ own government’s radio and tv
Piaf, Ilona Massey, Cab Calloway
cargo carrier, with the two-abreast ments were used to lend an au- setup.
and Dorothy Dandridge. The Ca¬
State Department officials here
(Continued on page 61)
1 thentic atmosphere.
sino Parisien opened with Eartha
have privately admitted that they
Kitt and followed with Toni Arden
feel AFN is promoting Europeanand Carl Ravazza. Tropicana now
American friendship and also has
2/22
Bostoh, Feb. 21.
increased listening behind the Iron
Ed Sullivan will be honorary is starring Johnny_Puleo and the
Curtain because of its up-to-the- chief marshal of Boston’s St. Pa¬ Harmonica Gang, and has sched¬
minute dick jockey shows with the trick’s Day parade March 17 and uled Billy Daniels and Nat “King”
latest music.
will ride with U.S. Rep. John W. Cole. 'Montmartre recently had
McCormack in a special green car, Dorothy Lamour and has set Lena
Chief Marshal Joseph F. Feeney Horne, Maurice Chevalier and Jac¬
Writers Feed May Hear
queline Francois.
stated here.
Subscription Order Form
Democratic Aspirants Sullivan will receive a black¬ Meanwhile, Hollywood film conv
thorn walking stick flown here es¬ panies also have “discovered
Hollywood, Feb. -21.
Eighth annual Screen Writers pecially and the gift of Feeney’s Cuba. Four firms already have
Enclosed find check for $
Awards Dinner may take on a po¬ relatives in County Cork, Ireland. launched plans to shoot on the is¬
litical flavor this year with at least WNAC-TV camera crews will land this year.
Please send VARIETY for
Years
3 U. S. Pix Companies Active
one and possibly two Democratic cover Sullivan as he arrives at
Logan airport and receives the
presidential hopefuls on hand.
WB plans to film Ernest Heniin^
To ..
Sen. Estes Kefauver already has keys to the city from Mayor John way’s Nobel prize winner, “The Old
(Please Print Name)
accepted an invitation and there is B. Hynes.
Man and the Sea,” starring Spen¬
cer Tracy. Some background shots,
a possibility that Adlai Stevenson
will also be present.
STATE DEPT. AIDS BALLET
directed by Hemingway himself,
Street
Talent roster for the dinner’s
were made last year. Filming 01
entertainment portion will be
the picture itself is scheduled w
N. Y. City Troupe Summer
City. . .
Zone.... State.
headed by George Gobel and Dan
begin April 20 at the Cuban spot
Tour Draws Subsidy
Dailey,
I
known as>-Boca de Jaruco.
.
Another pic with a sea theme 1
The State Dept.’s International
to
be
filmed
by
Sam
Goldwyn
J
*
Exchange
Program
has
offered
the
Regular Subscription Rates
N. Y. City Ballet $100,000 towafds He will begin work soon on ‘ SWir*
Ultra-Private Hit
One Year—$10.00
Two Year*—$18.00
its overseas trip late next summer. Fighter,” starring Victor Maw:
Confidential mag is now due
Troupe of 70 will appear in Aus¬ Goldwyn shot the background
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional Per Year
for a title tune plug.
d
tria, Italy, Switzerland, Germany scenes last year at Cuba s
Number, titled “Shhhh—It’s
and Scandinavia, from August to Pines. Same locale will be u
Confidential,” was written by
P^niETY Inc.
November.
for remainder of the Pio!ll*’e;T c,
N. Y. . Daily Mirror columnist
United Artists is the third ULeon Leonidoff (the one in Paris,
154 West 46th Street
New York 36, N. Y.
Nick Kenny and his brother,
not of the N. Y. Music Hall), is firm planning to produce m
Charles.
(Contipwsd on page W'
overseas booker.
By LEONARD TRAUBE

| $8,000,000 and VTision,
Too, for Rank’s Program

Filmed ‘Giovanni’ Fills
Carneme Hall at $3.45

AFN Gets More
European Than
GI Enthusiasm

Legal Snags Seen As
Both 20th, German Cos.
Ready ‘Anastasia’ Films

Now Theatre Legislation
Puts It Up to Smithsonian
To Erect for‘Living Arts’

Malayan Religious Film

Ed Sullivan to Marshal
Hub’s St. Pat Parade
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UTILE MOODS ON BIG SCREENS
All 'Key’ Film Critics, Columnists
5-Day Junket to Coast Studios
Excites Everybody—Except Hosts!
Key city film columnists and4critics would be junketed to a five-1
day onceover of Hollywood with
the industry picking up the bill
under a plan given enthusiastic ap¬
proval by the advertising-publicity
committee of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America.
But .there’s a
rub; the Coast studios, for the time
RKO has run into censorship
being at least, are indifferent to the difficulties with “The Conqueror”
idea for reasons that are not appar¬ in Australia to the extent that the
John Wayne starrer had to be
ent.
The program was offered as a withdrawn from a highly-touted
press relations- hypo by Thornton benefit date at Hoyts' Double Bay
Sargent, of National Theatres. The Theatre, Sydney.
Proceeds were
ad-pub chiefs of the film compa¬ to go to Legacy, Aussie charity car¬
nies, comprising the MPAA com¬ ing for childen of deceased service¬
mittee, gave it formal endorsement men.
at a New York meeting.
It was
Blue-pencil officials in Sydney
then presented to the top puff mer¬ raised objection to a stabbing scene
chants in Hollywood who, so far, in the film. Censors said it could
have done nothing about it.
pass for adults but not for chil¬
As presented by Sargent, the dren’s admissions.
Picture com¬
plan calls for a “Motion Picture pany, withdrawing “Conqueror,” is
Forum designed to improve and hopeful of working out the prob¬
perfect the industry’s relationships lem via discussion with the govern¬
with the newspapers, to sell the ar¬ ment board.
tistry of Hollywood to the journal¬
The Sydney unveiling was to
ists of our widespread towns and to
create greater interest in motion have been one of many over the
past month in world capitals, all
pictures.”
Fourth estaters from the dailies with local charities as the bene¬
in all well populated cities would ficiaries.

Stabbing Scene Causes
Australian Withdrawal
Of ‘Conqueror’ Gala

be inv.ited.
Transportation expenses would be
borne by exhibitors in' each town
sending a press delegation and this,
it’s underlined, would be a minor
item whei^ spread around the vari¬
ous theatreme'n.
On the- Coast, the studios would
play host, picking up the tab for
(Continued on page 6)

Canadian Laxity
Lifts N.Y. Brows

SERLING-MYERBERG
ENCORE, SEEK HEFLIN
Producer Michael Myerberg and
writer Rod Serling propose to con¬
tinue their association, started with
the filming of "Patterns”
for
United Artists release. A contem¬
plated series of pictures dealing
with “microscopic studies by a per¬
ceptive writer of various aspects of
American life,” was disclosed by
Myerberg in New York.
Serling will screenplay his tv
‘Incident in an Alley,” for produc¬
tion in April and, as with “Pat¬
terns,” to be filmed completely in
New York. Van Heflin, who stars
in the first picture, is being paged
to appear in “Incident” and United
Artists will again provide the
financing and handle the distribu¬
tion. Deal between Myerberg and'
Serling is a non-exclusive one and
allows each participant to pursue
other projects.

Although they are building up
“a bulging file” on cases of inac¬
curate reporting by Canadian ex¬
hibitors, the American distribs so
far have refrained from taking le¬
gal action such as might force the
theatres to open their books.
Distrib spokesmen say they are
surprised by the volume of inci¬
dents of false reporting turned in
to them by Sargoy & Stein, the
bureau that is conducting the
check. Latter takes in also some
of the big circuit outlets in Can¬
ada where managers have been re¬
Personal appearance tours will
porting tilting the take.
constitute a key factor in the cam¬
American distribution toppers
paign for: “Alexander the Great,"
recently received a letter fr8m a
with this facet of the promotion
lawyer speaking for a Canadian
being budgeted at $75,000 and set
booking combine including about
to cover 157 cities over a period of
a dozen houses. He said his\clients
17 weeks. Plans were discussed
considered it was not proper for
with the press in New York Thurs¬
them to consider any complaints
day (16) by A1 Tamarin, United
about discrepancies after 10-days
Artists’ assistant ad-pub director,
following payment of film rental.
and Ramsey Ames and Barry
Execs in New York say they don’t
Jones, who have featured roles in
see it that way at all and that they
the Robert Rossen production.
have every intention of continuing
Going on the drum-beating march
to check the Canadian theatres*
are Rossen, stars Richard Burton
and Rredric March, the producer’s
daughter, Carol, Jones and Miss
Ames and press agent Dave Bal¬
lard. All in all, they’re skedded to
make 456 appearances in schools,
stores, theatres, etc., and on 300
radio-television airers.

Like ‘Alex the Great,’
Stars Cover Ground

Walter Gross Dies at 60;
Longtime Legal Student
Of Antitrust Intricacies

Walter W. Gross, who died in
Manhattan Thursday (16) at the
age of 60, had a rare intimacy with
the effects of the antitrust laws on
theatre operations. As the top
lawyer on the theatre end of Para¬
mount prior to divorcement of its
domestic exhibition Interests, he
Played a key role in working out
the decree in the Government's
monopoly suit against the film comPaniuS and handling the legalistics
n the greatest theatre reorganizaunln show business'history,
vviien the Par split came, Gross
became chief counsel for the
tiia
^ararnount division, and at
aH ,nle of his death (of a heart
mm i at his home) was a board
rnDer, v.p. apd'general counsel
(Continued. on > page 16)’

HUGH THOMAS EXITS MAKELIM
One Film Completed of Proposed
‘Pre-Sold’ Dozen
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
A policy disagreement has cued
the departure of Hugh Thomas as
an executive of the Makelim Plan.
Thomas, former Florida circuit
owner who sold his theatres a year
ago to come to the Coast to pro¬
duce pix under the Makelim plan,
departed after only 11 months in
the job.
Makelim Plan, Hal Makelim’s
scheme for a dozen pre-sold fea¬
tures, has thus for completed only
one film, “The Peacemaker.” It is
.not yet in release although it had
a trial date in Witchita, Kan.

'TH-TO-LIFE’ III WOO V May Hit MOOO;
I Kiel Ex-Industrial Engineer Corman
By FRED HIFT
Continuing acquisition of tele¬
vision original scripts by Holly¬
wood is seen not only perpetuating
the cycle that started with “Marty”
but also setting an entirely differ¬
ent pace for the filmmakers.

Shoots 8 Budget Films in Year

Universal Calls O’Seas
Branch Heads for May 7
Indoctrination at Studio

It’s pointed out that, where the
accent for a long time was on
Cinemascope
and on sweeping
subject with big visual scope, the
Emphasis the major film compa¬
type of tv shows that have been nies are placing on the foreign
bought for the most part are inti¬ market is again demonstrated by
mate, small stories that seem to the Universal-International’s revel¬
call for black-and-white and small ation that it will summon its branch
screens rather than color and the managers from all over the world
widescreen treatment.
to a global sales meeting in Holly¬
The Universal
That audiences will go for that wood on May 7.
kind of film, with its emphasis on Coast session, the first ever held
character1 development, has been by U, follows on the heels of a sim¬
proven with “Marty” and appar¬ ilar meeting held recently on the
ently is believed by the studios Coast by Metro, also a first for that
which, have snapped up 30 tele¬ company.
Foreign executives will be joined
plays so far.
(See separate story
in this issue’s television section.) at the palaver by top staffers from
There is some concern in distribu¬ the Universal . studio and the do¬
tion whether, with a lot of such mestic sales organization. In addi¬
pictures around, their appeal will tion to screening the latest product
hold up.
They represent a new
(Continued on page 16)
approach to realism which, in the
past, has been variously successful
in that audiences don’t seem- al¬
ways too anxious to see a mirror
held up to themselves—the “plain
people”—as
characters
on
the
screen.
Santa Monica, Feb. 21.
There are several examples of
Unique breach of contract suit
themes that made excellent tv fare
but will v.peed expanded treatment for $950,000 was filed by Gilbert
for the bigger screen where, in Roland in Santa Monica Superior
the past, some of the finer nuances Court charging Allied Artists made
have had a tendency to get lost. two pictures out of one and de¬
Paddy Chayefsky’s “The Catered
prived him of salary.
(Continued on page 16)
Suit is based on six “Cisco Kid”
films which Roland made nine
years ago. Action charges that de¬
Or Combinations Thereof fendants sold the films to KTLA
for television use, but because the
Columbia Pictures has reg¬
O. Henry estate had already sold
istered a couple, of titles that
video rights to “Cisco” to Ziv,
show the company is not obliv¬
changes had to be made. Studio,
ious to world affairs.
according
to
Roland,
cleverly
Listed with the title regis¬
dubbed the dialog enabling the pix
tration bureau of the Motion
to be released os “Chico and
Picture Assn, were “Her Grace
Pablo.”
and the Prince” and “The
Prince and His Grace,” with
Effect of this, he adds, was to
one of the two to serve as bill¬
create two films out of each one
ing for a possible upcoming
he had made. Since he was paid
feature.
for only one, he wants damages.

1‘CISCO’EDITED INTO 2,
ROLAND ASKS WAGES

National Boxoffice Survey
Feb. 22 Boosts Biz; ‘Picnic1 First, ‘Goodman’ 2d,
‘Arm’ 3d, ‘Holiday,’ ‘Tattoo’ Next
The Washington’s Birthday holi¬
day biz is pushing takes up all
along the line currently, with first
four b.o. winners topping tHe^l,000,000 mark. The leader alone is
catching
upwards
of
$354,000.
Plenty of cold weather and snow
will keep biz down to normal lev¬
els in some sectors.
“Picnic” (Col) is new champ at
the wickets, with eight key dates,
covered by Variety showing sock
to terrific or sensational trade. Pic
is running well ahead of “Here To
Eternity” and other top Columbia
grossers in a majority of cities.
The William Holden - Rosalind
Russell-Kim Novak starrer is land¬
ing a great $165,000 in first week
at N. Y. Music Hall despite heavy
rains.
“Benny Goodman Story” (U), in
first place for two weeks in a row,
is winding a strong second. “Gold¬
en Arm” (UA), sixth a week ago,
is climbing to strong third posi¬
tion. “Cinerama Holiday” (Indie)
is fourth-place winner.
“Rose Tattoo” (Par), out for
first week to any extent, is landing
in fifth place, and obviously will
be heard from in the future.
“Guys and Dolls” <M-G> is taking
sixth money. “Forever Darling”
(M-G) is finishing in seventh po¬
sition.
“Helen of Troy” (WB), second
last session, is eighth. “Court Jes¬
ter” (Par', though only out in six
keys, is winding ninth.
“Lone
Ranger” (WB) rounds out the Top
10 list.
“Diaboliciue” (UMPO), “Bottom
i of Bottle” (20th), “Littlest Outlaw”

(BV) and “Trouble With Harry”
(Par) are the runner-up pix in that
sequence.
“Carousel” (20th), first pic of
that company in 55m process,
shapes as a future big coin-getter,
based on what it is doing this
round. It is smash at N. Y. Roxy,
despite opening in rain and snow,
and rousing in L.A. “Man Who
Never Was,” also from 20th-Fox,
is rated fair in L.A. and Frisco.
“Battle Stations” (Col), good in
Buffalo, is okay in Omaha and
mild in L.A. “Last Hunt” (M-G),
socko in Minneapolis, looms mod¬
est in Pitt and Portland, Ore. “The
Prisoner” (Col) shapes niceln K.C.
and Boston, fancy in St. Louis and
good in N. Y. and Denver.
“Never Say Goodbye” *U>, an¬
other newcomer, is lively in Den¬
ver and nice in Pitt. “Day World
Ended” - “Phantom 10,000 Lea¬
gues” (Indie) looks big in Chi.
“There’s Always Tomorrow” <Uj
looms smash in Philly.
“Lieut.
Wore
Skirts”
(20thishapes sturdy in Chi. "All That
Heaven Allows” <U), good in To¬
ronto. looks fine in Washington.
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) con¬
tinues playing only four keys, be¬
ing stout in L.A. and Chi, and
great in Philly and Cleveland.
“Lease of Life” (IFE) is fine in
Frisco and big in N. Y.
“Oklahoma” (Magna) continues
socko in Chi. N. Y. and L.A. “East
of Eden”-“Battle Cry” (WB'. out
on second-run, is good in Frisco
and okay in Washington.

Hollywood, Feb. 21.
There’s a difference between
cheapies and inexpensive pictures
—and the difference is intensive
pre-production planning that be¬
gins with the basic story idea.
That’s the theory of Roger Cor¬
man, young producer-director who
has turned out eight under-$100t000 budgeters in the last year, in¬
cluding “The Day the World End¬
ed.”-' which is being touted as a
potential million dollar grosser.
Film has been in release only a
few months and has already passed,
the $400,000 mark. It cost $65,000.
As a result, Corman now is dick¬
ering a financing-release deal with
one of the majors to supplement
the four-picture setup he has with
American Releasing Corp.
“Pre-product-ion planning,” Cor¬
man believes, “is something that
begins with the script. I work with
my writers and we develop the
story line and situation with eco¬
nomics in mind. One of the re¬
sults of this kind of planning is
the elimination of unnecessary
sets.
Another is a blueprint of
economical shooting which enables
us to do a picture in around eight
days.”
Corman holds a Bachelor
(Continued on page 16)

Don Hartman’s
Indie Par Unit
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
Don Hartman has relinquished
his post as executive producer at
Paramount to become an inde¬
pendent filmmaker in partnership
with Par. The move relieves him
of responsibility for the studio’s
overall program, will give him an
equity (and capital gains possibili¬
ties) in his own films and. for the
(Continued on page 61)
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Heavy Skull Practice on Code Revamp
[Rewrite of Text Not Sufficient■—New Basis for Membership Likely

]

Whole. Self-Policing Thesis at Stake
-:

argue greater. The market for “ideas” and the arena
of dispute as to “morals” has thus been vastly ex¬
panded in recent years.

' The whole self-regulatory system, of which the Holly¬
wood Production Code, and its attendant seal, has been
the keystone for over 30 years, must be re-thought and
re-designed.
That is increasingly evident on the New
York (financial & sales) end*-of the American film indus¬
try leadership. The salients of present “realism” now
seem to include these considerations:
(1) So long as United Artists is not a member of The
Motion Picture Assn, of America and offers a “major”
source of important feature films not carrying the seal,
the whole status quo of industrywide self-regulation is
visibly weakened.
(2) United Artists’ decision to play the lone wolf game,
on top of the loss of police power once implicit in the
distributors’ control of dominant exhibition channels ad¬
vertises that the industry’s defenses against either “of¬
ficial” (state and municipal) censorship and “unofficial”
(Legion of Decency) censorship are not what they once
were though court victories against censorship offset this
Situation.
(3) Although the Legion of Decency is, in its own terms,
somewhat weakened by studio-circuit divorcement and
the growth of “independent” producers, the -Legion may
be able to move into a power vacuum in the industry un¬
less the Code can find the means to revitalize, itself.
|

Overhaul Must Be Deep

]

Four Props of Yesteryear

(4) The Catholic Legion of Decency, once close to, now
estranged from the Code. The Legion’s sponsoring Bish¬
ops during the past year charged “laxity” because of more
“B” ratings.
Almost at every turn, proposed changes appear to lead
to the necessity for even more profound changes. The
roots of the Code having been removed, and with consid¬
erable and continuous outside prodding, the Code struc¬
ture itself suddenly seems inadequate.
If changes are
proposed by the present committee, trade guesses center
cn these points:
A change in the appeals procedure.
Removal of the necessity to work “retribution” and pun¬
ishment of any villain into screen stories.
Elimination of some of the absolute taboos, certainly the
one blocking the treatment of narcotics and narcotics. ad¬
diction.
The possible introduction of either a separate seal for
imports, or else permission for the companies to handle
foreign pix without a seal.
Each of these points involves deep-going changes in the
Code structure and the whole concept of the Code. For
instance, if outsiders should be included at the appeals
level, the companies can be expected to rebel at the idea
since their investment might be jeopardized. Also* if exhibs go on the appeals board, and a direct link can be
proven between them and the refusal' of other theatremen to book a picture that is refused a seal, is such an
arrangement legal? Many don’t think it is.
Since they no longer control their outlets, the companies
must anchor enforcement of the Ggde within the MPAA,
which is empowered to levy a fine on violators. But MPAA
no longer is in a position to really insist on the fine since
it can not afford to kick out any of its member companies.
It is acknowledged by the MPAA that considerable pres-

•)

Film industry executives concerned with the prelimi¬
naries of any Code revamp are becoming sharply aware
of some of the unexpected ramifications of any really deep¬
going overhaul of the industry’s system of self-regulation.
Pressure jte increasing to chaqge the bylaws of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America to permit membership without
absolute adherence to the Code. Such a efiange, for the
first time, was termed “a definite possibility” (if not an
immediate probability) by a top industry exec in N. Y.
this week.
(MPAA has set up a special committee under the chair¬
manship of Eric Johnston to study the desirability of Code
changes. Members, besides Johnston, are Barney Balaban, Abe Schneider and t>aniel T. O'Shea. Group’s first
meeting isn’t skedded until late March, but considerable
staff work is going on.)
The. companies are acutely aware that the prestige of
the Code is diminished and its prestige at issue. Some
execs feel that no Code rewrite, however extensive, is
going to solve their predicament to any significant degree.
Here is an essential- new evaluation factor for the future:
Moving pictures though still a dominant mass enter¬
tainment medium is no longer solo in that category.
Television is now of comparable impact. Some would

Arthur Loew’s Negotiated Harmony;
Floor Criticism Deemed Minor Threat
At Stockholders Meeting Thurs. (23)
In follow-up on the “Dial MGM4
For Melodrama” story in last
week’s Variety, it now appears as
if major furore is unlikely at to¬
morrow’s (Thurs.) annual stock¬
holders meeting of. Loew’s Inc.
President Arthur Loew seems to
have worked out an “amicable
agreement” with the Wall Street
houses critical heretofore of recent
Loew policies and fiscal showings.
Floor criticism from individual
dissidents may occur but Loew
apparently has the support, or the
silence, of the Wall Streeters as¬
sured. Any sharp criticism of
management will come from small
minority groups.
As part of the “amicable agree¬
ment,” Loew designated as nomi¬
nees to the board of directors Paul
E. Manheim and Charles J. Stew¬
art, general partners of Lehman
Bros, and Lazard Freres & Co. re¬
spectively. Both investment houses
control 150,000 shares between
them.
Manheim and Stewart will’ re¬
place Benjamin. Melniker and Eu¬
gene W. Leake, on the 13-man
board Melniker and Leake have
withdrawn their names as nomi¬
nees. Melniker, meanwhile, has
been elected a vice president of
Loew’s. Leake, who for a number
of years, has been chairman of the
company’s retirement plan com¬
mittee, will continue in that capa¬
city. ’
Prior to the agreement with
Lehman Bros, and Lazard Freres,
another dissident group, as repre¬
sented by Howard Stein of Drey¬
fus & Co., withdrew its opposition.
Stein, whose nominee for the
board is said to have been rejected
by Arthur Loew, revealed that his
1 group will support management,
thus scotching rumors of a possible
proxy fight. Stein discounted re¬
ports that his group “was spoiling
for a proxy fight” and described
his position as being that of a
“JoyaJ opposition.” '
“After conferring with Arthur
^

(Continued on page‘53>’'‘

Loew Votes 25c Divvy
Board of directors of Loew’s
Inc., meeting at the homeoffice last week, declared a
dividend of 25c per share on
the company's common stock.
Melon is payable March 31
to stockholders of record on
March 9.

RK0 VS. HORIZON ON
‘BOLD AND BRAVE’ TAG
RKO, which is releasing “The
Bold and the Brave” on March 14,
brought suit in N. Y. Federal
Court Monday (20) against Horizon
American Pictures Inc. and writer
Calder Willingham to restrain the
defendants from using the same
title on a proposed picture.
Action, in which Standard Pro¬
ductions Inc. and Filmakers Re¬
leasing Organization are also plain¬
tiffs,

contends

that

Horizon’s

planned production of a film with
an identical tag threatens to inter¬
fere with distribution and exhibi¬
tion of RKO’s release.
Standard,
“Bold”;

which

Filmakers,

produced
described

as

owner of the property, and RKO
maintain that they registered the
title prior to April, 1955, when a
teleplay
“The

by

Bold

Willingham
and

the

1

The four props on which the Hollywood Production
Code has long rested together with the present realities
may be stated this \yay:
d) Studio ownership of theatres, which is no longer a
fact and has left the Code without its best means of en«
forcement.
(2) State censorship, which has begun to crumble under
the impact of various court rulings, removing a motive
for industry “solidarity.”
(3) MPAA membership, once an indispensable opera¬
tional must for the top film distributors.

labeled

Brave”

was

aired via Philco Television Play¬
house on NBC-TV.
Aside from an injunction, trio
of plaintiffs also want the court to
declare that Horizon and Willing¬
ham have no rights to the title.
RKO’s version, incidentally, stars
Wendell Corey, Mickey Rooney,
Don Taylor and Nicole Maurey.
Lewis Foster- directed,.
I

L. A. to N. Y;
Buddy Adler
Desi Arnaz
Mary Astor
Eileen Barton
Charles Boasberg
Billie Burke
Macdonald Carey
Hoagy Carmichael
Claudette Colbert
Jerry Colonna
Jack Diamond
Judith Evelyn
Vincent Fennelly
John C. Flinn
Reginald Gardiner
Georgia Gibbs
Hurd Hatfield
Jennifer Jones
Paul N. Lazarus Jr.
Melvin" Levy
Roger H. Lewis
Art Linkletter
Louis B. MayerJoseph H. Moskowitz
James A. Mulvey
Arthur O’Connell
William S. Paley
Lilli Palmer
Walter Pidgeon
Otto Premingfer
Barbara Ruick
Jane Russell
Hubbell Robinson Jr.
Spyros P. Skouras
Edward E. Sullivan
Robert Taylor..,
Ursula Theiss
J. L. Van Volkenburg
Robert Waterfield
John Williams
George Willoughby

;

sure is being brought toabear on the Code by the main*
companies releasing foreign films to allow them to handle
such pictures without a seal, or else with a special seal
Latter brings up a host of difficulties.
Already there is the problem of foreign resentment over
the necessity to submit to a Code in the U. S., and the
procedure has been twisted by overseas producers to con¬
stitute a “conspiracy” against them and their product*
Actually, the MPAA faces an embarrassing situation on
this abroad since several Hollywood pictures have re¬
ceived a seal and have then played off abroad in an ex¬
panded version that includes scenes , that wouldn’t have
gotten past the Shurlock office.
,
.
Example might be “The Fifth Season,” which Gregory
Ratoff will make, for 20th-Fox release. He’ll do “cover”
shots for the U. S., but will use more revealing footage
in the rest of the world. Yet, “The Fifth Season” will be
distributed with the sanction of the Code which assures
one and all that its seal guarantees “clean” entertainment.
Basically, however, the problem facing the surveyors of
the Code is that they are dealing with an instrument de¬
signed for a different period in American social develop¬
ment.
The companies know this, but they—too—are
bound by traditional concepts and fearful of opening the
door too wide to the-spirit of change. The feeling per¬
sists among informed observers that the economics of the
business will go a long way in forcing -modification of the
Code. At the same time, the Legion of Decency, unyield¬
ing and uncompromising in its basic concepts of the screen,
looms ever larger as filmdom’s nemesis.
|

Hollywood’s Own Interest Lukewarm?

j

Hollywood, Feb. 21.
Industry panel discussion on possible revision of pro¬
duction code stirred little interest Sunday (19) night. Vir¬
tually no agreement existed on what code actually is or
when, where, how or why it should be amended. Less
than 200’persons turned out for third motion picture in¬
dustry council roundtable discussion, -which featured Ken¬
neth MacGowan as moderator of panel consisting of
Lenoard Spigelgass, Dick Powell, F: Hugh Herbert, Robert
Aldrich and Jerry Wald.
Powell and Wald upheld the status quo; the others
propounded the case for a change. No concrete sugges¬
tions offered although Aldrich contended,, with support
from others on his side, that time had come to give in¬
dependent producers a say in the wording of code. Al¬
drich pointed out that last year code handled 157 films
by majors, 84 by independents and latter never have been
invited in on discussions about the code or possible
changes.

Credit Key to America’s Economy,
So Push Deferred Payment Plan
For Film Theatre Admissions
+

Accent the Positive
Now' that
“Carousel”
in
CinemaScope 55 has opened at
Manhattan’s Roxy Theatre, the
Rodgers & Hammerstein vs.
Rodgers & Hammerstein com¬
petition is on again in earnest
since “Oklahoma” is current
at the neighboring Rivoli.
Musicals have the same top
star duo—Gordon MacRae and
Shirley Jones.
But whereas
“Carousel” runs on a continu¬
ous performance basis, “Okla¬
homa” is on the reserved seat,
two-a-day routine.
Magna exec this week ex¬
pressed himself as delighted
with the favorable “Carousel”
reception by the press. “When
we started out; we had only
two stars—Rodgers and Hammersfein. Now, with 20th-Fox
giving that buildup to ’Carou¬
sel,’ "e have the MacRaeJones
combination
to
our
credit, too.”
Soon due: 20th-Fox’s filmization of R&H’s “King and I,”
also in C’Scope 55.

N. Y. to L. A.
Pandro S. Berman
Janet Blair
Fred Clark
William Forester
Arthur Freed
Leonard H. Goldenson
Don Hartman
Joseph H. Hazen
Sol Ilurok
George Jessel
Carol Krueger
Marilyn Monroe
Mae Murray
Dennis O’Keefe
Richard Rodgers
Manic Sacks
Gen. David Sarnoff
Robert W. Sarnoff
Don Sharpe
Rota Shaw
Rod Steiger
Benay' .Vdnuta

:

N. Y. to Europe
Norman Elson
Jack Hope
Favre LeBret
Gene Martel
Cole Porter
David E. Rose
Ted Sills
Ed Sullivan
Sam Zimbalist

Europe to N. Y.
Irving Allen
Cubby Broccoli
George Curzon
Dino De Laurentiis
Alexander Ince
E. R. (Ted) Lewis
Uya Lopert
Tanya Moiseiwitsch
Barbara Olsan
Godon White

Film company presidents are
mulling the idea of making all pic¬
tures available to the public on
a “charge it” basis. Eric A. John¬
ston, president of the Motion Pic¬
ture Assn, of America, broached
the matter at a New York meet¬
ing with the chief execs last week,
offering the plan as a means of
boosting attendance by as much as
5,000,000 per week.
Specific details are not available,
but it would be a twist on existing
credit schemes at hotels, gasoliiie
stations, florists. Western Union,
many " other
organizations.
A
monthly billing scheme*may be in¬
volved.
,
Theatregoers, relieved of the in¬
convenience of shelling out cash at
the. boxoffice, would merely show
an identification card and receive
a statement from the exhibitor at
a later date.
While Johnston declined to make
any elaborate presentation at the
MPAA session, he did Stress that
the country is “operating on a
credit economy” and the film in'
dustry would do well to attune it¬
self to it.
A couple of individual circuits
have tried the credit approach but
gave up aftershort time. John¬
ston believes the plan can work
(Continued on page 53)

$500,000 ADVANCE TO
’STORM OVER NILE’
“Storm Over the Nile,” Zoltan
Korda remake of “Four Feathers,
has been acquired by Columni
Pictures in - a . deal' negotiated oy
Morris Helprin, the Korda outfit
U. S. rep. Pic is in color and ui *
emaScope.
,
Col will distribute in the whole
Western Hemisphere and Pa\e. h
$500,000 advance'on,the film'Vm
has no marquee names. Alter
coupment by CoL» Korda spirts
50 with the tatip..
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DISTRIBS DEFY FEDS: ALLIED
+

Grumble at Metro’s Cereal Tieup
Some Exhibs Think Their Right* Were Usurped—
But Allied Will ‘Wait and See’

REFUSE POLICY Profit Statements’ Deceptive Slant;
switch™ Must Be Weighed Against O’seas
f

By HY HOLLINGER
Cleveland, Feb. 21.
Allied board took under consid-.
eration complaints of some exhib¬
itors that Metro
theatres to honor

is pressuring
tickets placed

in Quaker Oats packages for “For. ever Darling"
and
“Forbidden
Planet.”
Basis objection seemed to be
that film company ballyhooligans
are

usurping

Those

beefing

right

of

charged

theatre.
exhibitor

who for reasons of own may not
wish to go along is practically com¬
pelled to do so (even‘if not pres¬
sured by Metro) because he's put
on spot with public.
Mike Simons, Metro's customer
relations executive, was here to
explain tieup to board. Simons
told them his company did not
proceed with plan until it had as¬
surances from exhibs that tickets
would be honored and that pre¬
mium idea was a good one. He
showed board, numerous 'letters
from theatremen applauding plan.
Following Simons' ‘ presentation,
board decided to take no action
and agreed to go along to see what
would be result of tieup. "There's
nothing we can do about it now
because; it’s an accomplished fact,"
said prexy Rube Shor. “Anyway
we’ve had very little experience
with a tieup of this sort. So we’re
going to wait and see what hap¬
pens." '

Oscar Holdbacks
Worsen Shortage
Cleveland, Feb. 21.
Allied board meeting in Cleve¬
land charged film companies are
temporarily withdrawing from re-lease pictures that have potential
of winning Academy Awards. Pol¬
icy, it was said, is just another way
of shortening product supply of
already short market.
Reason for present withdrawal
of films, it was noted, was to cash
in on publicity accruing from
awards. Meanwhile, Allied beefed,
many theatres which have signed
contracts for features are unable
to get them until after announce¬
ment of awards. “It's type of short¬
age that brings about serious hard¬
ship," it’s charged. Among films
said to have been withdrawn are
“Marty,” “East of Eden," “Rebel
Without a Cause."

Offer Stock (10c Par) For
128G Albany Drive-In

Allied Censures Trades
Cleveland, Feb. 21.
Recent resentment by em¬
battled
exhibitors
against
cracks from distribution offi¬
cials, especially when made
anonymously,
came
out in
open at the Allied Drive-In
convention meeting here at
the moment.
Allied board noted its “in¬
dignation and disgust" with
treatment accorded exhibs by
“certain tradepapers.” It cen¬
sured by name Film Daily and
Motion Picture Daily and de¬
plored film execs “too coward¬
ly to identify themselves."
Both Allied and Theatre
Owners of America spokes¬
men have lately been sensitive
to comments upon their recent
alliance and joint support of
the drive for mandatory arbi¬
tration of rentals which op¬
poses the company desire for
over-all arbitration but with
rentals excluded.

Farm Income Off,
Minnesota Film
Houses’ Closing
Minneapolis, Feb. 21.
Depressed
agricultural
condi¬
tions, along with television and the
unusually severe winter, not film
rentals as charged by Bennie Ber¬
ger, North Central Allied presi¬
dent, are mainly responsible for
the current wave of theatre clos¬
ings that has hit this territory
since the new year’s start.
.Such is the unanimous opinion
of local film company branch man¬
agers who have been studying the
situation. .
They point out that in the small¬
er towns other commercial busi¬
nesses and professional people also
are finding the going tough. Some
stores have been closing and most
businessmen ,are complaining to
the same spirit as exhibitors.
It’s explained that low farm
prices have depressed agriculture
on which this area depends for its
economic wellbeing. Farmers’ pur¬
chasing power has been reduced
substantially and debt payments
made difficult.
In recent weeks theatres have
shuttered at West Concord, Minn.;
Michigan and Glen Ullin, N. D.;
Hurley, Estellin, Clear Lake and
Carthage, S. D.; Augusta, Wis., etc.
r. all these instances they were
he towns’ only showhouses.
In order to prevent the- closing
of the town’s only theatre,. the
Minnewaykan, N. D., commercial
club’s merchant division is paying
a cash subsidy to its owner. The
businessmen feel that the showhouse performs a necessary com¬
munity service.

Albany, Feb. 21.
A public stock flotation, the first
for a drive-in hereabouts, is being
promoted on behalf of United
Drive-In Theatre Corp.
Adver¬
tisement Friday (17) in the TimesUniorr offered 250,000 shares, the
company being identified as a New
Berger Selling Houses
Corp. Common stock was tabbed
Minneapolis, Feb. 21.
as par-valued at 10c. selling at $1
Explaining his disposal of his
per share.
local neighborhood Paradise the¬
L. J. Mack & Co. Inc. of Man¬ atre and the offering of his two
hattan is broker for planned 700- four-wall and one outdoor theatre
car park to cost $128,000.
at Superior, Wis., for sale, Bennie
Berger speaks of “new conditions"
RELIGIOUS DISTRIBUTOR HIT
created by television, excessively
high film rental terms and “other
Preferred Pics Gets Default
factors" call for a different type
Judgment Vs. Lambert
of operation from the chain for
numerous showhouses.
Los Angeles, Feb. 21.
Superior theatres have been
Preferred Pictures won a default shuttered for, some time and will
judgment of $24,000, plus $7,000 not be reopened by him, he asserts,
attorney fees and $715 court costs, whether or not they're sold. His
against Laurence A. Lambert, do¬ local Paradise was bought by Clyde
ing business as International Re¬ Cutter who operates two other
ligious & Educational Films, in a Minneapolis neighborhood theatres,
Federal Court ruling here.
the Alhambra and Broadway, and,
A permanent injunction also was apparently, is getting by success¬
granted against defendent showing fully with them.
Sans the Paradise here and the
two films, “The Pilgrimage Play”
and “Upon This Rock." Preferred three Superior houses, Eerger still
its suit fileKjl April 12, 1952, continues to operate eight theatres
charged infringement pf copyright. in the territory.

Cleveland, Feb. 21.
Third annual Drive-in conven¬
tion of Allied States Assn, opened
here at Hotel Cleveland Monday
(20) with president Rube Shor ex¬
pressing the view that the dis¬
tributing organizations were pro¬
ceeding with htgh rentals in the
face of the pending Senate hear¬
ings and feeling no pains of
remorse. Accordingly the Allied
board adheres to its position that
salvation jEor exhibitors lies in
bringing the Federal governmeni
into the industry and securing reg¬
ulated film rentals.
Says. Shor: “Continued unfair
prices help our cause. We expect
a favorable report from the Senate
Committee." He pointed out Allied
had hundreds of affidavits on hand
to show that “we are justified" in
complaints. Asked if TOA, in light
of recent alliance with Allied,, will
support the Government regulation
proposal, Shor said: “I cannot
speak for TOA, but if present price
demands continue “many converts
will join us or they will be out of
business."
He said that he would like to
correct false impression that Allied
is seeking^ Government regulation
of industry. “Bill we have in mind,"
he said, “would regulate prices,
not theatreowner.” Although Al¬
lied has its own proposed bill, for¬
mulated more than year ago by
Abram F. Myers, Shor said Allied
is not committed to it. “Perhaps, •
he said, “committee will formulate
bill of its own or 4 offer sugges¬
tions.”
Cite Instances
New determination to pitch for
Government regulation of prices,
which many thought to be slacken¬
ing as result of agreement with
TOA, wa^ brought about by these
specific instances:
Paramount’s introduction of a
40% “floor" with no review on
“Court Jester,” “Anything Goes,"
and “Rose Tattoo.” This policy was
introduced about 10 days ago.
Metro’s demands for “Guys and
Dolls" reported at 70-30 for small
firstrun situations and minimum
of 50% for subsequent runs.
Warner
Bros.’
demands
for
“Helen of Troy" said to be mini¬
mum of 40% with no adjustment.
Pointing out that 90% of drivein business is made up of family
trade,
Horace
Adams,
keynote
speaker, warned delegates here to¬
day (Tues.) to refrain from playing
“doubtful" pictures just to take in
“few extra bucks."
“By doubtful pictures," Adams,
general chairman of convention,
said, “I mean sex type of picture
that may appeal to a few morons,
but I can assure you that best it can
do for you is to drive your good
customers out of your theatre and
reflect most unfavorably upon all
of us engaged in this business. You
must play good, wholesome, clean
product or you are going to do
irreparable damage not only to
yourself and your theatre, but to
TUI people engaged in your busi¬
ness, because unfortunately we are
usually judged by the few who arc
not conscious of their obligation to
their communities.”
Ozoners’ Progress
Adams, also president of Inde¬
pendent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
made these remarks in course oi
review of development of ozoner
to point where it now accounts for
20-25% of total domestic revenue
to film companies. He recalled how
both conventional exhibitors and
film companies regarded
early
drive-in operator with antagonism
and how outdoor theatremen had
to fight for product. He reviewed
development of sound from loud
speakers which annoyed neighbors
to present in-car speakers.
“From historical standpoint we
have come a long way," he said.
“Not only that, but we have given
to the field of exhibition new blood,
because strange as it seems, large
percentage of drive-in operators
and owners are men who were
never engaged in field of exhibi¬
tion before. Therefore they have
'
(Continued on page 53)

Protest 55m ‘King & V
Cleveland, Feb. 21.
Allied board has officially
protested 20th-Fox decision to
releases “King and I" in 55m
Cinemascope on a roadshow
basis. In telegram to Spyros
Skourasi board urged that 20th
make film available in 35m
version similar to policy being
followed on “Carousel."
In plea, board pointed need
for product and cited great
acceptance of “Carousel" in
35m version.

Rentals & Supply
Cap Mutual Aim
Of Allied-TOA

Those fancy profits statements

from some of the production-dis¬
tribution companies are mislead¬
ing in that they create the impres¬
sion the picture business is in fine
shape. If it weren’t for income
from abroad, these same
would be in the red.

outfits

That’s the message given by
Eric A. Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America,
in a recent talk with Secretary of
Treasury George Humphrey. Point
of this kind of argument is to con¬
vince Washington law-makers and
other officials that the American
market needs to be relieved of the
remaining 10% Federal tax on
admissions.
Calling on Humphrey along with
Johnston were Robert J. O'Don¬
nell, chairman of the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations’ taxrepeal drive, and Robert W. Coyne,
special counsel for the trade asso¬
ciation.

Campaign, as it’s now mapped,
Cleveland, Feb. 21.
will have industryites in the field
Allied States Assn, will ask its visiting their local solons for simi¬
regional units “to consider and lar ear-bending about the slender¬
pass upon” recent joint program ized Yankee boxoffice.
board established with Theatre
Owners of America. Various mem¬
ber outfits were also requested to
inform Dept, of Justice and Senate
Small Business Committee of their
position “so that these government
agencies may know that they are
called upon to act in accordance
with the wishes of 'a majority of
exhibitors.”
Provided the level of the Eady
. Specifically, board, which reaf¬
firmed its alliance with TOA. fund in Britain remains satisfac¬
wants units to help in enlisting tory, the present machinery giving
Justice Dept, and Senate support
for (1) all-inclusive arbitration, in¬ support to British production is
cluding film rentals and (2) modi¬ good and no changes are needed,
fications in consent decrees to Sir Michael Balcon, prominent
allow divorced circuits to engage British filmmaker and head of
in production and exhibition of
Ealing Studios, opined in New
pictures “upon terms that will
prevent recurrence of former mo¬ York last week.
His remarks came on the heels
nopolistic practices."
of a discussion in the British Par¬

Balcon’s If’ On
Eady Status Quo

Allied Prods COMPO First;
If Answers Appeal, Exhib
Body May Rejoin Fold
Cleveland, Feb. 21.
Allied has decided to query
COMPO on all-industry bill of par¬
ticulars listing changes it would
like made and awaiting reaction
before it decides to consider re¬
joining Conference of Motion Pic¬
ture Organizations. General coun¬
sel Abram F. Myers will draft the
we’d-like-to-know letter.
When Allied
withdrew from
COMPO last November because of
opposition to COMPO’s policies, it
sent letter of resignation saying it
would not return unless some
changes were made.
Remaining
members of COMPO’s leadership
then asked for specific listing of
changes desired, but Myers with¬
held replying until he received
greenlight from board.
Text of
Myers’ letter is expected to be re¬
leased during convention here.
Meanwhile. Allied reaffirmed po¬
sition that it would not support
admissions tax drive at this time.
This is contrary to policy of
COMPO which is spearheading tax
campaign. Allied’s reason for not
participating is that it feels that
time is not propitious since gov¬
ernment, in election year, will not
favor any excise cuts but will seek
reductions
in individual
taxes.
“We’re taking government at its
word that it will not go for admis¬
sions tax cut,” said president Rube
Shor.

AN5CO MAN TAKES WALK
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
Robert Young, manager of the
Professional Motion Picture Sales
Dept, of Ansco Division of Gen¬
eral Anilne & Film Co. for the last
five years, has resigned his posi¬
tion, effective the end of this
month.
Keeping next job under wraps.

liament when one of the speakers
declared he could see nothing
wrong with a cut in British admis¬
sion tax which would apply to
only British films. He went on to
say that such moves to protect the
local film industry had been taken
elsewhere and had been accepted
without any great protest by the
American industry.
Balcon said he would be happy
if there was a big reduction in the
admissions levy and if such a re¬
duction brought with It benefits
for the British producers.
There has been sentiment with¬
in some sections of the British
trade favoring more substantial aid
to local production which already
is subsidized via the Eady fund.
That is an additional levy imposed
at the b.o. and accruing in part to
British producers. However, Amer¬
ican outfits making films in Britain
also are in a position to draw on
the fund and this has been the
cause of some discontent iii Brit¬
ain.

ALL OFFICERS CONTINUE
Next Drive-In Convention Set For
Cincy, Jan. '57
Cleveland, Feb. 21.
Prexy Rube Shor and all other
Allied officers were reelected by
board for another one-year term.
Continuing in former posts are
Abram F. Myers, board chairman
and general counsel; Irving Dollinger, treasurer; Julius M. Gor¬
don, secretary; William A. Carroll,
recording secretary.
Named to caravan committee
were Leo T. Jones, chairman;
Trueman T. Rembusch, Fred
Harpst, Elmer Huhnke.
Board will hold its spring meet¬
ing immediately after March 21-22
Senate hearings.
National drive-in convention of
1957 will be held in Cincinnati
at Netherlands Plaza hotel during
week Jan. 27.

FILM REVIEWS
Carousel
(C’SCOPE—COLOR—SONGS)
Arrival of Cinemascope 55 in
bright, beautifully mounted
screen version of Rodgers &
Hammerstein musical.
Big
prospects in any situation.
20th-Fox release of Henry Ephron pro¬
duction. Stars Gordon MacRae. Shirley
Jones. Cameron Mitchell. Barbara Ruick.
Claramae Turner, Robert Rounseville;
features Gene Lockhart, Audrey Christie,
Susan Luckey, William Le Massena, John
Dehner, Jacques D’Amboise. Directed by
Henry King. Screenplay. Phoebe and
Henry Ephron, from Rodgers & Hammerstein musical play based on Ferenc
Molnar’s "Liliom"; choreography. Rod
Alexander; Louise’s ballet from Agnes de
Mille original; camera (Color by De Luxe,)
Charles G. Clarke; editor. William Rey' nolds; music supervision. Alfred New¬
man. Previewed at the Roxy Theatre,
N.Y., Feb. 16. *56. Running time, 128
MINS.
Billy .. Gordon Macrae
Julie .. .. Shirley Jones
Jigger . Cameron Mitchell
Carrie .
Barbara Ruick
Cousin Nettie . Claramae Turner
Mr. Snow . Robert Rounseville
Starkeeper . Gene Lockhart
Mrs. Mullin . Audrey Christie
Louise .Susan Luckey
Heavenly Friend.... William Le Massena
Mr. Bascombe.John Dehner
Louise’s Dancing Partner
Jacques D’Amboise
Captain Watson . Frank Tweddell
Contortionist . Sylvia Stanton
Fat Woman . Mary Orozco
Strong Man .Tor Johnson
Juggler
.... Harry "Duke” Johnson
Sword Swallower .Marion Dempsey
Fire Eater .
Ed Mundy
Midget
.\. Angelo Rossitto
Enoch Snow Jr. Dee Pollock

voice. His performance has an ap¬
pealing, masculine quality that
nevertheless registers in various
Shades. The “Soliloquy” number,
which he sings against a beautiful
background of the sea pounding
against surf rocks, has smash im¬
pact and is “one of the highlights
of the picture.
Opposite him, Miss Jones makes
a quiet Julie, and registers firmly
though acting is shy on expres¬
siveness. She does her numbers in
a very pleasant voice and looksjust right for the part. She and
MacRae (a marquee duo also in
.another R & H tuner, “Oklahoma”)
do “If I Loved You” together and
the haunting beauty of that song
has lost none of its appeal. Miss
Jones also gives “What’s the Use
of Wond’rin” a moving rendition.
As Julie’s friend, Miss Ruick is
a real find in the part of the faith¬
ful Carrie. Miss Ruick not only
has a distinct flair for comedy, but
she looks good and has a voice
that comes through just fine. Her
rendition (with Rounseville)
of
“When the Children Are Asleep”
is absolutely topnotch and so is
her chirping of “When I Marry
Mister Snow.” When they talk about
those “new faces” for Hollywood,
Miss Ruick is high on the list.
Only one or two of the original
“Carousel” numbers have been left
out. Others have been cut short.
But there to enjoy are “Carousel
Waltz,” “Blow High,” “It-Was a
Real Nice Clambake,” the soaring
“Never Walk Alone,” which Miss
Turner'does as a solo and which
also brings the film to a touching
finish; “You’re a Queer One, Julie
Jordan” (done briefly by Miss
Ruick) etc.
„
The supporting cast is fine in
every respect. Mitchell as Jigger
etches a convincing portrait of a
crook; Audrey Christie as the
owner of the carousel does a most
competent job in a brief part and
she registers firmly; Miss Turner
has a most enjoyable voice; Rounse¬
ville combines a fine tenor with
the needed touch of comedy as Mr.
Snow; Lockhart as the starkeeper,
William Le Massena as the Heav¬
enly Friend, Frank ^Tweddell and
the rest all contribute to the mak¬
ing of a fine picture. De Luxe Col¬
or deserves a distinct share of the
credit.
Lensing by Charles G. Clarke is
an important asset to his film and
keeps coming up with visual sur¬
prises. Cinemascope 55 proves its
worth in “Carousel.” The images
are sharp and clear and a distinct
improvement over prior CinemaScope efforts. Six-channel sound
at the Roxy greatly adds to the en¬
joyment of the music and the
singing. “Carousel ’is something
for the whole indusry to be proud
about.
Hift.
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The Conqueror
(C’SCOPE-COLOR)
Fanciful sex-and-sand escap¬
ism; actionful entertainment
with John Wayne, Susan Hay¬
ward and good b.o. outlook,
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
RKO release of Dick Powell (Howard
Hughes) production. Stars John Wayne,
Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz; fea¬
tures Agnes Moorehead, Thomas Gomez,
John Hoyt, William Conrad, Ted de Corsia.
Directed
by
Powell.
Screenplay,
Oscar
Millard;
camera
(Technicolor),
Joseph LaShellc, Leo Tover, Harry J.
Wild, William Snyder; editors, Robert
Ford, Kennie Marstella; music, .Victor
Young, supervised by C. Bakaleimkoff;
choreography, Robert Sidney. Previewed
Feb. 14. ’56. Running time. 111 MINS.
Temujin .
John Wayne
Bortai .
Susan Hayward
Jamuga . Pedro Armendariz
Hunlun . Agnes Moorehead
Wang Kahn . Thomas Gomez
Shaman ...
John Hoyt
Kasar .
William Conrad
Kumlek ... Ted de Corsia
Targutai . Leslie Bradley
Chepei
. Lee Van Cleef
Bogurchi . Peter Mcmakos
Tartar Captain-. Leo Gordon
Captain of Wang’s Guard... .Richard Loo
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New York Soimd Track
Comedian Phil Leeds at the Bon Soir nitery: “I love French pictures
I saw one recently where the boy and the girl were married!”
Sir Michael Balcon

and Reginald Baker,, Ealing studio toppers

aren’t giving the trade any clues to their future American tieup. BaU
con has -denied a report he’s going in with Columbia, and although he
makes his office at Universal, he says he isn’t talking there either
One educated guess—Metro! , . . Mort Blumenstock, Warner Bros!
ad-pub v.p., shifting headquarters from 'the Cqast to New York to
make for closer collaboration between his department and sales. Couple
of years ago, a similar announcement cued his shift from N. Y. to the
Coast . . . Duncan MacGregor, American Pathe rep, back yesterday
from France.
Herbert Wilcox due here March 5 to make distribution arrangements
for his new picture.. . . Favre LeBret, general secretary of the Cannes
film fest, is 'hopeful that Susan Hayward and Ginger Rogers may
attend this year’s event. Back from the Coast, and off to Europe to¬
morrow (Thurs.) or Friday,, LeBret said there was a possibility of
Gregory Peck and Frank Sinatra also attending . . . George Lourau,
French producer-distrib, due here Feb. 26 on a long-delayed trip . , t
United German Film Enterprises’ Munio Podhorzer writes from Ger^
many: “The new crop of German productions looks great!” So where
are they? . . . Don Getz fighting to get a full permit from the Chicago
police censor board for “The Slave.”
Like “Man with the Golden
Arm,” which eluded the “pink slip” (adults only) rating, “Slave” deals
with dope addiction . . . David Lewis of the London Daily Express at
work on a book on Alexander Korda. Jt’ll be an expansion of Lewis’
series in the Express on the late-great British producer.

Just so there will be no misun¬
derstanding about" “The Conquer¬
or,” a foreword baldly states that
it is fiction, although with some
basis in fact. With'that warning
out of the way, the viewer can sit
back and thoroughly enjoy a huge,
brawling,
sex-and-sand
actioner
Journal-American is running ads for the local re-run of “Citizen
purporting to show how a 12th Kane,” becoming the first Hearst paper to reproduce copy for this
A great score, imaginative dance
Century Mongol leader started a Orson Welles-RKO picture which miffed William Randolph Hearst
sequences, and the pre-sold repu¬
career of conquest that led to his when first made . . . Jane Russell and Robert Waterfield are in for
tation of the work, combined with
becoming known as Genghis Khan. United Artists conferences about their next film, “Run for the Sun"
the fresh and brightly colored
It’s straight escapism. Plenty of
. . . After a month of huddles here with’ Sam Behrman, Otto Preminger
backgrounds of on-location Maine,
exploitation
angles
and
points
plans a trip to Cannes ... Of Bantam’s top paper-back sellers last
make this ambitious 20th Centurytowards solid b.o. returns.
year,
seven were tied in with films.
“Battle Cry” led the list with
Fox screen adaptation of the Rich¬
The- marquee value of the Jf>hn
over 2,000,000 copies in print . < . Producer-distributor George Minter
ard Rodgers-Oscar Hammerstein 2d
Wayne-Susan
Hayward
teaming
musical a major contender for im¬
(the George K. Arthur of silent film fame) has two more British pic¬
more than offsets any incongruity
portant grosses.
of the casting, which has him as tures on his sales roster, “Rowlandson’s England,” with narration by
“Carousel” was presented by the
the Mongol leader and she as the Alec Guinness, and Gorki’s “Bespoken Overcoat” . . . Universal plan¬
Theatre Guild in April of 1945, ran
Tartar princess he captures and ning a reissue of “My Man Godfrey,” unrelated to the CBS man of
890 performances at the Majestic
forceably takes as mate. Strong the same name.
Theatre. It now gets the super¬
point of the Howard Hughes pro¬
Lance Fuller signed by American Releasing Corp. to star in 10
treatment in the new 55m Cinemaduction for RKO release is sweep features over a two-year' period . . . Newspapermen from Chicago,
Scope as organized by producer
of action and romantic fiavdr in¬ St. Louis, Washington, Memphis, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Dallas, Houston,
Henry Ephron and directed by
stilled by Dick Powell’s vigorous Ft. Worth and Minneapolis invited by Sands Hotel to Las Vegas for
Henry King.
direction. The latter’s handling of the premiere of*Metro’s “Meet in Las Vegas” last night (Tues.) . . .
There are two production num¬
the show Remonstrates effective M-G publicity director Dan Terrell heads to the Coast after the
bers in the picture that are close
versatility, whether dealing with
preem . . ■. The tables will be turned on the scandal mags in "A
to classic. Add the staging of the
the tremendously spectacular’ mass
famed “Soliloquy,” as sung by Gor¬
Public Figure” which Metro has acquired from Armand Deutsch
clashes between mounted hordes of
don MacRae for strong impact.
Mbngol and Tartar, or with the who as part of the agreement, will return to the studio to produce the
Musical numbers are all in ex¬
Deutsch acquired -the screen rights to the original story by
more personal phases of the Oscar film.
tremely good taste. Reservations
Millard screen story. Yarn makes Harry Junkin before it was presented on Studio One . . . Nicholas
“as to some scenes and a certain
no pretense of being a historical Monsarrat, “Cruel Sea” author, resigned as Information Office chief
slowness in pace are minor.
fact story. Instead, it tells a fanci¬ for the United Kingdom in Ottawa, effective April, for health rea¬
The stars of “Carousel” remain
ful, colorful tale suggestive of the sons . . . Donald Ker will succeed Monsarrat.
Rodgers & Hammerstein. Their
vivid period with a derring-do dash
Dick Powell will produce and direct 10 features in 10 years under
songs keep fresh and appealing in
that pays off.
his new pact with 20th-Fox . . . Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis renewed
the Maine and
other settings
Costarring with Wayne and Miss scripter Harry Crane for another year . . .
Ted Richmond signed
picked by King. The cast is uni¬
Hayward is that excellent Mexi¬ Aldo Ray to star in “Nightfall” for Columbia release . . . British
formly attractive, from MacRae as
can actor, Pedro Armendariz, who thesp John Bentley will make his Hollywood debut in “Istanbul” at
the shiftless ne’er-do-well Billy
makes believeable his role of Universal . . . Columbia’s building program calls for construction of
Bigelow, to pretty Shirley Jones as
Wayne’s, blood-brother and iS an two new sound stages, a dubbing stage and a- film lab.
Julie; charming Barbara Ruick as
important essential in the enter¬
her
friend,
Carrie;
Cameron
Reginald Armour, exec v.p. of Republic Pictures International who
tainment.
More
incongruity
is
Mitchell as the slithery .Jigger;
found in the casting of Agnes recently returned from a six-week European tour, leaves next week for
Claramae Turner as Cousin Nettie,
Moorehead as the Mongol’s weaz¬ Rio de Janeiro . . . E. B. Henley Jr., with law firm of Mudge, Stern,
and Robert Rounseville in great
Dig That Cranium
ened mother. Thomas Gomez is Baldwin & Todd until joining General Precision Equipment Corp. last
voice as the upright Mr. Snow. It
He succeeds R. B.
the fat, soft Chinese leader; John November, elected GPEC secretary last week.
may be said that Miss Jones is
So-so
Bowery-Boys
item.
Hoyt an evil soothsayer; William LaRue who retired Jan. 1.
under-charged with facial anima¬
Conrad, the Mongol’s real brother,
Phil Coolidge shifts from stage to screen for “The Sharkfighters.” a
tion and **feels” little but she is.
Hollywood, Feb. 16,
and Ted de Corsia a wicked Tar¬ Samuel Qoldwyn Jr., production, while Beulah Bondi is set for John
strangely, for the femme lead,
Allied Artists release of Ben Schwalb tar ruler whose daughter Wayne
subordinate on this telling.
Farrow’s “Back From Eternity” at RKO and Joseph Buloff is’ at
production.
Stars Leo Gorcey, Huntz
Production number that pre¬ Hall; features Bernard Gorcey, Mary Beth takes for revenge. All are good in Metro for “Somebody Up There Likes Me” ... First picture to use
Raymond Hatton, Harry Lauter, their colorful characters and have
cedes the gay clambake is a riot of Hughes,
the new Superscope 235 process will be '‘Run For the Sun,” pro¬
Myron Healey, Richard Powers, Paul
color and movement and attribute Fierro, David Condon, Bennie Bartlett, the ability not to .be thrown, by duced by Russ:Field for United Artists release.
to the ingenuity of choreographer Carl Switzer. Directed by Edward Berrids. the archaic dialog that Oscar
Screenplay, Elwood TJIlman, Bert Law¬ Millard passes for 12th Century
Columbia is angling for the screen rights to the “Plain and Fancy"
Rod Alexander who brings to the rence; camera, Harry Neumann; editor,
legiter . . . United Artists set a five-week sales drive honoring James
number a fresh approach, on the William Austin; music, Marlin Skiles. idiom.
Reviewed
Feb.
15,
'56.
Running
time,
61
Velde,
new general sales manager . . . Lee Katz is Allied Artists’ exec
Four-man Cinemascope camera
dock and rooftop of a clam house
MINS.
'
at Boothbay Harbor, Me. Ensemble Slip . Leo Gorcey team consisting of Joseph. LaShel- production rep in Europe, switching from the job of the company’s
hoofing is full of movement and Sach . Huntz Hall le. Leo Tover, Harry J. wild and managing director in London . . . Paramount and Capitol Records
.. Bernard Gorcey William Snyder gets it all on film
, rates spontaneous acclaim.
Se¬ Louis
have a joint promotion going for “Never Let Me Go,” Nat Cole re¬
Jeanette . Mary Beth Hughes
quence smacks over “June’s Bustin’ Mac . Raymond Hatton in Technicolor, along the beauties cording of the ballad from Par’s “The Scarlet Hour” . . . Amusement
Haskell
.. Harry Lauter of the outdoor “oriental” locations
Out All Over” number.
industry currently observing Brotherhood Week, arid .seeking $250,000
Hody . Myron Healey
If this scene is great, the I Loomis .
Richard Powers in Utah.
to carry on the inter-faith program . . . Paramount and Warners are
finale,
when
Julie’s
daughter. Indian . Paul Pierro
Hughes presentation, on which buying in further on their respective common stock issues on the N. Y,
Chuck
.
David
Condon
Louise (danced by Susan Luckey)
Butch . Bennie Bartlett Powell also served- as producer, Stock Exchange.
Ditto Columbia Pictures with its. preferred ... Al¬
imagines her meeting up with a Shifty . Carl Switzer doesn’t overlook another kind of
lied Artists secured western hemisphere rights to the Australian-made
carnival and does a number with
beauty. The s.a. pitch is in a harem
handsome Jacques D’Amboise, is
The laughs come only spasmodi¬ dance sequence choregraphed by “King of the Coral Sea,” produced by and starring Chips Rafferty.
even more of a rocking produc¬ cally in “Dig That Uranium,” wit! Robert Sidney, in which a covey
tion success. Based on the original result that this 40th entry in Allied of lookers give the appearance of
Agnes De Mille conception, the Artists’ Bowery Boys series. At being
almost
completely
bare
dance alone is of Academy Award¬ ['best shapes as filler fare.
while gyrating to the Oriental
winning quality. Miss Luckey, in¬
In whipping up the screenplay, strains of Victor Young’s firstr^e
cidentally, is a charmer and a gal
Elwood Ullman and Bert Lawrence music. Solo dancer who catches
i Continued from page 1 ;
'with a great deal of talent. Grace¬
seemed to have concentrated to a the eye is Sylvia Lewis, and even
ful as an elf, with delicate beauty
greater extent on Leo Gorcey’s Miss Hayward makes a few passes evolve any broadcast pattern. Wal¬ Joe Martin), have, from -all ac¬
she deserves a lot of Hollywood
malaprops than on a story line at terping as part of a story angle. ter Craig, partnered in Norman, counts, been letting the whole mat¬
attention. Cameraman, editor, di¬
upon which to hang some good
Albert S. D’Agostino and Carroll Craig & Kummel, ‘ agency for the ter ride.
rector or someone should have
comedic situations. Plot puts boys Clark handled the excellent art Dems campaign, was scheduled to
caught the awkward bit where she
out in the desert, where they've direction and Darrell Silvera and
lifts her head at graduation reveal¬
meet in Washington yesterday
purchased a uranium mine, minus A1 Orenbach^ the set decorations.
ing dark roots beneath blondine
(Tues.) with Leonard Reinsch, who
uranium. They stick around to Editing by Robert Ford and Ken¬
tresses.
masterminds the tv-radio strategy
search in other spots, and when
nie Marstella is topnotch, as is the
Some may feel film opening, a
discovery is finally made at the music supervision by C. Bakaleini- for the Democratic National Com¬
; Continued from page 3
change from stage, “signals” the
windup, they find it’s on an Indian koff. Already a title tune, lifted mittee, and out of it are expected
story. As photographed “Caroused”
reservation. That’s about it, save from the theme music,. with Ed¬ to come the initial commitments.
the five days, escorting the visitors
keeps elements of drama, humor
for the baddies, who are constantly ward Heyman supplying lyrics to
Failure of the Republicans to around the lots, unveiling new
and sentiment but starts out with
on the scene to hound the boys, the Young cleffing, is being mar¬ come up with a co-chairman for product, explaining film-making ac¬
MacRae
already
dead
and
in
thinking they’ve come across
keted.
Brog.
heaven, displaying some of his
the bipartisan committee instigated tivities and conducting the forum.
rich vein.
stubborn traits in discussing with
by the Advertising Council, out of Latter would include panel discus*
Gorcey and Huntz Hali, also
starkeeper Gene Lockhart whether
which would emerge a campaign to sions with screen writers, direc¬
to go back to earth for one day starred, cavort again in the same
saturate the networks and stations tors, producers, composers, cinema*
which
seemingly
has
where, he has been told. Miss manner
with
“nonpartisan spots” as a fund¬ tographers, technicians, publicists
Jones (his wife) is unhappy. His pleased followers of thi§ series for
Syracuse, Feb. 21.
raising device, has hit a bottleneck. and the “name” Hollywood col¬
courtship and marriage are then years, pair having long ago mas¬
Syracuse
Drive-in
Theatre
Inc.
The
Democrats have enlisted cx- umnists.
told in flashback, including his tered their respective roles.
has been chartered to conduct President Truman as their bipar¬
According to the plan’s Partj.sfjf
participation with Mitchell in an
Direction by Edward Bernds of
business
in
this
area
with
capital
tisan
chairman.
The Dems are within the ad-pub fraternity of tn
attempted holdup and his death the Ben Schwalb production capi¬
anxious to get rolling on the Ad east, the payoff would, by t’ar^ou *
when, trying to escape, he falls on talizes as best possible on the stock of $10,000, $100 par value.
Directors are: Michael Redstone, Council spot allocation program, distance the costs. They envisio
his knife.
•=*
funny moments, and really comes
MacRae, who loves Miss Jones to life in the film’s best sequence: Brookline, Mass.; Sumner M. Red¬ for they need the contributions. an abundance of upbeat copy
but is unable to tell her so until, a five-minute dream flashback stone, Marblehead, Mass.; Edward .But the GOP forces, turned down all papers represented over a v
in the end, he makes her sense it, which takes off on the western S. Redstone, Newton, Mass.; At¬ in their bid to get ex-president riod of, perhapsv'a week ana
is excellent from start to finish show-down fight, a la “High Noon.1
torney G. Everette De Moore, Herbert Hoover as their chairman much improved .ifrid lasting cont
- .and Again proves himself in,top]
Syracuse.
Neal.
(and with subsequent refushl by with the £re£s generally*

GOP’s Election Eve Buy

Critics Junket NSG

Massachusetts Investors
Plan Syracuse Drive-In
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EUROPE NEEDY-FOR U.S. FACTS
Rank Ups Budgets
For U. S. Rivalry
London, Feb. 21.

ONE PUPPET FILM A YEAR
Myerberg Operation Now Based
in London—‘Borrower’ Next
Michael

Myerberg

has "trans¬

ferred his puppet film operation,
Kinemins,

to England,

where

he

In a major bid to crash the
said, the technicians are more
world market, largely the United
States, the J. Arthur Rank Organi¬ skilled to handle the type of work
zation has blueprinted an invest¬ required for making the puppets.
ment of an average of $500,000 in He expects to make one puppet
each of at least 18 feature pro¬ film a year, starting in 1957 with
ductions to roll in 1956. Most of “The Borrower,” based on a story
these will be in the Paramount- by Mary Norton, and following
fostered VistaVision process and in with “Aladdin.” His first Kinemin
color.
Additionally, eight others picture, “Hansel & Gretel,” was re¬
are now in the final stages of edit¬ leased by RKO, but he said he had
piade no release arrangements for
ing and cutting.
In terms of pictures numerically his future puppet pix. He said he
and budget-wise, this represents a wouldn’t like to release “Hansel
departure from the usually more- and Gretel” to television “but
sometimes
economic
conditions
conservative British approach.
force you to do it.”
Perhaps more meaningful is the
He said he would withhold his
fact that Rank, whose companies
will be operating mainly' on the properties from tv until they had
local Pinewood lot and location, is used up their entire theatre audi¬
hopeful of building British stars ences.
to the point where
boxoffice dimension
United Kingdom.

British Critic: ‘Thank Heaven for U.S.’
Almost inviting a flood of protestations from his own industry
(as well as some appreciative chuckles from harried American
execs), one British critic has come out with the flat assertion that
“British Films Are. Awful!”
It may well have taken courage to write the piece in the face
of growing local pride in British film accomplishments but An¬
thony Carthew of the London Daily Herald went ahead anyway.
He said that, after seeing some 200 pictures a year, each December
he would mutter a grateful “Thank Heaven for America.”

The film industries, and the gov¬
ernments, of foreign nations con¬
tinue to display a general and de¬
tailed

Sir Michael Balcon and Reginald
Baker, who £pn Britain’s Ealing
Studios, think a good promotional
job could be done for British films
if the big production outfits got to¬
gether to promote the industry in
the States. However, they aren't
particularly hopeful that such unit
action will be achieved.

ig¬

picture markets of North America.
This weakness of comprehension,
combined with a tendency to re¬

Carthew maintained, that in eight departments of filmmaking,
(musicals, thrillers,’ etc.), Britain won out on two—war pix and
Shakespeare. “But the sea can’t go on being cruel and our heroes
can’t all be cockleshell ones,” he wrote. And as for Shakespeare:
“Because of the patience and skill of one man, Sir Laurence Oli¬
vier, we lead the world. But the audience is, sadly, not as great
as it should be.”
Britain, the writer held, had only two really big names—Alec
Guinness and Jack Hawkins. An additional trouble, he thought,
was that the money was being spent on organization rather than
production. “End the accountants’ grip on the industry, and let
producers with ideas make films with ideas,” he urged.

peat

clichcd

thoughts

frequently

answered but never silenced causes
the foreign interests to behave like
merchandising amateurs, and their
American counterparts tend to be
very professional indeed.
This is the current climate of re¬
action in New York where it is
being said that American film com-,
panies could neither thrive nor sur¬
were equally uninformed of local

| What Every British M.P. Oughta Know

economics. Two impressions have
lately been strengthened:

X

(1) Europeans, with their minds
accustomed to strong government
control or collaboration in business
decisions, simply fail to understand
that the American film industry is
“private” in ownership, competi¬
tive in spirit and constantly chang¬
ing. Power is not fixed and joint
action is always difficult and fre¬
quently impossible to organize.

[About the British Film Dilemma in U.S.]

♦ ♦♦♦»♦"»+ ♦♦ ♦ »♦♦♦ + ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ By ROBERT J. LANDRY
Debate in the British parliament on the treatment
accorded British films in thfe United States recalls
and underscores the extensive space given this very
subject in

Variety.

Culling from this considerable

lore, these points retain their original, significance.

British Liabilities in America_I

British producer Ivan Foxwell was quoted last
Oct. 12 issue;
“We don’t do well in America for
three simple reasons. First, we lack marquee names
for the American market. Second, our subject mat¬
ter is too local in character and frequently too sub¬
tle in character. Third, we seldom get a crack at
the truly international stories, big plays and novels.”
In short, as the Variety headline pointed up
“Yanks Pick Stories for World Appeal, British
Don’t.”

1

U.S. Exhibs Very Interested—In Money

|

That American theatre operators were conserva¬
tive and slow to take foreseeable risks on product
had been the theme of a Sept. 21 story which pre¬
“Good pictures infiltrate, they ceded the Foxwell interview. U. S. exhibitors were
don’t
penetrate,”
commented described by one of their number “primarily in¬
Baker. He pointed to the example terested in making money, not in helping the British
of Alec Guinness who became a industry.”
This story alluded to the then-newest
marquee name in the U. S. with¬ attack of J. Arthur Rank’s head, man, John Davis.
out any concentrated selling ex¬ It was-and is-conceded generally that the U. S. ex¬
cept on individual pictures.
hibitor is the real “unconverted” element in the
Balcon and Baker made .it plain problem.
He does indeed stand between British
they didn’t agree that, as some pictures and the American public, perhaps unfairly
British
industry
leaders
have and blindly so on occasion—a point made in these
charged, there is any determina¬ columiis several times.
tion among American exhibs not to
play British features. At the same j_Fears of Prejudice Ungrounded_[
time, they are fully cognizant that,
Earlier still in 1955 (July 13 issue) David Kings¬
with very few exceptions, British
players are unknown quantities in ley of Britain’s own National Film Finance Corp.
the American market and that, in while on a visit to the States declared that the
this area, a job of publicizing and failure of American cinema operators to book more
British product reflected a prejudice in the Ameri¬
promoting could be done.
can people. (This is generally not true, at least not
“Who would pay for it though,”
the way it sounds when baldly stated: too many
asked Balcon. “If France or Italy
British personalities are too popular wtth Americans
set up an office in New York, it’s
to sustain the idea of prejudice—Ed). Kingsley
the Government that pays the
acknowledged that British producers “still had a
freight. In Britain, it would have
lot to learn about the American film market” and
to be done by the industry itself,”
he further remarked that “You don’t crash a mar¬
Balcon also pointed out that, where
ket; you try and develop it.”
a major distributor in the U. S.
“British Stars Unsold in U. S.” was a five column
handles a film, a good deal of pub¬
banner head of Dec. 7, 1955, taking off from an
licity automatically accrues to the
interview with Victor Hoare of Lion Inti. He said:
talent in that picture.
"I can find no prejudice against the British film
as such.” He did recognize the failure of the British
to promote their product in America and did not
support supposed “differences” which forever damn
British features in the U. S. A.

NTA Film Sales Acquires
Swedish ‘Long Search*

Firstrun distribution rights for
the United States and Canada to
“The Long Search,” filmed on lo¬
cation in Sweden, have been ac¬
quired by NTA, Films Sales, the
theatrical distribution subsidiary
of National Telefilm Associates,
telefilm distributors. “The Long
Search,” acquired from film finan¬
cier Joseph Auerbach, stars George
Nader and Anita Bjork.

stubbornly fixated,

vive in the overseas markets if they

I

Balcon & Baker: Bally
British Films in U. S.
Fine Idea But No $$

and

norance of condition in the motion

While Hollywood in 1956 is on the brink of new greatness,
British films “with Korda dead, Ealing homeless and the Rank
Organzation hog-tied by bureaucracy” are “in the middle of an
illness which could be fatal,” he wrote.

they'll have
outside the

The projects on his roster are
devoid of any Yankee names. Peter
Finch will be seen in three major
roles, twice with Virginia McKen¬
na; Belinda Lee and Maureen
Swanson each-are scheduled for
four films, Donald Sinden for three
and Anthony Steel and Michael
Craig for at least two each. Dick
Bogarde, regarded as a standout
draw here, is pencilled in for the
lead in “The Spanish Gardener”
with Miss Swanson and Josephine
Griffin.

NEVER HEARD OF
JUSTICE DEPT.

Accent on tlie Accent?

itself waxed sarcastic (Dec. 28, 1955)
with its streamer, “British Accent Fine—If in U. S.”
referring to the point often heard that the accent of
British actors was a drawback. Reverse-English on
this was pointed out; loading American accents
pnto British casts did not make them—miraculously
—boxoffice successes in the States.
In short, the
snap judgment values of the British dilemma sim¬
ply did not stand up under second thoughts and
Film, which has a running time close study.
of 82 minutes, will be released in
March. Picture is the first film ob¬
War Years Cost Britain Momentum
tained by NTA Sales for firstrun
Sir Arthur Jarratt, British Lion managing direc¬
release. Previously, the firm has
handled the" reissue sales of the tor, warned (one of several to do so as time went
Alexander Korda films. “Tales of on) against British studios adopting a “copy cat”
Hoffman,” “Breaking the Sound policy with respect to Hollywood. He took a broad
Barrier,” “Outcast of the Island” historic perspective, pointed up the great handicap
and “Cry grhe Beloved Country” of the war years, which undoubtedly gave America
But to imitate American films
prior to overling them to television. a big advantage.
Variety

would be folly—the result would be neither a good
American nor an authentically British product.
(Oct. 12, 1955).

|

British Neglect of Stars for U.S.

|

Reference to the “rave criticisms” accorded “The
(2) Europeans seem not to un¬
Prisoner” after its opening at the Plaza Theatre in derstand that the U. S. Dept, of
N. Y. was reported in the issue of Dec. 21, 1955. Justice forced the divorce of the
This was one more chapter in the story of Alec one economic marriage—the union
Guinness' popularity with American audiences. of studios and theatres—which did
Again and again during the runnirig debate on once give the film industry of
what-to-do for British, the latter were advised, out America some cohesion.
of the mouths of both their own and Yankee show¬
Comment of film company of¬
men, and in the columns of this journal, that the ficials in Manhattan is that two
“star system” habit in America was' too long and synchronous but otherwise unre¬
firmly established to be disregarded.
Too few lated even's spotlight anew foreign
British stars had been “built up” in the States, but fuzziness about how the U. S. film
those few, including Sir Laurence Olivier, had fol¬ industry operates. These events
lowings.
were:

J_Not Regularized in America_[

The debate in the House of Parliament on the status of British
In September (28) Walter Reade Jr. had under¬
film product in the States.
scored the habit of British films to reach market
The criticism of American dis¬
through different distributors. There was no “con¬
tinuity” to either .the physical handling of product, tributors made by Jacques Flaud,
nor as to “regular” appearances of the same stars head of France's Centre National
playing more or less the same theatres.
Many of de la Cinematographic.'
these economic factors, though adverse, were not
American, industry execs, who in¬
the fault of Americans.
evitably must look at this situation
(Even France, with a worse problem than Britain’s
in the light of possible reciprocal
in the U, S., is planning to send French film stars
action against Hollywood films
across for personal appearances.)
abroad, are concerned over the per¬
I Yank Ekhiba Do Make False Comparisons 1 sistence of certain foreign views.
They wish that there was some way
Under the same Dec. 28 date, George Roth, sales to correct some of the false im¬
chief for America’s Trans-Lux Distributing Co., pressions prevailing overseas. Lan¬
commented on the tendency of American exhibitors guage is one barrier as regards the
to draw unrealistic contrasts between a given U. S. French and Italians.
film and a given import and to argue “failure”
It’s now asked whether the Mo¬
whereas often “the British gross wasn't bad at all
tion Picture Export Assn, should
and, in the light of the general film market of the
undertake
some
“educational”
moment, may have been quite good in fact.”
work. Alfred Corwin, has been
J_Errata Weaken Rank Thesis_| MPEA’s California rep, sending
feature news stories to newspapers
On Jan. 11, 1956 Variety was headlining “John all over the world but these stories,
Davis Vigorously Exhorts British Producers to and activities of public relations
Battle Yanks” (as, of course, they should, but clev¬ men assigned to various offices
erly, not emotionally) which story coincided with abroad, are concerned primarily
the considerable sensation of J. Arthur Rank’s ad¬ with fan interest in stars and less
vertisement in the N. Y. Times. This ad was weak¬ with matters involving the trade
ened by careless copy preparation and faulty data itself.
in that American film men could at once, and did,
Analyzing statements made by
spot errata and exaggerated claims. Ad had singled
foreign industry and government
out as examples of neglected or under-played
figures from time to time, the con¬
superior British product, four films of which
clusion is reached that they labor
“Simba” went into the • Palace in Times Square under the major illusions:
(1)
and “Purple Plain” into the Capitol, one of Got¬ That an American major company
ham’s top firstruns.
taking on a foreign film can auto¬
In the issue following (Jan. 18)' this paper fur¬ matically channel it through the
ther alluded to “Purple Plain” which had piled up big circuits. (2) That if only vol¬
12,000 p'laydates, very good for any picture in ume bookings can be achieved in
America, and had grossed $1,300,000, which while the S'ates, the gross will take care
not memorable for a Hollywood release was far
of itself.
from shameful for an import. Nor was “Cruel Sea”
At the MPEA, which had plenty
with 5,300 dates, or better, and $600,000 gross an
ideal pick for the Times ad in proof of “persecu¬ of member reaction to the Parli¬
amentary
discussion, the proposal
tion.” There had been sufficient time for Variety
to rack up the tally points on another candidate that the future of the British film
in
the
U.
S. be tied in with re¬
for sympathy, “Genevieve,” around $560,000 on
negotiation of the Anglo-American
3,300 dates.
Latter two films were handled this
film
pact
this
year has caused a
side by Universal, with which company John Rank
was in fairly constant, communication by goose- good deal of disturbance, not be¬
cause of the proposal itself, which
gram.
Davis, incidentally, has never shown, as far as reflected the view of only one man,
but the implied failure to recognize
known, thq, slightest appreciation of the extraordi¬
the lack of a direct link between
nary amount of space the American film press has
distribution and exhibition.
devoted to his utterances. He seems to belong to
“They haven’t realized yet that,
a school of unilateral make-the-facts-fit-the-thesis
style of persuasion. His rating as a public relations in the U. S., the exhibitor is king
when
it comes to foreign films,”
man for his country is anything but high in New
commented one exec
York.

PICTURE GROSSES

B way: ‘Carousel’ Riding High (140G),
‘Picnic Potent 165G, ‘Corner’-Vaude
23G, ‘Helen’ IV/fi 4th, ‘Arm’ 24G 10th

P^RIETY

‘DARLING’ DANDY 12G,
ST. L.; ‘GOODMAN’ 8G, 2D
St. Louis, Feb. 21.
“Forever Darling” looks best
draw currently for new pix, biz
being spotty at mainstem houses.
Holdovers are predominating the
firstruns. “Benny Goodman Story”
still is sharp in third round at the
St. Louis. “Man With Golden Arm”
shapes neat as a moveover. “Cine¬
rama Holiday,” nearing local wind'up, continues good. Weather was
clear and cold over the weekend.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20$2.40)—"Cinerama Holiday” (Indie)
(53d wk). Neat $10,000. Last week,
$12,600.
Esquire (Indie) (1,400; $1.25$1.50) —“Guys And Dolls” (M-G)
(9th wk). Nice $4,000 after $5,000
in eighth.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 51-75) —
“Glory” (RKO) and “There’s Al¬
ways Tomorrow” (U).
Opened
today (Tues.). Last week, “Bottom
of Bottle” (20th) and “Flame
Island” (Rep), trim $14,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50*85) —
“Forever Darling” (M-G) and “Its
A Dog’s Life” (M-G). Good $12,000.
Last week, “Golden Arm” (UA)
(3d wk), $9,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,400; 50-85)
—“Golden Arm” (UA) (m.o.). Hep
$6,000, Last week, “Littlest Out¬
law” (BV) and ‘Tord Of Jungle”
(AA) (2d wk), $5,000.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
50- 90) — “^Trouble With Harry”
(Par) (5th wk)/ Hot $2,500 after
$3,000 4th stanza.
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
$1.10)—“Diabolique” (UMPO) (2d
wk). Fast $2,200 after $2,500
opener.
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
51- 90) — “Benny Goodman Story”
(U) (3d wk). Sharp $8,000 after
$9,000 in second.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
$1.10) — “The Prisoner” (Col).
Fancy $3,000. Last week, “Lover
Boy” (20th) (2d. wk>, $2,000.

Business at Broadway deluxers ■ okay $12,000 after $22,000 below
is soaring this session, with the hopes, in first.
Washington’s
Birthday
holiday
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95falling so that it takes in the trade $1.80)—“Fantasia” (BV) (reissue)
of most theatres this week. (3d wk). Second round ended
Launching of powerhouses at the Monday (20) was socko $14,000
Music Hall and Roxy apparently after $22,000 in opening week.
is giving the whole Street a • Palace (RKO) (1,700* 50-$1.60)—
stronger tone since both are ■ “World in My Comer” (U) and
smash. Snow, sleet and rain last vaudeville.
This week ending
Friday and rainfall until late Sat¬ tomorrow (Thurs.) looks like nice
urday (18) afternoon hurt the box- $23,000.
Last
week,
“Second
office although trade picked up so Greatest Sex” (U) with vaude,
sharply Sunday that it ran even ; $28,000, over hopes.
or ahead of Saturday’s take.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; $1“Carousel,” which had the hand¬ $2)—“Court Jester” (Par) (4th wk).
icap of opening on a very unfavor¬ Third frame ended last night
able Friday, is soaring to a mighty (Tues.) was big $41,000. Second
$140,000 or near at the Roxy. was $55,000. Stays on.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90House retained its. iceshow since
. the management wanted to main¬ $1.80)—“Letters From My Wind¬
mill”
(Indie) (10th wk). Ninth
tain the continuity of a stage pol¬
icy. Being the .first prduction in session concluded Sunday (19) was
20th-Fox 55m process, the pic snappy $9,300 after $9,500 in
obviously drew many attracted by eighth. Stays.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel¬
the novelty alone.
(6,200; 95-$2.75) — “Picnic”
“Picnic” with stageshow is head¬ lers)
(Col)
and stageshow. Soaring to
ing for a great $165,000 opening great $165,000
or near in first week
session at the Music Hall even ending today (Wed.). Holds, natch!
though obviously hurt by the in¬ Looks in for run, with no reserva¬
clement weather on Friday and tions being taken for Easter show
Saturday. Looks in for five or six- earlier than March 29. In ahead,
week run.
'Til Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) and
“World in My Corner” with stageshow (5th wk), $130,000.
vaudeville, other new bill, looks
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$3.50)
to land nice $23,000 at the Palace. —“Oklahoma” (Magna) (19th wk).
Second stanza of “Forever Dar¬ Present week winding tomorrow
ling” likely will get fairish $16,000 (Thurs.) is headed for $37,500, with
at the State. “Lone Ranger” is boost from Washington’s Birthday.
down to a barely okay $12,000 on The 18th week was $38,000 with
initial holdover round at the May- two extra shows helping. Stays on.
fair.
Plaza. (Brecker) (556; $1.50-$1.80)
“Court Jester” held with big —“The Prisoner” (Col) (11th wk>.
$41,000 in third session at the. Par- The 10th week ended Friday (17)
■ amount, being helped some by was good $5,100 after $5,600 for
pre-holiday trade last night (Tues.). ninth.
Roxy (Nat'L Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40)
“Rose Tattoo” with no help from
holiday, held with great $22,000 in —"Carousel” (20th) and iceshow
10th frame ended last Monday (20) onstage. First week ending to¬
morrow (Thurs.) looks to land ter¬
night.
“Benny Goodman Story” was rific $140,000. Holds. This is first
given a gala public preem last 20th-Fox C’Scope in 55 released
night (Tues.) at the Capitol, with here, and novelty obviously is
regular run starting today (Wed.). helping. House has dropped, its re¬
“Guys and Dolls” rounded out a served-seat policy but still sells tix
four-day 15th week with an okay at upped scale for its mezz. Last
week, “Bottom of Bottle” (20th)
$19,500, making it a smash run.
“Man With Golden Arm” looks with “Rock ’n’ Roll” ice revue on¬
Philadelphia, Feb. 21.
pushed ahead of previous- stanza stage (2d wk-8 days), $42,000.
bolstered trade here
State (Loew) (3,450; 78-$1.75)— in Weekend
to get a wow $24,000 in current
most
spots.
Strong films still
(10th) week at the Victoria. “Helen “Forever Darling” (M-G) (2d wk). are solid. • “Forever Darling” is
This
round
ending
today
(Wed.)
of Troy” continued very big with
bit
disappointing
at the Goldman.
$23,500 in fourth frame at the looks like fairish $16,000. First Standout among new pix is
week was $25,000.
Criterion.
“There’s
Always
Tomorrow,”
with
Sutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.80)—
“Cinerama Holiday” completed
big takings at the Viking. *Anits 54th week last Saturday (18) by “The Ladykillers” (Cont). Opened nouncement of “Cinerama Holi¬
Monday
(20).
Last
week,
“Night
pushing up to a smash $51,400 at
day” closing helped it to a strong¬
the Warner. “Oklahoma” is head¬ My Number Came Up” (Cont) (9th er take at the B.oyd. “Benny Good¬
ing for a sturdy $37,500 or near wk), good $6,200 after $6,500 in man Story” is rated neat at Stan¬
in current (19th) stanza at the eighth week.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540; ley in third week.
Rivoli.
Estimates for This Week
$1-$1.50)—“Littlest Outlaw” (BV)
Estimates for This Week
<9th wk).
Eighth stanza ended
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-$1.80)—
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)— Sunday (19) was okay $4,200 after “Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (4th wk).
“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (11th wk). The $4,700 for seventh. “Doctor At Great $20,000. Last week, $22,000.
10th week ended Monday (20) held Sea” (Rep) opens Feb. 29 after
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
with great $22,000. Ninth week- benefit preem night of Feb. 28.
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (53d
was $24,500. Holds.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-S2)
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) —"Golden Arm” (UA) (10th wk). wk). Happy $13,500. Last week,
(550; $1.25-$1.80)—“Lease of Life” Current week ending tomorrow $12,700.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-$1.49)—
(IFE) (2d wk). Initial holdover (Thurs.) probably will hit smash
round ending today (Wed.) is head¬ $24,000 to top the ninth week’s “Bottom of Bottle” (20th) (3d wk),
ing for okay $5,500 after $7,500 $20,500. Stays on. Pic looks to Thin $7,500 in 4 days. Last week,
opening week. Stays one week have hit $346,000, with conclusion $10,000.
more, with “Don Juan” (Times) of this round.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65opening March 1.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600; $1.35)—“Forever Darling” (M-G).
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25- $1.20-$3.30)—“Cinerama Holiday” Good $13,000 or near. Last week,
$1.50)—Adorable Creatures” (Cont) <Indie) (55th wk). The 54th ses¬ “Lone Ranger” (WB), same.
<7th wk). Sixth session ended sion ended Saturday (18) climbed
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 99-$1.49)
Monday (2(\ held with fine $6,500 to smash $51,400, with extra shows —“Helen
of Troy” (WB) (4th wk).
after $8,00$ in fifth.
naturally helping. The 53d week
$13,500. Last week, $13,000.
Capitol (Loew’s) <4,820; $l-$2.50) was $49,500. , “7 Wonders of Oke
Midtown
(Goldman) (1,000; 75— “Benny Goodman Story” (U). World” (Indie) preems in April.
$1.49)—“Court Jester” (Par) (3d
Opens today (Wed.) following a
wk). Good $10,000. Last week,
gala public preem last night
$10,500.
(Tues.), with personals by Benny
Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; 99Goodman and Steve Allen, latter
$1.80)—“Guys and Dolls” -<WB)
star of pic. In ahead, "Guys and
< 15th wk). Okay $9,000. Last week,
Dolls” (M-G) (15th wk-4V2 days),
$10,000.
okay $19,500, covering four days
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)—
plus three screenings Tuesdav.
“Benny Goodman Story” (U) (3d
The 14th week was $29,000.
wk).
Neat $13,000. Last week,
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 75-$2.50)
Detroit, Feb. 21.
$15,000.
—“Helen of Troy” (WB) (4th wk)
Biz .among the downtowners
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)—
Present week ending today (Wed) seems
to be taking on new vigor “Golden Arm” (UA) (5th wk).
looks like sturdy $23,500. Third with excitement
of opening “Okla¬ Stout $15,000. Last week, $15,000.
week was $28,000. Continues.
homa”
at the United Artists this
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 90Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) week. “Man
With
Golden Arm” $1.49)—“Sheep Has Five Legs”
—“Diabolique” (UMPO) (14th wk). also is a jab in the arm
smash (UMPO) (3d wk). Okay $3,800.
The 13th frame ended Monday trade at the Palms. with
“Helen of Last week, $5,000.
(20) was fancy $10,300 after $11,300 Troy” is having a good
second
Trans-Lux (T-I^) (500; 99-$1.80)
for 12th week.
launching
at
the
Michigan.
“Deep —•‘Rose Tattoo’” (Par) (4th wk).
Globe (Brandt) d,500; 70-$1.50)
Sea” shapes slow at Fox. Fancy $14,000. Last week, $13,000.
—-“3 Bad Sisters” (UA) (2d-final Blue
Ranger” is above average
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49)—
wk). Looks to climb to good “Lone
at
Broadway - Capitol.
“Benny “There’s Always Tomorrow” (U).
$7,500, helped by some previews. Goodman
Story” shapes hot In Sock $14,000. Last week, “All
Opening week was $7,000. “Sins third Madison
session.
of Borgias” (Indie) opens Satur¬
Heaven Allows” (U) (5th wk),
$o,000.
Estimates for This Week
day (25).
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 98Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1,75) —
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1“Golden Demon” (Indie) (4th wk). $1.25) — “Deep Blue Sea” (20th) $1.50)—“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (3d
Hice $5,000, Last week,
Third stanza concluded Sunday and “Silent Sea” (Indie). Drab
(19) was good $6,000. Second was
„£ast weelc» “Bottom of $6,000.
$6,500. Stays on for some time.
Bottle” (20th) and “Bobby Ware Is
Mayfair (Brandt) <1,736; 79- Missing” (AA) (2d wk), $13,000.
$1.80) — “Lone Ranger” (WB) f2d
Other picture grosses
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000*
wk). First holdover session ending j $1-$1.25)—“Helen of Troy” (WB)
on Page 10.
tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for1
(Continued on page 14)

‘Always’Fast 14G,
Philfy; ‘Arm’ 15G

‘Arm’ Great $34,000, Det.;
‘Sea’ Slow 17G, ‘Helen’
18G, ‘Goodman’ 11G, 3d
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Chi Climbs; ‘Picnic’ Giant $60,000,
Phanlom’-'World’ Big 16G, ‘Bottle’
Hot 10G, Skirts’ 19G, ‘Goodman’ 27G
Chicago, Feb. 21
Washington’s Birthdav alwav.
;
b
ig
in,
the-Loop
plus some s«k
Film gross estimates as re¬
new entries, is boosting Wick«
ported herewith from the vari¬
takes
this
frame
at
firstruns
Total
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
gross looks to hit $284,300.
1
without usual tax. Distrib¬
should
do
a
mighty
$60.
utors share on net take, when
000 first week at the State-Lakn
playing percentage, hence the
“Day World Ended” and “Phantom*
estimated figures are net in¬
From
10,000 Leagues” cofi
come.
shapes
smash-$16,000 in same wepk
The parenthetic admission
at Roosevelt.
prices, however, as indicated,
“Bottom of Bottle” looks strong
include the U. S. amusement
$10,000, also in opening frame at
tax.
the Monroe. “Naked Amazon” and
“Hell’s Horizon” combo looms wow
$14,000 in first at the Grand. “Rivi.
era” is sock $4,700 at the Carnegie
for preem week.
’
I
“Lieut.
Wore Skirts” stavs
staunch in second week at Orien¬
tal. “Samurai” is not bad in sec¬
ond at the World and “Wages of
Fear” is doing all right irf the sec¬
ond stanza at the Surf.
Minneapolis, Feb. 21.
“Benny Goodman Story” is only
With holdovers much in evidence
again, the lone important new¬ okay in third week at the Chicago
“Desperate
Hours” is waning. in *
comers are “Last Hunt” at the
State and “Forever Darling.” The the third at the Loop.
“Oklahoma” continues hefty in
former stacks up smash and “Dar¬
ling” is big at the Gopher. More eighth round at Me Vickers. “Man
sub-zero temperatures and snow With Golden Arm” stays solid in
is putting a dent in biz. The 33d same week at the Woods. “Diabo¬
week for “Cinerama Holiday” is lique” is smash in ninth Ziegfeld
tall. Second round for “Benny frame while “I’ll Cry Tomorrow'’
Goodman Story” at Orpheum is holds well in ninth United Artists
stanza. “Cinerama Holiday” is still
holding hefty.
getting good play in 36th week at
Estimates for This Week
Century (S-W) (1,150; $1.75- thq Palace.
$2.65)—“Cinerama Holiday” (In¬
Estimates for This Week
die) (33d wk). Continues en all
Carnegie (Telem’t) (480; 95) —
cylinders at tall $13,000.
Last “Riviera”
(IFE). Sock $4,700. Last
week, $14,000.
week, subsequent-run.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)—
Chicago
(B&K) (3.900; 98-$1.25)
Forever Darling” (M-G). Off to a
Goodman Story” (U) <3d
disappointing start, considering —“Benny
Okay $27,000. Last week,
terrific b.e. of previous Ball-Amaz wk).
$38,000.
opus at this spot. Socko $8,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400;
Last week, “Ransom” (M-G) (3d 85-$l)—“Night
My Number Came
wk), $3,000.
'
Up”
(Cent) (2d wk). Hefty $8,200.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 65-85)—“East Last week,
$11,000.
of Eden” (WB) and “Battle Ci*y”
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$l)—
(WB) (2d runs). Fair $4,000. .Last “Naked
Amazon”
(Indie) and
week, “All That Heaven Allows” “Hell’s Horizon”
(Col).
Great
(U) (4th wk), $3,500 in 5 days.
Last week, “Tennessee’s
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$l)— $14,000.
Partner”
(RKO)
and
“Bengazi”
“Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d wk). Has
(2d wk), $7,000.
been under hopes. Mild $6,000 in (RKO)
Loop (Telem’tf (606; 90-$1.25)—
5 days. Last week, $11,500.
“Desperate
Hours” (Par) (3d wk).
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 85- I
$1)—“Benny Goodman Story” (U) Fast $7,000. Last week, $8,000.
McVickers
(JL&S) (1,580; $1.25(2d wk). Hefty $10,000 or near. $3) — “Oklahoma”
(Magna) (8th
Last week, $14,000.
wk).
Hotsy
$36,000.
Last week,
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)— $40,000.
“Top Gun” (UA) and “Good Die
Monroe (Indie) (1,000:--67-87)—Young” (UA). Slow $3,500,' Last
week, “Last Command” (Rep) and “Bottom of Bottle” (20th). Big
“Twinkle in God’s. EyeM (Rep), $10,000. Last week, “Grapes of
Wrath” (20th) and “Tobacco Road”
$4,000.
State (Par) (2,300; 85-$l)—“Last (20th) (reissues), $6,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3.400; 98-$1.25)
Hunt” (M-G).
Stewart Granger,
Russ Tamblyn and Richard Brooks —“Lieut. Wore Skirts” (20th) <2d
wk). Sturdy $19,000. Last week,
here in person opening day. Had $24,500.
terrific ballyhoo.
Sock $14,000
Palace (Eitel) (1,484t $1.25-$3.40)
loomsT Last week, “Last Frontier”
T«iuCi??rai^ -Holiday?’ (Indie)
(Col), $5,500.
wk). Staunch $32,700. Last
World (Mann) (400; 75-$1.20)— (36th
“Golden Ann” (UA) (3d wk). week, $33,700.
„
Roosevelt
(B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—
Holding up strongly after failing
to hit initial level expected. Virile <4J?ay AWorld Ended” (Indie) and
Phantom
10,000
Leagues” (Indie;.
$6,500. Last week, $7,200.
Smash $16,000. Last week, “Lone

Estimates Are Net.

‘Hunt’ Smash14G,
Mpls.; 'Darling’ 8G

‘Cry’ Whopping $22,000,
Cleve.; ‘Darling’ OK 11G,
‘Eden’-Wo’Good 9G

WX*and ''Crooked Web"
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98)
-- Picnic” (Col). Terrific $60,000.
Lfst week, “Kismet” (M-G) <2d
wk). $20,000.
„ Surf (H&E Balaban) (685: 95)—
Wages of Fear” (DCA) (2d wk).
Cleveland, Feb. 21.
“Forever Darling” did smart biz Okay $2,900. Last week, $3,500.
«oFn
Artists (B&K) <1.700, 65opening day at the State as a re¬
Cry Tomorrow” <M-G)
sult of Desl Arnaz-Lucille Ball ap-? f3'—
pearances here but week’s total $17500 ): SWCl1 $17’000* Last week’
likely will be only nice. “I’ll Cry
Woods (Essaness) (1.206; 98Tomorrow” is standout currently
with a smash session at the Still¬ $1.25)—“Golden Arm” (UA) <8th
$18,000. Last week,
man. “Lone Ranger” is rated okay $X'™Sturdy
20,000. .
at the Allfcn,
World (Indie) (430; 98)—“Samu¬
Estimates for This Week
rai” (FA) (2d wk). Plump $3,800.
Allen (3,000; 70-$l) — “Lone Last
week, $4,300.
Ranger” (WB) and “Target Zero”
Ziegfeld'(Davis) (430; 98)— “Dir
(WB). Okay $14,000. Last week,
abolique” (UMPO) (9th wk). Tor¬
Helen of Troy” (WB) <3d wk), rid $8,000. Last week, $7,100.
$13,000. .
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$l)—
‘Benny Goodman Story” (U) (3d ‘Darling’ Fair $7,000,
wk) Oke $7,000 in 5 days. Last
Balto; ‘Goodman’ 18G
week, $12,000.
Baltimore, Feb. 21.
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1-$1.50)—
Two holdovers are perking
“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (9th wk).
Fancy $8,500 after $9,000 last grosses here this round. Second
week.
week of “Benny Goodman Story
Palace (RKO) (3,286; 70-90)— is smash at the Century as is sec¬
East of Eden” (WB) and “Battle ond stanza of “Rose Tattoo” at the
Cry (WB) (reissues). Good $9,- New. “Forever Darling” bad a
?o0n0,*, ,Last week, “Deep Blue Sea” fairish round at the Town. “Shack
v°thLa«d Llfe in Balance” (In¬ Out On 101” was mild at the Mayfair.
die), $5,000.
Estimates for This Week
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)—
Century (Fruchtman) (3.000; 50*
<fi°nnner Da?iAng” <M*G). Nice
$11,000 or better. Last week, $1.25) — “Benny Goodman Story
<U) (2d wk). Socko $18,000 ufter
Jestel‘” ‘Par), $11,500.
,
,
4T,i,
man ,L°ew) <2,700; 70-90)_ $21,500 opener,
Cinema (Sehwafe^r) (460; 50-$y
Tomorrow” (M-G). Smash
$22 000. Last week, “Man With —“The Bed” (Indie) <5th wKb
Golden Arm” (UA) un.o.), $9,000.,
(Continuedljon page
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OPENING
SINCE "THE ROBE”!
First four days surpass gross and
attendance on EVERY 20th attraction
since “The Robe,” which holds the
all-time world’s record!

ROXY THEATRE * CHINESE THEATRE

the; first motion picture in the new

Cinemascope
li A

NEW MILESTONE IN

MOTION

PICTURE HISTORY!”

— Front page, N. Y. Journal-American

10
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PICTURE GROSSES

Sprightly 14G,
Cincy Trade Up Sharply; ‘Arm’ Giant
New Product Hypos L.A.; ‘Carousel’ ‘Jester’
Seattle; ‘Arm’ 6iG, 4th
i, ‘Goodman’ Rousing 16G, ‘Bay’
Rousing $32,M ‘Goodman Big 75G,
Nice 9y2G, ‘Holiday’ Hotsy 17G, 35th
‘Never Was’ Fair 25G, ‘Stations’ 19G
Los Angeles, Feb. 21.
Firstrun biz is on upbeat in cur¬
rent frame with midweek holiday
figured to help overall outlook.
Five newcomers also are stepping
up ticket sales although not all are
strong. Rousing $32,000 is seen on
opening week for “Carousel” at
Chinese. .
“Benny Goodman Story” shapes
very good $27,000 or better in
three theatres plus $48,000 for one
nabe and eight drive-ins. “Man
Who Never Was” is fair $25,'000 in
four houses while “Battle Stations”
looks modest $19,000 in three spots.
“Slightly Scarlet” looms fair $14,50uSin twb sites.
Among; the holdovers and ex¬
tended-ruins, leaders still remain
“Cinerama Holiday,” “Oklahoma,”
“Guys and Dolls,” “I’ll Cry To¬
morrow” and Golden Arm’-’ in That
order.
Estimates for This Week
Chinese (FWC) .(1,90; $1.40-$2)—
“Carousel” (20th). Rousing $32,000.
Last week, “Lieut. Wore
Skirts” (20th) (5th wk-6 days),
$6,000.
Warner Downtown, Hollywood,
Rite (SW-FWC) <1,757; 756; 1,363;
90-$1.50)-3-“Goodman Story” (U)
and “Night Number Came Up”
(Indie). * $27,000. Last week, in
other units.
Downtown Paramount, Vogue
(ABPT-FWC) (3,300; 885; 90-$1.50)
—“Slightly Scarlet” (RKO) and
“Sins Pompeii” (Indie). Fair $14,500. Last week.D’town Par. with
New Fox, Ritz, ' Loyola, “Bottom
Bottle” (20th) and “Let’s Make
Up” (UA) (2d wk), $15,000; Vogue
with Wapner Downtown, “All
Heaven Allows” (U) and “Red
Sundown” (U) (2d wk), $11,200.
Hillstreet, Hawaii, W i 11 e r n
(RKO-G&S-SW) (2,752; 1,106; 2.344;
80-$1.50)—“Battle Station” ICol)
and “Houston Story” (Col). Mod¬
est $19,000. • Last .week, in other
units.
Los Angeles, New Fox, Uptown,
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 965; 1,715;
1,248; 90-$1.50)—“Man Who Never
Was”
(20th) and “Dig That
Uranium” (AA). Fair $25,000 or
near. Last week, L. A. with Holly¬
wood, Wiltern, “Lone Ranger”
(Continued on page 14)

Cold Sloughs Toronto;
‘Picnic’ Terrif $20,000,
‘Jungle’ 13G, ‘Harry’ 9G

Key City Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week.$2,843,330
(Based on 24 cities and 235
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
cluding N. Y.)

Total Gross Same Week «
Last Year .$2,780,650
(Based on 22 cities and 211
theatres.)

‘Tattoo’ Smash
$12,000 in Prav.
Providence, Feb. 21.
Strand is leading the b.o. proces¬
sion this week, its “Rose Tattoo”
being sock. State’s “Forever Dar¬
ling” is being edged by Majestic’s
“.Bottom of Bottle” for second
best honors. RKO Albee is mark¬
ing time in fifth round, with “Guys
and Dolls.”
Estimates for This Week
Albee'(RKO) (2,200; 90-$1.50)“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (5th wk).
Slowed down to just fair $6,000.
Last week, $8,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 50-80)—
“Bottom of Bottle” (20th) and
“Lover Boy” (20th). Smooth $10,000. Last week, “Helen of Troy”
(WB) (2d wk)-, $9,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 50-80)—
“Forever Darling”
(M-G) and
“Hell’s Horizon” (Col). Okay $10,000.
Last week, “Golden Arm”
(UA) (2d wk), $10,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 70-90)
—“Rose Tattoo” (Par). Socko $12,000. Last week, “East of Eden”
(WB) :and “Battle Cry” (WB) (re¬
issues), $9,000.

‘NEVER’FAIR $16,000,
FRISCO; ‘ARM’ 12G, 4TH
San Francisco, Feb. 21.
Stormy weather last Sunday (19)
hurt the ‘ firstrun boxoffice but
—Man—fWith—Golden Arm” is ac¬
tually running close to previous
week with great total at the United
Artists. “Man Who Never Was”
looms fair at the huge Fox. “Cine¬
rama Holiday” is pushed up to sock
total in. 28th'week at Orpheum.
“Lease of Life ” is fine in first
session at the Clay. “Guys and
Dolls”.’ is big in 14th stanza at
Stagedoor.
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80$1)—“Texas Lady” (RKO) and
‘Postmark for Danger” (RKO).
(Continued on page 14)

Toronto, Feb. 21.
Despite midweek rain followed
by cold wave, which iced the high¬
ways and sidewalks surface like an
ice rink, "Picnic” looks wham at
Shea’s. “Lone Ranger” also ini¬
tially big shapes mild on weekend.
Tersonals opening day by Kim
Novak for “Picnic” helped. “Guys
and Dolls” in ninth week is neat.
Second stanza of "Forever Dar¬
ling” looms fine. "All That Heaven
Allows” is in final (4th) week at
Uptown.
Estimates for This Week
Christie, Hyland (Rank) (877,
1.357; 75-$l)—“Value for Money”
(Rank) (2d wk). Okay $5,500. Last
week, $7,000.
i
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro, |
State, Westwood (Taylor) (1,059;
995; 684; 695; 994; 40-75)—“Square
Jungle” (U) and “Hold Back To¬
morrow” (Rep). Fairish $13,000 or
close. Last week, “Last Command”
(Rep) and “Twinkle in God’s Eye”
(Rep), $12,000.
Eglinton, University (FP) (1,080;
1,556; 60-$l)—“Trouble With Har¬
ry” (Par) (4th wk). Nice $9,000.
Last week, $12,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$l)—
“Lone Ranger” (WB). Mild $9,000.
Last week, “Bottom of Bottle”
(20th), $10,000.
International (Taylor) (557; 5085)—“Camille” (M-G) (reissue) (2d
wk).
Good $3,000.
Last week,
$3,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 60-$l)—
“Forever Darling” (M-G) (2d wk).
Fine $13,000. Last week, $15,500.
Odeon (Rank) (2,318; $1-$1.75)—
“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (9th wk).
Neat $12,000. Last week, $15,000.
Shea’s (FP)
(2,373;
60-$l)—
“Picnic” (Col). Wham $20,000. Last
week, “Court-Martial Billy Mitch¬
ell” (WB) (2d wk), $7,000 for five
days.
Towne (Taylor) (693; 60-$ D—
“Naked Sea” (RKO) (2d wk). Nice
$3,500. Last week, $4,000.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 60-$l)—
“All That Heaven Allows” (U)
(4th wk). Satisfactory final week
at $6,500, Last week, $8,000.
t

Seattle, Feb. 21.
Only one newcomer here this
session, but it is great. It is “Court
Jester,” smash at Coliseum. Else¬
where, biz is uneven, with many
spots hurt by having overly-ex¬
tended longruns. “Benny Goodman
Story” looms good in third Music
Hall stanza. “Golden Arm” shapes,
mild in fourth frame at Paramount.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; $1$1.50)—“Guys, Dolls” (M-G) <9t.h
wk). Nice $6,000. Last week,
$6,400.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1.870; 90$1.25) — “Court Jester” (Par) and
“Last of Desperados” (Indie). Great
$14,000. Last week, “Storm Fear”
(UA) and “Joe Macbeth” (Col),
$6,300.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
$1-$1.25)—“Bottom of Bottle” (UA)
and “Dig That Uranium” (AA) (2d
wk). Slow $5,000. Last week,
$7,000.
. Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25)—“Littlest Outlaw” (BV). (3d
wk-4 days). Good $4,000. Last
week, $5,500.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90$1.25) — “Forever JDarling” (M-G)
j and ‘“Fighting Chance” (Rep) (2d
wk-6 days). Fair $5,500. I*ast week,
$7,700.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90$1.25)—“Benny Goodman” (U) (3d
wk). Good $6,000. Last week,
$8,000.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
90-$1.25) — “Golden Arm” (UA).
(4th wk). Mild $6,500. Last week,
$7,200.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .$649,500
^Based on 22*theatres.)
Last Year
$650,700
(Based on 21 theatres.)

‘Picnic Wham 23G,
D.C; *B.G.’Hot 24G

Washington, Feb. 21.
Two sock newcomers are bring¬
ing new life to mainsteni' b.o. this
round. “Picnic” at Trans-Lux is
rated near-record and may top
“Here to Eternity” mark. “Benny
Goodman Story” at RKO Keith’s
is another \vinner, and looks solid
for many weeks. "Lone Ranger”
playing two houses shapes fair.
'
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 75-$l)
—“Lone Ranger” (WB) and “Target
Zero” (WB).. Fair $5,000. Last
week, “Helen of Troy” (WB) (3d
wk), $4,800 in 6 days.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 70-95) —
“Forever Darling” (M-G) (2d wk).
Very slow $6,000 in final 4 days.
Last week, $15,000 over hopes.
Columbia (Loew) (1,174; 70-95)—
“East of Eden” (WB) and “Battle
Cry” (WB) (reissues). Oke $4,000
in last 4 days after $8,00(1 last
Omaha, Feb. 21.
'
Thanks to a pair of potent new week.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$1.10)
entries; biz is on the torrid side at
downtown houses this week. “Pic¬ —“Diabolique” (UMPO) (7th wk).'
nic” is socko at the Orpheum Steady $4,000 after $5,000 last
while “Renny Goodman Story” ac¬ week. Stays, on.
tually is stronger at the smaller
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)
State with a terrific showing. — “Benny Goodman Story” (U).
“Helen of Troy,” switched from Sock $24,000 or near. Stays. Last
Orpheum to the Omaha, is still week, “Guys and Dolls” (M-G)
hotsy. “Battle Stations” shapes (13th wk), $8,000 at higher scale.
only okay at the Brandeis.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75-90)
—“Lone Ranger” (WB) and “Tar¬
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; 75-$l)— get Zero” (WB). Okay $8,000 or
“Battle Stations”- (Col) and “Thir¬ near. Last week, “Helen of Troy”
ty Seconds Over Tokyo” (reissue). (WB) (3d wk), $7,800 in 6 days.
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 70-$1.10)—
Unable to combat strong competi¬
tion, being just okay $4,000. Last “Court Jester” (Par) (3d wk). Oke
Boston, Feb. 21. ""
week, “Diane” (M-G) and “Post¬ $9,000 in final 6 days, after fine
mark for Danger” (RKO), $3,400. $16,000 last week.
School vacation week and holi¬
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 75- day hypoed biz all around follow¬
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 75-$l)
—“Helen of Troy” (WB) (m.o.). $1.10)—“All Heaven Allows” (U) ing • sluggish trade at start of
(Continued on page 14)
Lenten season. Three new entries
Fine $6,000. Last week, “Ransom”
are led by “Rose Tattoo” at Met¬
(M-G) and “Toughest Man Alive”
ropolitan with, a mighty $30,000 or
(AA), $7,500 at 70c-90c scale.
better.
“Lone Ranger” shapes
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75fancy at State and Orpheum. “Di¬
$1)—“Picnic” (Col). Looks socko
abolique” pulled lines at tiny Bea¬
$14,000. Last week, “Helen of
con Hill. “Cinerama Holiday” led
Troy” (WB), $11,500.
the holdovers with a rousing $30,. State (Goldberg) (860; 80-$l)—
000 in its 26th frame.
“Benny
“Benny Goodman Story” (U).
Goodman Story” bowed out okay
Building day-by-day with $9,000 in
Kansas City, Feb. 21.
at
Memorial
after
four
days
of
sight. This is sensational at this
Holdovers all the rule currently,
capacity,
with few new bills among the first- third week.
Estimates
for
This
Week
runs.
Tops is “The Spoilers,”
okay at four house combo. “Helen
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; $1-$1.80)—
of Troy” at Paramount, “Littlest “Guys, Dolls” (M-G) (15th wk).
Outlaw,” at the Missouri and “For? Consistent $10,000. Last week,
ever Darling’? at the Roxy all look $10,200.
satisfactory in second weeks. LastBeacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678;
named is especially nice. “Man 90-$1.25)—“Diabolique”
(UMPO).
With Golden Arm” is staying only Rave reviews boosted this to sock
five days in third session at the $16,000. Last week, “Othello” (In¬
Midland. Weather continued un¬ die) (2d wk)/' $3,600.
weekend, and trade for pic has pleasant with drizzle and cold
been unusually big Saturdays and temperatures.
Cinerama (Cinerama Produc¬
Sundays. Should wind up with
tions) (1,354; $1.20-$2.65)—“Ciner¬
Estimates for This Week
$6,000, okay. Last week, $9,000.
ama Holiday” (Indie) (26th wk).
Glen (Dickinson) (700; 75-$l)— Boff $30,000. Last week, $21,000.
Nixon (Rubin) (1,700; 90-$1.50)—
“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (3d wk). “French Touch” (Indie) (2d wk).
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l) —
Holding very steady at $17,500, Fair $1,000. Last week, $1,500.
“Prisoner” (Col) (5th wk). Nifty
very good considering conditions.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-$l)— $7,000. Last week, $5,500.
Last week, $19,000.
“Ugetsu” (Indie).
Okay $1,500.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$l)—
Penn (UA) (3,300; 65-$l)—“Last Last week, “Great Adventure”
“Lone Ranger” (WB) and “Track
Hunt” (M-G). Slow start and (4th wk), $700.
Man Down” (Indie). Slick $9,500.
doesn’t figure to pick up very
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 65-90)— Last week, “Bottom of Bottle”
much. Modest $10,000. Last week, “Golden
Arm” (UA) (3d-r5 days). (20th)'and “Hidden Guns” (Indie),
“Forever Darling” (M-G), better Fair $4,000.
Last week, $7,000.
•$7,000.
than anticipated at $14,000.
Missouri
(RKO) (2,585; 50-75-$l)
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-$l)—
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
“Trouble With Harry” (Par). Smart —“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) and —“I Am Camera” (DCA) (9th wk).
move in pulling this out of down¬ “Naked Sea” (RKO) (2d wk). Nice $10,000. Last week, ditto.
town deluxer for smaller arty Happy $5,000. Last week, helped
Memorial (RKO) (o,t)Q0; 60-$D—
house. Big $5,000, and could get a by upped scale and higher kid “Benny Goodman Story” (U) (3d
real run. Last week, “Man Who price, $12,000.
wk-4 days). Oke $10,000. “Carou¬
Loved Redheads” (UA) (2d wk),
Paramount (United Par) (1,900; sel” (20th) opened today (Tues.).
$3,000.
75-$l)—“Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d Last week, $18,500.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-$l) — wk).
Trim $8,000.
Last week,
Metropolitan (NET) (1,700; 60“Lone Ranger” (WB) and “Target $11,000.
$1)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par). Rousing
Zero” (WB). Got as much Satur¬
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-$l)— $30,000. Last week, “Helen of
day, when the kids steamed in, as “Forever Darling” (M-G) (2d wk). Troy” (WB) (3d wk), $11,500.
it did first 3 days. Weekend rush Fancy $5,500; holds. Last week,
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$D
of youngsters should get twinner $7,500.
—“Lone Ranger” (WB) and “Track
$9,000, not bad. Last week, “Helen
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gran¬ Man Down”. (Indie). Building 1°
of Troy” (WB), (3d wk-6 days), ada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; big $17,500 or near. Last week,
$9,500, and better than $33,000 on 700; 1,217; 65-85)-—“Spoilers” (U) “Bottom of Bottle” (20th) and
run.
and “Kentucky Rifle” Undie). “Hidden Guns” (Indie), $12,500.
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.40) Okay $13,000. Last week, “Bot¬
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 60-$ 1—"Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (54th tom of the Bottle” (20th) and “Golden Arm” (UA) <3d</wk).
wk). Off a bit but too noticeable “Apache Woman” (Lip), $14,000.
Sturdy $16,000. Last week, $#0,000.
at $10,500. Last week, best in
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)—
State (Loew) (3,000;
months at $12,000, with show train “Prisoner” (Col) (3d wk). Nice “Golden Arm” (UA) (3dJf^). Neat
from Cleveland helping.
$1,200. Last week, $1,500.
$8,500. Last week, $1?/J)00..

‘Goodman’ Hot SG,
Omaha; ‘Picnic’ 14G

Lent, Weather Clip Pitt; ‘Goodbye’
Big $9,000, ‘Ranger Same, ‘Hunt’ 10G
Pittsburgh, Feb. 21.
Beginning of Lent and miserable
weather, with lots of rqin and cold,
is hurting downtown trade. Kiddie
crush over weekend is saving
“Lone Ranger,” dualed with “Tar¬
get Zero,” at the Stanley. Also
“Never Say Goodbye” at Fulton
looks likely to attract enough
femme trade to hold over. "Last
Hunt” is only so-so at Penn. Ab¬
breviated third stanza of “Benny
Goodman Story” at Harris doesn’t
look too badly under the circum¬
stances. Adverse factors do not
seem-to be giving Squirrel Hill,
arty house, much trouble since
"Trouble With Harry” got away
big. Guys and Dolls” is holding
rather steady at Nixon.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l) —
“Never Say Goodbye” (U). Tearjerker getting heavy matinee play
from femmes which should be
enough to insure $9,000 at least.
Last week, "Lieut. Wore Skirts”
(20th) (2d wk), $5,500.
Guild (Green) (500; 65-$l) —
“Hill 24 Doesn’t Answer” (Indie).
Israeli picture was figured to be a
natural.*’ But it isn’t working out
that way since not up to expecta¬
tions at $2,500. Last week, “Sheep
Has 5 Legs” (UMPO) (8th wk),
$1,200
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 75-$1.10)
—“Benny Goodman Story” <U) (3d
wk). Only 5 days but it includes a

Broadway Grosses

Cincinnati, Feb. 21
Two strong newcomers are ma¬
jor contributors to this week’s
marked climb in the overall trade
at downtown houses.
“Benny
Goodman Story,” great at the big
Albee, and VMan With Golden
Arm,” shaping best in months at
the small Grand, are in •-a. photo
finish for front money. Palace also
looms pleasing with “Hell on Fris¬
co Bay,” another new bill. Weath¬
er cleared over weekend after rainslowed first half start, perking
trade
noticeably.
“Guys
and
Dolls” is winding up run at Keith’s
with two house records. “Cine¬
rama
Holiday” is rebounding
sharply in its 35th week.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,10Q; 75-$1.25)—
“Benny Goodman Story” (U).
Socko $16,000 or ; better, Last
week, “Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d
wk), $9,500.
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.) (1,376; $l!20-$2.65)—“Cinerama Holi¬
day” (Indie) (35th wk). Rebound¬
ing to big $17,000 after last week’s
$14,500. Fresh splurge of press,
radio-tv advertising and exploita¬
tion in nearby cities is already
bearing fruit in ticket sales at
Dayton, O., and Lexington, Ky.,
where initiated.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 84-$1.25)—
“Man With Golden Arm” (UA).
Terrific .$15,800 or near; best here
in months. Holds. Last week,
“Deep Blue Sea” (20th). and “Sud¬
den Danger” (AA), at 75-$l scale,
$7,000.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.50)
—“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (9th
wk-3 days). Very stout $3,500. Last
week, $8,200. Engagement sets
house records for length of run
and nearly $120,000 gross. Barely
topped “White Christmas” (Par)
former eight-week run. "Picnic”
(Col) opens Wednesday (22).
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$l)—
"Hell on Frisco Bay” CWB). Pleas¬
ing $9,500. Last week, “Ransom”
(M-G), $9,800.

3 New Films Hypo Hub;
‘Tattoo’ Mighty $30,000,
‘Ranger’ Big 27G in 2

H.0.’s Clobber K.C. But
‘Spoilers’ Okay $13,000;
‘Helen’ Lively 8G, 2d

Wednesday,-
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VEGAS
HITS
BULLSEYEI -*•
Were you there? Ask any of the thousands
of exhibitors who attended those terrific
theatre screenings of M-G-M’s Goldmine of
Entertainment "MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS"
in Exchange centers from Coast to Coast.
Thanks for the telegrams, the phone calls,
4

the letters! Your enthusiasm in the thdatre,

your roars of laughter, your continuous
applause was confirmation that here’s the
Big Show theatres have been waiting for.
★

M-G-M presents a Goldmine of Entertainment in

Cinemascope

and COLOR

MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS
*

■"

Stanlnj

DAN DAILEY-CYD CHARISSE
with

AGNES MOOREHEAD*LILI DARYAS-JIM BACKUS• OSCAR KARLWEIS• LILIANE MONTEVECCHI• CARA WILIIAMS-THE FOUR ACES
»

and GUEST STARS

JERRY COLONNA * PAUL HENREID • LENA HORNE * FRANKIE LAINE - MITSUKO SAWAMURA
Screen Story and Screen Play by
Choreography by

HERMES PAN *

ISOBEL LENNART •

Photographed

songs: •
In EASTMAN COLOR *

Music

by

NICHOLAS BRODSZKY
ROY ROWLAND *

Directed by

*

(Available In Magnetic Stereophonic, perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)

•

Lyrics

by SAMMY

Produced by JOE

€AHN

PASTERNAK
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INTERNATIONAL

PftRIETY

'VARIETY'S' LONDON OFPICK
I St. Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square

London Film Biz Boff Despite Cold; mnthWBFihn Season |Demand for Reduction in U.S. Film
Imports Not Viewed Too Seriously
‘Holiday Huge 17G, ‘Picnic Loud 14G,
In British Pix Circles; Recall Past
‘Jester Big 13G, ‘Conqueror 9G, 2d
London, Feb. 21.

London, Feb. 21.
Although the mercury has been
below freezing point during most
of the last stanza, West End firstruns have enjoyed a boom session.
Big new pix helped.
Top individual gross was scored
by “Cinerama Holiday," which
clicked with a mighty $17,000 or
over in opening week at the*Casino. Running it a close second was
“Picnic," which is hitting a boff
$14,000 at the Odeon, Leicester
Square.
“The Court Jester,” following
its Royal preem and Danny Kaye’s
personal, is heading for a smash
$13,000 at the Plaza. At the Odeon,
Marble Arch “The Conqueror”
teed off big and still is great with
$9,000 in second week. “Helen of
Troy” still is strong at $9,000 in
its third round at the Warner.
“Rebel Without a Cause” continues
fancy at London Pavilion in fourth
session.
Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (20th) (1,128; 70-$1.70)—
“Lieut. Wore Skirts" (20th) (3d
wk). Below hopes at around $4,000.
Last week, $4,500. “Rains of Ranchipur” (20th) opens Feb. 16.
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)
— “Cinerama! Holiday" (Robin).
Opened with great $17,000 or bet¬
ter. Stays indef.
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—
“Scarlet Coat” (M-G).
Moderate
$11,000. “Now and Forever” (ABP)
preems Feb. 16.
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
—“Lost” (Rank) (3d wk). Modest
$2,500. “Rose Tattoo" (Par) follows
Feb. 16.
Leicester Square Theatra (CMA)
(1,376. 50-$1.70) —“Richard III”
(IFD) (9th wk). Continues sock at
about $9,500. Holds.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50$1.70) — “Rebel Without Cause"
(WB) '(4th wk). Still big at over
$8,000. Last week, $8,700. “Othel¬
lo’' (UA) set to follow.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$1.70) — “Picnic" (Col).
Heading for boff $14,000 or near.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2,200; 50-$ 1.70) — “The Conqueror"
(RKO) (2d wk). Hefty $9,000 or
near. First week $11,000 in 6 days.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70) —
‘Court Jester” (Par). Wow $13,000
or near.
Rialto (20th) (592; 50-$1.30) —
“Good Morning Miss Dove” (20th)
(2d wk). Way below" hqpes at
around $2,000. Last week, $2,500.
“Private’s Progress” (BL) preems
Feb. 17.
Ritz (M-G) (432;. 50-$1.30) —
“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G). Steady
$2,800. Holds.
Studio One (APT) (600; 30-$1.20)
—“Davy Crockett” (BV) <9th wk).
Above average at $4,500.
Stays
indef.
Warner WB) (1,785; 50-$1.70)—
“Helen of Troy’''* (WB) (3d wk).
Holding as major pic with smash
$9,000 or o^er this round. Last
week, $10,500. Stays, natch!

A three-month film season pay¬
ing tribute to the Warner Brothers
opened last week at the National
Film Theatre, film house on south
bank of the Thames, A special film,
made by Jack L. Warner, in which
he spoke of the company's achieve¬
ments
in
the
past
40 years,
launched the season.

British Techni Net Off
$127,470; Divvy Same

During the next three months
the house will show about 50 WB
pix and extracts from some of the
company’s earliest talkers, “Don
Juan,” “Jazz Singer” 'and “Lights
of New York.” Among the classic
filmusicals wiil be “Gold-Diggers of
1933,” “Oh Your Toes” and “Fo-tySecond Street."

By HAROLD MYERS

South America Films Co.
Distribs Commie Pix

Frankfurt, Feb. 21.
London, Feb. 21.
In an unusual mixture of name
A dip Of more than $450,000 in
tags and corporate purpose, a new
the gross profit of Technicolor
firm
called America Films in
Lid., was announced by the Brit¬
Buenos Aires, is releasing films
ish company here last week. The
which will probably never be play¬
results for the year ended last Nov.
ed in North America.
30, after allowing for deprecia¬
The company has secured the
tion, but before taxation, amount¬
rights to films from Russia, Czech¬
ed to $1,534,000. In the previous
oslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Rouyear the corresponding figure was
mania and Bulgaria, plus DEFA
$2,046,000.
productions from East Germany.
The differential, however, is not
In addition, the firm is dicker¬
so marked after full provision has
ing for 21 West German films. All
been made for taxation, etc. The
will be subtitled in Spanish.
Buenos Aires, Feb. 14.
net profit is recorded at $887,530
As the aftermath of Peron’s dic¬
against $1,015,000 or a dip of $127,470. The company is again paying tatorship, there are conflicts in
most branches of Argentine show
a dividend of 27% on the ordinary
biz but none is so violently in an
stock.
uproar as the film trade. This
reached a climax via Entertain¬
ment Board Director Antonio Aita’s
surprise move/ in shuttering 13
By B. N. EISMANN
moveover houses for “repeated vi¬
Tel Aviv, Feb. 14.
olation” of the Protection Law,
and now a second decree shutter¬ . The final take of Israel’s third
feature-length
film product made
ing nine central firstruns.
The Exhibitors’ Federation its way into the can this week as
Rome, Feb. 7.
shooting
was
completed
on a new
Yank product continues to dom¬ (FADEC), representing 1700 film- 90-minute comedy, “Tale of a
inate the Italo boxoffice picture in theatres throughout the country, Taxi.”
the early part of the 1955-56 sea¬ protested the first shuttering to
The feature was shot on location
son. However, an Italo-made, “The the Ministry of the Interior, citing and at Givat Rambam Studios by
World’s Most Beautiful Women” that exhibs cannot keep within the Geva Films in 36 days as a low
(Malenotti) is far out in front as law at this time because there budget cost of £100,000 ($60,000).
top
grosser.
American
imports aren’t enough big native pix to
Though the product is the third
copped seven of the first 10 spots go around at the best of times. full-lengther shot in Israel, it will
in the b.o. race, with Italy taking Just now the native pi'oducers re¬ mark a milestone. “Taxi" will be
two and Spain coming up with a fuse to release their “A” product completely processed, titled and
surprise winner in “Marcelino, Pan in the summer season, hoping to cut in Israel, whereas the two precorner the best playing time in
Y. yino," which rated fifth place.
ceeding it, “Every Mile a Stone”
March when summer vacationers
According to firstrun grosses return to town anxious for enter¬ and “Hill 24 Doesn’t Answer,”
alone, “Most Beautiful Women,” tainment. In Apold’s time, the na¬ were polished abroad.
The Hebrew-production will have
Gina Lollobrigida starrer, topped tive producers were privileged in
$430,000 in the season’s first quar¬ this way and the American and a tri—city premier here March 17
ter.' It was/followed by “East Of European distributors had to be when they turn on the floodlights
Eden” (WB), with $267,000; “20,- content with getting playing time a la Broadway in Jerusalem, Haifa
and Tel Aviv.
000 Leagues Under Sea" (BV), at only in the strawhat period.
Even by local standards the pic
$253,500; “Vera Cruz" (UA-) with
The Iviinistry promptly acced¬ is a low-cost operation. “Hill 24,"
$238,500; and “Marcelino Pan Y
ed to the exhibitors’ reaction, can¬ recently shown in the States, cost
Vino”
(Spanish), $217,500. The
celling the shuttering. This makes 10 times as much, while “Every
second local production was “Don
it all the more astonishing that Mile A Stone’.’ ran into costs of
Camillo and Hon. Peppone” (Dear)
Aita should go one better this week about $180,000.
\
which hit over $200,000, followed
by ordering the closing for one toA slightly shorter English lan¬
by “The Last Time I Saw Paris”
four days of nine major first-run guage version is being talked about
(M-G) with $200,000.
houses. Exhib reaction to .this is at the moment by writer-directorOthers, in order of strength were understandably resentful because
co-producer, Larry Frisch. Frisch
“Beau BrUmmel" (M-G), “Green Aita had himself called several
Fire” (M-G), and, :irt 10th 'place, confabs between all parties and is a 27^year-old American with a
Hollywood background. He says
“Soldier of Fortune" (20th). A himself scathingly- criticized the
“Taxi" is visual, universal comedy
total of 192 pix were firstrun in Protection
L$ta. . Unfortunately, without any overtone of Zionist
Italy during this period, with 44 of however,
well-meaning
Aita 'is “propaganda.”
them local productions. Drawing somewhat at the mercy of advisers
Before Geva Studios ventured
power of the widescreen was dem¬ in his department who are Apoldinto.the full-length' field with this
onstrated by placement of seven trained men.
feature, it had a five-year record
widescreeners among the first 10.
Exhibitors argue that since the as producer of documentaries and
Conversely, two of the top 10 place¬
Protection Law was drafted by' .newsreels in both Hebrew and
ments (“Camillo” and “Marcelino”)
Apold/in collusion with privileged English.
v^ere
normal-screen
black
and
Frisch, son of the late American
producers, it should be set aside
whiters.
until new laws have been drafted. Zionist leader. Daniel Frisch, says
They
published
strongly-worded he plotted the idea, for the film on
open letters of- .protest and the a recent tour of Israel majeing
“Committee ,for Defense • of’ the documentaries
a<s
a
one-man
Native Motion Picture Industry” cinema unit for the Israeli gov¬
(said to represent screen authors, ernment.
directors, actors, etc.) countered
. Amsterdam, Feb. 14.
After much deliberation, agree¬ w’ith savage replies. Thus, much
ment has been attained that Gersh¬ dirty linen has been washed in
win’s opera “Porgy and Bess” can public and the press alone benefits
be seen in Holland, though only in via the ads costing around $1,000
London, • Feb. 21:
The Hague. Originally, difficulties each.
Buenos Aires, Feb. 14.
Associated British Picture Corp. rose about the theatres here, all
Devaluation of the Argentine
again has declared an interim divvy being too small to make an exploit¬
peso as a consequence of the new
oi 7V£% on its common stock.
ation of the big group of singers
free exchange system and lifting
This is the company in which payable.
of controls exercised under Peron,
WB has a substantial holding. A
Backed now by a guarantee vot¬
have carried the cost of importing
subsidiary of the parent group,
ed by The Ha%ue City Board, it
attractions to astronomical heights.
ABC-TV is going into commercial
Dublin, Feb. 21.
is possible that the American
tele, and will be operating at Bir¬
Central Criminal Court here will As the dollar stands at 40 pesos
Negro Opera group will perform
or^higher, this is immediately re¬
mingham starting next Saturday
be
the
stage
for
"The
Trial
of
Rob¬
“Porgy and Bess” in the Gebouw
flected by making payment of fees
(18) and in Manchester this spring.
Voor Kunsten En Wetenschappen, ert Emmet," the Harry Craig play
In dollars prohibitive.
It will have weekend time only on
10 performances in toto (including to be directed by Godfrey Quigley
It follows that this year pro¬
both stations.
two matinees), April 2-11. The of Dublin Globe Theatre Co. in
ducers are more interested in se¬
Hague is the only city in the Neth¬ May. Emmet was the Irish patriot
curing the rights to produce for¬
erlands where the group will play. who was tried and sentenced to
eign plays or musicals, and using
The orchestra will be Dutch, the death at Central Criminal Court in
local- casts. Ace impresario Fran¬
Radio
Philharmonic
Orchestra, 1803. Project is to stage the trial
cisco
Gallo thus has arranged to
Tokyo, Feb. 14.
scene as drama with flash-back se¬
with pianist Cor Lemaire.
He
Japan/s internationally known
quences in the well of the court. produce “Plain and Fancy."
also
signed
a contract, through
screen star Shirley Yamaguchi has
Bar of the dock in which Emmet
arrived here from Hollywood to
stood for trial is kept as a museum agent Catalina Wolf, to produce
begin work on her first Japanese
piece and may be used for produc¬ “South Pacific” here, using the
same version employed in Madrid.
tion.
film in several years. Femme star
Belgrade, Feb. 14.
Some names mentioned so far as
of “House of Bamboo” (20th) has
The organizers of the Dutch
Minister for Justice James Ev¬
been busy in U. S. with pic com¬ Music Festival which is tradition¬ erett has okayed use of the court possibly heading the cast are not
But at the
mitments including lead in recent¬ ally held in the Hague every July, and the limited audience will be the most suitable.
same time it will not be easy to
ly completed “Mother, Sir."
invited the opera from Ljubljana, seated in the public gallery. Cyril
She goes to work this month at Slovenia, to take part in this year's Cusack has been named for the find a local Mary Martin or Ezio
Pinza.
Toho on a Sino-Japanese co-pro¬ festival.
The invitation was ac¬ Robert Emmet role.
Other parts
A forthcoming visit from the
duction, “Snake Woman,” based on cepted and the Slovenian. Opera have yet to be cast.
U. S. of a Latin-American cast in
an
Phjne§e,/le.gend- Joining will show Prokofiev’s “The Love of
Piece will be one of the special a production of “Teahouse of the
Tohd- fof the vdfi‘ture‘-1s the Shaw Three Oranges,” the premiere of
events to be staged during “Ireland I August Moon” appears set but litBros, firm of Hong Kong.
which was staged last year.
at Home" Festival.
I He is known about the cast.

New Arg. Regime
Shuts 22 Cinemas

First Completely HomeProcessed Feature Pic
In Israel, ‘Taxi Tale'

American Films Retain
Hold on Italian B.O.;
Cop Seven of 10 Spots

Dutch to See ‘Porgy’
But Only in the Hague

Assoc.-British Picture's
1\% Interim Melon

Imported Shows Hit By
Devaluation of Arg. Peso

DUBLIN COURT LOCALE
FOR IRISH LEGITER

Jap Femme Star Back
From HVood Pix Stint

Slovenia Sending Its
Opera to Dutch Fete

■

London, Feb. 21.

"The demand voiced in the recent
House of Commons debate for a
reduction in the volume of Amer¬
ican imports and a corresponding
rise in British production, is not
being taken too seriously in top in.
dustry circles. Producing interests
with an intimate knowledge of the
financial hazards of an expanded
film-making program do not favor
any proposals which may result in
an extension of the present 30%
quota.
Key industry personalities be¬
lieve that the first duty of the British film industry is to -improve the
quality' of native production, rather
than increase the quantity. If Brit¬
ish films can advance to the point
where the majority not only click
at the Ideal boxoffice, but also are
welcomed in overseas territories,
the industry will have surmounted
its first major hurdle. That, it is
argued, would be the time to start
thinking in terms of a greater pro¬
duction output.
Producers who have studied the
report of the full day Commons de-^
bate, insist that those M.P.’s \vhoT
agitated for the limitation of im¬
ports were not too familiar with
past developments. They recalled
the major crisis which beset the
British film industry when studio
activity was extended beyond its
creative limit in the hope of filling
the gap created by the Hollywood
embargo following the imposition
of the Dalton ad valorem duties.
It was pointed out that British stu¬
dios are still feeling the pinch and
that
the recent
shuttering of
stages, referred to in the House of
Commons, was not unconnected
with that policy.
Industry Watches Govt. Probe
All sections of the British indus¬
try, however, are actively con¬
cerned in the forthcoming govern¬
ment inquiry which will pave the
way for an eventual renewal of the
F*ilms Act.
There is now little
doubt that the two trade associa¬
tions intimately concerned with
production—the British Film Pro¬
ducers Assn., and the Assn, of Spe¬
cialized Film Producers—will cam¬
paign for a substantial increase in
the Eady levy.“ They want this in¬
direct state subsidy to be raised
to the level where it would pro¬
vide a fairly safe guarantee for
British films to be kept out of the
red.- It is known that there is a
powerful
vocal minority which
would go for the introduction of
a statutory • Eady scheme, if such
an extreme measure were neces¬
sary to safeguard British producing
interests:
■ It-is no secret that the produc¬
tion side “of the industry is disap¬
pointed with the latest Eady re¬
turns. It expected a minimum of
about’ $10,000,000 this* year, but
will be unlikely to receive much
more than $8,000,000. Some pro¬
ducers, too, are beefing over the
fact that American-sponsored quot#
-pix cut into the Eady proceeds and
deprive the legitimate British pro¬
ducer of his rightful share to that
coin.
National Film Finance Up Again
Industry reaction to, and govern¬
ment policy onj the future of the
Eady fund may also determine offi¬
cial action in regard to the Na¬
tional Film Finance Corp. Variety
repotted some months back that
there was a likelihood that the
NFFC would- not- be retained after
its lease of life expires next year.
In the refcent. Commons debate,
Harold Wilson, an ex-Board of
Trade prexy and Parliamentary
architect of the Film Finance legis¬
lation, edhoed this. His requests for
assurances that the NFFC would
continue in business were side¬
stepped in the Minister’s official
reply.
Informed insiders do not believe
that the government would wish to
wind up the NFFC at this critical
juncture in British production. But
they see this problem, and the fu¬
ture of British Lion, which was also
mentioned in the House of Com*
mons, as key . points for the foruj*
coming inquiry into the industry*
They will, of course, tatte prejr
dence over the admissioifi tax a^11
■tion which,, presumabMi, will habeen dealt with in tjApi*11 ®lU 5
et before the inqyjjjfy takes s^P *
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‘PICNIC’ SOCK $20,000,
5-Day H’wood Week
L’VILLE; ‘BOTTLE’ 10G
Continued from page 1 ■
BALTIMORE
(Continued from page 8)
Modest $2,000 after $2,500 in
fourth.
.
.
'
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
50-SI.25)— ‘‘Picnic” (Col). Starts
today (Tues.). Ninth week of ‘‘Guys
And Dolls” tM-G), mild $6,000.
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$l)
—‘‘Littlest Outlaw” (BV). Opens
tomorrow (Wed.). In ahead, “Diabolique” (UMPO) (3rd wk), fair
$2,500.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)—
"Come Next Spring ’ (U). Starts
tomorrow
(Wed.).
Last
week,
"Shack Out on 101” (AA)® slow
$3,500.
New
(Fruchtman)
(1,600;
50$1.25)—‘‘Rose Tattoo” (Par) 2d
wk).
Holding big $12,000 after
$13,500 opener.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (320; 50$1)—“Trouble With Harry” (Par)
(8th wk). Okay $3,000 after $3,500
in seventh.
* Stanley (WB) (3,200; 30-$1.25)—
"Court Jester” (Par). Starts to¬
morrow (Wed.). In ahead, “Helen
of Troy” (WB) (3d wk), mild
$6,500.
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 50-$l)
—"Last Hunt” (M-G). Begins to¬
morrow (Wed.). Last week, “For¬
ever Darling”. (M-G), fairish $7,000.

‘GOODBYE’ SHARP 13G,
DENVER;‘JESTER’ 14G

Louisville, Feb. 21. .
Three new arrivals and a couple
holdovers tell the story here this
week. Skies opened up and poured
continuous rainfall on the open¬
ings Thursday (16), but clearing
helped somewhat later. "Picnic,”
upped to $1 top at the State, looks
terrifTic, "Court Jester” at the
Kentucky looks good. “Bottom of
Bottle” at the R.aito is rated fair.
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Ave.) (United
Artists) (1,200; S1-S1.35) — “Guys
and Dolls” (M-C-) (4th wk). Still
okay at $6,500. .Last week, $9,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 65-85)
—“Court Jester” (Par). Okay $6.000 in sight. Last week, “There’s
Always Tomorrow” (U) and “Dig
That Uranium” (AA) $7,000.
Mary Andersen (People’s) (1,000; 75-$l)—“Helen of Troy” (WB)
(2d wk). Off sharply to oke $5,000
after first week’s $15,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
55-85)—“Bottom of Bottle” (20th)
and "Fighting Chance” (Rep). Fair
$10,000 or near.' Last week, “Ben¬
ny Goodman Story” (U) (2d wk),
$9,000.
State (United Artists)
(3,000;
75-$l)—“Picnic” (Col). Sock $20,000 or over. Last week, “Forever
Darling” (M-G) and "Hell’s Hori¬
zon” (Col), $7,500.

‘Picnic’ Bangup $24,000,
Buff.; ‘Tattoo’ Big 18G

‘Gunpoint’ Snappy 7G
In Port; ‘Hunt’ Ditto

1955

Metro’s 31 a Romp
Of Acad Nominees

Springs. The hotel and its 35 acres
of ground were purchased'recenjy
by Marion Davies and a vast mod¬
ernization and rebuilding plan re¬
Hollywood, Feb. 21
portedly is being blueprinted. To
Metro romped across the finish
date, details have been kept very line a far-out winner with 31 nomi¬
much under wraps, but it’s gen¬ nations on 11 pictures in the ,
erally understood that some $3,- coming 28th Annual Academy 5
500,000 will be spent on the proj¬ Motion Picture Arts and Science,
dgrby.
Les
ect.
Earners, ' with 17 nominations
Two major policy changes al¬
on
10
films,
was
the
closest
con
ready have been instituted at the
hotel; the traditional “restricted” tender, followed by Paramount
atmosphere has been thrown out with 16 and 20th-Fox with 15 nods
of the window and the hotel has on six filftis apiece. United Artists
added entertainment through con¬ brought up. with 14 hominations on
struction of an intimate lounge out four pictures;.. Columbia, eight on
of one segment of what formerly two.
Trio of pictures from as many
was the mausoleum-like lobby.
Spot has been taken over by vet companies, “Love Is.* Many Splendored
Thing,” 20th-Fox; “Marty”
tunesmith Jimmy Van Heusen, who
operates it as Jimmy Van Heusen’s United Artists; and “The Rose
Tattoo,”
Paramount*' each racked
Piano Bar, and in four weeks it
has become the number one name- up eight mentions. Metro’s “Love
Me
or
Leave
Me” and Columbia’s
dropper-in room of the town. Mu¬
sic biz, particularly, is well repre¬ “Picnic” both scored six.
UA and Warners tied,with eight
sented nightly but the room also
draws a good cross-section of film in largest number of nominations
names who previously were only in the top bracket categories,
rarely seen in public places around trailed by Metro with six. UA’s
here included Best Picture, two
town.
Best Actor, Best Actress, two Best
Switch to entertainment at the
Director, Best Supporting Actor
Desert Inn (and it’s understood the
and Best Supporting Actress.
Piano Bar will be considerably en¬
Warners: Best Picture, Best Ac¬
larged when the revamping pro¬
tor, Best Director, two Best Sup¬
gram gets underway) is typical of
porting Actor and three Best Sup¬
the growing use of talent in Palm
porting Actress. Metro: two Best
Springs. Thus far, the trend has
Actor, two Best Actress, Best Di¬
been exclusively to cocktail combos
rector, Best Supporting Actor.
and singles previously spotted at
Two of thode nominated for Best
bistros around the country. There’s
Actor and two. tapped for Best
a concentration of AFM talent but
Actress are former Oscar winners
there are rumbles of sorties into
in these brackets.. Spencer Tracy
bigger fields for next season.
also is a two-time winner, for
Biggest shows in town are at the “Captains Courageous,!’ 1937, and
Chi Chi, which has been operating “Boys Town,” 1938. James Cagney
on a name talent policy for several snagged his goldenstatue for
years and has been increasing “Yankee Doodle Dandy,” 1942.
its show business annually.
Spot Frank Sinatra, also’ up for Best
also has been extending its season Actor, won Best Supporting Actor
and although Palm Springs is fig¬ for “From Here to Eternity,” 1953,
ured as being roughly a four-month
Katharine Hepburn nosed out
town, Chi. Chi now operates about the field in 1933 for her perform¬
nine months annually. Room has ance in “Morning Glory,” while
recently played such names as Bil¬ Jennifer Jones prized with “Song
ly Daniels and Nat “King” Cole and of Bernadette,” 1943.
has Frankie Laine, the Mary Kaye
Of the five nominated for Best
Trio and the Katherine Dunham Director, Elia Kazan is a double
Dancers, among others, on tap.
past winner; “Gentlemen’s Agree¬
A cut below the Chi Chi in terms ment,” 1947, and “On the Water¬
of talent used is the Palm House front,” last year.
which also operates on a full floorTotal of 14,834 filmites ballotted
show basis. Current are the Wil¬ on nominations, but only the Acad¬
der Brothers and Jonie Wilson. emy’s 1710 members will vote on
Spot recently played Dave Barry, the finals, to be disclosed March
but he’ll be at the Chi Chi next 21 in ceremonies held at RKO
time here. There is not, however, Pantages Theatre. Screening on
anything remotely resembling the all films repped by nominees will
talent war that goes in in Las be held for Academy members at
Vegas.
'
the Academy “Award Theatre, Feb.
Like many a less imposing small 22 through March 15. Ballots go
town around the country, Palm out March 2, with voting deadline
Springs has many lounges where March 17.
tv provides the principal entertain¬
ment. One of the drawbacks to a
Best
Performance by a
Supporting
more widespread
entertainment' Actor—Jack Lemmon, "Mr. Roberts”; Joe
policy has been the fact that the Mantell, "Marty”; . Arthur O’Connell.
"Picnic”; Arthur Kennedy. "Trial”; Sal
majority of the places in town have Mineo, "Rebel Without Cause.”
only seasonal liquor licenses. If the
Best Performance by
a
Supporting
boom develops as expected, it’s an¬ Actress—Jo Van Fleet, ‘-’East of Eden”;
Marisa Pavan, "The Rose Tattoo”; Peggy
ticipated that more entrepreneurs Lee, "Pete Kelly’s Blues”; Betsy Blair,
"Marty”; Natalie Wood, "Rebel Without
will seek licenses permitting them Cause.”
to operate longer.

Denver, Feb. 21.
One of best showings being nhade
this week is by newcomer “Never
Say Goodbye,” which looks lively
at the Denver. Biggest coin take
is going to “Court Jester,” sock in
second Denham round. “Helen of
Troy” looms fine in third session
at the Centre.
“Golden Arm”
also is fancy in third frame, at
the Paramount.
Estimates for^This Week
Aladdin (Fox) '*(1,400; 65-85)—
“Prisoner* (Col).
Good $2,500.,
Stays.
Last week, “Deep Blue
Sea” (20th) (2d wk), $2,000.
Centre
(Fox)
(1,247;
60-$l)—
"Helen of Troy” (WB) (3d wk).
Fine $12,000.
Holds on.
Last
week, $13,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 60-$l)
—“Court Jester” (Par) (2d wk).
Sock $14,000.
Holds over.
Last
week, $15,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 60-$l)—
“Never Say Goodbye” (U) and
“Fury at Gunsight Pass” (Col).
Lively $13,000.
Last week, “Bot¬
tom of Bottle” (20th) and “Duel
Mississippi" (Col), $12,000.
Esquire
(Fox)
(742;
7j)-$l)—
“Diabolique”
(UMPO)
(3d wk).
Nice
$2,500.
Stays on.
Last
week, $3,000.
Paramount ‘ (Wolfberg)
(2,200;
Buffalo, Feb. 21.
60-$ 1)—“Golden Arm” (UA) (3d
Big news here this stanza is
Montreal, Feb. 21.
wk).
Fancy $12,000.
Last week, “Picnic/’ which is smash $24,000
With biggest weekend here this
at Lafayette, to easily pace the city.
year, all deluxers are perking this $14,000.
“Rose Tattoo” also is great at Para¬
stanza.
“Picnic” is outstanding
mount.
“Forever. Darling” is
with a terrific take at Loew’s.
rated nice at the Buffalo. “Battle
"Rose Tattoo” also is sockeroo at
Stations” looms good at the Cen¬
Palace
while
“Lone
Ranger”
tury.
. shapes big at Princess. “Desper¬
Portland, Ore., Feb. 21.
Estimates for This Week
ate Hours” looks fine at Capitol.
Strong product continues to keep
Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 60-85)—
Estimates for This Week
biz on fairly even keel despite be¬
"Forever Darling” (M-G) and "It'-i
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 60-$l)— low freezing, snowy weather. City
Dog’s Life” (M-G).
Nice $15,000.
"Rose Tattoo” (Par). Sock $20,- is loaded with holdovers, and
Last week, "Golden Arm” (UA) (3d
000. ‘ Last week, “Lieut. Wore they’re mostly bigger than new¬
wk-4
days),
$9,000.
comers. “At Gunpoint” looms sharp
Skirts” (20th), $13,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 60-90)—
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 50-85)— at the Fox but “Last Hunt” is a "Rose Tattoo” (Par).
Great $18,disappointing
at
Liberty.
"Desperate Hours”
(Par).
Nice bit
000.
Last week, "Court Jester”
“Helen
of
Troy”
shapes
fine
in
$16,000. Last week, “Deep Blue
(Par) and “Seminole Uprising”
session at Orpheum as
Sea” (20th), $10,000.
| second
(Col) (2d wk), $10,000.
does "Forever Darling” in hold¬
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 40-65)— |
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-$1.20—
over at Broadway.
"Lone Ranger” .(WB). Lofty $17,“Helen of Troy” (WB) (4th wk).
Estimates for This Week
000. Last week, “Died Thousand
Okay $7,500. Last week, $9,300.
Broadway (Parker) (1,875; 90Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-$l)—
Deaths” (WB), $7,000.
$1.25)—"Forever Darling” (M-G) “Picnic” (Col). Smash $24,000, to
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,847; 60-$l)"Picnic”
(Col).
Wham $28,000. and “Fighting - Chance” (Rep) (2d pace city. Last week, “There’s Al¬
Neat
$8,500.
Last week, ways Tomorrow" (U) and “City of
Last week, “Hell Frisco Bay” (WB), wk).
$10,600.
Shadows’?, (y), $11,500.
$18,000.
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 60-85)
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.25)
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 30-50)—
—“Battle Stations” (Col) and “Joe
"Last
Command”
(Rep)
and —“Gunpoint’.’ (AA) and “Shack
Macbeth” (Col).
Good $11,000.
Out
On
101”
(AA).
Warm
$7,000.
"Green Buddha” (Indie). Okay $5,Last week, “Littlest Outlaw” (BV)>
500.
Last week, “Masterson of Last week, “Bottom of Bottle”
$14,000.
(20th).
and
“Houston.
Story”
(Col)
Kansas” (Col) and “Undercover
Teck (Cinema Products) (1,200;
(2d wk), $4,900.
Man” (Col), $4,500.
$1.20-$2.40)—“Cinerama
Holiday”
, Guild- (Indie) (400; $1)—“Lit(Indie) (3d wk).
Stdrdy $14,000.
tles.t Outlaw” (BV) (3d wk), nights
Last week, same.
SAN FRANCISCO
and weekends only. Hefty $6,000.
Last week, $7,000.
(Continued from page 10)
Liberty
(Hamrick) (1,890; 90WASHINGTON
Modest $7,000 in 5 days. Last week,
$1.25)—“Last Hunt” (M-G) and
(Continued from page 10)
"Benny Goodman Story” (U) and
"Beast With Million Eyes” (Indie).
"Dig That Uranium” (AA) (2d wk),
Fair $7,000. ’ Last week,' “Benny (3d wk): Fine $6,000 after $7,500
$10,000.
Goodman Story” (U) and “Red in second. Stays.
Fox (FWC) (4.651; $1.25-$1.50)—
Plaza (T-L) (276; 70-$1.25) —
"Man Who Never Was” (20th) and Sundown” (Indie) (2d wk), $7,200! "Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (4th wk).
Oruheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1"Bobby Ware Missing” (AA). Fair
Firm $6,000 for second consecutive
$1.25)—"Helen
Of
Troy”
(WB)
and
$16,000 or near. Last week, “Bad
week. Stays.
Sisters” (UA)’ and “Storm Fear’ “Dial Red O” (AA) (2d wk). Fine
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
$8,000 or near. Last week, $11,200.
(UA), $11,500.
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (19th
Paramount
(Port-Par)
(3,400;
90Permanent population of ,the
Warfield (Loevv,)’ (2,656; 65-90)—
wk). Still going strong at $17,000
city has jumped from 7,660, accord¬
"Forever Darling” (M-G) (2d wk-5 $1.25)—“Golden Arm” (UA) and after $16,000 last week. Stays.
“Top Gun" (UA) (2d wk). Good
days).
Mild $8,000.
Last week,
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.25) ing to the official 1950 census to
$9,000. Last week, $13,500.
$14,000.
—“Picnic” (Col). Sensational $23,- around 12,000 and even greater
Paramount (Par) (2.646; 90-$l)—
000, and may hit record set by leaps have been recorded in some
"Joe • Macbeth” (Col) and “Fury
*
DETROIT
“Here to Eternity” (Col). Stays. of the smaller, surrounding desert
Gunsight Pass” (Col). NSH $10,000.
Last week, “Wages of Fear” (DCA) communities. Optimists among the
(Continued
from
page
8)
Last week, "Battle Stations” (Col)
(5th wk), $3,500.
movers for expansion are even
and
“Houston
Story”
(Indie), (2d wk). Good $18,000. Last week,
talking in terms of a “Greater Palm
$29,000.
$14,500.
Springs” some few years hence.
LOS ANGELES
St. Francis (Par) (1.400; $1-$1.25)
Palms (UD) (2.961; $1-$1.25) —“Helen of Troy” (.WB) (4th wk- “Golden Arm” (UA). Smash $34,Seasonal . population estimates
(Continued from page 10)
5 days). Good $9,000. Last week, 000. Last week. “Lawless Street’
(WB) and “Blowing Wild” (WB) vary, some running as high as 50,$12,000.
(Col) and "Bring Smile Along” (reissue), $13,900. .
000. Latter is regarded as extreme,
Orpheum
(Cinerama
Theatre (Rep), $15,000.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50) but it’s a fact that the Springs now
Calif.) (1.458; $1.75-$2.65)—“Cine¬
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1-$1.25)— —“Trouble With Harry” (Par) (2d has atjieast 200 resorts (which in¬
rama Holiday" (Indie) (29th wk). “Benny Goodman Storv” <U) (3d
wk),
Snappy $6,700. Last week, cludes everything from motels with
The 28th week pushed to sock wk). . Hep $11,000.
Last week, $9,100. •
swimming pools to the lavish
$25,300 with 3 extra shows. Last $14,000.
Stage,
Pantages
(UTAC-RKO) Desert Inn, El Mirador circuit)
week. $21,800.
Broadway - Capitol (UD) (3,500; (2,404; 2,812; 90-$1.50)—“Forever to the' transients and a consider¬
United
Artists
(No.
Coast)
(1.207; 70-$l)—“Golden Arm” (UA) $1 -$1.25) — “Lone Ranger” (WB) Darling” (M-G) and “Naked Sea” able portion of the homes are on a
(4th wk). Great $12,000 or near. Above average $14,000. Last week, (RKO) (2d wk). Slim $8,500. Last rent-for-the-season basis. New “re¬
“Three Bad Sisters” (UA) and we.ek, $17,600.
Last week, $13,000.
sorts” are being added at the rate
Fox- Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $l-$2.20)— “Postmark for Danger” iRKO),
$13,000.
$1.80)—“Helen Troy” (WB) (4th of at least one a month in a free"Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (14th wk).
spending atmosphere. Free flowing
United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25- wk). Oke 8,500. Last week, $11,Big $9,000. Last week, $9,500,
coin is indicated by the success of
(Magna). 000.
Larkin
(Rosener)
(400;
$1)— $2.75) — “Oklahoma”
Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,334; $1.50- the ornate Thrifty Drug store( built
"Diabolique” (UMPO) (8th- wk). Capacity is $42,430 at this house
on
land owned by Irwin S. Schu1-75)—“Golden
Arm”
UA)
(8th
with current scale and seating
Solid $4,500. Last week, $5,200.
Steady $7,300.
Last week, man, who also owns the Chi Chi.
Clay
(Rosener)*
(400;
$1)— ■capacity. Theatre reopens Tuesday wk).
$7,300.
In
15
months, it has become the
"Lease of Life” (IFE). Fine $3,500. (21) after, being closed for ToddFour Star (UATC) (868; $1.25- third.largest .grosser in the chaih.
Last week, “Man Who Loved Red¬ AO remodeling for about three
$1.80)—"Cry
Tomorrow”
(M-G)
months.
heads” (Indie) (7th wk), $1,900.
Depending upon the time' of
(9th wk).
Smart $9,500.
Last
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377; $D—
Adams
(Balaban)
(1,700;
$1year, the biggest items appear to
“Divided Heart” (Indie) (2d wk). $1.25) — “Guys and Dolls” (M-G) week, $10,000.
be fans and hot water bottles. ’
Warner
Beverly
(SW)
(1,612;
$1Oke $1,800. Last week, same.
(13th wk). Down to $10,000. Last
$1.75)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (10th
Bridge
(Reade-Schwartz)
(396; week, $11,250.
wk). Good $6,200 in 6 days. Last homa” (Magna) (14th wk at Egyp¬
$1-$1.25)—“Littlest Outlaw” (BV)
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc¬
tian, 9th wk at UA).
Fine $50,(4th wk). Still strong at $2,000. Last tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)—“Cine¬ week, $9,500.
Hollywood
Paramount
(F&M) 000. Last week, $54,200.
week, $2,500.
rama Holiday” (Indie) (54th wk).
Warner Hollywood. (SW) (1,364;
Rio
(Schwartz)
(397;
$1)— Big $19,000. Last week, $18,900. (1,430; $1.25-$1.80)—“Guys, Dolls”
(M-G) (13th wk).
Brisk $13,000. $1.20>$2.65)—“Cinerama Holiday”
"Rprpeo and Juliet” (Indie). Goodi
Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.25) — *‘I
(Indie) (15th wk).
Into current
$1,300. Last week, “Long Memory” Am Camera” (DCA) (8th wk). Oke Last week, $14,000.
Egyptian, United Artists (UATC) frame Sunday (19) after socko
(Indie), $2,000.
I $4,500. Last week, $5,000.
I (1,411; 1,242; $1.10-$2.75)—“Okla$45,100 last week.

‘Picnic’ Boff at $28,000,
Mont’I; ‘Tattoo’ Hot 20G

.
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Best Direction—John Sturges, "Bad Day
at Black Rock”; Elia Kazan, “East of
Eden ; Delbert Mann, "Marty”; Joshua
Logan, "Picnic”; David Lean, "Summer¬
time.”

Best Songs—"I’ll Never Stop Loving
You ’ from "Love Me or Leave Me”;
‘Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing” from
the -picture of the same name; "Some¬
thing s Gotta Give” from "Daddy Long
Legs”; "Love Is the Tender Trap” from
The Tender Trap”; "Unchained Melody” ..
from "Unchained.”
Best Screen
Play—Millard Kaufman,
Bad
Day at
Bla.ck Rock”;
Richard
Brooks, "Blackboard JunglO”; Paul Os¬
born,- “East of Eden”; Daniel Fuchs,
"Love Me or Leave Me”; Paddy Chayefsky, "Marty.”
.
Best Story and Screen Plan—Milton
Sperling and Emmett Lavery, “The Court
Martial of . Billy Mitchell”; William Lud¬
wig and Sonya Levien, “Interrupted Mel¬
ody”; Betty Comden and Adolph Green.
"It's Always Fair Weather”; Jacques Tati
and Henri Marquet, “Mr. Hulot's Holiday
(French); Melville Shavelson and Jack
Rose, "The Seven Little Foys.”
Best Story—Daniel Fuchs, "Love Me or
Leave Me”; Joe Connelly and Bob Mosher,
"The Private War of Major Benson ;
Nicholas Ray, "Rebel Without a Cause ;
the five writers Of "The Sheep Has Five
Legs” (French); Belrne Lay Jr., "Strategic ..
Air Command.”
Best
Film
Editing—Ferris
Webster,
"Blackboard Jungle"; Alma Macrorie,
“The Bridges at Toko Ri”; Gene Ruggiero,
"Oklahoma”; Charles Nelsom, "Picnic ;
Warren Low, "The Rose Tattoo.”
Beit Cartoon—“Good Will to Men"l
"The Legend of Rockabye Point ;
N®
Hunting”; "Speedy Gonzales.”

Vermont Arter Test
Barre, Vt., Feb. 21.
A showing of Verdi’s opera,
’Aida,” at the Paramount Theatre
here, Feb. 28 and March 1, is a
test for a possible series of similar
art films locally.
If public response indicates an
, he’ll
interest in sucji prodij
book' others according1
William F. Murphy, k
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THE CITY THAT MIGHT BE YOURS!
TIMELY! Here's a story of vice qnd corruption
that could be happening today
fr.

in your city, right around the corner
from your theatre!
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PICTURES

Nationals Sanction on Cinemiracle
Spells Out 16 Features in §/i Years

Hoi Issues
Continued from page

1

are.” A slug from a Colt .45 killed
Till.
According
to
film
company
sources, all required clearances are
Washington, Feb. 21. 4
| “warranted.” There’s nothing to
Justice Dept, has okayed the
Fete Graff, Branch Boss prevent United Artists from going
petition of National Theatres (El¬
ahead with actual production when
Chicago, Feb. 21.
mer Rhoden) to enter production
; a producer is selected and talent
Richard B. Graff, who shifts
assembled.
and distribution with its Cineto Detroit to take over Uni¬
Only a few years back such films
versal’s branch
there next
miracle process, which would place
as
Darryl Zanuck’s “Pinky,” deal¬
Monday (27) will be feted by
the' circuit in direct competition
ing with a “mild” racial situation,
local filmsters at a farewell
with Stanley-Warner’s Cinerama.
and Paramount’s “Lost Weekend,”
stag dinner in the Congress
anent an alcoholic, were one-3hot
Court approval will be requested
Hotel here Feb. 29.
Move
rarities.
makes Graff, 31, one of the
Friday (24), of Judge Sylvester
More recently Metro made a boxyoungest
branch
managers
in
Ryan, of the U. S. District Court
office click about juvenile delin¬
the U. S.
in New York City. The order is,
quency,
“Blackboard Jungle;”
Herbert C. Martinez will„
in effect, an amendment to the
treated community prejudice in
take over Graff’s post here as
20th-Fox consent decree of 1951.
“Trial,”
and
in "I’ll Cry Tomor¬
assistant to Chi branch man¬
Cinemiracle provides for three ■
row," Lillian Roth biopic detailed
ager Louis Berman.
rolls of film to be exposed simul¬
the booze depths. Drug addiction,
taneously, similar to Cinerama.
long regarded as untouchable, got
However, the three pictures will
a workout in Otto Preminger’s
be projected from a single machine
“Man With the Golden Arm” for
in a single booth, rather than from
UA while 20th-Fox holds rights to
the three separate projectors used
“Hatful of Rain,” legit play con¬
by Cinerama.
cerning the same subject.
National Theatres claims a house
Television is regarded as being
can be permanently equipped for
an influence. This. medium’s dra¬
between $40,000 and $50,000 and
matic programs at times have
that mobile units may also be
Bioscoop Bond in Holland has tackled “daring” (to Hollywood)
used. Circuit stated it has spent postponed from May to July 1,
over $100,000 on the development
1956, implementation of new regu¬
of the projection system, plus
‘Till’ Too Cbntroversial
about $300,000 for the Smith- lations affecting the 'rental terms
Disk jockeys aver they are
Dietrich patents it also used.
that can be asked by the American
being “pressured” when- re¬
I

Outlook Improves
On Dutch Terms

Louis De Rochemont will pro¬
duce the first Cinemirkcle feature,
with the “contemplation” that he 1
will subsequently make four more.-1
The decree amendment, expect¬
ed to obtain court approval Friday,
provides the following:
(1) National Theatres shall have
five-and-a-half-year period of ex¬
clusivity, beginning with the first
public exhibition of a picture, dur¬
ing which the circuit will be per¬
mitted to make up to 16 features.
However, after three and a half
years, it may petition to make
more than 16.
(2) It shall have up:to two years
after the period of exclusivity to
distribute these 16 pictures.
(3) National may have 24 per¬
manently equipped theatres to
show Cinemiracle but may acquire
an additional six if, in some lo¬
calities, it cannot find other exhib¬
itors willing to show the pictures
and to equip their theatres.
(4) Additionally, National may
acquire six temporary theatres in
which to use mobile units. How¬
ever, these may not operate with
Cinemiracle for more than three
months in any year. National may
not operate more than one Cine¬
miracle theatre in any city except
New York, Los Angeles and Chi¬
cago, where it will be permittedto have two.

distributors operating in that coun¬
try.
. Bond’s board furthermore' has
decided to propose to the Council
of Members that it (the board)
should have the right to amend
t* e regulations which were ap¬
proved by the Council on Jan. 10.
These
developments
together
brighten
the
outlook for the
American companies in Holland
where, under the new rules, -they
would lose some of their privi¬
leges. The problem comes with the
rising number of Cinemascope and
other widescreen releases.
Under the deal made last year,
the companies were allowed free
negotiability on any pictures made
in special widescreen systems. On
the standard releases, a certain
number judged of “exceptional”
merit also were freely negotiable.
Of the remainder, some could be
sold ai a sliding scale ranging from
22V£% to 40%. The rest could be
sold on a flat percentage basis.
Howevei, not more than half of
these could be sold at top 35%
and the others at a maximum 32%.

fusing to air an indie platter'
titled “The Death of Emmett
Till” for the elementary rea¬
son they want to keep their
shows "simple entertainment”
and “uncontroversial.”
The pressuring takes fur¬
ther shape when, in what is
believed to be an organized
drive, some listeners want to
know why a platter made by
an ofay artist is “favored” over
the same tune, when “covered”
by a colored singer. To this
most disk jockeys point to
their prolific loggings of Lena
Horne, Sammy Davis Jr., Billy
Eckstine, the Mills Bros., et al.
But in the case 'of “Emmett
Till” most of them rebuttal on
(1), the “controversial” phase,
and (2), they don’t understand
some of the “suggestions” that
this is a “folk song” on the or¬
der of “The Death of Floyd
Collins.” Latter was a yester¬
year hillbilly and lacked any
nationalistic or racial conno¬
tation; it was in the idiom 6f
“The Prisoner’s Song,” “Wreck
of the Ole 97,” etc.

Low-Cost Production
Offset Relaxed Ways
Id Filipino Studio
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
Production costs of “Huk,” fea¬
ture entirely filmed in the Philip¬
pine Islands, ran about a* quarter
of the U. S. costs, according to di¬
rector-writer John Barnwell. The
Collier Young production, current¬
ly being edited and
scored here
for summer release by UA, was
brought in for $250,000. To dupli¬
cate the settings and to use a com¬
parable number of extras, at times
running as high as 3,000, would
have hiked the budget to over $1,000,000 in the U. S., Barnwell cal¬
culates.
. However, the young director, a
protege of Louis de Rochemont, is
firm in stating that “Huk” is not a
runaway'production, because it was
“logical to shoot it in the Philip¬
pines, on the scene. It’s 1>art of
my de Rochemont background.”
Much of the filming was on Fili¬
pino locations where Huk (commie
guerrillas) activities still abound.
Full government cooperation was
forthcoming from President Magsaysay, a personal friend of Barn¬
well, who supplied a battalion of
infantry, both for protective and
acting purposes.
Besides four American actors, In¬
cluding stars George Montgomery
and Mona Freeman, Barnwell took
along a crew of key technicians,
among them a cameraman, sound¬
man, stuntman, production mana¬
ger, assistant director, head grip
and special effects man. This crew
was augmented by picked Filipino
technicians, drawn from the four
flourishing studios around Manila.
In all, Barnwell wo^nd up with a
crew of 65 to 75 people.
The Philippine pic industry is
centered around the four Manila
studios, at which 12 studio units
and two or three indies film 120
features a year, mostly in Tagalog
tongue. In 1951, Barnwell states,
annual production was 95 pics, with
none in color. Presently, H) Fili¬
pino features are 'tinted each year,
with LVN miantaining a complete
Eastman processing plant. All stu¬
dios maintain full black-and-white
processing labs.
Each lot is op¬
erating at almost 100% capacity,
all the year around, Barnwell adds.
Feature pics are budgeted at $30,000 to $75,000 each, and gross on
an average of $50,000. The native
product grosses $6,000'000 annual¬
ly, but is booked mainly into rural
and lower-tabbed city houses. Toppriced Filipino theatres cater to
English-language imports* and draw
off the b.o. cream, but the native
industry has managed to thrive on
the lower half of the boxoffice,
Barnwell states.
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RKO Theatres

Net: $1,916,1
year ended last Dec. 31, compared
with a net of $829,900 for 1954 In
come from operations jumped from
$5,192,329 in 1954 to $5,594,311 £
1955.
Circuit’s financial report, signed
by v.p.-treasurer Dudley G.-Lav*.
man, shows a profit of $2,153 900
for the new year, against $1,704 100 in 1954, before gains and
losses bn “special items.” These
refer to disposal 'of theatre prop¬
erties, cancellation' Of a lease and
a 1954 provision of $1,000,000 for
income taxes of . prior years and
for contingent liabilities.
As of the end of 1955, the cor¬
poration had 3,151,736 common
shares outstanding, compared with
3,242,536 the previous year.

Engineer-Producer
Continued from page 3 —

-

of Science in Industrial Engineer¬
ing from Stanford.
Thus far, he has made “Fast
and Furious” for $50,000 with a
$250,000 gross to date; “The Beast
With 1,000,000 Eyes” which cost
$20,000
and
grossed
$100,000;
“Apache Woman,” which cost $80,000 (in color) and has grossed
$200,000; and “5 Guns West,” made
for $75,000, which has returned
$350,000 to date.
Corman entered the film indus¬
try after college, starting as a
messenger boy at 20th-Fox at
$32.50 per week.
After a few
months he was transferred to the
story department where he re¬
mained for two years and then left
the industry to go to Oxford and
study English literature.
On his return to Hollywood, .Cor¬
man worked with literary agencies
for three years, finally selling his
own script, “Highway Dragnet,”
to Allied Artists and going along
as co-producer.
He formed his
own company with the proceeds
and decided to go into independ¬
ent production with “The Monster
from the Ocean Floor.” Corman
resorted
to
private
financing, borrowing money from
friends, and bought the picture
in for $15,000. He made a releas¬
ing deal with Lippert—and the
picture to date has grossed $185,000 domestic.

The new rules eliminate the as¬
pect of free negotiability and sub¬ themes and news analyst Ed Murstitute a clause under which no row proved that such a fearsome
more than 15% of any company’s figure as Sen. Joseph McCarthy
sked can be sold freely. The rest could be “handled”. Murrow is now
goes either up to 40% „on the slid¬ preparing a tv documentary on the
—— Continued from page 3
■ —=
ing scale .or up to 35% on a flat Arab-Israeli conflict.
(5) Following the period of ex¬ percentage deal.
and discussing new sales and pro¬
Other
new
screen
ventures
clusivity, National will be required
motion policies, the foreign dele¬
When the changes were origi¬ further reflect the latter day dar¬
gates will have an opportunity to
to grant non-exclusive licenses to
ing of film producers.
Armand
produce Cinemiracle pictures and nally approved in January, the
familiarize themselves with the
Deutsch and Filmakers, which is
also to exhibit them. During the American outfits registered their
Trio of American Broadcasting- over-all operation of the studio.
an
indie
producing
outfit,
have
reg¬
exclusivity period, it may license “consternation” with the Bond, in
Paramount Theatres execs sold a They will also observe the develop¬
which all of the Dutch industry istered these, among others: “Char¬ part of their common stock hold¬
others, if it wishes.
ment of U’s global talent plan.
elements (including the American) acter Assassins,” “Smear Artists” ings in the corporations.
Alfred E. Daff, U’s executive v.p.
are repped.
The U. S. distribs and “Scandal Mongers.”
Edward L. Hyman, v.p., sold 2,- and prexy of its foreign subsidiary,
Meanwhile,
writer-producer
Fred
pointed out that, in signing the
500
shares,
leaving
him
a
balance
Universal-International
Films, will
1955 accord, they had been clearly Finklehoffe is now readying “What of 10,000. Robert M. Weitman (who’s
preside at the conference. Foreign
given to understand that there Makes Sammy Run,” Budd Schul- now switching to veep post at Co¬
■ Los Angeles, Feb. 21.
general
sales
manager
Americo
would be liberalized trading condi¬ berg’s rundown on a ruthlessly ag¬
Drewry Photocolor filed a $4,750 tions under any new deal, and that gressive film producer. For years lumbia Broadcasting System) owns' Aboaf will conduct the sales meet¬
6,033
shares
after
selling
6,500.
ings.
damage and fraud suit against the Bond’s rental limitations for the film colony has been strictly
The world-wide Hollywood meet¬
Loew’s Inc., and Elmer Londres in 1956 constituted a breach of faith. hands-off “Sammy.” Now, though, Robert H. O’Brien, v.p.-secretary,
Superior Court here over the use
Finklehoffe and UA, which will' divested 7,000 shares, cutting his ing is an innovation for UI in that
Prior to coming to an agreement
in previous years the company’s
of a
drive and film
support
finance and distribute the picture, ownership to 5,600.
last year, the American distribs
four overseas divisions—Europe,
mechanism for photo developing
feel that unpleasant aspects of
threatened to pull out of the Bond.
machines.
Latin America, Far East and Aus¬
other industries have been ‘ex¬
It’s understood that no such dras¬
tralasia—have met.in separate di¬
posed” and why not Hollywood
Suit charges Loew’s used two, tic move is contemplated as yet.
itself?
visional conferences overseas.
paying royalties of $4,000 each, and
The advantages of the Feb. 7
UA’s recent release of Clif- |
then indicated through Londres
Continued from page- 1
meet
of
the
managing
board
of
fprd Odets’ “Big Knife” offered
that it would use no more. On the
basis of that information, according the Bond, at which it was decided gruesome alleged inside on Holly¬ | pert hold a 75% interest and the.
to the complaint, Drewry sold the, to postpone enforcement of the wood personnel but this was‘a rel¬ i late Sir Alexander Korda the re¬
corporation which held the patents regulations, are that it gives the atively minor entry. UA feels that maining stock. As a special induce¬ ~~
Continued fgom page 3
1
ment to the star he was given a
for $4,750. Subsequently, action companies two additional months “Sammy” is a classic.
adds,
Drewry
discovered
that to sell their product freely as last
Julian Blaustein has completed lump sum payment which ranked Affair” and “Middle of the Night”
year.
The
main
selling
season
in
Loew’s actually did use other
Storm Center,” which tackles as a capital gain and was, there¬ will be made into films. Both have
Holland runs from the end of book banning, and 20th-Fox has fore, free of income tax liabilities an impact that is primarily emo¬
mechanisms.
April to July. Also, tlm postpone¬ an upcoming entry on a congres¬ under British law.
tional rather than visual and de¬
ment gives the board a chance to sional row over the Navy's securi¬
In return for that cash payment, pends on the creation of a sus¬
consider amendments that might ty program.
Guinness agreed to forego any tained “mood” throughout.
Most
return to the Americans at least
claims to veto scripts or properties, of the tv plays, recognizing the
some of the “free” selling privi¬
but the contract permitted him to limitations of their medium, stick
Continued from page 3
leges they enjoyed last year.
accept outside commitments on the to implied rather than real action
Billboard Fight
for American Broadcasting-Para¬ • It is feared, however, that the
usual loanout arrangements.
and lean heavily on dialog.
mount Theatres.
He was asso¬ Dutch might wait until July, and
Hartland, Vt., Feb. 21.
But since his return from Holly¬
Story department heads, who a
ciated with Par, UPT and the then apply the terms of the new
Vermont Roadside Council
wood, and particularly since Kor¬ comparatively short while ago were
has appealed for funds to help
merged AB-PT for a total of 23 rental rules on a retroactive basis
da s death, Guinness has been un¬ disinterested in tv properties unyears.
.to May.
the town of Hartland fight a
happy about the setup and has suited to the demands of the
legal test of its authority to
asked to be released from the con¬ screen, today say the studios are
The Par properties consisted of
control roadside billboards.
tract.
Both Lopert and Dowling hot on the trail of anything that
1,450 theatres, many of them held worked in association with Louis
Mrs. Mary Hurd, executive ‘ spent several days here endeavor¬ appears on the air and shapes as
in partnership with local exhibi¬ Phillips
and
the
late
Austin
secretary
of
the
council,
said:
ing
to
resolve the situation. But potential film material. Reference
tors. As directed by the courts, Keough at Par, and then took over
“without legal control, the
so far neither side has found a is made to “The Killers,” a feature
the company was forced to buy out, the legal helm at UPT in carrying
secretary
of
state
is
obliged
way out of the impasse and while made from a short story some
or sell out to, the partners and un¬ out the tremendous real estate re¬
to issue permits for as little
Lopert. and. Dowling are deter¬ years back and expandqdrsulTicicntdertake a wholesale divestiture shuffle.
as $1. These big companies
mined that the agreement should ly and expertly to am<j|Rnt to a taut
program that would reduce the
Surviving are his widow, two
have a lobby. They are suing,,
be honored, Guinness, it would ap¬ and suspenseful,
chain to slightly over 600 houses.
"That’s the
sons, a daughter, three brothers
one of our towns to destroy
pear, is equally determined to find kind of thing we’iM^ave to do with
Gross,
before
divorcement,, and two sisters.
its ordinance.”
an escape.
these tv plays/*^i0ted one.

U’sO’Seas Rally

Hyman, Weitman, O’Brien
Sell Off AB-Par Shares

Drewry Photocolor Sues

Guinness’ Threat

Little Moods

Walter Gross
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JS&1ZIETY

(ITALY)
JUST COMPLETED STARRING
ROLES IN THE ITALIAN FILMS

“LO SCAPOLO"

Film COSTELLAZIONE

“DONATELLA” nim •sup“QUANTO TRAMONTA IL SOLE”
Film “TITANUS”
Now Co-starring with

I GIROVACHI

PETER USTINOV in
Hugo Fregonese, Directing

In Preparation
TITLE ROLE IN

NINA

“NINA” Produced by GIUSEPPE AMATO
Producer of DON CAMILLO, FAN FAN TULIP
—

All in Technicolor

-

CinemaScope

—

18
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SEEK ‘OUT’ FOR PAGNOL’S WINDMILL’;
ISSUE: HUMOROUS SLANTS ON CLERGY
provincial censors originally had
During lftst week’s visit to Man¬
approved "Letters” but had with¬
hattan of Frederic Heldt, general
drawn their okay when the Ameri¬
manager for Marcel Pagnol, French
can Catholic rating became known
playwright/, first steps were taken
to them. The Pagnol rep, who said
on behalf of the French film "Let¬
he certainly wasn’t looking for any
ters From a Windmill,” currently
"fight” with the Legion of De¬
showing at the Paris Theatre, N.
cency, also recalled that a Cana¬
Y., to negotiate a revised 'classifi¬
dian priest had especially -asked
cation with the Legion -of Decency.
for a print of the film to show
American' distributor, Tohan Pic¬
tures, of which Herbert Steinman, nuns at a Montreal hospitaL
Point raised by, Steinman, Heldt
drug manufacturer, is president
and Brandon was that, when re¬
and Thomas Brandon, operating
leased in France, "Letters" didn’t
showman, are willing to make cuts,
cause even a ripple of controversy
restore a purgatory sequence (cut
among French Catholics. In fact,
for time) and introduce explana¬
several French Catholic publica¬
tory titles before and during the
tions and the Centrale Catholique
unspooling to meet Catholic objec¬
Du Cinema praised the Pagnol |
tions.
At a press interview last Thurs¬ treatment of the Daudet stories*.
day (17) it was revealed that in Said the reviewer for Catholic
addition to the Legion’s "C” (con¬ Cinema Center:
"These various subjects have
demned) rating, "Windmill” had
been denied a Hollywood produc¬ been treated with discretion, be¬
lieve
me, and with such poetry
tion code seal.
Film comprises three separate that the humor goes over easily.”
(This
is by no means the first
stories all loosely tied in as tales
from an old windmill. First episode time that the Legion in the U. S.
has
differed
from Catholic bodies
deals with a 16th Century gour¬
met-priest who so speeds up the abroad on a picture. The French
equivalent
of
the Legion gave "Let¬
tempo of Christmas eve masses,
so as not to be late for or cause ters” an A rating. In the past, sev¬
eral
pictures
that found enthusi¬
the over-cooking of the delicacies,
that he sets a speed record. It is astic reception abroad were nixed
by
the
Legion.)
the devil disguised as an altar boy
Heldt said that, prior to im¬
who tempts this priest via his. glut¬
tony (a cardinal sin in church dog¬ portation of "Letters,”, no thought
was
given by Pagnol to even the
ma) and in the end the priest suc¬
cumbs to over-feeding. The second possibility that the picture might
be
found
objectionable in the U. S.
episode treats of an impoverished
early 19th Century abbey of Nor- and that the "C” rating had come
as
a
great
shock. "Letters” is skedbertine monks, the white-robed
friars who have a single chapter ded to open in 22 keys during late
March
and
early April.
in America at Green Bay, Wis. In
Heldt has gone to the Coast
this instance the monks begin the
profitable manufacture of an elixir partly for confabs with Geoffrey
of alcoholiq content and the one Shurlock, Code Administrator.
member who can preserve the con¬
sistency of the elixir’s quality,
through his function as "taster” is’
in -danger of becoming a drunk.

. Harry

M.

Warner

was

again

named president of Warner Bros,

Recent Films Do Well in Quick Repeat
Product shortage is manifesting itself in the subsequent run and
neighborhood, situations which have been "saddled” with an unusual
number of reissues.
What is surprising ftiany industryites is that
several of the rerelease packages are clicking handsomely.
The "oldies” bringing in the most coins are a number of re¬
cent hits, out of circulation for barely six months to a year.
in
this category are Warner Bros, tandem of. "East of Eden” and
"Battle Cry” and 20th-Fox’s combo of "Three Coins In the
Fountain” and "A Many Splendored Thing.”
All four pictures received beaucoup word-of-mouth during their '
initial rounds and the current biz is attributed tq a want-to-see
desire on the part of those who missed the films the original
time around.

at a meeting of the board of di¬
rectors last week. Board also re¬
elected other top officials of the
company including Albert Warner
as veep and treasurer and Jack
L. Warner as veep;
Herman . Stair,
Stanleigh
P.
Friedman, Samuel' Schneider, Ben
iCalmenson,
Mort
BlUmenstock,
and Robert W. Perkins were re¬
named vice presidents, with Per¬
kins also taking on his previous
secretary
and
general
counsel
posts.
Other officers named were: Sam¬
uel Carlisle, assistant treasurer
and comptroller; Cyril H. Wilder,
assistant
treasurer;
Harold
S.
Bareford, Edward K. Hessberg, and
Roy Obringer, assistant secretaries;
Thomas J. Martin from auditor to
assistant treasurer, • and Walter
Meihofer, from assistant comp¬
troller to auditor.

TV’s Typical $40,Of for Oldies
Versus Reissue Coin Potential;
Leasing Better Plan-New Idea
4-

Don Yarbrough On Dixie
Publicity Beat for 20th
San Francisco, Feb. 21.
Don
for

Yarbrough, »who’s

Fox

flagship,

West
the

Coast’s
Fox,

the

worked

4,500-seat
last

21

months, shifts to Atlanta Fell. 25
and will head a new southeastern
publicity division for 20th-Fox,
including the key cities of New Or¬

Facts as Before:
Product Bunching
For Holiday Biz

leans, Miami, Jacksonville
Charlotte, N. C.

and

Dspite (1) current .negotiations
for the sale of Warner Bros, pre1948 backlog to television and (2)
RKO’s completed deal of like na¬
ture, there are serious misgivings
among a number of major compa¬
nies as to whether outright sale is
a wise policy.
Thought grows
among the top echelon distribu¬
tors in favor of (3) Columbia’s
formula of a leasing arrangement.
Under Columbia’s system, the
distributor can maintain control of
which pictures go to the rival me¬
dium and their .sequencing. Also
it’s felt that many pictures in the
vaults are worth a lot more than
$40,000 a picture which appears
to be the average feature being
paid or offered by television syndi¬
cators in the outright sale deals.

Report is that 20th simply con¬
siders the region as now set up
too big. Jimmy Gillespie will con¬
tinue as chief of southwestern di¬
vision with headquarters in Dallas.
Rerelease through regular theat¬
Yarbrough is 28-year-old son of rical channels, it’s argued, can
Eddie Yarbrough, western division bring a lot more into the company’s
publicity boss for 20th. Before tak¬ coffers than the $40,000 a picture
ing the Fox theatre job, Yar¬ offered by television groups.
Al¬
brough
was in service and attended ways in the mind of distributors
Exhibitors studying the release
San Francisco State College.
is the $1,600,000 chalked up by
charts of the major companies say
"King Kong” when it was-reissued
No successor has been picked.
they are struck by .the outfits’ con¬
in 1952 and the returns chalked up
by "Gone With the Wind” every
tinuing tendency to bunch their
time it is sent out again. Admit¬
top releases around holiday dates.
tedly unusual cases, but there are
The distributor told reporters
With comparatively little out
that certain "art” theatres previ¬
many oldies believed capable of up
during January, February sees the
ously immune to Legion pressure
to $500,000 on a reissue whirl.
release of seven or more top at¬
were beginning to manifest sensi¬
Universal has been, particularly
Soviet film series based on clas¬ tractions. March again drops back
tivity when it comes to the booking
successful with its rerelease policy.
of foreign films with a "C” rating. sics of the world’s literature is be¬ to three or four.
It keeps its standard horror fea¬
Boston, Feb. 21.'
tures such as "Dracula,” "Franken¬
Slotted for release this month
Although Marcel Pagnol was op¬ ing readied for U. S. release via
A new film, highlighting a mon¬ stein” and "The Wolf Man” almost
are
"The Last Hunt” (Metro),
posed to censorship and to any Artkino Pictures.
All
of
the
pix
are
in
Sovcolor.
In¬
These
“Carousel” (20th-Fox), "Patterns” I ster 30 stories high (400 feet) that constantly in circulation.
interference with an artist’s right
to create, as emphasized by Heldt cluded are Shakespeare’s "Twelfth (UA), "Picnic” (Col), "Goodman bites railroad trains in half, de¬ pictures bring the company a
at the interview, hope existed that Night” and "Othello;” Jack Lon¬ Story” (Universal), "Rose Tattoo” stroys cities with’a fiick of its tail, healthy annual income. The com¬
pany also taps other pictures for
the picture could be converted into don’s "The Mexican,” Ethel Voy¬ (Par), "Helen of Troy” (WB) and
reaches into the sky to crush air¬ the rerelease treatment on occa¬
at least a "B” rating by dint of a nich’s "The Gadfly” and Anton "The Conqueror” (RKO). In addi¬
Chekhov’s
"The
Grasshopper.”
The
tion
theiA
is
20th’s
"The
Man
Who
planes
in
flight,
was
privately
pre¬
sion and has come up with success
foreword and with some editing
■- -•
of the footage. In the absence on Jack London story deals with the Never Was.”.
viewed for exhibs by Joe Levine, stories, "The Egg and I” being the
Mexican
revolt
against
Diaz.
"The
Going out in March are "Meet president of. Embassy Pictures most recent notable example.
holiday until Feb. 28 of Msgr.
Selznick Releasing Organization’s
Thomas F. Little, Heldt and his as¬ Gadfly” is based on the struggle of Me in Las Vegas” (Metro), "Man
Italian patriots in the last-century in the Grey Flannel Suit” (20th) here on Friday (17).
recent experience with “Duel in
sociates have conferred with Father
and has music by Shostakovich.
More than $50,000 will be spent the Sun” and other David O. Selz¬
and "The Court Jester” (Par) as
Hayes at Legion;
well as "Threshhold of Space” to ballyhoo indie "Godzilla” (King nick oldies are other examples to
Brandon said that, in the light
combat the outright sale trend.
(20th).
of the plans that have been made
Another indication of the value
for "Letters” to be shown in the
Every distributor of course wants
of the reissue market is the $8,000,Eastman House at Rochester, his picture to play around Lin¬
U. S., the "C” rating "cuts the po¬
Gloat
Over
Loathing
000
grossed by Realart Pictures dur¬
tential audiences in had.
It’ll N. Y., is holding "open house” to coln’s Birthday or Washingtdh’s.
ing its 10-year deal with Universal.
Boston, Feb. 21.
make it much more difficult for a party of .film critics and film¬ Birthday to cash in on the maxi¬
"Godzilla,”
new
indie
hor¬
The
films handled by Realart did
us.” His viewpoint came as a sur¬ makers over the weekend of March mum -audience. Exhibs, who must
not include all the pictures in U’s
ror-science
fiction
feature
prise to trade reporters since, as j 2. Excursion is unden the auspices book films week after week, feel
vault,
the company holding many
with a 400-foot monster to top
a rule, the Legion’s views on for¬ of Cinema 16.
that the distribs’ irregular release
for personal handling.
all monsters was previewed
Number of film classics from policy is harmful to. their business
eign pictures make virtually no
here by exhibs.
Boast was
U’s present policy does not al¬
difference to art product—nor does various countries will be screened and there have been frequent
later made’ by Terry Turner:
ways call for the reissue of an out¬
the absence of a Code seal affect and a tour of the film museum will pleas for a steady channeling of
"They agreed it was the
standing. former attraction. It in¬
their b.o. In fact, most importers be conducted by curator James top releases without seasonal conmost loathsome sight they
cludes the reissuance of low budgI siderations.
don’t even bother to try and ob¬ Card.
ever saw and signed up at
eters which apparently can still
tain a seal.
eke
out some coin from the the¬
When reminded of this, Brandon
atrical market.
In this category
said that the fear of Catholic re¬
are
"Girls
in the Night” and "City
action had now spread to the arties.
of the Sea Beasts) in Boston and
In explaining its' "C” rating, the
New England, Levine said, and a Across the River,” a juvenile de¬
U also finds
Legion said the picture contained
new film company, Trans-World linquency tandem.
in its first two episodes "a frivol¬
Releasing Corp., has been set up that it can cash in on the popu¬
larity
of
certain
stars.
An upcom¬
ous, disrespectful and grossly com¬
to release the horror thriller as
ical presentation of religion and
aid the tent’s chest which provides the first of a coming list of science ing reissue package includes "Kiss
the Blood Off My Hands,’’^starring
religious characters. Its exhibition
dough for blind children.
fiction pix.
Burt Lancaster, and "Johnny Stool
in entertainment motion picture
Early response is encouraging,
The new film firm was formed
theatres is seriously objectionable
Pigeon,” starring Tony Curtis.
and film distribs have created pool
London, Feb. 14.
this week by Levine in association
and conducive to a misunderstand¬
The unknown factor of what a
The London tent of the Variety pf 40 films which will be available with Ed Bereson and Harry Rybing of religious practices.”
Club is organizing a delegation to for these charity shows without nick of Los Angeles. Bereson and picture can do in rerelease is
Code nixed the picture primarily attend the international convention charge.
Tent will garner 75% of
often the deterrent to the conclu¬
Rybnick produced "Golden Mis¬
on the basis of the first episode at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York, take. Balance goes to Cinema and
There’s no
tress” and "Untamed Women” for sion of a sale to tv.
dealing with the gluttonous priest. from May 9-12. The British contin¬ Theatre Benevolent Society.
doubt that film companies consider¬
United Artists.
Code said the sequence violated gent will be led by several mem¬
ing the video route may withhold
“Godzilla” was filmed partly in some of the product.
the Code provision calling for cere¬ bers of the crew.
This may
BOXING FOR CHARITY
Hollywood and partly in Japan,
monies of any religion to be han¬
not sit too well with tv buyers who,
"Although they intend to partici¬
with new lensing techniques. Re¬
dled carefully and respectfully. pate in regular convention busi¬
naturally,
seek
the
strongest
Albany Sets Golden Gloves Event— ported bookings include New Eng¬
Nor could, it reminded Pagnol, ness, the main function of the dele¬
product for home viewers.
Also Pro Champ Bout
land Paramount Circuit’s 34 the¬
Protestant clergyman "be used as gation will be to canvass support
atres;
Arthur
Howard’s
75
affili¬
comic characters.”
for London \as the site of next
Albany, Feb. 21.
ated houses; 84 Daytz Theatres. It
Heldt declared the Canadian year’s meet.
A convention com¬
Albany Variety Tent 9 will spon¬ will open at the twin Paramount
mittee already has been formed sor for its Camp Thacher Fund this and Fenwgy in Boston at a date
with Tom O’Brien, M.P., in charge year’s Adirondack AAU Golden not decided.
of' accommodation arrangements.
Gloves 1 championship tournament
Terry Turner will handle ex¬
at
Mid-City
Arena,
Menands, ploitation.
i— RADIO CUT MUSIC HUL-|
Irish Tent's Campaign
Rockefeller Center
March 19-20. Ben Becker, AAU
Dublin, Feb. 14.
WILLIAM HOLDEN k
district president, will be in charge.
Louis
W.
Schine,
vice-president
Pat Brady, Chief Barker of Va¬
Becker is also promoting a pro¬
PICNIC
riety Tent 41, has set a 1956 fund¬ fessional championship fight, at of the Schine Circuit of Gloverswith KIM NOVAK
raising campaign
which includes a , Hawkins
_ _
__ Stadium,
_, Albany
_ during
_o , ville, N. Y., underwent an ulcer I
cc-stairifli ROSALIND RUSSELL
A Columbia Picture
request to every cinema owner in j August, Saratoga racing season, j operation in Manhattan’s Harkness I
and STECTACiLAK SU6E PKESEHTATjOjL—
Ireland toiStage one.show.a year to also for the benefit of Variety.
I Pavilion last week.
J

World Literature Feeds
Russian Color Films,
Including Jack London

Shades of ‘King Kong’
As Boston Exhibs 0.0.
New ‘Godzilla’ Monster

Eastman House Party

Tenting With Variety Clubs

London Yariety Tent
Seeks Next Conclave

New York Theatre

The Hollywood

Kni(K£RB0<K£R
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GOT Space No. 1 Problem as Headaches

Its Tough to Pioneer

•

NBC.-TV, it’s reported, is contemplating some drastic revamping
of its afternoon, programming schedule for next season. Major
area of Conjecture, of course, centers around the high-budgeted
“Matinee” tint series of cross-the-board hour dramas. As daytime
entries go, it’s one of the most ambitious ventures yet attempted,
comparable to nighttime projection, and it’s no secret that it’s
costing the network somewhere in the neighborhood of $20,000 a
day to bring it in* It’s won coast-to-coast respect of the critical
fraternity. • '
Yet CBS-TV’s brace of competing shows, “Big Payoff” and
Bob Crosby, dominate the Trendex ratings, while ABC’s “After¬
noon Film; Festival’’ (averaging less than $6,000 per installment)
crowds ‘‘Matinee” for No. 2 laurels.
Bottleneck on Burbank
studio space created by the “Matinee” live entry is another factor.
Its status in terms of next season will probably depend on what
the ratings reveal in the next couple of months.

'Workshop Gets Down to Work
Another Huxley Treatment, ‘Exurbanites,’ Original
Ray Noble Musical on Agenda
Aldous Huxley, whose two-part
narration-adaptation
of
“Brave
New World” kicked off the revival
of “CBS Radio Workshop” three
weeks ago, is due back for a re¬
turn visit to the Columbia showcaser, while other projects in the
works include an adaptation of
A. C. Spectorsky’s bestselling “The
Exurbanites” and an original musi¬
cal composed by Ray Noble.
Huxley, who has resisted radio
treatements of his novels for many
years, was pleased with the “Work¬
shop” treatment of “World” to the
point where he’s agreed to reap¬
pear next month to narrate another
of his works, title and date not set.
On the “Exurbanites” project,
Charles S. Monroe, head of CBS’
program writing division, is doing
the adaptation of Spectorsky’s
scalpel’s eye-view of the manners
and mores of New York’s commut¬
ing population.
The musical,
*lJohnny Blue Eyes,” is based on an
excerpt of a musical suite by Ed¬
win Brophy with original music
by Noble and will be adapted and
directed by Sam Pierce, producer
of the web’s “Edgar Bergen Show”
and “Amos ’n’ Andy Music Hall.”
Also in the work is a special
treatment on Frank Stockton’s
classic short story, “The Lady and
the Tiger,” with two top1 authors
working on treatments with alter¬
nate endings for the show, which
will be titled “The Lady or the
Tiger—Case Closed.” “A Disser¬
tation on Love,” another upcoming
venture to be written and directed
by William N. Robson, will feature
four representatives of. England,
France, Persia and the U. S. dis¬
cussing the manners, morals and
mores of romance.

Dick Van Dyke Still
Has CBS-TV Future
Although Dick Van Dyke’s earlyln-the-morning career on tv was
brought to a halt with the demise
of his “Morning” CBS-TV show
(Will Rogers Jr. took over this
week on the refurbished entry, now
tagged “Good Morning”), apparent¬
ly there’s a considerable Van Dyke
gleam still existing in CBS-TV’s
eye.
Network is mulling a two-way
spread for Van Dyke—one a kidslanted show; the other a cross-theboard afternoon entry.

Berle, NBC-TV To
Huddle On Future
Plans For Comic

. Milton Berle is due in N.Y. to¬
day (Wed.) after flying in from
. Las Vegas, origination point "’for
last night’s (Tues.) NBC-TV 8 to 9
show. It’s reported that one of the
major items on his Gotham agenda
is a heart-to-heart talk with net¬
work execs on his ’56-’57 plans.
Since there’s already talk that
Tuesday 8 to 9 is due for a drastic
reshuffle next season, in view of
the Phil Silvers-CBS ascendancy
into toprated status, the “what will
Berle do?” query looms uppermost
in trade minds.'
Berle has already signified that
he may lay off next season, but
those close to the comic figure he
will stick close to tv regardless, if
not as a performer at least in an¬
other major capacity. He’s regard¬
ed as a crack director-producer in
comedy programming.
It’s ^ question of time before
Berle’s contract with the net¬
RCA staff vicepresident Emanuel work is virtually tantamount to a
(Manie) Sacks devotes almost lifetime guaranty.
100% of his time to NBC talent
and program matters. That means
stepping out 100% as general man¬
ager of RCA Victor, of which L. W.
(Larry) Kanaga is the operations
veepee. It will also mean Sacks’
commuting more ’n’ more N. Y.
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
to L. A. to bolster both ends of
Producer Fletcher Markle and
the showmanship operations.
longtime associate Vincent McConAs it is now, Sacks spends only nor have been “relieved” of asso¬
a minimum time at Victor’s East ciation with CBS-TV’s “Playhouse
24th St. hq, that being'on Thurs¬ 90” due to “temperamental differ¬
days. The early a.m. sees him on ences” with exec producer Carey
the 53d floor of the RCA head¬ Wilson.
quarters but dominantly he is on
As yet they’ve not been handed
the 6th floor of NBC with prexy new assignments by the web. Live
Robert W. Sarnoff, board chair¬ show, which will include about
man S. L. Weaver Jr., program eight Screen Gems vidfilms, bows
veep Tom McAvity, et al.
in the fall.
The addition of Nat Wolff (exYoung & Rubicam) to bolster the
'AFT. FILM FESTIVAL' COIN
new creative program aspects on
Chicago, Feb. 21.
the Hollywood end, under chief¬
Evinrude Motors, for its out¬
tain Tom McAvity will call for board boat powerplants, is taking
Sacks’ frequent peregrinations be¬ a seven-week ride on ABC-TV’s
tween both coasts. Sunday night “Famous Film Fes¬
He leaves today (Wed.) for tival.”
Weekly
inserts
start
Hollywood in company of General April 8.
David Sarnoff and NBC prez
Agency is Cramer-Krasselt in
Robert W.'Bdrfibff. • '
Milwaukee.

Mame Sacks On
NY-lo-LA Shuttle
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Mount on GOP-Frisco TV Coverage
+

By GEORGE ROSEN
The next 30 to 60 days will set
the groundwork for what shapes
up, comes September, as the most
drastic overhauling of television
programming in many years. Spon¬
sors are taking a fast, hard look at
the cost-per-thousand charts, and
they’re far from satisfied at what
they see. Particularly those cli¬
ents—and there are quite a few
of them—whose companies failed
to meet sales quotas in ’55 and
whose profits were down from the
previous year, are determined to
do something about it.
Those who are saddled with tv
shows delivering less people for
more money are currently in the
process of reappraising their stake
in the medium. Not that they’re
anxious to relinquish choice time
segments on the networks.
It’s
simply that tv is far too costly to¬
day to play around with programs
that have either outlived their use¬
fulness (and quite a few of these
will be coming to the end of the
line in May or June), or have failed
to make it since going on the air
(as in the case of Johnny Carson,
who has already been given his
walking papers by General Foods.)
It’s considered fairly certain
that GF will also call it quits at
season’s end with a brace of other
CBS entries—the Friday night
“Mama” and “Our Miss Brooks”
longrunning parlay.
The network
has a General Foods gleam in its
tv eye on going for the tab on
the upcoming “Project 90” hourand-a-half drama series.
Since
this is slated for a Thursday night
9:30-11 slotting, it will mean the
dispossessing of the Bristol-Myers
& Singer-sponsored “Four Star
Playhouse” and “Quiz Kids,” along
with the Carson half-hour. Herb
Shriner’s new full-hour variety
layout will probably go into Friday
night.
Look For More Changes
Look for changes, too, in the
CBS Saturday night lineup, nota¬
bly in the 9 to 10 area. It's con¬
sidered unlikely that the Procter
& Gamble tag will be attached to
the 9:30 “It’s Always Jan” when
the fall curtain goes" up, and with
Shriner exiting the Old Gold-spon¬
sored “Two for the Money,” -the
quiz entry faces ousting from the
9 o’clock berth. As for P & G,
it’s understood a flock of major
changes, both daytime and night¬
time, are on tap.
CBS rides high Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday nights, with only one
or two “trouble spots.” (Sunday’s
“Appointment With Adventure,”
for example, is being replaced next
month by “$64,000 Challenge” un¬
der Revlon-Lorillard auspices, and
“Navy Log” doesn’t figure to enter
the - fall Tuesday picture, not at
(Continued on page 38)

Virginia Graham Into
Maggie Truman NBC Slot
Virginia

Graham

is

stepping

into the NBC Radio “Weekday”
MARKLE ‘RELIEVED’
vacancy when Margaret Truman
■ ankles the show on Friday (24).
Miss Graham, who has a local tv
OF ‘PLAYHOUSE 90’ show
daily on WABD, N. Y., and
who has been a gun in a number
of telethons, was the subject of
“This Is Y6ur Life" two weeks
ago.
Others who had been in the
running as Miss Truman’s replace¬
ment, NBC reports, were Fran
Allison and Faye Emerson. Miss
Allison's ABC-TV Chi-based “Kukla, Fran & Ollie” was in conflict
with the N. Y. “Weekday” emana¬
tion, however, and Miss Emerson
is in Europe at present.
Inking of Miss Graham to team
with Mike Wallace on the crossthe-board radio stanza has a unique
twist; she and Wallace are both do¬
ing tv shows on WABD, rival to
NBC-TV’s key, WRCA-TV. WABD
said that the NBC radio commit¬
ment, from 10 to noon and from
1 to 3 p.m. will not interfere with
continuation of her 5 p.m. tv
stanza.1

Rodman’s CBS-TV Pact
Writer Howard Rodman has
been signed to a three-year deal
by CBS-TV. Pact calls for Rodman to submit nine story outlines
from which the network will se¬
lect five one-hour scripts to be
completed. Net will have the
right to pick the show on which
the yarns will be used.
Daniel Hollywood Agency set
the deal.

‘Dream’ Slot For
‘Egypt & Israels’
90-Min. Introspec
Despite the fact that it comes in
as a “sustaining baby,” the Ed
Murrow-Fred Friendly “Egypt and
Israel” introspectacular gets what
is perhaps the choicest midde-ofthe-evening time segment on the
spectrum when it is presented the
night of March 13 on CBS-TV. The
program will take up the full 90
minutes sandwiched between the
network’s two most enviable Tues¬
day night properties—the Phil Sil¬
vers show and “$64,000 Question.”
This is the “introspec” designed
to probe into the whole Middle
East tinder box that sent Murrow
and his “See It Now” co-producer
Friendly to Israel, where they shot
two-and-a-half-hours of film in in¬
terviewing Premier David Ben-Qurion in the desert. Simultaneously
Howard K. Smith and Ed Scott
shot an equal amount of footage in
Egypt interviewing Premier Gamal
Nass’er. Murrow, Friendly & Co.
are now in process of editing the
whole down to a 90-minute looksee
into the explosive Israel-Egypt sit¬
uation.
Show will include some footage
on performances by the Israel Phil¬
harmonic. and Cairo Opera Co.
Both Murrow and Friendly, inci¬
dentally, flew over Israel at jet
speed. It took exactly 20 seconds..
Slotting of the show in the Tues¬
day period will necessitate pre¬
empting three sponsored halfhours—“Navy Log,” “Meet Millie”
and Red Skelton.

Steve Allen Barbs Spark
Radio-TV Correspondents
Annual Shindig in D. C.
By HERMAN A. LOWE
Washington, Feb. 21.
The 12th annual dinner of the
Radio and Television Correspond¬
ents Association in honor of the
President of the United States
lacked its guest of honor, but drew
just about everybody else, Satur¬
day night (18).
As always, the affair was a com¬
plete sellout'and was well packed
with top echelon industry and
Government, headed by Vice Presi¬
dent Richard M. Nixon.
It was likewise well spiked with
cracks by Steve Allen, emcee of
the entertainment, which were fre¬
quently more distinguished for
their bite than their humor.
Looking over the printed pro¬
gram, Allen noted that the dinner
subcommittee on “Security" was
headed by a CBS correspondent. It
was very appropriate for CBS to
be in charge of security, comment¬
ed Allen; because “they are prob¬
ably trying to prevent the news of
the latest Gleason ratings from
leaking out.”
Glancing out at his audience,
Allen remarked, “You’re a very
nice audience. At first you had me
worried; you looked like 2,000
Larry Spivaks sitting-.out there.”
Thereafter, he returned a couple
of times to CBS and Spivak. How¬
ever, it must be admitted that
Allen showed no special partiality
(Continued on pagfe 30)

Washington, Feb. 21.
Location of the GOP National
Convention in San Francisco is
proving to be the major headache
the networks predicted it would
be. An all-day huddle here Fri¬
day (17) with reps of the Repub¬
lican National Committee wound
up with details of tv coverage at
the Cow Palace still unresolved
and general dissatisfaction with
the blueprints todate.
Although one web rep told
Variety “The Republican National
Committee is being very coopera¬
tive and understands our prob¬
lem,” another top exec gloomily
predicted that “as things stand,
all we can give them is film cov¬
erage.”
Major bone of contention is
space allocations within the con¬
vention arena—the Cow Palace.
Amount of space for cameras and
staff was cut down 30% from net¬
work requests. Actually, it is stand¬
ard practice for webs to go over¬
board on requests on assumption
that cutbacks are inevitable, in
the face of demand from all other
news media.
However, the cutback is now so
drastic, that use of an additional
building adjacent to the Cow Pal¬
ace, is under consideration. Webs
hope to have indies use adjacent
facilities, since coverage of latter
is not live. All tv coverage of
actual convention activity is on
a pool basis.
Another problem is camera lo¬
cation. The speakers’ platform has
been pushed back to 88 feet from
the cameras, instead of the origi¬
nal 71 feet, making intensive cov¬
erage difficult, and, in some cases,
impossible. TV news committee has
protested and hopes for a revision
of. the ruling.
And, of course, there’s the usual
battle for “equal rights” with other
media. TV insists that if other re¬
porters are to be permitted on
the floor, the electronic reporter—■
the camera—be granted the same
privilege.
In '52, hand-held cameras were
permitted on the floor with same
limitations applying to all news¬
men.
Fourth major headache is lack
of hotel space for the 1,100 radio¬
tv staffers needed for coverage.
With official GOP staffs spread
over the two hotels—Mark Hopkins
and Fairmount— tv coverage is
more complicated.
In contrast, the meeting with
Democrats lasted only 45 minutes.
Sjtup will be a duplicate of '52,
so the webs are on familiar ground
and thoroughly pleased.

Kit Cornell Doing
‘Barretts’ as Spec
Katherine Cornell will transpose
her classic stage version of “The
Barretts of Wimpole Street” to
television April 2 when she makes
her videbut with the property on
NBC-TV’s “Producers Showcase,”
with her husband, Guthrie McClintic, producing and staging the
Rudolph Besier drama.
Starring role, that of Elizabeth
Barrett Browning, is the one with
which the actress has been most
closely identified, having appeared
in it on Broadway initially in 1931
under her and McClintic’s own
production aegis and having re¬
peated it several times since. The
April 2 color spec would mark her
videbut after repeated refusals to
enter the medium, including one
turndown on doing “Barretts” for
“NBC Matinee Theatre.” Slotting
of “Barretts” will have the effect
of moving back “A Cavalcade of
Baseball,” originally scheduled for
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IT Boys Get Some Encouragement
As Senate Resumes Allocation Probe
By JACK LEVY
Washington, Feb. 21.
With its new special' counsel,
Kenneth Cox, in command, the
Senate Interstate Commerce Com¬
mittee ‘ inquiry into tv allocation
problems resumed yesterday (Mon.)
on a stronger plane, giving enicouragement to UHF interests that
results may still be achieved. For
the first time, the hearings lasted
all day.
Displaying a surprising grasp Of
the problems considering the short
time he has been with the com¬
mittee (he was appointed last De¬
cember), Cox kept up a running
fire of questions at FCC Chairman
George C. ' McConnaughey and
other commissioners to authoriza¬
tion of VHF stations in UHF mar¬
kets.
But McConnaughey defended
the majority action. He would not
concede that the Commission
“complicated” its procedural prob¬
lem by granting V’s in intermixed
cities. The agency can still dein¬
termix, he said, and the V’s must
take that risk.
' .
However, under persistent ques¬
tioning, McConnaughey admitted
that if deintermixture was at¬
tempted, the VHF stations could
.delay any effort to remove their
. channels for two years.
• The interrogation brought Comr.
Edward Webster into the discus•sion. “I don’t know what I’m go¬
ing to do at the end of the pro¬
ceeding,” he said. “It might be
deintermixture or any of a number
.of things. Deintermixture isn’t the
whole problem.”
“Have you not made your prob¬
lem more difficult by granting
VHF authorizations, without-con¬
ditions?” asked Cox.
“I don’t think so,” Webster re¬
plied. When committee chairman
Warren Magnuson pointed to UHF
failures following VHF authoriza¬
tions, McConnaughey conceded
that in 28 markets the first V’s
killed off UHF stations.
But it does not necessarily fol¬
low, he said, that when a second V
is established in a market with
two U’s that the U’s will fold.
"It depends on the conditions in
the particular market,” he added.
The situation in Portland, Ore.,
where one V (owned by Storer)
exists alongside* two U’s, was
brought up. Magnuson pointed out
that in this market the UHF sta¬
tion has the NBC affiliation.
“You’ve put your finger on it,”
said McConnaughey. Sen. John 6.
Pastore, ranking Democrat on the
committee, entered the discussion.
(Continued on page 40)

Mankiewicz Buys
TV‘Faye for 35G

NBC-TV’s ‘Exclusive’
Unusual bit of information
funneled down through the
public relations department of
the Italian Line last week.
Press release dealing with the
arrival of seven Italian femme
socialites to model new Italian
fashions in N. Y. via the Cristoforo Colombo, Monday (20)
emphatically declared: “All tv
rights on the arrival of the
arrival of the seven ladies are
reserved by NBC until noon
Feb. 22.”
Seems the gals are appearing
this morning (Wed.) on “To¬
day” and “Home,” and appar¬
ently the network demanded
an exclusive on them in return
for spotting them on the shows.

ABC-TVIsleJoo’
In Clamping Down
On Heat Hiatus

CARNEY SUBS KULIK
AS LUX TV DIRECTOR
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
New director of NBC-TV “Lux
Video Theatre” is Fred Carney,
N. Y. video helmer, replacing Buzz
Kulik, who is being given a new
assignment.
Carney, brother ’ of comic Art
Carney, will probably air his first
show March 29. He has-'directed
“Pond’s Show,” “Kraft Theatre,”
■and is producer-crealor of “Medi¬
cal

j,

Berle’s Heart Salute
To Cantor Nixed by NBC
’Cause It Ain’t in Color!
An American Heart Assn, na¬
tional television hookup, with an
award by Milton Berle to Eddie
Cantor, slated for March 13 from
the Hotel Biltmore, N. Y., Was
kayoed by NBC because of its ob¬
jection to doing the fete in blackand-white. The network,.which has
a “lifetime” hold on the comedian,
wants Berle dominantly in color¬
casts henceforth, with rare excep¬
tions. One of these will be a Berle
telecast from the Ringling Circus
on its N. Y. opening at Madison
Square Garden early in April. Last
night (Tues.) Berle did the “Meet
Me In Las Vegas” (Metro) pre¬
miere from Vegas, as part of a
Variety Club pitch.
The American Heart Assn,
thought that the Cantor testimoni¬
al—the comedian is a No. 1 “cardiactor” case—would also drama¬
tize its work, and it took 9 bit of
doing to book a large enough ball¬
room, hence the N. Y. Biltmore se¬
lection. The Waldorf-Astoria and
kindred hostels were prebooked.
Harry E. Gould, industrialist and
intimate both of Cantor and Berle,
pulled wires for the hotel booking
until NBC kayoed it.

ABC-TV, feeling its muscles in
prime time periods, has put its
foot down on the matter of hiatuses
and in effect has ruled summer
layoffs out as far as its major ad¬
vertisers are concerned. Network
has done so indirectly, by lifting
the protection afforded time pe¬
riods completely, so that any bankroller taking off for the summer
can get no assurance he’ll be back
in the same spot come fall.
Last summer all advertisers on
the network were granted an eightweek protection period on their
time slots. This year, however, the
word has gone out that no protec¬
tion period will be granted. Move
is an obvious effort to pin as many
sponsors as possible to firm 52week deals, particularly in those
programming, areas with which the
network has had success this year.
There’s no doubt that in the weak¬
er time' segments some bankrollers
may choose to ignore the matter
of protection and bow out for the
summer come-what-may in the fall,
but the ruling is certain to keep
the sponsors with choice programs
and adjacencies around for the
summer.
In so ruling, ABC joins CBS in
laying down a 52-week-firm regula¬
tion, with NBC expected to join
the party any day now. What
makes the ABC move particularly
significant is the fact that it serves
signpost for the web’s salesprogramming progress over the
past year. Had the network done
the same thing a year ago, most
of its sponsors would probably
have made with a horselaugh and
walked, off without a second
thought. This year, though, it’s
different picture.

Newest tv-to-pix entry will be
“Good Old Charlie Faye.” the
side tv” story written by David
Karp, which was presented
Kraft TV Theatre couple weeks
back and which invited a consider¬
able mail pull for NBC-TV.
Producer-writer Joseph Man¬
kiewicz, who heads up his own
indie film operations, Figaro Pro¬
ductions Inc., has negotiated for
acquisition of the property.
It’s likely that George Roy Hill,
Kraft director who helmed “Charlie
Faye,” will ditto on the film,
Deal provides for a payoff to
Karp that graduates to a total of
about $35,000, covering rights to
the teleplay, a screen treatment
and ultimately a shooting script by
the authoA
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O’Neils TV-Radio
Net Earnings Hit
in ’55

Consolidated net earnings of the
radio and tv interests that are now
part1 of Thomas F. O’Neil’s RKO
Teleradio Pictures were $2,106,000
for the fiscal year ending Nov. 30,
1955. These include the owned
and operated radio and tv stations,
the three radio networks and the
film division of General Teleradio
which in January was merged with
RKO Radio Pictures, a recent
O’Neil acquisition, to make RKO
Teleradio.
Actually, RKO Radio’s accumu¬
lated losses for ’55 were not car¬
ried as part of the* net income
figure. At the time of the merger,
O’Neil estimated that pre-tax earn¬
ings of General Teleradio alone
were in excess of $5,000,000.
Meanwhile, General Tire & Rub¬
ber Co., which owns RKO Tele¬
radio, achieved . the highest earn¬
ings in its 40 years, according to
a consolidated net profit statement
Total was $9,704,731, 115.5% high¬
er than the previous year’s net
income. The RKO Teleradio net
was listed separately, so that when
they are added total earnings for
the numerous companies come to
$11,811,100, or $7.83 per common
share. Last year a share came to
$4.30.
The owned - operated radio - tv
stations belonging to RKO Tele¬
radio, numbering six tv and seven
radio stations, increased their net
billings 50% over 1954. The-be¬
lief is that WNAC-plus-tv in Bos¬
ton was the biggest money earner
in the entire chain, able almost
Philadelphia, Feb. 21.
James H. Carmine, president of singly to support all RKO Tele¬
Philco Corp., retires as head of the radio’s losing arms (with the ex¬
organization when his term ex¬ ception of RKO Radio). Nothing
pires in April. He will continue definite could be learned of the
as an active member of the com¬ earning status of the company’s
pany’s board of directors and three radio networks, Mutual, Don
serve as special consultant on Lee and Yankee. The General
sales and merchandising. During Teleradio Film Division, reported¬
his 33 years with the firm Philco’s ly soon to be assimilated with RKO
sales have increased from $3,824,- Radio Pictures, is said to have
000 in 1923 to last year’s $373,359,- done well in 1955, if only on the
basis of 79 station sales on the 30
000.
Carmine will be succeeded by Bank of America features that it
James M. Skinner Jr., now veepee controls. In ’54 the Film. Division
and general manager of the tv di¬ made 65 sales on the former the¬
atrical features.
vision.

CARMINE RETIRING
ASPHILCO PREXY

Pasternak’s 7G Plateau
The 30-second “suspense theme” played while “$64,000 Question”
contestants are wrestling with their minds in the isolation booth,
figures prominently on a number of occasions as part of the run¬
ning story continuity in Metro’s new “Meet Me In Las Vegas”
filmusipal. It’s good for a laugh each time. •
However, it wasn’t until the film was completed that it sud¬
denly dawned on producer Joe Pasternak that no one had bothered
to get clearance, for the tune from the tv show’s packagers, the
Louis G. Cowan office.
.It.was a case of squaring it with the Cowan office—at a price—or
facing a law suit. Ai-fee- “in-excess of $7,000” turned the. trick.. .

IT S HAPPENED AGAIN
The NARTB meets regularly and indulges in.discus§ions on
sundry matters, sometimes realistic, sometimes lofty, it has yet
to do something about policing the fast-buck indies who, seem¬
ingly, have no compunction in lending their facilities to propa¬
gate food clubs, blue sky stock peddlers, dubious underwriting
propositions, and the like.
And they get caught every time, but not without helping to
do much trouble, because no more vivid medium of propaganda
exists for'the radio pitchman. The food clubs came first. Re¬
cently the “let’s pay your debts for you” boyrf’got curbed, but
only after N. Y. State Attorney General Jacob K.’Javits got into
the act. And now the same arm of the law succeeded'in getting
a temporary injunction restraining Tellier & Co.', a Jersey City
securities dealer, from doing business in N. Y. The concern is
accused of fraudulent practices in the sale of uranium and Alas¬
kan telephone, securities involving $1,000,000. Tellier was a large
user of spot commercials on the ind^e Manhattan and nearby
Jersey stations covering the New York metropolitan area.
It might be more in the public interest for the ‘eager-beaver
time-sellers on any of those stations to take Stock of how the
AM time is being used and abused. They should do it not only
in the public interest but also with an immediate eye to the
goodwill engendered by the station in becoming party to such a
dubious pitch. It doesn’t require much perspicacity for that—all
you got to do is just listen to a sample of the unctuous pitch with
its almost open-and-shut bluesky ballyhoo.
Abel.

Balto’s ‘Freedom of Info’ Victory
WBAL in Vanguard as Broadcasters Win Right To
Cover Transit Inquest

More Inside Stuff
Latest news gimmick on “Mike
Wallace and the News” on WABD,
N. Y., is reportorial mention of
how some of the station’s top shows
are doing on the Trendex.
Wallace reported to viewers the
beginning of the week that the 9
to 10 ayem Sandy Becker show got
34.5% of the available audience
(3.2 rating) and that the nighttime
'Looney Tunes” did a 13.9, “tops
for all multi-weekly children’s pro¬
grams.” Station is going to make
this part - news - mostly - promotion
angle a regular insertion on the
Wallace 7 p.m. newscast.

Revlon, Lorillard
Cleared Away On
‘64G Challenge’
Although the project looked
dead for several months, the com¬
panion show to “$64,000 Question,”
blueprinted for the Sunday night
at 10 CBS-TV slot, is now set,
with a March 25 preem. ‘ Originally
show, on which past “$64,000 Ques¬
tion” contestants will appear, was
to be titled “$64,000 Panel.”. How¬
ever, there’s now been a revision in
the format and the new title is
$64,000 Challenge.” Both shows
are out of the Louis G. Cowan
package stable.
When "Challenge” moves in,
“Appointment With Adventure,”
the current Sunday at 10 tenant,
moves out. Revlon and P. Lorillard
(Kent cigarets) will share spon¬
sorship, as they presently do with
“Adventure.”
Initial plans for the complemen¬
tary program received a setback
due to Revlon’s insistence that it
have control of the package. Loril¬
lard couldn’t see it that way. Ap'parently, however, all differences
have not been resolved.
Meanwhile, Revlon is putting
$250,000 on the line as jackpot for
a new half-hour teleshow tagged
“The Most Beautiful Girl in the
World.” It’s a combo talent-quizbeauty tourney for the vidversion
of Miss America to be conducted
by weekly eliminations with voting
by viewers via the phone route.
Grand prize will be given at a spe¬
cial show. Producer is Odrian
Samish and discussions are going
on with CBS and NBG for a slot,
with possibility of a preem this
summer.

Jazzbo’s New Strip
WRCA, N. Y., takes a half-hour
slice from NBC Radio to set Jazzbo
Collins into a crossboarder at 5:30
p. m. starting Monday (27). Col¬
lins will pitch the Benny Goodman
and Les Brown typo of jazz as op¬
posed to the avant garde music
format he .deejays earlier In the
day.

Baltimore, Feb. 21.
Broadcasters in this area won a
major “freedom of information”
victory last week when they caused
the Maryland House of Delegates to
reverse a previous ban on radio-tv
newsreel coverage of its Grand In¬
quest session investigating , the
three-week-old Baltimore transit
strike. The Maryland-D. C. Broad¬
casters Assn, and . /WBAL, -Balti¬
more, leading the fight, the special
session gave way to the demands
of the broadcasters and allowed»
radio and newsreel coverage of the
proceedings.
What made the Grand Inquest
assume special significance is that
the session was precedental. Al¬
though the Maryland Constitution
provides for the calling of such a
session, actually an investigating
committee of the whole house, this
privilege had never been invoked
until the transit strike cued its
convocation. On Feb. 7, the In¬
quest, by a vote of 87-15, agreed
to open the hearings to the press
and public but. to ban radio, tv,
newsreels and tapes.
The Maryland-D. C. Broadcasters
and its Freedom of Information
Committee, under the leadership
of Ben Strouse (WWDC, Washing¬
ton), Joe_Brechner (WGAY, Silver
Springs, Md.) and WBAL’s Tom
White, first got the legislature to
allow newsreels cameras and then
live .radio and taped coverage of
the hearings. WBAL moved its
microphones into the legislature
last Friday (17) to cover the hear¬
ings exclusively, while ‘WBAL-TV
and WMAR-TV used the newsreel
coverage—for which they were
complimented on their unobtrusive¬
ness by the chairman of the
House—extensively on television
i news shows throughout the week.

Mike Nidorf Into
British Com! TV
London, Feb. 21.
Michael Nidorf has been ap¬
pointed executive vice president of
ITP Television Programs Inc., an
associate outfit of the Incorporated
Television Program Co., which is
headed by Prince Littler. The
appointment was announced last
Wed. (15) shortly before Nidorf re¬
turned to New York*.
Littler is chairman of the British
commercial tv company and presi¬
dent of the American affiliate. His
co-directors on the board include
Lew Grade, Val Parnell, John
Drummond and Suzanne Warner.
Lew Grade, who is managing di¬
rector of the British parent com¬
pany, announces that they ai®
starting on two new series, i
Buccaneers” and "Sir Lance oi.
ITP claims to be the largest t
production and distribution com¬
pany in Britain,
. * *
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SCORECARD ON ‘TV-TO-H’WOOD’
No Sponsor Coin, So ABC Radios
1 FOR B'WAY ‘New Sounds Head for Scrapheap

TV’s Double Play
(HOMESCREEN TO H’WOOD)
Play & Author
A Public Figure
Harry Junkin
A Man Is 10 Feet Tall
Robt. Alan Aurthur

Film Auspices

Program
Studio One

Armand Deutsch (Indie)
(Metro)

TV Playhouse

Metro-Jonathan Prods.

A Patch on Faith .
John Secondari

Alcoa Hour

In negotiation

Bachelor Party
Paddy Chayefsky

TV Playhouse

H^cht-Lancaster

Climax

Pine-Thomas-Shane

Alcoa Hour

Alma Prods. (Brit.)

Catered Affhir
P. Chayefsky

TV Playhouse

Metro

Crime in S.reets
Reginald Rose

Elgin Hour

Allied Artists

Deal a Blow
Robert Dozier
Death of Billy the Kid
Gore Vidal

Climax

RKO

TV Playhouse

UA (in negotiation)

Devil As Roaring Lion
John Gay

Kraft TV Theatre Indie (Option)

Double Jeopardy
David Shaw
Expendable House
Reginald Rose
Fearful Decision
Cyril Hume
Richard Maibaum
Fear Strikes Out
Mel Goldberg

TV Playhouse

Bail Out at 43,000
Paul Monash
Black Wings
Jos. Schull

t

By LEONARD TRAUBE

Frisco’s 50G Spec

For a medium with that oneSan Francisco, Feb. 21.
ight-stand look, television isn’t
A regional spectacular—with the
oing too badly as an incubator
f or feature films. Some 38 tele- highest budget ever allotted a sin¬
gle show in Northern California
1
tv—is being prepared to celebrate
the third anniversary of Don Sher¬
!
wood’s “San Francisco Tonight”
variety hour.
i
The KGO-TV. spec will run 90
j
minutes March 1 and will be tele¬
{
cast from the 3,500-seat Opera
CBS-TV’s “Climax” and longrun- House.
r ler “Studio One" and NBC’s “TV
Charles Hotchkiss, Dancer-FitzI ‘layhouse,” dominate as “source gerald-Sample exec handling the
Griesedieck-Falstaff
beer account
f or the gander.’’ But as a time fix- here, says $50,000 is budgeted. In
ure, the Sunday night "Playaddition to the Frisco ABC outlet,
^
KCCC in Sacramento, KBAK in
Bakersfield and KJEO in Fresno
t
will carry the show.
r
^

‘

Chi’s Hotfoot On
TV Originations;
Coons, Bowling

Alcoa has added several to the
t v-to-cinema pot. Under the origir
negotiating
f
Studio One
produced or headed for
*
U. S. Steel Hour Metro
t
(new title: Ransom!)
^
;tic success. N. Richa
Nash's “Rainmaker” was a
Par
c
Climax
c
Chicago, Feb. 21.
views Feb. 8. Before the
Things are stirring again on the
Climax
RKO
r
Fifth Wheel, The
the Chayefsky legiter,
network
front
at
Chi NBC. Besides
Whitfield Cook
s
Edward G. Robinson,
launching Ken Nordine’s afternoon
David Susskind (Indie)
s
Appointment
Five in Judgment »
talk
show
on
the
radio web this
r
Douglas Taylor
With Adventure
week, program director Alan Beau¬
T
Freighter
U. S. Steel Hour Frank Melford (Indie)
$125,000 fee to mont and his staff are readying the
Geo. Lowther
C
the screenplay, Johnny Coons kiddie half-hour
which hits the tv web Saturday
Good Old Charley Faye
Kraft TV Theatre Figaro (Jos. L. Mankie- .
March 3 with Swift in as the al¬
wicz) (UA)
David Karp
latter under Hal Wallis- ternate sponsor.
Hottest item on the future agen¬
Brit. Co.
1
Hanging Judge, The
Climax
da is the long-discussed network
Whitfield Cook
I
tv variation of WNBQ’s “Champion¬
Michael Myerberg
Incident in An Alley
Climax
ship Bowling.” It looks likely the
(UA)
1
Rod Serling
kegler display will move into the
Ranald MacDougall
1
Studio One
It Might Happen To¬
Sunday night 9:30 (CST) NBC-TV
(Indie)
morrow
spot being vacated by American
In the playwright sweepstakes, Tobacco’s “Justice.” The pioneer¬
Carey Wilber
ing local bowling show, a brain¬
U. S. Steel Hour Russell Rouse-Clarence
Last Notch
child of Chi o&o veep Jules HerGreene (Metro)
Frank D. Gilroy Alan Aurthur, with . three buveaux, has drawn fat ratings
(New title: Fastest
apiece on the film route, the for- since its inception on WNBQ in
Gun Alive)
’53 and sparked a flock of. similar
Studio One
Real Art Man Who Owned the
“A Very formats here and elsewhere. HerTown
<
buveaux
has long contended the
David P. Harmon
\
tenpin sport has a network poten¬
Hecht-Lancaster
Marty
TV Playhouse
tial.
’P. Chayefsky
Beaumont’s biggest headache of
Brit. Indie
Blanche Gaines, as UTtiers’ rep, the moment is the fact that the
1984 (Geo. Orwell)
Studio One
Wm. Templeton
1has handled sales of nine tv plays Chi plant is without an adequate
for filming, with Ashley-Steiner audience studio since the lease on
Number 4 With Flowers Kraft TV Theatre Metro
Louis Pelletier
;six. There’s a divided credit on the Studebaker Theatre ended last
Rod Sterling’s “The Strike,” given fall. Absence of seating capacity
Metro
Operation Home
Studio One
on “Studio One” this season. The poses no problems for the limited
Wm. M. Altman
Gaines office handles Serling for regular network output, but it does
Kraft TV Theatre Michael Myerberg
itv and Ashley-Steiner took him throw up a roadblock when other
Patterns
(UA)
Rod Serling
over a couple of months ago on shows w'ish to visit the Windy City
pix representation.
from either Coast. This means that
UA
Portrait in Celluloid
Climax
“U. S. Steel Hour” displayed Beaumont and network business
Rod Serling
considerable power as a cinema manager Jim Troy have to scrouge
RKO
Prowler, -The
Climax
source before transferring from around for a suitable location when¬
F. W. Durkee Jr.
ever a “Tonight” or a “This Is
(Continued on page 31)
RKO
Public Pigeon No. 1
Climax
Your Life” wants to make a Chi
Devery Freeman
stand.
Rack, The
U. S. Steel Hour Metro
Situation reached the touchy
Rod Serling
stage just last- week when George
Bryna (Kirk Douglas) &
Gobel decided against doing his
Shadow of Champ
TV Playhouse
Saturday nighter from here on
Jonathan Prods. (UA)
R. A. Aurthur
March 24 as ballyhooed because of
Spring Reunion
Bryna Prods.
TV Playhouse
“inadequate facilities.” This came,
R. A. Aurthur
after the Chi boys had worked out
Strike, The
Indie (for UA)
Studio One
Kraft has set March 28 for its a deal with ABC veep Sterling
Rod Serling
NBC-TV dramatic presentation of (Red) Quinlan for the use of the
"A Night to Remember,” the story Civic Theatre.
•In negotiation
Thunder in Washington Alcoa Hour
of
the Titanic sinking which was
' David Davidson
written by Walter Lord, copywriter
Reg. Rose-Henry Fonda
Twelve Angry Men
Studio One
at
J.
Walter Thompson, agency on
(UA)
Reginald Rose
the Kraft account.
Freelance
scripter John Whedon is currently
(TV TO B’WAY)
at work on the adaptation of Lord's
Ottawa, Feb. 21.
best-seller tome, with Lord serv¬
Legit Auspices
Play & Author
Program
The federal government’s official
ing in an advisory capacity.
Theatre Guild'Fred Coe
A Trip to Bountiful
TV’Playhouse
With George Roy Hill, who will probe into radio and television
Horton Foote
direct “Night,” bypassing all other operations will preem in Ottawa
Kraft activity to devote himself to April 30, reports the chairman of
A Wind From the South U. S. Steel Hour Manuel D. Herbert
six weeks’ preparation for the pro¬ the Royal Commission, R. M. Fowl¬
Neil Hartley
•James Costigan
duction, it shapes up as one of the er. The first week will receive
Baby
David Susskind
'TV Playhouse
most ambitious dramatic ventures briefs from the Canadian Broad¬
(new title: A Very
R. A. Aurthur
on the Kraft logs. It’s likely that casting Corp., the Canadian Assn,
Special Baby)
two separate studios will be re¬ of Radio and Television Broad¬
Abbott-Grifiith-PrinceAlcoa Hour
Man On A Tiger
quired in recreating the events on casters, and government depart¬
Susskind
Roger O. Hirson
the Titanic leading up the ship’s ments.
Later, the Radio and TV Com¬
Joshua Logan
TV Playhouse
Middle of the Night
sinking. ■
P. Chayefsky
JWT agency is on the prowl for mission will travel to other Cana¬
dian
cities and when they return,
one of the survivors (of whom
Ethel Reiner
TV Playhouse
Rainmaker
there are still 73 alive, 20 of them probably in June, CBC and CARTB
Hope Abelson
N. Richard Nash
will
get
an opportunity to submit
in the New York area) to appear
Geo. Axelrod
Visit to a Small Planet TV Playhouse
final briefs.
on the show.
Gore* Vidal
Columbia

‘Night To Remember’
A 2-Studio TV Job
As Major Kraft Entry

Canada Radio-TV Probe
Gets Under Way April 30

ABC Radio is considering drop¬
ping its “New Sounds for You”
nighttime pattern embracing the
7:30-10 p.m. Monday-thru-Friday
block, but a decision will await
two factors—a last-ditch sales ef¬
forts on the pattern and the evo¬
lution of acceptable : alternative
programming to fill the nighttime
schedule. No date or deadline has
been set yet for a decision.
Except for a small premierenight order last October, the “New
Sounds” pattern has been a big
blank sponsorwise, with only the
previously-sold five-mipute news
capsules interspersed through the
evenings accounting for any com¬
mercial coin. On the other hand,
the series has received good critical
and station acceptance,' with Don
Durgin, v.p. over the radio web,
reporting that some stations have
told him that their ratings- have
doubled and even quadrupled over
last year in the evening time pe¬
riods. Trouble is, the series, which
embraces news, service, features
and entertainment over the twro
and a half hour period in fiveminute capsule form, is a costly
package, and ABC rau$t begin to
get off the hook.
Durgin said that he had asked
the program department to submit
alternate program plans covering
the entire network schedule when
he was moved in as V.p. some
months ago, but that particular at¬
tention was being paid to “New
Sounds” in view of its lack of
success saleswise and its heavy
cost. He said that no national Niel->‘
sens were'■‘available on the series,
and that the special surveys or¬
dered wfcre difficult to evaluate be¬
cause of varying station pickups—
stations can go local at any time
during the series and return to
network nearly at will. Individual
station reaction to the show has
been good, however.
On the sales front, he stated
that there may have been an “un¬
intentional emphasis” on daytime
sales, since “that’s the are to which
agencies naturally lean,” but that
this had been balanced by the low¬
er cost on the nightime segments.
But the net’s sales staff will con¬
tinue to attempt to sell the “New
Sounds” pattern. Until the net can
come up with an accept ble scheme
of programming to take the place
of “New Sounds,” “there’s no
sense in dropping it,” Durgin said.

TV Drama Mill
Grinds ’Em Out
Writer assignments initiated off
the Ted Ashley-Ira Steiner agent¬
ing beltline portend some interest¬
ing dramatic entries on the imme¬
diate horizon. William Altman,
whose initial “Studio One” origi¬
nal, “Operation Home,’ was pur¬
chased by Metro last season for
$50,000, presents his adaptation
(under the same “Studio One” aus¬
pices) on March 5 of John and
Ward Hawkins’ “A Gun At His
Back.” Title for tv is “A Favor
For Sam.”
Loring Mandel has been set to
adapt Ellery Queen’s “This Will
Do Nicely,” also for “Studio One.”
Mandel previously adapted “Shad¬
ow of a Noose” by the Hawkins
duo, and his original, “Shakedown
Cruise,” was presented on the same
Westinghouse series earlier in the
season.
F. W. Durkee Jr., whose “Cli¬
max” original, "The Prowler,” was
purchased by RKO, does an adapta¬
tion of Katherine /.nn Porter's
“Pale Horse, Pale Rider” for the
same series March 22. Adrian
Spies, whose original. “Secret of
the River Lane," appeared on last
week’s “Climax,” is currently put¬
ting the finishing touches to “The
Brother” for CBS-TV's "Front Row
Center.”
Philip Barry Jr., associate pro¬
ducer on Alcoa-Goodyear Hour,
doubles into the writing stint for
'
(Continued on page 38)
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Academy Seeks to Shed Sponsor
Tag on Emmy TV Awards Show
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
Don DeFore, prexy of the Acad¬
emy of Television Arts and Sci¬
ences, acknowledging that some of
television’s top stars are barred
from actively participating in its
annual Emmy awards because of
sponsor conflicts, says he is dis¬
cussing with NBC the possibility of
telecasting the awards on a public
service basis in- the future. DeFore, saying he’s now in sjich talks
with NBC, added the Academy
plans to talk with the other nets
too, about a possible rotating-networks sponsorship of such affairs.
NBC is carrying the telecast
March 17, with Oldsmobile bank¬
rolling. “We want to* make this a
truly all-industry affair, and to
avoid situations whereby we can’t
use a certain star because he has a
sponsor with a competing product,”
said DeFore. DeFore echoed the
earlier
declaration
of
Danny
Thomas that there should be no
commercial sponsorship. of the
awards show.
*
Regarding recent criticism in
vidpix circles that shows and per¬
formers have been omitted from
Academy’s ballot, DeFore ac¬
knowledged that “there is some
margin for error when 20,000 let¬
ters ar> mailed out,” but asserted
the blasts have been blown up way
out of .proportion. He estimated
the Academy has received beefs
from only one-half of 1% of the in¬
dustry.
“We realize there were errors
made. Next year we plan to have
separate committees for each net¬
work, and a booklet along the lines
of the movie Academy. Then, if
anyone is unintentionally omitted,
there will be plenty of time for
them to remind them. We didn’t
do that this year because we just
didn’t have tfie money,” the exec
said frankly. _ He added that work
on next year’s awards will begin
as soon as this year’s event is over.
DeFore denied, however, that
those left off the ballots have little
chance of winning. “We checked
with Price-Waterhouse, and learned
that when our letters with the cor¬
rected ballots were sent out, only
180 ballots out of our membership
of 1,500 had been received. Cer¬
tainly this doesn’t justify the fear
that the few mistakes made will
(Continued on page 40)

MBS’
la Zingy Feb. Biz
Mutual got hot in February, fill¬
ing the till with a gross of $4,500.000 in radio billings within a 20day period. Included in the tally
was better than $1,600,000 from
Kraft Foods by way of a renewal,
based on the radio network’s brand
new guaranteed cost-per-1,000 sales
plan.
Kraft renewal on “Five-Star
News” is good for 52-weeks, the
network reports, and is the first
contract signed under the rating
guarantee.
Other renewal biz
, comes via the recent TWA repact¬
ing for Walter Winchell’s Sabbath
quarter - hour; American Home
Products for Gabriel Heatter three
times a week, and the R. J. Rey¬
nolds-Jackson Brewing two-ply on
“Game of the Day” this spring.
New accounts in February were
J. B. Williams Co.’s pre-game base¬
ball five-minuter and its participa¬
tions in the “Standby Bob' and
Ray” strip. North American Acci¬
dent Insurance bought into I-Ieatter. In addition, the Republican
Party has already bought political
time on the web, and RKO bought
a saturation campaign on the radio
bookup to ping “The Conquerer.”

ETHEL MERMAN’S
GE LIVE ENTRY
Ethel Merman is spotted for
“Reflected Glory” on CBS-TV's
“General Electric Theatre” March
25, in her teledrama debut. Show
will be live from New York.
Miss Merman will arrive in N.Y.
March 13 with husband Robert F.
Six, prez of Continental Airlines,
for rehearsals and to ready for
her guesting -on the March 18 Ed
Sullivan show.

Cleve. AFTRA Votes
- Announcers’ Strike
- Cleveland, Feb. „ 21."
Announcers’ strike authoriza¬
tion was voted at WJW .and WHK
by an AFTRA general membership
meeting (16) in an effort to speed
contract negotiations now dead¬
locked over working conditions
and new salary demands.
At WHK, negotiators are about
$2.50 apart -over AFTRA demands
that spell out a minimum weekly
wage of about $125 plus a com¬
mercial
assurance . after
six
months. At WJW, working condi¬
tions are reported to be the chief
stumbling bock, although negotia¬
tions are under way between Ted
Smoot, AFTRA executive secre¬
tary and Storer Broadcasting Co.
officials to iron out points of dis¬
pute.

Gleason’s Hairline
Edge Over Como
In Sat. Switch
Jackie Gleason’s _ “Honeymooners” switch with his Dorsey Bros.
“Stage i Show” on CBS-TV gave
him a hairline 0.4 advantage over
NBC’s Perry Como on the Satur¬
day (18) Trendex in the 8 p. m.
niche. It was 25.9 for Gleason, 25.5
for. Como. Latter went to work on
“Stage” in the next 30 minutes,
with 36.4 vs. 16J3, to average out
at 31, while the CBS 8 to 9. pair¬
ing was racking 21.1.
On the
ABC side, “Lone Ranger,” in a 23d
anni ’55 reprise hoopla, drew 11.3
at 8 o’clock for its last half-hour
and “Ozark Jubilee” was pegged
at 6.8. (For insurance, Gleason ap¬
peared on the 7:30 “Beat the
Clock.”)
With NBC beaming the Academy
Award nominations in the 9 to
10:30 spec slot, there was no ade¬
quate test for^the CBS Herb Shriner “Two for the Money” as the
segue to the Dorseys at 9. The
pre-Oscar clusters were 27.4 vs. 16.9
for the Shriner quiz and 14.9 for
ABC’s Lawrence Welk; 26.0 vs. 10.3
for “It’s Always Jan” and 17.3
for Welk; 30.9 vs. 17.2 for “Gunsmoke” and 5.3 for “Life Begins at
80.” NBC’s average was 28.1.
Up ahead, CBS’ “Beat the
Clock” made it by a whisker over
NBC’s “Big Surprise,” 18.2 to 18.0,
with “Lone Ranger” doing 10.1.
In the Sunday parade, CBS’s
Ed Sullivan amassed 35.0 to more
than double the 15.5 of NBC’s
“Comedy Hour” while ABC’s re¬
peat of "Odd Man Out” in its “Fa¬
mous Films” series drew 7.6.

Pfi&IETY

Closing Up Those Chi
Gaps in Duggan’s Exit
A Tall WBKB Order
Chicago, Feb. 21.
WBKB veep Sterling (Red) Quin¬
lan did some fast scrambling last
week to. plug the big hole left in
the ABC-TV station's across-theboard schedule by the sudden de¬
parture of commentator Tom Dug¬
gan. Up to his resignation two
weeks back for reasons of health,
the controversial gabber was keep- ing virtually soldout a total of nine
hours and 15 minutes weekly for an
annual station gross of close to
$750,000.
Since Duggan’s half-hour Satur¬
day night variety show was being
dropped anyway, Quinlan’s prime
concern has been to devise program
ideas that would hold his clients
and ratings on his daytime and eve¬
ning strips. Latter, a nightly 50minute stint, had already lost
$4,000 in weekly biz when Okla¬
homa Oil and Mr. Mike, a local car
dealer, checked off with Duggan.
In place of the Duggan-helmed
daily 55-minute afternoon variety
stanza, Quinlan this week is install¬
ing Fran Allison as hostess of a
will make with the femme-angled
chatter, backstopped by the strip
treatment of the “My Hero” vidpix
series and a bundle of vintage
film features.
Late evening period is being
filled- by an extension of Norman
Ross’ “This Is the Day” live com¬
mentary from 11 to 11:15 p.m.
Comedienne Virginia De Luce is
being given a whirl this week in
the remaining 45 minutes, fronting
the “Mark Saber” telepix and the
Paul Kjdliam bundle of silent film
shorts.
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Hollywood, Feb. 21
Jerry Lewis wasn’t a bit amused here as he took a swipe at th*
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences, charging that as far at
he knows Martin & Lewis have never even been nominated for
any of the Emmy awards. M&L are the highest price comedv
team in tv, but neither the team nor each member of it has ever
been a nominee. Only time M&L rate any recognition from the
Academy is when it wants the team’s services for emceeing its
annual awards, said Lewis bitterly.
b 5
Lewis said that while he had some months ago agreed M&L
would emcee the Emmy awards March 17, he notified Academv
prexy Don DeFore a week ago they couldn’t make it due to a
conflict in bookings, the pair being set to play the Sands in
Las Vegas at that time. “But the more I think about it, the more I
.realize I wouldn’t have done it anyway.
The way they operate
they’ll never be like the movie Academy. They have the nerve to
list comedy teams and leave us out, yet ask us to emcee! I see
no reason for doing the show under the circumstances.
“It’s time they learned how to operate. -If they don’t know how
to function, how can their awards mean anything? I’m much more
incensed about Dean being left off the singer category than I am
about myself -beirfg omitted. After all, if a cab driver recognizes
me, I’ll do 20 minutes. They list Perry Como, Frankie Laine, Ed¬
die Fisher and others in their singer category, but not Dean,
despite all the success he’s had.
I happen to think he’s better
than any of them, iDut he is-i’t even mentioned.”
Academy prexy Don DeFore, apprised of Lewis’ remarks, de¬
fended his group, saying it was up to NBC, which has the team un¬
der contract, to enter them as nominees. He said that any per¬
formers have a chance lor the Emmy even if they’re not listed,
through the writeins. “There is no Martin and Lewis show; they
were on the ’Colgate Comedy Hour’ last season,” he observed.
To this Lewis angrily cracked, “Then how does it happen an
actor wins an award for a one-shot on a dramatic show? Does a
sponsor make you talented because he is the sponsor? We were
the only performers to rise above the title—the Colgate Comedy
Hour—last year.”

TV Needs Pioneers in Electronic
Investigative Journalism’: Campbell
WATV Shuffle

WATV, Newark tele indie, is re¬
vamping its Friday 6-to-8 p. m. slot
this week (24).
Station is moving a Sabbath
staple, “Junior Carnival,” into the
6-6:30 anchorage; rerun “Flash
Gordon” vidpix in the next halfhour. "Front Page Detective” is
ABC-TV this week signed to un¬ at 7 and “Hollywood Half Hour”
derwrite the pilot film of a project is until 8.
which may prove to constitute the
first television show involving the
delivery of new footage out of
Africa on a regular weekly basis,
Web signed a deal with veteran
photographer-explorer Attilio-Gatti
to turn out a pilot in a new series
tentatively titled “Authentic Ad¬
venture” which would trace the
progress of an actual safari with
emphasis on the workings of the
expedition itself as well as the
hunt.
Kansas City, Feb. 21.
Gatti and a fully-equipped ex¬
Except for some relatively minor
pedition leave the U. S. March 17
and expect to deliver the pilot alterations, the National Collegiate
film in 35m color, and black and Athletic Assn.’s controls on the
white by June 15. He’ll then re¬ telecasting of college football next
turn to put the finishing touches fall are a carbon of last year’s
on the pilot while the expedition plan. NCAA’s tv committee, pack¬
remains in Africa. If ABC latches agers of the gridcasts, are sticking
onto a sponsor, Gatti returns to with the eight' nationally televised
Africa to begin shooting on a regu¬ games of the week and the five
lar basis. This would involve fly¬ regional showings that was the ’55
ing out negatives every week to formula.
Remembering the charges of
N. Y., where final touches would
be put on it before airing. Gatti “monopoly” and the hints of legal
would maintain a shortwave set up action that grew out of the soto keep in constant touch with the called Iowa situation last season,
States as well as cable communica¬ the NCAA tv masterminders have
tion. RKO-Pathe would produce set up a special rule for “dis¬
Detroit, Feb. 2.
Dee Parker, for the past four the finished shows in N.Y. work¬ placed” schools that are under the
years the toprated local tv person¬ ing from a spript supplied by ABC. jurisdiction of one NCAA district
Series, which would be narrated although actually located in or ad¬
ality whose afternoon moppet tal¬
ent show on WXYZ-TV frequently by Gatti, would center on the hunt jacent to another. The new rule
bested top network evening shows for the Congo Bongo, a rare an¬ provides that for the 10 institutions
in the rating department, has re¬ telope of which Gatti once caught a that fall in this category, their ap^
signed and will go to L. A. in May. specimen SQme 20-odd years ago. proved games may be telecast
Her husband, Phil Brestoff, will
ABC is figuring on a 7:30-1 throughout their home state.
Last year, to the wrathi of the
follow in June after resigning as weeknight time slot for the
Iowa populace from the governor
WXYZ studio manager.
project.
on down, a couple of the U of Iowa
games in CBS-TV’s midwest region¬
al package were blacked out of the
Tall Corn state because the Big
10 school is included in the NCAA’s
District 4 while the rest of Iowa
is in the Big 7 conference's Dis¬
Drastic examples of the differences in the Total Audience and
trict 5.
Average Audience categories for spectaculars and hour shows are
As last year, the committee has
offered in the latest (Jan. 11) Nielsen ratings. “Peter Pan ” up on
picked four of the eight nationally
top with a 54.4 TA, is in third place with 41.1 AA. Every show of
televised
dates, with the other half
60 rmnutes or more—Ed Sullivan, “Disneyland,” “Ford Star
to be selected by the network and
Jubilee and Perry Como—takes a higher spot in the Top 10 TAits
sponsors.
NBC-TV carried the
than it does on the AA lists, with “Jubilee”
and Como
~
'Jubilee” and
not even
national bundle last fall. The vari¬
appearing, in the Top 10 AA list. Both categories for the two
ous
conferences
again will make
weeks ended Jan. 21 follow:
their individual deals for the five
TOTAL AUDIENCE
AVERAGE AUDIENCE
Saturdays allocated to Intra-dis¬
1 Peter Pan (NBC). 54.4
1 $64,000 Question (CBS)..49.1
trict telecasts.
2 $64,000 Question (CBS) 52.2
2 I Love Lucy (CBS).43.1
The plan was mailed out to the
3 Ed Sullivan Show (CBS) 50.7
3 Peter Pan (N$C)....41.1
NCCA
membership today (Tues.).
4 Disneylahd (ABC).47.3
4 Dragnet (NBC)._41.0
It needs the approval of two-thirds
5 I Love Lucy (CBS).45.2
5 Ed Sullivan Show (CBS).40.8
of
the
members
to become opera¬
6 Dragnet (NBC).43.4
6 Disneyland (ABC).40.2
tive. Referendum is considered a
7 Jack Benny Show (CBS) 41.6
7 Jack Benny Show (CBS).38.9
mere
formality
since
the essence
8 Ford Star Jubilee (CBS) 40.7
8 You Bet Life (NBC).38.0
of the plan was approved by the
9 You Bet Life (NBC) . 4'!.2
9 Ford Theater (NBC).36.9
educational
trade
association
last
10 P<71*ry Como Show (NBC).40.1 10 December Bride (CBS).. .36.4,
I month at its national convention.

Gatti’s Afro Show
Slated for ABC-TV

Dee Parker Exits Det.

The New Nielsens—Two-ffay Stretch

Same TV Pattern
To Hold for ’56
On NCAA’s Grid

Indianapolis, Feb. 21.
Indianapolis advertising execs
had a unique experience last week
listening to an industry salesman
show preference for more public
service programming over the
highly-commercial but “cynical, re¬
petitious, non - personal program
face offered to the public unchang¬
ing 24 hours a day.” Eldon
Campbell, national salesmanager
of
Westinghouse
Broadcasting,
slapped industry wrists for not
making radio and tv vital and
needed institutions “in the minds
of community opinion makers.”
Speaking before the Advertising
Club of Indianapolis, Campbell
said steps must be taken to devel¬
op, among other things, “mature
news reporting,” and “we in broad¬
casting must do it for ourselves,
not for our advertisers or our au¬
dience.” He said of current for¬
matting: “Today this may be ex¬
pedient, tomorrow it can be the
operators’ ruination. Don’t misun¬
derstand, WBC believes in music,
news and service—but never de¬
void of professional air personali¬
ties and a deep demonstrated in¬
terest in public affairs.”
“The public is our master,” he
said. “Our responsibility is to en¬
tertain well, inform completely and
serve constantly—at a fair profit.”
“Too long, Tadio and television
have been vigorous entertainment
platforms, but sterile reporters and
documentarians of the times and
the communities in which they
live,” Campbell declared.
He said that the industry must
(Continued on page 40)

Three Lives Tops
Freedom Awards
“I Led Three Lives” took the
top tv honors in- the Freedoms
Foundation annual awards this
week, the first time a syndicated
program has grabbed the top spot.
The “Three Lives” citation was un¬
usual also in that the Ziv Richard
Carlson starrer had received hon¬
orable mentions in the past two
years but hit the top this year.
Tops in the radio category was
WFIL, Philadelphia, for its “Mir¬
acle of America” series produced
in collaboration with the Philiy
Board of Education.
Honor medals in television were
divided into two categories, series
programs and. single shows. Win¬
ners in the series department were
“Life IS Worth Living” (Bishop
Sheen), ABC-TV, a past winner of
the top award; “Hallmark Hal]1 of
Fame” NBC-TV; “Home,”
TV, for its “Time to Remember
caDSUle series with Howard Whit¬
man; KNXT, Los Angelos, for
“Focus on Delinquency”; Kilo(Continued on page 40)
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VIDPIX MONEY IN THE BANK
Rcligioso Huckstering
Methodist Church has taken a page from the telefilm syndicators'
and is sending out 27,000 promotion kits to local church ministers
all over the-U. S.
An elaborate 36-page “Pastor’s Workbook”
including samples of church posters, streamers, audience build¬
ing info, .direct mail card, etc., the promotion, full of Madison
Ave. savvy, is intended to hypo viewership on the Methodists’
$250,000 13-week vidfilm series, “The Way,” which goes to some
200 tv stations this month.
•
The booklet and the tv film series are intended as a non-denominational hypo to churchgoing.
Rey. Dr. Harry C. Spencer,
exec secretary of the Methodist Radio and Film Commission, de¬
clared that-40,000 Methodist churches (over 9,000,000 members)
and “thousands of otfrer Protestant churches” will partake in the
promotion, and a wide diversity of “study” programs that are to be
integrated with i;he. various films in the series.
Advice on audience hypoing ranges from the practical to the
ethereal. 'Kit lists various devices for community plugs, such as
working on the daily papers, public posters, (with space for
channel, time and days), window displays, and for inside the
church, suggestions include sermons related to “The Way” and
“pastoral prayer” for the tv series.

Bermudas Hopes High as Telepix
Center; Wind Up 39 "Crunch & Des’
By AL WAGSTAFF
Hamilton, Feb. 21.
After eight months of continuous
shooting, the joint venture of Filiml
Studios (Bermuda) Ltd., RKO and
NBC in producing the first 39 halfhour “Crunch & Des” telefilms,
wound up Saturday (18). The sales
of present series which has cracked
over 100 markets, may indicate a
big secondary industry for Ber¬
muda which has for so long been-]
solely dependeftt on the American
tourist.
Based on the Philip Wylie Sat¬
urday Evening Post series, “Crunch
& Des” starring Forrest Tucker
and featuring Sandy Kenyon and
Joanne Bayes, has kept the cam¬
eras rolling five and a half days
weekly since last July 4, with 10
days off for Christmas' and nine
days lost time due to the national
actors’ strike. Time lost by weather
and illness was nil and the con¬
stant flow of actors back and forth
from New York by air maintained
a perfect schedule. Approximately
120 Screen. Actors Guild actors
were imported and bits and extras
were recruited from local talent;
400,000 feet of film was exposed
with printing and cutting done in
N. Y. Perry Lafferty directed first
10 and Frank Telford completed
last 29.
Of great interest to local govern¬
ment which fihanced studio at Dar,(Continued on page 30)

Asher Exits ‘Fireside’
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
William Asher has resigned as
producer of Jane Wyman’s “Fire¬
side Theatre” vidpix series and.
moves to Columbia when he com¬
pletes the season’s product early
in April.
Unconfirmed reports has it that
Miss Wyman might assume pro¬
ducer reins.

How Do You Price
Vidpix for Market
That’s Not There?

While Australia’s oncoming tele¬
vision setup is proving one of the
most prolific foreign buyers"* of
American telepix^ (see separate
story), it has also become a matter
of some concern to the sellers,
namely the American telefilm dis¬
tributors. The distribs are making
deals at a/fast-and-furious pace,
but not without some deep mis¬
givings and also not without trying
to cut the deals down to as short¬
term a contract as possible and ,as
few runs per pic as feasible.
The reason ,is $ simple one. Most
distribs have no idea at all on
how to price their shows for the
Australian market, and that’s be¬
cause in terms of set circulation,
no market exists yet. General con¬
sensus is that the combined circu¬
lation of Sydney and Melbourne
Jules Weill has brought back
(Continued on page 40)
television and theatrical rights to
23 French and 16 Italian features.
His aim was to compete with the
large number of quality Hollywood
pix recently released to video by
bringing back only tint pix.
All of the 39 titles (in Eastman
Color) are from ’53 through ’55
and Weill figures that, with dub¬
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
bing, they’ll cost him $750,000.
Actor Paul Douglas and former
Dubbing on the French pix will
take place there at about $9,000 RKO prez N. Peter Rathvon have
each, Weill says. He hopes to get combined for their first telepix
authority to have the Italo titles Venture in tying up rights to some
dubbed there as well. Deal was 80,000 case histories in the files of
worked through Sinag Corp., Gallic the Incorporated Society for Psy¬
producers who owned some of the chical Research of London. To¬
gether, they will produce and
titles.
. Acquisition of features marks Douglas will host-narrate a series
the first time Weill has bought titled “The House on Tavistock
other than Italo product. Because Square” dealing with psychic
they’re in color, Weill expects that phenomena.
color-equipped areasJmostly major
Title is based on the actual loca¬
markets), will be willing to pay tions of the society’s headquarters.
25% over black-white * costs for Series will be pointly produced by
their use. Weill, who returned last Douglas’ Senalda Corp. and Rathweek, said that 12 of the pix are von’s Holiday Film Productions
going into theatrical release first, Ltd., with production of the first
but that he would guarantee about 39 to get underway in England
two titles a month beginning April this, spring. First 13 will be avail¬
1. Two others will be available to able for teledisting in the fall in
show samples of the dubbing by' the U.S. and in England. Staff of
March 10. Italo product includes 12 researchers are pouring through
stanzas with Sophia Loren, Ros- the society’s files, which date back
sano Brazzi while Frenchies boast to 1882, for the most suitable of
Fernandel and Danielle Darrieux. the authenticated case histories.
None of the pix, says Weill, has Douglas-Rathvon deal calls for
been shown theatrically in this them to get exclusive world rights
counti-yi' •
; '
to the files.

Weills Bundle Of
French, Italo Pix

Douglas, Rathvon Team
On New Telepix Series
Based on Psychic Files

J’S| Higher Minimums and Rerun Coin
Slated (or Freelance Vidpix Scribes
By BOB CHANDLER

‘Sheena* Fools 'Em

Perhaps the strongest confirma¬
tion of the telefilm industry’s sta¬
tus as a vigorous and stable busi¬
ness is the parallel emergence of
Bankers Trust Co. of N. Y. to the
undisputed position of the indus¬
try’s No. 1 financial institution. In
less than four years, the conserva¬
tive banking house has sprinted
from a single, preliminary loan for
the financing of one show to a cur¬
rent outlay of nearly $15,000,000,
with a stake in some 30-odd shows
plus a list of top permanent cli¬
ents in the production and distri¬
bution field.
Not only has Bankers Trust tele¬
film activities expanded as the in¬
dustry has expanded, but in typi¬
cal bank fashion, as the industry
has stabilized. In March of 1951,
with some 21 years of motion pic¬
ture financing behind it, the bank
made its first venture into tele¬
films, on the MCA-TV syndicated
George Raft starrer, “I’m the
Law.” A lot of water has passed
under the bridge since then, and
the bank’s clients now jrnmber
Walt Disney (theatrical and tv),
Television Programs of America,
Screen Gems, ABC Film Syndica¬
tion, a couple of top feature film
houses, and a raft of indie produ¬
cers, including several of those
still repped by that same MCA-TV.
While Bankers Trust’s stake in
telefilm financing has kept pace
with the expansion of the industry,
its patterns of. financing have also
traced a parallel with shifting in¬
dustry patterns. At first, the accent
was on loans for productions
slated for syndication, but these,
in line with the industry’s slow¬
down on firstrun syndication pro¬
duction, have taken a backseat to
network production, loans.
This situation has come about
largely because, in the words of
Herb Golden, assistant v.p. in
charge of the Amusement Indus(Continued on page 31)

.
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Vitapix, Roach In
Vidpix Alliance
Chicago, Feb. 21.
An agreement between Vitapix
Corp. and Hal Roach Studios for
production of video film programs
was consummated, over the week¬
end. The arrangement contem¬
plates that the Roach organization,
leading Hollywood tv film pro¬
ducer, will eventually own 50% of
Vitapix stock.
Agreement provides that Roach
will immediately launch produc¬
tion of a new half-hour program to
be available for release next fall
over Vitapix member stations.
Roach will undertake sales respon¬
sibility for national sponsorship
and Vitapix will handle time clear¬
ance. Programs will be sold at reg¬
ular national spot rates.
John E. Fetzer, Vitapix board
chairman, said the list of member
stations will be expanded from 57
to possibly 100.
New Vitapix board consists of
Fetzer, Roach, William Hinckle
(Roach counsel), William Fay
(prexy of WHAM-TV, Rochester,
N.Y.), Edward E. Hall (Vitapix exec
veepee), Kenyon Brown, Richard A.
Borel (director of WBNS-TV,
Columbus, O.), George B. Storer
(head of Storer Broadcasting Co.),
Leonard Reinsch (managing direc¬
tor, Cox stations), and Joseph E.
Baudino
(veepee, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.).
Video programs now being pro¬
duced at Roach Studios are
“Stories of John Nesbit,” “Life of
Riley,” “You Are There,” “Fron¬
tier,” “Great Gildersleeve,” “Screen
Directors Playhouse” and “It.’s a
Great Life.”

More TV Film News
On Page 35

Those • audience-composition
research figures continue to
defy the programming theo¬
rists who tend, to classify vari¬
ous shows into “kid shows,”
“women’s shows,” etc. Latest
example is “Sheena, Queen of
the Jungle,” which made its
bow on WPIX, N. Y., a couple
of weeks back in a Wednesday
at 7:30 slot. Series, distrib¬
uted via ABC Film Syndica¬
tion and starring Irish McCalla, has generally t>een cate¬
gorized as a moppet entry.
But American Research Bu¬
reau’s audience composition
• survey on the stanza showed
the breakdown on the 6.6 rat¬
ing to comprise 36% men, 35%
women and only 29% kids.

SG, ABC Films
Also Cash In On
Aussie Market
The soon-to-open Australian tele¬
vision market has already busted
wide open as far as American tele¬
film distribs are concerned. Join¬
ing Guild Films and CBS Televi¬
sion Film Sales in multi-series sales
to the ,Aus£ies last week were„
Screen Gems, with a sale of seven
series for Down Under, and ABC
Film Syndication, which sold five
shows.
Screen Gems group, sold to TCNTV in Sydney and HSV in Mel¬
bourne, comprises 39 “Rin Tin Tin”
shows, 26 “Tales of the Texas
Rangers,” 26 “Jungle Jim” epi¬
sodes, 39 “Jet Jackson” shows, 78
“Patti Page Shows,” 39 "Father
Knows Best” programs and 52 “AllStar (Ford) Theatres.” ABC Syn¬
dication, also to Sydney and Mel¬
bourne, sold “Three Musketeers,”
“Racket Squad,” “Herald Play¬
house,” “Passport to Danger” and
‘Kieran’s Kaleidescope.” Previous¬
ly, Guild Films had sold five shows
to the Aussie setup while CBS
Film Sales had sold a total of 10.
While nearly all the sales have
been to the commercial stations,
the CBS package as finally con¬
summated breaks down into three
categories, with “Under the Sun,”
“Amos ’n’ Andy” and “Range
Rider” going to the Australian
Broadcasting Commission and “I
Love Lucy,” “Annie Oakley,” “De¬
cember Bride,” “The Lineup,”
“Our Miss Brooks,” “Gunsmoke”
and CBS Newsfilm going commer¬
cial. The third category involves
“Gunsmoke,” Aussie rights to which
were sold to Associated Rediffu¬
sion in England which in turn sold
the series to the commercial broad¬
casters down under.
Commercial stations, TCN-TV in
Sydney and HSV in Melbourne, are
owned respectively by the Austra¬
lian Consolidated Press and by the
(Continued on page 40)

Time Mag’s Promotional
Tie-In With CBS-TV Films
On ‘Omnibus’ Syndication
Those syndicated telepix promo¬
tional tieups keep getting bigger
and better. Latest is a tie-in be¬
tween Time mag, the first time the
Luce publication has worked with
the telefilm industry, and CBS
involves free subscriptions to the
book as a sales aid for “Under the
Sun,” the syndicated compilation of
“Omnibus” repeats which CBS
Film Sales has just put on the
market.
Under the arrangement, local
and regional sponsors of “Under
the Sun” can offer to customers
buying theijr products a.h oppor(Continued on page 40)

Hollywood, Feb. 21.
Higher minimums are skedded
for freelance writers working at
the major telefilmeries, plus bet¬
ter breaks on rerun coin -and other
benefits, via a pact ratified last
night (Mon.) by Writers Guild of
American membership both here
and in N. Y. New contract repre¬
sents considerable gains for vid¬
film writers! Similar terms are
being asked from the Alliance TV
Film Producers, with which the
Guild is currently negotiating.
Ratification by unanimous vote
here and in N. Y.
Writers, in deal reached with
Assn, of Motion Picture Producers,
receive upped minimums all along
the line.
Following are the
scales:
Story: 15 mins,. $145 on low
budget pix, $560 high budget; 30
mins., $240 low budget, $290 high;
60 mins., $455 low, $545 high. Tele¬
play: 15 mins., $380 low budget,
$520 high; 30 mins., $650 low, $865
high; 60 mins., $1,240 low, $1,640
high; 75 mins., $1,725 low, $2,300
high.
Story-teleplay: ’15 mins.,
$510 low, $600 high; 30 mins., $850
low, $1,100 high; 60 mins., $1,610
low, $2,000 high; 75 mins., $2,250
low, $2,750 high.
On programs running in excess
of 75 minutes, formula for addi¬
tional payment has been devised,
based on rates of shorter shows.
Pact provides 75%.of teleplay min¬
imums be paid for the first draft,
the other 25% paid for second
draft. Additionally, writer cannot
be dropped after first draft unless
possibility of this is understood at
time he was hired, and 20% pen¬
alty is added to minimum. Budget
figure which differentiates between
high and low budgets is, on 15 min¬
ute telepix, $16,500;. 30 mins., $27,500; 60 mins., $52,250; 75 mins.,
$72,000.
Rerun provisions have been
changed to conform with the same
terms Screen Actors Guild now
receives.
Where under former
pact writer received overall 150%
(Continued on page 31)

$1,000,01)0 Gross
On TNT Pkge.’
National Telefilm Associates,
selling its 11 David O. Selznick pic¬
tures as part of its 35-feature “TNT
Package,” has rolled up over $1,000,000 gross sales on the entire
package in 20 markets over the
past three weeks. Top deal is a
split in N. Y., with the Selznicks
going to WOR-TV for a grand total
of $198,000 and the remainder of
the package sold to WCBS-TV.
But on the out-of-town front, the
pictures are being sold as a com¬
bined package, with deals already
consummated with Westinghouse
Broadcasting for KPIX in San
Francisco and WBZ-TV in Boston
and with General Teleradio for
Hartford, Memphis and West Palm
Beach. In addition, there’s a threemarket sale to the Texas State Net
work, and sales in Portland, Kan
sas City (KMBC-TV), Wilkes-Barre
Rochester (WHAM-TV), Seattle
Minneapolis (WCCO-TV), Provi
dence (WJAR-TV), Salt Lake City
Boise,
Nashville
(WLAC-TV),
Sacramento, Miami (WTVJ), In¬
dianapolis
(WISH),
Baltimore
fWMAR),
Quincy,
Ill.,
Cedar
Rapids, Terre Haute and Hutchin¬
son.
The Nashville sale, incidentally,
was a dual one, with the station
also buying NTA’s all-British “Fab¬
ulous 40” package. This repre¬
sented the 97th sale on “40” pack¬
age, with the total gross now over
$1,600,000. Contracts on the “TNT”
group, incidentally, give stations an
option to pick up additional fea¬
tures as they are addtfd to the
package. Originally, the package
was to have totaled 41 features in¬
cluding the Selznick films, but a
couple of acquisitions fell through
and the total films in the package
are at 35, but with, more .being
added.
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Studio Space Shortage
British Coml TV Goes Coaxial
Cues Cancellation Of
From the Production Centres
Gobel
N.
Y.
Origination
As Midlands Station Preems
IN NEW YORK CITY ...
By HAROLD MYERS

Hollywood, Feb. 21.
Proposed three-week tour of
east by NBC-TV comic GeorgeGobel and his troupe, to stage his
shows in N.Y. and Chi at time his
Paramount pic, “The Birds and the
Bees,” was opening there, has been
cancelled. Gobel called off this
plan when net was unable to get
proper theatre facilities to stage
his weekly live program.
Instead, comic filmed an extra
show at NBC Studio A last week¬
end, to be aired on net May 5
or 19. Since May 12 is Gobel’s
week off NBC-TV, he will. use
filmed show, plus vacant date, to
enable him to - make a two-week
p.a. trek of east to coincide with
pic openings.

Murry Harris has "ankled captaincy of A. C. Nielsen’s promotionBirmingham, Eng., Feb. 21.
publicity department in N. Y. to become assistant to the sales promo¬
A few hours after the Chancellor
tion director at IBM; he’s taking 10 days in Bermuda before starting
of the Exchequer had announced
the new job . , . Dodger ex-pitcher Rex Barney joins Art Gleeson,
his anti-inflatici- plans to put a
John MacLean and Bob Neal as a Mutual “Game of the Day” sportsbrake on new spending, the second
gabber . . . J. Addington Wagner, national chieftain of the American
WPIX, N. Y. Daily News tv sta¬
leg of Britain’s commercial tv net¬ tion, is negotiating with the
Legion, made his first official visit to Nassau County (L. I,) on which
work, aimed at encouraging the Yankee baseball club for a chunk
was piped his “National Security” speech over the WHLI wire . .
populace to spend more, went on of its aw'ay-^me schedule this
Same station this week is airing a special Brotherhood ;Award program
the air from this Midlands city. spring in addition to the 77 homeabout two of WRCA’s finest, Long Islanders Tex and Jinx (Falkenburg)
The new station was launched last games it already has under con¬
McCrary . . . WNYC announcer Alan Jay is also heard Sabbaths on
Friday (17) by Sir Kenneth Clark,’ tract. The Yank away encounters
WOR’s “Church World News”'. . . Mutual for the second time in a
chairman of the Indpendent Tele¬ being considered are at night, ac¬
row garnered the National Exchange Club’s citation for year-round
vision Authority and the Lord; cording to Fred Thrower, manager
anti-crime crusading; NBC sponsors Crime Prevention Week . . ,
Mayor of Birmingham, who was* of the station.
W'NEW’s ayemers, Gene Klavan and Dee Finch, when they team with
incorrectly introduced to viewers
Brooklyn
Boro prexy John Cashmore to “gitfe some lucky listener”
As recently as last week, rival
by Leslie Mitchell.
one-day title to the Brooklyn Bridge as reward for filling out “I’d
WABD was in the bidding for the
like to own the B. B, because ...” WNEW is thereby stealing WMGM’s
The opening program was joint-, Yankee oUt-of-town sked, but lias
heretofore almost exclusive thunder via a tiein With the Brooklyn
ly sponsored by the two program¬ apparently withdrawn from the
Red Cross . . . WOV commentator Hilda Simms ended' her special
ming’companies who will run the picture. WABD, it is reported, was
Negro History week programming on a solemn note. In place' of the
new outlet. This big brass from prepared for away games during
scheduled material, she delivered a eulogy on Frank Wilson, the origi¬
both companies travelled from the day. However, certain tradenal “Porgy” who died last Thursday. He played her father in the
London to Birmingham for the oc¬ sters guess that the ballclub,
stage hit, “Anna Lucasta” and they’d remained devoted friends.
casion. Associated Television, who though it inightf have welcomed
are in charge of weekday program¬ the fuller WABD coverage, didn’t
Mutual has set a 16-hour broadcast for the American Red Cross for
ming, were represented on the want to conflict with its home sta¬
March 1, with D. C. bureau chief Robert F. Hurleigh opening the
dais by Prince Littler, chairman of tion, WPIX. Latter, when not car¬
straight-through session at 9 ayem . . . American Women in Radio and
the company, Norman Collins, rying the Yanks, has . full quota
Television's first Industry Information Digest just released; a news¬
deputy chairman, Val Parnell, chief (77) of Giant games, most of them
letter, backed by NARTB funds4 with info of interest to femme indus¬
executive, Lew Grade, Suzanne during the day.
try ites . . . Peter Tripp, of W.MGM gabstaff, emceed Andrew Jack"Warner and Richard Meyer. ABC*
son Highschool Night at Loew’s Theatre in Jamaica last night (Tues.),
Chicago, Feb.'21.
TV, a subsidiary of Associated
John Karol, Net Sales veepee for CBS Radio, due back in town
The American Bar Assn, is Monday (26) after two-weeks cross-country junket which included
British Picture Corp. responsible
sticking with its controversial speaking stints in Des Moines and Denver and biz confabs in Chicago,
for weekend time were repped by
Canon 35 which bars radio-tv and Detroit, San Francisco and Los Angeles . . . John (CBS Sports) Derr
Sir Philip Warter, C. J. Latta, How¬
press photography courtroom cov¬ back home after extended Florida hiatus . . . Larry (CBS News)
ard Torhas. D. J. (Jack) Goodlatte,
erage despite mounting protests Lesueur, cited with Cross of Chevalier of the Legion of Honor by
Robert Clarke,-Eric Fletcher, M. P.,
from the radio-tv and publishing French Consul General at UN ceremony.
and William Cartlidge.
industries. ABA’s governing body,
Apart from the newsreel, which
NBC’s A. C. Spectorsky, author of “The Exurbanites,” to. speak on
the hdttse of delegates meeting 'The Exurbanite Dilemma” at N. Y. Society for General Semantics
was beamed from London, entire:
here this week, is expected to okay March 13 at Carnegie Endowment Center . . . Dick Haymes arrives in
opening program originated locally,'
a unanimous committee recommen¬ town today (Wed:) to continue discussions with brother Bob (WCBS)
but from last Weekend onwards j
dation reaffirming strict adherence Haymes and Capitol Records execs on a proposed album, “Dick
there began regular networking:
to the Canon.
with the London commercial sta-,
Haymes Sings Bob Haymes” . . . Phil Alampi clocked his 500th airing
The ABA’s reendorsement of its on WRCA last week . . . John E. Russell named art director of Victor
London, Feb. 21.
tion, and a full interchange of pro-;
gramming. Many of London’s top.
BBC-TV has been involved in a traditional opposition to opening A. Bennett . . . Galen- Drake back’after three weeks Jn British West
weekend features, including “Sun¬ tussle with the performers’ unions the nation’s courts to radio and Indies with wife Anne . . . Louis Meisel to Willsted & Schacter as ac¬
day Night at the London Palla¬ during the last week, but with television comes amid growing in¬ count supervisor and member of plans board directing radio-tv dept.
dications that the campaign against . . . Tony Aless, who’s Jack Sterling’s pianist at WCBS, and prch held
dium’* were sent by coaxial to the
adroit improvisation and a display the legal blackout, being waged by over at Birdland . . . Tom McDermott, longtime N. W. Ayer, veep, will
Midlands.
individual
broadcasters and the wed Helen Whitman, radio-tv copy supervisor at the same agency.
of
strength
and
determination,
The initial commercial program
‘for the Midlahds was a mixture of has been able to keep on the air. National Assn, of Radio-Television Nuptials are scheduled for late April, pair then taking eight weeks
Broadcasters,
is having some ef¬ for honeymooning" in Italy. Both parties will continue thereafter at
live and film entertainments. In At one time it was felt that a tem¬
fect. The Colorado Supreme Court Ayer.
the,latter category were episodes
currently
is
studying
the “freedom
porary
shutdown
was
inevitable.
from “I Love Lucy” and “Robin
The trouble began a week ago of access” issue after holding a IN HOLLYWOOD
Hood” to give an indication of the
two-week
hearing
during
which
two-way traffic in tv programming, when the Musicians Union instruct¬
Rodney Voight, former assistant publicity director at CBS radio,
between Britain and the United ed their members, other than staff Denver broadcasters demonstrated
how
their
gear
can
be
brought
into was named executive news editor of L. A. City News IService . . . Shop¬
States. This point was underlined orchestras, to refuse BBC-TV en¬
by Sir Kenneth Clark’s opening gagements because thd state web a courtroom without interfering pers after fall tv shows are Lennen & Newell’s Nick Keesely, Bryan
Houston’s Bill Templeton, and Colgate’s George Laboda. All asked
comment in which he noted that had refused to pay tooters the same with the proceedings.
It was in adjoining Oklahoma for a briefing on Bill Bacher’s hour show, “Washington Square” . . .
the new station would not only re¬ fees as they received on the com¬
that P. A. (Buddy) Sugg’s WKYceive the best of the London pro¬ mercial network. With the mu¬ AM-TV in Oklahoma City success¬ State of Nevada honored “Death Valley Days” for “accurately re¬
grams, but also the cream of the sicians walkout the program plan¬ fully broke through the “Canon creating the courage and vision of pioneers” on the filmed* tv series
New York shows.
ners started hurriedly to rearrange curtain” with a pioneering series . . . NBC ran out of studio space so Eddie Fisher’s “Coke” show had
The live part of the transmission schedules, but their initial plans of ’ courtroom coverage. The Colo¬ to rent facilities from ABC ... If Fred Wile is successful -in his nego¬
was divided between a boxing were snafued by an Equity embar¬ rado high courts decision to look tiations With the Navy braid, Milton Berle will be the first to have his
tournament and a vaude show. The go forbidding their members to into the matter was prompted by show colorcast from an aircraft carrier anchored off port . .' . CBS’
- latter, transmitted from the new substitute for musicians. The Va¬ an editorial aired by Hugh Terry’s prexy Frank Stanton flew in one day from N. Y. and out the same
commercial tv theatre in Aston, was riety Artists Federation followed KLZ-AM-TV protesting a court night. Tight security ^Television City kept it a secret ... Five years
ago Mary McAdoo decided that television was her oyster. Without any
opened by Bob Monkhouse who, in suit a few hours later.
blackout on radio-tv coverage.
previous theatrical experience, she sold a bank on sponsoring her, and
a reference to viewers who had
The Equity embargo went fur¬
the association still continues on KRCA ;(NBC). It’s'a home show
been weaned away from the hither¬ ther. It threatened to hold the
. . . H. A. (Bill) Garbanati, former divisional sales manager for Gallo
to-held BBC monopoly, welcomed BBC to the terms of its agreement
Wine Co., joins Erwin, Wasey & Co. Ltd ad agency here as sales pro¬
them with the comment: “Hallo- on the use of kinescoped repeats.
motion
staffer . ,. . KBLA, Burbank, shifts Wayne Berk Show, daily
traitors.” Tyrone Power was fea¬ According to the actors’ union,
hour-long strip, to Hody’s restaurant in Hollywood . . . Keith Kcrby,
tured in this program and subse- there is a clause prohibiting their
S. F. radiortv consultant, named assistant general manager at
(Continued on page 40)
use as program fillups in the event
KRKD, L. A.
of labor disputes.
With
the
motion
picture
com¬
To make the position even more
IN CHICAGO
involved the Association of Cine panies spending increasingly tall
CBS newsman Frank Reynolds back on duty after beating a coronary
Technicians stepped in with an or¬ coin on radio to plug new releases
der to their members not to under¬ (20th-Fox on CBS, Metro on the rap. He’s working two new five-minute news shots on WBBM-TV
take any job beyond their normal Blair Saturation Radio Group set¬ Sunday nights . . . Jack Russell booking Sun-Times political editor
duties. They intimated that the up), ABC is looking to get into the John Dreiske for radio-tv assignments . . . Hilly Rose upped to creative
technicians would prevent the use act via a new sales plan for the director <at Kling Films . . . Sportscaster Bob Elson and family junket¬
of recorded repeats even if' the studios, tabbed the ABC Radio ing to Rome for his pre-baseball vacation . . . Art Van Damme, head¬
It’s
BBC intended to do so, but appar¬ MG (Movie Goers) Plan.
man of the NBC instrumental quintet, recuperating -after an appendec¬
Hollywood, Feb. 21
package project under which the
NBC lets go a high one in its ently they had second thoughts. studio gets 15 five-minute broad¬ tomy . . . NBC exec Leo Durocher coming in next Monday (28) to ad¬
The
first
of
the
kinescopes
went
on
cultural kick by making a deal
casts a week for a net weekly cost dress the National Assn, of Secondary (School) Principals . . . WGN
program director Bruce Dennis packaging a live crossboarder featur¬
with Igor Stravinsky for a car¬ the air last Thursday (16) to fill of $13,000.
the
time
left
vacant
by
the
neces¬
tooned treatment of his masterThree five-minute shows would ing musician-comic Pat McCaffrie as host, pianist Dardanell and the
•piece, the ballet “Petrouchka.” sary withdrawal of a Vesta Tilley be two nighttime newscast strips Starnoters to go into the 2-3 p.m. slot being vacated next week by
program starring Pat Kirkwood. (actually divided among a 7:55-8 Ernie Simon who moves up into the early morning .spot . . . Chi NBC
•Originally produced in 1912 as
38-minute classical, it will be ACT met with BBC toppers over strip and three different times, network radio sales chief George Dicfenderfer •vacationing in Mexico
trimmed down and modernized to the weekend in an endeavor to re¬ 9 p.m., 8:25 and 8:55 on five days) . . . WAAF gabber Vince Garrity handed a service award from the
12 minutes with the composer re¬ solve the situation.
plus a five-minute chunk of -the Disabled American Veterans . . . Rex the Hex, pooch mascot of the
In the event of the dispute con¬ ayem “Whispering Streets.” Pro¬ Chicago Cardinals pro football team, making personal appearances
arranging the composition and
score to meet the requirements of tinuing,‘the MU have warned that gram time under the package at the Outdoor Show. Canine is managed by CBS sports writer Joe
as from the beginning of next would total 75 minutes, commer¬ Diehl . . . Universal Recording prez Bill Putnam supervised the
the condensed version.
It falls in line with NBC’s plan, month they will also withdraw cials would 15-25 and commercial Gadenee pressing of “Make American Proud of You” which features
according to Fred Wile, Coast tv their members from sound'radio.
time would total 17V£ minutes. a 1,000-voice youth choir and a narration by ABC’s Don McNeill . . .
•program veepee for the network
Web is projecting Nielsen data to Eugene De Christopher launches his “It’s Chrig” drawing show on
who closed the Stravinsky deal, to
pitch a cost-per-thousand homes of •WNBQ next month Saturday morning.
adapt for tv folk and fairy tales
$1.03, based on 12,636,000 home
long in popular favor.
Among
visits a week, and by way of com¬ IN SAN JFRANC1SCO .
- Pittsburgh, Feb. 21.
parison
with CBS’ plan, claims Co¬
others being studied are “Who
Back-breaking radio and tv
Much staff rejuggling of la£e, including; John D. Hymes, ex-WLAN,
-Killed Cock Robin?” with Jack schedule of Bill Brant has forced lumbia’s lowest cost-per-thousand,
Webb as narrator; “Cinderella” him to take a month’s rest under based on an $18,240 pricetag and ex-WNEW, ex-OWI and ex-agency jobs, to KGO’s sales staff. A sec¬
ond
KGO addition: Jack Stahle, ex-KFRC, ex-KABC, ex-KLAC.
with Martha Raye, and other works orders from his physician and 11,887,000 home visits, is $1.53.
Picked to handle KOVR's Frisco Seals baseball telecasts was Tom
of Stravinsky. They will be done Bx’ant, whose medico says he’s suf¬
Franklin,
late of KING-TV, Seattle, and before'that-program manager
‘both live and animation.
Des Moines—Scott Lamb, fieldfering from nervous exhaustion,
Still undetermined is how the left with'his family over the week¬ man and director of radio for the '££K ■ ’ Frisco- New assistant in the KCBS Sales service department:
Edward
Hayden,
formerly a promotion writer. Moving into Hayden’s
classical vignettes will be used. end for Miami Beach.
Iowa Farm Bureau Federation for
job is Jim Wolf. ♦Departing KLX, Oakland, to freelance, is an¬
•Likely that three or four will be
In addition to daily early a.m. the last two years, has joined radio nouncer Jack Cahill: his replacement is Barry Simmons. And a destrung together as a Christmas fea¬ platter session on WJAS and three station KIOA, Des Moines, as farm
*.rom KGO is Wayne R. Anderson, who started selling for
ture. -Elliott Lewis, NBC creative halfrhour programs weekly on news department assistant. Les KNBC this
week . . . Ray Hubbard, art director and production co¬
producer, and Fenton Coe, man¬ KDKA-TV, which he likewise pro¬ Wright remains as farm editor ordinator for KPIX, winked to Cleveland to slip some advice to the
while
Bill
Hitt
will
assume
the
ager of NBC’s film production here, duces, Brant also fronts a dance
execs of KYW, the new Westinghouse outlet there . . . Sheldon
have been assigned to the Stravin- band locally although he has been duties of farm department mana¬ Sackctt, owner of KROW, Oakland, and <of >small dailies in the Northger in charge of sales and pro¬
sky hallpk
► *.. ] somewhat, inactive .-with., it. pf .late. gramming.
continued on
’30).
.

WPIX Dickering For
Yankees Away-Games

Bar Assn. Stands
Pat on TV-AM
Courtroom Nix

BBC-TV in Middle
Of Talent Dispute;
Avert Shutdown

...

ABC Radio’s Come-On
‘Package’ to Lure Pix
Coin; 15-Min. for 3G

NBC, Stravinsky’s
Tetrouchka’ Deal

Bill Brant’s ‘Hiatus’

...

..
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Another .. /. first run ... network caliber
syndication program from

STARRING... JOSEPH COTTEN • LINDA DARNELL ♦ EDWARD G. ROBINSON • MONA FREEMAN
DANE CLARK • ANN SHERIDAN ...AND MANY OTHER TOP STARS!
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

GOOD MORNING
I MOTION PICTURE ACADEMY
NOMINATIONS
With Will Rogers Jr., Ned Calmer,
Producer-Director: Alan Handley
Pamela Good, guests
Writer: Mary McCall Jr.
Producer: Michael Sklar
Directors: Av Westin, Mel Ferber 90 Mins., Sat. (18), 9 p.m.
OLDSMOBILE
60 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 7 a.m.
NBC-TV, from Hollywood
CBS-TV, from New York
4
(D. P. Brother)
Since tv viewing comes in as¬
This second Oscar nominations
tronomical figures these days, no excursion filled an hour and a half
matter the time of day or night, of “A” time with “A” entertain¬
the so-called “fringe' areas” are ment. Though many of the guests
almost becoming obsolete. Even a on live view were second echelon
names, a few top-rangers showed
7 a.-m. wakeup audience, translated up tov provied t enough “there’s
coast-to-coast, can be numbered in so’n’so” excitement and the pres¬
terms of several million. Which is entation of award candidate pic¬
precisely why CBS over the past tures and "people had the usual
built-in suspense.
couple of years has been showing
Importantly, the airer was or¬
such increasing concern over its derly and paced at a fine clip. No
inability to make with a proper lulls, no confusion. As scripted by
“Morning” show. There’s a lot of Mary McCall Jr. and executed by
revenue on the dawn patrol front director-producer Alan Handley,
the outing had 20 persons on
and Columbia obviously wants its camera to perform the introduc¬
share of it.
tion chores and no one missed a
In ojher
Having licked the latter half of cue or wasted time.
its 7 to 9 a.m. problem through words, an improvement over sortie
the simple expedient of finding past matches when either Oscar
the right guy (Bob Keeshan) and' winners or nominees, instead of
format in “Capt. Kangaroo,” which being in the wings, apparently
has been voted the favorite 8 to 9 were in the second balcony—con¬
entry on the Trendex and Nielsen sequently, lots of wait for ’em to
returns, CBS has now directed its arrive on stage. Matters were sim¬
energies on doing something about plified this time out by the studio
7 tq 8 a.m. Out went Dick Van origination, rather than a theatre
Dyke and the whole kaboodle in¬ of king-sized dimensions.
cluding even the “Morning” title
Fredric March was identified as
(Walter Cronkite was a previous the “anchor man” but actually did
casualty as a wakeup entry) and little more than other “hosts”, and
in has come Will Rogers1 Jr* and hostesses.” June Allyson, Ann
the new "Good Morning” title, Blyth, Tony Cartis, Eddie Fisher,
with some assists from Ned Calmer Glenn Ford, Mitzie Gaynor, Cel¬
(on the news) and Pamela Good este Holm, Deborah Kerr, Jack
(as the inevitable Girl Friday and Lemmon, Edmond O’Brien, Dick
weather prophet).
Powell, Aldo Ray, Barbara Stan¬
They’re all nice, pleasant people.:. wyck, Claire Trevor, Lana Turner
Particularly Rogers.
And it’s a and Robert Wagner—this was the
pretty safe bet that if “Good Mor¬ lineup.
ning” goes anywhere it will be
Each went on mike to name the
attributed largely to the Rogers classification, standby while a clip
contribution and personality. Not from the picture involved was un¬
that it was any too apparent on reeled, and then announced the
the premiere show Monday (20). title and dlid the handshake bit
The “opening day” nervousness with individuals connected with
and tensions made for a rasping, the film. Such credits as for cine¬
strident Rogers, as well as an un- matography, sound recording, doc¬
relaxed . Rogers—which is only umentary shorts, etc., were
fair-to-middlin’ Rogers. But there bunched together, in apparent
was enough, evidence (as in his deference to the public’s lack of
Bible reading at the close and his interest, in technical values. The
Montana nostalgia in recounting candidates, unfortunately, spoke
the story of Charles Russell, cow¬ ihaudibly in giving their names as
poke and' painter extraordinary) they took their bows.
to suggest that once Rogers takes
As always, excerpts from the
the program in stride he’ll emerge feature
productions were good en¬
as its strongest asset. The choice tertainment
as were some
seems like a good one and he’s oldie reels ofplusses,
Teddy Roosevelt
bound to win a host of early morn¬ vintage which the
were unspun while
ing fans.
Powell narrated.
The suggestion is equally strong,
Nice folksy note was added via
however, that “Good Morning” presentation
of the five best-song
will have to rely on Rogers to at¬
each of which was votract its viewers. For format-wise, candidates,
called
by
the
screen personalities
Dave Qarroway’s competing “To¬ as a group, gathered
day” show is still one up on it— ny Green at the piano.around John¬
for that exposed-to-the-public com¬
Commercials, with Frank Barton
munications center is still a zingy
element; plus the fact that it’s as announcer, were direct sell in
shakendown to familiarity. Where¬ abundant, but not over-abundant,
as “Good Morning” is almost too volume.
conventional for its own good.
Wrapping it up, a good Saturday
True, Monday’s preem took the night for. the at-homers and a
viewer to Grand Central Station wham of a trailer for the March 21
for a 7 a.m. gander and again at big night when the winnahs are
7:30 (and how come there was spotlighted.
Gene.
more bustle at the earlier time?).
There was a 'visit also to a mater¬ GOOD NEWS IS GOOD NIGHT
nity ward for a closeup study of With Tom Field
the reactions of an expectant fa¬ Writers: Bernard Nedwich, Ken
ther with the camera, also penetrat¬
Bichl
ing the mother’s immediately-after Director: Arnold Brown
childbirth hedsifle (atp least this 10 Mins.; 1 a.m. Mon.-thru-Frl.
viewer is willim^sto^g'amble there KYW-TV, Cleveland
was a several-hqur time elapse be¬
Here is a news segment that
tween bifth and ‘.camera pickup. closes the day’s video routine on a
Calmer’s news was accompanied pleasant, informal and delightful
by some inevitable on-the-spot note. It’s divided into three seg¬
background clips (with sorhe ex¬ ments; a capsule digest of the day’s
citing; tense'shots of Israeli sym¬ news with a deemphasis on the
pathizers on the waterfront as the. crime side~; an interview with a
James Monroe pulled out with an night-shift worker, and a windup
arms shipment, to .Saudi Arabia, music bit.
and mass Jewish prayers at a
Tom Fields handles the stint
Brooklyn “wailing wall”).
And with the poise and ease that has
Rogers did an interview with Wes made him one of the acknowledged
Santee, the crack mlier, protesting newscasters of the area. In his in¬
his disbarment by the AAU—ail terview he is ’ friendly, charming
of it designed in obedient respect and makes his guests feel at home.
to a twice-told format. As such it Among those interviewed over a 1
was all very conventional $nd, with a.m. cup%of coffee were the woman
the exception of the film clip, un¬ in charge of night-side telephone
exciting. But it does have Rogers. operators; the city’s “lamp-lighter”
Rose.
—the man responsible for opera¬
tion of all traffic lights during the
night; the supervisor of 11 p.m.6 a. m. snow removal units, etc.
Their homey stories lend for “good
news”
and pre-bed chuckle.
Forty-two program clinics h
The stanza terminates with Field
been slotted around the coun
reading a short prayer, looking at
by Broadcast Music Inc. on
pictures over pleasant music, etc.
schedule that' begins next Surii
A cheerful- set, designed by Ray
(26) and runs through June
Hubbard, helps send the viewer to
Meetings are set in 40 state
bed with a pleasant thought or
Texas and California each gett
two.
Mark.
two—and will not be held in
sixweek period around the A]
NARTB conclave in Chi.
Broadcaster Assns. in 20 states ’•
Washington, Feb. 21.
are holding their state meetings
FCC issued its 38th educational
back-to-back with the BMI clinics, tv authorization last week when it
enabling station execs to attend granted the application of the New
both meetings with one trip. One Orleans Educational
Television
team of speakers will start this Foundation for channel 8..
coming Sabbath in Little Rock and
There are now 18 ETV stations
.^n.th^iry ^ith.;at19t^ dye. to start
starts-ftl*
•' ... ..

BMI Clinics Set

38th Educ’l TV Grant

WARNER BROf. PRESENTS
GOLDEN RECORDS
STORY OF A BALLET
(Siege)
(Camera Three)
(Shower of Stars)
Young, host; Elizabeth
With Red Skelton, Georgia Gibbs, With
Montgomery,
Paul
Richards,
Rudy Vallee, Gary Crosby, Mar¬
Magallanes; James Macandrew
Terry Rangno, Jean Innes, Ed
tha Tilton, Ziggy Elman, Gene
moderator
»
Kelnmer, Helen Brown, Dim Producer: Robert Herfidge
Austin, Frankie Laine, Roches¬
Rice, Steve Pendleton, Bart Director: Francis Moriarty
ter & Flournoy Miller, Andrews
Bradley, Bernodette Withers
Sisters, William Lundigan
30 Mins., Sun. (19), 11:30 a.m
Producer: Ellis St. Joseph
Producer-director: Ralph Levy
CBS-TV, N.Y.
Writers: John Tackaberry, Gene Director: Paul Stewart
“Camera Three,” presented by
Writers: Elick Moll, Jack Laird
Levitt
the WCBS-TV Public Affairs Dept
60 Mins.; Tues., 7:30 p.m.
60 Mins., Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
LIGGETT & MYERS, GENERAL in cooperation with the N.Y; State
CHRYSLER CORP.
ELECTRIC, MONSANTO
CBS-TV, from Hollywood
Education Dept., came up with an
ABC-TV, film
(McCann-Erickson)
(Cunningham
Walsh; Young & unusual and fine program last Sun¬
Television is leaving no stone
Louis
& day (19) in “Stoiy of' a Ballet.’*
unturned in its search for some¬ Ruhicam; Needham,
Half-hour wes given over to an
Brorhy)
thing and/or someone to salute.
This time the recording biz got
Warmer Bros, has reshuffled its explanation of one of the great
the nod with an hour-long bow to tripartite schedule in its weekly classics in ballet, “Swan Lake”
some of its 1,000,000-copy platter ABC-TV outing to up the number with Maria Tallchief and Nicolas
sellers. A fair enough idea to peg of “Cheyerind” showings to one Magallanes, prima ballerina and
a variety show but it just didn’t every two weeks, reducing the lead male dancer, respectively, 0f
illustrate
come off.
number of “Casablanca” episodes the N.Y. City Ballet,
It was put together with a min¬ and eliminating completely the it, and James. Macandrew’, director
imum of imagination and took on “King’s Row” category. Replace¬ of broadcasting for N.Y.C-.’s Board
an aura of an all-star benefit with ment for the latter, sharing the of Education, to moderate. What
one singer following another and alternate weeks with the remaining might have sounded in advance
delivering without much excite¬ “Casablanca,” is a new series of pedagogic, talky or dull turned out
ment or heart. Major flaw, though, dramatic anthologies, first of which to be a very attractive, informative
program, appealing to everyone
was that the golden record tunes is “Siege,” aired last week.
just didn’t sound like winners.
For this new anthology series and likely to make some converts
The arrangements, in many cases, the Warners picked an old plot to the toe art.
Most of the pribgram was given
were altered but not bettered and that has been overdone since “Des¬
the performers lacked the fire and perate Hours” captured the public over to dance, with enough but not
spirit they put into the original fancy. That it is done, no better, an overabundance of talk to de¬
diriungs. It couldn’t be age to no worse, than its predecessors in scribe “Swan Lake.” The two
blame? either, because Gene Aus¬ shorter form is a just appraisal. dancers have expressive faces as
tin, the vet in the lineup came off The “captive” theme moves into well as lithe bodies; their faces
■best. For the most part the show the schoolroom where the black¬ are unusual, sensitive and highly
was a nostalgic outing with only board junglers are held at bay, photogenic. Both artists are also
a scant hint of how good the real otherwise, all the action stems fortunately articulate as well as
thing was.
from the authority that ^loaded artistic and Miss Tallchief, carry¬
ing the conversational ball for the
Presentation oL.the tunes had no gun can command.
form or reason. ' After a so-what
After “running for two days and duo, was most persuasive and
opening dance turn including a tired,” Paul Richards seeks asylum winning in her descriptions of what
medley of “Begin The Beguine,” from the law in the schoolroom the dancers were trying- to tell in
“Star Dust” and “16 Ton§,” Geor¬ after dispatching a railroad detec¬ steps. ’ Macandrew was ' simple,
gia Gibbs moved in with a rock ’n’ tive. Says he, “someone is always lucid and never condescending in
roll beat on “Tweedle-Dee-Dee” getting in my way.” What proved his discussion, to round out the
was that someone agreeable trio.
and “Dance Me With Henry.” Her his undoing
Camera work was exemplary, in
style was embarrassingly flam¬ was out of his way, his sister* who
boyant but she compensated a bit took ill and was substituted as closeups and long shots, never dis¬
with a solid sendoff of “Kiss Of teacher by Elizabeth Montgomery. torting the bodies or legs of the
Fire.” The mood then changed To his way of thinking, she was dancers. Only flaws to' a balleto¬
quickly with a solemn reading of the only one who could spirit him mane who might be watching were
“The Whiffenpoof Song” by Rudy off to Mexico but he. was wrong absence of the big symph orch,
Vallee. Latter was then joined by there, too. It was she who turned and the fancy costumes, he’s used
Gary Crosby for a sprightly song- the sheriff on him and in the nick to. The duo’s " practice clothe9
and-dance' spre& on “Play A Sim¬ of time as he was ready to plug militated against a full effect.
8
ple Melody,” which hit the golden her.
Story of the ballet was outlined
circle when two Crosbys, Bing and
Much of the fofttage is consumed very briefly, while the duo went
Gary, cut it for Deccai, It was okay with deviations from the main into several pas de deux to ■ de¬
but a far cry from the original. In¬ plot. At one point he sits behind scribe the highlight#: — the first
cidentally, no mention was. made the teacher’s desk, calls the roll meeting of swan queen and prince,
during the show that The Groaner and has the kiddies singing “Home the false queen and hero, the part¬
is practically the daddy of ’em all On the Range.” This seemed like ing of the lovers, etc.. Miss Tallwith 19 gold disks chalked up to pure padding and lowered the ex¬ chief, who dances regally, was also
his credit.
citement pitch. Most of the time it unexpectedly forceful and charm¬
After a wistful Martha Tilton was a matter of how he would ing in her preliminary description
workover of “And The Angels make his ,getav;ay, with notes of the true and false queens and
Sing,” with some torrid trumpeting passing and a youngster, Terry how the characters of each (danced
by Ziggy Elifian, the show finally Rangno, serv.'j lg as his runner. by the same person), are expressed
came to life with Gene Austin. Many of > the situations were in dance. Magallanes, as always,
The vet really knows how to sell too contrived fo strike a note of was her effacing but assured part¬
and was able to show some reason honesty but this was of essence, ner. The magic in ballet came
for the staggering 85,000,000- sales too much of It, to fill out the through here, in this simple,
limited but choice half-hour. .
total that his diskings have chalked allotted spread.
■ ■ ■• ■ Bron. .
up. In Austin’s medley wAe “Mel¬
At the height of periodic mo¬
ancholy Baby,” “Lonesome Road,” ments of high suspense there was
“After You’ve Gone” and “My Blue an impatience to give the sponsor JUVENILE AUCTION
Heaven.” Frankie Laine, another his. just due. After the. reading of With Jimmy Valentine, others'
multi-goldisk winner, seemed sub¬ a psalm from the Bible, there was Producer: Mike Fadell
dued in . his treatment of “Jeze¬ a fast cut for a commercial. Three Director: Elston Ryberg "
bel.” He wasn’t helped by some sponsors had to be appeased.and Writer: Jimmy. Polian
pretentious choreography that ac- the. intrusions were not particur 30 Mins.; Sat.* 11:30 a.m.
comped. Another miss was Roch¬ larly spaced. Richards was capi¬ PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO.
ester..
Flournoy Miller who re¬ tally effective as the man behind KSTP-TV, Minneapolis
created Moran & Mack’s “Two the gun and menaced with all the
Mike Fadell Television, Produc¬
Black Crows.” The patter, and standard ingredients. Miss Mont¬
style was outdated and unfunny gomery preyed to fear like like a tions of Minneapolis has taken the
and should remain in the archives. good teacher should :and Joan old boxtop and bottle cap idea, and
The cleanup spot was turned Innes, a veteran of the stage, low- giving it a shrewd switch, cleverly
over to the Andrews Sisters, re¬ keyed her character with dimen¬ and ingeniously adapted it*to video.
united for this outing. They, too, sional aptitude. The moppet Rang¬
“Juvenile Auction”. looks as if
only brought back memories of no should win a Scout medal for
how good they once were as they his good deeds to the elders. Paul the outfit has Some Up with some¬
thing
solid in an axrlane sales
ran through- “Bei Mir Bist Du Stewart’s direction was brisk and
stimulant program capable of en¬
Schoen,” “South America Take It static by turns.
listing
a studio participating-audi¬
Away,” “Don’t Fence Me In,”
The studiof segment turned up
“Apple Blossom Time,” “Pennsyl-- a good selling job for “Helen of ence of youngsters arid both kid
and
adult
dialers—one that stands
vania Polkk” and “Roll Out The Troy.”
Helm.
on its own entertainment feet.
Barrel.”
Only
a
few
we^ks old, the new
Red Skelton was the conferen- WASHINGTON WINDOW
kiddie show has -quickly caught on
cier with some hit-and-miss mate¬ With Patty Cavin
here and already has found a mar¬
rial dished put for him by John Director: ‘Rene Marechal
Tackaberry and Gene Levitt. Jack 5 Mins., Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:55 aun.; ket in nine other tv stations
throughout the country with addi¬
Benny made a surprise visit think¬
Tues., Thurs., 10:55 a.m.
tional deals pending.
ing the show was a salute “to those HECHT CO.
who had saved a million.” That'll WRC, Washington
Viewers witness a bleachers of
probably be a peg for another
There’s nothing either new or some 50 or more youngsters bid¬
show.
Gros.
startling in the concept of direct ding spiritedly with Pepsi Cola
selling by tv.
It was first done bottle caps to obtain prizes that
here five years ago, and has been KSTP staffer Jimmy Valentine
variously tried with varying suc¬ auctions off in lively and. approved
fashion. The small fry, including
The well-named Lynn Dollar, cess. Idea appears to be a natural, a few girls, range in age from four
hostess of “64,000 Question,” will but ideal format has yet to be to 14, give the show pictorial and
found.
be off on a .junket for CBS-TV
Certainly this initial show, pre¬ comedy content as they face the
starting tomorrow IThurs.) to take sented as an insert to NBC-TV’s camera and excitedly vie for the
the stump at department store “Today,” impressed as strictly prizes.
openings, dances, sporting events, .stock and somewhat static. Patty
Children engaged in gathering
and the like. First stop will be Cavin, WRC femmecaster, did well the bottle tops and desiring to bid
St. Louis, then Macon, Ga. (25) with drab material and a routine send in for their tickets Jnd, with
and a string consisting of Greens¬ set. Little was done to capitalize the demand exceeding the supply*
boro and Charlotte, N. C., and on' the Valentine theme, seemingly have their names placed on a wait¬
Columbia, S. C.
made to order for the preeih. ing list. Bottle caps are gathered
at home and elsewhere and are
There’s a side commercial tieup Three products pitched—a Roto- brought
in in boxes and bags. Some
for the jaunt—hoopla on “The broil, a woman’s dress, and boyVs pool their
accumulations and be¬
shirt—impressed
as
peculiarly
un¬
$64,000 Cloth,” a fabric, with
come bidding partners.
suited
to
the
romantic
theme
of
dresses from the material to go the day.
Kiddies
always
are interesting to
on sale in April,
Swing of camera to the operator watch, especially when they’re un¬
taking phone orders, for example, conscious of the camera, and this
might have relieved monotony and is no exception. Valentine proves
accented "order-by-phone” theme. an expert auctioneer and emcee
More TV Reviews
In present format, it adds up to a who is efficient “with the brief and
On Page 28
straight five-minute commercial none too frequent commercials.
sans the color or drama it could Also, he. htW a nice way-wiui
have.
Fior.
^ouniite^1.^;';^
:
•;
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WIN A MILLION LIRE
With Lew Danis, others
Producer: Carlo Vent!
Director: Irv Ross
Writer: Joseph Ventl'
30 Mins.; Sun., 5:30 p.m.
GALLO WINE CO.
WATV, Newark, N. J.
(Carlo Venti)
Carlo Venti, producer who dou¬
bles in advertising for Italo tv pro¬
grams, was responsible for the
tattered quizzer, “Win a Million
Lire,” initialing on WATV last
Sunday (19) at 5:30 p.m. Gallo
Wine pays $62,200 less than “$64,000 Question” to anybody who, in
English correctly answers a sixth
and final question in a given cate¬
gory.
The show, though in English
mainly, is primarily directed at the
large Italo population in the N.Y.NJ. area. It appeared to be based
on a theme by the Lou Cowan
office, less expensive but with all
the other surface qualities of the
original except excitement, sus¬
pense and Hal March. (As surely
as emcee Lew Danis is Anglo-Italian he was not on the first show
what WATV called the “AngloItalian ‘Hal March’!”)
Danis seemed inclined to give
away the dough, even when he
manifested some doubt as to the
validity of an answer. For 50. 500,
5,000, 50,000, 500,000 and, finally
1,000,000 lire. ($1,800) contestants
came armed with a category for
which there were questions con¬
cealed on the reverse sides of
Gallo Wine labels. There was time
for two groups of contestants, a
husband and wife team who
worked over pop Italo-American
singers and a shoemaker who chose
(what else?) opera as his forte, and
both rather easily came off win¬
ning 500,000 lire with opportuni¬
ties to return again next week for
the big prize. Venti’s format was
great for forcing a point: the shoe¬
maker'was the man who sold Gino
Prato his* shoeshopV- for instance.
Then too, both sets of contestants
looked quite ready to gobble un
that final query right then and
there, but a little coaxing by Danis,
in an effort to create susn^nse,
made them grudgingly hold off for
another week.
However, this “Million Lire
thing did occasionally achieve new
heights. They were contained in
Danis’ Smalltalk, viz., “Now, Mr.
and Mrs. Lemboro, how long have
you been married . . . You are mar¬
ried?”
Art.
ADULTS ONLY
With Tom Mercein, Nancy Wrirht,
Mike Douglas; Joe Gallicchio
orch
Producer: George Heinemann
Director: Bob Dressier
55 Mins; Mon.-thru-Fri., 5:30 p.m.
Participating
WNBQ, Chicago
As the" title .implies, this early
evening musical showpiece is de¬
signed as a refuge for the oldsters
in a time period largely dominated
by kids’ fodder. It's a pleasant
interlude, sjtaffed by some com¬
petent. people attractively framed
videowise.
Tom Mercein of the low-throttle
school kneads things together
smoothly as the host. Singers Nancy
Wright and Mike Douglas alternate
during- the 55 minutes with lively
and generally pleasing versions of
the top pops and standards, with
emphasis on the latter. Joe Galliechio and the' Chi NBC staff musicmakers pump out a full budget of
easy-to-take instrumentalities.
Miss Wright offered up a nice
treatment of “September Song”
and Douglas dittoed with “I Re¬
member You" on show seen. This
lime the orch got. a big hunk , of
the spotlight with an excursion
into the longhair realm via the
Lohengrin . Prelude.
Mercein's
lightweight patter included an.in¬
terview with the group’s concertmaster for an okay intramural
touch.
Session sandwiches around Clint
• Ymile’s weather squib, Joe Wilsons
sprorls briefs and Jack' Angell*
news for Plymouth.
Dave.

Blumenthal Joins
Product Services
Lestef J. Blumenthal, former
v.p.-general manager of radio-lv
at the Norman, Craig & Kummol
agency, this week joined the Product Services agency as exec v.p.
and general manager. Blumenthal,
before his NCK Stint, was a sales
exec with CBS-TV.
At the same time, Product Serv¬
ices prez Les L. Persky announced
“the termination of the agency’s
association” with the Charles Antell account as of March 1. Persky
didn’t say Whether the account was
being reassigned or lifted. It has
been at Product. Services for some
brands for about'’ eight months,
with approximately $1,500,000 ijn
nod.

-

f'SRiisfr

[and mood. It’ll be Gleason for
Alcoa Hour
Reginald Rose, last represented comedy and Como for music and
in that slot with “The Expendable ydu pays your money and takes
House,” returned Sunday (19) to your choice.
Gleason’s strong debut in the 8
contribute a tension-charged piece
on mob violence on The Alcoa p.m. niche will certainly pull the
Hour over NBC-TV. It was called dialers back next week, It was one
“Tragedy In a Temporary Town,” of the most effective scripts he’s
and if it wasn’t a pleasant theme, had and the ingredients jelled into
the story was well told and acted a consistently risible half-hour
stanza. The story angle was sure¬
with fervor and understanding.
Like most writers who tackle fire, involving a cute pooch and
Gleason’s
idea of making a million
this kind of subject, Rose showed
a tendency to overdramatize via a dollars by canning some appetizer
which
he
discovered while raiding
black - and r white simplification of
his characters. Perhaps it is neces¬ the icebox. Fact that the appetizer
sary, in telling stories such as this, happened to be dog-food may be
to make up one’s mind that people an old chestnut, but it was par¬
are either good or bad, and mostly layed into a solid laugh payoff by
too scared to assert themselves Gleason with soiree highly capable
when faced with raw brutality. comedy assistance from Art Car¬
But the- result, while dramatic, ney and Audrey Meadows. It was
doesn’t necessarily make for be¬ a perfect mating of script and cast.
Whether or not this show was
lievable .folks, and decency gets a
especially chosen for the occasion
licking. .
The script, ably directed by Sid¬ really doesn’t affect the matter
ney Lumet, told of a group of la¬ since dialers make their selections
borers living in temporary quarters without knowing of the show’s con¬
while working on a dam construc¬ tent. If there’s any logic to the
tion. A young girl is grabbed and rating setup, the impact of the first
kissed by a man in the woods and Gleason 8 p.m.“ stanza should be
becomes hysterical. Elements in felt in the subsequent weeks.
Herni.
the camp set out to find the “at¬
tacker.” Unable to spot him, they
I Love Lucy
pick on a Puerto Rican youth. In
the last minute, the father of the
Lovers of “I Love Lucy” got a
guilty boy prevents a murder by load of the Ricardos and the
facing the mob and denouncing it Mertzes off on a musical kilt kick
into shamefaced dispersal.
Monday (20) in a pace-changer for
Lloyd Bridges played the father the CBS-TV show. With the troupe
with genuine feeling and, in the on their final fling in England, La
climactic final scene, came across Lucille gets a yen to visit her
with some powerfully effective ancestors in Scotland and has a
thesping. Clifford Tatum did well Ball there vicariously via the
as the scared boy. Jack Warden dream route. Tuner plays broadly
as the ringleader of the mob man¬ on the “Brigadoon” theme in a
aged to put across the coldblooded Kildoonan setting where the pitch
determination of the power-hungry calls for a two-headed dragon
“dictator,” more eager for action (Vivian Vance & William Frawley)
than to actually track down an at¬ to make a dinner out of a Mactacker. Milton Selzer contributed Gillicuddy (Miss Ball) every 30
a fine bit as a sadist, and Edward years. Desi Arnaz has her in tow
Binns registered in a sm'aller part. and says it in the song, ‘.‘I’m in
Betty Lou Keim was convincing Love With the Dragon’s Dinner.”
as the girl; Will Kuluba had the The mayor and townsmen engage
role of the Puerto Rican worker in, the rituals, including half a
down pat, and Raphael Campos dozen production numbers that
etched a strong portrayal as his breeze the show onward to a
son who comes close to being bonnie finish.
lynched.
The Larry Arnstein lyrics are
Rose’s dialog had a true ring to bright and biting and the Jack
it and the whole production Baker choreography highlighted by
caught the mood of tension and a Scotch Sword Dance. In all, lotsac
fear that breeds mob action. Per¬ fun, especially Desi’s mixed accent.
haps such shows as “Tragedy in a
Trau.
Temporary Town” are a good
thing. And then again maybe they
Gen,
Electric
Theatre
overstate their case. If Hollywood
Jack Benny’s flier on the Gen¬
films are a gauge to how'the audi¬
ence ' reacts to such themes, the eral Electric Sunday night (19)
Sunday show, while certainly not- filmed series resulted in a like¬
lacking in brute force, wouldn’t able comedy of mixups. Its a show
have attracted many paying cus¬ in which the viewer had to be
pre-sold on Benny to get the max¬
tomers.
Hift.
imum enjoyment, and the comic
delivered handily to all those in
The Honeymooners
that
category.
There’s . no doubt that Jackie
Gleason put his best yock forward
The comic Went through a fairly
on CBS-TV last Saturday night loaded catalog of Bennyisms, from
(18), the occasion of his big switch gags on his age to penuriousness.
from 8:30 to 8 p.m. in that frantic A bit that cropped up twice was
competition with the rival NBC-TV the reference to Liberace, in which
Perry Como layout. : The moveup the star of screen and candelabra
was the indicated cujre for those appeared Only vocally, but it . was
dipping ratings since Gleason no good for yocks at the fore and aft
longer permits Como to get that part of the show.
*
half-hour headstart in getting fcnd
The plot had Benny cast as a
holding that audience.'
piano tuner fixing the instrument
The first ratings put Gleason in a nitery. One of the strips, im¬
slightly ahead of Cojmo again and plicated in a jewel robbery, stuffs
even jacked up the . status of the the ice in the tool bag, and from
following “Stage Show” stanza into then on a couple of factions try to
a respectable- bracket.
_ There retrieve the baubles.
Zsa-Zsa
should, however, be no direct con- Gabor
_ is
__ the
_ temptress
_t_ who
_ atflict between .the Como and Glea- tempts to‘lure Benny from his
?on shows since they are about as fiancee. Actually, her role although
different as one can get in format I minor, was not outstandingly done.

An Off-Day for the Hucksters
If the television industry had put as much work into the 15miriuie “Advertising Benefits You” special aired over the weekend
on all three networks to kick off National Advertising Week as
any of its components puts into an average sales presentation, it
might have had something.
But the networks instead merely
supplied the talent and facilities without bothering much with
telling the story, and the result was an unintentional sluffoff of
their -own source of bread-and-butter.
The quarter-hour comprised two sketches, by Sid Caesar & Carl
Reiner and by “Honeymooners” Jackie Gleason and Audrey
Meadows, plus a quickie talk by John Daly. The Caesar bit, in the
Prof. Ludwig Von Huckster characterization, was a highly amus¬
ing turn which once again proves that advertising is one of the
more susceptible subjects for satire and which certainly cou'Id
bear repeating on the Caesar show.
But the “Honeymooners”
sketch, wherein Gleason and Miss Meadows were given the burden
of mixing entertainment arid education, fell flat as a pancake
mainly because the pair just weren’t in character talking about
“expanding markets,” etc.
As for Daly, he was given the job of translating advertising’s
effect on the American economy in a matter of a couple of
minutes and in spite of the old college try, it was oversimplified to
the point of meaninglessness. Regular staffs of each talent con¬
tingent contributed to the show under overall- producership of
Hudson Faussett, but it was a weak effort indeed for a medium
which makes its living out of translating the intangibles of ad.
vertising into realities for the client. The industry can’t take any
V$8R/!P ?$*•$***■
am the Advertising Federation of America.'WchJs.fUrinihg the.Ad Week show.
•
'Chan; •
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But Benny seemed to have a good
time and communicated the same
feeling to the viewers.
Benny essayed a role that was
unique to him, being a collection
of the cliches on the character that
has been ascribed to him for sev¬
eral decades. Anyone else handling
these situations might have fallen
on his face, but for the Waukegan
comic, it was a tailor built role that
paid off in laughs.
Jose.
Ed Sullivan Show
The presentation of a scene
from the Broadway presentation
of “The Lark” gave the Ed Sulli¬
van Show a needed lift last Sun¬
day (19). It was the highpoint of
an hour-long session that was
spotty on solid values.
The sequence from the play was
well-chosen with Julie Harris, who
stars in the production, and Paul
Roebling turning in excellent per¬
formances.
Leadoff act on the stanza was
the instrumental-votal-acro group,
The Goofers. The unit’s frantic
antics and the bit with the drum¬
mer aping a gorilla are becoming
too familiar even for the occasion¬
al tviewer. In the same vein, a re¬
peat of the Billy de Wolfe-Hermione Gingold train sketch didn’t
have much yock value for those
who’d already seen it. In fact, it’s
not a particularly funny item.
Miss Gingold and de Wolfe also
appeared with David Burns and
Constance Brigham in a number
about skiing accidents. It also
missed as a laugh-getter. In a
switch to the opera groove, there
was a sequence from “Carmen,”
with contralto Jean Madeira doing
a slick job on the title role songStering. Her entrance was pre¬
ceded by a ballet spotlighting Istvan Rabovsky and his wife, Nora
Kovach. The duo, who fled from
East Berlin last year, registered
impressively.
Opal, billed as a performing ele¬
phant, was just that. The massive
animal stood on its hind legs, its
fore legs,'one leg, etc. The show
wound up with theh Tucson Boys
Choir giving an able vocal dem¬
onstration.
Jess.
Playwrights ’56
Psychodrama of an American
tourist who after 10 years comes
across the German doctor who re¬
fused to operate on his dying
brother because of lack of anaes¬
thetics when the pair had been
captured during the battle of Cassino. constituted, the main plot line
of “Return to Cassino.” Mann
Rubin script on last week’s (14)
“Playwrights ’56” outing lacked
the one key ingredient to make
any impact. That ingredient was
credibility.
John Forsythe, as the Yank
come' back to Cassino, is a mildmannered family gent at the be-:
ginning, but as soon as he meets
up with Kurt Kasznar, the German
medic who’s retired .in Italy to
teach medicine and forget the
war, he becomes an unreasoning,
snarling brute. The switchover
just didn’t ring true, mainly be¬
cause the motivation wasn’t strong
enough, but also because of the
manner in which Rubin framed the
action. Nor was Forsythe’s charac¬
terization sufficiently convincing.
Climax of the drapia came yia
the entrapment of Forsythe and
Kasznar, along with their two sons,
in an ancient and crumbling wine*
cellar, with Forsythe coming to his
senses when he sees how his hehavior has affected his son. A hap¬
py ending, but the rather stagy
and over-melodramatic action that
preceded it made it rather flat and
unsatisfying.
Kasznar did his usual excellent
thesping turn as the humanitarian
medic who wants now only to live
in peace. Dina Merrill, an attrac¬
tive newcomer, was somewhat
stilted and artificial in the role of
Forsythe’s wife. Danny Dennis
was brichtly convincing as the
son, while James Lacirignola was
fine as the German youngster. An
added attraction was Senator Pier
Angelo Restagno, the real-life Ma¬
yor of Cassino, flown over to act
that role on the show. Though he
spoke only in Italian, he was one
of the most believable performers’
on the. program.
Part of the blame for the lack¬
lustreness of the presentation must
fall on Arthur Penn, usually a flaw¬
less director. Some of his action
sequences were awkwardly and
fumblingly staged, but more im¬
portant, his mood-setting scenes
which, were to build the motiva¬
tion and credibility of Forsythe's
savagery, were among the most
poorly staged and acted of the en¬
tire play. It was at these vital mo¬
ments, when smoothness and mo(Continued oh page 30)

fc4TcHfoR.!^ D™HA"SH°W
Producer: Haiftey Hart
“
Music Director; Victor Feldbrlll
60 Mins., Sun., (12), 10 p.m.
•CBC, from Toronto
Reputedly the first time Kather¬
ine Dunham, and. her troupe of
dancers, singers arid , musicians
have even done ft’full" hour’s tv
program on North American net¬
works. The dance trbupe did 60
minutes here Sunday (lj?) night for
trans-Canada .coverage, plus kine¬
scopes for future U!?ej On a nonsponsored basis, probably, only the
State-operated Canadiim Broad¬
casting Corp. couldvfty in the
Katherine Dunhani : group from
Miami for the sole shot Four of
the cast—from Brazil; '-Argentina
and two from Haiti—h 6-1 ding
neither Canadian hdr>U.J5; citizen¬
ship, were held up j at- the border
here by Canadian immigration of¬
ficials but, through the influence
of the Ottawa officials, were al¬
lowed in some hours later to train
for Toronto.
With no intermissions or breaks
for commercials, and with Miss
Dunham predominating, there was
no slack in a fast-moving hour’s
stint of frenzied dance, hot singing
and pulsating percussion, with
company numbering 12 dancers,
five singers and three drummers,
plus CBC studio orch. First half
dealt with primitive folk dances of
the Caribbean and South Amer¬
ica, these embracing religious
ritual and celebration dances;
strongly shdwing the African in¬
fluence blended with that of the
Indian tribes. These included the
machete-wielding “Cymbia,” the
cult dance of “Nanigo” in talks
with the gods, the sacrifice story
in “Shango.” All of these were
marked by frenzied leaps of the
native dancers and devil-masked
figures, with plenty of adagio
work, and Miss Dunham taking the
brunt of the solo* work and drama¬
tic tossing about, much of this
symbolical to the average viewer.
Second half, however, held the
most general visual appeal in its
effect of the Negro on the North
American dance, this ranging from
the folk movements of the planta¬
tion slaves up through.the Flaming
20's. T^iis included the early ver¬
sions of the cakewalk, square
dances complete with caller, a
song-and-dance ‘ bit by Katherine
Dunham in “Shimmy Like My Sis¬
ter Kate,” a collegiate melange of
“Charleston” and “Tootsie,” to a
rousing mambo finale.
First half was in colorful native
costumes for' barefoot dancing to
gourds and guitars; the latter; the
latter in ‘20’s costume—with shoes
—for “High-born Lady” and
“Darktown Strutters Ball” for hot
jazz making the rhythm beat.
Whole stanza was a swift-moving
success, with Vanoye Aikens as
leading male dancer and Miss
Dunham’s partner; Lucille Ellis as
the other femme leading dancer;
Ural Wilson as leading singer;
Ricardo Avalos, specialist in the
Argentine tango; Rosalie King,
choral leader. Others in the cast
were Walter Davis, Dorothy
Speights, Antonio Rodrigues, Fran¬
cisco Urratia, . Albert Laguerre,
Gilberto Valdes, drums director.
McStay.
BPA‘BOWLING ON TV
With
Warren • Thomas, ’Dave
Bailey, Pete Matthews, others
Producer: Earl Holland
Director: Bob McHendrix
60 Mins., Sun., 1 p.m.
Participating
WKRC-TV, Cincinnati
(William F. Holland)
Kicking off as a 13-week series,
this localized kege^piel show’s' im¬
mediate popularity already has
been set for a 26-frame continua¬
tion to start next fall. Greater
Cincy Boiling Proprietors Asso¬
ciation, National Insurance Co.,
and Coca-Cola are the taggers.
Double lure for contestants is
over $10,000 in prizes and to be on
tv. Competition is separate for
men and women. They qualify by
high scoring. in three games of
open bowling at their favorite al¬
leys, One of every five is picked
for the Saturday eliminations,
with a handicap* allowance on their
ABC-sanctioned league averages.
In Sunday shooting on .Sheraton-Gibson Hotel lanes, eight men
and eight women winners of the
week renew competition to qualify
for the finals. Pairings are for the
two highest scratch scorers in both
divisions for Sunday spotlighting.
The -televised matches offer up to
$2,000 in cash and merchandise
awards. Jackpot bowling prelim¬
inaries bring all weekly winners
before the camera. A Buick sedan
is the grand prize.
Warren Thomas,, station staffer
and bowler, does a smooth job oi
hosting, with some of the tradi¬
tional hush-hush announcing dur¬
ing action of the canned bowling
shows. Commercials are handieo
by Dave Bailey and Pete Mat¬
thews.
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RAMO-TEUE VISION

The Fords in Lincolns Future
-

,

convincingly and'was supported by
a savvy professional cast including
John Mclver, who contributed a
strong bit as the suburbanite king¬
maker; Brenda Forbes, as Allen’s
! wife; Glenda Farrell, as his frantic

Downing’s 20-Point Censure on Researching-of TV | Ma^eso^
Sr.
Spec; Blames ‘Dixie Lobbyists’
The visual
Variety:
I riety’s assessment of the aesthetic
When your tv critic says that shortcomings of the program. In¬
the focal point of Ford’s drama¬ deed, I was amazed, in the threetization of Jim Bishop’s “The Day day period during which American
Lincoln Was Shot” may have been tv observed Lincolns birthday, to
April 18, 1865, he compounds the note how many programs dwelt
spate of errors that seem to have upon his tragic death; how few
used the natal day to review the
governed this production. ,
story of his wilderness beginnings.
Here are some of the mistakes
Are there Dixie lobbyists at Tele¬
I noted in what Variety calls Paul
vision City?
Robert Dooming.
Gregory’s “painstaking” produc¬
tion:
1. Lincoln’s 2nd inaugural did
not take place on skimpy band¬
stand backed with trees, but on
— Continued from page 19 s
Capitol steps.

Editor,

Steve Allen

2. Disposition of personages on
Inaugural stand incorrect.
3. Booth wore dark clothes on
this occasion; stood above and be¬
hind Lincoln, high on-Capitol steps.

since he also aimed barbs at Pat
Weaver, Senator Case, of South
Dakota; and Vice President Nixon,
the ranking guest.
Star of the show—which lacked
4. Robert
Lincoln
was
not the entertainment wallop of some
of
its predecessors — was Rise
blonde. He wore a moustache in
Stevens who flew down from New
’65.
York at the last minute, to bring
5. Ferguson’s
Restaurant
was
the audience to its feet applaud¬
confused with TaltaVul’s Bar.
ing with her rendition of “Stars in
6. Booth didn’t pick up his mail My Eyes,” “Habanera” and “I’m
backstage at Ford’s on April 14, Falling in Love with Someone.’
’65. He was not a member of Laura
The West Point Glee' Club, which
Keene’S company, hence got his
sang for the President at last
mail from theatre front office, sat
year’s dinner, turned up better
on front doorsill to read letters.
than before and certainly a likely
7. Picture of Washington dec¬ candidate for a tv guest shot. Den¬
orating front of state box at Ford’s is Day fed ’em patter and jokes
was really an engraving of Gilbert which were so-so and several songs
portrait, framed with wide white which were sock. He received his
mat. When Booth leaped from box, biggest hand' for the numbers,
his t9e struck frame of this pic¬
How Are Things in Gloccamora”
ture, spinning portrait around to and “An Irishman, Will Steal
face box.
Your Heart Away.”
8. Flag of Treasury Guards was
Ventro Clifford Guest, with his
mentioned in telecast dialog, but unusual echoes and his fox hunt
banner was not displayed. It was routine proved a highly successful
this flag; on upright staff-between novelty. He is the first ventriloquist
two upper right-hand boxes at to appear at a correspondents’
Ford’s, its folds touching top of dinner in several years. Opening
Washington’s
portrait,
which act was the dancing of Bambi Linn
caught Booth’s spur. He did not and Rod Alexander. It was a much
catch spur on American flag drap¬ stronger than usual opener for
ing' front or box. Tom Treasury' these affairs.
banner is on view in all contem¬
CBS correspondent Eric Severporary prints and photos of state eid, outgoing president of the
box and is preserved at Ford’s Radio-TV Correspondents, turned
Theatre Museum.
over the gavel to his successor,
9. Board used by Booth to brace Joseph F. McCaffrey, former CBS
outer box door was only 3 ft., 6 ih. and Mutual newsman here, who
long.
now owns and operates his own
10. John T. Ford should have broadcast news bureau.
worn a beard.
Among the big industry delega¬
11. Hole bored by Booth with
tion which trained and planed in
gimlet In inside door of state box
from New York were: J.. L. Van
was not in center of panel, but
Volkenburg, president of CBS-TV;
near the edge, where it would be
Leonard Goldenson, president of
less likely to be noticed. Door is
AB-PT; John B. Poor, executive
exhibited at Ford’s today.
vice president of MBS; Sylvester
12. In Booth’s hotel-room soliloL. Weaver, Jr:, NBC board chair¬
quy prior to his crime, Jack Lem¬
man; Arthur H.^Hayes, president
mon was seen wearing modern
of CBS-Radio; Edward J. Noble,
shirt with attached collar, plus
chairman of AB-PT finance com¬
present-day T-shirt!
mittee; Robert Samoff, president
13. Dialog correctly stated that
of NBC; and Manie Sacks, of RCA.
Ford’s was packed on fatal night,
Present also were most of the
but cameras revealed no
one
Supreme Court and Cabinet, the
seated in box beneath Lincoln’s,
14. Major
Rathbone
attended Congressional leaders, members of
theatre in civvies, not in uniform. the FCC and many other Govern¬
15. Jim Bishop’s book (which ment and military figures.

was not a novel, as review indi¬
cates), steered away from the
legend that 'Booth shouted “Sic
semper
tyrannis.”
If
assassin
shouted the words, it was from the
stage, not in the state box.
16. Long shot showed Booth fir¬
ing at Lincoln; no puff of smoke
from his pistol. Action quickly
shifted to camera closer to state
box. and the air was filled with
- . smoke. Neat trick from a tiny der¬
ringer.
17. Lemmon ran off up center
stage. Booth exited across stage
and out through upper right wing.
18. Robert Lincoln did not wear
uniform at father’s deathbed.
19. Lincoln died lying cross-wise
in bed too short for him. This was
not indicated in production.
20. There was no system for en¬
larging playbills in ’65, Blowups
used on house boards in exterior
shorts of Ford’s were anachronistic.
Considering the fact that Henry
Ford made something of a reputa¬
tion for himself by carefully re¬
producing scenes of American his¬
tory in various permanent outdoor
exhibits, it is surprising that com¬
pany bearing his name should pro¬
duce a show so carelessly re¬
searched. Information to correct
the errors was mainly contained
in Bishop's book, which, supposed¬
ly, was adapted for show. In addi¬
tion, Lincoln and the episode
involved are fully documented.
Result seems anything but “pains-

Kraft cheese recipes,
incidentally, are probably touch¬
ing off icebox raids across the
country.
Herm.
Wide Wide World
“America at Play While the
Strategic Air Command Stands
Guard” was the theme of NBC-T.V’s
Wide Wide World” Sunday (19)..
This, of course, formed a conven¬
ient peg for the 90-minute late
afternoon show to bring in a B-52
“Superfortress” in flight for the
first time before tv cameras and
also pick up scenes of a gymnastic
team practicing for the Olympics,
the Chinese New Year celebration
in San Francisco and the national
baseball players golf tournament
in Miami, among #other events.
Overall program’s format obvi¬
ously is similar to any newsreel
produced by the major film com¬
panies. But where reel firms can
edit out less interesting portions
of their clips to speed the pace,
"Wide Wide World” is unable to
do this with its live remotes. This
was particularly evident in the
pickup from the Kingsbridge Ar¬
mory, N.Y., for. the Sports, Travel
and Vacation Show. Sure, there
are highlights in a good part of
the exposition’s array of partici¬
pants but a little goes a long way.
In “WWW’s” “electronic leap¬
frog,” as emcee - narrator Dave
Garroway so aptly put it, stanza
hopped around several U.S. Air
Force bases in the final half-hour
to give viewers a “behind-thescenes” look of how “SAC pre¬
serves the peace by being ready.”
Aside from briefing the public on
what the Air Force is doing, the
“SAC” pickup also provided an
opportunity for sponsor General
Motors to point out what some of
its divisions are doing in the de¬
fense picture, •
Gilb.

Tele Followup
—— Continued from page 28
mentum were most important, that
they were most lacking. On the
production side, Fred Coe’s crew
came up with a fine visual layout,
but Coe’s first concern should be
with the scripts and it was here he
came a cropper.
Chan.
Kraft Television Theatre
“The
Man
On
The
Roller
Skates,” Kraft’s offering on NBCTV last Wednesday (9), had an ex¬
cellent premise which, unfortu¬
nately, was not fully followed
through by scripter Louis Pelletier.
The net result was okay light en¬
tertainment where the message
could have been important and the
impact socko.
The yarn opened promisingly as
a comment on conformity in sudurbia and this is the theme that
should have been more thoroughly
and daringly explored, but wasn’t.
Steve Allen, whose thesping is
very much like his' personality as
host on the NBC-TV “Tonight”
show—casual,
urbane
and fre¬
quently acidulous—was cast as an
outcast suburbanite. Fact that he
goes to and from his train on
rollerskates outrages his family
and his neighbors. This fruitful
angle, however, was sidetracked
too early into a complicated plot
about local politics which had lit¬
tle relationship to the noncon.iformist, motif.<
* Allen carried" off his assignment

Bermuda
continued from page 23
rells Island and were badly hurt
by folding, last year, of first tele¬
film venture in Bermuda, was the
training of over 100 Bermudians
into efficient technical crews dur¬
ing the filming of “Crunch & Des”
series.
Indications are that this
local crew can stack up well with
any on Coast or in N. Y. Head
men of camera, grips, gaffs and di¬
rection were recruited from U. S.
and sound, script and makeup were
headed by technicians from Eng¬
lish studios. Five writers worked
on the Wylie stories and one origi¬
nal was contributed by Burton
Benjamin, who produced series, as
well as two by Forrest Tucker, star
of the telefilms.
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From the Production Centres
i

Continued from pace 24 ;

west, bought Olympic Press, which publishes 11 labor papers in the
Frisco area . . . Network brass is converging on Frisco for high-level
talks re GOP convention preparations . . . Mortimer Fleishhacker Jr.
was elected new president of KQED’s parent body, Bay Area Educa¬
tional Television Association, succeeding Vaughn D. Seidef.

IN BOSTON

...

Sales Executives Council of the Greater Boston Chamber of Com¬
merce has chosen Priscilla Fortescue, traveling WEEI reporter, to
make a presentation following luncheon meeting honoring the youth
of Boston, March 19 . . . Morgan Baker of WEEI addressed the Milton
Mass. Chapter of Jewish War Veterans last week . .». Toshiko Akiyoshi,’
Japanese jazz pianist studying at the Berklee School of .Musi*, fea¬
tured on “Frontiers of Faith,” Sun. (19) over NBC-TV.
Program will
be seen in Hub on WBZ-TV Sun. (26) at 9:30 a.m. , . , Leii Masters,
moderator of WCOP’s “Youth Speaks Its Mind,” interviewed the
junior and senior champs of the Boston Archdiocese CYO Oratorical
Contest on his program Sun. (19) . . . WVDA news department scored
a first with Lieut. Governor Whittier’s gubernatorial candidacy . . .
Peter Hollander of New York, who studied film making in Rome,,
named film director-cameraman for WGBH-TV, Channel 2, by Parker
Wheatley, gen. mgr, . . . WBZ-TV’s' interfaith religious series, “Our
Believing World,” was honored by citations from the National Con¬
ference of Christians and Jews and the United Community Org on
its fifth anniversary Sun. (19).
i

IN WASHINGTON

...

Leslie Arries Jr., WTTG manager, heading high-power campaign to
promote station’s new lineup of telepix series . . . Bruce Barton, chair¬
man of board of BBD&O, and former member pf Congress, here this
week to speak to Washington' Ad Club . . . Joan King Phillips ankling
role of promotion manager for WRC-NBC to go into business with her
husband, a freelance photographer . . . Arnold Katinsky, WMAL-ABC’s
promotion manager for radio, to New York to join staff of Radio
Advertising Bureau ... Hi-Fi Music Show, skedded for Hotel Shoreham March 2, 3 and 4, under aegis of radio station WGMS, holding a
contest for the “Girl wtih the Golden Ears,” as part of buildup for
show . . . Judges are: National Symphony maestro Dr. Howard Mitchell;
Washington Post-Times Herald music crick Paul Hume; Washington
Star music expert Day Thorpe and Variety bureau chief Herman
Lowe . . . CBS radio’s “News of America” back to its Washington origi¬
nation, with Bill Shadel as anchor man.

IN PHILADELPHIA

...

John Foster Dulles will guest on Evening Bulletin Forum, over
WCAU-TV (26) . . . Fred Waring and his Pennsylvanians are playing
a one-nighter at the U. of Pennsylvania’s Irvine Auditorium (21) as an
aid to Navy Recruiting Service . . . WIP has been pacted to broadcast
all the Phillies games, home and away, for the third consecutive sea¬
son.
They will be heard over a network of 17 stations in Eastern
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware . . . Ted Allison, producer of
the “Steve Allison Show,” WPEN late-night session, is. off to Califor¬
nia to case Coast radio and TVers . . . Jeff Scott, former KYW disk
jockey now publicity man with local drug firm, is the producer of
NBC’s “Man in Shadow,” (March 6) documentary filmed inside men¬
tal hospital . . . Ramon Bruce, former WHAT disk jockey now in
Newark, N. J., has signed to produce and emcee rock ’n’ roll pack¬
age for a dozen Stanley Warner Jersey theatres presentations . . .
WKDN’s Art Milner is conducting series of “Mambo Nights,” new
feature at the Gloucester, N. J. Towne House.

IN CLEVELAND

...

Bob Nashick of Miami skedded for Storer flack post at WXEL-WJW
. . . Mannie Eisner WGAR doing radio chores for Red Cross drive ’. . .
Jeff Baxter named to WDOK disk staff . . . Milo Townes exited WSRS*
program directorship . . . Wes Hopkins takes on KYW 5 to 7:30 disk
stint . . . Fred Bohn moved to KYW-TV Sales . .\ Dick Wright named
program operation direction at WXEL . . . Jack Riley left Cleveland
Press for TV Guide ... Carl George, WGAR general manager back
from and Bob Forker, sales manager, goes to Florida . . . Robert
Robertson named WGAR public relations director . .“7 Janet K. Byers,
ex-WINS, named advertising-promotion director KYW ... Jo Devine,
John Gibbs, who promoted the
ex-WERE flack, now with the Red Cross . . . Louise Barber named
revival of filming activity in Ber¬
to WXEL-WJW publicity staff.
muda and has the primary lease on
the studios at Darrells Island, plans
to follow up with continued activity
for rest of 1956.
First of March
Leonard Kehl, formerly of KVOD, and Jim Kithcart, KBTV, have
producer resumes with pilot film moved to KMYR former as account executive and latter as announcer...
"Adventures of the Sea Hawk” di¬ John McRae, formerly manager of KSLV, Monte Vista, Colo., be¬
rected by Phil
(“Phenix
City comes sales coordinator of Community Service Network, headquarter¬
Story”) Karlson, starring George ing at KVOD, a member . . . Robert Fehr, salesman, .leaves KMYR,
O’Brien and produced by Guy moving to KVOD . . . John Bailey promoted from traffic and con- ,
Thayer Jr. for Roland Reed Pro¬ tinuity to national sales manager at KVQD.
Bailey’s post went to
ductions.
CBS then moves in to Shulom Kurtz, his assistant . . . KTVR planning to move to its own
do four half-hour Schlitz Playhouse building in suburbs . . . Grant Webb & Co. now representing KVOD
telefilms, and studio follows with nationally ... Tom Carlisle, announcer, leaves KLZ, moving to
full length, black and white fea¬ KBTV, to become late evening newscaster, taking the spot vacated
ture, “Bermuda Affair.” Heading when Bill Michelson left to join KOA-TV . . . Because of change in
tentative cast are Angela Lansbury, format Jean Mason was dropped from “Robot Quiz” by KBTV, and
Linda Darnell and John Ireland. is looking for a connection.
Eddie Sutherland directs the Rob¬
ert Shaw original script. Gibbs is
preparing big “A” pic in VistaKFJZ-TV, Fort Worth, set for play-by-play here Saturday (25) of
Vision and color to be followed by
39 more “Crunch & Des.”
The Southern IVlethodist U .-Arkansas U. backetball game from SMU, with
ex-TCU
gridder Judy Truelson at the mike . . . Gordon Sanders, KGKO
latter depends on reception of
Comic Gene
present series but NBC has had news editor, resigned to join KLIF’s news staff . . .
little difficulty selling it for na¬ Sheldon, in the Automobile Show here, guested on Jerry Haynes'
“Magazine,” WPAA-TV cross-the-board show . . . WRR dee jays Jim
tional markets.
Lowe, Eddie Hill and Ray Collier were joint .emcees on outlet’s “Disk
Bermuda seems well on the way
for Dimes” marathon benefit for polio, playing requested platters for
to becoming major film center and
25c and up . . . Vocalist Skip Fletcher, after an Army hitch, returned
local interests are beginning to feel
as a WFAA-TV “Magazine” staffer . . . Larry Monroe, KLIF d.j.,
that Darrells Island Studios may
upped by Gordon McLendon to program director at sister station,
well help to cushion Island’s con¬
WNOE,
New Orleans . . . Bill Burkett, news cameraman at KFJZ-TV,
tinued high standard for living
Fort Worth, joined the KLIF news staff herd. He’s an ex-WFAA-TV
should tourist business slack off.
newscaster here.
Plans for a second and more mod¬
ern sound stage are well in hand
and one of the local pubs has been
nicknamed Romanoff’s.
Si Bloom, former KDKA continuity writer who’s been at WBZ-TV

IN DENVER

...

IN DALLAS

...

IN PITTSBURGH

...

in Boston since last summer, back here to join Jay Reich agency s
copy staff and also to resume writing Buzz ’n’ Bill show on Channel 2
Columbus — Richard Reed has
. . . Dan McSweeney, advertising manager for TV Guide here, under¬
been named a sales account exec went surgery at the Shadyside Hospital . . . Norton T. Gretzler, foj>
at WLW-C, Columbus television merly with NBC in New York, has joined Ketchum, MacLeod «
station. For the past two years, Grove radio and tv department as a producer ... Jones Brewery has
Reed has been with WLW-C as bought daily Neenie Campbell “Sports Caravan” on WMCK. Camp*
. t
commerciaPoperations director. In bell is coach of championship McKeesport H.S. basketball team
his new capacity, he will work un¬ Russell Arms and his wife, Lisa Palmer, doing special half-hour musical
der C» R# Dodsworth, sales man¬ next Tuesday night over KDK4-TV kicking off Red. Qross drive here.
ager.
Vic Maitland Associates producing it

Vidpix Money In The Bank
; Continued from Pace 23 ;
tries Group of the bank,

“we’re

dealing more with companies now
and less with individuals.” Golden
points out that in today’s pattern,
the top telefilm distribs don’t need
financing • for a pilot film; they
have more than enough *cash on
hand for that. It’s when they sell
the pilot to a network or national
advertiser and. have to launch pro->
duction that th*y come'to the bank
for the loans.' In the past, it was
largely a matter of individuals who
came looking for pilot money'and
for additional financing when and
if they sold the pilot to a sponsor
or made a syndication deal with a
distributor.
Collateral Angles

RADIO-TELEVISION
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ding to raise the coin from the
bank.
As of recently, the bank has
moved into overseas financing as
well, case in point being TPA’s
syndicated “Count of Monte Cristo,” most of which was produced
in Britain. Bankers Trust London
branch put up part of the coin in
sterling, while the N.Y. office put
up dollars. Bank was enabled to
do this for the first time because
the show had been sold on com¬
mercial video in Britain, thus as¬
suring a'recoupment of the ster¬
ling outlay, and this pattern will
probably be followed for other
properties with transatlantic ex¬
posure and production.

Still another phase of financing
deals with putting up the coin to
enable distribs to acquire feature
In the case of a syndication loan, film product, and the bank’s most
it was usually a complex arrange¬ active clients in this field are Hygoment. involving, the use of the dis¬ Unity and M & A Alexander. Here
tributor’s
station
contracts
on too, the bank uses contracts on
other shows hs collateral. Under previous feature packages as col¬
the national or network setup, the lateral on the financing of new
advertiser’s contract, along with a acquisitions.
completion bond, is the collateral.
Bank puts up the coin for financ¬
ing of 38 pictures, for example,
with a contract from the sponsor
to pay for each picture two weeks
- —
after delivery and a completion == Continued from page 23
bond from another source guaran¬
of his minimum on reruns going
teeing that delivery, serving as the through 13th run, he now gets
collateral. Under such a system,
overall 140%, but in six runs. In
virtually any reliable producer or
other words, he will get his resid¬
distributor with a network sponsor
uals much faster and for first time
under contract can be pretty sure
be
paid
for ‘ that
second-run.
of financing for his
complete
Writers will now receive 35% of
series.
minimum for second run; 30%
On the syndicated side, finan¬
third run; 25 % each for fourth,
cing is still in effect, but it’s based
fifth and sixth runs.
Old pact
on the station contracts of either
paired off third, fourth, fifth, sixth
the producer or the distributor. In
runs., etc., so writer had to wait
the case of a producer, he must
a long time before receiving the
walk in either with a guarantee
residual loot.
from an established distrib, or
must havS on hand a previously . Anthology .teleplay Writers retain
produced ' property on which sta¬ all rights, but there are provisions
tion contracts can be put up as for specific delays in disposing of
collateral. A distributor must be feature film, live tv and radio
able to put up contracts on other rights. Producer has first refusal
shows. The newcomer to the field, of purchase of theatrical film
without this type of collateral, rights.
In a precedental proviso, epi¬
would usually find it tough sled¬

Vidpix Minanmms

sodic type teleplay writer will
henceforth share in rights. Rights
to such teleplays remain with pro¬
ducer, but with following break¬
down for payment to writer if pro¬
ducer exercises his rights: feature
films, $1,500 or 2% of above-theline costs (except script), whichever
is greater, to writers of all films
used in a single feature; tv sequel,
royalty of $225 for each episode,
plus rerun coin, these payments
also applying in case of sequelg to
anthology telefilms; radio, if rights
disposed of, 50% of producer’s coin
after deducting commitments'nec¬
essary to acquire material.
Additionally, new pact tightens
provisos against speculative work
by writers, situation Guild long has
felt been an abuse1 of the writer.
Also it clarified provision that all
fiat-deal employment is non-ex¬
clusive. Pact also includes provi¬
sions covering special problems re¬
garding
comedy-variety writers,
writers on audience-participation
shows and writers of sketches and
routines. Negotiations began last
Nov. 17.
WGA’s ATFP Strike Notice
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
WGA presented a proposed filmtv pact with major TV networks at
a meeting last night (Mon.). Deal
generally follows that with the ma¬
jor studio vidfilmeries. There’s one
important difference;
since no
agreement has been reached on a
definition of staff versus term
writers, the Guild feels this could
leave coverage of the freelance
pact unclear.
Consequently the
membership instructed negotiators
to return for clarification of this
issue before tfiey will okay pact.
Renegotiations with Alliance of
Television Film Producers, just be¬
gun, the Guild today (Tues.) served
a 60-day strike notice on producers
under terms of the Taft-Hartley
Act, this action being voted by the
membership.
Boston — Peter Hollander of
New York, who studied picture
making in Rome, was named film
director-cameraman for WGBHTV, Channel 2, this week by Park¬
er Wheatley, general manager of
Boston’s non-commercial educa¬
tional television station.

Pope’s Peppy Coastal Recording
No Longer ‘ShirttaiT Enterprise
Begun 'as an unimportant and
little-productive “slave operation”
to WHOM, N. Y., Coastal Record¬
ing Co. Inc. in seven years has
. ■ . . - Continued from pace 21 ——— moved into a fully-independent cor¬
porate status to become one of the
ABC-TV to CBS-TV. Its track rec¬ largest recording companies in the
ord is four, including the already country. Headed by Fortune Pope,
released
“Ransom!”
(originally owner of Italo-language paper II
“Fearful Decision”) and a legit en¬ Progresso and WHOM, company is
now searching for tv film facilities
try, probably next fall, in this sea¬ to service the same list of agencies
son’s “A Wind From the South.”
using its recording facilities. From
Kraft’s “Television Theatre” has “slave,” Coastal has grown to the
same gross income area as the
incubated four-for-films, most of
Pope radio station.
them of recent vintage after caus¬
Arthur Shaer,1 operating head
ing a stir with “Patterns.”
and cxec veep of Coastal, said the
So far, the highest price drawn company began with one tape ma¬
is the $100,000 for Aurthur’s “Shad¬ chine and no studio. On the rare
occasions it needed one, it whee¬
ow of the Champ,” under Bryna
dled it away from WHOM. %Shaer
(Kirk Douglas) and Jonathan Pro¬ took over Coastal some months
ductions, latter consisting of the .after it was begun, and in the
author and his tv partners, David years since it has permanently
Susskind and A1 Levy, who head token over two of WHOM’s four
Talent
Associates.
Chayefsky’s studios and bought out Fulton Re¬
“Catered Affair” pulled $50,000 cording almost a year and a half
from M-G, as did “Operation ago in order to get two other
Home,” by William M. Altman, studios.
from same studio. Altman, ex-as¬
Coastal’s annual billings intake
sociate producer of “Studio One” has jifrnped about 22 tim.es from
under Felix Jackson, left that show when It first started shooting for
some time ago, did some Bob Hope oulside business. Shaer said that
film scripts and is writing another most of the major N. Y. agencies
teleplay, “Favor for Sam,” for the are recording clients, many of
Westinghouse show.
them on an exclusive basis. Though
Among half-hour teleplays ear¬ 95% of the gross comes from
marked for film production is agencies, he pointed
o.ut that
Douglas Taylor’s “Five in Judg¬ Coastal handles a big share of
ment,” exposed on “Appointment MGM Records work, though the
With Adventure” by packaging diskery has its own studios. Coast¬
Talent' Associates, with Susskind al’s 12-man staff also handles la¬
doing the picture independently.
bels like Jubilee, Bethlehem and
George Orwell’s “1984,” fash¬ Tico, and the work of independent
ioned for “Studio One” by William jingle producers.
Templeton as the opener of a few
An ex-musician who worked, in
seasons ago, was bought by a Brit-, rbands and musical pits,until as re¬
ish indie for shooting in Italy. cently as three years ago, Shaer
Premiere shows have been film- couldn’t get past agency secretar¬
lucky.
In addition to "1984,” ies for the first 13 or 14 months at
there’s Reginald Rose’s “12 Angry Coastal. About the time some of
Men”
(“Studio
One”),
Joseph them got to know him, his boss
Schull’s “Black Wings” (“Alcoa Pope opened the vaults with ex¬
Hour”) and probably a couple of pansion of facilities in mind. After
two years, billings upped sixfold.
others.

‘TV-to-H’wood’

One Film Series, Alone, Cut Production Time 40% with
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3rd Year in Production! >

28.21

MILWAUKEE j

beats Ed Sullivan, What's
My Line, I Love Lucy, MilIon Berfe and others.

jj
?
>;

Variety

26.8 HOUSTON.
beefs Ed Sullivan, Whaf's
My Line, Arthur Godfrey, I
Love Lucy and others.

39.3 OMAHA

beats Jackie Gleason, Dis¬
neyland, George Gobel, Per¬
ry Como and others.
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- ARB City-By-City Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly chart op city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬

lime slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show; with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬

eau on a monthly basis.

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market.

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.
All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.

Abbre¬

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
(Co), comedy, (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;

tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,

(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), fports; (W), western; (Worn),
women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 ar,e VHF.

show in the specific market.

distributors rep the national sponsor for whom the film is aired.

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

Attention should be paid to time—day and

D1STRIB.

STATION

NEW YORK

DAY AND
TIME

Approx. Set Count—4,525,000

SHARE
(%)

JANUARY
RATING

SETS IN 1
|
USE

Thos? ad agencies listed as

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

RATING

„
.
WCBS (2), WRCA (4), WARD (5), WABC (7),
Stations-— WOR (9), WPIX (11), WATV (13)

..., .16.3. . .. .42.0... .39.0 Early Show; Rain or Shine.. WCBS ...
CBS News—D. Edwards. . WCBS ...
V
. 44 5. .. .32.0 Early Show; Rain or Shine.. WCBS ...
c14 2
CBS News—D. Edwards.. WCBS ...
Amos V Andy (Com)
. WCBS. .... CBS. . Sun. 2:00-2:30 _ . ... .13.9.... ..... 71.0... . 19.b Camera 9 Theatre.WOR ....
Great Gildersleeve' (Com). .. . . WRCA..NBC. .'. Tues. 7:00-7:30 ... .13.2.... . 42.5. .. .31.0 Early Show; Rain or Shine.. WCBS ...
CBS News—D. Edwards., WCBS ...
Star and the Story (Dr). .WRCA_ .... Official. . Sat. 7:00-7:30 . .13.1.... . 35.6... . 36.7 Gene Autry.....WCBS ...
Superman (Adv). .WRCA. .... Flamingo. . .Mon. 6:00-6:30 .... .11.8 .. .. .36.4... . 32.4 6 O’Clock Report.WCBS ...
Early Show.WCBS ...
(
Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) . WRCA. _Ziv. . Fri. 7:00-7:30 .... . .. . .11.3 .... .35.8... .31.5 Early Show; Rain or Shine.. WCBS*...
CBS News—D. Edwards.,. WCBS ...
Confidential File (Doc). WPIX.
.. Wed. 9:00-9:30 .. . .10.0.... .13.9... ....;. 71.9 Kraft TV Theatre.WRCA ..
Looney Tunes (Ch). . WABD..Guild... .. Mon.-Fri. 6:30-7:00 .10.7.... .31.0... .32.2 Various Competition.
Rheingold Theatre (Dr)...... .WRCA._ABC... Mon. 6:30-7:00 .. . .10.0. .. .. 20.0... _ 48.5 Studio One.WCBS .. .

1. Highway Patrol (Adv). . WRCA..... _Ziv. . Mon. 7:00-7:30
•
Mr a
WRCA
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
8.
10.

CHICAGO.

Approx. Set Count—-2,055,000

LOS ANGELES

_50.5. ....
MCA.
. .. 24.5
Sat. 10 00-10:30
_Ziv... ... Sun. 5:00-5:30'. .. .23.9. _61.5. ....
.... Ziv.:. ..... ... Sat. 10:30-11:00 . .. .23.2. _50.5. ....
.. .17.4. .... 27.6. ....
_Ziv.
Sat 5-00-5-30
... . ... 17.2 ...... _57.5. ....
.... Schwimmer_ ... .Tues. 10:30-11:00 ... . .. .16.3. .... 50.0. ....
_Interstate. ..“... .... Mon.-'Fri. 4:d0-4:30 ..,.. .16.2. .... 51.0. ....
.. .15.7. .... 32.8. ....
.... MCA. . .. .Tues. 10:00-10:30

Approx. Set Count—1,985,000

1. Superman (Adv). ... KTTV........ .. .Flamingo.....
2. Life of Riley (Com). .. .KTTV. .. .NBC.
3. Badge 714 (Myst) . ...KTTV. .. .NBC.
... Ziv...
5. Susie (Com). ...KTTV....... .. . TPA.
5. Amos V Andy (Com).... ...KNXT.,.. CBS.
7. My Little Margie (Com).. ...KTTV. .. .Official.
7. Confidential File (Doc)... ...KTTV....... ... Guild........
9. Life With Father (Com}.. ...KNXT. ...CBS.
10. Annie Oakley (W). ... KTTV.... . CBS..

BOSTON

0

.

48.5
38.7
45.8
634
-29.9
32.5
31.9
48.0

...WGN ....
... WBBM ..
...WGN ....
... WNBQ ...
... WBBM-.;
... WBKB :.

... 8.4
... 8.0
... 7.7
.. .29.8
... 8.4
...7.8

... WNBQ
... WNBQ
...WNBQ
.., WNBQ
. .. WNBQ

.. .12.8
...;2,8
.. .13.0
.. .13.0
...17.4

..
..
..
..
..

KNXT (2), KRCA (4), KTLA (5), KABC (7),
(9), KTTV (11), KCOP (13)

Stations-KHJ

. . . ...,. .22.8. .... 39,4....
.. .21.6.... _32.4_
... .20.9 .... .... 33,4....
..
... .18.6.... _29.2_
.18.6.... _52.0....
.Mon. 7:30-8:00 ., .17.1.... .... 28.4....
.15,9.... .... 26.1....
.Fri. 7:00-'7:30 ... .15.4.... _28.8....
.....15.1...30.0. ..

_Sat. 7:00-7:30
_Mon. 8:30^9:00.... Sat. 7:30-8:00
.Mon. 9:00-9:30
.... Sat. 8:00-8:30

.... 57.9
.'... 66.9
.... 62.6
, 73 8
.... 63.6
_35.8
_60.2
.... 61.0
.... 53.7
.... 50.5

Hometown Jamboree. . KTLA
Godfrey’s Talent Scouts.... . KNXT
Big Surprise. , KRCA
. KNXT
Perry Como.... . KRCA
The Christophers. . KTTV
Studio. One.... . KNXT
Alfred Hitchcock Presents.. . KNXT
Cavalcade of Sports. . KRCA
Studio 5>7... .'. *. KABC

9.o
.14.6
.i5.a
.35.3
.18.1
...... 6.9'.19.3
.18.6
.22.7
.14.5

Stations—WBZ- (4) , WNAC (7)

Approx. Set Count—-1,250,000

Sun. 7 00-7-30 ... .28.7 ... .51.0. .. '56.0 Range Rider. WBZ ...
Mon 7-00-7-30 . .. 27 7 . . .65.5. .. 42.2 Wyatt Erp. WBZ ...
Nightly Newsteller. WBZ ...
, .Sun. 10:30-11:00 ,.27.1... .65.5. .. 41.4 Masquerade Party. WBZ ...
3. Man Behind the Badge (Myst) .WNAC.
TV
News Reporter.. WBZ ...
. Fri. 6:30-7:00 ..,.26.8 ... .75.0. .. 35.7
WNAC.
Annie Oakley. WBZ ...
WBZ ...
~5. Wild Bill Hickok (W) . ;wnac ;
. Tues. 6:30-7:00 , .26.4... .77.0....... .. 34.2
Johnny Mack Brown ...".. WBZ ...
6. Range Rider (W). . WBZ. . .
. Sun. 7:00-7:30 .. .....26.2...
.. 56.0 Waterfront .. WNAC ..
7. Mr. District Attorney (Myst). .WNAC. ... . Ziv. .. . .Tues. 10:30-11:00 .v.23.7...
.. 39.2 Studio 57... WBZ ...
8. Badge 714 (Myst). . . .*. .WNAC. .NBC...... . Wed. 6:30-7:00 . ..21.3... . 70.5....... .. 30.2
WBZ ...
Hopalong Cassidy. WBZ ...
9. Ellery Queen (Myst). WNAC. .TPA. . Fri. 10:30-11:00 ,..21.2 ... . 50 0 . .. 42 5
WBZ ...
Madison Square Garden.. WBZ ...
10. Western Marshal (W). . WNAC. .NBC. . Wed. 7:30-8:00 . .20 0 ... .51 0. ' _39 3 flnlrp Time
., WBZ ..,
News Caravan. WBZ ...
WNAC
2. I Led 3 Lives (Dr). WNAH

SEATTLE-TACOMA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Life of Riley (Com).
Death Valley Days (W).
Highway Patrol (Adv).
My Little Margie (Com).
Mr. District Attorney (Myst)
Western Marshal (W).
Annie Oakley (W).

MCA

Approx. Set Count—400,000
.KING. . .NBC. . Thurs. 7:30-8:00 ,
.KING. .
. Sun. 9:00-9:30 ..
.KOMO.
. .Thurs. 7:30-8:00
.KOMO.
. .Mon. 7:30-8:00 .
.KING..
. Fri. 9:00-9:30 . ..
.KING.. .NBC. . Wed. 6:00-6:30 .,
.KING.. .CBS .*. .. . Fri. 6:00-6:30 ..

_26.9

Stations—WBBM (2), WNBQ (5), WBKB (7), WGN (9)

Wrestling .
Omnibus..
Wrestling . -.
Lux Video Theatre..
Annie Oakley.
The Unexpected.
Various Competition....
Weatherman ..
News—Angeil .
,. ..15.7. .... 34.0. .... 46.1‘ Weatherman .
8. D. Fairbanks Presents (Dr).., . WBKB. .... ABC. ....Thurs. 10:00-10:30
News—Angeil ....
10. Soldiers of Fortune (Adv). . .. WBKB. .... MCA. ... .Sun. 5:30-6:00 ..,...14.5..,.. .... 36.2. .... 40.0 Roy Rogers....
WNRQ
2. Cisco Kid (W). .WBKB.
3. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv). WN14Q.
4. Highway Patrol (Adv)...... .WBKB. ...
WRIfR
6. Championship Bowling (Sp). . WNBQ.
-7. Little Rascals (Ch). . WBKB.
8. Studio 57 (Dr). . WBKB.

.. .10.2
.. .10.2
... 7.8
... 7.8
... 1.9
.. .13.2
.. .13.2
.. .12.7
... 7.6
... 7.6
... 9.0
... 9.0
.. . 24.0

....26.2
....13.2
....13.2
....13.8
.... 7.1
.... 7.1
.... 5.6
....5.6
....28.7
....14.5
.... 7.2
.... 7.2
....18.0
....18.0
_17.7
....17.7

Stations— KOMO (4), KING (5), KTNT (11), KTVW (13)
.37 2 ... . 63 0 ... .
. 57 0 . t t,
.32.9 ... .51 5 .
.24.5 ... . 42 0 .
.23.9 ... .45.0.
.23.6 ... . 61.0 .
. 23.5 ...
56 5

8. Badge 714 (Myst). . KING.. .nIkc. . Fri. 9-30-10-00
93 0
9. Superman (Adv)... .KING..
.Tues. 6:00-6:30 ., ...... .21.5 ... . 54 5 . , ,
*
Wild - Bill»Hickok (W>,. .KING..
• Thurs. 6:00-6:30 ,
50.5.

50 0

61 5
63 5
58 3
52 7

38 7
41 6

3<>iJ3
421.7

KTNT
KTNT
, KING
. KTNT
. KOMO
, KOMO
JECTNT
CBS Nows—D. Edwards. . KTNT
1
« i-,1 .
KTNT
KOMO
JKOMO
.Grand Qlft

..
..
..
..
.
.
..

....121
...joa
....15,7

..

.... 81

....17-0
.... 14.2
.... 8.0
.... 81

.. ... .13.9
. .... 8.4
. . .;v ji.7
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‘Belvedere Rolls
As Telepix Series
Hollywood, Feb. 21:
"Mr. Belvedere” series went be¬
fore the carheras this week at
20th-Fox’s TCF-TV Productions,
with Reginald Gardiner in the
title role occupied in the feature
film versions by Clifton Webb. Cast
in the initial episode are Eddie
Bracken, Zasu Pitts and Margaret
Hayes, with John L. Greene and
Peggy Chantler scripting, Irving
Asher as exec producer and James
Kern directing. This marks 20th’s
third series in television, others
being the "20th-Fox Hour” for
General Electric and "My Friend
Flicka” for Colgate.
Series is being repped for na¬
tional sale by GAC-TV, the tele
arm of General Artists Corp.,
which sold the other two proper¬
ties. No sale will be finalized until
the initial film is delivered.

Film Producers Assn.
Elects Lawrence Prexy
Robert Lawrence, head of the
commercials-industrials production
outfit which bears his name, was
elected president of the Film Pro¬
ducers Assn, of New York last
week. He .succeeds Walter Lowendahl, exec v.p. of Transfilm, as
head of the association of commer¬
cial producers.
Other officers elected were Har¬
old . Wondsel of Sound Masters,
v.p.; Cal McKeon of Caravel Films,
secretary; and Edward Lamm of
Pathescope Co. of America, treas¬
urer. New directors are Lowendahl; Pete Mooney of Audio Pro¬
ductions; David Pincus (another
ex-prez of FPA) of Caravel Films;
C. M. Foutz of Academy Pictures
and Jack Henderson of Sarra. FPA
also named a committee to meet
with the American Assn, of Film
Producers of Chicago there Sat¬
urday (25) to discuss formation of
a national film producers associa¬
tion, with other producers from
the midwest, west and south also
slated to attend the huddle.

t/A‘RIE'TY

TV-FILMS

Chas. Schneer Gets Nod
PORTER JOINS LEVITT
On 'Web’ Vidfilm Series
IN SG’S EXPANSION
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
Producer’s spot on new Screen
Gems vidpix series, "The Web,”
went to Charles Schneer, former
producer for Sam Katzman’s Clo¬
ver Productions. Initialler, "After
the Fact,” went before cameras last
week.
Director of "Fact” is Fred F.
Sears. It’s from A. J. Russell-R. T.
Marcus teleplay, based on a Mar¬
cus original. Paul Frees has been
set as permanent host of the se¬
ries, to be produced by Web Pro¬
ductions.

Screen Gems’ personnel expan¬
sion continued last week with the
appointment of David Porter, for¬
mer v.p. in charge of Cosmopoli¬
tan for Hearst Magazines, as man¬
ager of- national sales. Porter fol¬
lows another ex-Hearst exec, Rob¬
ert D. Levitt, who last week was
named director of national sales,
into the Screen Gems fold.
Porter was with Cosmo for three
years, moving there after a fiveyear hitch in the ad department
of Printers Ink. Following a war¬
time stint as information officer
of the War Production Board, he
moved
into the trade mag field,
UM&M Staff Expansion
first with Chain Store Age and
To Implement Par Shorts later with FM Business. Before the
With its acquisition of the Para¬ war he was with Strauss Bros, In¬
mount short library an accomp¬ vestment Co. & Security Super¬
visors in Chicago.
lished fact and sales on the pack¬
age getting into high gear, UM&M
TV Corp. last week set three key
appointments, with Irving Feld
named to the post of eastern sta¬
tion sales manager, Frank Soule
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
as non-theatrical sales manager and
John L. D. Peters advertising man¬
In three-cornered negotiations,
ager.
Martin Branner, creator of the 31Feld is former eastern sales man¬ year-old "Winnie Winkle” comic
ager of Motion Pictures for Tele¬ strip, is dickering with June Havoc
vision, prior to which he was with to star in a telefilmization of his
Mark VII Productions and headed property. Meanwhile, Screen Gems
up his own syndication company, is reported talking a vidproducTel-America. He’ll concentrate on tion deal with Branner in N. Y.
the 1,600 Paramount shorts and the
Miss Havoc, currently starring in
179 Walter Lantz cartoons. Soule, Allied Artists’ "Three for Jamie
most recently with Guild Films in Dawn,” would draw a large partici¬
their MPTV division,- was with pation plus salary if telepix deal is
Eagle-Lion and Republic previous¬ finalized, plus a cut on the mer¬
ly, while Peters is former traffic chandising end.
manager of the Hilton & Riggio
agency.

Dicker June Havoc For
‘Winnie Winkle’ Series

Oswald’s SG Deal
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
Inked to a multiple pix deal with
Screen Gems, Columbia Pictures
video subsid, is director- Gerd
Oswald, formerly pacted to 20thFox.
First assignment for Oswald is
"And the Birds Still Sing,” initial
telefilm of the new. "Mystery
Writer Theatre” series being pro¬
duced by Sam Bischoff and David
Diamond for SG.

Bruen’s New OF Status
Wells Bruen has been upped to
assistant sales manager at Official
Films, working under sales v.p.
Herman Rush. Bruen, who re¬
turned to Official a few months
back after a stint at the George
Hollingsbery station rep outfit, has
been concentrating on N. Y. sales
and on liaison work with the reps
to push national spot business for
stations using Official’s shows.
He'll continue with the rep liaison
in his new capacity.

Wfll Feature Film Backlogs Affect
Syndicated Series? Pros Vs. Cons
By DAVE KAUFMAN

made for tv, even in its second run,
will be more appealing than stale
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
movies.”
Leaders in the vidpix field are
On the other side of the coin,,
sharply divided over the potential
effect of the major film studios Powell remarked "if the studios
unloading their backlogs into tv, all unload, there is the possibility
with some averring the oldie pix it will have a great effect on residu¬
won’t change the picture in any als for a couple of years. How¬
way, while others take the oppo¬ ever, it won’t affect network shows.
site view, that it will endanger the There is just so much time avail¬
value of residuals and hit syndi¬ able, and these pictures being
cated vid^eries particularly hard. shown on tv means there will be
RKO has sold its backlog to tv; less time available for reruns.”
Much the same view was ex¬
Warner Bros, is close to a deal;
Columbia is selling some; Republic pressed by TPA exec producer
Leon
Fromkess, who said: "It can’t
is unloading most of its backlog,
and 20th-Fox may sell some vint¬ help but have an adverse affect.
The
more
film that’s out, the more
age product.
j
competition there is for time.”
Jack Webb, Desi Arnaz and
Meridian producer Bill Self
Danny Thomas take the stand that acknowledged "it will hurt : the
the influx of oldies won’t affect residual values. I don’t see how
the value of residuals, or arty other it can help but do that. Residual
aspect of tv pix. But Hal Roach values are dropping every year as
Jr., Dick Powell, Leon Fromkess more and more good series go into
and William Self don’t share their reruns.”
optimism.
Hal Roach Jr., producer and
Webb declared he felt the influx head of his own studio, said he felt
of oldies to tv was a "progressive” syndicated shows would be hard¬
move, that he was for it 100%. "I est hit, also that it would have
don’t think it will affect tv one bit. some effect on residuals. "On your
We will be forced to make better one and two station markets,
half-hour pictures.
The viewer where time is hard to get, there
comes first, I think, and when they will still be a market for vidpix.
begin seeing some of these old pic¬ The sponsor prefers these because
tures which are terrific, it will he can strongly identify his prod¬
give us all something to. shoot at. uct with them, much more so than
Feature films always make a great¬ with old movies.”
er impression, <abut I wonder how
often they can be repeated, where¬
as on ‘Dragnet’ we repeat continu¬
ally and the price holds up. Much
will depend on the price they ask * "Man Called X” becomes the
10th Ziv series to undergo dubbing
stations for these old movies.”
‘Don’t Have Same Appeal’: Arnaz into Spanish, with the Barry Sul¬
In the same vein, Arnaz com¬ livan starrer due to go into Latin
mented "the old pictures will American distribution May 1. Dub¬
never be in the prime time. Our bing is being done at Z.iv’s Mexico
stuff is made especially for tv, and City studios, and when completed
I don’t believe our residuals will will bring the total number of Ziv
be affected. . Some extra special episodes with Spanish tracks to
pictures might do well, but not. over 900.
Ziv figures it has a built-in sales „
many would be good enough for
prime time. These pictures have extra via the fact that several epi¬
aged: they don’t have the same ap¬ sodes feature Cc.itral and South
American backgrounds shot by Ziv
peal today.”
Said Thomas: "Desirability and and local cameramen for the Coastquality are important. Something based production.

‘X’ As Spanish Entry

...PARDON
US
FOR
CROWING...

BUT we can't help feeling that
way about delivering the two
highest-rated audience partici¬

"STRIKE.IT RICH”

pation shows in daytime televi¬
sion for our sponsor Colgate

with a 15.2*

and

Palmolive Company.

"THE RIG PAYOFJF”

i4.e

WALT FRAMER PRODUCTIONS
1150 Avenue of the Americas
New York 36, N. Y.
OXford 7-3322
P.S>: We have others worth crowing about
available for sponsorship.

* The latest Nielsen ratings.
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hottest
bonus

During the summer season, NBC’s three great network television participation programs—
TODAY, HOME, TONIGHT—offer extra

savings for advertisers through the

T-H-T SUMMER INCENTIVE PLAN
This plan, in effect from May 30th through September 2nd, offers bonus T-H-T participa¬
tions in addition to regular discounts. . . means that you can earn up to 50% in dividends
on your summer advertising . . . and guarantees you T-H-T’s year-round, high-quality
programming at summer prices.

Wednesday, February 22, 1956

VARIETY

: 37 -

Last year 28 national advertisers used this money-saving plan. This year 31 (including
many repeaters) have already signed up, with the summer buying season hardly begun.
Your NBC Sales Representative is now ready to tell you about the Summer Incentive Plan
and how you can cash in on the tremendous personal selling power of the three great T-H-T
stars, Dave Garroway, Arlene Francis and Steve Allen.
\

Exciting things are happening on

NBC TELEVISION

l J*

A

RADIO-TELEVISION
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Cincy’s Away Games

Radio Reviews
ADVENTURES IN JAZZ
With Sidney Gross; Duke Elling¬
ton, guest
Producer-Writer: Gross
Director: David Allen
30 Mins., Thurs., 5 p.m.
WNYC, N. Y.
WNYC, the station owned and
operated by New York City, annu¬
ally undertakes one of the most
ambitious projects in local' audio.
It’s called “The American Music
Festival” and the outlet reworks
most of its programming to fit the
native theme for the 11-day period
between the birthdays of Lincoln
and Washington. It offers a diver¬
sity of free concerts (for pewsters
and homebodies) and “specials” to
interestingly fleck the day.
One of the typical “Festival” in¬
novations was last Thursday’s (16)
session with Sidney Gross on his
weekly “Adventures in Jazz.” As
a rule the cockney-accented jazz
expert plays and digests foreign
sidemen, but latterly session was
thrown in honor of Duke Elling¬
ton. Batoner provided excellent
impetus, via his nice-sounding mu¬
sic on records, for tracing jazz
chronology. But whether Ellington
deserved Gross’ unfettered plaud¬
its as being the greatest—or for
that matter, being the most rep¬
resenting of jazzmen—might be
debated. Nothing special came of
the five-minute interview with the
famous musician, though the way

Gross played it. the vis-a-vis came
off as a pleasant, fluffy piece.
A stanza picked at random on
Saturday (18) proved the ambi¬
tiousness of the Festival. At a con¬
cert in Greenwich House Music
School Auditorium that night, Sam
Raphling conducted the premiere
of his one-act opera in English,
“Dr.
Heidegger’s
Experiment.”
Dramatically, it seems to be unproducable since the “experiment”
concerned itself with the trans¬
formation of four old people into
youngsters and then back into old¬
sters. The music was rather list¬
less and the voices rather good,
but, more important, the trial and
error of experiment was fitting in
the framework of the Festival.
Art.

Cincinnati, Feb. 21.
Direct coverage of the Cincin¬
nati Reds’ out-of-town games will
be inaugurated this season by
WSAI for Burger Beer with Waite
Hoyt and his assistant. Jack
Moran, doing the play-by-play.
Same treatment continues from
Crosley Field on home games.
It’s the first time in 14 years of
broadcasting that road games will
not be dramatized from tele¬
graphed descriptions.
Also the
first time that Burger’s exclusive
radio-tv rights will be shared, the
video end going to Hudepohl Beer
and Ford Dealers on WLW-T with
Marck Scott and George Bryson,
•from the Pacific Coast, as an¬
nouncers.

Running a Network

LET’S TAKE A LOOK
Continued from page 19
With Sheldon Goldstein
least in its 8:30 spot.) But Wed¬
Producer-director: Irv Fink
nesday poses a serious question on
Writer: John Bens
General Electric’s continued spon¬
15 Mins.: Tues, 2:15 p.m.
sorship of the “20th-Fox Hour.”
KUOM, Minneapolis
“Let’s Take a Look” series of 13 Of GE’s major stake on the threeshows, a U. of Minnesota non¬ network programming rosters, this
commercial radio station KUOM is the one that-shapes up as the
presentation, delves into Minne¬ most dubious entry on a cost-persota’s beginning and its develop¬ thousand payoff. With CBS now
ment as a state, revealing its"hris- blueprinting its hour-long “Perry
tory from prehistoric days to the Mason” mysterioso film series (un¬
present in terms of occupational
progress. It also takes a gander at der its new Paisan Productions
the hows and whys behind state deal), the network may pitch this
immigration in the 19th century as a substitute show for the fall.
and concludes with noted past and
At NBC, the “scanning the fall
present Minnesotans’ biographical hofizons” activity is, if anything,
sketches.
just as hectic. = Sunday’s (opposite
Social study series is .aimed Ed Sullivan) 8 to 9 “Comedy Hour”
principally at in-school listeners in doesn’t figure to survive the . sea¬
the intermediate and junior high son, unless the Nielsen-Trendex
school grades. But, if the teeoff is tallies turn up a miracle, and some
a representative sample, it also
seems certain to enlist a large quarters say “don’t be surprised if
adult audience, inasmuch as the. Walter Winchell shows up in the
opener held so much of. interest hour next season.” Tuesday 8 to
and entertainment as well as edu¬ 9 will undergo, drastic surgery with
cation. That it will achieve the •probability of a major extravaganza
main aim of stimulating classroom (maybe 90 minutes) turning up as
thinking and discussion 'is a good a showcase for the “dynamite per¬
bet.
sonalities” such as Bob Hope, Mar¬
Producer-d i r e c 10 r Irv Fink; tin & Lewis, and possibly Dinah
writer John . Bens and. . narrator Shore ' and Eddie Fisher, ampng
Sheldon Goldstein rate kudos for' others.
their fine sense of drama which
Format Scrapping
gives stunning impact to the de¬
Looming large in the network’s
scriptive recital. Musical accom¬
thinking,
it’s reported, is the pos¬
paniment and sound effects con¬
LANCASTER, PENNA. tribute much to a stirring and sible-scrapping of the current 7:30
to 8 music-&-news format, thus
vivid unfoldment.
NBC and CBS
Initial show revealed Minne¬ paving the way for Miss Shore and
sota’s volcanic and glacial origin Fisher to move into the “spec bigand then dramatically traced the time.” Both, ate prize personali¬
archaeological' development ties on the NBC roster and it’s the
■through the melting mountains conviction that their fullblown po¬
and rocks and the receding sea un¬ tentials are being dissipated in
til the modern state was bom.
Educational' in an entertaining, their present early evening cap¬
way, . “Let’s Take a Look” per¬ sule berths, what with the com¬
forms one of 'radio's principal bined CBS and ABC competition
functions and also stacks up as an¬ having, pretty much the best of it.
other of the many . KUOM worth¬ What Camel decides to do on its
7:45 to 8 John Cameron Swayze
while and meritorious projects.
Rees,
news may be a determining: factor
in the reshuffle of the- cross-theMAYER OF THE MORNING
board half-hour.
210 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Sat. 6 a.m.
the Channel 8
Eastman-Kodak isn’t figured to
Participating
stay beyond this season with the
KYW, Cleveland
Multi-City
“Screen
Directors Playhouse” film
Back again in the morning disk
spot, Bill Mayer takes over the entry (client’s unhappiness with the
Market.
show
isn’t
exactly a secret), and
segment once occupied by the
“Morning Bandwagon.” No new¬ Borden’s sponsorship of the Thurs¬
Consider the
comer either to Cleveland or day “People’s Choice” in ’56-’57 is
morning audiences, Mayer has al¬ an iffy thing. NBC has some am¬
fads:
ready clicked in the shellac spin¬ bitious plans for Friday night, in¬
ning stanzas as an easy-to-take volving a possible shift of the Rob¬
population—
disk jockey whose friendly chit¬ ert Montgomery dramatic show in
chat and good music taste sets him 90-minute form. They’re still try¬
apart from the familiar pattern ing to work this one out.
3Vi million;
that typifies the deejay of today.
Meanwhile the networks, to sol¬
The overall 210 minutes are punc¬
TV sets—
tuated by several newscasts, and a idify their respective positions, are
looking like mad for so-called cre¬
five-minute
weather
stint
called
917,320;
“Almanac.” Along with his rec¬ ative people who might have the
ords, Mayer, handles the brief and right answers. They’re worth their
yearly effective
vital report^ on- time, - road- condi¬ weight in gold.
tions, etc.-for both his auto and
buying income
home audience. A healthy portion
of participating commercials attest
—$5V:2 billion.
,to his pleasant personality and'
■ showmanship.
Mark.
Continued from page 21
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TV Drama Mill

Channel 8 Multi-City Market
Harrisburg
York
Hanover
Gettysburg
Chambersburg
Waynesboro'
Frederick
Westminster
Carlisle
Sunbury
Martinsburg

Reading
Lebanon
Pottsville
Hazleton
Shamokin
Mount Carmel
Bloomsburg
Lewisburg
lewistown
Lock Haven
Hagerstown

♦w.T.itTOflAH
\ STEINMAN STATION
CtyIR McCOLLOUGH, PRES.
Repriwitatfvei:

MEEKER TV, INC.
New York
lot Angeles

Chicago
San Francisco

WORLD OF NORDINE
With Ken Nordine
Producer: Alan Beaumont
15 Mills.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 4 p.m.
NBC, from Chicago.
NBC is brewing a rather differ¬
ent cup of late afternoon tea for
■ housewives with this one-man sus| tainer out of its Chi shop. Format
! has Ken Nordine chinning poetry
i and making with offbeat patter
around some records, all designed
for casually intimate listening.
On opener (20) Nordine gave a
high mellifluous reading of a ro. mantic sonnet and closed with
Eugene Fields’ old standby “Little
Boy Blue.” Between there were a
variety of disks and quickie com¬
ments about some feature items
culled from recent news.
Hardly a blockbuster, but Nordine’s personal approach to listen¬
ing ladies, in sort of longhair Ted
Malone style, is unique enough to
stand out in AM’s deejay deluge.
Dave.

the show with his adaptation of
the Margaret WebSter-Felix Salten
play, “Royal Highness.” Mai Wald
and Jack Jacobs plane in from
the Coast this week for final revi¬
sions on their Alcoa-Goodyear orig¬
inal, “Man On Fire,” to be pre¬
sented March 4.
Abby Mann, with two “Robert
Montgomery * Presents” originals,
does a third, “Night Without
Sleep,” on “Star Tonight” March
8. Arnold Peyser, currently super¬
vising producer on NBC “Monitor,”
makes his dramatic writing debut
with an adaptation of “The Last
Billionaire” by Lynn Root for
“Studio One.”
Jack Kelsey’s original, “Footlight Fever,” will be presented via
Alcoa-Goodyear Hour latter part of
March. Kelsey, who commutes
from Ajijic, Mexico, wrote “Un¬
dertow,” which was presented on
the NBC-TV series last December.

New York
Lela Swift renewed as director
of Borden’s daytime strip, "Date
[with Life,” via Ashley - Steiner
| agency . . . Same outfit also ne¬
gotiated pacting of Woody Kling,
ex-Milton Berle scripter, as writer
of Will Rogers ‘Jr.’s “Good Morn¬
ing” show on CBS-TV . . . Joe Liss
signed as head writer on Herb
Sussan unit of “Wide Wide World”
for remainder of season . . . Joseph
Sclirgnk working on March 5 “Pro¬
ducers’ Showcase” presentation of
“Caesar and Cleopatra”—his fourth
“Showcase” assignment this sea¬
son . . , Leonard Valenta renewed
as “Big Story” director.. . . Antho¬
ny Spinner set as associate story
editor of NBC’s “lyiatinee” show
in the east.
Bob Weitman has returned from
Florida vacation to take up his new
duties as v.p. of program develop¬
ment for CBS-TV . . . HeraldTribune syndicate has picked up
Buffalo Evening News, Philadel-'
phia Inquirer, Oakland (Cal.) Trib¬
une as outlets for Marie Torre’s
daily tv column. Syndicate plans
campaign to sell femme columnist
throughout country ... TV direc¬
tor-writer Norman Felton, who has
directed “Robert Montgomery Pre¬
sents.” and the U. S. Steel and Al¬
coa shows, has given up tv direc¬
tion temporarily to direct the new
Theatre Guild Broadway produc¬
tion—“Affair of Honor,” which will
reach Broadway next month. He
has also written an original, “Two
Tickets For Tena,” which will be
presented within a few weeks by
Kraft.
Blackstone the Magician has
been signed as conferencier ' of
“The Magic Question,” a magicquiz being packaged by William
Tell Productions . . . Hal Persons,
ex-tradepaper
reporter,
joined
Circle Film Laboratories as ad¬
vertising and sales promotion man¬
ager . . . Grey Advertising expand¬
ing its office space and moving its
media and research departments
into new quarters April 1 . . .
Harold D. Cohen, lawyer with the
Ashley-Steiner *agency and previ¬
ously with the William Morris
office, joined ABC as assistant to
Jim Stabile, v.p. in charge of busi¬
ness affairs . . . Dick Robbihs and
Ed Finch of the Richard S. Robbins
radio-tv merchandising-sales pro¬
motion outfit, planed to Europe to
survey the promotion potential of
the European market for U.S.
products^. ".. Harold Goldman, sales.
v.p. of National Telefilm Associates,,
recovering from minor surgery at
,Flower-5th aVe. hospital . . . Bar¬
bara OlSan, formerly producer with
Goodson-Todman, back in town
after a year in Europe . . . Bob
Windt, publicity chief of CBSColumbia, off for the Coast for the
special opening of the setmaking
firm’s L.A. distributor with a shin¬
dig set for Television City Sunday
(26) . . . Frank Heller, producer at
the Goodson-Todman office, off
with the family for a two-week
vacation at Acapulco and Mexico
City . . . Mary Astor set for the
lead in “I Am Her Nurse” on “Star
Stage” March 2, with Pat Smith
and Phillip Abbott in supporting
roles in the George Beliak teleplay.
. . . Judy Johnson leaves cast of
Robert Q. Lewis daytimer March 2
on account of the stork, third to do
so in the past couple of years,
others being Lois Hunt and Betty
Clooney . . . Jane Pickens gets the
“Human Relations Award for 1955”
from
Meadowbrook Lodge
&
Chapter of B’nai B’rith for her
work on behalf of United Cerebral
Palsy, Salvation Army, Girl Scouts
and other causes tonight (Wed.).
. . . Ed Feldman, formerly with
Chad Productions and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, and Rita Cum¬
mings, transferring from the Coast
office, joined the New York staff
of United Productions of America
(UPA), with Feldman in the agen¬
cy-client liaison 'setup aqd Miss
Cummings handling publicity for
the animation studio . . . True
Boardman, writer-director for John
Sutherland Productions, in town
for a meeting with American Tele¬
phone & Telegraph execs on what’s
described as a “major film project
now in production” . ; . Hal Fried¬
man (Kudner Agency) lecturing
this week at U. of Michigan on
Radio, Dynamos & TV” . . . Miami
Productions Inc. (MPI), telefilm
and commercial production outfit
based m Miami, has opened a New
York branch With Bertrand Berns
m charge as production supervisor.
Alan M. Baskin and Bob Eshlinger
continue to direct operations from
M.1?1"1 • * -Peggy Phillips, whose
Always Welcome” will be done
on “Studio One” Feb. 27, has three
more full hour shows scheduled

v s mat¬
inee Theatre.” They are “The Shin¬
ing Palace,” “Her Son’s Wife” and
“The Lark Shall Sing.”
Ralph Stantley, who plays re¬
porter Zarko Franks*of the Hous¬
ton Chronicle on “Big Story” (24),
was flown to Texas to meet the
scribe and make on-the-scene film
footage for integration into the
show . . . Virginia Payne, who
enacts “Ma Perkins,” and Doug¬
las Parkhirst of “Second Mrs. Bur¬
ton,” “Road of Life” and “Wendy
Warren,” to appear in B’way
Chapel Players’ “Thunder Rock”
for 10 Sundays at B’way Congrega¬
tional Church starting Feb. 26 . . .
Roger W. Stoner to CBS-TV traffic
dept, as communications supervi¬
sor under Lawrence B. Gumbinner . . . Mildred Vigderhouse to
p.r. firm of Ruder & Finn as tv
placement specialist after series of
stints as radio-tv consultant on
charity drives , T . Buddy Piper,
pinchhitter for^Jack Barry on
“Winky Dink,” in “salute” to
George Washington today (Wed.)
on "Howdy Doody” with the help
of Winnie the Wonderbird. Inci¬
dentally, “Winky” moves to 11-a.m.
Saturdays and “Mighty Mouse
Playhouse” to 10:30 in an ex¬
change starting April 7 on CBS-TV.
Beverly Lunsford again on the
Robert Montgomery show next
Monday (27) . . . Guest list for Ray
Heatherton’s WABC-TV “Celebrity
Club Matinee” today (Wed.) com¬
prises Joseph Schildkraut, Nanette
Fabray, Signe Hasso and Robert
Rounseville . . . 14-year-old Peggy
Bishop got the nod (via the Henry
Brown agency) to do the new
series of Coca-Cola- commercials
under the new aegis of McCannErickson . . . Peggy Lobin doing
voice dubbing in Italian screen
treatment of “The Respectful
Prostitute”

INDUSTRIAL HEART
OF THE TRI-STATE AREA

*7^ 4

TUat 2,uee*

- 316,000 watts of V. H. F. power

WHTN-TVV.T
Grtater Huntington Theatre Corp.
Huntington^ W. Vai

Huntington 3-0105

:FOR SALE::
OR LEASE
Recently Remodeled

4-ST0RY OFFICE BLDG.
at 351 Wost ^tth St.

Now Occupied by
AMERICAN THEATRE WING
(Available by June 30, 1954)
Ideal space, with self-service el¬
evator, includes auditorium with
stage and sound-proof rehearsal
rooms. Also, executive offices with
tiled bath Sc shower. Approximate¬
ly 7,500 sq. ft., of which 1.700
sq. ft. is basement space.
GRACEMONT CORF.
47 W. 44th St., N.Y.C.

MU 7-4171

LEADING MIDWEST
CLEAR CHANNEL
radio station with VHF-TV needs 2 talented
personalities. Ability to do ad-lib show with
talent-musicians'a must. Staff work also Im¬
portant, Only exparienced—employed persons
need apply.BOX VVI378. VARIETY
154 W. 46th Stroot, New York 36, N. Y.

RESUMES IMPRINTED
ON REVERSE OP
YOUR 8 x 10 PHOTO
100 Imprints, 7.50 — 50' Imprints, 6,j0
Special rates on othor size photos
8IX-H0UR SERVICE
50 resumos prlntod on bond paper. 3.90
SALMON-TOWER LETTER SERVICE
Suita 1663, II W, 42nd St., N. Y., LO 4-73lo
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39

for AUDIENCE IMJPACT... SALESMANSHIP...
and TOP PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

/

/

you can’t beat.,.

/

/
>

GERTRUDE BERG
and the famous
.

; GOLDBERG FAMILY

39 NEW half-hour shows
<§§> NEWSTORY LINE., . warmer and more entertaining
than'ever before.
I^\ NEW SETTINGS ... Molly’s new home in -the
heart of Suburban America.

NEW SITUATIONS... with Molly making friends with
oil her new small town neighbors.

CHECK THESE SKYROCKETING
NEW YORK A. R. B. RATINGS:

-

; be carried over to yourprodirci when you sponsor
; 5^:" v''f' I''
**.\v

-£5 ■ ■■

. ■<

this great family show. The simple .and endear-

WABD

11 7/ 'NOW #)i

7:30. P.M.

MMS-SlotI

:

Coffee, which reports enthusiastic reaction from all its dealers since it
began sponsoring this program last October. Incidentally, ratings for
MOLLY's time-slot, which were 1.5 before the show’s debut, have now
climbed to 117.*. bringing the show’s cost-per-thousand down to only
$2.67 per commercial minute.

I

Distinguished actor,
RAYMOND MASSEY, presents true and exciting
stories behind history’s
most famous spies. 39 half*
hour... mystery, intrigue,
adventure. Sponsored in
over 60 markets.

DEC.

"QUITE A SALESGIRL, THIS MOLLY..."

4 MORE GUILD BEST-SELLERS
CONFIDENTIAL
FILE

NOV.

, . . Says Peck Advertising Agency, speaking for its client, Old Dutch

^to work for your product immediately in fust
the markets you choose ,. . but you’ll hove to act
fast, before the cities you want are gone I, Write,
^ wire or phone today for audition reef and prices.

I SPY

OCT.

SEPT.

.
of any type. Now, after twenty-five years
of national sponsorship, the showhas a brandnew title and a briflht new format. ltY ready to
5?'

IT$

!

Thursdays

sales messages with the kind of sincere impact
thdt can’t be duplicated by any other program

I
I

I

15 minutes with

•
FRANKIE LAINEj

Paul Coates* behind-fhescenes report on Americo
... with penetrating dose*
ups of its people and prob¬
lems. A new ond exciting
concept In dramatized
journalism. The H-hour
Show all America is talking
about... winning fabulous
ratingsin over 100 markets.

FILMS
COMPANY, INC

and Connie Haines
All the *star* entertainment
quality of o H-hour show
packed into 15 fast-moving
minutes. Ideal choice for
small advertisers who wont
the impact of o H-hour
show on o 15-minute
budget. Top-rated show in
its time-slot over WCBSTV, New York,

.■ENJE
:

w

J

the LIBERACE
show

■
I
I
•
I

Television’s most widely
acclaimed musical series
for the third consecutive
year. Still a few choice
availabilities, and you’re
in luck if one of them hap¬
pens to be in your market!

J
|
.
|
I

• NEW YCPK
CALDWELL. I'D

J/

NEW

YO»K
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RADIO-TELEVISION

“The Siege at Cherry Hill”; and
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, “Speak
With Freedom.”
Overall, top honors in terms of
In a sharp reshuffle of its tv forces, the N. Y. World-Telegram &
number of awards were shared be¬
tween NBC-TV and Westinghouse Sun is dropping Faye Emerson and Dick Kleiner, who alternate on
Broadcasting Corp., with three columns. In a new cross-the-board policy, Kevin Delaney moves over
Changes
each, while CBS-TV had two plus from the city news side to handle “hot” news1 and gossip.
another for one of its q&o stations. effective late this week, were dictated by amusement editor Saul Levin¬
Westinghouse winners were WPTZ son, who recently introduced a Thursday pillar under his byline
(since ' relocated „ in
Cleveland), Kleimer and Miss Emerson aren’t affected out-of-town, however.
Harriet Van Hornfc is status quo as critic with a daily column.
KPIX and WBZ-TV.

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

Emmy TV Awards
; Continued from page 22 ;
harm anyone’s chances of winning
an Emmy,” he said.
“We used the best and most fair
method we could in our awards bal¬
loting. But tv is growing so fast,
we had to play it by ear and trial
and error in some instances. Af¬
ter all, we didn’t even have a na¬
tional show until last year.

wood and New York ends of the
March 17 NBC-TV Emmy Awards
9-10:30 telecast, with Daly hosting
the origination from the grand
ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria
and Cummings holding forth from
the Pan-Pacific Auditorium on the
Coast. Only two of the three Coast
“presenters” have been set, they
being Milton Berle and George
Gobel (other was to have been
Martfn & Lewis but they angrily
bowed out—see separate story).
N.Y. award-givers will be Martha
Raye, Sam Levenson and Phil Sil¬
vers.
Meanwhile, Henry White, Screen
Gems ad director and chairman of
the N. Y. arrangements committee,
reports that some 20 tables for the
shindig have already been sold at
$500 apiece. Committee embraces
all the networks and key agencies,
with CBS-TV’s Bob Weitman, Ed
Sullivan, ABC-TV’s John Daly, Tex
McCrary, CBS’ Gil Ralston, NBCTV’s Barry Wood, Faye Emerson,
Lawrence Langner,
Syd Eiges,
Mike Foster, MCA’s Sonny Werblin. Wm. Morris’ Wally Jordan,
GAC’s Billy Hill pot and Max Liebman comprising the group.

Dennis James and his “Chance of a Lifetime” sponsors, Lenthericjue
and Bromo-Seltzer, are toying with the idea of a yearly grand prize
of
$100,000 to go to the outstanding performer from among the show’s
“The ballots definitely are not
--- Continued from page 23 = weekly winners. Final competition would come in the form of a show
going to be recalled. Our prelimi¬
staged
either at Madison Sq. Garden or in one of the top hotel ball¬
nary information sheet was sent to
Herald & Weekly Times, respec¬
rooms, with each weekly winner competing for the $100,000.
producers and stations and others
tively. Repping TCN-TV and the
The
once-a-year
competition is eyed as possible hypo for “Chance’s”
in the industry, and AFTRA mailed
Consolidated
Press
have
been
new time slot, the Saturday-at-10 opening following the Lawrence
them to the tv performers. Frank
D.F.H. Packer from Australia and
Welk stanza.
Show moves over to the new slot March 3, from its
Ferrin complains at being left off,
J. B, Davis, its N. Y. rep. Jack F.
present Sunday-at-9 period. Unusual angle on the move is that Grant
but the station which carries his
Williams has been negotiating for
Advertising, which reps Dodge in the Welk 9-10 stanza, recently got
show didn’t include it in its listing
the Herald & Weekly Times; he’s
the Lentherique billings and thus would wind up with a solid 90 min¬
sent us. And his star, Andy Deits managing director. Talbot Duckutes on ABC-TV Saturday nights.
vine, was sent the'preliminary form
manton made the' deals'Yor,Austra¬
by AFTRA, but we did not hear
lian Broadcasting Commission.
from him.
In addition, there is
Dell Publishing Co. has arranged an extensive tie-in for its comic
For ABC Syndication, deal marks
room for writeins on every cate¬
In effect, the
the fact that a sale has been made book line with ABC-TV’s “Mickey Mouse Club” show.
gory ' on the ballot.
It’s true
promotion
arranged through stations carrying “Mouse,” would trade
in every English-speaking country
Danny Thomas’ show was left out
the
Walt
Disney
comic
books
line
for
on-the-air
promotion
of the books,
in the world which has television.
of the comedy series, but this was
For Screen Gems, it marks the with stations getting packages of the comics as giveaways.
Plan
is
for
stations
to
receive
packages
of
the
comic
books plus
due to a stenographic error,” said
11th foreign country sold, with
DeFore. _
concurrent deals just set for Den¬ posters with the station’s call letters for distribution at newsstands
and
in
supermarkets.
The
packages
would
serve
as
giveaways
on live
The prez conceded some .mis¬
mark and Switzerland. Jack Cron,
local shows with an appeal to children, and since most of the books
takes were made, but said they
SG’s European sales chief, set “Rin
deal
with
the
“Mickey
Mouse”
characters,
would
constitute
a
plug
for
were minor in comparison with the
Tin Tin,” “Patti Page” and “Allthe show.
If the station couldn’t arrange this, it‘could tag the comic
overall task.
Star Theatre” on the Swiss Gov¬
offer onto on-the-air promotion announcements.
ernment setup and “Father Knows
Earlier,
Danny Thomas
had
Best,” “Jungle Jim,” “Patti Page,”
suggested the television networks,
Harry Harris, former associate editor of TV Guide, taking over as
“Rin Tin Tin” and “All-star The¬
ad agencies and indie telepix pro¬
atre” on Statsradiofonien in Copen¬ head of the tv department of the Philadelphia Inquirer, came up with
ducers should pick up the tab on
new
critical gimmick. To get overall idea of Philly Tele Harris ogled
Continued from page 22
^ hagen. In addition, Screen Gems
the TV Academy telecast annually,
is putting three series, “All-Star,” three local channels on three sets, one color, the other two black and
in order to prevent sponsor con¬
"pioneer” in “electronic investiga¬ “Rin Tin Tin” and “Jungle Jim,” white, furnished for the experiment by RCA Victor.
flict which bars a number of toptive journalism; a yet-to-be discov¬ into Spanish-dubbed versions for
From 8 a.m. Sunday to 1:15 a.m. Monday critic Harris kept tabs
ranking tele performers from em¬
ered kind of radio networking, and sale to the Latin American Market. on a scoresheet and chalked up 30 shows and 395 commercials. He
ceeing or performing at the Awards
a solution to the economics of lo¬
kept the audio of one screen turned dowrn leaving only a mixture of
show.
cal live telecasting.” In a broader
two sets of sounds.
Thomas, whose “Make Room for
pioneering
sense,
he
believed:
Net findings resulted in discovery that not everything was repre¬
Daddy” vidpix series is sponsored
“Too many times, after all the
hensible, nor admirable. Some stanzas were wonderful, some terrible
by Dodge and Pall Mall, pointed
funds are spent in print media, it
and most in between. “Even routine drama had a vitality absent from
out such stars as Groucho Marx,
; Continued from page 23 —j film,” critic wrote.is suggested that the radio or tv
Jack Benny, Bill Lundigan, Law¬
stations can be expected to squeeze
rence Welk, Michael O’Shea, all in a badly written, ineffective pro¬ -j-tunity to get a free six-month sub¬
Jud Bailey, CBS-TV’s exec producer of sports, travelled the equiva¬
with shows bankrolled by the gram free of charge for some scription to Time. Customers will
Chrysler company; Dinah Shore, worthwhile and needed community get 'from the sponsor a current lent of four times around the world last year covering events for the
events
quiz
which
they
fill
out
and
web.
Typical of his gallivanting^ were his tv skein over the Christ¬
who works for Chewy, and other project.
You know something, send to Time’s N. Y. Office. En¬
mas holidays, embracing New York, Jacksonville, Miami and Los
top tv stars are prevented from wrong as it is we deserve it.
Angeles.
try
gets
a
rimthrough,
and
if
satis¬
active participation because the TV
“Good as our public relations factory, the customer gets the free
Academy telecast is sponsored by
job has been with individual ad¬ subscription. Reason for the quiz
- Bureau, of the Census will make a national count of tv sets this
Oldsmobile.
vertisers, with our mass audignce; routine is that Time is' looking for week through a sampling of 235 rural and urban areas.
Previous
it has been equally bad with com¬ current - events - conscious
people survey, made last June, showed about 32,000,000 households with at
CuWrings, Daly as Emcees
who would renew the subscription least one set. Data is being gathered for industry and the Office
Bob Cummings and John Daly munity opinion makers.”
Taking examples out of WBC’s once they acquire the Time habit. of Civil Defense.
have been set to emcee the Holly¬
own activities, Campbell defined
■
CBS feels that the arrangement - -+■■■■
“investigative journalism”: docu¬ will enable it to add presige in the
which the firm maintains it got in
mentaries on dope rings, on “out¬ way of sponsors and identification
its seven-series deal. But most of
rageous growth” of divorce, on the to the show*, as well as having an
the other distribs admit that they
need and the plan for arterial traf¬ added lure in the way of mer¬
were stabbing in the dark in pric¬
fic
improvements,
exposing an. chandising for the bankrollers.
ing the setup. Their one concern
abortion ring, “getting a murder¬ Time eyes it as a subscription pro¬
is that the present price being
er’s confession almost as the crime motion,
plus
latching
onto
a charged won t set a precedent that
occurred,” etc.
prestige showcase. Deal was set by will keep prices down while the
Fred Mahlstedt, director of opera¬ market expands.
tions and production for the CBS
There have been other matters
subsid, and Nicholas Samstag and
of “precedent-setting” as well, for
Bernard Auer, promotion director example, the questions of payment
Continued from page 22 —a— 1 and circulation director for the and shipping. Several distribs ex¬
TEXACO STAR THEATRE
mag. Giveaways -in the past have
TV, Springfield, Mo., for “Televi¬ included records, toys, etc., but no pressed dissatisfaction with a deal
SATURDAY NIGHT—N.I.C.
sion Classroom”; Richfield Oil Co. magazine subscriptions within re¬ made^ by one syndicator in which
payment was deferred for several
for its - “Success Story” series; membrance.
Mgt.i William Morrla Agency
months,
instead
of
a
downpayment
Rochester Gas Co. for “Court of
plus instalments. On the matter
Public Opinion”; WHAS-TV, Louis¬
of shipping, the pattern has devel¬
ville, for “Inside Our Schools”;
oped into one of the syndicator
Interested in
WMCT-TV, Memphis, “Your Fu¬
supplying Australia with a prints
ture Unlimited”; WPTZ, Philadel¬
The Very
but with shipping charges f.o.b.
phia, “Telerama”; and WGRB-TY, == Continued from page 24 -■
Schenectady, ““Ground Observer quantly interviewed during the New York and the Aussies han¬
best deal on a new
Corps” series on the “Home Fare” final cabaret sequence from the dling all matters of customs, taxes,
etc., but at least one distrib has
show.
Birmingham Town Hall.
gone along with a plan to take
In the one-shot category, win¬
It was estimated that around 1,- care of shipping costs on its own.
ners were: “Climax,” CB§,-TV, for 500,000 people saw the open¬
“The Deliverance of Sister Ce¬ ing show' which gave an aver¬
EVERY DAY
Call or write SAM ANGERcelia”; “The Search,” CBS-TV, for age of six persons to each receiver
ON EVERY CHANNEL
(brother of Harry Anger. G.A.C.)
“Community Self-Survey,” filmed capable of receiving the new net¬
in conjunction with Fiske U.; “A work.
LYnbrook 9-0600
Expansion of the viewing
Conversation with Herbert Hoo¬ audience, -already affected by a .- Continued from page 20
TED ROWLAND, Inc.
ver,!’ NBC-TV; KPIX, -San Fran- labor bottleneck in conversion of
Lynbrook, Long Island, N. Y.
“I can’t see why you take such an
cisco.
“Our
Religious
Roots"; old receivers, may now be re¬
position,”
he
said.
Delivery Anywhere in the U.5.
; WBNS-TV,
Columbus,
“Christo- stricted by the Government’s new uncertain
3. Weil 64.1 St., N.Y.C. -Tel. fl. 7-SIOO
“There
comes
a
time
when
we
have
' pher Columbus”; WBZ-TV, Boston, hire-purchase restrictions which
to take the bull by the horns. This
demand a minimum down-payment
thing is so loose. There seems to
of 50% of the actual cost.
be a frustration. No one seems to
Some advertising experts also have a direction.”
AN acknowledgment, with thank,*, to
believe that the new' restrictions
the discerning of Show Business whose
Chairman Magnuson pointed out
may affect buying of time to sell
continuous patronage made
luxury commodities. Such a step that the situation is the same as
it
was two years ago when Sen.
would, of course, also affect adver¬
THE VILLANOVA RESTAURANT
Hotel Great Northern
Charles
Potter
(R.-Mich.)
held
tising on the London station.
hearings on the problem. '

Aussie Market

Campbell

Time Mag

:

Freedom Awards

Brit, ComT TV

THUNDERBIRD
FORD

‘IT Boys

BROOKS
COSTUMES

Ft.
Penthouse

2,500 Sq.

An International Institution

. . . after 27 years at I 12 W. 46, New
York will discontinue at that address on

How Bo You Price?

When Comr. John C. Doerfer
suggested that establishment of
all-UHF markets may not solve the
problem, Sen. Pastore asserted:
“You’re really saying that deinter¬
mixture is not the answer.
You
don’t believe in deintermixture.”
“Yes,” Doerfer replied.
Comr. Rosel Hyde, who dissent¬
ed from the majority vote on dein¬
termixture. said the “weight of
opinion” favors deintermixture.

Feb. 27 and re-open May 15 at new and

mmmmmm* Continued from page 23

commodious quarters (with ample park¬

by the end of the year will be
about 25,000, but the trouble is
that the minimum deal is for two
years, other being three. Wbnt
happens after say a year or 18
months—will the distribs have un¬
derpriced the market? Nobody
knows. Screen Gems was concel-ned enough about the situation
Phoenix—Appointment of Jack
to have parent Columbia Pictures’
Murphy as program director of
Australian branch do an economic
IvOOL-TV here was announced
study of the Australian situation
Ins week by Kenneth Morton. Sta¬
to help SG determine a price, one tion manager.

ing space) at ROSLYN, LONG ISLAND
on Northern Blvd.

VILLANOVA

Restaurant

Roslyn, Long Island

Continuing with the same Famous Italian Cuisine

|
I
|
;
I

118 WEST 57th STREET

•
e
e
•
•

Ideal for TV rehearsals
Ballet School
Dance Instruction
Photographic or Art Studio
Or living quarters

24-hour elovitir and switchboard isrvlt*

Beautiful Charcoal Portrait
Done From Your Photo $10
Unusual Gift

JOHN WALENCIK
17 N. STATE ST.
Rm. 1704
•
Chicago 2; iCl. *
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ASCAP’S ‘ALL ABOUT ADAMS’
Corruption In The Musk Business... II
More and more comes out. There are the indie diskettes which
make no hones about pork-on-the-barrel payoff for disk jockey
plugs. The Variety charts within a week reflect which deejays
are bankrolled by this or that indie,' because these become their
“selections.” Incidentally, unless the disk catches on, this sort
of hypoed “frequency of plugs” is not taken seriously in comput¬
ing the Variety charts.
The music business has evolved—the word should be deterio¬
rated—into a sharp maneuver for recording deals. It seemingly
has little to do with the basic values of songs and the enrich¬
ment of the American popular scene. It’s a cash-and-carry
packaging business for a platter.
A music publisher in another era would come into top record
companies and say, “Here’s my new fall catalog. We’re going to
‘lay on’ these songs. This show score is by so-and-so We’ll land
as many plugs as any, etc.”, and the record companies respected
that enterprise and agreed to “cover” this ballad with this vo¬
calist,^, this orchestral number with this group, occas;onal inter¬
ludes "by novelty combos, and the like, and that was that.
The vaudeville interests coped with payola when Variety
pointed.up that on one bill the opening dog act did its stuff to
“I Didn’t Raise My Boy To Be A Soldier”; the boy-girl dance act
in the deuce spot did “Soldier”; a male quartet on the bill had
the same song in its repertoire, and the single woman, who
headlined,'also featured “Soldier.” It could be any other song,
and was, because it’s apparent that payola figured. That’s how
the early Monday morning check system for orchestral rehears¬
als' came into being—first come did its stuff and no song could
be repeated on the same bill to the irritation of the audience.
Thus the Music Publishers’ Protective Assn, came into being.
founder Sime Silvermaii put staffer John J. O’Connor
(Wynn) into policing the MPPA, and later came Edwin Claude
Mills, Pat Casey and John G. Paine. The MPPA later became
too much of a Chamber of Commerce proposition than a virile
trade organization, and while it has teeth—a $5,000 fine— there
is no enforcement of the anti-payola provisos.
Variety

The dlskery execs profess to know from nothing; their job is
getting hit records and some even profess not to care how it’s
done. True, there are limitations. One guy had an opportunity
to shift oyer to another major label but talked himself out of it
by frankly stating, “Well,-you should know that where I am it’s
permissable to ‘take from publishers’.”
Another, says, “I can’t prove a goldam thing. I’ve had Pinker¬
tons etc., and we even watched the BMI-ASCAP pre-examina¬
tion evidence, in]that.'Arthur Schwartz & Co. suit, and we can’t
cpme up with anything!” .Another adds blandly, “Let’s be real¬
istic—hasn’t the music business, always, had payola?” As if
that cleanses the -matter and purges. the problem. Others re¬
call how the Music Publishers- Contact Employees Union tried
curbing payola by fining its- members.
The T-men threat seems to be taken most seriously because
where, perhaps,- the Pinkertons can’t see what happens when
the boys meet at A-l & Dick’s, or any of the other Tin Pan Alley
haunts, such as perhaps “passing” a hot bunch of folding money,
there are some who think Uncle Sam’s sleuths might be more
successful. Especially when the element of “net worth” crops up
in re the “style of living” versus income.
Payola is a vicious-cycle. There is merit to the average songsmith’s attitude that the Hollywood-controlled music publish¬
ers are.essentially exploitation arms for their new film product,
and Hollywood-too often doesn’t care how that new marquee
title gets into the air, because it’s a relatively cheap but ter¬
rifically valuable exploitation factor.
The top diskeries know that popular disk hits chum custom¬
ers in stores, and exposes them to other commodities—radio, tv,
“white goods,” etc. Besides, the main thing the boss—and the
stockholders—care about is the black -ink;— -All the major labels recognize that in the r&b field they can’t
compete with the independents who thrive strictly on the payoff
system. And even if they behave, how can they police their more
energetic and less ethical competitors'? Too often the little labels
have knocked off the major'brand—a look at the top songs full
well indicates that no top brand has a copyright on top sellers.
Too often it’s the reverse.
It’s not enough to ?ay that the ends justify the means; that
without records there are no performances; without perform¬
ances there isn’t that ASCAP or BMI money, which is predicated
strongly on the per-play basis. The ethical segments of the mu¬
sic business recognize that the chain-reaction values from a hit
platter are undeniably potent: that a strong title song sells a
show or a picture; that a hit record makes a nonenity an over¬
night “name” (true, some of them are only 24-day wonders, but
the potency of becoming an immediate household word is un¬
deniable) ; and that this disk jockey “circuit” of plugs is today’s
counterpart of the radio network plug of the early days of radio,
or even a “circuit'’’ booking in the heyday of vaudeville. But it
Is also true that this connivance and skullduggery, in the guise
of music biz enterprise,, has made .a large segment of show biz
kin and party to .a .gigantic corruption. It’s a contaminating in¬
fluence and the sharpshooting -and chiseling has gone beyond
the realty of $oujad American enterprise.- More anon.
Abel.

ms

Music Biz Reacts Strongly, Pro & Con,
To Spotlighting of Payola Practices

The bitterest internal ASCAP
squabble in many years is nowshaping up over the future of
Stanley Adams, incumbent prexy
of the American Society of Com¬
posers, Authors & Publishers who,
under the bylaws must step down
from that $25,000-a-year post this
spring after serving three consecu¬
tive one-year terms.
A proposal to create a new*
salaried job—head of writers’ clas¬
sification-touched off the storm
at last week’s ASCAP meeting be¬
tween some writer-members, led
by L. Wolfe Gilbert, and the pub¬
lisher-members, for whom Herman
Starr, Warner Bros, music com¬
bine chief, was the main spokes¬
man.
Although Adams was not
specifically mentioned for this job,
it was understood by all members
of the board that his future status
was under discussion. Adams fur¬
ther pointed it up by informing
the board that they must decide
soon whether to keep him on a
paid basis since he had several
other jobs under consideration. Otto A. Harbach, Adams’ prede¬
cessor as ASCAP prexy, made the
pitch for the creation of a new- job
which would lessen the adminis¬
trative burden of the Society’s
president.
Since a previous sug¬
gestion to name a general manager
met too much resistance, an. alter¬
native plan to appoint a “czar”
over writers’ classification was
made.
The publisher-members of
(Continued on page 46)

Alan Freed Now
A 1-Man Combine
As DJ-A&R Chief

Boosey & Haw-kes Inc., one
of the world’s top longhair
music publishers, recently pub¬
lished “Unfaithful You,’’ its
first effort in the U. S. pop
field.
Tune, a British ballad,
has been disked by Vera Lynn
for London.
Radical
departure
moved
the firm to break out into
verse on its promotion, viz:

Said Copland, to Stravinsky
“Whatever shall we do?
Boosey-Hawkes have cropped
their hair.
First cut—‘Unfaithful You’.”

“It took courage and the power
of a great tradepaper to do. it be¬
cause you’ve only touched on part
°I if—even the docks and the wa¬
terfront rackets haven’t got the
corruption that exists and you
have our sincerest admiration”
runs an enthusiastic, direct quote.
While a dissident observes, “Why
pick on the smaller people when
the big business men of this in¬
dustry, the topmost executives of
the record companies, trade off
their plugs and their top stars and
their network facilities for push¬
ing a new legit score, or a televi¬
sion spectacular, in which they
have heavy investments?
They
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
Bing Crosby, whose contract make their artists record some , of
with Decca has expired at the out¬ the ’dog’ tunes, and take away the
set of 1956, may be heard on the opportunity for legitimately fresh
Capitol Records’ label if the disk- material,” they continue. TObvlousery’s deal to acquire the sound¬ ly assuming that their “fresh ma¬
track to Metro’s “High Society” terial” will most certainly not" be a
dog” tune.]
filmusical is finalized. It’ll prob¬
t More: “The difference between
ably be a one-shot deal for Crosby
l’affaire
Abe Olman and how even
since the vet Decca artist has been
talking a new deal with the lutter a topflight music man becomes
contaminated
by this type of sharp
company and has indicated that
intra-trade operation,” says anr
he’ll probably renew.
other,
“is
that
he was not a good '
“High Society” cast also includes
Frank Sinatra, who’s already in maneuverer." (Sqemingly being a
good
maneuverer,
means not being
the Cap fold, and Louis Armstrong,
another former exclusive Decca caught, hence takes the curse off
it).
artist who is not now under any
‘It's only good showmanship—
exclusive deal. Capitol’s roster was
also recently augmented by Guy and Variety always plugs show biz
(Continued on page 43)
Lombardo and Patti Andrews, also

Capitol May Get
Bing Crosby In
Pic Album Deal

ex-Decca artists, and Lcs Brown,
who formerly sliced for Decca’s
It’s finally happened. A disk subsid, Coral Records.
Capitol has also acquird the
jockey has become an a&r man.
Alan Freed, rock ’n’ roll deejay soundtrack album of the 20th-Fox
on the New York indie WINS, is pic version of the Rodgers & Hamjoining Coral Records as artists & merstein musical, “The King and
repertoire chief in the rhythm & I,” on which Decca had the origi¬
Yul
blues field for its subsid Brunsw-ick nal Broadway cast album.
label. Freed will continue his plat¬ Brynner, star of the Broadway cast,
has the same role In the pic.
ter spinning chores on WINS.
For the past few months several
indies and major labels had been
dickering for Freed but he held
out for a solid offer. He’s already
set to cut several albums for the
label.

CLAIMS ‘R. & R. WALTZ’
PLAGIARIZES OLDIE
Vet tunesmith J. Russel Robin¬
son is suing the writers, publishers
and diskers of the current hit,
“Rock And Roll Waltz,” for al¬
legedly
plagiarizing
his
tune,
“Sweet Man O’ Mine,” w-ritten in
1921 for the Broadway “Plantation
Review.” Defendants in the suit,
filed m N. Y. Federal" Court " last
week, are Shorty Allen and Dick
Ware, the writers; Sheldon Music,
publisher; Kay Starr and RCA Vic¬
tor, which released the hit disk;
and Broadcast Music Inc., which
licenses the tune.
“Sweet Man O'Mine,” which is a
collaboration between the late Roy
Turk and Robinson, was originally
published in 1921 by the firm of
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder. Cur¬
rently it is part of the Fred Fisher
Music catalog. Martin J. Machat is
handling the legal end of the suit
for Robinson.

Valando Into Canada
Tommy'Valando has set up a
publishing affiliate in Canada via
his Valando, .Ltd.,, music firm
based in London. Heretofore, E.
H. Morris Music handled the Val¬
ando copyrights in Canada.
_ outlet
___
Canadian
was _
launched
last week by Neil Galligan, Val-1
ando v.p. Firm's current push is
on the score for the upcoming
legituner, “Mr. Wonderful,”
*

The reactions to last week’s
editorial on “Corrup¬
tion In the Music Business" has
been vivid and varied.
It runs from “it’s the best goshdam thing Variety has done in
years” and “every publisher should
support it” to “what’s the differ¬
ence between payola in the music
business and wining and dining
some out-of-town buyer in some
other business—and borides, this is
a time-honored practice of win¬
ning
friends
and
influencing
plugs,”
Variety’s

Taking the Plunge

Bill Fowler Exits Cap
To Head Disk Mail Order
Setup by Crowell-Collier
William

£S

Fowler ' resigned

his

ASCAP Clarifies
Sustaining Radio
ffeb Plug Values
Squawks from

the

ranks

over

ASCAP’s new performance values
for radio network sustaining pro¬
grams has resulted in a clarifica¬
tion of the ruling thgt is expected
to allay some of the irritation on
small Publishers and

reins ol' the mail-order record club
^‘eLra?
i
S
setup being prepped by the Crow-!
bc£‘spbccause tb.f $ouKht
ell-Co-llier Publishing Co
Fowler: that ASCAP was arbitrarily reAiftSd to his nevgspot
! d“<*W “>? P«f °rmance. value of
(20)
; all radio network sustaining shows
’
,
_
.
. . to three points, irrespective of the
For the past year Fowler had . number of stations carrying the
been in charge of Cap s electronics , show Xhis
t sustaining radio
division which was developed to: web plugs on a virtual
with
explore the market potential In ;
k Li *
*
the- U. S. of engineering products-ASCAP execs now point out,
manufactured by England's Elec-'
trie & Musical Industries. Cap’s ! however, that they failed to tell
i
the
whole procedure. In addition
parent company.
His work will
now be taken over by Walt Hecb- | to getting three points for a net¬
work
sustaining plug, a publisher
ner, who had headed Cap’s custom
service division.
Heebner will be or writer could pick up additional
performance
credits if the affiliate
in charge of Cap’s New York of¬
(Continued on page 48)
fice (label is home-based on the
Coast) as well as act as liaison
between Cap and EMI.
Fowler had been with Capitol
since 1944 serving in the finance,
engineering, sales and distribution
divisions.
He’s currently audi¬
London, Feb. 21.
tioning personnel to assist him in
the disk club'fcfctup..
The music and records of the
Crowell-Collier expects to get its film, “The Man With The Golden
disk club rolling by the .summer Arm,” have been classified by the
and it’s already lined up catalog BBC as “unsuitable for broadcast¬
materiaL and pressing .facilities.
ing.” Records affected include two
instrumental
versions,
one
by
"Eddie Calvert and the other by the
Ted Lewis in U. S.
Ted Heath orch. Both of these are
E, R. (Ted). Lewis, head of Bril- banned as well as a vocal version
ish Decca, .arrived in New York by Sammy Davis Jr.
A BBC statement said the re¬
Monday <20> for his annual huddies with London Records execs, cords had been banned because of
London is British Decca’s U. S. their connection with a film about
drug addiction*
outlet.

BBC GIVES NEEDLE TO
‘GOLDEN ARM’ TUNES
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS
Perry Como: “Juke Box Baby”“Hot Diggity" (RCA Victor). This
is a high-spirited coupling due for
a hefty spinning splash.
Both
sides are free-wheeling and bright
and Perry Como gives 'em a pay¬
off finish.
“Juke Box Baby,"
pegged for the teenage trade in
lyric and beat, looks like the take¬
off side but “Hot Diggity" will be
close behind.
Georgia Gibbs: “Rock Right”“The Greatest Thing" (Mercury).,
Georgia Gibbs can pack a big wal¬
lop when she gets a zingy rhythm
beat to toy with. Such a tune is
“Rock Right" and it’s headed for
the top brackets. The tune is in
the rockin’ idiom that the coke set
still seems to be going for, so it
should be in for a long ride. “The

On." The Latino rhythmic styl¬
ing is easy on the ear and Dale
carriers it home with an appropriate
reading. It has a stepout chance.
“Mister Moon,” on the bottom
deck, will be eclipsed by its mate.
Nanette Fabray: “Don’t Take Me
For Granted”-“T!ow Soon" (Cor¬
al). Nanette Fabray’s first crack
at the pop disk field comes off as
just a fair try. She displays an at¬
tractive shellac style that has some
appeal, but there’s not enough fire
or drive to pull her through the
heap of femme competition. The
songs don’t help much, either.
“Don’t Take Me For Granted” is
a synthetic ballad effort while
“How Soon,” despite its.brisk beat,
never amounts to much.
Jane Morgan & The Jones Boys:

Best Bets
... JUKE BOX BABY
.Hot Diggity
.ROCK RIGHT
.The Greatest Thing
.EDDIE MY LOVE
•.Yum Yum

PERRY COMO .
(RCA Victor) _
GEORGIA GIBBS ...
(Mercury) .
FONTANE SISTERS
(Dot) .
Greatest Thing” will take longer
to get started because of the slow
ballad beat but once it does, it’ll
take hold.
Fontane Sisters: “Eddie My
Love”-“Yum Yum” (Dot). There’s
enough disk action on "Eddie My
Love” to get the tune off the
ground and with this Fontane Sis¬
ters, it’s sure to work itself into
a solid spinning entry on all
levels. The r&b beat gets an ef¬
fective workover and the girls
make "it hard to resist. “Yum
Yum” does little more than show
that the Fontane gals can pick up
a fast rhythm number for okay re¬
sults.
Nat (King) Cole: “Too Young to
Go Steady”-“I Just Found Out
About Love’’-“Dame Crazy’’-“Love
Me As Though There Were No
Tomorrow” (Capitol). Four tunes
from
the
upcoming legituner
“Strip For Action” get an attrac¬
tive showcasing on this Nat (King)
Cole
extended
play
platter.
They’re all pop market material
and Cole gets ’em across easily:
Best chances for breakthrough go
to “Too Young to Go Steady," a
lilting piece, and “Love Me As
Though There Were No Tomor¬
row.” a topgrade ballad affair.
Alan Dale: “Dance On”-“Mister
Moon” (Coral). Alan Dale is be¬
coming an expert at the chile beat
and he's given another lilting item
to fool around with in “Dance

Variety

“Let’s Go Steady"-“Take Care"
(Kapp). The lyric and melody treat¬
ment of “Let’s Go Steady” is par
for the rhythm & blues course.
Jane Morgan & The Jones. Boys"
change pace for a sincere ballad
treatment of “Take .Care,” with a
recitative bit interspersed, but it
has slim commercial chances.
,
Dick Kallman: “Love Me As
Though There Were No Tomorrow”-“The End Of a Love Affair”
(Decca): Newcomer Dick Kallman
gets off to an okay start with, this
coupling of an oldie .and' a newie.
He’s got a pleasant vocal styling
and he delivers with proper lyric
understanding.
The new item,
“Love Me As. Though There Were
No Tomorrow," is warm and
melodic and should help Kallman
get on the deejay tables. Lu Ann
Simms works over the same song
on the Columbia label and she,
too, rates attention.
Kallmtm’s
treatment of “The End Of a Love
Affair" could use more spark.
Maria Cole: “No School Tomorrow”-“Just The Boy" (Capitol).
Maria Cole, Nat (King) Cole’s
wife, has an easy and likeable way
with a song, but she’ll need better
material for a crack at the deejay
spinning time. Both sides are just
average fare and hardly give her a
chance to get off the ground. The
rhythmic values of “Just The Boy"
give the side the better chance, j
Moose Charlop: “Good Old I

ROCK AND ROLL WALTZ (7) .

Z.

LISBON ANTIGUA (6) .|

3.

MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS (11) .

5.
6.
7.
8.

LAWRENCE WELK
m

and His
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
• 235th Consecutive Week
Aragon Ballroom—Ocean Park, Cal.
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. EDT
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America

Fashioned Lovin’ "-“It Was My
Father’s Habit” (ABC-Paramount).
Cleffer Moose Charlop is opening
up a new career‘for himself as a
crooner.
He’s a bit frog-bound,
but he’s got an ingratiating vocal
style and a solid rhythm feeling.
Charlop is loud, vigorous and en¬
tertaining on “Good Old Fashioned
Lovin’ ” while “It Was My Father’s
Habit” shows him off in a senti¬
mental and mellow mood. It’s, a
tossup as to which side the jocks
will go for. Charlop, incidentally,
is composer of both tunes.
George Wright Trio: Medley
(“Five- Foot Two Eyes of Blue’’“Me and My Shadow”)-“Sweet Sue
Just You” (RCA Victor).
With
coast-to-coast tele exposure on two
key shows, George Wright, who
won $100,000 on “The Big Sur¬
prise” and later reprised his mu¬
sical knowhow on Perry Como’s
show, repeats the “Me and. My
Shadow”-“Five Fot Two Eyes of
Blue” medley for his wax debut.
Wright, a 14-year old, and his two
juve aides, have a pleasing oldfashioned quality that gives the
two oldies a nostalgic zing. They
ditto on “Sweet Sue,” but it’ll be
the medley that will keep the disk
rolling on the commercial level.
Frances Wayne: “On the Street
Where You Live”-“Wednesday’s
Child" (Epic). Topflight ballad
from the incoming legituner, “My
Fair Lady,” “On the Street Where 1
You Live” will appeal to the showtune buffs but it’s commercial po¬
tential is doubtful.
Melody and
lyric blending is top craftsmanship
and Frances Wayne sings it with
warmth and heart. “Wednesday’s
Child” suffers by comparison.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

1.

4.

Kay Starr.Victor
.'.'!!.CohSfbto'

j {2™”

'.CaPp°J

f Dick Hyman Trio..MGM
MORITAT (3) .\ Les Paul-Mary Ford .... Capitol
[ Hayman-August.Mercury
.
GREAT PRETENDER (7)
(7)...
Platters .-.Mercury
NO, NOT MUCH (2) .. Four Lads.
POOR PEOPLE OF PARIS (1) ... Les Baxter..
Baxter
Capitol
SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR (3) . Bill Haley's Comets.Decca
ARE YOU SATISFIED (7) ..... f\ Rusty
5,USfy Draper
ra?cr .Mercury
) Sheb Wooley ..;
. MGM
.
..
....
...
1
[Sheb
,

10.

SIXTEEN TONS (15) ..i Tennessee ■ Ernie Ford.. Capitol
} Johnny Desmond. Coral

Second Croup
SEVEN DAYS

( Crew-Cuts ..Mercury
' ( Dorothy Collins.Coral

BAND OF GOLD

( Don Cherry.Columbia
’ ) Kit Carson.Capitol
f Dream Weavers.Decca
. \ Jo Stafford .Columbia
[David Carroll .,.Mercury

IT’S ALMOST TOMORROW
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TUTTI FRUTTI

f Pat Boone....Dot
' \ Little Richard.Specialty

GO ON WITH THE WEDDING
CHAIN GANG .;.

j Patti Page.Mercury
' \Kallen-Shaw.Decca
Bobby Scott.ABC-Par

ANGELS IN THE SKY.

>

Crew-C^its .Mercury

DUNGAREE DOLL .

•

Eddie Fisher.Victor

NINETY-NINE YEARS .

Guy Mitchell .Columbia

ELEVENTH HOUR MELODY ..

..Al Hibbler .Decca

[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10]

Alec Templeton: “Smart Alec”
(ABC-Paramount).
Long absent
from the wax field, Alec Templetbn is back in full-fingered force
with this new set. It’s the first,
incidentally, in ABC-Paramount’s
package program. Appropriately
titled “Smart Alec,” the package
shows off the Templeton techni¬
que to advantage. It’s excellently
recorded and the repertoire gives
him opportunity to develop some
witty musical ideas. He’s assisted
by Morey Field, drums; Edward
(Doc) Goldberg, bass; and Ben Mortell, guitar.
Lou Stein: “From Broadway To
Paris" (Epic).
A quick glance
through the repertoire in this
package shows a potpourri of
well-worked over tunes. But once
pianist Lou Stein gets to work on
them, they, take on a new color
and a fresh aspect. His fingers are
fleet and sensitive to the compos¬
ers’ intentions and he makes ’em
all delightful rehearing material.
Set as split between tunes indige¬
nous to Broadway and Paris and he
delivers with a non-partisan ap¬
proach.
Joe Lilley: “Alone Together”
(Decca).
The mood for “Alone
Together" is quiet and romantic.
Joe Lilley has recruited his Whis¬
pering Choir and The Skylarks to
sustain that mood. Playing and
singing it straight, the standards
in the set come across appealingly
and are just right for those who
like their songs dished out with a
dash of schmaltz. Such topflight
cleffers as Richard Rodgers-Lorenz
Hart, Vernon Duke, Cole Porter
and Arthur Schwartz-Howard Dietz
are represented.
Portia Nelson: “Autumn Leaves”
(Dolphin). When it comes to a

showtune, Portia Nelson is hard
to beat. Thrush, a Gotham intimery fave, knows her way of
Rodgers-Hart, Cole Porter, Gersh¬
wins, Kern-Field, etc.,- and she
makes them all sound attractive
and appealing once Again. With
a standout backing from the Nor¬
man Paris Trio, Miss Nelson earresses such tunes as “Rehiind Me,"
“Nobody’s. Heart,” “Ml In Fun"
and “It’s • All Right With Me."
among others. The affection with
which she treats each item will
win over the showtune buffs.
Leroy Holmes Orch-Roseanne
June: “My Little World” (MGM),
This is a warm-hearted extendedplay package of melodies adapted
from poems by Mini Stein. It’s
pegged primarily for the juve mar¬
ket but its charming poetic mes¬
sage showcased in an appropriate
melodic setting gives it an overall
appeal.
Roseanne June handles
the vocal while Leroy Holmes con¬
ducts the orch on the musical set¬
ting which he composed.
Jack Shaindlin: “Silent Movie
Music” (Coral). Pegged on mu¬
sical themes from silent pic
episodes, this set develops into a
humorous and nostalgic instrumen¬
tal outing. Jack Shaindlin, who
composed most of the themes used
here, leads the way with topflight
solo piano work.
Among the
themes are “Follow That Car,"
“Pie-In-The Face.” “Head ’Em Off
At The Pass” and “Keystone Kapers.” It all adds up to fun-listen¬
ing. Henry Morgan has supplied
some wry liner notes.
Gros.
Robert Merrill set for a junket
to Rome in June to record “Rigoletto” for RCA Victor.

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The tap 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published .by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed.
* Legit musical.'
t Film.
Survey Week of Feb. 10-16, 1956
A Teen Age Prayer .‘.. La Salle
A Woman in Love—t“Guys and Dolls” .Frank
All At Once You Love Her—*“Pipe Dream” .Williamson
Ask Me ...ABC
Autumn Leaves .Ardmore
(Baby, Baby) Be Good to Me.:.BVC
Band of Gold ...Ludlow
Capri in May.....BVC
Dungaree Doll .....Marks
Great Pretender ....Panther
He ......Avas
Innamorata ..Paramount
It’s Almost Tomorrow ..Northern
Lisbon Antigua ..'.Southern
Little Child ..Morris
Love and Marriage .....Barton
Madeira .Ardmore
Memories Are Made of This .Montclare
Memories of You—i“Benny Goodman Story”.Shapiro-B
Moments to Remember .Beaver
Moritat—*Three Penny Opera.Harms
Mr. Wonderful—*“Mr. Wonderful” .Laurel
Ninety-Nine Years .Oxford
No. Not Much ..Beaver
Nothing Ever Changes My Love for You ..Marvin
Poor People of Paris ...Connelly
Rock and Roll Waltz .Sheldon
Sing. You Sinners—i'Tll Cry Tomorrow” .Famous
Small Town ..Amer. Acad.
Sure ...Witmark
To You, My Love .:.Leeds
Valley Valparaiso ..Broadcast
Vino Vino—t“Rose Tattoo” .Paramount

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)
.. A JWoman-in. Love—t“Guys and Dolls” ... Frank All At Once You Love Her—*“Pipe Dream” ..... Williamson
Autumn Leaves ......Ardmore
Band of Gold.,...Ludlow
Blue Suede Shoes ...Hi-Lo
Cry Me a River .Saunders
Dungaree Doll ....Marks
Everybody’s Got a Home But Me—*“Pipe Dream”.. Williamson
Gal with the Yaller Shoes...Miller
Great Pretender ..Panther
..Avas
Heartbreak Hotel .. Tree
It’s All Right with Me—:*“Can-Can"..V.7. . . . .Chappell
It’s Almost. Tomorrow.Northern
Leap Year ... Criterion
Legend of Wyatt Earp .Pour Jays
Lipstick and Candy and Rubbersole Shoes .Jimskip
Lisbon Antigua ...Southern
Little Child .. Morris
Love and Marriage ..7777777 Barton
Love Is Many-Splendored—t“Love Is Splendored’-’. Miller
Memories Are Made of This.Montclare
My Baby’s Got Such Lovin’ Ways.... Pincus
Phonograph Song .Jungnickel
’ Poor People of Paris ...Connelly
Rock and Roll Waltz .Sheldon
Same Old Saturday Night ... Barton .
See You Later, Alligator.Arc ’
Sixteen Tons ...; .-American
Tender Trap—t“Tender Trap” .'.Barton
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Academy Award Songs

Sees Outdated'Compulsory License’
In 1909 Act Root of Music Biz Evil

Year

Composer .
Publisher
Picture
1934 The Continental
... Con Conrad-Herbert Magidson ... Harms ... Gav Divoroee
1935 Lullaby of Broadway. Harry Warren-Al Dubin .Witmark . Gold Dieeers of 1935
1936 The Way You Look Tonight. Kern-D Fields .... T. B Ha?ms ! sSgttae
5
1937 Sweet LeHani
.Harry Owen
.Santly-Joy ...Waikiki Wedding
1938 Thanks for Hie Memory.Ramger-Leo. Robin ....Paramount ..Bdcst of 1938
3939 Over the Rainbow. Harburg-Arlen .Feist
.Wizard of n7
1940 When You Wish Upon a Star..N. Washington-Harline ...Bourne
Pinochhio
1941
SaW Paris'-*Hammerstein-Kern.\.T. B. HarmsLady Be Good
1942 White Christmas . Berlin ..Berlin
.. Holiday Inn
1]943 You’ll Never Know..... Gordon-Warren .-..BVC .Hello Frisco Hello
1944 Swinging on a Star.Burke-Van Heusen .B’ke-Van H Goine Mv Wav
3945 It Might As Well Be Spring . .Rodgers & Hammerstein .Williamson..State Fair
1946 Atohinson Topeka & Santa Fe..Mercer, Warren .Feist
Harvey Girls
SiP4*a Def »° ®ah..■ • Gilbert-Wrubel .Santly-Joy.VSong of the South
1948 Buttons .& Bows.Evans & Livingston ..Famous
Paleface
1949 Baby IPs Cold Outside.Frank Loesser.Susan ....! *' Neptune’s Daughter
1950 Mona Lisa ..Jay Livingston & Ray Evans.Famous .... Capt. Carey U. S. A.
1951 In they Cool Cool Cool of the
Here Comes the
Evening . .. ..H. Carmichael-J, Mercer... Burvan . .. , Groom
1952 High Noon (Do Not Forsake
*
Me Oh My Darlin’)....D. Tiomkin-N. Washington.Feist .High Noon
^ Secret Lave ..... .S. Fain-P. F. Webster .Remick .Calamity Jane
1954 Three Coins in the Fountain.. J. Styne-S. Cahn .Robbins ... . Three
Three Coins
Coins in
in the
the

OSCAR

Still, it is questionable whether
appeals to morality will alone cor; rect the abuses you describe. The
music business is corrupt mainly
because its commercial structure
today rests on a basis of legal an, archy that is written into the
Copyright Law of the land.
Our
Archie Bleyer and Don McNeill U.S. Copyright Law contains the
have teamed up on a new lune, 1909 “compulsory license” clause
“Make America Proud of You.” for for mechanical reproductions, and
release on the Cadence label. the practical effect of this clause
Bleyer, diskery’s prexy, and Mc¬ is to turn the music business into
Neill, host on the “Breakfast Club,” one big free-for-all grab in which
cut ttye. platter in Chicago recent¬ normal business practices are in¬
ly using a vocal chorus of about evitably thrown out the window.
Mechanical reproduction ha)s be¬
1,000 students frpm the Chi highcome the heart of the music busi¬
schools.
ness in our modern technological
Monies accrued from the disk
age.
Yet the compulsory license
sales will be donated ‘o Boy Scouts
provision allows everyone, includ¬
and Girl Scouts of America. Tune
ing the corner butcher, to ap¬
was written by Jack Fulton and
propriate any musical work at will
Lois Steele and is published by
—and virtually for free. The stat¬
Randolph Music., Disk is being
utory minimum royalty is a joke:
rushed for release this week in
it is not only absurdly low, but in
time for Washington’s birthday
reality the minimum* has become
today (Wed.).
the maximum.)

Bleyer-McNeill Team
On Patriotic Number

NOMINATIONS

Composer

Publisher Picture

1*11 Never Stop Loving You .Sammy
Brodszk
.Sammy Cahn-Nicholas Brodszky..
Feist.Love Me or Leave Me
Love Is Many Splendored Thing . Sammy
Fain-Paul F.
F. Webster_Miller_Love
Webster.
Sammy Fain-Paul
is Many Splendored
*
Thing
Something's Gotta Give ..Johnny
Johnny Mercer.
Mercer.Robbins. .Daddy Long Legs

Tender Trap . , . ..Sammy
Sammy Cahn-Jimmy Van Heus
Heusen. Barton.. .Tender Trap
Unchained Melody.Hy
North.
.Hy Zaret-Alex North.Frank-Unchained

As a consequence, no one can
legally enter into an exclusive con¬
tract for the sale or purchase of
musical works.
This is the rot; ten apple that taints the whole bar¬
rel, for it means that owners of
i musical
works
cannot
control
j their own property.
With excluI sive copyright,, they have no Ibarj gaining power in the open market,
and hence cannot rely on the legiti¬
mate forms of trade and exploita¬
tion that exist as the norm in other
branches of copyright.
Imagine
the anarchy that would result in
the book publishing business, for
example, if you and I and the mes¬
senger boy in your office were
legally free to set up shop tomor¬
row and reprint all the current
best-selling books, without permis-,
sion and simply upon payment of
2c per copy!

RETAIL DISK AND ALDUM REST SELLERS
y&RIETY
Survey of retail disk best
sellers ba$ed on reports ob
tained from leading .stores iv
20 cities and ‘showing coni'
parative sales rating for this
and'last week.
National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

25

,

18

Artist, Label, Title

| £

NELSON RIDDLE (Capitol)
“Lisbon Antigua”. 4
KAY STARR .(Victor)
“Rock and Roll Waltz”. 3
PLATTERS .(Mercury)
“Great Pretender”. 2
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“No, Not Much”. 8
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)
“Memories Are Made of This”. 1
LES BAXTER (Capitol)
■
'
“Poor People of Paris” r.
BILL HALEY'S COMETS (Decca)
“See You Later, Alligator”. 7
DON CHERRY (Columbia)
!
“Band of Gold”.
6
DICK HYMAN TRIO (MGM)
“Moritat” .
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“Dungaree Doll”. 10
DREAM WEAVERS (Decca)
“It’s Almost Tomorrow”.;>. 9
TEEN-AGERS (Gee)
“Why Do Fools Fall in Love”.
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“I’ll Be Hoipe”.
TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol)
“Sixteen Tons” . . 5
LOUIS ARMSTRONG (Columbia)
“Mack the Knife”.?.
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“Tutti Frutti”.*.
TERESAJBREWER (Coral)
“A Tear Fell”. . ".. Vi V......
BLUE STARS (Mercury)
“Lullaby of Birdland”.
TURBANS (Herald)
“When You Dance”..
DAVID WHITFIELD (London)
“When You Lose the One You Love”.. ..
CADILLACS (Josie)
“Speed-O” .
CLEFTONES (Gee)
“You, Baby, You”.
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
“Autumn Leaves”.T..
CREW-CUTS (Mercury)
“Angels in the Sky”.
BOBBY SCOTT (ABC-Par)
“<
“Chain Gang”..

1

72422115

5217

43351

2

3

1

3

3

2

9

CAROUSEL

Film Soundtrack

Film Soundtrack

Capitol

Capitol

SOA 595

W 694

FDM 1, 2-595

EDM 694

GUYS AND
DOLLS

.. . 4

Film Soundtrack

1

..
7

DL 9023 •

Julio London

Bonny Goodman

ED,2308

Liberty
LRP 3006

1

7

....

9.

1

2

2

5

4

3

2 137

3

1

4

3 134

8

10

6 107

7335

1 166

4

..

6

10

5

8..

9

9

9

10

5

It is precisely because of this
state of affairs that the music busi¬
ness is infested with blackmail and
bribery. As long as the owner of
a musical work cannot legally with¬
hold his-wares from the market, he
remains powerless to stop payola,
cut-ins and all the other shameful
practices you mention. In fact, he
is driven to participate in these
practices because he has no legiti¬
mate means of effective competi¬
tion.
Of course, it would take a major
revolution to amend the Copyright
Law. Not only publishers, but also
record companies and radio and tv
networks would have to agree to
it—and that may be asking for the
millenium.
But I don’t see how
the music business can be cleaned
up until this is done.

6

4..

5

..

10

34

Edward Robinson.

Continued from pa&e 41

NAME

Decca

3

6

BENNY
GOODMAN
STORY

JULIE IS HER

1

55294443

2

OKLAHOMA!

5

New York.

You deserve all kudos for the
truths expressed in your editorial,
“Corruption In the Music Biz.” '

Newest yock in.N. Y.’s Brill
Bldg, is the one about the four
singers who teamed up to
back a mobster.

Fountain
1955

Editor, Variety:

Switch

Decca
DL 8252-53
ED 797-8-9

6

8

9

HARRY

MARK TWAIN

STUDENT
PRINCE

BELAFONTE

CHANGE HER
MIND

Harry Belafonto

Harry Bolafontc

Jackio Gloacon

Victor

•

Capitol

Mario Lanza
Victor

LPM 1022

-LM 1837

EPB 1022

ERB 1837

as a business—to indulge in these
practices of free records to the
or.e-stops, participate in ‘exploita¬
tion,’ even unto sharing trade
paper advertising,” says another.
The trade argues that cutting roy¬
alty to IVjc, as against the statu¬
tory 2c, might also be construed
as good ‘enterprise,’ but it’s not
good-business-and does tend to un¬
dermine the industry. Also, that
music publishers—and even their
writers who agree to a $500 deduc¬
tion from royalties—contribute to
a recording date, or even pay for
an entire session. To this, say the
diskeries,
“If
we
haven’t the
money and maybe a lush 50-piece
band, meaning added musicians
and chorus, can be the difference
between a click and a so-so record
—isn’t that good business?” They
forget d), they’re well-established
record companies; (2). if it does
click, then no extra profit redounds
to the music man who underwrote
what is fundamentally the record
company’s problem; and (3), isn’t
that the diskery’s business in the
10
first place?
“Bribing an a&r man,” adds an¬
JAZZ AT
other, “is like paying the chef at
CARNEGIE
the Colony to insure getting ’good
HALL
groceries.’ The chef’s job is to pro¬
duce the product, and that’s the
B«nny Goodman
a&r man’s job. There’s enough of
Columbia
a problem influencing the ‘frontof-the-house’ operation, with the
CL 814-15-16
1 artists, etc.”
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Alum Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
■ ■■■■■■■■■ i|

■ ■

■

By MIKE GROSS

Perry Como: “Juke Box Baby”“Hot Diggity” (RCA Victor). This
is a high-spirited coupling due for
a hefty spinning splash.
Both
sides are free-wheeling and bright
and Perry Como gives ’em a pay¬
off
finish.
“Juke Box Baby,”
pegged for the teenage trade in
lyric and beat, looks like the take¬
off side but “Hot Diggity” will be
close behind.
Georgia Gibbs: “Rock Right”“The Greatest Thing” (Mercury).,
Georgia Gibbs can pack a big wal¬
lop when she gets a zingy rhythm
beat to toy with.
Such a tune is
“Rock Right” and it’s headed for.
the top brackets.
The tune is'in
the rockin’ idiom that the coke set
still seems to be going for, so it
should be in for a long ride. “The

' ■ ...

.

On.”
The Latino rhythmic styl¬
ing is easy on the ear and Dale
carriejS it home with an appropriate
reading. It has a stepout chance.
“Mister Moon,” on the bottom
deck, will be eclipsed by its mate.
Nanette Fabray: “Don’t Take Me
For Granted”-“I!ow Soon** (Cor¬
al). Nanette Fabray’s first crack
at the pop disk field comes off as
just a fair try. She displays an at¬
tractive shellac style that has some
appeal, but there’s not enough fire
or drive to pull her through the
heap of femme competition. The
songs don’t help much, either.
“Don’t Take Me For Granted" is
a synthetic ballad effort while
“How Soon,” despite its.brisk beat,
never amounts to much.
Jane Morgan & The Jones Boys:

Best Bets
PERRY COMO .JUKE BOX BABY
(RCA Victor) ..Hot Diggity
GEORGIA GIBBS ..ROCK RIGHT
(Mercury) .The Greatest Thing
FONTANE SISTERS .EDDIE MY LOVE
(Dot) .••.Yum Yum
Greatest Thing” will take longer
to get started because of the slow
ballad beat but once it does, it’ll
take hold.
'
Fontane
Sisters:
“Eddie
My
Love”-“Yum Yum” (Dot). There’s
enough disk action on “Eddie My
Love” to get the tune off the
ground and with this Fontane Sis¬
ters, it’s sure to work itself into
a solid spinning entry on all
levels.
The r&b beat gets an ef¬
fective workover and the girls
make** it hard to resist. “Yum
Yum” does little more than show
that the Fontane gals can pick up
a fast rhythm number for okay re¬
sults.
Nat (King) Cole: “Too Young to
Go Steady”-*! Just Found Out
•s About Love”-“Dame Crazy”-“Love
Me As Though There Were No
Tomorrow” (Capitol), Four tunes
from
the
upcoming
legituner
“Strip For Action” get an attrac¬
tive showcasing on this Nat (King)
Cole
extended
play
platter.
They’re all pop market material
and Cole gets ’em across easily.
Best chances for breakthrough go
to “Too Young to Go Steady,” a
lilting piece, and “Love Me As
Though There Were No Tomor¬
row,” a topgrade ballad affair.
Alan Dale: “Dance On”-“Mister
Moon” (Coral). Alan Dale is be¬
coming an expert at the chile beat
and he’s given another lilting item
to fool around with in “Dance

P'/XniETY

“Let’s Go Steady”-“Take Care”
(Kapp). The lyric and melody treat¬
ment of “Let’s Go Steady” is par
for the rhythm & blues course.
Jane Morgan & The Jones Boys”
change pace for a sincere ballad
treatment of “Take .Care,” with a
recitative bit interspersed, but it
has slim commercial chances.
,
Dick Kallmsn: “Love Me As
Though There Were No Tomorrow”-“The End Of a Love Affair”
(Decca): Newcomer Dick Kallman
gets off to an okay start with this
coupling of an oldie and’ a newie.
He’s got a pleasant vocal styling
and he delivers with proper lyric
understanding.
The new item,
“Love Me As. Though There Were
No
Tomorrow,”
is -warm
and
melodic and should help Kallman
get on the dee jay tables. Lu Ann
Simms works over the same song
on the Columbia label and she,
too, rates attention.
Kallm&n’s
treatment of “The End Of a Love
Affair” could use more spark.
Maria Cole: “No School Tomorrow”-“Just The Boy” (Capitol).
Maria Cole, Nat (King) Cole’s
wife, has an easy and likeable way
with a song, but she’ll need better
material for a crack at the deejay
spinning time; Both sides are just
average fare and hardly give her a
chance to get off the ground. The
rhythmic values of “Just The Boy”
give the side the better chance.
Moose
Charlop:
“Good
Old

LAWRENCE WELK
_

and his
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
• 235th Consecutive Week
Aragon Ballroom—Ocean Park, Cal.
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. EDT
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America
Fashioned Lovin’ ”-"It Was My
Father’s - Habit” (ABC-Paramount).
Cleffer Moose Charlop is opening
up a new career for himself as a
crooner.
He’s a bit frog-bound,
but he’s got an ingratiating vocal
style and a solid' rhythm feeling.
Charlop is loud, vigorous and en¬
tertaining on “Good Old Fashioned
Lovin’ ” while “It Was My Father’s
Habit” shows him off in a senti¬
mental and mellow mood.
It’s a
tossup as to which side the jocks
will go for. Charlop, incidentally,
is composer of both tunes.
George Wright Trio: Medley
(“Five- Foot Two Eyes of Blue”“Me and My Shadow”)-“Sweet Sue
Just You” (RCA Victor).
With
coast-to-coast tele exposure on two
key shows, George Wright, who
won' $100,000 on “The Big Sur¬
prise” and later reprised his mu¬
sical knowhow on Perry Como’s
show, repeats the “Me and. My
Shadow”-“Five Fot Two Eyes of
Blue” medley for his wax debut.
Wright, a 14-year old, and his two
juve aides, have a pleasing oldfashioned quality that gives the
two oldies a nostalgic zing. They
ditto on “Sweet Sue,” but it’ll be
the medley that will keep the disk
rolling on the commercial level.
Frances Wayne: “On the Street
Where
You
Live”-“Wednesday’s
Child”
(Epic). Topflight ballad
from the incoming legituner, “My
Fair Lady,” “On the Street Where
You Live” will appeal to the showtune buffs but it’s commercial po¬
tential is doubtful.
Melody and
lyric blending is top craftsmanship
and Frances Wayne sings it with
warmth and heart. “Wednesday’s
Child” suffers by comparison.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines —
Kay Starr.Victor

<►

1.

ROCK AND ROLL WALTZ (7) .

::

2.

LISBON ANTIGUA (6)

;;

3.

MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS (11)

7

4.

MORITAT (3)

^I

5.

GREAT PRETENDER (7).

6.

NO, NOT MUCH (2) .

Platters .Mercury
Four Lads.Columbia

"' ' 7.

POOR PEOPLE OF PARIS (1) .

Les Baxter.Capitol

-

8.

SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR (3) .

;;
_«»

9.

ARE YOU SATISFIED (7)

Bill Haley's Comets..Decca
(Rusty Draper ..Mercury
1 Sheb Wooley . MGM

(Nelson Riddle.Capitol
} Mitch Miller.......... Columbia
(Dean Martin.....Capitol
i Gale Storm .Dot
f Dick Hyman Trio.MGM
-{ Les Paul-Mary Ford .... Capitol
[Hayman-August.Mercury

.;......

.

...

-

- 10.

SIXTEEN TONS (15)

( Tennessee Ernie Ford.. Capitol
} Johnny Desmond........ Coral

.

Second Croup
5 Crew-Cuts ..
.( Dorothy Collins.. ..
j Don Cherry. ... Columbia
- ► BAND OF GOLD.
.( Kit Carson.
SEVEN DAYS .

7 IT’S ALMOST TOMORROW .
< • TUTTI FRUTTI .
GO ON WITH THE WEDDING .
* ’ CHAIN GANG .i.
; ‘ ANGELS IN THE SKY.

[Dream

Weavers...

[David Carroll .... .... Mercury
j Pat Boone. .Dot
.
(Little Richard. . . . .Specialty
| Patti Page.
* “ .} Kallen-Shaw.
A RC.Pnr
* • 4 * /lijU
r (X/
l\/f on?/*<ii m

DUNGAREE DOLL .
; NINETY-NINE YEARS .
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; ELEVENTH HOUR MELODY .
[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10]

Alec Templeton: “Smart Alec”
(ABC-Paramount).
Long absent
from the wax field, Alec Temple¬
ton is back in full-fingered force
with this new set.
It’s the first,
incidentally, in ABC-Paramount’s
package program.
Appropriately
titled “Smart Alec,” the package
shows off the Templeton techni¬
que to advantage. It’s excellently
recorded and the repertoire gives
him opportunity to develop some
witty musical ideas. He’s assisted
by Morey Field, drums; Edward
(Doc) Goldberg, bass; and Ben Mortell, guitar.
Lou Stein: “From Broadway To
Paris" (Epic).
A quick glance
through the repertoire in this
package shows a potpourri of
well-worked over tunes. But once
pianist Lou Stein gets to work on
them, they take on a new color
and a fresh aspect. His fingers are
fleet and sensitive to the compos¬
ers’ intentions and he makes ’em
all delightful rehearing material..
Set as split between tunes indige¬
nous to Broadway and Paris and he
delivers with a non-partisan ap¬
proach.
Joe Lilley: “Alone Together”
(Decca).
The mood for “Alone
Together” is quiet and romantic.
Joe Lilley has recruited his Whis¬
pering Choir and The Skylarks to
sustain that mood.
Playing and
singing it straight, the standards
in the set come across appealingly
and are just right for those who
like their songs dished out with a
dash of schmaltz.
Such topflight
cleffers as Richard Rodgers-Lorenz
Hart, Vernon Duke, Cole Porter
and Arthur Schwartz-Howard Dietz
are represented.
Portia Nelson: “Autumn Leaves”
(Dolphin).
When 'it comes to a

showtune, Portia Nelson is hard
to beat.
Thrush, a Gotham in
timery fave, knows her way 0f
Rodgers-Hart, Cole Porter, Gersh¬
wins, Kern-Field, etc., and she
makes them all sound attractive
and appealing once again.
With
a standout backing from the Nor¬
man Paris Trio, Miss Nelson eat¬
resses such tunes as “Rehiind Me ”
“Nobody’s Heart,” “All In Furi”
and “It’s All Right With Me ’’
among others. The affection with
which she treats each item will
win over the showtune buffs.
Leroy
Holmes
Orch-Roseanne
June: “My Little World” (MGM),
This is a warm-hearted extendedplay package of melodies adapted
from poems by Mini Stein.
It’s
pegged primarily for the juve mar¬
ket but its charming poetic mes¬
sage showcased in an appropriate
melodic setting gives it an overall
appeal.
Roseanne June handles
the vocal while Leroy Holmes con¬
ducts the orch on the musical set¬
ting which he composed.
Jack Shaindlin: “Silent Movie
Music” (Coral).
Pegged on mu¬
sical
themes
from
silent
pic
episodes, this set develops into a
humorous and nostalgic instrumen¬
tal outing.
Jack Shaindlin, who
composed most of the themes used
here, leads the way with topflight
solo
piano work.
Among the
themes are “Follow That Car,"
“Pie-In-The Face,” “Head ’Em Off
At The Pass” and “Keystone Kapers.” It all adds up to fun-listen¬
ing.
Henry Morgan has supplied
some wry liner notes.
Gros,
Robert Merrill set for a junket
to Rome in June to record “Rigoletto” for RCA Victor.

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The tap 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed.
* Legit musical.'
t Film.
Survey Week of Feb. 10-16, 1956
A Teen Age Prayer .
..
La Salle
A Woman in Love—t“Guys and Dolls” .Frank
All At Once You Love Her—*“Pipe Dream”.Williamson
Ask Me ..ABC
Autumn Leaves .Ardmore
(Baby, Baby) Be Good to Me .T.BVC
Band of Gold ..Ludlow
Capri in May... BVC
Dungaree Doll ...Marks
Great Pretender .Panther
He ........Avas
Innamorata .... .Paramount
It’s Almost Tomorrow .Northern
Lisbon Antigua ...'.Southern
Little Child .I.....Morris
Love and Marriage .Barton
Madeira ..Ardmore
Memories Are Made of This.Montclare
Memories of You—t“Benny Goodman Story”.Shapiro-B
Moments to Remember .Beaver
Moritat—*Three Penny Opera.Harms
Mr. Wonderful—*“Mr. Wonderful” .Laurel
Ninety-Nine Years .Oxford
No. Not Much ..... Beaver
Nothing Ever Changes My Love for You ..Marvin
Poor People of Paris .Connelly
Rock and Roll Waltz
.Sheldon
Sing. You Sinners—t“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” ....Famous
Small Town .Amer. Acad.
Sure ..Witmark
To You, My Love .:. Leeds
Valley Valparaiso .Broadcast
Vino Vino—t“Rose Tattoo” ..
Paramount

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More

In Case of Ties)

A Woman in Love.-T=rf.f!Guys..and .Dolls” 1....Frank
All At Once You Love Her—*“Pipe Dream” ..... Williamson
Autumn Leaves . ..
Ardmore
Band of Gold .....Ludlow
Blue Suede Shoes .....Hi-Lo
Cry Me a River .Saunders
Dungaree Doll ...„.Marks
Everybody’s Got a Home But Me—*“Pipe Dream”.. Williamson
Gal with the Yaller Shoes..Miller
Great Pretender ..Panther
He ...Avas
Heartbreak Hotel .Tree
It’s All Right with Me—’•'"Can-Can”. .Chappell
It’s Almost Tomorrow.
....Northern
Leap Year .
Criterion
Legend of Wyatt Earp
..Four Jays
Lipstick and Candy and Rubbersole Shoes.Jimskip
Lisbon Antigua ..Southern
Little Child ...Morris
Love and Marriage .Barton
Love Is Many-Splendored—1 “Love Is Splendored’’. Miller
Memories Are Made of This.Montclare ,
My Baby’s Got Such Lovin’ Ways.4. Pincus
•Phonograph Song .Jungnickel
• Poor People of Paris .Connelly
Rock and Roll Waltz .Sheldon
Same Old Saturday Night ... Barton
See You Later, Alligator.Arc
Sixteen Tons .
. .; . American
Tender Trap—t“Tender Trap”' ..‘.7.7.7.'..’.'. Barton
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Academy Award Songs
Year
Composer
Publisher
Picture
1934 The Continental . Con Conrad-Herbert Magidson ... Harms .Gav Divorcee
1935 Lullaby of Broadway. Harry Warren-Al Dubin.. Witmark ... Goid Diggers of 1935
1936 the Way You Look Tonight. Kern-D. Fields .T. B. Harms . Swingtime
1937 Sweet Leiiani . Harry Owen
.Santly-Joy ...Waikiki Wedding
1938 Thanks for the Memory. Rainger-Leo Robin.Paramount ..Bdcst of°1938
1939 Over the Rainbow. Harburg-Arlen .Feist ..Wizard of Oz
1940 When You Wish Upon a Star..•N. Washington-Harline .Bourne .Pinochhio
1941 The Last Time I Saw Paris
Hammerstein-Kem.T. B. Harms . Lady Be Good
1^42 White Christmas . 5erlin •
.Berlin ..Holiday Inn
1943 You’ll Never Know ..<Gordon-Warren ..
BVC ...Hello, Frisco, Hello
1944 Swinging on a Star.. Burke-Van Heusen.B’ke-Van H... Going My Way
1945 It Might As Well Be Spring .. Rodgers & Hammerstein .Williamson... State Fair
1946 Atohinson Topeka & Santa Fe.. Mercer, Warren .Feist
Harvey Girls
1947 Zip a Dee Do Dah.<Gilbert-Wrubel .Santly-Joy.. Song of the South
1948 Buttons .& Bows. •Evans & Livingston ..Famous.Paleface
1949 Baby It’s Cold Outside. Frank Loesser.Susan .Neptune’s Daughter
1950 Mona Lisa ..Jay Livingston & Ray Evans.Famous _Capt. Carey U. S. A.
1951 In they Cool Cool Cool of the Tr „
. ,
, „
Here Comes the
Evening ..
;H. Carmichael-Je. Mercer ....__Burvan . Groom
1952 High Noon (Do Not Forsake
Me Oh My Darlin’) .;D. Tiomkin-N. Washington.Feist .. High Noon
1953 Secret Love .. S. Fain-P. F. Webster ..Remick .Calamity Jane
1954 Three Coins in the Fountain..<J. Styne-S. Cahn .Robbins .... Three Coins in the
Fountain

MUSIC

Sees Outdated 'Compulsory License’
In 1909 Act Root of Music Biz Evil

t
New York.
Editor, Variety:
You deserve all kudos for the
truths expressed in your editorial,
Newest yock in-N. Y.’s Brill
“Corruption In the Music Biz.” '
Bldg, is the one about the four
singers who teamed up to
Still, it is questionable whether
back a mobster.
appeals to morality will alone cor= rect the abuses you describe. The
music business is corrupt mainly
because its commercial structure
today rests on a basis of legal anarchy that is written into the
l Copyright Law of the land. Our
Archie Bleyer and Don McNeilll U.S. Copyright Law contains the
have teamed up on a new tune, 1909 “compulsory license” clause
“Make America Proud of You,” for! for mechanical reproductions, and
release on the Cadence label. the practical effect of this clause
Bleyer, diskery’s prexy, and Mc¬1 is to turn the music business into
Neill, host on the “Breakfast Club,”> one big free-for-all grab in which
cut tfyc. platter in Chicago recent¬ normal business practices are inly using a vocal chorus of about■ evitably thrown out the window.
Mechanical reproduction has be¬
1,000 students frpm the Chi highcome the heart of the music busi¬
schools.
1955 OSCAR NOMINATIONS
ness
in our modern technological
Monies accrued from the disk
sales will be donated ‘o Boy Scouts age. Yet the compulsory license
provision
allows everyone, includ¬
Composer
Publisher Picture
and Girl Scouts of America. Tune
1*11 Never Stop Loving You . .Sammy Cahn-Nicholas Brodszky.. Feist.Love Me or Leave Me
was written by Jack Fulton and ing the corner butcher, to ap¬
propriate
any
musical work at will
Love Is Many Splendored Thing .Sammy Fain-Paul F. Webster_Miller_Love is Many Splendored Lois Steele and is published by
a
Thing
Randolph Music. Disk is being —and virtually for free. The stat¬
utory
minimum
royalty is a joke:
Something’s Gotta Give
Johnny Mercer...Robbins. .Daddy Long Legs
rushed for release this week in it is not only absurdly
low, but in
Tender Trap . ........
.Sammy Cahn-Jimmy Van Heusen. Barton. . .Tender Trap
time for Washington’s birthday reality the minimum0 has become
Unchained Melody.
,Hy Zaret-Alex North..Frank_Unchained
I today (Wed.).
the maximum.)
As a consequence, no one can
legally enter into an exclusive con¬
tract for the sale or purchase of
musical works. This is the rot; ten apple that taints the whole-bar¬
rel, for it means that owners of
; musical works cannot control
j their own property. With excluI sive copyright,, they have no bar¬
gaining power in the open market,
VARIETY
§
and hence cannot rely on the legiti¬
Survey of retail disk best
*
>»
mate forms of trade and exploita¬
tion that exist as the norm in other
sellers ba$ed on reports ob
8
branches of copyright. Imagine
tained front leading stores iv
S
the anarchy that would result in
20 cities and showing coni'
qh
the book publishing business, for
parative sqles rating jot tliis
example, if you and I and the mes¬
and-last week.
S
senger boy in your office were
.
Ji
legally free to set up shop tomor¬
National
g
row and reprint all the current
Rating
>i
best-selling books, without permis-,,
This Last
£
sion and simply upon payment of
wk. wk. , Artist, Label, Title
£
2c per copy!
It is precisely because of this
NELSON RIDDLE (Capitol)
state
of affairs that the music busi¬
1
1
“Lisbon Antigua”.. 4
72422
1
1
5
52
17
1
2
2
1 166
ness is infested with blackmail and.
KAY STARR (Victor)
“
bribery. As long as the owner of
2
3
“Rock and Roll Waltz”. 3
4
3
3
5
1
2
3
1
1 ....
9
5
4
3
2 137
a musical work cannot legally withPLATTERS .(Mercury)
j hold Jus wares from the market, he
3
2
“Great Pretender”:. 2
remains powerless to stop payola,
3
9
5
1
3
3
2
3143 134
cut-ins and all the other shameful
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
practices you mention. In fact, he
4
5
“No, Not Much”. 8
55294443
7335
is driven to participate in these
. DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)
practices because he has no legiti¬
5
4
“Memories Are Made of This”. 1
5
6
5
7
6
mate means of effective competi¬
LES BAXTER (Capitol)
'
tion.
6
7
“Poor People of Paris”..
Of course, it would take a major
BILL HALEY’S COMETS (Decca)
revolution to amend the Copyright
7
6
“Sfee You Later, Alligator”.. 7
Law. Not only publishers, but also
6 10
5
6
record companies and radio and tv
DON CHERRY (Columbia)
networks would have to agree to
8
7
“Band of Gold”. 6
it—and that may be asking for the
DICK HYM^N TRIO (MGM)
millenium. But I don’t see how
9
12
“Moritat” ..
the music business can be cleaned
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
up until this is done.
9
9
9
4..
“Dungaree Doll”.....
Edward Robinson.
"DREAM WEAVERS (Decca)
“It’s Almost Tomorrow”.
TEEN-AGERS (Gee)
“Why Do Fools Fall in Love”
__ Continued from pa^e 41
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“I’ll Be Home”.
as a business—to indulge in these
practices of free records to the
TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol)
ore-stops, participate in ’exploita¬
“Sixteen Tons”. 5
tion,’
even unto sharing trade
LOUIS ARMSTRONG (Columbia)
paper advertising,” says another.
“Mack the Knife”.T.
The trade argues that cutting roy¬
PAT BOONE (Dot)
alty to IV2C, as against the statu¬
“Tutti Frutti”....».
tory 2c, might also be construed
as good ‘enterprise,’ but it’s not
TERESA BREWER (Coral)
good business and does tend to un¬
“A Tear Fell”..
dermine the industry. Also, that
BLUE STARS' (Mercury) — music publishers—and even their
“Lullaby of Birdland”...
writers who agree to a $500 deduc¬
TURBANS (Herald)
tion from royalties—contribute to
“When You Dance”.
a recording date, or even pay for
an entire session. To this, say the
DAVID WHITFIELD (London)
diskerics, “If we haven’t the
“When You Lose the One You Love”.
money and maybe a lush 50-piece
CADILLACS (Josie)
band, meaning added musicians
“Speed-O” .
and chorus, can be the difference
CLEFTONES (Gee)
between a click and a so-so record
“You, Baby, You”...
—isn’t that good business?” They
forget (1), they’re well-established
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
record companies; (2). if it does
“Autumn Leaves”.’’.
click, then no extra profit redounds
CREW-CUTS (Mercury)
to the music man who underwrote
“Angels in the Sky”.
what is fundamentally the record
BOBBY SCOTT (ABC-Par)
company’s problem; and (3), isn’t
25
18
“(
“Chain Gang”..
that the diskery’s business in the
10
9
8
first place?
6
1
2
“Bribing an a&r man,” adds an¬
JAZZ
AT
STUDENT
MARK
TWAIN
MUSIC
TO
HARRY
BENNY
JULIE IS HER
GUYS AND
other, “is like paying the chef at
OKLAHOMA!
CAROUSEL
CARNEGIE
PRINCE
CHANGE HER
GOODMAN
the Colony to insure getting ‘good
DOLLS
NAME
BELAFONTE
Harry Belafonte
HALL
MIND
Film Soundtrack
Film Soundtrack
STORY
groceries.’ The chef’s job is to pro¬
Mario Lanza
Film Soundtrack
duce the product, and that’s the
Victor
I Bonny Goodman Harry Belafonte Jackie Gleason
Benny Goodman
Julio London
Victor
Capitol
Capitol
a&r man’s job. There’s enough of
Decca
Capitol
Decca
victor
Columbia
LPM 1022
a problem influencing the ‘frontLiberty
LM1837
SOA 595
W
632
W 694
DL 9023 •
DL 8252-53
of-the-house’ operation, with the
ERB 1837 CL 814-15-16
ED 797-8-9
XPM 1150 EBF, 1, 2-632 EPB 1022
LRP 3006
ED.2308
FDM 1, 2-595
EDM 694
artists, etc.”

Switch

Bleyer-McNeill Team
On Patriotic Number

RETAIL DISK AND ALBUM BEST SELLERS
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the dealer’s choice

w

sold by the Automatic Music In¬
strument Co. DuPage County au¬
thorities are investigating the
MONI complaints.
McHenry County Sheriff Harry
Herrendeen’s order to Amato last
week ,to "get his jukeboxes out of
the country” was ignored by
Amato, who continues to solicit j
Chicago, Feb. 21.
business In the county. Herrendeen
While a Federal grand jury was said he would huddle with state's !
probing alleged crime syndicate at¬ attorney Don Wicks before making
tempts to take over jukebox stops the next move.
serviced by Music Operators of
Northerrt Illinois members in Mc¬
Henry County last week, MONI
members in adjoining DuPage
County complained to Sheriff Stan¬
ley Lynch that hoodlums have
The Count Basie orch is set for
"muscled’' into 12 jukebox loca¬
a two-month tour of the Continent
tions in their territory..
Chief deputy John W. Hesterman starting on Sept. 1, and will play
said Anthony Peroti of Bensenville, U.S. camps in Britain.
Basie has also been mentioned
Ill., who controls pinball machines
in DuPage County, was. receiving in connection with a future U.S.shipments of jukeboxes. The ma¬ British band exchange. Negotia¬
chines, like those pressed by tions may be settled in time to
Joseph (Black Joe) Amato on Mc¬ enable him to play civilian en¬
Henry County tavern owners, are gagements in this country.

Ill. Hoods Eye
More Juke Biz

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
-JSAttlETY-Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in.
13 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
* ASCAP
t BMI

BASIE TO TOUR ABROAD;
MAY PLAY BRIT. DATES

Billboard

ALL NIGHT LONG

75

TEDDI KING (Victor)

BO WEEVIL

(Reeve)
TERESA BREWER (Coral)

(Good)

76 (Good)

Sleeper of
th# We#k

Best Buy*

Sure Shot

R&B
Best Buy

CRAZY IN THE HEART

(Regent)

R&B
Award

I

PEGGY LEE (Decca)

DOWN BOUND TRAIN (Arc)
CHUCK BERRY (Chew)
(Trinity)

R&B
Best Buy

Sure Shot

74 (Good)

Disk of
,h, w„k

(Regent)--

I

JIMMY YOUNG (London)
75 (Good)

EDDIE FONTAINE (Vik)

the Week

(E. B. Mark*)

TITO PUENTE ORCH. (Victor)

PARTNERS FOR LIFE

(Wemar)

RUTH CARROLL (King)
BOYD BENNETT (King)

73 (Good)

B-f (Excellent)

Spodight
73 (Good)

B + (Excellent)

I

75 (Good)

GLORIA MANN (Decca)

PLEASE TELL ME WHY

..

5

10
9

..
8

10

..

9

7

:-

1

.

a wonderful
seasonal sqng

yPfr

STYNE AND CAHN’S

T ^

A Bmttijjul New Ballad

j—; Continued from page 41 ——

(Triumph)
JACK SHAINDUN (Coral)

75 (Good)

Excellent)

(Hill & Range)

VERA LYNN (London)

62(Excellent)

RITA RAINES (Deed)
(Progressive)

TERESA BREWER (Coral)

Best Buy

Sure Shot

IVORY JOE HUNTER (Atlantic)

R&B
Spotlight

R&B
Sleeper

TEEN-AGE HEART

mm

ASCAP—Stanley Adams

Sleeper of
the Week

(Wemar)

EILEEN BARTON (Coral)

76 (Good)

B +(Excellent)

FAYE ADAMS (Herald)

R&B
81 (Excellent)

R&B
Sleeper

RITA DELMAR (Rama)

Satisfactory

B +(Excellent)

Best Buy

Sure Shot

(American)

TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD (Capitol)

THAT’S YOUR MISTAKE

(R-T Music)

OTIS WILLIAMS (DeLuxe)
CREWCUTS (Mercury)

WHY DO FOOLS FALL IN LOVE
THE TEEN-AGERS—FRANKIE
LYMAN (Gee)
GALE STORM Dot)
THE DIAMONDS (Mercury)

74 (Good)

B (Very Good)

GLORIA MANN (Decca)
M Non-Exctpsively Licensed by BMI

mioADcvsr mi si< . i\c.

ASCAP, after caucusing, supported
the Harbach proposal.
Publisher ‘Interference*
Gilbert, ASCAP’s Coast rep and
now a self-proclaimed candidate
for the Society’s prexy slot,
charged the publishers
publishers^ with interInto?
ference in matters concerning
writers exclusively. He contended
that the new post was not needed
and only was manufacturing a job
for Adams.
Gilbert pointed out that the
ASCAP board had consistently
blocked previous efforts to set up
paid posts for board members. He
contended that the board nix^d
payments for tlfe late Fred E.
Ahlert when he was working fulltime as ASCAP’s rep in Washington.
Only after Ahlert’s death
did ASCAP’s board vote a $25,000
emolument, a move, incidentally,
which also provoked some internal
controversy at the time,
Similarly, a salary for Paul Cunningham, the current rep in the
nation’s capital and prominently
mentioned as ASCAP’s next p»ez,
was not granted.
•
Gilbert also pointed out that a
vote by 350 ASCA£ Coast members
to give him a salary for his various duties as the Society’s Hollywood rep, was ignored by the

posal to set up the salaried post did
not speak for or against. It’s understood that Saul Bourne, ASCAP
annnd ???
th?
b°ard’ ™l?ed fo* a Postponement
of
o£ Aa
f decisloni untl1
until he returns eastA proposal to delay the vote for
^wo weeks was changed to three
weeks after Gilbert protested that
he would be unable to attend at
the earlier date because of the
Coast ASCAP meeting next
Thursday (23).
Gilbert’s position at ■ the last
board meeting now virtually kills
whatever possibility he had to become the next ASCAP prexy. The
president needs a two-thirds vote
of the board and there is now no
chance that any publisher-mehiber
among the ASCAP directorate will
vote for Gilbert after his attack on
their alleged interference in the
affairs of writers. Gilbert conceded
this point when he introduced his
speech to the board with: "This is
my swan song.”
■
■ ■
*

^ CLGA a ‘Union’?
Gilbert’s stand sparked Starr to
blast the Coast Writers for "forming a union.” The WB exec stated
that the Composers & Lyricists
Guild of America, which is attempting to negotiate a deal with
the major studios for film songwriters and scorers, was a threat

■

to

WILIER MUSIC CORPORATION

PROGRAM TO-DAY
YESTERDAY'S

ON THE BEACH
WITH YOU
Music by

JESSE GREER
WORDS & MUSIC, Ihc.
1270 Sixth Avo.
New York 20
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Oscar Hammerstein 2d, who was
expected to second Harbaclj’s pro- . MRHMRjHk*
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KERSHAW JOINS COL
Floyd Kershaw has joined Co¬
lumbia Records in the newly
formed post of manager of radio
station service. .
He’ll report to Dick Linke, single
sales .manager, and will supervise
radio station service from Col’s
plants in Bridgeport (Conn.) and
Los Angeles. *

In a tiein with "The American Dream,” historical pageant set to
tour the department stores in 50 key cities around the country, cleffers Robert Colby and Jack Wolf have penned a title song. Tune has
been put into the groove on their own Hudson Records label using
Howard Keel on the vocal on one side and Marion Evans leading an
instrumental workover on the flip.
Disks will be peddled in special packages at $1 a copy in booths at
the exhibition as well as in regular retail outlets. The pageant kicks
off at Gimbel Bros., N. Y., Feb. 27 and winds at Woodward & Lothrop,
Washington, D.C., Nov. 5.
Tune will get a coast-to-coast television
kickoff Feb. 26 on Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV stanza. It’ll be done by
Fred Waring. Colby and Wolf, incidentally, are also publishing the
song via their Packard Music operation.

(Trinity)

SILENT MOVIE MUSIC (Album)

THAT’S ALL

7

Jack Robbins stresses that for thfe first time in his third-of-a-century
career as a music man, he is the 100% owner of his own publishing
firm, J. J. Robbins Inc.
Heretofore he had partners, dating from
Richmond-Robbins (Maurice Richmond was his uncle, father of the
presentday Howard (Howie) Richmond); Robbins Music was partnered
with Metro and others; Paul Whiteman Publications Inc. speaks for
itself; J. J. Robbins & Sons Inc. and Robbins-Wise (for the illfated
legit musical, "The Vamp”) have been the other evolutions.. He’s also
50% owner with F. C. (Cork) O’Keefe in Words & Music Corp.
Robbins’ first big work is Dana Suesse’s piano "Concerto In Rhythm”
which will be premiered March 31 at the Eiastman School of Music,
with the composer as soloist, Frederick Fennell conducting.
Miss Suesse’s "Cocktail Suite” renewal rights (Schirmer) will be
under Robbins’ imprint; also her "Syncopated Love Song,” ex-Chap¬
pell; also "Concerto Romantique” and Miss Suesse’s “The Night "Is
Young and You're So Beautiful,” words by Billy Rose,

BETTY JOHNSON (Bally)

A TEAR FELL

Title and Publisher

l

BETTY JOHNSON (Bally)

SUCH A DAY

.a

5

Inside Stuff—Music

B (Very Good)

I

FATS DOMINO (Imperial)

■MAMA INEZ

y

•i i I
tRock & Roll Waltz (Sheldon). 3
1
fMemoriesof This (Montclare). 2
2
♦Great Pretender (Panther). . 8
3
tLisbon Antigua (Southern)
5
6
♦Almost Tomorrow' (Northern) 6
8
tHe (Avas).
1
tDungaree Doll (Marks).
9
♦No, Not Much (Beaver). 4
4
tSixteen Tons (American).
5
♦Autumn Leaves (Ardmorg).
♦Moritat (Harms). 7 10
tBand of Gold (Ludlow)10
"♦People of Paris (Connelly).. 9
♦Mr. Wonderful (Laurel)...
tTeen-Age Prayer (Southern).

Cash Box

ARE YOU SLIPPING THROUGH
MY FINGERS (Kahl)

I LOOK AT YOU

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

(Scorpio)

JO STAFFORD (Columbia)

I'LL WAIT

Wednesday, February 22, 1956

PfatlETY

MUSIC

ml

Wednesday, February 22, 1956

MUSIC

PfiRIETf

Feb. 27, with an Edinburgh week
skedded following his London
Palladium debut . . , Gordon L.
Rolfe wielding baton at Glasgow
Empire while resident musical di¬
rector Bobby Dowds attends to
batoning of "Just Daft” revue at
at Embers in New York this spring Edinburgh.
New York
as result of his recent guest shot
Vet contactman Leo Jacobs on Steve Allen’s "Tonight.”
ioined Roosevelt M„usic . . . Cleffer
irvine Melsher recovering from a
heart attack at St. Clare’s Hospital
Kansas City
"Rodgers -and Hammerstem
Roger Williams goes to the
Fact Book” available to tradesters Radisson Hotel followirig his stand
London, Feb. 21.
at the Lynn Farnol office . . . Mimi
Slim Whitman, country & west¬
Warren brings ' her trio into the at Eddy’s Restaurant here. Then
Park Sheraton’s Mermaid Room to the Ed Sullivan show . . . Quin- ern singer whose recordings of
Feb 27 . • . Greja Keller waxed tetto Allegro to Pittsburgh and "Rose Marie” and "Indian Love
album for Dolphin Records to be Holiday House, opening March 5
called "Twelve O’clock knd All’s . . . Tito Guizar in his first stand Call” have been big hits here, is
Well” . • • Don Elliott Quartet in the Muehlebach’s deluxe spot, to open the London Palladium 1956
plays a jazz concert at Sarah Law¬ March 2 . .
Chuck Foster orch
rence College Feb. 26 . . . The due in for a one-nighter at the variety season on March 5 for two<
Mello-Larks, Epic Records vocal Pla-Mor Ballroom March 3 . . . weeks. He then continues with
combo, begin a two-week stand at Larry K. Nixon to the El Cortez Hippodrome (19), Newscastle Em¬
the Lago Mars Hotel, Ft. Lauder¬ Hotel early in March, his first in pire (26) and Liverpool Empire
(April 2). Prior to- his Palladium
dale. Fla., today (Wed.) . . . The a Vegas spot.
season, Whiteman opens his British
Four Voices retapped by Arthur
visit for a week at Glasgow Empire,
Godfrey for a one-week run on
starting Feb. 27.
his CBS-Radio show beginning
Scotland
Monday (27) . . . The Rover Boys
Tennessee Ernie Ford, now rid¬
Frankie Vaughan, English songs¬
set for Alan Freed’s upcoming ter,
is set for commercial tv in the ing high with his records of "16
rock ’n’ roll show . . . Joni James fall; he topped vaude at Glasgow Tons,” has had a definite offer to'
plays the State Theatre, Hartford, Empire . . . Slim Whitman making reappear at the Palladium. He last
Saturday-Sunday (25-26) . . . The British bow at ^Glasgow Empire played there in 1953.
Villegas Trio held over two addi¬
tional weeks at Cafe Bohemia,
Greenwich jazz nitery.
Wild Bill Davis dickering with
several major labels after leaving
Epic last week . . . Roy Hamilton,
on a three-week one-niter stand
through the south, visiting local
deejays plugging his latest Epic
release "Walk Along With Kings”
. . . Lita Roza,' London Records
thrush, due here March 7 . . .
Stephen F. Keegan resigned as
prexy of both Music Information
Service and publisher of The Mu¬
sician's Guide . . . The Four Lads
on a 20-city tour through the end
of March . . . Thrush Mary John¬
ston -pacted to Cindy Records.
WTarbler was featured vocalist with
the Johnny Long orch . . . Dick
Gersh handling publicity and disk
promotion for orch leader Jacques
Belasco.
Dick La Salle working his band
on the Coast where he bought a
home. Orch is currently at the
Rossmore Hotel, Palm Springs . . .
Roseland Ballroom spotlighted in
current Look mag’s piece on
"America Dances”. . WRCA deejay A1 (Jazzbo) Collins waxed two
sides for Coral Records . . . Frank
Sinatra set to record the title song
from Howard Hughes’ upcoming
pic, "The Conqueror.” Tune was
written by Victor Young and Ed¬
ward Heyman . . . The Goofers set
for two weeks at the Sans Souci,
Havana, starting Feb. 28 . . . Don
Cornell begins a ^13-week tour of
Great Britain March 18.

Slim Whitman to Open
’56 London Palladium

Coast Tooters Rap AFM for $1,190,
Loss in Pix-to-TV Scoring Fee Switch
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
The change in pix-to-tv scoring
charges by the American Federa¬
tion of Musicians will* cost local
musicians an estimated $1,194,000,
according to statistics compiled in
the battle to effect a change in
the Musicians Performance Trust
fund administration. Understood
report shows coast tooters paid in
33% of the total and received only
about 4% in disbursements.
Figures will be presented at a
general membership meeting at
Hollywood Palladium next Monday
(27). They were first aired before
AFM prexy James C. Petrillo here
some weeks ago by Coast Local 47
veepee Cecil F. Read, spokesman
for the dissident group seeking
changes in the present structure.
The AFM exec board has denied
the plea for a change.
Report will emphasize the fol¬
lowing points: (1), average income
of Local 47 members last year was

$1,316; (2), although the cost of
living jumped 200% since 1939,
the average income of musicians
went up only 50%; (3), 56% of the
membership had no income last
year and another 31% earned less
than $5,000.
Report, which Concentrates on
angle that sidemen have a "prop¬
erty right” in the music they re¬
corded, contrasts their revenue
with those of other crafts in¬
volved in growing sale or lease of
feature films to tv. Writers, for
example, get a specified percent¬
age of their original fee; in case of
some shorts, it is understood that
the writers get 100% of the originnal fee for first time on television
and 25% for each re-use. (Origi¬
nally, producers were required to
rescore using the same number of
musicians.
In 1952, this was
changed to a flat $25 fee for each
sideman who scored the original.
'
(Continued on page 48)

The inimitable

Greta Keller

x

“BACK
ROOM”
in Cleveland
Feb. 20 - Mar. 4
Her Newest Single

GOODBYE LIEBER JOHNNY
B/W
Apollo Umberto Silvano Roberta Romano
#1626

Chicago

.Penny Smith, KGN deejay Jim
Lounsbury’s wife, doing the vocals
at the Cloister Inn, Chicago, on
Mondays and Thursdays . . .Johnny
Palmer band playing danedfe at
Chi’s Edgewater Beach Hotel on
weekends; Palmer is a personal
manager during the week . . .
Alex Shey trio currently at Linn
Burton’s Steak House, Chicago . . .
Bobby Sharp’s first Wing release,
"Baby Girl of Mine,” is one of his
own cleffings . . . Jimmy Sedlar
debuts new baqd in May at a Chi¬
cago location; Sedlar used to vo¬
calize and play trumpet with John¬
ny Long band . . . Four Lads doing
one-niters in the midwest current¬
ly through March . : . Jeri South¬
ern on the bill with Bobby Hackett
at the Blue Note, Chicago, opening
next Wednesday (29).

Appearing at the

Kornman’s Restaurant

Hollywood
Hi-fi Records out with an album
of "Magic Harp,” waxed by yerlye
Mills, . who was Harpo Marx’s
coach . . . Mrs. Gus Edwards set
a deal with Brandie Brandon, 88er
at El Dorado, to etch four pf .her
late husband’s tunes . . . King
Bros, set a deal for Mantovani orch
to record the Victor Young score
from the film "The Brave One,”
for London Records .
. Marco
Rizo rhumba band alternating
dance chores with the Jack Nye
crew at the Hollywood Roosevelt
Cinegrill.

Her Newest Album

REMEMBER ME
Remember Me; The Very Thought of You; All
of a Sudden My Heart Sings; Easy Come, Easy
Go; That Old Feeling; Lights Out; Don’t Ask
Me Why; Darling, Je Yous Aime Beaucoup;

They Can’t Take That Away From Me; Auf
Wiederseh’n, My Dear; Deep in a Dream;
The Party's Over Now

Pittsburgh*
Hamish Menzies into Dore’s for
two weeks , . . Paul Bley 4 opened
stand Monday at Midway Lounge
* . . Four Lads set for Twin Coaches
week of April 9 . , . Jimmy Spaniel
combo, playing Colonial Manor
week-ends, renewed for another
month . . . Herman Middleman
back from second Caribbean cruise
and heading his band again at Club
30. Pat McCauey subbed for him
• . . Piano duo of Reid Jaynes &
Bobby Cardillo picked up for an
additional 10 weeks at Carlton
House Town and Country Lounge

JONDON
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Duchin Story’
Kicks Off New
Disk Rivalry
The flood of film biographies j
of orch leaders is creating lots of
rivalry among the disk companies.
With ■ five
companies
already
squared away on the disk tiein with
Universal’s “The Benny Goodman
Story.” Columbia and Decca now
are priming to lock horns over
Columbia Pictures’ “The Eddy Du¬
chin Story.”
Decca is coming up with the
soundtrack set while Columbia has
dug into its vaults for some old
Duchin masters. Both packages
will be tagged “The Eddy Duchin,
Story.” Decca will play up the
soundtrack angle (label’s pactee
Carmen Cavallero did the keyboard
work for Tyrone Power who plays
the part of Duchin in the pic) while
Col will build its exploitation on
the original Duchin angle.
In “The Benny Goodman Story”
fracas, Decca restrained the use of
that tag by the other companies
and forced Capitol, for one, to pull,
back its original album shipments
which used that title.
As yet
Columbia Pictures hasn’t indicated
that it’ll restrict the use of “Eddy
Duchin Story” to any particular
company. In fact, it’s believed,
that the pic company will just sit
back and cash in on the disk pro¬
motion of both companies.

PfifflEnScoreboard
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TOP TALENT AND TUNES

■
■
■

Compiled front Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

■

1
1
I
I

1

ARTIST AND LABEL

,

3

KAY STARR (Victor)..

3

2

PLATTERS (Mercury).

4

5

FOUR LADS (Columbia).

5

4'

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)..

6

9
6

8
9

10
7

DON CHERRY (Columbia).

10

PAT BOONE (Dot) .

o POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week
1
1

HARMS, Inc.'

(Great Pretender
]Only You
(No, Not Much
] Moments to Remember

(Tutti Frutti
.)I’ll Be Home

TUNES
(♦ASCAP. fBMI)
TUNE
fLISBON ANTIGUA.

2

2

3

3

fROCK AND ROLL WALTZ.
*GREAT PRETENDER.

4

4

fMEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS.

5

5

*NO, NOT MUCH.

6

..

7

10

*POOR PEOPLE OF PARIS.
*MORITAT (MACK THE KNIFE) .

8

6

f SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR ...

9

9

10

7

*IT’S ALMOST TOMORROW..
fBAND OF GOLD.

Continued from page 47 -
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Wabash

Barney Young/ who * is and has
been engaged in sundry litigations
and out-of-court hassles recently,
dropped one decision last week
when his application to join the
American-' Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers as a writer
was turned down in N.Y. Supreme
Court by Justice Owen McGivern.
The judge ruled that since ASCAP
was a voluntary unincorporated
association, a court order to com¬
pel the Society to accept a non¬
member into its ranks was outside
the jurisdiction of the court.
Young contended that the exist¬
ence of the Federal antitrust con¬
sent decree ended ASCAP’s status
as a voluntary association. He
pointed out that under the decree,
ASCAP must accept any writer
who has one published song to his
credit. Young has his name on
several hundred songs. He is going
to the Dept, of Justice to compel
ASCAP to accept him.
Although rejected as a writer,
Young has ASCAF status through
his Gem Music firm. That company
has been in ASCAP for over 20
years and has permitted Young to
register recurrent squawks about
the operation of the Society. Latest
is against the performance values
on network sustaining shows.

Xavier’s Brother Enric
On 1st U. S. Band Stand

’Hit Parade’ Lineup
(On Feb. 18 NBC-TV Show)
1. Rock & Roll Waltz Sheldon
2. Lisbon Antigua... Southern
3. Great Pretender. . Panther
4. Memories This. .Montclare
5*. Sixteen Tons.American
6. Almost Tomorrow.Northern
7. Dungaree Doll.Marks
eign soundtrack for around $300
while the cheapest domestic music
would cost around $2,500.
One chart shows production of
telepix has increased in Hollywood
from total of 860 hours of product
in 1952 to 1,200 hours in 1955.
During that time, however, the use
of foreign music jumped from 685
hours to 950 hours and use of
Hollywood music increased only
from 175 hours to 260 hours.
Plea, which has been rejected,
was that 21% of recording scale
raise of last two years go to mu¬
sicians instead of to trust fund
and $25 rescoring fee to original
sidemen be restored; they be per¬
mitted to rec.over fees lost last
year; reuse fees for transcribed
radio closed end shows go to mu¬
sicians; and a formula be estab¬
lished for rerun payments.

Easier to Ask For

York

In Bid to Become
ASCAP Writer

LES BAXTER . (Capitol).. . Poor People of Paris
BILL HALEY’S COMETS (Decca) ...
DICK HYMAN TRIO (MGM).

In June of 1955, this $25 fee was
diverted to fund instead of to the
individual musician.)
Scoring'fees brought $744,000 to
local musicians during 1954. For
1955, as a result of'the change in
rulings, only $38,000 was paid to
local musicians. Musicians also
have discovered that the amount of
vidfilm scoring has sharply de¬
creased as a result of AFM fee
policies.
Producers have discov¬
ered that they can bring in a for-

OTOTB recordings to com*!

TUNE

NELSON RIDDLE (Capitol).

2

7

-

LEROY H61MES—M.G.M.
LES BAXTER—CAPITOL
MAX STEINER—R.C.A. VICTOR

1
1
1
1
1
1

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week
1
1

Coast Toolers

3 OUTSTANDING RECORDINGS

Retail Sheet Music

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists arid Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points* scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

Continued from page 41 ——.

i HELEN
of TROY

Retail Disks

■
■
■

as Published in the Current Issue

■

ASCAP Clarifies
stations happened to be surveyed
in ASCAP’s spot check system. For
every network affiliate that carries
the sustaining show and which
falls within the survey, there will
be an additional 20 points per per¬
formance.
In this way, ASCAP’s explana¬
tion goes, a sustaining web pro¬
gram being used by a great num¬
ber of affiliate stations could re¬
ceive more than the 4-point maxi¬
mum previously allowable. A pro¬
gram, however, picked up by few
stations wouldn’t be likely to be
covered by ASCAP’s spot-check
logging procedure and hence would
receive less than before.
ASCAP execs intend to study
the new performance value ratings
on radio for six months and then
review its impact on the distribu¬
tion system. At the writers’ classi¬
fication committee meeting last
week,
some ASCAP members
pressed for a revision of the pres¬
ent system, but it was agreed that
it would continue for the next half
a year without a revision.
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Hollywood, Feb. 21.
With Les Baxter currently a hit
disker via his “Poor People of
Paris” click, Capitol is reissuing
his album, “Le Sacre Du Sauva'ge.”
Package is being Anglicized and
will go out as “Ritual of the
Savage.”

PUBLISHER

Arc

Enric Cugat is fronting many of
brother Xavier Cugat’s musicians
on his first U. S. location job at
Joe Cotton’s Steak House, Atlanta,
where they opened this week. The
better known Cugat and his wife,
Abbe Lane, are currently in Italy
on a. film chore.
Younger maestro’s wife, Mar¬
guerite Cugat, is also the featured
vocalist with the Atlanta-locationed
combo. Unlike Miss Lane, who is a
Latin from Mahattan, Marguerite
Cugat is from South America,
where she has been touring with
her husband.
Emile Shalit, head of Melodise,
British indie recording company,
goes to New York at the end of
tl^is month to negotiate U.S. re¬
lease for 'his label.

Cap Signs Riddle To
New Six-Year Contract
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
Nelson Riddle, whose “Lisbon
Antigua” is currently riding for the
biggest instrumental smash Capitol
has had in the last few years, has
been signed to a new six-year con¬
tract by the label’s exec veepee,
Alan W. Livingston. Riddle has
been with Capitol since July 1,
1953.
In addition to conducting instru¬
mental singles and albums, Riddle
backs such artists as Frank Sinatra
and Nat (King) Cole. “Antigua”
passed the 500,000 mark in sales in
the first few weeks and is now
crowding close to the 1,000,000
level.

Nanette Fabray, a regular
the NBC-TV “Sid Caesar S’h<
has joined Coral Records’ ar
roster.
tt Her first side for the label,
How Soon,” received a video
kickoff on the Caesar show last
week (13).

LOVELY
LIES
Manhattan Bros., London #1610
Nick Nobl*, Wing #W90045

BURLINGTON MUSIC
CORPORATION
539 W. 25th St., New YorJ* 1. N. Y.
OR 5-6060

^America's-Fastest
< Selling-:Recofds!
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May Cut Cafe Tax in Half
[PETRILLO APES FILM BIZ TACTICS]
Spearheaded by the American Federation of Musicians, the drive
to lop the 20% entertainment tax in niteries and hotels stands a
fair chance of producing successful results in the current session
of Congress. Trade sources .close to the Washington Scene think
cafe levy will be cut to 10%.
James C. Petrillo, AFM president, has been pushing the tax-cut
campaign to bolster union member employment via hoped-for
reopening of rooms and shuttered clubs.
AFM brass seem to copy maneuvers of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations which won a cut to 10% against previous
20% Government “take” on theatre admissions a couple of years
ago and is now trying for its complete elimination.
Borrowing from the COMPO strategy, AFM has its reps wooing
law-makers on Capitol Hill and in the grass roots areas.
The
House and Senate members are being given the message anent the
troublesome economics of the hotel and nitery business and the
benefits to be derived from easing the tax load.

N.Y. Madison Sq. Garden Seeks
New Headliner for Fall Rodeo
STILL TOP FOE

BUT Wo TM

By GUY LIVINGSTON

Boston, Feb. 21.
Unending speculation as to what
favors or hurts the booking of live
acts—the remnants of vaudeville—
repeatedly centers on the added
rap of the 20% “luxury tax” which
still applies 11 years after the war
in cafes with entertainment. An¬
other reason emphasized in the
Boston area is the tendency of
groups and conventions to buy out
a roadhouse' or popular eatery for
a whole evening of private hubbub.
“Office cutups” provide their own
amusement to the exclusion of pro¬
fessionals.
New England probably lags be¬
hind Chicago, Detroit and other in¬
dustrial areas (some towns like
Lawrence. Mass., are perennially
“depressed”) in staging corpora¬
tion-sponsored sales rallies with
special acts, script and music
charged to “goodwill.” Some ac¬
tivity of this sort is noted region¬
ally but too often New' England
sales meetings turn either (a) to
amateur talent or (b) seek to in¬
Las Vegas, Feb. 21.
duce hometown radio-tv perform¬
Eddie Fox, vet show figure on ers to make personals for free on
this circuit, has been appointed the early-generation plea of “pub¬
publicity and entertainment direc¬ licity value” to the entertainers.
tor of the Silver Slipper Club, ef¬
All in all. Boston is a strange
fective when the perennial Vegas paradox on live talent.
late-hour spot goes into the hands
It is one of the largest night
of new bosses March 1.
„
club circuits in the country, supFox will vacate his present dut¬

Monster Benefits Ruin Cafe Biz
And Actors’ Jobs: Lou Walters
Miami Beach, Feb. 15.
Someone has to speak out when
an injustice is being done. So be¬
cause no one else has done so—
I stick my neck out.
During the nearly

20

years

I

have been in business here, I have
seen the opening of dozens of lux¬
urious hotels. Each year the popu¬
lation gets bigger, and every year
the business I am in becomes
weaker, until today, Feb. 15, the
very height of the season, the
Beachcomber, Copa City, Clover
Club and many other fine places
of business are closed.
Cafe owners blame the hotels,
because “every hotel has a night
club” and I agree that they take
away a lot of business from places
like mine.
I can’t do anything .about their
competition, and I can’t blame the
hotels. If I had millions of dollars
invested in a building, I would
use every method to increase my
revenue. The-use of entertainment
in a hotel is an essential part of
their scheme of things.
Others blame the ridiculous sala¬
ries we pay stars. You can’t stay
in business if you pay them, and
if you don’t play stars you don’t
do any business.
There are other things I can’t do
anything about: television, cutrate
tourists’ deals, dog races, jai alai,
all these things that take away
business from the night clubs.
Since I can’t do anything about
them, I go along with them. They
(Continued on page 52)

Eddie Fox’s New Spot At
Vegas' Silver Slipper

ies as assistant entertainment di¬
rector, of the New Frontier to as¬
sume his new post.
Silver Slipper is being leased
from the New Frontier Corp. by a
group of Los Angeles businessmen
headed by Ralph Shulz and Homer
West. They will pay a $30,000
monthly rental.

Waldorf, Plaza
Name Alignment

Ray Bolger follows Benny Good¬
man into the Waldorf-Astoria’s
Empire Room, N.Y., on April 2—
a first for the dancer in the Hilton
Hotels’ flagship—followed by Gor¬
don MacRae on April 30. Harry
Belafonte who set a high mark
last season at this hotel, parred
only by Maurice Chevalier, is the
opening Starlight Roof attraction
May 28 until July 3. Thereafter,
Claude C. Philippe, of the Waldorf,
is priming a “Caribbean Festival”
for the ensuing two months, with
or without Belafonte.
The roof
band is not set yet.
The companion Hotel Plaza, an¬
other Hilton operation in N.Y., will
see Edith Adams succeeding Lil¬
lian Roth on March 8 at the Per¬
sian Room; Escudero, the Spanish
Vic Connors, who died Thurs¬
dancer, April 5 (another first),
day (16) in Miami of a heart attack,
followed by Paul Hartman May 3,
is the second defendant in the suit
who will close out the season.
involving the insurance program
Kay Thompson, whose novelty
of The American Guild of Variety
book, “Eloise”—now also a song—
Artists to die. First was Matthew
put the Plaza on the map in more
Adler, who died shortly after the
than one way, has set back her
suit was instituted in 1951.
Persian Room return until the fall
Connors, who was regarded as because of vocal illness.
one of the best organizers and ne¬
gotiators who came into the vaude
union, had been groomed as pos¬
sible national administrative secre¬
tary, until debate started on t.he
insurance program. Connors, to¬
gether with Adler, Henry Dunn,
Pittsburgh, Feb. 21.
former national administrative sec¬
Sehsational showings here lately
retary, as well as the Insurance of rock ’n’ roll packages may turn
Co. of North America, are being one of the local downtown taverns
sued for an accounting and com¬ into an r. & r. room shortly. Under
missions by David Cohen, an in¬ consideration for the project is the
surance broker, who claims to have Carnival Lounge, lately going in
originated the AGVA insurance almost exclusively for female im¬
program. Cohen says that all com¬ personators, and the onetime Hol¬
missions should have gone to him lywood Show Bar.
rather than Adler, who was the
Harvey Wander, who runs the
initial broker on the program.,
Carnival, wants to take Irwin John¬
Connors, at the time of his death son, owner of the Flamingo Hotel
fit the age of 43, had been selling on Wylie Ave., which caters to
swimming pools in the Florida sepia trade, in with him on the
area. After leaving AGVA, he was operation and is awaiting an okay
briefly affiliated in an attempt to from Johnson’s doctor following a
physical checkup.
Johnson has
form a models’ union.
The Cohen case had been slated been spot-booking rock ’n’ roll and
>0 start in the N.Y. Supreme Court other jazz names into fiis Flamingo
Feb. 13, but another delay was and it’s figured he would bring this
trade downtown with him.
granted.

Connors, Who Died Last
Week, Was Involved In
Insurance Setup Suit

NOW IT’S ROCK 'N' ROLL
ROOM IN PITTSBURGH

' (Continued on page 51)

Borge Sets D. C.
Washington. Feb. 21.
Victor Borge smashed previous
D.C. concert records with two SRO
concerts this evening (Tues.) in
the 3.800-seat Constitution Hall.
The Danish pianist-humorist not
only reached a new high for a sin¬
gle headliner, of $21,000 gross in
one day, but he set a new pace in
speed of sales by selling out in a
10-day period. The 5:30 concert
was added as result of unprece¬
dented demand for tickets.
Borge prefaced his appearance
tonight with a smash appearance
at a Heart Fund luncheon attended
by over 1,000 socialites and civic
leaders, Headed by Mrs. Eisen¬
hower. He announced that his
share of one of tonight’s concerts
would be contributed to the Heart
Fund in the name of President and
Mrs. Eisenhower. Patrick Hayes,
concert impresario who booked the
Borge concerts, estimated take for
the fund would be over $3,000.

ZAC FREEDMAN'S POSITION
Likely to Be Set After N.Y. Date
Of Ringling Circus
Sarasota, Feb. 21.
Zac Freedman, who has been
functioning as acting head of the
Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey
Circus press department recently,
will probably be confirmed in that
spot in the next few days. Accord¬
ing to Michael Bailey Burke, ex¬
ecutive director of the show,
Freedman’s appointment is likely
to be made when the full press
staff has been recruited.
Broadway legit pressagent Bill
Doll has been engaged to handle
circus publicity during the Madi¬
son Square Garden engagement,
opening April 4. He will supple¬
ment that permanent staff, on a
basis similar to that of Bill Fields
in former years. It’s also likely
that Dg41 will handle institutional
publicity on a year-round basis.

Thai Joins MCA in Chi
Chicago, Feb. 21.
Pearson Thai joined the Chicago
office of Music Corp. of America
last week as a booker. He will as¬
sist Danny Cleary, head of MCA’s
special events department here.
Thai has been a bandleader.

Vegas Folds Helps L. A,
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
Work for vaude talent in¬
creased about 15% here in
'last two years. Yuletide was
best in many years with cafes,
sales conventions, etc., all us¬
ing talent to fuller extent.
Seven new niteries opened.
Recent shutdowns in Las
Vegas and dropping business
there appears to have im¬
proved Los Angeles cafe situ¬
ation.
However, tv still is consid¬
ered cHicf villain in keeping
people home on certain nights.

D’Amato Dickering
N.Y. Hotel Room
Paul (Skinny) D’Amato, operator
of the 500 Club, Atlantic City, is
negotiating for the takeover of the
nitery operation in the Belmont
Plaza Hotel, N.Y. It’s likely that
D’Amato will start there in the
fall.
Should negotiations between the
hotel and the nitery op be con¬
cluded, the inn will start renovat¬
ing the room, so that the capacity
will be increased to about 600. Spot
had been a nitery site for many
years under the old Ronay man¬
agement, when it operated as The
Glass Hat. Since the room closed
down as a talent rsite; it has been
a restaurant under several man¬
agements.
The Tisch hotel chain, now oper¬
ating the Belmont Plaza, owns sev¬
eral major hotels in Atlantic City,
where D’Amato operates the larg¬
est nitery. D’Amato uses top names
such as Joe E. Lewis, Sophie
Tucker and other headliners when
available. The 500 has the distinc¬
tion of having started Dean Martin
& Jerry Lewis as a comedy team.
Both were booked individually into
that cafe, but started operating
together as a gag.
Acquisition
of
the
Belmont
Plaza would make D’Amato one of
the major talent buyers in the east,
on a par with the upper layer of
N.Y. nitery ops. With the .Belmont
Plaza, he would be buying talent
on a year-round basis, instead of
for the summer months only, such
is*dhe case at the 500.

SONYA KAYE TO STAR
IN TROY‘ICE CARNIVAL'
Troy, Feb. 21.
Sonya Kaye, who starred in the
Christmas
skating
production,
“Anywhere in the U.S.A.,” at the
Roxy, New York, will top the cast
of “Ice Carnival” to be staged at
the RPI Field House, March 1517, under direction of II. L. (Jack)
Garren.
Miss Kaye and other profes¬
sionals will be backed by a com¬
pany of 100 local skaters, in the
fourth of such annual affairs under
Garren’s guidance. Manager of the
Field House, he has staged 200 ice
shows.
Miss Kaye, 21, toured with “Ice
Capades” and “Holiday on Ice,”
after competing in the 1952 Olym¬
pics at Oslo.

New England Agents
Mulling AGVA Fee
Boston, Feb. 21.
Theatrical Agents of New Eng¬
land (TANE) met to discuss the
new $50 AGVA franchise fee here
last week for the second time, but
no immediate action was taken, ac¬
cording to Harry Drake, prexy of
the agents’ group.
Each member, however, put up
$25 to be held in escrow. Drake
said that efforts are being made
to affiliate with the American Reps
Assn. (ARA). Guess is that the
local group will go ahead with the
new $50 AGVA franchise, bat
doesn’t want to be first to do so.

+ Madison Square Garden, N. Y.,
1 will be looking for an entirely new
roster of attractions for the annual
World’s Champion Rodeo which
takes place in the fall.
Garden
execs are attempting to line up a
different type of draw.
They’ve
been studying the feasibility of us¬
ing Rin Tin Tin and Lassie, and
also the film actor playing the
Lone Ranger, Clayton Moore.
There had been some talk that
the Garden might give up rodeos
this season.
Roy Rogers, who had
been in the Garden last season,
didn’t do the usual amount of
business.
Gene Autry had been
a too frequent visitor and the rodeo
officials felt that unless a new kind
of attraction could be obtained,
there would be little point in run¬
ning the bronco meet.
If that were the case, then the
Boston Garden which runs the
WCR immediately after Madison
Square Garden would be forced to
give up the "rodeo as well. Even
if Boston were willing to go it
alone, it’s doubtful whether it
would be worthwhile to bring the
stock up from Texas for a single
meet.
Clayton Moore is a new entry
and whether any deal will be final¬
ized with him is likely to depend
upon the reception of his film,
’The Lone Ranger" (WB), now in
release.
Between dwindling grosses and
increased demand of the cowboys
for higher purses, question of
whether a rodeo should be held this
year is still being debated. Garden
execs are reported ready to con¬
cede that it is no longer a question
of whether the
running time
should be held down to a minimum,
but whether the wranglers’ opera
should go on at all. Another as¬
pect of whether the show will go
on this year would be the deal
that can be made with whatever
headliner would be available. No
decision is expected for a while.

New Palladium Show
To Bow After ‘Painting’
Shutters Next Month
London, Feb. 14.
The Palladium management has
confirmed that its current show,
“Painting the Town,” will close
early in March, probably March 3.
However, the decision has not yet
been announced for general pub¬
lication.
The next offering at , the Pal¬
ladium will be a vaude show, to be
followed by a Val Parnell-Bernard
Delfont revue starring Harry Secombe. It will be presented for
an extended run.
American dancer Nanci Cromp¬
ton, imported to star in the cur¬
rent Norman Wisdom show, has a
year of bookings in Europe after
she closes at the Palladium. She
goes first to the China Theatre,
Stockholm, for the month of April,
then is set for six weeks at the
Moulin Rouge, Paris, with dates in
Brussels, Madrid, Barcelona, Rome
and the Riviera to follow.

Bystanding Rassler Sues
Mpls. Club for Eye Injury
Minneapolis, Feb. 21.
The Flame, one of the largest
and leading local night clubs, is
defendant in a $75,000 personal in¬
jury Federal court damage suit
brought by Ovila Asselin, Mont¬
real wrestler who performs under
the name of Guy LaRose.
Asselin alleges he was struck on
the nose and eye by a glass thrown
by a Flame customer and his right
eye has been permanently dam¬
aged. He charges the Flame man¬
agement failed to maintain order
when two patrons started fighting.
Wrestler was sitting 35 feet from
the disturbance and wasn’t in¬
volved in it,
Last June, while in another mterv, the wrestler, applying a headlock and holding the man for the
police, subdued a gun-carrying
customer who fired three shots
into the floor near him.

so
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County Fairs Hungry for Names As
Rurals Get Hip; TV Calling Tune;
3-Cornered Battle for Fairs Biz

Tony* & Eddie Pacted
For Bermuda Stand
Tony & Eddie have been pacted
for a stand at the Coral Isle, Ber¬
muda, thus erfding a long run at
the Bon Soir, N. Y. They started
Monday (20).
Duo 'begged Out of a, commit¬
ment at the Sands Hotel, Las
Vegas, to keep this date.

petition
benefit the ducatbuyers by providing better shows
Chicago, Feb. 21.
at fairs. The “spend more money
The impact of modern mass to make more money” concept ad¬
entertainment media, notably the vanced by MCA and GAC may,
• teevee pacemaker, is finally being if accepted by fair committees,
felt in that last stronghold of old- also result in bigger grandstand
stvle showbiz—the country fair.
grosses. In any event, it looks like
‘With the establishment of a the boondockers are going to get
fairs department at Music Corp. of (...
_
the headliners they’ve_ seen
America and the General Artists t teevee at their fairs as well.
Corp.-Hamid tieup consummated i
not long ago, a three-cornered |
battle is shaping up for the lucra-i
'tive fairs business. Long dominated
by Hamid in the east and Barnes
& Carruthers in the west, a na¬
tional free-for-all for county and
state fair accounts looms probable
this season;
Reason for all the excitement is
that the hinterJanders are getting
One of the possibilities this year
hip, and are no longer satisfied Js an eastern invasion by the Clyde
with the circus-type acts that for.
>_
.
.
Circus.
'Beatty, who has
years dominated the fair grand-! Beatty r,
rrm W.tv.
stands. With teevee now down on 'i signed the Cisco Kid (Duncan
the farm, a result made possible ' Renaldo) as his major attraction,
in equal prGs by rural electrifica¬ is now seeking dates in major
tion and the coaxial cable, the stops in the east.
By GABJ5 FAVOINO

Philly Area Dries Up as Talent User;
Only Weekend Work for Rank & File
+

Globetrotters to japan
Tokyo, Feb. 14.

Autry Troupe As
CNE Afternoon

Philadelphia, Feb. 21
Depression has hit the rank-andfile actors in this area. Most of the
700 permormers on the rolls of tlie
American Guild- of Variety Artists
are satisfied to get weekend work
when playing the home territory.

The Harlem Globetrotters,
world-famous
Negro
basketball
team, will visit Japan this fall—
Jackie Wilson, manager of the
likely in November, for its third local AGVA branch,-ascribed the
postwar tour, according to an an¬ slack bookings to three reasons—
nouncement made here by Abe economics, with the club owners
Saperstein, owner of the aggrega¬ cutting down on budgets; police
tion.
^
prudery, which has frightened the
. Saperstein said a Globetrotter cafes off girl productions, and the
unit of 36, accompanied by another zealous
Liquor Conrtol
Board,
professional team, would leave the which has eliminated the slot
U. S. Oct. 20 for appearances in machines from the upstate clubs.
Toronto, Feb. 21.
In continued effort to boost the Manila. After that the outfit will
One booking agent explained it;
matinee attendance at the Cana¬ play 12 games in Tokyo, Osaka and
“No act is going on relief. Show
dian
National Exhibition, Jack Nagoya.
people can live on two or three
Arthur, producer of the 24,000nights’ work a week, but it’s just
seater grandstand show, has closed
a living.”
Hardest hit are the
deal with Gene Autry whereby
dancers in the $125 to $175 week
the western star’s package deal of
class, and the $200-$300 a week
talent will be used ps headliners
coipics.
of the afternoon performance, with
There used to be 25 solid weeks
Autry
and
sharpshooting
Gail
work
a season in Philadelphia
Davis (Annie Oakley) also worked
clubs, with side excursions into the
into a six or eight-minute segment
surrounding
area—South Jersey,
of Arthur’s nightly spectacle at
Cleveland. Fdb. 21.
Chester
and
Wilmington,
Del.
$3.50 top.
Herman Pirchner’s Alpine Vil¬ There are fewer full-week stands
Arthur has also made an offer lage, biggest nitery here, has drop¬
in this territory now than any other
Gisele Mackenzie to head his ped variety floor shows as well as
MacDonalds are acquiring sophis¬
Beatty is going after the spon¬
place in the 'country, the bookers
ticated talent tastes apd are hungry sored indoor stands, in the terri¬ two-week nightly grandstand spec Dave Ennis' band to switch to more- state. Local performers who want
for name hec.dliners. This develop¬ tories now covered by various this summer, which would make intimate Continental reVues, as\of to work fulltime must seek jobs in
ment got its start with the ex¬ Shrine Circuses, which had been her the first Canadian-born star yesterday (Mon.).
B o st o n,
Montreal,
Pittsburgh,
posure of rural America to the produced by the George A. Hamid of his C.N.E. show. Only act which
Ben Silverberg has organized
Cleveland and other towns, where
‘motion pictures and is now com¬ office (now GAC-Hamid Inc.), Pol¬ Arthur has definitely inked for the a new six-piece orchestra, with ac¬
they are accepted as “new faces.”
two-week stand (Aug. 2 to Sept. 8) cent on strings, for room’s Hew
plete, thanks to the blanket cover¬ iak Bros, and others.
The decrease in the number of
age ,of radio, teevee and- records.
Beatty hasn't been east in a is Dickie Hearne, famous for his policy. Initial revue is topped by
For several years now, the rurals number of . years. There had been
Mr. Pastry” turn in Britain. This Jacqueline James, who sang a lead local showcases is something that
took
place in the last five years,
have registered their disapproval some talk that N.Y.’s Madison has been booked through Lew & in London version of “King and I.”
of outdated fair grandstand fare Square Garden was holding that Leslie Grade.
and Manuel de Cadiz’s troupe of according to Wilson.
at the boxoffice. Although gate outfit in reserve In case a deal
Body Blow
In addition to Autry and Miss Spanish dancers.
'
admissions have been climbing wasn’t arrived at with the Ringling Davis, Arthur’s proposed package
Conventional shows built around
The decline in the number of
steadily over the last few years, Bros.. Barnum & Bailey Circus. deal would ’ al£o include Merril .vaude acts and a dancing line have club dates proved a body blow to
•grandstand show attendance has
That was the closest to a definite Travis, guitar.player and composer fiost their drawing power, Pirchner. variety here. These single night
been declining. Another factor in
eastern booking that Beatty has of “Sixteen Tons”; Pat Buttram, said in making the switch. For the performances usually, meant a good
the decline beside the new rural |h d ,
H , been ply_ comic; Cass County Boys, vocal last two seasons he tried to re¬ note, plus, expenses. The clubs in
Vimnpcc
is tnp natural ronserva^ ‘ .
. ,,
, ^
r
the western and northwestern trio; Carl Cdttner, trick violinist; juvenate his format with recording the provinces used the talent as a
'tism of fair committees and loyalty
routes for some seasons, and hasn’t a troupe of eight square-dancers, attractions sandwiched into shows, come-on, and the slot machines
to acts used season after season
high-school horses and perform¬ but they didn't do much for the more than paid for'the entertain¬
ventured east of Chicago.
■(the Illinois State Fair has been
ing mules. For' afternoon and eve¬ cash register.
ment costs. Removal of the oneThe indoor circus stands have
using the WLS Barn Dance as its
Bigger names and more* atmo¬ armed bandits caused’about 85%
ning performances, it is Arthur’s
•main grandstand attraction for been generally heavy moneymakers intention to provide such a “fam¬ spheric showmanship are planned
of the veterans posts and fraternal
in
several
major
cities.
The
outfits
almost 20 years). Occasionally, too,
ily” show as he had in *1954 with for his 500-capacity theatre-restaur¬ lodges in the rural sectors to dis¬
a new committee will decide to have gone into various towns Roy Rogers and Dale Evans. Inci¬ ant, which has three stages, includ¬
continue shows.
economize and slash the show j under the auspices of some organ¬
. .
dentally, .Miss Mackenzie was of¬ ing one on hydraulic lifts.
Club a dates in the metropolitan
budget; effect is not felt until the ization and therefore have been
Silverberg, who was assistant
fered a similar job last summer but
area have been hard hit by the
idemnified
against
loss.
Shriners,
following year, when people who
had other .commitments. Headlin¬ concertmaster of Cleveland, Syfnrf determined bids for banquet trade
came in droves to catch the econo¬ Kiwanis and Lions clubs have been
ing Arthur’s $350,000 production phony Orchestra over 22 yehrs and
made by the big cafes. The time
my show refuse to come back for listed among the underwriters of
also conducted WTAM’s orch 25
these outfits.. Should Beatty- and last summer to terrific night biz
more.
years, is house maestro. His crew when an organization would rent a
was Ed Sullivan,
The
Ciscp
Kid
complete
several
hotel ballroom and stage its own
Bonanza Potential
consists of Ernie King, Richard MoBig talent agencies like MCA dates in the eastern area, it would
tylinski and himself on strings, Joe show anjd dance is becoming a
thing of the past. The organization
and GAC are aware of the bonanza be the first new name to come
Spinn on bass fiddle, Sal Bucarey
potential in the fair business, along in this field for some years.
on accordiop and Barney Zalek oil had to hire the room, pay for. the
especially in view of the great tvpiano, lVith Kenny Rasmussen fill¬ band and entertainment, plus the
hypoed rural demand for their
price of the meal and the least
ing lulls on piano.
acts.
Excluding the state fair,
they could expect was a tab of $10
George Jessel goes on a world
$287,330 was spent for talent alone
per person.
tour for Bonds For Israel in June,
'at county fairs in Wisconsin in
For half of that sum, the big
Omaha, Feb. 21
1954.
GAC-Hamid fairs booker
which will take him to Africa,
cabaret restaurants now give them
Frank Taylor sees no reason why
Omaha Auto Show at the City
dinner, a cocktail and even tips.
India and Australia.
In those
this figure, and others like it, can’t Aud ' broke all records for the
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
Spqts ‘ like the Latin Casino and
he doubled. Similar thinking is event—and the Aud Arena—this countries the drive for .bond sales
Jerry Gray band will headline a Sciolla’s offer $7,500-a-Week head¬
evideht at MCA, where Eldred year, a final check of figures re¬ is called the National Jewish Fund.
special party being tossed by the lined with these dinners, and only
Stacey heads the fairs department. vealed Friday (17). Some 111,808 Emcee has been active in ■ recent
Boeing Aircraft works in Seattle the most solvent lddges and Organ¬
Last year both MCA and GAC j were clocked through the-gate for years as a fund-raiser.
for its employes on April 14. Shin¬ izations care to buck that kind of
sold .toprank acts to the Indiana , the nine days, with a $1 admish
Comedian, meantime, is filling in dig will be held in a plane hangar competition.
State Fair, with MCA putting on || for adults and 50 cents for kids.
with nitery da.es at the Fontaine¬ and some 5,000 persons are expect-,
the grandstand show after pulling
Sponsors are expected to clear bleau, Miami Beach, March 20, and ed to attend.
it out from under Barnes & Car¬
around $25,000 after all expenses. L’Elegante,. Brooklyn (N.Y.) bistro,
With the band will be Peggy
ruthers, who had built the Indiana
McGuire Sisters, Jerry Murad’: the, week prior .thereto.
King, Jack Durant and a quartet
show for 20 years. MCA used the
Harmonicats and Eddy Haddad’
He will emcee the Jackie Glea¬ still to be set.
Bob Phillips of
•fair as a showcase, causing some
Orch furnished entertainment.
son dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria Associated Booking Corp. is pack¬
stir among fair committees with
Past Auto Show and Arena at¬ Feb. 26, under City of Hope (Los aging the deal. Date is one of the
new techniques of presentation, i.e.
Portland, Ore., Feb. 21.
rear-screen projection of scenery, tendance record was 68,000 set last Angeles environs’ sanitarium) au- Saturday nights when Miss King
A ,great many vaude and nitery
thus sidestepping investment in year in six days.. Mills Bros., Mon¬ spicesv and- another some time in won’t be working on the George
acts
have
been overlooking the
May,
for
the
same
charity,
which
Gobel tv show and will thus be
cumbersome, spectacular fair equip¬ ica Lewis, Oil Lamb and Haddad’:
possibility of working the Pacific
will honor Henry Ford 2d.
Orch were on that bill.
available.
ment.
Northwest. Too many think there
With two of the major agencies
is nothing doing hereabouts, and
M
♦
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
aware of this new outlet for their
thus keep their working dates
acts and engaging in active com¬
elsewhere. Entertainers invading
petition for fair accounts, several
this sector wonder why they stayed
traditional fair arrangements are
away so long.
bound to go by the wayside. Chief

J

Sea Beatty Circus
Invading East

Omaha Auto Show Sets
Mark; Will Clear 25G

Big Cleve. Nitery I
In Policy Switch

Jessel’s Niter.y, Bonds,
Toastmaster Schedule

Peggy King, Durant, Gray
Orch tor Boeing Party

SEE ACTS SLUFFING
PACIFIC N. W. LODE

Deductions: Proof Required

of these is the unwritten agree¬
ment of long standing between
Hamid and Barnes & Carruthers,
> >«<«<«n
► ♦+♦♦♦♦ + iBy J. S.
where Hamid limited himself to
easterji .fairs and Barnes & Car¬
Show people are entitled to many income tax
ruthers handled the west.
Another result of the new corn- deductions. The following lists some of therrt. To
claim them is only part of the story. For the de¬
ductions to “stick” they must be proven.
That
means establishing two things—G) the amounts
spent; (2) that the items are professional expenses
and not personal costs.
Mere say-so or’ “guessti¬
mate” is not enough.
Louis Armstrong cancelled the
Preparation expenses—Research, cost of mate¬
• last part of his engagement at
rial, dialogue, gags, music; special coaching
-Ciro’s, Miami Beach, on Sunday
lessons; costumes, wigs, shoes, make-up; re¬
(19) and postponed his stand at
pair, pressing, cleaning, dyeing, and rental of
.the Chez Paree, Chicago, slated for
professional wardrobe; wardrobe valet; beau¬
Friday (24), in order to go to New
tifying. physical culture; studio rentals, tips
-York for treatment for an infec¬
to studio employees; recording of voice or
program;
screen tests, auditions;
accom¬
tion in bolh eyes.
•
Armstrong will enter, a hospital
panist.
Booking expenses—Scouting for engagements;
•on arrival from Florida. Although
agent ar.d personal management commisthe optic ailment isn’t serious it
sions; legal expenses on contracts; income
had been both painful and annoy¬ 0
taxes paid abroad on foreign bookings.
ing, so that tile entertainer” asked
Traveling expenses—Transportation, board and
^<>^-ft .t;empor^;ry- out on -his d^t-es.

imCOME TAX SUMMARY FOR SHOW PEOPLE]

SATCHMO CUTS DATES
FOR EYE TREATMENT

SEIDMAN♦»♦♦♦ + »♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦-»♦♦♦♦♦
lodging away from home; automobile upkeep
and depreciation; cabs from one engagement
to another; expenses on trips taken to get
material, background,
sional work.
Public

relations

or

ideas

for profes¬

expenses—Development

of

public following; handling of fan mail; pho¬
tographs; complimentary tickets; entertaining
press, playwrights, critics, backers, agents, di¬
rectors. etc.; club membership dues; advertis¬
ing and publicity; press agent’s fees.
Miscellaneous expenses—Variety and other ad¬
vertising; Equity and other union dues; tele¬
phone exchange; accountants' fees; body¬
guards; rent, secretary, and office. expense;
household expenses, like rent, maid service,
utilities, telephone, insurance, etc. (to the ex¬
tent household is used actively for confer¬
ences with authors, writers, agents,
an¬
other professional matters..
.
.

Nearly all acts that have Invaded
this territory have become annual
returnees. Amato’s Supper Club,
in Portland, is showcase of the en¬
tire Pacific Northwest.
George
Amato has the rep of being one of
the best operators in the hiz.
Shows play two to three weeks
here with a format of four topdrawer acts. Sometimes fewer acts
are billed but not unusually. After
leaving the hub, Ajmato’s acts can
work from eight to 16 weeks
steadily, at niteries, theatres, hotels
and clubs. Washington and British
Columbia are not too far away.

AWAITING VAUDE'S RETURN
Berlin, N. H., Feb. 21.
Fred
Russell,
a ' vaudeville
dancer for many years and friend
of Jack Benny, A1 Jolson and
other stars, is still going strong ai
82, years old.
He operatesi ;a *one-man barbel
shop here. .
.►
"
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Office Cutups Unfair
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Continued from page 49

plying all of New England and
there are 40-50 weeks work (in any
given week during season) not
counting weekends, booked out of
Boston.
Theatre bookings, however, are
dead.
They’ve been defunct for
more than a decade. “Too costly,”
is reason advanced.
In Boston proper, the present
and almost the only market • for
talent are the new intimes (cocktail
lounges) of which perhaps 50 op¬
erate.
Add three supper clubs,
Blinstrub’s, Bradford Roof and
Steuben’s, presenting floor shows,
and that’s Boston.
Boston is a big convention city
but the type coming here use little
pro talent and have not been for
the past four years. Trend to pri¬
vate whoopedo behind closed doors,
as suggested, is common explana¬
tion.
A so-called “Boston act” hasn’t
a chance in Boston unless or until
Bostonians make weight and pres¬
tige elsewhere.
Local talent is
definitely without honor.
If there is, overall, a big market
for live acts in New England cafe
circuit, the Ay in the ointment is1'

Yh#re'a

No Business Like Show

Busi¬

ness but advising some of the great
people in show business in the matter
of stocks and bonds is now my busi¬
ness.

You, too, are welcome to write

or call.

No obligation!

JESSE BLOCK
Registered Representative
IRA HAUPT & CO.
Investment Broker#

501 7th Ave., New York It. N. Y.
LOengacre 5-6242

"Mr. Hot Plano"

JACKIE LEE
Palumbo's THEATER RESTAURANT
Philadelphia
latest Coral Records Release

'ALWAYS LOVE ME’
b/w

'STRING OF PEARLS'
Booking Direction:

BERN IE ROTH BARD
"Artist Jockey"

SUEZ-ROTHBARD OFFICE
250 S. Broad Street
Phila. 2. Pa.
Kl 5-1665

NICK
LUCAS
Now Playing

THE BEVERLY
HILTON HOTEL
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.
Thru March 1st
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that “they gotta work cheap.” Yan¬
kee club owners like “big names
for small amounts of money.”

ttnrZ-19-

Albany Area Picture
By JAMES L.

CONNORS

p5iWins-

/

Albany, Feb. 21.
The market for live acts in Al¬
bany, and the Capital District (50mile radius)) is limited and is
shrinking, informed sources state.

/

No theatre in the area is pres¬
ently playing vaudeville regularly,
whereas several years ago a group
of Schine situations featured it on
a split-week policy.
The uptown
Colonial here tried revivals twice
during that period—it had been a
vaudeville house when opened
some 40 years ago. The manage¬
ment felt the city’s ban on Sunday
live performances hurt the “come¬
back” promotion.

/

*«
£,‘ *«'vision! rad,nrcuit- as we)llh( .c,u*>

/

b/aV/ an°‘b" r Srt'

/
/

While

I

Albany, of course, was a Proctor
vaudeville town for years—chiefly
at the Grand and Leland.

/

/

Fabian’s 3,660-seat Palace,
opened in 1941 as a variety stand,
has booked two units, both for
single days, in the past two years.
I They were Martin & Lewis, which
I drew virtually capacity in three of
four shows—10 months after they
grossed $18,000-plus in a night
stand at the R. P. I. Field House in
Troy—and the Esther Williams
troupe. The latter failed to pull
substantial audiences on a one-day
break-in.
Field House, where a group of
top musical-vaudeville units was
presented for several years, in ad¬
dition to leading symphony or¬
chestras and the Paul Gregory
bare-stage attractions, had only two
traveling attractions in the latter
half of 1955.
These were the
Scots Guards and a John H. Har¬
ris ice revue (the latter offered for
six days). Both snared fine busi¬
ness.
College hockey is the cur¬
rent pack-in attraction at the big
arena.
There probably are not more
than 20 night clubs—one source
estimated the number at 15—play¬
ing acts regularly, within a 50-mile
circle.
Albany’s own longtime
cafe, Rainbo Room of the New
Kenmore-Hotel, has not been in op¬
eration for about four years—and
even then, irregularly.
The last
downtown spot presenting name
acts was Herman Halpern’s 400
Casino, on Green St.—in the fall
of 1950.
Ten Eyck Room, under the Sher¬
aton management, booked musical
trios and singles last year, but has
not done so this season. De Witt
Clinton, a Knott operation, fea¬
tures instrumental threesomes in
its cocktail lounge on the mez¬
zanine, attracts satisfactory patron¬
age.
Van Curler in Schenectady
has payrolled organist 'Beth Lee
in the Tap Room for more than
four years. Schenectady Hotel also
books small musical acts.
There are a number of cafes in
Albany, Troy and Schenectady em¬
ploying a pianist, an organist or
other small-sizer.
Total is prob¬
ably eight to ten here the week
round; 15 or more, Saturdays.
The entertainment tax is fre¬
quently cited as a deterrent to
night club business, and, therefore,
to employment of acts. It dampens,
if not discourages, spending.
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• Currently Appearing—

EDDY'S, Kansas City
(Signed to Return in SeptemberI
• Opening March 1st—

RADISSON HOTEL, Minneapolis
• Return Engagement March 11th—

"THE ED SULLIVAN SHOW," CBS-TV
• Now in Preparation for TV—

"THE ROGER WILLIAMS SHOW"

Disk Jock Collins Sets
Unit for College Trek
Disk jockey A1 (Jazzbo) Collins
will tap the college and concert
route with a series of one-nighters.
He’ll have a unit of musicians and
artists on the junket.
Tour will be managed by Major
Artists and booked through Joe
Glaser’s Associated Booking Corp.

Exclusively: KAPP RECORDS
Currently: 3 Top Selling Albums In Release
"AUTUMN LEAVES” PASSING

1,800,000

IN SALES (26 WEEKS ON THE HIT PARADE)

NOW, RELEASED JUST 12 DAYS AGQAND SALES ALREADY INDICATE A NEW
SMASH—"BEYOND THE SEA"l

Publicity: MARVIN DRAGER

Pers. Mgt.; STAN GREESON

52

VAUHEVILLB

Monster Benefits Ruin Cafes

“MEG IS OUT IN FRONT BY MYLES-

THE EXCITING NEW SINGING STYLE OF

MEG
MYLES

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N.Y., Feb. 21.
Saranac Lake Winter Ice Carni¬
val proved two days of rare enter¬
tainment. It started with the Ro¬
tary Club Sixth Annual Show
given at the Schine Pontiac Thea¬
tre here.
Show played to SRO.
Opening night show; was a concert
by the 59th Air Force Base Band.
Last day of the carnival featured
the Ice Palace' §nd Winter Pa¬
rade containing over 40 floats with
civic and fraternal organizations
parading, all kinds of sports and
speed contests.
Grand Sno-Ball
dance was held at the Hotel Sara¬
nac to an overflow. Chamber of
Commerce Jacque (WNBZ) DeMattos prexy and town fathers
rate laurels for making this shindig
an outstanding feature.
The King and Queen of the Win¬
ter Ice Carnival (Jackie Rae and
Joyce Hahn, featured entertainer^
over the Canadian tele system)
took time, out to personally visit
every patient at the Will Rogers
hospital.
Bob (Mello-Larks) Smith rated a
10-day furlough which he spent in
N. Y. looking at Broadway pro¬
ductions and appearing on tele
programs. •
David Woodard, projectionist, is
skedded for home and work in Dil¬
lon, S. C. He leaves with a good
health made possible by surgery
here.
Benny Ressier, yesteryear vaudevillian and long a member of our
downtown colony, recently ap¬
pointed secretary and director of
the Adirondack Park Assn; he is
also active in the Shamus Club
which keeps the kiddies filled with
milk and cookies during the sum¬
mer season of the William Morris
Playground Park.
Write to those who are ill.

NOW APPEARING

59 CLUB
59th - 3rd Avt., New York City

SEILER
and
SEABOLD

on CAPITOL RECORDS]
“Sing on Baby" — "Will You Shed a Tear"
MANAGEMENT

RED DOFF &
ASSOCIATES
44* s.
Dr.
■.Ytrly WlIv Callf. ,

<

Dallas Morning News sayst

PRES5
RELATIONS
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$7,500, the cost of three of the
higher priced seats.
Seems ridiculous doesn't it, that
we should go along with this. And
so because I feel that affairs like
a Continued from page 49
■ -this ruin my business for a week
are legitimate businesses and I try
Tickets for a “monster benefit" (and it cost me over $40,000 a week
to meet legitimate competition. But cost from $5 to $2,500 each. If you to operate) I am writing this letter.
there is one thing with which I buy a medium price pair of tickets
If we don't send our stars, we
cannot compete. I talk, my friend, at $25 each—that is $50—its all can eliminate this “monster bene¬
the average fellow wants to spend fit” and the committee will run a
of these “monster benefits."
sane affair.
If a fellow goes to a hotel he in any week.
sees two or three acts. He does
Last year we were given an ab¬
I know about the pressure. Sev¬
notc see my show—he has to come solute promise that this would be eral hotel and night club owners
to the Latin Quarter to see what I the “very last year." Furthermore, have told me that they too are
have to sell—but at a benefit he jerry Baker of AGVA promised me afraid.
(On the committee are
sees not only every star I have but that AGVA would not sanction an¬ bankers, men of wealth, people in
every other star on the Beach.
other “monster benefit."
public office, men one doesn’t like
There was an agreement .that in to offend). We are afraid to be
How Can We Compete?
called uncharitable. We are afraid
How can we compete with a the following years the show would
Showr that has Tony Martin, Harry be held in a night' club or hotel to refuse to go'along for fear of
Bellafonte, Johnnie Ray, Sophie room so that instead of 3,500 tick¬ being stigmatized as not wishing
Tucker, Billy Daniels, Ed Sullivan, ets being sold, there would perhaps to help a hospital.
But we have to do something.
the Vagabonds, and maybe a Mil- be 600 or so. It was even suggested
Let us
ton Berle thrown in for good mea¬ that it would be a good plan to Americans have courage.
take over several hotel rooms or have the courage to say “no.”
sure?'
night clubs, at least for the giving
This letter is being sent to night
The biggest hotel room or night
of our stars we would’ get some club owners, hotels with cabaret
club' in town holds perhaps 500 or
revenue back.
dining rooms, amusement editors
600 people, enough left so that I
I will not permit any of ,my of the Miami Herald, News and
may get some of the remainder/
Or, they may come to see my show actors to play any more benefits. Sun and to Variety; Jerry Baker
If
I do I will lose the great ma¬ and Jackie Bright; to the national
tomorrow night or the next night.
jority of my customers for a week. administrator of AGVA, to Joe E.
But, when 3,500 tickets are sold
The affair if 'run in a dining Lewis, its president; to a Beverley
to. people to see my stars and the
room or night club will have more Roberts of an organization called
stars of every other place in town,
dignity. Tickets can be sold from “Theatre Authority" which spon¬
what chance do I have?
$50 to $2,500 each as easily in a sors these benefits, which organiza¬
Also, if these 3,500 people have cafe as in an auditorium and it
tion am informed draws its sala¬
seen my acts, why should they will become a social event to which
ries and expenses from a percent¬
spend money to see them again?
our best people will look forward age of the money taken in at these
Consider, 3,500
people are each year. And an ad book can be affairs; which benefits do nothing
enough to fill the Latin Quarter, sold that can take in three times as for the actor, except ruin his
the Vagabonds, Ciro's and any five much as the tickets.
health, and help to ruin the place
or six hotel cabaret rooms to ca¬
About 90% of the money raised that employs him. But ‘Theatre
pacity; 3,500 people would fill my at the benefit corner from the high Authority" should care—no bene-,
room for an entire week.
priced tickets. I understand that fits, no income to “Theatre Au¬
All of these I lose because I nearly 1,000 tickets are Sold for thority”. But must we help?
have given my merchandise away. an a.verage of $7.50, or a total of
The March of Dimes, Commu¬
nity Chest, Variety Children’s Hos¬
pital, U.J.A. National Children’s
Cardiac Home and dozens of other
fine
worthwhile
charities
raise
money without resorting to the
Not only is she beautiful but wait til you hearher sing—
running
of
“monster
benefits”
which help to ruin the very peo¬
she's great!"
LENNY LITMAN, Co pa Club, Pittsburgh
ple from whom they expect to get
red doff
assistance.
presents
Lou Walters
(Latin Quarter)

“Soilor and Soabold drew a1 noarcapacit y audience when roviewed
Monday night."

DIRECTION

MARVIN KOHN
GAC
.
,Rrc/ SHURR-MELNICK

:

New York
Agents Joe Glaser and Sam
Bramson back to New York after
talent selling trips in Miami Beach
. . . Elsa & Waldo set for the
Olympia Theatre, Paris, starting
May 23, on the show with Edith
Piaf . . . Don Adamsr pointing to
Le Ruban Bleu, N. Y., March 12
. . . Joe E. Lewis slated for the
Houston Club, Houston, March 27
. . . Larry Storch pacted \for the
Copacabana, N. Y., March 15 . . .
Sophie Tucker tapped for the
Chase, St. Louis, May 27 . . . Florian Zabacli set for the Congress
Hotel, St. Louis, May 21.
ISimi Warren Trio opens at the
Mermaid Room, Park Sheraton
Hotel, N. Y., Monday (27) . . .
Harry Belafonte to the Town &
Country Club, Brooklyn, March 9
. . . Manuela De Cadiz flamenco
troupe- to Palumbo’s, Philadelphia,
March 12 for two weeks . . . Mar¬
tha Kay preeming the Velvet Club
on
eastside
N.
Y.
tomorrow
(Thurs.). Initial bill includes Stu¬
art Harris and Charlie Beal . . .
Larry Daniels, current at the Ver¬
sailles, 1ST. Y., signed by the Wil¬
liam Morris Agency.

Hollywood
Lena Horne headlines the Mou¬
lin Rouge, - Paris, for a fortnight
starting May 7 and follows it with
two weeks at the China Theatre,
Stockholm . . . Frankie Remley’s
orch subs for Red Nichols at the
Town House this week when Phil
Harris, Wayne Songer, Joe Venuti,
Jess Stacy and Hoagy Carmichael
join the Pennies to flip to Phoenix
for a benefit bash . . ..The Jokers
open at the Melody Room March
1 . . . Page (Cavanaugh Trio open
at the Castle March 2 for a fourweek stand . . . HeTb Silvers orch
will be featured in the BevHilton’s
Grand ballroom Sunday (26)
. .
Nelson Eddy and Gale Sherwood
have been signed for two weeks at
the Shamrock Hotel, Houston.

Chicago, Feb. 21.
A

new

Intimery,

the

Gate of

Horn, is slated to debut on Chi¬
cago’s

near northside next week.

The

offbeat

moniker,

borrowed

from T. S. Eliot, is in the vein of
such San Francisco tags as the hun¬
gry i.

To be opened by A1 Gross-;

man, the room’s entertainment pol¬
icy will be as offbeat as its tag.
Grossman plans to showcase folk
singers, of the homegrown as well
as the Continental variety, and a
possible chamber music
booking is in the offing.

quartet

Opening of the new. room will
coincide with Luc Poret’s bow as
a single.
Poret has been Gene¬
vieve’s acocmpanist until now; pair
played Chicago’s Empire Room
twice in the last year.. Frenchman
Poret is going it on his own now, in
an attempt to make a name for
himself in the U. S., after closing
with Genevieve here tomorrow
‘(Wed.). Femme folksinger Katie
Lee will also appear on the open¬
ing bill at the Gate of Horn, estab¬
lishing a policy Grossman hopes
to maintain of playing a native
with a Continental or a folksinger
with a blues vocalist.

Chicago
Sliecky Greene held over for an¬
other three weeks with the new
show opening at the Chez Paree
Friday (24); Louis Armstrong tops
the bill, with the Dunhills opening
. . . New lineup at the Palmer
House, Chicago, bows tomorrow
(Thurs.) with Hildegarde .headlin¬
ing and Jay Nemeth & Nicky, his
talking dog, supporting . . . Alan
King set for the Chez Paree
March' 29 for three weeks; Tony
Martin heads the bill . . . Nelson
Eddy to come back to Eddy’s, Kan¬
sas City, for three frames in Octo¬
ber on the strength of his justemded engagement there.

COMEDY MATERIAL
for

All

Branches

of

Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG HU
(The Service of the STARS)

First 13 Filet $7.00-All 35 issues $25
Singly; $1.05 per script.
• 3 Bkj. PARODIES, per book. $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET.$25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk.. .$25 i
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 <_
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
No C.O.D.'s

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54th St., New York 19—Dept. V
Circle 7-1130

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's the

HOTEL AVERY
The Home of Show folk
Avery & Washington St$.
Radio In Evory Room

Now Representing

STEVE GIBSON’S RED CAPS
with

DAMITA JO
America's Most Versatile Group
A Complete Revue
One Hour of Solid Entertainment
on

MERCURY — RCA VICTOR Records
Booked 1956 Season
CHUBBY'S, W. Collingswood. N. J. (8 Weeks)
MARTINIQUE, Wildwood, N. J. (Summer Season)
ROYAL CASINO, Washington, D. C.
THE COPA, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Exclusive Booking Direction

JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY
FOR CHOICE DATES-—Write, Wire, Phone
Now York Offico
1619 Broadway
PLaxa 7-1786

Philadelphia Offico
1001 Chostnwt St.
WAInut 2-4677

Personal Management—H. DIAMOND

Current ABC-Par Record Hit

“LITTLE CHILD”

CAB CALLOWAY
Now Appearing
the ELEGANTE, NEW YORK

Presently 3rd Week

CENTURY ROOM, HOTEL ADOLPHUS

New Intimery
To Bow in Chi

Vaude, Cafe Dates

Mgt. BILL MITTLER, tyl? Broqdwa)(, Mew York
tt'”)
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Wednesday, February 22, 1956

jlUDY ADAMO

Songs.
J2 Mins.
Chateau Madrid, N.Y.

THE GREGORS (2)
Adagio
6 Mins. '
Palace, N.Y.

P^RIETY
ly outstanding about their style,
but the basic equipment is there.
Needless to say, they will need a
solid record hit to make, it all the
way. Currently they are unaffili¬
ated with a diskery.
Opening fast with “Alabama
Jubilee,” gals generally stick to
lively tunes, dixieland and novel¬
ties, keeping the turii bouncy and
interesting. Perhaps a little too
cute and inclined to over-miigg,
this is nonetheless better than the
wooden
stick
approach.
They
should learn to vary a certain
sameness of sound they seem to
get out of all their numbers. With
a little0 more vocal variety, more
experience, and especially a disk
click, the Peppermints should de¬
velop into a potent nitery turn,
with teevee possibilities.
They
won the opening night house here
and though tending to stay on too
long, went off to a hefty mitt.
, Gahe.

53 .

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF FEBRUARY 22
Numerals in connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; (L) Loew; <M) Moss;
(P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

Penny & Kevin Gregor have a
Rudy Adamo, who has been
NEW YORK CITY
Harry Savoy
working in several legit musieals, twist on an old adagio theme in
CHICAGO
Music Hall (R) 2
Rover Boys
that the girl plays a trumpet while
Rockettes
Miller Manton
is striking out on his own. He being spun and. tossed around.
Black Orchid
Lurlean Hunter
Corps de Ballet
Cycling Kirks
Dick Marx
Dr. Arthur Ellen
shows evidence of extensive vocal Her trumpeting is of the most ru¬
Choral Ensemble
Johnny Frigo
The Peppermints
Peiro Bros.
CHICAGO
training, has a straightforward and dimentary type, so doesn’t add
Conrad Hilton
Michael Danzl
Regal (P) 24
Gloria
Van
“Icearama”
pleasing delivery, and with further anything spectacular to the turn
Palace <PJ 23
Ro.v Hamilton
Blue Angel
Neff & Voss
experience in cafes should find except in terms of novelty value.
T & F Vallet
Erskine Hawkins B
"Royal- Calypso"
Shirley Linde
Betty Brett
El Dorados
Mighty Panther
Michael Meehan
steady employment in this sphere.
But this shouldn’t be a deter¬
3 Arnauts
George Kirby
Phyllis Branch
Dave Park
Adamo, as yet, is strange to rent, since they are a skilled pair
Rolo tc Cressy
Clay Tyson
Roger McCall
Boy Foy
Eugene Compson
Bergman & MimJ
nitery work. His manner is that in their specialty, which after all
Esther Johnson
lune Tattlers
BRITAIN
of one unaccustomed to the cafe is the main point of the act. He
Blue Note
Boulevar-Dears tt
techniques. On night caught he handles the girl smoothly and
ASTON
Matt Dennis 3
Boulevar-Dons
Lcs Marlhys
F. Masters Ore
Kai & Jay 5
4 Gilsom Sisters
Hippodrome (I) 20
seemed unable to overcome the lithely, and she comes out of the
London House
Chez Paree
Jane, Ford & Sliccn Bobbie Kimber
psychological handicap of a mike spins with ease and balance. More¬
Teddy Wilson 3
Louis Armstrong
Rita Martcll
Delmonico Dancers
Palmer House
Shecky Greene
placed in front of him. It confined over, they’ve worked out some
HANLEY
Collin Robins
Hildcgarde
Royal
(Ml
20
The
Dunhills
Sid
England
good
routining.
Trumpet
is
just
his movements to the extent that
DENIS BROS. (2) & JUNE
Jay Nemeth &
Chez Paree Ad'r’b’
Lester’s Com tt
Betty Miller
he didn’t move his head appreci¬ extra trimming and shouldn’t be Dancing
Brian Farnon Ore
Nicky
Hayseeds
A J Powers
Cloister Inn
Empire Eight
Donald B. Stuart
Margaret Davies
ably. Even when he perambulates leaned on so heavily, at least until 5 Mins.
Pat Moran 4
Charlie Fisk Oro
P tc P Page
Harry Wayne
with the mike, he still elected she learns more than just a riff Empire, Glasgow
LEEDS
BLACKPOOL
to work the same way. These hand¬ from “Stompin’ at the Savoy” for
Empire
(M)
20
cornPalace
(I)
20
Pleasant dancing trio Is
LOS ANGELES
Me Andrews &. Mills
icaps will be overcome with ex¬ her mid-air musicanship. With or posed of two males and
one Ken-Tones
Ambassador Hotel
Clro's
Mongadors & Anne
Leslie Welch
without the trumpet, they’re good femme.
perience.
Dick Haymes
Anne Shelton
Billie Anthony
Los Chavales
for
television
spotting
and
general
Dick Stabile Ore
Nelson Bros.
As bill-openers, threesome of¬ Tovarich Troupe
Songwi^e, Adamo
provides a
Trini Reyes
Geri
Galian
Ore
Issy Bonn
Yue Jen Tr
Chan.
fers welcome change from normal Pan
bilingual version of “Arivederci vaude situations.
Mocambo
Leighton Noble Ore
Hacklord & Doyle
Pauline Joy
Robert Clary
run of twosomes on the English Joe Crosbie
Wil. Kep & Betty
Roma,” “I Love Paris,” “Luna
Bar of Music
Ri.-bin Moreno Trio
LIVERPOOL
vaude loops. All three are good Toots & Eva
Rosa” and “Noche de Ronde.” LINDA HOPKINS
Kay Cce Jones
Paul Hebert Ore
Empire (M) 20
Bros & J
workers, scoring in pace and garb¬ Barbour
Further expansion of. repertory
Spider & Speed
Billy Colton Ore
BRIGHTON
Moulin Rougo
Songs
ing. One male offers solo tap- Hippodrome (M) 20 Averil & Aurel
Bob Williams
seems in order.
Jose.
Mack Twins
8 Mins.
Bill Waddington
Romanos Bros.
Beverly Hilton
dancing to strong results. Act is Eddie Gray
Medlock & Marlowe Horace Heidt Hcvue W. W. Stevens
Apollo, N.Y.
Arthur English
worthwhile standard offering, but M & H Nesbitt
Freddie Harrison
Ffolliott Charlton
Blltmore Hotel
THE THREE SIDNEYS
Linda Hopkins is young but she’s would require more distinctive Eva May Wong
Grossctto & Gast’n Connie Haines
Eddie O’Neal Ore
Elizabeth & Collins Lenny Kent
Statier Hotel
Cycling
got plenty knowhow.
Sepia gimmick via routine or garbing to Christine Clanvllle
MANCHESTER
Clarkson
&
Leslie
Gracie
Fields
Wonder
&
Barks
5 Mins.
thrush, in her introduction to the make it a standout. As is, solid Three Skylarks
Hippodrome (M) 20 Hal Derwin Ore
Eddy Bergman Oro
Palace, N.Y.
Apollo, gives out with a diversity booking for British and Common¬ Larry Turner
Frankie Vaughan
Bill Maynard
BRIXTON
Billed as out of the Ringling of melodies that are characterized wealth vauderies or nitery dates.
LAS VEGAS
Harry Worth
Empress (I) 20
Bros., Barnum & Bailey roster, by clarity and admirable range.
Gord.
Toni Arden
Dash’s, Chimps
Dave Winton
Desert Inn
Amin Bros.
i
Three Sidneys comprise two at¬
Mavis Whyte
Frank Parker
Jack Kirwan
Her first is a blues, “Everyday.”
Dorben Dancers
Wareham
&
Barbara
Gloria
Greene
Frank
Libuse
tractive girls and a man mixing The middle work is a fancy jazz
Ray Sinutra Ore
I-ruce
Forsyth
Margie Murray
'Margot Blander
bicycle and unicycle stints. All rendition of “Danny Boy” that has
Shime
*■
Lamar
5 Robertis
Tup Tun
Sahara
NEWCASTLE
Don Arden Dncrs
three contribute heavily, with the much talent behind it, yet makes
Derek Beech
Vaughn Monroe
Empire (M) 20
Carlton llayes Ore
Lascelles
Jean Carroll
two distaffers combining for some the rhythm & blues juves im¬
El Cortez
Phyllis Dixcy
Joan Agnew
Mapp.Y Jesters
-Continued from page 5
,— Phil Valentine
aero work on the bicycles, as per patient for the mode. She closes
Beryl & Bobo
Vicki Young
Saliarem Dancers
Gary Miller
Madcaps
2 Itrebors
one headstanding-pedaling while with more widely appreciated and
Cce Davidson Oro
Ciro Dancers
done things differently than con¬ Ernie Ellis
. immy Ray
Sands
the other balances on the seat. Man rhythmical “I Wanna Love You.”
Billy Dainty
Sherman Hayes Ore Peggy Lee
CHISWICK
ventional
theatre
operator
and
I
does his aero work mostly solo.
Dargie Quartet
El Rancho Vegas
Reese & DaVis
Empire (M 20
Baker & Douglas
firmly believe have added new Nat Gonella
Betty Grable
Beachcombers
On the. unicycling end, the trio
Jack Tracey
Harry James Ore
Copa Girls
spice, zest, vigor and intelligence Dennis Spicer
works in tandem, winding with a
Mr. Ballantine
Antonio Morrelll
NORWICH
Harry Jacobson
cleverly worked-out bit of cycleo- SONNY RICHARDS & WALTER to field of exhibition.”
Ore
Hippodrome (I) 20 Buddy Rich
Julie Dey
Cover Girls
graphy wherein the three make
Adams
noted
important
progress
Five
Skyliners
Bow
&
Darnel
Showboat
LONG
Benson Dulay & Co Ted Fio Rilo Ore
J Dell
Layne & Hynes
like they’re dancing and go through Comedy
was made within last six to 10 L & EAST
Flamingo
Peter Dulcy
HAM
Sharon Knight
Pe.-.rl Bailey
formations with the man in the 3h Mins.
years when conventional theatreDiana Doe
Granada (I) 20
Lawrence & Bev'rly
Bill Bailey
French & Friend
middle.. Closing number features Bradford Roof, Boston
Rossi & McDermott
men and drive-in operators “came Austr. Air Aces
Harold Stern Ore
Taro Nailo
4 Nordics
Garr Nelson
the man ^bringing out a bicycle
Dandccs
Sonny
Richards
and
Walter to conclusion that either type of Copa Cousins
SOUTHAMPTON
Mike Werner Ore
Starlets
with a simulated palm tree therein, Long, both w. k. singles, have com¬
Grand
(I)
20
Silver Slipper
operation was theatre business and Charles Ancastcr
Lou
Basil
Ore
Carrol Levis
Dave Gray
girls mounting .it and balancing on bined for an act which spells class
Hank Henry
Golden
Nugget
that we had better learn to live
The Edorics
Ralph Young
FINSBURY PARK
either side of the top. It’s a solid for any nitery. Richards’ comedy
Harry Ranch Ore
Daly & Wayne
Russ Clark
together
in
order
to
unite
in
fight
Empire
<M)
20
Polly
Possun
if not entirely spectacular turn, and Long’s dancing make for a
Eddie Goffron
Denise Bennett
Peter Brough
Joe. Wolverlon
Billy Maxam
and figures for any kind of special happy marriage allround. Pair are against all things that were harm¬ Lila Roza
Cliff Ferre
Jack Wodell
Sparky Kaye
ful to our businesses.”
WOLVERHAMPTON
Tanner Sisters
New Frontier
situation.
Chan.
togged out in tuxes and from bowJimmy Cavanaugh
Hippodrome (I) 20
Keynote speaker deplored lack Ossie Noble
'Blackouts’
Geo. Redman Oro
on to bow-off have aud clamoring of “unity” in drive-in operation. L Rayner & Betty Lee Lawrence
Ken Murray
Ballet Montparnasse Winsor tc Hatton
Thunderblrd
Marie Wilson
LITTLE RICHARD
for. more.
Duo Russmar
GLASGOW
He blamed operators with "Na¬
Merry Macs
JJarmonicals
Songs
Barney
Powell
Empire
(M)
20
A’-thwr Blake
Richards has a slick vocal carbon poleonic” and “genius” complexes
Andiea Dancers
Rio, Ron & Rita
10 Mins.
Josef
Locke
Robert Lamourct
Cordolins
of Louis Armstrong and a rollick¬ for creating problems that were Flack & Lucas
Miles Twins
Collcanos
Dofben Dancers
Apollo, N.Y.
ing burlesque stripper satire bit.
& Coop'r Betty & Harry
Thunder bird D'c'r’s
Garwood Van Ore
unnecessary. He cited, for example, Woodward
. The songs of this, bushy-haired,
Cox Twins
Barnet Rawlings
Mundy tt Earle
Riviera
Both,
tall
dark
and
personable,
price cutting among drive-in oper¬
A1 Jahns Ore
frenetic performer are raucous and
Orson Welles
uninhibited rhythm & blues. But show plenty of showmanship savvy. ators, accepting exorbitant terms
MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
there is nothing at all to mark him They’re proficient in all depart¬ from film companies, and playing
ments
from
fast
gagging
to
musical
Carroll1 & Gorman
Algiers Hotel
vocally an individual in the r&b
of sex pictures. Drive-in operator,
Michael Marvin Ore
Dick Sterling
comedy song and dance numbers.
deck.
lie stated, must be a good competi¬
Monte C.-j-lo Hotel
Nina & Rcnea
•lac-kic Miles
Arne Barnett Ore
. He gets much mileage out of his They have a neat bit with pouring tor. •'‘There is nothing that hap¬
Elaine. Gordon
Balmoral Hotel
“Tutti Frutti” a number said to salt from walking canes to slide pens in this business that cannot
Martin tt Maio
into
a
slick
softshoe
routine.
Enrica
&
Novcllo
have done by him on wax. Colored
NEW YORK CITY
Leonard Young
be ironed out by amicable discus¬
Emil Coleman Ore
Ben Novaok Ore
Special material, written by Eli
lad's other numbers are “Get Out
Wayne Carmichael
sion,” he said, “and any time that
Yasmina
Murray Franklin's
AreVe'i
Bar
of
Music
Basse,
includes
a
great
bit
on
what
of ThatxBed” and “Don’t You Wish
Jo Lombardi Ore
Roberta Sherwood
A1 Nesor
you
as
driv.e-in
operator
think
you
Bill
Jordan
Harlowe Ore
l-'letcher Peck
Carolyn Carpenter
You Had a Man Like Me?”, latter happened to the old songs with a
Gina
Valente
Murray Franklin
Intro lines are: are taking undue advantage of Harry Kane
Le Cupidon
being belted as he prances noisily Variety pitch.
Hal Fisher
Allan Walker
your competitor you are only cut¬ J & M Linder
Betty Reilly
Beth Chains
but pointlessly up and down Apollo “While looking through Variety,
Nautilus
H Roth Ore
Tony Bavaar
Harvey Bell
the bluebook of theatrical society.” ting off your nose to spite your
Beverly
Morey Amsterdam
. aisles.
Art.
Ernie Warren Ore
Fred Thompson
Bobby Short
Joyce Aimee
TheiT encore is a smart takeoff ont face.”
Ainapola
Beachcomber
Jessica James
Antone tt ina
Menenghlto
Ore
Rodgers & Hammerstein at break¬
Nat <King) Cole
Encores
Syd Stanley Ore
Le Ruban Bleu
KOSSOL SISTERS
Barry Sisters
-Place Plgallo
Blue Angel
fast in which each derides the
Irwin Corey
Songs
Buddy Lester
Pat Hflllnday
Enid Mosier
Tobi Reynolds
other with special lyrics to. the
NoveMles
*3)
Wiek-Wncks (4)
15 Mins.
Steel Band
Nino
Casablanca
tunes of “Wonderful Guy,” “There’r
Joe
Cash
Jill
Corey
Norman Paris 3
Ankara, Pittsburgh
Lillian Hayes
Kaye Gayle
Jorie Remus
Nothing Like a Dame” and “Okla¬
Dick Harris
Mickey Manners
Three attractive youngsters, who
Roney Plaza
I
tt Continued from page 4
,
Katie Lee
homa.”
Old Roumanian
Bob
Regent
Ore
Eadie
ft Rack
Bon
Solr
are really sisters, . have definite
Sadie Banks
Clro's
Jal Olman Ore
Act has been clicking and looks only if it’s put into effect nation¬ Kaye Ballard
possibilities.
They’re not quite
Joe Laporte Ore
Len Dawson Ore
San Soucl Hotel
Sylvia- Sims
D’Aquila Ore
Barbara McNair
Wally GrJffin
ally and all theatres participated. 3 Flames
polished yet and need arrange¬ to" go right up to the top. Guy.
Park Sheraton
The Treniers
Blackburn Twine
Other sources stated privately Phil Leeds
ments but the makins’ are there.
Irving Fields Trio
DILIdo Hotel
Freddy Ct;lo Ore
Jimmie Daniels
Eddie Layton
Kids are fine on the' close harmony
Diosa Costello
Saxony Hotel
this week that the idep .is indeed
Cameo
CATHALAS (2)
Rea Carpet
Slate
Bros.
Ice Review Spec
and .that’s where they register the
workable and an experienced out¬ Frances Faye
Pal Harrington
Dop Casino
Wilma tt E<l Leary
Acrobatics
Chateau Madrid
strongest.
Outside of that, KosWoody Morgan
side
agency,
such
as
the
Diner’s
Beverly
Masters
Alice Quessy
Amaya Dancers
15 Mins.
Vivian Lori
Sager Dancers
Bobby May
sols still need disciplining.
Club, could handle it efficiently.
Rudy Adamo
L’Olympia, Paris
&
Jimmy Gregg
La Playa Sextet
Marvin Roy
Pancho Ore
Considering the fact, however,
Town A Country
M Mcf’artland 3
Emilio Reyes Ore
Obviously, muen work lies ahead
Copacabana
Man and woman go through'a
that the girls, from Charleroi, a
Jan Welies
Bea Kalmus
Dave Lester Orch
Marion
Marlowe
if
the
scheme
is
to
become
an
ac¬
series
of
flip-flops,
Burnell Dancers
Eden Roc
Johnny Silvers Ore
small town near Pittsburgh ^'hich fast-paced
Jackie Miies
Ames Bros.
Harry Belafonte
Frank Stanley Ore
also turned out Lisa Kirk, have juggling while balancing on large complished fact. The nation’s the¬ Kirby Stone 4
Johnny Morris Ore
Seville
Millard Thomas
Chic Layne
Two Guitars
only been singing, professionally rubber balls, and enough offbeat atre-owners, of course, would have Teddie
Augie tt Margo
Betty & Jane Kean
Vincent
Olga Karpis
Cy Coleman Trio
S tt V Baker
few months, they have made re¬ bits to make this an eyecatcher to agree, the specifics would have to Mickey Calon
Eugene & Sonia
Van Smith
Mai Malkin Ore
worth
interest
for
big
U.S.
cabaret
Grace
Genteel
be
worked
out
and
a
mammoth
job
markable strides.
Kossols are
Andrei Hamshay
Chuoy Reyes Ore
C Reader Ore
Michael Durso Ore
Misha Usdanoff
Empress Hotel
Sea Isle Hotel
fresh-looking, personable and ju¬ spotting or video viewing. Main¬ of organization would be required. Frank Marti Ore
Koysta Poliansky
Harry Harden Ore
Hoagy Carmichael
No. 1 Fifth Ave
nior prom-ishly
costumed,
and stay after some good juggling,
Still, it appears for sure that the
Ore
Terrace & Gray
Pasty Abbott
Bob Downey
Thunderbird
have a collective vocal sound that and acrobatic appeal is girl climb¬ proposal will be given much seri¬ Harold
Mandy Campo Ore
Versailles
Fonville
ing up a contraption, held on the ous thought, as would any idea Hotel Ambassador Jack Cassidy
Fontainebleau
Maxie Rosenbloom
gets attention.
Cohen.
Tony Marlin
Nic-Nax
man’s shoulders, which has wheel
Gray Ore Betty Benee
Luis Gomez Dncrs
promising to build up the audience Chauncey
Hal
Borne
Pat
Turner
Jani Sarkozi
atop it. She gets in it and spins
Vanity Fair
Sue Carson
Carmen Alvarez
VOGELBEIN’S BEARS (3)
Quintero Ore
B S Pull.v
quickly making for a spotlight out by 5,000,000 weekly.
Mambo Aces
Hot'l H'nry Hudson Larry Daniels
Animal Balancing
Pearl Williams
Sacasas Ore
Cook & Corey
for big applause.
Three Suns
Lucerne
Alicia Marquez
11 Mins.
Neile
Adams
Joan Bishop
A unique and offbeat entry this.
Saliie Blair
Rowan & Martin
Hotel New Yorker Buff Shurr
Empire, Glasgow
Noro Morales Ore
Myro.
The Tip Toppers
Richard Tone
Lenny Herman OreVersailles Hotel
Bruins have instant appeal
Stan Porter
Eddie Lawrence
Hotel Plaza
Alan Gale
Jacques
Donne.t
Ore
Sharon Share
attractive animal act that is good
Lillian Roth
Billy Shepard
Latin
Quarter
Salvatore Gioe Ore
—. continued from page 4 ,
Ted Slraeter Ore
booking for vaude layouts and cir¬ THE PEPPERMINTS (3)
Buddy
Clayton
Johnnie Ray
Panchito Ore
Mark Monte Ore
• " Hon
cus.
Ch;. rlivels
Songs
Viennese Lantern
Hotel Pierre
Loew,” he said, “we are satisfied,
Lou Wallers Revue | Teddy King Ore
Trained by Hans Vogelbein, a 20 Mins.
Vicky Autier
Denise Darccl
5
O'clock
Dagenham Girl
for the time being at least, that Dornan Bros
Erika Koloss,v
Dane, they indulge in cute tricks, Black Orchid, Chicago
' Tommy Raft
Pipers
Ernest Sc-hoen Ore
sounder management policy will Stanley Melba Ore
' H. S. Gump
Tony Lopez Ore
such as kissing their owner, bal¬
Harold
Sandler
Hotel
Roosevelt
This trio of youthful femmes be enforced. We are also encourag- Guy-i:pmbai.d0 0rc
- Parisian Rev
Leon & Eddie's
Paul Mann
ancing, riding bicycle and tandem,
j
Vagabonds Club
Can-Can Girls
display good potential and should ed bv Mr. Loew s assurance that I
Hotel statier
Village Barn
I The Vagabonds *4)
and doing a hand-stand to top
Flash O’Farrcll
Dick Hall
build into a better than average the board will.be strengthened.” ;t & J Dorsey ovc
. Helene Dixon
Marian Wilkens
milting.
Animals
show
bright
George
Hopkins
• Ronnie Eastman
cafe turn. Distaffers have fresh
Denise
In
addition
to
his
Lehman
con-+v.nc™*l0^
0[.c
Sophie
Parker
obedience and have clean, welli Elaihe Timing
Atoma
good looks, can carry a tune with
Larry McMahon
...j:-ic o direCtOl* of I
Untal
Sf Reok
Hotel St.
Regis
I Frank I.male Ore
Kenilworth
combed
appearance
that clicks
Alan Holmes Ore
Woody Woodbury
’ Ross
Top Notchers
Waldorf-Astoria
with family stubholders, partic¬
aPlyear i Uie American
and Radio
~ =! Milt Shaw Ore
O
Benny
Goodm’n
Ore
ularly moppets: Final trick of rid¬ of work in out-of-the-way places Corp. and chairman of the boaid Ray Bari ore
Nat Brandywynne
RENO
of Vertientes-Camaguev Sugar Co. |
Latin Quarter
ing a tandem, two bears astride, is
Ore
Riverside
following a talent contest discov¬
Mapes Skyroom
I ,
Mischa Borr Ore
strong.
Hans Vogelbein, who
! Wills Bros.
ery, the Peppermints make their Stewart is a former president of J juliuS LaRosa
Rusty Draper
Village Vanguard
Gall Gal
works them onstage with femme
Werres & Laiaine
Hartig & Mazursky
bow in a major local nitery and the New York Trust Co and a di-1,George Tapps
I
Skvlets
1
•'larieis
'.»»
_
partner, does simultaneous, walk
Ada Moore
, rector of Libbey-Owens Ford Glass Harol(1 & Lola
are ready for it.
£-Williams-Trio. . . -‘.Eddie JGitepalriote' * . JEUU mttouL Clffc t
with one, poking gentle fun at
I.Ce.. and-Eastern .Steamship.. Lines. ^rh*. -Noble- - - •
As-yet
their
is
-nothing;definUeanimal’s shuffling gait.,
-Gord.
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Stork dull, IV. Y.
Edith Adams; Fred Astaire
Dancers; Hugo de Paul & Chiquita
Orchs; no cbver, no minimum.
Sunday nights are the gala
evenings at the Stork when bonif ace Sherman Billingsley tele¬
graphs pals to guest with him, and
the entertainment sees Edith
Adams as soloist, augmented by a
cha-cha-cha pair from the Fred
Astaire Studios plus a Cecil Chap¬
man style show. In effect, it’s a
dry-run “Stork Club” video show,
but this time on the actual main
cabaret floor, and not from the-recreated third-floor pseudo-Cub
Room.
In the atmosphere of the Stork
it’s polite yet punchy divertisse¬
ment and, in the case of Miss
Adams, it’s been a good break-in
preparatory to her March opening
at the Hotel Plaza’s Persian Room,
when she succeeds Gillian Roth.
Formerly featured in “Wonderful
Town,” legit musical, and with a
slick musicomedy air about her,
Miss Adams is no novice on a cafe
floor.
This is not her first time out in
the bistro circuit, but she is more
•effective than ever with her reper¬
toire that runs the gamut from a
Charleston era boo-boop-a-doop
(Helen Kane) to a “name that
tune” (audience participation, with
Billingsley's Sortilege as prizes) to
a devastating Marilyn Monroe
lampoon. In between she does a
couple of legitimate vocals, but
withal evidences she is a good cafe
performer.
Chauncey Grey has the music
contract, with Hugo de Paul head¬
ing the No. 1 dansapation outfit—
arid they sure get up to hoof—-and
Chiquita’s Rhumbas for the relief.
The Stork, like El Morocco, is a
special nitery operation all its own
where the customers are the
“show.”
They make their own
fun; they are personalities who
come to Billingsley’s bistro to re¬
lax in the knowledge it’s a savvy
and slick environment with a spe¬
cial brand of hospitality indigen¬
ous to the boniface of East 53d St.
Miss Adams’ official opening at the
Persian Room is on March 8.
Abel.
Sands9 Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Feb. 21.
Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy,
Dorothy Jamac, Toppers (4), Ru¬
denko Bros. (2), Copa Girls (10),
Sandmen (4), Linda Lawson, An¬
tonio Morrelli Orch (12); $2 mini¬
mum.
There’ll^be no chance for the
Sands of this desert to grow cold
during the four frames of Peter
Lind Hays & Mary Healy, and
joined by Dorothy Jarnac and the
warbling foursome, the Toppers.
Headliners return with a few
surprises tacked onto their more
or less staple fare. One prolonged
yock is the new "Drive-In Movie”
sortie with miniature autos, screen
and film starring the Hayes' in a
very obvious spoof of Brando &
Monroe. Another surprise element
is the dance-miming of Dorothy
Jarnac, and aided by Peter’s nar¬
ration in “Letter to a Graduating
Class.” A later Jarnac choreo is
also very effective.
Toppers not only back the Hayes
twainings with fine harmonies, but
aid in the dialog throughout. They
work with Miss Healy in her “Wise
Guys” and “Memories Are Made
of This” songspiels. Hayes’ evoca¬
tive “One For My Baby,” and
hilarious vis-a-vis in the operetta
onceovers of “Rose Marie” and
“Student Prince,” are kudosed
plentifully.
Rudenko Bros, display skill in
prime juggling turn, culminating
in tossing of flaming torches for
extra encomiums. Copa Girls and
Sandmen have a bright opener in
a calypso routine staged by Bob
Gilbert and Renee Stewart, and
Linda Lawson moves from dancer
to production thrush in this. An¬
tonio Moreili's orch backdrops 'rith
never a letdown.
Will. .
Le Cupidon, X. Y.
Betty Reilly, Tony Bavaar, Ernie
Warren Orch, Amapolo & Merenghito Orch; minimum $5.
Le Cupidon, by now one of the
more established small rooms in
the midtown sector, is able to ob¬
tain a good supply of name and
standard talent. Some of the acts
have previously been tenants a<
the Copacabana, Latin Quarter and
some of the representative hotel
rooms. It seems that acts which
find it difficult to get into the
aforementioned spots are using Lc
Cupidon as N. Y. showcasing. Cur¬
rent layout has Betty Reilly and
Tony Bavaar. Miss Reilly has
played the Copa, while Bavaar, a
vet of the lamented Riviera at FI.
Lee, N. J., has been in longrunning
legiters. .
Miss'{Reilly,- linguistic-wunderkind, has .shown cf/eqtivoJy .at the.

Copa. She seemed a little over¬
whelming on her initial show here.
For the small area involved, Miss
Reilly provides a lot of action. She
makes a striking entrance with a
silvered hairdo and a tight sheath¬
like creation.
Her repertoire includes items in
French, Spanish and Yiddish, and
of course, en Englais, Miss Reilly,
strangely enough, is most effective
in the slower numbers, which stand
out when spotted in her faster
tunes. The clientele here, however,
goes for her entire stock.
Bavaar, who hasn’t been around
in N.Y. cafes for a while, is a
singer of sensitivity. He reprises
some of the tunes in the musicals
he’s been associated with (“Hazel
Flagg,” “Paint Your Wagon”), as
well as a good assortment of
rhythm tunes -and ballads. Bavaar
is quietly effective and puts across
his tunes charmingly.
Ernie Warren showbacks effec¬
tively. Amapola, fronting the
Merenghito rumba crew, provides
an exciting brand of Latin music.
Jose.
FonliiinHiloaiu Miami
Miami Beach, Feb. 18.
Tony Martin (with Hal Borne),
Sue Carson, Mambo Aces (2), Sa■casas Orch; $.530-$7.50 bev. mini¬
mum.
Tony Martin, suave and smooth
as ever, is back for his annual stay
at this biggery’s La Ronde, pulling
them in to sellout point for both
shows. Potency of his lure for the
spenders is evidenced fn the blacktie, mink-stole types who comprise
a healthy portion of the tablers,
with grosses expected to tap all
takes for this season.
Per usual, the velvety projec¬
tion of standards he’s been asso¬
ciated with are distinguished by
style and phrasing, his rich intonings hitting full impact on both
•distaffers and their escorts. Martin
applies his fluid approach to balladings and occasional rhythmic
upbeats, full ranging vocalists get¬
ting the most out of lyric-line and
medoly. In this outing, lie tends
to inject intimate gab, with stress
on rib-ticklers, though not of howl¬
making proportions, is pleasant in¬
terim stuff.
With accompanist-conductor Hal
Borne deftly applying the polish¬
ing touches. Martin’s 45 minutes
onstage sum up to top level show¬
manship by a craftsman who is
still one of the best of his genre;
audience payoff and. encore de¬
mands attest to that.
Sue Carson, a wide-eyed .come¬
dienne, new to this tpwn’s plushier
pubs, clicks with a slew of orig¬
inal concepts. The brunet turns up
a wide range of mimicry and paro¬
dies that are l°*ugh raisers and
lead, to solid tabler mitting. Also
on the plus side: a baying satire
on the Yma Sumac- native song?'
talk-dance ideas, slickly handled
both vocally and in the screwy
terps. Topper is a lecture to the
femmes on the “Seven Lively Arts”
anent male approaches to boudoir
invites.'
The Mambo Aces, former Latin
dance instructors, serve up cha cha
cha and mambomania patterns. For
one routine, the duo is novel. Ex¬
tended to three their act becomes
repetitious, both in dance ideas and
bongo beats. Sacasas and his crew
background proceedings in top
style.
Lary.
Carlton, Montreal
Montreal, Feb. 17.'
Constance Moore, Johnny Gal¬
lant, Joe Settano Trio; $1.50-$2
cover.
Constance Moore, making her
debut to Montreal cafeites in the
swank Ritz Cafe here, is a cinch
for quick returns.
From every
angle Miss Moore has just the right
act for this boite. She exudes the
sophistication always strived for by
the managemenet; she has a songalog that • suits every taste (even
without the usual hoked-up Gallic
items), and appearance-wise she is
tops.
On night caught, Miss Moore of¬
fered a hefty selection of varied
numbers that ranged from Cole
Porter’s “Alright With Me” to a
rousing rhythm song with some
r i Lly spiced lyrics called “Twenty
Cups of Coffee” to a fine recep¬
tion. Almost demure-looking from
the floor, Miss Moore has an in¬
herent sense of song timing that
keeps attention throughout.
A
parody with cartoonist Charles
A.ddam’s overtones to “All of a
Sudden” contrasts sharply with
Gershwin’s “Do It Again” and her
patter between numbers is kept to
a friendly minimum, with no gab¬
bing about how she wowed them in
other cafes or films.
As usual, Johnny Gallant, the
house 88’er, combines with the Joe
Settano trio to handle Earl Brent’s
socko .arrangements in tiptop
fashion;
Newt^

J/k&lETY
Fontaine Des Quatres
Snisons9 Paris
Paris, Feb. 14,
“Voila L’Homme,” choreography
by Maurice Bejart, text by Amos
Kenan, music by ' Philipe Artuis,
with Bejart, Michele Seigneuret,
Michel Lee, Leon Grieg; Garcons
De La Rue (4>, Lona Rita, Yares
(3), Micheline Ramette, Beck &
Marino, Louis Arbessieres, Georges
Avramides; $4 minimum.
Last of the Existentialist boites,
this may well stay the last, for
its present show, though ^prolific
in content, lacks a real core and
talent backlog to make this an
ordinary entry except for an avant
garde ballet and the house staple,
the singing quartet, Les Garcons
De La Rue. However the highbrow
set still is a heavy patronizer, and
when caught biz was big. It -still
gets those looking for an offbeat
cabaret show, but new faces, with
something behind them, are needed
to give this stylish boite its former
prestige.
Show starts slow with Beck &
Marino as two pedantic professors
giving a lecture on the oater in
U.S. pix. Idea is- good but never
hits true farcical or comic levels.
More snap and inventiveness are
needed before this can become a
taking opener. Micheline Ramette
is a Left Bankish singer with the
moan and sudden rapture rep. Girl
looks good but needs more pacing
and style in her delivery. As is,
she will probably develop into a
competent
chantoosy,
nothing
more.
Yares (3) are two men on gui¬
tars and one girl on bongo playing
South American songs. Girl’s in¬
tense application and a choice of
fine numbers make this a colorful
entry backed by knowing team¬
work of group and the girl’s show¬
manship bongo banging. Lona Rita
is an ex-chorine stepping out of
the line on her own. She essays a
study of the ballroom dance in¬
novations over the last 50 years..
Idea is adequate, but execution is
cute rather than in any way au¬
thoritative or inventive. Miss Rita
belongs more- in- the touristy
niteries than in this supposed off¬
beat lineup.
Ballet interlude is an interest¬
ing entry, with four black-tighted
figures enacting three sketches on
the fate and -life of the little man.
Commentary and briskly trite
music underline these passe but
eyecatching themes, Choreography,
on the small stage, is more con¬
fined calisthenics than terping, but
sprightly, lovely and talented bal¬
lerina Michele Seigneuret is worth
the trouble, as is the fiery mimedance of Maurice Bejart. A good
offbeat- aspect this. Show winds
with Les Garcons <De La Rue (4),
who have added a man to their
lineup. Fine production aspects to
their mime singing makes this, as
always, an excellent entry and they
manage to give the overlong show;
its fillip. Piano and guitar Interlu ing. are well handled by Louis
A jessieres and Georges Avrami¬
des.
Mosk.
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to Vegas several years ago. On¬
stage, the usual Libuse-Brander
howlarities unfold as they puncture
the classics with their satire on
the heavy-throated opera singers.
Anything goes, from the potted
palm that's brought in and planted
in a patron’s lap at the outset,
until the standard windup “Arms
Around Me” bit.
Donn Arden Dancers dress up
the stage at the top and in the
center with a pair of choreographic
designs that are both colorfully
set and musically good. Pony
Sherrell, who wrote the lyrics,
thrushes both numbers, “The Sec¬
ond Greatest Sex” and “Shady
Sadie.” The latter embodies arti¬
ficial rain, intense lighting and
sound affects and use of the turn¬
tables. Musical bracers are well
mixed by Carlton Hayes and his
tootlers.
Alan.
Stailer-Hilton, Dallas
Dallas, Feb. 9.
Jose Greco & Spanish Dancers,
Bob Cross Orch (12); $2-$2.50
cover.

Empress, Miami Beach
Miami Beach, Feb. 18
Hoagy Carmichael, Terrace * a
Gray, Mandy Campo Orch; $5 food
& beverage minimum.
On the prowl for attractions
with some name value that would
be new to this resort, the Empress’
management booked Hoagy Carmicha el for a limited ruft into the
Regency Room. Results, draw¬
ee, look to be on the fair side
what with the fierce height-of-season competition around.
Carmichael is' an unusual act
for the jaded cafegoers who hit
here in the sun-season.
His re¬
laxed,
almost indifferent
ap¬
proach calls for a like-mood audi¬
ence, rather than the frenetic
after-dark prowlers. As currently
constituted, his act is a potpourri
of quiet, rambling gab, serving as
intros to the rundown of his tunes,
which are the prime factors in his
canto.
On the musical portions
it’s an excellent blend. On the
humorous beat Carmichael could
dispense with some of the jokes
or else get himself pithier comedy
to perk up that segment.
Once Carmichael gets to the key¬
board his stuff is highly enjoyable.
Memories are made of such comps
as “01’ Rockin’ Chair,” the easy
rhythmic runs of “Lazybones,”
“01 Buttermilk Sky,” “Georgia”
and other standards. Interject of
a cowboy ditty is aimed for laughs
while “Hong Kong Blues” marks
the updrive tempo. New-sounding
is a sock cleffing, “Monkey and the
Medicine Band,” adding up as one
of the few big palm-raisers. En¬
core comprises reprise of “Lazy¬
bones” and “Stardust.”
Terrace & Gray, restricted by
the small stage, manage to impress
as a likely pair of young terpers
with a zingy assortment of spins
and lifts which would hit for hefty
reaction in a roomier showcase.
Mandy Campo and his crew cut
the show competently, while Tom¬
my Miles, guitarist brought in' for
a Carmichael assist, adds cleverlyattuned backing.
Laiy.

Jose Greco’s troupe of Spanish
dancers, known here for larger
concert showings, score a smash,J
hit in an off-beat nitery appearance
in the Statler’s Empire. Room.
Opening (9) had a capacity (250)
room slowly building to the Span¬
ish group’s offerings, but the show
wound to a begoff.
A 20x24-foot stage, raised 30
inches to give full view of the
smaller terpers from all parts of
the room, aids reception of the .13
dancers, and the two-frame stint
augurs hefty biz.
Greco's company fills the floor
from the start, but the castanet
clicking, boot4 banging and tam¬
bourine thumping never get monot¬
onous — there's always a quick
costume change and a new number
on the boards. Timing and cos¬
tuming enhance the 48-minute
staging to keep eye and ear inter¬
est. Greco- himself manages six
colorful changes and he’s nearly
matched by cast members, and
shares.the stage with other -dan¬
cers as headliners. Finale has all
13 dancers; and a guitarist, on
stage in a gala that reaps big mitt¬
hungry i9 Frisco
ing.
Bob Cross’ orch cuts the
San Francisco, Feb. 21.
tough score in fine fashion.
Mort Sahl, Gateway Singers (4),
Bark.
Faith Winthrop (with Vern Ben¬
nett); $1 admission.
Eddys’, K. C.
- Comedian Mort Sahl returns to
Kansas City, Feb. 10.
Roger Williams, Larry K. Nixon, this intellectuals’ lowercase cellar
Tony DiPardo Orch (8); $1, $1.50 —reportedly at $1,000 a week—
and proves to be the same as ever:
cover.
that is, wildly funny on occasion
There are generous shares of pi- but with so many ideas crowding
anq entertaining and faSt-quippihg his busy brain that his deliverycomedy in this 50-minute show, sometimes gets pretty. foggy.
. Fortunately,., in' a room as inti¬
with • pianist Roger Williams and
comic fave Larry Nixon making up mate as the hungry i, Sahl doesn’t
the bill. With plenty of conven¬ have to worry about delivery too
tioneers in town, the Eddy Restau¬ much and he keeps college kids,
rant had a full, appreciative house tourists from Fresno and rankand-file Bohemians steadily with
for the opening.
Nixon is no newcomer here, this his commentaries on modern liv¬
being his fourth stand in town in ing.
recent years, and by now he has
Everything is done in a joshing;
established a following for his deprecating manner, but the fact
lightning-like chatter and gags fall¬ is that Sahl cuts deeply some¬
ing on top of each other. He gets times, and tends to stir the cus¬
the show off the ground, after an tomers to thought. This never
Desert Iim9 Las Vegas
intro by orch leader Tony DiPar¬ lasts long, because Sahl starts
Las Vegas, Feb. 14.
Frank Parker, Frank Libuse. & do, and holds the house throu£h- shooting off another string of
out
a rundown on panhan¬ satiric firecrackers and attention
Margot Brander, Sally Singer, Pony dlers-,with
birds and the bees, to com¬ necessarily is diverted to the
Sherrell, Donn Arden Dancers mercials,
etc. He intersperses song comic.
(16), Carlton Hayes Orch (14); parodies, keeps the pace rapid,
Big surprise of the current show
$2 minimum.
keeps the laughs rolling, and winds are the Gateway Singers, three
to a big hand
men and a woman. They have
It’s been eight years since Frank
Nixon carries on to introduce
Parker toured this circuit, but Williams, who takes over the key¬ smoothed out a lot of kinks, sing
radio and tele have kept him warm. board for 25 minutes of fine pian- loud, clear and good and use a
He slipped into the Painted Desert istics and neighborly manner. wide range of material they’ve
Room rather quietly (14), but Williams turns on a natural charm, adapted for themselves beauti¬
word-of-mouth and the favorable and his piano work is noteworthy fully.
notices he’s receiving should help by any standards. He works in his
They open with the fast, bois¬
to keep a steady flow of traffic into sock "Autumn Leaves” with a terous “Puttin’ on the Style,” lope
this hospice, during his four-week roundup -of concerto, popular and into “Colorado Trail,” then do up
engagement.
Woody Guthrie’s “Sally, Don’t You
standard bits.
Quin.
He registers an entertaining 30
Grieye” brown. “Careless Love,”
minutes while toying with lighter
“Rotik Island Line” and “Hush, s
Seven Seas, Omaha • Little Baby” follow split up by
songs, which are separated by
Omaha, Feb. 10.
amusing patter and a piece of
very funny monologs from. Lou
Rusty Draper, Al Lamm Trio; no Gottlieb; the quartet’s bass player
business carried out with a distaff
partner, Sally Singer. While his cover or minimum.
and tenor.
songology is tuned up to a carefree
Other members are guitarist
theme, he contrasts this superbly
Records at Omaha’s lone down¬ Jim Wood, baritone banjo man
when he gets serious for a poignant town nitery, Don Hammond’s Jqrry Walter, and a girl with a
turn at “Autumn Leaves.” Similar¬ Seven Seas, look in jeopardy this dark, wide-ranging voice, Elmerly. to wind up humorous by-play session as Rusty Draper packs ’em lee Thomas. The girl does some
with Miss Singer, he plies a gentle in for three sessions nightly. fine solo and duet work and has
touch to “September Song.”
Hammond claims attendance and the advantage of three top musi¬
His best songs are the afore¬ biz records held by comic Shecky cians in the men.
mentioned pair, a medley of faves Greene are certain to fall.
Faith Winthrop, a rather breathy
and “Marry A Rich, Rich Woman.”
Draper uses about every gim¬
Although he spoofs • the lyrics of mick available to a singer-guitarist singer with not much range, opens
the
bill with several standards, ac¬
several of his tunes, and shoots in to keep matters going at a rapid
one-liners wherever convenient, pace. “Sunny Side of Street” is companied by the excellent Vern
Packer nonetheless carries him¬ the opener, with a community song Bennett. She isn’t in the same
self with commanding poise that helping on “Melancholy Baby.” league with the Gateway group.
Stef.
allows him, as a singer, to get He sticks strictly to the guitar on
away with it. Overall, Parker’s act “Begin the Beguine,” then plays
is solid fare, and there’s no reason and sings “Birth of Blues.” An¬
why his name shouldn’t loom reg¬ other medley cues him to bring out Chateau Madrid, IV. Y.
Paco Amaya, Diego Amaya, Peularly on the local marquee.
a ukulele, for a spell of mimick¬
Frank Libuse and Margot Bran¬ ing Godfrey on “Five Foot Two.” pita Ortega, Goyo Reyes, Rudy
der are one of the traditionally
Back to guitar for his top hits, Adamo, Line (5), Pancho Orch;
funnier acts that make the jaunt “Chasin’ Women,” “Whispering minimums, $3.50, $5.
here seasonally,
His pre-show Sands”;and “Are You Satisfied,”
warmup as the mad waiter' never then “Saints Go Marching In”
Angel Lopez has concocted an
seems to lose its effectiveness, provides a rousing finale. ,It’s '45 unusual combination for this ses¬
although it has not been altered in mingles of solid shov"’i‘.ji'sh;p/ sion. (,Fqr the current .-Chateau
the least since tthe. duo’s fir^t trip ,to fine returns.'
. Trump,, , •I > • j • i Continued on page .55) ► ■ (•
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RoxyJ N. Y.
Joan Hyldoft, Carmen Del Toro,
Barbara Hunt, Betty O’Neil, Bob
Boucher Orch, Line (24); Choreorgraphy, Dolores Pallet, sets,
Bruno Maine, costumes, Lou Eisele;
" -—
Continued from page 54
job in the trey, not so much in "Carousel” (20th) reviewed in cur- i
Music Hall, N. Y.
Chateau
Madrid,
X. Y. i
Statler Hotel, L. A.
rent
Variety.
Music Hall Symphony Orch (di¬ carboning his subjects as in cari¬
Los Angeles, Feb. 17.
caturing them. Youngster has de¬
Madrid show there are remnants of
rected by Raymond Paige), Cho¬
The Roxy has only a brief 25- the Carmen Amaya Troupe cou¬
veloped a comic flair that goes to
Grade Fields, Eddy Bergman
rale Ensemble, Corps de Ballet,
the heart of the subject under ap¬ minute icer for the run of "Carou¬ pled with.a line and singer Rudy Oi ch (11); cover $2-$2.50.
peiro Bros. (2), Rockettes; “South¬ praisal and captures his weak sel,” so that the house can main¬
Adamo (latter in New Acts). The
ern Medley” produced by Russell spots. Bit on Ed Sullivan is a tain the continuity of stagers. Yet results are fairly pleasing.
Grade Fields keeps the laughs
Markert, settings by James Stewart honey.
this shortie is done with usual
The flamenco troupe comprises coming and the humor high for a
Morcom, costumes designed by
Lillian Cavell, on fourth, has a Roxy good taste, managing director Paco Amaya, who does a gujtar full 45 minutes, which is the best
Frank Spencer and executed by pleasing manner and a good voice, Robert Rothafel having put a lot of
-answer to oblique references to
An in¬ solo, Diego Amaya, Pepita Ortega her indestructability after a halfLouise Bayer; “Picnic”. (Col) re¬ as well as lots of poise and pres¬ care into this display.
and Goyo Reyes. Trio of dancers is
ence, but isn’t standout. It’s par¬ novation here with an eye toward extremely proficient in the fla¬ century of show business. She is
viewed in Variety Dec. 7, ’55,
tially a matter of insipid material, permanent occupancy, is the in¬ menco line. Their conceptions have, still a headliner in its every con¬
The Radio City Music Hall is on a- rhythm number, a ballad and a troduction of a 24-girl line. It’s a fine folk quality and fairly exude notation, mistress of the satirical
a southern kick with its new show, medley of oldtimers. There’s not the first time that such an expanse the fire and brimstone so neces¬ song and the sharp-witted humor
harking back to the pre-Civil War enough of a delineation of style of cheesecake has been used since sary to practitioners of this craft. in the British idiom.
days in a nostalgic glimpse at the either. It’s an acceptable turn, but the old days before the ice-age They have revamped their routine
In a voice that quavers and a
magnolia country. The melodies with her endowments it should be moved in. It’s an optically pleas¬ so that the strongest number re¬ shriek that startles, the hallmark
of Stephen Foster open the door more than that. Chris Cross, the ing arrangement. They have been maining is the "Sevilla,” which of her virtuosity, the music hall
invested
with
a
lively
routine
by
ventro
vet,
is
in
the
five
spot
with
to southern hospitality; with the
gives Miss Ortega a chance at star from the tight little isle com¬
Music Hall Chorale Ensemble three separate dummies, all three Dolores Pallet, and nicely cos¬ some excellent solo work. The pletely enchants her, auditors with
under Raymond Paige’s direction¬ , involving solid comedy and crowd¬ tumed by Lou Eisele.
classical dance in their present a repertoire of songs that at times
Sole
item
lacking
is
one
that
giving the Foster tunes an expres¬ pleasing effects. First is a regula¬
catalog is "Balle de San Antonio,” trails off on a serious note. ' Her
sive interpretation. The setting is tion-size dummy with which Cross comes with time only—the esprit a representative court terp. They “Biggest Aspidastra” (that’s a plant,
developed
only
by
working
to¬
does
some
yodeling
and
some
a Foster museum and each painting
are top dancers, and their work sis), "The Wickedness of Men,”
suggests a tune in the composer’s straight singing, plus gags. Second gether. A line of that size develop¬ excites oles through the house.
"Don't Be Angry With Me, Ser¬
is a phosphorescent harid-held one ing its own techniques should ulti¬
Dixie repertoire.
»
The line has been augmented so geant” and others of her particular
mately
become
a
permanent
attrac¬
"Picnic on the River,” complete with which he does an Ink Spots tion at this house, such ass the that it^now comprises four girls choice that have long endeared her
takeoff
on
"If
I
Didn’t
Care,”
and
with river boat and levee atmos¬
Rockettes at the Roxy’s chief com¬ and a guy. They have some spirited to audiences around the world are
phere, provides the setting for the the third a life-size mannikin with petition, Radio City Music Hall. routines with sufficient color to sheer delight Perhaps her voice
Corps de Ballet which, as usual, some good comic byplay.
Their two routines come off well, compete on a fairly even level with has yielded to the ravages of time
Yvonne,
Clavel
&
Farrar,
French
meets its usual high standards. The dance trio (two femmes and male), with the initialer, a pinwheel the flamenco troupe. The costumes but her showmanship is undulled.
Peiro Bros., jugglers 'par excelare effective.
Special material of her type needs
operation, Showing up stronger.
run
through
a
variety
of
ballroomlance, get in.the Dixie groove via
Major soloist this show is Joan
The Pancho orch does the diffi¬ "sell” more than vocal perfection
the "Southern Gentlemen” billing. ese with the two girls moving to¬ Hyldoft, a likeable skater who has cult job of showbacking expertly and she’s super at this theatric
gether
as
if
the
man’s
one
partner.
Otherwise they capture the audi¬
been in touring productions and and provides sufficient beat for the virtue.
ence with their seemingly im¬ This in itself is an unusual effect, has appeared in local hotel icers. dancers.
Jose.
With only the accompaniment of
possible stunts with Indian clubs, and well done, but he adds some She charms her way around ice,
her pianist, she holds center stage
solid
lifts
to
this
off
either
arm
sticks, blocks and hats. They’re
executing some good turns as well
the full time and seems little the
the;only "single” on the bill and that makes the act a standout. Gil as fast leaps. She, too, shows un¬
$1 ci!lien’s* Boston
Lamb, in next-to-closing, runs
less for wear when it’s all over.
weli deserve the honor.
Boston, Feb. 8.
through some of his standard ma¬ familiarity with the dimensions of
Durable is the word for her—and
No Music Hall show would be terial, like the filmgoer who swal¬ the rink, but a few more spins
Carribeans (3), Don Dennis, two shows a night. The routining
complete without the perennial lows his cigaret and the softshoe around and she’ll be extremely ef¬ Roily Pickert & Bonnie, Bobby of her act might be freshened,
Rockettes. They make their ap¬ turn, but leaves out the harmonica fective.
Winters, Sony Bruno Orch (7); however, as song follows story and
pearance fronting for "Bayou bit and adds a rather longish sen¬
Other soloist is Carmen Del $1.50-$2.50 minimums.
story follows song without vari¬
Rhythm,” which offers the chorale timental soliloquy in the charac¬ Toro, who does a calypso number.
ance. Her story telling has a
ensemble in the background in a ter of a stagedoor watchman talk¬ The number has too many false
Carribeans open and close a quaint pixie quality and her tim¬
spiritual-like presentation^
The ing about the theatre. Even here, stops and far too many obvious
ing to the punch line is expert. To
fast-paced
show
with
production
background rhythm assumes a however, he uses some comic re¬ bids for applause without a suf¬
give her turn a "worldly” touch
more modern beat, providing the lief, and all told comes through ficient base in merit. His turn numbers bringing in the custom¬ she
affects the dialects Of songs
tempo for the Rockettes’ always with a pleasing 20 minutes. Myron seems rather labored at times. It’s ers for Max and Joe Schneider’s associated
with Swedish, Italian
nitery
in
the
heart
of
Boston’s
perfect precision routine.
f1
Roman orch turns in a razorsharp a number that needs a lot of re¬ theatre district, wjjere boniface and Spanish, with an American
routining.
As usual, the Hall’s production showcutting job.
Chan.
folksong thrown in. for good
Arnold
Benak
handles
the
ropes.
Barbara Hunt appears only
values are tops, from sets to cos¬
men and a blonde charmer measure.
briefly, but pleasantly. Betty Two
tumes to lights.
Holl.
up the Carribeans, who nut
L’OIympia, Paris
To hold a transient downtown
O’Neil provides a bit of vocal ac¬ make
on
a
showcase production to fine audience for 45 minutes without a
Paris, Feb. 21.
companiments for the skaters.
Apollo, V. Y.
Gilbert Becaud, Francis Claude, Bob Boucher backs capably, and aud response. Trio does every¬ breather takes both energy and
Lloyd Lan\bert Band (10), Little Jean Leon Destine Ajro-Haitians further asset to the show are the thing in the dance book from sexy artistry. Both she has in abun¬
terping to jitterbug to interpretive, dance and the Statler bistro should
Richard, Linda Hopkins, Russ & (7), Renald & Rudy, Jeanne Dar- Bruno Maine sets.
Jose.
with distaffer setting the pace. jump the tab count while she’s
Joy Sobey, Flamingos (5), Jackie bois, Albert Sturm, Francy (2),
Clincher is an Oriental dance rou¬ around.
Eddy Bergman’s orch
Mabley, Guitar Slim; "Rogue Cop” Menestrals (3), Cathalas (2); $1.50
Empire, Glasgow
tine.
keeps the hoofers happy. Helm.
(M-G).
top.
Glasgow, Feb. 14.
Don Dennis, singing emcee, has
'Bernard Delfont presents Frankie added a new bit. "The Thing.”
The rhythm & blues layout is,
Hiring of squealing little girl
Amato’s Portland
overall, good enough to keep Har¬ claques is forcing the Gilbert Be¬ Vaughan (with Bert Waller at which he delivers for boffo resists.
Portland, Ore., Feb. 14.
lem teeners happy but, as has caud issue here. Singer is now in piano), Margo Henderson & Sam His piping of "Memories Are
Deep
Riijer Boys (4) (with Ray
Kemp,
Vtopelbein’s
Bears
(3),
David
Made
of
This”
is
also
a
winner.
happened before, current stanza fine fettle; has added some good,
Durant),
Gentlemaniacs (4), Her¬
hasn’t enough to attract those who if at times lachrymose, songs to Berglas, Bill Wareham & Barbara, Roily Pickert & Bonnie are shek
)ass the rock ’n’ roll idiom off his rep, and is definitely one of Billy Baxter, Bruce Forsyth, Denis in fancy terping with Roily turning man Jobelman Orch (6) (with Audie
Goodman);
no min., $1.50 cover.
in a nice impression of a prize¬
ightly.
the top song stars here, so the Bros. (2), & June, Gordon L. Rolfe fighter. Bobby Winters gets good
Linda Hopkins starts things off batch of yelling youngsters adds Orch.
returns with a clever comic jug¬
New fare at this Pacific North¬
with a pleasing style (see New nothing but annoyance to his stint.
Frankie Vaughan, lively pop gling act in which he works sight west showplace only has two acts,
Acts). Russ & Joy Sobey follow In spite of this, the Becaud bom¬
gags.
Tony Bruno orch cuts a but both are topdrawer. Custorrfwith a breezy brand of tapsteririg, bast, now leavened with traits of singer and disk favorite, is current slick show.
Guy.
ers thoroughly enjoy the 50 min¬
but it loses the kids, who are anxi¬ more mature ingredients of human headliner in a new vaude layout.
utes on the elevated stage and
ous to move on to The Flamingos. emotions,’’ makes for a top turn, He scores with "Stealin’,” "Seven¬
biz should be heavy for
Latter quintet establishes a high and the fine supporting numbers teen,” and "Happy Days, Lonely ThunilcrliiriE* l,as Veijas Amato’s
the next two weeks despite the
lane of excitement with "I'll Be look to make this into a big-gross¬ Nights.” Does first part of ‘act
Las Vegas, Feb. 14.
bad weather.
wearing straw boater headgear,
tome,” "I Wanna Love You” and ing t'hree-week program.
Merry Macs (4). Arthur BMke,
The Deep River Boys (4) are no
Francis Claude does a risible and switches to evening tails and
two other renditions. They are a
patter routine with a sharp sense topper for his finale, "Give Me the Cordolins (4), Colleanos (4). Bar¬ newcomers to this area and again
markedly 'Well trained group.
Little Richard, another New Act, of timing coupled with firstrate Moonlight, Give Me the Girls,” ney Rawlings, Thunderbird Danc¬ display a well-set stint that wins
ers (8), Al Jahns Orch (11); no the payees throughout their 30
gets his marquee prominence material on the terrors of educa-* which has the juves sighing.
minutes in the spotlight. WellSinger is well handled at the cover or minimum.
chiefly on. the basis of what he’s tion and how it is those with the
disciplined outfit offers a variety
ivories
by
Bert
Waller,
experienced
done among aficionados with his bad marks who really succeed in
The upswing in business begins of songs and has an excellent
"Tutti Frutti” disk. Jackie (Moms) life. He is heavily mitted by lit¬ pianist.
Margo Henderson, beautifully with the Lincoln’s Birthday long change of pace. Lads sell every
Mabley, who is next, takes on the erates and illiterates alike.
Bass Edward
audience and breaks up the house
Jean Leon Destine Afro Hai¬ garbed, offers a musical act of weekend and continues rising tune to the hilt.
—as per usual—with her monologs; tians (7) do a primitive dance in¬ song and impressions with her steadily to the peak of summer Ware, first tenor Jimmy Lundy,
second
tenor
Vernon
Gardner and
husband-partner
Sam
Kemp,
and
trade,
and
this
combination
co¬
they’re as clever as they are off¬ terlude that has visual appeal and
color.
is a good entry in this finely clicks with local impresh of Jimmy headlining of the Merry Macs and baritone leader Harry Douglas get
opportunity
for
solo
stuff,
too.
Logan,
Scot
comedian,
and
tenor
Arthur
Blake,
will
certainly
bring
Guitar Slim closes. He goes the staked out program. Three men,
Ray Durant batons the house
other r&b’ers one better by mak¬ two women and two bongo players Robert Wilson, Vogebein’s Bears in enough to give the casino its
crew and w'orks on the 88s.
ing his stand in the costume of a make a bustling, rhythmic entry. are a cuddly well-trimmed trio dues.
The Gentlemaniacs are all that
.
railroad engineer, red kerchief and Renald & Rudy do a body beauti¬ with cute antics.
Merry Macs, vet performers in
Four guys
Magico slotting is held skillfully foursome vocalizing, stay in the the name implies.
all. But since he doesn’t belt ful hand-to-hand number in latex
"Wabash Cannonball” it has no tights. Too languid and over self- by David Berglas, who scores with pop idiom, investing each tune raise enough smoke, commotion
more bearing on what he does than absorbed, this still has some ex- a paper routine and generally with infectuous warmth. Bouncy and nonsense to keep the custom¬
mystifies, using aud participation. style socks over best in "Two. Lost ers belly-laughing throughout.
a tuxedo. Slim sihgs a stream of 'cellent acro-balancing.
much- appreciated rhythm & blues.
Jeanne Darbois is an incongrur Billy Baxter, upcoming young Souls.” medley of record hits, Mousey Garner, Sammy Wolfe,'
ous act as the tall, well-groomed English comedian, patters and "Lord is a Busy Man,” and finale, Peter James and Billy Barty put
.
Art.
blonde imitates trumpets, tap gives out in traversties of various "Good Will.” which is further ac¬ this act together for- the "Com¬
dancing, babies and Mario Lanza. British types to good palming; for cented by the octet of Thunder- edy Hour” and are now set for
Palace, X. Y.
niteries and other entertainment
and almost ridiculous, this the record, he’s younger brother of bird steppers.
Three Houcs, Gregors (2), ‘Ar¬ Offbeat
spots. Three-foot Barty is'the foil
is
by the well-done mimick¬ Jeannie Carson, British musical
Arthur Blake has simplified his
nold Dover, Lillian Cavell, Chris ingsaved
and it manages to shape into thrush now on tv chores in U.S. bounteous supply of impressions to for the comedy antics of the oth¬
Cross, Yvonne, Clavel & Farrar, an interesting off beater. This type
ers. He does impreshes, beats the
Bill Wareham is one-legged New
Gil Lamb, Three Sidneys, Myron of act is appreciated here but its Zealander who overcomes physi¬ forego the wardrobe changes and drums and warbles some. Other
emerge with a rapidly-paced act comics sing, play the piano and
Ronum Orch; “World in My Cor- lack of parody, played straight, cal disability and comes up with that
merits and receives big harmonica. Special material, mu¬
ner” (U-I), reviewed in Variety makes this chancey for U.S. spots strong hand-balancing in pirate’s kudosing.
Slow start gathers
feb. 1, ’56.
unless worked in for special and guise, latter being used to link speed and sharper lines in charac¬ sic, songs, one-liners and loads of
comico spotting. Albert Sturm is with his iron leg. He’s partnered terizations with Tallulah Bank- nonsense make this a different
type layout. ■ Gentlemaniacs are
by
a
shapely
gal,
Barbara,
who
'a
paper
magician
who
also
cuts
out
Current Palace layout is a
head, Noel Coward. Eleanor
bright and nicely-balanced bill paper dolls. Some okay magico adds s.a. to the act. Bruce For¬ Roosevelt and the hilarious Lou- solid fun for 20 minutes. Fcve.
which leans somewhat to the com¬ bits, and building of all sorts of syth registers fairly well in sec¬ ella Parsons.
edy side, but not overly so.- There designs and trees from paper, ond slotting with comedy patter.
Cordolins, four attractive red¬ Waring 10G, ‘Opry’ $5,800
are three comedy acts, but one is makes this a flurrying sight act Denis Bros. & June are a change headed femmes who divvy up with
In Columbus Showings
an impressionist and another a that might be of offbeat interest from the usual opening terping three playing violins and- one the
duo. Showbacking is by Gordon
ventriloquist, with the balance for some U.S. showcasing.
Columbus, Feb. 21.
accordion, have an accelerating
Menestrals (3) are a group of Rolfe and orch while resident round of numbers made doubly ap¬
covered by a singer, two dance
Fred
Waring’s musical revue,
acts, a juggling turn and a cycling singers, two men and a girl, who musical director Bobby Dowds is pealing by constant chorco move¬ "Hear! Hear!” which played one
closer. Two of the turns, The Gre¬ give out with clever harmonics absent with the "Just Daft revue ment while performing.
Their performance in the 3.962-seat Vet¬
Gord.
gors in the deuce, and The Three and staging to make them a new at Edinburgh Empire.
musical world tour is well done, erans Memorial Bldg., Friday '17),
Sidneys, the closing act? are re¬ group that will probably eventual¬
with a hoedown finish that whips grossed a capacity $10,000. The
ly take its place in the show setup
viewed under New Acts.
SHAW QUITS CHI GAC
up salvos. Colleanos move in fa^t revue, which had a $3.85 top. was
Three Houcs, in the ’ opening here. Predominantly Gallic aspect
Chicago, Feb. 21.
for opener with very fancy juggl¬ presented under auspices of the
slot, are an okay juggling turn makes this limited for U.S. Acro¬
Floyd Shaw has resigned from ing the two males shooting rings Hast-Amend series.
comprising two femmes and a batics are handled by Francy (2) the Chicago branch of General Art¬ and pins to the two femmes, or
"Grand Ole Opry.” starring Roy
male who work mostly in tandem and Cathalas (2). Former is a ists Corp. to open his own office.
all singling with brilliant display. Acuff, grossed $5,800 during two
with hoops and pins and get off roller-skating number with the
Shaw was a club date booker Thunderbird Dancers nimbly prime performances here Sunday 09)
f=ome good stunts in synchroniza¬ usual turns and spins changed
wtih a gypsy round abetted by
tion. Arnold Dover, a young Ne¬ sohiCWhat, with the girls doing with GAC, and will stay in the Barney Rawlings’ warbling. Will. the Auditorium. Top was $1.50.
Mosk. i same field on his own.
gro impressionist, turns in a fine dances on skates.
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Shows on Broadway
Xl»o Pointer Heart
Playwrights Co. production o£ comedy
in three gets, by Joseph Fields and
Jerome' Chodorov, adapted from Eudora
Welty’s short story of the same title.
Staged by Robert Douglas; settings and
lighting, Ben Edwards; costumes. Frank
Spencer. Stars David Wayne; features
Una Merkel, Sarah Marshall. Juanita
Hall, Don Hanmer. Will Geer. At Music
„ __,
Box Theatre. N. Y., Feb. 16, '56:
5b; $5.7o
55.
^
top C$6.90 opening).
Jacob . Theodore Browne
Sarah . Vinie Burrows
Mr. Springer . X*avid Lcland
Edna Earle Ponder .Tina Merkel
De Yancey Clanahan..Don Hanmer
Big John . John Marriott
Narciss
.^JJu,ani£a ,H,a11
Purdel Peacock . Edwin 5u£!f1(ry
Bruce Peacock . Richard Klein
Treva Peacock . Helen Quarner
Johnnie Ree Peacock.Jeanne Shelley
Mr. Peacock .
Harold Grau
Mrs. Peacock . Charlotte Klein
Eloise
.Barbara Jean Gilliam
Uncle Daniel Ponder.David Wayne
Dorris R. Gladney ...
Will Geer
Bonnie Dee Ponder.- Sarah Marshall
Sam
. Noel Williams
Rodney . Johnny Klein
Willie ..
Junior Marshal1
Teacake Magee .
Judge Waite ... John McGovern
Dr. Eubanks . Donald Foster
Truex Bodkin . Dwight Marfield
Mrs. Bodkin .: .• • •
Map barrel1
Al
. T. Talbot Holland
Clvde
. William Dwyer
Clerk
..
James Karr
Bailiff
.- Tony Kraber
Foreman . Alan Manson
Jurors and Spectators... Daniel Bergin.
Joseph Bishop, . Tom Geraghty,
Join Holden, Richard Rothrock.
Lieselottc Singer

Wednesday, February 22, 1936

Knew Each Other When
Fold
of the
Hedgerow
Theatre last week after 33
years’
unbroken
repertory
operation in Rose Valley, Pa.,
Philadelphia and occasionally
on tour, stirred reminiscences
about some of the Broadway
and Hollywood names former¬
ly associated with the outfit.
Ann Harding, Morris Carno vsky and John Beal were
immediately mentioned.- Then
it was recalled that legit.,
pressagent Sol Jacobson
(“Teahouse of the August
Moon,” “No Time for Ser¬
geants”) had publicized the
Jasper Deeter troupe for sev¬
eral years before migrating to
Broadway. Only a few old
friends realize, however, that
Jacobson acted with the com¬
pany when he first joined it
after being a big wheel’ in
Dartmouth College theatri- •
cals.
One of the handful who
share Jacobson's guilty secret
is pressagent Ben Washer
(“Janus” ' and the incoming
“Mister Johnson”).
During
his brief tenure as drama
critic of the old Philadelphia
Record, Washer covered
Hedgerow Theatre openings
and actually reviewed Jacob¬
son’s acting.
There are flo readily avail¬
able clippings containing his
comments, and Jacobson ain’t
talking.

the essentially incredible situa¬
tions while retaining the simplic¬
ity of Uncle Daniel Ponder and
his bigness of heart, as well as the
understanding of his devoted niece
and doting friends.
For those who may be enchanted
by the antic quality of this backcountry fajry story, the perform¬
ance is likely to be a delight. The
unregenerate may be annoyed,
however, by its hectic pace and the
rambunctious nature of Robert
Douglas’ staging, the caricature
tendency of Wayne’s quixotic
charmer. But only the most dis¬
gruntled playgoer could fail to be
touched by the scene in which
Ponder learns that his bride has
walked oiit on him, or the occa¬
sional other poignant moments.
Although the performance as a
whole seems a trifle unvarying in
tone, Una Merkel gives a spirited
and appealing portrayal of the
loyal niece, while Sarah Marshall
has a disarming quality as the
frankly dimwit bride. Juanita Hall
is agreeably hearty as the family
servant. Will Gear seems unneces¬
sarily unctious as the prosecutor.
Don Hanmer is plausibly rattled
as the defence attorney badgered
by his own client, and John Mc¬
Govern is amusingly dismayed as
the helpless judge. There is a :
large supporting company of rube i
“characters.”
j
Ben Edwards has designed the I
three vividly atmospheric settings j
and Frank Spencer has provided 1
plausibly seedy costumes. There •
are a number of likable things j
about “Ponder Heart,” but its gen- j
eral appeal appears to dwindle j
during the leisurely first two acts, j
after which the courtroorp, cutup !
seems an inadequate artificial stim- j
ulant.
Ho be.

Imagine a sort of combination
Will Stockdale and Papa Vanderhoff character in a small southern
town. Throw in a third-act court¬
room goofier than “Trial by Jury."”
Have it played as a campus roughhas been too deliberately clever.
house, with David Wayne starring
He’s likely to be the someone wait¬
ing for this one.
Hobe.
in almost a Burgess Meredith im¬
personation. That suggests some¬
Sireetcar IVanie^t Desire
thing of the quality of “The Pon¬
N. Y. City Center Theatre Co. produc¬
der Heart.”
tion of drama in two acts (11 scenes), by
Tennessee Williams. Staged by Herbert
This is the Playwrights' Co. pro¬
Machiz; sets and lighting, Watson Barratt,
duction of the Joseph Fields-Jerbared on Jo Mielziner originals. Stars
Someone Waiting
Tallulah
Bankhead;
features
Gerald
ome Chodorov dramatization of
Eddie Rich production of melodr-'mi O'Loughlln, Frances Heflin, Rudv Bond.
Eudora Welty’s widely admired in three acts (five scenes), by Emlyn Wil¬ At City Center, N. Y., Feb. 15, '56; $3.80
liams. Staged by Allen Davis; setting and top.
short story from th£ New Yorker lighting,
Ben Edwards; costume designer. Negro Woman . Vinnette Carroll
mag. It’s a special dish, virtually Gene Coffin;
Je»n Ellyn
associate producer. Cliff Eunice Hubbel .
Frances Heflin
certain to have its own ardent fol¬ Hayman. Stars Leo G. Carroll. Jessie Stella Kowalski .
Royce Landis; features Howard St. John, Stan’ey Kowalski.Gerald O'Loughlin
lowing, but likely to leave literal¬ Robert
.
Rudy Bond
Hardy; Norah Howard, Brook Mitch
minded grouches
baffled and Byron, Ludie Claire. At John Golden Steve Hubbell ...;. Bruno Damon
. .
. . David Anthony
vaguely irritated. It seems a ques¬ Theatre, Feb. 14, *56; $4.60 top wcek- Sailor
$5.75
Friday-Saturday
nights Blanche DuBois . Tallulalr Bankhead
tionable bet for boxoffice popu¬ nlghts;
Pablo Gonzales .
Lou Gilbert
($6.90 opening).
larity, but could conceivably be John Nedlow . Howard St. John j Young Collector . Sandy Campbell
Woman.*.
Edna Thomas
picture material, subject to careful Miss Lennie .. Ludie Claire \ Mexican
Strange
Woman
.
Dorritt
Kelton
.. Robert Hardv |
revision and superior production. Martin
Vera Nedlow . Jessie Royce Landis : Strange Man ... Bert Bertram
Brook Byror I
Taken as a fable, “Ponder” has Hilda ..
.. Leo G. Carroll i
a fanciful sort of sweetness and Fenn
The N.Y. City Center Theatre
Mrs. Danecourt . Norah Howard i
apparent charm, with the hectic Neighbors
.... Herbert Voland. j Co., prone to work surprises, offers
Louise Buckley I as its windup of the mid-winter
third-act trial adding a slapstick
climax to the first two acts of
legit season, “A Streetcar Named
whimsy. But anyone who tries to
For two acts, Leo G. Carroll , Desire,” with Tallulah Bankhead
take the play seriously js likely moves softly around an expansive! grappling the lead role of Blanche
to be driven as near distraction as
DuBois. Despite the actress’ ob¬
are the harried trial judge and the London drawing room like some- j vious and supetior talent, this .is
flabbergasted prosecuting attorney. one waiting. He’s waiting for the ! palpable miscasting. Miss BankEven a callous realist would painstakingly plotted moment when | head misses altogether the softer,
probably admit that beneath all he’s going to avenge his son, who; nebulous quality essential to make
the antic nonsense, “Ponder” is a was hanged for a murder he didn’t j the neurotic ex-schoolteacher sym¬
gentle, tolerant play about a group |
pathetic.
of lovable, hopelessly fey charac- ; commit. Meanwhile, the audience • Youthful and trim-looking, Miss
j Bankhead tries hard. There are
tors. In short, it’s in the nature 1 has no choice but to wait, too.
of a comic valentine—that is, os¬
“Someone Waiting” is the un- j some fine moments, as when she
tensibly just a jape but with un¬ comfortably appropriate title for! describes the tragedy of her early
derlying affection.
the cat-and-mouse melodrama by \ marriage, or gets the return-ticket
In ease anyone else has missed British actor-author Emlyn WTil- j home from Kowalski. But she’s
Miss Welty’s original yearn, “Pon¬ liams. It had a five-month run in never secure or successful in the
der” involves a childlike old geez¬ London and is a current success in Blanche role, at times talking too
er, with the naive eagerness and Paris. But strawhat operator Eddie- harshly, and at other moments de¬
helpfulness of the hero of “No Rich, who brought it to Broadway livering her lines so fast and so
Time for Sei^eants," plus the last week, has no such happy pros¬ indistinctly as not to be under¬
adamant individualism of the ec¬ pect. Moreover, the yarn would stood. As result, “Streetcar” stalls.
Direction of Herbert Machiz
centric patriarch of “You Can't need plenty of vitamin injectiqps
to offer much for pictures.
j makes the play sound too broad;
Take It With You.”
When playwright Williams final¬ ■ it seems played more now for
This senescent pixy uses his inheritence to buy candy and ice¬ ly gets around to the showdown laughs, and sometimes (on open¬
cream cones for the kids, and give scenes, “Waiting” has bursts of ing-night, anyway) the laughs come
The play
wholesale presents to his appreci¬ swift action, and there’s a surpris¬ when they shouldn’t.
ative relatives and friends—and ing and satisfying twist at the fi¬ drags at times, especially in the
everyone in town is a kid, relative nale. But there’s too much waiting; early part of the second act,
or friend. The lively old joker it’s .too long and quiet, and the though at other times it has the
expected fascination, since it re¬
marries an even more simple- plot is too contrived.
minded youngster so she can quit
Carroll, an expert at this sort mains potent drama
Gerald
O’Loughlin
gives
a
her stifling job in -the five-and-ten of stage hocus-pocus, pads around
and will no longer have to shar
the set with.bland and deadly calm, sturdy performance as Stanley
bed with her swarm of brothers j underplaying softly as he fills in Kowalski, gratefully not trying to
and sisters.
j the situations with the small, sig- ape Marlon Brando, but managing
He takes her to live in his an-; nificant bits of melodramatic busi- an effective characterization. Fran¬
cestral mansion, where she fills the ; ness at which the British are so ces Helfin plays Stella Kowalski
living room with household appli- ac^Pt. Jessie Royce Landis, regal naturally, simply and winningly,
ances out of the Sears & Roebuck but understandably disturbed as • and is in vivid contrast to Miss
catalog, even though there’s no" the devoted wife of a lecher and • Bankhead as her sister. The fourth
electricity in the place to run I secret murderer, is properly m- : principal, Rudy Bond, is also an
[asset as mama-boy Mitch, who
them. When the child-bride dies • teiiseof fright during a lightning storm,! There is a moderately believable ’ falls for Blanche, bringing a deal
awkward poignancy to his
a politically ambitious state’s at- > performance by Howard St. John : of
torney charges the retread hero • at* the odious villain who poses as portrayal.
with murder.
j a public benefactor, fills his draw- j Supporting bits are also good,
I down to Sandy Campbell’s brief
But after that franlirallv emih.‘ in" room with spurious antiques, moment with Miss Bankhead as a
bled trial in which the irrpnrpc ■ tS’ranizes his foster son and dallies i; young
collector, with Jean EJlyn
sible defendan iiterrSots to^or“: with the sorvant *irls- Acceptable ■ and Lou Gilbert rating citations.
reel theWitnessesmake
secondary portrayals are given by
lions to theiudM befriendI Robert Hardy as the <™bittcred
“vn attorney £d &JW'ndilna^ ga^rSiSufmother of the
phantli exonerated.
j daughter and Brook Byron as a
Fields and Chodorov, whose pre-; floo/.y servant,
vious dramatizations from the i The meJler has been staged bv
New Yorker have included. “My : Allan Davis with bushed but busy
Sister Eileen” (plus its musical emphasis, against a sinisterly decoversion, “Wonderful Town”) and ! rative setting by Ben. Edwards and
‘Junior Miss,” have apparently: with authentic looking costumes
done a remarkable job of putting j by Gene Coffin. It all adds up to a
Miss Welty’s complex narrative ; respectable attempt. But this time
style into characteristic-sounding ! the author of “The Corn Is Green”
£iato£, ' They have alsd captured. and the chiller “Night Must Fall"

;

Bron.

! ‘Colony’ Gets 10G Aid
I

Greensboro, N.C., Feb. 21.
The North Carolina Council of
Slate has approved an approprialion from the* state’s contingency
and emergency fund for “The Lost
Colony,” production at Mantco.
The annual historical drama will
i get $10,000 to help make up a
! $14,800 deficit incurred last summer, when hurricanes hurt busi, ness.
■
;
j
!

1
1

Shows Abroad
SimiHwr
°Lofidon, Feb. 17.
George & Alfred Black production of
musical drama in two acts (17 scenes);
book, Hy Kraft and Eric MaschwUz;
music, Anton Dvorak, arranged by Ber¬
nard Grun; lyrics, Eric Maschwitz. Staged
by Charles Hickman; dances. Pauline
Grant; decor and costumes, Thea Neu.
Stars David Hughes, Sally Ann Howes:
.features Lauvence Naismlth, Bonita Prim¬
rose, Van Atkins, Edric Connor, Mark
Daly, Marjorie Rhodes. At Princess Thea¬
tre. Lmirton, Feb. 16, '56; $2.80 top.
Tomasliek . Derek Sydney
Dvorak . Laurence Nolsmith
Porter . Thomas Baptiste
Pepik. David Hannaford
Karolka . Sally Ann Howes
Father Jan . Trevor Griffiths
Uncle Marek .
Mrrk Daly
Mrs. Maslo . Winifred Braemar
Abe
. Edric Connor
Blndek .
David Geary
Milli
. Bonita Primrose
Marenka .
Peggy Verhon
Andula ... Roma Hodson
Ruzena .Maureen McGregor
Dorota. ^..
Alison McGuire
Gilmore .'._
Frank Tilton
Ma Flanagan . Marjorie Rhodbs
Shaun . David Hughes
Feeney . Michael Golden
Maslo . John Adams
Joe .‘ Van Atkins
Jake
.
Derek Svdney
Barstow ... .Joss Clewes
Reporters. Raymond Lloyd, Joss Clowes
Steward . .
Clem HqII
Sailor .
Roy Pattison
Singers: Joan Houghton, Tina Sunran.
Peggy Vernon, Catherine :Dunn. Roma
Hodson,
Mary
Nichols.
Maureen
Mc¬
Gregor, vvonne Chaplin, Patricia McCrory.
Alison
McGuire,
Colin
Lees,
Maurice French. Lee Calver, Paul Stuart,
Trevor
Griffiths,
Herbert
Steenkomn.
Raymond
Lloyd.
Ted
Hyde,
Francis
Johns. Wallace Stephenson,. Rov Pattison,
Charles Holford. Clem Holt, John Adams.
Dancers: Geraldine Lynton, Frederlque
Sevier,
Jennifer
Stacey.
Joan
King.
Patricia Jordan, Eileen Elt.on. Philipoe
Perrottet. Ro"er Labbee, Jurek Czaola,
Odell
Crowther,
Robert
Gill,
Jack
Maguire.

At last, a British musical that
seems to have taken some note of
Broadway standards. Not an outand-out smash bv ajny means"
“Summer Song” is nevertheless
the best local tuner to have been
staged m the West End since
World War II.
Whether the show can rival in’
staying power the best of the
American imports is questionable.
It’s at the offbeat location of the
Princes Theatre, which housed
“Pal Joey” and “Wonderful Town.”
and both of tjiem failed to pay off.
Summer Song” comes to the
West End after a two-month try¬
out at Manchester, where it played
to capacity and earned back about
half of its investment. With that
advantage, it is a fairly safe bet
to make a profit particularly as the
overhead has been kent reasonable.'
Also, it has obvious film potential¬
ities and. with adaption and rewrit¬
ing, might well be considered for
American production.
Embellished from an incideent in
the life of Anton Dvorak, the show
repeats the successful “Song of
Norway” and “Kismet” formula by
using the music (now in the public
domain) of a great composer and
adding lyrics to suit the needs of
the story. The result is a score of
unrivalled quality, abounding in
impressive ballads, with a flow of
typically gay and lively show
tunes. The lyrics, however, with
one or two exceptions, rarely
match the artistic standards of the
music, as is more or less inevitable.
According to a program note,
Anton Dvorak spent a short time
in a Czech lumber town in Illinois
in 1893, and on that slender foun¬
dation, co-authors Hy Kraft and
Eric Maschwitz have fashioned
theiV book. Their principal setting
is the Czech lumber colony, which
the comDoser impulsively visits,
hiding his identity so as to play
the role of miracle maker as well
as music master.
The conventional story serves
admirably to present the Czech
composer as warm, likeable and
human, a charcterization made be¬
lievable by the excellent portrayal
of Laurence Naismith. He invests
the part with requisite dignity, but
eschews pomposity. His is a naU
ural performance enhanced by an
acceptable singing voice, although
ironically, not always well served
with his songs;
The co-starring of Sally Ann
Howes and David Hughes in the
romantic leads gives the show val¬
uable marquee stature, and both
acquit themselves admirably. Miss
Howes, whose ability os an actress
has developed from comparative
immaturity to high professionalism
in a few years, is an expert hand
in dealing with ballads. At times,
her treatment is a little on the
hard side, but her delivery of the
title song in the second half is one
of (he highspots.
Hughes, with an impressive
string of disclicks to his credit,
emerges as an appealing * per¬
former. Tlis acting is surprisingly
natural and his vocalistics are con¬
sistently in the top grade.
Bonita Primrose, in the main
comedy role, has a pert and winj ning slyle which she uses with tellj ing effect in her delivery of “Once
ja Year,” This is one of the best
I lyrics, wilh a touch of'spice and

sophistication which should make
it a natural for nitery chirps
Edric Connor’s portrayal of the
Negro is distinguished by its ad
mirable restraint and his render,
ing of “Cotton Tail” has a distinc.
tive air. Marjorie Rhodes sports a
phoney Irish accent as the saloonkeeper. Van Atkins, as a travelling salesman who visits the lum¬
ber camp once a year, and John
Adams stand out in featured roles
“Summer Song”, is lifted out of
the rut by the standard of the
dance sequences. Pauline Grant’s
choreography has. the right Bohe¬
mian flavor and the big corps-deballet was led on opening night by
Philippe
Perrottet ang Jurek
Czapla, as last minute substitutes
for William Barrett, who was taken
ill with jaundice just before the
opening.
Bernard
Grun
has
adapted
Dvorak’s music to suit the needs
of the show in a way which will
please the audiences and not of¬
fend the purists. Charles Hick¬
man’s staging has an uneven qual¬
ity, allowing the action to lag need¬
lessly in^ the openin’g act, but
speeding the pace for the final act.
The decor is at times a little too
drab, but the national costumes
used for the dance sequences are
first class.
Myro.

A Likely Talc
Glasgow, Feb. 1.
H, M. Tennent Ltd. & Robert Morley
production of comedy ^in three acts, by
Gdlald Savory. Staging, Peter Ashmore:
scenery and costumes. Motley. Stars Moriey,
Margaret
Rutherford.
At King’s
Theatre, Glasgow, Jan. 30, '56; $1.10 top.
Oswald Petersham ...
Robert Morley
Lola Petersham.Violet Farebrother
Mirabelle Petersham
,
.
Margaret Rutherford
Ursula Budgeon .
.- Judy Parfltt
Gregory Lupton .Richard Pearson
Jonah Petersham. Robert Morley

Robert. Morley, doubling as a
father and his own son, is costarred with Margaret Rutherford
in this comedy by Gerald Savory,
whose “George and Margaret" had
a pre-eWorld- War II run of 799
performances in London. The new
play, titled “A Likely Tale,’” seems
a likely success.
As with “George and Margaret,”
this new piece has a major charac¬
ter who never - appears. He’s a
crotchety nonagenarian, dying on
his deathbed 'upstairs and knock¬
ing with his stick on the drawing¬
room ceiling to attract the atten¬
tion of his 65-year-old son and two
elderly spinster daughters.
The opening act is lively, with
wit and charm, and is splendidly
acted by the two stars and Violet
Farebrother as the second sister.
Their nostalgic conversation about
the good old days when England
was a leisurely place and after¬
noon tea was always on time is
halted by the word that their
father plans to leave his money to
a home for aged horses.
Matters are further complicated
by the arrival of the 65-year-old
son’s 40-year:old son (played by
Morley in a red wig, with a patch
over-his eye) and a visit from an
antique store, manager whose ro¬
mance- with the family’s pretty
servant girl compounds problems.
The farcical yarn ends on a satis¬
fying note of anticlimax.
Morley gives a richly comic dual
performance as the - portly, oldfashioned Englishman and his wily
son, contrasting the two characters,
one mannered and deliberate, the
other rakish and quick. He uses a
trick substitution of understudy on
two occasions,
Miss Rutherford gives an ani¬
mated portrayal of the sister living
in a part of fictitious rejected
suitors, and mutely terrified of a
no-legacy future. Miss Farebrother,
whitehaired and dignified, effectly
contrasts as the more self-reliant
sister.
Richard Pearson handles the
difficult role of the selNeffacing
antique dealet nicely, although his
voice is somewhat highpitched, and
Judy Parfitt is appealing as the
maid who blossoms forth. The
decor by Motley is standout, and
Peter Ashmore has directed the
performance imaginatively. The
play’s principal fault at the mo¬
ment is a heavy second act.
Gord.

Doctor Jo
London; Feb. 16.
Jack Waller production of drama in
three acts (six scenes), by Joan Morgan.
Staged by Jack Williams; decor^M10]™01
Eve. Stars Sonia Dresdcl. Barbara Couper. Hugh Williams. At Aldwych Theatre,
London, Feb. 15, 56; $2.25 top.
Clare Berosford . Barbara Coupci
Mrs. Fothergili .* Hazel Balnbndge
Dr. Marlowe
. Claude Jones
Jim Beresford . <-'llve„rMili111 1
Dr. Alan Beresford . Hugh Williams
Joanna Marlowe . Sonia Dresdcl
Roberts
. John Wynyanl
Mrs. Barnes ... Judith Ciuig

Hailed as the event of the season
at last year’s Edinburgh Festival,
“Doctor Jo” has come to /own
after a successful and profitable
out-of-town tour, It's a disappoml(ContihUed'oh page 58)
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| Shuberts’ Go-and-Sin-No-More
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The Shubert consent decree signed last week not only requires the
disposal by the Shuberts of 12 theatres in six cities (see separate story
on Page 1), but also enjoins them from various monopolistic and dis¬
criminatory practices.
Among the specific injunctions are the following:
Any exclusive booking contracts or deals, with or relating to thea¬
tres, shows or producers, either in New York or out of town.
Designating any particular agehey to handle theatrical advertising
for a show or theatre.
Investing in shows as a requirement that the show should place a
specific theafr^
Charging or attempting to charge “penalty” fees against a show that
has played an independent theatre.
,
Discriminating against any theatre operator or producer in the book¬
ing or presentation of shows.
Leasing any theatre on condition that it may not be used for legit.
Exercising control of ticket distribution at any theatre.
Requiring a produce^ to use any specified ticket agency.
Owning or having any financial interest in a ticket agency, includ¬
ing lease of office space on a sharing basis..
Leasing the rights to a show on the understanding that it will play
any specific theatre.
Entering any booking contract specifying maximum or minimum
ticket prices.
* .
Having pooling arrangements with any independent theatre or thea¬
tre management.
Having any financial interest in independent theatres.
Having any Joint or common interests with any1 others of the de¬
fendants.
Permitting any officer or employee to have a financial interest in
an indie theatre.
Any financial interest by UBO or its officers ©r employees, in any
theatre or show booked by it.
Refusing to deal with any designated booking agency for a show
or theatre.
Refusing to allow any out of town theatre to bid on a free competi¬
tive basis for local Theatre Guild or American Theatre Society sub¬
scription seasons.

‘Roses’ 121G Red

On $75,008 Nut
“Red Roses for Me,” Gordon
Pollock’s recent Broadway produc¬
tion of the Sean O’Casey drama,
lost $121,245, an excess of $46,245
over its $75,000 investment. The
shqw had a 30-performance run
ending last Jan. 21, but Pollock is
trying to recapitalize at $40,000 to
resume at an off-Broadway loca¬
tion'.
A financial summary of the
show, dated Jan. 27, lists $6,091 in
assets, including $1,325 cash, $2,031
balance on the Equity bond, $100
bond with the Assn, of Theatrical
Press Agents & Managers, $2,000
deposit for' the Booth Theatre,
N.Y.,. and $635 receivable from the
producer. Liabilities of $52,335 in¬
clude $15,119 bills payable, $11,716
payroll taxes payable and $25,500
outstanding on a loan from Thomas
Sullivan.
According to an accounting sent
to the backers last week, “Roses”
involved $66,718 production cost,
$38,360 tryout loss, $15,075 operat¬
ing loss on Broadway and $1,092
closing expense. The final week at
the Booth, N. Y., grossed $22,324
and would have earned an operat¬
ing profit, but taking-out costs of
$2,799 created a net loss of $227
or the stanza.
Breakdown of the audit reveals
that O’Casey received $1,000 ad¬
vance and a total of $1,913 author
royalties, having waived during
the tryout tour and taken a $500
minimum for the fipal two weeks
in New York. Pollock drew $250
a week producer fee, in addition
to office expenses of $125 for the
tryout to $1,500 preliminary office
expense, $125 for the tryout period
and $250 a week in New York.
However, he is liable- for the $46,245 deficit above the $75,000 cap¬
ital loss.
The accounting breakdown also
shows that the cast .received
$7,358 rehearsal salaries and $52,194 during the tryout and Broad¬
way engagements. Stagehands got
$650 rehearsal coin and $12,079
salaries for regular performances
(excluding taking-in and taking-out
expenses, etc.). The theatre share
of the gross for the Booth, N.Y.,
(with respective weekly grosses)
was $4,120 ($12,066), first week;
$3,250 (11,190), second week; $5,000
($16,872), third week, and $0,697
($22,324), fourth week.

Set ‘Kismet’ for Closer
Of St. L. Summer Season
St. Louis, Feb. 21.
“Kismet” will be presented for
a two-week stand next summer in
the Municipal Theatre Ass’n’s al¬
fresco playhouse in Forest Park,
probably as the season closer.
Already scheduled for the sum¬
mer lineup are “Kiss Me, Kate,”
“Great Waltz,” “Student Prince”
and .ChacojLate Soldier.’*

WARSAW RADIO SAYS
T0RGY’ TYPIFIES U.S.
Washington, Feb. 21.
The official Radio Kraj, of War¬
saw,. is broadcasting that the Negrn living conditions portrayed in
“Porgy and Bess” are typical of
such accommodations in the U. S.
In a spiel a few days ago, Radio
Kraj denounced Voice of America
for claiming that these conditions
no longer exist. - The Gershwin
opera, which recently concluded a
run in Russia, has subsequently
played to packed houses in War¬
saw.
“VOA,” said Radio Kraj, “tried
by every means to shield us from
the harmful influence of the work
of Gershwin and Heywood. In its
Jan. 25. program, VOA tried t%
convince us that this opera has as
its subject something which no
longer exists in American life—a
picture ©f the misery and primi¬
tive life of the underprivileged.
“VOA seems to take us for idiots
who know nothing about the mat¬
ter. It would do better to tell us
how the current problem of de¬
segregation ©f Negroes Jin schools
is progressing. Only someone blind
and. deaf could say that this opera
did not grow out of the real living
conditions of Negroes in the U. S.”

Flemyng, Kay Kendall
Tour in British ‘Bell’
Glasgow, Feb. 14.
“Bell, Book and Candle,” which
recently ended a 484-performance
run at the Phoenix Theatre, Lon¬
don, is now on a United Kingdom
tour.
Robert Flemyng and Kay
Kendall are costarring in the roles
played by Rex Harrison and Lilli
Palmer on Broadway and in the
West End, and subsequently taken
over by Flemyng and Joan Green¬
wood.
Others in the touring cast are
Viola Lyel, David Evans and Lloyd
Pearson,
Flemyng has d’oubled
as director of the show, presented
by H. M. Tennent Ltd., in partner¬
ship with U. S. producer Irene
Mayer Selznick.

Rochester Arena Skeds
5-Show Spring Season
Rochester, Feb. 21.
Arena Theatre producers Doro¬
thy Chernuck and Omar K. Lerman have announced a five-play
spring season for their local resi¬
dent stock theatre-in-the-round.
Following the current "Late
Love,” will be “Oh Men, Oh Wom¬
en,” Feb. 28-Mar. 11; “World of
Sholem Aleichem,” Mar. 13-24;
“Anastasia,” Apr. 3-15; “King of
Hearts,” Apr. 17-29, and “Wedding
Breakfast,” May 1-13.

Confabs Stymie;
Equity Applies
Code for Tents
The first attempt of Actors
Equity to negotiate with an or¬
ganization of summer theatre pro¬
ducers has come a cropper. After
four weeks of confabs over a
standard minimum contract for
musical tent productions, repre¬
sentatives of the Musical Arena
Theatre Assn, walked out on what
was to have been the concluding
session last week.
The canvastop managers broke,
off the negotiations when the union
refused to grant their demand
for an extra hour of rehearsals
each week and another hour for
costume fittings, both without extra
pay. Equity Claimed the point had
been settled at prior conclaves.
Following the departure of the
producers, the Equity council
adopted the recommendations of
its negotiating committee substan¬
tially as they had been worked out
with the MATA reps.
The new code; which goes into
effect next April 2, calls for a 48hoiir work Week, including re¬
hearsals and performances. Re¬
hearsal pay has been set at $60
weekly, while the tab on perform¬
ance weeks is $70. According to
David Marshall Holtzmann, vice
president and counsel for MATA,
the tent theatres have no choice
but to accept the Equity rules.
“Our only alternative is to go out
ol business,” he commented.
The
attorney-producer
feels,
however, that Equity is the most
reasonable of all the theatrical
unions, and he hopes the MATA
will reach amicable agreements
with the actors’ org in the future.
MATA, incidentally, was the first
summer stock group to be officially
recognized by Equity. The union
is now negotiating with the Civic
Musical Theatres, which reps sur-h
large municipal projects as St.
Louis, Kansas City, etc.

McCLEERY’S ‘LADY’ BACK
TO STRAWHAT ORIGIN
William
McCleery’s
“Lady
Chooses” is back where it started
four years ago—the strawhat cir¬
cuit. It’s being released for stock
production this summer.
Although a planned Broadway
production during the 1954-55 sea¬
son failed to come off, the property
has been intermittently tested
since an initial tryout in 1952 at
the Peterborough (N. H.) Play¬
house. At that time, however, it
was tagged “Side by Side,” the
first of three different titles,
The comedy was given another
silo test in 1954, with Faye Emcrson starring. It was then called
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ATPAM Backtracks on 3 By-Laws
After Pressagents Demand Repeal
■f

The threat of an official suppres¬
sion of news of the Assn, of The¬
atrical Press Agents & Managers
has been temporarily averted. The
union’s board of governors stalled
that and two other measures after
the pressagents chapter had de¬
manded their repeal as “ill-de¬
fined” and ^menacing.”
The drumbeaters called on the
board to rescind the proposed gag
rule, plus two others that were
scheduled for presentation at the
union’s overall membership meet
last Thursday (16). The other two
rules involved after-the-fact re¬
vision of the so-called Sheaffer
Amendment and a claim of board
jurisdiction over rules, regulations
and wage scales for off-Broadway
theatres or comparable operations
outside of New York.
In the face of the pressagent op¬
position and press criticism, the
board backtracked at' Thursday’s
meet and tabled the controversial
measures pending a chance to re¬
consider. In attacking the by-law.
setting up a muzzle on ATPAMnews, the publicists noted that the
union constitution already forbids
action by any member that tends
to injure the well-being of the
membership.
IriMefending the by-law ATPAM
secretary-treasurer Milton Weintraub argued that it would apply
to situations whereby a member
might tipoff information concern¬
ing the union’s bargaining position
during contract negotiations. How¬
ever, the by-law itself isn’t con¬
fined to specific occurrences, but
as noted by the pressagents, is
“open to free interpretation.”
The pressagent “Whoa, there!”
calldown of the board was voted
unanimously at a special chapter
meeting held the preceding day
for that purpose.
During the
course of ©n otherwise calm and
businesslike session, which took
place at the union headquarters,
Weintraub invaded the room and
(Continued on page 58)

Say It Ain’t So
In view of the Shuberls*
feud of many years’ standing
against Variety, one clause in
the consent decree in the Gov¬
ernment’s anti-trust ca^e is
pointedly Ironic. That is a
stipulation relating to the re¬
quired disposal by the Shu¬
berts and Marcus Heiman of
their respective 50% interests
in the United Booking Office,
The paragraph requires that
such disposal must be accom¬
plished by June 30, 1957. The
key clause then reads, “and
defendants shall make reason¬
able effort to effect sale there¬
of commencing not later than
Oct. 1, 1956, including adver¬
tising in Variety and Bill¬
board.
In other words, J. J. Shu¬
bert may be required by the
U. S. Government to advertise
in Variety.

See Showdown On
Agents’Demands
New York talent agents are
finally squaring off with Actors
Equity on their long-standing de¬
mand for increased commissions
and exclusive representation of
performers.
The Equity council
was due to consider the matter at
its regular weekly meeting yester¬
day afternoon (Tues.), but word
was not available at press time
as to what actually transpired.
Equity’s committee on agent
regulations met with a group of
percenters last Friday (17) to dis¬
cuss the question. The agents are
attempting to get actor commis¬
sions hiked from the long estab¬
lished 5%, and also to get the
union,’*s rule against exclusive rep¬
resentation lifted. It‘s understood
the Equity committee was to have
presented its recommendations to
the council in time for yesterday’s
meet.
Present at last Friday’s conclave
were Music Corp. of America at¬
torney Morris Schrier, indie agents
Heniy'C. Brown and Peter Witt;
Nat Lefkowitz and Michael Ralpern, of the William Morris
Agency; Jack Katz, of General
Artists Corp., and Edgar Rubin,
attorney for the independent Fed¬
eration of Artists Representatives.
The
Equity
slate " included
chairman Robert Preston, John
Emery, Joan Morton, Leonard Pat¬
rick, Kim Hunter, Kent Smith
and Margaret Hamilton.
Also.
Angus Duncan, Equity’s executive
secretary; Paul Jones, assistant
exec secretary and George Nicolau, the union’s attorney.

John Gassner to Yale
To Teach Playwriting

New Haven, Feb. 21.
John Gassner, drama critic and
anthologist, has been appointed the
first Sterling Professor of PlayI writing at the Yale School of Dra
ma. He’ll begin his duties July 1.
Gassner> who in the pa£?t has
! headed the play departments of
at the Westport- (Conn.) Countiy, the Tlieatre Guiid anci Columbia

riaj!?nUSTha^dtrihe NThpP01'LSpm i Pictures, takes over the teaching
Casino Theatre.
The contem j assignment from Robert Penn War¬
plated Broadway production was ren, Pulitzer-prize novelist, who
to have followed those engage¬ retires in June to devote his full
ments. Producer-announcer Ken¬
neth Banghart was scheduled to time to writing.
bring the comedy to New York,
with Miss Emerson continuing as Ask $25,000 to Renovate
NEW THEATRE EAR BILL
star. The title for Broadway was
Air Conditioner at Spa
to have been “Running Mate.”
Would Waive Restaurant, But Also
Besides the barn productions,
Albany, Feb. 21.
Limit Hours
the play has also been done on tv
Patrons of the Spa Summer
Theatre are apparently going to
twice.
Albany, Feb. 21.
get a break from the heat this sea¬
son. Governor Averell Hardman's
A second theatre-liquor-licensing
new budget provides an appropria¬
•bill, this one exempting permit
tion of $25,000 from the capital
holders from the requirement for
Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 21.
operating a restaurant, has been
A series of classical plays will construction fund for “improve¬
introduced by Assemblyman Archi¬ be produced next summer in ments to the air-condiljoning sys¬
bald Douglas Jr., Manhattan Re¬ Sanders Theatre, Memorial Hall, tem on the Saratoga Springs Reser¬
publican.
Harvard U.. by a non-profit founda¬ vation.”
If the item Is approved by^the
Like another measure recently tion with the cooperation of Har¬
Legislature, the money will' be
sponsored by Assemblyman Alfred vard Summer School.
available
April 1, and the work
Management of the season will
A. Lama, Brooklyn Democrat, it
could be finished
by
- June 1. in
would limit the sale of alcoholic be centered in a board of executive ,-beverages to patrons one-half hour producers including William Mor-. ample time for the start of John
ris
Hunt,
Bryant
Halid.ay,
Michael
:
Huntingtons
ninth
season
as piobefore: and ©ne-hour after a per¬
Wager and Miles Moi’gan.
1 ducer of the spot.
formance.

Harvard Summer Series

.

‘Joy Ride’ No Bargain;
Aimed for Low Budget,
Revue May Cost 200G
Hollywood, Feb. 21.
With the tryout loss averaging
around $6,000 per week, the Ray
GoJden-Huntington Hartford re¬
vue “Joy Ride” may wind up as
anything but the modest budgeter
originally planned. The show has
been running at the Huntington
Hartford Theatre here for six
weeks.
Brought in originally for around
$110,000, it has been in constant
difficulties. Reviews were mixed,
business has been bad and the
management recently has sky! rocketed its advertising budget in
Ian effort to gain some attention.
Show has taken some of the big¬
gest legit ads in local history in
the downtown dailies and goes into
the car-card field this week. Ad¬
vertising budget in recent weeks
, has been running close to $4,000.
|
Meanwhile, Bernie Gould and
Paul Harrison have been making
' extensive revisions of the show.
; It's understood that Hartford is
still determined to take the revue
to Broadway and is angling fr.r a
! May opening. At C.e present rate
j of tryout loss, and with the cost
j el' the changes, “Joy Ride” stands
i to cost over $200,006 when (and if j
; ii. finally rca ims New York It’s
! figured to break even at abou^;
i $20,000 weekly gross.

1

! BATONER BILL JONSON
STRICKEN IN PRAGUE
Bill Jonson, associate conductor
of the touring “Porgy and Bess”
company, had a slight stroke last
week in Prague, and is hospitalized
in the Professor Henner Clinic
there. The troupe is* in Munich
this week.
Bob Duskin, “Porgy” company
manager, cables that Jonson will
have to remain in the hospital at
least three weeks before he can
be moved to western Europe or
the U. S. He’s expee'ed to re¬
cover, but It may be some time
before he regains use of his left
side. Jonson is a pianist as well
! as conductor, and a protege of
' Dimitri Mitropoulos, conductor of
i the N. Y. Philharmonic-Symphony.
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Doctor Jo

httle of importance seems to happen The .only dramatic substance
is the emotion3! turmoil caused by
the heroine s arrival, and the
realization that she cannot remain,
There is the intense conflict between the sisters and the tacit
emotion between the visiting doctor and the man she left behind.
But that’s all—and it’s insufficient
for
a full-length drama.
*
Miss Dresdel’s performance in
thf iStitleDrreofeeris ^heT^hlv
mannered style. It is a theatrical
study rather than a realistic interpretation. Barbara Couper, on the
other hand, never falters in her
portrayal of the frustrated sister,
skillfully working against an unsympathetic script.
Hush Williams keeDs. on an even
keel as the frustrated husband and
there is a dignified performance
by Claude Jones as the father of
the two women. Clive Parritt, a 12year old newcomer, displays no
trace of precociousness and walks
away with most of the scenes in
i
|
THFATRIPAI QTAPK
IflLftMlIUfU. Oiuun

THEATRICAL STOCK
REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
129 W. 56th
56,h St.r
S,„ New York
PL 7-1597
7.1597 — MU
MU 8-9578
r 957ft
PL
^
#/Our Motto Is Service"
"Our
Representatives for Summer
and Winter Stock Companies
with a Special Branch for
Off-Broadway Theatres.
c •
_ . .
Service on a Fee Basis ...

Membership Or».ni««lio»

ST’«. Your TI.«otr, Th'rr
3 Khown Active Producers!
DMI uiL'i*
n .
..
,
Bill Whiting — Bob Murphy
, ...
~ •

Dick Nelson

Call

(is

With Your Toughest Problems

FOR RENT
THEATRE BUILDINQ on main thorouohfars
leadlnf to N. Y. Thruway, 65 mlloi from
Now York City. Population 33,000. Fast
Browing community, Noar b!| Industrial dovolopmont and Air Forco Bato.. Wlll eooporato
on Improvements. Box W 374, Variety, 154
West 46th Street, New York.
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t Canadian Players Plan
‘Hamlet,’ ‘Gynt’ Next Pall
Ottawa. Feb. 21.
Canadian Players, now touri™
western IJ S and ran-w4* • <lr,nng
™est?,rn U’
G?nada »« ‘Saint
Joan an(* Macbeth,’^ plan to do
“Hamlet" and Ibsen’s “Peer Gynt”
next season. Douglas Campbell and
Frances Hyland will costar in the
revivals.
Ule
., ,
Group s president, Mrs. Tom
£ampbe}1 (whose husband founded
the Shakespeare Festival of Stratford, Ont.) and p.a. Laurel Crosby
are in Halifax, lining up dates for
tour of the Maritime provmces. The troupe covered many
cities in eastern U. S. last fall

Off-B’way Show
The Thorntons
Richard E. Nelson production o£ comedy drama, in two acts, by Millie Bruhl
Fredrick and Irving Strouse. Staged by
William Whiting; setting. Harry Buchterlighting,, Bob Levin. At Provincetown
Playhouse. N. Y„ Feb. 14. !56; $2.50 top
($5 opening).
’
*
Cast: Harry Wagstaff Grlbble, Ruth
Warrick. Matt Pelto, William Tregoe
Bradford Hunt, Sally Kemp, Edgar Bodi-

Lots of black ties, orchids and
mink squeezed into MacDougal St.
for “The Thorntons” premiere,
and at a $5 opening night top the
venerable Provincetown Playhouse
never had it so good. To suit the
occasion, Barry Buchter’s setting
of a study in the Thornton man¬
sion, NYC, has gold-draped lush¬
ness, and a handsomely soignee
cast is elegantly gowned and clad.
But there’s the play.
■ The aging Thornton s,cion has
a young .wife of sexily coltish
(tendencies.
Since she wants to
have her cake and eat it, too, she
marries off her current authorinamorata to hubby’s niece. Au¬
thor and niece, however, find they
like it that way, which provokes
the young Mrs. Thornton to de¬
clare her expected child is said
author’s.
There are considerably more
melodramatics, including the open¬
ing-night mishap of a rebellious
curtain, ending with the ruthless
lady’s apologia to an ancient
Thornton portrait, “You have to
be~tough if you want to get along.”
William Whiting directed, such
well-intentioned actors as Ruth
Warrick, starring as the wife; Sal¬
ly Kemp, whose niece is a valid
effort; William Tregoe, as the
epitome of matinee authors, and as
family doctor, Harry Wagstaff
Gribble, whose theatrical judgment
was to give up about the same
time the curtaip did.
Geor.

OVER-NIGHT
(Including Weekends)

Facsimiles

tLTif thAe Commissioner'ofCpolice ^e^iler^fan^eOiployerqmcU

Manuscripts —- Plays
Sketches — Documents

Ozalid and Other
Processes
Also Typing. Steno and Mlmeo
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Regent Service
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co-authors Patrick Cargill and
Jack Beale have tried to . sustain a
three-act play without coherent
plot. Their setting is a ward in a
sanatorium and their principal
characters, obviously intended as
a cross-sectwn of the community,
2re under*?1*1? treatment, for tuberculosis. Against this background
there might have been a wealth of
personal and intimate drama. In¬
stead there are large doses of
small talk and quite a few humorOUS moments.
The Catty of the title is the
young probationer nurse who takes
care of the patients She’s a bright
and bouncy character, not averse
to an amorous adventure with the
patients particularly with a dashlnS
played by Tetv
^ Air Force, type,
v
enc® Alexander.
The
other r-Aw
patients are played by
-Patrick McGoohan as an invalid
who loses the will to live when he
?us,pects that his fiancee hasi fallen
g love with another man William
Hartnell as a surly and bad ternPered miner and Andrew Ray as
a young orphan boy with a liking
for poetry.
They’re an odd lot, but rarely
have anything worth while to say.
Tlie characters run true to form
and there is little surprise element. Too often the sentiment is
more convincing than the drama,
and McGoohan’s dying scene is
more believable than Alexander's
promise to marry after the nurse
tells him she is to have a baby.
baby,
Th
n-rfnrmanr'P«; give
pr;vp the
thP play
nlav
The performances
nelded lift.
l^ McGoohan’s inter¬
a needed
nretation of tl‘
dvine naSenMs in
J^cere te?m Snd
ner
lllc:a
rl.Y.“Xanaer
sonifies
th^ popular
conceptionpeiof
a handsome Air Force man. Hartnen has to overcome an unsympathetic characterization and nea?iy
succeeds in doing so, but Andrew
Ray, in his first grown ud part
gets Httle opportunity.
’•
,
. ,
Mary Mackenzie s • performance
as.tde nurse
is
one,
of
the
acting
nu*se 18 ,0^'
bright spots, and there is a digniS?d p0rtrfyal
portrfyal by Wynne Clark as
the hospital matron. Betty BascJ?an Drummond and Lydia
S,mb; Joan
Ford give diverting and contrastin® studies as relatives of the paS«SjUdieS 38 rel3tiVGS °f the P3“
Henry Kendairs staging is a
-___
thoroughly professional job, re¬
vealing a confident touch, plus
pace and tension without much
help from the script. Joan and
David de Bethel have designed a
simple but adequate set. Myro.
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. Williami McDermott, dramaTritic
dramalhitic
of the Cleveland
veland Plain Dealer, left
day (19) after a 10-day
town Sunday
visit to catch
Broad¬
atch the current Broadway shows.5*
...
...
_ ..
Hamilton
D. Allen,
n S:
A11en.. critic
critic of
of the
the
Rochester Times-Union, is due
March 3 too see the shows, and will
rough March 12.
12.
remain through
TBic Threepenny Opera
TBi
iherman, critic of tjie
the
John Sherman,
London, Feb. 21.
[is
Star-Tribune,
has reMinneapolis
re¬
Oscar Lewenstein, Wolf Mankowitz &
turned home
ome after a Broadway
SSWBertolt'SShti
showgoing; foray.
English adaptation by Marc Biitzstein;
briel has an exhibition of
Ada Gabriel
continpaintings and lithographs, contin¬
Bin Owen, Daphne Anderson, Eric Pohiigh March 10, at the H.
uing through
mann, Lisa Lee, George a. cooper. Ewan
V.
Allison
Galleries,
N.
Y.
Artist
5RW838
is the widow of the late author». ■«.
„
_ n
screen writer-drama critic Gilbert
urchin '.7.7.'.7.7.7.E unaMvictor
Gabriel.
Filch ....'.. victor Raring
Irene Mayer Selznick, producer
Betty .
of
“Chalk Garden,” returned last
Doily .7 7'77 7 Sylvia Lancova
week from a quick visit to the
c»>«r oney
. o5Sm.9mSJ?S!
Coast, and immediately left on a
?f“finRery "^."V.’.wiSXnMuShlu
week’s
vacation
in
Barbados,
Bob the. slasher .
George Tovey
B.W.I.
ff*V£hum .:' 'ErPchpohim"nn
Arthur
Cantor,
already
set to
Ki. p“!Zi,Lisa Lee
pressagent the upcoming FryerE?11* Peachum . Daphne Anderson
Carr
production
of
“Shangri-La,”
smith B!?w.n7,:V.:V.::Gecrhaeries S83S
will have the same assignment
Jenny . Maria Remusat
next fall on the same manage¬
^evV icimiaaii. Poland Randel
ment’s “Auntie Marne.” He’s also
constables. Michaei Murray, John Corbett
set for a similar stint for David
Macheath . Bin Owen
Susskind’s next-season entry, “A
-Very Special Baby.”
It has taken a long time for The
. Richard Eastham takes over
Threepenny Opera” to reach Lonnext Tuesday (28) as male star of
don,, but, in the main, it has been
Jules
Pfeiffer’s touring edition of
worth it. This is a lusty entertain“Anniversary Waltz,” succeeding
ment dominated by sheer vitality,
Andrew
Duggan. The femme star
rich in color and atmosphere. As a
is Augusta Roeland.
stimulating show it has reasonable
Isadora Bennett, pressagent of
prospects for a run at this intimate
the American Theatre Wing since
theatre.
uieaue
its formation, has resigned with
°ne of th£ maJ°^ credits for the
Mike O’Shea replacing her.
SUCcess of the production must go
Elizabeth Tilton was erroneously
to Sam Wanamaker whose staging
referred to as Louise Tilton in the
brings out the warmth and excitelast week’s Variety review of the,
ment of the Brecht-Weill musical.
Equity Library Theatre production1
without too many arty directorial
of “Liliom.”
touches he succeeds in sustaining
Marshall Jamison will direct the
the atmosphere and keeping the
upcoming Robert Fryer-Lawrence
action livelv
lively.
Carr production of “Shangri-La,”
’
,
with Lehman Engel as musical di¬
BerHn^n^M’s
B
Jhnr^T2
fs
k o^rnurse ^
rector and. vocal arranger.
I’t -tl! RpElt’r-?
twSV’?
^
Ef
“The Loud Red Patrick,” George
f
c
Boruff's adaptation of Ruth McJhe
«he ?oho
? ho satting
s®tt:i”g may
ma> be
Kenney’s book of the same title,-is
3 llttle ° ’
?Eua£.Loni:d?-+firs are
"onclrnel but^hat’s^of Httl? tmscheduled for Broadway, produc¬
characters are basically
tion next season by Richard W.
Krakeur.
Vicki Cummings will star in
Macheath becomes Mack the
“Bernardine” at the Fred Miller
Kfufe and Bill Owens, in a CagneyTheatre, Milwaukee, beginning
like interpretation, has the requisnext Monday (27).
ite dash and bravado. He’s a gay
Gary Simpson and Ed Emerson
and confident thief and womanizer,
plan to bring “Love in Upper
Daphne Anderson plays Polly
Peachum m restrained tones. She ---— Sandusky,” a comedy by Emerson
sings well enough, and her “JealM Tift A11 I). Ii
I
* and Charles Williams, to Broadway
next September.
ousy Duet” with Georgia Brown is
A I rAIH IfcICKIVcICKS
William Inge is working on the
one of the best numbers in the
book for a musical version of Eu¬
show. Miss Brown, a newcomer to
== Continued from page 57 55
gene O’Neill’s “Ah, Wilderness,”
West End legit, although known
'
,
^
as a cabaret chirp, impresses as an began a harangue about the ne- which will have music and lyrics by
.actress of considerable promise, al- cessity of the gag rule to prevent Coleman Dowell.
Max Malin, an actor also known
though the best femme portrayal leak of possible negotiating plans,
is Maria Remusat’s Jenny. Eric
When there was a move to call as Max Malinofsky, filed a petition
Pohlmann plays Peachum with the attention of the chairman to the in bankruptcy in New York last
zest and uncanny accuracy, but situation and request a ruling on week, listing liabilities of $77,043
and no assets. He is contingently
liable on an unexpired lease held
by Malin Studios, Inc., of New
York.
" fiS/lieWS
^ wa^.il^k
CBS has renewed its legit sub¬
Peachum, but credit is due Ewan
aa,van,cea Dy weintrauh
MacColl as the street singer who aE>tbe ne^!: ^ s general member- sidiary’s lease on the Alvin Thea¬
ship meeting, ^
it was pointed out
introduces each change
of 8ce“e.
scene. ??lp
out tre, N. Y., through Aug. 31, 1957,
cha?ge.of
Honorable mention also for Caspar that the argument was irrelevant. so presumably “No Time for Ser¬
Neher’s imaginative decor; but a lrs generally agreed that the gag geants” can continue at the house
demerit for the inadequate musical was sparked by the furore over the at least until then.
SgrOJndi^ inade<‘Uate^kal board’s recent handling of the
The D’Oyly Carte Opera Co.,
-Louis Sheaffer case, especially the numbering 59, sailed for England
“unauthorized” coverage of it in last Friday (17) on the Queen Eliz¬
IM**g for Catty
abeth, after completing successful
Variety.
„„ ^
London, Feb. 15.
. Michael Codron production of drama
Besides demanding the repeal of U.S. tour.
Actors Fund collection during
ar^nd“rtd?&.!irsUg.
yb,PHSg
ckr«nnd“fici?&.!irs^g.diyb,PHSg
^ rule’ the Pr«sagents
Kendall; decor. Joan and David de Bethel, chapter Called for the scrapping of 15 performances of “Damn Yan¬
kees”
the last two weeks at the
Goohan, William Hartnell, Terence Alex- gf board’s by-raw revise o£ the National Theatre, Washington, to¬
ander and Andrew Ray. At the Lyric Sheaffer Amendment.
This meas2,?de^
talled $4,090, a record for the
Theatre, London. Feb. 14, *56; $2.34 top.
Nurse Cattry . Mary Mackenzie
Mackenzfe i”6’ Tl11'11 g* b°ar<1 faSSed '»uiet- house.
after the membership had
Leonard White . Patrick McGoohan ^
Stephen Aaron is staging the
John
Rhodes ..
mnj?nhKM
.. William Hartnell
Hartl?e11 adopted the Sheaffer Amendment . Harvard Dramatic Club produc¬
noEahLG3 v.t Anthony. Parker
Donald Gray*:;:.*::;; Terence0Alexander by referendum vote, would not' tion of Arthur Millers ‘“Death of
SS?lnrtValker.^ndrewo,Ra?r only freeze the former Brooklyn a Salesman,” to be presented
Mrs. Rhodes
*, 1 *' ’ Bett^Bascomb EagJe drama critic permanently in March 15-17 and 22-24 at Sanders
Mad§e WilHams . Joan Drummond the pressagent field, but WOUld Theatre, Cambridge. Donald
mSFwEu?
“‘iSSta
drastically curtail the admission of Bourne is doing the scenery and
-any future membership candidate Dean Laurence will play the lead.
Michael Codron, 25-year-old pro- under the Amendment,
Walter F. Kerr, drama critic of
ducer, has made an unfortunate
In demanding repeal of the third the N. Y, Herald Tribune, will lec¬
choice of this play. for his first controversial by-law, the press- ture next Sunday (26) at Emman¬
venture in West End management, agent group noted that it would uel College Auditorium, Boston,
Ring for Catty” is not without give the board authority to deter- under the sponsorship of the Trin¬
some merit, but it’s a near-miss mine wages and working condi- ity College Alumnae Assn.

page 56
- -=
. ; . .
which -heWap4pearS’
i
b™*Se 1S effecUve as a clergyman s
W1J£: W1 Vvfk'„ Pnnv(»ntional sett?!'need-of fhe oroducsults the need ot Lhe
£
uon'

—- Continued from

ment, however, relying basically
on a single dramatic situation. It’s
a questionable boxoffice prospect,
but might be saved by major surgery. It seems doubtful for Broadway or films.
The Joan Morgan drama de. mands static treatment, while sus¬
pense and atmosphere must be
created out of the characterize
tions Also, the authoress has
failed to create sufficient tension
in her characters, all of whom are
afflicted bv varying degrees of
frustration/
Jack Williams
done xua
his best
«jaun.
vvinidinb has
nets uuue
ucsi
to hypo the drama, but his staging
gets little scope until the final act,
after audience interest has evaporated.
The title role provides an attractive personal vehicle for Sonia
Dresdel as a medico who returns
to her hometown after 15 years
In the East specializing in tropical
diseases. Back in the small councoun¬
try. surroundings she finds nothing
has changed.
The man she left is still married
to her sister. He’s a frustrated
doctor who once hoped to become
a great surgeon, and his wife is a
sour and disillusioned martyr to
her home and family. Her father,
a retired practitioner, takes pride
in her achievements, but regrets
his own failure to follow a similar
career, while her young nephew,
whom she is meeting for the first
time, indulges in heroine worship
annovance
to
irritation oi
of
w- the annoyance
C and irritation
h
fE'
tua
Thats the setting for the three-

Not a

m-'ll.,..-.dramatically and in' the present
competitive state of the theatre it

ni9h* dub. and theatres.

I ,
!«
t : , 4
' i
' '
C ' , |
J1
J

K JohnBartramHotel ?
#80AD AND locust STREETS
wmm*. ‘ ^wyles ft. McNfviNr Res. Mgr. .
LOUIS j. SLATTERY, Saits Mar.

t^<ins *n tbe °ff-Br°adway and certain out-of-town categories. Such a
measure is unconstitutional, the
p.a. resolution declared, since the
original “contract” or agreement
under which the publicists came
into the union reserves to the
pressagents themselves the right to
set their'.own wages and working
conditions.__
Actor-director Cyril Ritchard
star In an eight-week Coast
th^runfplit evSly™-

SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS
(Theatres indicated if set)
Debut, Holiday (2-22).
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (3-15).
Mr. Wonderful, B’way (3-22).
Affair of Honor (wk. .3-26).
Little Glass Clock, Golden (3-29).
Mister Johnson, Martin Beck (3-31).
Waiting for Godot (4-4).
Strip for Action, Wlnt, Gard, (4-12).
Wake Up Darling (wk. 4-15).
King and I, City Center (4-18).
Lovers (4-18).
Most Happy Fella, Imperial (5-3),
Kiss Me Kate, City Center (5-9).
Zlgfeld Follies, Wlnt. Gard. (5-26).
Carmen Jones, City Center (5-30).
Shangri-La (wk. 6-4),

OFF-BROADWAY
f-

CiKic Light Opera in both cities
and wil1 b© directed by Albert
Marre.

Candida, Downtown (2-23).
Romeo A Juliet, Jan Hus (2-23),
Beaver Coat, Greenwich Mewa (3-7),
Beautiful Changes, President Q-20).
Month In the Country, Phoenix (4-3).

SUMMER THEATRE
FOR RENT
Gristmill Playhouse
Andover. N. J.
Seating Capacity 800
45 ml. from New York City
Contact
Edith Pierson, Andover, N. J,

WHAT HAVE YOU?
" SAM STARK
Collector
Wqnts Old Theatre Items
78 North La Senda Drive
South Laguna, Californio

If you are the

MARGARET CURTIS
who wrote "A Highland Fling”,
which George Abbott staged in 1944
,

PLEASE CAU. TE 2-9260

Wednesday? February

22, 1956
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‘BOY’VIGOROUS $41,700 B way Still Sliding; Tallu $44,200,
Chi Tapers Off, But ‘Wind’
ON TORONTO HOLDOVER
‘Pajama’ $42,500, Teahouse’ $32,100
Wayne $18,990 (6), ‘Angels’ $16,299,
Parks-'Teahouse’ $37,800,
‘Success’!
Splits B’m’ham-Atlanta

Toronto, .Feb. 21,
“Boy Friend” racked up a smash
$41,7.00 last week, the finale of its
fortnight’s enagagement at the 1,Chicago, Feb. 21. 4
525-seat Royal Alexandra Theatre.
Loop legit traffic was slowed
All nights were virtual sellout, but
last week by the start of Lent. Two
matinees dipped. The musical was
of the three plays were nicked apscaled at $5.50 top with tax. First
(previous
week, $36,200;
Broadway hit the skids again 916)
week grossed $37,300.
Atlanta, Feb. 21.
Marcel Marceau comes to the
Last
The British tuner may be booked i *ast 'yeek» ?s,most sll0'Y® dropped closes March 3, to tour).
Harris next Tuesday night (28) for
“Teahouse of the August Moon,” for a return date here if commit- for . the third consecutive frame week, over $35,800.
a three-week stand and “Bad starring Larry . Parks, grossed a
business also easing up some of
Ponder Heart, Music Box (C)
ments
allow.
Seed” is due April 2.
“Boy smash, $37,800 last week in eight
the normal sellouts. Capaciy offer¬ (1st wk; 4; $5.75; 1,010; $30,000)
Friend,” which had been reported performances split between the
ings were "Cat on a Hot Tin (David Wayne). Opened last Thurs¬
coming April 30, won’t arrive until Temple, Birmingham, and the
Roof,” “Damn Yankees,” “Match¬ day (16) to four favorable reviews
next fall.
maker” and "No* Time for “Ser¬ (Atkinson, Times; Chapman, News;
Tower here. The comedy took in
Estimates for Last Week
over $24,800 in five performances
geants.”
Kerr, Herald Tribune; Watts, Post)
Inherit the Wind, Blackstone (2d at the former locale last MondaySole closer last week was “Right- and three unfavorable (Coleman,
\vk) ($5; 1,450) (Melvyn Douglas). Thursday (13-16) and nearly $13,geous Are Bold,” while the open¬ Mirror; Hawkins, World-Telegram;
Over $29,300 on subscription (pre¬ 000 in three performances at the
ings for the stanza were “Someone McClain, Journal-American); near¬
vious week, $22,000 for first five Tower.
Waiting,” “Streetcar Named De¬ ly $18,900 for first four perform¬
performances and a preview).
sire” and “Ponder Heart.” This ances and two previews.
The play winds up eight per¬
Pajama Game, Shubert (14th formances here tomorrow (Wed.)
week’s preems are “Debut” and
Silk Stockings, Imperial (MC)
Philadelphia, Feb. 21.
vk) ($5.50; 2,100) (Fran Warren, and moves on the Auditorium,
“Miss Julie,” the latter at the <52d wk; 412; $7.50; 1,427; $57,800)
Larry Douglas, Buster West). Mobile, Ala., for three perform¬
My Fair Lady” was greeted Phoenix Theatre.
(Hildegarde
Neff, Don Ameche)
Nearly $42,500, although the com¬ ances Friday-Saturday (24-25).
Estimates for Last Week
with hat-tossing3 by the critics and
(previous week, $32,300; closes
pany manager quoted it higher
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), April 14 to tour; Ameche, current¬
tumultuous
public
welcome.
One
(previous week, $44,000).
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
on sick leave returns April 2).
Teahouse of the August Moon,
of the heaviest musicals ever to MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi- ly
Last week, nearly $30,100.
Erlanger (23d wk) ($51 1,355) (Bur¬
play this town '•Lady" required |
“(Opera) OP (OpSomeone Waiting, Golden <D)
gess Meredith, Hugh Reilly). Al¬
three days to set up at the Erlanger : retta),
,
(1st wk; 7;. $5.75-$4.60; 800; $22,most $32,100
(previous week,
Theatre.
Other parenthetic designations 647) (Leo G. Carroll, Jessie Royce
$34,900).
.St. Louis, Feb. 21.
"Mr. Wonderful” had two run- refer, respectively, to weeks played, Landis). Opened Feb. 14 to one
review
(Chapman,
After a week of darkness the throughs, with benefit perform¬ number of performances through affirmative
1,513 seat American theatre re¬ ances Saturday (18) and last night last Saturday, top^rices, number News) and six pans (Atkinson,
lighted last week with “Bad Seed” (Mon.). It premieres tonight (Tues.i. of seats capacity gross and stars. Times; Coleman, Mirror; Hawkins,
Kerr,
Herald
and ' the Nancy Kelly starrer Musical tryout is in the Shubert Price includes 10% Federal and World-Telegram;
Tribune; McClain, Journal-Amer¬
grossed a neat $22,100 at a $3.92 for a four-week stand.
5% City tax, but grosses are net; ican; Watts, Post); over $8,100
top.
Estimate for Last Week
i.e., exclusive of tax.
for first seven performances; closes
House is again dark and will re¬
My Fair Lady, Erlanger <MC)
Bus Stop, Winter Garden (CD)
Saturday (25).
main so until March 19, when The ($6; 1,880) (Rex Harrison, Julie (51st wk; 406; $5.75-$4:60; 1.494; next
Streetcar Named Desire,. City
National Canadian Ballet is due Andrews).
Big outlying house $43,000) (previous week, $15,400 Center (D) (1st wk; 8; $3.80; 3,099;
relighted for first time this sea¬ at the Music Box>. Last week, Al¬ $60,000)
for a week.
0
(Tallulah
Bankhead).
Washington, Feb. 21.
son with musical smash; opened
Opened last Wednesday (15) to
$20,200 on twofers.
Second week of the “Damn Yan¬
Wednesday night (15) to raves most
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco three favorable reviews (Hawkins,
kees” touring company climbed to
from all three critics (Murdock,
World-Telegram; McClain, Jour¬
a near house record for the Na¬
Inquirer; Sensenderfer, Bulletin; (D) (48th wk; 380; $6.90; 946; $31,- nal-American; Watts, Post) and
tional Theatre, with over $47,500
Gaghan, News) and was box- 000) (Barbara Bel Geddes, Burl four unfavorable (Atkinson, Times;
in the till. Theatre’s record of
Ives)
(previous
week,
nearly
$31,office from then on; grossed a
Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror;
$49,000 is held by Ethel Merman
San Francisco, Feb. 21.
torrid $34,000 for first five per¬ 600). Last week, same.
in “Call Me Madam,” but the
Chalk Garden, Barrymore (CD) Kerr, Herald Tribune); nearly $44,“Anniversary Waltz” is now in formances; continuing its local
200 lor first eight performances.
Bobby Clark starrer may better it
(17th wk; 133; $5:75-$4.60; 1,077;
Teahouse of the August Moon,
its 15th week . at the Alcazar, tryout three more weeks.
this week.
$27,81.1) (Gladys Cooper, Siobhan Beck (C) (123d wk; 1,089; $6.25Originally announced for a four- thereby breaking a theatre record
McKenna) (previous week, $19,- $4.60; 1J214; $33,608) (John Beal,
in
Frisco.
“Love
’em
and
Leave
week stand, the musical will be
000). Last week, nearly $17,100. Terrence Kilburn) (previous week,
extended two additional weeks., ’em” played 14 weeks at the Pres¬
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (MC) $24,400; closes March 24, to tour;
with the announcement out Thurs¬ ident' (now a burlesque house) in
(42d wk; 332; $8.05; 1,297; $50,573) Gene Blakely replaced Beal last
1926
and
the
nearest
challenge
to
day (23). The 1,677-seat house is
(Gwen Verdon) (previous week,- Monday (20) and Eli Wallach re¬
scaled to $5.50 top for Friday and this record occurred last year
Boston, Feb. 21.
$50,700). Last week, over $50,700. turned as co-star after a threeSaturday nights and $4.95 the rest when “Teahouse of the August
Lenten season on in full force
Desk Set, Broadhurst (C) (17lh month leave, with Kilburn filling
of the we^k. Second week pro¬ Moon” did 12 rounds at the here, with only one show on the
wk; 136; $5.75-$4.60; 1,182; $31.- in during his absence). Last week,
Curran.
duced standing room every per¬
a return engagement of 500) (Shirley Booth) (previous over $22,400.
Waltz” drew a solid $18,700 last boards,
formance ,but the Wednesday
“Boy Friend.” which arrived at week, $20,600). Last week, nearly
Tiger at the Gates, Helen Hayes
matinee.
week and figures to keep rolling
(D) (20th wk; 160; $5.75; 1,039; $30,
Marcel
Marceau
grossed
a along at this pace for another the Shubert last night (Mon.) for $18,900.
weeks.
(previous
r i a nit, Cort
Vjun (D) 845; (Michael
ilmou Redgrave)
^
Diary of Anne Frank,
handsome $20,000 at the Shubert month, at least. Frisco’s Mayor two“Debut,”
at the Wilbur, (20th wk; 157; $5.75; 1.036; $28, j week, $19,800). Last week, almost
Theatre last week, playing to a George Christopher proclaimed exited towntryout
Saturday (18) for
$3.85 top. The French mime drew this “Anniversary Waltz Week” in Broadway after a slim-grossing 854) (Joseph Sehildkraut, Susan $17 700.
QtrachPrtrt (nrpvinus week $28Time Limit, Booth (D) (4th wk,
raves from the critics.
honor of the long run, and produ¬
weeker.
000) b Last \v«k ahMOlt $26 500 31; $5.75-$5.20; 766; $24,330) (Ar“Bus Stop” opened at the Shu¬ cer Randolph Hale, finally riding two
Nothing else is on the books for
bert last night (Mon.) for a two- a winner after discouraging sum¬ this month, and all houses except 'Fallen'Aniils Playhouse (Ci ■ 5th 1 thus Kennedy) (previous week,
J 39, $5.75-$4.60,
fqL Rn-y QQ4
Last week,
over $19,800.
week stay. •
mer season, tossed a cast party Shubert are dark. Season is in wk;
994, %27
$27 251)
251 I $20,400).
wiH success
Spoil Rock
Hunter,
backstage.*
t’he middle of a fallout and con¬ (Nancy Walker Margaret Phillips | ReIasco (C) (]9t£ wk; 148; <55/75.
Frisco’s two Geary Street thea¬ tinues until March 5, when “Bus (previous week. $18,bU0). Last 1 1.037; $31,582) (previous week,
tres are lighted this week, too, Stop” arrives at the Colonial for week over $16,200.
! $19,900). Last week, over $19,600.
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (68th wk;
Witness for the Prosecution,
with* “Jenny Kissed Me” opening three weeks and “Can-Can” opens
at the Geary last Sunday (19) night a two-weeker at the Opera House. 54Q; $7.50; 1.655; $62,968) (Ezio | Miller (D) <62d wk; 492; $5.75and
.Marcel
Marceau
returning
to
Shubert
has
booked
“Most
Happy
Pinza,
Walter
Slezak)
(previous
;
$460;
946; $23,248)
(previous
. Baltimore, Feb. 21.
Fella” for four weeks, opening week, $44,500). Last week, over j WOc'k, $20,200; closes June 30. to
“Bus Stop” pulled a sturdy $24,- the Curran last night (Mon.).
tour). Last week, almost $18,900.
March 13.
j $42,500.
600 at Ford’s here last week. The
Estimate for Last Week
Great Sebastians, Coronet <C)
Closed Last Week
William Inge comedy was. the sea¬
Debut, Wilbur
(C) (2d wk) (7th wk; 53; $6.90; 998; $34,500)
Righteous Are Bold, Holiday (D)
son’s fifth Guild-ATS subscription
($3.85;
1.24D.
Poor
$11,700
and
..
,
(9th
wk;
68; $5.75-84.60- 834; $23.(Alfred
Lunt,
Lynn
Fontanne)
(Figures denote opening dates)
offering.
moved on to Broadway.
(previous week, $33,600). Lastj2,00) (previous week, $8,900). Last
Sixth and final Guild-ATS play
I
week,
over
$9,900; closed last
LONDON
week,
over
$32,600.
will be “Little Glass Clock,” coBoy Friend, Wyndham’s (12-1-53).
Hatful of Rain, Lyceum (D) (15th ; Saturday (18).
starring Eva Gabor and Reginald
Charley's Aunt, Globe (12-22-55).
wk; 117; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,339)
J»nWWfra (49 45Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. <12-16-54).
Gardiner, due .March 12.
(Shellev Winters Bon Gazzara)
Miss Julie, Phoenix (D) ($3.45,
Darkling Child, Arts (1-27-56).
Doctor Jo, Aldwych (2-15-56).
previous week
$22,000). • Last! 1.150; $24,067). Revival of August
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Riva-Baxter Draw 14G
wppW almost $22 200
! Strindberg s play, plus a comFresh Airs, Comedy
Detroit,. Feb. 21.
Named Jo, Piccadilly (12-15-55).
Inherit the Wind, National (D) | Panion Piece L^pmtpTb^T Ed°
In 5 Performances, K.C. Girl
“Can-Can” did a fair $33,500
Hamlet, Phoenix, (12-8-55).
last week at the 2,050-seat Shu¬
Kettle A Moon, Duchesa (9-1-05).
Kansas City, Feb. 21.
Kismet, Stoll <4-?0-55):
bert. Gross was considered good, i43id300»k;.faul
First leg'iter here in many
Lucky Strike, Duke York’s (9-14-55).
since show was repeat, having S4 ” ^t’weePk,
* Morning's at 7, W'stm’st'r (2-7-56).
weeks,
“Tea
and
Sympathy,”
Mr.
Pennypacker,
New
(5-18-55).
played here for three weeks last * Janus, Plymouth (C) <131h wk; j openedtast night.(TuesA,
played to moderately good trade
Mousetrap, Ambassador (11-25-52).
summer. Top was $5.95. Theatre
Holiday <C) ($5.75-$4.60;
in five performances last MondayPajama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
$5.75-$4.60; 1,062; $32,700) j Debut,
now goes dark until “Boy Friend”
$23,200). Mary Drayton’s
Paris by Night, Prlnce Wales (4-9_55).
Thursday (13-16) at the Victoria
Plain A Fancy, Drury Dane (1-25-56)
opens March 19 for a three-week
Theatre. Without a weekend biz
Plume de ma Tante, Garrick <11-3-55).
engagement.
to its credit, play racked up' $14,Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
The 1.482-seat Cass remains
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
000, figured fair at this time. Com¬
tin Sturm; production financed at
Ring for Catty, Lyric (2-14-56).
closed, with no bookings in sight.
pany starred Maria Riva and Alan
poor health as soon as a F?place." $757000, cost about $50,000 to bring
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
Baxter, and received good notices.
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
ment, possibly Claudette Colbert in, including approximately $10,000
Separate Tables, St. James’s (9-22-54).
It played at a $3.50 top.
is
set).
Last
week,
almost
$27,500.
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-54).
Second* play here in as many
Lark, Longacre (D) (14th wk; tryout loss, but excluding bonds,
♦Strong Are Lonely, H’market (1-24-56).
weeks, after a long dearth, is “Bad
(Feb. 20-March 4)
108; $5.75; 1.101; $29378) (Julie ■and can break even at around $12,Such Is Life, Adelphi (12-14-55).
Sumlher Song, Prince's (2-16-50).
•
Affair of Honor (tryout) (Denriis King) Harris) (previous week. $27,000). 000 gross; opens tonight (Wed.).
Seed,” playing four performances
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her MfcJ. (4-22-54)
_Shubert, New Haven (23-25); Walnut,
next Thursday-Saturday (23-25) at
Last week, nearly $23,500.
3 Penny Opera, Royal Ct. (2-9-56).
Off-Broadway
Waiting for Godot, Criterion (8-3-55).
Matchmaker, Royale- <C) dlth
PhAnnlve7rii‘ry Waltz—(Augusta Roeland,
the Victoria at $4.48 top.
Admiral Bashville, Cherry Lane
Water Gypsies, Wlnt. Gard. (8-31-55).
Andrew Duggan)—Aud., St. Paul (20); Ly¬ wk; 88; $5.75; 1,050; $31,000) (Ruth
ceum, MpJs. <21-23); Paramount, ^erloo,
•Interrupted run.
20).
Eileen Herlie, Lonng (2-Age
la. (27); Iowa, Cedar Rapids <29). Or- Gordon,
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
& Grace, Blackfriars (2-20).
pheum, Davenport (1): KRNT, Des Moines Smith) (previous week, over $31,Buccaneer, Apollo ,(2-22-58).
Cradle Song, Circle in Square
Rivals, Savllle (2-23-56).
500).
Last
week,
same
Los Angeles, Feb. 21.
<2Bad Seed (Nancy Kelly)—And., Omaha
Waltz of Toreadors, Arts (2-24-56).
Middle
of_th«
Night,
ANTA
The-,
a2-awh#
^ Slapped, Actor’s
(21-22); Victoria, K. C. (23-25); Biltmore,
Hefty ad campaign brought a
Cranks Revue, St.
L A (20*3)
CLOSED LAST WEEK
slight upsurge in business to “Joy
Boy Friend—Shubert. Boston (20-3).
Summertime, Ajsollo^^(ll-d-55).
Bus Stop (2d Co.)—Shubert, Wash. <20-3).
Ride” last week, but the $12,700
Wild Duck, Saville (12-21-55).
Can-Can — Hanna, Cleve. (20-25), Her .previous week, $28,400 for first Open Stage (1-30).
gross still far short of the break¬
five performances and one pre¬
TOURING
Salome, Davenport (2-2).
even point in its fifth full week at
04 Co-MBobby Clark)view)..
$37,300.
eWK. Last week,
ween., over
vtt w T|
rj,,
All for Mary
Third
Person, President '12-29;
the Huntington Hartford Theatre.
Bell, Book and Candle
No Time for Sergeants, Alvin <C)
111,1
N1nherlV ih« h'wind3> (2d Co.) (Melvyn
- -The-revue remains the only legit
Breach of Marriage
Douglas)—Blackstone, Chi- (20-3).
8th
wk;
140;
$5.75-$4.60jn„l,331;
j
do^Mjr*
>0°pera, de Lys ,9-201.
Call Girl
offering in town this -week, but the
Mr. Wonderful (tryout) (Sammy Davis
$38 J500Mprevious week, $38.80.0)
Can-Can
Jr)—Shubert, Philly (21-3)..
Unci? Vanya, 4th St. (1-31).
Biltmore Rekindles next Tuesday
Dead «n Nine
;
My Fair Lady (tryout) (Rex Hamon, Last week, nearly $38,900.
Closed
Last Week
Devil's. Disciple
(28) with “Bad Seed.”
Julie Andrews)—Erlanger, PhUly (22-3)
Pajama Gam?, St. Jajnes ‘MC
Hippo Dancing
Trouble in Mind, Greenwich
(Reviewed In VARIE1Y. Feb. 8, 58).
(93d wk; 740; $6.90; 1,615; $52,118)
Hour and the Woman
Pajama Game <2d Co.)
Mews (1-13).
.
n..
House of Shame
‘Waltz’ 14G in Split
Larry Douglas, Buster West)—Shubert, (John Raitt, Eddie Foy Jr; He,en
Thorntons, Provmcetown (2-14).
Ladies for Hire
Gallager) (previous week, $44.ouu),
Milwaukee, Feb. 21.
Likely Tale
ChTea2°a3nd Sympathy (Maria Piv’a' Alan
Love From Judy
Jules Pfeiffer’s touring produc¬
Baxter)—Aud.. Tulsa (21;22>‘A||d..
Mrs. Willie
nm
homa City (23); Aud., Ft. Worth (24-25),
tion
of
“Anniversary
Waltz”
My Wife's Lodger
Aud., San^Antonio
, ^u<1St(4)n
One Bright Day
picked up $14,000 in a three-way
(Feb. 20- March 4)
wnfm
Johnson,
, Over the Garden Fence
split last week. The comedy took
Peter Pan
(Burgess Meredith, Hugh Reilly)—Brian- j (,previ0us
Week, $55,200).
Last hou'sl! ? V. '.--'-SndClinton4 Communit
in $4,000 between Eau Claire and
Reluctant Heroes
Center.
Bronx
(2 3).
Star
Maker
8eTeaholOM°of**h« August Moon (3d Co > week, almost $50,100.
Green Bay, Wis., and another $10,Community Center,
Strange Request
Lillom ... ri y* nt
"
(Larry Parks) — Tower, Atlanta (20-22):
plain and Fancy, Hellingcr ML
Uli:u,„
000 at the Pabst here. Summer Song
Aud., .Mobile (24-25); Civic, New O^ans • (g6th wk> 444. $6.90; 1,527; $55,-• Long island. City (24-25L
The show is current at the Ly¬
Witness for the Prosecution
(27-3).
1
’
Zip Goes a Million
ceum Theatre, Minneapolis. |

lady Smasheroo
34G in 5, Philly

‘SEED’ NOT BAD $22,100,
SINGLE WEEK, ST. LOO

‘Yankees $47,509,
Marceau 20G, D.C.

‘Waltz’ $18,700, Frisco;
Sets Record This Week

‘DEBUT’ MILD $11,700;
NOT MUCH DOING, HUB

‘Bus Stop’ Neat $24,000
On Guild-ATS in Balto

British Shows

‘Can-Can’ Okay $33,500
On Solo Week, Detroit

Touring Shows

‘Ride’ $12,700, LA.

Master Bace>

Equity Shows

CONCERT - OPERA

That OF Dragon (Metop-Crix Snafu)
Raises Its Ugly Head Again; a Lady s
In Distress; Open Appeal to Board
By ARTHUR BRONSON
There’s a highly critical situa¬
tion down at the Metropolitan
Opera, which involves the music
critics, and which doesn’t sit well,
because they don’t.
Furthermore—and this it pains
to report—the Metropolitan is also
being ungallant to a lovely lady,
in crass contradiction to all the
Met’s hallowed traditions of chiv¬
alry, gentleness,' politesse and
charm.
The lady has appealed for help
to Variety, which would sooner
see a dragon slain than a damsel
sluffed. This paper also learns
that the critical impasse and the
lady’s plight lie in the laps of the
Metropolitan overlords—who would
be Lauder Greenway, board chair¬
man; Lowell Wadmond, vice-chair¬
man; Charles M. Spofford, exec
committee chairman, and Anthony
A. Bliss, president, respectively,
of the Metropolitan Opera Assn.
Messrs. Greenway, Wadmond,
Spofford & Bliss: know ye aught
of this?
Ever since the Met revamped its
orchestra floor a couple of years
ago and rearranged its seats, sit¬
ters and even its standees, gentle¬
men, the critics’ situation has been,
frankly, a mess.
It is a condition foreign to any
other music sphere, In N. Y. or
elsewhere, and one that would be
utterly incredible in legit, where
theatrical producers, managers and
pressagents (except the Shuberts,
naturally) knock themselves *out
to insure a critic’s comfort and con¬
venience. They pamper the dar¬
lings, make sure they sit where
they prefer (always in the center
aisles), ahd even set up special
opening-night curtain times just
for them.
But Messrs. GWS&B (pardon
the contraction; it’s only for space
reasons), what do we have at the
Met? A situation so different, so
unscientific, so haphazard and so
outrageous, gentlemen, that it
borders on the unfair.

In Deep Center Field
Or Its Outermost Rim
In a cavernous house that vies
with Madison Sq. Garden for air¬
space, a couple of reviewers quite
properly are in the center aisles,
halfway back. A couple more are
in deep center field, backed right
up against the rear wall. Several
more (and here's the nub of it)
are on the farthermost left extermity of this vast, 100-foot-wide
arena, out of true sight, sound and
range of the full stage, in seats
that a N. Y. Times letter-writer
once referred to in an understate¬
ment as “monstrosities from a vis¬
ual and acoustical sense.”
Adding insult to injury, these
fcre viewers are right up-against the
xits, with their banging doors and
'their steady stream of latecomers
and early departees. They’re also
at the very feet of the restless,
badgered standees (to whom the
same Times letter-writer referred
as “a sort of roped-in penal col. ony”), with all the concomittant
unrest, clatter and distraction.

Voices and Echoes Make
A Critic’s Job Harder
Hqw the critics can be expected
to see, hear or gauge anything
under these circumstances remains
a mystery—and judging from some
of the reviews, is a point well
taken. One critic finds, when oc¬
casionally moving elsewhere, that
the voices sound different. An¬
other, who insists he hears echoes,
threatens some day to write two
reviews, one expressly for the
echoes.
Along the outermost reaches of
this left field area sit no less‘than
four reviewers, gentlemen. Two are
from the mass-circulatiop dailies,
giving/the Met constant coverage.
One is a lady, Harriett Johnson, of
the N. Y. Post (which makes the
Met’s sluffoff doubly ungallant and
inexplicable). She has complained
regularly to management, she says,
about the difficulty of hearing and
viewing from her vantage point,
and gotten nowhere.
Located-right behind her should
be the World-Telegram & Sun
, critic, Louis Biancolli. But, rest¬
less soul that he is (or knowing a I

bum viewpoint when he gloms
one), he gives up his side seats
to his family or friends, and wand¬
ers forlornly through the ample
amphitheatre, probably looking for
the elusive onetime courtesy of the
oldtime Met.
Behind them sits Time magazine
reviewer Carter Harmon and, un¬
til recently, sat Paul Affelder of
the Brooklyn Eagle. Affelder and
general manager Rudolf Bing had
some rather sharp literary ex¬
changes on the seating situation
(sharp, that is, on Affelder's part;
Mr. Bing is always kind), and then
the matter became very academic
when the Eagle pulled the literary
rug from under Affelder by fold¬
ing.

This Is Splitting, Hairs,
But With a Vengeance
This Variety reviewer Was shift¬
ed to Affelder’s seats from the out¬
ermost deep right fringe of the
house, . so that the sea-change
doesn’t matter. (Writer has been
in a state of shock for two years,
or ever since the Met rearrange¬
ment found him seated in deep
right 'rear with a pole between his
wife and himself! From this he
developed a split personality, and
has been of two minds at once on
everything since.)
Going back to deepermost cen¬
ter, there sit Emily Coleman of
Newsweek, another aggrieved lady,
and a representative from* the
newspaper with the largest circu¬
lation in America, the Daily News.
(John Chapman and Douglas Watt
alternate.) Watt, in disgust, has
tried catching operas occasionally
from some upper balcony, but has
found it no improvement.
. What is also a little confusing,
gentlemen, is the picture of two
representatives of daily mass-cir¬
culation newspapers being seated
at farthermost left, whife two mem¬
bers from weekly magazines (with
limited circulation, yet)x are in
choicer seats on center aisle. (The
New Yorker mag rep, once on out¬
ermost right, was shifted mysteri¬
ously to center this season in an
odd sluff to protocol, as far as the
dailies are concerned.)
So, Messrs. Greenway, Wad¬
mond, Spofford & Bliss, there you
are.
Manager Bing and publicity head
Francis Robinson (who knows the
score from his previous incarna¬
tion as legit p.a.) have done their
best. They’ve gone to bat more
than once for the critics, it’s
known, but to no avail. The board,
it’s learned, won’t move the press
at the expense of subscribers.

Don’t Bite the Press That
Feeds You Space, Folks
The board. Indeed.
Messrs.
GWS&B: would there be any sub¬
scribers without the press, or
reams of free publicity without
the press, or any successful public
drive for funds without the press
—or any chance of getting a new
home financed and built eventual¬
ly in Lincoln Square'for $20,000,000
without the press? We only ask.
What hurts most, gentlemen, is
the plight of the Post’s Miss John¬
son. She’s only a girl, and a frail
if beautiful one at that. She has
appealed to a hamstrung manage¬
ment; now she appeals to us. “Why
doesn’t Variety do something
about it?” she has asked us sev¬
eral times. ’
Variety, sirs, is nothing if not
gallant. Wrapping our ink-stained
armor around our loins, we leap
to horse, galloping off in all direc¬
tions, to rescue Harriett.
Can
Variety do aught else?
Gentlemen! The little girl can’t
see or hear. (Neither can her news¬
paper sisters, nor her cousins, nor
her aunts.) The situation is not
only ungallant, but galling.
Messrs. Greenway, Wadmond,
Spofford & Bliss: is this what they
teach at Yale?

New Atlanta Orch Mgr.
Atlanta, Feb. 21.
William C. Herring has succeed¬
ed. Leslie C. White as manager of
the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra.
For the past two,years. Herring was
associated with impresario Marvin
McDonald in southeastern concert
activity.

JSfittlETY
Topheavy With Orch
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., is set¬
ting a record this month for
major orchestra bookings, with
26 symphony concerts in 29
days.
Lineup, includes 16 N. Y.
Philharmonic concerts; five
Artur Rubinstein (with orch);
two Boston Symphony, and one
each for the Symphony of the
Air and Philadelphia and
Cleveland' Orchestras. Situa¬
tion is unprecedented in this
country.

Sol Hurok Riled at Bing
Tiracy’ Claims on NBC
Spec; ‘Never’ a Met Show
New York.
Editor, Variety:
Last week’s Variety made pub¬
lic an exchange of letters between
the American Guild of Musical
Artists and the Metropolitan Opera
Assn, in connection with the NBCTV “Festival of Music” spectacular
which I produced. While I agree
completely with (general manager)
Rudolf Bing that this was a private
exchange of correspondence which
should not have been made public,
I . am sure that he wall be the first
to understand the need for setting
the record straight, since “rape”
and “piracy” are strong words.
The facts are as follows:
The “Festival of Music” was not
and was never conceived as “a
Metropolitan show without the
Metropolitan.” It was not, as your
article states,, “a complete Met as¬
semblage.” it was never at any¬
time solely an opera show. It was
a music festival with chamber
music, conqerti and opera. Artur
Rubinstein, Isaac Stern and Gregor
Piatigorsoky are not Metropolitan
Opera artists. And I am sure that
the Metropolitan will not identify
Marian Anderson as their exclusive
property.
Conversations did take place
with Mr. Bing concerning a Metro¬
politan Opera spectacular. At a
meeting with Mr. Bing, Sylvester
Weaver (NBC exec) pointed out
that I had indeed initiated discus¬
sions regarding a future Metropoli¬
tan presentation. This was not,
however, to be the “Festival of
Music” spectacular. The idea be¬
hind the “Festival” was to whet
the public’s appetite for music. It
was a pioneer effort to prove to
the industry and Madison Ave. that
there is a huge audience for such
fare. We hoped it would pave the
(Continued on page 61)

Amer. Nat’l Opera Group
Sets Up March N. Y. Meet
Some top U. S. reps will head
up talks at the Opera Conference
in N. Y. March 16-17 sponsored by
the Central Opera Service, nation¬
al org of opera companies. The
Met’s Herbert Graf, Max Rudolf
and Tibor Kozma; Frisco Opera’s
Kurt Herbert Adler; N. Y. C.
Opera's Julius Rudel; NBC-TV
Opera’s Peter Herman Adler; Benno D. Frank, Leigh Jerdine, Arluro Di Filippi, Mrs. Helen Thomp¬
son, Alix Williamson, Boris Gold¬
ovsky, Leo Kerz and others will
take part.
Discussions will cover reper¬
toire, teeveed opera, regional tour¬
ing, careers, personnel, finance,
publicity, sets and costumes, act¬
ing, translations, etc.

Columbia Artists Mgt. board of
directors gave a lunch last Friday
(17) at the Lotos Club, N.Y., to
honor its honorary chairman,'Ar¬
thur Judson, on his 75th birthday.
Albert B. Gins, N.Y., attorneyimpresario, is leaving Friday (24)
for Puerto Rico to finalize details
tor the third annual U. of Puerto
Rico Opera Festival in June. He’ll
be gone a week.
American Negro baritone Wil¬
liam Warfield will tour the Near
East and Africa August through
December, 1956, for ANTA’s In¬
ternational Exchange Program
Lehman Engel has been elected
prez of the Concert Artists Guild,
org founded to aid struggling
young talent. Harry Friedgut is
first v.p.; Erno Balogh second
veep.
The Pro Musica Antiqua of N Y
switching to the David W. Rubin
management for next season.
For his 57th and final year, as a
concert manager, Charles L. Wag¬
ner will present touring productions of “Lucia di Lammermoor”
and La Traviata” next season.
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Inside Stuff-Concerts
The Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam, whirivrnade an imDro*
sive U, S. bow in a three-month tour in the fall of .1,54, won't be r*T
turning to America for a repeat trip next autumn, as originally manned
Too many tour obligations in Europe, in addition to the orch’s hom»
sked, are preventing. Visit in the ’57-’58' season also looks dim (at
though not quite discounted), with authorities, including Dr H t
Friedericy, Dutch Cultural Attache in D. C., working on a tour
’58-’59. Delay isn’t a matter of financing, ,/hich is okay, but sinrnli
a question of overseas concert obligations.
vy
Although announcement was merely made of a visit to the U S in
April of a young Russian cellist, Mstislav Rostropovich—with ’ no
N. Y. date, hall or tijne of concerts announced—Columbia Artists Met
has already received dozens of calls and letters, asking for tickdig One
Westchester woman, who wants four tickets, even sent in a blank
check, leaving management to fill out the amount it wants.
Russian violinist David Oistrakh is booked to play mid-March in The
Hague. This will be the first time for him in that city, although the
second time in The Netherlands. In 1937, after winning the first prize
at the International Concours in Brussels, he performed in Amsterdam

Chi Fest $7,500 Offer to Mme. Callas
For 2 Arias, Plus 0’Seas Fare for 2
+

Ballet Russe in Alltime
$55,700 High on Coast
Los Angeles, Feb. 21.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
racked, up an alltime high for the
troupe here last week, when it ran
up a’gross of $55,700 on nine per¬
formances at the Philharmonic
Aud, ending Sunday (19).
Troupe heads back east this
week, playing San Diego and a
couple of other Coast towns first.
Columbia Artists Mgt. is'mahagihg. '

Schuricht Vice Kleiber
For Vienna Orch’s Tour;
Odd Trinity of Deaths
The Vienna Philharmonic has
picked Carl Schuricht to replace
the late Erich Kleiber as one of
the two conductors of the orch for
its first tour of America next fall,
under National Artists Corp. man¬
agement. Schuricht will divide up
the approximate 30 concerts on
the five-week trek . with Belgian
maestro Andre Cluytens. Danzigborn . Schuricht
founded
the
Brahms Fest at Wiesbaden, and
has guest-conducted all over Eu¬
rope, including the Vienna orch.
Josef Krips and Karl Boehm, sur¬
prisingly, were passed over.
Sudden death of Kleiber a few
weeks ago points up an odd trinity
of fatalities in connection with
maestros of visiting orchs. A skedded 1953 tour of the Vienna Phil¬
harmonic, with Clemens Krauss
and Wilhelm Furtwaengler baton¬
ing, was stymied, first by con¬
troversy over Krauss, and then by
the latter’s passing. Tour of the
Berlin Philharmonic last year was
snafued at first by the sudden
death of Furtwaengler, who was
to conduct it here, until Herbert
von Karajan was pacted to lead it.
And now Kleiber’s death compli¬
cated the ’56 Vienna’s date.

Boom On Balzac
“La Grande Breteche,” a story
by Balzac, seems to have inspired
several contemporary opera com¬
posers almost simultaneously, with
no less than five versions extant.
These include American composer
Avery Claflin, Belgian composer
Alexander Tansman, and Philadel¬
phia-born composer Stanley Hol¬
lingsworth, whose “Grande Bre¬
teche” was originally announced for
performance by NBC-TV this week
then withdrawn. All these compos¬
ers called their operas by Balzac’s
original title. Another version
Ihe Secret,” by Val Patacchi, was
presented by the Stephens College
of Missouri Workshop on Dec. 5
1955.
’
The Fatal Oath,” a one-act
opera by Boris Koutzen also based
on the Balzac yarn, will be per¬
formed over WNYC, N.Y., as part
of its Festival of American Music,
today (Wed.).
Lawrence Winters will be star
°f the new De Paur Opera Gala
which Columbia Artists Mgt. is
sending out next season, compris¬
ed of excerpts from three BroadE,N^ro operas, “Porgy and
Bess,
Carmen Jones” and “Four
Saints m Three Acts.” *
I

The Chicagoland Music Festival
is dickering with La Scala soprano
Maria Callas for an appearance at
the 27th annual fest, to be held at
Soldiers Field, Chi, Aug. 18. Man¬
agement wants the diva to sing
two songs that night—for which it
has offered her $7,500, plus roundtrip transportation for herself and
husband from Italy.
Mme. Callas, who was the sensa¬
tion of the Chi Lyric Theatre the
past two seasons, hasn’t accepted
but is reported interested. There
are certain hitches. A percenter
suit is hanging over her in Chi;
heat . of summer may militate
against an overseas trip for one
performance, and . she’d have to
squeeze it in between full record¬
ing sessions.
Fest is also angling for Met tenor
Jussi Bjoerling (who will be in the
States at that time) for the event.
Informal talks with Mme. Callas
were incepted during her Lyric
stay last fall.
The Chicagoland Music- Festival
is an annual Chi Trib promotion
spec, like the All-Star Football
game, for the Chicago Tribune
Charities Inc. .Affair last year drew
some 80,000 for a $100,000 gross,
with the huge (100,000 plus seats)
amphitheatre scaled for $1.50-$2.
If they grab off either of the
operatic stars it would represent
sort of a switch to longhair—per¬
haps trying to tie in on some of
the 'Lyric impetus. Liberace was
the headliner two years ago and
Florian Zabach one of the big
draws last year. As the name im¬
plies, this is a musical jamboree
ranging from marching bands and
batoneers to polka groups.

Bruckner: Symphony No. 8 &
Schubert: Symphony No. 3 (Epic).
Bruckner’s monumental,' surging
work gets a dramatic, highly at¬
tractive reading by the Concertge¬
bouw under van Beinum.
The
minor but charming Schubert also
appeals.
Busoni: Arlecchino (Victor).
One-act opera, brisk, witty, tart
music, comes off amusingly,
sprightly here with a Glyndebourne
Fest cast under Pritchard, with
Elaine Malbin featured and Kurt
Gester the narrator.
Mendelssohn: Andante; Dvorak:
Notturno; Wolf: Italian Serenade
(MGM). Little-heard but utterly
charming , Mendelssohn
and
Dvorak, well-played by the Winograd String Orch, as is the reliable
Wolf Serenade.
Beethoven: Concerto No. 4 (An¬
gel). Rippling yet poetic, sensitive
performance by pianist Claudio
Arrau, with the Philharmonia un¬
der Galliera aiding.
Brahms, Loeillet,
Tcherepnin
Trios (Universal). Exemplary Chi
group, the Pro Musica Trio, in a
vigorous, dramatic reading of the
lovely Brahms C Minof, Op. 101,
contrasted with an early 18th cen¬
tury Loeillet and sharp, modern
Tcherepnin.
Good ensemble
work, only occasionally a little too
individualistic.
Bron.

Cutting It Fine
Alec Templeton is showing a
new side, as a composer, with his
“Pocket-Size Sonata No. 2 for
Clarinet .& Orchestra,” which wifi
be heard on CBS Radio March 25.
Jimmy Abato, N. Y, Philhar¬
monic clarinet alumnus, now with
the CBS Woolworth orch, will de¬
but the work.
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come” is ludicrous. The Metro¬
politan cannot claim exclusivity on
artists who are hot exclusively
theirs and who sing iri Chicago
apd San Francisco as well as La
i Continued from page 2 ;
Scala, Covent Garden and Paris.
seats uprooted for such transport. of the N. Y. Sun and World-Tele¬ Jan Peerce, Blanche Thebom and
Joe Laurie Jr. Anthology
There were bucket seats and a cou¬ gram & Sun and now freelancing Roberta Peters were featured on
Columns discuss transportation,
Gag writer Jerry Lieberman, to hotel
ple'of cubicles with berths and for magazines; arid his wife Rebec¬ my roster before they came to the
accommodations, restaurants
tables.
The three long flights ca Franklin, who was filing for the Metropolitan. Renata Tebaldi i- whom Joe Laurie Jr. willed his and niteries,. sightseeing (with a lit¬
and four island-hopping quickies Atlanta Journal. Official photog¬ identified with other opera compa¬ gag files and much of. his comedy tle history throw’n in), and the high
material,
has
^edited
a
25c
Pocket*
\vere smooth- all the way.
rapher was Dave Workman, who nies. In fact, she was featured in Book one of a series of three, cost of tourist living. Also, tr col¬
On the way to P.R„ there was a shot about'300 pictures for nation¬ my film presentation of "Aida” titled
*0(1 the Cuff.” It’s a March umn on an interview with Boris
- 150-minute out-of-the-way stopover al and special distribution. In the more than a year before she came publication with a first print order Ivanovich Kharchenko, v.p. of In¬
at Bermuda where the troupe was fashion stint by the models, Miss to the Met. Verdi, Puccini and of 250,000. Sid Caesar wrote the tourist, with a verbatim q. & a.
pickup on some of the fastest dou¬
• wined and dined at the officers Franklin furnished the commen¬ Leoncavallo are hardly the exclu¬ intro.
bletalk this side of AI Kelly.
mess of Kindley Airbase oh St, tary for one section and ex-model sive property of any opera com¬
Joke book is from the private
George’s Island.* Plane took off Candy Westrope for a second bath¬ pany.
collection of the late author-come¬
Mag Anthologies
for San Juan after dark and ar¬ ing suit parade plus serving as
Editors Herbert R. Mayes and
The Metropolitan Opera must dian who, for no other reason than
rived here at 1:45 a.m. to* be fed chaperone for the girls. 9 Latter
his regard for another upcoming Ben Hibbs have respectively edited
face
the
fact
that
anytime
there
i,
and billeted at the U. S. Naval Sta¬ Nwere Mark Bogle, Pat Bridges; Di¬
comedy writer, willed much of his "Post Stories: 1955” and "George
tion, with Comdr. Felton, the exec anne Collett, from Australia; May a 90-minute show which features stuff to young Lieberman, whom Housekeeping's
Stories,”
operatic sequences, there will be he knew mainly via correspond¬ both for Random Short
officer, heading the receiving line.
House publica¬
Conley,
Anne
Helm,
Louise
Man¬
“mass use” of the Metropolitan ence! .
This Caribbean Sea Frontier* hq.
tion in April.
ning,
Pat
Paulk
and,
Sandy
Rosten
artists.
And
if
the
Metropolitan
served as home for the couple
Another mag anthology is “10
is to label "mass use” of "Metro¬
Holiday’s 10th; Mag Kudos
dozen troupers for the four days.
‘Journey Into Nowhere1
Years of Holiday,” an anniversary
politan artists” piracy, then RCA
Holiday editors Ted Patrick. collection of 41 memorable pieces
The rooms were in BOQ (bachelor
The
dramatic
phase
of
the
"jourVictor, Columbia, London and Carl Biemiller and Frank Zachary • Faulkner, Marquand, Forester,
officers quarters) and the hospital¬
ity excellent after an uncertain ney into nowhere” was unfolded at Angel Records, as well as Chicago received Italy’s Knighthood'to the Irwin Shaw, DeVoto, Thurber,
start occasioned by the fact that Vieques, a sprawling island east and San Francisco, are open to Merit of the Republic at a special Steinbeck, Amory, Arthur Miller,
some signals were miscued as to of Roosevelt Roads. It’s used only such a- charge. And what, may I ceremony last Thursday (16) in the et al.), intro by Clifton Fadiman.
arrival time. The swimpool, of¬ a couple of months 'a year for ask, will be the Metropolitan view¬ Italian Consulate General’s office Its keyed to the 10th anni of the
Curtis mag, edited by Ted Patrick.
ficers club and other facilities maneuvers that look likte the point if La Scala decides to label in Philadelphia.
Vincent Sheean’s "Oscar HamCount Barrattiere, representing
were wide open. There was no mccoy for the 6,000 or so Marines, its artists and takes the same po¬
merstein
I: The Life and Exploits
with
another
1,000
as
support
Republic
of
Italy,
conferred
the
sition as the Met, i.e., that "mass
show given in San Juan.
|
of
an Impresario” is a Simon &
On Friday afternoon, the party troops. The Marine Corps put up use of La Scala artists” by any honors m recognition of Holiday’s Schuster entry for May. foreward
contribution
to
better
understand¬
huge
tented
city
in
this,
the
outside groups is piracy?
was skied to Roosevelt (Rosie)
by his grandson, librettist Haming- between both nations, citing merstein
Roads, at easternmost point of the northeastern area where the Carib¬
Sol Hurok.
2d.
the magazine’s April, 1955, issue,
island, where the USMC’s are in bean joins the Atlantic, and it’s
Walter Hagen, golf champ has
which was wholly devoted to Italy. authored his own memoirs, “The
the midst of their aerial war about as primitive as can be imag¬
Magazine celebrates its 10th Walter Hagen Story” and Jim
games.
Rosie Roads was estab¬ ined, the m6re so for an enter¬
birthday this week with publica¬ Bishop’s biog of Jackie Gleason,
lished in War II as .a harbor for tainment complement where the
tion
of its March issue. Issue de¬ "The Lonely Millionaire,” are
forms
are
more
polite.
the British when it was feared
• Continued from page 3
voted to leisure, has contribs by other S&S memoir items.
that their fleet would have
Amid this setting, with a back¬
James A. Michener. E. B. White.
scram out amid the German bomb- drop of three gigantic water tanks first time at Par, he’ll have pro¬ Bernard DeVoto and others. Past
. ing. It was here, under the huge close by on a hilltop, • is a crude ducer’s credits.
decade has been a rough one for
Lord’s Pearl Harbor Book
-hangar that accommodates three boxing ring open on all sides which
Walter Lord, author of the curThis is the second such shift aspiring mags. Of the 190 new
. dozen of the base’s largest jets and constituted the stage. For the
mags started in the postwar era, ent best seller, "A Night To Re¬
within
a
month,
Darryl
F.
Zanuck
a complement of other planes, night show (there was a “matinee”)
Holiday is almost the sole sur¬ member,” has been commissioned
that the show was given at night illumination was furnished by a having made such a break from vivor.
by Henry Holt & Co. to write a
. after a midday rehearsal. “Capers” battery of floodlights staked out 20th in order to produce independ¬
book on Pearl Harbor, which will
ently for that ‘ company. Jerry
was played on an improvised stage
the sod, lending a vaporish
Buehwald’s 2d Book
be published early in 1957. The
Wald,
exec
producer
at
Columbia,
< with open sides and only a small eerieness to the scene. A couple
Art^ Buchwald’s "How To Be A ! book will describe what happened
fuzzy red curtain for entrances and of thousand jammed the slope, the reportedly is in process of -negoti¬ Coward In'All Sports” is due via
Dec. 7, 1941, in nonpolitical,
exits. About 1,200 attended, look¬ others being in the field or other¬ ating a similar deal. Incidentally, Atlantic-Little, Brown. It’s an ex¬ nontechnical, nonmilitary terms.
In obtaining firsthand accounts
ing tiny in a corner of the mon¬ wise engaged, and th.e night turn¬ attorney David Tannenbaum rep¬ tension of the African safari com¬
resents all three.
edy story 'he did for Collier’s last of what happened, Lord is cor¬
ster shed.
over brought forth about 2,700 of
GI audiences are traditionally the green-garbed huskies, who
Par production will continue un¬ year, wherein he confessed to a responding with both American
enthusiastic, but these guys shout¬ crowded all sides of the elevated der Y. Frank Freeman, v.p. in lack of bravery as a big game and Japanese participants. Any¬
ed themselves hoarse.
There’s platform, mitted the acts like mad charge of studio operations; Jack hunter. Same firm .published his one who may have something to
been no major live entertainment and o.o.’ed the mannequins with Karp, as exec assistant; D. A. Dor¬ 'Paris” book (anthology of French contribute can reach him c/'o Holt’s
pieces) two years ago.
N. Y. office.
at Rosie Roads and the films are mock.* ferocity as they emerged an, production assistant; and John capital
The -N. Y. Herald Tribune col¬
oldf- the latest was “Shane,” which from their dressing shack to prance Mock, story editor.
umnist (originally in the Paris edi¬
CHATTER
Is the tipoff.
to the stage.
The Hartman split was negoti¬ tion, but latterly also syndicated
Harcourt, Brace editor Erica
Wholesome Lookers the home sheet in N. Y. and Hccht. engaged to marry Milton M.
As at Rosie Roads, both shows ated last week with Freeman and
In addition to Miss Raye, who
Par president Barney Balaban, who elsewhere in the U.S.) is currently Kanter, asst. g.m. of Bogen Co.,
finaled for about 30 minutes of scored heavily. A Marine Corps came in from the homeoffice. De¬ on a U.S. trek via train, bus and the 'hi-fi outfit.
the hour-and-three-quarters revue, combo called the Mello Tones tails have been worked out to the plane with an eye to 30 articles on
George Jessel’s new book, "You,
worked
hard
on
the
backing
at
the show consisted of eight wholeextent that Hartman has taken on "An American Revisits America.” Too Can Make a Speech,’’ due via
. some lookers out of the Hartford Vieques and did okay after a shake- three of the studio’s top properties Expatriate columnist has been! Grayson April 1. His last. "This
down
at
Rosie
Roads;
where
they
covering Europe from his Paris Way, Miss (Holt), was published
mannequin agency, the Kirby
for his own production mill, name¬
last year.
Stone Four, comedy team of Clara did a courtesy stint for the base ly two current Broadway legiters, base for several years.
Edward Dukoff sold Look mag a
Cedrone & Damian Mitchell, and there on the previous night.
“Chalk Garden” and "The Match¬
In
1980
three-part
series titled "My ,16
Aftdr
the
matinee,
the
troupe
singer Paula Stewart. Every turn
maker,” and Eugene O’Neill’s "De¬
David Sarnoff, Charles P. Taft. Kaye-otic Years,” based on his ex¬
, socked over to "bring down the divided up to be dined and enter¬ sire Under the Elms.” It was at George
Meany, George M. Hum¬ periences as personal manager of
tained
by
various
camps,
some
go¬
hangar.” The curvaceous models
his urging that Par purchased all phrey, Crawford H. Greenwalt, Danny Kaye.
were first displayed in their street ing to the white sand beach for a three and heretofore none of them John Von Neumann, Robert E.
S&S trailerizes "Six Television
. habits to elicit the wolfcalls, but dip in the dazzling green-blue had been' assigned to a producer. Sherwood. Nathan M. Pusey. Adlai Plays” by Reginald Rose with the
this was nothing compared to their waters. The big beach has a back¬ Casting is unset except for the E. Stevenson, Earl Warren and fact that he received Variety’s
drop
of
scores
of
amphibian
trac¬
promenade in Rosemary Reid bath¬
slating of Sophia Loren for "De¬ Henry R. Luce look into "The special Writer Award in television
ing suits. This was straight ogling tors. One of them, a 40,000-pound sire.”
Fabulous Future: America in 1980” for 1954-55.”
in an upcoming Dutton publicaCapt. Harry Grattidge, former
and more than welcome for the monster, was inducted into service
Hartman joined Par in 1935
j tion.
commodore of the Cunard Lines,
vociferous boys, but it was the for a razzle-dazzle ride out to sea
It’s a Fortune mag editorial con¬ has authored his autobiog (as told
more conventional talent that hit with half a dozen of the perform¬ writer, left to take on writer-pro¬
ers aboard. Dianne Collette, the ducer-director assignments at oth- cept looking ahead to America in to Ridhard Collier) for Dutton’s
resounding paydirt.
studios and returned to the labor, finance, the arts, technology, under title of "Captain of the
Kirby Stone quartet, Miss Raye’s model from Down Under who was
education, culture, science, gov¬ Queens.”
as exec producer,
tv group, hit the gong with their out in the waters for a skin-diving company,
Day (last week) that the Burgessernment and business 25 years
195-1*
crazy antics in song and instru¬ instruction, was “rescued” by the
from now.
MacLean interview was on the
amtrac
and
that
night
was
given
ments. Group, which opens at the
N.Y.
Times front page, Doubleday
Copacabana, N.
Y.,
Thursday a citation from the stage as “Miss
DS&P-Little, Brown Split
had a full-page - ad for Richard
. (23), lines up with individual Skin-Diver.”
The five-year-old publishing al¬ Llewellyn’s "Mr. Hamish Gleave,”
, stylists Larry Foster, whammo perJunket was under jurisdiction of
liance between Duell, Sloan & pointing out novel was "inspired”
= Continued from page 1 —
Pearce and Little, Brown of Bos¬ by the turncoat case.
sonator and mugger; Mike Gard¬ Col. Joseph Goetz, chief of the
Having clicked with the saga of
ner, a winning deadpan accordion¬ Armed Forces Professional Enter¬ Knife,” wholly or partly maligned ton will end June 30, with DS&P
ist and 88’er; Eddie Hall, agile tainment Branch of Army Special the industry and presented a stere¬ thereafter manufacturing and the Titanic, Holt is sequeling
comic and drummer, and Stone, a Services in Washington. Personal otyped picture of individuals con¬ selling through the facili¬ with "The Last Voyage of the
ties of David McKay Co. Object Lusitania,” authored by A. A. and
hot trumpeter. They joined Miss escort throughout the trip was nected with it.
pf the switch, according to DS&P, Mary Hoehling. Adman Walter
Raye after her stint for another USMC Capt. Joe Vosmik, head of
is to build "independent editorial Lord's "A Night To Remember”
Latest
to
condemn
Hollywood's
the recreation section, Special
madcap session.
development” of its book lists (the Titanic sinking) is a bestseller.
Cedrone & Mitchell are a saucy Services branch, operating out of proposed downbeating of itself via while finding certain "economies”
Doubleday topper Douglas M.
team with a good mixture of com¬ the Personnel Dept, of Marine hq Mailer’s “Deer Park” is Paul Pat¬ via joint action with McKay.
Black has been awarded the
D.C. Capt. Vosmik hopes to rick, who covers the Hollywood
edies styled in part for the more
All advertising, prpmotion and French Legion of Honor, with
beat
for
the
AFL-CIO
I^ws.
“Any¬
ribald angles vis-a-vis • the GI interest talent in setting up units
publicity will be handled by rank of officer. Consul General
crowd. Gal is a lively cutup and to perform at Okinawa and other thing can happen in Hollywood and DS&P. All joint imprint titles of France Jean de Lagarde cited
. partner a hep foil, and both can installations where entertainment usually does,” says Patrick, "but published with Little, Brown are the publisher for enhancing knowl¬
lift their voices neatly fdr the song is badly needed. George C. Morris it seems incredible that any firm to be returned to DS&P and edge this side of the ocean re
elements as well as make with the Jr., of El Paso, was around daily having a substantial interest .in the shipped by McKay from its Long "France’s best writers.”
Mary Case Harriman. daughter
as unofficial observer in his ca¬ health of this Industry should con¬ Island City warehouse.
ad libs to counter the hecklers.
of the late Hotel Algonquin (N. Y.)
Miss Stewart is a dazzler with a pacity as director of the Caribbean sider putting on the screen for
Horace Sutton’s Volga Trek
boniface Frank Case, continues
public
consumption
a
pornographic
bosom not lost on the Marines, Area, USO Maneuver Services. He
Saturday Review travel editor her memoirs of “The Vicious Cir¬
who worked themselves up as she has just opened his sixth USO in¬ tome dedicated to the theory that Horace Sutton is now billing him¬ cle.” in "Blessed Are The Debon¬
movie people are sex degenerates,
shrewdly went overboard on the stallation.
self
as "the first travel ed” to tour air,” more anecdota of the famed
drunks, and/or narcotic addicts.”
bows. She is of the musicomedy
the Soviet Union in the postwar Algonquin Round Table,” which
. Noting that the book paints "a era, as result of the Russians’ Rinehart will publish in June.
' marts who chirps* ’em straight and
viciously distorted picture of what granting him a visa after two and
Marie Torre’s N. Y. Herald
sweetly, having made her rep in.
goes on in the studios and in the one-half years of dickering. Sut¬ Tribune radio-tv
column
has
the record-running George White
movie
colony
at
Palm
Springs,”
moved
into its syndication phase,
ton’s
currently
in
Russia,
filing
for
, show (“Nice to See You”) at the
; Continued from page 60 .—
Patrick additionally claims that the magazine and its newspaper the Trib having already lined up
. Versailles, N. Y., a couple of years
, ago and gone on to play “Carou¬ way for other musical shows. I am "the book scoffs at patriotism and syndicate, with six dispatches al¬ the Philly Inquirer. Buffalo Eve¬
ning News and Oakland 'Calif.) .
in print as of last week.
sel” at the Texas State Fair in delighted to see that ABC is now love of one’s country, follows the ready
Miss Torre is also
He is sticking strictly to busi¬ Tribune.
Dallas opposite Gordon MacRae. planning a Metropolitan Opera line that the Communist Party is ness on his tour, which has em-( repped in the Trib’s Sunday tv
She’s backed on piano by husband presentation. Perhaps it would not just another political party” and braced Moscow, Leningrad, Yalta j mag
with which she's
„ supplement
..
be
amiss
for
me
to
believe
that
"also
takes
at
least
one
veiled
Burt Bacharach, an accomplished
and stops between the cities, associated.
. youngster who’s headed for the- Festival of Music” did not “rape” swipe at labor organizers.”
but
helped
to
make
the
Met
more
Frank Scully, veteran Variety
bigtime. Miss Raye’s accomp was I
columnist, has- also taken strong
Ray Barr, a cracker jack who dit¬ marketable.
toes for her on tv.
I understand the Metropolitan’s exception to the book. In a re¬
•
The only Magazine of Its kind in English
Plus the Variety scribe, the financial difficulties and applaud cent column. Scully said that "If.
Authoritative Information on European Film Production
Superbly Illustrated. Used by British, American and International Distributors
fourth estaters on the junket were its desire to exploit other sources anybody in Hollywood buys this
Monthly: 25c. Subs. 1 Yeaf $3 (Post Free;; Air Mail S2.80 extra
Dan Walker, columnist of the of revenue. But to call the NBC one because it is a bestseller with
N. Y. Daily News, who shared the spectacular “an attempt to deprive the belief that he can clean il up.
EURAP PUBLISHING CO. (LONDON) LTD., 137 Blackstock Rood
Omcee role with Ward Morehouse,
_r,. the Metropolitan of one of its most he ought to have all the holes in
LONDON N.,4. England
former drama critic arid columnist
Cblumriist important ‘means of' outside In- ihis head examined.”

Martha Raye’s GI Junket

Don Hartman

Anli-H’wood Pix

Hurok
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join ’em" attitude toward teevee
ends its run. This swells the ranks
was underscored last week when
to six, and makes Paris the biggest
the local Variety Clubs’, tent postMilton R. Rackmil in from N Y
vaude center in the world.
(Temple Bar 5041/9952)
members urgiqg them to for Universal Studio huddles. * *
Olin H. Clark, Metro’s eastern
Paul Graetz will probably pro¬ . Alfred Drake will play Othello carded
story editor, vacationing in Jama¬ duce a pic version of Rene Hardy’s in a BBC radio production next watch a television show carrying a
Rudy Mate returned from Lon¬
plug for the Chi Variety club.
“Amere Victoire" (Bitter Victory) Monday (27).
don where he made a picture for
ica, B.W.I.
. „ , ^
Robert Taylor arrived in Goth¬ as a Franco-American coproduc¬
Columbia.
Macdonald Hobley, Britain’s wk
am Monday (21) for “The Last tion with Columbia the probable tv announcer;, leaving BBC to join
Robert Stack and Rosemary
Hunt" bally.
partner. He is paging either Mar¬ ABC-TV next month. .
Bowe returned from their honey¬
Composer Robert Stolz and his lon Brando or Montgomery CUft
moon in Honolulu.
Tribute to the late Sftr Alexander
By
N.
Zarar
wife due in from Viertna latter for the lead.
Harold Kress heading for Tokyo
Korda will be featured in the BBC
“Greatest Show on Earth" (Par)
part of this week.
to function as film editor on “Tea¬
Jean Renoir, ofi completing his
Producer Sam Zimbalist off to two-version pic, “Elena Et Les Talking of Films" program Sun¬ a smash hit at the Yeni Melek.
house
of August Moon.”
Italian puppet revue, “I Piccoli
(26).
Europe after conferring with Met¬ Hommes” (Elena And the Men), m day
UI attorney Joseph S. Dubin ap¬
William Clauson here from N.'Y. di Podrecca," current at the Sara.
ro homeoffice brass.
pointed
to Panel of Consultants on
French and English, will head for to start rehearsals of Jack Waller’s
Singer-pianist Chico Giovanni
Restarauteur Henri Soule, prop, his Hollywood home where-he will
General Revision Of Copyright
of Le Pavilion, recuping in Flor¬ devote a year to writing a biogra¬ new British musical, “Wild Grows entertaining at the Marmara Roof Laws.
the
Heather."
of the Hilton Hotel.
ida, following an illness.
National Women’s League cited
phy of his famed painter father
Arlene Dahl and her husband
“Helen of Troy" (WB) showing at
Jimmy Durante will be the guest Auguste Renoir.
Fernando'Lamas, checked out for 10 cinemas here. First time a pic Charlton Heston for his portrayal
of honor at the next Jewish Thea¬
First Franco-Indian coproduc¬ Paris and Rome last weekend prior has been shown in more than four of Moses in “The Ten Command¬
trical Guild dinner in the fall.
ments."
tion setup concluded this week behouses day-date.
Spencer C. Valmy, ex-press chief tween Gallic producer Gilbert De to returning to Hollywood.
William Perlberg will head mo¬
Alec Guinness went to Bucking¬
All eight performances of Serge
for Shell Oil. joined Margaret Et- Goldschmidt and Indian filmmaker ham
tion picture panel of the Navy’s
Palace
last
week
to
receive
Lifar
and
his
Paris
Opera
Ballet
tinger’s flackery as veep in the Chetan Anand. First pic will be
1956
Public Relations Seminar at
the
insignia
of
the
CBE,
which
he
Co. sold out 10 hours after the
N. Y. office.
Alameda.
“Est" (East) based on the life of
event was announced.
The Fred Clarks (Benay Venuta) a great Indian figure who advo¬ was awarded last summer.
Winifred
Atwell
due
back
next
After
successful
long
runs
in
chased back from Paris by the ex¬ cated dividing the land for the
Monday (27) from her Australian Istanbul and Ankara, “Teahouse of
treme cold (record-breaking cold peasants.
and New Zealand tour; set for August Moon” will start its third
wave all over Europe) and back to
three tv shots early next month. Turkish company in Izmir.
Hollywood today (Wed.).
By Lary Solloway
Robert Rossen’s “Alexander the
Curt Goetz’ comedy, “Das Haus
Guild Enterprises topper Nor¬
Great" has world preem at Odeon, in Montevido," current at the new
Marion McPartland trio current¬
man Elson on a tour of European
Leicester
Square
March
22
as
bene¬
Akparay
Theatre.
Galip
Arcan
is
ly
featured
in Saxony’s Tropical
production centers to line up prod¬
By Pete Mayer
the german legiter,
Room.
uct for his art house chain. He’ll
Maria Felix and Pedro Arman fit for British Olympic Appeals directing
“Mayk Sevket," new comedy at
Jackie Miles partied by show biz
also attend the International Film dariz locationing at Vista Hermosa Committee.
Jock Jacobson and Norman the Maksim, is a musical parody people in town for his 25th anni in
Festival at Cannes.
on “Basket of Mexican Tales."
Payne (MCA) closed deal with on Mickey Spillane novels which showbiz at . Monte Carlo hotel
United Artists executives feting
Lewis Blumberg, son of the Uni¬ Savoy Hotel for Dorothy Dandridge are extremely popular in Turkey Monday (20). .
Bernard Kranze at the Sherry versal board chairman, looking
Beatrice Lillie, with Fred Keat¬
Netherland Feb. 24 as the UA gen¬ around for possible location sites. to open there April 6 for four currently.
French setripteaser Colette Jerry ing in support, started two-week
weeks with option.
eral sales manager exits the com¬
Ernesto Espinosa Iglesias says
Nigel Patrick, currently playing is breaking all nitery records here run at Coconut Grove Playhouse
pany to become vice president of
he will open his new Variedades the title role in “The Remarkable at the Cordonbleu. The stripper Monday (20).
Stanley Warner Cinerama.
Beachcomber relights Feb. 22
Review
of
Waldorf - Astoria pic palace on Avenida Juarez in Mr. Pennypacker,” signed by Metro and her chorus of female imper¬
for “Raintree County,” with Eliz¬ sonators are booked for six solid with Nat “King" Cole, Buddy Les¬
(Benny Goodman) show reported March.
abeth
Taylor
and
Montgomery
weeks.
U.
S.
and
French
Jacquelines
ter,
Barry Sisters and Novelites
cover charge as $2-$2.50 whereas
comprising the show.
hotel has now established $2.50 all Cochran and Auriol invited to be Clift.
Charles Russell in from N.Y. to
Ciro’s shuttered main room tem¬
evenings for dinner and $3 all eve¬ VIP guests here at the first re¬
porarily, the Treniers continuing
nings for supper period after 10:30 gional Latin American Aereo Con¬ line up talent for Noel Coward’s
“Night of Hundred Stars" in aid
in the Cub Room. Big layout re¬
p.m.
ference.
By Hal V. Cohen
opens March 1 with Billy Daniels.
Leonore and Joe Hummel—he’s
Augustin Delgado, Cuba-Mex of Actors Orphanage. It will be
Zoel Silverman, son of Dave Sil¬
Irving Berlin lending an ear to
Continental chief for Warner producer, off to dub his latest Mar¬ held at London Palladium late in
verman,
RKO
branch
boss,
got
his
June.
Roberta
Sherwood’s versions of his
Bros.—in N. Y. on business and ta- Roth-Victor Manuel Mendoza
degree from Pitt. ’
tunes at Murray Franklin’s. She’s
holiday trip—quickied to Texas to | starrer, “Y si ella Volviera," in
Richard Tucker, Alan King and just been pacted to/ cut 12 sides
guest with old friend Claude Ezell. Havana.
Betty Reilly set for annual Hillel for Decca.
They return to Paris the first of
Reported here that the Russian
>show at Mosque March 7.
Cyd Charisse at Fontainebleau
the month.
Embassy offered Soviet contracts
By Eric Gorrick
Herman Solomon yarned man¬ for Tony Martin’s three-frame en¬
Pianist Artur Rubinstein threw to Maria Felix, Pedro Armandariz
(160 Castlereigh, Sydney;
ager here of Sanborn Music, dis- gagement in-personed at preem of
a party Monday afternoon- (20) at and Carlos Lopez Moctezuma; also
MA-7778)
tribs of London and MGM records. Loew’s n&w hardtop in Coral
the Kosciuszko Foundation for the director Emilio Fernandez «and
Wiere Bros, winding up wham
DeMarco Sisters set for two Gables, pic being her starrer,
84 N. Y. Philharmonic members
run for Tivoli loop.
weeks when Horizon Room re¬
who just completed a five-concert cameraman Gabriel Figeroa.
“Seven Year Itch" (20th) is a sumes fulltime operation On Eas¬ “Meet Me In Las Vegas."
series with him over a 10-day pe¬
terrific hit at Mayfair, Sydney, for ter.
^
riod in N. Y.
Hoyts.
- Jules Green, Steve Allen’s per¬
,. Bela Hershkovitz, Brooklyn can¬
Paramount has b.o. smash in “Tk> sonal manager, flew in from N. Y.
tor-turned - MGM-contractplayer,
By Robert F. Hawkins
Catch Thief" at Prince Edward, over the weekend to visit his
was the subject of Ralph Edwards’
By Guy Livingston
(Archimjs.de 146; Tel. 800211)
Sydney.
family.
“This Is Your Life" telecast on
Lolita Sevilla, Spanish chirper“Can-Can" is proving socko for
Eartha Kitt current at BlinAlma Lind doing same role in
which Eddie Cantor also appeared. thesper, new topper at Open Gate
C. Williamson at Her Majesty’s, “Morning’s at Seven" at Commu¬ strub's.
Hershkovitz was handed his first Club nitery.
Turk Murphy band from San
Melbourne.
nity Theatre that she played there
Metro script on the show.
Admissions to Victorian Thea¬
Renzo Ricci Co. preeming Clif¬
Francisco at George Wein’s StoryCarol Gay Edson, shopping edi¬ ford Odets’ “The Country Girl" at tres totalled 31,000,000 in year 15 years ago.
ville.
Dave
Kraft,
high
school
grid
tor of Seventeen mag and daugh¬ the Quirino Theatre.
Freddie Hall, Showbar emcee,
ended last June 30.
star and stepson of Karl Krug,
ter of drama editor Dorothy
Bernie Freeman, Rod Gurr and
Carnival comes to Rome after a
moved to the Mayfair this week
Wheelock, of Harpers Bazaar, will long absence, with tourist depart¬ Joe Feron, Metro Aussie toppers, Sun-Tele * drama critic, getting after longrun.
many college bids.
be married Saturday (25) in New ment planning large-scale pagean¬ in Hollywood for huddles.
Bob Abrams, boniface at the
Tony Calderone, Twin Coaches
York to legit-tv actor Stephen try in famed Piazza Navona.
“Love Is a Splendored Thing" owner, convalescing from ’heart at¬ Rickshaw, new Chinese eatery,
Giger Garand. Bride-to-be is an exCathay Pictures acquired a batch (20th) swings into fourth month at tack, goes to Miami Beach »with his auditioning talent.
Actress
of 16 Italian productions for re¬ Esquire, Sydney, for Hoyts.
Helen Hush ended longrun at
wife for two weeks.
The Freddie Fields (she’s Polly lease on its circuits in Hong Kong,
Warners hitting high revenue in
Mary Martha Briney and Bob the Normandy Champagne Room
Bergen, he’s an MCA veepee) who Singapore, Formosa and Siam.
Sydney with “East of Eden" and Carter open in Columbia, S. C., and opened at Glass Slipper, Law¬
were married last week in Fairfax,
Sophia Loren to Madrid follow¬ “Helen of Troy” via Hoyts’ circuit. Feb. 25, two nights after closing at rence.
Va.. will honeymoon after she com¬ ing her Olympics p.a. This trip is
Garnet Carroll bidding with
Orch leader Art Rubin and Bill
pletes her assignment on the Gen¬ in connection with her coming ap¬ ‘The Little Hut" at Royal, Ade¬ Brown Hotel in Louisville.
Green of WHDH authored new
eral Electric Theatre March 4. pearance in Stanley Kramer’s laide, following Sydney and Mel¬
song, “Are You Ready,” published
They’ll fly to Trinidad and then 'Pride and the Passion."
this week.
bourne runs.
board the S.S. Homeric.
Cecil Marks, attached to 20thSonny Richards and Walter
Gallone soon starting
George Jean Nathan spent his hisCarmine
By Richard H. Larsh
Fox, recovering from eye opera¬
Long, wk singles who joined eight
opera
pic,
“Tosca."
To
be
shot
73d birthday with Tom Curtiss in Cinemascope and Eastmancolor, tion. Marks was onetime United
(Press Club; 270161)
months ago, current at A1 Taxier’s
seeing a legit opening.
Latter,
Japan’s Allied Artists office an¬ Bradford Roof garden.
will feature singers Franca Artists’ chief here.
drama critic of the Paris edition of it
Eric Strelitz, London rep of nounces AA plans to distribute
Toshiko Akiyoshi, Japanese jazz
Duval, Franco Corelli, and Afro
the N. Y. Herald Tribune and Poli
Greater Union Theatres, presently Shochiku costume film, “Tales of pianist now studying at the Berkin the Puccini arias.
stringer for Variety in the French
on Aussie lookee and for powwows Shuzenji,” in the U.S.
lee
School of Music, featured on
capital, annually flies over just to
Paramount office here reports “Frontiers of Faith" Sunday (19)
with Norman Rydge.
be with the veteran critic.
Joe Joel, Aussie pic publicist, Audrey Hepburn will visit Japan over NBC-TV.
Unusual gesture, because Tony
resigned from RKO as publicity this fall. Star of “Roman Holiday,"
By Jerry Gaghan
Travis is a friend of Lucille and
Lewr DiLeo Theatrical Agency director to join his brother Asher long the top grosser here, will at¬
m^larry E. Gould, sees the business
in the public relations field.
tend Tokyo preem of “War and
changes
monicker
to
the
Conti¬
■■Executive, who is also prominent
Garnet Carroll, indie legit oper¬ Peace" in September or October.
■■h show biz, hosting the RCA disk nental Artists Agency.
Sabre Productions crew, headed
By Lc^; Rees
Sammy Davis’ “Mr. Wonderful’ ator, is dickering for top U.S.
Basinger with a shindig at “21"
Has ,a current smash with by producer Vic Orsatti, director
tomorrow (Thurs.), where normally will have four-week run here in¬ shows.
Tito Guizar -back at Hotel. Radsuch “first time in New York” stead of originally scheduled three. Kismet" at Princess, Melbourne. Joe Newman and stars Rory Cal¬ isson Flame Room for another
“Sailor Beware" current at Com¬ houn and Delores Donlon, finished
Buddy Williams, bandleader who
ballyhoo is the function of the
date. .
diskery or the personality himself. operates a Bucks County restau¬ edy, Melbourne, with Tony Wager, up three weeks of location work
Fernando Previtali guest con¬
John Reed Burr, formerly with rant, reorganizing his Golden Echo Desmond Tester and Tony Bazell, in Hongkong for “Flight to Hong- ductor with Minneapolis Sym¬
under
the
J.
C.
Williamson
banner.
.kong."
United
Artists
will
release.
McCann - Erickson, Federal and orch.
phony.
John McCallum and Googie
Tokyo’s tallest building will be
Morris Yuter, Shubert chain’
Ward Wheelock agencies and one¬
“Anniversary Waltz"
playing
time consultant to the U. S. State local praiser, and Lex Carlin Jr., Withers scoring in New Zealand the 11-story Shochiku Theatre, now two nights in St. Paul as well as
Dept.’s International Information treasurer of the Locust St. Thea¬ with “Simon" and “Laura" and under construction by the produc¬ six here.
“Deep Blue Sea" for J. C. William¬ ing - distributing - exhibiting mem¬
Administration, named special as¬ tre, joined ATPAM.
Metropolitan
Opera .... chirper
ber of Japan’s “Big Five.” Build¬
Comedy team of Marty Collins son.
sistant for the ’56 Republican
ing, to be readied by August, will Blanche Thebom soloist with Min¬
Presidential campaign to John and Harry Peterson have been
neapolis Symphony.
house
four
theatres.
One
theatre,
reunited.
Peterson
in
action
again
Reed Kilpatrick, national chair¬
“Grand Ole Opry" back at Audi¬
for roadshow runs, will bring to
man of National Citizens for Eisen¬ after two-year illness.
the number of roadshow houses torium here for sixth one-night re¬
Harry Roach, owner of the
hower.
Belmont,
Chicago,
is
latest
to
turn
date in recent months.
Beachcomber, Wildwood, N.J., off join Allied Theatres of Illinois.
within a five-block area of down¬
Annual Shrine indoor circus
to Miami to try to set deal with
WBBM-TV singer Len Dressier town Tokyo.
starts nine-day run this week.
the Treniers, who may make sum¬ doubling,
into the Black Orchid
Clyde Beatty’s “Jungle Killers"
mer trip to England.
next week.
headlines.
By Gene Moskowitz
Actress Dorothy McGuire checks
Several local nlteries along with
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944)
in Friday (24) to help promote
tv and radio going on hillbilly mu¬
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
Edith Piaf being paged for a
“Friendly Persuasion" pic.
sic kick. The Flame and Gay 90’s
(Augli, 43; 24-00-18)
By Karin Thimm
musical here next season, “Irma
Jean Fardulli, co-proprietor of
Marta Toren to Madrid for film among bistros adopting the policy.
(Saebenerstr. 54)
La Donee," .written by Marguerite
the Blue Angel calypsery, making role.
L. Krikorian in from N. Y, to
“East of Eden," (WB) in the the Caribbean islands on combo
Monod and Alexandre Breffort.
Bolero nitery has 4 Harlem manage the Alvin here which re¬
First full length Gallic mixture fourth rponth here.
vacation-talent hunt.
Moderniques and Carmen Lorca opens with burlesque March 1 un¬
O. W. Fischer, who will come to
of animated and live actors will be
Deboralr Kerr stops, off Monday with her Spanish Ballet,
der sponsorship of Ed. Ross of
made by Jean Image; -based on Hollywood soon, finished his pic¬ (27) to accept the Sarah Siddons
Hamilton Twins, Viviana Rino Kansas City, Mo.
Jules Verne's “Trip to the Moon.” ture “Ich suche Dich’’ (I am Look¬ award as top legit actress to play and Roy at the Rigat plus Lina
Maurice Chalfen, local iceshow
Gilbert Becaud, now heading ing for You) here. He is star and Chicago during the 1954-55 season. Montoya and her dancers.
impresario, launching a $70,000
the Olympia, will star in his first director.
Few weeks ago, the Paramount
American pix recently on Bar¬ presentation, “Miracle Fountain,^
French film director Max Ophu exchange urged press contacts to celona screens are “Johnny Guitar” patterned after “Dancing Waters,
pic. It will be Marcel Carne’s “Le
Pays D'Ou. Je Viens" (The Country els and the actors Anton Walbrook, catch a new Paramount pactee, (Rep.), “Dream Wife" (M-G), imported water-lights-music show.
Ivan Desny and Oskar Werner Oreste, on a network spectacular. “Drums of Tahiti" (Col), “Sister
I Come From).
City council planning $4,000,000
Sidney Bechet to star in a Gal¬ bowed after the first “Lola Mon
Vet showbizite and press agent Eileen" (Col.) and “Not As Stran¬ modernization program for muni¬
lic pic, “Tant Qu’il Y Aura Dcs tez" release.
Herb Ellisberg has been appointed ger" (UA).
cipal auditorium, • providing for
Kammerspiele Theatre opened
Couers" (As Long As There Are
managing director of Essaness’
Celia Gamez made comeback, two wings to include a 2,000-seat
Hearts>, about a jazz ^nusician who studio for theatre experiments. Halsted Outdoor Theatre here. after two years absence from the theatre and a 1,700 capacity meetThe first production. “Die Baeume Ozoner will open its season in stage, in the musical, “The Fire ing room. Improvements would
reaches the big time in France.
European becomes a music hall stehen draussen" (The Trees arc March.
Eagle." Music is by Francis Lopez, designed to make structure, housagain after the present operetta Outside) of young author Leopold
Film exhibitors’ and distributors’ lyrics by Ramos.'de Castro and . ing shows and sports , events,, one
“Mon P'tit Pots” pfy Llftlfe Pal; Ahlsen, fcas rated a flop.
new-born “if you can't beat ’em, Arturo Rigel.'
[of nation’s best pf its land.
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died Feb. 12 in Los Angeles. Also the Erlanger arid Shubert. There
surviving is her son, A1 Bonner, again, it’s assumed that Heiman
makeup man at Warners.
will take the Erlanger, so the Shuberts will be able to retain the key
— Continued from page 2
Charles Legneur,' 64, character musical house, the Shubert. It may
actor in films, died Feb. 14 follow¬ be a toss-up whether they also It will do “The Big Boodle,” based ■
ing a heart attack in Hollywood.
hold the Blackstone of Great on the novel by Joe Eiseriger. Pro¬
“Flowers of Evil,” but his great
WALTER W. GROSS
Northern. .
ducer Lewis F. Blumberg says pro¬
Walter W. Gross, v.p.-general success came on Feb. 2, 1900, when
In Cincinnati, it assumed they’ll duction is to start April 1.
Mother, 90, of Ray Sebastian,
^mirisel of American Broadcasting- “Louise” had its premiere at the
Columbia makeup man' died Feb. retain the recently reverted-fromDudley on Long-Range Plan
Paramount Theatres, died Feb, 16 Opera-Comique.
films Shubert, and. dispose of the
He founded the Syndicate and 12 in Hollywood.
The biggest long-re.n:- e project in
in New York.
Federation of Musical Artists and
former legit key, the Cox, which Cuba is being undertaken by the
Details in Films.
was its honorary president.
is now little used.
In Detroit, Dudley Picture Corp.
Dudley
VIC CONNORS
they’ll' presumably withdraw from signed an agreement with a Cuban
'
HARRY GORDON
Vic Connors, 43, former or¬
partnership with the E. D. Stair government bank to set up jointly
Harry Gordon, 77, onetirpe box¬
ganizer for the American Guild of
estate in the operation of the Cass, a $1,000,000 revolving fund to fi¬
SS Continued from page 1
Variety Artists, died o£ a heart er turned stagehand-prop man,
and retain the Shubert-Lafayette. nance film-making over a period of
died Feb. 14 in Chicago. When his
attack Feb. 16 in Miami.
Governmental suggestion in
Philly a.uil Boston .
five years. The project is aimed at
ring
career
ended
shortly
after
the
Further details* iji Vaude.
these matters.
In Philly, they must dispose of boosting Cuba’s own film industry,
turn of tlfe century, he entered
NBC now has $70,000,000 in color the Sliubert and either the Walnut and to this effect, Dudley has al¬
vaudeville as a stagehand and
FRANK H. WILSON
Frank H. Wilson, 70, who created toured for several years with tv development “but we will get or Locust. Also, within one year, ready established a Cuban subsid¬
the title role in the original 1927 Blackstone as the magician’s prop it back as we did with black-and- Lawrence Shubert Lawrence, a iary.
nephew of J. J. Shubert and the \ Until the present, Cuban films
Broadway production of “Porgy,” man.
For the past six years he white television,” he adds.
died Feb. 16 in Queens, N.Y. Born worked at tv .station WBKB as a
Gen., Sarnoff is leaving the NBC firm’s general manager in Philly, have been almost entirely for the
must
either dispose of his interest I local market, and at that only in
in N.Y., he organized a singing stagehand.
programming operations to the
quartet that played vaude here and
Survived by wife and two daugh¬ Bob & Pat team (Robert W. Sar¬ in the seldom-booked Erlanger | third-rate theatre. Dudley plans
on the road apd then began writ- < ters.
Theatre
there (in partnership with 'to make the first Cuban pix aimed
noff and S. L. Weaver Jr.) and
ing, presenting and. acting in onetheir aides but concedes the values film exhibitor William Goldman), ! at the U. S. and European maract plays'in Harlem.
or
resign
from the Shubert firm,
ik.ts. English will be spoken, with
THOMAS M. CURLEY
of more acute showmanship and
He began his Broadway career
Thomas M. Curley, 67, retired St.
Shuberts will retain the follow¬ one or more U. S. name stars, sup¬
as Lem in the 1925 production of Louis' exhibitor, died Feb. 14 in important shows.
ported by English-sneaking Cuban
The color spectaculars are the ing key Broadway theatres: Shu¬ actors, and filmed ‘ • the C’Scope‘ The Emperor Jones,” and the that city after, a short illnesg.
next year appeared in the lead Early'in his career he worked for caviar and champagne to a full- bert, Broadhurst, Majestic, Booth, like Vistarama process, in color,
role of “In Abraham’s Bosom.” William Goldman, now head of course television evening but they Plymouth, Royale, Golden, Winter Dudley expects to go into produc¬
Other plays ip which he appeared William. Goldman Theatres in only spark the basic meat ’n’ pota¬ Garden, Barrymore, Lyceum, Mu¬
include “Sweet Chariot,” “Singing Philadelphia. Curley at once time toes and .bread ’n’ butter items sic Box, Cort, probably Imperial, tion shortly.
Dudley’s executive veepee, C.
the Blues,” “Bloodstream,” “We owned and operated three nabes in which must also compose the en¬ as well as the Broadway and four
of the six elective properties men¬ Bruce Newbery, said: “Cuba has
the People,” “They Shall Not Die,” St. Louis but disposed of them sev¬ tertainment menu.
every
natural advantage for the
tioned
above.
I
“Watch on the Rhine” and “Take eral years ago.
On the tv “live” versus film,
a Giant Step,” his. last. Broadway
In Chicago, they may keep the j successful production of motion
A brother and two sisters sur¬ there is also the observation that
pictures
with its great variety of
appearance.
Shubert, Selwyn, Harris and either
vive.
“Hollywood, when selling to tele¬ the Blackstone or Great Northern. locales, clear weather, low costs,
Wilson was also seen as Moses in
vision, has no recognition of the In Boston they may keep the Shu¬ nearness to the U. S. and fine res¬
both the legit and film version of
JACK PHILLIPS
“Green Pastures.” , He had ap¬
'Jack Phillips, 55, stage manager video networks’ public service” ob¬ bert, Opera House, Plymouth and ervoir of local talent."
peared on numerous radio and tv of “The Pajama Game” at the ligations but are quick to holler Majestic. In Philly they’ll retain
And Wilbur Clark stated: “The
shows and had been counselor on London Coliseum, died Feb. 14 in “too many commercials.” As a foot¬ the Forrest and probaly the Lo¬ future looks fabulous for Havana.
the governing board of Actors London after collapsing at his note, tv may prove an important
Havana
is the crossroads of the
Equity, a. member of the Ameri¬ home. He complained of feeling ill medium for foreign films crashing cust. They’ll probably have the world. People come here from
can Federation of Radio & TV w'hen he left the theatre the pre¬ the American market, as in the Shubert, Cincy, and the Shubert- everywhere.”
Lafayette, Detroit.
Artists and the Screen Actors vious night.
case of “King Richard III” (Sir
The decree’s provision that the
Guild.
Associated with the Crazy Gang Laurence Olivier) which NBC will Shuberts and Heiman must sever
Wife and son survive.
for years, Phillips stage managed telecast next month (in color) and all business connections means not
some 15 of their shows as well as for which the network paid J. only the end of their partnership
MIKHAIL RASUMNY
Mikhail Rasumny,* 62, stage and numerous others in the West End. Arthur Rank $500,000 for a one¬ in UBO, but also their joint inter¬
; Continued from page 1 ;
time use. Film opens a theatre est in Forces Theatre, Baltimore;
screen actor, died Feb. 17 at the
MILTON WALLACE
engagement at the Bijou on Broad¬ the Walnut, Philly, and Biltmore, gives part of his royalties to some¬
Motion Picture Country Hospital
Milton Wallace, 68, retired stage way with a benefit for the Actors’
near Los Angeles. His wife sur¬ and
Los Angeles, as well as the Erlan¬ one else, usually at the behest of
screen actor, died Feb. 16 in
some publishers.
vives.
Hollywood after a long illness. Fund of America at $25 and will ger, Chicago, and Colonial, Boston.
The songwriter is sometimes told
Born in Russia, Rasumny be¬ Former vaudevillian, he entered be a test of how much a premiere
! that the “price” of getting a disk
came an actor at 14 and toured legit as one of the original- cast on tv can offset the theatre b.o.
Europe and South America with members of “Abie's Irish Rose” on run.
MARRIAGES
I is a slice of the tunesmith’s royal¬
the Moscow Art Theatre before Broadway. After moving to Holly¬
ties. So the songwriter, hungry to
moving to America in 1935.. His wood he appeared in numerous
Polly Bergen to Freddie Fields, I get on wax, agrees to the cut-in.
film career started in 1940 with a films, retiring in 1945 after com¬
Fairfax, Va., Feb 13. Bride is an j j-ie js never sure, however, whether
featured role in “Hold Back the pleting his role in “Kiss of Death.”
actress; he s in the videoa depart- ! the royalty coin WH.S kGpt by the
Dawn” at Paramount where he
ment of Music Corp. of America, | publisher, fully or in part, since
His wife and two sons survive.
N. Y.
worked for seven years.
' there is no accounting made in
^ Continued from page 1 , t
■
Among his films were “For
Candy Toxton Torme to Hal such a deal, for obvious reasons.
LUIS A. PEREIRA
Whom the Bell Tolls,” “Holiday in
Luis Antonio Pereira, 55, Portu¬ UBO, Select Theatres Corp. (a March, Las Vegas. Feb.. 18. Bride
Mexico,” “Anna and the King of guese theatre owner, died of a Shubert subsidiary) and L. A. B. is a former film actress; he’s the
Siam,” “The Kissing Bandit.” heart attack Feb. 3 in Lisbon. He Amusement Corp. (owned by Hei¬ “$64,dT)0 Question” tv quizmaster. I
BIRTHS
“Saigon,” “Anything Can Happen” operated the Teatro Politeama, man).
0
Doris Lindberg to Lee Petty,
...
_ • T
and “The Stars Are Singing.”. His firstrun Lisbon film house which
Las Vegas, Feb. 14. He’s a sound! 1
andc M[s-JalPh Davis Jr
With
the
sale
of
UBO
to
inde¬
last screen appearance was in “Hot occasionally booksi legit and vaude
editor
in
Metro’s
international
dependent interests, it’s expected in
13. Father is a film editor.
Blood” at Columbia.
shows.
partment.
As a television actor Rasumny
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Murcott,
His daughter and several broth¬ trade circles that the Shuberts will
Louie Ramsay to Ronan O’Casey,
handle bookings in their own the¬
appeared in CBS’ “Fron Row Cen¬ ers survive.
twins,.
son and daughter, Holly¬
ter” series last month, after which
atres out of town as well as ir London, Feb. 18. Bride is an ac¬ wood, Feb. 14. Mother is actress
tress;
he’s
an
actor.
illness put an end to his career.
New. York. Thus, there may devel¬
Dianne Foster; father is a televi¬
JACOB LIEBERMAN
Janice
McDonald
to
Klaus
Jacob Lieberman, 77, player in op a confusing setup in the book¬ Landsberg, Los Angeles. Oct. 14. sion writer.
MAURICE BAUM
ing field, as touring shows will
Mr. and Mrs. M. Carrier, daugh¬
Maurice Baum, 70, veteran Penn¬ early silent pix, died Feb. 16 in probably be booked by the indie Bride is a member of McDonald ter, Pittsburgh, Feb. 5. Mother’s
He also appeared on
sylvania exhibitor, died Feb. 10 in Philadelphia.
UBO for indie theatres, and by oiSKTLri0: h*’S SU"0n managcr j the' daughte^of ’ john” Nickel1,” of
the
Yiddish
stage.
Philadelphia after a long illness.
„
,
.,
.,
„
1 Cameraphone Theatre staff.
Surviving are his wife, the for¬ the Shubert office for Shubert 01 “
He began his career as a theatre
Elsie Freed who acted with houses.
BlSSki? seeret]°yr0wed la°t citoi-1 MitandIMTrs Da nR oeWn.daugh,
owner in State College, Pa., around mer
him
in
pioneer
films;
two
sons,
five
St. James and Imperial
mas in Pomona, Cal. Bride was \er' Burbank, Cal., Feb. H. Mother
World War 1 and owned three
houses there, the Nittany, Pastime daughters and a sister.
Contrary to a fairly general im¬
father is manager
United Artmanager' of
oTunitaf
Art!
producer. a play broker; he'S a fllm : fith™isr
and Cathaum, wTiich he sold in a
pression
in
the
trade,
the
decree
HERMAN BLUMBERG
ists Theatre, Los Angeles.
package to Warner Bros in 1930.
Judith Kleinberg to Dr. Leonard ,
Herman Blumberg, 64, Universal is specific and 'firm in relation to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bill
Catching,
Baum later acquired the Clifton Pictures exec, and ^brother of the Shuberts’ disposal of four New Lerner, Pittsburgh. Feb. 12. Bride j
in Huntington, Pa., disposing of Nathan J. Blumberg, board chair¬ York theatres. For example, they is little theatre and radio actress.; daughter, Santa Monica, Cal., Feb.
13. Father is a film stuntman.
that to the Harris Amus Co. of man of the company, died Feb. 16 have two years to sell the highly
Marie Herps to John W. Nickel, j
Pittsburgh in 1948. He had been in Fort Lee, N. J.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 4. He is with Col | Mr. and Mrs. William Randolph,
desirable
St.
James
Theatre,
N.
Y.
son, Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 29.
retired since then because of ill
Wife, daughter, another brother If they have not done so within exchange.
Father is assistant manager of
health.
and a sister also survive.
Marianne Marcus to Richard ■ Paramount Theatre there.
the two-year period, they must
He leaves his wife and two
lease either that house or the also- Spivak, Pittsburgh, Feb. 11. Bride !
daughters.
Arthur James .Houghton, 71, desirable Imperial within the en¬ is nitery dancer and “Miss Penn- ■ Mr. and Mrs. Dick Sinclair, son,
Hollywood, Feb. 12. Father is staff
onetime vaude manager, and stage
sylvania” of ’55.
announcer at KFI.
JOHN PETRUSICH
manager .of the Capitol Theatre, suing year.
Venetia Stevenson to Russ Taifi-, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Roily, son,
Also, even when they have
John Petrusich, 41, choreog¬ Moose Jaw. Sask., until 1951, died
blyn, Palos Verdes. Cal., Feb. 14. ■ Hollywood, Feb. 13. Father is ac¬
rapher and dancer, died Feb. 16 in Feb. 3 in that city. His wife, two leased one of the two houses, they Bride’s
an actress; he’s an actor.
his native San „ Francisco. He sons and three daughters survive. must still sell the property as soon
count executive at KIIJ-TV.
Marilyn Pheby to Robert M. j Mr. and Mrs. Frederick McMorchoreographed Fanchon & Marco
as possible, and in any case prior
shows on the stage of Loew’s WarArnold Pritikin, 50, musician to the expiration of the lease. Schreffler Jr., Peppercl Air Force I row. twin son and daughter. Hieksfield in Frisco and for a time formerly with CBS, died of a heart Moreover, such lease must be on Base, Newfoundland, Jan. 30. villc*. L.I.. Feb. 3. Mother is/actross
me Pheby
rnniy;
,
.
...
member or
of The
served as choreographer for the attack Feb. 10 in Hollywood. His a straight rental basis rather than Bride is memoer
Shipstads-Johnson Ice Follies.
wife, mother and four children sharing arrangement. Also, if they
muslcal “»■"! he's * *«*• Jor'on Urn Long Maid l*roi.
Petrusick appeared at the 1940 survive.
. _
:
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rcrupski,
lease the Imperial, they are still leader.
Dave Engel to Edmund P. Dono-- yon N(,w jcrs(?Vf peb. 1. Mother is
Frisco World Fair and for five
van. New York, Feb. 7. Bride is a Toby Ne]son 0'f the “Nick Royce
years topped the bill at the old Bal
Mother, 75, of J. P. (Jim) Mc¬ obligated to sell the St. James.
radio-tv writer and producer; he s . i)anccrs."
Selloffs
Tabarin nightclub in Frisco. He Laughlin. managing director of the
left show business nine years ago. Palace Theatre, Lake Placid, N.Y.,
Mr. and Mrs. Joronr' Hines, son,
The decree calls for the sale of a former London singer.
A brother and three sisters sur¬ died recently in Mt. Kisco, N.Y.
Kathy Adams to Louis. L|Amour. ; ncw York. Feb. 18. Mother is the
the
National,
N.
Y..
within
one
vive.
Beverly
Hills,
Feb.
19.
Bride’s
an
former
Lucia Evangelist:’. soprano,
year, and the sale of two of the
Joao Alves De Silva, 69, Portu¬
actress; he’s a novelist.
. of the Cincinnati Opera Co.; father
guese impresario and company following: Adelphi. Ambassador,
GORDON NELSON
Roslyn Franz to Gregory Millar, is a Met Opera
Belasco, Elliott, Longacre and Ritz.
Mr and Mrs. Pat McGi lk son
Gordon Nelson, 58, of the cast of manager, died Feb. 4 in Lisbon One sale must be within one year San- Francisco, recently. Bride is
a pianist; he’s director of San Fran- San Iraneisco. I1 ’h. 8 ^ ' ‘hher is a
the current Broadway production, after a long illness.
and
the
other
within
two
years.
Of
cisco’s Little Symphonv.
producer with KCES. rrisco.
“Witness For the Prosecution,” un¬
Father, 78. of Frank Mooney, the six houses listed,, only the
til illness caused his retirement re¬
cently, died' Feb. 19 in New York. RKO homeoffice assistant to east¬ Belasco and Longacre are current¬
His first Broadway appearance ern sales manager Nat Levy, died ly used as legits, and only the
.
Mr. and Mrs. Jan Rubes, son,
Belasco is regarded-as a desirable exhibitor.
was in the 1932 production “Take Feb. 18 in Galway, Ireland.
Nancy Wells to Stephen Pluta. . N Y j?cb. io. Mother, the former
My Tip.” In subsequent years, he
spot.
Jackson Heights, L.I.. Feb. 11. Both , Suza'n Douglas, is an actress. FaMrs. Marie Marion Bel-nett, 73,
had also appeared in “Bury the
In Boston, the Shuberts must
;theri a bass-baritone, is a member
Dead,” “Prelude,” “So Proudly We retired actress, died Feb. 12 in dispose of either the Colonial or are legit players.
Elizabeth Seal to Peter Town- 0f the N.Y. City Opera Co
Hail,” “Jeremiah,” “Broken Jour¬ Corpus Christi, Tex.
Shubert, and the Wilbur. Assum¬ send, Feb. 11, London. Bride is a
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Adler,
ney,” ‘Boy Meets Girl,” “Beggars
in ; daughter, New York. Feb. 20.
Father, 90, of Michigan Kroll, ing that Heiman, from whom they featured dancer-comedienne
Holiday,” “Strip for Action” and
radio-tv and publicity writer, died recently acquired the Colonial, the London production of "Pajama 1 Mother is Kit Doodle, iormer tv
“Cyrano de Bergerac.”
i actress and production supervisor
takes back the property, the Shu¬ Game”; groom is an adman.
Feb. 15 in Buffalo. >
berts could retain the desirable
GUSTAVE CHARPENTIER
Shubert
and
drop
the
less
choice
Wife, 47, of screen writer Mort
Gustave Charpentier, 95, known
chiefly as composer of the opera I Braun, died Feb. 14 in Los An- Wilbur.
_ Chicago,
_.
“Louise,” died Feb. 18 in Paris. |geles.
In
they have a double
His first - works were a series of
Decea Records publicity duel.
McCann-Erickson ad agency.
preludes for orchestra and musical
settings'
dt IfiEt’XS? adT & Bonn^'l Sone'or g“ cafNorths*?
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T-MEN CHECKING TIN PAN ALLEY
M-G s 355G Buy of Novel Accents
PUBLISHER CITES Ike May Spring His ‘Yes’ or W
Renewed H’wopd Interest in Books
pflYfll
On TV, But Who Will Pick Up Tab?
Top coin is being shelled out by 4"
Metro for ..William Brinkley’s
^D
"Don’t Go Near the Water” for
Oirls Vay to ray
which the company is paying $355,Minneapolis, Feb. 28.
000 in cash;.
In addition, the
Wednesday is traditionally
author gets a Metro royalty bonus
date night, but tomorrow is
of 25c. per copy sold (after 30,000
also Leap Year day. Newspaper
copies) up to a top $100,000, and
ads for Par's ‘‘Court Jester” at
he shares to the tune of 10% in the • State today read:
film’s profits.
.
“Girls! You buy the tickets.
Yarn, ‘ a comedy, is to be pubIt’s your courting night!"
lished by Random House. It deals-■...
with a group of Navy personnel
stationed on a Pacific island dur- MJV -1
1* ■
I
1
ing World War II. It’s actually a YlPl iMflKK ' I .OAK
group of short stories in the lllVUlyUlOlO UUVH
James Michener ‘‘Tales of the
South Pacific” tradition.
Sale W
*1*1 J ■
¥)
1
represents one of the largest book
I A IV FA K AOPI]
purchases in industry history.
M U If
IV lll/Uvll
Metro within the past month has
easily been the most active outfit
rni
<¥T
1
1
when it comes to story purchases.
I tin
I 111^1111^11 AH
Having bought Robert Ruark’s
lllv wllvlIUl vllVil
"Something of Value” for $350,000,
the studio also acquired Leon
Boston, Feb. 28.
Uris’ ‘‘The Big Dream,” which
TV was seen as a medium for
Random House will publish and reaching “the unchurched” and the
Methodist Church’s new tv prowhich has Israel as its theme.
In addition, Metro acquired gram, “The Way,” is “intended to
“The Mary Deare” for $75,000; be an evangelical thrust at church
William Hoffman’s “The Trumpet members,” according to the Rev.
Unblown”; “The Sergeant” at $35,- James Doty of Lynn, chairman of
000; William Altman’s tv original, the .Television Commission for the
“Operation Home,” which went for New England Conference of the
$50,000; and Harry Junkin’s “A Methodist Church, in Boston this
Public Figure,” also a tv play. week.
also a member of the
Furthermore, Metro said it would
make “Silk Stockings” on which it Radio and Television Commission
controls the basic story rights via of the Massachusetts Council of
its 1939 (Greta Garbo) comedy, Churches, through which Mass, tel“Ninotchka.” The updating will be evision stations will be contacted
in the Cole Porter musical version, to arrange for public service time,
Apart from all this, Metro also says the new tv series is the de(Continued on page 60)
tailed lay study program which has
_
been prepared to supplement the
tv production.
Aolf I AfTiclufivo PitaIih*
Lay leaders in the Methodist
/lolV LiCgloldLiyc rrUUv*
Church, who correspond to modle
Qliiikat-f
erators in the Congregational or
IS
S uIlUDCn
Baptist churches, will work with
D r
m* I . *
n local council of churches in apDOSlOI) llCK6t
proa.ching tv stations and encourBoston, Feb. 28.
(Continued on page 20)
The all-out campaign by the

nerriCK

Agency?

following the recent removal of
the Hub, expanded here today
(Tues.) with a demand for a legislative investigation of the setup
involving Herrick's ticket agency
and the Shuberts. (See Legit section for other story about the PostSliubert dispute.)
State Senator Daniel Rudsten,
calling for such a probe, charged
that Herrick's is controlled by the
Shuberts and has subjected Boston
legit patrons to “extortion practice” in the sale of tickets. In’ view
of the growing clamor of the PostShubert dispute, the feeling in local circles is that Norton and BosRecord columnist George
Clarke, also dropped from the Shubert press list, are likely to be restored soon. Meanwhile, Norton
has been covering local openings
on purchased tickets.
“Herrick’s gets a special $10 an(Continued on page 71)

TOURING ICER PERILED
gY MONTGOMERY MESS
WV/lHUVlHLiit muuu

Prospect of touring shows m
Montgomery, Ala., isn’t too bright
thefce days. Because of the Negro
boycott of the city’s transportation
facilities, “Holiday on Ice” had
been attempting to get out of its
stand in that town set for the
Memorial Coliseum located on the
town's outskirts. Location of the
show site makes transportation a
vital factor, and thus more than
half of its potential audience is in
danger. '
However, the deal is firm, and
thus far it appears that “Holiday”
will have to keep its March 20-24
date there. This annual has been
one of the more prosperous stands,
It’s reported that show biz has
been hit along with virtually every
other type of business. Negroes
aren’t venturing into town unless
the trip is extremely necessary.

By ABEL GREEN
Louis Bernstein (Shapiro-Bernstein Co.), one of the deans of the
music business, states that the In¬
come Tax people interviewed him
as regards “some $4,000 or $5,000
we gave as Christmas presents this
past year.” It was in the form of
$250 and $500 checks to several
artists & repertoire men in the
recording industry.
Broadly billed under “expenses,”
the T-men stated that this might
have, been generally allowed, es¬
pecially in a business which seems
innured to “entertainment ex¬
penses” in such broad terms. But,
said Uncle Sam’s checkerupper, he
had instructions—says Bernstein—
to. make sure because of the a&r
men getting payoffs, without de¬
claring the income.
Bernstein states that rather than
embarrass the a&r recipients of
his music publishing company’s
largesse he said he would also pay
the income taxes thereon.
Bernstein makes no bones about
payola being “a longtime Tin Pan
Alley evil” and suggests that the
only way to police it is from on
top. The responsible business men
who head the major record compa¬
nies should not be content with
getting the pop hits at any price,
nor should they blind themselves
to the technique which they now
seemingly accept as par for the
course in the furtherance of their
business.
Bernstein said he has been pres¬
ident of the Music Publishers Pro¬
tective Assn, for so many years ”1
(Continued on page 54)

Takes Sax to Monastery
Chicago, Feb. 28.
• Boyce Brown, a top dixie¬
land saxophonist, is entering a
monastery of the Roman Cath¬
olic Servite order as a lay
brother. He will take the name
Brother Matthew,
Brown, 46, said: “I’m not
trying to impress anyone with
my music any more, but good
clean entertainment is good
and can b.e used to serve God.”
Brown will take his saxo¬
phone with him to the monas¬
tery.

$1,000,000 ‘Info
Please’ Jackpot
To End All TVers

It had to come—the $1,000,000
jackpot.
That’s the new television show
which Dan Golenpaul is packaging
via a nationwide series of contests
titled “Information Please.”
He has updated what he and
Wallace Jordan, tv-radio veepee of
the William Morris Agency, call
the best known quiz show title in
broadcasting and, by adding the
$1,000,000 payoff gimmick, they
think this will be the cash prize
giveaway to end all giveaways. The
$1,000,000 payout is possible within
a period of 39 weeks.
A series of locally sponsored In¬
formation
Please -competitions
would bring the competitors up to
a possible quarter-of-a-million-dollars’ payoff in three months; $500,by the 26-week period and $1,000,000 at the 39-week finale.
“Damn Yankees” has been sold
Playoffs would be a la baseball
to Warner Bros., reportedly for
(Continued on page 60)
$750,000, plus a share (understood
to be 50%) of the film profits. The
terms are believed to he substan¬
tially the same as for “Pajama
Game,” previously bought by War¬
ners and also produced by Fred¬
erick Brisson, Robert Griffith &
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Harold S. Prince.
A “talking” fan rhagazine, Fan¬
Although the “Yankees” deal is
reportedly set, the contract hasn’t fare, will debut in April, starting
been signed and neither WB reps with two insert-records of inter-,
nor the legit producers would con¬ views, Jane -Powell' and Tony
firm it or reveal the exact terms Curtis. Plans call for minimum of
yesterday (Tues.).
Both “Yan¬ two such interviews4 each month
kees” and “Pajama” are current with a paper recording process de¬
Broadway musical hits, the former veloped by Jess Oppenheimer and
in its 44th week at the 46th Street Jack Brown, heretofore used for
Theatre and the latter in its 95th sides of cereal boxes.
Oppenheimer, Brown, Ed Hum¬
week at the St. James. Both also
mel, publisher of Dig magazine,
have touring companies.
publicists
Robert Lewin and Leon¬
As of a Jan. 28 accounting, “Yan¬
kees” had earned $130,683 profit on ard Kaufman are among incor¬
porators.
Magazine has a tieup
its $250,000 investment, and has
thus far distributed $100,000 profit, with Rainbow Records, which turns
divided equally between manage¬ out special acetates.
1 Initial press run is 300,000.
ment and backers.

Tankees’toWB
At 750G & 50% 000

STARS ON PAPER DISKS
TALK VIA FAN MAG

Washington, Feb. 28.
Ike’s big announcement—to run
or not to run—will’either be made
over television, or will be fol¬
lowed up by a tv fireside chat ex¬
plaining the reasons for his deci¬
sion.
These are the reports in
Washington today.
It is remembered here that at a
recent press-conference, the Presi¬
dent laughingly commented that
when he did make his announce¬
ment, it would be as dramatically
as possible.
While the answer may come at a
press conference tentatively slated
for tomorrow morning (Wed.),
scuttlebutt is that the White House
intends to ask across-the-board
network tv coverage for later this
week or some time next week.
Word is that there will be a halfhour talk, to begin at 10 p.m.
(EST). This is prime network
time.
So far, there’s no Indica¬
tion of who will foot the tab.
There are nearly 500 video sta¬
tions on the air. About 150 are
“basic” for the three webs and so
would carry the show. The time
charge, just for them, would be al¬
most $120,000 for the half-hour.
As the number of stations in¬
creases, so does the bill.
In addition, the preemption
charges must be figured, with the
figure depending upon which night
is selected. The bill could soar to
well above $250,000.
Will the White House demand
free time as a public service?
This would stick the networks
with the full bite, and' lay them
| open to demands for equal time by
other candidates.
| Will the Republican National
I Committee decide it is a political
telecast and pay .some, or all of
the bill, including the preemp¬
tions?
There’s no answer here
yet.
__

Sarnoff Cross-Country
Fetes on 65th Birthday
With Gen. ‘In Absentia'
RCA and the foremost symbol of its progress—Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff—are playing it close to the
vest as far as exploiting this week’s
“Salute” dinners around the coun¬
try are concerned. Apparently
this follows the wishes Oof the
board chairman for his twofold
65th birthday on Monday (27) and
his 50th anni with the company
and its forerunner, Marconi Wire¬
less. There was a decisipn to let
the milestones speak for them¬
selves, with no official informa¬
tion put out by RCA save for a
few brief lines in the report to
stockholders this week with stress
on its initial billion-dollar year
overriding the personal pat on the
“Operation Salute” kicked off
on the Coast wilh RCA’s Hal Maag
and NBC’s John K. West organizing
a fete, the only one attended by
l Continued on page 20)
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Bandleaders Ask Agents: If Welk
Can Click on Video Why Cant We?
Successful entry of Lawrence -f ■
Welk and his champagne music
into video has cued a string of de¬
mands from a lot of bandleaders.
Many are reluctant to accept a
string of one-nighte.rs or stray too
Taunton, Mass., F.eb. 28.
far from New York, Chicago or
A Superior Court all male jury
Hollywood, in hopes that they’il be
tapped for a tele stand.
j appeared apathetic and squirmed
For example, Ralph Flanagan j and fidgeted here while watching
has refused a reported $90,000 [ the 78 - minute American - made
string of one-night stands in order nudist feature, “Garden of Eden”
to stay with a video show on in the Grand Jury room at the
WABC, N. Y. Les Brown, current¬ courthouse Friday (24). Interest
ly on a tour, has notified his at first was keen, but men soon
agency, Joe Glaser's Associated became blah as the film unfolded
Booking Corp„ to get busy on in the trial of Benjamin F. Rogers
video.
of Brookline and Antone T. Moniz
Virtually every maestro in the of Fall River, charged with “pre¬
business thinks that it should senting an immoral show.” Rogers
have happened to him instead, and was additionally charged with
is finding appropriate reasons why “possession of an obscene film.”
he should be the next sensation
Film had been exhibited at the
on video.
Embassy Theatre in Fall River in
Agencies feel that at this time, January. Police raided the house
the band business is in better po¬ and arrested Rogers, who leased
sition to move ahead than at any the theatre, and Moniz, the pro¬
time during the past few years. jectionist. Both men were found
Many percenters think that a few guilty and fined in Fall River Dis¬
shows of the Welk stripe may be trict Court and appealed. When
able to transform the youngsters
the case was called before a Su¬
from listeners to dancers. At the perior Court jury, a projection
same time, the general release of
“The Benny Goodman Story” may booth was rigged up in the Grand
create a renewed interest in the Jury room for the showing, be(Continued on page 71)
era when they danced in the aisles
at the Paramount Theatre, N. Y.
Meanwhile, the. talent offices
are concerned mainly with the
problem of either finding a video
show for some of their top clients
or at least a good reason why they
can’t.
Mexico City, Feb. 28.
The $1,000-daily for two shows
that Edith Piaf got for a fortnight’s
booking at the swanky El Patio
nitery here is to be eclipsed by
no less than Ingrid Bergman and
husband Roberto Rossellini. With
a company of 20, including grips,
RKO’s eastern story department, the pair have been inked by the
Inactive since 1952, resumed full government's Fine Arts Institute
operations this week in line with to get $20,000 for 10 performances
the studio’s stepped-up production of “Joan at the Stake” at the Pal¬
program. Heading the company’s ace of Fine Arts (National The¬
reactivated division as eastern atre) here starting June 12.’Bergstory editor is Don Moore, who re¬ man-Rossellini, et al, will also get
signed as manager of CBS-TV’s $4,000 traveling expenses. Miss
story and script department to Piaf also got voyage expenses for
take the new RKO post. .Prior to herself and retinue of 12, but just
that he was eastern story editor how much was not disclosed. It
for Warners,
was insisted that she play El Patio
Named associate story editor is
(Continued on page 71)
Archibald Ogden who had been ed(Continued on page 60)

MALE JURY SQUIRMS
AT NUDIST FEATURE

Bejrgman-Rossellini Co.’s
20G From Mex Gov’t For
10 Perfs. of ‘Joan at Stake’

More Reverse Lend-Lease
Of CRSites Back to RK0;
Don Moore N.Y. Story Ed

CLIP 'ANGELS' WINGS

Stolz Back for Concerts
And Vienna Filmusical

‘Hollywood' Branch, Like ‘B’way,’
Under Official Shadow

Composer Robert Stolz and his
wife leave for Scandinavia this
weekend, after a quickie New
York visit from their Vienna
home, because of commitments to
conduct in Copenhagen, Stock¬
holm and Helsinki, followed by
concerts in Antwerp and Brussels.
He is due in Vienna March 16 to
complete scoring “That Wonderful
Girl,” local filmusical production
for which he composed the score.
Ernst Marischka is the producer,
with a German cast.
Stolz flew in from Zurich last
week and “imported a cold” which
has had him bedded since his ar¬
rival in New York.

Washington, Feb. 28.
Hollywood Angels Inc. (subsidi¬
ary of Broadway Angels Inc.), de¬
scribed as a New York film pro¬
ducer, has been directed by the
Securities & Exchange Commis¬
sion to halt public stock sales.
SEC acted after New York offi¬
cials obtained an injunction bar¬
ring the company from dealing in
securities there. Also, added SEC,
Hollywood Angels failed to comply
with the Commission order that it
must report its stock sales after
the first six months.
Previously Broadway Angels was
enjoined from further sales of
stock.
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Show Biz On The Volga
Since Russia has become the
exciting new journalistic scene
there are some interesting
footnotes from divers sources.
Truman Capote is doing a
piece for The New Yorker on
the Volga “bloods”—the oldline families, with money, etc.
—who don’t go along with the
Communal life.
The Lenin Library in Mos¬
cow has many American dailies
IN. Y. Times, Trib, etc.), mag¬
azines and even trade papers
reportedly,
but
not
sure
whether Variety among ’em.
“The Russian Riviera” (Yal-"
ta, the Black Sea, etc.) may
become a new tourist pitch.
With the “Porgy” finale in *
Russia, Horace (Saturday Re¬
view) Sutton, Ira Gershwin
and Harold Arlen planned to
cable Variety a “first” in cap¬
tions: Moscow to N. Y. But
latter two doublecrossed mat¬
ters by taking the SAS polar
flight back to L. A„ and Sutton
was the lone USSR-to-N. Y.
traveler of that trio.
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: All-Time Super-Oscar Nominees i
::

[PRIVATE PICKS OF VET ARTHUR L. MAYER]

..++++++++++1

Arthur L. Mayer, who’s been in the picture business since Harvard
’07, as exhibitor, distributor, industry historian, etc., this week offer*!
his candidates for the all-time Academy Awards. “To choose amon
them is as difficult as it must be for a sultan to pick a favorite in h'8
harem of beauties,” he observed (without revealing .the inspiratio18
for such a comparison). Aijyway, here are his candidates, and all th"
comment is Mayer’s.
&
ne
Best production: “Gone With the Wind,” 1939. It still rules the
picture peaks as Everest towers over the mountain tops. For once thr
public agrees with the critics and its domestic boxoffice gross, $33 500
000 is the highest in the industry’s history. ...
’
Best director: John Ford. And I won’t specify whether it is for “The
Informer,” winner in 1935; “The Grapes of Wrath” in 1940, “How
Green Was My Valley” in 1941 or “The Quiet Man” in 1952.
Best actor: Gary Cooper. All the way from “Sergeant York,” victor
in 1041, to "“High Noon” in 1952.
Best actress: Anna Magnani in “Rose Tatoo.” I’m beating the gun
on this one as the 1955 Oscar has yet to be awarded, but personally
I regard this as the best performance, male or female, I’ve seen in 50
years of moviegoing.
Best supporting actor: Frank Sinatra in “From Here to Eternity"
in 1953. Suddenly an orchestra offbeat singer was transformed into
an actor.
Best supporting actress: Katina Ppxinou in “For Whom the Bells
Toll,” 1943. Next to Spyros Skouras, Greece’s greatest gift to the
picture business.
...
Best screenplay: Daniel Taradash, “From Here to Eternity.”
Best documentary feature: Walt Disney’s “The Living Desert,” 1953,
Best short subject cartoon: “Gerald McBoing Boing,” UPA, 1950.
Best special effects: “War of the Worlds,” George Pal-Paramount
j 1953.
’
Best costume designer: The incredible Edith Head with six Oscars,
from “The Heiress” in 1949 to “Sabrina” in 1954.
(Mayer offers apologies about his association with his own candi¬
dates in the foreign field:)
Best foreign language film: DeSica’s “The Bicycle Thief,1’ 1949, dis¬
tributed by Mayer-Burstyn.
Best motion picture story: Boulting Bros., “Seven Days to Noon,"
RCA board chairman David Sar-'
noff’s proposal,
made
several 1951, distributed by Mayer-Kingsley.
But the Oscar to top all Oscars was the Irving G. Thalberg MemoN
months ago, that the U. S. air-drop
mass quantities of cheap phono¬ ial Award for 1952, Cecil B. DeMille, for outstanding work in the pro-’
graphs behind the Iron Curtain duction field.
and then follow up with “freedom”
messages, may be near realization.
Idea has been stimulated by the
current marketing of a 98c handwound phono for kiddies by the
Zany Co. of St. Louis.
-- By ASHTON STEVENSAlthough the quality of this
phono has nothing to do with hi-fi,
Mrs. Fiske: “Jolly old Ibsen! in est of Carmens: “What kind of
it produces a sufficiently clear whose play of ‘Ghosts’ the sins of voice haf I? Well, Melba, she haf
sound so that any well-known vo¬ the fathers are visited on the audi¬ ze high registaire; Schumanncalist can be recognized. That is, ence."
Heink, she haf ze low registaire;
if one turns the crank at the cor¬
Lillian Russell, sending back a and Calve, ha-ha, she haf ze cash
rect 78 rpm speed.
bracelet from a man who bored registaire.”
With the Zany toy in hand, some her: “J’m a good woman—I may be
Ethel Barrymore, when the
RCA Victor execs are showing in¬ a bad actress, but I’m a good wom¬
Ladies’ Home Journal cover-girled
terest in pressing disks which could an.”
_ .
her portrait by John Singer Sar¬
be used for propaganda purposes,
Joe Frisco, to a Western Union
as envisioned originally by Sarnoff. messenger who had answered his gent, and her skeptical visitor com¬
Several private agencies,-such as call and who stuttered better than mented, “I suppose it’s you—plus
“Yes—and minus re¬
those that** have been dropping Joe: “You go right back to the Sargent.”
propaganda leaflets via balloon on office and tell ’em to s-s-send up a semblance.”
Sarah Bernhardt, when driven
the Soviet-dominated countries, are straight man.”
also interested in the idea.
Ina Claire, when abruptly and through the embers of San Fran¬
briefly married to the cinema’s cisco’s great fire: “But the earth¬
John Gilbert and questioned on quake .came at such a fortunately
how it felt to be married to a great early hour in the morning, when all
star: “You’ll, have tq ask my hus¬ the bad people had tumbled into
bed and the good ones were not
band.”
Mrs. Patrick Campbell, while yet up.”
David Warfield, as he turned
driving home from a small mid¬
night feast in her honor, during down a $1,000,000 . certified check
her first discovery of America: to do a couple of movies: “I’d
Conrad N. Hilton is reported set “I’m sorry you called me ‘the ador¬ rather be an actor than his photo¬
to relinquish the 1,100- room Hotel able Mrs. Pat’ in your notice. Make graph.”
Roosevelt, N.Y.; sell the 1,000-room love to me if you must, but not in
Whjitford Kane, the best and
Hotel
Mayflower,
Washington, a newspaper—it detracts from the most durable of the First GraveD.C.; and renew his lease on the impartially of your criticisms.”
Diggers: “I have buried more Harr¬
Frederick Lonsdale, sitting with iets than Ophelias.”
Hotel Plaza, N.Y., and thus fulfill
all obligations to the Government Sir Gerald du Maurier and this re¬
Maurice Barrymore, when his lit¬
under the recent consent decree. porter in London’s Embassy Club tle-son John asked who killed King
Hilton Hotels’ expansion program when Tallulah Bankhead came over Arthur: “Henry Irving.”
has been frowned upon by the to their table and said she’d not
Gertrude Lawrence:
“Pardon
U.S. particularly as- regards the keep us standing if Lonsdale would
alleged “monopoly of convention kiss her On the right cheek, du this long preamble, which is some¬
Maurier on the left, and the visit¬ thing like a chorus girl’s tights—it
business.”
This checker-playing with prop¬ ing American would kiss her^hand: touches everything and covers
erties also would' rule out the re¬ “Lucky we haven’t a fourth man.” nothing.”
Wilton
Lackaye,
beautifully
Emma Calve, the all-time greatported unloading of the Hotel New
doublecrossing the critic-interview¬
Yorker which, like the Statler, are
er, who asked what was the very
in the Pennsylvania RR zone of
best thing he’d ever said: “Alice
N.Y., and which figured in the
Evans, wilLyou be my wife?”
Government’s charge that the
Let’s give Wilton Lackaye an en¬
merger of the Statler chain and
core. He was saying grace at a din¬
other properties was giving Hilton
ner
to which a few ministers of the
too much of a wedge.
Gospel had been invited and had
The Plaza, long a personal choice
responded
with regrets: “There
(Continued on page 60)
The Lambs Club which, in con¬
being no clergymen present, let us
nection with its April 21 gambol— thank God.”
the 86th—at the Waldorf-Astoria
Margalo Gilmore, at a comfort¬
Hotel, N. Y., is going into an an¬ ably crowded dinner table: “Mr.
Ratoff,
either stop talking about
nual series of “awards,” may also
your wife, or take your hand on
be television sponsored. The of¬ my knee.”
Ottawa, Feb. 28.
Dr. A. W. Trueman, Canadian ficers are talking to a couple of
Nora Bayes, at the start of her
government film commissioner and networks.
lifelong conversion to Christian
head of the National Film Board,
The video interest, came after Science: “Every morning, as soon
has been elected president of the the shindig had itself scheduled as I’ve said my prayers, I. sing
Canadian Writers Foundation Inc. for a Saturday night at the Wal¬ ‘Very Good Eddy!’”
It’s a second term.
Lionel Barrymore, when asked
dorf, which creates a telecast tim¬
Foundation provides financial as¬ ing problem because the awards go how much the Barrymore name
sistance to “distinguished but to concurrent Broadway stars. counted:' “About 90%. When I
needy” Canadian writers.
That means the citations would not rushed away from Los Angeles to
(In N. Y. the equivalent to the be formally presented and would my father’s funeral, our stage man¬
foregoing is the Authors Fund, set not come on the air until around ager of ‘The Other Girl,’ six-toot
by the Authors League of America. midnight, too late for a cream Tully Marshall, took my PartAlthough complete secrecy is main¬ nighttime audience. If the tv in¬ There was no time to reprint the
tained, names of some of the “dis¬ terest jells, however, The Lambs programs and there was no an¬
tinguished but needy” authors might shift the event to a Sunday nouncement. And look at these no¬
vyould undoubtedly shock the liter¬ night, but there, too, a time-clear¬ tices that call the man who saved
ary, and perhaps the political, ance problem arises from the net¬ the show not only ‘great* but/cveiy
world.—Ed.). ■
works’ viewpoint.
inch a Barrymore’.”

Kidisk Phono
Boosts Sarnoff
Anti-Red Idea

The Humor of Actors

In Peace Move

Lambs Dicker TV Webs
On a Showcase for 86th
Annual Gambol & Awards

‘Distinguished But Needy’
Authors Still Around
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PICTURES

CRYING TOWEL CROSS THE SEA
Autry, Linkletter, Sinatra,
Wayne, O’Brien AH Hail
Hedda at the Masquers

P.S.TO UA SUCCESS STORY
The new United Artists, with its buyout of Mary Pickford, the
last of the original four partners, emerges once more as a top
film success story of the past few years. Smart management,
resourceful showmanship and skillful merchandising by an ac¬
tive field team, sums up the whyfore of UA’s climb from $18,000,000 gross in 1951 to $44,000,000 in '54, to $55,000,000 in '55,
and a possible $65,000,000 film distribution volume in 1956.
That $18,000,000 gross in 1951 spelled the first time out of the
red for UA since 1946.

By JACK HELLMAN
Hollywood, Feb, 28.
It was so unlike the Masquers.
The clubroom was populated with
tender-trappers and up on the dais
were such strangers to the environ¬
ment as L. A. Times publisher, Nor¬
man Chandler, and his missus. The
words of the speakers were
strained for purity even if their
breath wasn’t.
It was Hedda
Hopper’s night to receive the
“homage” of some 350 Masquers
and their Quests. And that made
the difference.
Gene Autry came in from Tor¬
onto to perform the duties of
Harlequin and no sooner was he
perpendicular than it was evident
that this would be no ordinary
evening. In high spirits (sic!) he
“Beamed” at Hedda, “she’s a fine
woman and has never written any¬
thing bad about anyone.” Inter¬
posed Toastmaster Art Linkletter,
(Continued on page 22)
|

United Artists is coincidental with and in inverse ratio to the
television inroads and, as such, the more dramatic and no ac¬
cident. UA’s enterprise has been daring, its operations vigor¬
ous, its ploughing under of revolving credits for global copro¬
duction are juicy with showmanship. Messrs. Krim, Benjamin,
Heineman, Youngstein, Picker & Co. have proved that there is
no timetable or monopoly on know-how.
Still, all the foregoing hurrahs are past tense. The UA topkicks, segueing into their new phase of 100% ownership, also
are now playing for taller stakes. Specifically, more expensive
pictures are on the upcoming lineup and the promotional outlay
doubtless will*be.commensurately up. Thus, while the “Krim
group” deserves a breather, there can be no letup in applica¬
tion of the, picture savvy that’s been reflected up to this plateau.
Fortunately, it's a cinch the owners do not regard laurels as a
resting place.
Abel.

20th’s Investment In
Television Activity Now
$10,000,000: Skouras
Reflecting satisfaction with its
television experience to date, 20thFox plans to turn out four or pos¬
sibly five video series this year.
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy, last
week estimated the company’s total
investment in this activity at over

$10,000,000.
He also made it plain that, de¬
spite considerable interest, 20th
had no intention of selling off its
entire library to television, such
as was done by RKO arid likely
will be done by Warner Bros.
“If we sell, it will be a group
of pictures at a time,” Skouras
stated. He emphasized that 20th
would concentrate on the produc¬
tion of films for tv. “We’ll develop
that with all our strength,” he
noted.
Skouras also said that 20th’s tv
film distribution org had been set
up, but added that he hadn’t ap¬
pointed anyone yet to head it up.
th at the moment is producing
■ the full-hour General Electric show
at a cost of $2,000,000 a year, and
the half-hour “Flicka” series which
runs to an annual $1,750,000. The
two other series, each tagged at
$1,800,000, will be of the halfhour
variety also.
Skouras strongly indicated that
20th would make the “Mr. Belve¬
dere” comedies into a tv series,
along with “The Broken Arrow”
pic. “People are asking us all the
time to do this,” he said. Also
under consideration is an anthology
series. However, said Skouras, the
studio won’t go ahead with any¬
thing unless it’s sold first on the
basis of pilot reels.

20

Longstreet ‘Model T’ As
Rhine's Kick-Off Film

Southend on Sea
Ottawa, Feb. 28.
“I was disappointed in Hol¬
lywood, the dream Mecca of
so many. I found it just about
like — well, Southend-on-Sea.
Terribly tawdry!”
So remarked Marjorie Wes¬
ton, British character actress
who played in “The Virgin
Queen,” Bette Davis starrer.
She was being interviewed by
Gil Christie on Canadian video.
She called Miss Davis “a bit
temperamental” and Joan Col¬
lins, also in the film, “a sweetie
—sure to become a big star.”-

Eric Johnston has informed the
British film trade that a “series of
practical and legal difficulties”
stand in the way of any Motion
Picture Assn, of America move to
keep American films off British
commercial television.
MPAA prexy's statement came
in reply to a joint cable.sent him
by the British Film Producers
Assn, and the Cinematograph Ex¬
hibitors Assn, which had asked
him to come to London to discuss
the situation.
In a communication to BFPA
topper, John Davis, Johnston sug-„
gested that Davis or his rep in¬
stead come to the U. S. to make
“a first-hand survey” and talk to
the individual companies. Johnston
made a considerable point of tell¬
ing Davis that, quite apart from
the
legal
considerations,
the
MPAA was really powerless to act
since the video rights in many
films were vested in outfits that
didn’t even belong to the Asso¬
ciation. He said that MPAA staff
would be at Davis’ disposal in con¬
ducting his survey.
Industry execs in N. Y. are
(Continued on page !8)

SIX ANNUALLY SET
BY RANK IN FRANCE
Paris, Feb. 28.
As part of its Continental ex¬
pansion program, the J. Arthur
Rank Organization plans to make
six features in France in addition
to the 20 or so it produces in Brit¬
ain each year. French production
(Continued on page 18)

OKAY JOHNSTON OFFICES’ JOINT BUDGET:
GLOBAL FENCE-MENDING LOOMING BIGGER
RKO’s Four-At-Once
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
RKO’s greatest production
activity in years starts in
March when three films roll
within two weeks, giving stu¬
dio total of four films before
cameras.
Arthur Lubin's currently
shooting
“First
Traveling
Saleslady” will lap over into
March. Newcomers are Sam
Wiesenthal’s “Tension at Ta¬
ble Rock;” John Farrow’s
“Back From Eternity;” Bert
Friedlob's “Beyond Reason¬
ably Doubt.”

Money Returns Nifty;
Producers Shouldn’t Be
Beastly to Palace, N.Y
A booking at the Palace, N. Y.,
the RKO vaudfilm house, Is not
deemed a plum but In terms of the
coin taken out on a number of oc¬
casions, the theatre can be a veri¬
table gold mine for less than “sen¬
sational” entry. A number of film
companies have walked out with a
clear $7,000 or $8,000 profit for a
week’s run on a low budget film.
The Palace operates on a dual
rental policy, paying a distributor
a flat $1,500 for a week’s engage¬
ment or a percentage with the
$1,500 as the base sum. Arrange¬
ment depends on the picture and
the star names involved. The per¬
centage deal provides for a $1,500
rental for pictures that gross up
to $17,500 for the week.
From
$17,500 to $22,500 the distributor
receives an extra $100 for each
additional $500 gross. The distri¬
butor and the house split 50-50 on
the gross over the $22,500 mark.
An additional advantage of a
Palace booking is that it requires
no advertising outlay on the part
of the distributor, the theatre foot¬
ing all the expenses. Furthermore,
the deal usually includes a circuit
booking on the RKO chain.

Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Ray Klune, former 20th-Fox. pro¬
duction manager who has formed
his own independent company, has
purchased Stephen Longstreet's
novel, “The Body in the Old Model
T,” for $100,000 plus a participa¬
tion. for the author, as his initial
property. Longstreet also will do
the screen play and serve as asso¬
ciate producer.
Klune figures on a September
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
starting date and is now negotiat¬
Major filmeries should assign
ing a distribution deal.
highly trained exploiteers overseas
to. handle campaigns, achieve closer
MGM SELLS 'TROOPER HOOK'
relationship with foreign market,
according to Frank King just back
To Be Sol Fielding’s First With from Europe where he made
(And For) United Artists
“Brave One” for RKO release.
Stressing the growing importance
Sol Baer Fielding, formerly a pro¬ of world market, he named Ger¬
ducer at Metro now taking the in¬ many where there are 5,500 the¬
die route with formation of his own atres, “German exploitation men
Fielding Productions, has pur¬ are pretty good but don’t have
chased a story property from MGM savvy of Americans. They’re slow.
which he’R. produce in association Majors could greatly increase re¬
with United Artists. Latter is slated turns from that country as well as
other foreign countries by sending
• to finance an4 distribute.
This will be Fielding’s first as an seasoned men there.” American
indie. Story is “Trooper Hook,” au¬ distribs get 45°o for their color
thored by Jack Schaefer and pub¬ pix in Germany while black-white
bring between 37 and AOCo.
lished in Collier’s in May, 1951.

GERMAN GROSSES NEED
YANK BALLYHOO: KING

ston’s trips for the industry, for
instance, and similar journeyings
and coin outlay of other MPEA
execs, aren’t included in the budget
submitted to the company toppers.
Monies usually are paid out of local
currencies and split among the
various member companies.
In one major territory alone,
last year’s expenses—apart from
salaries, office rent, etc.—topoed
$40,000. Needs of industry’s “for¬
eign affairs” in recent years has
become as much accented as N. Y.
and Washington homefronting on
censorship, taxes and other vexa¬
tions.
Only really top salaried man in
the MPAA-MPEA is Johnston with
a salary of $100,000 plus expenses.
At the meeting when Johnston pre¬
sented the budget, there was no
discussion of his salary and it was
accepted without a dissenting
voice. It is “nominal” for a man of
his stature.

funds between MPAA and MPEA
was about equal.
Actually, the MPEA’s expenses
run higher than the formal budget
and the total realistic budget is
estimated around $2,000,000. Such
fiscal items as prexy Eric John-

Basic budget of the Motion Pic¬
ture Assn, of America and the Mo¬
tion Picture Export Assn, in 1956
runs close to $1,500,000. Coin out¬
lay, which doesn’t include miscel¬
laneous expenses paid out in for¬
eign currencies, has been approved
by the film company presidents.
Budget breakdown was con¬
cerned primarily with salaries, of¬
fice expenses, etc., and was about
the same as in 1955. Division of

One Horton Foote Video
Script Fattened by 2d
In Same Mood & Key
Independent producer Sam Spie¬
gel in asoQiation with Columbia has
a deal set for acquisition of screen
rights to “The Chase,” novel by
television writer Horton Foote.
Wrapped up in the same package
is a Foote play, “Midnight Caller,”
which has mood and story line sim¬
ilar to the novel and will be incor¬
porated in the shooting script.
Another video angle is that Alex
Segal is in line to direct the Spie¬
gel production. Segal has called
the cues on various top tv pro¬
grams, including U. S. Steel Hour,
and, in a shift to. Hollywood, re¬
cently directed “Ransom” for
Metro.
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New Pix Beat Post-Holiday; ‘Picnic* Again Champ,
‘Conqueror* 2d, ‘Tattoo/ ‘Cry/ ‘Goodman* Next
It’s the week after the Feb. 22
holiday, but most exhibs are ex¬
periencing little or no dip at the
wickets. In fact, firstruns which
are playing some of recently-re¬
leased strong fare are happily sur¬
prised by tremendous coin being
rolled up. First five highest gross¬
ing pix this session will just miss
$1,600,000 while the two strongest
alone are grossing $981,000, ac¬
cording to reports from Variety
correspondents.
“Picnic” (Col), which copped
first place last week, is again
winding up No. 1 by a healthy
margin. Right behind is “The
Conqueror” (RKO>, out in dis¬
tribution this week for first time.
This is proving a mighty power¬
house, opening days proving rec¬
ord-breakers or hitting highs for
many years in some localities.
“Rose Tattoo” (Par), which start¬
ed to push upwards last round, is
capturing third money, “I’ll Cry
Tomorrow” (M-G>, out for first
time to any extent, is finishing
fourth, closely followed by “Benny
Goodman Story" (U> in fifth posi¬
tion. Latter is mainly on holdover
or extended-run currently.
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) is
taking sixth place while "Court
Jester” (Par) is landing seventh
spot. “Golden Arm” <UA> will be
eighth, with “Last Hunt” (M-G),
a newcomer, pushing to ninth.
“Guys and Dolls” (M-G), long on
top, is showing enough to take
I 101 h place. “Lone Ranger” (WB>
| and “Diabolique" (UMPO) round
; out Golden Dozen in that order.
“Helen of Troy” (WB>, for sevoral weeks high on list, and "Lit-

1

tlest Outlaw” (BV) are the runnerup pix.
“Carousel” (20th) is the big
newcomer, playing in six locations
currently. It is sock in five of them,
being rated stout in L.A. Pic un¬
doubtedly will figure importantly
in ratings as soon as it gets addi¬
tional dates. “Man Who Never
Was” (20th) is very uneven this
week, shaping up to hopes only in
Portland.
With its sixth opening set for
this week in Balto, “Oklahoma”
(Magna) may be counted on to fig¬
ure in ratings shortly. It ranges
from smart to great in Chi, Detroit,
Frisco, N.Y. and L.A. this round.
“Bottom of Bottle” (20th) is mild
in - Chi and fairish in Omaha.
“Naked Amazon” (Indie) looms
tall in Chi. “Riviera” (IFE) shapes
nifty in Chi.
“Trouble With Harry” (Par) con¬
tinues to get sizable coin this
frame. “All That Heaven Allows”
(U) shapes good in Washington.
“Song of South” (BV) is rated
great on opening in Boston. “Never
Say Goodbye” (U». good in Pitt,
looks big in Louisville and nice in
Washington.
{Coinplete Boxoffice Reports
on Pages 8-9)
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‘Kane* Big In Art Reprise1
“Citizen Kane,” Orson Welles’
15-ycar-old production, has proved
a click in a test run at New York’s
55th Street Playhouse.
In its first week at the 257-seat
theatre, the RKO release grossed
$7,650, which is a new high for
| the location.
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9 'REASSURANCES’ AS TO NEW METRO;
ARTHUR LOEW JABBED, BUT WINS
Fan Issue at Loew Meeting;
Paying Customer Shunted
As Cuffo Guests Preempt

Which Team D’ya Cheer?

Stos % ^ MCA as Heavies
Dallas, Feb. 28.
Speaking at the Texas Drive-In Assn, convention here last week,
Johnson warned operators:
(1) . That stars’ % demands and capital -gain participation deals
are hurting exhibitors by raising rentals. He named Kirk Dou¬
glas as asking 80% of net-gross and ownership of negative after
seven years,
.
(2) . That one talent broker, the Music Corp. of America, may
“own the -film industry in three or four years” at the rate of its
present progress in diverting to talent all the gravy from features.

Jack

Loew’s Inc. incumbent manage¬
Paul Manheim, of Lehman
ment, led by prexy Arthur M.
Bros., who-became a director
Loew, came out victorious at last
of
Loew’s Inc., was sharply
Thursday’s (23) annual stockhold¬
questioned by stockholders at
ers meeting. Fireworks, notable at
last
week’s annual stockhold¬
the 1955 meeting, fizzled to cap
ers’ meeting about the invest¬
pistol proportions" at Loew’s State
Every stockholders* meeting ap¬
ment
firm’s interest in Loew’s
Theatre, in Manhattan. Manage¬ parently requires some comedy reand whether the Wall Street
ment came armed with 80.5% of I lief and it was provided nicely at
Fargo, N. Dak., Feb. 28.
house
had investments in
the proxies; elected its slate for last week’s annual meeting of
Film censorship is raising its blue
other film companies.
the 13-man board of directors with Loew’s by Philip Barton, who iden¬
nose
in
this
burg because of “pro-,
He admitted his firm held
over 4,300,000 of the 5,142,615 out¬ tified himself as a holder of Loew’s
tests.” Mayor Herschel Leskowitz
shares in other film companies
standing shares.
stock for 25 years.
has
appointed
a committee of citi¬
but that it had its most sub¬
Criticism of the company’s poli¬
zens to draft an ordinance for lo-,
In the face of the minority criti¬
stantial holdings in Loew’s.
cies came mainly from individual¬ cism relating to Loew’s recent
cal
censorship.
Literature as well
He did not reveal, however,
istic shareholders. Steam had ap¬ earnings, Barton came up with a
ns films would come under scrutiny
that Robert Lehman and John
Sharp drop In Columbia’s earn¬
parently been ventilated in ad¬ new complaint. Barton was angry
—presumably
with
the usual license ings for the first half of its current
D. Hertz Sr., both of Lehman
vance by promises. For example. and he made no bones about it in
fees assessed against the victims. fiscal year reflects the general
Bros., are members of the
Judge Louis Goldstein, represent¬
Censorship committee has one erratic nature of fiscal ups and
board of 20th-Fox and Para¬
ative of the Leon Lowenstein a lengthy diatribe at management.
member from each major religion, •downs in the trade and the extent
mount, respectively.
Foundation
(owners of 35,000 It seems that when he attended
Parent-Teachers Assn., YMCA, the to which as little as only two click
shares) and aligned with Howard the Loew’s Lexington recently he
school system and the legal (sic) pictures in release can bolster a
was
forced
to
take
a
seat
in
the
Stein of Dreyfus & Co., displayed
profession.
statement for a given period.
a conciliatory attitude and praised "gallery”—although it was politely
(Chicago, Atlanta, Boston and,,
called
the
“balcony”—because
the
Lacking n “From Here to .Eter¬
Loew’s selection of new directors.
most notorious of all, Memphis, nity” or “On the Waterfront,”
He declared that the Lowenstein theatre was running a special pre¬
practice municipal censorship. Far¬ Col’s profit for the 27 weeks ended
■ Foundation had shown its confi¬ view and had reserved the orches¬
go will get itself some surefire Dec. 31 fell to $1,606,000, compared
dence in management by purchas¬ tra seats for invited guests.
publicity—of a certain sort—by to $2,823;000 for the corresponding
“What about the regular cus¬
ing additional shares in the com¬
following the same scent—Ed.)
tomers?”
Barton
wanted
to
know.
pany. He assured the stockholders
period a yeah ago. For the same
Recent theatre ad showing a “wo¬ periods, the net before taxes was
that his group had “never engaged
Prexy Arthur M. Loew patiently
man in a state of undress” and con¬ off from $5,153,000 to $2,859,000.
in a proxy fight” and only assumed assured Barton that the company
taining in the copy the words “illic¬
the role of “a friendly critic.”
An upbeat fob the full current
would look into the matter.
it interlude” is pointed to as the year is indicated, however. Col has
Arthur Loew presented a nineimmediate triggering incident for “Picnic” now swinging into wide
point program aimed at improving
As part of its overall belt-tight¬ Fargo censorship.
SELZNICK-RKO asunder
release and returns are hefty in all
the company’s earning position.
ening to improve the company’is
situations so far. It’s the full year’s
Loew, unlike former prez and now
earnings situation, Metro is prun¬
financial performance that’s impor¬
board
chairman
Nicholas
M. O’Shea. Not Eye-to-Eye. on Use Of ing down the number of employees
Todd-AO
Schenck, personally presided at
tant to a company and its stock¬
on its payroll. No wholesale firings
the meeting which attracted some
holders, of course.
David O. Selznick and RKO have are contemplated, but there have
500 stockholders. He said his ten¬
been
and
will
continue
to
be
a
ure had been too brief to put into called off their production partner¬ number of cuts in various depart¬
Par Unfavorable, Too
ship deal that was entered last fall
effect any drastic new policies.
Paramount in the first half of
ments. At last week’s stockholders
on
what,
was
billed
as
being
a.
“long
1956
expectedly
will make a rela¬
The 9 ‘Reassurances*
Loew’s Inc. and Ealing Studios
term” basis. On the Coast, RKO meeting, ve.epee and treasurer
He then listed "some things president Daniel T. O’Shea at¬ Charles "C. Moskowitz admitted Ltd. of Great Britain have con¬ tively unfavorable showing -because
of
its
present
-schedule.
But it’s fig¬
which have been accomplished tributed the split to “policy differ¬ that cuts have been taking place. cluded a deal whereby the British
According to prexy Arthur M. production company will make not ured by next summer the company
which may be reassuring to you?' ences” but offered no details.
Loew, the company currently has less than three pictures annually will be hitting a peak income level
to wit:
as “War and Peace” hits playdates,
(1) Elimination of all executive I New York sources stated that 14,299 employees on its payroll.
for 'worldwide release by Loew’s.
id officers’
officers’ Drofit-sharine
and
profit-sharing 'concon¬ ; Selzmck s wants to lens a portion
In general, the cutting down The American film company will followed by others anticipated as
of
his
production
program
in
the
tracts.
process is similar to that fol¬ provide a major portion of the fi¬ strong boxoffice contenders. Man¬
(2) Drastic reductions in pay¬ Todd-AO process in association lowed on the Coast with high- nancing and the filming will be agement is confident that the full
ments to the retirement fund. with Magna Theatre and this priced contract performers, writ¬ done at M-G-M Studios near Lon¬ year will be near record propor¬
There will be no contributions tais caused the conflict with O’Shea. ers, directors, -and producers. In don. The agreement is an exclu¬ tions.
year for employees earning $500 Latter wanted Selznick on an ex¬ the case of the latter, contracts sive one and will run for two
Loew’s Quarter Down
per week or more. For all other clusive basis, it was said.
are not renewed for long terms years under the initial arrange¬
Producer will go ahead with at their expiration dates. Instead ment.
Loew’s had a poor first quarter of
employees only one-half of the
its
current
fiscal year, with earn¬
amount designated under the orig¬ plans for a Todd-AO entry but the company has been offering
Details of the deal were reveal¬
inal plan will be contributed, with additionally may make some pix for specific one to three picture ed yesterday (Tues.) at a press ings amounting to only 5c per com¬
a maximum contribution of $500 RKO, each on a one-shot basis. deals.
mon
share,
In
contrast with the 25c
conference at Loew’s homeoffice
for any one employee.
This is in contrast with the origi¬
Policy followed with lower- attended by Arthur M. Loew, dividends that is paid.
(3) Distribution of stock of the nal agreement under which RKO priced staffers- is not to seek re¬ Loew’s prexy, and Sir Michael Bal¬
The second quarter promises to
new theatre company will be ex¬ and the film-maker were in continu placements when employees- leave con and Reginald Baker, Ealing show a strong improvement, with
pedited, with the company being ing partnership.
the
company
either
through toppers. By this time next year, the release of Samuel Goldwyn’f
hopeful of splitting the shares by
deaths or resignations. This situ¬ Balcon said, the Ealing Studios Guys and Dolls” being a factor.
Sept. 1 instead of Feb., 1957, as
Wants Big Splash
ation has occurred in numerous planned to have four pictures
originally planned.
Selznick has been oscillating be¬
where
employees available for M-G distribution, t
L. A. to N. Y.
(4) Management is making a tween properties for. the “impor¬ departments
careful survey of television and “it tant” first release in his new acti¬ have left for various reasons and The program under the new setup 1 Buddy Adler
Harold Arlen
is expected that earning? from this vation. He worked for 15 weeks have not been replaced. In cer¬ will be launched in April with the
Herb Braverman
source will be substantial very last summer with Dexter Masters, tain departments where the work start of production on “Shiralee,”
load has decreased because of the which will be filmed In Australia
Barbara Britton
soon.”
author of the novel, “The Acci¬
Claudette Colbert
(5) Additional theatres — both dent,” dealing with an atomic plant fewer number of pictures "being and London. Written by D’Arcy
Nieland,
Leslie
Norman
will
direct.
conventional and drive-ins — are and its life-and-death hazards but released annually, outright layoffs
Wendell Corey
Other future projects include
to be acquired in the U.S. and dropped his option on advice that have taken place. Marlene Dietrich
“The Man in the Sky” by William
overseas “to strengthen our oper- i.^g theme while offbeat was not
Charles Einfeld
Rose, of “Genevieve” and “LadyChester Erskine
ations.’
| surefire for a return-to-screen de
killers” fame, and “The Story of
(6) Company will continue the j bUt.
Edward Everett Horton
Art Loew Jr. on Own
Dunkirk” by R. C. Sheriff. “Man in
policy of augmenting studio prodBetty Hutton
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
the Sky” will have Jack Hawkins in
uct with films produced independ¬
Dick Kallman
Waits on Jennifer Jones
Arthur Loew Jr., a staff
the lead.
ently in the U. S. and abroad. In
Buster Keaton
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
producer at Metro for last four
Balcon assured the press that
this connection, Loew said that 15
Deborah Kerr
David O. Selznick wanted to start
years, is leaving the company
(Continued on page 20)
promising indie deals had been at RKO with F. Scott Fitzgerald’
Lisa Kirk
to go cut on his own as an
made and, that, of these, only “Guys “Tender Is the Night,” but studio
Martin Leeds
indie producer. His most re¬
• and Dolls” was as yet in release. wanted Ernest Hemingway’s “Fare¬
SAM ECKMAN'S DUTIES
Art Linkletter
cent production assignment at
He said that by the end of the year well to Arms” to go first. Selznick
Alan Livingston
the studio was “The Rack.”
five or six of the indie pictures reveals “Arms” will start late in
Joseph H. Moskowitz
Metro British Chairman Assumes
Loew, son of the president
would be earning income.
Added Production Role
James A'. Mulvey
1956 with Jennifer Jones, starring,
of the studio’s parent com¬
<7) Stockholders will be kept
Walter Pidgeon
She must finish “Barretts” for
pany, Loew’s Inc., began his
.better informed of the company’s M-G-M and “Sun Also Rises” for
London,. Feb. 28.
Otto Preminger
association . with Metro nine
policies, either through direct com¬ 20th first.
Sam Eckman is relinquishing
years ago.
Gene Baymond
munications or via announcements
active interest in Metro’s British
Fred Robbins
in the press,
distributing operations to assume
Arnold Stang
(8) Stockholders will receive
additional responsibility in produc¬
Dan S. Terrell
better representation on the board
tion activities. He will also super¬
Mike Todd
via the appointment of Paul Man¬
vise the company’s music publish¬
Spencer Tracy
heim of Lehman Bros, and Charles
ing affiliates and will retain the
Charles Vidor
Stewart of Lazard Freres.
board
chairmanship
of
Metro’s
I^ent
Williams
<9) Company is keeping well
Darryl F. Zanuck
abreast of technical developments Balcon, in U. S. for New Tie, Explains Production British company.
Charles
Goldsmith
will
assume
and will launch its 65m process
Europe to N> Y.
Philosophy—Ealing Studio Sold ‘
control of the distribution setup
with the start of shooting on
Charles Boasberg
and will also supervise the opera¬
“Raintree County” within 60 days.
Ben Hecht
tion of the Empire and Ritz Thea¬
In answer to stockholder queries, l . “Production is a state of mind,1 split away from the J. Arthur tres.
Adele Leigh
Loew insisted he was not “pr^f-! sayS Sir Michael Balcon, produc- Rank organization, leave N. Y. to¬
Rodney Millington
sured” into, making the board ; tion topper of Britain’s Ealing morrow to return to England fol¬
Milton Pickman
N. Y. to L. A.
changes; that the two new direc- : studios, “and we have no intention lowing conclusion of their deal
Lita Roza
tors had at first refused the posts whatever to change our mind.”
with Metro under which Ealing will
Ted Ashley
Josh White
but had joined at his request; that
This is Balcon’s way of saying turn out a minimum of three a
Ray Danton
N, Y. to Europe
he had done so “in the interest that, American market or no, year of worldwide M-G release.
Mark Goodson
of stockholders” and to provide there is no “compromise” in Eal¬
Balcon said that he was com¬
Winifred Atwell
Audrey Hepburn
“better
stockholder representa¬ ing’s future. “I believe, and so pletely opposed to coproduction in
Jack Hope
Karl Boehm
tion.”
Both Lehman Bros, and does Reginald Baker, our chair¬ the conventional sense of the
Tom Curtiss
George Jessel
Lazard Freres control 75,000 shares man, that British films must retain word, i.e. as a means of bringing
Alfred E. Daff
Elliott Kastner
of Loew’s stock each.
their native outlook. Our product American stars and other talent
Frederick Heldt *
Barry Levinson
Loew assured company owners must be indigenous to Britain and into British production with the ‘ Don McGannon
Sol Hurok
that the second quarter earnings it must reflect our people. If we hope of getting a better break in
Dick Pack
Arnold M. Picker
would be much better than the get away from that idea—for the U.S. market. “That kind of ar¬
Morton A. Spring
Richard Rodgers
disappointing first quarter and whtever reason—we are lost, he rangement works only if there is
Marti Stevens
Robert Taylor
that the company was “confident told Variety.
j a part in a British picture for an
Robert Stolz
Ursula Theiss
Balcon and Baker, who recently]
Peter Stone
(Continued, on page 18)
Sid Zelinka .
. . < .
(Continue^ on.page 18)

Fargo Bluenoses Draft
Municipal Censorship

Metro Payroll
Gets Scissors;
14,299 As Is

Ealing Studios Making
At Least Three Features
Yearly in Metro Tie

British Films Must Keep Own Flavor

Sans Sockeroos,
Earnings Flutter
At Col, Par, MG
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Chicago branch of so-called Organization for Decent Literature re¬
cently gave with the nix list on books, ranging from Emil Zola’s
venerable ‘‘Nana” to John Dos Passos in the 1920s to J. D, Salinger’s
heartbreak comedy of a sensitive prepschool boy, “Catcher in the Rye”
. list as printed'in Variety identified the novel “NY, NY” as by
iate Fulton Oursler whereas, of course, 'twas his son Will Oursler . . .
new upper Eastside house of film and legit investor Herbert Steinmann has a living tree in the dining room under a sun-trap glass dome
. . National Laugh "Week (April 2) whoopla says favorite comedy
foils of past year for gagwriters included Liberace, Marlon Brando,
Pinky Lee (who begged for mercy from columnists-Ed) Marilyn Mon¬
roe, Jane Russell, Gloria Vanderbilt, Arthur Godfrey and the two
princess Margarets, Windsor and Truman . . . Actor Lloyd Bridges
blurted “G.D.” on a recent tv sketch caused much talk around Man¬
hattan; oldtimers recalled the early-century shock in London when the
cockney Liz in Shaw's “Pygmalion” came out with the then horrifying,
“Not bloody-likely,” causing letters to the Times etc.
Haven’t the Spaniards indicated to the MPEA that they want to
resume film negotiations? American imports into Spain have been
at a standstill for months.
Jacques Tourneur will direct “Nightfall,” starring Aldo Ray, to be
produced by Ted Richmond under the Copa banner for Columbia re¬
lease . . . Warners reactivated “The Helen Morgan Story” for a March
15 start . . . Republic registered four titles: “Daniel Boone, Frontier
Scout,” “Daniel Boone, Indian Fighter,” “Daniel Boone, Peacemaker”
and “Daniel Boqne, Trail Blazer” . . . RKO is reissuing the late Val
Lewton’s “The Cat People,” first released in 1942 . . . Paramount has
picked up its option on Jeanmaire for another picture, still to be se¬
lected . . . First production by Seltzer Films will be “The Boss,” star¬
ring John Payne for United Artists release.
Cameron Prud’homme returns to pictures after an absence of 26
years for a role in “Back From Eternity” at RKO . . . Melford-Dietz
Productions assigned Edward Ludwig to direct a western, still un¬
titled, for release by Warners . . . Red Skelton’s next' starrer, “Public
Pigeon Number One,” will be directed by Norman McLeod at RKO
. . . British director Alexander Mackendrick will handle the screen
version of George ,Bernard Shaw’s “The Devil’s Disciple” for HechtLancaster . . . Ann Harding will return to screen with Edmund Purdom and Ida Lupino in Allied Artists’ “The Intruder” . . . William
Perlberg and George Seaton pacted Clark Gable to star in “Teacher’s
Pet” for Paramount release.
A central character in George Axelrod's play, “Will Success
Rock Hunter?” is “Irving LaSalle,” thinly disguised prototype of
life Hollywood agent Irving Lazar. Just published Random House
version of the play bears the legend, “Ten percent of this play is
cated to Irving Lazar,” the author’s agent.

Spoil
realbook
dedi¬

“Crowded Paradise,” feature pic starring Hume Cronyn and Nancy
Kelly, has been acquired for worldwide distribution by Moe Kerman’s
Tudor Pictures. Film was scripted by Marc Connelly, and shot on lo¬
cation in N. Y. and Puerto Rico.
Doubleday’s editor-in-chief Ken McCormick who has published a
number of show biz books thinks that in light of his last few years*
between Howard Hughes and Harry Cohn, Jerry Wald should write
his memoirs, “Six Years In a High-Pressure Cooker.”
Barbara Ruick, singer-comedienne who scored in “Carousel” (Mrs.
Snow), had her option dropped by 20th-Fox. She was to have made
another picture-for the studio . . . Leo Lax, head of the French Lax
Films, due in from Paris . . . Henry Klinger, associate story editor at
20th, clicked off 20th year with the company . . . Hollywood showing
lots of interest in remaking two British Ealing films, “Tight Little
Island” and “Mandy” . . . Marcel Heilman huddling with Allied Art¬
ists on the production, in Britain, of a picture starring Joseph Cotten
and Vera-Ellen . . . Anyone acquainted with the language of ancient
Greece shouldn’t miss the screening at 20th on March 2 of “The
Oresteia,” 35m tinter presenting the Aeschylus trilogy written 2,400
years ago. It was lensed at Randolph-Macon Woman’s College and is
acted by a student cast. (P. S. For the abysmally ignorant^ there is
an English commentary.)
Jerry Pickman and Minnctte Gordon, Long Island fashion designer,
will be married shortly. They’re awaiting Milton Pickman, brother
of the Par ad-pub v.p., who’s now abroad . . . Departing from tradi¬
tion, the Her-Trib this week began five articles on Joan Crawford.
Actress is giving her views on love, beauty, sex, marriage, etc._in the
series authored by May Mann . . . RKO's 58th Street Theatre under¬
going a.facelift, in keeping with 3d Avenue’s new look without its
famed “el.”
A third generation member of the Picker family, David Picker, has
joined United Artists in a new post of liaison between the sales and
ad-pub departments. He’s the son of Eugene Picker, Loew’s Theatres
exec, and nephew of Arnold Picker, UA’s foreign distribution v.p.
Named for granddad, an industry pioneer, having owned theatres in
the New York area in association with Marcus Loew. Young Picker
had been associated with UA and Universal previously on a part-time
basis.
Miss Ramsey Ames, in a Boston press bally for “Alexander the Great
(UA) $4,000,000 spectacular, was saluted by George Clarke, Boston Daily
Record columnist, on arrival as follows: “And if it’s beauty plus brains
you’re after, get a load of Ramsey Ames, currently at the Ritz Carlton,
who is not only a film actress of distinction, but is also the Madrid
correspondent for Variety, the theatrical bible. Miss Ames, famous
for her beauty in New Yorjc before she became an expatriate, is in the
ihovie, ‘Alexander the Great.’ Hence her visit to the Hub, where she
will be entertained at a luncheon for the press today, tendered to her
by United Artists.”

Rhoden Bullish
On ’56 B.O. Sights
Los Angeles, Feb. 28.
National Theatres’ 1956 fiscal
year will equal or exceed 1955, El¬
mer C. Rhoden, circuit president,
declared in his report to stock¬
holders at the annual meeting
yesterday.
'
Basis for Rhoden’s forecast are
the fact that second-quarter earn¬
ings for the niqe weeks approxi¬
mate those of the same period last
year, increased production of pic(Continued oq page 20) 1

TALENT-FINDER ARNOW
TO HECHT-LANCASTER
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Maxwell Arnow, for past 14 years
talent exec at Columbia Pictures,
joins Hecht-Lancaster Productions
April 1 as veep, to concentrate on
signaturing talent in all creative
departments, as well as participat¬
ing in other production operations.
For many years one of top talent
men in Industry, Arnow was re¬
sponsible for introing Ernest Borgnine and Arthur O'Connell, two
of this year’s Oscar nominees, to
pictures. Trio of Col pactees, Kim
Nbvak, Jack Lemmon and Aldo Ray
are also among his recent finds.

By FRED HIFT
New “circuit” of art houses
throughout the country, to be
booked via the Paris Theatre, N. Y.,
and using product mainly sup¬
plied by Columbia Pictures, is in
the offing.
Arrangement, under which Co¬
lumbia would use the Paris as a
release outlet for its foreign (pri¬
marily
French)
product
was
worked out and agreed on in
principle in Paris recently by
the , French Pathe outfit, which
owns the theatre, and Col Inter¬
national
topper
Lacy
Kastner.
More detailed talks on the deal
will be held in N. Y. by Duncan
McGregor, Pathe’s U. S. rep, and
Edward L. Kingsley, head of Col’s
new foreign film distribution set¬
up.
Key to the deal is that Col
would book its films into the Paris
and the other houses sans advance
guarantees, thus relieving exhibs
of one of their most pressing prob¬
lems in obtaining good imports.
Paris particularly has been asked
in the past for what were consid¬
ered, by its management, exorbi¬
tantly high advances.
Col releases going into the Paris
would be booked into the loose cir¬
cuit via the Pathe outfit which
woftld collect a booking fee?. Col,
in turn, would relegate its booking
authority to Pathe in return for
100%-of the Paris’ playing time.
Houses joining the booking ar¬
rangement would be free to reach
for outside product if their con¬
sumption of film warranted it. Also/
the Paris would ljpve the right to
pick and choose among the Col re¬
leases.
According to McGregor, back
last week from the lengthy pow¬
wows in France, Pathe may in cer¬
tain instances buy into a theatre to
facilitate a booking deal and,
eventually, may actually acquire
additional houses on its own. This
has been a Pathe plan for a long
time, but never bore fruit.
Mc¬
Gregor said no specific sum had
been set aside in Paris for that
purpose.
The arrangement with Col will
not start until the mid-summer in
any event since the Paris still has
to play off two pictures following
the current “Letters from My
Windmill,” McGregor said.. One of
the purposes of the tieup would be
to step up the use of French fea¬
tures by the Paris.
Pathe has
heard complaints that the house
isn’t giving enough screentime to
French puoduct. Paris is the only
French-owned outlet in the U. S.
McGregor said he knew nothing
of any French overtures to sell the
Paris. At least four indie, exhibs
in N. Y. have received such offers,
but there is a question whether
they originated with Pathe.

Austrian Stalks Yankee Partners;
Too Dependent on German Distribs;
Walter Slezak to Play Own Pop?
■t

Wistful Mayor
Mayor William E. O’Leary of
South Amboy, N. J., is anxious
to have an exhibitor set up
shop in his bailiwick.
I-Iizzoner, appearing recent¬
ly on WCBS Radio’s “Port of
New York” stated: “We have
Little League baseball and fine
basketball
and
music pro¬
grams. But we don’t have a
movie theatre in town.
Do
you know anyone who’d like to
open a movie theatre in our
growing town of 9,000?”

Austria today is the cheapest
country in the world in which to
produce films, claims H. W. KolmVcltce, Austrian director whose.
“Don Juan’' opens next Monday
at the Little Carnegie Theatre,
N.Y.

Kolm-Veltee, who heads his own
production outfit in Vienna, stated
in Manhattan last week that he
was in the States to seek Ameri¬
can coproduction partners and to
once-over the market generally.
Jle added that he was particularly
interested in inducing some indie
producers to come to Austria.
“Don Juan,” released in the
U S. by Times Film Corp., cost
n.f'OO.OOO Austrian schillings ($340,0r'0) and is by far the. most expens ve and elaborate local product on to .come from Vienna since
the war. Kolm-Vcltec said it had
no German distributor coin in it
■Mid that the Austrian Government
had supported it. Latter will ad¬
vance money on productions if they
Washington, Feb. 28.
,v'e considered of "cultural value”
American Broadcasting - Para¬ j or tend to aid the country in one
mount has been given another ex¬ i wav or another.
The Austrian market itself only
tension, until June 3, to complete ,
divestiture of the remaining thea¬ : "cturns about 10% of a picture’s
negative cost, the director explaintres which must be unloaded , under I r.d. lie noted that tlvs made the
decree. !
__j_j_t_,t.„
the ™E01?ipanyi.,S f/?u^rru.S^
j Austrians so dependent on the GerAB-PT, largest of the former studio j pv„n niarket and forced them to
affiliated circuits, has had several ,
their pr0dU*cti0ns to the prefextcnsions, the most recent from j c,.once 0f the German distributors
Dec. 3. to March 3.
j xvk0 i10id the purse-strings.
“We
Since the last extension was j m-e Irving to get away from that,”
granted, the chain has dropped; |u- said.
four theatres. As of now, it still;
Kolm-Veltee is discussing prohas 27 to unload out of the 774 it ; (iirtion of another operatic subwas ordered to divest.
i'-ct revolving around the life of
Of the remaining 27, only four Auslran singer and comedian, Leo
are wholly-owned. One is a joint ^’''znk. Pic might be done with
ownership with United
Artists , v/aucr Slezak, now-in “Fanny” on
Theatres in Detroit. Other 22 com-; ]>r0:uivvay, portraying his father,
prise the Maine-New Ilampshiie
Commenting on the Agfa color
Theatres, also in joint ownership. ; lI<{pf, jn ,.Don Juan/« Kolm-Veltee

re Par Theatre
Unloading Time

Scandal Mags As Films
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Scandal mags will be given the
expose treatment now by Holly¬
wood producers, with Robert Fellows leading off April 10 with
“Glare,” to star Anita Ekberg.
Metro has acquired “A Public
Figure” from Armand Dcutsch,
who will also produce, following
item’s Jan. 23 presentation on
CBS-TV’s
“Studio
One.”
Both
Filmakers and RKO have regis¬
tered following tags with MPAA’s
Title Bureau:

I s;rd Hie tint process was cheaper
I than Eastman color and compatible
ilh Fcrrania color, which—like
| Agfa—is in wide use in Europe.
; The Austrian claimed that most
German color productions today
; eve Agfa. There is an Austrian lab
pablc of processing the color.
■
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Salesmen for IFE
On ‘Participation

j^
|
]
1
|

Filmakers: “The Character As- j
Italy’s
distributing
setup
in
sassins,” “A Public Figure,” “The ( America has a unique profit sharSmear Artists,” “Smeared,” “Trial j jn£r arrangement, under which a
By Smear,” “The Scandal Mon - i sart.sman participates in the gross
gers.” RKO: “Scandal Inc.,” “Scan- . rCf.Cjpts of his area.
dal Mag.”
Ineentivc plan, worked out by
Seymour Poe, IFE Releasing Corp.
exec v.p., runs through Nov. 30,
1956. It’s described as giving IFE
salesmen a “commission” on their
sales. The only condition is that
he reach or surpass the prior
year’s results.
Once he equals the 1955 gross,
his percentage starts from the first
ect already. He said he was grate- dollar and increases as his gross
ful to Zanuck for leaving with ; increases. Arrangement envisions
such a wonderful record” (meaning j 11UIIC
tllc usual
u
none of the
“prize” money in
pix like “Carousel,” Man With the j saies drives.
Gray Flannel Suit” an$ “King and
IFE lineuPi which company execs
T-”)
j consider the strongest in the outAs for Buddy Adler, tagged to : nt’s history, includes the first Italsucceed Zanuck if the latter leaves j ian Cinema-Scoper, “Lost
"
~
Conti¬
his exec producer berth, Skouras ‘ nent,” lensed in Ferraniacolor. IFE
said a new contract was being ne-. also has four other tinters—Puc¬
cini’s “Madame Butterfly,” “Madgotiated with him.
Lichtman is due to resign from I_
dalena,” with Marta Toren; “Rivihis top sales job at 20th March 6. | era/’ with Martine Carol, and
He’ll continue on as a consultant “Lease of Life.” with Robert Donat,
and also has indicated plans to pro-; \n addition. IFE will release “The
duce for 20th, as stipulated in his j Return of Don Camillo,” Negotiacontract. Skouras pointed out that; lions for either pix are in progress.”
Lichtman had been ill and not [
-fully active for some time and that
'the sales department had func¬
2d Bergman for 20th?
tioned nevertheless, with William |
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
C. Gehring, exec assistant sales j
-„m,n m,v

Succession to Lichtman at 20th
Waits on Ripening of Right Moment

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox pres-1
ident, last week said he had made
up his mind on the kind of per¬
sonnel setup he wanted once A1
Lichtman, director of distribution,
had left the company. However,
Skouras declared flatly, “I'm not
ready yet to tell you about it.”
Earlier, at a press confab, Skou¬
ras would go no farther than stat¬
ing that, if there was a replacement
for Lichtman, the post would be
filled from within the company. “I
don't believe in bringing in outsid¬
ers,” he declared. “We have a plan
to promote from within.”
Skouras said that he had had
further talks with Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th production chief, and in¬
dicated that, from the present view
of things, an arrangement with
Zanuck would probably be final¬
ized. Latter is due to go on a four- manager, carrying most of the .
month leave of absence early next
Speculation is rife at 20th, and \
month and after that wants to take
without, as to what Skouras has in ;
on an indie status, releasing exclu¬
mind for the future. Some think;
sively through 20th. Skouras said
(Continued on page 20)
‘
Zanuck was working on one proj-

j

J"nd

film

for

20th ‘ following

“Anastasia,
which rolls tn Pans
noxl month.
,
Deal with actress includes option for second starrei.

1

tion angles but paradoxically have
Hot Blood
(C’Scope-Songs-Color)
1nothing to do with the title.
Screenplay by James Gunn and
Gil Orlovitz from a story by Rich¬
Offbeat comedy-drama about
!ard Sale and Mary Loos, yarn
city-living gypsies. Played for
traces the ascension of Miss Moore
laughs with Russell, Wilde for
from obscurity to a top commercial
marquees.
photographer. On her way up she
meets such people' as Raymond
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Greenleaf, an alcoholic lensmah
Columbia release o£ Howard Welsch- who teaches her the trade; Richarid
Harry Tatelman production. Stars Jane Crfenna, handsome reporter who
Russell, Cornel Wilde, Luther Adler,
Joseph Calleia; features Mikhail Rasumny, befriends her in the big city, and
Nina Koshetz, Helen Westcott, Jamie society matron Isobel Elsom-who
Russell,
Wally
Russell, Nick JDenms,
Richard Deacon. Directed by, Nicholas takes a fancy to her camera tech¬
Ray. Screenplay, Jesse Lasky Jr.; based nique.
on a story by Jean Evans; camera (Tech¬
Scripters Gunn and Orlovitz gen¬
nicolor), Ray June; editor, Otto Ludwig;
music, Les Baxter; lyrics, Ross Bagda- erates a fair amount of interest
sarlan. Previewed Feb. 17, '56. Running when their femme photog is learn¬
time, *5 MINS.
ing the trade and fighting her way
Annie Caldash . Jane Russell
Stephen Torino . Cornel Wilde to the top. But once she’s arrived
Marco Torino . Luther Adler there, it’s apparent . .that the writ¬
Papa Theodore .
Joseph Calleia
Old Johnny.Mikhail Rasumny ers were doubtful as to how to end
Nita Johnny .
Nina Koshetz their brainchild. For the climax,
Velma . Helen Westcott
where Miss Moore is saved from
Xano . Jamie Russell
Bimbo .
Wally Russell clutches of racketeers by Crenna
Korka
. Nick Dennis whom she presumably later weds,
Mr. Swift . Richard Deacon
Desk Sgt. McGrossin.Robert Foulk shapes up as strictly contrived ma¬
Joe Randy . John Raven terial.
Performances generally are on
Here’s a tale about gypsies, the- par with the shaky story. While
’ Miss Moore makes a nice try in the
ancient breed, living in a big’ role of the photog who made good,
American city. Offbeat situations5 she seldom is credible. For that
lean more to comedy than drama.. matter, part does little to stir auJane Russell and Cornel Wilde addi dience sympathy since the script
some dash to the doings and fa¬- depicts her as a mercenary person
miliar name adornment for the; with few ideals. Likewise, Crenna
marquees. That 85-minute run¬- is unconvincing as the reporter
ning time also makes it a hahdy* who woos and wins Miss Moore.
entry to top a dual bill.
Lewis Seiler’s direction tosses in
An occasional sociological noteJ a melodramatic punch here and
on the effect of city living on the; there but the overall result fails
free-souled gypsy is sounded ini to excite. Greenleaf, however,
the Howard Welsch-Harry Tatel¬- etches a neat portrayal of the agman production for Columbia.. ing but kindly photographer. Miss
However, it’s only tentative as theJ Elsom impresses as the society
footage is assembled to stress ai bigwig and effective in lesser roles
charming, carefree, somewhatt are James O’Rear as a Broadway
roistering existence. On this score,, columnist, Donald Randolph as a
it comes off with chuckles, eveni nitery operator and Dayton Lumseveral hilarious moments, but thes mis as a "front man” for the mob,
assemblage has left quite a fewv among others.
plot and sequence gaps so there’s5
Henry Freulich’s camerawork
a lack of cohesion to the unfold¬" and art direction of Carl Anderson
ing.
are good in this Lewis J. Rachmil
Jesse Lasky Jr.’s screenplay iss production for Columbia release,
based on a story by Jean Evanss Mischa Bakaleinikoff’s score is
and, with, some zippy dialog and1 adequate as is> Edwin Bryant’s
saucy situations, concerns itselff editing and other technical
its.
mostly with getting Miss Russell1
Gilb.
and Wilde together as a morethan-in-name-only marital team.
She’s the bride purchased for him
by his brother, Luther Adler, king
of the Los Angeles gypsies. Wilde
is tricked into matrimony in a
very funny sequence, but refuses
Paris, Feb. 21.
to work at it, preferring to be a
Milord L'Araoulllo (FRENCH; C'SCOPE:
dancer. Windup, however, finds COLOR). Jeannic release of Florida pro¬
him more than eager and Miss duction. Stars Jean-Claude Pascal; fea¬
tures. Lucienne Legrande, Simone Bach,
Russell willing.
Pascal Roberts, Louis Seigner, Julien
There are a number of other Bertheau. Directed by Andre Haguet.
plot tangents, too, but never elu¬ Screenplay, Jacques De Benac, Andre
Haguet; camera, (Eastmancolor),
cidated enough to get off the Legrand,
Luclen Joulin; editor, Leonide Azar. At
ground, so Nicholas Ray’s direc¬ Marignan, Paris. Running time, 105 MINS.
tion concentrates on making the
most fun of the marital problem
and drawing some topnotch char¬
Sumptuous C-Scope production
acter portrayals.
Miss Russell details the life of a noble rake in
and Wilde are good in the top 19th Century Paris who becomes
roles, while Adler, Joseph Calleia, the friend of the downtrodden be¬
a standout as the bride-selling fore the 1848 revolution. Though
racketeer; the late Mikhail Ra¬ having a fine and lavish visual
sumny, Nina Koshetz and Helen mounting, this lacks the dash and
Westcott contribute ably in other romantic flavor needed for the sub¬
prominent spots.
ject, and becomes a lagging, epi¬
A spirited score by Les Baxter,-! sodic story which seems slated
plus two tunes, "Tsara, Tsara,” primarily for the Continental mar¬
and “I Could Learn to Love You,” kets.
both with lyrics by Ross BagdaJean-Claude Pascal is photogenic
sarian, help carry off the gypsy but listless in his portrayal of the
flavor. The Cinemascope lensing nobleman who begins to get social
in Technicolor by Ray June, color¬ consciousness. Production is iavish
ful art direction and settings and tasteful, tout director Andre
and other technical contributions Haguet has not gotten the. sweep
measure up.
Brog.
ana action of a fermenting age in¬
to it. Result, is a picturesque but
uneven entry.

Invasion of the Body,
Snatchers
(SUPERSCOPE)
Suspensful science - fictioner,
with good grosses indicated.
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
Allied Artists release of a Walter
Wanger
production.
Stars Kevin
Mc¬
Carthy, Dana Wynter; features Larry
Gatos, King Donovan, Carolyn Jones,
Jean,. Willes. Directed by Don Siegel.
Screenplay, Daniel Mainwarlng, based on
Collier’s mag serial by Jack Finney; cam¬
era, Ellsworth Fredricks; music. Carmen
Dragon; editor, Robert S. Eisen. Pre¬
viewed Feb. 14, '56. Running time, 80
MINS.
Miles .
Kevin McCarthy
Becky . Dana Wynter
Danny . Larry Gates
Jack ... King Donovan
Theodora . Carolyn Jones
Sally . Jean Willes
Nick . Ralph Dumke
Wilma . Virginia Christine
Ira . Tom Fadden
Driscoll . Kenneth Patterson
Sam .. Guy Way
Mrs. Grimaldi . Eileen Stevens
Grandma .
Beatrice Maude
Aunt Eleda ... Jean Andren
Jimmy .. Bobby Clark
Pursey . Everett Glass
Mac ... Dabbs Greer
Baggage Man . Pat O’Malley
Proprietor .. Guy Rennie
Martha . Marie Selland
Doctor . Whit Bissell

Walter Wanger comes up with a
tense, offbeat piece of sciencefiction here that looks headed for
stout box-office returns, particu¬
larly In view of the present mar¬
ket leanings in this field. Occa¬
sionally difficult to follow due to
the strangeness of its Scientific
premise, action nevertheless is in¬
creasingly exciting as it builds to a
strong climax. With its exploita¬
tion .potential, film is suitable for
either top or bottom spot of dou¬
ble bills.
Adapted by Daniel Mainwaring
from Jack Finney’s Collier’s serial,
characterizations and situations
are sharp as audience interest is
enlisted from opening scene. Don
Siegel’s taut direction is fastpaced generally, although in his
efforts to spark the climax he per¬
mits his leading character, Kevin
McCarthy, to overact in several
sequences. Film would have bene¬
fited through more explanatory
matter to fully illuminate the
scientific premise, but all in all the

Capsule Foreign Film Reviews

Over-Exposed

Mild meller for the program
market; average returns.
Columbia release of Lewis J. Rachmil
production. Stars Cleo Moore; features
Richard Crcnna, Isobel Elson, Raymond
Greenleaf, Shirley Thomas, James O'Rear,
Donald Randolph, Dayton Lummis. Di¬
rected by Lewis Seiler. Screenplay, James
Gunn, Gil Orlovitz, from story by Richard
Sale and Mary Loos; camera, Henry Freulich; editor, Edwin Bryant; music; Mischa
Bakaleinikoff. Previewed in N. Y., Feb.
16, '56. Running time. 10 MINS.
Lila Crane . Cleo Moore
Russell Bassett.Richard Crenna
Mrs. Payton Grange.Isobel Elsom
Max West . Raymond Greenleaf
Shirley Thomas . Shirley Thomas
Roy Carver .James O'Rear
Coco Fields . Donald Randolph
Horace Sutherlaiid.DAyton Lummis
Renee . Jeanne Cooper
Les Bauer ... Jack Albertson
Freddie
. William McLean
Mrs. Gulick . Edna M. Holland
Matt . Edwin Parker
Bud . John Cason
Jerry ..
Dick Crockett
Martha . Geraldine Hall
Judge Evans .. Voltaire Perkins
Frank .
Joan Miller
Mrs. Grannigan . Helyn Eby Rock
Steve . Frank Mitchell
Doris . Norma Brooks
Sergeant . Robert B. Williams

Cleo Moore, better known to
filmgoers as Hugo Haas’ leading
lady, attains star status in "OverExposed,” a mild meller for the
program market. Picture may offer
some femme appeal via Miss
Moore’s attempts to become a ca¬
reer girl. Star’s generous propor¬
tions! obviously . provide exploita¬
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Paris, Feb. 21.
Marguerite De La Nult (Marguerite of
the Night) (FRANCO-ITALIAN). Gaumont
release of SNEG-Del Duca-Gaumont pro¬
duction.
Stars Yves Montand, Michele
Morgan; features, Jean-Francois Calve,
Palau,
Jacques
Clancy.
Directed
by
Claude-Autant Lara.
Screenplay, Ghislalnc Lara, Gabriel Arout; camera (Tech¬
nicolor),. Jacques Natteau; music, Rene
Cloerec; editor, Madeline Gug. At Colisee, Paris. Running time, 100 MINS/

okay by the Devil. Palau is a
proper aging Faust while JeanFrancois Calve is much too overemphatic as the youthful Faust.
Mosk.
Paris, Feb. 21.
De* Geii* Sans Importance (People of
No Importance) (French). SEDIF release
of Cocinor-Chaillot-Ardennee Films pro¬
duction. Stars Jean Gabin, Francoise Arnoul; features Pierre Mondy, Yvette Etievant, Leila Kedrova, Dany Carrel, Paul
Frankeur. Directed by Henri Verneuil.
Screenplay,
Francois
Boyer,
Verneuil
from a novel by Serge Groussard; camera,
Louis Page; editor, Christian Gaudin,
music,
Joseph
Kosma.
At
Marignan,
Paris. Running timer 105 MINS.

A slice of life is meted out in
this grim, plodding film about a
truckdriver who finds romance
with a maid in his stopover res¬
taurant, and is ready to leave his
family for her when fate inter¬
venes with her death. This never
gets the true spark of ftrama into
the proceedings.
It has the Jean Gabin name for
U. S. arty appeal and its theme
might make this okay for exploita¬
tion, tout its downbeat character¬
istics make it limited for U.S.
Director Henri Verneuil has giv¬
en this careful mounting but has
been unable to overcome the pedes¬
trian story. Gabin is competent as
usual but plays it too off-the-cuff
to give much credence to the truckdriver’s attitudes. Francoise Arnoul is capable as the mistreated
but simple loving maid. Remainder
of the cast is good.
Mosk.
Paris, Feb. 21.

Film is another reworking of
that favorite, "Faust.”' Here the
time is 1925 and the only switch
is having the Devil go soft on Mar¬
guerite and making the characters
ply different vocations. Though a
new dress has been put on this
tale of the man who sold his soul
for youth and love, its lack of di¬
mension in characterization makes
this just another entry in the field
and below standards set toy "All
That Money Can Buy”' and
"Beauty and the Devil.” Color
does not help the mood and this
is basically for arty spots with its
plodding, obvious tactics limiting
this even for many of these
houses.
Director Claude Autant-Lara
has given this an expressionistic
touch, with color used garishly but
is never as telling as black and
white. Michele Morgan can not do
much with the dreamy character of
a languishing Marguerite waiting
for love, and Yve$, Montand does

v?1** «•«« (You Get It!) (FRANCOITALIAN). Dismage-Transalpln production
and release. Stars Eddie Constantine; fea¬
tures, Maria Frau, Yorick Royan, Francois
Perrot, Roger Hanin. Directed by Pierre
Chevalier.
Screenplay,
Victor
Trivas,
Jacques-Doniol-Valcroze from novel by
Peter Cheney; camera, Louis Burel; edi¬
tor, Francoise Javet. At Balzac, Paris,
■tunning time, 98 MINS.

Eddie Constantine again plays the
boozing, brawling G-Man Lemmy
Caution role which has made 'him
the only American to achieve film
stardom here. Pic is a lighthearted
parody of the toughguy pix, and
abounds in scraps, saucy wenches
and a sketchy framework to allow
Constantine to ease his sprightly
way through. Film manages a
tongue-in-cheek attitude that is
saved by a series of good gags,
curvaceous cuties and the aplomb
and ease of Constantine who walks
through his familiar antics.
Direction is unobtrusive and pro¬
duction credits are okay. This is
the seventh pic of this series for
Constantine.
Mosk.

topic has been developed along
lines to hold the spectator.
Plotwise, narrative opens on a
strange hysteria that is spreading
among the populace of a small
California town. Townspeople ap¬
pear as strangers to their relatives
and friends, while retaining their
outward appearances. McCarthy, a
doctor recalled from a business
trip by his nurse when this epi¬
demic starts, is confronted with
solving these mysterious happen¬
ings, and helping him is Dana
Wynter,. with whom he’s in love.
Gradually they learn the explana¬
tion.
A weird form of plantlife has
descended upon the town from the
skies. Tiny, this ripens into great
pods and opens, from each of
which emerges a "blank,” the form
of each man, woman and child in
the town. During their sleep, the
blank drains them of their normal
emotions, all but their impulse to
survive. Windup shows the towns¬
people, now all but McCarthy and
his girl friend afflicted, trying to
halt the two from escaping to warn
the rest of the world. McCarthy
finally is able to get away, after
femme during a sleep of sheer ex¬
haustion becomes a "pod person,”
and broadcasts his fantastic story.
McCarthy delivers a persuasive
account of himself, and Miss Wyn¬
ter, a pretty newcomer, shows fine
promise. Strong support is pro¬
vided by King Donovan, Larry
Gates, Carolyn Jones and Jean
Willes.
Technical credits are only,reg¬
istered by Ellsworth Fredricks with
his cameras, German Dragon for
an atmospheric music score and
Robert S. Eisen for tight editing.
Whit
Now and Forever
(BRITISH-COLOR)
Boy-girl romance, with Janette
Scott' in first grownup role;
sturdy b.o. hopes in home mar¬
ket, but limited chances else¬
where/
'
/
London, Feb. 21.
Associated British-Pathe (Mario Zampl)
production and release^ Stars Janette
Scott. Vernon Gray, Kay Walsh and Jack
Warner.
Directed by Mario . Zarapi.
Screenplay, R. F. Delderfleld and Michael
Pertwee; camera, Erwin Hillier; editor.
Richard Best; music, Stanley Black. At
Ritz Theatre, London.
Running time,
90 MINS.

Janette Grant .Janette Scott
Mike Pritchard .Vernon Gray
Miss Muir .Kay Walsh
Mr. Pritchard .Jack Warner
Mrs. Grant .Pamela Brown
Farmer .Charles Victor
Farmer’s Wife .Marjorie Rhodes
Waiter .Ronald Squire
Gossage .Wilfrid Lawson
Miss Fox .Sonia Dresdel.
Pawnbroker .
David Kossof
Doctor .Moultrie Kelsall
Hector .;.-Guy Middleton
Reporter ...Michael Pertwee
Jeweller .Henry Hewitt
Frlsby .Bryan Forbes
Rachel ...Jean Patterson
A saccharine-type boy and girl
romance, "Now and Forever” is
geared for hefty grosses in the
domestic market because of the
marquee value of Janette Scott in
her lirst adult role. Outside the
United Kngdom,
however, and
notably In the U.S., its unsophisti¬
cated “treatment will not be a big
help at the boxoffice.
Mario Zampi has fashioned a
safe formula for Janette Scott’s
first grownup part—a simple story
of a rich, unloved schoolgirl who
falls in love with a poor garage
hand.
When the’ girl’s mother
intends to pack her off to Canada,
the young couple decides to elope
and head for Gretna Green to be
wed.
j
First part of the story, which
depicts the blossoming of young
loye, is told in stereotype style,
using almost every known senti¬
mental cliche. But once the two
decide to head for Gretna, the plot
gets moving and there is more than
a modicum of interest as they iftake
for the border with the police on
their trail. These latter scenes,
which allow for brief sequences
with top character players, add
much to the entertainment. Ronald
Squire as a waiter, Wilfrid Lawson
as a lodging house keeper and
David Kossof as a pawn-broker
standout in this connection.
Zampi’s direction astutely fo¬
cuses on the young couple and
allows the attractive rural setting
to make a fitting background. Miss
Scott, a young actress of some
talent, plays the schoolgirl with a
persuasive charm while Vernon
Gray typifies the earnest, seriousminded
youth.
Pamela
Brown
portrays the mother in an un¬
sympathetic single key. Main sym¬
pathy comes from a warm perform¬
ance by Kay Walsh as the girl’s
head-mistress.
Jack Warner, as
always, turns In a reliable study
as the boy’s unpretentious father.
. i -.
» .
■
Myro. '

Jumping for Joy

(BRITISH)

J

• Hilarious dog racing comedy
starring Frankie Howerd
withn Stanley Holloway and £
E. Matthews.
„
London, Feb 21
Rank production and release ’ *7/
Frankie Howerd, .Stanley IKllowav- <£»*
tures A. E. Matthews, Tony WrlEhfyi?ii«a*
Beaumont. Directed by John iSfdy® rf?
stairs- Screenplay, Jack Davies and Hon
ryE. myth; camera. Jack Cox; edit nr'
John D. Guthrldge; music, Larry Adler

SSSSi.”"*

.Frankie Howerd
Jack ..Stanley HoUowav
Lord Cranficld .A. E. Matthews
..
"Wright
Lady Cranfleld ’ .* .* *.’ * *.’ * * ’joan^Ilickson
Bert Benton ../ ’ uSKi Jeff/ies
Susan .
Susan Beaumont
Wyndham .Terence London
.Richard Wattfi
f,lu£ Ugly . Danny Green
Marlene .Barbara Archer
Blenkmsop .William Kendall
Smithers * 7.7.7.’.7.7.7Reginald Beckwith
This latest Rank comedy is on
broad, improbable lines, catering
more to the lowbrow patron and
more likely to appeal to suburban
and provincial audiences than the
West End or the U. S. market. It
has a background of dog racing
showing the triumph of a sick grey¬
hound nursed back to health and
groomed
for
canine
stardom,
against all adversities of fate and
a dope gang.
Frankie Howerd, popular tv and
vaude comic here, gets the maxi¬
mum of laughs out of a dismissed
trackboy role.
Stanley Holloway
in his chief support as a con man
who takes in both man and beast.
Vet legiter A, E. Matthews has a
dry, aristocratic personality which
offsets the crazy occasions in which
he is involved. Joan Hickson, as
his dim-witted wife, abets him with
unselfconscious humor.
Tony Wright, a newcomer to the
screen, registers convincingly as a
gangster while Susan Beaumont
brings a fleeting breath of glamor
as a kennelmaid.
Pic is slickly directed by John
Paddy Carstairs.
Clem.

SI Paris Nous Etait
Conte
(If Paris Were Told to Us)
(FRENCH; COLOR)
Paris, Feb. ?I.
Gaumont release of CLM-SNEG-Franco*
London Film production. Stars Danielle
Darrieux, Jean Marais, Robert Lamoureux, Francoise Arnoul, Gerard Philipe,
Michele Morgan, Lana Marconi. Written
and directed by Sacha Guitry. Camera
(Technicolor), Philipe Agostini; music,
Jean Francaix; editor, Paulette Robert.
At Paris. Paris. Running time, 135 MINS.
Agnes Sorei .......... Danielle Darrieux
Francois I. .».Jean Marais •
Latude ...Robert Lamoureux
L°ms XI ..Sacha Guitry
Gabriel Estree ..Michelle Morgan
la Trouvere .Gerard Philipe
Lady in Waiting .Francoise Arnoul
After "Versailles” and "Napo¬
leon” Sacha Guitry now unveils
his third filmic commentary on
French history passing in review.
Helped by a bundle of star names,
this is the story of the founding,
growth and meaning of Paris. The
Gallic need for the past glorious
will probably make this as big a
grosser as its predecessors.
For
the U. S., this is more problemat¬
ical but appears better suited than
the other historical pix. The Paris
monicker, plus some witty, capri¬
cious Guitry doings and comments,
might make this a palatable art
house morsel. Deft cutting and
dubbing might make for other
playdates. Drawback for general
chances is lack of spectacle since
Guitry keeps this an intimate ex¬
position of Paris.
In the guise of telling the Paris
story to a group of eager students,
Guitry skips blandly over about
2,000 years. Though it might of¬
fend purists, his eye-view of the
past is in the tradition of a master,
clever vulgarizer. The kings are
trotted out and commented on and
the Guitry royalist feelings are
evident throughout.
The people
are treated with grace and love,
but in a patronizing manner.
Little drama emerges except for
an obvious attempt to sympathize
with the ordeal of Marie An¬
toinette. Beguiling comedy comes
into its own with Robert Lamou¬
reux who becomes a symbol of the
budding revolution as the man wh0
keeps escaping from the Bastille,
toy ingenious means, but is alwavs
caught within a few hours. It is
his nostalgic feeling for the prison,
following his final release after 33
years.
,
.
More astute is the treatment of
the death of Voltaire which gets
the
only real
period
feeling.
Guitry’s old flair for a clever coun¬
terpoint to his sprightly commen¬
tary emerges brightly at times for
its wittiest sections. Example? aie
the various comings aftd goings oi
bodies of great men from the Pan¬
theon as regimes change, the reac¬
tions to Napoleon's battles via flags
emerging and disappearing on a
. (Continued;on page 20)
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VENICE ON ROPES, MAY FADE
Skouras Likes Venice’s New Plan
While many in the industry appear concerned over the newly
instituted Venice policy of picking features for the international
festival, Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, last week said he
thought the Italians had hit on a good thing.
Under the new rules, an Italian committee will select what
films should compete in the festival. Total world entries will be
kept down to 12. In the past, each country entered one of two
“official" films, based on its annual production volume. This yard¬
stick has now been abandoned.
Skouras termed the Italian move “a good idea," indicating he
had never favored selection of the official entries by the Motion
Picture Export Assn. “I never favored that method," he declared.
“I’d rather have the Italians negotiate with each individual com¬
pany. On that basis, I’d take my chances with the rest."

NEW121TIES'
By ROBERT F. HAWKINS

Pickford as Producer Via UA;
Future Stock Flotation Likely
As Krim-Benjamin Hold 1(

Rome, Feb. 28.
The drastic changes in the Ven¬
ice film festival regulations are
4-A-Month Pace
puzzling American observers here
UA will release 48 features
even though Italian comment has
in 1956. This is consistent with
been generally favorable to the
the compaxiyls^jip.licy of the
rules set by Floris Ammannati, the
last few years which called for
four pictures a month 12
new Venice chief.
months a year.
Festival this year will present
Distrib now has 78 specific
only 12 feature films and they
properties lined up.
will be selected by an all-Italian
committee rather than by the par¬
ticipating countries.*
Neither the Motion Picture
Assn, of America nor the Yank
Ilya Lopert, opeiator of several*
companies were consulted in ad¬
arties and.also a producer (“Sum¬
vance on the revamp and, as things
mertime"), is going back into for¬
stand now—and if the regulations
eign film distribution. His first
are rigidly enforced — American
two releases will be “Richard III"
participation at this year's Adriatic
and “Lucky Kid" (Kid for Two
seaside event appears dubious,
Washington,
Feb.
28.
Farthings), both British.
Pretrial hearing in the suit of as far as the majors are concerned.
Unlike most of his colleagues in Col. Edward Kirby against Univer¬
The Americans do not care to
the indie field, Lopert agrees with sal Pictures has been set for U. S. have their Venice entries picked
Jacques Flaud, head of France’s District Court here on March 2.
Ilya Lopert, partner in the Du¬
Centre National de la Cinematog¬
Kirby filed suit for $2,500,000 on
Pont Theatre, Washington artie,
raphic, that French pictures aren’t June 27, 1954.
He charged the
confirmed that the theatre had
getting the proper distribution in company with failure to recom¬
U.S. Films for Cannes
sent a letter to the Legion of De¬
the U. S. “You can’t sell them on pense him fully for his treatment
Paramount’s “The Man Who
cency, pledging not to book any
the telephone," he declared. “I and story idea which led to the
Knew Too Much" and Metro’s
wouldn’t even attempt to do a job making of “The Glenn Miller
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” will be
pictures with a “C” (Condemned)
with them unless I had six sales¬ Story," one of U’s most successful
official entries of the Motion
rating from the Catholic rating
men on the road."
Picture Export Assn, at the
pictures.
group.
upcoming Cannes film Festi-,
Flaud, in an interview with
It is 'believed here that the case
Lopert said he didn’t agree with
val. Additional pix may be in¬
Variety, recently made the point
may go to trial in April or May.
the principle of the action, but
vited by French.
that the distribution of French
commented
that it wasn’t worth
In the shorts field, Colum¬
films in the U. S. was inadequate
bucking the Legion on pictures
bia clean sweeps with “Won¬
and that many of the indie distribs
like
“Letters
from My Windmill,”
ders of Manhattan” and “Ger¬
lacked facilities for breaking into
French import which has been “C”
ald McBoing ,,Boing on the
the regular theatrical, situations.
rated
by
the
Legion.
Planet Moo.” •
Lopert fully agrees with this con¬
The letter to the Legion was
20th-Fox was the only major
tention and holds that the market
sent by his partners, and he didn’t
not making its features avail¬
■could be much larger for French
know about it until he had re¬
able to the MPEA screening
films than it is currently thought
turned from Europe, Lopert main¬
committee.
i
to be.
' .
tained.
The letter followed in the
Lopert was out of distribution
wake of Catholic pressure brought
for several years. . Immediately af¬
for them, if indeed the Italians on Lopert’s partners when the Du¬
ter the war, he introduced in this
choose to select more than one pont played “The Moon Is Blue.”
country some of the outstand¬
Washington, Feb. 28.
American film out of the 12 admit¬ Lopert has competition in Wash¬
ing Italian productions, including
Legislation to repeal the 30% ted. As the rules read now, there ington which has no commitment
“Shoe Shine."
He owns several withholding tax on the income of is no guarantee that the U. S., or
theatres, but has been trying to foreign films in the United States any other country,, will get a pic¬ of any kind with the Legion and
sell them. He recently disposed of was introduced last week by Rep. ture shown or entered at the fete. will play any picture it thinks is.
in good taste and will be b.o.
the Ziegfeld in Chicago to Richard Frank Ikard (D.:, Tex.), a member Under these circumstanes, it’s
It’s not known whether other
Davis. For a while, Lopert said he of the tax-writing House Ways and asked here, how can the MPAA
would devote himself exclusively Means Committee. To the section assess a budget for the festival arties have signed similar “pledges"
to
refuse “C”-rated product. It is
to production, with “Last Train to of the Revenue Code which lists ex¬ when it doesn’t even- know how
Babylon" his next project. How¬ ceptions to the withholding tax on many—if any—Yank pix will be understood that the number of in¬
die
outlets using the Legion as
ever, he has now again picked up non-resident aliens and foreign cor¬ admitted?
their booking guide is exceedingly
interest in distribution.
porations, the following would be
It’s felt here that the drastic limited.
The argument over - Flaud’s ob¬ added:
reduction to 12 features (one-third
servations continues. Arthur Ma¬ ' “No deduction or • withholding of the previous year) is bound to
yer, as prexy of the Independent under subsection (a) shall be re¬ leave many countries out in the
Motion Picture Distributors Assn., quired in the case of rentals de¬ cold, with past experience' indi¬
is writing Flaud a letter stating the rived from the exhibition in the cating that preference in filling the
position of the indies. Speaking United States of motion pictures." roster of 12 is bound—at least in
out as an individual, Jean GoldThe proposed amendment has part—to be dictated by politics
wurm, head of Times. Films,! re- the backing of the Motion Picture which inevitably play an important
(Continued on page 20)
Assn., which points out the tax as behind-the-scenes role in such in¬
it stands gives Uncle Sam very lit¬ ternational events.
tle revenue and is a constant source
Those combination magnetic-op¬
Observers here have likewise
of irritation to other countries.
tical prints on Cinemascope films
Moreover, even nations which do been surprised by the appointment
aren’t
proving as popular as had
of
a
man
so
close
to
the
Catholic
not export films to this country
use this proviso in U. S. tax law element (Ammannati was vice pres¬ been originally thought. At least
as an excuse for their own high ident of the Catholic Exhibitor’s one of the companies—Universal
taxes and freezing of earnings on Union, as well as serving on the —is dropping them altogether.
moral
classification
committee
our pictures there.
Reasoning is primarily an eco¬
American participation in for¬
Treasury has indicated it would which group features for Catholic
eign film festivals, and particular¬ be willing to reduce the 30% to audiences) as head of a festival, nomic one. Some of the compa¬
where films are traditionally shown nies adopted the combo sound ver¬
ly Venice, has been thrown into 10%.
uncut and without regard to the sions in an effort to offset the con-,
something of a turmoil by 20thquestion of morality. A rumored siderable cost of putting out both
Fox’s decision to go it alone on
possibility is that by naming Am¬ stereophonic and optical prints.
these events.
mannati, who has deciding vote, ! However, this hasn’t proved as
20th has refused to submit any
the militant Catholic faction in the 1 practical as had been originally
of its pictures for selection by the
entertainment field has been ap¬ j thought.
Motion Picture Export Assn, for
peased in return for possible con¬ I In the U. S., where there arc
the Cannes festival, and 20th prexy
cessions
on the important Italian 3,650 stereophonic sound installa¬
Spyros P. Skouras made it plain
censorship problem currently in tions, it pays to make available
last week that he favored giving a
! extra magnetic prints. Abroad,
Venice committee its own pick
Frederic Heidt from Paris was discussion.
More than one insider’s comment particularly in the small territories
over having the MPEA doing the in Hollywood (first visit) last week
■ where there may be only one or
choosing.
on behalf of Marcel Pagnol, whose here, in regard to the changes in two stereo sound equipped siluaThe 20th stance crimps the “Birth of Love” based on an orig¬ the Venice structure, is that after ' lions, outfits like Universal have
MPEA’s style in dealing with the inal screenplay is to be produced last year’s poor showing, almost ' found that it simply doesn’t pay to
Venice situation which it consid¬ by William Wyler for Paramount. any change was for the better, and make up magnetic prints that also
ers undesirable and a violation of It treats broadiy of the phenome¬ that this year’s revamp is in the carry an optical track. It's cheaper
the festival procedure rules estab¬ non of love through all of life and way of an experiment (by playing to send in just a single magnetic
lished by the International Fed¬ in many forms. Following trip he’ll up the arty aspects, etc.), which . print and service the rest of the
some term “Venice’s last card.”
eration of Film Producers Assns. return directly to France.
accounts with optical versions.
Meanwhile, author Pagnol has Known that there was a deter¬
An MPEA exec said in N. Y.
Another complaint is that the
mined effort this year to have the
Monday (27) that there was a ques¬ formed, in that country, Mediterra¬ festival moved to Rome, which met servicing of the combo prints rcnean
Films
and
plans
to
work
on
tion whether, unless the Italians
, quires very careful handling since
with
no
success.
This
year
may
change their rules, the American a regular schedule w'hich will in¬ also see a further effort, in view 1 they de-magnetize easily. Also,
companies would participate this clude at least one feature a year
! exhibs have to change to a differ¬
year. The views of the Continen¬ producer by Pagnol himself. Set of the rash of fetes around the ent size sprocket to be able to use
at
consolidation
with
tal managers are being elicited on for 1956, among others, are a new. world,
the stereo-optical prints on which
this, and it’s understood that a Italian version of “The Baker’s Cannes, perhaps via a division of j the sprocket holes are smaller than
letter asking clarification was writ- Wife," to be done as a Franco-Ital- types of films and/or nations be¬ I on the standard versions.
tween the two major festivals.
(Continued on page 18)
(Continued on page 18)

Lopert Returning to Foreign Films:
‘You Can t Sell ’Em by Phone
Kirby Vs. U Due to Trial

D.C. Art House
Pledges to Show
No C Pictures

Ask End to Tax
Used as 'Excuse
To Hit U.S. Back

U Discontinues
Combo Prints

20th Lone Wolfing, So
Johnston Office Crimped
In Deals With Festivals

Pagnols Own Film
Producing Setup

The Arthur B. Krim-jtobert S.
-Benjamin management group last
week closed for 100% ownership
of United Artists with a buyout of
Mary Pickford’s remaining^ onethird stock interest at $3,500,000.
Parties to the deal are reticent
about its details and negotiations
were a truly best-kept secret, no
leak to the press occurring. Variety
understands
there’s
immediate
down payment of $2,000,000 with
the balance of $1,500,000 to be
handed over to Miss Pickford in
installments.
Lacking at the moment is the
motivation behind Miss Pickford’s
willingness to bow' out as part
owner of the company which she
founded in 1919 in ■ association
with Chaplin, D. W. Griffith and
Douglas Fairbanks which is now
potentially a big earner. She’s
long flirted with independent pro¬
duction and this may have been a
factor. Pickford Corp., of which
Richard K. Polimer is president,
is now negotiating a separate ar¬
rangement by which the unit will
produce a series of features to be
financed and distributed by UA.
Had Miss Pickford elected to
continue her partial UA owner¬
ship, her position as producer
might have been awkward, for, in
effect, she w'ould be in competition
with indie film-makers wrho re¬
lease tlirough UA but have no role
in either its ownership or manage¬
ment.
Public Issue?
Acquisition of Miss Pickford’s
shares in the company has given
rise to new speculation about a
public stock issue. That such a
move will be made some time in
the future is regarded as likely in
the trade, but no definite steps
have been taken so far.
UA presently is in strong prod¬
uct and money position, with $45,000,000 earmarked for investment
in new production in the next 12
months. Grosses over the past
two years have been highest in the
history of the company, adding up
to $44,000,000 in 1954 and $55,000,000 in 1955. The climb has
been steady since the $18,000,000
racked up in 1951, which was the
year the Krim pards moved in.
Krim expects total revenue for
1956 to rise to $65,000,000.
On the profits side, 1951 was the
first year UA was out of the red
since 1946. It was through turning
a profit in 1951 that the Krim
quintet collected 50% of the com¬
pany’s stock, this having been a
provision of the management deal
with Chaplin and Miss Pickford.
Krim, Benjamin and their part¬
ners, William J. Heineman, Max E.
Youngstein and Arnold Picker be¬
came 100% owners on Feb. 23, five
years to the day that group took
management c I Irol from Charles
Chaplin and Miss Pickford. Chap¬
lin was bought out about this time
last year.

Sales Policies Detailed
At UA New York Rally;
$45,000,000 Product
Stories published some months
ago, anent the over-all capital out¬
lay in United Artists product
w'ere reprised last week when
Max E. Youngstein disclosed at
the company’s sales convention in
New York a $45,000,000 spending .
pace for 12 months ahead.
UA finances the independent
producers on its roster nearly
100%, with revolving credits being
replenished as films swing into
release and the revenue comes in.
Sales conclave wras presided over
by distribution v.p. William J.
Heineman and general sales chief
James R. Velde. Recent sales drive
carrying the Youngstein banner
and providing the winners wilh
$50,000 in cash was won by three
exchange
offices:
Philadelphia,
managed by Gene Tunick; Buffalo,
(Continued on page 20)
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PICTURE CROSSES

Det. Sturdy; Darling' Okay $16,000, *
‘Oklahoma Sock 41G, ‘Arm' Fat 23G,
Both 2d, ‘Body Hefty 21G, ‘Man’ 13G

Wednesday, February 29, 1956

PfosiETT
‘Helen’ Hefty $11,000,
Seattle; Wayne 18G
Seattle, Feb. 28.
4‘Helen of Troy” looms very solid
here this week at Music Hall. Top
coin, however, is going to “The
Conqueror” at Orpheum. This
John Wayne starrer is huge at
Orpheum. “Rose Tattod” is another
blockbuster, being great at Fifth
Ave.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 90$1.25)—“Guys and Dolls” (M-G)
(10th wk). Big $5,000. Last week,
$6,100.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90$1.25)—“Court Jester” (Par) and
“Last of Desperados” <FF) (2d wk).
Good $7,500. Last week, $13,800.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
$1-$1.25)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par) and
“Deadliest Sin” (FF). Great $14,000. Last week, “Bottom of Bottle”
(20th).’ and “Dig That Uranium’
1AA) (2d wk), $4,300.
Music Box (Hamrick) (750; 90$1.25) — “Goodman Story” (U)
(m.o.). Fourth week downtown.
Okay $4,000 in 8 days. Last week,
“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (3d wk),
$3,800.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25)—“Helen of Troy” (WB). Big
$11,000. Last week, “Benny Good¬
man” (U) (3d wk), $6,300.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90$1.25)—“Conqueror” (RKO), Huge
$18,000.
Last
week,
“Forever
Darling” <M-G) and “Fighting
Chance” (Rep) (2d wk), $5,500 in
6 days.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
90-$1.25)—"Golden Arm” (UA) (5th
wk). Fast $6,000. Last week, $6,200.

‘Goodman’ Sock 20G, K.C.; ‘Picnic’ Hep
15G, ‘Conqueror’ Huge 18G, ’Jester’ 10G
-4-

Key City Grosses

Detroit, Feb. 28. 4
Estimated Total Gross
Biz stays above average here
This Week .$3,325,200
with “Body Snatchers” grabbing
(Based on 24 cities and 236
big coin at the Broadway-Capitol,
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
“Oklahoma” is growing bigger
cluding N. YJ
Estimated
Total
Gross
with smash take in second United
Total Gross Same Week
This Week .$619,000
Artists round. "Man With Golden
Last Year .$2,720,400*
(Based on 23 theatres.)
Ann” remaining strong in second
(Based bn 23 cities and 214
Last Year.$508,800
frame at thd Palms. “Forever Dar¬
theatres.)
lBased on 21 theatres.)
ling” shapes only average at the
Michigan., “Man Who Never Was”
almost isn’t at the huge Fox. “Cine¬
rama Holiday” is solid in 55th
week at the Music Hall.
Estimates for This Week
Fox
(Fox-Detroit) (1-$1.25)—
“Man Who Never Was” (20th) and
“Naked Sea” (RKO). Drab $13,000.
Last week, “Deep Blue Sea” (20th).
and “Silent Sea” (Indie), $16,000.
Philadelphia, Feb. 28.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
St. Louis, Feb. 28.
^Holiday is hypoing biz here this
$1 - $1.25) — “Forever
Darling”
Boffo biz is being rung up cur¬
session.
“Picnic”
is running away
(M-G) and “Flame of Islands”
rently by “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” and
(Rep). Average $16,000. Last week, from field with a mighty take at
“The Conqueror.” Boxoffice gen¬
“Helen of Troy” (WB), (2d wk), Randolph. “Conqueror” also is
erally is on upgrade with fine
great at the larger Mastbaum.
$18,000.
weather
over the weekend. “I’ll
still is amazing
Cry” is taking top laurels since
Palms (UD) (2,961; $1-$1.25)— “Cry aTomorrow”
boff fifth round at Arcadia.
doing
terrific
trade for a compara¬
“Golden Arm” (UA) (2d wk). Swell with
“Man Who Never Was” is rated
tively small-seater house. “Cine¬
$23,000. Last week, $34,000.
disappointing at the Fox. “Benny
rama Holiday” is holding very
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1-$1.25)— Goodman Story” is okay for fourth
stoutly with ads stating the pic
“Goodman Story” (U) (4th wk).
will end run in eight weeks help¬
Good $8,500. Last week, $10,000. session at the Randolph.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
ing.
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 9&-$1.80)—
$1-$1.25)—"Body Snatchers” (AA)
Estimates for This Week .
and “Shack Out on 101” (AA). “Cry Tomorrow” (M-G) (5th wk).
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20Healthy $21,000. Last week, “Lone Huge $19,000. Last week, $20,000.
$2.40)—“Cinerama
Holiday” (Indie)
Boyd (SW) (1.430; $1.25-$2.60)—
Ranger” (WB), $14,000.
(54th wk). Fine $11,000. Last week,
Holiday” (Indie) (54t.h
United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25- “Cinerama
$13,600.
wk).
Happy
$14,000.
Last
week,
$2.75)—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (2d
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 51-90)—“Pic¬
wk). Smash $41,000. Last week, $13,500.
nic” (Col). Opened today (Tues.).
Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-$1.49)—
$39,000.
Last
week, “Glory” (RKO) and
Who Never Was” (20th).
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1- “Man $16,000.
“There’s Always Tomorrow” (U),
Last week, “Bottom
$1.25)—“Guys and Dolls” (M-G) NSG
mild
$10,500.
(14th wk). Slipping to $8,500. Last of Bottle” (20th) (3d wk-4 days),
Loew’s (Loew) (3,142; 50-85)—
$7,500.
week, $9,800.
“Forever Darling” (M-G) and “It’s
Goldmon (Goldman) (1,250; 65Music Hall (Cinerama Produc¬
Dog’s Life” (M-G) (2d wk). Fair
tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)—“Cine¬ $1.35)—“Last Hunt” (M-G). Looks
$8,000 after $12,000 opener.
Indianapolis, Feb. 28.
rama Holiday” (Indie) (55th wk). only $9,500. Last week, “Forever
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
(M-G), $13,000.
Biz is uneven at first-runners “Last
Great $19,300. Last week, same. Darling”
Frontier” (Col) and “Joe
Mastbaum
(SW)
(4,370;
99-$1.49)
“Picnic” at Macbeth”
Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.25)—“I —“Conqueror” (RKO). Great $35,- here this stanza.
(Col). Slow $5,000. Last
Am A Camera” (DCA) (9th wk). 000 for John Wayne starrer. Last Loew’s looks to be topper with week, house closed.
sockeroo
take
at
Loew’s.
“Conquer¬
Slow shutter at $4,000. Last week, week, “Helen of Troy’ (WB) (4th
Orpheum (Loew) (1,450; 65-$l)—
or” also is hefty at the Indiana. “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G). Socko
$4,200.
wk), $13,500.
Both likely will hold. "Benny
Midiown (Goldman) (1,000; 75- Goodman Story” is still oke In $24,000. Last week, “Golden Arm”
(UA), $6,000.
$1.49)—“Court Jester” (Par) (4th 3d stanza at Keith’s.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
wk). Modest $9,000. Last week,
Estimates
for
This
Week
5090)—“Trouble
With
Harry”
$10,000.
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50- (Par) (6th wk). Good $2,500. Last
Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; 99$1.80)—“Picnic” (Col). Mighty $4.1,- 85)—"Deep Blue Sea” (20th) and week, $3,000.
Richmond St. L. Amus.) (400;
000. Last week, “Guys and Dolls” “Good Die Young” (Indie). Drab
$5,000. Last week, “Court Jester” $1.10)—“Diabolique”. (UMPO) (3d
(WB) (15th wk), $9,000.
Denver, Feb. 28.
wk). Nice $1,500. Last week, $2,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.49)—. (Par). $10,000.
Three new pix here this round, “Goodman Story” (U) (4th wk).
St. Louis (St. L. Amus) (4,000;
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 70-95) —
and all holding. "Conqueror” at Okay $10,000. Last week, $13,000. “Conqueror” (RKO). Hefty $14,000 51- 90)—"The Conqueror” (RKO).
Orpheum, “Picnic” at the Denver
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— for John Wayne starrer. Last Smash $23,000 or near. Last week,
and “Benny Goodman Story” at “Golden Arm’ (UA) (6th wk). Neat week, “Bottom of Bottle” (20th), “Goodman Story” (U) (3d wk),
Paramount all are big to sock,'and $13,000. Last week, $16,000.
$6,000.
$8,000.
staying on. Holdovers are being
Shady Oak (St. L. -Amus) (800;
Studio (Goldberg) (400; 90-$1.49)
.Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 75-$1.10)— $1.10)—“The Prisoner” (Col) (2d
hurt by the fresh competition but ; —“Sheep Has 5 Legs” (UMPO)
“Goodman..
Story”
(U)
(3d
wk).
“Court Jester” still is good in (4th wk). Okay $3,000. Last week,
wk). Big $3,000. Last wjeek, $3,700.
Nice $8,000, making it about $31,third week at Denham.
I $3,800.
Estimates for This Week
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) 000 for run to date.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 70-95) —
I
—“Rose
Tattoo”
(Par)
(5th
wk).
Aladdin (Fox) <1,400; ‘65-85)—
“Picnic” (Col). Smash $15,000.
“Prisoner”JCol) (2d wk). Fair $2,- Fancy $2,000 or near. Last week, Last week, “Forever Darling”
$14,000.
000." Last week, $2,500.
Viking (Sley) d.OOO; 75-$1.49)— (M-G) and “It’s a Dog’s Life”
Centre (Fox)' (1,247; 60-$D—
“Helen of Troy” (WB) (4th wk). “There’s Always Tomorrow” (U) (M-G), $13,000 in 10 days.
Lyric (C-D) (1,500; 50-75)—“Un¬
(2d
wk). Okay $7,000. Last week,
Okay $10,000. Last week, $12,000.
tamed Mistress” (Indie) and “Two
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 60-$l) $14,000.
San Francisco, Feb. 28.
Trans-Lux
World
(T-L)
(604;
98Gun
Lady” (Indie). $5,000. Last
—“Court Jester” (Par) (3d wk).
birthday openings
Good $8,000. Last week, $14,000. $1.50)—“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (4th week, “Vanishing American” (Rep) areWashington’s
helping some newcomers here
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 60-$l)— wk). Brisk $5,000. Last week, and “Rio Grande” (Rep) (reissue), currently
to
huge
totals, giving
$5,000.
I
$5,500.
“Picnic” (Col). Big $24,000. Holds.
city its biggest over all total in
Last week, “Never Say Goodbye”
many
months.
Biggest
take is
(U) and “Fury Gunsight Pass”
being registered by “The Con¬
(Col), $13,000.
queror,” this John Wayne-Susan
Esquire (Fox) (742; 75-$l)—
Hayward soaring to a giant figure
“Dance Little Lady” (Indie). Fair
at Golden Gate. “Carousel” is
$2,000. Last week, “Diabolique”
rated sock at the vast Fox theatre,
(UMPO) (3d wk), $2,500.
greatest there in many moons. “I’ll
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 60-$l)—
Cry Tomorrow” shapes wow at
“Conqueror” (RKO). John Wayne
Warfield while “Court Jester”
pic looks very tall $25,000. Stays
on. Last week, reissues.
Minneapolis, Feb. 28.
Last week, “East of Eden” (WB) looms big at St. Francis. “Cine¬
Paramount (Wolf berg) (2,200;
Holdovers once more outnumber and “Battle Cry” (WB) (reissues), rama Holiday” climbed to great
figure at Orpheum.
60-$l)—“Benny Goodman Story” newcomers, but two of the latter, $4,500.
Estimates for This Week
(U) and “Dig Uranium” (AA). “Picnic” and “The Conqueror,”
Radio. City (Par) (4,100; 85-$l)—
Socko $19,000. Holds over. Last shape as boxoffice giants. Both are “Picnic" (Col). Raves for this one
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80week, “Golden Arm” (UA) (3d wk), off to a fast start and the former, which also enjoyed tremendous ad¬ $1) — “The Conqueror” (RKO).
$11,000.
in particular, seems capable of vance buildup. Academy Award Huge $40,000 or over. Last week,
building to still greater heights, nominations and word-of-mouth “Texas Lady” (RKO) and. “Post¬
helped by Academy Aw'ard nomi¬ helping. Huge $20,000. Last week, mark for Danger” (RKO), $7,000
nations and highly favorable word- “Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d wk), in 5 days.
(
of-mouth. Another fresh entry, $4,500 in 5 days.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
“Lone Ranger,” is not getting far.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 85- “Carousel” (20th). Smash $30,000
It’s the 34th week for “Cinerama $1) — "The Conqueror”
(RKO). or near. Last week, “Man Who
Toronto, Feb. 28.
Holiday” while “Man With Golden Marquee combo of John Wayne
With blizzards here, biz • has Arm” and "The Benny Goodman and Susan Hayward and prelim Never Was” (20th-Fox) and “Bobby
dipped. However, “Indian Fighter" Story” aie in their fourth and ballyhoo had them coming in from Ware Missing” (AA), $16,500.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 65-90)—
is hotsy and “Naked Strdet” third stanzas, respectively. “Last start. Mighty $17,000. Last week,
looms big. 1‘Hell on Frisco Bay” Hunt” is fast and “Forever Dar¬ “Benny Goodman Story” (U) (2d “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G). Wow
$37,000.
Last week, “Forever,
and “Glory.”/are not up to expecta¬ ling” okay.
wk), $9,000.
(M-G) (2d wk), $8,000 in
tions. Of the holdovers, “Picnic”
Estimates for This Week
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,600; 85-$l)— Darling”
5
days.
is town’s topper to lusty returns in
Century <S-W) (1,150; $1.75- “Goodman Story” (U) (m.o.). Here
second stanza.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)—
$2.65) — "Cinerama Holiday” (In¬ after healthy Orpheum. fortnight
Estimates for This Week
die) (34th wk). Sailing along and still showing plenty of life. “Lone Ranger” (WB) and “Inside
Circle, Towne (Taylor) (750; 693; smoothly at good $12,000.
Last Virile $5,000. Last week, “Top Detroit” (Col). Fair $13,000. Last
60-$l)—“Littlest Outlaw”
(BV). .week, $13,000.
Gun” (UA) and “Good Die Young” week, “Joe Macbeth” (Col) and
Nice $6,500. Last week, “Naked
“Fury at Gunsight Pass” (Col),
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)—t (UA), 3,000 at 65-85c.
Sea” (RKO) (2d wk), $3,000 for “Forever Darling” <M-G) (2d wk).
State
(Par)
(2,300;
85-$l)— $10,000.
Towne only.
Is coming through better than “Last Hunt” (M-G) (2d wk). Con¬
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro, earlier signs indicated, but still tinues to give good boxoffice ac- —“Court Jester” (Par). Big $20,State, Westwood (Taylor) (1,059; only okay $5,000. Last week, -couat- of itself. ■ Pleasant -$6,000.' > 000. Last week; “Helen of Troy”
995; 694; 696; 994; 40-75)—“Naked $7,000.
Last week, 12,500.
(WB) (4th wk), $9,000 in 5 days.
Street” (UA) and “Top Gun” (UAh;
Lyric (Par)
(1,000;
65-85)—
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre,
World (Mann) (400; 75-$1.20)
Big $15,000. Last week, “Square “Lone Ranger” (WB). A field day —“Golden Arm” (UA) (4th .wk). Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—“Cine(Continued oh page 16)
I for the youngsters. Slow $3,000. Hefty $4,500. Last week, $0,800.
(Continued on page 16)

Broadway Grosses

Picnic’ Boffo (1G,
PhiUy; Wayne 35G

Wayne Big $23,003,
StL; ‘Cry’ Hep 24G

‘Picnic’ Boff 15G,
Indpls.; Wayne 14G

‘Picnic’ Lively $24,000,
Denver; ‘Goodman’ Sock
19G, Wayne Smash 25G

‘Conqueror’ Best Bet In
Frisco, Wow 40G; ‘Cry’
37G, ‘Carousel’ Hot30G

‘Picnic Whopping $20,000, Mpls. Ace;
‘Conqueror Sock 17G, ‘Goodman’ 5G

‘NAKED’ NICE $16,000,
TORONTO;‘PICNIC’19G

Kansas City, Feb. 28
Competition is keen this session
with strong hiarquee fare in most
situations. Leaders are “Con¬
queror” at the Missouri. “Benny
Goodman Story” in four Fox Mid¬
west firstruns-and “Picnic” at the
Midland.
Paramount is in the
swing with “Court Jester” while
the Roxy continues a strong hold¬
over with “Forever Darling.”
There are more sock grosses
around this week than the city
has seen in months. Weather is
anything but cooperative, but has
eased off from the early February
severe cqld and snow. General
run of holdovers last week under
expectations.
Estimates for This Week
Glen (Dickinson) (700; 75-$l) —
“Mau-Mau” (Indie). So-so $1,200.
Last week, “French Touch” (Indie)
(2d wk), $800.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-$ D—
“Ugetsu” (Indie) (2d wk). Okay
$1,500. Last week, $1,600.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-$l)—
“Picnic” (Col). Strong from first,
with handsome $15,000 likely
holds. Last week, “Golden Arm’’
(UA) (3d-5 days), $4,000.
Missouri (RKO) (2,585; 75-$1.25)
—“Conqueror” (RKO). Best in
months here, giant $18,000, with
new top price. Stays on.
Last
week, “Littlest Outlaw” (BV) and
“Naked Sea” (RKO) (2d wk),
>5,000.
Paramount (United Par) <1.900; .
75-$ 1) — “Court
Jester” (Par),
strong $10,000; may stay. Last
,veek. “Helen of Troy” (WB) (2d
vk), $7;500.
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 75-$l)—
‘Forever Darling” (M-G) <3d wk).
Fast $4,500. Last week, $5,000.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gralada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2.043;
700;
1,217;
65-85) — “Goodman
Story” (U) with “Hidden Guns’’
AA) added at Tower and Gra¬
nada. Socko $20,000; may hold.
Last week, “Spoilers” (U) and
‘Kentucky Rifle” (Indie), $11,000.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$D—
‘Pickwick Papers” (Indie) and
‘Henry ’ VIII” (Indie) (reissues).
Stout $1,700. Stays. Last week,
‘Prisoner” (Col) (3d wk-8 days),

‘Picnic’ Lofty 1% In
Pitt; i’B Cry’ Mighty
22G, ‘Conqueror’ 19G
Pittsburgh, Feb. 28.
Lent notwithstanding. Golden
Triangle is doing a landoffice busi¬
ness this week, biggest in months,
with three outstanding, bills on tap.
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” at the Penn
is running out in front with, a wow
take while “The Conqueror” at
Stanley and “Picnic” at Harris are
about neck-and-neck for runner-up
position, latter being especially
big. Advanced prices for aU of
them, and each will hold. ‘Guys
and Dolls” is sliding at the Nixon
but still in the chips.
» Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l) —
“Never Say Goodbye” (U) (2d wk5 days). Slipping against stiff com¬
petition, and inserts of “Magnifi¬
cent Obsession” (U) and “Glenn
Miller Story” (U) for a day each
are all that’s saving this holdover.
Fair $3,500. Last week. $9,500.
Guild (Green) (500; 65-$l)—“Hill
24 Doesn’t Answer” (Indie) '2d
wk). Nice $2,100, and holds again.
Last week, $3,000, better than esmated.
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 85-$1.25)
.“Picnic” (Col). 'Strongest entry
>use has had in a long time and
oks smash. $19,000. Last week,
Goodman Story” *(U) (3d wk-5
»vci
nnn
and management
on the run.
rixon (Rubin) (1,700; 90-$1.50>—
lys and Dolls” (M-G) <4th wk..
ling off to solid $11,500.
'enn (UA) (3,300; 95-$i.25)—“Hi
r Tomorrow” (M-G). Great $22"
. Holds; natch! Last week,
ist Hunt” (M-G), $11,500.
iquirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-$l>r:
ouble With Harry” - (Par) i2d
i. Still rolling at fine $4,000 on
of $5,000 last week. Holds.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 85-$1.25)-le Conqueror” (RKO). Booming
ie helping this to sock $19.00?
better. John Wayne epic holds
course.
Last week.
Lone
iger” (WB) and “Target Zero
B), $11,000.
Varner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.40j
Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) <55th
). Managing to hold steac •
ut $11*000,., about same.as
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HOLIDAY, NEW FILMS HYPO CHI
LA Soars; 'Conqueror Boff $71,000,
‘Picnic’ Socko 27G; ‘Tattoo’ Big 72G,
‘Hunt’ Hefty 51G, Each in 10 Spots
Los Angeles, Feb. 28.
One of best non-holiday weeks
since the lush war days looms in
current session here, with several
strong entries pacing the flrstruns.
“Picnic" is socko $27,000, .showcasirg at Warner Beverly. “Conqueror"
Is smash $71,000 in three locations.
“Rose Tattoo" is rated $19,000
In two theatres plus $53,000 for
two nabes and six ozoners. Okay
$14,500 is seen for “Last Hunt" in
two houses plus $38,500 for two
nabes and six drive-ins. Combo
of “Wetbacks" and “Skabenga"
shapes slight $10,000 in two spots.
Among second-week bills, “Ca¬
rousel" at stout $27,000, is topper.
Others ai'e slow. Longruns still are
mostly impressive.
Estimates for This Week
Warner Beverly (SW) <1,612; Si¬
ll.75) — “Picnic" (Col). -Socko
$27,000. Last week, “Rose Tattoo"
(Par) (10th wk-6 days), $6,200.
Hillstreet,
Pantages,
Wiltern
(RKO-SW) (2;752; 2,812; 2,344;
$1-$1.50) — “Conqueror" (RKO).
Smash $71,000. Last week, Hillstreet, Wiltern with'Hawaii, “Battle
Stations"
(Col)
and “Houston
Story" (Col), $19,000.
Orplieum, Vogue (MetropolitanFWC) (2,213; 885, 90-$1.50) —
“Rose Tattoo" (Par). Good $19,000.
Last week, in other units.
State, Hawaii (UATC-G&S) (2,404; 1,106; 90-$1.50)—“Last Hunt"
(M-G) and “Postmark For Danger"
(RKO). Okay $14,500. Last wepk,
State with Pantages, “Fore„yer Dar¬
ling” (M-G) and “Naked Sea"
(RKO) (2d wk), $8,500. "*
Downtown .Paramount,
Iris
(ABPT-FWC) <3,300; 816; 90$1.50) — “Wetbacks" (Indie) and
“Skabenga" (AA). Slight $10,000.
Last week, D’town Par with Vogue,
“Slightly Scarlet" (RKO) and “Sins
Pompeii" (Indie), $14,400.
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.40-$2)
—“Carousel" (20th) (2d wk). Stout
$27,000.- Last week, $34,600, in¬
cluding preem coin.
Warner . Downtown, Hollywood,
Ritz (SW-FWC) (1,757; 756; 1,363;
P0-$1.50) — "Goodman Story" (U)
and “Night - Number Came Upv
(Indie) (2d wk). Modest $16,000.
Last week, $27,300, plus $49,200 in
one nabe, eight ozoners. ^
Los Angeles, New Fox, Uptown,
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 965; 1,715;
1,248; 90-$1.50)—“Man Never Was"
(20th) and “Dig That Uranium"
(Continued on page 16)

‘CONQUEROR’ TERRIF IN
OMAHA; TICNIC’ BIG 11G
Omaha, Feb. 28.^
“Conqueror" is riding high to
pace field this week, shaping ter¬
rific at the Brandeis despite a sleet
storm over the weekend. “Bottom
of Bottle" only other new entry
this stanza, is barely okay. “Pic¬
nic" is solid at Orpheum after
smash initial session. “Benny
Goodman Story" continues big at
the smaller State.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; $1-$1.25)
—“Conqueror” (RKO). Great $10,000 or near. Last week, “Battle
Stations" (Col) and “Thirty Sec¬
onds Over Tokyo" (reissue), $5,000
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 70-90)
—“Bottom of Bottle" (20th). Okay
$6,500. Last week, “Helen of Troy"
(WB) (2d wk), $5,000 in 6 days at
$1 top.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2.890; 75$1)—“Picnic" (Col) (2d wk). Solid
$11,000 after $18,000 opening
week.
State (Goldberg) (860; 80-$l)—
“Goodman Story" (U) (2d wk).
Fancy $6,000. Last week, $8,300.

‘Goodman’HotlfiG,
Prov.; ‘Tattoo’ 15G

Providence, Feb. 28.
Strand's holdover of “Rose
Tattoo" has surprised with even
better reception than expected
after terrific opening round. RKO
Albee is also smash with “Benny
Goodman Story.” Majestic is hotsy
with “Lone Ranger" but “Last
Hunt" is barely okay at the State.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-85)—
“Goodman Story" (U) and “Lady
Godiva" (U). Smash $16,000. Last
week, “Guys and Dolls" (M-G) (5th
wk). $6,500.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 50-80) —
“Lone Ranger” (WB). Happy $12,000 or near. Last week, “Bottom of
Bottle" (20th) and “Lover Boy"
(20th), $11,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 50-80) —
“Last Hunt" (M-G) and “It's A
Dog’s Life" (M-G). Barely okay at
$9,000. Last week, “Forever Dar¬
ling" (M-G) and “Hell’s Horizon",
(Col), $13,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 70-90)
—“Rose Tattoo" (Par) (2d wk). Still
Cincinnati, Feb. 28.
socko at $15,000. First week hit
Downtown biz is jumping this wow $16,000, way over hopes.
frame with a pair of new bills
soaring into upper .strata. “Con¬
queror" is racking up whopping
take at the Palace gross to lead
the city. “Picnic," in smaller
Keith's, is doing comparatively
Buffalo, Feb. 28.
stronger with a terrific session.
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow" at the Buf¬
Holdovers “Benny Goodman falo,
and “The Conqueror" at Cen¬
Story" at the big Albee and “Man
are both smash newcomers
With Golden Arm" in the Grand, tury
this round. Latter is especially
are also doing okay.
whopping. Not only have these
Estimates for This Week
two new entries helped all over
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.25)— town but holdovers are also great,
“Goodman Story" (U) (2d wk). Off especially “Picnic."
Estimates for This Week
a bit at $9,000 in wake of great
$16,000 bow.
Buffalb (Loew) (3,000; 60-$l)—
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp) (1.- “I'll Cry Tomorrow" (M-G). Wow
376; $1.20-$2.65)—“Cinerami Holi¬ $27,000. Last week, “Forever Dar¬
day" (Indie) (36th wk). Leveling ling" (M-G) and "It’s Dog Life"
off to $18,000, plenty good. Last (M-G), $14,500.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 60-90)—
week, $19,500, via holiday and ex¬
“Rose Tattoo" (Par) (2d wk). Stur¬
tra shows.
dy
$10,000. Last week, $17,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 84-$1.25)—
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-80) —
"Golden Arm” (UAL Okay $8,000 “Lone
Ranger" (WB) and “Treas¬
following $15,000 preem.
ure of Bengal" (Indie). Strong
. Keith's (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)— $12,000 in 9 days. Last week.
"Picnic" (Col^ Terrif $20,000 in “Helen of Troy" (WB) (4th wk-5
sight. Holds on. Opening day days), $8,000 at $1 top.
(Wednesday), aided by holiday,
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-$l)—
was biggest midweek grosser for “Picnic" (Col) (2d wk). Hotsy
this house in a long time. Last $16,000. Last week, $24,000.
week, three days of “Guys and
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 60-$l)
Dolls': (M-G) (9th wk-3 days), $3.- —“The Conqueror" (RKO). Mighty
100, setting new high for length $25,000. Last week, “Battle Sta¬
of run and total gross, with $1.50 tions" (Col) and “Joe Macbeth"
top.
(Col), $11,000.
Teck (Cinema Products) (1.200;
Palace (RKO) (2.600; 84-$1.24)—
"Conqueror" (RKO). Loftv $24,- $1.20.-$2.40)—“Cinerama Holiday"
000. Holds. Last week, “Hell on (Indie) (4th wk). Fine $14,000.
Frisco Bay" (WB), $9,500 at $1 top, Last week, same. .

‘Conqueror’ Mighty 24G
In Cincy; ‘Picnic’ Wham
20G, ‘Goodman’ 9G, 2d

‘Conqueror’ Giant 25G,
Buff.; ‘Cry’ Wham 27G

Chicago, Feb. 28.
Chicago’s Loop is resounding to
the tinkle of greatly increased b.o.
coin this frame, helped mightily
by several smash new entries and
big Washington's Bjrthday holiday
patronage. Total for 15 houses will
hit $345,200 or better.
“The Conqueror" shattered the
house record at the Oriental with
a $14,000 opening day (Wash¬
ington's birthday) and a terrific
$58,000 in first round. “Carousel"
is right behind with a smash $53,000 opening stanza at the Chicago.
“Rose Tattoo" should do a great
$38,000 on the United Artists
preem week. “Last Frontier" and
“Fury at Gunsfght Pass" combo
looks big $20,000 at the Roosevelt.
“Trouble With Harry" is fancy $11,000 at the Loop.
“Picnic" continued socko in sec¬
ond session at the State-Lake while
“Naked Amazon" and “Hell’s Hori¬
zon" twin -bill stays strong in sec¬
ond frame at the Grand.
‘‘Oklahoma" still big in ninth
stanza at McVickers. “Man With
Golden Arm” holds nicely in ninth
and last session at the Woods.
“Diabolique" still amazes in 10th
week at the ^iegfeld, “Cinerama
Holiday” is staunch in -37th frame
at the Palace.
Estimates for This Week
Carnegie (Telem’t) (480; 95)-“Riviera" (IFE) (2d wk). Nifty
$3,900. Last week, $4,700.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.50)
—“Carousel” (20th). Sock $53,000.
Last week,
“Benny Goodman
Story" (U) (3d wk), $27,000.
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$l)—
Naked Amazon"
(Indie)
and
Hull's Horizon" (Col) (2d wk).
Swell $8,500. Last week, $14,000.
Loop (Telem't) (606; 90-$1.25>—
“Trouble With Harry" (Par). Fine
$11,000.
Last week, “Desperate
Hours" (Par) (3d wk), $7,000.
McVickers (JL&S* (1,580; $1.25$3)—“Oklahoma" (Magna) (9th wk).
Big $39,500. Last week. $36,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1.000; 67-87)—
Bottom of Bottle" (20th) (2d wk).
Poor $3,600. Last week, $10,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
—“Conqueror" (RKO). Smash $58,(Continued on page 16)

‘Conqueror’ Smash 14G,
Port.; ‘Arm’ Stout 8jG
Portland, Ore., Feb. 28.
First run biz continues to hold
up very well currently. “The Con¬
queror" is easily standout, this
John Wayne starrer at the Broad¬
way being smash. “Lone Ranger"
looms mild at Orpheum. “Littlest
Outlaw" stays fancy in third
frame at the Guild.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,875; 90$1.25)—“The Conqueror" (RKO).
Great $14,000. Last week, “For¬
ever Darling" (M-G) and “Fighting
Chance" (Rep) (2d wk), $8,400.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.25)
—“Man Who Never Was" (20th)
and “Cross Channel" (Rep). Warm
$8,500. Last week, “At Gunpoint"
(AA) and “Shack Out On 101"
(AA), $6,800.
Guild (Indie) (400; $D—“LittlestOutlaw" (BV) (4th wk), nights and
weekends only. Hot $5,500.'--Last
week, $6,100.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90$1.25)—“Return of Jack Slade"
(AA) and “Warriors" (AA). Okay
$7,500. Last week, “Last Hunt"
(M-G) and “Beast With Million
Eyes" (Indie), $7,000.
Orpheum
(Evergreen)
(1,600;
$1—$1.25)—“Lone Ranger" (WB)
and “Spy Chasers" (AA). Mild
$5,500.
Last week, “Helen, of
Troy" (WB) and “Dial Red O" (2d
wk), $8,400.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3.400; 90$1.25)—“Golden Arm" (UA) and
“Top Gun" (UA) (3d wk). Sturdy
$8,500. Last week, $9,000.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re¬
ported herewith from the vari¬
ous key cities* are net; i.e.t
without usual tax. Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in¬
come.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

Rain, Snow Belt B’way But ‘Goodman’
Slick 46G, ‘Ladykillers’ Gay $22,200,
HO’s ‘Picnic’ 145G, ‘Carousel’ 105G
‘GOODBYE’ LUSTY 8G,
L’VILLE; ‘RANGER’ 9G
Louisville, Feb. 28.
Sturdy b.o. product Is keeping
biz at a healthy figure currently
despite heavy rain and tornado
gales
Friday-Saturday
(24-25)
However, Sunday (26), broke clear
and cold, making for better trade
“Never Say Goodbye" is fine at
the Kentucky, “World In My Cor¬
ner" is just okay while “Lone
Ranger" is hangup. “Picnic" is
rated strong in second session.
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth AveJ (United
Artists) (1,200; $1-$1.35)—“Guys
and Dolls" (M-G) (5th wk). Nice
$4,500. Last week, $6,500.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 65-85)
-“Never Say Goodbye" (U). Fine
$8,000. * Last week, “Court Jester"
(Par), $6,000.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,000;
65-85) — “Lone Ranger" (WB).
Noisy $9,000. Last week. “Helen of
Troy" (WB) (2d wk), $5,000 at $1
top.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) '3.000;
55-85)—“World In My Corner” (U)
and “Red Sundown" (U). Average
$10,500. Last week, “Bottom of
Bottle” ‘ (201h)
and
“Fighting
chance" (Rep), same.
State (United Artists) (3,000; 75$1)—“Picnic” (Col) (2d wk). Sturdy
$10,000 after first week's $17,000.

‘Picnic’ Giant 68G,
Hub;‘Carousel’55G
Boston, Feb. 28.
“Big takes all around at the
wickets this week, with “Carousel"
at Keith Memorial with mighty
tot/d in, first round. “Picnic” at
Slate and Orpheum combined take
is terrific. “Song of South" at
Paramount and Fenway also is
great. “Rose Tattoo" at the Metro¬
politan leads holdovers with a wow
total second frame.
Estimates for-This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; $1-$1.80)—
“Guys And Dolls" (M-G) (16th wk).
Okay $8,000. Last week, $10,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (678;
9C-$1.25) — “Diabolique" (UMPO)
(2d wk). Sock $11,000. Last week,
$13,000..
Cinerama (Cinerama Produc¬
tions) (1,354; $1.20-$2.65)—"Cine¬
rama Holiday" (Indie) (27th wk).
Slick $22,000, Last week, $35,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l) —
“Prisoner" (Col) (6th wk). Neat
$6,000. Last Week, ditto.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$l) —
‘Song of South” (BV) and “Sar¬
dinia" 'Indie).
Bright $11,000.
Last week, “Bottom of Bottle”
(20th) and “Hidden Guns" (Indie',
$7,000.
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
- “I Am Camera" (DCA) (10th
wk). Okay $4,500. Last week,
$6,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 70-$1.25)
“Carousel" (20th) '2d wk). .First
week ended Monday (27) hit
mighty $55,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (1.700; 60-$l>
— “Rose Tattoo” (Par) (2d wk).
Wow $25,000 or better. Last week.
$44,000, and over estimate by
$14,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l>
— “Song of South” j (BVi and
“Sardinia" (Indie).- -Great- $26,000.
Last week, “Bottom of Bottle’
i20th) and “Hidden Guns” (Indie),
$18,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 60-$l'—
“Picnic” (Col). Sockeroo $40,000
or near. Last week, “Golden Arm"
(UA) (3d wk), $17,000.
State (Loew) (3.000; 60-$l) —
“Picnic" (Col). Mighty $28,000.
Last week, “Golden Arm” (UA>
t3d vk), $9,400.

Rain and snow four days in the
current session hurt Broadway
deluxers. They already had started
to reflect the usual post-holiday
(Washihgton’s Birthday) downbeat
last Thursday and Friday when the
rains came. Sudden rainstorm and
gale winds early Saturday night
cut in on a crucial biz hour. Result
was that many firstruns enjoyed
bigger trade on Sunday than on
the normally top day of the week,
Saturday.
Three newcomers are helping
somewhat. “Benny Goodman Story"
is heading for a solid $46,000 at
the Capitol to pace new entries on
Broadway. “The Ladykillers” hit
a new house record of $22,200 at
the arty Sutton opening session.
“Flame of Islands" and vaudeville
looks okay $19,000 at Palace.
“Picnic" with stageshow con¬
tinues as money champ, with a
sock $145,000 in second round at
the Music Hall. It stays on.
“Carousel" held with a big $105,000 or close in first holdover week
at the Roxy, and continues.
“Helen of Troy" is heading for
okay $16,000 in fifth Criterion
round. “Rose Tattoo” wound up
its lltli week at the Astor with a
wow $28,000, being helped by
Washington's Birthday,
“Court Jester," also aided by
the holiday, is holding with sturdy
$40,000 in fourth stanza at the
Paramount. “Golden Arm" still is
big, with $19,000 likely in current
(lltli) frame at the Victoria. “AH
That Heaven Allows" replaced
“Lone Ranger" at the Mayfair
yesterday (Tues.).
“Last Hunt" opens at the State
today (Wed.), with “Forever Dar¬
ling" headed for slow $11,000 in
final six days of third week despite
help from “Hunt” previews yester¬
day (Tues.). “Doctor At Sea" opens
today (Wed.) at Trans-Lux 52d
Street after benefit preem last
night.
“Cinerama Holiday," with a
mighty boost from Washington’s
Birthday, soared to a terrific $58,300 in 55th week at the Warner.
“Oklahoma” is headed for a stout
$35,000 in 20th session at the
Rivoli,
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
Rose Tattoo" (Par) (12th wk).
The 11th week concluded Monday
(27) pushed to terrific $28,000.
The 10th week w-as $22,000. Stays
again, with “Meet Me in Las
Vegas" (M-G) set to open March
13.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
550; $1.25-$1.80)—“Lease of Life"
(IFE) (3d-final wk).
Looks like
okay $3,400 in week ending today
(Wed.). Holds through Sunday (4).
“Don Juan" (Times) opens Monday
(5).
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25$1.50) — “Adorable Creatures"
(Cont) (8th wk) Seventh round
ended Monday (27) was solid
$6,200 Sixth was $6,500.
Capitol (Loew’s) (4.820; $l-$2.50)
—“Benny Goodman Story" (U) (2d
(Continued on page 16)

‘Picnic’ Bangup $18,000,
Balto; ‘Jester’ Okay At
9G, ‘Goodman’ 11G, 3d
Baltimore, Feb. 28.
Grosses are pleasing here this
round. “Picnic" is great at the
Hipp, while “Court Jester" is lively
at the Stanley. “Benny Goodman
Story” remains staunch in its third
round at the Century. “Rose Tat¬
too" continues big for third stanza
at the New. “Last Hunt" had a
fairly okay first week at the Town.
“Littlest Outlaw" looks good at
the Little.
Estimates for This Week
Century 'Fruchtman) (3.000; 50$1.25)—“Goodman Story" (U> <3d
wk). Solid $11,000' following $17,000 for second.
Cinema (Schwaber1 (460; 50-$ 1)
—“Night Holds Terror" 'Indie).
Mild $3,500. Last week, “The Bed
(Indie) (4th wk*.-$2,100.
Film Centre 'Rappaporti (890,
$l-$2.50) — “Oklahoma”
'Magna).
Unfurl°d whh ‘-vMaliona oreem
(Continued on page 16)
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BEN COOPER.

l watli Virginia Grey • Jo Van Fleet • Sandro Giglio • Directed by DANIEL MANN

--L

Screenplay by TENNESSEE WILLIAMS^Adaptation by HAL KANTER

Rased on the Flay, “THE ROSE TATTOO” by Tennessee Williams • Music Score by Alex Noith
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P^RIETY

HONORED
BY
*j£i**„

ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINATIONS!
BEST PICTURE
. Produced, by Ha! Wallis for Paramount

Anna Magnani as Serafina

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
Marisa Pavan as Rosa

BEST PHOTOGRAPHY

-BLACK AND WHITS

James Wong Howe

BEST EDITING
Warren Low

BEST ART DIRECTION,.....
Hat Pereira and Tambl Larsen
BEST SET DECORA TION..... Sam Comer and Arthur Krams

BEST DRAMATIC PICTURE SCORE
Alex North

BEST COSTUME DESIGN., *, ... ,
Edith Head

12

INTERNATIONAL

PfiRIETY

'VAHIiTY'*' LONDON OFFICK
• St. Martin'* Plata, Trafalgar Square

Mex Legit Not DeadArg. Pix Producers, Ignoring Past
[talo Film Prods., Seeing Success
Over 400G Subscribed
Errors, Again Plan to Over-Expand
Of German War Pix, Yen Patriotics
Mexico City, Feb. 21.
The legit theatre is far from
dead in Mexico. The theatre’s pub¬
lic, of its own volition, will provide
at least $400,000 cash, high for j
here, this year to enable the the¬
atre department of the Fine Arts
Institute to bring the theatre to
more people, announced Celestino
Gerostiza, department director.
Department has recruited a com¬
pany to play the. classics and other,
plays at the Palace of Fine Arts
(National Theatre) here.
It is
readying at least one troupe for
the road, the chief provincial
cities—all at pop prices.

Rome, Feb. 21. While the German film indus-;
try is reaping home-market as well
as export successes with such war¬
time pictures as “Canaris,” “Devil’s
General” and others, local film¬
London, Feb. 21.
Tokyo, Feb. 21.
makers likewise continued to^feel
“Richard III” collared dual
Masaichi Nagata, head of Daiei
that a certain yearly dosage of pa¬
honors in the anhual British Film
triotism in pix is a good thing. The Motion Picture Co. and chairman
Academy awards by being voted
recjent Dutch trouble with the Ital¬ of Motion Picture Producers Assn,
the best pic of the year, as well
ian production, “London Calling of Southeast Asia, has announced
as the best British film. Laurence
North Pole,” which chronicles the that the Third Southeast Asian
Olivier was named as the best
Film
Festival
will
be
held
in
Hong
story of the Dutch successes of Ger¬
British actor for his performance
man Col. Gftkes against British In¬ Kong next June. Annual fest was
in
the title role.
originallyslated
for
April
but
de¬
telligence during the last World
War, only have helped to spotlight lay in prelim organization forced
Ernest Borgnine and Betsy Blair
postponement.
. the trend.
got the nod as the best foreign
actor^ and actress for their per¬
Nagata also announced that en¬
Besides “North Pole,” which inci¬
formance in “Marty” (UA). Paul
dentally stars Curd Jurgens . (he tries, previously limited to two per
Scofield
wbs voted the most prom¬
country,
would
be
upped
to
five
played the lead in “General” and
ising newcomer to films for his
will star in “Spy for Germany,” each. He said some 20-25 features
work
in
"That Lady” and 'Katie
would
be
screened
by
the
judges
story of a secret agent) as Giskes,
Johnson was chosen as the best
Italy has another spy thriller com¬ plus about 10 shorts. Festival will
London,
Feb.
28.
British
actress
for “The Ladykilling up for release soon—“The Rom¬ run for a week.
The entertainment industry last ers.”
mel Treasure.” Upcoming items
Entries are expected from Japan,
week
made
its
big
pitch
for
admis¬
include “Altair, Primo Amore,” “II the Philippines, Formosa, Hong
“Vanishing Prairie” (BV) was
Cielo Brucia,” “I 4 Del Getto To- Kong, Singapore, Thailand and In¬ sion tax relief in anticipation of named the best documentary, and
nante” and “LTn Po Di Cielo,” and donesia. In addition, Nagata said the Easter budget. On Tuesday and “The Bespoke Overcoat” received
form part of a more recent trend India and Pakistan, not members Wednesday (21 - 22), reps of legit a special award. “Children of Hiro¬
towards films glorifying the Italian of the MPPASEA, would be in¬ and motion pictures went to the shima” was given the United Na¬
air forces and the jet age. "Ciao vited to submit non-participating Treasury and stated their case to tions award for the ace film illus¬
Henry Brooke, the Financial Sec¬ trating principles of the United
Pais” is another recently completed entries.
retary.
picture set during the World War.
Nations Charter. The Canadian
The claim on behalf of legit was made “Blinkity Blank” was picked
The Italian film industry’s long
made by the Theatres Entertain¬ as the best animated film.
road back from the complete paci¬
ment Tax Committee which, in
fism of such pix as “To Live in
support of the plea for total ex¬
Peace” (1946) begins in 1949, with
emption for the live theatre, sub¬
“Cavalcata D’Eroi,” which exalted
mitted a memorandum to the Chan¬
the exploits of the Italian cavalry
cellor of the Exchequer, showing
in Russia during the last conflict.
that more than 80 provincial the¬
Previously, in 1947 and 1948, the
Rome, Feb. 28.
atres had been forced to close
Italian film was mainly concerned
Franco DeSimone and Marcello
with internal problems, with emi¬ Girosi< Titanus Film execs, are due down in recent years. About 24
had
shuttered in the last year. To
Mexico City, Feb. 21.
gration, p.o.w.’s, rebuilding, etc. in N.Y. March 1 for a two-week
Close on the heels of “Cavalcata” stay during which- they, plan to set illustrate the effect of the duty, it
Work in the Mexican film indus¬
cited
the
case
of
a
theatre
in
a
came “Barriera a Settentrione,” foreign release of their forthcom¬
try has slowed nearly to full stop
about the mountain finance troops, ing production, “Monte Carlo.” northern industrial town which, in because of increasing opposition
then "Cuori Senza Frontiere,” They expect to sign Yank thespers the half year ended last June, had to the proposition by Mario Zacalost
$7,476,
but
paid
a
tax
of
$19,about the Trieste territory division, for this and other coming Titanus
rias, prexy of the Mexican Pro¬
359.
“La Fiamma Che Non Si Spegne” productions.
On the following day, a delega¬ ducers Assn. He has proposed a
(glorifying the Carabinieri troops),
special tax on exports of Mexican
DeSimone
and
Girosi
reportedly
tion
from
the
all-industry
tax
com¬
and in 1949, “Cuori Sul, Mare,” a
. pix so as to build up a subsidy,
pic set in the Leghorn Marine Aca¬ are looking for four or five Ameri¬ mittee, set up by the four major in the form of payment refunds,
can
actors
for
“Monte
Carlo,”
trade
associations
in
the
picture
demy.
which rolls May 1 with only Mar¬ business, submitted its case for re¬ for the industry. Tax is reckoned
More War Pix in 1950, 1951
lene Dietrich and Vittorio DeSica lief. The claim, which has been to yield around $48,000 annually.
1950 brought, among others, such set for the leads. Among Yanks planned over a period of months,
Some 20 top producers, including
items as “II Caimano Del Piave,” sought are a character actor, a seeks a cut in the incidence of the Mier & Brooks and Posa Films
about the first World War, “Cam- young girl and a visiting Ameri¬ duty to the tune of about $50,000,- (latter exclusive producer for
icie Rosse,” with Anna Magnani can couple. Sam Taylor directs 000.
“Cantiflas”) are- objecting to the
as Anita Garibaldi to stir patriotic this, his first. He also wrote the
This amount, it was contended, bill. The 12,000 members of the
chords; and "Piume al Vento,” script. Pic will be shot in English, is the minimum necessary to give Picture Production Workers Union
again with a first World War set¬ and is claimed to be the first Ital¬ the exhibiting side of the indus¬ (STPC) and these producers toldting. Nothing of note was made in ian film specifically aimed at the try, and particularly the small op¬ Angel Caravajal, Secretary of the
1951 in this sector, except perhaps American market in script, casting erator, a chance of meeting rising Interior, top government depart¬
“Achtung* Banditi,” concerning the and technique. It will use the new overheads, and new capital equip¬ ment, that the suggested .tax is un¬
exploits of Italo partisans during Technicolor process which permits ment costs. This would as well give necessary and wopld work a hard¬
the last war.
printing in varied screen systems. much-needed aid to British film ship on the trade. The Interior
1952 was patriotism’s big year on Titanus will release in Italy, but a makers who would receive more ^Secretariat replied that the governlocal screens.
“Carica Eroica” Yank major is sought to handle coin from the Eady pool, as well as 'ment doesn’t intend to enact such(the last war) started it off, fol¬ elsewhere.
a bigger share of film rentals.
a levy. The 20 producers, who
lowed by*“Fra£elli D’ltalia,” about
As it is customary for the Chan¬ claim they account for 55% of pro¬
During the officials Ne.w York
Italo hero Nazario Sauro; “La stay casting and other prep work cellor not to anticipate his budget duction declared the Zacarias im¬
Leggenda del Piave,” again the for “A Rainy Night” and “Goya” statement, neither of the two in¬ post is not wanted, and is no good.
first world conflict; “Pehne Nere” will be carried on. Former will terests was given a-clue as to gov-*
Little if any work is being done*
about the Alpini mountain troops; probably be directed by Vincent ernment intention.
at .the studios because of .mass
“La Fiammat;,” a spy story with Sherman with a predominantly
meetings of various STPC locals
patriotic undertones: "La Pattuglia American cast. Sherman is current¬
to protest the levy, STPC joined
Sperduta”; and “I Sette Deff’Orsa ly shooting “To Defend My Love,”
the objecting producers when the
IVIi
Maggiore,”
the last about the ex- with Martine Carol, here (both
directors, led by Mauricio de la
iloits of Italian frogmen in the English and Italian) also for
Serria, who also produces, came
:editerranean.
Titanus.
out in opposition to Zacarias’ prop¬
‘La Grande Speranza” (1953)
While in the U.S., DeSimone also
osition.
......
ft;
was a wartimer about submarine .will supervise details of the Eng¬
life in which pacifism and brother¬ lish version for “II Bidone” (The
Edinburgh, Feb. 28.
hood of man reappeared briefly, Swindler),
Broderick
Crawford
Legit season at Lyceum and British Censors Nix
while “Mizar” recounted frogmen starrer made by Titanus and ac¬
King’s Theatres here is more in¬
8 Pix in ’55, Cut 313
exploits, and “La Pattuglia del quired by IFE for U.S. release.
triguing than in previous years,
• London, Feb. 28.
Amba Alagi” was set during Italy’s
The British film censors last year
Abyssinian war. “Tripoli Bel Suol
with top talent and new plays re-,
refused
to
give
certificates to eight
D’Amore” took its title from a pa¬
cruited. Frank Leighton, Charmain
pictures, and ordered cuts in 313
triotic Italian song, and was also a
Innes 'and Edgar K. Bruce are set others. Details were released last
service item.
to play the leads at Lyceum in week by Arthur T. L. Watkins,, sec¬
In 1954, the heroics of an Italian
“Cry "Wolf,” comedy-thriller adapt¬ retary of the British Board of Film
armored division in Africa were
. London, Feb. 21.
ed from the French VLe Loup Qui Censors, who reported that in 1955
featured in “Divisione Folgore,
The plan to transmit the new Sourait.” It opens this week. The a total of 1,763 films were submit¬
while “Bella, Non Piangere” chron¬
icled the advevntures of Enrico “Film Fanfare” program direct ; Henry Sherek-Stewart Cruikshank ted for censorship.
Toti, hero of the first World War. from the Associated British studios season- of plays, featuring leading
The overall total,- of course, in¬
Also in- that year, wartime themes at Elstree on the new London-Bir- thespers, tees off at early in April. cludes • shorts, but • in the featurewere treated in “I Cinque dell’ mingham commercial tv network
field
271 pix were given the U (uni¬
Peggy Cummins just wound up
Adamello” and in “Siluri Umani,” was scotched last week by studio at the Lyceum in a jubilee pro¬ versal exhibition) certificates; 186
the latter about frogmen on suicide technicians. Until the matter has duction of “Peter Pah.” Cole Por¬ were rated A (adults, and juveniles
missions against the British fleet. been properly sorted out between ter’s musical, “Can-Can,” present¬ when accompanied by/adults); and
its union and the program com¬
pany, they’ve refused facilities for ed by the Littler group, is at the 35 were put in the X (adults only)
King’s, with Sally Rogers, Aleta class. Of the total output, 1,509
tv crews.
Cornel Wilde Seeks
Morrison,
Freddie
Sales
and were categorized U, 219 as A and
As a result, the production of this George
35 as X.
Gee.
British Prod. Setup 60-minute Sunday afternoon fea¬
Gateway Theatre revived . the
ture has been- hurriedly1 switched,
London, Feb. 21.
Cornel Wilde is currently nego- from London to Birmingham. The Scot farce, “Ghosts and Old Gold,” METRO PREPS 'TEAHOUSE' PIC
Tokyo, ‘Feb. 21.
tiating with British producers for first airing of the program last starring local actress Lennox
Keith Weeks, Metro production
Anglo-American filming by his Sunday (19) was, therefore, done Milne, and also the Robert Kemp
executive,
has
arrived
here to prep
own .company* Theodora Produc¬ from the Midlands tele theatre in play, “A Nest of Singing Birds.”
tions. The star owns a number of Aston.
A new play, “One Bright Day,” the filming in Japan of “Teahouse
of
the
August
Moon.”
Filmed ver¬
properties which he proposes to . The, changeover resulted in presented by Peter Saunders Ltd.,
film here in association with, a minor modifications of the pro¬ is set for Lyceum March 5. This sion of the play will be shot mostly
around
Kyoto,
with
Jack Cum¬
British company.
-*
gram and notably in the cutting of stars Clive Brook, Naunt'on Wayne,
He aims to use British and con¬ the 80-piece studio orch down to Renee Asherson, Mary Hinton and mings producing, Daniel Mann di¬
recting and Marlon Brando, Glenn
tinental artists for his co-produdT about 20 tooters. It. also involved Milton Rosmer.
Ford and Japanese actress Machiko
tions as well as American stars. pre-filming a number of celebri¬
Glasgow Citizens’ Theatre staged
Wilde is now filming “Beyond ties who, owing to previous com¬ a production of “Julius Caesar,” Kyo in the leads.
Location work is due to begin
Mombasa,” a Hemisphere; venture mitments, were unable to travel to Alan Judd and Robert Gale guestin May and .be finished within
for Columbia- release.
Brnmingham-for a live telecast.
I ing. ■
, i ,, ■
,
■ : i
three months;"'according to Weeks.

Southeast'Asian Film
Fest Set for Hong Kong

Brit. Pick ‘Rickard IIF;
‘Marty’ Stars Get Nod

British Show Biz
Asks Tax Relief

Italian Titanus Film
Execs Due in N.Y. On
Potent Picture Deals

Threat of Special Tax
On Exporting of Mex
Pix Slowing Up Prod.

New Plays,, Top Talent
Inspire Stronger Sept
Legit; ‘Cry Wolf’ Opens

Union Nixes Studio Pix
Show Origination for TV

Buenos Aires, Feb. 21.
Argentine motion picture pro¬
ducers seem unable to learn any
lessons from the past, and ? are
ready to overreach themselves
again in the hope of surviving on
the strength of state subsidies.
Their latest proposal as to how
such subsidies should be financed
was submitted to the government
some weeks ago, through a recent¬
ly created Committee for Defense
of the Argentine Film Industry.
This group includes reps of the
Authors’
Society
(Argentores),
Assn, of Film Directors (SADIR),
Argentine Picture Producers Assn.
(APPA), Academy of Motion Pic¬
ture Arts and Sciences and the
Decorators and Technical Assns.
The clause which has aroused
the greatest outcry, especially
from exhibitors, proposes a sur¬
charge on all foreign films im¬
ported, of around $1,850 on the
first copy, plus $250 each on sub¬
sequent prints. Increased to S3.125
and $625 for C’Scope or similar
systems and tinters. An even
more absurd clause stipulates
that no films be imported which
are more than 30 months older
than their first release date in
country of origin.
Producer Yen For Coin Grows
As 300 to 400 pictures are im¬
ported annually, the producers’ ap¬
petites for billions appear to be
on an upward spiral.
In lieu of the 60 centavo tax,
currently applied on all film-the¬
atre stubs, they propose a 25%
surcharge applicable on the un¬
taxed basic value of total cinema
grosses throughout the country.
Proceeds of this surcharge would
be used to improve film techniques,
subsidize unions, organize foreign
distribution and promote film fes¬
tivals.
This plan has been dubbed ex¬
tortionary in film circles. It is the
sort of blueprint which found fa¬
vor under Peron, but it is of
doubtful success now.
The APPA has been undergoing
a “purging” process and new by¬
laws have been drafted by a gov¬
ernment interventor, and sub¬
mitted for inspection.
Similarly the Academy of Mo¬
tion Picture Arts and Sciences has
had its face lifted. And producers
most prominent on the board, who
are all now “under .restraint,” are
keeping in the background. The
Academy was notorious for toady¬
ing to Peron.
Prods. Want Higher Scales
Producers would now like to
have admission scales increased,
whereas exhibitors seek sliding
scales according to quality. Ad¬
missions here are a third of what
they are in Spain. There is agi¬
tation for extending the higher
price authorized for C’Scope to the
VistaVision system. This has been
allowed in Mar del Plata where
admissions are higher all round.
Exhibs point out that since prod¬
uct is now available in abundance,
there should be greater,elasticity,
allowing them to fix prices ac¬
cording to quality of the pix.
It is unfortunate for many good
film players, who were exiled by
Peron and have now come home, to
find the local industry in such a
state of . chaos.' They find many
producers flat broke apd have to
shelve their plans. ’ Experienced
directors and foreign distribs are
urging local producers to reorgan¬
ize their industry by starting again
at the bottom of the ladder.

Hike in Interest Rate
Blow to British Prods.
London, Feb. 21.
Increase in the bank rate from
414% to 514% caught British pix
producers by surprise when the
announcement was
made last
Thursday (16). Bank loans usually
rank at least 1% above the official
rate. In consequence, British pro¬
ducers will have to pay the highest
level of interest in about 25 years.
The new interest rates, which
will apply to advances both from
banks and the government-owned
National Film Finance Corp., will
affect outstanding loans as well as
future borrowings. Main objective
of bank rate hike, from the gov¬
ernment’s point of view, is to curb
inflation. By adding several thou¬
sands of dollars to the cost of
feature production, some producers
feel it may also curb the output of
British studios.
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Raftery, Grainger Fully Vindicated;
Shea Heirs Must Pay $275,000
Four years of bitter legalistic
wrangling between Edmund C.
Grainger and Edward C. Raftery
on- one side and heirs of the estate
of M. A. Shea on the other were
culminated last week with a N. Y.
State Court of Appeals decision
favoring Grainger and Raftery on
all counts and ordering the surviv¬
ing Sheas to pay $275,000.
Courtroom bouts, fcross-claims
and marathon hearings by a ref¬
eree contributed to the complexity
of the row that had its origin with
the death of Mike Shea in 1940.
Raftery and Denis F. O'Brien (since
deceased) of the N. Y, law firm of
O’Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, and
Grainger were named executors
and trustees of the estate and
Grainger was appointed president,
general manager of the chain.
The heirs, including a -^Son-inlaw, Gerald Shea (his name is a
coincidence) of M. A. Shea, ousted
Grainger, charged him with fraudu¬
lent dealings and denied him the
right of arbitration of the dispute,
although there was a provision in
his employment contract providing
for such arbitration. The Sheas,
four years ago, also filed the first
suit, an action in Surrogate’s
Court, alleging fraud and misconconduct on the part of Raftery as
well as Grainger.
The Appeals Court’s ruling is
a complete vindication of Raftery
and Grainger.

Balcon Reveals Plans
To Go Ahead on Prod.
Of Aussie Pic, ‘Robbery’
Sydney, Feb. 21.
Following his reported break¬
away from the Rank Organization,
Sir Michael Balcon, chief of Eal¬
ing' Studios, has announced that
he will go ahead with plans to pro¬
duce the Aussie classic, “Robbery
Under Arms,” here this year.
“Arms” tells the story of early days
Down Under. Pic likely will be
filmed in Technicolor at Pagewood.
Eric Williams, Balcon's righthand man, was out in this territory
late last year and announced that
Ealing was eager to return to Aus¬
sie pic production, Understood that
another Aussie yarn, “Shiralee,” is
listed on the Ealing production
slate for this year. It will also berecalled that Balcon sent a cam¬
era crew here some little time back
to shoot exterior scenes for “A
Town Like Alice/’ adapted from
the Neville Shute bestseller.
Ealing bowed out of Aussie pro¬
duction some three years ago and
sold Pagewood Studios to Asso¬
ciated T. V. Ltd. and other indie
Interests after a longterm in the
local field. Understood the reason
for quitting was because of the fail¬
ure of the Aussie government to
cooperate on lowering high opera¬
tional costs and the withdrawal of
financial assistance. Failure of cer¬
tain moneyed interests to come
through with coin dulled the pro¬
duction upbeat.
News of Balcon’s decision to re¬
turn here has created some sur¬
prise here. The question appears
to be whether the- Rank Organiza¬
tion nixed another Down Under
production bid prior to Balcon’s
reported breakaway. Not- so long,
ago Rank took a boxoffice beating
with “The Seekers,” filmed mainly
in New Zealand.

Rockville, Md. (New Mgt.)
Trust-Sues 8 Majors
Washington, Feb. 28.
Villa Theatre, of Rosckville, Md.,.
about 20 miles from midtown Wash¬
ington, has filed a treble damage
suit for $660,000 against the eight
uiajor distributors. House seeks
(1) damages and (2) first run for
its area.
Theatre, reopened under new
management last December, was
assigned 21 days clearance after
D. C. first runs. However, it points
out. that a theatre in Alexandria,
which is closer to central Washing¬
ton, is first run.
Villa also charges that it has
been notified by the distribs it will
have to bid for pix on the 21-day
clearance in competition with the
new,Rockville drive-in, which opens
April 1.
...

For Delinquency File
-Somerville, Mass., Feb. 28.
A 15-year-old high school
sophmore girl was stabbed in
the shoulder by a 13-year-old
boy in the nabe Teele Square
Theatre.
House
manager
nabbed the boy and turned
him over to poli.e
The girl told police that the
boy sat behind her and “be¬
gan poking me with a knife. I
told him to put it away.” The
boy plunged the pocket knife
through her jacket and deep
into her left shoulder.

80 TOA Leaders
To New Orleans
About 80 Theatre Owners of
America leaders are expected to
attend the annual mid-winter meet¬
ing of the board and the executive
committee at the Hotel Roosevelt,
New Orleans on March 4-6.
This will be the first conclave of
TOA’s top brass since its decision
to take joint action with Allied
States Assn, in pressing for an allout arbitration system and petition¬
ing the Dept, of Justice for permis¬
sion for the formerly-divorced cir¬
cuits to enter production and dis¬
tribution. TOA’s toppers will also
decide what position to take be¬
fore the Senate Small Business
Committee hearings on March 23.
TOA leaders convening in New
Orleans will include prexy Myroh
Blank, board chairman E. D. Mar¬
tin, general counsel Herman M.
Levy, A. Julian Brylawski, Robert
J. O’Donnell, Alfred Starr, Walter
Reade Jr., M. A. Lightman Sr., Mit¬
chell Wolfson, George G. Karasotes, J. Myer Schine and Samuel Pinanski.

Aldrich Shows Military
Finished Film After
Nixing Pre-Censorship
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Robert Aldrich, who refused to
make any changes in script of his
latest" United
Artists
release,
“Fragile Fox," to gain Army co¬
operation in its production, will
now show finished feature to Pen¬
tagon for approval, so it may be
screened In service installations.
Sans brass okay no military estab¬
lishment will play pic. Such ex¬
hibition means an extra $100,000.
Producer turned down official
request for rewrite because “I j
don’t want them to dictate how |
to make my picture.” Consequent¬
ly, he had to "rent equipment, in¬
stead of having it furnished gratis
by the Army.
One of the requested changes
involved an officer killing a fellow
officer,' despite fact the killer turns
himself in. Producer here followed
the legit story line. Play was
staged on Broadway last year.
Pentagon last withheld its ap¬
proval from RKO’s “One Minute
to Zero,” three years ago. Army
approved original script- and pro¬
vided plentiful use of troops,
equipment, facilities and terrain
.when most of pic was lensed at
Camp Carson, Colo. ,
Then, Pentagon abruptly learned,
just prior to release, that a “Zero”
sequence had been added in which
Robert Mitchum, film’s star, as a
U. S. Artillery colonel, ordered
his guns to rake refugees coming
through the lines in simulated Ko¬
rean War. When Howard Hughes,
at that time operating RKO, re¬
fused to delete sequence, Penta¬
gon burned and specifically or-1
dered all military posts refrain
! from aiding “Zero” openings and
[ film never played any military
dates.
Sobotka Quits Film Biz
Washington, Feb. 28.
Frank Sobotka, associated with
Stanley-Warner Theatre.here since
May, 1953, will retire this week
and will make his home in Miami.
Sobotka, who was first an assist¬
ant manager and then a house
manager for various of the circuit’s
houses here, was given a farewell
luncheon by S?W co-workers. . > >
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Erasure of 10% Tax
l Up to 99c Called
Just Too Neighborly
Attempt by a group of New York
neighborhood exhibitors to con¬
vince the Council Of Motion Pic¬
ture Organizations tax committee
to ask Congress for exemption on
admissions taxes on all tickets up
to 99 cents was beaten down bv
Broadway and key theatre opera¬
tors. Latter advanced the argu¬
ment that U. S. theatremen should
ask for complete exemption on
tickets of all prices or nothing at
all. This view is said to have pre¬
vailed and when the COMPO com¬
mittee makes its pitch to Congress
it will ask for complete elimination
of the Federal admissions tax.
When exhibition went to Con¬
gress two years ago, it obtained ex¬
emptions on tickets up to 50 cents
and a cut of from 20% to 10r' on
all other admissions. Aim now is to
have the levy taken off completely.
Meanwhile, any support COMPO
may have expected from Allied
States Assn, in light of Allied’s
recent alliance with Theatre Own¬
ers of America, which is support¬
ing the tax fight, was dissipated by
the comments made by Allied lead¬
ers at its Drive-In Convention in
Cleveland last week. General coun¬
sel Abram F. Myers said that
COMPO’s chances of success “arc ,
not too great.” In reiterating the
reason for Allied’s opposition to;
a tax fight at this time, Myers de¬
clared that “it would be a mistake
to wear out the welcome on the
doormat of Capitol Hill when the
legislators are occupied with so
many other things.” However, he
made it plain that “Allied is as
eager to get rid of the tax as any
other group or organization.”
Replying to critics of Allied’s
stand, Myers said that his organi¬
zation “is as in close touch with
the Government as any other in¬
dustry organization and its knowl¬
edge of Government affairs is su¬
perior to most.” He indicated Al¬
lied had decided “the time was
not now ripe” for an all-out tax
campaign on the basis of talks Al¬
lied members had with political
leaders. "The committtee is intact
and is observing developments
closely,” he said. “When it sees
the chance, it will go into action.”
AA's Chi Staff Alignment
Chicago, Feb. 28.
Victor Bernstein has been named
Allied Artists Chicago branch man¬
ager. He had recently been upped
to sales manager here. Nat Nathanson had been both branch and divi¬
sion manager; he now uses only
the latter title.
In the shift. Jack Botaro be¬
comes head booker and Pete Ro¬
mano, assistant booker.
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Fulfill Korda Film Commitments
But Ultimate Liquidation Likely
Executors of the late Sir Alexan¬
der Korda have definitely decided
that there is no one in either the
British or American industfT^s ca¬
pable of filling Korda’s shoes and
that,, therefore, they will nol ap¬
point a new head of London films.
The Korda outfit will continue in
production to fill its various com¬
mitments, but whether it will slay
in the field for good is as yet un¬
certain, reported Morris Heipnn,
Korda’s U. S. rep back from Lon¬
don.

+

Feminist Note
St. Louis, Feb. 28.
A soft-spoken woman spoke
to Albert Rinne. the assistant
manager of the Cinderella
Theatre (Wehrenberg Circuit)
in the cashier’s office, whis¬
pering “Give me the money,
or I’ll blow your brains out.”
First theatre in St. Louis to
be held up by a lone woman.

‘Grief’ Insurance
Albany, Feb. 28.
•An additional classification for
fidelity and surety insurance would
include
‘•indemnifying the
pro¬
ducer of any motion picture, tele¬
vision, theatrical, sport or similar
production, event or exhibition
a.gainsl loss by reason of the inter¬
ruption, postponement or eoncollation of such production, event or
exhibition due to I he death, acci¬
dental injury ot sickness prevent¬
ing performers, directors or other
principals from commencing or
continuing -their respective per¬
formances,” under terms of a bill
introduced by Senator Nathaniel
T. Heilman, Bronx Democrat, and
Assemblyman Julius Volkcr, Buf¬
falo Republican.

“We must also consider whether,
in the future, we will liquidate the
company or not,” hc^said.
The company has valuable resid¬
uals and also owns Deutsche-London Film, a German distribution
outfit which is doing very well.
Germany is the only place wheie
Korda had his own releasing set¬
up. Korda offices in other parts of
the world aeled in supervieorv ca¬
pacity. Helprin said that the Romo
amt Paris offices would be shut¬
tered and that there would also he
some pruning of stall in London.
Korda didn’t own- his own stu¬
dios, working out of Shopper!on.
, One of the films I he Korda organ; izalion will deliver is ‘‘The Admi¬
rable Crichton.” based on the
James II. Barrie story. It’ll be re¬
leased via Columbia worldwide.
Also for Col, London Films will
turn out a “Famous Trials” series,
with Ralph Richardson. It’ll be put
out in one-hour version theatrically
and after that for tv. Under a deal
with CBS. the Korda unit will pro¬
duce a tv series entitled “Special
Branch.” also with Richardson.
Eric Ambler is to script.

The' measure, an amendment to
the Insurance Law and also defin¬
ing “substantially similar kind of “Smiley,” which Korda made in
insurance,” would take effect im¬ Australia under his 20th-Fox deal,
mediately.
is finished and will be delivered.
Among the assets of the Korda
organization are a number of ure¬
produced literary properties, a
group of young contract players, a
contract with Alec Guinness for
four films, and the interest in Sir
Laurence Olivier’s company, which
Korda owned with City Investirg.
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
It’s this interest which makes Kor¬
RKO has signed producer Stan¬ da and City Investing (Robert Dowley Rubin, who ankled Universal ling-Uya Lopert) partowners of
“Richard III," for which NBC is
several weeks ago, to a term deal paying $500,000 for the premiere
and simultaneously signed tv di¬ showing on tv March 11.
rector Sidney Lumet to two-picture
Four executors of the Korda
pact in further buildup of produc¬ estate are David Cunynghame and
tion talent.
Harold Boxall (managing directors),
Lumet directs “12 Angry Men,” and Vincent and Zoltan Korda.
starring Henry Fonda, for United Latter isn’t well and, living in Cal¬
Artists before beginning with ifornia, he isn’t expected to take a
RKO. Studio now has 13 produc¬ very active part in the .administra¬
ers on staff.
tion of London Filins in the future.
Helprin said that, following Korda’c death, many production execs
—including several big names from
Hollywood—made a pitch for the
job, but recalled Korda’s own crack
that “People like me don’t hang
from trees.”

Restored to Lustiness,
Two Latest Deals Give
RKO 13 Producers

‘Trouble With Harry’ Tempted Concord
IATSE

Expels New Hampshire Operators
Which Sold Work Permits at $250

Local

bers who had played a part in the
Concord, N. H., Feb. 28.
Charges that Concord Local 685, nefarious scheme to defy the laws
International Alliance Theatrical, of the Alliance.”
Trials covering a period of
Stage Employes and Moving Pic¬
ture Operators, AFL-CIO, became months were conducted by Third
Vice
President Harry J. Abbott,
involved in a membership card
racket which reportedly netted with the result, the Alliance said,
that
“some
of the members . . .,
$12,000, have been aired in the
having been found guilty, were ex¬
official bulletin of the Alliance.
pelled;
others
were fined varying
In an editorial entitled “Mem¬
bership Is Not For Sale,” the pub¬ sums, and still others received
lication disclosed that “51 persons sentences of one kind or another,
who had never resided In the Lo¬ according to the facts in their in¬
cal 685 jurisdiction were taken dividual cases.”
The Concord local’s charter was
into membership on the basis of
signed applications which the lo¬ revoked and the organization’s af¬
cal knew contained false state¬ fairs placed under the supervision
ments as to residence and in other of International Trustee William
S. Scanlan.
material respects.”
This racketeering stemmed, in
Alliance bulletin added; “Not
only did these men lack the 18 part, from the recruiting of a New
months’ residence 1 requirement, Hampshire union crew for the
but they were never examined as filming of Paramount’s “The
to their competency or qualifica¬ Trouble with Harry,” on location
tion; they never appeared before in Vermont, in 1954. ,The Green
the membership for swearing in, Mountain State had no local of the
knd they never attended any meet¬ Alliance. Besides the Concord lo¬
ing of the local. In short, the in¬ cal, New Hampshire has Local 195,
formation which the General Of¬ , with jurisdiction in the southern
fice had was that Local 685 had ; part of the state, but Local 195
been treating membership as an i was in no way involved in the sitarticle of commerce to be sold at i uation, the Alliance has emphawill, without regard to the legal I sized.
After the Vermont assignment,
requirements for gaining admis¬ j
it is reported, New York television
sion in the Alliance.”
Following an investigation, the and theatre jobs were sought by
Alliance reported, charges were ! persons holding work permits
filed against the Concord local, as ' from the Concord local. The “unwell as “against the 51 applicants i qualified individuals” sold work
and against various other mem¬ j permits for $250.

Tax Elimination Not
Lil Exhib Grievance,
COMPO’s New Stress
Continuing its tax-repeal cam¬
paign, the Council of Motion .Pic¬
ture Organizations is now stress¬
ing the point that the nation’s
larger theatres in particular are
imperiled by ' the Federal admis¬
sions levy. Production also is in
danger,
COMPO’s argument is based on
the present tax formula, which
amounts to 10% on admission
prices of over 50c. Thus, the tax
is paid by 10,200 houses; 9,000 are
exempt. The organization claims
that the 10,200 tax-paying thea¬
tres produce 80% of the industry’s
domestic revenue and consequent¬
ly Hollywood relies on them to
large extent. The fact that many
of these situations are in a bad
way means that the operating
capital required for film-making is
threatened, states COMPO.
This is part of the overall
COMPO approach, with the argu¬
ment being carried to both law¬
makers and the press in the hope
of winning support for the tax
elimination. In a sense, it’s a switch
on earlier argument that centered
on the “little fellow” as bmng
lover-burdened with taxation. I his
I situation was relieved, of course.
; when the tax on admissions of 50c
j and under was removed.
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The picture selected
the Easter Attraction
ot Radio City Music Haiti

SAR1TA
MONTIEL VINCENT
wim lmmiiu
rmutm PRICE
rwoc ■ Joseph Num-wimt.iKM'
Screen Play by IVAN GOFF & BEN ROBERTS and JOHN TWIST •
Lyrics by Sammy Cahn •

original songs

PRODUCED BY HENRY BLANKE

• Music by Nicholas Brodszky

• Directed

by ANTHONY MANN

TWO SEE-FOR-YOURSELF EXAMPLES
BOXOFFICE ATTRACTIONS—UNPARALU
TIME AND
PLACE OF
SHOWINGS

ALBANY MADISON LOO PM. • ATLANTA FOX 9:00 A*M. - BOSTON CAPITOL-AULSTON 9:30 AM, *
CHICAGO CENTURY 9;3Q A.M. « CINCINNATI ESQUIRE LOO P.M. * CLEVELAND COLONY 1:00 P.M.
DETROIT FISHER 9:30 A.M. * INDIANAPOLIS ARLINGTON 1:00 P.M, * JACKSONVILLE ST. JOHNS 9:
MEMPHIS:WARNER 9:00 A.M* * MILWAUKEE ALHAMBRA 9:30 AJML - MINNEAPOLIS*UPTOWN L°°
NEW YORK CRITERION
9:00 A,M. 4 OKLAHOMA MIDWEST 9:00 A*Ml » OMAHA CENTER 1^
PORTLAND 2tST AVENUE 1:00 P.M. * SALT LAKE VILLA 1;OQ f;m,
SAN FRANCISCO ALHAMBRA

f'fiSlErr
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OK AT THE BIG LOOK IN THE
ROS. PROGRAM ON THE WAY!

JEFFREY HONIEt VESA MILES

: miAvuiur
MONO* fKTUMWHlOH-fHKUfV

and Technicolor

Screen Play by FRANK S. NUGENT . Executive Producer MERIAN C. COOPER • Associate Producer PATRICK FORD

DIRECTED BY

PRESENTED BY WARNER BROS.

®?THE COMING LINE-UP OF MIGHTY
JFFALO NIAGARA LOO P.M. * CHARLOTTE CAROLINA 9:00 A.M.
DALLAS PALACE 8:45 A.M. * DENVER OGDEN 1:00 P.M. 4 DES MOINES UPTOWN 1:00 P.M.
AM. . KANSAS CITY BROOKSlDE 1;30 P.M. * LOS ANGELES BOULEVARD LOO P.M*
• • NEW HAVEN ROGER SHERMAN 9:30 A.M. 4 NEW ORLEANS SAENGER 9:00 A.M.
• • PHlLADELFHI A YORKTOWN-ELKINS PARK 1:00 P.M. • PITTSBURGH SOHENLEY 9:30 A.M.
^ P.M. * SEATTLE VENETIAN 1:0O P.M. • ST. LOUIS ST. LOUIS 12:45 P. M..WASHINGTON AMBASSADOR 10:00 A.M.
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‘CRY’ GREAT $33,000,
D.C.; ‘CAROUSEL’ SAME
BROADWAY

j ‘Picnic’ Fancy $23,000,
j
Mont’I; -Tattoo’ 18G, 2d

(Continued from page 9)
wk).
Initial stanza ended last;
Montreal, Feb. 28.
night (Tues.) hit very good $46,000.
Three holdovers in deluxers still
including Tuesday (21) night take. i-are retaining biz at high level curCriterion (Moss) (1,700* 75-$2.20); rently. “Blood Alley” at the Capi_“Helen of Troy” (WB) (5th vvk). | tol, only newcomer of any power,
This session winding today (Wed.) i is okay. “Rose Tattoo” and “Picis heading for okay $16,000 after I nic” shape standout of new entries,
$24,000 in fourth.
I both being big.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$lJB0) I
Estimates for This Week
—“Diabolique” (UMPO), (15th wk).
Palace' (C.T.) (2,625; 60-$l)—
The 14th round ended Monday *27), "Rose Tattoo” (Par) (2d wk). Fine
vas great $11,000 after $10,300 in $18,000 following $19,000 opener.
Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 50-85) —
13th week. Stays indef.
"Blood Alley” (WB). Oke $15,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50) Last week. “Desperate Hours”
—“3 Bad Sisters” (UA)- (3d-final
$16,000.
wk). Down to.mild $5,500 despite (Par),
Princess (C.T.) (2.131; 40-65) —
previews nearly every day. Unex¬ “Lone Ranger” (WB) (2d wk). Big
pectedly held an additional week. $14,000 after $17,000 in first.
Second round was $9,000. “Sins of
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,847; 60-$l) —
Borgias” (Indie) due now on Satur¬ “Picnic”
(Col) (2d wk). Socko $23,day.
j 000 after $27,000 in first.
Guild (Guild (450; $1-$1.75)—
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 30-50)—
"Golden Demon” (Indie) (5th wk). “Gung Ho” (Indie) and “Eagle
Fourth stanza ended Sunday (26) Squadron” (Indie) (reissues). Okay
held at good $6,000 same as third $5,000. Last week, “Last Com¬
week. Stays on, with “Touch and mand” (Rep) and “Green Buddha”
Go” (U) set to open March 19.
(Indie), $4,500.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79$1,80)—“All That Heaven Allows”
SAN FRANCISCO
' (U). Opened yesterday (Tues.). In
ahead, “Lone Ranger (WB) (3d wk(Continued from page 8)
4 days), slipped to $6,000 with a lift rama Holiday” (Indie) (30th wk).
from preview of “Heaven” on final Great $26,700. Last week, -$25,300.
day Second week was okay $12,United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
500.
0-$l)—“Golden Arm” (UA) (5th
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- wk). Tall $9,000. Last week, $12,000.
$1.80)—“Fantasia” (BV) (reissue)
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $l-$2.20)
(4th wk).
Third week finished --“Guys and Dolls” (Indie). Smash
Monday (27) was smash $13,000 $8,500.
(15th wk).
Last week,
after $12,800 for second. Continues $10,500.
indef.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1) —
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)— Diabolique” (Indie) (9th wk). Big
“Flame of Islands” (Rep) and $5,400. Last week, $5,200.
Clay (Rosener) (400-$l)—“Lease
vaudeville. Week ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks to hit fine $19,000. of Life” (Indie) (2d wk). Lusty
Last week, “World in My Corner” $2,400. Last week, $3,300.
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377-$l)—
(U) plus vaude,. $21,700.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; $1- “Divided Heart”. (Indie) (3d wk).
$2)—“Court Jester” (Par) (5th wk). Oke $1,500. Last week $1,800.
Bridge (Reade-Schwarz) (396; $1Fourth frame finished last night
(Tues.) was solid $40,000. Third $1.25)—“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (5th
wk).
week was $41,000. Stays a couple $1,800. Nice $1,400.. Last week,
of weeks longer.
Coronet (United California) (1,Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 900); $1.10-$2.75) — “Oklahoma”
$1.80)—“Letters From My Wind¬
(Magna). Smash $29,000. Reopened
mill”’(Indie) (11th wk) - The 10th with
this opus.
round ended Sunday (26) was big
$8,500 after $9,300 in ninth. Stays.
Radio City Music- Hall (Rocke¬
BALTIMORE
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75)—“Picnic”
(Continued from page 9)
(Col) and s£ageshow (2d wk). First
holddVer stanza ending today Monday (27). Opens regular run
(Wed.) looks to hold with sock today (Tues.).
Hippodrome, (Rappaport) (2,100
$145,000. First week was $167,000,
over hopes; biz Wednesday (Wash¬ 50-$1.25)—"Picnic” (Col). Great
ington’s Birthday holiday)-hit $31,- $18,000 or near. Last week. “Guvs
600, biggest coin mark ever for And Dolls” (M-G) (9th wk), $5,500.
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$ 1)—
Feb. 22 here. Holding, natch!
Outlaw”
(BV).
Good
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.50-$3.50) “Littlest
—“Oklahoma” (Magna) (20th wk). $4,000. Last week, “Diabolique
Current week ending today (Wed.) (UMPO) (3d wk), $2,500.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)looks to reach sturdy $35,000. The
19th week was $37,500 being “Slightly Scarlet” (RKO). Starts
(Wed.).
Last
week,
helped by extra shows. Stays on. tomorrow
Plaza (Brecker) <556; $1.50-$1.80) ‘Come Next Spring” (Rep), mod¬
—“Prisoner” (Col) (12th wk). The est $3,500.
New (Fruchtman) (1.600; 5011th frame concluded Friday (24)
$1.25)—“Rose Tattoo” (Par) (3d
was good $4,900 after $5,100
wk). Socko $9,000 after $11,000 in
10th week. Stays a week or
second.
longer.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (320; 50Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40)
— “Carousel” (20th) and iceshow $D—“Trouble With Harry” (Par)
onstage (2d wk). Initial holdover (9th wk). Nice $3,500. Last week,
round ending tomorrow (Thurs.) same.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 30-$1.25)
—^likely will wind up with smash
|Hn$105,000. or near. Stays on. First “Court Jester” (Par). Okay at
■Mweek was $145,000, over hopes, $9,000. Last week, “Helen of Troy”
WWand biggest week at house since (WB) (3d wk), $6,000.
Town (Rappaport) (1,400; 50^ initial week of “The Robe” (20th)
State (Loew’s) (3.450; 78-$1.75)— $1.25) — “I’ll Cry Tomorrow’
“Last Hunt” (M-G). Opens today (M-G). Starts tomorrow (Wed.).
(Wed.). Last week, “Forever Dar¬ “Last Hunt” (M-G), okay $7,500.
ling” *M-G) (3d wk-6 days), slow
$11,000 or near helped by "Hunt’
CHICAGO
preview. Second was $19,000.
(Continued from page 9)
Sutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.80) —
“The Ladykillers” (Cont) (2d wk). 000, with record $14,000 opening
Soaring to new house high at $22,- day. Last week, “Lieut. Wore
200 or better despite bad weather Skirts” (20th) (2d wk), $19,000.
last Friday-Saturday. Looks in for
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25longrun. In ahead, “Night My $3.40)—“Cinerama Holiday” (In¬
Number Came Up” (Cont) (9th die) (37th wk). Sturdy $33,000. Last
week, $32,700.
wk), $5,300.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)
$1-$1.50)—“Doctor At Sea” (Rep) —“Last Frontier” (Col) and “Fury
Opened last night (Tues.) with a at Gunsight Pass” (Col). Tall $20,benefit preem, regular run getting 000.
Last week, “Day World
under way today (Wed.). In ahead, Ended” (Indie) and “Phantom 10,“Littlest Outlaw” (BV) (9th wk), 000 Leagues” (Indie), $18,500.
nice $5,000 after $4,200 for eighth.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98)
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2) —“Picnic” Col) (2d wk). Great
— i'Golden Arm” (UA) (11th wk). $47,000. Last week, $55,800.
Present stanza winding up tomor¬
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)—
row (Thurs.) looks to hold with big “Dam Busters” (WB). Nifty $3,700
$19,000. The ,10th week, which Last week, “Wages of Fear” (DCA)
took in Washington’s Birthday, (2d wk), $2,900.
soared to $25,500, over hopes.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65'
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600; 98)—“Rose Tattqp” (Par). Terrific
$1.20-$3.30) — “Cinerama Holiday” $38,000. Last week. “I’ll Cry To¬
(Indie) (56th wk). The 55th session morrow” (M-G) (9th wk), $17,000.
ended Saturday (25) soared to a
Woods (Essaness) U.206; 98terrific $58,300, with hefty boost $1.25)—“Golden Arm” UA) (9th
from Feb. 21 night and Washing¬ wk-6 days. Tall $15,000. Last week,
ton’s Birthday biz. The 53d week, $18,000.
was $51,400. “Seven Wonders of
World (Indie) (430; 98)—“SamuWorld” (Indie) opens April 10.
rai”v„(FA) (3 wk). Good $3,500.
World (Times Film) (385; $1- Last week, $3,800.
$1.50) — “Dark River” (Times).
Zicgfeld (Davis) (430; 98)—
First week looks to hit nice $5,000. “Diabolique” (UMPO) (10th wk)).
Holding.
Swell $7,500. Last week, $8,000.

Washington, Feb. 28.
Despite unfavorable weekend
weather, two newcomers made
auspicious bows. Both “Carousel”
at Capitol and “I’ll Cry Tomorrow”
at Palace are smash, with latter
surprising by overtaking the touted
musical dollar for dollar." “Last
Hunt” big at Columbia. Weather
took heaviest toll on holdovers, but
“Picnic,” in second stanza at
Trans-Lux, continues sock after
record opening week.
“Benny
Goodman Story” in second week
at RKO Keith’s is rated fine.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 75-$l)
—“Never Say Goodbye” (U). Okay
$5,000. Last week “Lone Ranger”
(WB) and “Target Zero” (WB),
$4,300.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25)
-“Carousel” (20th). Smash $33,000 or near. Stays. Last week,
Forever Darling” (M-G) (2d wk),
$4,000 in 4 days.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 70-95)
—“Last Hunt” (M-G). Big $12,000.
Holds. Last week, “East of Eden”
(WB) and “Battle Cry” (WB) (re¬
issues), $5,000 in final 4 days..
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$1.10)
—“Diabolique” (UMPO) (8th wk).
Very steady $4,000 second consec¬
utive w.eek. Holds again.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)—
‘Benny Goodman Story” (U) (2d
wk). Off to fine $9,000. First was
wow $18,000. Stays on.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75-$l)
—“Never Say Goodbye” (U). Fine
$7,000. Last week, “Lone Ranger”
(WB) and “Target Zero” (WB),
$6,800.
Palace (Loew) (2,360; 85-$1.25)—
“I’ll Cry Tomorrow” (M-G). Wham
$33,000, matching “Carousel” at
Capitol, which has over 1,000 moi'e
seats. Holds, natch!
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 75$1.10)—“All Heaven Allows” (U)
(4th wk). Oke $4,000 after'$6,000
last week. Stays.
Plaza (T-L) (276; 70-$1.25) —
‘Littlest Outlaw” (BV). (5th wk).
Okay $3,000 after $4,000 last week.
Holding.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
— “Cinerama Holiday”
(Indie)
(20th wk). Segues into sixth month
with big $18,000, thanks to begin¬
ning of school tourist season. Last
week, $17,000. Stays on.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.25)
—“Picnic” (Col) (2d wk). Still
socko at $19,000. Last week, sen¬
sational $23,000, topping previous
record of “Here to Eternity” (Col).
Holds.

LOS ANGELES
(Continued from page 9)
(AA) (2d wk). Small $2,500. Last
week, $23,300.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50)
—“Trouble With Harry” (Par) (3d
wk). Okay $5,700. Last week,
$7,000.
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1$1.80) — “Helen Troy” (WB) (5th
wk). Slow $7,400. Last week,
$8,600.
' Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,334; $1.50$1.75)—“Golden Arm” (UA) (9th
wk). Sturdy $7,000. Last week,
$7,000.
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1.25$1.80) — “Cry Tomorrow” (M-G)
(10th wk). Smooth $10,000. Last
week, $10,400.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
M.430; $1.25-$1.80)—“Guys, Dolls”
«M-G) (14th wk). Nifty $12,000.
Last week, $12,400.
Egyptian, United Artists (UATC)
U,411; 2.242; $1.10-$2.75) — “Okla'.(AJTaf«a) Gfith wk Egyptian,
10th wk UA). Smart $48,000. Last
week, $48,800.
HolIywood (SW) J 1,364;
$1.20-$2.65) — “Cineramar Holiday”
(Indie) (16th wk). Into current
?l"!day ,(26> after sharp.
$41,900 last week.
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Inside Stuff-Pictures
A Nisei syndicate which .origin,ally Invested in Nacirema Productions*
initial theatrical pic, “Sierra Stranger,” has decided to continue back¬
ing the indie company in all future productions. Nacirema, headed bv
David T. Yokozeki, Marvin Segal and Norman Herman, already has
an estimated $3,000,000 at its disposal via Nisei backers who personally
know Yokozeki, a lawyer and exec producer of the indie outfit,
in
.addition to “Stranger,” which toplines Howard Duff, company will
produce “Hot-Rod Girls” and two untitled screenplays this year
Company is also negotiating with Japanese producers anent co-produc¬
tion deals.
A 13-week test has been lined up for an unusual pix-personal ap¬
pearance arrangement on Studio Films indie, “Force of Evil,” which
may result in a solid two years of work for singer Herb Jeffries.
Jeffries will make appearances with the film, beginning at t|ie Shubert in Detroit, April 1, in 13 Shubert houses around the country.
He’ll lecture and reprise portions of his “Singing Prophet” disk al¬
bum.
If the stunt is successful, package will then go on for a blue¬
printed 105 week tour in Shubert-owned or affiliated houses in 35
states.
In a carryover from the previous regime, RKO Teleradio Pictures
went into Los Angeles Superior Court here to get $18,000 due from
Sierra Pictures and six John Does. Action is based oh an agreement
made with RKO Radio Pictures in 1949 under which the studio ad¬
vanced the money to the defendants at the rate of $1,000 per month.
Attached to the complaint was a copy of a letter signed by Walter
Wanger acknowledging that RKO was to recoup the coin from the
gross of “Joan of Arc.” Plaintiff says none of the money has been
paid.
The John G. Stratford Film Corp., which has rights to some 1,000,000 feet of war-confiscated German film via a licensing arrangement
from the U. S. Office of Alien Property, is editing and dubbing into
English some of the feature films for theatrical distribution. Stock
footage is being assembled and sold to tv, vidpix producers, and the
16m educational market. Company is also producing pictures, its cur¬
rent entry being a series of stop-motion puppets which Governor Tele¬
vision is handling for tv distribution.
Sidney Bernstein, English cinema magnate and tv producer, will
publish his own commercial-tv magazine soon. Known as TV Guide,
it will be launched to coincide with the opening of the Manchester
(Eng.) Independent Television Authority’s transmitter in May/
Magazine will cover1 the busy and scattered north of England and
North Wales, which have combined population of 13,000,000. Paper’s
coverage may be extended to take in Scotland and other areas when
contractors are named by the Independent Television Authority.
Pix-to-tv deals involving Allied Artists films will bring the original
writers a sliding scale percentage, similar to the arrangements here¬
tofore made with Screen Actors Guild. Deal made with the Writers
Guild of America West calls for the ,writers to get 12V^% of the
original writing fee if the film goes to television for anything up . to
$20,000.
If the pix-to-tv price is higher than that, the writers will
get 15% of the original writing costs.

Clips From Film Row
NEW YORK
Motion Picture Bookers Club
tapped “In Middle of Night” at the
ANTA Theatre for its March 15
theatre party.
Concordia
Pictures
acquired
U.S. distribution rights to “Okasan” (Mother), a Japanese import
for which Herman G. Weinberg
recently completed the English
titles.
George Waldman, who reps
some eight indie film companies,
expanded his distribution activi¬
ties with opening of a branch in
Buffalo. Minna Zackem named
general manager.
Omnifilms Inc. acquired U.S.
distribution rights to “Wishing
Well Inn,” British-made film re¬
cently imported by Joseph Green’s
President Films.

ST. LOUIS

The Southway, an indie nabe in
Lemay, Mo., relighted by Harold
F. Kapper, newcomer in the field.
The Wehrenberg Theatres Cir¬
cuit has reopened one of its St.
Louis county ozoners.
*
pther ozoners near St. Louis
which teeoff 1956 season are owned
by Fanchon & Marco, Midwest
Drive-In Circuit, Boston, Mass.;
three owned, by the Bloomer Amus.
Co., Belleville, Ill.; one at Cuba,
Mo., owned by Adolph Meier; two
owned by Herman Tanner, Vandalia, Ill. Others are readying for
relighting.
E. F. Elfgen sold his Norside,
TORONTO
Alton, Ill., dark for a month, with
(Continued from page 8)
site to be cleared for parking lot.
Jungle” (U) and “Hold Back To¬
First of series of regional meet¬
morrow” (Rep), $12,500.
ings of Missouri Illinois Theatre
Eglinton, University (FP) (1 080- Owners skedded for Louisiana, Mo.
J’.55.6; 60-$l) — "Glory” (RKO)!
Ll-f?tTf9,000' Last week, “Trouble
with Harry” (Par) (4th wk), $8,500
MINNEAPOLIS
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$l)—
Leslie Bird resigned as United
Hell on Frisco Bay” (WB). So-so Artists booker to join Paramount
$12,000.
Last week, “Lone in same capacity. Veteran Joe Be¬
Ranger” (WB), $10,000 in 5 days. han has rejoined UA exchange to
International (Taylor) (557; 50- replace Bird at that company.
85"Camille” (M-G) (reissue) (3d
With sale of local neighborhood
wkb Tnm $2,500.
Last week, Loring theatre, United Paramount
$3,000.
Theatre (Minnesota Amus. Co.) is
Loew’s (Loew) (2.096; 60-$l)— left with only three downtown (not
Indian Fighter” (UA). Fine $17,- counting the grind Aster, lease on
000.
Last week, “Forever Dar¬ which will be dropped soon and
ling” (M-G) (2d wk), $11,000.
two nabe houses here, compared
Odeon (Rank) (2.318; $1-$1.75)_ to a high of 22 at one time.
"Guys and Dolls” (M-G) (10th wk).
St. Paul newspapers receiving
Nice $11,000 in final week. Last many letters from readers protest¬
week, $12,000.
's against “Golden Arm,” now
Shea’s (FP) (2,373; 60-$l)—“Pic¬ playing at the Twin Cities’ World
nic” (Col) (2d wk). Big $19,000. theatres.
Last week, $23,000.
Circuit owner Bill Volk back

from Florida vacation and sporting
a new Lincoln; his brother and
partner, Sidney, off to the south¬
ern state for sunshine.

PITTSBURGH
Music Hall Theatre in Keyser,
W. Va-., owned by Mrs. Lucille
Buchanan, closed its doors and will
be remodeled into a retail store¬
room.
Jack Kieffer named manager of
Associated circuit’s Studio Theatre,
formerly the Lindon, in Bellevue,
which has been remodeled after
being shut down for some time.
J. Lubetz, a newcomer to the in¬
dustry who recently assumed lease
on the W4st End Theatre, also ac¬
quired the Penn in Monaca.
Alice Smith, until recently with
National Theatre Supply, joined
Norbert Stern’s Associated Circuit.

CHICAGO
Bob Allen, Chi Paramount sales
manager, vacationing in Jamaica
for a couple of weeks.
Roster of honorary members of
Variety Club tent 26 for 1956
headed by Illinois’ governor Wil¬
liam Stratton and Chicago’s mayor
Richard Daly.
Industryites
will honor the
memory of Chicago Sun-Times
editor emeritus Richard J. Finne¬
gan at a $50-a-plate dinner spon¬
sored by the La Rabida Richard J.
Finnegan Memorial Committee at
the Palmer House, April 20th.
Money will go toward establish¬
ment of a cancer research center
at La Rabida sanitarium; Finnegan
was one of the moving forces be¬
hind La Rabida.
Belmont Theatre, owned by A.
L. B. Theatre Corp., joined Allied
Theatres of Ill.

LOS ANGELES
William Wratmough re-elected
prexy of Film Row Club at its
annual meeting. Others returned
to office were Jack Sheriff, Milton
Frankel
and
Mae
Friedman,
veepce; Alice Adams, secretary,
and Jules Gerlick, treasurer.
Jim Barnes, manager of WB s
Huntington Park Theatre for last
seven years, left the circuit to take
over operation of the Lyric there.
Will run it as an arty house.
Leon Blender, former L. A.
branch manager for Kranz-Levm
Pictures, signed as general sales
manager for American Releasing
Corp.
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“ONE OF THE FINEST FILMS EVER MADE!”
-

Walter Winchell

20tts BIGGEST
ATTRACTION
SINCE “THE ROBE”!
THE FIRST MOTION PICTURE IN THE NEW

Cinemascope

HO CHARGES REQUIRED IH THE
BOOTHS OF THEATRES EQUIPPED
FOR STEREOPHOHIC SOUHD!
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Lossy Management Sees Meeting Given
‘Breezy Copy’ Brush by N. Y. Press

Loew’s 9 Points
Continued from page

4

■

that the earnings for the balance
of the year will continue to im¬
prove.” He blamed the poor first
quarter on a general decline in film
attendance. He reminded owners
that Loew’s was the only motion
picture company that had an un¬
broken record of 31 years of divi¬
dends and that it was the only com¬
pany with earnings during the
height of the 1930 depression
years.
Stockholder query "How much
salary are you paid?” had Loew
confirming his wages as, $200,000
including expenses of his presi¬
dency, Loew declared:
“I assure you there was

Automatic Protest If
|
Crying Towel
Consent-Decreed Circuit —— Continued from page 3 — somewhat puzzled by the British
Asks New Theatre Okay request
inasmuch as literally hun¬

Dallas, Feb. 28.
dreds of British films have been
Attendance at fourth annual sold to American tv where, in the
Daily press accounts of last
Texas Drive-In Theatre Owners’ words of one exhibitor, “they are
week’s stockholder meeting at
Assn.’s two-day convention reached as much or more of a competition
Loew’s State Theatre in Gotham
to us as our American films would
316 owners and managers (from be to theatremen in England.”
is the subject of considerable sec¬
Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana and
Davis’ position particularly is
ond thoughts at the management
Mississippi, repping 500 ozoners) viewed as strange since his Rank
level in the Loew-Metro family. It
last Wednesday (22) at the Statler- Organization has made many lu¬
is felt the N. Y. World-^Telegram
crative deals for the showing of
San Francisco, Feb. 28.
Hilton. Hotel.
copy was “flippant and inaccurate”
its features on Stateside video. In
Eddie Joseph of Austin, was fact, Rank features are being slot¬
The estate of Eugene H. Emmick,
and written to provide “breezy
elected new prez. New veeps are ted . by AJBC-TV in cream time
copy.” Byliners William Michil- one of the founders of the United
Sheet Noret, Lamesa; Wayne Long, spots on Sunday nights when their
felder and Fred E. Cook treated California chain, who died last
Monahans, and Rubin S, Frels, Vic¬ competitive potential for local extoria. Dick Landsman, San An¬ hibs is very high.
the meeting as “a show” which month, tfill amount to “no less than
tonio, is new secretary and Tim
was, they said, “the most fascinat¬ $3,000,000,” according to the es¬
Furthermore, such British pro¬
nothing to be gained personally
Ferguson, Grand Prairie, was held
tate’s
lawyer,
L.
S.
Hamm,
in
filing
ing entertainment 'the big theatre
by me—no increase in salary
over for a fifth term as treasurer. ducers as Sir Alexander Korda
will
for
probate.
went
one better by arranging the
chain had presented in years.”
or any other form of compen¬
New are five divisional committee¬
Statement that. 1,700 spectators I Will provides that 10% of the essation.
1 was persuaded to
men: J. T. Archer, Elsa; August J. showing of films on U. S. tv even
accept this added responsibil¬
Valentine, Georgetown; Jack Farr, before they've bowed in the film
“drifted in” off Broadway is de- | tate, after taxes, goes into, trust for
ity against my" personal de¬
Houston; Bob Davis, Sherman, and theatres. “Richard III,” preeming
nied by Metroites who say only a l the Blind Babies Foundation of the
on March 11 (afternoon) over NBC,
sires, because of the warm
Royce
Blankenship, West, Tex.
handful of strangers were* present. ■ Frisco Variety Club’s Tent 32. Atis the latest example film opening
feeling I have for so many
Speaker at Wednesday’s meet theatrically some hours later.
Compounding of the flippancy was 1 torney thought foundation would
loyal workers whose lives are
was Dr. Marvin Sandorf, Indian¬
get
at
least
$150,000
when
a
final
dedicated
to
this
company,
Johnston told Davjs he was off
attributed to the N. Y. Daily News
apolis, owner of the country's
and because I might be pro¬
of the next day which to LoCw eyes settlement is made.
largest 2,700-car, ozoner. He out¬ on his Far East trip and therefore
ductive in the interest of the
couldn’t; at this time, come to Lon¬
lined
his^jsuccessful
theatre
and
Another
10%
goes
into
trust
for
read "like an obvious rewrite of I
stockholders
concession operations and lifted don. He said he realized that the
Stanford Hospital to further study
the Telly.”
On questions relating to the delegates’ eyebrows with promo¬ showing of theatreal pictures on
Loew echelon burned that the re¬ of diseases of the respiratory tract. value of the company’s real es¬ tion ideas.
television was “o* great 'concern
porters gave full vent to the beefs |
in all countries.” General implica¬
The remaining 80% goes into tate, Loew. said there is no doubt
Jack Farr’s motion-—that a pro¬ tion of Johnston’s comments was
of two minority stockholders but. trust for Emmick’s family and the that some of the properties are
made no attempt to balance this family of his wife, Mazie, who died worth more than the depreciated test be made to the Attorney Gen¬ that he was sympathetic but help¬
eral of the United States if and
with management’s . side of case. in 1933.
•
book values, but that the man¬ when any large exhib chain under less.
World-Telegram story said "an
In Britain, the BFPA has
Will establishes a Eugene H. and agement saw no value to the stock¬ consent decree, attempts to build
unidentified
man
leaped
up, Mazie K. Emmick trust which will holders in attempting to evaluate new, competitive pix houses in pledged itself not to sell films to
grabbed a microphone and shouted: be turned over to the San Francis¬ the real estate; that such evaluation Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana and the commercial tv interest^ there.
T have been for 25 years an em¬ co Foundation for administration. might result in increased taxes. Mississippi r— was
unanimously If such a hooking is made, the
ployee of Loew’s and a holder of At the end of five years the Blind He assured stockholders, however, adopted.
theatres won’t accept the picture
its stock. These are nine old men, Babies Foundation and the hospital that if certain properties are not
later on.
big-salaried windbags who have get their shares of the principal.
producing income “there will be
not. produced a decent picture in
Loew’s 1,800, Joo
The will also made a number of no hesitation in an attempt to
years. I say don’t listen to this hot specific bequests to Emmick’s asso¬ profitably dispose of them.”
In a comment given by Arthur
air.- Let’s get rid of this crowd.’ ” ciates and friends.‘Emmick’s broth- • Loew, a genteel personality and
Loew at last week’s annual stock¬
, Continued from page 4 -—
The quote, it’s agreed, is substan¬
Loren R., and the Bank of taking the brunt of his first annual
tially correct. However, it’s pointed America were appointed executors. meeting, was asked why he did not American. Otherwise it makes no holder meeting of Loew’s Inc., it
was revealed that the potential
out that the man was not unidenti¬
own any Loew stock. Apparently sense at all,” he said.
sale of Metro oldies rnight throw a
fied (he identified himself as
he had not anticipated or been
Balcon
explained
that
the
EaLbacklog
of 800 silent and 1,000
Gregory Puvvelis); he did rot leap
coached in reply to this type of ing break with Rank had come in'
up and grab a microphone (he was
question. Instead of immediately the wake of Ealing’s sale of. its sound features (plus 1,000 sound
shorts)
on
the television market.
recognized and given the floor by
revealing that he had actually
to the British Broadcasting Items in vault trove now "carry no
; Continued from page 7
prexy Arthur M. Loew).
Later
made a buy of 1,000 shares, which studios
Corp.
Story
runs
like
this:
inventory on our books, although
' PurVelis was identified as a sta¬ ten to Italy by Griffith Johnson, would have been an adequate an¬
Ealing studios, built in 1931, had they have considerable worth,”
tionary engineer at Loew’s - F75th MPEA v.p.
swer, he referred to his “option”
presented a problem for some Loew told the owners.
St. Theatre.
to
buy
40,000
shares,
which
is
the
Throwing overboard the rules
Although Loew did not disclose
Story also made much of the that pertained through the last two type of executive arrangement out time since it was, in Balcon’s
comments of Jerry Sullivan, until fests, the Italians this year estab¬ of favor with the dissident regulars worfls, "too big for one picture any details, limiting himself to de¬
and
yet
too
small
for
a
number
of
scribing type of deals possible for
recently a checker in Loew’
lished a four-man committee with at such corporation meetings. The
homeoffice. It reported Sullivan’s complete power to pick the films typical rieedlers strive to sting top¬ them.” The plant hadn’t been up¬ backlog product, there have been
charge that only three of Metro’ at Venice. Total number of com¬ pers.
Ever since the Securities dated since it was built. Further¬ Metro talks with Ely Landau
most recent 52 pictures had made peting features was reduced to 12. Act of 1934 a whole who’s who of more, under the 1951 Town and of- National Telefilm Associates.
money. Sullivan came armed with Once before, in 1954, the MPEA management has bridled at floor Country Planning Act passed by Loew’s had previously spurned
papers which veepee and treasurer informed the Italians such it queries of this nature. Loew “re¬ Parliament, the suburb of Ealing $15,000,000 for its oldies, an offer
Charles C. Moskowitz accused him wouldn’t go for this king of pro¬ sented” the insinuation that his was deindustrialized and became made by General Teleradio’s
of taking out of the office before
loyalty was at issue after 35 years residential. While the studio was Thomas F. O’Neil, now head of
welcome to stay, it was impossible RKO. Loew implied Metro might
the termination of his emplovment. cedure. Subsequently, the rules with the company.
Without identifying Moskowitz, were changed.
Stockholders sharply questioned to make additions; nor could the not reject another such offer.
There
is
a
question
how
20th’s
World-Telegram quoted him
Manheim on Lehman Bros.’ inter¬ property be sold to anyone wish¬
If Metro’s backlog is added to
saying: "Look, thesb papers belong action affects the rest of the com¬ est in Loew’s and if the Wall St. ing to use it as anything but a the RKO, Columbia, Warner, Re¬
panies.
It
made
little
difference
to us. What’s the idea of taking
firm owned shares in other film motion picture studio. Thus, when public, Selznick and other dispos¬
them off the second floor?
You at Cannes, where the remaining companies. Manheim said his com¬ the BCC came along and offered a
to television syndicates, the
were fired two weeks ago; you have nine companies still went along pany held shares in other film com¬ good price, Ealing grabbed the bid als
no business taking papers out of with the MPEA selection process. panies, but had its most substan¬ and, as Balcon put it, “our re¬ question has already stirred New
York
trade speculation as to a pos¬
Two
"official”
entries
for
Cannes
our files on the second floor.”
tial holdings in Loew’s and that sources became more liquid.”
sible “glut” in television itself.
Parted Friendly
Daily, says Loew’s, made no at¬ have been chosen. 20th will now the investment house bought the
Genl. David Samoff of RCA-NBC
have
to
wrangle
an
"invitation.”
tempt to verify the accuracy r*
Loew’s stock because it thought
Next thing, Rank offered the
Situation is different at Venice the stock was “attractive” and was Ealing unit the Pinewood Studios just last week grieved aloud at
Sullivan’s statements. Members of
the trend toward tv re’iance on
the press who questioned Sullivan where, unless there’s a change, the hopeful that “earnings would im¬ as a work base. "For a variety of films and repeated his conviction
learned that lvs alleged f,rTures American participation could prove.”
reasons, which are difficult to ex¬ that "live” telecasting was the path
pertained to domestic (U. S- range from zero up. If the rest of
Other •
stockholders
queries plain, we told Rank that we didn’t
Canada) revenues only and did not •the distribs vote to stay away, brought forth replies that Dore want to do that. • There wasn’t any of healthy development.
Showmen have been comment¬
^^include ihe foreign take from Venice still has the 20th product Schary’s status as production chief quarrel- or anything. We simply
MH^'nce at least 40 to 50% o” the to draw on, and there’s no lack .of remains the. same; that “The Prodi¬ parted and on very friendly ing on the banker side of the sale
of backlogs. Matty Fox borrowed
^■■pral! gross is obtained. Sulli- indie pix to want in on the com- gal” and “Jupiter’s Darling” were terms,” said Balcon.
$15,000,000 from a Boston bank to
^HPan admitted that according to his netition. It’s hoped at the MPEA flops because they "missed the
Ealing- still owes the Rank outfit finance the buy-out of RKO thea¬
figures some of Ihe pictures brake that Skouras will fall into line boat.”
three
features
(which
are
already
even oi- iust about broke even. with the rest of the companies,
tre library.
Typical comment:
Following the stockholders meet¬
Since Sullivan only cited domes- but he seems determined to fol- ing, the new*board of directors re¬ in the can), and it has a produc¬ "He’s gotta meet $600,000 a year
tion
sked
that
calls
for
a
minimum
tic fieu>’(< i"s noted, the pictures low the lone wolf approach,
interest
on
that
loan.”
elected the present officers of the
of three a year and probably .will
he plard m the loss column ''PW j He said Friday that he preferred company.
go up to five. “We are retaining
up m dv' black with the addition j taking his chances with the Itali- I
all of our creative personnel,”
of the fore;gn take.
; rns to dealing with the MPEA '
noted Balcon.
Another burn at the WorH-Telo- i screening committee. Skouras apgram was the reporting cm com- ' parently feels that his bargaining
First film on the Ealing sked is
Continued from page 7 —j
ment that directors receive T-').- rosition in France and Italy is very
"The
Shiralee,”
a
noval by
•
Continued from page 3
C00 a ve?r. since directors vno strong. What puzzles observers
Darcy Nieiand, which is due to roll ian coproduction, and "L’Ingenue
are not officers of the '< ompany Js why, in the instance of Cannes, will take the form of backing local on location in Australia in six to De M. Bran,” an original play to
serve without remuneration.
be couldn’t submit nominations to producers.
eight weeks. Second will be "The be directed by Pagnol.
"And the reporters never re¬ the MPEA and still plug for an in¬
Already accomplished in this Man In the Sky” from a script by
Commenting on the French film
ported
that
the
management vitational showing at the fest with manner are "Marie Antoinette,” William Rose who was responsible in the U. S., Heidt said he and
emerged triumphant by an over¬ a second film.
with Richard Todd and Michele for such past Ealing hits as "Gen¬ Pagnol didn’t feel there was any
whelming majority or that, n.ice
Problem of getting the com¬ Morgan; Jacques Yves Cousteau’s evieve” and "The Lady killers.” "block” against French films in
dissident groups praised c’m’mes panies to submit nominations for "Le Monde Du Silence” (The Jack Hawkins will star on loan the U. S.; that it was a question
the management had put in force the festivals has grown more in¬ World of Science), an underwater from Rank. .Another Ealing fea¬ of obtaining a proper estimate of
to imr*’’r,v^ the comog^v’s c-anrngs tense for the MPEA in rr-^nt documentary; "Gas-Oil” with Jean ture set for future production is how far in distribtuion an import
situation, it was stated.
times, partly because some of the Gabin, and "Crime Passionel.” "The Story of Dunkirk,” now be¬ could go at best. "I am convinced,”
events are spaced so closely.
Latter and "Antoinette” were ing scripted by R. C. Sheriff.
he said, "that, a good independent
made also in English "versions,
Titles of the three pix Ealing is distributor can do full justice to a
Rank org recently had a powwow to deliver to Rank include . "The French picture and that it is not
here to survey past activities, Feminine Touch,” "The Long realistic to look to or make such
New Orleans, Feb. 28.
j
which started with the absorption Arm” and "Who Done It?”
demands on major companies.”
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Allied Theatre Owners cf the |
of the local distrib outfit, Victory
Balcon said that the foreign in¬
Heidt said that, not being Amer¬
Profit of $183,708 for the six Film, and to outline its future pro¬
Gulf States will hold its
i
come
ratio
of
Ealing
releases
was
ican, he didn’t have the right to
..
x x. tT . , „
.. ' months ended Dec. 31 was report- gram.
rising
all
the
time
and
now
stood
discuss the proprieties of the Le¬
convention at the Hotel Roosevelt j ed, by Allied Artists this week,
In for the confabs was John
here March 12 and 13.
! Compares with a net of $174,696 Davis, Rank’s managing director, at about 40% of the entire rev¬ gion’s activities inasfar as they
enue. "We may go up to 50% in
Scheduled speakers include Na- 1 for the corresponding period a who outlined plans along with Ihe near 'future,” the Ealing top¬ affected the whole American audi¬
ence. However, he noted, he and
Jack Hiscocks,
head of the .French per thought. He observed that Pagnol feft that there should be a
tional Allied prexy Rube Shor, gen- year ag0*
_,__
eral cousel Abram F. Myers, United
Gross business was up sharply, I subaid. It was stated that Rank there had not been any serious way for anyone to see what they
A
amounting to $8,160,763 for the now owned 1,200 theatres through- domestic b.o. slide in Britain, but wanted in film entertainment.
Artists veepee..Max -Youngsuin, new peri0(jf compared with $5,786,- , out the world, mostly in the Eng- noted that the British industry
"There is a great danger in ccnand 20th-Fox assistant general sales | 784 the previous corresponding ! lish-speaking areas, and that the hadn’t as yet felt the full impact . soring a film in advance, and we
manager Bill Gehring.
i period.
| keyword was expansion.
of commercial television.
| do not favor it,” he commented.

Exhib’s $3-1113 Estate;
10% of Net Earmarked
For Variety Club Use

j

Keep British Flavor

Cinemascope’s Census

Rank’s French 6

Galf Allied Meets Msrch 12

Allied Artists’ Profits

Pagnol’s Own Firm

YEAR’S BIGGEST ATTRACTION LAUNCHES
WORLD’S BIGGEST SIGN!
Your patrons will know about M-G-M’s "MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS”
when you announce this Big attraction. For instance —
30 DAY TEASER CAMPAIGN: Long range penetration through all Exchange centers.
NATIONAL MAGAZINES; Full pages in Life, Look, McCall’s, Parents’, Redbook. More than
67,045,500 readers nationwide are pre-sold by unique campaign.
"PICTURE-OF-THE-MONTH” COLUMNS: M-G-M’s famed column in Cosmopolitan, Seventeen,
Woman’s Home Companion, plus "Lion’s Roar Column” in Saturday Evening Post. Readership 38,342,200.
FAN MAGAZINES: Full page in all leading fan magazines. Readership 12,267,000.
NATIONWIDE TV SALUTE; Entire Milton Berle hour on Tuesday, February 21st was a "Meet
Me In Las Vegas” salute with Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse and many stars flown to Las Vegas
for big World Premiere telecast.
AD ON TV PAGES; Special ad on February 21st on TV pages in 40 cities, including NBC
Network Milton Berle outlets.
*
M-G-M presents in CinemaScope “MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS” starring DAN DAILEY • CYD CHARISSE
with Agnes Moorehead • Lili Darvas • Jim Backus • Oscar Karlweis • Liliane Montevecchi • Cara Williams • The
Four Aces • and Guest Stars: Jerry Colonna • Paul Henreid • Lena Horne • Frankie Laine • Mitsuko Sawamura
Screen Story and Screen Play by Isobel Lennart • Songs: Music by Nicholas Brodszky • Lyrics by Sammy Gahn
Choreography by Hermes Pan •Photographed in Eastman Color • Directed by Roy Rowland • Produced by Joe Pasternak
(Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)
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3 Antitrusters Terminated Pre-Trial

Amusement Stock Quotations

Film Reviews
Continued from page 6 i—J—.

Usual Curtain on Amount of Settlements—Jersey
Theatres-Alleged Favoring of Skouras_
Three antitrust suits brought by
operators of several New Jersey
theatres were settled in N.Y. Fed¬
eral Court last week in a pre-trial
hearing before Judge Sidney
Sugarman. Trio of actions sought
total damages of $8,550,000. Terms
of the settlement were undisclosed.
Marlies Theatre Corp., operator
of the Park Theatre. Union City,
originally asked $1,050,000; Bergenline Amusement Corp., oper¬
ator of the Rialto Theatre, West
New York, demanded $3,750,000
while the Golden Lane Theatre
Corp., operator of the Temple
Theatre, Union City, also sought
$3,750,000.
Plaintiffs all charged that the
distributor defendants discrimi¬
nated against them in favor of the
Skouras circuit in respect to runs
and clearances. Bergenline Amuse¬
ment further claimed the distribs’
alleged conspiracy forced it out of
business at West New York’s Rialto
in 1952 after it had operated the
house for 22 years.

Loew-Ealing
I^—. Continued from page 4

the arrangementwith Loew’s would
in no way affect the type or style
of pictures with which the Ealing
firm has become identified. “We
agreed to make the type of, pic¬
tures we made before,” Balcon
said. “I believe I can deal with the
British scene and characters. That’s
what I am best fitted for. I believe
I have made some contribution to
a native style of film production.
I cannot alter it.”
Loew said his company would
make every effort to obtain as
widespread distribution of the
films in the United States market
as possible. He declared that the
company was presently thinking
of releasing the British films
through regular channels. How¬
ever, he did not rule out the pos¬
sibility that Metro may establish a

Sarnoff Fetes
- - Continued from page 1

Sarnoff, since he was there to
visit his son Tommy who’s about
to make a grandfather out of his
sire, the latter then planing to
Honolulu with his wife for a vaca¬
tion. (RCA prez Frank M. Folsom
sojourned in February, making
March the Sarnoff holidaying
month.) .
Monday saw a couple of dozen
simultaneous salutes,
including
those at 20 RCA plants in as many
cities.
Two of these were in
New York—a lunch given by Fol¬
som at the Starlight Roof of Wal¬
dorf-Astoria as part of the General
Sarnoff Golden Achievement festi¬
vals and that night at the Commo¬
dore, with Folsom doing a doubling
act. The Waldorf fete drew up¬
ward of 500 repping the corpora¬
tion's International division, RCA
Communications, RCA Institutes,
etc. At the” Commodore there was
a turnout of, 1,000 consisting of
NBC and RCA exec officers, the
records division and other subsidi¬
aries. Crosscountry greetings em¬
braced plants in Camden, Indian¬
apolis, L.A., Bloomington and
Marion, Ind., among others.
The Samoff-Golden Achieve¬
ment salutes were a worldwide
honor and kept intra-company,
sans fanfare, as some 7,500 execs
and responsible key people all
over the world were having dinner
on the same night (27) in salute to
the board chairman’s golden jubi¬
lee with the company; his 65th
birthday; and the first $1,000,000,00€K sales volume. The celebrants
ranged down to foremen and in¬
spection officers. In air some 3540 such festive dinners were simul¬
taneously held around the globe.
Through it all General Sarnoff
“took it on the lam” to a Hawaiian
holiday.

‘Selectivity’ Credo
Asked if the deal with Eal¬
ing Studios might be the
forerunner of similar arrange¬
ments with other foreign pro¬
ducers, Arthur M. Loew,
Loew’s prexy, declared yester¬
day (Tues.) that the company
would ‘ not turn down copro¬
duction deals but would not
make deals “willy nilly just to
get something on film.”
He ruled out the possibility
of coproductions on foreignlanguage films by stating: “No
major distributor is qualified
to handle foreign-language
films in the United States.
That’s my opinion.”

I

special sales unit to handle the
Ealing pictures. Loew’s retains the
tv rights to the films as well as the
worldwide
distribution
rights,
Loew stated.
Although Ealing has sold its
studios to the BBC, Balcon stressed
that the company had retained its
personnel and that the same team
would be responsible for making
the picture that Metro will release.
The deal with Ealing, according to
Loew, will not change Metro’s own
production plans at its London
studio. He noted that “The Bar¬
retts of Whimpole Street” will be¬
gin production in London in April
and that the company would make
other pictures there “when neces¬
sary.”
Taking a view contrary to that
of John Davis,- managing director
of the J. Arthur Rank Organiza¬
tion (which previously distributed
the Ealing films), Balcon declared
that British films have been treat¬
ed fairly in the United States, both
in selling and exploitation. He said
his three greatest successes in the
U.S. were “Ivory Hunter,” “The
Cruel Sea,” and “Lavender Hill
Mob.” “The Cruel Sea” was one
of the pictures listed by the Rank
outfit in a special ad in the N.Y.
Times as being sloughed off by
American exhibitors. According to
Balcon, -“The Cruel Sea” and the
ether two pictures chalked up
_ .
“quite substarttial returns’ in the ■
U.S. market
|

Lichtman
Continued from page 5

—

his remarks anent promotion from
the inside indicates that he plans
to swing Gehring into the top sales
position. Others feel that, if that
was his intention, he’d very likely
have made such an arrangement
already and that the plan for the
moment is to’ coast along without
an actual sales head, or at least
without someone carrying the title
of head of sales. Formation of some¬
thing resembling a “sales cabinet”
also is a possibility.
There have been repeated reports
that 20th may acquire a director of
world sales, following the pattern
of Universal, Paramount and Re¬
public. This, however, doesn’t ap¬
pear in the cards. It’s pointed out
that, with the departure of Zanuck
—temporary or otherwise—Skouras
is apt to take a closer interest in
the production end, leaving him
less time to concern himself with
day-to-day sales operations. On the
other hand, the 20th prexy has
always been among the most active
of the company toppers and may
feel that he can continue to give
direction to both ends of his com¬
pany’s business.

Si Paris Nous Etait
Paris street, and the general tone
of this disarmingly reactonary film.
Color is uneven at times and
general production is excellent al¬
though avoidance of needed spec¬
tacle sometimes gives the effect of
production skimping. Acting is
agreeable in all and some taking
vignettes are scattered throughout
with two standout in Jacques De
Feraudy’s dying Voltaire, and a
poignant note in Guitry’s ailing
Louis XI because the actor-direc¬
tor is now confined to a wheelchair
after a stroke during the film.
Editing knowingly keeps
this
patchwork film clear, and Jean
Francaix’s stylish music is also an
asset.
Mosk.
Uranium Boom
Topically - titled programmer.
So-so diversion.
Hollywood, Feb. 24.
Columbia release of Sam
Katzman
(Clover) production. Stars Dennis Morgan,
Patricia Medina, William Talman; fea¬
tures Tina Carver, Philip Van Zandt, Bill
Henry, Gregg Barton, Mel Curtis, Henry
Rowland, S. John Launer, Michael Bryant.
Directed by William Castle. Screenplay,.
George F. Slavin, George W. George,
Norman
Retcjiin;
story,
Slavin
and
George; camera, Fred Jackman Jr.; edi¬
tor, Edwin Bryant; music, Mischa Baltaleinikoff." Previewed Feb. 15, '56. Run¬
ning time, 44 MINS.
Brad Collins . Dennis Morgan
Jean Williams . Patricia MedinaGrady Mathews . William Talman
Gail Windsor ..
Tina Carver
Navajo Charlie . Philip Van Zandt
Joe McGinnus . Bill Henry
Phil McGinnus . Gregg Barton
Chuck McGinnus . Mel Curtis
Harry . Henry Rowland
Mac
. S. John Launer
Peterson . Michial Bryant
Floyd Gorman . Frank Wilcox
Old Timer . Ralph Sanford
Mr. Aldrich . Carlyle MitcheU
Reporter . Nick Tell

This .is topically-titled program
drama that will find its intended
niche in the dual bill market. As
the tag states, it deals with the
overnight riches that come with
the discovery of uranium, this
time to Dennis Morgan and Wil¬
liam Talman, partnered in an ex¬
ploration of Colorado wastelands.
Patricia Medina supplies the
femme interest in the Sam Katz¬
man production as the gal over
whom the partners fall out. Tal¬
man has her earmarked for him¬
self, but Morgan gets her, bust¬
ing up a friendship and causing
Talman to seek means to trick his
ex-partner into bankruptcy. He
practically does, with the help of
Tina Carver and her confidenceman partner, Frank Wilcox, but
Miss Medina remains steadfast, so
Talman bows to the inevitable and
makes up with his old friend at
the fadeout.
There are some other angles to
the scripting by George F. Slavin,
George W. George and Norman
Retchin that occasionally compli¬
cate the action, but generally
William Castle’s direction keeps
things moving along at an accept¬
able pace and gets okay perform¬
ances from the above named, as
well as from Philip Yan Zandt,
playing an Indian guide, Bill
Henry, Gregg Barton, Mel Curtis,
Henry Rowland, S. John Launer
and the others.
Physical appurtenances of the
production pass muster for budget
and the technical assists, from
Fred Jackman Jr.’s lensing on
down, do their jobs satisfactory.Brog.

UA Sales Blueprint
Continued from page 7

Methodists
; Continued from page. 1 ;

aging viewing groups in homes,
neighborhoods and church.
Rev. Doty, whose job it will be to
prepare the way for the first 13
films in the series to be shown in
as "many tv areas as possible,”
stressed that the aim is not to pros¬
elyte for Methodism.
“For that reason,” he' said, “the
approach to the stations will be
made by the Massachusetts Coun¬
cil of Churches through the local
councils in the Boston-Lynn area,
Worcester, and Springfield.
“Programs will not be scheduled
on Sunday morning, because they
are not to interfere with church.”
Rev. Doty further said the ideal
time would be evening, so that
study courses for youth and adults
could be held in the homes or
churches immediately following
the programs. The tv presentation,
he said, is considered the “dis*
cussion opener.”

r-— ~

Stanley Kositsky, and Minneapolis,
Herbert Buschinann.
UA now has underway “fifth
anniversary -drive,” honoring pres¬
ident Arthur B. Krim and board
chairman Robert S. Benjamin,
who took over the management
helm in 11)51. This also provides
for $50,000 in prize money.
Roger H. Lewis, ad-pub-exploi¬
tation director, advised the conven¬
tion of a new plan to tighten the
relationship between the promo¬
tion department and the sales
force in the field. Distribution
staffers will be serviced with sell¬
ing aids and accessories, he re¬
ported. Further, homeoffice adpub execs will move underway
shortly with a series of junkets to
each field area for huddles with
branch and district personnel.
A1 Fitter, until recently assistant
to Paramount Distributing v.p.
Hugh Owen, has joined United Ar¬
tists as western division manager.
He replaces James R. Velde,
who nritfVed up to UA’s general
sales manager’s post.

(N.Y. Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Tuesday (28)
1955-’56
High Low
331/s 22%
32
22%
31
22%
271/5 22%
18% 14%
877/8 67
3%
5%
245/s 17%
121/4
8
44% 30%
43% 30
55% 363/4
67/b
10%
12
8%
57/8
11%
153/4 133/4
226/s . 16 •
29% 203/4
316/a 21%
25%
31
91
77
22% 18%
142% 86
7%
153/4
17%
47/8
8
16%
4%

Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly
in 100s
High
Low
Am Br-Par Th 174
25%
26%
CBS “A” ... 66
25%
24%
CBS “B’< ... 69
25
23%
Col. Pix .... 55
24
23
157/s
)Decca . 194
143/4
Eastman Kdk 166
83%
79%
37/8
EMI. 148
4%
217/s
Loew’s •.1625
23%
Nat Thea. ... 194
8%
8%
337/s
Paramount .. 67
33%
Philco . 142
317/a
33 RCA .. . i ... 399
45%
44%
RKO Picts. . 54
77%
8%
RKO Thea. .. 86
10%
10
77/8
Republic .... 63
8%
Rep., pfd. ...
14
14%
3
Stanley War..
36
16%
16%
Storer . 48
24%
23%
20th-Fox_ 170
25%
25
Univ. Pix ... 38
29
28
Univ. pfd.... t50
77
783/4
Warner Bros. 378 . 233/4
22
124%
Zenith ...... 39
128

Tues.
Close
25%
25%
243/4
235/6
15%
83%
d.
22%
8%
337/s
323/4
45%
77/a
10
77/8
*
16%
233/4
25%
29
78%
22%
126

American Stock Exchange
47% '
4
Allied Artists. 86
5%
5
93/4 AUd Art. pfd. 27
11%
11%
11%
Du Mont. 78
8%
8%
8
8%
—
3%
3%
2% NatT Telefilm 28
3%
2% Skiatron .... 52
3%
3%
117/8
113/4 Technicolor . 109
11%
113/4
3
3%
3% - 3%.
3% Trans-Lux .

Over-the-Counter Securities
cAsk
Bid
33/4 *
4%
Chesapeake Industries ....
Cinerama Inc...
1%
1%
Cinerama Prod. .. 3
3%
Du Mont Bdcast..
7%
7%
Guild Films... 3%
3%
Official Films . 2
2%
U. A. Theatres... 73,4
83/4
Walt Disney ... 38 '
42
t Actual Volume.
*No Trading Tues.
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)

Net
Change
for 2 wks.
— %
+ 1%
+ 34
+ 1%
+ 13/S
+7
+ 1%
+ %
+ %
+ 1%
+ 3%
+ %

_
+ %
+ 1%
+ 1%

_
+ 1%
+6

_
+1%
— %
+ %
+ %

+ %
— 1/4
+

%

— 1/4

+4

Rhoden Continues Bullish
Continued from page 5 ;

tures and the possible joining of
theatre forces to make pix.
“The future looks bright,” Rho¬
den declared. “Some great motion
pictures will soon be available to
our theatres and should improve
our grosses substantially. With the
momentum established, we know
of no reason why 1956 should not
be better than 1955.” He noted that
already first openings of 20th-Fox’s
“Carousel” at the circuit’s Roxy in
N.Y. and Chinese here have re¬
sulted in outstanding grosses and
gave the stockholders a rundown
on some 20 pix he expects will
prove important factors during the
spring and summer months.
As Rhoden had previously noted
in. a financial report recently, nabe
theatres are beginning to show an
improvement, and he told share¬
holders yesterday that one of the
NT districts shows an 11.5% in¬
crease, which he attributed to “the
greater number of quality pictures
-available to these houses and to the
public’s hunger for good enter¬
tainment.”
Circuit’s working capital in¬
creased in the past fiscal year to
$5,864,000 while at the same time
NT added $4,500,000 to fixed as¬
sets, reduced the long term debt
by $1,200,000 and paid $1,400,000
in dividends. Other accomplish¬
ments named by Rhoden ihcluded
a $2,000,000 rehabilitation cost on
some theatres with a resultant
business improvement in these
houses; liquidation of unproduc¬
tive real estate for a $2,000,000
benefit to the treasury, a capital
gains of $511,000 and the saving of
$109,000 in carrying charges; ex,pan^ion of research, particularly
the development of Cinemiracle,
three-strip filming process; rigid
control of expense that enabled
the maintenance of earnings de¬
spite a gross revenue drop of $2,800,000; and the first steps in ex¬
pansion through acquisition of five
[/conventional and two drive-in
theatres.
Rhoden declared that initial test
with the Cinemiracle camera, made
by Smith-Dieterich, prove com¬
pany is on the right track and if
tests now being made. in Florida
by Louis de Rochemont are up to
expectations, the greenlight will
be- given for the production of the
first picture in the process.
Rhoden predicted that NT’s
$1,000,000 investment, in “Okla¬
homa” will prove profitable, es¬
pecially when the pic goes into

release to all theatres in the Cine¬
mascope version. It now is playing
special engagements in Todd-AO.
Management confidence in circuit’s
future saw expansion of Its stock
holdings., from. 56,367 shares to
132,467.
Approximately 86%
of the
2,740,486 outstanding shares were
represented at the meeting, either
in person or by proxy. Board of di¬
rectors re-elected included Gregson Bautzer, John B. Bertero, Peter
Colefax, Maj-Gen. B. F. Giles,
USAF Rtd., George H. Heyman
Jr., Earle G. Hines, Willard W.
Keith, Alan May, Richard W. Mil¬
lar, Rhoden, F. H. Ricketson Jr.,
Graham L. Sterling Jr. The board
re-elected all officers, including
Rhoden, prexy; Ricketson, veepee;
Bertero, veepee and counsel; E. F.
Zabel, veepee; May, veepee and
treasurer; T. H. Sword, secretary;
Laurence A. Peters, assistant sec¬
retary; Paul F. Scherer, assistant'
treasurer and assistant secretary;
and A. M. Ahlskog, assistant treas¬
urer. •

LoperfsImports
Continued from page 7 —^3

minded Flaud of some of the ob¬
stacles facing foreign pix in the
U. S., including censors and news¬
paper critics. “No distributor, how
big or how small he may be,
neglects any possibility of selling
French films as far as that is possi¬
ble,” Goldwurm stated to Variety.
Among the points French pro¬
ducers should understand, he said,
was that not every picture which
is a success in Frahce must be a
success in the U. S. “The way a
film is passed through the differ¬
ent censorships, the eliminations
made for other purposes, the qual¬
ity of the subtitling and many
other facts influence the finished
film. Many typical French-expres¬
sions, which may have been re¬
sponsible for the success of the
picture in Europe, may.not lend
themselves to proper communica¬
tion in the titles, and this alone
could contribute to poor boxoffice
here.”
Goldwurm called for the prepa¬
ration of better promotional mate¬
rial on new French films and
stressed the necessity for French
producers to “readjust their men¬
tality” to the potentiality of French
pictures in the American market.
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...THEY’RE SUCH

BUFFALO, Century—HARRISBURG, Lpew’s Regent
READING, Loew’s Colonial—ST. LOUIS, Loew’s Orpheum
SEATTLE, Coliseum—PHILADELPHIA, Stanton
SALT LAKE, Lyric—SAN FRANCISCO, Fox
f

ITS SOCK BUSINESS All THE WAY!
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AFL-CIO Forecasts Findings That
Of Hollywood’s 30,000 Employees
Under \% Were Communist Pledges

Wednesday, February 29, 1956

HERB LAZARUS STEPS UP
Success Late Walter Gross As
AB*PT General Counsel

Hollywood Production Pulse

.Herbert B. Lazarus, associated
with American Broadcasting-Para¬
ALLIED ARTISTS
mount Theatres and previously
Starts, This Year.4
with Paramount Pictures since
This Date, Last Year.5
1933, this week was appointed ABWashington, Feb. 28. PT’s general counsel.
He suc¬ "HOLD BACK THE NIGHT"
A Fund for the Republic survey
ceeds the late Walter W. Gross.
Prod.-—Hayes Goetz
CHESAPEAKE'S EARNINGS
Dir.—Elian Dwan
of Communism and blacklisting in
Prior to joining the film indus¬
John Payne,
Mona Freeman, Peter
Graves, Audrey Dalton, Chuck Con¬
Hollywood will show that t-'.e stu¬ Holding Company 1955 Profit of try’, Lazarus for three years was
nors, Robert Nichols, Robert Easton
dios and film unions have purged
$2,010,588 — No Bank Debt
law secretary to New York Su¬
(Started Feb. 16)
themselves of Red influence, and
INTRUDER"
.! preme Court Justice Irwin Unter- "THE
that non-Communist liberals have
Prod.—Lindsley Parsons
Chesapeake Industries, whose 1 meyer and during World War II
Dir.—Irving Rapper
been hurt in a few instances.
dozen-odd and varied subsidiary-; served as Judge Advocate in the
Edmund Purdom.
This claim is made in the cur¬ enterprises include Pathe Labora¬ Army. He’s a director of General
(Started Feb. 24)
rent issue 6f the “AFL-CIO News” tories, hit record earnings of $2,- Fire & Casualty, Parmelee Trans¬
010,588 in 1955, according to Wil¬ portation and Chicago Yellow Cab
in an article signed “Paul Pat¬ liam C. MacMillen Jr., president.
COLUMBIA
rick,'’ The author, believed to be This compares with a net of $1,- Company.
Starts, This Year.2
Buck Harris, publicist for the 001,485 in 1954.
This Date, Last Year.2
MacMillen also disclosed that
Screen Actors Guild, declares his
story is an “exclusive forecast” of ] Chesapeake in 1955 eliminated its
, bank debt with a payment of
"BEYOND
MOMBASA"
the survey’s findings and conclu¬ ’ $4,441,000.
Continued from page 3
(ToDon Productions)
sions, “if, when and as published.”
(Shooting in Africa)
“he
must
not
have
seen
her
col¬
Fund for the Republic, endowed
Exec. Prod.—Tony Owen
umn in some time.”
Prod.—Adrian D. Worker
by the Ford Foundation, has con¬
Dir.—George Marshall
John Wayne was the only one to
ducted its survey during the past
Cornel Wilde, Donna Reed, Leo Genn,
brave an opinion that “I don’t
Ron RandeU, Christopher Lee
year. Article claims the study
understand the spirit of the oc¬
(Started Dec. 17) ..
'
“
found these things: ^
casion
but
I’m
tall
and
there’s
a
“Starting in the 1930’s and con¬
lot of me to get hungry. When
tinuing to the mid-1940's, the
you get an invite from Hedda it
WALT DISNEY
Communist Party succeeded in
doesn’t say RSVP but ‘be there.’ I
penetrating many Hollywood or¬
Starts, This Year ... ,7.1
haven’t
saved
my
money
so
I
won’t
ganizations, among which were a . Responding to exhibitors’ re¬ tell any Hedda-Louella stories.”
This Date, Last Year ........ I
small minority of union locals! The quests and also anxious for the Aside from these sparse shafts of
party actually wielded control in quick playoff of a potential top wit and barbs of humor the tone
'WESTWARD
HO, THE WAGONS"
some instances, influenced policy
grosser during 1956, 20th-Fox will was serious and laudatory. Jerry
Exec. Prod.—Walt Disney
in others.
Lewis
said
his
compliment
to
the
Prod.—Bill Wal$h
“During the period of its great¬ release “The King and I” in regu¬ honor guest was being there in- ' Dir.—William Beaudine .
Fess Parker, Kathleen Crowley. Jeff
est strength in Hollywood between lar 35m Cinemascope, starting in stead of the hospital staring at his
York,
Tom
Woodward,
George
1943 and 1946, at no time did the July. Release will follow the same new-born.
Reeves, Doreen Tracey, Tommy Cole,
Cubby O’Brien, David Stollery, Karen
CP have as members as much as pattern as “Carousel,” also shot in
Frank Sinatra parodied his hit
Pendleton, Iron Eyes Cody, Jane Lid¬
1% of the film studios* 30,000 per¬
dell, Jon Locke
CinemaScope 55m but made avail¬ tune into the title, “In Hedda’s
sonnel.
(Started Jan. 16)
Trap,” and sung it with special
able
In
standard
C’Scope
reduced
“Many patriotic Americans in
wordage that fit the occasion bet¬
Hollywood, not party members, from the wide area negative.
ter than the music. He Avon an ap¬
were duped into lending names
METR'
However, declared 20th prexy proving nod of gratitude from
and prestige, and giving money, Spyros P. Skouras in N. Y. last Hedda when he said hers was the
Starts, This Year^
4
for the red comrades’ causes, es¬
best
woman
interview
he’s
ever
j
3
pecially while Russia and our week, “We'll do ’The Greatest had, adding, “she knows when to: This Date, Last
country were allies in World War Story Ever Told’ In 55m and re¬ get off.”
II. . . /‘‘From 1947 on, Hollywood lease it that way, too. No one is
Pat O’Brien was surprised that "HIGH SOCIETY"
awakened to the Communist men¬ going to change my mind on that.” there was no one around to recite
Prod.—Sol C. Siegel
ace, cleaned its house. The unions
Dir.—Charles Walters
“Casey at the Bat” (reference to
Company
originally
had
planned
Bing Crosby, Grace Kelly, Frank Si¬
helped lead this anti-Communist
her
onetime
mate,
DeWolf
Hopper,
natra, Celeste- Holm, John Lund,
operation. Today there is no Com¬ to roadshow “King and I” in 55m who made famous “Casey”), but
Louis
Calhern,
Sidney
Blackmer,
in
selected
spots
before
releasing
Margalo Gilmore, Lydia Reed, Louismunist influence in Hollywood un¬
Hedda
is
not
one
to
let
a
lead
line
Armstrong & Band
ions. “No motion picture studio it in regular*CinemaScope. Skouras like that get away so she responded
(Started Jan. 19)
said
he
had
received
several
dozen
will knowingly hire a Communist
of wires from exhib leaders, ask¬ with a brief recitation when it "SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES ME"
today.”
Prod.—Charles Schnee
ing him to make the Rodgers & came her turn to get up and push
In implementing this policy, Hammerstein musical available in Autry down,
Dir.—Robert Wise T
Paul Newman,
Pier Angeli,
Eileen
some non-Communists have been regular version to help overcome
O’Brien allowed that he was dif¬
Heckert, Sal Mineo. Everett Sloane,
hurt. In a few cases, persons with the shortage of product.
Harold Stone, Sammy White, Tony
ferent from the run of picture
. Zale
. _
names identical with or similar to
(Started Jan. 26)
It’s understood that, had 20th actors in that he never made a
identified .Communists have lost
picture in Europe or played a bit in
™
employment temporarily. In a few stuck to its guns and gone ahead Mike Todd’s “Around the World in "OPPOSITE SEX"
Prod.—Joseph Pasternak
cases, noh-Communist fronts have with Its 55m plans for “King and 80 days.”
George Gobel, who’s
Dir.—David Miller
been smeared as “commies” and I,” the necessary projection equip¬ always going to the washroom,
June Allyson,' Joan Collins, Dolores
ment couldn’t have been ready be¬ broke in some new material that
Gray, Ann Sheridan, Ann Miller,
hampered in obtaining work.
Joan Blondell, Jeff Richards, Leslie
fore September, meaning that the will have to be sent back for re¬
. Nielsen, Carolyn Jones, Harry James
film would have played off only a pairs.
&
Band, Vivienne Segal, Barbara Jo
He’s anything but a shy
Allen. Sandra Descher
very limited number of situations little guy at these “smokers.”
(Started Feb. 6)
during the current- year. Also,
Along the dais was also ranged
“King and I” consists largely of in¬
teriors on which the additional James Stewart, Harry Joe Brown,
Mrs.
Samuel Goldwyn &nd other
PARAMOUNT
widening of the screen might have
acquaintances of La Hopper. The
appeared unnecessary.
Starts, This Year......... 1
guests were- saved from yawning
Skouras said 20th had spent a with Autry by Art Linkletter’s
This Date, Last Year. I
very large amount of money on
Republic racked up a net profit, C’Scope 55 research, and that the sallies:
after deduction of taxes and con¬ new process, when shown in 55m
“Louella null be over in time to "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
tingent liabilities, of $919,034 for would provide an improvement of sell her baek in the lobby.”
Prod.-Dir.—Cecil B. DeMille
Assoc. Prod.—Henry Wilcoxon
the fiscal year which ended Oct. from 25% to 30% over the 35m
“Hedda was voted woman of
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne
29, 1955, as compared with $804,201 C’Scope reduced from the 55m the year by Paul Robeson”;
Baxter, Yvonne DeCarlo, Debra Paget,
Judith Anderson, Edward G. Robin¬
for the 1954 fiscal period. The negative.
“Jack Warner sent over a page
son. Sir Cedric Hardwlcke, Vincent
1955-net income, before the deduc¬
Price, John Carradine, John Derek,
20th plans to do four C’Scope of jokes but he didn’t have time
Olive Deering, Martha Scott, Julia
tion of $1,865,000 for Federal taxes j"55m productions a year, Skouras to read them.”
Faye.
Henry Wilcoxon. Douglas Dum*
and $550,000 for contingencies, was reported. Asked whether the studio
brille, Ian Keith, Frank . DeKova,
“Hedda was once wardrobe girl
$3,334,034 as compared with $945,- would ever swing over entirely to
Peter Hanson, Donald Curtis, H. B.
in ‘Ecstacy’ ”
Warner, Joan Woodbury. John Milfor the previous year.
the process, Skouras replied with
jan, Joyce Vanderveen, Francis Mc¬
“The rest are wires from press
Donald
According to the annual report, a flat “Never.” It would be too
(Started Oct. 14, 1954)
the advance payment of $1,000,000 costly, he explained. In the Cin¬ agents which I will not read”
received by Rep from MCA-TV emaScope 55 demonstration reel,
When her inning came, Hedda
Ltd. for the television distribution Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th production cracked, “I’ll do my act anywhere”
RKO
of Roy Rogers and Gene Autry pic¬ topper, had said that use of the (because she was still a ham) and
tures is not included in the p-ofit new camera added about $200,000 puffed Linkletter as a fast guy
Starts, This Year....... .. I
and loss statement for 1955. It is to the negative cost of a film. with a quip. She thanked Autry for
This Date, Last Year.... .. 1
being carried on the balance sheet Skouras said he expected that “Can making the trip from Canada,
as deferred income.
It is ex¬ Can,” to be lensed on location In which “Link” said was accom¬
plained by prexy Herbert J. Yates Paris, probably would be done in plished without a plane. She noted "THE FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY"
that Rep’s right to retain the ad¬ C’Scope 55.
Prod.-Dir.—Arthur Lubin
for the record that this was the
Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
vance payment is predicated upon
Skouras said 20th would have 24 first party she was ever given in
Channing, David Brian, James Arness
the delivery of all the pictures in feature releases in 1956, includ¬ Hollywood.
(Started Jan. 23)
accordance with the terms of the ing some what he called “block¬
Masquer
Charlie
Prince
pre¬
agreement. It’s noted that as of busters” such as “Bus Stop,” due
Oct. 29 delivery of all the pictures for release In August; “Anastasia” sented her with a plaque (not a
George Spelvin) and a canvas of
REPUBLIC
had not been made. Therefore, ac¬ and “Heaven Only Knows, Mr. Al¬ herself painted by Masquer John
Starts, This Year.
cording to the report, the advance lison.” “Greatest Story” won’t roll Gysen. If she was finally “done
3
payment will Be reflected in the until 1957.
This Date, Last Year.... .. 5
in oil,” it was*not the way some of
company’s earnings for the 1956
her
competitors
would
have
liked
th*s release sked won’t show
fiscal year.
any bunching up of pix to hit holi¬ it.
"WHITE NIGHTMARE"
The company’s gross take for day periods, Skouras promised,
The entertainment portion,
fiscal year was $39,621,099 as com¬ pointing out that, in agreeing to chairpianned by Frank Scannell,
Joan Evans, Ben Cooper, Marla Ens
pared .with $37,962,359.- Tile com¬ the release of “King and I” in 35m brought out Larry Blake as host,
Jan Merlin, Nick Adams, Peter
pany’s current bank indebtedness C’Scope, his company wad trying Clark Dennis singing and Ray
ler, Paul Smith
amounts to $4,249,256 as compared i to do what it could to meet ex¬ Hastings spinning funny stories,
(Started Feb. 20)
with 2,259,771 a year ago.
hibitor problems. “We Intend to which might get him a television
In the theatrical field, according release our films when they are showcasing.
to the report* Republic has “ap¬ ready. In summer as well as In
20th CENTURY^-FOX
Along about midnight when the
proximately 15 top feature pic¬ | winter," the. 20th topper- noted. guests started filing out, Autry was : Starts, This Year”.2.
tures” completed or in preparation “We are not discriminating as to still on his two feet gabbing away.
This Date, Last Year. 4
for production. time element.” v
He had more fun than anybody.
|

Hedda Hopper

Time & Squawks
Make King’ 35m

Repubic’s 1955
Net $919,034 1

000
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UNIVERSAL
Starts. This Year. 3
This Date, Last Year...... 7
"FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE"
Prod.—Robert Arthur
Dir.—Charles Lamont
Mickey Rooney, Virginia Welles, Paul
Cavanaugh, ,David Janssen, Mary El¬
len Kaye
(Started Feb. 13)
"ISTANBUL"
Prod.—Albert J. Cohen
Dir.—Joseph Pevney
Errol Flynn, Cornell Borchcrs,
Bentley
(Started Feb. 20)

John

WARNER BROS.
This Year.2
This Date, Last Year.5

Sfarfs,

"THE SPIRIT OP ST. LOUIS"
Prod.—Leland Hayward
Dir.—Billy Wilder
James Stewart
(Started Aug. 8)
"BABY DOLL"
(Newtown Productions)
(Shooting In New York)
Prod.-Dir.—Elia Kazan
Karl Malden, Carroll Baker, Eli
lach, Mildred Dunnock
(Started Dec. 20)

Wal*

"THE BURNING HILLS"
Prod.—Richard Whorf
Dir.—Stuart Helsler
Tab Hunter, Natalie Wood, Skip Homeier, Eduard Franz, Claude Akins, Earl
Holliman. Ray Teal
(Started Feb. 10)
"TOWARD THE UNKNOWN"
(Toluca Productions, Inc)
Prod.-Dir.—Mervyn LeRoy
William Holden. Lloyd Nolan, Virginia
Leith, Charles McGraw. L. Q. Jones.
Paul Fix, James Garner
(Started Feb. 17)
.

INDEPENDENT
"TARZAN AND THE LOST SAFARI"
(Sol; Lesser Productions)
(Shooting In England)
Exec. Prod.—N. Peter Rathvon
Prod.—John Croydon
Dir.—Bruce Humberstone
Gordon Scott, Peter Arne, Betta St,
John, Yolande Donlon, George Coulouris, Robert Beatty, Wilfrid HydeWhite
(Started Dec. 8)
"FLIGHT TO HONG KONG"
(Sabre Productions)
(UA Release)
Prod.-Dir.—Joseph Newman
Rory Calhoun, Dolores Donlon,
Katcher, Werner Klemperer
(Started Jan. 9)

Aram

"X—THE UNKNOWN"
(Hammer Film Productions, Ltd.)
(Sol Lesser Co. Production)
Prod.—Anthony Hinds
Dir.—Leslie Norman
Dean Jagger, Edward Chapman, Wil¬
liam Russell, Jane Alrd, Marianne
Braun
(Started Jan. 13)
"THE BLACK SHEEP"
(Bel Air Productions)
(UA Release)
Exec. Prod.—Aubrey Schenck
N Prod.—Howard W. Koch
Dir—Reginald Le Borg
Basil Rathbone, Akim Tamiroif, Lon
Chaney, John Carradine, Bela Lugosi,
Patricia Blake, Phyllis Stanley, Tor
Johnson
(Started Feb. 0)

Screen & TV Aid
Eastman Zoom
Rochester, Feb. 28.
Sales and earnings of the East¬
man Kodak Co. In 1955. were the
; largest in the firm’s history, chair¬
man Thomas Hargrave and prexy
Albert Chapman disclosed last
week in reporting on the outfit's
operations for the 52-week period
ending Dec. 25, 1955. Net after
taxes was $85,600,330 or an in¬
crease of 22.6% over the previous
high of $69,821,719 in 1954. Earn¬
ings were equal to $4.66 per com¬
mon share compared to $3.99 the
preceding year.
^
Report showed consolidated sales
of Kodak's U.S. plants rose to
$714,443,836, some 13% above the
1954 sales total of $633,457,838,
and provision for Income taxes
amounted to nearly $100,000,000—
up 32% over the 1954 tax allot¬
ment. Sales and earnings for the
1955. fourth quarter (16 weeks)
were also the company’s best.
Sales were $227,159,478, up 12%
over the last quarter of 1954 while
net earnings totalled $27,617,863,
a 21% hike
Photographic products generally
showed good sales gains, it was
noted. In addition, sales'!# fihn
for professional motion picture
use and for the tv Industry con¬
tinued to grow
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More Footage Available in 1955,
Yank Newsreels Up USSR Coverage;
Homegrown Reds Less Conspicuous
American newreels’ interest in-<
the Soviet Union, possibly spurred
by greater availability of material,
rose sharply in 1955, a detailed
breakdown of newsreel content
for the year shows. Whereas, in
1954, clips involving the Russians
ran to 96, in 1955 the total was
160.
On the other hand, the U.S.
reels last year carried fewer refer¬
ences (280) to news of Communist
activity in the United States itself
than in 1954 (328).
Reels were up and down, de¬
pending on the country, as regards
USSR satellites. Poland, for in¬
stance, rated 14 clips against five
in 1954. Hungary dropped' from
eight to seven. Czechoslovakia was
down, 12 clips from a former 23.
Reels on the whole contained
3,673 clips in 1955, including 10
issues completely devoted to one
single subject. That was.a drop of
267 clips from the preceding year.
In ’55 the reels further cut down
on the number of issues1 on a sin¬
gle topic which had run to 15 and
in prior years.
The reels last year placed less
of an accent on purely American
news than before and ' instead
tended to feature material involv¬
ing both U.S. and foreign inter¬
ests. Foreign news alone also was
down slightly.
Most prominent emphasis in the
reels in 1955 was on Britain with
313 clips, followed by France (242)
and Germany (218). Reflecting the
flow of the news, Argentine foot¬
age was up sharply, from 17 clips
in 1954 to 41 last year. Similarily,
French Morocco rated 46 clips
against 23 in 1955.
On the whole, the coverage ratio
for various topics remained the
same in 1955. There were 936
sports clips (25.5% of the total),
676 clips on Government (18.4%),
318 on national defense (8.7%) and
a drop from 1954; 35 on politics
(1%) and 70 on religion (1.9%).
In other categories, education
got better coverage than in prior
years, with 54 clips (1.5%), and so
did health and welfare with 65
clips (1.8%). Clips on the motion
picture industry itself ran to 133,
or 3.6% of the total, a drop from
1954 when 4.4% of the total was
devoted to the film biz.

No Earlier N.Y.DST, ’56

Jake Jacobs With Owen
As Fitter Fades Par
Eugene (Jake) Jacobs, who’s
had various supervisory jobs in
Paramount’s Kansas City branch
over the past Seven years, has been0
named assistant to Hugh Owen,
veep of Par Distributing Corp.
He succeeds A1 Fitter, who
bowed out last week to enter the
industrial oil business.

Albany, Feb. 28.
The month of April will not be
added to the Daylight Saving Time
Schedule in New York State, dur¬
ing 1956 at least. Senator Pliny W.
Williamson, Westchester Republi¬
can and chairman of the Judiciary
Committee in the Upper House,
shelved a bill that first proposed
to start fast-time on the last Sun¬
day in March and then, in amend¬
ed form, to begin it the first Sun¬
day of April in harmony with
Connecticut practice.
Time remaining for legislative
consideration of the proposal and
fer the functioning of publicity
machinery on the move-up was in¬
sufficient. Senator Williamson de¬
cided. Hence, the lay-aside until
1957.

Complete Agenda
For Kansas City
Regional Mar. 6-7

Wednesday, February 29, 1956

Children’s Fdm library, Down to 0,
Assured of New Supply of Prints
-

50 Stores—No Theatres?
Des Moines, Feb. 28.
An option to purchase 72 acres
in northeast Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
for shopping center has been ob¬
tained by Younkers and Sears Roe¬
buck & Co. Property is now in
residential zoning and it will be
necessary to obtain rezoning for
business use.
Some 50 stores are involved b.ut
no theatre participation can be con¬
firmed at present.

Kansas City, Feb. 28.
A 15-booth trade show and an
advertising clinic are some of the
highlights being worked up for ex¬
hibitors here at the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Assn, combined
Drive-In and In-Door Theatre Con¬
vention March 6-7 at the Hotel
President.
Hollywood’s migratory goodwill
Cleveland,. Feb. 28.
ambassador, George Murphy, is
Tentatively organized in Chi¬
due in to be the guest speaker
at the luncheon on "Wednesday, cago last December, the National
where the Cocp-Cola Company is Assn, of Film Service Organiza¬
picking up the tab.
Sidney L.t tions was completed here during
Cohen comes in from Salt Lake the present drive-in convention of
City to speak on “The Evaluation Allied States. It is composed of
of Film” at the morning session on many ‘ of country's leading film
Wednesday. He was recently elect¬ buying and booking groups with
ed president of the National Asso¬ 16 'already approved as charter
Washington, Feb. 28.
of Film Service Organiza¬ members and purchasers of stock
A printed report that the gov¬ ciation
to finance the venture.
tions.
ernment operates a private cen¬
Sid Cohen is prexy of outfit. He
The advertising clinic will be a
sorship over the films it buys for part of the Tuesday business ses¬ revealed arrangements being made
to
bring in other buying, booking
sion
with
a
panel
including
Sid
theatres on military posts in this
country and overseas was greeted Levy, National Screen Service, groups. It was emphasized none of
buying,
bookings groups in
Kansas City; Glen Hall, Cassville,
with amazement here today.
NAFSO would surrender auton¬
A foreign, English-language Mo.; J. Leo Hayob, Marshall, Mo., omy upon affiliation.
periodical charged that the Gov¬ and Paul Rickett, Holyrood, Kans.,
Personnel committee , of Ed
ernment film buyers deliberately exhibs; and M. B. Smith, Common¬ Green, H. E. McManus, Lou Hanna
nixed such pix as “Man With wealth Amusement exec here. i^ on prowl for permanent execu¬
Following
this
Smith
will
speak
on
Golden Arm,” “Moon Is Blue,”.“l
tive secretary. Other committees
Am a Camera,” most of the output a special advertising campaign.
The Wednesday session will in¬ named were:
of Lollobrigida and Silvana MangFinance: Maurice Saffle, R. J.
ano; that it had censored a dance clude a talk on “Answers to Your Barnes, Herman Hunt.
sequence, out of “Gentlemen Marry Shipping Problems” by Abbott
Press: John Schuyler, Dean Fitz¬
Brunettes,” and had cut other pic¬ Sher, of Exhibitors Film Delivery patrick.
her„e; “Daylight Saving Time” by
tures.
Membership: Jack Lovett, Bert
Martin
Stone
of
Mercury
Advertis¬
A spokesman for the U.S. Army
Stearn, Tom Burke, Ed Doherty,
and Air Force Motion Picture ing and John H. Foard, Kansas Hugh Sykes.
City
attorney,
and
the
Cohen
talk.
Service, which buys product for the
Details of the convention are be¬
military posts, would not comment
on the article, but had this to say ing handled by a committee of
which James Cook, Maryville, Mo.,
about general policy;
“Virtually all of our buying is chairman. Ed Harris, Orpheum
has alwajrs been of pictures with Theatre, Neosho, Mo., is president
the Motion Picture Association of the- outfit, and Ken WinkelCode seal. While I will not dis¬ meyer, Casino Theatre, Boonville,
cuss any specific films, you might Mo., is secretary.
Screen Publicists Guild has ap¬
Other festivities will include a parently worked itself back into
oheck on whether some of the
pictures we don’t buy, lack the donuts and coffee session hosted by the Metro homeoffice in New X01’h.
seal. We don’t even buy all the Alexander Film Co. on Wednesday Union has applied to the National
St. Louis* Feb. 28.
films which carry the seal, only morning and a cocktail session clos¬ Labor Relations Board for certifi¬
A plan to hypo biz in motion pic¬ those which we believe have the ing the convention Wednesday eve¬ cation as bargaining agent for
ture theatres in Missouri and Illi¬ best entertainment value for the ning with the hosts being A. V. ; MGM ad-pub department staffers
nois via a popularity contest audiences at our post theatres.” Cauger Service, Inc., Exhibitors who have been outside any kind of
In response to a question about Film Delivery, Missouri Theatre union umbrella for the past five
through which six gals will enjoy
an 18-day all expense paid vaca¬ whether the Army and Air Force] Supply, United Film Service and years.
A
tion in Mexico has been launched Motion Picture Service cuts or KMTA.
Metro staffers became aligned
Suppliers in on the trade show:
by W. V. Snider, Mexico, Mo., and censors pictures which have al¬
with
SPG
upon
its beginning in
exhibs in Iowa are reported to have ready received the seal, the ans¬ L & L Popcorn, Socony Mobil Oil 1940 but disaffiliated and became
(Dusterol), Unistrut Distributing
wer was a flat “No”.
adopted the gimmick.
unorganized
in
1950.
“To my knowledge we’ve never (screens), Manley Inc. (popcorn),
Last week Snider, who was in
According to Harry Hochfeld,
St. Louis ehlisting exhibs in this edited anything we’ve bought. We Dr. Pepper, George A. Fox Prod¬ Guild president, move was maheutrade area, said each theatre join¬ respect the Production Authority ucts (soft drinks), Mickelberry’s vered from within—meaning, Met¬
Products (hot dogs), American
ing the plan has a ballot box in seal,” the spokesman added.
ro personnel, having' been ap¬
He continued that “as a rule we Fireworks, Coca-Cola, Midwest Pop¬ proached by the union, carried out
the lobby and each ducat pur¬
corn, Howard Strum (Malt ma¬
buy
only
American
pictures.
How¬
chaser is entitled to a certain num¬
the organization on their own.
ber of votes for a contestant. The ever, if a foreign picture is very chine), i^ir Mart air conditioning.
SPG is* a branch of District 65
six gals who poll the greatest num¬ good and they bring it to us, we
of the Retail, Wholesale & Depart¬
ber of ballots are skedded to meet are willing-to take a look and de¬ Newman, Rep Mgr., Tops
ment Store Union (AFL-CIO) and
cide
whether
to
buy
it.”
in Acapulco, Mexico, June 5, at
contracts covering ad-pub em¬
Planned Drive-In Chain has
which time and at which place the
ployees at Cfolumbia, 20th-Fox,
vacation starts.
Albany, Feb. 28.
Universal, United Artists and War¬
Arthur J. Newman, Republic ners. Pacts with these companies,
branch manager in Albany for 20 incidentally, are due to expire in
years,
will leave the post April 1, April and are due for re-negotia¬
I take this occasion to express my
to serve as president of United tion shortly.
gratitude for the continuing confi¬
Drive-In Theatres Corp. Company,
dence placed in me by my cus¬
which is offering 250,000 shares of
Kansas City, Feb. 28.
tomers and friends in show business.
Republic is the latest distrib to stock to the public, plans to build
a
700-car theatre on a 20-acre site
go in for the area saturation plan
of booking, giving the play to its in Brunswick, outside Troy, and
another
in the Oyster Bay area of
“Come Next Spring” currently. Long Island.
Detroit, Feb. 28.
Picture is set in 168 situations in
A former Detroiter has filed a
Newspaper
advertisements on
Missouri and Kansas over the next
Registered Representative
the stock issue stated, "The com¬ $532,000 damage suit in Federal
three weeks.
IRA HAUPT & CO.
was organized for the prin¬ Court at Miami protesting his dis¬
Key date is -the Fox Midwest pany
ciple purpose of building and op¬
Investment Brokers
four first runs here, Tower, Up¬ erating a chain of outdoor motion missal here as chief film buyer for
Co-Operative Theatres of Michi¬
501 7th Ave., Hew York 18. N. Y.
town, Fairway, and Granada, which picture Drive-in Theatres. Location gan
Inc.
LOongacre 5-6262
open the picture dual billed March of the first theatre site is present¬
James F. Sharkey sought $500,7. Backing up the dates is an ad ly planned in the Albany-Tr }yfor
his firing and another $32,campaign including heavy space in Schenectady area.”
which he said was cut from
the Weekly Star Farmer, covering
Newman, who owns 97,500 shares his salary during the last seven
the hinterland, and the Kansas will serve as the only salaried offi¬
City Star for the metropolitan cer. He has been in film distribu¬ months of his employment with
the 150-theatre chain. He said he
a^rea.
tion for 35 years.
went to work for Co-operative in
The saturation deal was planned
On issue of zoning, a town meet¬ March, 1955, with an oral agree¬
after some early, dates on the pic¬ ing on the projected Brunswick
ture in northern Arkansas spots drive-in will be held March 2. Its ment he would receive $52,000 a
Four months later, he
proved it to be a puller in this estimated cost is $125,000, plus year.
charged, he was moved to another
area, according to Bob Withers, $20,000 for land. Leon M. Einhorn, job
at a lower rate of pay. He was
Republic manager here.
j of Albany, will be the architect.
fired last month, he stated.
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Film Bookers
Formalize Assn.

Military Goes By
Production Seal

Screen Publicists Back,
Asks U. S. Certification
At Metro’s Home Office

POPULARITY CONTEST
TO HYPO FILM BIZ

‘Come Next Spring’ Into
168' Missouri-Kansas
Situations for Republic

JESSE BLOCK

$52,000-A-YEAR BUYER
SUES ON DISMISSAL

000000

HO1 L^uUOOD

KflKKJRBOCKfR

With the cooperation of several
of the companies, the Motion Pic¬
ture Assn, of America is seeking
to rebuild its Children’s Film Li¬
brary. In addition to prints from
current release, the companies
have agreed to make up prints of
six of their “classics” and to stock
them in the exchanges.
The Library does not, in itself
rent film. However, it does recom¬
mend suitable pix to exhibitors
anxious to bpild kiddie shows and
the distribs cooperate by having
prints available for booking.
In recent years, the Library’s
material has dwindled practically
into nothingness. There are several
reasons: The switch from nitrate to
acetate eliminated many prints
which were never-replaced; prints
were deteriorating and the com¬
panies weren’t bothering making
up new ones; with so much color
being used, the cost of prints is
much higher these days, and it is
amortized very slowly via their use
in children’s shows.
Result of all this has been that
nene of the grand old children’s
features-—“National Velvet,” “The
Biscuit Eater,” “Huckleberry
Finn,” etc.—are any longer avail¬
able. Exhibs have expressed their
disappointment and the sales man¬
agers formed a two-man committee
to study the situation. It included
Bernie Goodman at Warner Bros,
and Leon Bamberger of RKO.
Now the Library is to be “re¬
stocked” slowly, both with “recom¬
mended subjects” and with those
taken from general release and car¬
rying the “acceptable” tag Majorie
Dawson and Taylor Mills of the
MPAA, who have been concerned
with the situation, say it is hoped
to replace at least six “classics”
under the new program. Use of
these pictures will be closely
watched to determine playoff of the
prints in the exchanges. Next year,
another six may be added.
Meanwhile^ the companies will
be asked not to‘destroy prints on
certain “acceptable” films follow¬
ing their playoff, but to keep them
in exchange for library use. Later
this year, the Library expects to
put out a booklet listing what is
available to exhibs.
It’s stressed that, in addition to
being a service to the theatres, the
library’s operations also have an
important public relations function
since kiddie shows bring to the
b.o. the customers of the future.
Lack of proper available features
for these shows has been blamed
for a falloff in juvenile attendance.
It’s stressed that the number of
youngsters in the age where they
choose between staying home and
watching tv or going to a motion
picture today is greater than ever
and*still growing.

COAST PUBLICISTS UP
INITIATION TO $400
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Boqst in initiation, fees for new
members of The Publicists Guild,
Local 818, IATSE, has been rec¬
ommended by org’s finance com¬
mittee, to be voted on at June
meeting; Seniors’ fee would rise
from $300 to $400, juniors would
pay $200, apprentices $100.
Guild will discontinue its annual
Panhandle Dinner and Tom Tom
Luncheon, both replaced by an¬
other annual affair.
Nomination of officers in upcom¬
ing election includes following:
Prexy: Don Boutyette, Jackson
Parks, Frank Riser.
1st v.p.: Ed Fischer, Julian
Meyers, Leonard Shannon, Vance
King.
2d v.p.: Allen Balter, Dick New¬
man, Jim Stevens.
Secretary: Viola Moore.
Treasurer: Clary Barbiaux.
Trustees: Nat James (retiring
prexy), jane Morse.
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CBS’Big Brass Spec
CBS came up on Saturday (25) with something new in big brass
meetings—something in the nature of a closed-door spectacular
in administrators. It was a get-together of board chairman Bill
paley, corporate prexy Frank Stanton, tv president Jack Van
Volkenburg, program topper Hubbell Robinson and other toplevel tv execs, and reports have it that it started at breakfast
and went right through lunch and dinner and into the night.
Meeting was to firm up the whole “Operations ’56-’57” network
plans. Only a few days prior to the meet, the Paley-StantonVan Volkenburg combo‘returned from their annual Coast visita¬
tion, and as result one thing appears definite: Hollywood looms as
big-big-big in the network’s future.

Levins ‘My Fair Network"
Legit Producer, CBS Reported Dickering in Terms
Of Specs, Investments
It now looks like Herman Levin,
the legit producer who persuaded
CBS to put up all the coin ($360,000) for the incoming “My Fair
Lady” musical, which shapes up as
a solid Broadway smash, may have
a longtime identity with Bill Paley
&. Co. over and above their joint
ownership of the legit vehicle.
On the basis of preliminary
talks, Levin may move into the net¬
work’s tv operation in an advisory
capacity, not only in terms of fu¬
ture spec projections but in coun¬
selling CBS on future legit in¬
vestments. (“Lady” will inevitably
become a CBS spec, which is the
reason why the network put up
the coin in the first place, but in
addition it stands to reap a very
sizable profit on the 'Pygma¬
lion” musicalization on its reported
40% ownership stake. Levin has
the other 60%.) “Lady” opens
March 15 at the Hellinger Theatre,
N, Y.
There are a flock of supple¬
mentary values attached to the
CBS-Levin deal on “Lady.” For
one, the musical enjoys the bene¬
fits of $4,800 worth of local tv
plugging each week. These have
already started, although^ advance
notices would indicate that it’s
gonna be more of a job controlling
the boxoffice lines.’

Weitman Dickers
Segal for CBS-TV
As one of his initial moves in
his new post as v.p. in charge of
program development for CBS-TV,
Robert M. Weitman has been hud¬
dling with Alex Segal with an eye
toward pacting the tv director to
a Columbia exclusive next season.
Negotiations are only in the talk
stage now, but if Segal signs he
would want to involve himself' in
the network’s 90-minute dramatic
showcases.
While Segal has been missing
from the tv airlanes this season
(meanwhile engaging himself in a
film assignment for Metro on the
recently-released “Ransom”), he’s
committed to NBC-TV for a brace
of “Producers' Showcase” entries
this season. He's scheduled to do
Sinclair Lewis’ “Dodsworth” on
April 30 (network has hopes of
luring either Gregory Peck or Gary
Cooper along with Bette Davis for
the leads) and four weeks later
he’ll do “Bloomer Girl.” Latter is
the Harold Arlen-E. Y. Harburg
musical which played on Broadway
in 1944. No casting set on this one
as yet.

Popsicle’s ‘Gabby’ Show
Joe Lowe Co. (Popsicle) has
found a time slot for its half-hour
on-film “Gabby Hayes Show,” the
series of cut-down old westerns
with Hayes cut in as host-narrator.
Series will be aired on ABC-TV
Saturdays at 5:30 to 6 for a 10wpek summer run starting May 12.
Show has a complicated owner¬
ship which includes Martin Stone,
Associated
Artists Productions’
Eliot Hyman and Motion Pictures
for Television’s Matty Fox. Distrib
on the series is UM&M TV, which
suld the segment to Popsicle via
the Paris & Peart agency.

Jockeying the Jocks
Boston, Feb. 28.
In the biggest shakeup switch of
disk jocks skedded in Boston for
many years, Alan Dary .leaves
WORL, for WBZ March 12. Stan
Richards leaves WCOP to replace
Dary at WORL. Bill Marlowe on
WCOP from 7 to midnight takes
the Stan Richards show from 2 to
7. Jack McDermott, WLYN, Lynn
comes to WCOP to take the 7 to
midnight show.
Educated guesses are that WBZ
will go independent in April and
may have disk jock programs all
day long. The switching finds
Richards back at the station where
he built his rep. Two other Bost
ton disk jocks are moving on, but
-their switch has nothing to do with
the local scene. Ned Powers,
WHDH, leaves March 16 for WINZ,
Miami. John Scott leaves WEEI in
April for WABD in New York.

Everybody Loves
Welk, But Is Show
Selling Dodges?
An interesting postscript has
been added to the emergence of
^Lawrence Welk and his band as
one of the major tv “finds” of the
year, somewhat paralleling the
case of "I Love Lucy” and its or¬
iginal Philip Morris sponsor.
When the Welk entry on ABCTV began to establish itself as one
of the real hot Saturday night au¬
dience pullers, Dodge, the sponsor,
began taking some justifiable in¬
dustry bows. So what happens?
Just as Philip Morris was obliged
to beat a hasty retreat on its bank¬
rolling of “Lucy,” after establish¬
ing the fact that the No. 1 rated
tv show wasn’t selling cigarets,
Dodge has come face to face with
the parent Chrysler Corp.'s fi¬
nancial statement showing that
Dodge production is down 50%
from 1955. But unlike PM and its
“Lucy” divorce, the auto company
thus far is standing pat on spon¬
sorship of the Welk outfit.
Chrysler statement reveals a cor¬
porate '56 cutback of 16%, with
production slumping 29% from its
1955 pace and holding only 17%
of the auto market in contrast to
19% at this time last year. But
of all the Chrysler makes, Dodge
is the biggest loser.

‘FORD STAR JUBILEE’
HAS SUMMER GLEAM
CBS-TV’s “Star Jubilee” has a
summer gleam in its eye. The net¬
work is currently discussing with
Ford, sponsor of the monthly Sa¬
turday night spec, a setup whereby
the 90-minuter will ride through
the hot weather, most likely under
a reduced budget. Officially, the
June show is the final one on the
1955-56 schedule.
Meanwhile, Noel Coward is still
in Jamaica, BWI, working on his
May 5 script, marking his third rep¬
resentation in the series. There's
no word as to whether this will
be an original, as oft rumored, with
Coward mum on this point.

'KEEP IT SIMPLE'
By GEORGE ROSEN
It becomes abundantly evident
in this tv year of grace that the
only “for sure” element in pro¬
gramming calculated to win the
most friends and audiences is, in
one word, simplicity. An exami¬
nation of the Trendex Top 10 rat¬
ings is significant from a variety
of standpoints, but one thing
stands out crystal clear—that for
better or worse, the U. S. tv set
owner prefers that his entertain¬
ment be reduced to the lowest
common denominator, i.e., pro¬
gramming that’s as uncomplicated
as apple pie or ham and eggs.
There isn’t a single entry in the
coveted Top 10 listings (or among
the leaders in daytime television)
that ventures beyond this frame¬
work.
This is not to argue against the
more meritorious excursions into
programming, for which there will
always and deservedly be an au¬
dience, albeit a minority one.
Stripped of an “Omnibus” with its
laudable and ambitious dramatic
appraisal of a U. S. Constitution
one week and a Leonard Bernstein
probing into musical matters an¬
other week; or the equally lofty
endeavors of a “Producers’ Show¬
case” with a Sol Hurok production
of a Sadler’s Wells Ballet and a
“Festival of Music”; or yet again
the infinite variety of 60 and 90minute dramatic stanzas that aren’t
afraid to venture beyond the boymeets-girl formula, tv would be
shorn of its greater glory and dis¬
tinction as an adult and artistic
medium. Without them television
would, indeed, be reduced to a sad
state of mediocrity.
Like F&M Used To Do
But when all is said and done,
the one basic ingredient that
brings the, multitudes back week
after week is the simple format,
the return to the same kind of
homespun staple that, through the
years of radio’s heyday, kept a
Fibber & Molly at the top of the
AM heap. Anyway you look at it,
the shows with the biggest pulling
power, whether situation comedy,
variety, giveaways, panel shows or
audience participation, are the en¬
tries that demand no cerebral ef¬
fort on the part of the viewer or
in any way tax his thinking powers.
The emergence of a Lawrence
Welk Saturday night show with
its unabashed variations on a corny
theme is but recognition of the
fact .that the American viewing
public today is oply too willing to
embrace the simplest of patterns.
It isn’t hard to fathom the rea¬
sons for an Ed Sullivan dominating
the Sabbath spectrum and emerg¬
ing No. 1 on the most recent Top
10 Trendex, for it’s nothing more
involved than a good oldfashioned
variety layout spiced with some
top showmanship values. (The very
same reasons why a Saturday night
Perry Como variety show has in
one season achieved its eminent
status with the No. 3 slotting, and
the motivating factor in CBS’ de(Continued on page 44)

Weekend Ratings
Max Liebman’S NBC-TV Sun¬
day (26) spec, “Panorama,” re¬
turning Imogene Coca to the
homescreens, took a walloping
from CBS-TV, 13.9 to 33.3.
Show never got oif the Tren¬
dex ground, starting with 13.5 at
7:30 to 28.4 for Jack Benny;
and clusters of 13.4 and 14.7
to Ed Sullivan's 34.4 and 37.1.
•ABC’s “Famous Films” (“Adam
and Evalyn”) racked 7.1, 8.3
and 9.7. NBC has had other
lowrated specs, most of them
summertime outings, however.
On Saturday, Jackie Glea¬
son in his second turn at the
new 8 o’clock time, went past
Perry Como again but by a
wider margin, 29.5 to 24.1.
Como’s next 30 minutes shel¬
lacked “Stage Show,” 37.9 vs.
13.8. ABC’s “Ozark Jubilee”
averaged 5.3 on the hour.

McAvity s Appeal to Sponsors:
‘Don’t Turn Summertime TV Into
A Nabe House for Repeat Runs
If it were up to Tom McAvity,
NBC’s television chieftain, sum¬
mertime programming would be
something more than a “sometime
thing.” With this in mind, McAvity
has taken the bull by the horns in
the form of a communication ad¬
dress to all NBC-TV advertisers
using filmed programming, appeal¬
ing to them to help preserve the
vitality of the medium during the
June-July-August months,
Specifically, what McAvity has
in mind, insofar as filmed program¬
ming is concerned, is to prevent
the television network from being
cohverted into the tv approxima¬
tion of a film “neighborhood house”
playing second-runs. In his appeal
to the network advertiser, Mc¬
Avity has submitted his own pro¬
posal to pump freshness into mid¬
summer programming. Instead of
playing off a continuous 13-week
rerun series to take them over the
summer hump, why not, suggests
McAvity, stagger the film product
in such a way that some repeats can
be gotten out of way during March,
April and May and punctuating the
summer semester with new prod¬
uct along with the old?
Thus far a few clients have
greeted the suggestion with some
enthusiasm; others maintain that
the financing deals are so set up,
that it’s compulsory that the 13week series of reruns be played
off as an uhinerrupted block. Mc¬
Avity is hopeful, nonetheless, that
things will be better this summer.
The tv network head also cites
the added advantages accruing to
the sponsor on promotion-exploit¬
ation-publicity attending summer¬
time firstruns that would otherwise
be bypassed.
There are a flock of such film¬
ed shows, all committed to the 39plus-13-rerun pattern, that comes
within this orbit, such as “Ford
Theatre,” “Dragnet,” “You Bet
Your Life” and “Medic,” to men¬
tion but a few.
Meanwhile, without untoward
fanfare, NBC is following the same
pattern as NBC and ABC in ruling
out summertime hiatuses for cli¬
ents, whether live or film.

f

ABC Jumps Gun Again
ABC-TV is acting like a
heavy again with its Sunday
night "Famous Film Festival.”
Earlier this fall, the network
scheduled one of its pix, the
Rex Harrison - Lilli Palmer
vehicle, “The Notorious Gen¬
tleman,” just one week before
NBC-TV aired its “world
premiere” of the Harrison
starrer, “The Constant Hus¬
band.”
Now the network is giving
NBC the business again. This
Sunday’s (4) presentation on
the repeat cycle is the first of
the two-part “Caesar & Cleo¬
patra,” and it’s slotted the
hight before NBC’s “Produ¬
cers Showcase” does a live
version of the Shaw opus.

New P&G Daytime
CBS-TV Programs
As Brace Get Axe
Procter & Gamble is effecting a
major reshuffle of its daytime en¬
tries on CBS-TV with two shows,
“Love Story” in the 1:30 to 2 p. m.
period, and “On Your -Account”
(4:30 to 5) getting the axe.
Effective April 2 two new shows
will be installed as replacements
with the new entries representing
a departure in slotting of soap
operas with a continuing story,
since the new' ones will be halfhour in length in contrast to the
customary 15-minute format.
Replacing “Love Story” will be a
new Irna Phillips serial, “As the
Earth Turns.” It will be directed
by Ted Corday, long associated
with the P & G-sponsored “Guid¬
ing Light” soaper. The other will
be “World Within,” which will be
written by Irving Kendig, who has
been scripting P & G’s “Search
for Tomorrow.”
For some time there's been talk
of a major reshuffle of P & G’s
nighttime programming in tv.
However, nothing has been re¬
solved on this score as yet.

Jerome Weidman Show
On Lester Lewis Sked
Lester Lewis office is developing
several new packages.
Outfit is
repping a Jerome Weidman propr
erty, “Letter of Credit,” as a halfhour series with the author con¬
tributing all story lines and some
of the scripts. Office also has
signed on Earl Blackwell’s “Ce¬
lebrity Service” to be offered as
basis of an anthology skein, with
film stars, plus a daytime show
built around the service’s files.
Booking sector of the Lewis
company has set Ray McKinley,
Don Cherry and Maria Tallchief
for Steve Allen’s NBC-TV shows
of Feb. 27 and March 6 and 9 in
that order.

WMGM’s Sponsor Coin
On Dodger ‘Cowcatchers’
WMGM, Gotham radio independ¬
ent, will broadcast 35 pre-season
Dodger games on the “grapefruit
circuit” before launching into the
regular .156 game schedule. The
largest cowcatcher list it’s ever
handled, the 35 additional games
will be underwritten by Schaefer
and American Tobacco, who own
the rest of the Dodger radio spon¬
sorship too.
Vince Scully, A1 Heifer and Con¬
nie Desmond will do the coverage,
commencing March 10.

Bob Sylvesters
NBC Jazz Spec?
NBC-TV’s programming braintrusters are mulling a 90-minute
spectacular themed to the current
jazz revival, and with likelihood
that Benny Goodman may be one
of its dominant figures. Along
with Benny, however, all the jazz
greats would be tossed into the
spec fray.
NBC is considering building the
show around a script by Bob Syl¬
vester, N. Y. Daily News columnist
and author. It may go on as the
June “Producers’ Showcase” at¬
traction.
A couple months back “Omni¬
bus” did a fullblown production on
jazz as an art form with Leonard
Bernstein (which turned out to be
one of “Omni’s” most successful
shows this season) and some time
back CBS and Paul Gregory had
discussions on doing a “Ford Star
Jubilee” spec titled “Banjo” on the
history of jazz from its beginnings.
This one’s still on the upcoming
agenda.

Framer’s ‘Scoundrel’
Walt Framer has acquired radio¬
tv rights to “Confessions of a
Scoundrel,” story of Guido Orlondo, international pressagent.
Packager will format a half-hour
situation comedy series with an
international angle.
Book sale was negotiated via
Tony Ford, head of Sales and new
property development in the
Framer office, with Ford also m
charge of production unit on the
series.
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TV WINS MAJOR COURT VICTORY ON
‘FREE ACCESS’; NARTB HAILS RULING
r

-

+■

Denver, Feb. 28.
The Colorado Supreme Court in
a unanimous decision handed down
yesterday (Mon.) ruled all media, in¬
cluding live television, shall have
equal access to the courts of the
state. Permission must be obtained
from the trial judge and he has
the right to prescribe conditions of
photography and broadcasting in
the court. Also a witness or a juror
has the right to refuse photographying or broadcasting of his
testimony if he expressly objects.
Justice O. Otto Moore, who
wrote decision and served as ref¬
eree at the hearing, said after lis¬
tening to evidence and witnessing
demonstrations for six days, that
proof was conclusive-that the as¬
sumption of facts as stated in can¬
on 35 is wholly without support in
reality. “At least 100 pictures were
taken at various states of the hear¬
ing, all without disturbance or in¬
terference with proceedings. A
newsreel camera operated for a
half-hour without my knowledge.
Radio microphones were not dis¬
covered by me until my attention
was specifically directed to their
location.”

KGIL’s 450G Sale

NBC, BBD&O TINT STUDY

Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Radio station KGIL, San Fer¬
nando, has been sold to Dr. Pierce
Brooks, owner of seven Texas in¬
surance companies, for $475,000,
subject to FCC okay.
New owner is applying for a pow¬
er boost from the present 1,000
watts to 5,000. Sale was arranged
by Albert Zugsmith Corp., which
sold station to current sellers sev¬
eral years ago for $57,000.

‘Typical American City’ To Be
Researched In Joint Project

f

TV ‘Crashes’ a Mock Trial
Chicago, Feb. 28
Although the American Bar Assn, at a meeting here .last week
had just reaffairmed its Cannon 35 whibh bars television and press
photogs from the nation’s courts, the Windy City tv and news¬
paper cameramen were invited to participate in a legal experi¬
ment that ranks as a minor local milestone at least, in the cam¬
paign to extend “freedom of access” to the courtroom.
With the okay of Criminal Court Judge1 Thomas E. Klyczynski
newsreel cameramen from WBBM-TV and WGN-TV and photogs
from the dailies were allowed to lens a mock trial held in his
court last week as part of the training program for tyro lawyers.
While only a dry run of actual court proceedings the picture cov¬
erage boys quickly seized the chance to demonstrate their modern
gear can be brought into court quietly and unobstrusively.
In addition to the opportunity to demonstrate that point under
“working” conditions to Judge Klyczynski and his colleagues, both
WBBM-TV and WGN-TV used the resulting footage on the air to
effectively state to the public their opposition to the ABA’s re¬
strictive ruling. It’s expected further opportunities will be de¬
veloped for similar experiments in other court brackets.

A jointly financed study of color
tv brings together NBC and BBDO
in a research project set up to an¬
alyze the growth, development and
impact of tint in a “typically me¬
dium-sized American city.” It’s
called Colortown, to be conducted
by Advertest Research out of the
offices of NBC v.p. Hugh M. Beville ' Jr. and Ben Gedalecia,
BBDO’s research topper.
Plans calls for two surveys a.
year with a “probability sample”
panel of 4,000 families, with panel
already chosen and the first series
of interviews concluded. Survey is
t With NBC-TV and ABC-TV
under guidance of NBC’s Dr.
waging a daytime fight for the par¬
Thomas Coffin and the ad agency’s
Mrs. “Teddy” Anderson, and is be¬
ticipating sponsorship dollar via
ing supervised by Seymour Smith
their competing “Matinee Thea¬
ABC-TV’s ambitious lineup of and Richard Bruskin, directors of
tre”
and “Afternoon Film Festiv¬
live spectaculars next fall is be¬ Advertest Research.
ginning to round into shape. In
ABC-TV is putting the finishing al,” a battle royal is beginning to
emerge'
from their respective re¬
addition to six dramas to be pro¬
touches on a new rate card, due
duced by the Theatre Guild, along
to be released later, this week with search departments. Latest devel¬
opment
in that area is a cry of
a March 1 date and effective the
with two Metopera specials, -the
web has tapped v.p. John Daly’s
first week in September. New card “foul!” from ABC, which is accus¬
ing
the
NBC
researchers of play¬
will not involve many changes, with
news and special events depart¬
the network’s discount structure ing it low and dirty with distorted
ment to come up with at least two
figures.
remaining the same and its sta¬
90-minute specials.
Hailed by Fellows
Nub of the new controversy is
tion lineup nearly so. Big changes
Tentative decision has already
Washington, Feb. 28.
been made on the first of the
will be in rates for owned & op¬ a report issued by the NBC re¬
searchers
last week to agencies,
Decision of the Colorado Su¬ Metop offerings. It’s almost certain
erated
stations
and
a
hike
in
the
Washington, Feb. 28.
preme .Court giving judges discre¬ to be .Gounod’s “Faust,” in a new
“must buy” category from the pres¬ etc., to the effect that “Afternoon
CBS became the first network ent minimum dollar volume of $42,- Film” is getting ratings 9% lower
tion to allow radio and tv coverage English version to be commis¬
of court trials was hailed yester¬ sioned by' the Met and the net¬ to own two ultra high stations when 000 per Class A hour to a probable 'than those which obtained* last
November-December on affiliates
day (Mon.) by NARTB prexy Har¬ work. This would be a Sunday the FCC gave the okay last week $50,000.
old E. Fellows as “an historic land¬ night offering, since that’s the only to its $650,000 purchase of WGTHChanges in the o&o category re¬ with local programming, before
mark in broadcasters’ efforts to time the Met has open for a tv
flect increases oh the part of the, ABC started providing network
achieve equal access in -covering shot, and would probably air Dec. TV in Hartford,_Conn., from Gen¬ stations in their own local and na¬ service in the afternoon. The NBC
eral
Teleradio
Inc.
The
acquisition
public proceedings.”
9 in the 7:30-9 period. Second Met
tional spot rates. Because the net¬ report uses Nielsen multi-market
Robert D. Swezey, chairman of. presentation is still to be deter¬ gives the web five o&o outlets, in¬ work rates are usually kept in pro¬ averages for the NoV.-Dec.r period,
NARTB’s Freedom of Information mined, but would be aired in the cluding V’s in N. Y., Chicago and portion to the national spot rates, but uses National Nielsens for the
Committee, said the decision “rec¬ spring. Alternates to “Faust” are
it was found necessary to readjust current comparison, b.sed on the
ognizes the necessary and benefi-. “Tosca” and "Rigoletto,” but one L. A. and a UHF in Milwaukee.
the network charges for those sta¬ second January report.
Under the Commission’s multi¬ tions. This .will be rate card No. 6
This is where the ABC boys are
cial role of a mature broadcasting thing is certain—whatever the of¬
industry in disseminating news and fering will be, it will be in English. ple ownership rules, the ceiling on for the web, the last one having calling foul play. They charge that
the comparison isn’t a valid one,
is the most significant progress to
Daly has already decided on two tv station interest is seven pro¬ been dated last April 1.
that using one rating category for
date in achieving universal recog¬ documentaries,, one on alcoholism viding not more than -five are
one period and another and com¬
nition of thisl fact.”
tentatively titled “Let’s Cry To¬
pletely different one for compari¬
day,” the other on divorce in VHF. None of the nets owns the
son purposes is hitting below the
America with the tentative tag of limit. NBC has six stations, in¬
belt. ABC'had'done its own com¬
“Divided We Fall.” Offerings cluding a UHF in Buffalo. ABC
parison study two weeks ago, com¬
would be live and film and would has five, all VHF. Storer Broad¬
paring multi-market ratings for the
examine the respective problems casting Co. is the only entity own¬
week
before the show preemed to
from every angle, social, economic, ing seven.
multi-market ratings (not nationpsychological, etc. Shows would be
Approval of the Hartford pur¬
produced by Daly’s staff, but the chase was voted over the protest
continued on page 44)
divorce show would also involve of Comr. Robert Bartley who ex¬
some top name casting, as con¬ pressed fear the acquisition gives
CBS-TV last week negotiated trasted to the straight documentary
deals for four more writers who style figured for the alcoholism the web “undue concentration of
Washington, Feb. 28.
control” of broadcast media. Bart¬
will be. part of the Columbia tome.
Prospects for legislation this ses¬
ley also questioned the value of
stable on an: exclusive guarantee
As for time slots for the spec- the deal as an impetus to UHF de¬
sion to amend the “equal time”
basis. All will work in the hour olas, which now number 10 and
velopment since there is already laws to apply only to major politi¬
and 90-minute field.
may increase, the network will use
Foursome, set via the Ashley-1 a rotating pattern to preempt ex¬ a high conversion rate in Hart¬ cal parties developed last week as
Steiner agency, comprise Harry isting 60 and 90-minute shows. In ford.
Congressional leaders moved for
.The purpose of relaxing the own¬ reforms.'to prevent abuses in cam¬
Junkin, whose 10th "Studio One” other words, one month the specs
DuMont
Broadcasting
Corp.,
show, “A Public Figure,” was may be on on Thursdays, the next ership ceiling in 1954 to allow paign spending. Efforts are being whose chief asset is WABD, is re¬
sold to indie producer Armand Saturdays and the next Sundays. seven stations, Bartley pointed out, made to secure legislation in time ported moving from its $5,000,000
Deutsch a few weeks back; William Final schedule will await the wrap- was to stimulate ,development of for the coming Presidential elec¬ studio plant to other N. Y. quar¬
Altman, former associate producer up on the network’s fall schedule, UHF by permitting entry of mul¬
ters. Bernard Goodwin, topper of
to Felix Jackson on “Studio One” something that’s still a long way tiple operators into key. markets tions.
Need for a change in laws cov¬ the company, while denying the
whose first hour original, “Opera-, off.
with high VHF-only saturation. It
move,
added that he “can’t speak
lion Home,” was purchased by
doesn’t appear, he said, that CBS ering political contributions, an for what happens one week or one
Metro last season; Alvin Sapinsley,
acquisition of a station in Hart¬ outgrowth of the revelation of a month from now.”
$2,500 campaign gift to Sen. Fran¬
whose scrapbook boasts about 25
ford accomplishes that purpose.
When asked if he would move
cis Case (R-S.D.) during debate on
full-hour entries, and
Loring
Approval of NBC’s purchase of the natural gas bill has been the station and other subsidiary
Mandel, a comparative newcomer.
WKNB-TV in New Britain, Conn., agreed to by Senate Majority Lead¬ operations, like the DpMont closedAlden Schwimmer of the A-S
is being held up pending a hearing er Lyndon Johnson (D-Tex.) and circuit division, to the Paramount
office negotiated the contracts
on the issue of coverage overlap Minority Leader William F. Know- office building, he said that there
with CBS.
with its New York station.
wouldn’t be enough room. Par
land (R-Calif.).
Previous week CBS, in stepping
Jan
Sterling
has
been
cast
in
As part of a three-point program owns a large interest in the video
up its exclusivity on writers,
pacted Howard Rodman to a deal. the lead of “Publicity Girl,” the
to assure “honest" elections, John¬ company.
The large DuMont setup on East
son said that the proposed legisla¬
new Jack Chertok pilot being made
tion would authorize networks to 67th St. is known to have a high
for ABC-TV. It’s the actress’ first
operating
cost.
And to add
divide free time among the Re¬
starring role in a regular tv series,
publican and Democratic parties, credence to the report of a moveout,
it’s
also
know
that
outside in¬
and the pilot is due to get under¬
Eldon Campbell resigned this and possibly a third. This would
way shortly on the Coast for de¬ week as national sales manager of relieve the webs of equal time de¬ terests have been negotiating with
DBC
for
takeover
of
the
plant as
Latest word in the Sunday-to- livery to the network in N. Y. in Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. mands from fringe political organ¬
a commercial film center.
Saturday. shift of “Chance of a time for the fall selling season. after 18 years with the company, izations.
When
Par
took
over
management
Coincident with this develop¬
Lifetime” on ABC-TV is that “Ted As with other properties, the se¬ the last four in his present capac¬
Mack’s Amateur Hour” will move ries won’t be used unless it’s spon¬ ity. Campbell described the resig¬ ment, the Brookings Institution control of DuMont several months
down a half-hour Sunday night sored.
nation as due to a conflict in phi¬ recommended, in a study of “Tele¬ ago it aspired to become “another
to 9 p.m., the old “Chance” slot'
Meanwhile, the network has de¬ losophy, and WBC prez Don Mc- vision and Presidential Politics” by Westinghouse” in the. matter of
from its current 9:30-10:30 perch. cided on a tentative time slot for Gannon accepted it “reluctantly Charles A. H. Thomson, '.that Sec¬ station ownership. Goodwin said
New slotting, effective March 4, another of its new and still-unsold and regretfully,” crediting‘Camp¬ tion 315 of the.' Communications that they are still looking for pos¬
will pit it against -the full-hour of properties, the Joan Davis situa¬ bell's "experience and energy” Act (equal time) be amended to sible property purchases, but that
NBC’s “Alcoa Hour-Goodyear Play¬ tion comedy currently shooting on with being a “substantial factor in apply only to leading candidates of they have neither made nor re¬
house” and the CBS “General the Coast. Web has decided to slot the progress of development o!f major parties. Such a change, the ceived specific overtures.
DBC is stepping into a new tv
Electric Theatre”-“Alfred Hitch¬ the show in front of Lawrence WBC.”
i
Institution said, would help other
Goodwin said
cock Presents” split.
Welk on Saturday nights, in the
Campbell started with WBC in candidates gain access to tv be¬ area, it appears.
that
the company “might help Par’s
Previously, the network planned 8:30-9 time slot. This would be 1938 as an announcer at WOWO, cause networks and stations could
simply -to replace “Chance” at 9 subject to change if a sponsor so Ft. Wayne, becoming program select the most important among Famous Film Studios” in the sale
with a country music show out of desired, of course. “Ozark Jubilee” manager of the station three years them without incurring an obliga¬ of animated commercials. He ex¬
Springfield, Mo., leaving “Amateur currently runs over into that time later and in 1946 shifting to KEX, tion to make time available to all. plained that it would only be a
Hour” in its 9:30 slot. New plan period, but the network can slot Portland, and there becoming sales
Although Section 215 was in¬ matter of “lending support” to
is to put the music segment in at the country music show at will, manager. He moved to N. Y. as tended to give equal treatment to FFS, which has been in commer¬
10, following “Amateur Hour.” depending on what’s open come the Gotham rep in 1950 and became all candidates, the Brookings re¬ cial production for some time.
Country music segment may star fail. Beverly Wells, Miss Davis’ national sales chief in 1952. He’ll port found that it doesn’t work out FFS* expansion plans, aren’t be¬
Rusty Draper, but that isn’t com¬ daughter, has been cast in the new take a short vacation before an¬ that way and actually restricts po- lieved to have any bearing on
rental, lease or sale of 67th St. to
comedy show in her real-life role., nouncing future- plans.
pletely decided yet.
i
(Continued on page 42)
commercial producers.

ABC-TV Rotating
10-Spec Pattern;
Introspecs, Too

ABC Yells Foul’ on NBC Research
In Mounting Afternoon TV Rivalry
ABC Ready to Spring
Its New TV Rate Card

CBS Gets Okay
On Hartford ¥

Seek to Resolve

CBS-TV Steps Up
Writer Exclusives
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Before Elections

Jan Sterling Gets Lead
In TV‘Publicity Girl’;
ABC Slots Joan Davis

AMATEUR HOUR IN
SUN. TV TIME SHIFT

ELDON CAMPBELL
RESIGNS WBC POST

DuMont Shedding
$5,OM,000 Plant?
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JUSTICE DEPT. O.O.’S TV WEBS
‘Lucy Back as Nielsen Leader
"I Lovy Lucy” is back on the apex in Nielson’s Top 10 (fort¬
night ending Feb. 4) in both the Total Audience and Average
Audience bracketings.
The scores:
Total Audience
’ Average Audience
I Love Lucy (CBS) .... ..54.9
I Love Lucy (CBS).,.52.7
$64,000 Question (CBS) . .53.2
$64,000 Question (CBS) . .50.0
Disneyland (ABO .... ..50.6
Disneyland (ABC) . .43.7
Ed Sullivan (CBS). ..49.4
Ed Sullivam (CBS) . .40.6
Sunday Spec (NBC) .. ..45.5
December Bride (CBS) . .40.0
Perry Como (NBC) .... .. 44.6
Groucho Marx (NBC)
.39.9
December Bride (CBS) . .42.4
Dragnet (NBC) .. .39.2
Groucho Marx CNBC).. . .42.2
Millionaire (CBS). .36.8
Dragnet (NBC) .. . .41.1
Perry Como (NBC). .36.6
G. E. Theatre (CBS) .. ..39.7
G.E. Theatre (CBS). .36.0

Wistful Vista Shuttering After
24 Yrs. In Fibber & Molly Windup
Miles Laboratories* checkout on 4-—-“Fibber McGee & Molly” to siphon
the coin into NBC’s “Monitor” and
“Weekday” marks the exit of one
of the longest runners and most
lovable duos in radio history.
Philadelphia, Feb. 28.
March 23 is the cancellation date—
Philco Corp. 1955 sales chalked
no day for celebration, but rather
a flashback over nearly a quarter up the second highest earnings in
its history, a total of $373,359,000
century.
Jim & Marian Jordan have been as compared with $349,277,000 in
a network staple since 1932—when 1954. The '54 figures were affected
they were considered among the
“somewhat doubtful assets” of the by a strike which closed the firm’s
Chi Daily News station, WMAQ, electronics plants for seven weeks.
in a series then called “Smack
Net income after taxes last year
Out,” written by Don Quinn, who was $8,423,000 or $2.13 per share
remained with them for many of common stock after preferred
years. They went on to become a dividends. The 1954 net amounted
Tuesday night landmark in a half- to $6,769,000 or $1.69 per share.
hour format—good for 18 seasons.
In March of 1952 they made the
20th anniversary grade as owners
of Wistful Vista. About a year
and a half later they went 15 min¬
utes
cross-the-board
(currently
11:45 a.m.) under the web's NB3
participation plan, but still with
veterans Bill Thompson as the Old
Timer and Wally Wimple, who’d
been with them since 1936, and
Arthur Q. Bryan as Doc Gamble;
along with Max Hutto as producer
and director and Phil Leslie and
Keith Fowler having succeeded
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Quinn in the belles-lettres depart¬
Live video, hungry for story ma¬
ment of quips and badinage.
terial,
has
discovered
a new and
Long identified with them were
the Billy Mills orch, the King's heretofore unexpected source of
Men on the vocals, Harlow Wilcox supply, stories sold to films for
as integrated gabber (with 15
years of Mollycoddling the John¬ features but with certain rights—
son's Wax business, and after including live tv—reverting to the
that. Pet Milk before the partici¬ original offers. NBC-TV and CBSpation setup), and here and there, TV are already bidding for the
Cliff Arquette, Gale Gordon and
plums in a package of 24 such
many another.
Ther.e’s no joy in Wistful Vista, story properties being offered by
only a memory of the radio, that the H. N. Swanson literary agency
was when Jim & Marian Jordan here, with NBC interested in some
were around.
for its “Producers Showcase” specolas and CBS' Harry Ackerman
after some for the “Ford Star
Showcase” specs.
Properties include James N.
Cain’s “Double Indemnity,” made
as a feature by Paramount (but
done live already, incidentally, on
“Lux Video Theatre”); same au¬
thor’s “Mildred Pierce,” done by
RCA’s 170,122 stockholders are Warners;. William Wister Haines'
receiving official notice this week “Command Decision,” Metro; and
of the company’s attainment of Martha Cheavens’ “Penny Sere¬
njore than a billion dollars in vol¬ nade,” 'Columbia. These comprise
ume for 1955, marking the first the group NBC is after. Others are
time in its 36-year history that the Raymond' Chandler’s “The Big
“dream” mark was reached. Exact Sleep,” Warners; Chandler’s “The
figure is $1,055,266,000, which com¬ Lady in the Lake,” Metro; Walter
pares with $940,950,000 in 1954, a Edmonds’ “Chad Hanna,” 20thhike of 12%. The-report is coin¬ Fox; same author's “Drums Along
cident with board chairman David the Mohawk,” produced by Edward
Sarnoff's 50th anniversary of serv¬ Small and released by 20th. Also
ice in radio communications. The in the package are all S. S. Van
blllion-a-year pace puts RCA Dine’s “Philo Vance” whodunits.
Asking price for the properties,
among the top 25 industrial outfits
understood to range from $10,000
in the nation.
to
$20,000, depending on the story,
Net profit before Federal taxes
Was $100,107,000 and after taxes, is considered too stiff for the runof-the-mill
shows, and consequent¬
$47,525,000, against respective fig¬
ures of $83,501,000 and $40,525,000 ly it’s the spectaculars which have
shown
the
chief interest in the
the previous year. Earnings per
share of common stock were $3.16, yarns.
compared to $2.66 in ’54. Divi¬
dends totaled $24,069,000, which in¬
cluded $3.50 preferred and $1.50
common, latter figure comparing
Chicago, Feb. 28.'
with $1.35 in ’54. Current assets
Magnavox, Fort Wayne, Ind.,
at year's end were $479,915,000, radio-tv set maker, is buying the
compared to $386,522,000.
Sentinel Radio Corp. here for an
Ih television, RCA Victor sold estimated $3,000,000.
more than 1,000,000 black and
Sentinel stockholders are being
white receivers and looked forward offered $8 .a share for the 380,000
shares outstanding.
(Continued on page 42)

Philco’s $373,359,000
In '55,Second Highest

Flock of Ex-Film
Properties Put On
TV Spec Market

RCA Stockholders
Get'Dream’Report

Magnavox Buys Sentinel

Hint at Anti-Trust Action Against
NBC in ffestinghouse Station Swap;
Celler Accused of Playing Politics

Washington, Feb. 28.
Justice Department is looking
into several areas of network tv
broadcasting for antitrust viola¬
Washington, Feb. 28.
tion, Asst. Atty. Gen. Stanley
Assistant Attorney General Stan¬
Barnes told the Senate Interstate
Commerce body today (Tues.).
ley Barnes yesterday (Mon.) in¬
These areas, he said, are optioning
dicated before the House Judiciary
of time, “must buy” deals and
Committee that the Department of
“blind selling.”
In line with requests from many Justice may institute anti-trust ac¬
Barnes indicated that certain
tion against NBC because of the
stations,
CBS-TV
his
lifted
the
“no
practices in tv operations may be
swap of its Cleveland radio and tv
found analogous to block booking beer” sponsor restrictions for the stations plus $3-,000,000 for those
which was outlawed in the Para¬ Harlem Globetrotters basketball of Westinghouse in Philadelphia.
mount case. Under questioning by game skedded for March 10.
At a stormy hearing, highlighted
The network also hopes that by
committee counsel Kenneth. Cox,
by charges that Committee Chair¬
he agreed that stations are victims Saturday (1) the- restriction on man Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.) is
of “blind selling,” which was lager bankrolling may be elimi¬ playing politics through his inquiry
banned in the Paramount case. He nated in connection with the Na¬ into monopoly, Barnes testified thajtsaid he could not say at this time tional Invitation Tournament frays the Department is still investigat¬
whether there is any similarity be¬ of March 17 and 24.
ing the NBC-Westinghouse deal de- *
tween the position of networks
spite its approval by the FCC.
and master agreements and for¬
Charge of politics was' leveled
mula deals in motion pictures.
by Rep. Kenneth B. Keating (RBarnes said that the Justice De¬
N.Y.) when Celler asked Barnes
partment’s role in network opera¬
whether the FCC was “thumbing
tions is limited but that it has sub¬
its nose” at the Justice Department
stantial
responsibility
in
the
in approving the swap. Celler had
broadcasting field. FCC is exam¬
previously brought out that Barnes
ining the network situation, he
had warned the FCC last Dec, 27
said, and Justice Dept, had advised
that the transaction involved “a
the Commission it is ready for con¬
serious question” of anti-trust vio¬
sultation at any time.
lation and that the following day
Barnes disclosed that Justice
the Commission announced approv¬
Dept, is investigating the wrestling
al
of the deal.
One of the oldest religioso shows
industry and is accumulating much
It developed that the FCC had
radio—NBC’s “Eternal Light”—
information about it. He declined on
actually
voted on case a week be¬
is “going tv” starting next season,
to say whether the Dept, would
some of the' top writer-direc¬ fore Barnes’ letter but held up
“stop” the FCC from taking any with
formal
announcement
for concur¬
tor names in video pacted for the
action it felt was in violation of initial batch of 13 half-hour films. ring and dissenting opinions. Comr.
anti-trust.
Robert
E.
Bartley
had
dissented
ABC-TV has already offered time
Barnes said complaints are be¬ to the Jewish Theological Semi¬ strongly to the majority action.
ing studied that networks insist nary, sponsors of the longrunning
Under close questioning by Ccl“on some occasions” that sponsors series, although it’s not definite as ler, Barnes said lie could not com¬
take programs owned or controlled yet where the series will wind up. ment on the FCC procedures in
by nets, particularly in prime eve¬ Seminary is also responsible for the Westinghouse swap and merits
ning time. Recalling divorcement the CBS “Lamp Unto My Feel” of ils action. “This is one area,”
of exhibition from production in Sunday live religioso tv’er.
be said, “in which there is joint
Paramount case, Barnes said that
Among
the writers already jurisdiction.”
“if a similar situation is to be signed for the series are Paddy
Celler asked how he happened
avoided in the telecasting industry Chayefsky, Reginald Rose, David to write the letter when he did.
the networks must not condition Swift and Mort Wishengrad (lat¬ Barnes replied he had heard that
access to the airways on use by the ter one of the longtime standbys a decision was pending.
Under questioning by Keating,
advertiser of a network-owned on the radio “Eternal Light” seg.program, providing, of course, that ments). Alex Segal and Sid Lumet committee counsel Herbert Maletz
the sponsor has a program which will each direct a brace of entries. said the FCC file on the case was
meets reasonable standards of
Films will be shot in New York turned over to the committee and
merit in the public interest.
with plans to give them wide dis¬ included a letter from FCC Chair¬
“Just as a patentee may not ex¬ tribution in other areas (schools, man George C. McConnaughey no¬
tend the exclusive privilege grant¬ etc.) after their initial network re¬ tifying Barnes the transfer had
McConnaughey
ed to him by Congress so as to lease. In place of “Eternal Light,” been approved.
control competition beyond the another title may be substituted. wrote he appreciated the informa¬
tion
and
requested
that
Barnes let
scope of the patented invention,
him know what the department
so telecasters must be careful to
would
do.
avoid seeking to use their broad¬
“Didn’t the FCC act in the face
casting privilege to control com¬
of your warnings?” asked Celler-.
petition beyond the scope of the
“It was an enigmatic situation
patented invention, so telecasters
and very involved,” Barnes replied.
must be careful to avoid seeking
“We bad documents they didn't
to use their bi'oadcasting privilege,
have.”
to control commerce in an area -be¬
.Washington, Feb. 28.
“Can the department still bring
yond the scope of their license.”
President Eisenhower yesterday
Barnes said that the Dept, is in¬
(Continued on page 44)
vestigating charges that feature (Mon.) designated George C. Mc¬
films are being licensed to tv sta¬ Connaughey to continue as Chair¬
tions under arrangements similar
to block booking. In view of the man of the FCC until his term as
Commissioner expires June 30, |
importance of motion pictures to
tv stations without network affili¬ 1957.
Announcement ended speculation j
ations, Barnes warned that Justice
“will be alert to prevent a recur¬ that a rotation system for FCC
rence in the broadcasting branch command would be adopted at the
of the entertainment industry of expiration of McConnaughey’s term
The N.Y. State Athletic Commis¬
those practices which gave rise to as Chairman on March 22. Such an
indication was given when the sion has puLthe Willie Gilzenbergthe Paramount case.”
President designated Rosel Hyde Tex Sullivan London Sporting
in 1953 to serve as Chairman for Club out of business, forcing
one year, a departure from Demo¬ WABD, the N.Y. station which has
cratic Administration policy of ap¬ been feeding Monday night fights
pointing chairmen to serve through¬ from St. Nicholas Arena to some
out terms of their commissioner- 40 stations, to seek a new fight
Clay Yurdin has joined WCBS- ships.
promoter. Ted Cott, boss of the
station, said that today (Wed.) he
7, N. Y., as a director assigned
will
choose one of the 16 appli¬
“Camera Three,” station-supercants to take over the job of pro¬
?ed show now running on the
moting
Monday fights.
IS teleweb. He starts witlr the
Cott said that the fights will
arch 18 Sundaycast under proslay
in
N.Y. and that there is
icer Lewis Freedman and will
Minneapolis, Feb. 28.
nothing wrong with continuing use
50 direct the Saturday “YesterIt
was
demonstrated
here
again
of
St.
Nick’s
since anybody can
y’s Worlds” . on the outlet,
Gilzenberg was fined
eedman-Yurdin team was tapped that if the attraction is sufficiently j rent it.
strong,
boxoffice
results
still
can
,
$5,000
and
his
license
as treasurer
program manager Hal Hough
the moveout of Robert Herridge be eminently satisfactory even ; of LSC was revoked; Sullivan’s
though
televising
gets
in
a
lick,
j
matchmaker
license
was
revoked
d Francis Moriarty to the netLast week marked first time all ; by the Commission but lie was not
>rk.
of
the
state
high
school
hockey
!
fined,
and
LSC’s
license
was
re¬
Yurdin has considerable tv cred—“Lights Out,” “The Clock,” championship hockey tournament j voked and it was fined an addigames
ever
were
televised,
KEYD•
tional
$5,000.
long them, and as associate dichairman
Julius
clor of “Hit Parade” ancKhe old TV here doing the job and feeding j Commission
lameo Theatre.” He’s also been the final contest t
Nevertheless,
the
th ABC-TV on the Coast, dialog
,-—--.
sector for Columbia Pictures, a nament’s alltime
oadway and ice show stage man- ord was smashed, the 30,946 total j fit the right to do next Monday s
'5' fight for WABD before steper and a teacher, at; several col- comparing to 27,788, the previous 1 ping
out for a successor.
high.
'
'

CBS Lifts Beer Ban
On Globetrotters

Pact Top Names
As'Eternal Light’
Goes TV on Film

McConnaughey Gets
Presidential Nod To
Continue FCC Helm

LSC Kayo; WABD
Seeks Fife Sub

Clay Yurdin Tapped
For ‘Camera 3’ Director

TV No Deterrent To
Hockey B.O. in Mpls.
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BESEECH SENATE TO ‘HOTFOOT’ FCC
ON ENDING TV ALLOCATION STALEMATE
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Daylight Blindness

Daytime television programs confront a practical probleip in
“distributive engineering”as regards middlemen in the grocery
trades. In Manhattan Ad row jargon “these local and regional
distributors are of such colossal importance in merchandising
strategy that mere program popularity ratings by themselves are
of little consequence.” The problem arises for this reason; the
typical foodstuff handler is a hardworking guy who never sees
Washington, Feb. 28.
- daytime television and largely does not “register” when the com¬
The Senate Interstate Com¬
pany salesman says “we’re on Garroway, or Jinx Faikenburg or
Minneapolis, Feb. 28.
merce Comtaittee was urged yes¬
(you name it)."
Local group, which has bought
terday (Mon.) to' direct the FCC to
It’s vital for the company salesman to have “this is what we’re
take affirmative action to end the. an old FM transmitter from WTCN
doing” arguments to impress the distributor but when the distrib
here, has applied to the FCC for
tv allocation stalemate.
responds, for lack of firsthand awareness, with a "Who dat?” about
Testifying at hearings on the an FM license.
tv figures he’s seldom if ever seen, the company salesman is
Walt Disney, whose merchandis¬
It plans to devote the proposed
TJHF problem, Harold H. Thoms,
tonguetied. Hence some salesmen have been recommending to
ing-licensing activities over the
Chairman of the UHF .Industry new station almost entirely to
their sales vice-presidents a concentration upon, or return to,
Coordinating Committee, said that “good music” and would be on the years have supplied a healthy
magazine and newspaper copy. Theory js they can then lay re¬
since the Commission “has made air 54 hours a week. Commercials chunk of the revenues of Walt Dis¬
prints before the distrib, saying, “look, these will back you up
it abundantly clear that it is dis¬ would be “of an inoffensive, low ney Productions, is finding a new
in—” —giving names of the publications.
posed to temporize and not act’* it pressure variety” and “few in num¬ bonanza in his ABC-TV “Mickey
Television’s problem therefor is how to make the Main Street
falls on Congress to “direct the ber.” Station’s hoyrs would be
distributor, familiar with the daytime personalities and programs
from 6 p.m. to midnight weekdays Mouse Club” show. Though only on
wav.”
which are big successes on Ad Row but suffer a fadeout in the
Thoms suggested that Congress and noon to midnight Saturdays the air since October, the high¬
sticks, not-with the consuming public but with the mentally-de¬
rated crosg-the-board hourlong seg¬
adopt a resolution enunciating a and Sundays.
tached business figure who places the wholesale orders. The prob¬
policy that the Commission come
ment is providing some quick new
lem has been licked so far as the sponsor is concerned—he invari¬
up with a new allocation plan by
revenue sources, with a total of 38
ably having, an office television set.
a specified date to provide for “a
6ut*of all 145 of Disney’s licensed
multiplicity of eoual competitive
manufacturers now working on the
facilities limited to service of a
Mouse” property.
single market unless unusual cir¬
Biggest item by far is the “mouse
cumstances require otherwise.”
earcaps” worn by the group of
An eight-point program, includ¬
Mouseketeer” juves on the show,
ing deintermixture and reduction
which have sold a total of over
of mileage separations between
,000,000 in various price catego¬
Milton Berle’s gamble on his Las ries ranging from 29c up. Next big¬
VHF stations on the same channel,
• was offered by Thoms to carry out Vegas origination paid off in gest is the T-shirts worn by the
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
objective of a nationwide competi¬ spades last Tuesday (21) when, moppets on the show, also with a
for the first time In several months Mickey Mouse theme, which have
Possibly establishing a pattern
tive system.
Failure, to carry out such a pro¬ he pulled in the Trendex chips in now reached the 750,000 mark in
for the entire tv industry in elec¬
gram, Thoms contended, “can only his competitive Tuesday night bat¬ sales. Still another source of heavy
tronic filming, the three major net¬
result in a perpetuation of the tle with Phil Silvers.
coin is the “Mickey Mouse Club
works reported finalizing pact with
Demonstrating that there’s noth¬ Magazine,” which at a $1 tab for
present two-network monopoly
S. Mark Smith has been named Radio and TV Directors Guild in
which has been fostered by the ex¬ ing wrong that can’t be cured with four issues, has accumulated some
a flock of top stars in support, in¬ 350..000 subscribers, all by write-in, producer of the Campbell Soups- N. Y. shortly. Under terms of con¬
isting tv allocation plan.”
Thoms said the problem today cluding in this case Jimmy Du¬ since there’s no newsstand distri¬ Pond’s Extract sponsored “Star tract, the live video directors
Stage” on NBC-TV. Smith, former
“is no longer one of disparities rante, Eddie Cantor, Cyd Charisse, bution.
between UHF and VHF but one of Dan Dailey, plus some high-pow¬
Among the new lines are a editorial supervisor on the The¬ would be employed in all elec¬
ered
footage
from
Metro’s
upcom¬
a simple principle—namely, shall
mouseguitar” and a “mouseguitar atre Guild radio and tv versions tronic filming systems, including
this country have many tv stations ing “Meet Me In Las Vegas,” Berle jr.,” first of which is an actual mu¬ of “U. S’ Steel Hour,” this season combo film-and-live camera setups,
turned
in
a
21.9
for
the
8
to
8:30
separately serving many commu¬
sical instrument modeled on the handled the editorial choresr on the such as Electronicam and Cameranities or a few superpower stations segment compared with 18.8 for guitar played on the show by teen¬ Maurice Evans “Hall of Fame” vision, and video tape recording.
Silvers.
ABC’s
“Warnfer
Bros.
Pre¬
each covering extensive areas and
ager Jimmie Dodd, who leads the Sunday specolas until MCA tapped
Only such system presently in
many communities. The old super- sents” was right behind with 16.1. kids. The "jr.” is a toy for the him for the “Star Stage” chore.
use is Electronicam — used by
For
the
8:30
to
9
period,
Berle
He replaces Charles Russell.
. power fight has now been^extendyounger set which resembles the
Jackie
Gleason to film his CBSpulled way ahead, whipping CBS’ guitar. Still another offbeat item
ed to tv.”
TV “Honeymooners”—but various
George Storer, head of Storer “Navy Log” to the tune of 23.1 to is the "Mickey Mouse newsreel
industry figures have repeatedly
Broadcasting Co., largest inde¬ 15.8, while ABC’s "Wyatt Earp’ projector,” which is based on the
stated belief that as such systems
pendent station owner in the na¬ was close behind (14.7).
newsreel segment of the show and
are perfected, they will be the
tion, told the Committee his ex¬
which projects slides. Another rev¬
most economically feasible way to
perience in operating a UHF out¬
enue source is the show’s tiein
telefilm and to record live pro¬
let in Miami proves that adver¬
with ABC-Paramount Records, the
grams.
tisers can be persuaded to buy
new American Broadcasting-Para¬
Web decision to award elec¬
UHF. Signal of his WGBS-TV sta¬
mount Theatres label, with more
tronics to live video directors may
tion; which employs a high tower
than a half-dozen albums featuring
On the basis of but a single tv affect entire industry. As situation
and high power, he said, is as good
Dodd and the Mouseketeers al¬
as the VHF signal in the Florida
entry in the hduse, Keeshan-Miller now stands, Screen Directors Guild
ready in release.
Producers have been frightened
area served.
Enterprise's already has become will retain jurisdiction over elec¬
But his experience in Portland, away from doing a tv series, live
one of the hottest packagers in the tronic filming done in standard
Ore., where he has another UHF, or film, on New York City. -A
business and working on several film studios. However, all other
he testified, demonstrates that highly placed source at City Hall
fronts in the development of prop¬ electronic picturizations, including
■equipment is not available to make
erties geared for the younger net originations, which are expect¬
UHF as good as VHF in mountain¬ said the “lack of decisive action”
brackets. K-M translates as Bob ed to increase proportionately as
about
the
Screen
Gems-Ted
Granik
ous areas or in cities with high
Keeshan, the Capt. Kangaroo of the the systems are put into use, will
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
buildings.
The New York City Story” has
Hassle over duties of newsroom CBS-TV 8 to 9 a.m. show of that go to RTDG.
American Federation of TV and
Predicting that costs of UHF delayed any further chances of personnel has arisen between Nat- name, and Jack Miller, another
equipment will go down as manu¬
ionl Assn, of Broadcast Employes youngster (under 30) of the so- Radio Artists, dive video actors
facturers gain experience, Storer video scrutinizing the city in op¬ and Technicians and ABC here. called “Chicago School” of tv tech¬ union, is currently contesting field
said that the added expense of eration for another "five to 10 Union contract provides that regu¬ niques.
with Screen Actors Guild, edrnpar^
$1,500 to $2,000 a month for oper¬ years.”
“Kangaroo” was launched last able film group. Jurisdiction over
lar newsroom employees must be
ating a high-power UHF station
Meantime, neither Granik nor SG NABET members, but that net can fall as the segue to the network’s "Honeymooners” is now before ar¬
should not be used as a reason for has indicated that they intend quit¬ hire newscasters on “talent con¬ 7 to 8 “Morning Show,” which bitration in N. Y. and presumably,
not utilizing the UHF band to the ting on plans 'for the half-hour tract” basis, who may pen then- never got off the ground in several nets’ agreement with RTDG may
fullest extent possible.
vidfilm format, even though Police own air copy without becoming transformations and only a couple influence outcome.
Electronics film talks, in prog¬
of weeks ago went into another
Cornr. Stephen Kennedy still fails union members.
to give his approval.
Current dispute revolves around format, retitled “Good Morning” ress in Gotham all last week, were
prelude
to regular annual pact ne¬
The official, who did not want recent hiring of newscasters Bob and with Will Rogers Jr. as the
his name used, said that the ex¬ Ferris and Jim McCulla by local pivot man under whom Columbia gotiations between-Guild and webs.
Inking of electronics settlement
ecutives in city government "ar ABC newsroom, under this provi¬ hopes to lure underwriters. Mean¬
sion. In meeting with net reps last time, soloing Keeshan, a quiet pow¬ awaits only ironing out of last de¬
afraid to face the problem” of
commercial tv series about N. Y. week, NABET complained that erhouse with easygoing “educa¬ tails, according to union spokes¬
He also felt that a new tv com¬ Ferris and McCulla are not con¬ tional” gimmicks for kids, utterly man. Among these details are di¬
The N. Y. Yankees- have finally mittee being set up by Mayor fining themselves to writing their devoid of pyrotechnics and a fancy- rectors’ rights in foreign or feature
■worked out a schedule of 16 away Robert F. Wagner’s office to es¬ own air copy, but are covering dan mail puller, has snagged four showings of system-filmed tele¬
games to be televised by WPIX. tablish rules for “The New York beats as their own "legmen.” This sponsors for the Monday-through- casts.
the hometown station airing all City Story,” or any other series is not covered in the contract and Friday session and gone into a
Also part of deal is new residual
of its 77 home games as well as that might be produced about N. Y., should be a-NABET duty, union Saturday "extra” also set for finan¬ setup for live video directors.
those of the1 N. Y. Giants. All will not accomplish anything, since claims.
Heretofore, webs had granted
cial backing.
16 of the games will be shown at the final approval for any tv rests
In camp are Nestle, Kolynos, 100% salary payments for each re¬
night, since the daytime setup is with each department head. (After
Curad and Brown Shoe Co., With use of a live show recording, “in
virtually loaded with the regular having a. copy of the SG presenta¬
latter also to be repped. in the perpetuity.”
Giant and Yankee home’ stands.
Saturday edition come August. The
tion on “Story” in his possession
R. J. Reynolds and Ballantine’s, lor nearly two weeks, a spokesman
weekday version had the effrontery
sharing the regular Yankee lineup, for Kennedy, said that the police
to compete with Dave Garroway &
Chicago,
Feb.
28.
are also bankrolling these night¬ boss hadn’t a chance to read it
WGN-TV’s summertime bonanza Co.’s last 60 .minutes of “Today,”
time
out-Qf-towners.
Additional yet).
the well entranched NBC-TV show,
built
around
its
exclusive
telecasts
games give WPIX a 170-game
of the Chi White Sox and Cubs’ and surpassing it on the Nielsens.
agenda, the largest it has carried
In the Saturday sweepstakes, “Kan¬
home
baseball
games
is
booked
since going on the air. Away ex¬
solid again for the upcoming sea¬ garoo’s” Jay. 7 launching not only
posures will cover every ballpark
Greensboro, N. C., Feb. 28.
son with the signaturing of the, showed up sizable on ARB but gave
in the American League, some
Chicago, Feb. 28.
Harold Essex, of WSJS-TV, Win final adjacency bankrolled Game- upsweep support to other CBS
twice or three times.
NBC prexy Robert Sarnoff pre¬
(Continued on page 44)
ston-Salem, was elected president casts, called by Jack Brickhouse
dicted here last week that the na¬
of the Broadcasting Foundation of with an assist from Harry Greightion’s advertisers will spend $150,North Carolina, Inc. at the founda¬ ton, will be co-sponsored again by
000,000 in network color tv pro¬
tion’s organizational meeting
Hamm Brewing and Oklahoma Oil.
grams next year. By 1960 the in¬
Denver, Feb. 28.
Chapel Hill. The meeting was at¬
Back for the pre-game 10-minute
Greyhound Bus Lines has made vestment in colorcasts should reach
When KDEN goes on the air tended by members of the radio "Batting Practice” with Brickhouse its first local-only buy in the New $600,000,000 annually, he estimated
March 4 Denver and its immediate and television industry from all is Miles Labs, and H-A Hair Ar¬ York area, picking up cosponsor¬ in- a speech keynoting National
suburbs will have 14 radio stations parts of the state.
ranger is dittoing on the following ship of WABC-TV’s cross-the-b'oard Advertising Week of which he’s
in operation, along with five tele¬
Other officers elected were Rich¬ 10-minute “Lead-off Man” hosted "Star Showcase” dramatic film se¬ the national chairman.
vision outlets. In radio there is ard H. Mason, of WPTF, Raleigh by Vince Lord. Household Finance ries in the 11-11:30 p.m. slot. At
NBC chief ventured that by then
one non-commercial station, owned vice president; J. Frank Jarman and Walgreens return with “Tenth the same time, Carter Products tint circulation should hit 12,000,by the Pillar of Fire church, and of WDNC, Durham, secretary; and Inning,” a 15-minute wrapup after has renewed its half, with Grey¬ 000 sets. He argued the impetus
one educational tv station, oper¬ John H. Bone, of WNAO-TV, Ra the single games and sandwiched hound replacing. Anahist.
of color tv advertising will play a
ated by the Denver public schools. leigh, treasurer. The foundation between (he doubleheaders.
Deal was set via the Beaumont key role in keeping the national
KDEN takes over the band aban¬ will be administered as part of the
\ few Sunday post-game feature & Holman agency. Greyhound was economy running at a high gear
doned by KMYR. It is owned by Development Council and will be has been added this year in the represented on a network basis a during the last half of this decade
Gene Amole and Edward Koepke, a non-profit and educational corpo-j
n o Lie quarter-hour “Around couple of seasons back with
as the arrival of black and white
both formerly with KMYR.
ration.
'the
Bases”
telephone
quizzer piece of “Omnibus.”
video did- the first half.

Mpls. FM Bid

’Mickey Mouse Club’
Provides Disney With
New Revenue Sources

NBC Rolls Natural
On Vegas Trendex

‘Live’ Directors to Get Networks’
Blessing on Electronic Filming
S. Mark Smith Named
‘Star Stage’ Producer

Keeshan-Miller’s
Kiddie Come-On

Looks Like TV Series
On New York City, Live
Or Film, 5-10 Years Off

NABET IN HASSLE
WITH ABC ON COAST

16 Out-of-Town Games
On WPIX Yankees Sked;
170 Tilts Crowd Station

»

WGN-TV Booked Solid
On Summer Ballcasts

Robt. Sarnoff Predicts
$150,000,000 in Ad Coin
For Colorcasts in ’57

Harold Essex’s Post

14 Denver AM Stations

Greyhound’s Local Ride
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TVs Smoke Screen
There’s a definite connection between cigaret smoking and tele¬
viewing, says Oliver Treyz, prez of the TV Ad Bureau, who took
the stump at last week’s annual powwow in New York of general
managers of CBS-TV spot sales and o&o stations. Those who
watch tv the most smoke the most, and those who watch between
11 p.m. and midnight are ‘.‘heavy smokers." As result, a spot in
that hour will'mean more per rating point to cig advertisers than
at other times of the day. He observed also that in the top 21
markets there’s the heaviest smoking per capita, an indication
to him that spot buying in those top markets should be “very im¬
portant" for the cig advertiser.
Several hundred attended the four-day meetings. . principal
speakers from the web were v.p. Merle S. Jones of the o&o’s, fat¬
ter repped by g.m.’s H. Leslie Atlass (WBBM-TV, Chi), James T.
Aubrey (KNXT, L. A.), Edmund C. Bunker (WXIX, Milwaukee,)
and Sam Cooke Digges (WCBS-TV, N. Y.); Clark George, general
sales manager of SS; Les Harris, v-p-g.m. CBS-TV Film Sales;
John Cooper, CBS Newsfilm, and Craig Lawrence, director of
owned stations, who served as chairman Monday-Tuesday, with
Clark George presiding Wednesday-Thursday.
Other speakers were Larry Davis, ad manager of a division of'
duPont; George Polk, of BBDO, and David Crane, of Benton &
Bowles.

Refighting the Civil War
Delbert Mann Takes Exception to Criticism on
‘Day Lincoln Was Shot’
4-

Editor,

Variety;

May I request “equal time" to
answer the unwarranted letter by
one Robert Downing, regarding the
“carelessly researched” production
of Jim Bishop’s “The Day Lincoln
Was Shot." Mr.- Downing in listing
“the spate of errors that seem to
have governed this production”
makes several inaccurate state¬
ments himself, and jumps to the
conclusion that, every item in the'
production that departed from
known historical fact was a result’
of carelessness. I don’t know Mr.
Downing’s credentials as a Lincoln
historian; I do know that a great
many well-known Lincoln and Civil
War scholars, members of The Civ¬
il War Round Table, praised the
production highly for its essential
truthfulness to the facts and to the
spirit of the book.
To answer the points raised by
Mr. Downing:
1, 2, 3, all having to do with Lin¬
coln’s second inaugural: I think it
was fairly evident that the actual
scene could not be accurately re¬
produced in the studio. There is a
limit to the space available in a tel¬
evision studio and to the number
of actors that can be hired. The.
bahdstand may well have\ been
“skimpy” since with 18 sets and
two studios being used, there was
no space_ left to reproduce the steps
of "the capitol. We instead did a
(Continued on page 46)

ABC Settles Fuss
On Axed Gabbers
Hassle between ABC and the
American Federation of Television
& Radio-Artists over the network’s
firing of six announcers last fall
has finally been settled by arbitra¬
tion. Three of the announcers have
been rehired by the web—one, in
fact, before the case came up for
arbitration—and the other three
have secured . other employment
and will get a settlement to con¬
sist of letters of commendation by
the
web
plus
possible
cash
amounts.
The announcer rehired before
the proceedings before the Amer¬
ican Arbitration Assn, began, and
fts a result of huddles between the
web and AFTRA, is now super¬
visor of announcers for the web.
Of the other two rejoining the
het, one will return as an an¬
nouncer, the other as a staff di¬
rector. Of the remaining three, one
is announcing elsewhere, another
has turned actor and a third has
joined an out-of-town #ad„ agency
as radio-tv director. For the latter
three, networkjs backtracking on
the grounds for which they were
fired in the forip letters of praise.
There’s also the matter of their
employment termination dates, and
final settlement of these will un¬
doubtedly involve cash payments;

D’Oyly Carte TV Rights
. William Moriis Agency and Fos¬
ter’s, London talent house, have
acquired the tv rights for a pro¬
posed series based on the D’Oyly
Carte Opera Co. Negotiations were
via Bridget D’Oyly Carte, head of
the Savoyard troupe.
Series will be set in the 1880s
at London’s Savoy Theatre, using
factual and fictional episodes in the
lives of Gilbert and Sullivan as
done by performers of the troupe.

BBD&O Envisions
38% in TV-AM
The BBD&O’s billings in 1955
reached $162,000,000 and expects
to bill $170,000,000 this year, the
ad agency reported last week at a
closed-circuit conclave of its em¬
ployees. At a meeting at the Hotel
Roosevelt, N. Y.,the agency (which
became the first to employ closedcircuitry forlts own use) was criti¬
cal of television, even though 38%
of all its billings* go into tv and
radio.
The ’55 total was an upbeat of
$14,000,000 over 1954, nearly a
10% hike. Agency pointed out
that it was among the top three in
broadcast outlay. ' To show the
large overall increase over pre¬
vious times, BBD&O cited its 1950
billings at $87,379,500.
Among the several top manage¬
ment speakers on the closed-circuit
telecast arranged by Sheraton
Closed Circuit Inc. was radio-tv
veep Robert Forman, who warned
BBDO'ers that “we must be con¬
stantly dissatisfied with tv’s rising
costs, its dissipation of sponsor
identity, its /growing lack of pro¬
gram-product. relationships,
its
careless moral attitudes—all of
which is a way of saying we can
no longer be deluded by the magic
of tv’s° newness.”
While 38% of BBD&O's total
was in yadio and video, general
mags, the next largest expenditure,
got 23%. Newspapers garnered
18%.

‘Lost Weekend' Set
As Kraft TV Entry
In another upbeat on scripts
“Kraft TV Theatre” will tackle
Charles Jackson’s “Lost Weekend"
March 21. Jackson is script editor
of the -NBC-TV Wednesday drama¬
tics, but the adaptation—from the
ex-bestseller, not the film—will be
done by Will Lorln.
Already announced for the fol¬
lowing week is dramatization of
“A Night to Remember," story of
the Titanic sinking.
1
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Jack ffebb Blasts ‘Emmy,’ Wants No
Part of 'Best Director Laurels
By DAVE KAUFMAN
By HY HOLLINGER
Closed-circuit
television,
al¬
though generally unheralded, has
emerged as an important commu¬
nication system for business. As it
is presently practiced, it means'dif¬
ferent things to different people.
To the television networks, and
especially to NBC which makes
most frequent use of the technique,
closed circuit is an adjunct or an
extra service to present to pros¬
pective clients. To Nathan L. Ilalpern,- president of Theatre Network
Television and its subsidiary, TeleSessions, closed-circuit is a saparate business, apart and distinct
from regular telecasting.
Halpern does not feel he’s com¬
petitive with NBC nor does NBC
believe that Halpern is a threat to
its closed-circuit service. NBC re¬
gards its closed-tv activity as a
“selling tool”. considering tv as
the best way to sell tv. If neces¬
sary, NBC will pipe a specially-pro¬
duced program into a single in¬
dividual’s office in order to sell a
potential sponsor.
Halpern’s concept of closed-cir¬
cuit is primarily as a business com¬
munication method. He regards
his operation as “a new industry
and a new medium.” Specializing
in the use of large-screen receiv¬
ers, which can be placed in the¬
atres, hotels, auditoriums or arenas,
as distinguished from the 21-inch
monitors employed by the net¬
works for studio to studio huddles,
Halpern sees his setup as a sep¬
arate network operation having no
relationship with regular tv except
that it uses the same technical
principles.
50 Mobile Units
TNT, for example, owns and op¬
erates its own projection equip¬
ment, with more than 50 mobile
units strategically placed through¬
out- the country for rapid use in
hotels and other meeting places.
TNT makes its own line arrange¬
ments with the AT&T. It pro¬
duces its own shows and services
its own equipment via a deal with
RCA Service Corp. The only out¬
side help it requires is cameras and
camera crews from tv stations
which it employs on a rental basis.
However, the TNT topper envisions
having his own studio, camera
equipment, and camera crew as his
type of closed-circuit business
groves.
The type of closed-circuit busi¬
ness Halpern seeks has grown by
leaps in recent years. It has been
used by some of the largest cor¬
porations in the United States,
either employing TNT’s services or
(Continued on page 46)

‘Premium TV’
Sheraton
Closed
Circuit
Television Inc., the subsidiary
of the hotel chain, has added
a new gimmick to its closedcircuit operation.
It has
dubbed its new scheme “pre¬
mium tv." ...
’
Here’s how it works: A
sponsor (the lessee of the ho¬
tel chain’s closed-tv facilities)
trades his merchandise or serv¬
ices for an otherwise unob¬
tainable tv entertainment de¬
livered to auditoriums or hotel
ballrooms on theatre - size
screens. The tickets for the
event are limited and for the
audience to get the “free"
ticket it must purchase or con¬
tract for the sponsor’s product.
“Premium” idea will be test¬
ed for the first time Saturday
(3). when the Diners Club
sponsors the Cincinnati-Dayton basketball game at the
Taft Hotel in Cincy. The game,
pitting sectional rivals in a
traditional encounter, is a sell¬
out at Dayton’s field house and
will not be seen on local
home-tv.
According to executive veepee William P. Rosensohn,
Sheraton will repeat the idea
in a number of markets if
Saturday's test proves success: ful. ■
•

Groucho’ Dissent
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Groucho Marx is the latest
to blast the Emmy nomina¬
tions, contending he should
Jhave been listed under “come¬
dians” rather than “Audience
Participation."
“Am I on every week be¬
cause I give up $300 or be¬
cause it’s a comedy show?
After 40 years in show biz,
according to the Emmys, I’m
not a comedian. Anyway, Em¬
my’s are empty honors. The
only honor is when a sponsor
picks up the option for an¬
other 13 weeks."

As Nominations
Highlight Mixups
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Only a half-point separates NBC
and CBS nominations in final
stretch of Academy of TV Arts
and Sciences Emmy Sweepstakes,
which goes to the post on March
17. Tabulations show that CBS has
total of 86 nominations in all
categories, while NBC has a total
of 85V2. ABC trails with 19i/2 and
DuMont has a technical nomina¬
tion for its Electronocam filming
system.
(Half point nominations are
based on (a), at least one show,
“U. S. Steel Hour,” shifted from
ABC to CBS in 1955 mid-season,
and (b), a number of nominees
have shows on two different nets).
According to an ATAS break¬
down, Coast came up with 108
nominations; east with 99.
In ballot, which went to member¬
ship yesterday (Mon.) for final
vote, Art Carney won a double
nod, for best comic and best sup¬
porting actor; his, boss, Jackie
Gleason, didn't make the comic
list, but did get named in the
best continuing male performer
category.
Danny Thomas’ “Make Room For
Daddy," winner of 1954 award and
center of a hassle when it inad¬
vertently got left off this year’s
ballot, nevertheless won nomina¬
tion in comedy series class on a
supplementary
ballot.
Another
“Daddy" made the best single per¬
formance show list, in what Acad¬
emy redfacedly admits is probably
a mistake. “Peter Pan Meets Rus¬
ty Williams" garnered enough
votes for a-place in the finals, al¬
though ATAS believes membership
really intended to vote for Mary
Martin’s “Peter Pan" spec on NBC,
also nominated.
In still another mixup. Jack
Webb won a film director nomina¬
tion for his annual repeat of
“Christmas Story” on “Dragnet,"
filmed in 1953. However, since bal¬
lot did -not specifically state that
vidpic had to be filmed during
past year, ATAS said nomination
will be allowed to stand, although
in future wording will be changed
to eliminate annual reruns from
consideration.
NBC-TV’s “Our Town" color spec
(Continued on page 44)

OTTO LANG RESIGNS
20TH’S TV SUBSID

Hollywood, Feb. 28.
In an action without precedent,.
“Dragnet"
producer-director-star
Jack Webb has informed the Acad¬
emy of Television Arts of Scien¬
ces he was withdrawing his nomi¬
nation for best director of a telefilmed show, and asked ATAS to so
notify its members who began vot¬
ing on Emmy wards yesterday
(Mon.). Contacted at his home,
Webb confirmed the action and
said the only reason he is not also
pulling out “Dragnet,” a nomina¬
tion in the best action series, is
that the property is owned by
Sherry TV, an MCA subsid, and he
does not control it.
Webb, three times an Emmy win¬
ner with his topraled “Dragnet"
series, assailed ATAS for what he
termed its “gross inequities and
injustices” in its awards structure.
“I’am so terribly confused by the
Academy’s method of nominations
and choice of categories, the only
solution I can see is to withdraw.
I .hope something constructive
comes of this, and that there will
be a reexamination of their poli¬
cies,” he stated.
Webb’s cameraman, Edward Colmans, also won a nomination, but
the star pointed out he was in no
position to withdraw his lenser’s
nomination. As far as is known,
this marks the first time in the
histories of either the film or tv
Academies that a nominee has
withdrawn.
Webb said, “I have been more
than honored by ATAS. I have
been nominated 12 to 15 times and
won three Emmys. It was never a
mistake on the part of the Acad¬
emy when I lost—perhaps it was
When I won. It Is obvious I am
not withdrawing because I don’t
feel I’ve done well; I’m 'doing this
because of what my intelligence •
and love of the industry dictates.
I fear for this Academy—that it’s
going to become a personality con¬
test instead of one presenting
awards for achievement."
Webb’s was the latest, and most
telling, verbal blow against the
Academy in recent weeks. PrevL
ously Jerry Lewis, Jack Denove
and Frank Ferrin, among others,
had struck at the Acad for its nom¬
inations and awards structure.
“I wouldn't know how to vote
on these nominations, so I’m not
going to. I am baffled and con¬
fused at the contradictions and
(Continued on page 46)

CBS-TV Blackout
On Local Pro Grid
Pro football carded on CBS-TV
next fall is calculated to make lo¬
cal stations carry the ball some
Sundays. The network has pacted
the National Football League’s 12
teams for the period Sept. 30Dec. 16, beamed on a regional
basis. There are agreements al¬
ready in covering the N. Y. Giants
and Frisco 49’ers for gridcasts of
their home and away jousts, with
negotiations going on for others in
the loop. Where home games are
blacked out, such as in the case of
the Giants in N. Y., WCBS-TV, for
instance, the CBS flagship, gets a
crack at the time and will probably
slot film, although experimental
programs are being considered.
Bert Bell, the NFL commission¬
er, has not yet formulated a. sched¬
ule.
This will be awaited with
more than passing interest by the
locals, particularly as to the home
frays. Of ’the dozen teams, six
have wrapped up the rights to do
with as they please and the other
six are under the control of in¬
dividual sponsors.
In the Eastern Conference are
the N. Y. Giants, Chi Cardinals,
Cleveland Browns, Washington^

Hollywood, Feb. 28.'v
Otto Lang, exec producer of
20th-F<5x’s tv subsid since its incep¬
tion, has resigned. Among TCF
telepix he personally turned out
were
“Calvalcade,”
“L a u r a,"
“Christopher Bean," “Man on the
Ledge" and “Gun in His Hands,”
latter to be televised April 4.
Joining 20th-Fox in 1936 as
■technical advisor, he later became
a producer of both features and
short subjects, prior to swinging troit Lions. Green Bav Packers,
Baltimore Colts and Chi Bears.
•>
•over to video dept.
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Program Swap Deals Negotiated
Between D.S. & British TV Interests

London, Feb. 28.
With the live presentation
of “Hamlet” last night (Mon.),
commercial tv began a new
policy of staging weekly legit
spectaculars, which will be
seen on a network basis in
London and Birmingham. The
productions are being pro¬
duced by Hugh Beaumont for
Associated
Television
and
also by Associated-Rediffusion.
Last. night’s production of
“Hamlet,” starring Paul Sco¬
field, Mary Ure, Diana Wynyard, Alec Clunes and Ernest
Thesiger, was a streamlined
version of the show currently
at the Phoenix Theatre, and
which was preemed in Moscow
last year. The running time
has been cut by about one
half to 90 minutes,
Next week’s spec will be
“Message for Margaret,” star¬
ring Flora- Robson, and other
productions
include
Roger
Livesey and Ursula Jeans in
"Misalliance,” - Dorothy Tutin
and Emlyn Williams in “The
Wild Duck,” Ronald Shiner re¬
peating his legit role in “Sea¬
gulls Over Sorrento,” and Gra¬
ham Greene’s “The Living
Room,” also with Dorothy
Tutin.

4-s?-r
By HAROLD MYERS
\
London, Feb. 28.
A new formula for trading in
television packages is being tried
out by American distributors with
British networks and producers.
Instead of the more familiar direct
Washington, Feb. 28.
sale policy, they’re offering to op¬
A system of synchronizing televi¬
erate on a program swap basis.
sion programs to permit use of the
Representatives of some of the sound track in various languages
leading American tv distribs, who on radio stations has been devel¬
oped and patented, Variety learned
have visited London in recent last week. It is understood that a
weeks, are known to have sounded New York agency is planning to
out British companies for reac¬ sell the programs in major mar¬
tion. In one case it is understood kets.
Guild Films is negotiating a deal
The system would enable a spon¬
with BBC-TV, whereby the latter sor to achieve the maximum audi¬
will receive British rights to two ence for his program in cities with
American-made series, in return sizable foreign language popula¬
for giving the U.S. distributor the tion, according to the promoters.
American franchise for a British While the program is televised, it
made package.
was explained, several radio sta¬
From an economic point of view, tions would carry the sound in dif¬
The viewer
the formula has distinct advan¬ ferent languages.
tages for the American interests would turn down the sound on his
tv
set
and
pick
up
the
language of
and has obvious points of appeal
for British programmers in search his choice on radio.
It
is
contemplated
that there
of imported quality entertainment.
The main potential yield from the will be a market for the programs
in
some
40
cities
which
have sta¬
British tv market for any 30-min¬
ute program is in the vicinity of tions catering to foreign language
$5,000, but that return 'is rarely groups. In New York, for example,
achieved. More often it is around a program could be picked up in
half that total, except in the case English, Italian, Yiddish, German,
of top programs with strong name Polish and Greek at the same time.
In Honoln-u, programs could be
values.
Ottawa, Feb. 28.
A series of between-election po¬
Under this new .armula, there¬ broadcast simultaneously in Japa¬
fore, the American packager fore¬ nese and Chinese, as well as Eng¬ litical gabbers on television will
be preemed on the Canadian
goes the right to a maximum po¬ lish.
Broadcasting Corp.’s video webs in
tential British income of $10,000
mid-April, CBC brass said here.
for two series, and in return re¬
Canada’s four political parties will
ceives a British program which
be given free tv time according to
must have cost a minimum of $12,their parliamentary strength, the
000 to $15,000 to produce.
leading in-power Liberals getting
Under the terms suggested, the
four
of the 10-minute stanzas, the
British packager would retain
opposition Progressive Conserva¬
world tv rights of his series out¬
tive party three, CCF two and So¬
side America and Candav
The
cial Credit one. Shows will be
likely yield from Dominion and
London, Feb. 28.
Commonwealth territories, as well
aired on Fridays each week for
The dispute between the Musi¬ 10 weeks, beginning April 13 on
as from the continent, would, in
theory, provide the profit margin. cians’ Union and BBC-TV, which the English-language network and
had kept all freelance footers off April 20 on the French web.
Gabbers have not been selected.
the air for over a week, and which
It is definite that the format of the
caused a complete reshuffle of stanzas will conform to the Radio
scheduled programs, ended sud¬ Act which prohibits dramatization
denly last Tuesday night (21) after 6f political airers.
an all day session at the Ministry
Canada’s next federal election is
of Labor.
expected in late 1957 or early
Both sides agreed to talk the 1958.
matter over and see if they can
London, Feb. 28.
find a solution to the dispute which
Tv imports from America are began over the union’s demand for
costing Britain around $3,750,000 equal rates with commercial tv.
annually. This expenditure has The original BBC offer fell short
been authorized for BBC-TV as of the union demands and they
well as for the commercial webs. were determined . not to accept
Info was given in the House of anything less than parity.
Comnions last week by Sir Edward
Edinburgh, Feb. 28.
The action, of the Musicians’
Boyle, economic secretary to the
Roy Thomson, Canadian owner
Treasury, replying to further ques¬ Union received full solidarity sup¬ of The Scotsman newspaper, has
tioning by Stephen Swingler, a port from other performing unions. pacted Sir Compton Mackenzie
Both British Actors Equity and
Labor M.P.
and Sir Robert Boothby, local poli¬
After the Minister had revealed the Variety Artists Federation told tician, for Scot indie tv. He has
the dollar expenditure involved, their members not to sub for strik¬ reportedly secured the program
Swingler suggested that in view ing musicians, while the Associa¬ contract on Independent Televi¬
of the latest trade figures and the tion of Cine Technicians advised sion Authority setup.
dollar gap, this was a “rather large their members not to handle
Sir Compton, vet novelist and
sum for the sake of getting Hopa- “black” programs.
film scripter who wrote “Tight
The musicians’ dispute, which Little Island” screenplay, will
long Cassidy." He urged the Treas¬
ury to pay greater attention to the would have spread to sound radio ready a half-hour program to be
fact that a very large proportion by the end of the month, also led lensed at his home in Edinburgh.
of recorded material on commer¬ to the suspension of several staff Others likely to be 'associated with
cial tv was being bought from the orchestras who, on union instruc¬ the project incRide the Earl of
United States and he. questioned tions, refused to tape programs Elgin and novelist Eric Linklater.
whether this was a breach of the for airing next month. These orchs
Mackenzie, giving his views on
Television Act and a wastage of have now been reinstated and are tv fodder, said: “I don’t want any
working without restriction.
dollars.
cheap American stuff pumped out.
To fill the vacant time, BBC-TV I want big opportunities for Scot¬
programmers used old movies, as tish actors. The English have no
well as taking advantage of their actors. Only the Scots, Irish and
continental hookup via Eurovision. Jews can act.
Ottawa, Feb. 28.
Tom O’Neil has filed with CBC One of the weekend programs,
“I hope (Roy) Thomson knows
for purchase of a large minority of which .,came from Brussels, fea¬ what to do with our talent, for the
common stock in CKLW-and-tv, tured the Moscow circus. There BBC doesn’t. It pleads with me
Windsor in what is seen as the first was an ironical touch also in the every week to go down to London
move to take control of the radio selection of a weekend film—1 just for a few seconds tv, and I
won’t go.”
and tv outlets which beam across “Land Without Music.”
to Detroit. Purchase of stock is
being made through O’Neil’s RKO
Distributing Corp. of Canada.
V ‘stern Ontario Broadcasting
Co. L-td., which owns* the DetroitWindsor stations, request the CBC
board of governors okay the trans¬
London, Feb. 28.
fer of 3,781 shares of CKLW’s
The Government has applied a two-year capital expenditure
8.000 shares outstanding to O’Neil.
freeze on both BBC-TV and the opposition commercial network.
The American radio-tv head of
They’ve decided not to permit an alternative program for either
RKO Teleradio already controls
system for that period.
six television tone UHF) and seven
The two-year ban was announced in the House of Commons
radio properties to the U.S. side of
by the Postmaster-General, Dr. Charles Hill, when he was ex¬
the border, but FCC maximum
plaining the facts of the $4,200,000 cut in broadcasting capital
ownership restrictions are not ex¬
development. The Government’s delaying action, he thought,
tended to ownership of Canadian
would make it possible to make a better assessment of current
properties, legal experts say.
technical developments, including color.
CKLW has had 'a long associa¬
As a result of the capital squ<gtee, it is now unlikely that the
tion as an affiliate of’ Mutual
Government will make a grant of around $1,000,000 to the In¬
Broadcasting,
a subsidiary of
dependent Television Authority, although such payments are per¬
RKO Teleradio.
mitted in principle under the Television Act. ,

Audio Portion of TV
Shows ‘Packaged’ For
Foreign Language Use
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Britain’s Legit Specs

Free TV Time For
Canada’s Politicos

Testers Call Off
BBC-TV Strike

TV Imports Cost

Compton Mackenzie
Signed for Scot TV;
Mull Other Top Names

O’Neil Invades Canada

British TV Coin Freeze
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From the Production Centres
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IN NEW YORK CITY

...

John Derr (CBS) won press division title of Nat’l Baseball Players
golf tourney beating Jimmy Burns of Miami Herald . . . WCBS press
chief Milton Rich off to Jamaica, BWI, to join wife Adele . . . Howard
Bayer and Laurence Untermeyer are now rotating co-directors with
Draper Lewis of WRCA's “Pulse.” Station’s Johnny Andrews leased
a penthouse in Tudor City . . . Bill Leonard has added Lee Charell to
WCBS-plus-tv staff . . . CBS’ Galen Drake may break out with a tv
show on the web along lines of his “HPL.” He’ll be m.c. April 27 at
McAlpin for Jamaica (BWI) fundraiser . . . Ray Owen was picked up
off a Coast Guard picket boat by a helicopter during one of his b’casts
for “Pulse.” . . . Bob Baal is new merchandising mgr. for John Henry
Faulk’s WCBS’er . . . Nora Kovach and Istvan Rabovsky, ballet stars
who ankled the Iron Curtain, up for interview on Art Van Horn’s
WABC show . . . CBS’ Frank Nespitt to Columbus (2) to address Ad
Club of C. of C. . . . Gabe Pressman, WRCA’s roving reporter, received
boots and raincoat from Uniformed Firemen’s Assn, for his work in
reporting fires . . . Ernest Graves of “Tiger at Gates'’ legiter, into
CBS’ “Road of Life” and Grace Matthews, Bill Quinn, House Jame¬
son, Leora Thatcher and Luis Van Rooten into “Aunt Jenny.”
Howard Barnes, program v.p. of CBS, ailing with painful jaw infec¬
tion . . . Steve White and Len Weinles blueprinting additional public
servicers for WRCA . . . Cameron Andrews into CBS’ “Brighter Day.’*
. . . James Fuller, ex-NBC, joins CBS Sales. . . .Meyer Davis guests
on Tex & Jinx’ WRCA radio show, March 8. He’ll relate stories and
anecdotes on the musical tastes of the four Presidents he’s played for.
Don McGannon and Dick Pack, prexy and program topper of Westinghouse Broadcasting, respectively, to Coast for couple weeks of
huddles . . . Leigh Kamman, who recently ankled the WOV gab de¬
partment, wound up a training film job for Armstrong Cork sales . . .
Mutual set seven Thursdays in a row as of tomorrow (1) from 9:15 to
9:30, for that annual “Your Income Tax” stanza, with Robert’ Hurleigh
posing questions to Internal revenooers Russell Harrington and Jus¬
tin Winkle playing experts . . . Fashion committees of the N. Y. State
Stevenson for Prez group to do a fashion show Tuesday (6) at the Plaza
with both white and sepia models to raise coin for radio-tv time dur¬
ing the campaign; Faye Emerson, Mrs. Harry Belafonte, Elaine Stritch,
Margaret Phillips, Martha Scott, Harriet Van Horne, Geraldine Fitz¬
gerald, et al., are coming in “fave candidate costumes . . . “Monitor’s”
Helen Hall sprained her ankle last week while reporting on the break¬
ing-up of the ice on the1 Hudson River . . . Grover Sillman, formerly
with the Biow co., joined Ggilvy, Benson & Mather as an account
exec . . . Four Lads* appeared on Jerry Marshall’s WNEW “Make Be¬
lieve Ballroom” yesterday (Tues.) to accept a golden mike award as
the "top male quartet in the country, per the “MBB” annual poll.
James Hicks, who a couple of weeks ago switched from a corre¬
spondent’s post at the Pittsburgh Courier to managing editor of the ‘
(N. Y.) Amsterdam News, is remaining in Alabama, to cover the Mont¬
gomery bus boycott and the Autherine Lucy situation for his new
newspaper and for radio indie WLIB. Station is now spotting his
beep phone reports cross-the-board at 6-6:05 p.m. . . . Nanette Fabray
guests on the Bea Wain-Andre Baruch show on WABC today (Wed.)
with Dorothy Collins and Raymond Scott pencilled in for Friday (2).

IN HOLLYWOOD

...

RCA’s Hal Maag and NBC’s John K. West put on a birthday party
for Gen. David Sarnoff’s 65th that he won’t soon forget. Next day
the RCA board chairman and his wife planed to Hawaii for two weeks
. . . Michael Case is returning to N. Y. for tv directorial assignments
after a brief few weeks with Eddie Fisher’s “Coke Time” . . . Ben
Potts is leaving Lennen & Newell after eight years as its coast man¬
ager ... Sid Strotz, ex-NBC biggie, bought a home at nearby Ojai
and will plane-shuttle to his Pittsburgh biz base. Another new “home¬
steader” is Leo Burnett’s Bill Waddell", who took the south road to
Rancho Sante Fe . . . Scrappy Lambert, one of the early recording
greats, is doubling as agent-packager and floor manager of the Scandia cafe on the Sunset Strip . . . New Ford line won’t be out until
early ’57 but Foote, Cone & Belding is already working up a cam¬
paign. New gas-eater will be Ford’s answer to Buick and Olds . . .
Johnny Murray, one of Hollywood’s earliest radio emcees, is critically
ill at UCLA Medical Center ... Pat O’Reilly, assistant to Ed Conklin,
radio-tv news topper for ABC, steps up to head post, with resignation
of Conklin . . . Also at ABC, Sheila Manes has been named western
division sales service head, succeeding Marion Russell, who has joined
Erwin, Wasey ad agency. Mary Bradley takes over same department
in ABC-TV, while Dennis Alward becomes Mrs. Manes’ assistant.

IN CHICAGO

...

Al LeVine serving as sales manager for the Byron Nelson golfing
telepix series produced, by Photo Enterprises . . . Shelly Grey, ex¬
band singer, new staff warbler at WBBM . . . WGN-TV sales chief Ted
Weber speaks before the Chicago Salesmen Club tomorrow (Thurs.)
. . . WGN sportscaster Jack Brickhouse departs next week for his an¬
nual pre-baseball hiatus with Ernie Simon, Vince Lloyd and Harry
Creighton subbing on his several radio-tv assignments . .'. WBKB veep
Sterling (Red) Quinlan and treasurer Matt Vieracker in Manhattan
this week for homeoffice huddles . . . Albert Cook added to the Atlas
E1.1!? £r<:atlYe s.taff • • * W^AF deeJays hosting a jazz bash at Lane
High Saturday (3) . . . Chi NBC’s weatherman Clint Youle to address
the radio-tv weatherman’s confab this weekend at Hartford under the
aupices of the NARTB and the American Meteorological Society . . .
Daily News sports editor John Carmichael feeding back reports from
the baseball spring training camps for his nightly WBBM “Texaco
' * 1* ¥nd ?ros*’ Saturday night variety show wound
SP i J P°lk Bros- last week. . . . Zenith prexy Cmdr. E. F. McDonald
hosted the firm s annual Pioneers Club dinner Thursday night (23).

IN WASHINGTON

...

William Coyle ankles job as director of promotion, advertising and
reLatl*ns of Washington Evening Star to take over as WRC—ad of ProTmoti°n and research, with supervision of all merTv/rrjQdlSln^ .and Puhiicity • - - Ben Strouse, general manager of WWDC^?\cTS11?g the*CaTb?a.n on a freighter . . . Local branch of Amer!S,wed2‘atl?f1i?f Jelevisi0n and Radio Artists has elected following
Frl* 1?*r.den> President; Harold Stepler, 1st vice president]
.Tfd ^iske’ 2”d vice president; Cindy Dahl, secretary; Felix Grant,
fLin?/61 ’ 111 Washington is one of the 15 communities chosen to par¬
ticipate in the 15-market Matinee Theatre Week contest for an RCA
hfi0rmlmheCeiiy-er • ’ ^GJM1S prexy
Robert Rogers given honorary
life membership in Philadelphia Orch Foundation.

IN BOSTON

...

f
EEI began a 13-week series on Friday night broadcasts from Totern Pole Ballroom (24) from 9:05 to 9:30 , . . Carl Moore, WEEI personahty, vacationing in Sarasota, Fla. . . . Jesse Buffum, former WEEI
farm director, died in North Adams, Feb. 20 . . . Harvey J. Struthers,
gep. mgr. WEEI back from Washington session of NARTB. Struther*
is prexy of the Mass. Broadcasters Assn. . . . Carl Dickcrman, dean d
(Continued on page .34) t
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Omnibus
"Omnibus" came up with an¬
other distinguished, unusual pro¬
gram last Sunday (26) on CBS-TV.
Airer presented Agnes de Mille
and a group of dancers in a highly
imaginative, 45-minute, demonstra¬
tion of the evolution of the ballet;
E Power Biggs in a looksee at
pipe-organs and organ-playing, and
a film short about the Eiffel Tower.
Last-named was an amusing, if
overlong bit, with' the novel idea
of French Alpinists climbing (and
descending) the 984-foot, steelgirdered Eiffel Tower. The dizzy¬
ing, daring acrobatic climb of a
venturesome foursome made for
some fine shots along the way.
Biggs had an entertaining, infor¬
mative lecture on the origins,
makeup and performance' of the
pipe-organ, illustrating his talk
with pic slides and with his play¬
ing.
Distinguished riiusician is
also urbane and scholarly, and the
sequence had a great deal of merit.
Miss de Mille gave the program
its lofty standing -by virtue of her
brilliant exposition of 200 years of
ballet dance. An attractive, lucid
and amusing as well as authorita¬
tive narrator, Miss de Mille told of
ballet’s history, its principles, its
growth—all illustrated with pic¬
tures, and with dance steps by va¬
rious of her dancers.
Costumes
and paintings aided in the appeal.
Miss de Mille even danced a Camargo recreation herself, charm¬
ingly.
She showed students at the bar;
dancers at rehearsal; stars in per¬
formance. The Met Opera's Mary
Ellen Moylan portrayed the fabu¬
lous Taglioni in one sequence. The
N.Y. City Ballet’s Diana Adams and
Andre Eglevsky did the pas de
deux from “Swan *.Lake,” with
Eglessky adding a brilliant solo
(the music accomp to this bit was
atrocious). Broadway’s Gemze de
Lappe and James Mitchell danced
bits from “Paint Your Wagon” and
“Oklahoma.”
Many of the beauties and mys¬
teries of the ballet art were ingrat¬
iatingly revealed here, so that a
viewer had a greater respect for
the toe art after seeing the intense
training and preparation needed,
and some of the artistic results.
Ballet sequence was a triumph for
all concerned, but especially a
tour-de-force for Miss, de Mille.
Too bad that emcee Alistair Cooke
identified her as a classical choreo¬
grapher, which she is anything but.
Miss de Mille’s distinguished work
has been in all other fields than
classical ballet, the contemporary
dance (and Broadway) being her
particular specialty.
Bron.
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lievable as the terrorist leader.
Carlin gave his stint a fiery treat¬
ment that made him the most
believable character in the story.
Pat Henning was fine as a cring¬
ing sea captain in cahoots with
Marshall, while Michael Higgins,
Dennis Patrick, Walter Burke and
Peggy Maurer made a sympathetic
band of patriots. Brodkin’s produc¬
tion trappings provided a believ¬
able setting of 1921 Ireland and
permitted of the fastmoving action
without the usual awkwardness of
a live set.
Chan.
Ed Sullivan Show
The “Ed Sullivan Show” on CBSTV last Sunday night (26) came up
with a standard variety act layout
featuring some top names who
came through with good turns.
Phil Silvers, doing a comedy bit,
started off his routine slowly with
some lame chatter about song¬
writer-producer Jule Styne (who
seems to be turning up frequently
on tv of late), but Silvers finally
reached solid ground with a fa¬
miliar bit about words like “lino¬
leum” and “aluminum” and some
byplay with the orch while Silvers
tried to play the clarinet. Silvers,
in fact, proved to be much better
than his material and got some
laughs out of vrey tenuous gags.
Fred Waring’s glee club deliv¬
ered several numbers effectively
and this turn was given a homey
flavor with the launching of Fred
Waring Jr. as a maestro. Lillian
Roth, making a repeat stand on
this show, again reprised several
oldies with some oldtime belting
that compensated for the piping
flaws. There was no direct plug
for “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” and Sul¬
livan made only an oblique refer¬
ence to the Roth comeback saga.
Also in the vocal department. Nick
Noble handled a current pop in
uneven style.
A high spot was Carol’. Haney’s
slick hoofing routine with partner
Bob Fosse to an “I Love A Piano”
motif. Socko all the way. Ricky
Lane also racked up some laughs
with his ventro routine, involving
a dummy with a Yiddish dialect.
Opener was an okay head-to-hcad
aero turn by The Purcelles.
The big plug on the show was
reserved for the Westport, Conn.,
artists school run by a group of
top cartoonists, including Rube
Goldberg, A1 Capp, et al. Ten of
the cartoonists were in the audi¬
ence during the show and drew
caricatures of Sullivan which were
shown on the screen at the show’s
close. Not only was this segment
a strangely immodest bit on Sulli¬
van’s part, but it was an unwarrantedly direct plug for the artists
school.
Herm.

Goodyear Playhouse
Herb Brodkin, who’s given the
alternating Goodyear and Alcoa
Milton Berle Show
hours on Sunday eves a wide dra¬
Early in last Tuesday’s (21)
matic scope with a number of
challenging themes this season, proceedings, Milton Berle himself
came up with still another in quipped that MGM meant “Milton
Jerome Coopersmith’s study of a gel material.” Many a word said
revered Irish terrorist who after in jest—.
The show turned out to be a
20-odd years finally succumbs to
human frailties and betrays the long, long trailer for Metro’s “Meet
Me
In Las Vegas” and for Vegas
cause. If the theme didn’t come
off with complete credibility, the itself, and Eddie Cantor even threw
in
an
extra one for the Heart Fund
Coopersmith script as translated to
Drive. But on actual entertain¬
the homescreen by director Robert
Mulligan nonetheless was an out¬ ment count it was very short.
By actual clocking, it took Berle
standing mood-action piece that
set an atmosphere of violent fur¬ 12 minutes to get to his first real
standup monolog, and even then
tiveness and hotheaded despera¬
he was Interrupted a minute later
tion.
by the quarter-hour commercial.
Perhaps it was the attention paid
This time was used to intro a pro¬
to setting the mood and action of
cession of names, some connected
the piece that minimized the de¬
with the pic, some connected with
velopment of the theme itself.
the tv show, and some along for
E. C. Marshall, as Michael Riordan,
the MGM junket for the film’s
a veteran patriot who has been
world preem there.
depicted as a saint and hero by the
Once the show really got under¬
Irish for two decades, diverts the
way, it proved an uneven pot¬
money gathered for the cause to
pourri.
Jimmy Durante did a
his own account in a Paris bank
couple of familiar turns, accom¬
and plans to flee Ireland to begin
panied bv Eddie Jackson; Eddie
a new life. He’s found out by
Cantor gave forth with some gags
Thomas Carlin, a young hothead
and a medley of “Baby" songs in
who’s just joined the cause, and
a 'somewhat subdued manner, but
sentenced to death for the theft
with the skill of long practice.
and for killing a sympathizer who’s
Newer vocal bits came from Peggy
found him out. The somewhat pat
Lee, whose swing version of "Swing
ending finds him carrying out his
Low, Sweet Chariot” was delivered
own death sentence by rear-guard¬
in fine style and to good effect...The
ing the rest of the band as a
Four Aces ably contributed “If You
British force invades the hideout.
....
While Coopersmith and Mulligan Can Dream.”
For the plugeroo, which turned
developed the melodramatic frame
out to be the strongest presentation
of reference neatly, wherein sus¬
of the show, Metro contributed a
picion dawns and is confirmed in
fine musical-dance number from
young Carlin’s mind, the motiva¬
“Las Vegas,” toplining stars Dan
tion and the credibility of Mar¬
Dailey and Cyd Charisse. It was
shall’s action weren’t very strong,
also notable as perhaps the first
and the main theme itself, conse¬
time a musical clip has been used
quently, fell flat. But Mulligan's
under the new Petrillo edict per¬
picture portraits of men in hiding,
mitting such showings, provided
of a terrorist massacre, of the
that a commercial 'product "isn t
desperate purposefulness of the
plugged.
_
,
terrorists, made for a gripping
The program apparently suffered
hour of viewing—a topflight job.
from lack of proper staging facili¬
Notch up a couple of fine per¬
ties. All numbers were performed
formances by Marshall and Carlin.
before a stick mike, which often
The former is far and away the
misbehaved. Additionally, most of
most versatile performer in tele¬
the camera work was confined to a
vision, a sort of Alec Guinness of j
; (Continued on page 42)
the homescreen, completely 'be-*'

A REPLY TO 'SEE IT NOW'
With Secretary Exra Taft Benson,
Sen. Thomas E. Martin
30 Min„ Thurs. (23), 10:30 p.m.
CBS-TV, from‘Washington
Edward R. MurrowV “A Crisis
of Abundance—the Farm Problem”
of several weeks ago has launched
itself a national controversy of its
own, stemming from the farm
problem and the attention focussed
on it and from the peculiar “equal
time”- regulations governing “po¬
litical” broadcasts. As a result,
CBS-TV has gone into the debate
business, having given Agriculture
Secretary Ezra Taft Benson an
opportunity to “answer” Murrow
and at the same time, knowing full
well the political implications of
this “answer,” giving Democratic
Senators Clinton Anderson and
Hubert Humphrey equal time to¬
morrow night'(Thurs.) to answer
the necessary political views of
Secretary Benson.
CBS-TV has kicked the political
football with astuteness, for it has
never admitted that the Murrow
show was culpable—instead,
it
stated in introducing Benson that
in its opinion, the “See It Now”
presentation was “fair and im¬
partial” and that it was granting
the time to Secretary Benson only
in view of the widespread interest
in the farm problem. Thus having
put the political onus on the Secre¬
tary, the network went ahead to
give the Dems a chance to “an¬
swer” him. In so doing, it squared
itself on the “equal time” nut and
at the same time came up with a
hot
controversial
programming
theme that should pay off in con¬
tinuing prestige and publicity.
In effect, the CBS position was
also correct because in his halfhour, Secretary Benson never did
“answer” “See It Now.” His im¬
mediate objection to the show at
the time of its original telecast
was the statement that the small
famer is disappearing. But on his
“reply,” he neglected to go into
this, instead chastising the Murrow-Fred Friendly title of “A
Crisis of Abundance.” ’Taint so.
said Benson, it’s an “imbalance”
between costs and income, a “criti¬
cal cost-price squeeze,” and any¬
one who says that farmers are fac¬
ing a depression just ain’t telling
the truth. At the same time, how¬
ever, he spoke of the situation as
the “present mess” and of the No.
1 aim of any farm program , as
getting rid of the surpluses, which
was what the original title implied.
Actually, most of the half-hour,
though Benson disclaimed partisan
politics, was a direct pitch to the
public to support the Administra¬
tion’s farm program now in Con¬
gress. lie blamed “the present
mess” on past administrations, on
“unsound farm programs we in¬
herited,” and attacked rigid farm
supports as “pricefixing by Gov¬
ernment” and the cause of the
present situation. (Hence CBS-TV’s
wisdom in alloting a half-hour to
the Dems.) As his straightman, he
had Republican Sen. Thomas E. |
Martin of Iowa feeding him ques-1
tions and reporting on the situa- ‘
ation in Corning, Iowa, where Mur¬
row had gone for part of his show.
Sen. Martin said the statement
that “hundreds of farmers” were
going under in Corning made in
the Murrow show was not true;
(this - reviewer doesn’t recall the
use of “hundreds” in the Mui'row
show to begin with).
Secretary Benson, it seems, rath¬
er cheapened himself in pushing a
political matter behind the screen
of equal time to answer something
which didn’t require answering in .
the first place, or at least devoting '
his time to issues that weren’t j
raised in the Murrow show. No
doubt, if he or the President had
gone to CBS .to request time for a >
public
message
explaining
the j
farm program, that request would j
have been granted. It would have ’
been a much more straightforward j
procedure and a far more effective !
one. But in hiding behind a smoke- :
screen of equal time, he dissipated .
much, of the strength of his mes-;
sage. The only winners in this al'- j
fair were CBS and Murrow.
I
Chan.
|

Lotsa Color TV Hoopla
j
At NARTB Convention'
Washington. Feb. 28.
'
Color tv will get prominent bill- j
ing at the engineering sessions of ;
the NARTB convention. April 15-;
19, in Chicago. Delegates will hear j
reports by industry experts on re- j
ceiver installation, operation of j
color cameras, color filip reproduc- s
tion, design of color studios and :
developments in color transmitters, i
A forum on color programming!
will be included in the tv agenda
of the management sessions.
ABC prexy Robert E. Kintncr,
recipient of this year’s NARTB key¬
note award, will deliver the key¬
note address.

TELEVISION REVIEWS
ANTARCTICA: THIRD WORLD
With William B. Hartiyan; Chet
Huntley, narrator
Producer: Reuven Frank
Supervision: Joseph O. Meyers
Film Editor: Constantine S. Gochis
60 Mins.; Sun. (26), 4 p.m. ■
NBC-TV (color film)
NBC’s William B. Hartigan, 33,

31

TANORAMA
(Sunday Spectacular)
With Imogene Coca, Tony Randall,
Eileen Barton, Alan Dale, Johnny
Desmond, Bill Hayes, Bambi
Linn & Rod Alexander; Bil &
Cora Baird; Art Linkletter, host;
others
Producer-Director: Max Liebman
Writers: Bill Friedberg, Neil Simon
Music Director: Charles Sanford
Costumes: Paul du Pont
Scene Designer: Frederick Fox
90 Mins., Sun. (26), 7:30 p.m.
U. S. RUBBER, MAYBELLINE,
TUMS, AMERICAN RADIATOR
CO.
NBC-TV, from New York (color)
(Fletcher D.
Richards, Gordon
Best, Lewis-Howe Co., BBD&O)

of Schenectady, N.Y., was the only
teleiiews cameraman with the U.S.
Navy’s
“Operation
Deepfreeze,”
the current expedition to the South
Pole calculated to add priceless in¬
formation to the Antarctic phase of
the 1957-58 International Geophy¬
sical Year. Some of the results of
Hartigah’s color filming was shown
last Sunday (26) in a display that,
even when sometimes “dull” and
lacking “story,” came out as an ex¬
Imogene Coca returned to tv
traordinary document of man’s Sunday (26) for a one-shot reunion
battle against the greatest odds with Max Liebman, her ex-“Show
imposed by nature.
The interest of Shows” producer- direetpr. The
lay \a the struggle against those occasion was a 90-minute spec pre¬
challenges, commendably under-1 sentation, in compatible color, of
played in both the shooting and on “Panorama,” devoted principally to
the occasions when Hartigan pro¬ kidding tv programs and commer¬
vided his own narration, with Chet cials, particularly Liebman’s own
Huntley (primed for a tv news penchant for operettas. It was a
show this spring on the network) good idea offering limitless possi¬
voicing the commentary.
bilities, but the end results were
Viewers were given a few fillips weighted far on the negative side.
all the way of the history of man’s
Directing satirical barbs at video
attempts at discovery and explora¬ is nothing new, its success usually
tion of the vast continent as the depending on how skillfully the
celluloid captured the current con¬ scalpel is applied. Unfortunately,
tingent in action—aboard the ice¬ there was little if anything of an
breaker, on the gigantic icecap and inspirat’on.al quality about the kind
a sled trip to the far reaches, with of spoofing that went into '‘“■Pano¬
Hartigan put out of action by a torn rama” off the Bill Friedberg—Neil
ligament in his knee.
The NBC Simon typewriters. It was broad
lenser has teamed up with a cou¬ and h°avyhanded and hardly cal¬
ple of New Zealanders from Sir culated to enshrine Miss Coca’s
Edmund Hillary’s English unit in a talents in the minds and eyes of
Sljpw, bedevilled trek along the Sunday’s viewers.
shoreline of McMurdo Bay where
Miss Coca as a rejected wife in
they made camp on the. silent bar¬
a “tv world premiere” of a new
rier and returned to their base of
“Faithfully
Unfaithfully”
operations exhausted.
Hartigan film
(based on the novel “Unfaithfully
told the story with a man-in-theFaithfully”); as a glamorous Holly¬
street simplicity that needed no
wood star going through the inter¬
“script.” His burned and weather¬
view grind; in a succession of
beaten face was sufficient.
There were interesting sidebars “Wide V/ide Wonderland” “remote
pekup” vignets as (1) winner of a
—penguins acting like so many
dogsled race in Alaska, (2) a
Kool cigarets, cannibalistic hawks,
flamenco dancer in Cuba, (3) a
officers and men deporting as
trombonist in a hot jazz combo on
cheerfully as they could before the
Bourbon Street, New Orleans; or
mikes as they delivered Xmas and
again M:ss Coca reacting to tv
New Year’s greetings, planes and
commercials, or as the “Merriest
helicopters looking misplaced
Widow” in a Liebman lampoon
against the white-clad backdrop
of a Liebman production, and the
representing
five-sixths
of
the
inevitable projecting of the wistful
world’s ice. and crevasses every¬
Coca the Tramp in her rendition
where. It was high drama told in
of “Wrap Your Trouble In Dreams”
low key, a credit to the network’s
—here, spread over a broad canpublic affairs headed by Davidson
Taylor, with Reuven Frank produc-1
ing under supervision of .Joseph O.
marked impishness, comedic char¬
Meyers, manager of NBC News,
acteristics and byplay that have
and Constantine S. Gochis as film
beep lving dormant ever since
editor.
Chief credit to Hartigan.
Show of Shows” was broken up.
of course.
Hugh Downs, NBC's
Thus the Licbman-Coca reunion
supervisor or science programs, ap¬
was p 'rtiaps -something to antici¬
peared at the finish to explain Hit*
pate. The comedienne herself was
purposes of Hie Geophysical Year
making a herculean effort.
But
and NBC’s participation. . Trait.
little of it came off. Whatever I he
spark lhal makes for Grade A Coca
was, for the most part, singularly
JUNIOR SPORTS LEAGUE
With Phil Rizzuto, emcee; Tom missing.
The opening production number
Gola, others
that backgrounded the runoff of a
Producer: Paul White
fantastic list of show credits, even
Director: Jerome Sclinur
down to “trench coat by Dave
Associate Editor: Joe Wills
Tcbct”
(Liebman’s
prcssagenM,
39 half-hours (color)
Distrib: RCA Recorded Program that went on and on and on, teles¬
coped itself long before the dancers
Services
RCA Recorded Services’ most themselves dropped from exhaus¬
ambitious project yet in the syn¬ tion — perhaps it was this loodication
field,
“Junior
Sports obvious approach to all the lam¬
League” makes for a good juve¬ pooning that took the edge off both
the material and the performances.
nile program in spite of a good
Midway in the show there was a
deal of cluttering with the idea of
10-minute round-robin songalog in
a national organization based on
which Eileen Barton, Alan Dale,
the show. In terms of public serv¬
Johnny Desmond and Bill Hayes
ice, the idea of such a national or¬
(latter also an alumnus of “Show
ganization integrated with local
of Shows”) kicked around a couple
civic and sports groups and dedi¬
dozen vintage tunes in a “Salute
cated to fair play, physical fitness
To Forgotten Songs.” These were
and anti-delinquency, is a praise¬
the melodies that never made it,
worthy one. But in terms of its
“Cook Book Love,” “Chicken Hie.”
integration into the program itself,
“Ho, Ho. Ho, Ha, Ha, Ila,” Airy
it becomes somewhat cumbersome,
Mary.” “Ail the Boys Love Mai\\.”
slowing things down and running
elc.. etc.—songs, to coin a word,
the risk of losing the interest and reminiscent of a flock of olhei'*
attention of its juve audience.
lur.es that did make it. It was a
Ingredients are tailor-made for refreshing,
enjoyable
interlude,
the sports-minded kids from a with some fine illustrative back¬
number of viewpoints. There's the grounding by Bambi Linn and Rod
emcee—in this case Phil Rizzuto. Alexander. Talents of Bil and Cora
with others in mind for later sliov\s Baird were integrated into the tv
—with all the 'hero-worship ingre¬
commercial hit.
dients lie can endow to a young
"Merry
Widow”
takeoff
was
audience.
And ur///uio
Rizzuto nancuc;s,
handles VTst(1(1 wilh the' usual elaborale
audience
himsell before the cameias like a Liebman
production
furbelov.
pro and is good with the kids
! ^vilh Miss Coca’s encounter with a
works with. There s a sports news- j .hoop skirt
of
skirt its
its high
high moment
niomen
reel, which is keyed to the mop¬ hilarity.
pets in content and approach, and
Tony Randall bore the hrunl of
then a quiz based on the news¬ the intros and comment, acquitting
reels. Finally, there’s an instruc¬ himself satisfactorily.
Rose.
tion period, in the initialer on
basketball with the Philadelphia
wilh
the
quiz
as
a
peg
and
other
Warrior's Tom Gola showing a
group of youngsters the principles segments lending themselves to
tlie^commercial-minded.
of foul shooting, set shots and
But there’s too much emphasis
hook shots.
First show was shot in the pre¬ at least in the programming sense,
cincts of the Madison Sq. Boys’ on the membership cards, the local
Club in N. Y., using a stage there tie-ins. elc. The many references
plus the gym for the basketball se¬ to these, plus explanations plus
quences and with a group of special theme song and cheers and
youngsters
comprising
Rizzuto’s plugs for local boys’ dubs etc.,
graiidstanders. Couple of young¬ tend to slow things down and lend
sters from this group were the quiz a note of insincerity to the pro¬
participants, winning some prizes ceedings. Could be that it was .
for the club, and another youngster overdone for the first show and |
served as emcee in the Gola stint. less emphasis is due on future seg- ^
There’s strong merchandising pos¬ ments; this is to be hoped for.
Chan.
sibilities in the entire setup, What
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For over two decades, Mutual has built a tradition of fine entertainment for its
audiences—delivered with utmost efficiency for its advertisers.
A mature and experienced advertising medium, Mutual has reached a timetested conclusion of fundamental importance. Namely, the speculation taken for
granted in some media placement is avoidable in network radio.
With full confidence in the strength of its facilities, and faith in the future
of network radio, Mutual welcomes the opportunity to underwrite your adver¬
tising investment. Replacing supposition with certainty, you need no longer
depend on estimated ratings or anticipated readership of your product advertising.
Now, for the first time in the history of major media, you can advertise
your products to an audience whose size is predetermined—and whose cost-perthousand commercial impressions is guaranteed.
For the advertiser, this plan delivers network radio's low cost mass appeal
and high-frequency impact, supported by a specific minimum guarantee. For the
agency, it furnishes a more businesslike basis for recommendations.

;

The specifics are even more attractive. In all fairness to your product, or
your client’s product, call, write or wire the Mutual Sales Department at once.

WORLD’S LARGEST NETWORK

mm
WORLD'S LARGEST NETWORK
1440 Broadway
New York 18, N. Y,
LOngacre 4-8000

21 Brookline Avenue
Boston 15, Mass.
Commonwealth 6-0800

Tribune Tower
Chicago 11, IlL
WHitehall 4-5060

1313 North Vine Street
Hollywood 28, Calif
Hollywood 2-2133

.
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Ethel TV Can Be as Important To
College as Football Team: WittcofT
San Francisco, Feb. 28.
4
A major “mission of the educa¬
tional (TV) stations should be to
drive us away from our television
Billy Graham has been set for
sets,” the chairman of the Na¬
a half-hour Sunday night radio
tional Citizens Committee for Edu¬
pitch on NBC starting April 22,
cational Television told the ninth
Evangelist’s “Hour of Decision”
annual Western Radio and Tele¬
vision Conference here Friday (24). will be slotted a.t 10 o’clock.

Billy Graham AM Series

CBS RADIO ,BIZ PERKS

From the Production Centres

Godfrey Segments* Chief Benefi‘ clary of New Sponsor Coin
CBS Radio checked in with an¬
other bundle of billings last week,
much of it turning on Arthur God¬
frey. With Schlitz Beer already un¬
der his belt (starting early in
April), the web’s No. 1 drummer
has lured Coldene (cold tablets)
for two and one-half days per week
with that “radio only" tag. Easy
Washing Machine signed for an
additional quarter-hour segment
both simulcast and radio only. In
a summer deal, Bauer & Black
(Curads) is in with 10 additional
simulcasts and a pair exclusively
spiral.
In the other transactions, D-Con
marks its radio entry via sponsor¬
ship of a segment of Galen Drake’s
Saturday variety airer starting
May 5; and two renewals, Liggett
& Myers for both the Sunday
nighttime and Saturday daytime
Gunsmoke” through June aboard
the 25-minute stanzas.

; Continued from page 30

\

Hub announcers, celebrated his 30th anni on the air Fri. (24), on the
same station he started with three decades ago, WEEI . . . WBZWBZA presented the “Boston Symphony Story” by the Boston Sym¬
phony Orchestra Sun. (26) . . . Heavy saturation spots over WNAC-TV
have been bought by Rise shaving cream to iqtro new economy size
. . . WMUR-TV, Manchester, N. H., Channel 9, now competing with
the Hub tv stations through increased power, preems a “Farm and
Home Digest” program for farmers Friday (2) . . . Curt Gowdy, WHDH
and Red Sox sportscaster, received the Winthrop Brotherhood Award
at the community's seventh annual observance of Brotherhood Week
(22) . . . Arthur C. King, production mgr. WEEI, left Tues. (28) as a
member of the Navy Orientation Cruise for Pensacola, Fla.

It’ll be a self-sponsored series
Raymond H. Wittcoff, the St.
Louis hat manufacturer who was to the extent that the time is
bought
by Walter F. Bennett, agen¬
a driving force in establishing
Ralph Wiethorn doing Bill Brant’s morning platter shows on WJAS
KETC, St. Louis, pointed out that cy for the Billy Graham Evangel¬
istic
Assn.
while latter is vacationing in Miami Beach . . . Bruce Rice, Pitts¬
“the
average
American
adult
burgh boy, has left KWFT in Wichita Falls, Tex., to join KMCO-TV
spends more time watching tv than
and radio in Kansas City as a sportscaster , . . June Buzzelli, of KDKA
anything else' except working and
radio promotion department, landed a role in coming Playhouse pro¬
sleeping...
duction of “A Roomful of Roses” . . . Barbara Schmidt, of WWSW
“This would indicate that tele¬
continuity department, is a niece of State Senator Theodore H.
viewing has become the goal of
Schmidt . . . Sterling Yates, of KDKA, emceed stagehands’ testi¬
our lives.”
monial dinner to its retiring business agent, Phil Doyle . . . Davey
New Haven, Feb. 28.
Wittcoff said that “educational
Tyson, of WCAE, and his wife celebrate their 30th wedding anni this
Daniel W. Kops, veepee and gen¬
tv outlets, “by exposing us to some
weekend . . . Hank Stohl picked to handle commercials for Richman
eral manager of local radio station
of the finest exemplars and most
Bros.’ new ■ "“Headline” show on KDKA-TV every Friday night at 7
WAVZ, is this year’s chairman of
impressive examples of human
. Walter Vaughn is a new addition to the WJAS. engineering staff
the one-day convention of the Con¬
achievement.. .may inspire us to
. Stan Lenchner, former writer for Buzz ’nf Bill, has joined the
necticut Broadcasters’ Assn, to be
abandon the quiet desperation of
Goldman
and Shoop agency as an account executive.
held March 16 at Waverly Inn in
habitual televiewing in favor of
nearby Cheshire, Conn.
more meaningful activities.
Feature of the event, which will
“The
non-commercial
broad¬
include a morning business ses¬
caster,” claimed Wittcoff,
“can
Robert H. Boulware has resigned as manager of WLW-T to join
sion, luncheon and dinner speak¬
direct programs to many small
Bryan Houston, Inc., NYC, as an associate media director.
He for¬
ers, and an afternoon session, will
Washington, Feb. 28.
audiences with special interests”
merly was WSAI sales manager and in the Procter & Gamble ad de¬
be an address on the subject,
WGMS, Washington’s “Good Mu¬
because he is “freed from the ad¬
partment here . . . Crosley Broadcasting Corp. has added Charles H.
“Imagination . . . The Continuing sic Station,” is taking over the Mu¬
vertiser’s compulsion to appeal al¬
Helliwell, formerly of Mutual, to its Chicago sales office . . . Clarence
Challenge of Radio,” by Carl Ha- tual Network radio affiliation now
ways to the largest possible audi¬
L. Doty, sales director of WCPO stations, has been named program
verlin, BMI president.
held by Station WWDC. Two-year
director of the tv operation . . . Ralph A. Mlaska, on from Waterloo,
ence.”
Gov. Abraham Ribicoff will contract, overlapping the existing
Iowa, is the new chief engineer of WKRC-TV, following resignation
This was a main point in the speak at the luncheon meeting and
WWDC pact, has already been
speech to some 400 persons gath¬ afternoon speakers will be Frieda signed and goes into effect almost of George A. Wilson as director of engineering for parent Radio Cin¬
cinnati, Inc.
William H. Hansher, chief engineer at the company’s
ered at San Francisco State Col¬ Hennock, counsel for Daytime
immediately, according to reports
Columbus, O., stations, was appointed technical assistant to Hulbert
lege for the three-day conference. Broadcasters’ Assn.; Thomas Tin¬
here.
Taft Jr., president.
Both commercial and educational sley, president of WITH, Balti¬
WWDC affiliation continues un¬
stations were represented at the more; Charles H. Tower, NARTB
til Aug. 1. WGMS is given second
conference.
manager employer-employee rela¬ refusal on Mutual programs until
Wittcoff pointed out educational tions.
Gene Amole has extended his “Deadline” (15-mins.) to 30 mins.,
the end of this year and then be¬
tv stations were in their infancy,
comes Mutual’s No. 1 affiliate for KLZ-TV, eliminating “Recap,” which had to do with sports. Amole,
with only 19 on the air now. But BERGDORF RENEWS "WINDOW'
a freelancer, will keep the “Deadline” format for the first half, with
this area.
he drew a parallel with congres¬
After a two-week try, Bergdorf
Reason for the switch, it is un¬ the second half- given over to feature stories and interviews. It’s a
sional authorization of land-grant Goodman, the New York specialty
derstood, is Mutual’s dissatisfac¬ Saturday night program . . . Tom Carlisle, former KLZ staffer, now
colleges in 1862 and noted that the
shop for femmes, has renewed tion with the amount of network On KBTV, starts a two-part news series Saturday nights, with 10 min¬
charnels the FCC reserved for edu¬
"Window” on WRCA-TV for an¬ shows carried by WWDC. Latter utes on news and five minutes on forecasts, labeled Carlisle Predicts
cational purposes may still be heav¬
other fortnight. “Window” is the has been outstanding successful in . . . Jerry Kesselman, professor of accounting at Denver U., mod¬
ily used—or, at l ?ast the VHF
8:55 a.m. tinted capsule cross-the- obtaining local commercials and erating income tax problems on KLZ-TV and KBTV, 15 minutes
channels.
board with Pegeen Fitzgerald the has pushed aside almost all web weekly on each . . . Ted Hardy, assistant promotion manager KLZ-TV,
Wittcoff’s strongest pitch con¬ personality spieler.
shows interfering with its big local quits to become promotion boss at KCCC-TV, Sacramento, Calif. . . .
cerned the possibilities of educa¬
Other sponsor is Gimbels.
business.
KOA’s Bob Lilly addresses Colorado Assn, of Future Homemakers
tional tv relieving the growing
in Ft. Collins, Colo., March 2.
American teacher shortage.
He
cited experiments in St. Louis,
Pittsburgh and' Frisco—the three
U. S. hotbeds of education tv—and
Danny Thomas and Bert Parks to share spotlight with Lawrence
pointed out there is still consid¬
Welk at Convention Hall Concert (March 25) . . . Grace Kelly will be
erable doubt as to whether tv
the subject of her father’s guest appearance on Will Rogers’ “Good
should be used strictly as an
Morning” program, WCAU-TV (March 6) . . . Bob Horn provides bus
were accepted and respected and transportation to his WFIL-TV “Bandstand” session for groups within
adjunct for teaching or as a re¬ HIGH MOMENT
placement for school classes. He With Grace Keddy, Larry Robin¬ businessmen found the service a a 50-75-mile range . . . Joseph F. Hortiz, 81, last of the old Dumont’s
son, Frank Behrens, Vicki Vola, blessing.
reported his own feeling that
Minstrels, appeared on “Life Begins at 80” (25) . . . Clifford Hood,
A simple idea, but one that can WFIL-TV merchandising manager, has resigned and is on a five-week
Ross Martin, others; Dr. Robert
closed-circuit telecasts are not ade¬
solve a lot of problems. And pro¬ Florida vacation . . . James Bonner, formerly with WORK, York, Pa.,
M. Goldenson, guest
quate for teaching, saying:
ducer-director Sherman H. Dryer
“Perhaps there are two ways that Producer-Director: Sherman Dryer necessarily kept it simple, yet added to staff of WPEN as announcer and deejay . . . George Hubbell
a college can make an impression Writer: Villeirs Garson.
effective in its message. Villeirs appointed WIBG sales rep . . .Glenn Derringer, 12-year-old organist
25 Mins., Wed., 8:30 p.m.
on the general public; through a
Garson’s script was a fine exposi¬ guested on ABC-TV’s Mickey Mouse Club ... Bob McGowan, Daily
Sustaining
good football team or a good tele¬
tion of the problem and its solution, I News golf editor, teed off 15-minute midway golf session on WFLN
ABC, from New York
vision station.”
and an able cast headed by Grace ! (25).
“High ‘ Moment,” a new series
Keddy, . Larry Robinson, Frank
Wittcoff also emphasized that tv
dramatizing the work of the Com¬ Behrens,. Vicki . Vola and Ross
teaching would prbyide tdpgrade
teachers for students and would munity Achievement Project of the Martin did a straightforward thespKSTP producer Kenn Barry vacationing in Mexico . . , Dave Brown,
ing stint. Dr. Robert‘M. Goldenson,
bring closer “to reality the great General Federation of Women’s
Clubs under a grant from the psychology prof at Hunter College, tv’s network “Dollar a Second” show director, in from New York to
American dream of equality of
Sears - Roebuck Foundation,
de¬ N.Y. and consultant on teenage visit his mother . . . Industrial Credit Co. inked by KSTP for its “City
educational opportunity.”
serves a great deal more attention problems, • appeared afterwards. to Detective” series . . . Land o’ Lakes Creameries a new WCCO-TV
He said he thought the FCC “was than it’s received. IPs a fine con¬ couch the problem and solution in
bankroller . . . Starting out with $100 for the first lucky dollar bill,
wise in not prescribing the num¬ tribution to programming, but far terms of their emotional signifi¬
WCCO-TV’s locally produced “Ringabuk” giveaway show may build
ber of hours' that educational sta¬ beyond that, a contribution to soci¬ cance.
All in all, a fine effort
to as much as $1,170 for a viewer ... Ed Viehmann, a WCCO radio and
tions must stay on the air. . .1 still ety that should get far wider ex¬ worthy of more attention.
tv announcer for 11 years, resigned to enter business . . . Don Doty,
think that when they cannot be posure than it can garner on radio.
Chan.
just
voted the No. 1 local disk jockey by the AFTRA chapter here and
bright they should be dark.”
A tv series is in order for this one.
Minneapolis Advertising club, remains with WTCN, continuing on both
Briefly, the series dramatizes BREAKFAST AT WAIKIKI
AM and tv, instead of shifting to WDGY, as previously reported . . .
how communities have gotten to¬ With Webley Edwards
Bill Diehl’s “Night Owl” show off to a fast start on WTCN, which he
gether to solve specific problems, 60 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 9:30 a.m.
just joined after qutting WMIN . . . Charles Sarjeant, WCCO Radio
and its value lies in the fact that Participating
the problems are so universal and KGU, Honolulu
associate news director, elected a director of the Northwest Radiothe solutions usually so simple that
Webley Edwards, producer and Television News Assn. . . . Sherm Boen, host on WCCO-TV’s “World
other communities facing the same narrator
for Mutual’s
“Hawaii of Aviation” show, flies to Florida this week for a three-day orienta¬
problems can easily apply the same Calls,” is filling a five days a week tion cruise at Pensacola and will do filming there for his program.
solution.
Last week’s show, for stanza from the Moana Hotel
example, posed the problem of under the title “Breakfast at Wai¬
teenagers, rejected by their com¬ kiki.” Program consists essentially
Albany, Feb. 28.
munity, unhappy at home because of Hawaiian recordings and chats
New deal at KPIX finds John Highlander coming in as assistant
Radid and television spokesmen
of this rejection and faced .with with tourists and localites who are to program manager Bill Dempsey. Thus both Dempsey and High¬
joined
with
representatives
of leisure time and nothing to do with breakfasting.
lander will get some time to develop new programs. Pair worked to¬
dairy and farm groups and of rail¬ it except get in trouble.
Interviews
are
adlibbed
and
roads in opposing a bill by As¬
Core of the problem was that the emerge as friendly and “neigh¬ gether in radio in Iowa years ago. Highlander subsequently went on
semblyman
Robert
Walmsley, kids were decent, they wanted to borly.” This, plus Edwards’ per¬ to take a Ph.D. at the U. of Wisconsin and his last job was teaching
Rockland County Republican, to do something useful, namely to go sonal prestige, is program’s major there • • •Les MhHoy has signed to deejay a- Monday-Friday half-hour
advance Daylight Saving Time to to work after school, earn their asset. And yet the cuffo comments ?.ve^,KG0, whlle the Malloy-owned KVSM in San Mateo takes care of
the first Sunday of April, at a pub¬ own pocket money, get a taste of sometimes end up as liabilities. itself presumably . . . KYA, an indie with big ideas, has taken on Don
lic hearing last week.
adult life. The community couldn’t Dialog sometimes drops to this Klein to recreate big-league ball games, and the outlet’s program
Harry Bannister, veepee of sta¬ realize this, refused jobs, refused level: “And where are you from?1
manager, John Bowles, has started a pair of rush-hour newscasts from
tion relations for NBC, and Rob¬ help. And the kids were getting in “Seattle.” “Seattle? That’s won¬ the city room of The Chronicle . . . KRON’s sales manager Norm
derful; it’s a grand city.”
ert Jajriieson, sales-service rep for trouble.
Louvau flew to NYC, plans to relax in Bermuda, too . . . KPIX’s Sue
The solution: the kids got to¬
Edwards works to far better ad¬ uBurnett, a Mills grad, returns to her alma mater with her latest proCBS, opposed the measure.
The
ground: it would cost the net¬ gether, impressed a teacher with vantage from a script—and it’s a duction, a Sunday half-hour entitled “Mills Presents” . . . KRON gave
works and individual stations what they wanted to do. Teacher script this show needs. Pre-selec¬ the Western Radio and TV Conference an eyeful with its special color
advertising revenue and cause ad¬ got all the local community and tion from breakfast audience might clime . . . KQED’s “Buckskin Bob” (Les Landin) is getting the na¬
civic groups together in one mass help insure that people he inter¬
ditional expenditures for program
meeting. There the kids pitched views be able to hold up their end tional film treatment for educational stations.
rescheduling.
the idea, a teenage employment of the conversation.
No one spoke for the bill. Inas¬ service to be run by teenagers and
On-scene breakfasters enjoy the
Greensboro, N. G.—U. of No.
much as Sen. Pliny W. Williamson, embracing every odd job, tempo¬ show, but it’s a question of how
Barthelmess Upped
Carolina’s Woman’s College has
sponsor of last year’s amendment rary or permanent, that was to be many stay-at-homes are especially
Stewart Barthelmess, for the past
starred its fourth television course
extending DST through the last had in the town. Grudgingly at interested in hearing tourist inter¬
for graduate or teaching credit. year and a half administrative man¬
Sunday in October, decided to first, the adults went along with views at the mid-morning mark, Having begun the first such course ager. of radio network sales for
shelve a similar measure, lor the the idea; it clicked—the kids were Nonetheless, show has a note¬ over the school’s WUNC-TV here, ABC, has been upped to eastern
1956 session, some observers ques¬ kept busy and in pocket money, worthy number of local sponsors, Woman’s College was among the sales manager for the radio web.
tioned whether the Walmsley pro¬ tense home relationships straight¬ which w'ould seem to be a tribute first to offer graduate training by
He reports to national sales chief
ened themselves out, the kids to Edwards’ own repute.
Walt
posal would pass.
means of video.
George Comtois.
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HOW WRONG CAN YOU GET?
RKO Teleradio’s Closed-Circuit
SECOND-GUESSING Finalize $21,000,M WB Backlog
Romancing of Agencies on Top 52’ Til FEATURE BUTS
Sale of 1,000 Features to Hyman

For the first time a tv film dis¬ +tributor is trying to make network
‘Location’ Blurbs
and national spot sales on a pack¬
age of features via the medium of
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
closed-circuit tv. Taking oven a
In filming teleblurbs, locaSt. Regis suite, RKO Teleradio this
tioning has become an im¬
week began a series of private p-c
portant factor, according to
meetings for the top. ad agencies,
George Bole, Coast production
beginning Monday (27) with sepa¬
v.p. for United World Films,
rate pitches to Young. & Rubicam
U-I video subsid. UWF is go¬
in the morning and BBD&O in the
ing to New Orleans and Yoseafternoon.
mite, for Falstaff Beer spots,
About 15 agencies will be in¬
and to Florida for DeSoto auto
vited to sit on the closed-tV meets
commercial.
within the next two weeks, and
Besides locationing commer¬
the time will be extended if RKO
cials, done by regular studio
finds necessary.
Company will
technicians, UWF will shoot
show scenes from a select group
another 45 spots for six other
of the 52 pix. Tom O'Neil, prexy
sponsors during the coming
of RT, veep Bob Manby and the
month at Studio City.
Film Division sales staff will han¬
dle the actual sales talks. Meet¬
ings, lasting several hours each,
are hooked to breakfast, lunch or
cocktails.
The only sales setups held to be
similar are the “Pat & Bob" pitches
for NBC-TV via c-c, and Matty
Fox’s invitation to station execs to
come at his expense to Atlantic
City to view the 740 RKO’s that he
controls
for - station - by - station
sales. In addition to the St. Regis,
RT is using facilities at the Grand
Central Theatre, in Grand Central
Screen Gems has set its first
Terminal. Latter is being used in and what will undoubtedly be its
the ayem to make it easier on Mad¬
largest sale on its new package of
ison Ave. commuters.

Screen Gems In
750G Sale of Col
Pix to WCBS

RKO Teleradio clarified its right
to sell the 52< pix (plus another top
98 pictures from the RKO pile) to
national spot advertisers as well
as network bankrolled Matty Fox,
to whom the pix revert in about
two years for station sale, specified
in his contract with O'Neil* that
any national spot deal# must be
limited to one showing per pic. In
other words, if O'Neil sells the
RKO 52 to one or a group of na¬
tional spot advertisers on, say, 100
stations, he cannot then sell the
pictures on the country's remain¬
ing outlets.

$1,000,800 Rerun
Coin Goes to SAG
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Approximately $1,000,000 in vidpix rerun coin has been collected
by # members of • Screen Actors
Guild, it’s disclosed by Jack Dales,
national exec secretary of the
Guild.
Figure doubles the cumulative
total in 1955, which was around
$500,000.
Dales
expressed
the
conviction that for this year alone
actors will collect $1,000,000 or
more in rerun money, plus con¬
tinuing the upward spiral of resi¬
dual loot for actors.
Guild’s tv administrator, Ken
Thomson, at a membership meet¬
ing last November predicted actors
would garner around $1,000,000 in
1956, and all indications point to
this coming true, Dales added. Il¬
lustrative of the rapid rise of im¬
portance of the residuals is the fact
that actors collected $117,000 in
1954, and at that time it was con¬
sidered an impressive figure. One
reason for the anticipated hypo
this year is SAG’s new pact which
calls for 35% of minimum to be
paid on the second run, and pro¬
portionately quicker payments all
along the line.

CBS Films’ Terrytoons
Set for Seven Markets
CBS
Television
Film
Sales
started to move last week on its
new Terrytoons acquisition of 156
of the animated shorts, setting the
package in seven markets in its
first week of sale. What made the
sales all the more satisfying to the
CBS subsid was that while 104 of
the cartoons had been selected, it
had not been sure of the makeup
of the additional 52 cartoons added
to the package a couple of weeks
back.
Seven markets are Philadelphia,
Minneapolis, Nashville, Birming¬
ham, Binghamton, Scranton and j
Altoona.
I

104

features,

selling

the

entire

bundle to WCBS-TV, the CBS flag¬
ship^ in N. Y. No price was given
on the deal, but the announcement
that it was the station's

biggest

single purchase of a feature film

In at least five cases of high-cost
feature film buys, the trade gen¬
erally maintained that the buyers
would never make out, that the
market couldn’t support such qual¬
ity product. In the one instance
where the trade generally con¬
curred with the buyer, that being
Matty Fox’s acquisition of the 740
RKO pix, it is ironic that it may
again be proved wrong.
Here are the key examples of
where everybody but the buyer
has been wrong in guessing the
outcome:
O’Neil, boss of General Tele¬
radio, bought 30 features from the
Bank of America for well over
$1,000,000 to start the trend toward
bigtime pictures for tv. In the sev¬
eral months since the purchase,
he is said to have grossed about
.four to five time§ what he paid for
them. He was in a sense “'discov¬
erer" of the stations’ lust for qual¬
ity pix. But opposition anti friends
alike said that there was no mar¬
ket for such pictures, especially
when O’Neil would obviously have
to charge the highest prices until
then ever asked for feature film.

package would peg the total out¬
Second biggest example again
lay at close to $750,000.
comes from O’Neil. Last summer—
Package has been titled “Holly¬ after lengthy negotiations that
wood Movie Parade" by Screen were no secret to the trade—he
Gems, and constitutes 104 of par¬ bought out RKO Radio Pictures
ent Studio Columbia’s productions. from Howard Hughes. RKO was
Screen Gems is selling the films a company that produced but few
in various-sized packages, but the pictures since ’48 and to the indus¬
WCBS-TV deal is for all of them try its future prospects looked bad.
Deal in effect constitutes the first Besides, O’Neil couldn’t loose that
time a kingsized major studio pack¬ entire 740-film (in those days the
age has been sold in N. Y. in a numerical estimates ran higher
competitive situation, since the and lower, too) backlog to tv; he’d
RKO films were already tied up strangle the market with too much
product, they said. And they fig¬
by WOR-TV.
Station will start plhying them ured he had to sell those pictures
on its “Late Show" sometime in to tv since O’Neil “wasn’t equipped
July.
Deal brings the total of to produce." Without going into
WCBS-TV's current backlog of all the ramifications, it’s now ap¬
“firstrun in N. Y." features to parent that O’Neil made a top¬
180, with these scheduled to start flight deal. Not only has he re¬
couped nearly all of his investment,
kicking off next month.
but he peddled the 740 to some¬
body else and- relieved himself of
the worry, and he’s now in pic
production in Hollywood. With
hindsight, a lot of the people once
willing to sell O’Neil short are now
Don McClure is exiting Bonded acclaiming him a “genius."
TV Film Service as general sales
NTA-Selznlck' Deal
manager to become director of
Another—less spectacular but
films
for
International
Latex
still Impressive case—of sinking a
Corp., signalling preparation by
tv-ship before it was ever launched
the company for its $10,000,000
was the quite recent case of
national spot deal with Matty
National Telefilm Associates (per¬
Fox's C&C Television. Fox, under
sonified by Oliver Unger and Ely
his projected deal with Latex, is
Landau). They spent $110,000 each
selling his RKO library for cash
for 11 pix made some years ago by
and spot barter, the spots to be
David O. Selznick. The trade fig¬
used >by ,Latex. Presumably Mc¬
ured that stations had Just about
Clure’s first assignment will be to
become acclimated to dealing for
prepare the commercials for this.
$15,000 and $20,000 pictures and
Also, it’s understood that Latex
now come Unger and Landau, ex¬
is prepping a large outlay in day¬
pecting stations to pay propor¬
time television, both on a network
tionately for $110,000 pix. These
and local basis, for which commer¬
two haven’t made an overwhelming
cials would have to be prepared.
success of this costly package yet,
Additionally, the customary prac¬
but then it’s only been on the
tice for a firm setting up its own
market for under a month. They
film department is to go into the
have, however, sold the 11 Selzfield of pubrelatons films, indus¬
nicks to WOR-TV, N.Y., for $198,trials and sales films, with McClure
000, a record buy amounting to
having wide experience in these
slightly under a sixth of the U-L
fields as well as the blurbs.
initial outlay. Though at present
it’s hard to divorce the pull of
these pix from a number of other
features with which they've been
bound, the Selznick pictures and
the others have grossed about
$1,000,000. That’s in about three
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Maurice Duke and Milton Berle weeks work.
NTA provides another example
will film “The Adventures of Sabu,”
new vidpix series starring Sabu,
(Continued on page 44)
as first project of their newlyformed indie company for the pro¬
duction of tv and theatrical films.
More TV-Film News
Series kicks off March 15 under
direction of George Blair, with
On Page 39
Tony Roberts holding associate
producer reins.

Don McClure Exiting
Bonded for Int’l Latex

‘Sabu’ Telepix Series
As Berle Co. Initialer

■f

By ART WOODSTONE
It would seem that the only
tradesters who have -been right
about the potential of quality fea¬
tures on television have been the
men buying them. The secondguessers having consistently made
mistakes in judgment since Tom
O’Neil bought the “Bank of Amer¬
ica 30’’ 18 months ago and started
a chain reaction of expensive pur¬
chases.

Who’s Scared?
CBS Television Film Sales
v.p.-general manager Les Har¬
ris made like Daniel in the
lion’s den last week in ad¬
dressing a meeting of top CBS
execs. Harris, in discussing the
advantages of syndicated pro¬
gramming, cited a Starch sur¬
vey to the effect that 63% of
the viewers surveyed recalled
program commericals, while
only 32% of the group recalled
spot announcements.
Trouble was, he was talking
to a conclave of general man¬
agers of stations repped by
CBS Spot Sales at a meeting
tailed and sponsored by Spot
Sales.

‘Bozo The Clown’
As O’Neil s Initial
Vidpix Venture
The initial vidfilm venture under
the new RKO Teleradio banner
will be a juve series, “Bozo the
Clown.” Starting on a shooting
schedule of six films a week no
later than March 12/ skein marks
the first time that Tom O'Neil will
be shooting for video under his
own banner.

The $21,000,000
purchase
of
roughly 1,000 features and several
hundred shorts from Warner Bros,
was inked yesterday (Tues.) by a
combine led by Elioi Hyman, it
is reported.
PRM Inc. (the old
Pressed Metals), headed by Lou
Chesler and backed by several
millions in cash reserve, is provid¬
ing a great share of the financing
to acquire the pix for video, and
it’s possible that Hyman will be set
up in a new tv distribution com¬
pany under the Canadian PRM’s
banner to handle sales.

If Hyman assumes command of
a PRM tv company, it will closely
parallel Matty Fox’s helming of
C&C Television Inc. C&C Super
supplied cash to Fox when he
purchased his 740 pix from RKO
and Tom O’Neil.
Hyman and co. are presenting
WB with $16,000,000 in cash, the
rest to be paid in deferred amounts
coming from the sale of the back¬
log to television. Stock of Chesler’s
PRM has jumped several points on .
the American
Exchange board
since wind of the deal got out,
Chesler is also involved with
chemical
researching
and
sev¬
eral mining companies, it’s under¬
stood. Though the point was not
clarified, Lehman Bros., the bro¬
kerage house, is in on the WB
negotiations too. Reports range
from giving Lehman a third equity
in the deal to having just handled
the negotiations between WB and
Hyman.
Hyman has purchased the entire
pre-’48 film catalog outright from
WB, with one proviso. The Holly¬
wood major is reported withhold¬
ing foreign theatrical rights to a
group of the 1,000 pix. Included in
the short subjects batch will be
the “Merrie Melody” cartoons and
some Bobby Jones golf 20-minuters
(which might be made into a half
hour series with .the golf star front¬
ing newly-filmed portions). There
are several full-length “Rin Tin
Tin” talkies in the full-length
group, as well.
It’s not believed that Hyman will
attempt, as is Fox, to sell the en¬
tire feature film bundle at once.
He intends, it’s said, to cut the fea¬
tures into several smaller packages
determined by age, quality and, per¬
haps, picture types (westerns, mu¬
sicals, dramas, etc.).

Series has many unique aspects.
It's the first filmed situationer to
be offered cross-the-board, and in¬
stead of being a half-hour in
length per se, RKO Teleradio is
going to build 21V£-minutes a day
on celluloid and the remaining
8^-minutes will be live with each
station expected to use a local per¬
sonality as Bobby the Barker for
exploitation value. Series will be
tinted, one of the principle reasons
being RT hopes to sell multi¬
chrome-conscious NBC affils on
back-to-backing it with “Howdy
Doody” as a 60-minute counter¬
punch to ABC’s “Mickey Mouse
Club.”
Though it has no pilot to sport
its wares, the series is already
“sold” in four markets. O’Neil’s
Hartford, Palm Beach, New York
and Memphis stations will definite¬
ly carry it, while WNAC, Boston,
is full-up and KHJ, L. A., is re¬
ported “iffy.” Series was aired live
as a 13-week experiment in Mem¬
phis over WHBQ by RT veep Herb
After 11 years as a key program¬
Rice, who brought the package into
the house in a deal with copy- mer at Mutual and later as a staff
vicepresident of General Teleradio
write-owner Capital Records.
and RKO Teleradio, Herbert Rice
Jimmie Chapin has quit as di¬ is resigning from the Tom O'Neil
rector of the Cap kiddie disk de¬ outfit. For the present, he’ll stay
partment to join RT as “Bozo” and close to the RT fold, however, a*
as scripter of the series.
The executive producer and sales di¬
filmed portion will show a new rector for the new vidfilm series,
storyline every week and Chapin “Bozo the Clown," which he nur¬
plans to supply stations with a tured first as a 13-week live series
scripted portion on Bobby the on O’Neil’s WHBQ, Memphis.
Barker. Latter piece, he says, will
Rice’s new capacity sheds some
afford local advertisers with on- additional light on the changing
the-spot promotion tieins.
sales setup for the General Tele¬
Filming of “Bozo" will be done radio Film Division, it is believed.
at RKO Pathe, N. Y., since RKO’s He’ll be operating a separate com¬
Coast operation is still not “ac-_ pany “under RKO Teleradio aus¬
tivated” to a great enough degree, pices,” As such he’ll work out his
a spokesman declared.
own syndication plan in the event
that RT, to which GenTel belongs,
hasn't completely formulated its
own syndication unit by the time
the first of the pix rolls off this
spring. From this it is assumed
that O’Neil and his staff aides are
moving
slowly in the development
Voice of America’s first filmed
television program aimed at Italy of a new syndication sales division.
It
is
believed
that O’Neil would
was produced in New York last
week and featured “$64,000 Ques¬ like to assimilate General Telera¬
dio
Film
Division
into the existing.
tion” winners Gino Prato and Mi¬
chael della Rocca in an interview theatrical sales structure of RKO
Radio,
but
a
company
v.p. indi¬
by N. Y. adman Erberto Landi, who
emceed. Also on the show, pro¬ cated last week that a definite plan
for
the
metamorphosis
hasn’t
yet
duced by VOA topper Jack Gaines,
was Sergio Bruni, three-time win¬ been pinned down.
Rice
was
boosted
from
executive
ner of the Napolitan Festival of
Songs, who’s in N. Y. for his Amer¬ producer to program veep of
ican debut together with his ac¬ O’Neil's radio network, Mutual, In
companist, Angelo Fiorentino, of 1953. After a year at that, he was
Radio Naples. Show was done in switched to staff v.p. working with
i the owned-and-operated stations.
Italian.

Herb Rice’s New |
Status in VidfiJms

Voice of America’s 1st
Filmed TV’er for Italy

(
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“SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE”

BENWEO
by OLYMPIA BEER in
• LOS ANGELES
• SAN FRANCISCO

. SAN DIEGO
• PORTLAND

. SEATTLE-TACOMA
• SPOKANE

and 15 other west coast markets

Also renewed in these markets:
• BUFFALO
• PHOENIX
• YUMA
♦MILWAUKEE
♦PORTLAND, MAINE
• GRAND JUNCTION,
COLORADO
• BALTIMORE

• SALT LAKE CITY
•CHICAGO
• ST. LOUIS
> CLEVELAND
■ DETROIT
■ NEW YORK CITY
PHILADELPHIA
WASHINGTON, D.C.

• BOSTON
• SYRACUSE
• CHARLOTTE
• INDIANAPOLIS
• GRAND RAPIDS
• GREENSBORO
• ROCHESTER
• PROVIDENCE

By these sponsors and stations:

MEW!

ZIV’S NEXT BIG

,i RATING-GETTEf
FROM 21V!

b

• ARPEAKO
• KLAS-TV in LAS VEGAS
•ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE
• WTVJ in MIAMI
• CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
• KBTV in DENVER
• WISCONSIN OIL CO.
• WFAA-TV in DALLAS
• MESA DRUG CO.
• KERO-TV in BAKERSFIELD
•BROMO-SELTZER
• KIDO-TV in BOISE
• GLASS WAX
• KID-TV in IDAHO FALLS
• KRDO-TV in COLORADO SPRINGS > WMCT-TV in MEMPHIS
• KTTS-TV in SPRINGFIELD, MO.
> KVAL-TV in EUGENE, ORE.
•KGGM-TV in ALBUQUERQUE
> WCCO in MINNEAPOLIS
and others

Wednesday, Febmary 29, 1956
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TV-FILMS

SB

pfcSHETY - ARB City-By-City Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart
time factors, since sets-in-use' and audience composition vary according to

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬

time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children9s show, with a low rating, may

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬
Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children9s market, Abbre¬

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite•

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;

All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.

(Co),

eau on a monthly basis.

comedy;

(Myst),

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬

(Dr), drama;

mystery;

(Q),

(Doc),

quiz;

(Sp),

documentary;
sports;

(W),

(Mus),

musical;

western;

(Worn),

tion about film in each market, which can tie used by distributors, agencies,

women9s.

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are XJHF.

show in the specific market.

distributors rep the national sponsor for whom the film is aired.

Attention should be paid to time—day and

Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta¬
Those ad agencies listed as

■ N

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

STATION

SAN FRANCISCO

DISTRIB.

1. Eddie Cantor (Com). .. .KRON. _Ziv. .. . Sat. 7:00-7:30 . ... .-28.1_
.. Wed. 9:00-9:30 . ...,23.4....
3. Life of Riley (Com). .KPIX. ... .NBC. .. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 _ .... 20.4....

2. Badge 714 (Myst). . KPIX. ... .NBC.
(Adv). . KGO.
5. Highway Patrol (Adv). .KRON. _Ziv.:...
Jungle

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

. ... . 19.3 ....
....: _19.0....

. . Wed. 6:30-7:00

The Pendulum.. .KGO ..
Kraf TV Theare.. .KRON .

.... 45.0. .... 45.2
.... 55.0. .... 35.2
.... 48.0. .... 39.4

Great Gildersleeve. .KRON .
Brave Eagle. . KPIX! .
Western Marshal. . KPIX .

Jim (Sp). .KGO.

ST. LOUIS

1
1

_60.0. . ... 46.8
.... 36.4. .... 64.4

. . Tues. 6:30-7:00
.. Fri. 6:30-7:00 .. .... 16.5 .... ....
7. Mr. District Attorney .(Myst). ; KRON. _Ziv. . ./Fri. 10:30-11:00 .... ....15.8.... ....
8. Science in Action (Ed). .KRON. .... TPA. .. Mon. 7:00-7:30' . ....15.4.... ....
9. Confidential File (Doc). .KGO. .Guild. .. Tues. 10:00-10:30 ... _14.6/// ....
10. I Led 3 Lives (Dr). .KRON. .... Ziv. . . Mon. 10:30-11:00 ..._14.1... .

6.

SETS IN
USE

Follow "That Man (Myst).KWK. . .
Soldiers of Fortune (Adv).... KSD. ..
Mr. District Attorney (Myst).. KSD...
Annie Oakley (W).KWK..

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Confidential File (Doc).KWK..
Ranee Rider (W).
KSD...
Badge 714 (Myst).KSD...
Highway Patrol (Adv)./..'KWK..
Ellery Queen (Myst).KWK..

BALTIMORE

„

8.9

.

.12.0

30.0. .... 51.2
34.4. .... 42.3

. KPIX

.

20.5
20.1

Studio _ One.. •

Circle Theatre. . KRON
San Francisco Tonight.... ..KGO ..

58.5. .... 24.0

The

.. KSD

.16.7

. .MCA. .Thurs. 10:00-10:30

Ethel & Albert.

.. KWK

.10.6

Waterfront *.
Basketball; Prof. Pet..,.

.. KWK .13.7
. *. KSD .3.0

.Tues. 9:30-10:00 - ....36.1... .68.0. .... 53.1
...33.0... .74.0. .... 44.6
65 5
... _43.0
28 1
.. Ziv.
.. CBS. .Sat. 4:00-4:30 . _26.8... ...... 89.5. .... 30.0
Siin iono-io-30

... CBS. .Sat. 11:30-12:00
...NBC. .Mon. 9:30-10:00

Unexpected.....

... NBC.. .Sat. 4:30-5:00

MC A

fWt

WM ATI

r.ns

. ....27.9.. .. 78.5. .... 35.5
26.7. .. 66.5. .... 40.1
r . ..
.. 61.5. .... 37.6

. _23.2.

Thnr<? 7-0017*30 . . .. ... .23.2.

.. 70.0. .... 33.2

Sat.4>*30-7:00

Approx. Set Count—525,000

.. 60.0. .... 33.8
. . 39.4. .... 48.9
. . 34.8. .... 52.3

Do You Trust Your Wife.. ..WMAR
7 O’clock Final..... ..WMAR

..

... 5.0

..

... 6.7

CBS News—D. Edwards..,..WMAR

..

... 6.7

7 O’clock Final.\ ..WMAR .. ... 8.3
CBS News—D. Edwards.. ..WMAR .. ... 8.3
7 O’clock Final. ..WMAR .. ... 8;1
CBS News—D. Edwards.. . . WMAR ..
Ramar of the Jungle. ..WBAL ...

... 8.1
. .14.3

7 O’clock Final. ... .. WMAR

..

... 7.7

CBS News—D. Edwards.. ..WMAR
Early Show. ..WMAR

..

....7.7

..

... 12.5

Premium Playhouse. ..WMAR ..
Duckpins and Dollars.... ..WBAL ...

.. .22.5
...18.3

Stations—WLW-T (5), WCPO (9), WKRC (12)

1. Cisco Kid (W)... WCPO. _Ziv. .. Sun. 6:00-6:30 ..28.11.... I.*...’ 57.5. .. .. 48.8
Z. Highway Patrol (Adv).. .WLW-T.... _Ziv. .. Thurs. 9:00-9:30 ..,.26.7. .... 44.0. .... 60.5
.. Sun. 1:00-1:30 ..23.2. i_80.0. .... 28.9
3. Championship Bowling (Sp). , WKRC.
WKRC. _NBC. ... Tues. 7:00-7:30 ...,.20.2. .... 44.0. .... 46 1

5. Stories of the Century (W).. . .. WKRC. _HTS..... Tues. 10:30-11:00 . ...\. .20.0. _44.Q..:.. _ 45.5
6. Racket Squad (Myst)
WKRC. _ABC.. ...\. .. .Wed. 9:00-9:30 .....18.6.| .... 27.6 .. . _ 67.1
7. Lone Wolf (Myst) ... .. WKRC. _MCA. .. .Wed. 7:00-7:30

....

.

... . 46.5. .... 39.6

8. Superman (Adv). . .WLW-T.... _Flamingo. ... Mon. 6:00-6:30 ... ....... 17.4 . . ..! ,.... 45.5. .... 35.1
9. Western Marshal (W). ..WKRC. ....NBC.
... Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .. .16.8. .... ... . 41.5. .... 40.5

Meet the Press.... WLW-T
Climax ....WKRC ..
..

... 4.5
... 4.5
.. .18.2

.

WCPO

1. Superman (Adv)... .. .WBAP. _Flamingo. .. .Tues. 6:30-7:00 .
2. Buffalo Bill Jr. (W). .. .KRLD. .... CBS. ... Sat. 11:30-12:00
3

¥ Led 3 Lives (Dr) . . ..KRLD. .... Ziv. ... Tues. 8:30-9:00 .
... WBAP. _CBS.o_ ... Tues. 6:00-6:30 .

.

...14.8

Kraft TV Theatre

WLW-T

.

.. .27.3

Walter

WLW-T

.

..

Lights on Music. .. WLW-T

.

.,

Little Rascals. .. WKRC
Walter Phillips. .. WLW-T

.
.
.

... 93
.. .13.0
.. .13.8

..

. . .25.8

Phillip*;

Wright. .. WLW-T

.11.6
.11.6

Stations—KRLD (4), WRAP (5), WFAA (8), KFJZ (11)
.27.6. . .. . 62.0. .... 44.5 1iName That ‘Tune. . KRLD ... ... .10.3
. 23 2- .... ... .87.0. .... 26.7 Capt. Hartz & His Pets.... .WBAP ... .... 2.0
Cartoon Capers. .WBAP ... .... 2.0
.21.4. _35 8
.20.8. _54.0..

59
.

6

38 7

5. Captain Midnight (Adv)... ...KRLD. .... Screen Gems .. ... Sat. 11:00-11:30
6. Cisco Kid (W)
. .. .WBAP. _Ziv.. .., Thurs. 6:00-6:30

.20.6. .... 73.0. .... 28.3
.20.3. _58.5. _34.7

7. Wild Bill Hickok (W). . ..WBAP. _Flamingo. ... Mon. 6:00-6:30 .
Grand Ole Opry (Mus).... ...WFAA..... .... Flamingo. .. Sat. 7:00-7:30 ..
... Wed. 9:30-10:00
9. Highway Patrol (Adv). ...WFAA.

.19.8. /.\ 58.0. .... 34.2
.18.0. .... 29.6. .... 60.6
.16.5. ... . 33.0. .... 50.0

8.

...18.2

.. WLW-T

Ruby

Approx. Set Count—415,000

.. .12.9
.. .25.5

Inspector Mark Saber..,,. WCPO ..
WLW-T .
Ruby Wright. ..WLW-T .

10. Amos V Andy (Com). . .WCPO. .... CBS. ... Tues. 9:30-10:00 .. .16.4. .... 23.8. .... 68.6 Red Skelton. .. WKRC

DALLAS-FT. WORTH

4.7

Stations—WMAR (2), WBAL (11), WAAM (13)

7. Little Rascals (Ch) ........ . .WBAL.— . Interstate....,.Fri. 6:00-6:30 ...20.2_
... .19.3.
8. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) .WBAL.....__ Ziv. .Sat. 10:30-11:00
9. Studio 57 (Dr). . .WAAM. . .. .MCA.. Tues. 10:30-11:00 .. .18.2.

CINCINNATI

..,v.... 3.0

Zoo Parade. . VKSD

. _22.8. .. 57.0. .... 39.8
.... 37.9
6. Cisco Kid (W). .WBAL. .... Ziv..Tues. 7:00-7:30 ......21.5. .. 56.5.

K ItnffalA Hill Tr

... KSD

Spotlight on Missouri... ... KSD
Parade of Magic. ... KSD

.... . .20.7*. .81.5_. 25.4

W>d 7-00-7-30

..

Sherlock Holmes.. .. ... KSD .16.2
Big Top.. ... KWK .4.7
Studio One. ...KWK .29.7
Lux Video Theatre--- ... KSD .35.6

25.0... ...... 57.0. _43.6
...; ,...24.0... ...... 83.5. .... 28.7
- _22.6... ..>... 42.5. ../. 53.5
-T-

.. ,\Ziv. .Thurs^9:30-10:00 ... ...21.7... .37.6..... .... 57.5
.. . WPA/.. .Sat. 6:00-6t30 _ ...20.9....78.5. .... 26.6

WRATWRAT,

5.7

Stations—KWK (4), KSD (5)

Approx. Set Count—575,000

. .

8.7

.

.. MCA. ..

1. Annie Oakley (W)..... .WBAL. ....CBS. .... Sat. 5:30-6:00
Fri 7*00-7*30
^

11.3
8.9

Adventures of Champion. . . KPIX
Ddmon Runyon Theatre... .KPIX

Cartoons

19. Western Marshal (W).KWK. .

8.7
23.6

48.5...... .... 33.9
43.5. .... 36.4

Approx. Set Count—700,000

1.
2.
3.
4.

RATING

Stations—-KOVR (13), KRON (4), KPIX (5), KGO (7)

Approx. Set Count—-1,035,000

4. Superman

SHARE
(o/„)

JANUARY
RATING

DAY AND
TIME

.. .18.9
.. .10.2
Bobby Peters Jamboree ... .WBAP ... .... 49
uauge ivlUcl... KFJZ .. • .... 7.6
Range Rider. KFJZ ... .... 8.1
... .22.4
Perry Como. .WBAP ...
20th Century Fox. .KRLD ... ... 20.9
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NTA’s local Spec’ Formula inSale
Of Selznick Pix; LA Coin Is Tops
National Telefilm Associates this 4
week sold Its David O. Selznick
package to General Teleradio’s
KHJ-TV in Los Angeles along with
. Ely Landau, National Telefilm
the other films in its “TNT pack¬
age” for what’s said to be the high¬ Associates prez, has changed the
est feature film price ever paid name of his own production com¬
in the L. A. market, the Selznick pany from Ely Landau Inc. to Na¬
films alone reportedly going for tional Telefilm Productions, with
$15,000 apiece for use on KHJ’s the new ’corporation continuing as
a wholly-owned subsidiary and pro¬
“Million Dollar Movie.”
At the same time, NTA worked duction arm of the parent distrib¬
out a formula with the GenTel uting corporation. NTP plans to
Stations (pix are sold to WOR-TV, take on ownership of properties
.N. Y., as well as in Hartford, Mem¬ being developed by independent
phis, and West Palm Beach) in¬ packagers and though a subsid will
volving an assurance to NTA that not act on an exclusive basis with
a national sponsor provided by the parent company.
NTA for the Selznick pix WQuld
Properties in 'the production
get cross-board exposure during company fold include the quarterthe run of the films on those sta¬ hour “The Passerby” dramatic se¬
tions. This arrangement was made ries, the 10-minute “Man’s Heri¬
because of NTA’s plan for “local tage” Bible readings by Raymond
spectaculars” under a national spot Massey and the quarter-hour “Bill
sponsorship with the title “David Corum Show” in the sports field.
O. Selznick Presents.”*
The “spec” plan, as devised by
NTA, calls for stations purchasing
the Selznick pix to option to NTA
the right to buy back one run of
each of the pix. This run would
be sold in that market to a national
advertiser, with the station getting
first crack at clearing the time but
if unable to do so allowing NTA
to' attempt to clear time on a com¬
petitive station for that run. NTA
would then sell the combined mar¬
kets in a one-run package deal to
a national advertiser for a price
Although the once hoped-for
of $150,000 per picture in some 70 .“united front” against the Na¬
markets.
tional Assn, of Radio' & Television
Typical case would be where a Broadcasters convention among the
station bought' the 36 “TNT” pic¬ telefilm
syndicators
has
been
tures (including 10 Selznicks) for broken, the industry as a whole
four runs each for two years, or still has a mad on against the
a grand total of 144 runs. NTA NARTB’s attitude toward the teleunder its deal could buy back from filmeries’ convention role. A com¬
the station 10 runs (one of each promise arrangement has been
Selznick pic). Doing this in 70 reached for this year’s conclave in
markets, it would offer a national Chicago in mid-April, but the bit¬
sponsor a chance for bankrolling terness still persists.
of the Selznick pix in those mar¬
Under the compromise arrange¬
kets for $150,000 a crack. Stations ment, the NARTB has agreed to
currently using the pix would get set up a film panel meeting during
first crack at clearing the time (in the convention and to place this
their best feature film time, not on the official convention agenda.
Class A) but if they couidn’t do Also,
an
all-industry
cocktail
so, NTA could go to a competitor. party being arranged by eight tele¬
Special formula was necessary with film firms will get the NARTB
GenTel because its deals call for blessings. Up to two weeks ago,
20-odd runs per pic and with seven-. there had been no plans for includ¬
days-weekly exposure, twice a day ing the telefilmeries in on the of¬
and four times on weekends. This ficial agenda in any regard, and
formula would enable NTA’s na¬ this had caused most of the bitter¬
tional sponsor to get into those ness,
It’s recalled that last year
markets via special participating in Washington, there would have
sponsorship of the pix.
.been no film panel at all had not
NTA exec v.p. Oliver Unger s#id one been sponsored, not by the
there are several bankrollers ex¬ NARTB, but by a tradepaper.
pressing interest in the project,
Still, all but a few distribs have
and that though the package is sold
decided against exhibits and will
in under 30 markets at present, the
settle
merely
for
“hospitality
top 70 would be in the bag by the
suites” which will be stripped bare
time a deal is consummated.
except for refreshments.
Only
firms which have definitely decided
to exhibit their wares (involving
posters, screenings displays and
merchandising
giveaways)
are
MCA-TV, CBS Television Film
Sales and a still-iffy Ziv Television.
Others, on an austerity pitch, will
just hold down the fort with
drinks.
s
London, Feb. 28.
On the other hand, the all-indus¬
Marcel Leduc, prez of Inter-TV
try cocktail party’, to be held
Film§^Ltd., of Montreal and . New
Wednesday, April 18 at the Grand
York, arrived in London to set
Ballroom of the Conrad Hilton
up a new telepix series which will
Hotel, is figured to stand the eight
be made at the Bray studios by
companies footing the bill over
Motley Films wth Errol Flynn as
$15,000.
The eight participating
star. Lensing starts on March 5
outfits are ABC Film Syndication,
and the initial 26, which will take
Official Films, Television Programs
seven and a half months to- com¬
of America, Ziv Screen Gems,
plete, will be the first part of a
N#C Film Division, National Tele¬
three-year production program.
film Associates and Guild Films.
Series will have the banner head¬
Companies feel they’ve been get¬
ing of "Errol Flynn Theatre,” and
ting short shrift at the conventions,
guest stars will include Patrice
and this is one way to command
Wymore and Paulette Goddard.
respect and attention.
British performers are also being
lined up.
Telepic series will be directed
by John Lemont and Laurence
Huntington and will be based on
stories by Maupassant, Balzac, Dujnas and Merimee as well as con¬
MCA-TV has piled on six new
temporary writers.
salesman within a matter of weeks.

Landau’s New NTP Setup

Telefilm Outfits
Won t Cozy Up To
NARTB Powwow

Leduc Set to Roll
Oa Flynn Series

Fitzgerald Exits NBC
For MCA-TV Sales Slot

Tool Up Texas Ranch As
‘Frontier Town With Lab’
Dallas, Feb. 28.
Mayan Ranch at Bandera is being
“t UP a.s a western frontier town,
with facilities for housing location
crews and renting facilities to film
producers.
Corporation formed here with
ranch owner E. A. Hicks as chair¬
man expects to finance one or more
sound stages and looks to television
Well as Hollywood for clients.,

As another fact of the sale putsch
at the syndication house, a super¬
visor
of sales promotion
was
named.
Topmost appointee is ex-NBC’er
Frank Fitzgerald,
reporting to
Aaron Beckwith, N.Y. sales veep.
Then international sales chief Tom
McManus gets Vincent Ramos,
former veep of Caribbean Net¬
works, as an addition to the newest
of the MCA syndication depart¬
ments. Colm O’Shea joins MCA’s
Canadian branch from All-Canada.
Will Thomas joins BevHills sales.

P45&IETY

McCall Mag’s 10-Min.
Cuffo Pix on Duchess
As Serial Promotion
.. Hand-in-glove promotional tiein between a magazine feature and
television programming has been
worked out by McCall’s mag and
Television Snapshots, Inc., to push
the Duchess of Windsor’s serial¬
ized autobiog beginning in this
March issue of the magazine. Plan
involves free distribution to sta¬
tions and networks of a speciallyfilmed 10-minute interview of the
Duchess timed for use by the sta¬
tions day-and-date with the news¬
stand break on the magazine.
McCall’s is serializing the auto¬
biog under the title “The Auto¬
biography of the Duchess of Wind¬
sor” prior to publication of the
tome in book form in May as “The
Heart Has Its Reasons.”
The
magazine, a heavy user of “edi¬
torial films” for free tv use, got
together with Television Snap¬
shots, a pioneer outfit in free films
for tv and longtime producer for
McCalls in this area, and came
up with the idea of the interview,
which could be inserted into wo¬
men’s programs, news shows, etc.
Session, with McCall’s Frank
Hogan as the interviewer, was
shot Saturday (18) in color at the
Duchess’ Waldorf-Astoria suite in
N. Y., and was on its way to sta¬
tions by yesterday (Tues.b It was
preceded by a 45-§econd trailer
(sans plugs for the mag) designed
for station promotion use, with ex¬
cerpts from the interview and room
for a live local announcement
plugging the 10-minute film to.be
seen on so-and-so’s show soon.
Interview and trailer were pro¬
duced and directed by Babette J.
Doniger,
Television
Snapshots
prexy.
It was the Duchess’ first
teleinterview, incidentally.

TV-FILMS

WPIX & WABD Mad About Telepix;
Divide 80 Half-Hours Between ’Em
4

Cinema-Vue’s Anzac Deal
Cinema-Vue becomes the most
recent distrib to jump on the An¬
zac tv bandwagon via sale to TCN,
Sydney, and HSV-TV, Melbourne,

WPIX, and the keen competition
is said to have helped their selling

of 200 cartoons and 39 hour-long

position somewhat. However, some

“Wrestling From Hollywood” pix.

industryites believe that next year
there won’t be any competitive
bidding since WABD will, by and

Ziv Gets Okay On
West Point Series
As Morale Factor

large, be the only outlet available
for their new wares.

Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Ziv Television Programs has
gotten a Defense Dept, greenlight
to produce a telefilm series on
West Point. Series, part of which
would be locationed at the U. S.
Military Academy, would take the
form of a dramatic show centered
about incidents in the lives of the
cadets while at the point. Main
part of the show would be shot at
Ziv’s Coast studios.

Defense Dept, is said to have
okayed the project because of the
-declining number of Regular Armv
career officers, feeling that this
type of show would boost morale
in the Army and stir interest
among youngsters.
A possibility
is that Ziv will film incidents in
the lives of today’s top military
leaders who are graduates of the
Point, provided it can secure their
individual okays. As of the mo¬
ment, no “name” players are con¬
templated for the series, though
there’s still the possibility that a
Mark Goodson, partner in Good- top star might be selected as a
son-Todman Productions, planes_to host.
the Coast this week to supervise
Ziv has already started shooting
production of the first two films a pilot on the Coast, and it’s re¬
in the “Landmark” series slated ported that the team of Lawrence |
for CBS-TV in the fall. He’ll be & Lee (Jerome & Robert E.) were |
accompanied by Hal Malone, story approached to handle the scripting
editor of the series, which is be¬ chores.
The West Point series,
ing filmed at 20th-Fox.
still untitled, conceivably could
First in the series will be-an mark Ziv’s entrance into the net¬
hourlong pic, “John Paul Jones,” work programming field, since
scripted by Norman Reilly Ralne Ziv has been flirting with the idea
and Bernard Girard, with the lat¬ of selling on a network basis and
ter also directing. Second' will be the West Point series would seem
a half-hour show, “Pony Express,” the logical property with which
written by Gil Doud and Malone. 1 to do so.

GOODSON TO COAST
ON‘LANDMARK’SERIES

Telefilmeries Rushing In to Fill
Summer Replacement Gaps on Webs
Past couple of weeks have seen mitment on their hands, top adver¬
a flurry of activity on the summer tisers in the summer replacement
replacement front, now that ABC market fall into three categories,
has joined CBS in laying down a sponsors of live shows, sponsors of
no-hiatus rule for their nighttime film segments with only 26 nega¬
sponsors.
At least four telefilm tives on hand, and sponsors who
firms report definite Interest on the have cancelled or intend to cancel
part of sponsors for their specific their current showcases but intend
properties, with deals expected to keeping the time for a fresh start
hatch within the next week or so.
in thp fall. Examples of the first
With a 52-weeks firm time com- two are American Tobacco and
Warner-Lambert with “Your Hit
Parade” and Pall Mall-Simoniz
with “Big Story” in the live area
and Viceroys and Procter & Gam¬
Television Programs of Amer¬
ble with 26 episodes of “The Line¬
ica this week sold its “Halls
up.” Expected in the third cate¬
of Ivy” series in New York,
gory is General Foods, which is ex¬
to WPIX, which is on a tele¬
pected to bounce a couple of its
film buying spree. What.makes
CBS entries.
the deal unusual, however, is
In the running on the summer
an October starting date, prob¬
front are Screen Gems, MCA-TV,
ably the longest lapse between
Television Programs of America,
sale and airdate yet recorded
the first with 26 “Ford Theatre”
for a rerun series.
The Oc¬
reruns, the second with some
tober starting date was set
“Pepsi-Cola Playhouse” and Heinz
against WPIX’s wishes, but
“Studio 57” reruns, TPA with a
TPA insisted on It because of
call on its “Halls of Ivy” series
the possibility of. a network
and ABC with its 18 “Herald Play¬
summer replacement deal for
house” (Schlitz Playhouse of Stars”
the show.
repeats). Perhaps the most likely
candidate for some tall summer
Because of this possibility,
coin, however, is Official Films,
TPA .is writing an unusual
with its huge newly-acquired back¬
clause into all its current con¬
log of “Four Star Playhouse” plus
tracts in network markets.
the original “Stage Seven” group.
This clause gives TPA the
One sales topper with some
right to demand that the sta¬
years of specializing in summer re¬
tion either take a summer hia¬
placement
sales characterized the
tus while the show is running
market as extremely active, but
on the network, or that the
also
extremely
“soft” pricewise.
station not start the show at
There are plenty of summer slots
all until after the summer run.
waiting to be filled, he said, but
This clause won’t be invoked,
the sheer number of available
of course, unless TPA gets the
properties has brought the price
summer replacement deal. It’s
Way down from what it was last
dickering for an eight-13 week
year.
summer run for the show.

TPA’s ‘Ivy’ Maneuver

Vidfilm syndicators may not
have found the price always right
in the N.Y. market recently, but
at least they were able to situate
nearly 80 series at WABD and

While the two N.Y. tele stations
are numerically even as far as halfhour product is concerned—each
with somewhere around 37 vidfilm
series in the house —WPIX has
very little prime time left in which
to slot quality telefilm series.
V/ABD, has more of its total in
replays that the station apparently
doesn’t
feel
invariably
strong
enough for Class A time and that,
instead, go into fringe hours. As
a result, WABD has more openings
from 6:30 to 11 p.m. for quality
new product than WPIX. (More¬
over, WABD stands a 50-50 chan-ce
of losing its two-hour Monday
night boxing card due to a probe
of the card’s promoters by the
State Athletic Commission, thus
leaving more openings for the syn¬
dicators to pitch at.)
On the other hand, WPIX five
nights a week has very few un¬
tapped moorings and Thursday and
Friday seem to have been deliber¬
ately left spotty to make room for
the expected night games of the
N.Y. Yankees and Giants. To make
matters tighter for WPIX, the sta¬
tion is negotiating for additional
Yankee night games from its away
schedule.
WPIX topper Fred Thrower has
three new series without time slots
and he reports he hasn’t decided
yet what to do with them. It’s not
that he doesn’t have enough quality
openings for them; they would just
about match out with the number
of remaining availabilities Satur¬
day through Wednesday. It could
be he’s waiting for the results on .
the Yankees as away negotiations
before he makes a move. Never¬
theless, it’s apparent that he’s
going to have difficulty berthing
any other new series unless he
wants to stockpile.
Thrower said that he might con¬
sider buying new pix next semes¬
ter, “depending on how attractive
they are.”. That means he -could
eliminate some of the current
runners to make room, but he- also
acknowledged that a number of
his new series are already under
contract for next year. Resulting
question: just how many new vidfilms can he clear for before he
runs out of vacancies, and the field
is left to WABD?

Screencraft Sets
Syndication Hypo
Screencraft Pictures, the pioneer
i feature films-for-tv outfit which
got
its feet wet in program syn¬
;
dication this past year via the
“Judge Roy Bean” series, is plan¬
ning a fivefold increase in that
area of operations.
The Edward
Berkson-head.ed firm is figuring on
distribution deals to at least five
new series for syndication for the
fall, in addition to a one-hour net¬
work showcaser in negotiation with
a major ad agency.
Of the five, two are near the
signing stage.
One, a costume
drama, would be produced in
England by Monarch Films, vet
theatrical
producing
company
there.
The other, a western se¬
ries, would be turned out on the
Coast by Russell Hayden’s Quin¬
tet Productions, same outfit pro¬
ducing the “Judge Roy Bean” se¬
ries.
“Bean,” which went into syndi¬
cation last August via a regiohal
spread for American Bakeries, was
Screencraft’s first venture into
program syndication after a His¬
tory of feature film distribution
going back to television’s pre-war
experimental days.
Series has
proved gratifying to the point
that the company feels its future
lies largely in syndication rather
than additional features.
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Clemons Classified Ad Come-On
Indie Packager’s Unique Coin Raising Device On
Five TV Packages
New and unique method of rais¬ sold previously at a lower price;
ing coin for the development of . the $400 figure per Vi of 1% was
j set recently, and the total coin
new television packages—that of
raised will come to somewhere in
a royalty-sharing deal on the prop¬ the neighborhood of $120,000.
erties—is being employed by a
Clemons states and so advertises
Gotham indie packager and pro¬ that 26-week network runs of two
or three out of the five properties
moted through classified ads in
will suffice to return the investors’
the Sunday papers. Packager is original coin, that anything after
W. T. Clemons, who through his that is . gravy and tha’t investors
W. T. Clemons Associates holds have a first refusal to invest in
copyrights on five packages and any new properties developed after
the initial five. He states that the
has assigned them on a royalty fundraising scheme has the okay
basis to William Tell Productions, of the State Attorney General’s of¬
another firm which he organized fice, which must pass on all such
and in which he holds a key in¬ investment programs.
terest.
One of the five programs is al¬
Complex arrangement calls for
ready sold, that being the “Hidden
subscribers to pay $400 in return
Treasure Show,” a onee-a-month
for one-quarter of 1% royalty in¬
hourlong- stanza which the Disabled
terest in the five shows. Under
American Veterans has bought for
his agreement with William Tell,
trial run of two shows starting
Clemons, as copyright owner, gets
this summer at a time-talent cost
a 10% royalty on each show sold.
What he is selling, in essence, is of $200,000 per. Others are a ma¬
gic-quiz show for kids starring
Interests in his own 10% agree¬
Blackstone and three panel-quizment. So far, Clemons stated. 64%
audience - participation
segments.
of the royalty interests have been
sold. He’ll sell no more than 80%, Under Clemons’ royalty deal with
William
Tell,
he
gets
10%
of the
retaining the re§t for himself.
Some of the interests had been production cost of the show'. In¬
vestors then get a proportionate
share of that 10%.
At the same time, Clemons and
William Tell are involved in a
distinct and separate coin-raising
venture via the sale of 295,000
shares at $1 a. share in William
Tell Productions las distinct from
W. T. Clemons Associates), most
of the coin to go toward produc¬
tion of kinescopes of the packages
to which William Tell has produc¬
tion rights. Issue was okayed last
week by the Attorney General’s of¬
fice for sale in N. Y., and Clemons
is currently seeking an underwrit¬
er, though meanwhile he’s selling
the stock through his own organi¬
zation. Issue would comprise 49,3%
of the total common stock of the
company, with Clemons and his as¬
sociates retaining 50.7%. Other key
LANCASTER, PENNA. exec in the outfit are Karl Gericke,
v.p., formerly with the ABC-TV
programming department and with
NBC and CBS
Guild Films. Clemons w’as a film
exhibitor and auditorium manager
before moving into packaging a
couple of years back.
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Roach Spending 210G
• In Teleblurb Expansion

Tele Followup
m^mmm Continued from page 31 aaas

Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Construction begins on a new
$210,000 telecommercial produc¬
tion stage at Hal Roach studios,
within next six months, as part of
a building and personnel expan¬
sion program. Figure for stage in¬
cludes both building, and cam-era
and lighting facilities for teleblub making.
Department racked up $1,250,
in total billings last year and
past January shows a healthy 55%
boost over Jan., 1955, with upward
trend continuing into February,
according to Roach telecommerc¬
ial topper Cecil Underwood. Per¬
sonnel roster has grown from orig¬
inal three to present 13, with addi¬
tion of another 15 persons plan¬
ned during upcoming year.

small part of the Copa Room stage
at the Sands Hotel, augmented by
an occasional audience shot.

Kove.
20th-Fox Hour

It’s hard to prevail against a
telepic that gives work to so many
actors. Drawing checks at the pay
wicket for ‘‘In Times Like These”
were 20 cast members, who had
enough to do in the picture to rate
a credit. There was a voucher at
the cashier’s window (by indirec¬
tion) for the studio, too—a large
and fat trailer for 20th-Fox’s up¬
coming “Man in the Grey Flannel
Suit” and some vocal coraeon for
the stupendous “Carousel.”
Set
watchers were only mildly reward¬
ed with a tender story of young
love, middle-age travail and the
comforting
hours
of
reflective
glory.
The “Happy Land” of McKinlay
Kantor, onetime popular novel on
which pic was based, retained the
flavor of plain people, their nor¬
mal lives and what sunshine and
rain came into them. If dramatic
impact was lacking the reason
Columbus, Feb. 28.
must have been obvious because of
Evidently listeners—and spon¬
the general tenor oi the story and
sors—can be found for a television
the desire of producer Sam Marx
show regardless of what time of
and director William Seiter to
the day or night it is presented.
keep it honest. The loss of a son
“One O’CIock Jump,’’ telecast on in the Navy was a crushing blow
WLW-C here each Saturday—or to the parents but his best friend
actually Sunday morning—from 1 is taken in to fill the aching void
to 3 a.m., has a single sponsor for in their lives. That’s the fore and
its full two-hour show. Anthony aft, the in-between is told in flash¬
Music Co; of Columbus recently back. .
MacDonald Carey, one of tv’s
signed to promote the sale of rec¬
ords, juke boxes and record play¬ busiest actors, essays with deep
ers sold in its retail music outlet. feeling the role of family head
Agoncy is Barcroft Advertising of and even has a go at a harmonica
to slyly plug another 20th-Fox’er,
Columbus, and Lloyd Forrest is
“Love
Is
a
Many
Splendored
the sales exec for the Crosley tele¬
Thing.” Fay Wray is both appeal¬
vision outlet.
ing and sympathetic as the mother,
Each week from 200 to 400 peo¬ and the youngsters, Johnny Washple attend “One O’CIock Jump’’ to brook,
Lili
Gentle
and
Mark
dance to records, consumer free Damon, refreshingly spirited. At
refreshments and watch the antics one point an adolescent makes the
startling discovery that “women
of Bill Hindman and Fred Gage.
There is a home audience for are unpredictable” and one of the
young
flirts called “emotionally
such late-hour tv shows, WLW-C
has found. When the show first immature.” Seiter’s direction took
into account the light tone of the
went on the air early last August,
piece and never let it get heavy.
the station received 2,492 tele¬
Helm.
phone calls the first night, of
which 200 were long distance. *The
callers vote on the “top 10” tunes
of the week.
Since the initial response, view¬
Continued from pape 26 -1
ers in Indianapolis, Fort Wayne,
Cleveland. Buffalo. Detroit, Battle litical campaigning on tv, whether
Creek and Greensburg, Pa., have the time is free or purchased.
Regarding the political impor¬
called the station.
tance of tv, the report finds that
the medium has already affected
the choice of candidates and their
methods of campaigning. Presence
of tv may eventually lead to better
organized and better run conven¬
Radio and television stations planning to cover the Democratic and tions, says the report, and spon¬
Republican National Conventions next August will receive applications sors “may play a more weighty
for credentials, within the next few days, from the Radio-TV Corre¬ role in the future, although it now
spondents Galleries of Congress. The Galleries have been authorized appears that their economic Inter¬
by the two national committees to handle accreditation, credentials, ests guarantee political neutrality
assignment of seats and conventional hall space.
if not a hands-off policy as far as
However, hotel rooms are being handled directly by the national convention
procedure
is
con¬
committees.
For hotel space at the Democratic convention, com¬ cerned.”
mencing Aug. 13, the request must go to Neale Roach, Convention
The report adds that ad agencies
Manager, Democratic National Committee, 1001 Connecticut Ave., have affected politics “to some de¬
N. W., Washington, D. C.
f
gree” and may have greater effect
For hotel space at the Republican National Convention, com¬ in the future, “especially in the
mencing Aug. 20 in San Francisco, requests must go to Ted Dalton, choice of issues through market
chairman Subcommittee on Housing, Republican National Committee,
research and in-the manipulation
1625 Eye St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
of communications media.”
Television offers the most hope
Larry Racies of CBS Newsfilm has been elected president of the
of any of the communications me¬
Radio-Newsreel-Television Working Press Assn., succeeding Univer¬
dia, the report .declares, for the
sal Newsreel’s Roy Edwards.
At the same time, association elected
creation of “a genuinely national
Paramount News’ Lou Hutt as chairman of the board of governors.
politics, quickly responsive to the
Other new officers are Arnold Lerner, Warner Pathe News 1st v p •
political currents of the age.”
David Klein, NBC News, 2d v.p.; Richard Milbauer, Telenews Film
Corp., treasurer; Ruth N. Knopf, CBS News, secretary; Charles Camp¬
bell, freelance, assistant secretary and Santino Sozio, NBC News, ser¬
geant-at-arms. Other members of the board are Julian Anthony, ABC
News; Nick Archer, NewsoftheDay-Telenews; Robert F. Donahue, War¬
= Continued from pace 27 ■
ner Pathe News; Roy Edwards, Universal Newsreel; George Jordan
NBC News and Burt Reinhardt, Movietone News.
’ to the production of 200,000 color
sets this year. On the NBC side,
CBS Radio’s “Woolworth Hour’’ was aired for the first time before tv network billings increased 35%
a studio audience Sunday (26).
Show was given at Hunter College with a gain of 23% in overall sales.
(N. Y.) auditorium before 2,000 of the chain’s execs and employees The radio network lined up with
with Arthur Hull Hayes repping the web as its prez. Audience was 196 affiliates, the tv web with 201,
-m the nature of a dry run.
Network is investigating possibility of of which 106 are equipped to trans¬
mit network-originated tint pro¬
using the auditorium for future Woolworthcasts.
The combined tv-radio
Show has become the toprated Sunday radio series since bringing grams.
services pulled $246,173,000, com¬
in F. W. Woolworth last June in its network AM debut.
pared to $200,423,000 the year be¬
fore.
Hal March has been signed to emcee the General Mills half-hour
Jiomemaker of Tomorrow” one-shot on ABC-TV out of Philadelphia
Admiral’s $2,426,886 Net
April 12. Show comprises the windup of a nationwide Betty Crocker
Chicago, Feb. 28.
homemaking contest, and with March in saluting the winner wili be
Admiral
Corp. closed its 1955
the Paul Whiteman oreh and vocalist Johnny Desmond.
Show will originate in the Bellevue Stratford Hotel and will fill the books with a net profit of $2,426,866.
equal to $1.03 a share, on sales of
8-8:30 Thursday slot. Knox Reeves is the agency.
$202,361,797.
In ’54 the Chicago
radio-tv
manufacturer earned $6According to the Nielsen report of November, 1955, Ken Banghart’s
fW4, or $2.77 a share, on sales
11 p.m. newscast on WRCA, N. Y., showed up zero—“no measureable
of $219,565,089.
audience —for Monday. For the same month, Pulse gave him a 3 0
equal to 150,000 homes.
'
net was educed by
$1,650,000 set aside for non-re¬
Last Monday (21), Banghart, who’s been airing for more than 10
curring special charges, covering
years asked listeners to “write in.”
He added that the first 1,000
a price readjustment, for govern¬
would receive a pockef almanac.
ment contracts and an additional
After one announcement, he received 9,000 letters, most of them
tax assessment on previous earn¬
not even mentioning the almanac.
ings.
1

000

WLW-C Jumps With
‘One O’CIock Jump’s’
Early Morning SRO

Multi-City
Market.
Consider the
fads:
population—
3!/2 million;
TV sets—
917,320;
yearly effective

RCA

buying income
—$5]/2 billion.

316,000 WATTS,
5TEINMAN STATION
CLAIR McCOLlOUGH, PRES.

MEEKER TV, INC.
N«w Ytk
tes An§*f#»

Chfoige
SeitFrencfrc*

Lee Mortimer Bows Out
As 'Confidential’ Host,
Lee Tracy Taking Over
Lee Mortimer has bowed out of
host-narrator chores on the “New
York Confidential” series based on
his book written with the-late Jack
Lait, and is being. replaced in the
show by Lee Tracy.
Mortimer
In. Y. Daily Mirror nitelife column!
ist, attributed the pr.ess of other
duties as the r reason for his ankling, but he’ll remain with the
Television Programs of America
stanza as story consultant. Stint
is Tracy’s first regular video series
since “The Amazing Mr. Malone,”
though he's done lotsa one-shot’s
last being “Good Old Charlie Faye”
on Kraft Theatre.
Meanwhile, Walter McGraw, who
will" produce the series for TPA,
has set a tentative starting date of
mid-March on the show and has
set the 34th St.-Penn Station IRT
subway stop as the locale for the
first
show,
“Manhattan
Under¬
ground.” Studio site still hasn’t
been decided, but it’s narrowed
down to the Bedford Park (re¬
named Mikaro Studios) in the
Bronx and Parsonnet Studios in
Astoria. Emmett Murphy is script¬
ing.
New Westminster, B. C.—Sale of
radio station CKNW here for an
undisclosed amount has been an¬
nounced.
Transaction is subject
to approval by the CBC board of
governors at its March 29 meet¬
ing in Ottawa.

Equal Time

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

the Channel 8

1955
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2,500 Sq. Ft.
Penthouse
Hotel Great Northern
118 WEST 57th STREET
e Ideal for TV rehearsals
e Ballet School
e Dance Instruction
e Photographic or Art Studle
• Or living quarters
24-hour slevator and- switchboard servlet

Interested in
The Very
best deal on a new

THUNDERBIRD
FORD
Call or write SAM ANGER(brother of Harry Anger, G.A.C.)

LYnbrook 9-0600
TED ROWLAND, Inc.
Lynbrook, Long Island, N. Y.
Delivery Anywhere in the U.5.

--NOW AVAILABLE TO RETAIL
AND WHOLESALE TRADE
<
(GRUDGINGLY AT AGE 26)
* WRITER
DIRECTOR
PRODUCTION COORDINATOR
GUEST CONTACT
PROGRAM POST-MORTEM
EXPERT
Now looking for. a - brighter future
after two years with the network of
the stars.
Interested In Radio, Television, Films
—Oh, heck ... in "Show Bizi"
HAVE PERSONALITY - WILL SUBLIMATE!

* Don't call Papa
flvel Call

Dionne for these

WERNER HAAS
TRafalgar 4-6371

Champagne at a Beer Price!

MURRAY K0RMAN
GLAMOUR PORTRAITS—COMPOSITES
100 Glossies-.(8x10) 3 Poses $50.00 11

37 W. 57th St., New York 1?
PL 8-1807
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The lively, lovely lady pictured on this page is

recently a dramatic appearance on “This is

someone you’ll find well worth knowing. Since

Your Life,” have made Virginia Graham a na¬

with co-host Mike Wallace, she gives

the beginning of this week, she has been enter¬

tional favorite. She brings to weekday warmth,

a one-two punch unmatched in network radio.

taining millions of American housewives with

wit and a winning way with a commercial be¬

Ask your friends in the fashion, beauty and

her charm and vitality as hostess on

cause most of all, she's a saleswoman, equally

weekday,

NBC Radio’s daytime service.

willing and able to sell a woman’s audience or

Fifteen years of local and network broadcast¬

a sales staff. (She was one of Chicago’s top

ing . . . hundreds of telethons . . . and more

models, and makes a real impact at a merchan¬

dising meeting.) Delivering commercials along
weekday

food fields about her. Then ask NBC Radio
for facts and figures about

weekday

on

Radio Network
a service of

ffiQD
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could find, they say, regardless of
statistical validity.
. Then, just to top things off, the
ABC boys point to the latest (Feb.
1) advance Nielsen national rat¬
ings, which shows “Afternoon
Film” topping “Matinee” both in
the total audience (11.6 to 8.2) and
in the average audience (5.8 to
5.7) categories, with a comparative
cost-per-thousand per commercial
minute of $1.83 for “Film” and
$3.84 for “Matinee.”

Wetjhieaclay, February 29, 1956

How Wrong?
Continued from

page
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March 19 Hearing
On ABC’s Mex Tie

—one th. proves definitely Unger
and Landau were right and the
I Pharmaceutical Products, its spon¬
others wrong. Almost a year ago,
New York
sor, and grew out of an earlier 15With an FCC hearing set for
they paid Alexander Korda and J.
Prudential checks out * of the • minute format originated by the
Arthur Rank a total of about March 19 to hear protests from
CBS-TV Garry Moore show March company, according to Dr. William
$1,000,000 for the contents of the San Diego’s stations on an ABC30 . . . WRCA-TV producer Willie T. Strauss, company s coordinator
“Fabulous 40” package, addition¬
Stein has just had two move of his i of television . . . NBC-TV director
ally promising the filmmakers a TV affiliation agreement with
tunes, “Colors” and “The Knick-j Peggy
Rogers
vacationing
in
percentage of the tv take. Again XETV in nearby Tiajuana, the
knick Band,” waxed for Decca by ; Miami.
. .
. , .
the trade said that they made a network and the Mexican station
Paul Winciuell-Jerry Mahoney . . . | Society of Television Lighting
mistake, i.e., no substantial market have gone ahead anyway and
Oscar Rose, ex-United Nations, to Engineers holds its first annual
for English pix, especially at such
WCBS-TV as public affairs pro- j cocktail dance Friday (2) at the
a price. Nevertheless, even if the signed a basic affiliation pact, to
ducor
. American Tobacco drops : Barbizon Plaza . . . George Gunn
cost of distribution is included, the become effective April 6, when
Doug Edwards’ Thursday newscast j resigned the ABC announcing staff
on CBS-TV next month but re- ! to go freelance in the thesping and
5 $1,600,000 in reported earnings to the web’s secondary affiliation
tains Tuesday . . . Jack Bess, i commercial fields.
' date is a sizeable return.
agreement with KFMB-TV in S. D.
WRCA-TV stage mgr., off to Flor- 1 ^==
WRUL, the multi-lingual short¬
ABC-TV’s Experience
expires.
ida and Mexico for fortnight. An- j wave radio station in N. Y., has a
The
industry
wasn’t
as
uniformly
The hearing will determine ba¬
other stage mgr., Dick Auerbach, |
Ifoockail-Millor
quarter-hour program of stock against ABC-TV’s purchase of 14U sically whether XETV can carry
and wife Barbara became parents
IVCG9liClllialVllllVI
quotations for business men at all or so J. Arthur Rank features for live programs piped in via microof a boy . . . <Miss) Michigan Kroll
; Continued from page 28 ;
points east and south which it innetwork slotting on Sunday wave from the network. Regard¬
scripting half-hour narration for
us*
o n in 'tends expanding soon with an adannual March of Dimes fashion i
Kangaioo hit an 8.0 in j jjtjonaj io-minutes of news for the nights, but. even the ones who’d less of the outcome, however,
show telefilm for fourth consec shows.
learned to be quiet were dubious. XETV will continue as an ABC
year . . . Ted Ashley to Coast for its 9:30-10:30 a.m. niche, hiked j international finance set about new (Some of ’em still are.) In addi¬ outlet carrying film and kine¬
huddles with Coast partner Ira “Winky Dink and You” from 6.2 to ; American products and new slocks. tion to the word that British fea¬ scopes, over which it is said the
Steiner . . .Grace Albertson flies to 10.6 and “Tales of Texas Rangers” j In English, “American Business tures were tough babies to sell to FCC will have no jurisdiction.
Hollywood Thursday
jtiouywoon
mursuay (Mar.
cviai. _1»
i- to
<.u ,
' Bulletins” is used by Europeans the mass of the U.S., it was asked, Julian M. Kaufman, v.p.-general
join hubby for two-week visit. He’s Jl011J
f" 1' and Latin Americans as a means how they could expect to bump manager of XETV, in N. Y. wrap¬
been doing tv dramatic shows out , hand- NBC s p*n!w ■ Lf?V ?PPp°-lte of getting stock quotations minutes specs and Ed Sullivan? ABC hasn’t ping up the agreement with ABC
there for the past two months.
.Wn*y. ”
I after the market’s close to expe- murdered the competish on Sun¬ station relations v.p. Ernest Lee
With Kangaroo under its belt, I ... .. . tradin(?
Doreen Lang as Susan B. Anthony
days but they are able to boast a Jahncke, said that it is common
“Businessman” Miller is going af- , du,^TT f
,g*
. c
. .
' in third part of the Constitu¬ ter
the upper teenage trade. Up ! VRUL, broadcasting in Spanish, neat cost-per-1,000 and they’ve procedure for foreign stations to
tion series on “Omnibus” Sunday
for
CBS
inspection
is
a
half-hour
j Portuguese (for Brazil) Norwegian found a way to utilize the pictures carry American network filmed
(41 with Richard Dunlap directing
and kinescoped shows, and that
couple of times over.
. . . Ronald Dawson doubling from variety show geared for that level ; and Swedish as well as English,
All of the predictions by out¬ XETV is no exception.
“Witness for Prosecution”
on and featuring a male name. Air i gels its stock info from Merrill
Station has already begun to
B’way into a segment of “The Gold¬ is for a later afternoon or early ' Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Beane, siders haven’t been bad, as has
bergs” vidpix series . . . Pressagent evening strip slot. Another pro- j Stanza is bankrolled by Pan Amer- been pointed out. Perhaps as a re¬ carry some of ABC’s filmed shows.
Arthur Wilde to Arthur Jacobs Co. gram in development is a “kid : ican, Newsweek, United Business sult of O’Neil’s successes and other Over the past few years, it has
as an associate . . . Christopher spec” for a full hour Sunday af- I Service and RCA, latter pushing similar events (in all but one In¬ been using syndicated and feature
Plummer in “The Lark” legiter, ternoon berthing.
K-M is also items such as airconditioners ^for stance known of) everybody noted film entries, and operating as an
goes into the Paul Muni starrer, working tip a set of “twin clowns” | foreign consumption.
The daily that “Fox is one of the shrewdest indie, has been the second-rated
“Letter From the Queen,” on GE who would be used for commcr- | addition, though it hasn’t yet bestation in the San Diego market,
Theatre” <4), with Kathleen Come- cial identifications tailored to the ; come a regular supplement to the guys in the business; he’s incapa¬ according to Kaufman. If the
ble of making a bad deal.” This
gys also signed.
stock
quotes
(230
in
all),
has
been
hearing
proves favorable, Kauf¬
of given sponsors.
followed Fox’s $15,000,000 buy of
George Smith, vet ABC-TV sales needs
As a final fillip, Columbia Rec¬ wetting its toes in specials, includ¬ the' RKO 740 from O’Neil. There’s man estimates that the microwave
staffer, named administrative of¬
ing
coverage
of
General
Motors’
relay
could
be installed and the
no telling what can happen here;
ficer of the network’s Political Unit ords this week is issuing two Kang Motorama.”
though Fox in the few weeks he’s station ready to air live network
under v.p. Ernest Lee Jahncke . . . platters, ‘‘Please and Thank You,1’
Bossed
by
Walter
S.
Lemmon,
shows
within
two weeks after the
been selling to stations doesn’t
Fred Carney, who just took over as backed by “Knife, Fork and
producer on “Lux Video Theatre,” Spoon,” and “Capt. K’s Birthday,” the privately-owned " shortwaver look to be in terribfe trouble, the hearing..
started
in
1935
giving
college
was not a creator, but only copro¬ with “Captain Says” (takeoff on
situation is such that some of the
courses via audio. It continued as pundits wished they had never left
ducer-director of “Medical Hori¬ Simple Simon) on the reverse.
a foundation until 1950 when com¬ the path of cynicism. Fox’s office
zons,” as erratumed in lasfr week’s
mercials sponsors were admitted. reports a number of “verbal or¬
Variety. Show was created by CibaWRUL is key for the Inter-Ameri¬ ders” have arrived—and even
can Network, with 54 Central and
when they’re solidified and named,
South American radio stations, there is doubt that the pacts will
—: Continued from page 26
picking up commercial as well as
be “substantial” enough when cornel
als' the week after the preem. If educational and pubserv stanzas pared to the tremendous outlay.
you’re gorilla compare, say the for rebroadcast.
There are other instances, but
ABC’ers, then compare the same
for a finale take the latterly Holly¬
thing or don’t compare at all.
wood Television Service takeover of
The NBC bulletin contended
76 features from parent Republic;
that the 14-market multi-market
people figured that the product
average for Nov.-Dee. was 6.4 with
= Continued from page 25 wasn’t good enough, and even if it
local programming, while the na¬
were,
it’d be dropping the bottom
tional average audience rating for cision to install Herb Shriner next even further out of the Veiling
Jan. 16-20 with “Afternoon Film” season in a 60-minute variety bill.) market. Yet, HTS in no time at all
The fabulous “$64,000 Question,’
TEXACO STAR THEATRE
was 5.8, a drop of 9%. The ABC
talks about a $1,000,000 take.
bulletin, comparing multi-markets unquestionably the season’s hottest
SATURDAY NIGHT—N.B.C.
entry,
is nothing more than a re¬
with multi-markets, shows a Jan.
Mgt.s William Morris Agoncy
9-13 multi-market average of 6.9 embracing of the giveaway formu¬
(local programming) and a Jan. 16- la, but again a case of vesting it
20 multi-market average of 7.5, a with maximum showmanship.
■ Continued from pace 27 ^ - ■
9% increase. ABC further points Love Lucy” in the No. 4 position ■
EVERY DAY
out that its multi-market ratings, is pure and simple situation com¬ suit?” Keating asked.
ON EVERY CHANNEL 1
which measure the 14 markets edy blessed with a comedic talent
“That is only one of the prob¬
where the three nets are competi¬ that isn’t averse to an occasional lems we’re faced with,” Barnes re¬
tive, are higher in most cases than pratfall, just as the fifth-rated plied. “Our preliminary conclusion
“December
Bride”
is
apt
to
involve
national average since on a na¬
is we are hot barred.”
COSTUMES the
tional basis its affiliates are far situations within the ken of most
Barnes said that the Justice Dept,
JW»»t iltl SI., N.Y.C.*T*I. ft. 7-StOO
weaker. It was just a matter of viewers.
And so with the other Top 10 obtained new information about the
NBC’s taking the lowest figure it
entries, including Arthur Godfrey’ deal through documents, reports
Talent Scouts, Groucho Marx’s and oral statements, some of which
“You Bet Your Life,” Red Skelton, was “confidential and restricted,”
“What’s My Line” and “Disney¬ 10 days before he wrote the FCC.
FIRST TRULY PORTABLE
Under further questioning,
land”—each and every one reflect¬
ing the American viewing public’s Barnes said he was not criticizing
200 AMP. ARC WELDER
intuitive respect for unadulterated the commission’s action. “I might
Weighs only 65 lbs. ;
showmanship while permitting one or might not have had information
carry it to the job!
to just sit back and relax without which might have or might not
have affected its decision and I
straining his mental capacities.
WELDS 2 PIECES OF l'j in. STEEL!
felt I should advise them,” he
added.
Barnes indicated that the anti¬
Bren^Weld
trust action against NBC hinges on
Minneapolis, Feb. 28.
two
considerations. One is whether
MODEL ^ $00 AW
With the Minneapolis American
Association club scheduled to per¬ the Justice Dept, has the legal right
Featuring the new
to
file
suit in view of the FCC ac¬
form in a new ball park, which,
it’s hoped, eventually will bring tion; the other involves willingness
TRARSOtPAl
of
its
informant
to repeat in court
major league baseball here, the
Comes complete with 2(A development of the toroidal coil)
10 ft. cables, ground clamp
diamond sport this coming season information given the department.
and electrode holder.
will have more airlane time than
TRANSFORMER
WICHITA
• KANSA6
ever before locally.
o 200 Amp. — At, 30% Duty
(Fully protected by patent applications)
Cycle • 110/220'Volts A.C .
KEYD-TV will televise 42 Twin
50/60 Cycles • Also Avail¬
Obsolete* All Other Welders
Cities’ home games, alternating
Represented by
able For 220/440 Volts • Sim- ..
ot Comparable Rating!
between Minneapolis and St. Paul. mmmmmm Continued from pane 2d cs
pie To Use—Fully Guaranteed
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
This is several more than last
The portable BREN/WELD' does the
• Has An 80% Power Factor..
season, the previous record high. was singled out for an unusual TOWER HEIGHT
1.070 FEET
work of conventional welders 4 to 5
three
out
of
five
nominations
in
The telecasts, for which the teams
MAXIMUM POWER 100.000 KW
timet iti size and weight. Eliminates the
receive in excess of $2,000 per best musical contribution category. COVERAGE
1.033.000
necessity to transport bulky equipment
game, are scheduled for Mondays Sammy Cahn and Jimmy Van Heuor heavy parts to be welded.
sen
won
a
nod
for
scoring
the
and
Friday
nights
and
Saturday
BREN/WELD handles electrodes from
“Producers’ Showcase” presenta¬
afternoons and evening.
TOTAL RETAIL SALES
Y%-i‘ through %j"; it has adjustable arc
*1.198.145.000
WTCN replaces WLOL in broad¬ tion; Nelson Ridclle for arranging
voltage for various arc characteristics.
i Urt for Comp.ir
the
show; and Cahn and Van Heucasting all of the Minneapolis
BREN/WELD is ideal for plant pro¬
Amprrr R.tfinc
sen
for
their
songs,
“Our
Town”
home
and
away
games
which
the
duction and maintenance, construction
local ABC outlet will feed to 12 and “Love and Marriage.” Addi¬
work, railroads,, on the farrti and in
FREE! For details of free
Minnesota stations. The St. Paul tionally, star Frank Sinatra won
home workshops.
trial offer and folder see your
club’s radio deal hasn’t been set a best male singer bid, although
LEADING MIDWEST
dealer or write directly.
24 HOURS DELIVERY FROM STOCK!
yet. WLOL and WMIN are re¬ not specifically for “Our Town.”
CLEAR CHANNEL
Mail ballots must be in hands
ported bidding for the rights,
Manufactured by
r**n» itatlen with VHF-TV n»#d» 2
of accounting firm Price Waterpersonalities, Ability t. d. ad-lib show wun
BRENNEN, BUCCI & WEBER, INC.
talent-muiloiani
• mu«t. 8tafl w°rk.
Montpelier, Vt.—Guy /Curtis is house fpr final tallying by March
Integrity Since 1919
portant. Only aXperlonoad—Employed peri»n
Vmo.uct
now with WSKI in Montpelier, 15, with postmarks no later than
need apply.
262 Mott St., Now York 12, N. Y.
where he is featured on a nightly March 9, according to Academy
BOX VVI378. VARIETY
134 W. 46th Street. New York 36, N. Y.
dj show from 7 p.m. to midnight. prexy Don DeFore.

WRUL Shortwaving
Stock Quotations To
Latinos & Europeans

ABC Yells ‘Four

TV’s Tor 10

NBC-Westinghouse

BROOKS

Lotsa Mpls. Baseball

KARD-TV

Emmy

169J

l mason |

things come in BIG packages

.. and ABC-TV’s film festival package
is the biggest in television!
* ' ’ NOW . : . participations, on AFTERNOON FILM FESTIVAL—Mondays through Fridays—buy
you an amazing price reduction on an eqyol number of participations on Sunday’s FAMOUS
FILM FESTIVAL.
FAMOUS FILM FESTIVAL is TV's top«-rated* participation show. AFTERNOON FILM FESTIVAL
has the best cost efficiency of all TV participation shows.. FAMOUS FILM owns the prime
>:30*9 Sunday-night slot. Has a cost efficiency of $1.25 per 1,000 viewers per commercial
minute. AFTERNOON FILM offers a new, low daytime price in the 3 to 5 P. M. periods.
Both present, top films, top stars. For details call your ABC-TV sales representative.
:!NicUtn D«c. 1 & 11, Jon. 1

ABC Television Network
7 W. 66»h Sr„ New York 23, N. Y,, SUrqueWna 7>5000
20 North Waiker Drive, Chicago, III., ANdover 3-0800
277 Golden Gore, San Franctecc, Cal,, UNdtrhiit 3-0077
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Closed Circuit TV
; Continued from page 29 ;

withdraw it or it wouldn’t be there
today. Why should a show like
“Lineup” have to compete with
“Disney” and “Gunsmoke”? “Line¬
up” should compete with "Dragnet.”
That would be fair, and I think
they would win this year. But
there is no category for mystery¬
documentary, so they put us in
the action series with Disney,
Hitchcock and “Gunsmoke.” We
don’t belong in the action series
category; neither does Disneyland,
a kid show. In order to cover up
the great inadequacies and incon¬
sistencies they put shows in cate¬
gories where they don’t belong.
Win or lose, everybody likes fair
competition. Unfair competition is
a cancellation of the meaning of
the awards.
“The Academy needs adequate
industry support, but to get it
they must first categorize shows
properly and not pass the Emmys
out quite so freely.”
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Refighting Civil War
Continued from pase 29

stylized version with no attempt to atre in the studio, hence the actor
that of its chief rival, Sheraton TNT’s and Sheraton’s advantage lie
reproduce reality. Booth’s position had to go off through the center
Closed-Circuit Television.
TINT in their owned-and-operated equip¬
in
the crowd in relation to Lin¬ doors and off into the wings stage
chalked up about $1,000,000 gross ment, with TNT having the edge
coln's was never shown on cam¬ right.
in 1955 and reports $4,000,000 because of its larger equipment
era.
18. Mr. Bishop does not tell what
worth of closed-circuit business on holdings.
4. Rather than using Bishop’s Robert Lincoln wore at his father’s
the dotted line already for 1956.
BBD&O’s Hookup
statement that Robert Lincoln wore deathbed. I would like to know the
It has supervised four telecasts m
The strides that closed-circuit is
a moustache, we reproduced the source of Mr; Downing’s informa¬
the past four months, among them making is demonstrated by the en¬
best known photograph of Robert, tion.
being the first use of closed-circuit try of new companies and organi¬
one in which he wears no mou¬
19. Lincoln died lying cross-wise
for political purposes. It handled zations making use of its services.
stache and in which his hair gives in bed. This is true and, despite
the “Salute to Eisenhower” telecast The annual convention of . Batten,
the impression of being blond.
Mr. Downing’s statement, this was
which was seen on large screen in Barton, Durstine & Osborne was
5. Mr. Downing is confused as to done in the production. The actor’s
meeting places in 63 cities.
held via closed-circuit television,
the positions of Ferguson’s and head was toward the wall, his feet
On Feb. 8, TNT presented the with 10 BBDO office cities linked
Taltavul’s. Ferguson’s was to the diagonally across the bed toward
largest closed-circuit hookup for with the meeting at the Hotel
left of Ford’s Theatre and Talta- the aisle.
a business meeting, linking 79 Roosevelt, N. Y., on Feb. 24. Setup
vul’s on the right. We showed Fer¬
20. Guilty on this one. The critic
cities for the “Live Better Elec¬ permitted all 1,900 BBDO employ¬
guson’s and so named it.
is right!
trically” program sponsored by the ees across the country to witness
6. Lack of space to reproduce the
electric industry. In Feb., it hooked major events at the convention.
There were other facts of the pro¬
manager's office of the theatre and duction which were not completely
jet aircraft plants in Cincinnati and This is believed to be the. first time
lack of time to play several sepa¬ in accordance with the known
Lynn., Mass., for a three-hour that an advertising agency has
rate scenes brought us to the deci¬ facts, which Mr. Downing does not
closed-circuit demonstration. Phar¬ tried closed-tv on a meeting of its
sion to telescope the. events for mention, but they all had a reason
maceutical houses, such as Upjohn own staffers. Sheraton was in
dramatic effectiveness. Sometimes for being, whether rightly or
and Smith, Kline & French Labora¬ charge of the arrangements fqr the
dramatic truth is more important wrongly. The show was painstak¬
tories, are frequent users of TNT television network which connect¬
than slavish clinging to each known ingly researched in an effort to
facilities, with Upjohn sponsoring ed meeting rooms in Sheraton ho¬
historiftil
detail. A scene of Booth make it as true as possible. We
a 55-city hookup on Feb. 15.
tels in the 10 BBDO cities.
sitting on the front steps reading have always felt that if the final
Although closed-circuit, as prac¬
Detroit.
The closed circuit department of
his mail would have meant nothing .result is a story told in dramatic
ticed by TNT, is regarded to have DuMont will arrange a closed-cir- Editor, Variety:
moved out of its swaddling clothes, suit demonstration for Owens
The howls of anguish from to the progression of the story. We terms which is" in heart and spirit
competition in the field is limted. Corning Fiberglas Corp. in depart¬ disappointed
office - seekers
in dramatized Bishop’s words: “He true to the facts, this is more to be
Box Office Television* the company ment stores in 33 major markets. Variety (“Dearth of a Salesman”) picked up his mail. . . . Ford said desired than a completely accuwith which Sid Ceasar is associat¬ The type of closed circuit to be proves but once again a salient that President Lincoln and Gen¬ rate-in-every-detail statement that
ed, is described as being “temporari¬ used differs from the inter-city point: the press departments of eral Grant were coming to the the¬ misses the essential truths.
Yours for more accuracy among
ly inactive because of changes in hookqps employed, for business the networks and the talent depart¬ atre tonight . . . Booth masked his
Delbert Mann,
executive personnel.”
Sheraton meetings. In each store a minia¬ ments do not see1 bifocal-to-bifocal surprise. He was still smiling at the “critics.”
handwriting on the envelopes of
Closed-Circuit Television, a sub¬ ture tv studio will be erected and —or, which vice is versa.
If there was any truth to the dis¬ his morning mail...” (page 128).
sidiary of the Sheraton Hotel equipped for producing live tv pro¬
7. A reproduction of the Wash¬
chain, is next to TNT the most ac¬ grams in color. The studio equip¬ mayed yells from network pro¬
tive enterpreneur, but its recent ment will be connected in a closed gram execs that they cannot find ington portrait was used. If the mat
enough
talented
“front
men,”
they
was
not wide enough or white
hookups haven’t approached the circuit to a dozen or more largeIn enough, our deep apologies. The
large-scale linkings of TNT. Shera¬ screen color receivers which will would be oqt ascrounging.
stead,
they
sit
in
New
York
or
fact of Booth’s toe striking this pic¬
Paul Roberts, ex-Benton Sc Bowles
ton’s main purpose is to make use be placed at strategic locations
shedding
crocodile ture and spinning it around is not radio director recently signed by
of the large-screen facilities
throughout the store.
By this Hollywood
Sheraton hotels, including the method a broad variety of featured tears and wringing their hands mentioned in the book. Besides be¬ CBS Radio to a producer-director
large-screen receivers recently in¬ merchandise will be seen in natural for anyone who will watch and re¬ ing more than a little difficult to pact, will mastermind the first New
reproduce on a live show!
York origination of “CBS Radio
stalled in New York and Chicago. color by customers in different sec¬ port on such actions.
When I read your original story,
It is making a strong pitch for col¬ tions of the store. The equipment
8. Quite true we did not use The Workshop” Friday (2). Roberts,
or business placing 21-inch color will be moved from store to store. ‘Dearth of a Salesman,” it oc¬ Treasury Dept, flag “with its folds who also directs the web’s “In¬
curred this was too good to be touching top of Washington’s por¬ dictment,”. takes over the directo¬
receivers in the chain’s hotels. Al¬
true. I immediately composed a trait.” Mr. Bishop on page 150 says rial reins for the “Voice of the
though concentrating on the use of
lyrical bit of prose and overheaded for Mr. Downing's benefit, however, City” airing on “Workshop.”
Sheraton hotels, the company’s,
it to the top talent hirers and pro¬ that Ford “hung this picture over
closed-circuit unit will make ar“Workshop” has originated on
ducers in the three tv nets. With the Treasury flag.”
_rangements for other hotels and ——„ Continued from p^ge 29 . ,
. the Coast since its Jan. 27 return
it I included an 8” x 10" glossy
meeting places in cities where
to
the web after a long hiatus,
9. Board used by actor had to be
there are no Sheraton facilities.
omissions. I am concerned when and a list of credits. .The list was slightly longer than the .official 3 with Bill Froug producing.
fairly impressive, since I grazed in
they
don’t
even
put
stars
like
Dean
Other companies have come into
N. Y. C. pastures for some four ft. 6 in. permitted by Mr.,Downing.
the field with grandiose announce¬ Martin and Jerry Lewis up for years, three of those years on staff It had to reach from door to wall
ments, but few have come through nomination. Yet I won the direc¬ at NBC. I mentioned I was a of the set which, in turn, had been
INDUSTRIAL HCART
with commitments for telecasts. torial nomination for a rerun of deejay who sells to housewives four made slightly larger than reality so
OP THB TRI-STATS ARSA
mine, a picture shot and first
cameras and booms could get a po¬
hours
a
day
every
day,
an
emcee,
shown in 1954. When the cate¬
sition from which to work. Some¬
gories are so fouled up and raise etc. In other words, exactly what how we felt it more important that
so many injustices, I feel it’s time your article said the nets were the bar block the door than that it
screaming
for.
for me to withdraw.
In happy anticipation, I sat back fall slightly short at 3 ft. 6 in.
“Performers aren't being recog¬
Representing
10. If John T. Ford had appeared
and waited.
I am still waiting.
nized in their proper categories. Nothing.
Not even a “Yours of the in the cast he undoubtedly would
Some are being honored for things 24th inst. received and contents have worn a beard. He, however,
they haven't done, and a great noted.” Nothing.
was in Richmond on April 14, 1865.
"316,000 watt* of if. N. P. powor’
many are being completely over¬
Perhaps I should amend-that (See Bishop, page 120.) The Ford
looked. I am completely in accord word “nothing” and make it “less who was a character in the show
with Jerry Lewis in his criticism than nothing.” For an envelope I was James Ford, John’s brother.
A Direct Factory Retail Branch of the entire awards and nomina¬ had dispatched to Gus Margraf,
11. Hole bored by actor playing Grtater HvntiiigtMTtM«fro Coif.
tions structure. No provision is VP in charge of talent at NBC, Booth was also “not in center of
Huntington, W. Vo. Huntington 3-0105
Can Make You the
made for the nomination of Mar¬ New York, was returned marked panel* but near the edge.” Door Is
VERY BEST DEAL
tin and Lewis; they aren’t even “Unknown.”
This, I feel, shows undoubtedly available for exhibit
in All of Greeter New York given a chance at an Emmy.
that at NBC, at least, if there is a. in the CBS scenery department to¬
'The nominees for best actor talent department the mail room day.
CHRYSLER
in a series are all doing comedy has not been apprised of the fact.
12. Shirt and collar worn by ac¬
PLYMOUTH
shows; what’s happened to such Which may or may not prove tor were carefully researched by
serious actors as Brodrick Craw¬ something.
IMPERIAL
costume department. I questioned
ford, who won an Oscar a few
If yeu have trie* the reet, new try the BEST.
Name Withheld.
the outfit before air time because
The Jevnikar designed teupee ii « modern
years ago, and Dick Carlson? In (Editor’s Note: Gus Margraf re¬ it did look modern but was shown
Call HAL HIXON
miracle.
the best actress (for series) and
signed from NBC about six that it was authentic and hence ap¬
At Circle 4-4342
Features the exclusive use et U.8. Patent
best comedienne categories, four
No. 2233100, combining the use ef the finest
months ago.)
proved it. Garment under shirt was
For Complete Details—
Plastlo-lace-FRQNT, with th. hand work ef
of five nominees are the same.
not “present-day T-shirt!”
speclallcts In the art ef teupee making.
And a Money-Saving Deal
This doesn’t add up at all. I have
Don McNeill’s Plan
13. “Ford’s was packed on fatal
If you wear a toupee yeu ewe It te yeurself
no quarrel with any of the persons
Chicago.
te wear th« Intest Jevnikar patterned Plaetlonight but cameras revealed no one
nominated, but think there‘is dur Editor, Variety: .
laco-FRONT piece. Crew-sut if yeu wish.
seated
in
box
beneath
Lincoln’s”
plication and confusion in the cate¬
Nohe of the letters which you for a very good reason. No one was
CONFIDENTIAL
for fvrthor proof and Information
gories.
recently printed under the head there! Mr. Bishop states very
writ* or tail
INVESTIGATIONS
“Under the present setup it is “Talent is for the Birds,” in
(Fret Consultation*)
impossible for well qualified peo¬ answer to^ your earlier story clearly on page 129: “When the
JOHN E. JEVNIKAR
President
of
the
United
States
was
ple in the industry to get nomi¬ “Dearth of a Salesman,” mentioned
Cleveland 14, Oh.c
Nlnth-Chester Bldg.
nations. There have been injus¬ what Don McNeill is doing to give going to use the box ... no other
tices—great injustices. In the best new emcee talent a crack at the big boxes in the house were sold. . . .”
14. Major Rathbone appeared in
female singer category, they have time.
ANY
uniform, again, to reproduce the
competing against ea£h other Di¬
ROOMS FOR RENT
As you accounted in a recent best-known picture of him.
TIMI
nah Shore, who has a regular show, story, McNeill, mindful of how he
RgOMRoblt
15. Mr. Downing from his knowl¬
and Judy Garland, who was on got his start on Breakfast Club, 23
SINGLES AND DOUBLES
once and could thus give her best. years ago this June, is conducting edge of the subject states that if
Wano — Pfter* — Hovookooping "
I don’t consider this fair competi¬ a search for guest emcees among Booth shouted “Sic semper tyranLicensed and Bonded State of N. Y.
202 Wo.t 92nd Stroot, Maw Yark
tion.
the ABC radio affiliates. His plan nis” it was from the stage, not
H. V* FOX. Principal
from the state box, Mr. Bishop says
“Why
should
my
show
be
com¬
is
to
have
those
selected
take
SU 7-9500
150 Broadway, Maw York 3t, N. Y.
peting against “Disneyland1
over for him on Breakfast Club, on page 210, however, that with no
Tel.: BEakman *-4415 (Day and Night)
“Gunsmoke”? I am powerless to one day at a time, when he vaca¬ maniacal gleam or frenzy Booth
said the words in the box “in such
tions in 1956.
DO YOU NEED SOMEONE TO
McNeill's first such guest emcee an ordinary tone that theatregoers
only
14 feet below di„d not hear the
replacement on Jan. 11 was Don
LOOK AFTER YOUR AFFAIRS?
Stone of KCSJ, Sioux City, Iowa, words.”
Woman attorney, experienced In tax¬
16. Long shot did not show Booth
while Earl Thomas of WWSC,
ation—good secretarial skills—truotworthy. $125.00 par wook, full tlmo.
Glens Falls* N. Y., took over for firing at Lincoln as Mr. Downing
him on Jan.-12. Many other local states. Booth and gun were hidden
■ox VV 103. Varlafy,
ABC station personalities are be¬ behind the curtain at the moment
154 Wait 46th Straat. Naw Yark 36
ing considered by Don as guest the shot was fired. Mr. Downing
emcees when he takes further va¬ derides the fact that “the air was
cation days from Breakfast Club. filled with smoke. Neat trick from
PHOTOGRAPHER
RESUMES IMPRINTED
a tiny derringer.” I'll ask the selfRalph Bergsten.
ON REVERSE OF
appointed critic to read Mr. Bish¬
1715 Broadway af 54th Sfrett
Genera] Manager,
YOUR
I x 10 PHOTO
op’s
version
of
the
events.
On
page
Don McNeill’s Breakfast Club.
Now York
100 Imprints, 7.50 — 50 Imprints, «.5I
210 he clearly says, “A chrysan¬
Speolnl rates an ether elx# phetes
Phone for Appointment:
Columbus—Dan Baxter, former themum of blue smoke hung in
SIX-HOUR SERVICE
50 resumes printed en bond paper,
minor league baseball player, is a • Box 7.'*
8ALM0N-T0WER LETTER
17. Again, space prevented laying
new staff announcer at WLW-C, lo¬
Suite 1663, II W. 42nd St„ N. V., LO 4-7315
cal television station.
out the whole stage of Ford’s The¬
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QUICK
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ADVENTURES
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FALCON
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Network
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dicated audience partic¬
ipation show

Produced for NBC film
syndication
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
-By HERM SCIIOENFELD—
Bing Crosby: “In A Little Span¬
ish Town”-“Or Man River” (Decca). These sides are by far the
best things that Bing Crosby has
done in the last few years. If any¬
thing will restore Der Bingle to
the • forefront of the disk picture,
this platter is it. Either side, or
both, could make it all the way.
Crosby, who seems to be enjoying
himself more than usual on these
sides, gets superlative backing
from pianist Buddy Cole and a
rhythm combo.
Dick Jacobs^ “Main Title” &
“Molly-O” - “Butternut” (Coral).
The jazzy Elmer Bernstein score

rial doesn’t have the lilt pf the
other side.
Frankie Laine: “The Most Happy
Fella”-“Hell Hath No Fury”; “Moby
Dick”-“A Capital Ship” (Colum¬
bia). The title tune of Frank Loesser’s new musical, “The Happy
Fella,” is a rollicking Italo-styled
number which Frankie Laine belts
to the hilt in paisan dialect. The
recent cycle of Italo numbers may
militate against this number, but
Laine gives it a standout produc¬
tion which will earn it a big ex¬
posure. “Hell Hath No Fury” from
the Metro pic, “Meet Me In Las
Vegas,” is a somewhat heavy num-

LAWRENCE WELK

Best Bets

• nd his
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
236th Consecutive Week
Aragon Ballroom—Ocean Park, Cal.
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P. M. EDT
Sponsored by
Dodge Dealers of America

BING CROSBY.IN A LITTLE SPANISH TOWN
(Decca)
...01' Man River
DICK JACOBS .MAIN TITLE
(Coral)
...Butternut
JAYE P. MORGAN..SWEET LIPS
(RCA Victor) ...Get Up, Get Up
AL CAIOLA .,.FLAMENCO LOVE
(Regent) ......'.From the Heart
FRANKIE LAINE .THE MOST HAPPY FELLA
(Columbia) .. ..Hell Hath No Fury
from the pic, “The Man With The
Golden Arm,” has stirred up a
storm of wax. Dick Jacobs’ power¬
fully dramatic workover of the
“Main Title” instrumental and the
segue into the lovely “Molly-O”
ballad should head the race. Decca
has issued a couple of singles from
the pic's soundtrack under Bern¬
stein’s baton while Les Elgart orch
swings the “Main Title” theme
neatly for Columbia and Richard
Maltby does a smooth job for Vik.
Or the Coral flip, “Butternut” is
overshadowed by the top deck.
Jaye P. Morgan: Sweet Lips”“Get Up, Get Up” (RCA Victor). A
consistently highly listenable per¬
former, Jaye P. Morgan has a cou¬
ple of attractive sides to beat out
s in this coupling. “Sweet Lips” is
a cute, jivey piece of material
which could catch on with the
blue jeans set. The tempo moves
and the lyric is catching. “Get Up,
Get Up” is another fine piece of
material which also gets another
sappy-style workover for top re¬
sults.
A1 Caiola: “Flamenco Love” “From The Heart” (Regent). This
instrumental platter could be a
sleeper. A1 Caiola, a topflight gui¬
tarist. has made a beautifully mel¬
odic side out of “Flamenco Love,”
with an important assist from an
unbilled whistler. It rates close at¬
tention from jocks who might
brush off this new label. Caiola
does a similar multiple dubbing
job on the reverse, but the matePfi-RIETY

.

1

ber. On another single, slanted
more for the kiddie market, Laine
has a charming number in “Moby
Dick” backed by another sea chantie, “The Capital Ship.”
Harry Belafonte: “The Blues Is
Man” (RCA Victor). Harry Bela¬
fonte is loaded with talent to the
point where he sometime pours it
on too “much. In this two-part
blues, he expounds the message
with every vocal trick in the book.
The great blues singers of the past
were noted for their honest sim¬
plicity. »"The Blues Is Man” is a
good piece of material but why it
rates this double-sided repetitive
workover is hard to understand.
Edith Piaf: “Black Denim Trou¬
sers and Motorcycle Boots”-“Suddenly There’s A Valley” (Capitol).
This is a cover platter—in French
and by Edith Piaf. That ought to
be enough to stir jockey curiosity.
“Black Demin Trousers” doesn’t
permit Miss Piaf much latitude
for her distinctive style, since the
material and the tempo dominate.
Miss Piaf is more effective on
“Suddenly There’s A Valley,” a hit
of a couple of monthsback.
Spike Jones & His City Slickers:
“Spike Spoofs The Pops” (Verve).
Spike Jones, who recently switched
to the Verve label from Victor, has
an implied rap of the latter label
in his takeoff on “Memories Are
Made of This.” In addition to a
carbon of Dean Martin's vocal,
there’s an obbligato of singing
dogs, a la the recent Victor canine

2.

novelty hit. Jones also playtricks
on “16 Tons,” ‘“Love and Marriage’'
and “The Trouble with Harry (Pasquale),” in typical gagged-up style.
The Three Chuckles: “And The
Angels Sing”-“Tell Me” (Vik). One
of the numbers included in the
score of the current “The Benny
Goodman Story” film, “And The
Angels Sing” makes excellent fare
for this vocal trio. They belt the
oldie with verve and feeling and
this cut, plus the pic plugging,
could make it a big hit all over
again. “Tell Me” is in. the con¬
temporary ballad groove, okay for
the genre but cut to a pattern.,
Dick Duane: “Blue Prelude”“To Make A Mistake” (ABC-Para¬
mount). Difck Duane’s powerful
piping attack gets a full workout
in “Blue Prelude.” It’s a posh bal¬
lad with solid rhythmic drive and
Duane’s hard-hitting style will ap¬
peal to the deejays. He’s in a sim¬
ilar big-voiced groove on “To
Make A Mistake,” and this, too,
could stir up some noise.
Howard
Keel-Marion
Evans:
‘The American Dream” (Hudson).
Simplicity and sincerity are the
prerequisites for a patriotic song
and that’s just what cleffers Rob¬
ert Colby and Jack Wolf have put
into. “The American Dream.” It
has the makings of*a standard item
especially the way Howard Keel
belts it in. The flip side is a sym¬
phonic instrumental version of the
same song by Marion Evans’ orch
and it, too, has. plenty of merit.
The deejays will probably give the
nod to the Keel cut.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

ROCK AND ROLL WALTZ (8).

4»44444-+4

Kay Starr...Victor

LISBON ANTIGUA (7).\
.n ?apiv?1
.*.) Mitch Mtller.Columbia
POOR PEOPLE OF PARIS (2)....
Les Baxter.Capitol

3.

; «■
5.
6.
7.

.

8

+ ,
9

.

10

( Dean Martin....Capitol
Dot
' l Gale Storm
NO, NOT MUCH (3)....
Four Lads.
Columbia
f Dick Hyman Trio.MGM
MORITAT (4) ...\ Les Paul-Mary Ford'_Capitol
t Hayman-August.Mercury
GREAT PRETENDER (8) . Platters
.Mercury
SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR (4)...
Bill Haley's Comets.
... Decca

MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS (12).

(Crew-Cuts .Mercury
' \ Dorothy Collins....Coral
( Rusty Draper .Mercury
\ Slieb Wooley . MGM

SEVEN DAYS (1) .
ARE YOU SATISFIED

(8).

Second Croup
BAND OF GOLD
IT’S ALMOST TOMORROW

(Don Cherry.Columbia
' ) Kit Carson..Capitol
f Dream Weavers .Decca
I Jo Stafford........ . Columbia

I SIXTEEN TONS.
\Tennessee Ernie Ford.. Capitol
.I Johnny Desmond. Coral
TUTTI FRUTTI.
j Pat Boone...Dot
.[Little Richard.Specialty
DUNGAREE DOLL . Eddie Fisher...Vicfor
LIPSTICK AND CANDY AND RUBBERSOLED SrfOEjS_ Julius LaRosa.Victor
ELEVENTH HOUR MELODY .AX Hibbier .Dccca

♦

CHAIN GANG .

Bobby Scott.ABC-Par

ANGELS IN THE SKY.
NINETY-NINE YEARS

Crew-Cuts .Mercury

.
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Guy Mitchell .Columbia

[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10]
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Bing
Crosby-Julie
AndrewsEverett Sloane: “High Tor” (Decca).
Although not the first package to
be based on a video show, this set
of the Arthur Schwartz-Maxwell
Anderson score from the “Ford
Star Jubilee” show, to be telecast
on CBS-TV March 10, is likely to
be the most successful. A flock of
tunes, including “When You’re In
Love,” “A Little Love, A Little
While,” “Once Upon a Long Ago”
and “Living One Day at a Time,”
are firstrate pop material. Bing
Crosby, who does the betweennumbers narration in his usual
smooth manner, also handles the
bulk of the vocal assignments. Julie
Andrews also registers well on sev¬
eral numbers, with Everett Sloane
contributing one effective vocal.
Noro Morales Orch: “Merengue
a La Noro” (RCA Victor). The
merengue, the latest of the southof-border dance tempos to take
hold in the U.S., is given a swing¬
ing workover by the Noro Morales
orch. More melodic than the fran¬
tic mambo rhythms, these merengue
demonstrations are played color¬
fully, liltingly in this collection.
Richard Joseph, travel editor of
Esquire mag, contributes some in¬
formative notes on the origin and
present status of the dance step.
Neal Hefti Orch: “Hefti Hot 'n’
Hearty” (Epic). Neal Hefti is
among the best -current practi¬
tioners of swing, and in this LP
he demonstrates that this style of
dance music still has plenty of
vitality. Hefti’s crew plays with a
solid beat and a precise instrumen¬
tation on a group of Hefti originals
plus some standards, such as “You
Do Something to Me,” “Perdido”
and “Ev’rything I’ve Got.”
“Maxine Sullivan” (Period). The
Loch Lomond gal, who has not
been heard too frequently on wax

in recent years, is showcased in an
excellent collection of tunes in this
Period package produced by Leon¬
ard Feather. One group of tunes is
based on old folk themes, such as
“Loch Lomond,” “Turtle Dove ”
“Barbara Allen” and “Wraggle Taggle Gypsies.” Another group is fn
the pop and jazz groove with tunes
such as “I'm Coming Virginia ”
“St. Louis Blues,” “Ah, Sweet Mys¬
tery of Life” and “When Your
Lover Has Gone.” She gets topdrawer backing from an expert
crew of jazzmen led by Charlie
Shavers.
In the jazz groove, Gene Krupa,
Lionel Hampton and Teddy Wilson
join on the Clef label for still an¬
other rundown of tunes featured
in the pic, “The Benny Goodman
Story,” in which they also ap¬
peared. Going further back, the
Yank Lawson-Bob Hagrgert combo
works over a group of dixie instru¬
mentals associated with one of the
original jazzmen, King Oliver, for
Decca. In the straight dixieland
idiom, the Rampart Street Paraders vigorously beat out their “Dix¬
ieland, My Dixieland” > repertoire
for Columbia, while. Pee Wee
Irwin, who was one of the staples
at Nick’s in Greenwich Village,
also puts a happy “Accent on Dixie¬
land” for Urania. In a- more con¬
temporary manner, trumpeter Joe
Newman heads a smooth combo on
the “I'm Still Swinging” set for
RCA Victor while pianist Hal
Schaefer, on the same label and
also in the modern manner, fronts
a smart combo in the “Jazz Work¬
shop” series. Also strictly in the
cool school, the Grand Award label
has packaged some offbeat sounds
by the A1 Klink and the Bob Alex¬
ander quintets under the straight¬
forward title of “Progressive Jazz.”
,
Herm.

Songs With Largest Radio Audience
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed.
* Legit musical.
t Film.
Survey Week of Feb. 17-23, 1956
f
A Teen Age Prayer .La Salle
A Woman in Love—t“Guys and Dolls” .i... Frank
All At Once You Love Her—*“Pipe Dream”.Williamson
Ask Me .ABC
Band of Gold ...
Ludlow
Beyond The Sea .Chappell
Cry Me A River.Saunders
Dungaree Doll .Marks
Everybody’s Got A Home But Me—* “Pipe Dream” Williamson
Great Pretender
.Panther
Helen Of Troy—t “Helen Of Troy”.. Harms
If You Can Dream—t “Meet Me In Las Vegas”... Feist
Innamorata—t “Artists And Models”....... Paramount
Lisbon Antigua ...Southern
Love and Marriage ...Barton
Lullaby Of Birdland ...Patricia
Memories Are Made of This.. Montclare
Memories of You—t“Benny Goodman Story”.Shapiro-B
Moritat—*Three Penny Opera.Harms
Mr. Wonderful—*“Mr. Wonderful”.Laurel
No; Not Much .Beaver
Nobody Knows But The Lord.Harms
Our Melody (Phonograph Song).
Jungnickel
Poor People of Paris .Connelly
Rock and Roll Waltz.^..Sheldon
Shadow Woman ..•.Saunders
Sing, You Sinners—t‘T’11 Cry Tomorrow” .Famous
Sweet Lips .Leeds
Tender Trap—t “Tender Trap”.Barton
Valley Valparaiso.Broadcast
Why Is Your Dog Following Me.;.Porgie

Top 30 Songs on TV
<More In Case of Ties)
A Woman in Love—t“Guys and Dolls” .Frank
Are You Satisfied ...Cordial
Arriverderci Roma ..'.!!..!!.’ H&R
(Baby, Baby) Be Good To Me.. . .. . . . BVC
Band of Gold.....Ludlow
Chain Gang .....Pincus
Dungaree Doll .. . . .
Marks
First Thing I Do Every Morning. Bull’s-Eye
Gal With Yaller Shoes—i“Meet Me In Las Vegas”.. Miller
Great Pretender .Panther
Hi To You ...Disney
ity .Roncom
I Was The One .Jungnickel
If You Can Dream—t “Meet Me In Las Vegas”.*. ..Feist
It s Almost Tomorrow.
Northern
Juke Box Baby .1
Winneton
.Lisbon Antigua .Southern
Love and Marriage .;.Barton
Meet Me In Las Vegas—t “Meet Me In Las Vegas”.Feist
Memories Are Made of This.Montclare
Mr. Wonderful—1« “Mr. Wonderful”.Laurel
No, Not Much .' ‘' . Beaver
Rock and Roll Waltz.!!.! !.Sheldon
See You Later, Alligator .Arc
Sixteen Tons .’.. American
Take Me Back To Toyland*.Harvard
Tender Trap—t“Tender Trap” .Barton
.Frutt* .Venice
Who Are We „...Thunderbird
Yaller, Yaller Gold .x...,,.^, Wonderland
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BIG TORCH FOR NEW SONGS
Corruption In The Music Biz... Ill

DISKS EATING

“When you play In the mud, some of it has got to come off
on you,” says Herman Starr, head of the Warner Bros. Music
publishers’ Holding Corp. “If I catch any of my men taking,”
.says RCA Victor exec Manie Sacks, “I’ll fire them on the spot.”
Says another, “I wish somebody would be sending me some of
those $1,000 bills in the mail—I know from nothing.” Continues
Sacks, “It's the publishers’ fault for having started this payola.”
Says Starr, “I’ll put up $25,000 with Variety and let the rest in
the business match me and we’ll get the FBI or the Pinkertons
or whoever and we’ll pin down the facts!”

“Of course the basic concept of everybody scratching for that
record is wrong,” adds another, “and Variety pointed it up by
citing that compulsory 2c licensing in the basic 1909 Copy¬
right Act.”
These are enough samplings to accent how the record com¬
panies blame the publishers for leading its a&r men into evil
ways and the primrose path of payola, and the publishers blame
the diskeries for blinding themselves to anything and every¬
thing so long as they get a hit record and churn up trade in
the music stores.

ASCAP 6-Month

Now comes Abel Baer, president of the Songwriters’ Protective
Assn., who writes:
“Your editorials on ‘Corruption In the Music Business’ is
of paramount interest to the SPA Council. We feel that the
responsible elements of the music industry will join us in
commending you for being so frank and so thorough.
“We disagree with those who throw their hands up in
despair and say that nothing can be done about it. Only
by taking thq, bull by the horns will it be possible to, as you
say yourself, bring the music business into ‘the realm of
sound American enterprise.’
“SPA would welcome the opportunity of getting to the bot¬
tom of the cause of the existing.conditions-.- We invite any¬
one and everyone in the business to meet at our office for
the purpose of eliminating such practices.
“If you (referring to the Editor of Variety) would be will¬
ing to be chairman of such a committee, with your obvious
knowledge of the facts, we feel that much could be accom¬
plished. This cannot help but lead to a healthier and hap¬
pier music business. I would appreciate your advising me
if you will help us carry the ball you started rolling.”

Tops Last Year

J

Reg Connelly to Extend
Publishing Operation To
Spain With Film Score

Obviously, this is an intra-music trade problem which the
industry, with its own special brand of sagacity, could resolve
if it ieally set out to achieve a comprehensive job.
The nature of the “angles” in the music business almost
automatically defeats complete playing it down the straight
and narrow. Some of the “good influences” in the record busi¬
ness caution Variety: “Name names and don't be all-inclusive,
because not all of us are guilty,” or, “What’s the difference
between good business enterprise and payola? ‘Entertainment’ is
good business enterprise, and that could also apply to fight tick¬
ets or even a present, but we agree that, cut-ins, bribes, spurious
‘royalty’ deals, extravagant gifts of material goods, as well as
money, is dishonest, hence payola.”
They answer themselves of course. The degree of the “gifts”
is only a yardstick of one’s own .conscience. Also, in some irfstances, highly suspect of being restricted by the bankroll. The
inference is that if they could afford it they’d go beyond the
free meals, theatre tickets,.and the like.

Its a Switch:
British Talent
Invading U.S.

One thing is certain, a long festering and apparently long
resented payola system required some “new” value, such as
l’affaire Olman, to put the spotlight anew on it..
The evil has long been permitted to thrive. The music busi¬
ness should clean house before the T-men get into the act.
There have been rumbles about that more than once. There
are too many Big Business affiliations with Tin Pan Alley—in¬
dustries .with large public interest values and important stock¬
holder relations—to permit blinding themselves to and burden¬
ing themselves any’ further With a shabby, dishonest, cancerous
tentacle. The reformation is long overdue.
■ Abel.

Fred Waring is the latest Decca
artist to be without a pact. The
■ maestro, Qne of the label’s veterannames, has been without a deal
since his last. Decca contract ran
out several months ago. It’s under¬
stood that Capitol Records is try¬
ing to get Waring into its fold. In
the meantime, Waring is working
freelance and has cut qne album
for Decca on this basis!
Bing Crosby, another Decca vet,
has also been without a deal since
the start of this year. Decca prexy

(Continued on page 54)

CAP NABS CAST DEAL
ON‘STRIP FOR ACTION’

SINATRA WANTS TO DO
WORLDWIDE BENEFIT
Frank Sinatra is working out
plans with the U.S. State Depart¬
ment for a global benefit tour. If
the crooner-actor gets the State’s
green light, he’ll take off on a
round-the-world series of charity
performance for several weeks ?.t
the end of this year. ^
The proceeds from the Sinatra
dates will go to a major charity in
each country visited. Plan is part
of the U.S.’s current goodwill pro¬
gram for the interchange of crea¬
tive and performing artists.
A salute to Sinatra’s charity ac¬
tivities as well as show biz in gen¬
eral was read into the Congres¬
sional Record Feb. 8 by Calif. Con¬
gressman Gordon L. McDonough*

There’s a shortage of new song
material. In the past year the re¬
cording industry has been eating
Elsie Janis, the vet legit mu-,
up new tunes at a faster pace than
sical comedy star who died in
ever and the diskers are having
Los Angeles Monday (27), was
trouble replenishing the barrel.
one of the charter members
There are always enough songs
of the American Society of
to audition, one recording man ex¬
Composers, Authors & Pub¬
plained, but it’s just that there
lishers. She joined the Society
aren’t enough available to gamble
in 1914 shortly after it was
$1,000 of the company’s money to
founded.
record. Publishers, too, are hav¬
She
entered
ASCAP
at
ing their troubles. Our doors are
about the same time as Dolly
open to everyone, a publishing
Morse (“Three O’clock in the
firm topper claimed, but the legit
Morning”) and it was a run¬
writers don’t come in and we find
ning gag between the two
ourselves up to our ears in the
about who was the fi.st wom¬
trash written by newcomers.
an ASCAPer.
Big demand for new songs is
Further details in Legit.
primarily the outgrowth of the ex¬
clusivity demands made on the
publisher by the disk companies’
artist^ & repertoire men. This has
virtually worked up to a point
where it’s become a matter of one
song for each new disk released.
And with the growing list of art¬
ists rosters at all of the compa¬
nies, it’s becoming a difficult order
to fill.
Another point brought up by a
recording company exec was that
the short life of the majority of
Hollywood, Feb. 28,
new disks released keeps the hunt
ASCAP, during the six months
for new material rolling at a fran¬
tic pace. If a new disk release | ended Jan. 31, grossed $9,000,000
doesn’t get. off the ground within j for licensing use of its catalog.
a four-week period, the a&r man •That represents a gain of $1,200.is again hunting for new songs for ■ 000 over the same period last year.
According to a report by Saul
the artist who is anx>'us to get
going with another platter. It’s an Bourne, treasurer, at the ASCAP
endless search and the supply is . Coast meeting, operating expenses
during period were less than
not meeting the demand.
Some a&r men are rapping the ! about the same as the preceding
’
half-year.
Retiring prexy Stanley
old line firms for not developing
new writers while others say that Adams said: “It’s been, .most suc¬
cessful
administration
and ASCAP
the big houses are lagging behind
the pop trends and are leaving the has achieved a closer tie-up and
understanding
with
the
radio-tv in¬
acquisition of new songs to the
young operators.
“Whenever I dustry anenl their problems.”
need a song in a hurry for a re¬
cording session,” one a&r man
said, “I call a few of the smaller
publishers and within a matter of
minutes they’re over pushing a
dozen songs which they think
might fit the bill. The big firms
move too slow to suit me.”
The vet ASCAP writers were
Reg Connelly will open a Span¬
also put on the carpet. They’re not
ish publishing subsidiary in asso¬
writing as much as they should
ciation with the Unione Musieale
and some even aren’t writing at
Espagnole (Senor Chapa) which,
all.
“With recording companies
while best identified with “the
continually crying for new mate¬
Boosey-Hawkes type of music”
rial,"
another
recording
exec
(meaning classical), wants to ex¬
stated, “if I were a writer, I’d have
tend itself into the pop field.
a new song on their desks every
Campbell-Connelly and its sundry
day.”
subsids are now situated in Lon¬
don (head office), New York (in
association with Jean and Julian
Aberbach; Hill & Range, ct al.),
Paris, Nassau (Reg and Olive Con¬
nelly maintain a regular winter
home in the Bahamas), Amsterdam,
Hamburg and Milan.
Connelly’s Spanish entree will
coincide with the Stanley Kramer
production, “Pride and The Pas¬
sions” (Frank Sinatra and Sophia
Loren), which dramatic score will
•be under Connelly’s aegis^
First big hit under the new Reg
A bit of a British invasion by
London music folk is in the mak¬ Connelly Inc. corporate setup in
ing. Ruby Murray, an EMI-made the U.S., incidentally, is Capitol’s
disk newcomer, with some 3,000,- “Poor People of Paris.”
000-4,000,000 disk sales to her
credit this past year.in England, is
coming over with EMI a&r exec
Norrie Paramor. This is part of
the Capitol Records’ builderuppering in the making, since EMI now
Hollywood. Fob. 28.
owns Cap lOOCc. Miss Murray had
Capitol, which hasn’t had an
only one standout disk, “Softly,
original
cast
album since “Plain
Scftly," but is rated a comer be¬
cause of her platter appeal. Also and Fancy” a year ago, comes back
onto
the
Broadway
scene by ac¬
the fact that, unlike most British
artists, she is not a BBC-made quiring the rights to the new musi¬
cal
“Strip
for
Action.”
which
commodity, but came to attention
breaks in in New Haven March 17.
in the niteries and varieties,
Jimmy
McIIugh-Harold
Adamson
Lita Roza, on the British Decca
(London label in U.S.) is also mak- musical is slated for Broadway
ing an American trip. Decca top¬ early in April.
Produced
by
Howard
Hoyt.
per E. R. <Ted) Lewis is already
“Strip” stars Yvonne Adair, Jack
(Continued on page 54)
Whiting and Louise O’Brien.

Original ASCAPer- —

Says another, “Variety alone can expose this racket—not us.”
(Variety is essentially an interpretative medium but the polic¬
ing job is up to the intra-trade organizations). Adds another,
“Look, so-and-so diskery just makes no bones about it—every¬
body up there is in business for himself, from the toppers down,
so what’s the use?”

Capitol Dickers
For Fred Waring

Coast AFM local 1? Ousts Its Prexy,
Blasts Petriilo, Girds for Suspension

|
I
I
j
j
:
|

Hollywood, Fob. 28.
A long smouldering anti-James
C. Petriilo feeling of Local 47,
Coast unit of the American Fed¬
eration of Musicians, erupted at
stormy meeting Monday with local
47 prexy John E. teGroen tempo¬
rarily suspended by a voice vote
Veepee Cecil F. Read, who has
spearheaded the growing battle
against alleged “dictatorial” pow¬
ers of the AFM leadership, took
over in a move unprecedented in
the union history and rare in any
labor movement.
Petriilo said today (Tues.) that
“steps are underway to control
local 47.” ToGroen showed up at
9 a.rp. and took, over his office as
president. Read arrived half hour
later and took over the board of
directors meeting. Board instruct¬
ed teGroen consider himself sus¬
pended pending a membership
meeting midnight March 12 at
which time charges will be brought
against teGroen, Paul and Ilennon.
Board also approved action of
membership meeting until or un¬
less it is shown to be illegal. Read
told the board that the meeting
showed “obvious desire” of mem¬
bership to call an end to the “ter¬
rible havoc and damage created by
Petriilo. We have to fight the Fed¬
eration or go down the drain.”
Asked if this is beginning of
move to unseat Petriilo, Read de¬
clared local only is interested in
socking constitutional changes and
that Petriilo could remain “if his
powers are clipped.”
Local 802 officials in N. Y. re¬
fused comment until they “stud¬
ied” the situation.
The meeting, held at Palladium
since the union figured its own
headquarters would be too small,
attracted a turnout of around 2,000 although the attendance dwin¬
dled some 4I/£ hours later when
the .‘•.u?pons;on vote was taken.
Bead told members of Petriilo
nix of pica for Musicians Perform¬
ance Trust Fund changes with pay¬
ment of recording industry hikes
to musicians rather than to fund
(Continued on page 54)

Tapes Future
Seen in Stereo
If and when the move to tape
takes on real commercial signifi¬
cance, it’ll be in the stereophonic
form. That’s the opinion of sev¬
eral execs in the field who believe
that only the superiority of the
stereophonic tape sound over disks
will ever lure customers into that
field.
RCA Victor, the only major
disker which has entered the tape
market, is now accenting the
stereophonic angle in its new tape
releases. The company is plan¬
ning a half-dozen tape releases for
April and will follow that up with
a regular monthly package, also in
stereophonic form,- The prices for
the tapes still run into fancy fig¬
ures, ranging from $13 to $19, de¬
pending on the running time,
Although the stereophonic tapes
require . expensive
dual-channel
playback equipment, the realism
of the sound is the big selling
point for the high fidelity fans.
Still a relatively narrow market,
it’s hoped that the tape movement
will percolate into the mass conr
sumer market much as the hi-fi
boom itself. Once the market gets
big enough, production costs could
be sliced and prices brought down,
thus stimulating the movement to
tape even more.

Maurice Taylor to U.S.

London, Feb. 28.
Maurice Taylor, manager of the
Cavendish and Lafleur music com¬
panies, publishing subsidiaries of
Brit. Maestro Breaks It Up
the Boosey & Hawkes firm, is head¬
London, Feb. 28.
Bela Hershkowitz, Brooklyn can¬
Bandleader Victor Silvester suf- ing to the U. S. this week.
tor, has been tapped by MGM Rec¬
He will remain in the States for
fered
four
fractured
ribs
when
his
\
ords.
He’ll wax two albums for
car -skidded on an icy road last at least three months to work on
the label.
—
the expansion of British popular
He recently was given the “This . week.
Is Your Life”
treatment over!
His son, Victor Silverstei Jr., tunes from the Boosey & Hawkes
N.BC-TV*..,
i is leading the band in his-absence. catalog.

MGM Inks Cantor
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Coast ASCAP Conclave Booms Gilbert
As Prez Candidate in Writers Comer
Hollywood, Feb. 28. +'
In the wake of a bitter intra¬
mural furor that began at the
Famous-Paramount Music has
ASCAP board meeting in New York picked up general professional
a. week earlier, the semi-annual manager Ed Wolpin’s contract for
Coast conclave of the American another-three years.
Wolpin has been with the Para¬
Society of Composers, Authors &
mount Pictures’ publishing opera¬
Publishers wound up a harmonious tion for the past 10 years.
success—but with new election
overtones that presaged a new
lease of life for the self-announced
candidacy of L. Wolfe Gilbert to
the presidency of the society. Gil¬
bert’s chances had befen figured as
Six-year old Barry Gordon has
virtually non-existent after the
N. Y. meeting in which he led been signed to,a longterm pact by
writer-members into a verbal bat¬ MGM Records. The moppet cracked
tle with Herman Starr of the War¬ through on wax during the Christ¬
ner Brothers pubbery over the mas season in a teamup with Art
proposal to create a new salaried Mooney on “Nuttin’ for Christ¬
job, presumably for prez Stanley mas.” He’s currently on release
Adams, as head of the writer’s with “Rock Around Mother Goose.”
classification.
The juve is still in the middle of
Gilbert reportedly prefaced his a personal management hassle be¬
New York speech with the com¬ tween Mooney and George Scheck.
ment that “this is my swan song,” Latter, who owns the tv package
indicating he know full well the “Kiddie Startime” which had the
possible impact of his stand on his youngster under wraps, claims
prior managerial rights while
presidential chances.
However, at the semi-annual Mooney asserts that he now holds
meeting here last week, his candi¬ a firm managerial pact.

Par Repacts Wolpin

MGM INKS KID SINGER
TILL VOICE CHANGES

dacy took on a fresh lustre as a
result of the speech of ASCAP
president emeritus Gene Buck, ]
who traced the history of the soci-1
ety and the work Gilbert has done
on the Coast.
Buck announced that he would
go before the writer’s committee
in New York and present Gilbert’s
name for the candidacy. If he is
chosen by the writers’ group, Buck
will make the nominating speech
before the board.
Meanwhile,
retiring
prexy
Adams insisted that the wrong in¬
terpretation has been placed on
the proposed job.
“It does not call for a czar.” he
declared, “but merely someone to
be the administrator of the clas¬
sifications.
It would not be
autonomous and the holder of the
post would not have any power to
put his ideas into effect. He would
still have to go to the Board.”
Gilbert, Coast ASCAP commit¬
tee chairman, kicked off the eve¬
ning as emcee.
Another report
was given by George Hoffman,
comptroller.
Following the dinner, a plan to
establish two annual music schol¬
arships was proposed to the exec
board of ASCAP by writers P,ony
Sherrell and Phil Moody. Proposal
calls for non-professional song¬
writers between ages of 17-25 to
obtain a musical course at a lead¬
ing conservatory plus board, tui¬
tion and a monthly subsistence, all
to be paid by ASCAP.

Frank Dailey, Owner Of
Meadowbrook Ballroom,
Key Band Spot, Dies at 55
Frank Dailey, one of the key
ballroom impresarios during the
heyday of the band biz, died of
/heart attack Monday (27) in Mont¬
clair, N. J. He was 55 years old.
Owner-manager of the Meadowbrook ballroom in Cedar Grove,
N. J., since 1931, Dailey was in
strumental in developing the bi[,
band names during the late ’30s
and early ’40s. With the decline
of the'band biz in recent years, he
toyed .With several different poli¬
cies to keep the ballroom on a pay¬
ing basis. He even took a crack
at hillbilly bookings with some suc¬
cess. Several times in recent years
the ballroom wras reported to be on
the block.
During the past few seasons
Dailey kept the ballroom in the
black via a banquet business and
booking top name orchsters for
weekend stands. He never slack¬
ened in his efforts to bring back
the bands and this year opened up
his room for an ABC tele series
tagged “Music From Meadowbrook.”
Before the tele era, Dailey stimu
lated interest in band remotes by
launching the first nationwide radio
broadcast of dance music from the
Meadowbrook. The popularity of
the Meadowbrook remotes made
the room synonymous with the
dance band era. Before the cur¬
rent ABC television series, which
is packaged by Ruthrauff & Ryan
for the U. S. Air Force, several
other attempts were made to tele¬
cast shows from the Meadowbrook,
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(On Feb. 25 NBC-TV Show)
1. Libson Antigua ..Southern
2. Rock & Roll Waltz Sheldon
3. Memories This... Montclare
4. Great Pretender.. .Panther
5. Band of Gold.Ludlow
6. Three Penny Opera.Harms
7. Sixteen Tons.... American

FRED REYNOLDS HEADS
VICTOR JAZZ OPERATION
RCA Victor has reshuffled its
jazz department with the appoint¬
ment of Fred Reynolds as jazz art¬
ists & repertoire chief. He re¬
places Jack Lewis, who moves
over into the pop single record de¬
partment to handle special as¬
signments.
Reynolds, who will work under
George R. Marek, chief of the
company’s album division, was
formerly music editor of the mag,
Hi-Fi Music At Home. He was also
a disk jockey on WGN in Chicago
several years ago.
In another RCA Victor person¬
nel shift, C. H. Foulke, personnel
manager of the disk division,
named John Hendrickson as man¬
ager of personnel in the New York
City area. Hendrickson, formerly
personnel administrator for RCA,
succeeds Harry Polish, who has
moved over into the top person* |
nel spot at RCA’s engineering
products division.

NAT SHAPIRO JOINS
COL IN FOREIGN A&R

SPA Raps CLGA
In Union Hassle

Nat Shapiro joined Columbia
Records this week in the newly
created post of coordinator of for¬
eign pop artists & repertoire. Crea¬
tion of the spot is part of Col’s
increasing international activities,
primarily with its European Philips
affiliate.
Shapiro’s job will entail? the
screening of pop material received
from label’s overseas sources and
to arrange for release of suitable
product in the U. S. He'll also
select U. S. materialsfor release
abroad. He’ll report to Col’s exec
veepee Goddard Lieberson.
Before joining Col, Shapiro had
been with Broadcast Music Inc.,

Red Skelton to MGM
Comedian Red Skelton is get¬
ting into the recording groove via
MGM Records. Initial platter will
be a coupling of a new tune, “Lit¬
tle Babe,” and the folk song, “Fog¬
gy Foggy Dew.”
MGM has kept the “Little Babe”
side under wraps until today
(Wed.) to give Skelton a chanqe
to give it -a plug on his tele show
last night (Tues.). Shipments have
been timed so that the disks didn’t
reach the deejays or dealers until
this morning. Skelton is backed on
the platter by the David Rose orch.

Abel Baer, prexy of the Song,
writers' . Protective Assn., took
sharp issue with Leith Stevens that
the SPA had stalled the election
of a collective bargaining agent be¬
tween his organization, the Com¬
posers & Lyracists Guild of Amer¬
ica, and the radio-tv networks. De¬
claring “there is mo basis for that
statement,” Baer stated:
“The attempt of CLGA to insert
itself as a bargaining agent for all
writers with the radio and tv net¬
works fell of its own weight. The
networks have not recognized
CLGA, nor were they willing to
consent* to an election which that
organization demanded.
“Formal hearings have no(v be¬
come necessary, and SPA as a rep¬
resentative of the songwriters
throughout the nation, has filed its
intention to participate in its hear¬
ings. CLGA speaks only for a
small segment of the writers, viz:
composers of background music.
Its attempt to speak on behalf of
all writers and composers of mu¬
sic is wholly unwarranted. SPA
is obligated on .behalf of its 2,500
members throughout the nation to
oppose this attempted usurpation
of unlimited authority.”

RETAIL DISK AND ALBUM BEST SELLERS
-PRriety
Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in
20 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for tnis
and last week.
National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.
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Artist, Label, Title
NELSON RIDDLE (Capitol)
“Lisbon Antigua”.
KAY STARR (Capitol)
“Rock and Roll Waltz”
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“No, Not Much”.
PLATTERS (Mercury)
“Great Pretender”.
LEX BAXTER (Capitol)
“Poor People of Paris”..
BILL HALEY'S COMETS (Decca),
“See You Later, Alligator”.
DEAN MARTIN (Capitoll
“Memories Are Made of This”.
DON CHERRY (Columbia) ■
“Band of Gold”..
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“I’ll Be Home”.
TEEN-AGERS (Gee)
“Why Do Fools Fall in Love”.
DICK HYMAN TRIO (MGM)
“Moritat” .
DREAM WEAVERS (Decca)
“It’s Almost Tomorrow”.
BLUE STARS (Mercury)
“Lullaby of Birdland”..
TENNESSEE* ERNIE FORD (Capitol)
“Sixteen Tons”.
CARL PERKINS (Sun)
“Blue Suede Shoes”.
PAT BOONE (Dot)
“Tutti Frutti”.
PERRY COMO (Victor)
“Juke Box Baby”.
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
“Heartbreak Hotel”.
TERESA BREWER (Coral)
“A Tear Fell”.
BONNIE SISTERS (Rainbow)
“Cry Baby”..
MITCH-MILLER (Columbia)
“Lisbon Antigua”.
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
“Woman in Love”.
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“Dungaree Doll”.
LOUIS ARMSTRONG (Columbia)
“Mack the Knife”.
CREW-CUTS (Mercury)
“Angels in the Sky”.
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BENNY

CAROUSEL

OKLAHOMAI

Film Soundtrack

Film Soundtrack

Capitol

Capitol

Victor

W 694

LPM 1150

EDM 694

SOA 595
FDM 1, 2-595

GOODMAN
STORY

BELAFONTE

GUYS AND
DOLLS

JULIE IS HER

MUSIC TO

NAME

CHANGE HER

Film Soundtrack
Benny Goodman

Decca
DL 8252-3
ED 797-8-9

Harry Belafonte

Decca
DL 9023
ED 2308

Julie London

Liberty
LRP 3006

MARK TWAIN

MIND

|Harry Belafonte

Jackio Gleason

Victor

Capitol
W 632
EBF, 1, 2-632

LPM 1022
EPB 1022

STUDENT
PRINCE
Mario Lanza

Victor •
LM 1837
ERB 1837

JAZZ Af
CARNEGIE
HALL
Benny Goodman

Columbia
CL 814-15-16
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‘LETS MAKE MUSIC TOGETHER’
WHDH G.M. Bill McGrath Reaffirms
His 50,000-Watter’s Anti-Payola Policy
Boston.
Editor, Variety:
Having managed a radio station
in the Boston area for the past 10
years, and featuring during that
period a program format which has
included a large percentage of mu¬
sic, I certainly have been aware
that a "payola” situation exists in
this city. Ten years ago and at reg¬
ular intervals since then, I have
advised all of our performers that
anyone found accepting money or
other forms of tribute in exchange
for featuring particular recordings
on the air stoQd in jeopardy of im¬
mediate discharge. In support of
this theory I emphasized the fa9t
that WHDH at all times must be
in complete control of the music
played over its facilities, for in so
doing the audience would deter¬
mine by its response the top 10 or
20 hits of any given time—not the
record companies, their public re¬
lations men, the distributors, the
record pushers, or the disk jockeys
themselves.
It is common knowledge that the
record industry considers Boston to
be a key "tryout” city, frequently
determining the extent of a rec¬
ord’s national acceptance. We have
been told that such shows as Bob
Clayton’s "Boston Ballroom” are
most effective for the purpose.
One sometimes tires of crusading
against practices unhealthy for the
industry. Often the effort is greet¬
ed with a phony "They must be
worried about the competition”
craek. However, the situation has
reached a point where we must
raise a voice.
Fingering the Middlemen
The system of "payola” has de¬
veloped in such a -way that a sta¬
tion and its star performers, such
as WHDH, regardless of their strin¬
gent rejection of such bribery, are
lumped in a class with those who
tolerate it. You may know how this
' can dome about. If you don’t, let
(Continued on page 54)

WALDORF EXTENDS BG
3 WEEKS UNTIL EASTER
In an unprecedented move the
Waldorf-Astoria (N. Y.) is extend¬
ing Benny Goodman’s booking at
the Empire Room three weeks.
Orch, playing the hotel for the first
tllne in close to 20 years, has been
pulling such top biz since Feb. 9
that the management decided to
extend the original month’s book¬
ing.
Band is now set to play until
Easter (April 1). Goodman has al¬
ready topped the Empire Room
marks set by Maurice Chevalier
and Harry Belafonte.

Buddy Bregman to RCA
With Non-Exclusivity
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Buddy Bregman, artists & reper¬
toire head of Norman Granz’s new
indie Verve label, has beeen signed
to a non-exclusive artists contract
by RCA-Victor. Unusual aspect of
the deal is that it permits Breg¬
man to continue his a&r chores
with Granz as well as his periodic
chores as conductor for various
artists on DeGca, Capitol and Era.
Bregman, who is only 25, entered
the disk field in 1954 as conductorarranger for Gary Crosby at Decca
and later was inked by CBS as mu¬
sical director for Crosby radio
show.

Cadence to Sponsor
Don Shirley Concert
Cadence Records is taking a fling
at jazz concert promotion. Label,
under the aegis of prexy Archie
Bleyer, will sponsor a bash at New
York’s Town Hall March 17 for
pianist Don Shirley.
Concert will include works from
Shirley’s upcoming Cadence LP.
The album will be his third pack¬
age under the Cadence banner.

Majors Put Accent on Package Biz
SEA GLEFFERS With Hefty New Release Schedules

The major companies are con¬
tinuing to slug away at the pack¬
aged goods market. Despite inroads
being made by the indies and the
, Vet bandleader Alvino Rey and
A record company exec was
disk clubs, the majors have been
| joined Decca Records’ artists ros¬
complaining about the expand¬
picking up a hefty sales spread
ter. HfiTsteel guitar and orch will
ing list of deejays getting cufvia special package drives.
be featured more in the rock ’n’
fo platters.
The companies are now setting
roll groove than Rey’s previous
"It seems, as if there are
sweet style.
up new programs for the next few
more disk jockeys,” he said,
months
to follow on the heels of
"than customers.”
Decca has also added vocalist
the first-of-the-year campaigns.
Tommy Smith for both pop and
RCA
Victor,
for example, is follow¬
country & western releases.
ing its clicko "Meet The Girls”
series with a push on 10 new pop
albums set for March release. »
Leading the list will be hillbilly
j singer Elvis Presley’s first set for
Hollywood, Feb. 28. j the company.
Otto Preminger has formed | Victor also is eyeing in the LatinArt Schwartz has been upped to
Carlyle Music to publish music ! American field for its March drive,
j Propped for release are a calypso
advertising-promotion manager at
from his own pictures and other and a merengue album. For the
Columbia Records. He replaces
films.
jazz field, the label has pencilled
Gil McKean who’s been in that
Fred Raphael, publisher of the 1 in three new albums featuring the
post since last summer. His future
Jazz Workshop, Joe Newman and
Elmer
Bernstein
music
in
produ¬
plans are indef.
cer’s "The Man With the Golden Stan Rubin and his Tiger Town
For the past couple of years
Arm,” will manage new concern as Five.
Schwartz had been 'heading up
veepee. Preminger is prexy, and
Decca, which hit the market in
Col’s promotional activities. He’ll
attorney I. H. Prinzmetal, secre¬ January with 19 12-inch sets as
now double between both post's.
tary.
part of its VIP promotion, will
follow up in the next six weeks
with 28 new packages. This will
include eight packages in Decca’s
Gold Label (classical) scries.
Columbia, which dropped its
price on the .Masterworks line to
$3.98 after the first of the year,
OF
i picked up solid sales via its album
promotion tagged "Operation
! Quicksilver.” Program wound up
j Jan. 30 and the company is now
, setting up a new campaign for
'■ April and May.
Also flexing for a March swing
_ is Capitol Records, which has a *
' flood of new packages ready to
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
; unroll. Highlight of the Cap pro; gram will the packages in the
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
! "Music From Around The World”
series.

Alvino Rey to Decca

COL UPS ART SCHWARTZ
TO ADVERTISING CHIEF

Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Closer harmony between the
peoples of the world through an
exchange of music, an increasing
possibility as a result of the grow¬
ing import of foreign tunes by
U. S. publishers, gets an added up¬
beat this year via a new gambit;
hands-across-the-sea collaboration
between composers and lyricists.
Tunesmith Don R. George has
just returned from Europe in the
first of what apparently may be¬
come a series of deals between
ranking American composers and
European writers. It’s a setup that
is an extension of the exchange of
copyrights between publishers and
several other American cleffers
have already expressed interest in
the scheme. One, A1 Sherman, al¬
ready is slated for a similar trip
next month. Results of these ini¬
tial ventures may w'ell determine
whether the scheme mushrooms or
falls back into the limbo of in¬
teresting experiments.
George was overseas for several
(Continued on page 54)
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Is Biz That Bad?

PREMINGER SETS UP
OWN PUBLISHING CO.

PfiRIETY Scoreboard

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

!
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with VXhiety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

TUNE

KAY STARR (Victor). Rock and Roll Waltz

1
2

NELSON RIDDLE (Capitol). Lisbon Antigua

ASCAP Elections On
For Board of Appeals

/hit
\
(Great Pretender
(Mercury).j0nly You

4

3

5

6

LES BAXTER (Capitol). Poor People of Paris

6

5

_____ «,T>mrxT tn •+ n
(Memories Are Made of This
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol).j Innamorata

7
8
9

7
8
9

10

10

PLATTERS

BILL HALEY’S COMETS (Decca) .

See You Later, Alligator

DICK HYMAN TRIO (MGM). Moritat
DON CHERRY (Columbia). Band of Gold
PAT BOONE (Dot) .{TutUF™”™

TUNES
POSITIONS
This
Last
"Week Week

1
3
4
,5
6
7

Desi Arnaz and his wife, Lucille
Ball, have been hitting the road on
a multi-faceted promotion drive,
Duo is plugging away at the Heart
Fund, their latest Metro starrer,
"Forever Darling,” and Arnaz’s
MGM Records Slicing of the pic’s
title song.
For the disk push, couple has
already hit record departments at
Marshall Field’s, Chicago; J. L.
Hudson’s, Detroit; May’s, Cleve¬
land; Horn’s, Pittsburgh; Wanamaker’s, Philadelphia, and Gimbcl
Bros., New York. Arnaz also made
the rounds of deejays in those
cities.

t1ATm .
/n i
i • \
(No, Not Much .
FOUR LADS (Columbia).) Moments to Remember

3

2

j
:
j
j
;
,

LUCY, DESI ARNAZ HIT
ROAD FOR MGM PLUG

(♦ASCAP.

tBMI)

tune

2
1
3

fROCK AND ROLL WALTZ.*.

5
4

*NO, NOT MUCH.

fLISBON ANTIGUA.

Sheldon
Southern

*GREAT PRETENDER.... • .. Panther

fMEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS.

6

*POOR PEOPLE OF PARIS.

7

*MORITAT (MACK THE KNIFE)

8
9

8
9

•[•SEE YOU LATER, ALLIGATOR

10

10

Beaver

Montclare
Connelly

.Harms
.

Arc

*IT’S ALMOST TOMORROW.. Northern
fBANP OF GOLD.

ASCAP ballots for the election
of a new board of appeals have
been mailed out this week. Writercandidates for the board include
Abel Baer. Pat Ballard, John Ben¬
son Brooks, Vic Mizz.v, John Red¬
mond and Leonard Whitcup, for
the popular-production division.
Norman Dello Joio, Langston
Hughes and Douglas Moore have
been nominated for the standard
division.
Publisher-nominees include Ben
Barton, Joe Davis, Fred Fox,
George Paxton, Joseph II. Santly
and Murray Wizell for the pop
division.
Joseph
Fisher
and
Charles II. Hansen rep the stand¬
ard division.

Ludlow

MGM Inks Notre Dame
Glee Club for Packages
MGM Records has wrapped up
the U. of Notre Dame Glee Club
: for a wax push. Diskery has
| prepped the Glee Club’s first LP
i set for March 15 release to tie
: in with the group’s concert tour
which kicks off in New York March
28.
J ,
Prof. Daniel H. Pedtke conducts
the group which now numbers 130
voices.

I
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too Hot to Hold!

THE FANTASTIC
EUROPEAN HIT!

THE
LITTLE
MUSICIANS
PUBLISHED BY

Flaherty's Beguine
(The World's First Irish Beguine)

HUGO WINTERHALTER’S
Orchestra and Chorus
20/47-6459

the dealer’s choice
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BETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEBS

T-Men Checking Tin Pan
1 ;

don’t recall how many” hut he counterarrangement is, “What as¬
cites how Edward F. Albee, head surance have we that our competi¬
of the B. F. Keith (-Albee) Circuit, tion will do likewise? They prob¬
curbed payola to acts in the hey¬ ably won’t, and if we lay down
they'll have still that much greater '
day of vaudeville.
“He told us, ‘I want subsidy of advantage.”
No ‘Teeth' In MPPA
our acts stopped by 12 noon tomor¬
row, and I want all you top pub¬
Bernstein, as prez of the MPPA,
lishers to meet me in my office says that to his knowledge there is
with Pat Casey and give me your no enforcing penalty in the associ¬
pledge to that effect, otherwise our ation's bylaws. Hence no “teeth.”
187 theatres will bar out all the There was a tabu on buying trade
'MPPA members’ songs and mate¬ ads to plug an artist “featuring”
rial.’ By .gosh, we were all there, this or that song but that, too, has
and it stopped. At least for a time. since become considered watered“He (Albee) knew that Feist and down aid was openly ignored al¬
Joe Morris were the biggest pay- most from the start.
eroflfers. So what happened? My
(The British music publishers,
firm cut in A1 Jolson on some 40 through their counterpart MPPA,
or 50 songs and Feist put Paul have a pact with the British Broad¬
Whiteman under a ‘writer’s con¬ casting Corp. that-dates back to
tract’ guaranteeing him $15,000 to 1948. This was the period of post- !
$25,000 a year. I do know this— war readjustment, and the trend !
I cut-in Jolson plenty. At that was neo-politic and neo-patriotic .
time we had an exclusive contract with payola to BBC personnel, j
to the Winter Garden songs and Says one leading English music ‘
Jolson was best ‘influenced’ by get- _ publisher, Reg Connelly, “The
ting a piece of a song, a byline as ! feeling was that by not giving it
co-author and his name and photo j to the bandleader or the artist but
on. the titlepage.
The last we ; by giving it to BBC you were giv¬
would have done anyway because | ing it to our government but the
it was a plus to put some head- < 1948 pact soon put an end to that.”
liner’s picture on a song sheet Th^ .BC “teeth” now includes not
reading ‘As Featured by Nora on
a ban on the artist or band
Bayes at the Palace’ or ‘Eddie bu the barring-out of a publish¬
Cantor in the Ziegfeld Follies.’ ’’
er’s entire repertoire for an entire
‘Nice’ About Renewals
year. With that kind of a threat,
Bernstein adds that Jolson’s es¬ no publisher will dare risking any
tate was “very nice” when it came broach.
to reneawals.
Also, as an historic footnote, it
should be added that for many
years Jolson earmarked his
Anti-Payola
ASCAP money, and presumably
also his song royalties, to the —i Continued from page 51 ——,
Northwoods Sanitorium in Saranac me tell you. Record manufacturers
Lake, N. Y., and since at one time sometimes hire middle-men to push
his donations was said to have to¬ the sales of their product with the
taled around $40,000 per annum, distributors. If a distributor orders
it is assumed he also added to it.
1,000 copies of a particular record,
In light of many popular stand¬ he may receive 1,300 at no addi¬
ards coming up for renewals, the tional charge. The income from the
music men are now pointing to al extra 300 records ($150 if the rec¬
galaxy of bandleader and kindred*1 ords are sold at 50c' each) is avail¬
personalities in the ASCAP mem¬ able to encourage disk jockeys to
bership roster and wonder how feature, this record on their pro¬
many among them really helped gram. Some disk jockeys are not
write the sojngs on which.they are paid as much as others and this be¬
the accredited' collaborators. The comes an attractive source of in¬
Society’s roster includes names come. Some record manufacturers
such as Ben Bernie, Vincent Lo¬ and the middle-men have accepted
pez, Abe Lyman, Rudy Vallee, the “payola” system as a necessary
Eddie Cantor, Jolson, Georgie evil to get a predominant hearing
Price, Milton Berle, et al. Band" of their product. Since WHDH is
leaders like Isham Jones, of the most prominent music station
course, were known as good mel¬ in this area, many of these people
ody writers (Gus Kahn collaborat¬ —certain record companies, certain
ed a lot with him). Same-*goes-for middle-men—assume that the mon¬
Duke Ellington and others. Inci¬ ey being allocated for such an un¬
dentally, Whiteman is not an healthy practice is being siphoned
ASCAP member.
into the hands of WHDH and its
Meantime, this Bernstein admis¬ performers. I would like to state
sion of “Christmas presents” in that this assumption, whenever
the form of out-and-out $250 and made concerning WHDH, is un¬
$500 checks, and the T-men’s sud¬ founded and denied.
den interest, may be the answer
Cooperative steps necessary to
to the wishful-thinkers on “how destroy this practice should be
can we stop this evil.” (None seems taken by the industry. The “pay¬
to have thought of the idea that ola” is an incipient disease which
one way to stop a thing is just to is undermining the best interests
stop doing it. When suggested, the of radio, its performers, the rec¬
ord companies and all those associ¬
ated in the popular music field. It
a wonderful
takes from the radio audience the
seasonal song
right to determine what shall be
properly heard and places In the
8TYNE AND CAHN'8
hands of a few self-seeking indi¬
viduals the destiny of determining
not only what the public shall buy
as a record but what performers
shall be successful because of their
constant and often unwarranted
exposure to the listening public.
The last few' years have produced
some pretty poor examples of good
CAHN
music. Perhaps one of the basic
MUSIC
causes is the fact that the less at¬
tractive records can only receive a
CORP.
generous hearing If some people

in

Snorter BMI *Pin Up‘ Hit

“ANGELS IN THE SKY”
THE CREWCUTSReC0,d<>d '*
GENE Autry
.Mercury
VAN CLEAF SISTERS. Columbia
JONY MART IN
. Benida
fiUDOY CUNNINGHAM. Victor
THE MONARCHS
.Valley

. Wf"9

RIDGEWAY MUSIC

-yfiRIETYSurvey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in'
13 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
* ASCAP
t BMI
National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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9
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fRock & Roll Waltz (Sheldon). 2
ILisbon Antigua (Southern). .
6
5
9
♦Great Pretender (Panther). . 8
2
3
-[Memories of This (Montclare) 7
5
1
♦Almost Tomorrow (Northern) 4
7
♦No, Not Much (Beaver).
6
5
3
♦People of Paris (Connelly). .
3
iHe (Avas). 1
10
♦Moritat (Harms). 10 T"
♦Autumn Leaves (Ardmore)..
8
IDungaree Doll (Marks).
~8~
4
-{•Sixteen Tons (American)....
7
♦Mr. Wonderful (Laurel).
1
6
tSee You Later (Arc) .
tBand of Gold (Ludlow') ... 9
wmmtmm

who are in a position to put them
on the air are also treated gener¬
ously.
In the interests of restoring to all
listeners the privilege of selecting
the music they want to hear,
WHDH wishes to reiterate what it
has continually advised record
companies on previous occasions.
We w'ill not be bought nor will we
tolerate any of our talent being
bought. Records will be played on
the station purely on the basis of
merit and for no other reason.
Our personalities are, I repeat,
aware of this policy and of the ac¬
tion that would follow any com¬
promise of it. Only when every sta¬
tion makes this policy as clear to
the record companies and its own
personnel as we have, will payola
be on the w^ay out. Companies and
talent alike will not hazard this
practice if a really unanimous stand
is made.
William B. McGrath,
Managing Director, WHDH.

Coast AFM
S—; Continued from page 49

■

and said “we can submit to these
injustices and let Petrillo and
company continue to rub our noses
in dirt, or w'e can assert our
rights as free American citizens to
courts and Congress to protect our
rights and break this immoral dic¬
tatorship.”
Big fight started when a resolu¬
tion was introduced seeking okay
for court action “if necessary.” TeGroen ruled it out of order. Prexy,
secretary Maury Paul and treas¬
urer Bob Hennon were then at¬
tacked for signing a pro-Petrillo
resolution at the Bakersfield con¬
vention two weeks ago: A resolu¬
tion was offered asking their sus¬
pension. After wrangling. Read
asked teGroen if ’he would volun¬
tarily suspend himself for two
weeks pending membership meet¬
ing which would in effect be a trial
board. When teGroen refused, the
resolution was offered, resound¬
ingly passed by voice vote, sus¬
pending him.
Read contending he is “now
president,” admitted the possibil¬
ity that Petrillo might expel the
local but said he would seek NLRB
cei'tification to protect members’
jobs. There is “no possibility of
remaining ir the Federation as
long as its constitution gives im¬
moral and dictatorial powers to
the president to do anything he
wants.”
He charges trust funds had good
purpose but “become political
slush fund designed to keep in
office those now in power.” Read
also said that $275,000 was divert¬
ed from theatre defense fund
(which is raised via 1% tax of
membership) for funds for pen¬
sions for federation officers.
Meanwhile,
Read
supporters
claimed proof that plans been
made to do him bodily injury and
hired four bodyguards for him.
They also set up 24 hour guard at
the musicians union building to
prevent removal of records and
documents.
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let’s Make Music Together’
t Continued from page 51 ;

months, during which time he
wrote and placed eight songs in
England, France and Italy. In eachcase, he worked with a wordsmith
in the country involved and each
tune was designed for domestic
publication. However, ditties which
appear to have a solid impact in
the countries involved are thus
naturals for importation to the
U. S., where American lyrics can
be added for competition in the
song sweepstakes here.
Tlje intercontinental ballad mis¬
sion comes at a time when the
domestic impact of foreign tunes is
at a new high. Half a dozen im¬
ports are' among the top 50 cur¬
rently, the batting average of bet¬
ter than 10% achieving a new
high, particularly at a time when
the market is almost saturated with
such strictly domestic items as the
R&B material.
On the current lists are “Lisbon
Antigua,” “Ask Me,” “Autumn
Leaves” (now a standard as well
as a current hit), “Poor People of
Paris,” “Moritat” and “Valley Val¬
paraiso.” And the trend appears to
be getting stronger. Ardmore has
“Madeira,” a Portuguese import,
beginning to break, and Lou Levy
recently returned from Europe
with two more which he acquired
there.
Trend toward foreign tunes to
spice the domestic hit parade has
been growing stronger since the
middle of the war when “Lili Mar¬
lene” made the grade. The imports
have included such clicks as “La
Vie En Rose,” “You, You You”
“Anna,” “The Happy Wanderer”
and a flock of others.
The trans-oceanic travel isn’t all
one way, of course. American tunes
have always been popular in coun¬
tries around the world. There have
even been occasions when a tune
made a round trip, the most nota¬
ble example being “You, You You”
which was “Du, Du, Du” in its or¬
iginal German. By the time it got
back to France, however, it natu¬
rally was translated into “Vous,
Vous, Vous.” The subtitling, how¬
ever, gives credit to the U. S.
rather than to Germany.
Another reverse twist came on
the Wayne Shanklin song, “Little
Boy and the Old Man,” which was
ignored domestically when it broke
initially on the flip side of the
Frankie Laine-Jimmy Boyd “Tell
Me a Story.” It was picked up two
years later in France and waxed
by Eddie Constantine, in French,

and touched off a big new surge
of interest domestically where
there are now more than six plat¬
ters under the “Little Child” tag.
And, of course, there’s always
the case of “Vaya Con Dios,” which
wound up as a smasn in Japanese.

British Talent
Continued from page 49

^

onj this side. British music pub¬
lisher Reg Connelly is also on an
annual o.o.
Conversely,
Winifred Atwell,
Trinidad pianologist whose stand¬
out platter is “Poor People of
Paris,” and who flew from Austra¬
lia to America for an Ed Sullivan
date, only to be shut out because
the tv show ran overboard, is now
en route back to England. She has
vaude committments there.
She
came to attention primarily in
England, hence the Aussie book¬
ings, and so she had to fly from
Down Under to the States for the
abortive video date.

Fred Waring
—«

Continued from page 49

Milton R. Rackmil has been talking
with Crosby about a new pact, but
there have been no commitments.
Crosby may do at least one album
shot for Capitol Records which is
likely to get the soundtrack for the
Metro pic, “High Society,” since
Frank Sinatra, who costars in the
pic with Crosby, is under an ex¬
clusive Capitol contract.
In recent months, Capitol has
added Guy Lombardo, Patty An¬
drews and Les Brown, all formerly
with Decca or its subsid, Coral.
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Brit. Decca Net Up

On The Upbeat
|
j
F:?,ye’ ^llca?.° Veejay.
(WAAF),. will pen the liner notes'
for Matt Dennis’ newr RCA Victor
album . . . Thrush Carole Bennett
taking a week off George Skinner's
CBS-TV show to hit road to plug
her debut Capitol disk . . . Hal
Neely, sales manager for Allied
Records and American Sound
Corp.. heading to New York from
his Coast base to set up new press¬
ing plant in Belleville, N.J. . . .
Irving Fields off on a cruise to
Haiti . . . Joni James opens at
Blinstrub’s, Boston, March 5 for
one week . . . Los Cabelleros cur¬
rently at La Zamba . . . Milt Bruck¬
ner Trio currently at Smalls Para¬
dise, Harlem nitery . . . Irving Har¬
ris pacted the George Wright Trio,
juve group recently inked to RCA
Victor, to a management pact . . .
Totem Pole, Auburndale, Mass,
which has been operating a week¬
end spot for the past several years,
opened for seven days this week
to handle the Four Lads’ booking
. . . Kenny Dorham and His Jazz
Prophets step into the Cafe Bo¬
hemia pulpit Friday (2) for a twoweek stand . . . The Commanders
heading west for a flock of campus
prom dates . . . Comedian Irwin
Corey grooved some of his mon¬
ologs for a Jubilee album . . .
David Ewan’s bio of George
Gershwin, “Journey To Greatness”
(Holt), got a hefty plugging spread
on radio and tv during the past
week. Ewan will receive an hon¬
orary scroll at the Paul Whiteman’s
• Gershwin memorial concert at
New York’s Carnegie Hall March
10. Bunny Iris, 18-year old thrush,
has been inked to the indie Juke
Box Records.

Hollywood
Irving Granz set jazz concerts
for the Pacific Northwest April
10-11-12.
Package,
of
Sarah
Vaughan, Cal Tjader, Red Norvo
and Shorty Rogers, will play Van¬
couver, Spokane and Portland . . .
Bourne Music has acquired a pair
of Herschel Burke Gilbert film
tunes, the title song from “While
the City Sleeps” and “A Man Is
as Good as His. Word” from “Co¬
manche.” . . . Buddy Bregman will
score UA’s “Step Down to Terror.”

Chicago
Nat (King) Cole, to appear on
“Toast of the Town” March 18 and
25, marking his 24th appearance
on the show, a record for one per¬
former . . . Lineup for the March
30 stageshovv at Chi’s Regal Thea¬
tre, a Balaban & Katz house, has
A1 Hibbler headlining, with Della
Reese, The Orioles & Sonny Til,
the Eddie Heywood orch, Miller &
Moreland, and Derby Wilson on the
bilk., . . Claude Thornhill set for
thef Blue Note, Chicago, March 28
for two weeks . . . Vaughn Monroe
comes to Chicago for the April
opening of NBC’s color tv studios

HELEN
of TROY

here . . . Count Basie doing oneniters in March in the Texas territory, on his way to the Coast.

Pittsburgh
Red Prysock band opens down¬
town’s new Rock ’n’ Roll Room on
March 5 for a limited stay. Spot
is the former Carnival Lounge, and
before that Hollywood Show Bar
. . . Izzy‘ Cervone, veteran Pitt
bandleader,, signed by Barnum &
Bailey-Ringling Bros, circus to the
baton spot for this year, replacing
Merle Evans, who is retiring . . .
Maria Neglia, violinist, booked for
Ankara week of March 19 . . .
Whitey Scharbo orch shifting from
downtown Almono Club to another
private membership spot, Sonny
Boys AA in East Liberty, formerly
the Bachelors Club.

Kansas City

London, Feb. 28.
Further expansion and increased
profits from their record division
was reported by Sir Cyril F. Entwistle, presiding at Decca Records’
annual stockholders meeting, a
bigger gross was recorded by both
the parent company and their sub¬
sidiaries in America and Canada.
Disk exports, he noted, were
fully maintained, and income from
the sale of records overseas, as a
result of local pressings from their
matrices was considerably greater
than in the previous year. Re¬
strictions on imports into many
countries, particularly South Af¬
rica. Australia, the Argentine and
Brazil accounted, in the main, for
the increase in pressing fees.
The Decca chairman added that
both record companies on the con¬
tinent in which they hold a sub¬
stantial interest, Teldec in Ger¬
many and Decca Italiana, had
made substantial progress and
were making a satisfactory contri¬
bution to the profits of the group.

Chuck Miller follows stand at
Eddys’ Restaurant here with a
week on the Godfrey show In midMarch. He’ll do it as a single,
while Karl Smykil and Bob Doug¬
lass vacation. Three rejoin for a
stand at the Blue Angel, N.Y.,
March 19, their first in a Manhat¬
tan spot . . . Carl Ravazza makes a
return stand at Eddys’ opening
Columbia Records is continuing
March 9 . . . Bill Tobin and Joe
Riordan back in the Tropics oi to roll on a hefty sales tide. Hal
Hotel Phillips.
Cook, label’s national sales topper,
reports that figures for January
and February of this year ran 50%
ahead of a similar period in 1955.
According to the diskery, this
years sales upbeat has been re¬
corded from dealer orders only.
The figures do not include sales
accrued by Col’s disk club. The
club program v/as launched by the
Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Lou Busch wears four hats at label last summer.
Leaders for the label in the pop
Capitol in what is probably the
most unusual disk deal ever made. singles field have been The Four
Technically, he’s an artists & rep¬ Lads’ “Moments to Remember”
ertoire man, producing sessions and “No, Not Much,” Don Cher¬
with three artists—all of whom ry’s “Band of Gold” and Percy
happen to be Busch under various Faith’s “Valley Valparaiso.” In the
names.
pop album field, Col has been mop¬
Busch formerly was an a&r man ping up on its Benny Goodman
at the Coast plattery and also re¬ package promotion while Glenn
corded ragtime piano stuff under Gould’s first piano album for the
the name of Joe (Fingers) Carr. label has been stirring up the
The new deal, signed a few months noise in the longhair market.
ago, continues this phase of his
activities but also permits Busch
to blossom out in other directions.
Actually, deal is a series of con¬
tracts rather than a single docu¬
ment since his multifarious activi¬
ties are handled separately. Thus,
Decca Records is tying up with
the results of any one of his en¬ the Ford Motor Co. on a promotion
deavors cannot, for better or worse, for the cast album version of the
be charged off against any of the March 10 “High Tor” musical pro¬
others.
duction on CBS-TV. Ford, which is
As an a&r man, Busch onlv has bankrolling the show, is giving the
to worry about his own split per¬ Decca album billing in all of its
sonalities. He finds, arranges and show ads, and display cards for the
records music in the following di¬ platter will be shown in all Ford
visions: Under his own name, with dealer stores. Decca has already
a big band for the growing instru¬ released two singles from the score
mental field; as Joe Carr, he con¬ with Bing Crosby, star of the tv
tinues the ragtime' piano; and‘*as cast, as a plug fcwr the show.
Joe Carr and the Joy Riders, he
Video I5lay is a musical version
combines the two with vocal-in¬ of the original Maxwell Anderson
strumental releases.
play with a score by Anderson and
As the only schizophrenic shellacker (or at least the only legal Arthur Schwartz.
one), Busch has only one mild
concern: “If I don’t have a hit—
who do I blame?”

Columbia Biz Up

Lou Buscli, Man of Many
Sides & Aliases, Inked
Four Ways by Capitol

DECCA, FORD JOIN FOR
‘HIGH TOR’ ALBUM PLUG

Ebsen, Edwards Bow New
Disney Label for Juves

Epic Inks Lester Lanin
For Terping Packages

Epic Records is going after the
3 OUTSTANDING RECORDINGS
social set terpsters via society orch
Buddy Ebsen and Cliff Edwards leader Lester Lanin. Label has set
LEROY H81MES-M.G M.
will initiate Walt Disney’s new Lanin to a term deal for albums
LE$ BAXTER—CAPITOL
“Storyteller Records” series, to go exclusively. Already in the groove
MAX STEINER—R.C.A, 'VICTOR
out under the Disneyland label. is the dance played by the Lanin
•.. and more recordings; to come)
Ebsen already has completed crew for the Mardi Gras Ball of
“Johnny Appleseed,” and Edwards the Junior League at New York’s
HARMS, Inc.
“The Littlest Outlaw,” latter in Sheraton-Astor Hotel two weeks
his character of Jiminy Cricket.
ago. The set was recorded on the
spot.
In the vocal field, label’s pop
artists & repertoire chief Marv
Their #1 Record Hit
Holtzman inked warbler Ann Sum¬
mers. Thrush was formerly with
Ki the Sammy Kaye and Ray McKinkKey orchs.

“THE GREAT PRETENDER”
(Mercury)
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Piaf, Hollis Music Win
4 ’Cause I Love You’ Suit
A plagiarism suit against Edith
Piaf on one of her tunes, “Cause I
Love You,” was dismissed last week
in Brooklyn Federal Court by
Judge Mortimer Byers. The action
was brought by Frances Lampert,
who is now required to pay the de¬
fendant’s cost?.
Also named as defendant in the
suit was Hollis Music, publisher of
the Piaf number. Miss Lampert
charged Miss Piaf with lifting the
tune from one of her unpublished
•manuscripts. Hofheimer, Gartlir
& Hofheimer represented the de¬
fendants.
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Inside Stuff-Music
The Boston Traveler, in a story last week by Cornelius Dalton, Trav¬
eler political editor, charged that “a savagely satirical phonograph
record attacking the Eisenhower administration is being distributed
throughout the country.” The Traveler said: “The record, a 10-ineh
long play, priced at $2, was produced by Sound Studios of Washing¬
ton. It has been on the market two weeks and has sold about 500
copies.”
* Describing the record, the Traveler said: “The record contains four
pieces, written and sung in folk style by Joe Glazer, to guitar ac¬
companiment. The Traveler ran the complete verses of the tunes
“Love That Team,” “The Ballad of Richard Nixon,” “The Give-Away
Boys” and “The Dixon-Yates Song.”
MGM Records is reviving interest in modern writing for organ
music via LP releases by its organist Richard Ellsasser. British tunesmith Michael Carr composed the music for Ellsasser takeoff set, "Win¬
tertime,’^, last year and was commissioned to write a second tagged
“Memories of London.” Latter set is skedded for late spring release,
George Snowhill, American composer, has also been commissioned to
write an organ suite for Ellsasser.

Band Reviews
STAN KENTON ORCH (20)
City Auditorium, Omaha
Stan Kenton has assembled what
may well be his finest aggregation
as he heads east on a string of onenighters culminating with his out¬
fit’s sailing to England March 3 for
European dates. It’s part of a
reciprocal setup in which Ted
Heath's orch comes to this coun¬
try.
Playing the new City Auditorium
Music Hall for his first time, Ken¬
ton and his 19 members attracted
two half-houses (2,620 capacity)
for a pair of 90-minute concerts.
He tossed in such standards as
“Intermission Riff,” “Artistry in
Rhythm” and ’Concerto to End All
Concertos” with “Theme of Four
Values,” plus “El Congo Valente”
of his new Cuban kick and even
a glee-club “September Song,” lat¬
ter being only vocal number.
Org consists of five trumpets,
four trombones,- four sax, two
French horns, one tuba, bass, gui¬
tar, drums and Stan at the piano.
Soloists Don Miiler, bass trom¬
bone; Larry Neehaus, alto sax; Carl
Fontana, trombone: and Bill Per¬
kins, tenor sax, all are stahdout.
Trump.
ENRIC CUGAT BAND (12)
With Maria Cugat, Kiko, Eddie
Garson, Estrellita & Raul
Joe Cotton’s Steak Ranch, Atlanta
Enric Cugat’s Latin-American
band was launched here last week
at Joe Cotton’s Steak Ranch, dine
and dancery which has main¬
tained a policy of booking names.
Enric, younger brother of Xavier
Cugat, never before has fronted a
band in the U.S., although he is
a w.k. maestro in Cuba, Mexico,
Central and South America.
His new aggregation of footers
consists of 12 pieces, counting him¬
self and his wife, platinum-haired
Maria, who vocalizes. Enric makes
it a point that this is his band and
not Xavier’s old crew, which was
disbanded when latter and his wife
Abbe Lane, went to Europe. Num¬
bered among his musicians, how¬
ever, are drummer Marrero, who
was with Xavier’s band for 16
years, bongo drum beater Frankie
and marimba pounder Martinez,
both of whom performed with
Xavier.
In addition to his colorfully-cos¬
tumed musical crew, Enric has as¬
sembled a group of high class
entertainers carrying out the
Latin-American motif in song,
dance and comedy. Enric also acts
as emcee.
Show opens with a loud rendi¬
tion of “Mambo No. 5” by band,
followed by song and dance by
Kiko, tall Brazilian manipulating a
tambourine and doing a swift leap¬
ing routine to “Jungle Drums,”
which nets him a good hand.
Next is Senor Eddie Garson, ven¬
triloquist,
who
produces
his
dumpiy, Chico-Chico, out of a tall
bongo drum. His voice-tossing skill
and comedy routines are standout.
He does a three-voice stint with a
hand puppet, a telephone in a

pocket and Chico-Chico hidden in
the mongo drum 10 feet away that
rouses the customers.
Maria Cugat, a tall, willowy
looker dressed in a skintight gold
frock sings “Say Si Si” and a med¬
ley,'including “Bim Boo” and “Oye
Negro.” She does some fancy hip¬
shaking in presenting her songs
and gets a fine reception.
Closing the one-hour show are
flamenco dancers, Estrellita and
Raul, Spanish team, their flashy
terping making them crowd pleasers.
Band plays 20 minutes before
and 20 minutes after each show for
dancing. The music they produce
is both listenable and danceable
and attracted good crowds to Steak
Ranch, which can accommodate
650 patrons.
Luce.

Vik Augments Roster
With Four Signings
Vik Records, which recently un¬
derwent a reshuffle in its exec
setup along with- the change of
name from the previous Label X,
has augmented its artists roster
with four new signings under the
aegis of artists & repertoire chief
Herman Diaz. New names with
the RCA subsid are vocalists Joe
Valino and Jerry Samuels, and two
vocal groups, The Boys Next Door
and The Beau Brummels.
Diaz, who replaced Jimmy Hil¬
liard as a&r chief, and Ben'Rosner,
newly appointed sales chief for
Vik, have been in the process of
realigning its distributor setup.

PROGRAM TO-DAY
YESTERDAY'S

ON THE BEACH
WITH YOU
Music by

JESSE GREER
,

WORDS & MUSIC, Inc.

1270 Sixth Ave.

New York 20

NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that recording
and song rights to “The Search for
Bridey Murphy” are reserved by it*
author, Morey Bernstein. No record
may be released or song published,
using the name or material, directly
or indirectly, without express written
permission from the author. All. vio¬
lations will be vigorously prosecuted
and violators will be liable for full
damages to the property.
MOREY BERNSTEIN, Pueblo,

Colorado
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NEW SLANT ON NAME BUILDUP
Treasury Dept, to Consult With House
Group on 20% Cabaret Tax Reduction
Washington, Feb. 28.
The Treasury Dept, will be con¬
sulted in the next few days on a
recommendation that the 20% bite
on nitery tabs be reduced to 10%,
pep. Aime Forand (D., R.I.) told
Variety last week.
Forand heads a House Ways &
Means Subcommittee which has
been working on excise tax prob¬
lems for the past few months. It
received a secret report last week
from the staffs on the Ways &
Means Committee and the Joint
Congressional Committee on In¬
ternal Revenue Taxation, which
urged the slash in the night club
excise.
After receiving the Treasury’s
views, said Forand, his subcom¬
mittee will meet, probably next
week, to decide whether to recom¬
mend the cut to Congress'. Night
club and hotel operators, the
American Federation of Musicians
and others have asked a cut in the
levy, which now brings about $40,000,000 annually to the Govern¬
ment.
Another recent report to wie sub¬
committee suggested these changes
in the general admissions and
night club taxes:
(1) Tickets sold in the United
States for amusement events to
take place outside of this country
shall be free from the 10% admis¬
sions taxes.
(2) Internal Revenue Service
should interpret the law to exempt
from the cabaret tax private affairs
held in a cabaret or hotel where
the proprietor supplies the dinner
and other services but not the en¬
tertainment.
This would apply
where the organization independ¬
ently negotiates for its entertain¬
ment, and the entertainers are not
regularly employed by the pro¬
prietor of the room, prior to and
after the affair.

Miami Beach Copa City
Now Auction Gallery;
Too Costly Operation
Miami Beach, Feb. 28.
Copa. City relighted Monday
(20) with a different set of lures
for the dough-laden, when local
auctioneer Lester Hart premiered
his for sale collection of art and
other valuables from the fabled
estates which abound In this area.
Leasing of the Copa, which orig¬
inally cost over $750,000 when
built by Murray Weinger from
Norman Bel Geddes’ plans, was ef¬
fected by property owner Lou
Chesler, Canadian millionaire-in¬
vestor, after attempts at continued
nitery presentations for several
yearsj-under management of Wein¬
ger; then Ned Schuyler as an as¬
sociate; Bill Miller, who changed
the name to the Riviera for one
rough winter;—Alan Gale—who re¬
portedly showed a profit—and
finally back to Weinger last sea¬
son.
Prohibitive maintenance, opera¬
tional and rental costs, plus diffi¬
culty in getting the big names at
the right price, saw reluctance on
the part of prospective cafe opera¬
tors to take over. Weinger moved
his managerial setup to the Domin¬
ican Republic, where he is running
the theatre-restaurant concession
for that country’s International
Peace & Progress Fair in Ciudad
Trujillo. Current features in the
show there are Chaz Chase and
Gautier’s Steeplechase.
Venture
is subsidized by the government.

Johnnie Ray Opens 3d
Aussie Trek March 6
Sydney, Feb. 21,
Johnnie Ray bows here March
6 on his third Aussie run under
the Lee Gordon management. Ray
■Was a sock hit here on two pre¬
vious appearances under Gordon.
For his third one, he will play
.coast to coast from Sydney to
Perth.
Gordon struck the jackpot this
month with Nat "King” Cole on
his second run-around.

Negro Tap Dancer Is
Killed in New Orleans
New Orleans, Feb. 28.
George (Pork Chops) Anderson
Jr., half of the Negro tap dancing
team of Pork Chops & Kidney
Stew, was stabbed to death' last
Tuesday night (14) by his com¬
mon-law wife after a quarrel in
their home here, according to
police.
The team had appeared with
Sharkey Bonano’s dixieland jazz
band in engagements here and in
night spots all over the country
and in Europe.

Honolulu Ban On
Nitery Strip Acts
■ Honolulu, Feb. 21.
Too skimpy G-strings and too
generous gyrations have brought
about a citywide ban on nitery strip
acts. Liquor commission, which has
legal authority to censor costumes
and jokes, ordered operators of six
niteries to get rid of their present
shows immediately. Most of them
seemed glad as they complied,
claiming they had brought in strip¬
pers only because competitors "were
cleaning up with strip acts.
Clubs involved are Orchid Room
in Waikiki, Ginza, Hubba Hubba,
Oasis, Pearl City Tavern and Dot’s.
It’-s no secret that owners of major
niteries helped convince the com¬
mission that a crackdown was long
overdue.
If liquor board isn’t satisfied with
the replacement shows, blanket per¬
mits will be revoked and each act
will become subject to review be¬
fore it is permitted to work in
a nitery.
But no binding definitions of
lewdness were drawn. "It’s impos¬
sible,” one commissioner admitted.
Even a "proper” minimum size of
a G-string couldn’t be established.

BlRDLAND REVUE SOCK
$19,000 IN TWO IN Pin
Pittsburgh, u Feb. -28.
The "Birdland Revue,” headed
by
Count
Basie
and
Sarah
Vaughan, wrapped up the biggest
take of its tour so far last Thurs¬
day night (23) at Syria Mosque,
when it grossed close to $19,000 in
two shows. First was a complete
sellout, but the second, at 10:30,
fell off a bit. Booking here was
co-promoted by Lenny Litman,
who owns the Copa nitery, and
Nick Lomakin, musician and oper¬
ator of a music store. It was their
first venture into the jazz package
concert field.
Night before, Victor Borge and
his one-man "Comedy in M’-sic”
did even better at the 3,800 ieat
Mosque, with a $21,000 gross n
two show's. More expensive seats
went clean, but snow right at cur¬
tain time was all that kept those
in the second balcony from sell¬
ing out, too.

Youngman’s 4-Week Deal
On Las Yegas Re-Dating

AGVA Bd. in Stiff Dues Hike to Aid
Treasury; Sets Higherdub Minimums

T

t

By JOE COHEN

Adler Busy Gabbing,
Playing in Scotland

Niteries are taking on a new
evaluation in the quest for the
buildup of names. At least one
major record company is now cas¬
ing singers in cafes before inking
them to contracts. At the same
time; singers and groups now es¬
tablished as the result of disk
clicks are concentrating energies
on building a cafe turn.
The new thinking comes as the
result of the diminishing of the
number of singers that have made
it on records lately. One analysis
by a top diskery asserts that with
the initial click on a platter, the
singer immediately seeks to cash
in on his newdy-found popularity
by being booked at comparatively
huge salaries in niteries in key
areas. Too frequently, they go into
the cafes without a suitable act.
At the same time, the sound which
distinguished them on shellac, or¬
iginally reproduced by mechanical
means, cannot be duplicated faith¬
fully on a cafe floor. Thus the
cafe customers, lured originally
into the nitery by the disk, are
generally disappointed. It’s subse¬
quently difficult for the diskers to
peddle another biscuit in the same
area.
Therefore, the platteries feel, a
successful nightclub act is becom(Continued on page 60)

Glasgow, Feb. 21.
Larry Adler was guest soloist
here last week with the Scottish
National Orchestra Society, and
also lectured on the harmonica
and music.
He’s set for a concert series in
Israel, and has music-composing
stints for-a new British film com¬
edy.

leer‘War Seen In
Twin Cities Dates
Minneapolis, Feb 28.
Coming of the "Ice Capades”
into the St. Paul Auditorium
March 15-21, so that the end of its
run will be only eight days before
the Shipstad-Johnson "Ice Follies”
starts its annual local three-week
engagement at the Arena, is re¬
garded by Twin Cities amusement
circles as tantamount to declara¬
tion of an ice-show warfare.
Tee Follies” is,of local origin
and has been playing the Twin
Cities, at the Minneapolis Arena,
every year since its inception. It
has built up a biz following in this
area.
Other ice-shows have attempted
in St. Paul previously, with little
success, to cut in on the local "Ice
Follies” gravy, but this is the first
time that there has been a com¬
petitive invasion at such close
hand. For several years "Ice Ca¬
pades” played St. Paul well ahead
of.the "Ice Follies,” but then elim¬
inated i'he city from its itinerary
and have been absent since 1952.
One of the bigger ice-shows even
tried a Minneapolis engagement a
few years ago in advance of the
"Ice Follies,” but the boxoffice re¬
sults were disastrous.

National Casino
Ops Ponder Big
Coin Expansion
Operators of the casino at the
Hotel Nacional. Havana, are faced
with the problem of whether to
build a $1,500,000 casino and cafe
plant on the grounds of the Cuban
hostel. Contract calls for Wilbur
Clark, operator of the Desert Inn,
Las Vegas, as well as the Nacional
setup, to start building an addi¬
tion before the end of the calendar
year, if his group is to continue
with the concession.
The Nacional casino got off to an
excellent start in its mid-January
opener, and has been doing good
business. Room’s talent policy has
thus far been a w.k. singer, gener¬
ally .femme, but departures will be
made.
Several problems will have to
be worked out before the decision
is reached. For example, before
shelling out that amount of coin,
the operators must, know whether
casino operation during the sum¬
mer will be feasible or whether
profitable operation can be main¬
tained onfy during the tourist sea¬
son, which reaches its apex dur¬
ing the winter months. Presently,
the gaming rooms start rolling
around 8 p.m. and go to 2:30. At¬
tempts are likely to be made to
extend' table operation to the af¬
ternoon.
Clark and his associates at the
Nacional feel that they must ex¬
plore every possible angle before
proceeding with the heavy invest¬
ment in Cuba.
Thus far. the operation is fairly
profitable for. the time and investmenl involved. But whether the
$1,500,000 pile can be made to
provide sufficient dividends re¬
mains to be seen.

■When recently the victim at the
New Frontier, Las Vegas, of the
An
agreement between the
popularity and holdover of the Ken
Murray-Marie Wilson floor show. . Artists Representatives Assn, and
American
Guild of Variety Artists
comic Henny Youngman lost out ;
on a three-week booking. In com-1 was signed yesterday (Tue.s.b Agen¬
pensation, management of the cafe cy org posted with the union a
gave him an extra week, or four check for $5,000 a an advance
weeks in all, for a June re-dating. toward the gua>‘anue that their
He will ,appear then at the New members will pay $50 annual
Frontier/ along with Patrice Mun- ( franchise fce.4 for principal agents
and $25 for associates. ARA agents
sel. .
For the moment, he was paid his will thence pay their franchise
expenses both ways from New . monies to the organization.
York. Cancellation and re-dating ; Eddie Elkort signed for ARA and
agreement was handled by William ( Jackie Bright haneockcd for the
Morris Agency.
1 union.

The American Guild of Variety
Artists’ national board meeting
took firm steps fo hike the content
of its national treasury at its quar¬
terly meeting held last week in
New York. Union virtually doubled
the amount of dues to be paid by
each individual entertainer; tacked
on a service charge on package
show and club date producers, and
in return for the upped dues pass¬
ed legislation that after May 1 of
this year minimum on club dates
anywhere in the U.S. would be $25
per night per performer.
The AGVA treasury is presently
at its highest level in several years.
Exchequer had been in a shaky
position when Jackie Bright as¬
sumed the post of national admin¬
istrative secretary, but since then
it has effected many economies,
has revaipped its method of dues
collections, and even with paying
off of some of its indebtedness, the
coin in reserve has been on the
upbeat. Union execs feel that with
the new members that will be com¬
ing in because of the outdoor pacts,
treasury will be on even a higher
level.
The bulk of the members will
henceforth pay $200 annually,
double that of the former scale.
All entertainers earning over $2,000
will pay that maximum amount.
Those earning between $1,000 and
$1,999 annually will pay $100, in¬
creased from $60; those scoring
between $500 and $999 will pay
$48, Those under $499 will pay $36
annually.
The board meeting also devised
gimmick to bjring in line the pro¬
testing Entertainment Managers
Assn., which has been rebelling at
paying the $50 franchise fee. They
have maintained that they are not
agents, but producers and em(Continued on page 58)

AGYA to Check on Yaude
Shows at Service Bases
For Civilian ‘Ringers’

CITE BILLY DANIELS IN
HARLEM CLUB SHOOTING
Singer Billy Daniels was indict¬
ed Iasi week "by a New York Coun¬
ty grand jury in the Jan. 31 shoot¬
ing of a parttime boxing trainer
in a Harlem bottle club. Daniels
was indicted on five counts, two
of which are second degree as¬
sault, another two on violations
of the Sullivan Act, which forbids
illegal possession of firearms, and
the fifth on discharging a gun in
public.
Daniels was freed in $2,500 bail
so that he could fill a pair of dates,
finale being at the Chi Chi Club,
Palm Springs.
Daniels is also
slated to start an engagement next
week at the Tropicana, Havana. It j
seems that he 11 be unable to fi j

Hollywood, Feb. 28.
Vaude shows entertaining at
service bases will be under closer
scrutiny In the future, Jimmy
Kelly, assistant to Irvin Mazzei,
AGVA’s Coast chief, disclosed yes¬
terday (Mon.).
According to Kelly, AGVA has
been allowing its members to en¬
tertain troops gratis at isolated
service camps, but instead of serv¬
icemen seeing the shows, civilians
living near the bases have been at¬
tending.
"In fact,” Kelly said, "one base
nearby, because it was receiving
numerous complaints from civil¬
ians anent supersonic sound explo¬
sions, and in a move to pacify
them, allowed these civilians to at¬
tend the shows without charge.
They even attempted to enlist
som*e
them in ty,e Ground Obscrver corps.
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Holiday Nabbed
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The AGVA exec said that the
! union will continue sending out its
to these service camps,

Un.Zd Narcotics Kcip, members

'but if the violations continue, the
Billie Holiday, who served one
camp will be ".put out of bounds”
term in the Federal Penitenliary for AGVA membcrship.
Alderston. \V. Va., on a narcotics rap, was picked up again j
for possession and use of narcotics.
A raid on her paartment in Phil- j
adelphia resulted in Miss Holiday
and husband Louis McKay being

AGVA-ARA in Pact

Hv n e^nd iurf0 b0n<' f°r “
I

"Hnliri'iv ii'.ri reeeiitlv eon-

■_;_

Apfc T*1lll Vipy
I ACIS 1 U

, .

Vaude Spot Out
Mexico

T«lrc Ws here.

Red

OI
Citv, Feb. 21.

hOU.e

EcpcVanza Iris, ex-operetta singer-

- eluded work on her autobiography.
i^tcJaJ^l’”p\PJen<lon«,
BZCStW
.o^a’nd Vven'a dam'e mart
I clu"ed h«°di,.Ul.l Jlp on this :thon. has .truck pay dirt at last.
1 charge—in 1947. she did sellout
bu-iness in manv concert stands,
.including Carnegie Hall. N. Y.. and
’was one of the top earning Negro
•singers of that time. She essayed
a couple of nitery stand- in Xcw
: York, but later her cabaret license

Vaude-revue policy of international acts (some American), iwtn
j a 48c lop. rolled up a gross.of
.3320.000 last year.
lu
, policy, with Sumla.c
i
, matinoo.s
,Cv;“*c*
j pers are I alillo
'u
; tomlc’

I was revoked.

' and londlele, exotic dancer.
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r CHARLIE BEAL
; Songs
Velvet Club. N. T.

- MEG MYLES
Songs
20 Mins.
Club 59. N. Y.
Meg Myles, who emerged from

-

the small joints on the Coast via a
film showcasing in “The Phenix:
City Storv** and latterly a Capitol:
p5^c ?nnfnV ha, a lot work-!
Records contract, has a
ing for her before she tackles the!
mike. She’s a pert, petite auburn-:
...
annin.
coiffed doll with beaucoup equip- i
ment topside. That's a good start
for any man's minimum charge.
.
She’s not bad in the vocal de-:
°
?
partment, either, although her dim-;

, .

„„„

ww _

1!06

j
|

New York
Lynne Steiger has opened

| at Captain’s Table ... Ben Blue
headlines at Rivera, Las Vegas
14 for four frames
'

a per- • March

..

been
^aV^an^has onlv j u’e\rnYme7o7The*beUer dubs7
returned recently to his native ] " Pohshed^work
reathHewasfor many years at 1 and ^struments raakes
easy
the Club Calavados winduo^e?v see "hy they haLe c<?me alonf:,Pfot
i to mention an effective versatility.
g-ound the comer from the Hotel
“Rock Around the
| n
I r. l
e°r°e . •
...
Beal ls the type of entertainer
wj10 sjts down at the piano and
creates a series of moods.' Primar- other songs there’s a sweet touch
ily, Beal deals in melody. To what- . to "After All.” one of Miller's own
ever he turns
in, his attention . has
.
. l" cleffings, and an inning wherein
nate musical merit, thence into mdrvTduar^'^nteiTpreUtion
VocaUy" pectedne^House°Pof*IBhi*e flights’"

BfSg&Stf&X
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CHUCK MILLER TRIO
25 Muu.
Eddys’, K.C.
„ The Chuck Miller Trio is a top- .
notch combo. Once a keyboard sin-'
gle. Miller . reorganized himself
into a trio with Karl Smykil on the ;
drums and Bob Douglass on string j
bass about six years ago. The outfit i
was doing okay right along, and

>*:•«-**

Rollo & Cressy to the Elegante, | fic Add. . . >.The Modernafres
Brooklyn^, March^ 8^. .
Milbourne j launched three-stanza stint last
Christopher started a date at the night <Tues.) at Sahara, Vegas
British Colonial Hotel. Nassau, last commuting daily to L.A. for ap,night
night ,Tues.>
<Tues.> . . . Mickey Katz,
Katz; pearance
pe.arance on the Bob Crosby tv
booked for the Town Casino, Buf-‘show , . . Oscar Cartier and Eileen

Hotel, Ciudad Trujillo, April 9 . . . for several jazz concerts "first “ni
Lfty Christine will double from^chwm beM^?ch“3atcLe“Strip for Action’’ at the Shubert, ■; mont College- Shrine Auditorium

*" *-

— <-

8-

Lu Ann Simms goes into the ; Ariz., March 8 . . . Peggy Lee opens
with their “Cool, Cool
Kansas City (MoJ Auto Show j a three-week engagement at the
repertoire and sticks to the heavy- can evoke a sentimental mood. It’s ; Water.”
„ . nin»c
.
.
. oc starting tonight (Wed.) for three;Cocoanut Grove March 7 , . . Page
voiced styling that’s sprinkled with . quite easy to see why he went over !
Trin
Trio closes out their 2o minutes daVs . J. . George
Hopkins
and ; Cavanaugh Trio open a four-week
s.a. but the sameness of it all tends j So strongly with the Americans in
ThP famiiiararitv” Wehie i'l lth a . rock n
’° Mintr'cJni..n Mary Sullivan tee off at the-White i tint at the Castle Restaurant beto wear during the 20-minute stint Paris
Her style is mostly in the “un-1
requited love” groove and even .
when she segues into a sprightly .
“S’Wonderful,” the lilt is missing . nicely with U. S. standards, Jose.
a*Ufingthtoebe^oldtlieir ^^Quin ^ lries £oes into Le Cupidon, March | sas City, has been repacted by the
and it comes off like another tune j
i 7 . . . Louis Armstrong has been j nitery for a three-week stint in
for “crying in the beer.” But when , ELAINE GORDON
i parted for the Sands Hotel. Las! October . . . Freddy Martin opens
the tune’s mood is right like in ’■ gonffs
4 GITSOM SISTERS
[ Vegas, July 25 on the bill with! at Las Vegas’ New Frontier Hotel
“Cry Me A River,” “Shed A Tear ;
Mins.
Songs, Accordion
j Robert Merrill, and follows with j April 23.
For Me” and even “St
Louis j Monte CarIo, Miami Beach
8 Mins.
: date at Harrah’s, Lake Tahoe
■
Glasgow
ofUonDi^er vocalistics pack a lot
A
slen(JeI,
attractive
brunet Empire,
_r„_f-■
Jose Greco set for a couple of conFour real sisters, each playing cert stands, doing a one-nighter at
of,p.u c ’ .
, .
. . „ . or i tastefully gowned and well eni accordion, form fairly bright t Wichita, tomorrow (ThursJ, and
Miss Myles could widen her. dowed vocally, young Elaine GorNelson Eddy and Gale Sherwood
nitery orbit with a more
: don looks a likely bet for the better musical act, but require sharpen- ■ Corpus Christi, March 8.
at the Statler-Hilton Hotel. Feb.
!
repertoire and a livelier attack on,cafes an(j tv showcasing. Her eye ing for leading dates.
23-March 7, with Los Chavales de
For instance, gabbing intros to
the rhythm numbers. Right now-, aRd ear impact is strong, pointing
Espana and Trini Reyes due March
she’s an okay eyeful and earful for up adroit stage deportment that tunes is too hurried and amateur¬
8 for two frames . . . The Martinis
the offbeat intimeries and televi¬ gets the most out of the lyric line ish, and requires pronto polishing.
Ames
Bros,
into
the
Baker
Hotel,
are in the private King's Club
Costumes,
while
bright,
should
sion guest slots.
Gros.
in standard ballad and specially
Dallas, next Wednesday for two indefinitely . . . Kiz & Dick into
have glamor plus.
; arranged hit-paraders.
Bachelor
Club . . . George
Quartet teeoff with breezy tunes, weeks . , . Sophie Tucker plays the the
I
That there has been painstaking and score especially in “Sabre Balinese Room, Galveston, March Shearing’s quint due at the Colony
COMEDY MATERIAL
• attention paid to her staging is Dance.” Vocals featured include 3 for two . . . Chi William Morris Club, March 16-25, with Sylvia
For All Branches of Theatricals ■
. evidenced in the assured delivery “Go On By” and the locally cur¬ agent Sid Epstein off on a 107-day Sims set for April 6 opening . . ,
. and full-voiced approach to the rent hit, “Seventeen." More polish tour of the midwest and Texas ter¬ Organist Lynn Bartsch into the
; slower tempoed chansons in which will arrive with experience. As is. ritory . . . The Gaylords set for the Copa Room . . . Terry Shand and
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILE
: she reveals a fine flair for phrasing. act has makings of a winner for tv Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas City, the George Moss Trio at the Uni¬
(The Service of the STARS) .
On the upbeat free-wheelers she and vaude.
April 13 for two frames . . . Gloria versity Club.
first 13 files $7.00—All 35 issues $25
Gord.
Singly; SI.05 per script.
• adds a zesty Mermenesque touch
Van extended again at- Chicago’s
that adds to the aud-build which FLOURNOY MILLER & M ANT AN Black Orchid; he stays through
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 •
; routes her into a strong topper:
March 24, three options having
MORELAND
• MINSTREL BUDGET
$25 •
• artfully handled adaptation of Jolbeen exercised on what was origin¬
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk. $25 •
Comedy
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •
; son hits w'hich is a dedication,
ally
a two-week booking . . . Dick
10 Mins.
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
rather than the usual attempt at
Contino into the Congress Hotel,
Palace, N.Y.
$3.00
an impression. Addition of another
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
This twosome is a combination St. Louis! June 1 for two . . .
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
Currently
prime concept of the kind would of many acts and shows the influ¬ Stewart Allen pacted for the El
No C.O.D.'s
add to the zoom-up possibilities ences of many partners. Flournoy Cortez, Las Vegas, April 5 for a
HENRY HUDSON
BILLY GLASON
: currently revealed.
As is, Miss Miller *ex & Lyles' has teamed pair of frames.
HOTEL
A
200 W 54th St.. New York 19—Dept. V
: Gordon looks ready for the dis- with Mantan Moreland who has
New York
«
Circle 7-1130
| covery department.
Lary.
had more partners than are enum- ]
erated in a w.k. brokerage firm,
j
Hollywood
; THE ROVER BOYS (4)
The turn they are doing pres- j
Frankie Laine tees off threeiSongs
ently has a lot of lines that have ; week stand tonight ‘Wed.) at Miami
8 Mins.
been done previously on the Pal- Beachcomber, followed by March
, end Eddie
Palace, N.Y.
ace stage. They do the income tax ! 23 opening at the Auditorium,
. Kitty White
newly questionnaire and wind up with Portland, Ore. .
|
The Rover Boys are
• organized foursome who seemingly the long distance poker game. They : booked into Jimmy Van Heusen’s
! have worked valiantly on an act have an act that passes muster ' Piano Lounge at Desert Inn, Palm
DIR < IRVIN ARTHUR ASSOCIATES
! instead of a sound. There arc indi- ev?n though it sounds like they had j Springs, Friday i2» . . . Nacio Herb
! cations that they may develop the a telephone rehearsal only.' Jose. Brown set as co-host and p^nisl
j latter as a natural consequence of
SohW
■ having an act. One of their numj ber, Billy Alberts, who guitars for
,*el
; the group, is given a little more
Me* ^°rV
I prominence in the turn. He seems
i to be a fairly good fulcrum for the
fAonagen^*
Continued from page 57 ;
\ outfit, possessing a likeable voice
I and a good delivery,
ployers of talent to whom the mem-. out demanding that its clients join
j
The lads still show an unfamilbers must go to for direct employ-! AGVA. This legislation douses
:, iarity with the vaude medium, but
the act seems to be serviceable. ment. As a result, the $50 fee ' hopes that any agency can pick up
They have built a set of impres¬ loomed large in ilie negotiations extra coin by starting a lecture
Appearing Now
sions including one of Liberace going on between both outfits. As bureau.
The next convention, slated for
that goes over well. They do tunes a consequence, the union passed a'
that have been around when not motion charging the bookers in this June, will take place at Disneyland,
engaged irr mimicry and are well category a $50 service charge and Cal., June 18. Convention will end
New York
received.
Jose.
a $25 service charge for associates t with a dinner tendered to Gov.
in the office., Artists Representa¬ Goodwin Knight of California, and
RITA MARTELL
tives Assn., which signed with the Walt Disney. The national board
Juggling
union on Monday (27), pays a $50 meeting will start June 22. Some
8 Mins.
franchise fee to the union.
The of the problems outlined for the
Empire, Glasgow
service charge is presumably for next convention will be a six-day
Held Over 8 Weeks
Young Irish gal brings high the filing of contracts, and what- week' for principal acts (six-day
VENTRILOpyiST
degree of skill to juggling routines, j ever services the union can give week now is for chorus only); co-!
and
mainly the rapidfire bounce on to ! to the club date producer.
EMA operation with Congressional com-!
special floor board.
Hotel Adolphus
! will start negotiations with AGVA mittees, and. removal of national !
Opens with nifty manipulation ; tomorrow (ThursJ.
board members who do not attend
Dallas, Texas
of four balls, and adds to diffi¬
meetings.
Quorum Lowered
Jugglers - Knife Throwers
culty of routine by tossing the
One item that will aid branches
balls behind her back. Segues with
Currently
virtually
every
city
where
standard throwing of top hats,
MIAMI BEACH HOTELS
; three in a row. on to her head, and AGVA maintains an office is the
then does conventional cigar-box j lowering of quorum requirements. I
Management
If's the
tossing. Follows with juggling of Henceforth, the union's meetings !
HARRY LEONARD
Burlington, Vt., Feb. 28.
six balls on board, skill in this 1 will be legal if only 3^ of the paid '
2160
PATTERSON ST,
Rutland
Fair
will
-not
have
the
aepartment reflecting strong eye ! up membership attend. Previous
CINCINNATI. OHIO
judgment and innale talent as well j requirement was 5r>. Floor on at- “World of Mirth” shows as an at¬
as long hours oi practice.
j tendance was spotted at 11 paid-up traction this year, but the Cham¬
The Home of Show Folk
Distaffer, with appeal of youth. ' members. In New'York, legal min-! plain Valley Fair will continue to
Avery & Washington Sts.
links freshness and glamor to tal- ; imum will be 67; Los Angeles 49. feature these acts.
For Fashion Shows ond T.V.
Radio in Every Room
I erij
for U.S. vdude ; and Chicago, 29.
King Reid Shows, owned by
Performances—Specially Manufactured
and nitery bookings.
Gord.
1
-- Union also voted to contribute, Reid Lefevre of Manchester, a
J $500 to the Casa Del Aetores, an member of the Vermont LegislaOnly Few Pieces Available
aetor’s home maintained bv the • lure for the past nine years, have
Sell Far Below .'Wholesalers Cost
Current ABC-Par Record Hit
Mexican union. It also sent out let-; been booked for the Rutland event,
Call: MRS. SCHNEIDER
ters to franchised agents stating' where “World of Mirth” played
TRafalgar 4-5543. New York City
that all those booking lecturers and f°r more than 25 years.
speakers must see to it that the
■
1
_li
speakers belong to AGVA.- Thus,
should the William Morris Agency
start a lecture bureau, it would
have to tell clients such as Mrs. i
Now Second Week
Eleanor Roosevelt that they would
the ELEGANTE, NEW YORK
have to join the union just like ,
"Newest Singing Excitement"
any other performer. However, W.
Mg». BILL MJTTLER, 1619 Broadway, New York
Colston Leigh, which has no AGVA
Currently ANKARA, Pittsburgh
franchise, can book speakers with-1

■taeuusrfeMr

essjw-ss & t i as i* ss»«s

Dallas

Chicago

FUN-MASTER

lERTS

AGVA Hikes Dues

BILL
FALBO
(Comic)

lay

SEILER

TOWN and COUNTRY

and

miriam

SEABOLD

WARD HALL

CENTURY ROOM

THE LEONARDOS

WHEN IN BOSTON

I

Reid Replaces ‘Mirth’
For Rutland, Vt., Fair

HOTEL AVERY

MINK STOLES

“LITTLE CHILD”

CAB CALLOWAY

LILLIAN HAYES
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1-Niter Market
Riding High In
Recent Tours

VARIETY

TSCHUDrS BACKGROUND

Walker Stricken

Pentagon Man Once Radio Spieler
and Band Fronter
Washington, Feb. 28.
Lt.

Co!

Louis J.

Tschudi

has

been named successor to Col. Jo¬
seph Goetz as Air Force repre¬
sentative in the Armed Forces Pro¬
fessional Entertainment Branch.
Goetz exits March 15 to take over
The .one-nighter
market
in
as director of Public Relations for
arenas and auditoriums has picked
the Allied Air Forces in South
up appreciably in recent weeks
Europe,
with
headquarters
in
with three successful tours.
Vic¬
Naples.
In addition to being Air
tor Borge has been racking up
Force rep, Gofetz has headed all
grosses as have the Birdland Unit,
professional entertainment activi¬
booked by the Gale office' and the
ties for Dept, of Defense.
Bill Haley-Koy Hamilton unit, pro¬
Lt. Co! Tschudi comes here
moted by the Feld Bros, of Wash¬
from Langley Air Force Base
ington.
,
.
The most astonishing business where he was chief of Personnel
Before
entering the
is being done by Borge, whose Services.
one-man show may net the come¬ service, he was a radio sportscaster
at
WING,
Dayton,
and
at one time
dian more than $500,00p. One of
the unusual facets in the booking batoned his own orch.
of this layout are the early sell¬
B.oth Goetz and Tschudi are cur¬
outs, and request for quick re¬ rently in Hollywood, where the
peats.
However, resistance from new man is making the rounds of
some arena operators has been studios and military offices to meet
making itself felt.
Terms being the people with whom he will be
asked for Borge run to approxi¬ working in his job of procuring
mately 75% of the take for the entertainment for U. S. troops all
comic.
Many are willing to let over the world.
the comic keep that kind of
money, but want advertising and
certain fixed costs to come off the
top. There has been considerable
haggling on that score. However,
all his dates thus far have been
sellouts or near.
Another top grosser Is the Birdland unit, prodifeed by Morris
Levy, operator of The Birdland,
N. Y., which so far on its tour
American Guild of Variety Art¬
has grossed about $65,000. Typical ists is apparently determined that
grosses include Canton, $9,600; its member shall keep its contrac¬
Toledo,
the
sole
losing
date, tual commitments. Charges are be¬
$4,700; Columbus, $13,400; Day- ing brought against comedian Berton, $11,000; Louisville, $11,400. nie Berns for running out on one
Tour is turning in a handsome pact and accepting another date
profit. , One of the most profit¬ at higher money. He’ll be given a
able has been the Haley-Hamilton hearing before the executive com¬
junket.
mittee. It’s possible that he will be
This year’s tours are in direct fined, in addition to paying twice
contrast to those undertaken last the face value of his original con¬
season when names such as Judy tractual commitment, and may be
Garland and Martin
& Lewis given a 60-day suspension.
pulled losing takes.
Difference
Jackie Bright, union’s national
this season lies in the fact that administrative secretary, said that
the present batch are going out Berns had produced a medico’s cer¬
without guarantees,
while
last tificate stating that he would be
year’s crop of touring one-night unable to work. A further exami¬
shows demanded guarantees as nation was ‘given by the AGVA
high as $10,000.
physician, who also re*ported a sim¬
ilar finding.
However, according
to Bright, Berns was caught work¬
ing for the producer giving him
the higher coin on the night in
question.

Alan Walker, a veepee of the Athletic Assn. Starts Talent With
Grace Barrie, Billy Vine
American Guild of Variety Artists.
. whr was connected with Murray
Pittsburgh, Feb. 28.
i Fran., .n’s Lounge, Miami Beach,
Private membership Bachelors
1 suffered a heart attack this week
Club
in
East
Liberty, which used
; and was taken to Mt. Sinai Hos¬
to play some of the biggest acts in
pital in that city.
show
business
during its checkered
I
Walker was also a writer for Red
open-and-shut days, is reopening
Buttons.
tomorrow night (Wed.) under a
new charter as the Sonny Boys
Athletic Assn., and tees off with a
show headed by Grade Barrie and
Billy Vine.
Room will operate five nights a
week, closing on Mondays and
Tuesdays, and talent is being book¬
ed in for 10-day stands comprising
a fortnight.
Bachelors has been
By WALT CHRISTIE
closed for several years.
Whitey
Honolulu, Feb. 21.
Scharbo’s orch signed to furnish
. Bill Mau, of Waikiki Lau Yee the music. Scharbo was there be¬
Chai, promoted a Liberace two- fore and lately has been working
nighter (17-18) at the Civic here, downtown at Almono Club.
Joe
and may have dropped as much as Hiller is booking the place.
$2,500 on the venture.
Liberace
averaged about half capacity, play¬
ing to 5,500 total.
Prices ranged
■from $7.50.to $2.20 and it’s a cinch
the house was scaled too optimis¬
tically for maximum biz.

Liberace Co. Honolulu
Two-Nighter Can’t Pull
’Em Id; Scale Too High?

Hollywood, Feb. 28.
The
Hollywood - Knickerbocker
Hotel, in the Vine St. belt, hereto¬
fore sans any important nitery divertisement, is reopening its Holi¬
day Room with Sylvie St. Clair.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 28.
Latter is a French chanteuse, who
Pittsburgh’s only sports arena,
has had her own radio and tv shows
the
Gardens,
called
Duquesne
in New York and Hollywood, and Gardens until a few years ago,
who has been in retirement for al¬ will be razed this spring to make
most two years following an auto way for a
modern
apartment
crackup.
building, and the John H. Harris
Miss St. Clair will be the solo enterprises, apart from his thea¬
feature, midnight shows only, aided tre holdings, are
being
made
by the (Miss) Joyce Collins rhythm homeless.
trio.
The end of the Gardens means
that there will be no place for
Harris’ own “Ice Capades” and the
Shipstads-Johnson
“Ice
Follies”
to play in the future. It’ll bring
to a finish the Pittsburgh Hornets’
hockey team, which Harris owns,
in the American League and will
Boston, Feb. 28.
also wind up Harris spot bookings
Sam Snyder, in Australia with
of jazz packages and other big
his “Water Follies,” called his Bos¬
vaude attractions in the arena,
ton office that the tour is a big
such as rodeos, water shows, etc.
winner and has been booked for
Harris has likewise had a big
20 weeks next season. Reps from
source of revenue in rentals to
Singapore and Ceylon have inked
boxing promotions and Duquesne
the “Follies” for the two spots also.
U. for its home basketball games.
Snyder said the show has been
Harris made a last-minute fight
playing to 10,000 nightly in its to get a lease renewal for two
last stand, Melbourne, where It years in his fight against time, but
closed Feb. 18, and that he has couldn’t
swing it.
The
fight
booked a return engagement after against time would have fallen
t\yo weekers in Perth and Sydney. short anyway, since it’ll likely be
Tne troupe finishes its Down Un¬ long after spring of '58 before the
der tour in late April and opens its civic auditorium the city of Pitts¬
Latin-American tour in Mexico burgh is building will be ready in
City, April 27-May 8.
the downtown Hill district. Unless
Snyder reported 190.000 paid ad¬ they go outdoors, “Ice Capades”
missions in Melbourne. This, he and “Ice Follies" will have to wait
said, paid for the entire Aussie until that project is completed be¬
tour.
fore they can play Pittsburgh
again.
Harris will probably reac¬
tivate his hockey club at that time,
too.

On night caught, Liberace got in
plugs for his tv shows, recordings,
motion picture, his mother and a
biographical book he’s planning.
The commercials, if warranted at
all, should be more subtle.
Gab.
between numbers runs overlong
but is “folksy” enough to please his
devotees. And of the latter, he’s
not lacking.
Orchestra, composed of partial
roster of Honolulu Symphony and
billed only as “members of Hono¬
lulu Symphony,” backed nicely un¬
der George Liberace’s baton. As¬
sociate conductor-arranger and
second pianist Gordon Robinson is
in for a neat assist in specialty
numbers, as are Lou Singer, fea¬
tured percussionist, and Walter
Borsella, concertmaster. Pianist is
smart in surrounding himself with
top craftsmen, for the teamwork of
his staffers does much to enhance
the show.
Liberace’s exotic jackets (three
changes) draw gasps, giggles and
applause. Customers mitt warmly
after each number, which is what
counts.
But-just for the record,
the whole thing lacks the refresh¬
ing humility displayed in his pre- |
tv concert dates here four years j
ago.

Pin GARDENS RAZING

LEAVES ICER HOMELESS

Snyder ‘Water Follies’
Goes Over Down Under

Roxy Skate Line Set

Regulations of the American
Guild of Variety Artists call for
one day off weekly for the line,
thus additional femmes are needed.

Medicos Force Lena Horne
Tolteg Off Havana Date
Lena Horne was forced to beg
out of her date at the Montmartre,
Havana, which was to have com¬
menced Friday (24). Medicos or¬
dered a six-week rest for the
singer, and she may go to Europe
during that period.
A new date is being arranged.

Las Vegas, Feb. 28.
Phil Spitalny and Jake Kozloff
announced last week (22) that they
had taken over the defunct Royal
Nevada.
Musicond.uctor and the
veteran Vegas gambler leased the
hotel from Frank Fishman for
$650,000 per annum.

HALEY COMETS TO HEAD
NEW FELD ROCK’N’ROLL

ORIENTAL MOTIF FOR
HUB’S NEWEST NITERY

Boston, Feb. 28.
The town’s newest nitery, El ;
Morocco, in the building formerly j
housing the Ada Bullock eatery on
Tremont St., is skedded to open
in three weeks, with talent coming
in from abroad.
Charlie Locke said the Oriental
nitery would be in two parts,
downstairs and upstairs rooms.
First to open will be the down¬
stairs, room/’* and George Valias,
house’ booker, is off overseas, next
week to import talent.
Some $7,000 worth of fibre glass
drapes are now being installed in
the 225-seater. Oriental type food
will be served and a special stage
has been built for Oriental musi- j
cians playing traditional inslru- |
menls.
;
First show will be booked from •'
New York. Locke said, as it was |
doubtful that Valias would be able j
to get talent back to the U. S. in ■
time for the opening. Four Orien- :
lal dance acts are,planned as a!
continuing feature of the room. I
Guys And Dolls, new intimer. I
which was first of the rooms in !
the building opened by Locke. ;
will continue under the same for- |
mat of names and semi-names.

j

Patachou, Trinder Set
For Palladium Opener
London, Feb. 21.
Tommy Trinder and Patachou
will support headliner Slim Whit¬
man in the opening bill of the new
Palladium
vaude season which
starts March 5. Whitman’s British
debut had previously been an¬
nounced.
This will be Pataehou’s first the¬
atrical engagement in London, al¬
though she has previously been
seen here in cabaret. Trinder has
j emceed* “Sunday Night at the Lon• don Palladium” since the begin¬
ning of commercial tv in London.
The current Palladium revue,
’’Painting the Town,” folds March
3 after 375 performances.

Spitalny, Kozloff i
Get Royal Nevada;
Las Vegas, Lease

Dominicans, AGVA
Huddle on Show

(He calls latter portion a “re¬
quest” period, though musicians
are well equipped with the actual
score sheets).

SYLVIE-ST. CLAIR INTO
H’WOOD-KNICK BOITE
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Kozloff, whose last undertaking
here was the Hotel Last Frontier
(he sold interest to Frank Williams,
who converted spa to New Fron¬
tier), has already set Olsen &
Johnson for five months with op¬
tions starting June 1.
Contract,
signed last Thursday (23), covers
longest engagement ever pacted by
a Las Vegas spa. Understood, how¬
ever, that O&J inking is conting¬
ent upon Nevada Tax Commission
approval of casino license by that
date.
Tax Commission field rep Bill
An adjudication is being made Gallagher in Las Vegas indicated
between the‘government of the Do¬ the agency will seek to license the
minican Republic and the Ameri- hotel’s casino quickly to get the
can^Guild of Variety Artists on a hotel in full-scale operation as soon
$10,000 bond put up by the govern¬ as possible. Presently only hotel
ment guaranteeing a week’s salary facilities, including restaurant and
for the water show produced by Bob bar, are open. Spitalny filed his
with
the
commish
Courtney, which folded recently application
Thursday and Kozloff will com¬
after playing a couple of weeks.
Show was paid off by the gov¬ plete list by end of this week (2).
ernment for a little more than their
Biz-wise, hotel saw rooms filled
actual playing time. However, the to capacity first weekend (25-26)
contract provided for an eight-week that it was reopened to the public.
guarantee. Therefore, situation will Creditor claims, meantime,, will
be studied before monies are given continue to be the responsibility of
out.
the original operating group, head¬
The Courtney show reportedly ed by A1 B. Mol! Bill Miller, who
proved unsatisfactory. In addition, took over general managership of
the cast wasn’t paid off by Court¬ Royal Nevada during sinking days
ney, although it’s alleged that he prior to its closing New Year’s Eve,
was given the sufficient coin by the is now dickering for semi-closed
Dominican Republic to produce Dunes hotel on behalf of a midwesand carry the show for a while. tern group.
The government had to step in and
pay off the cast and arrange for
transportation back to the U. S.
with Varig Airlines.
Latter had
been guaranteed before troupe
planed out to the Dominican Re¬
public.
The Feld Bros, of Washington,
having
successfully
wound
up
with one rock ’n’ roller, have lined
up another. They’ll start the new
show going in about a month for a
long string of dates.

Show was generally pleasing,
though spotty, latter situation not
being helped by frequent lighting
miscues.
It’s hardly newsworthy
to report that Liberace is develop¬
ing into a versatile entertainer. He
tells stories, some funny; he dances
(yep!), though not good; he sings,
natch; but the show reaches its
zenith in the second half when he
settles 'down
to
serious ivory
pounding.

AGVA Bringing
Claim Vs. Berns

The Roxy Theatre, N. Y., is plan¬
ing to make its 24-girl skating
line a permanent part of the show.
Theatre is currently auditioning
more skaters so that the full com¬
plement will be maintained at all
shows.

VAUDEVIIAJE
DUCKS MONDAY & TUESDAY

! Tabbert Rushed Into Det. |
|
Statler as Lu Ann Sub!
I

Singer Bill Tabbert was rushed

'

New unit will be topped by Bill
Haley & Comets, and will include
Laverne Baker, Bo Diddelv, Clyde
McPhattcr. Platters, Drifters, Teen
Agers. Teen Queens. Flamingos,
Joe Turner, Red Prysock and The
Colts.

Kentucky Club Reopens
With Non-Stop Grind Sked
Cincinnati. Feb. 28.
Glenn Rendezvous, night club in
downtown Newport, Ky., opposite
Cincy. has been reopened by a
group identified only as a Chicago
syndicate.
Initial show, Sally Rand’s 12-act
revue, is grinding non-stop from
8:30 p. m. to 2:30 a. m. in the 300seat room.
Booking, direct, was
for two weeks. There’s no cover
or admission charge. Food is a la
carte.
Five-piece house band is
directed by Bobby Guyer, trum¬
peter.
Spot was opened 15 years ago
by Pete Schmidt, Newport gam1)1 ing figure and former operator
of Beverly Hills Country Club, for
his son, Glenn,. who died several
years ago. It was shuttered some
months ago after several changes
of management. Trade, bid is for
convention delegates and visitors
and early word that there will be
no casino connection.

i into the Statler, Detroit, last week j
Boston Area Nitery In
j to replace Lu Ann Simms, who quit i Monk Now Conferencier
a two-week stand after two days. |
Total 100G Fire Loss .Booking
was made by Jimmy.
For Gotham Downstairs
Everett, Mass., Feb. 28.
.
i
j
I
I
'

The Valley Club here was destroyed in a $100,000 fire early
Sunday morning (19). No one was
in the club, which had closed at
midnight Saturday. The blaze had
a good headway before discovery.
The night club was a stucco building 100x150 feet.
At midnight 50 patrons had quit
the club. * At 2:30 a. m. the fire
department termed it a total loss,
with the blaze under control. Fire
departments from Boston and five
surrounding cities sent aid to the
Everett fire department, hampered
by a 10-inch snow fall.

! Grady, who got Tabbert off the
Julius Monk, for many years con¬
boat after a date at the British ferencier at Le Ruban Bleu. N. Y.,
! Colonial Hotel, Nassau.
j and currently talent buyer in the
I
Tabbert will repeat at the De- east for the hungry i, San Fran¬
! troit Statler April 9, and will also cisco, becomes conferencier at the
' be at the Cleveland Statler. April Downstairs, a spot on the site of
23.
He’s tentatively set for the the former Purple Onion. N. Y.,
Palmer House, Chicago, July 12 for starting tomorrow (Thurs.).
five weeks.
Initial bill under Monk’s auspices
will include June Erickson, Jack
Gretchen On the Double Fletcher, Dodie Goodman and
Gretchen Wyler will double out Jerry Matthews. Layout will be in
of the legiter “Silk Stockings” in- a revue format entitled "Four B,e; to Le Cupidon, N. Y., starting Iow,” with John Heawood doing
the choreography, and twin piano
j March 7.
Miss Wyler will do the late show accompaniment will provide back¬
ground.
I only. ■ •
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. Numeral* In connection with bill* below Indicate optning day of show
whether full or split wtfk
Letter in parentheses Indicates circuit: (I; Independent; CL) Loew; CM) Moss;
IP) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; CT) Tivoli; (W) Warner
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Thunderbird
Maide Rosenbloom
Nie-Nax
Luis Gomez Dncra
Vanity Fair
B S Pully
Pearl Williams
Alicia Marquez
Sallie Blair
Nora Morales Ore
Versailles Hotel
Alan Gale
Billy Shepard
Buddy Clayton

A J tc Ron
Teddy King Ore

House Reviews

5 O'clock
Tommy Raft
H. S.- Gamp
Parisian Rev
Vagabonds Club
The Vagabonds (4)
Helene Dixon
Ronnie ‘ Eastman
Janet Grey
Frank Linale Ore
Woody Woodbury

Palacfe* N. Y.
Ted"* Flo Vallett, Betty Brett,
Three Amauts, Rollo & Cressy,
Harry Savoy with Sabrina; Rover
Boys (4), Flournoy Miller & Mantan Moreland, Cycling Kirks (2),
Myron Roman House Orch; “Flame
of the Islands” (Rep), reviewed in

HAVANA
NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (R)
Rocket tes
Corps de Ballet
Choral Ensemble
Peiro Bros.
Mithael' Danzi
Palace (P) 1
Berk * Hallow

| John Gajlus
Clark A Knight
De Lage A Shirley
Pig Markham Co.
Sinclair Sc Alada
Lee Davis
Joe Howard

AUSTRALIA
ADELAIDE
Royal (T) 1
3 Gypsys
Eddie Vitch Sc P
Neal A Newton
Joe Church
Romaine & Claire
Jenny Howard
Alain Diagora
Red Moore
Ken Littlewood
Frank Ward
Jack Baker
Nula Molioy
JVp’n’e MeCo’m'k
Ballet Girls (10)
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (TJ 1
Adele Inge
B Raye, A D Faye
Jack Powell
Reg Rcdclitle
Rih-Aruso
Lawman Sc Robins
Romano A Maureen

Barry Rugless
Robert O'Donnell
Roslyn Dunbar
Lamb Sc Rahlen
Barbara Howe
Reg Park
Joe Whitehouse
Wim De Jong
Geoff Thorne
Helen Pluker
Dorothy Hickey
SYDNEY
Tivoli (Tj 1
Hite & Stanley.
Frank Marlowe
Billy Russell
Salici Puppets
J Sc D Barker
M Sc E Rose
Laycock A Maureen
Stuffy Bryant
Gordon Chaler
Darryl Stewart
Terry Scanlon
June Salter

BRITAIN
BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M> 27
- E A-H- Lester’s
Havseeds
Donald B. Stuart
R it J Jover
Grangers Puppets
CHISWICK
Empire !M) 27
Dr. Crock’s Cra’kpts
Dash’s Chimps
Dickie Dawson
Ron Scott
• Charles Ancaster
Corelli's
Flying Silbons
EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 27
Duncan Macrae
Dave Willis
Jack Anthony
Murray Sc Maidie
Robert Wilson
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 27
BAD Waters
J & J Bentley
Eddie Arnold
Dick James
Baker Sc Douglas
Cherry Wainer
Morlands
PAS Sherry
GLASGOW ^
Empire (M) 2/
Slim Whitman
Rey Sc Ronjy
Harry Bailey
Elizabeth Sc Collins
Alexanders Dogs
George Meaton
Kendor Bros.
HANLEY
Royal (M) 27
Carroll Levis
Averil Sc Aurel
Eddie Goffron
M Sc B WintersGriff Kendall
LEEDS
Empire (M) 27
Billy Cotton Ore
Lane Twins
SAP Kaye
Frances Duncan *
Bobbie Kimber
Walthon A Dorraine

MANCHESTER
Hippodrome <MJ 27
Brough A Andrews
Rita Roza
Ronald Chesney
Ossie Noble
Ballet Montparnasse
NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 27
Lee Lawrence
Grossetto A Gaston
Hackford A Doyle
PAP Page
Woodward A Coop’r
Joe Black
K A A Alexis
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 27 „
Betty Miller A
Rhythm Makers
Ronnie Carroll
Mrs. Shufflewick
Tom Mennard
NORTHAMPTON
New (I) 27
Issy Bonn
Iris Long Trio
Edwin A Rachelle
Ray Allan
Stan Van
Carter A Guest
Sylvia A Audrey
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) 27
Arthur English
Eddie Gray
Three Skylarks
Eva May Wong
Clarkson A Leslie
Larry Turner
Dennis. Hunt
Christine Glanville
SUNDERLAND
Empire (Mj 27
Morton Fraser’s
Harmonica Gang
2 Mayfairs
Jones A Arnold
Duo Russmar
Golding A Stuart
Nelson Bros.
Jimmy. Jeff A June
WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippodrome (I) 27
Michael Holliday
Bill Maynard

Cabaret Bills
NEW YORK CITY
AreVe'k
A1 Nesor
Carolyn Carpenter
Harry Kane
JAM Linder
H Roth Ore
. Beverly
Bobby Short
Blue Angel
Enid Mosier
Steel Band
■■■-Jill Corey
Jorle Remus
Katie Lee
Bon Solr
Kaye Ballard
Sylvia films
3 Flanks
Phil Leeds
Jimmife' Daniels
» •. Cameo
MeL.Tonne
Corky Hale
Chateau Madrid
Amaya Dancers
Rudy Adamo
Pancho Ore
Copacabana
Marion Marlowe
Jackie Miles
Kirby Stone 4
Chic Layne
Teddie Vincent
Mickey Calon
Grace Genteel
Michael Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Ddwnstalrs
Julius Monk
June Erickson
Jack Fletcher
Doodle Goodman
Jerry Matthews
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Elegante
Cab Calloway
Gene Allen
Russ. Currie Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Chauiicey Gray Ore
Jani Sarkozl
Quintero Ore
Hot'l H'nry Hudson
Three Suns
Joan Bishop
Hotel New Yorker
Lenny Herman Ore
Hotel Plaza
Lillian Roth
Ted. Straeter Ore
Mark Monti' Ore
I

Hotel Pierre
Gloria DeHaven
LAE Roberts
Aileen Morales
Alan Logan Ore
Stanley Melba Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel Sfatler
TAJ Dorsey Ore
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel St. Regis
Lanny Ross
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari Ore
Latin Quarter
Jerry Lester
Julius LaRosa
George Tapps
Chiquita A Johnson
WazZan Tr
Harold A Lola
Rita Noble
Yasmina Jo Lombardi Ore
B Harlowe Ore '
Le Cupldon
Betty Reilly
Tony Bavaar
Ernie Warren Ore
Amapola
Menenghito Ore
Le* Ruban Bleu
Irwin Corey
Tobi Reynolds
Nino
Norman Paris 3
Dick Harris
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Joe Laporte Ore
D’Aquila Ore
Park Sheraton
Irving Fields Trio
Eddie Layton
Red Carpet
Pal Harrington
Town .& Country
Ames Bros.
Burnell Dancers
Ames Bros.
Johnny Morris Ore
Two Guitars
Olga Karpis
Eugene A Sortia
Andrei Hamshay .
Misha Usdanoff
Koysta Poliansky
Ore
Versailles

•’

l> > -i

Pat Turner
Carmen Alvarez
Larry Daniels
Cook A Corey
Neile Adams
Buff Shurr
Richard Tone
Eddie Lawrence
Sharon Shore
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panchito Ore
Viennese Lantern
Vicky Autier
Erika Kolossy
Ernest Schoen Ore
Harold Sandler

Paul Mann
Village Barn
Dick Hall
George Hopkins
Sophie Parker
Larry McMahon
Alan Holmes Ore
Waldorf-Astoria
Bepny Goodm’n Ore
Nat Brandywynne
Ore
Mischa Borr Ore
Village Vanguard
Hartig A Mazursky
Ada Moore
C Williams Trio

CHICAGO
Black Orchid
Dr. Arthur Ellen
Gloria Van
Len Dresslar
Blue Angel
"Royal Calypso"
Mighty Panther
Phyllis Branch
Roger McCall
Eugene Compson
Esther Johnson
Blue Note
Bobby Kackett
Chez Paree
Guy Chernev
Sheek.v Greene
The Dunhills
Chez Paree Ad’r’b’s
Brian Farnon Ore
Cloister Inn
-?Jor3n 4
Lurlean Hunter

Dick Marx
Johnnv Frigo
Conrad Hi) ton
‘Tcearama"
Neff A Voss
Shirley Linde
Michael Meehan
Dave Park
Boy Foy
Bergman A Miml
Tune Tattlers
Boulevar-Dears A
Boulevar-Dons
F. Masters Ore
London House
Teddy Wilson 3
Palmer House
Hildegard,e
Jay Nemeth A
Nicky
Empire Eight
Charlie Fisk Ore

LOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel
Los Chavales
Trini Reyes
Leighton Noble Ore
Bar of Music
Oscar Cartier
Eileen Scott
Zulch A Noble
Beverly hnton
Horace Hcidt Revue
Biltmore Hotel
Connie Haines
Lenny Kent
Wonder A Barks
Hal Derwin Ore
Ciro's
Mary Kaye Trio
Step Bros. (4)
Dick Stabile Ore
Geri Galian Ore

Crescendo
Hi-Lo’s
Ruben Leon Ore (4*
Macavo
Lili St. Cyr
Isabella Campo
Frankie D’Amore
Dante Varela Trio
Mocambo
Robert Clary
Rubin Moreno Trio
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin Rouge
Bob Williams
Romanos Bros.
W. W.. Stevens
Ffolliott Charlton
Eddie O’NeaV Ore
Statler Hotel
Grade Fields
Eddy Bergman Ore

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
Frank Parker
Frank Libuse
Margot Brander
Tun Tun
Don Arden Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore
El Cortez
Vicki Young
Madcaps
Jimmy Ray
Sherman Hayes Ore
El Rancho Vegas
Betty Grable
Harry James Ore
Mr. Ballantine
Buddy Rich
Cover Girls
Ted Fio Rito Ore
Flamingo
Pearl Bailey
Bill Bailey
Harold Stern Ore
Dandees
Starlets
Lou Basil Ore
Golden
Nugget
Harry Ranch Ore
Polly Possun
Joe Wolverton
Jack Wedell
New Frontier
'Blackouts'
Ken Murray
Marie Wilson
Harmonicats
Andiea Dancers
Robert Lamouret
Dorben Dancers
Garwood Van Ore
Riviera
Orson Welles

Toni Arden
Amin Bros.
Dorben Dancers
Ray Sinatra Ore
Sahara
Vaughn Monroe
Jean Carroll
Happy Jesters
Saharem Dancers
Cee Davidson Ore
Sands
Peggy Lee
Reese A Davis
Beachcombers
Copa Girls
Antonio Morrell!
Ore
Showboat
Layne A Hynes
Sharon Knight
Lawrence A Bev’rly
Rossi A McDermott
Garr Nelson
Mike Werner Ore
Silver Slipper
Hank Henry
Ralph Young
Russ Clark
Denise Bennett ,
Cliff Ferre
Sparky Kaye
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Geo. Redman Ore
Thunderbird
Merry Macs
Arthur Blake
Cordolins
Colleanos
Thunderbird D’c’r’s
Barnet Rawlings
A1 Jahns Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Algiers Hotel
Dick Sterling
Nina A Renea
Arne Barnett Ore
Balmoral Hotel
Enrica A Novello
Emil Coleman Ore
Wayne Carmichael
Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
Gina Valente
Hal Fisher
Beth Challis
Harvey Bell
Fred Thompson
Beachcomber
Sophie Tucker
Frankie Laine
Buddy Hackett
Blackburn Twins
Len Dawson Ore
Casablanca
Lillian Hayes
Mickey Manners
Bob Regent Ore
Giro's
Bob Savage Trio
Barbara McNair
The Hreniers
DlLldo Hotel
Barton Bros.
Sager Dancers
La Playa Sextet
Emilio Reyes Ore
Bea Kalmus
Eden Roc
Robert MerriU
Copsey A Robee
Cy Coleman Trio
Mai Malkin Ore
Chuey Reyes Ore
Empress Hotel
Gene Baylos
The Continentals
Mandy Campo Ore
Fontainebleau
Tony Martin
Hal Borne
Sue Carson *
Mambo Aces
Sacasas Ore
Lucerne
Jackie Kannoh
The Tip Toppers
Stan Porter
Jacques Donnet Qrc
Latin Quarter
Arthur Lee Simkins
ChHrlivels .
,,
Lou Walters Revue

Dagenham Girl
Pipers
Tony Lopez Ore
Le6n A Eddie's
Can-Can Girls
Flash O'Farrell
Marian Wilkens
Denise
Atoma
Kenilworth
Jan Welles
Carroll A Gorman
Michael Marvin. Ore
Monte Carlo Hotel
Dick Shawn
Elaine Gordon
Martin A Maio
i Leonard Young
Ben Ndvack Ore
Murray Franklin's
Roberta Sherwood
Danny Rogers
Murray Franklin
Allan Walker
Nautilus
Joey Bishop
Antone A Ina
Syd Stanley Ore
Place Pigalle
Pat Halladay
Wick-Wacks (4)
Joe Cash
Kaye Gayle
Roney Plaza
Eadle A Rack
Calo A Musette
Joe Mooney Trio
San Souci Hotel
Myron Cohen
Blackbtim Twins
Freddy Calo Ore
Saxony Hotel
Ice Review Spec
Wilma A Ed Leary
Alice Quessy
Bobby May
Marvdn Roy
M McPartland 3
Dave Lester Orch
Johnny Silvers Ore
Frank Stanley Ore
Seville
Betty A Jane Kean
S A V Baker
Van Smith
C Reader Ore
Sea Isle Hotel
Harry. Harden Ore
Pasty Abbott

Tropicana
Gloria A Rolando
Xiomara Alfaro
Miguel .*.ngel Ortiz
S Suarez Orq'
A Romeu Orq
Montmartre
Zenia
N'anolo Torrente
Carlos Santos
May Julio
Clarisse Novo
Angelita Castany
Marcia Marcos
•P. Godino

Casino Playa Orq
Fajardo Orq
S*ns Souci
Joanne Gilbert
Goofers
Ceferino Barlos
Sonia Calero
Nancy Lopez
Victor Alvarez
Ramon Iglesias
Rivero Ore
Ballet
R Ortega OrC
*„
Nacional
Parisien Ore
Cuban Ore

Variety Dec. 28, '55.

RENO
Mapes Skyroom
Rusty Draper
Merres A Lar&ine

Riverside
Davis A Reese
Remanis Bros. —
Beverlee Dennis
Starlets (8)
Bill Clifford Ore

Hew Slant
—„j Continued from page 57
irig increasingly important, and
may pave the way for future-hits.
It’s also believed that singers or
groups built up on the in-person
circuits and then perpetuated on
wax will have a greater chance of
permanence in the entertainment
firmament.
Don’t Scare ’Em Off ~
Feeling is that through this
method, th'e niterics can serve as
a major means of exploiting rec¬
ords, rather than a deterrent in
future record sales. A customer
seeing a piper on the floor, doing
a bad turn is likely to become in¬
terested in another singer. Con¬
versely, a good turn is more likely
to create an enlarged market for a
singer.
At the same time, singers are
beginning to catch onto this par¬
ticular aspect in their quest for
continued popularity. For example,
the Four Lads, who have been
hitting on wax sales with compara¬
tive regularity, have spent a Con¬
siderable sum on a suitable nitery
act. The new groups and singers
that are coming up are concentrat¬
ing on a solid act initially.
A
number of chirpers have given up
on trying to capture a gimmicked
sound on the floor and are con¬
centrating on more solid arrange¬
ments and material suitable for
the in-person field.
The record companies hope‘that
this method will virtually elimi¬
nate the great profusion of oneshotters on the phono-circuit and
therefore increase the value of in¬
dividual singers to them. It's also
believed that television could be
exploited to a greater extent, and
that the cafe and disk fields can
be used for mutual benefit.

M-G’s Book Buy
—Continued from pace 1
wras among the three ■ bidders on
Michener's “Sayonara;” but last
week—along with 20th-Fox—lost
out to indie producer William
Goetz who'll make it for Warner
Bros, release.
Book prices generally, which for
a while hit the downgrade, are be¬
ing kept up via the vigorous bid¬
ding among the film studios, which
aren't averse to giving the authors
a cut of the profits. “AndersonviHe,” by. MacKinlay Kantor—
stark yarn about the Confederate
prison camp during the Civil War
—was bought by Columbia for
$200,000 plus. Col also purchased
Edwin O’Connor's “The Last Hur¬
rah for $150,000; Hecht-Lancaster
tied
up
Irwin
Shaw’s
“Lucy
Crown” for $300,000 and Warner
Bros, went for a profit sharing
deal in its purchase of “Marjorie
Morningstar” by Herman Wouk.
Meanwhile, producers’ interest
in tv plays continues. Latest pur¬
chase involved Carson A. Wiley’s
“The Silent Gun” by Kirk Doug¬
las' Bryna Productions for $25,000
In several instances of late, indies
have outbid the majors for tv prop¬
erties. Commenting on the “Silent
Gun” acquisition, one story editor
in Manhattan said; “We wouldn't
pay that kind of money for a tv
play.” He added that the major
companies’ interest. in tv scripts
was limited from the start and
that the video originals, selling
from $10,000 up, were apt to be of
greater interest to the indies. List
of tv properties sold to Hollywood
during the past year would bear
him out, • ■ »
J ' ■ >
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with a blonde looker goes aver
big.
The Cycling Kirks, a man and
woman team, perform the standard
assortment of tricks on bicycles
and unicycles. They close with a
display of the high wheels and give
off an air of solidity. Myron Roman
showbacks with precision to give
an extra bit of pace to the show.
' Jose.

Bulk of the new Palace show
deals in familiar faces and highly
Apollo* N. Y.
familiar lines. A customer takes no
chance with this issue, having seen
Katherine Dunham Revue, with
virtually all the acts here and ap¬ Miss Dunham, Antonio Rodrigues,
proved them previously. One of Marvel Martin, Camille Yarbrough,
the sad parts of this show lies in Eleanor St. Ann, Vanoye Aikens|
the fact that few of the turns can
Francisco
Urrutia,
Dorothy
shuffle their acts to provide it with
Speights, Ural Wilson, Lenwood
a different facade.
Morris; Tito Puente Orch (15)*
The new items are The Rover “Left Hand of- God’-' (20th).
Boys, a vocal quartet, and Flour¬
noy -Miller tex-& Lyles) and ManCurrent bill at the Apollo is a
tan Moreland, who has been teamed
with any number of boys and the switch from the theatre’s usual
net result is an act that has that rock ’n’ roll diet. It’s a tab edition
of the Katherine Dunham Revue,
familiar ring.
which had a limited run at the
Opener are Ted & Flo Valhett,
Broadway Theatre, N. Y., a few
baton. twirlers. who dish out a
months ago. Booked with the terp
fast bit with their antics on the
troupe as an added come-on is the
sticks and with a few' terp inter¬
polations.
Betty Brett, at the Tito Puente orch. Judged by the
xUophone, works in the manner of turnout at a performance last
Friday (24), it looks like a payolf
the oldtime vaude practitioner. . She
coupling.
deals in oldies w’ith a fluorescent
With Miss Dunham leading the.
finish on the hammers and winds (
footwork
exhibition, the
dance
up with .a flourish for a heavy;
group registers effectively. Mem¬
hand.
j
bers of the unit "are colorfully
The
Three
Arnauts
are,
of ’ garbed in costumes suited to the
course, a vet turn, but their act dances offered. The terping, both
has achieved a sort of classic sta- in the Latino, and American vein,
tus. Their instrumentals and bird¬ is flashy and eye-arresting. The
call come from a school that has south of the border material in¬
rigid traditions in show business, cludes a Haitian number, a terp
one of them being an enormous account of a flirtation, a demon¬
respect for the audience. The stration of the samba, and several
payees return this regard and they other items. In the U. S. idiom,
get a hearty exit.
there’s a barrelhouse routine, a
Rollo & Cressy, who do East In¬ “Flaming Youth” segment covering
dian dances in modern tempi, do dances of the '20s and a cakewalk
three well-contrived numbers. Al-' entry.
though their "second number has a
Some of the dances are accom¬
musical background which doesn’t panied by songstering, with Miss
reflect the mood of the dancers, Dunham handling some of the
there is still enough merit in their vocals in satisfactory fashion. The
act to hit an applause jackpot.
terpsters are given sock backing
Harry Savoy is a frequent visi¬ by the 15-man Puente aggregation.
tor to this house. He’s a “likeable The band also takes the spotlight
guy with an okay assortment of f<3r a solid workover of some tunes
gags. He gets along excellently in the South American groove.
Jess.
with the audience. Even his bit I

CBS-to-RKO

expire April 30, 1964.' Jlilton’s
lease commenced in 1943. Hilton
would sell the common stock repre¬
as—- Continued from page 2
senting the leaseholding company
itor-in-chief of Appleton-Centuryto Sonnabend’s HCA.
Crofts for the last five years. Like
By disposing of the. Jefferson
Moore, he had previous film ex¬
Hotel; St. Louis, to the Sheraton
perience as London story editor
interests “last December, along with
and assistant N. Y. story editor
these negotiations, Hilton is now
for 20th-Fox.
squared away with Uncle Sam.
Coincidentally, a reverse lendlease appears to have taken pl^ce
withijj the RKO top echelon. ' A
number of the company’s execs,
originally
with motion
picture
- 1 Continued from page 1 —a
backgrounds, were CBS-TV staffers
in recent years. Their shift back bush-league, minors, International
to films started when Daniel T. and finally the big leagues.
Local newspapers, Chambers of
O’Shea became RKO president,
later William Dozier moved in as Commerce, civic groups, colleges,
local
stations and the like would
the studio’s executive producer,
Albert Taylor was set as contract screen the early playoffs. Some of
exec and Albert Berry as labor them may be only done on a blockrelations exec.
to-block hookup, i.e. within an au¬
ditorium; it would not be necessary
to put on the air some of the early
competitors.
As teams play off each other and
competition gets keener and varie¬
mS Continued from page 2
gated local interest would lead into
of the vet hotelier, is owned by the first 13-week stretch; then the
A. M. Sonnabend’s Hotel Corp. ot 26 and 39-week periods.
America. Latter is an expansion
Some 40 teams, comprising three
of the Childs Restaurants chain members each, with a moderator
and other eatery and hostelry hold¬ for each—or a swing-shift series of
ings which realtor Sonnabend has moderators or conferenciers as the
put together into the HCA.
teams shake out—would* battle
The Hotel Corp. of America is each other.
the reported purchaser of the May¬ . Right now Golenpaul and Jordan
flower in D.C. Latter already owns are screening competitors; also can¬
the Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chi; didates for the quizmaster roles.
the Cleveland Hotel in that city; Naturally Clifton Fadiman, the
the Somerset, Boston; and the original moderator of Information
Plaza, N.Y.
Please, is among the top candi¬
However, Hilton's continuation dates.
of the Plaza’s operation and man¬
Golenpaul would also tie in'book
agement comes as Hilton's contract rights, magazine articles and news¬
was to expire this month. It's been paper syndication with this giant
under Hilton’s ownership since national competition.
1943 until purchased by Sonna¬
There will be consolation prizes
bend two years ago when, it was for all, because as the teams shake
figured, latter would take over its out there will be playoffs in grad¬
management as well at the end of uated amounts. The threemonth
March.
mark will see $250,000 earmarked;
Hilton, instead, pays a reported at the 26th week it will reach the
annual lease
$1*500,000 for the $500,000 mark; and by the season’s
1,017-room Plaza.
end (39th week) another 500G
Hilton only owned the leasehold could have been added to reach
of the Roosevelt from the N.Y. the $1,000,000 annual payoff. The
State Realty Sc Terminal
Co. three panelists share in the loot.
(meaning the N.Y. Central, which Naturally the quizmaster gets only
owns a good deal of the Park Ave a flat fee although, as one moderground property on which stand atoi* moves on with his winning
such edifices as the Waldorf-As¬ team, there would be bonus in¬
toria, etc.) and that lease was to centive rewards, for. him too.

$1,000,000 Jackpot
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of the room, Hildegarde takes over
and never lets go for a free-wheel¬
ing hour of song, patter and more
of the latter.

Marion Marlowe
(with Jerry
Bresler), Jackie Kannon, Kirby
Stone Four, Chic Layne, Barbara
At times accompanying herself
Hammond, Mickey Calin & Grace
Genteel Copa.Girls (10), Michael in cocktail bar style, or staunchly
backed by accompanist Martin
Durso and Frank Marti* orchs; Freed, she runs the gamut from
ctaaed by ^Douglas Coudy; lyrics, “Chi-Chi Castanango” to “Autumn
Durso MelMitchelt, Marvin Kahn; Leaves” -and “Love Is a Manycostumes, Billy Livingston (Mme. Splendored Thing.”
She
gets
Berthe); orchestrations, Deac Eber- spontaneous applause for the first
hard; $5 minimum,
bars of ‘.‘The Last Time I Saw
Paris.”
The songology is sand¬
Marion Marlowe is the big noise wiched between her trademark
ringside
greetings
to old and new
at Jules Podell’s new Copa show
friends, mild and more barbed
and they don’t come mpch better
witticisms, with gentle chiding of
in the all-around chirping-groom¬ a not-too-quick-on-the-uptake au¬
ing-personality sweepstakes.—With dience. She goes off to salvos, tak¬
Jackie Miles unable to make the ing many bows.
Supporting act on the bill, Jay
Thursday (23) opening, having been
reported missing :a plane out of Nemeth and his talking dog, Nicky,
is
an unusual and highly entertain¬
Miami another Jackie—Kannon—
stepped into the comedy breach. ing ventriloquist turn, ’ The house
bought
it wholesale opening night.
Other act is the Kirby Stone Four,
fresh from invading the U. S. Piece de resistance here is use of a
Marines in'Puerto Rico with a show talking dummy whose lifelike and
extremely convincing canine cut¬
headed by Martha Raye.
ups make the att (a tribute to the
Miss Marlowe’s post-Arthur God¬ manipulator’s skill). Turn is con¬
frey “arrival” was at the Pierre’s stantly interrupted
by
amused
Cotillion Room some months ago. audience chuckles. Nemeth tries to
JBut it’s at the Copa that she’ll be get off a song while hassling with
remembered as making with the his pooch, and displays a rich
bigleague manner and the ditto voice
several
cuts
above
the
polish. She’s been poured into a average.
gold lame for an hourglass eyeful
Display is introed by the Empire
that takes care of the couture, and
is endowed with a sweeping sopra¬ Eight, house line of two boys and
no, sharp looks and winning ways. six girls, in “Pixie Holiday.” The
Eight does a kaleidoscopic fantasy
Statuesque triller mixes ’em up terp with grace and ease. Dansawith standards and originals to pation and solid backing is pro¬
special material devised by the vided by the smooth Charlie Fisk
savvy Lyn Duddy and the equally orchestra, with Lee Charmel de¬
deft Jerry Bresler, her pianist- lighting eyes and ears on the
batonist, with staging by Jonathan’ vocals.
Gabe.
Lucas. After her intro tune, she’s
in there regaling the ringsiders by
tossing belated Xmas trinkets from
Moeamlto, L. A.
a basket, .then a segue to “From
'
Los Angeles, Feb. 23.
This Moment On” to show off those
Robert
Clary, Paul Hebert Orch
lofty pipes. Special' “Get Hot” finds
her in a wham groove on- the bumps (6), Rubin Moreno Combo (3);
and grinds, reversing tjie pace nift- cover $2.
iJy in the haunting ‘tWe Kiss in the
Shadow” (from “King and I”).
The charm of French singers
And so it goes, click after click, has been in their old country dia¬
from a couple of more tailored jobs lect and the quaint effort to affect
like “Brother Bill” and “Missus an
understandable
English.
It
Noah,” displaying fine mobility and made great stars of -Maurice Che¬
comedic gifts in the latter as a valier and Edith Piaf, but Robert
complement to her pipes, down to Clary has taken the reverse hitch.
the begoff “Sorrento” in Italo: It’s After a few opening bars of the
all carried out with an . assurance Gallic, he leaves it far behind for
that bespeaks class aqd insures her Americanese
that
leaves
little
of a steady gait around the top trace of his professional origin.
hotel and cafe circuits.
Whether this is good or bad re¬
Kannon took the pinchhit as¬ mains speculative. He has the tal¬
signment in stride, lighting out on ent and personality to take him
a mixture of surefire subjects from far, but in this two-week stand on
the high cost of medicos to the the Strip he will have to build a
battle of the sexes. Nice takeoff following. His npe on the flag
on
‘.‘You
Gotta
Have
Heart,” out front won’t bring them run¬
among other folderol; and finished ning.
A lively jumping-jack with the
with his heavy artillery, the frus¬
trating Hindu egg-in-bag piece gay spirit of a leprechaun, Clary
with covering patter.
infects every song with his own
Kirby Stone Four is a lively out¬ volatility, never still for a mo¬
fit good for a score in a medley ment except in one of his nine
of song, instrumental shenanigans numbers, “Out of This World,”
and clowning. Group has a corker which he intones with calm seri¬
in an impression of a British troupe ousness. From his two Broadway
“Seventh
Heaven”
and
working out a la t’he London Pal¬ shows,
ladium.. Larry Foster effectively “New Faces,” he drew on the
Carries the impersonations (Laine, score for only two “Face” ditties,
Como, Godfrey, Jolson, Fisher), which he dispatched with stylized
with Eddie Hall as vestpocket cut¬ flair, which means electric move¬
up and drummer, Michael Gardner ment and flailing arms. That he
-on_accordion with bland mien and has a strong voice with good mel¬
Stone operating trumpet and rid¬ odic tone is his upper case appeal
ing herd on the tunes.
Quartet but he puts the hard sell on com¬
winds up ahead with a foray into edy with explosive energy.
It was like old times at the Mo
“Birth of the Blues” featured by
with Charlie Morrison at his cus¬
constant interference.
tomary table greeting the custom¬
Copa’s 10 Podellies prance about
in a threesome of brightly ac¬ ers after his long illness. Paul He¬
coutred numbers holding over the bert and Rubin Moreno’s Latin
production elements of Mickey cbmbo tend to the tuning.
Helm.
Calin & Grace Genteel, a dynamic
dance team,
and singers Chic
Layne and Barbara Hammond.
Michael Durso 'orch showbacks in Hold Miiehlebaeli, K. C.
tiptop style and Frank Marti cuts
Kansas City, Feb. 17.
it for the customer terping ses¬ . Quintetto Allegro (5), Tommy
sions.
. Trau.
Reed Orch (8); $1, $1.25.
Terrace Grill of the Muehlebach
,
is continuing on its policy of single
Chicago., Feb. 24.
acts, preferably with more than an
Hildegarde (with Martin Freed)*, ordinary kick if it can be mustered.
Jay Nembth & Nicky, Empire This time they have a lot of enter¬
Eight, Charlie Fisk Orch (whth Lee tainment and music in one group,
the five lively Italians, Quintetto
Charmel); $2 cover.
Allegro. Between them they play
25
different instruments, warble
Hildegarde’s* return . to Chicago
with a new act, after a long ab¬ together and in solo, and generally
fill
a 35-minute route to the cus¬
sence, should keep, Empire Room;
bi? perking along: nicely during tomers’ satisfaction.
Much of the music is on the soft
this bill’s four-week run.
Chichi femme displays potent side, to be expected since a trio
showmanship
in
an
hour-long of fiddles is the center of the
tour-de-force designed to display group, but they switch off to cla¬
the Hildegardian blend of ultra- rinet, trumpet, accordion, tambour¬
sophisticated chantoosie and thea¬ ines, drums, mandoline and so on,
trical grand dame to best -advant¬ with fifth member sticking steadily
to the piano. All five finger the
age.
piano for a light interlude, ( and
La Hildegarde’s brand of sang¬ they make the Mexican “Viajara
froid when facing an audience in¬ one of their sweeter strolling spe¬
sures complete control; she’s the
cialties.
Star and they better know it.
It
There’s a change of pace in “Pass
also leaves room for’ some neat ad
ing
of the Regiment,” a medley of
libbing and a general air of
marches,
the
familiar
“You’re so lucky to see mie, dears.” student
Completely at home in the period “O Marie,” and “Come Back To
decor of the Empire Room, she Sorrento” as the clincher. They re
fractures . ’em
with
Milwaukee not only a versatile quint, but one
French (in her own words). Open¬ long on musical entertainment.
Quin.
ing in pink mink, from the center

Palmer House, Chi

St. Regis, New York
Lanny Ross, Milt Shaw Orch,
Ray Bari Ensemble; cover, $1.50
weekdays, $2.50 Saturdays.
Almost perennially the home of
the chanteuse with the Continental
manner, the Maisonette of the. St.
Regis has pulled a'switch with the
presentation of Lanny Ross. The
handsome tenor, as youthful look¬
ing as ever, does not let the “new¬
ness” of the room throw him.. His
warm personality, simplicity of
presentation, and innate cjiarm
appear to establish an immediate
rapport with the St. Regis’ mid¬
night audience.
Ross’ appeal, perhaps, can be
compared to that of Perry Como.
It’s relaxed and seemingly effort¬
less. There’s no attempt to bowl
over the customers with an overgimmicked act. It’s simple and
pleasant, offered in Ross’ longfamiliar
pleasing,
tenor
style.
Unlike the current crop of singers,
Ross has regard for t^ie lyrics and
acts out their meaning instead of
just mouthing woi;ds. His choice of
gestures is refreshingly discrim¬
inating and not studiedly stylized.
Ross accomplishes his purpose
with a varied repertoire,’ encom¬
passing schmaltzy ballads, “cute”
novelties, and the more difficult
"Soliloquy” from “Carousel.”
With “Getting To Know You” as
his bait, the tenor strolls around
the floor, shakes hands with the
ringsiders,
chats aimiably.
and
invites a femme to dance. Corny?
Maybe. But as done by Ross, it
seemed to go over big with, the
predominantly, middleaged out-oftown audience.
Ross displays his versatility with
the finely-received' “Rock ‘N Roll
Waltz,” a “School Days” speciality,
and the novelty “Cosi Cosa.” His
stmt runs some 45 minutes from
the opening “Falling In Love” to
the closing with his longtime theme
“Moonlight and Roses.” All in all,
it’s a gemutlich and entertaining
session.
Milt Shaw’s orch, as it its custrm,
provides
excellent
showbacking
and alternates with the Ray Bari
Ensemble for customer dancing.
Holl.

Siailcr-lflillon, Dallas
Dallas, Feb. 24.
Nelson Eddy (with Gale Sherwood,
Theodore
Paxson);
Bob
Cross Orch (12); $2-$2.50 cover.
Plushy Empire Room’s “name
act” policy continues, with Nelson
Eddy. Reception at.opening <23)
points to a two-week sellout here.
Eddy . warms fablers from his
opening with a friendly style, re¬
prising fave tunes and w.k. oper¬
etta bits from his old pix. Welding
his welcome, and pleasantly sur¬
prising to his fans, is his top com¬
edy work—throwaway bits and
banter with pianist Ted Paxson.
Also his aping of other top sing¬
ers doing Eddy imitations scores
heavily. Serious bit, “The Lord
Knows the Way Back Home,”
blends the '40-minute show ex¬
pertly.
Gale Sherwood, blonde canary,
spices duets with Eddy 6n “Desert
Song” inserts and “Wunderbar.”
Later she’s in a brief Indian cos¬
tume for “Rose Marie” and “Indian
Love Call,” duetting for a begoff.
Bob Cross’ orch neatly backs the
show under Paxson’s direction and
keeps the dance session filled.
Bark.

Blind rub’s, Bodon
l

Boston, Feb. 21.
Eartha Kilt, McCaffrey & Su¬
zanne, Remys (2), Morris & Maria,
Four Amandis, Michael Gay lor
Orch (10), Lou Weir; $4 minimum.
First appearance of Eartha Kitt
in boniface Stanley Blinstrub’s big
boite has the customers beating the
doors down. Night caught, the
1 TOO^seater, bulged at the walls,
with extra tables being set up in
every possible place and lines wait¬
ing to get in. Miss Kitt has devi¬
ated hardly at all from her w. k.
routine, caught here previously at
the Latin Quarter and at Salisbury
Beach Frolics, in the song depart¬
ment, but has added a sort of voo¬
doo dance bit that scores with the
aud. The Kitt magic is great and
though in the beginning of Lent
it’s undoubtedly the biggest win¬
ning week the South Boston nitery
wizard has clocked.
Pipes are okay in this big ranch,
carrying solid to all sections. Fol¬
lowing a sick rendering of ‘ What
is This Thing Called Love,” Miss
Kitt goes into a slithering sexy
dance with a male partner, ending
with her kicking off her shoes. She
then does a solo dance barefoot,
getting off some chassis-shaking
convolutions, winding up with a
wild leap to the arms of male part¬
ner almost offstage. Aud gives her
a great ovation and she cornes back
to do “Apres Mois.”
McCaffrey & Suzanne warm up
the room with a slick dance act in
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which a cliair is used for some nice
Latin Quarter, N. Y.
pantomime dance bits and clincher
Lou Walters presentation with
is
tap
jitterbug
routine.
The
Remys, novelty aero act, has a Julius LaRosa, Jerry Lester,
buxom blonde and male partner George Tapps & Dancers (5), Chicoming on stage from aud. Blonde quita & Johnson, Harold & Lola,
makes most of her ample avoirdu¬ Yasmina, Doreen Lord, Metropoli¬
pois for laughs and amazes with tan Sextet, Wazzan Troupe (9),
difficult feats including torrid leg Rita Noble, Line, Jo Lombardi &
kicks and gyrations while standing Buddy Harlowe Orchs; minimum
on hands, barrel rolls, splits and a | $6.
crocodile crawl. Partner does a
neat roller-seating stunt on hands
Lou Walters has shot the works
and both get. heavy mitting in their
j with this layout. It’s a show with
knockabout aero antics.
Morris & Maria score with ball¬ ■name value plus an unusual amount
room dancing of the long swoop j of dazzle, dames and diversity,
and whirl type for big aud reac¬ which should continue the high
tion and get off.a slick ‘ Darktown grosses prevalent in that spot. With
Strutter Ball” routine for clincher. this show, Julius LaRosa makes
Four Amandis capture the aud with his Broadway preem and Jerry
tricky catapaults of each other in¬ Lester essays his first N Y. nitery
to chairs and shoulder stands from stand in many years. It’s a show
a teeterboard.
Four red-velvet in the LQ tradition for lushness,
suited brothers perform on red but one that needs a few twists
carpet with red props for nice ef¬ here and there to bring it up to
fect. They include some zany danc¬ maximum effectiveness,
ing for laughs. Windup thriller is
LaRosa has previously exhibited
catapault from teeterboard to top in New York al the late La Vie en
of two-man stand.
Rose and subsequently at Loew’s
Mike Gaylord cuts a slick show State. At each exhibit, he gave a
and does a neat job in the dance iar stronger show than .previously,
department, playing pops between and in the LQ show, the upgrad¬
shows, while Lou Weir pleases the ing is even more pronounced. La¬
big crowd in the organ interludes. Rosa, who lias come in with his
Boniface Blinstrub continues his own percussion men, shows his ma¬
record of leading the town in biz jor strength when he proceeds on
with his big name policy changing his own with only ;a' thin rhythmic
weekly and top vaude ads holding background.
for two.
Guy.
With a soft piano, and a slight
beat, a very desirable facet of LdRosa emerges al its strongest. He
Sovillo, 3ff5ami B<»a4*h
lakes on a Sinalraesque tone, be¬
Miami Beach, Feb. 26.
Betty & Jane Kean, June Car¬ comes expressive, and there are
times wnen even a haunting qual¬
lyle, Charles Reader Orch; $5 food
ity emerges. However, during the
or bev. min.
greater part of his turn, his
balancers allow the background to
The Matador Room in this new become too obtrusive.
Much of
mid-Beach skyscraper, an attrac¬ him is overarranged and liis better
tive intimery handsomely decorated qualities become obscured, lie is
and boasting a perfect-view, in- still a lew shades away from the
the-round layout, has had rough polished floor performer, but even
going since opening, despite ex¬ at his present slate of develop¬
periments with various types of ment, he emerges with a strong im¬
attractions. A shaky start of this pression on the crowd.
sort is not unusual in this resort;
Incidentally, two of the top mass
there’s always a week when the
nilcries in New York, the Latin
spot is “discovered” . via an act
Quarter and the Copacabana, are
which sparks talk, and the rush to
headlining Arthur Godfrey alum¬
on. Going on opening weekend in¬
ni. Marion Marlowe is the topper
dications, Betty and Jane Kean are
fit the Jules Podcll institution.
hot prospects to fill that needy
Jerry Lester, who at one point
niche.
The intimate confines of the in his career made the tele pro¬
room are made to order for their gramming a stagewait lor his late
compote of screwy visual and vocal show, has been absent from the
inventions. With Jane on-mike to local entertainment scene since the
steer matters via a smooth line ol' demise of that layout. The Lester
patter-intros to the comedy chan¬ that has emerged with this date is
nels, Betty works around
the reminiscent of an act that lie did
fablers, supplies the sight stuff in the earlier days, more than a
and broadisms, while the twain decade ago. The material is closely
works out a yockful scries of bur¬ related' to a former era, and when
lesques on screen, tv and cafe he slays on that groove, he seems
toppers. Betty’s, cavortings, though more relaxed and on familiar
not exactly on the subtle side, hit ground. Mis nonsensicalilies hit a
the laugh-meter for bellringers good mark.
and provide the contrast to sister
However, toward the latter part
Jane’s easy, confident approach of his turn, Lester seems to get a
little out of hand. A strip bur¬
that wheels the act to encores.
June Carlyle is a talented miss, lesque that he does is tasteless and
on the accordion, but her group of not too lunny. Tnere are some
compositions are more for the con¬ finds that could be eliminated and
cert halls than a busy bistro. When, the impression that be tries to give
she departs from the longhair and —that be doesn’t need this job—
hits the keys for a fast closer in isn’t conducive to endearing him¬
the modern idiom, she wins ap¬ self with the audience. There are,
proval. Charles Reader emcees however, a fair amount of. good
proceedings in suave manner while spots in the turn to get him off
his orch backs musical matters in warmly.
top fashion. Irving Ackerman abets
There’s almost an embarrass-.,
the Keans on the Steinway adeptly. ment of riches in the rest of the'
Lary.
floorshow. For example, there are
four dance acts in this stanza, each
spotted effectively so that any
conflict is eliminated. The first is
by Georgie Tapps, accompanied by
two boys and two girls, who pro¬
ceed in a highly effective manner.
Tapps has a routine that creates
Mexico city Feb. 28.
Edith Piaf, a hit In re for four ah air of gaiety. The dancers and
weeks, two-a-night at $1,000 night¬ the audience seem to enjoy each
ly at the swanky El Patio nitery, is other during this sequence.
A “Scheherazade” sequence proscheduled to bow March 1 on Mex¬
ican radio bn the government’s Na¬ vidcslhe excuse for a belly dancer,
tional Hour program on a nation¬ Chiquita & Johnson and Harold •&
wide
web from
Station
KEW Lola to follow. The C&J efforts,
done in Oriental garb, are essen¬
here.
tially • the same highly effective
For this performance, Miss Piaf
routine. The narrator regaling the
will sing four songs, with two oth¬
sultan with stories tells a likely
ers as encores. The songs are those tale of how the princess changes
for which she is best known.
to a s' ( wnt, and there’s Harold &
Lola on the dais, with the girl
writhing
picturesquely
in
this
OMAHA AGENT'S ANGLE
standard snake dance, which also
nets salubrious results.
Yasmina,
talent Prices Too High for Pro¬
the tummy Talichief, puls her dia¬
vincial City Spots
phragm through some high irreg¬
ular contortions, and the applause
Omaha, Feb. 28.
is ample.
Backbone of the live talent situa¬
Other turns include the hold¬
tion here are club dates in the over Wazzan Troupe, eight boys
opinion of Don Romeo, booking and a girl in four-highs and some
agent for the Paul
Moorhead fast tumbling; three couples, billed
Agency.
He also handles the as the Metropolitan Sextet, in a
Seven Seas, only nitery employing medley of operatic airs, and Doreen
acts, and the NCO Club at nearby Lord, who plunges into a glass
bowl for an aquatic strip. Tne pro¬
Offutt AFB.
duction singing is by Rita Noble.
Romeo says he averages from The costumes are down to extreme¬
two to three club dates per week, ly bare essentials. As a matter of
and usually employs acts playing fact, there seems to be a johnnycurrently at the Seas and NCO club one-note aspect to the accent on
in order to pad their salaries.
exposure in the line, but few com¬
“There’d be a lot more promot¬ plaints on that score. Jo Lombardi,
the
musicrew,
goes
ers around today if the talent will helming
just come down in its price so they through a difficult score without
could be afforded,” is Romeo’s sur¬ i a miscue apd helps maintain the
I bright pace of the show.
Jose.
vey of the situation.

Edith Piaf Set for Mex
Radio After Nitery Hit
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Shows Out o( Town
Mr. Wonderful
Philadelphia, Feb. 21.

hot do for Davis to have two full
cabaret sequences in the same
show. He's a standout performer
in his field but as of now, not able
to carry a woubly book show.
Waters.

Jule.Styne & George Gilbert (in assoelation with Lester OSterman Jr.) produc¬
tion of musical comedy in two acts. Book,
Joseph Stein and Will Glickman; music
and lyrics, Jerry Bock. Larry H.olofcener
and George Weiss. Overall staging, Jack
Donohue; settings. Oliver Smith; cos¬
Allair ol Honor
tumes, Robert Mackintosh; lighting. Peggy
Clark; musical director. Morton Stevens:,
New Haven, Feb. 23.
musical and vocal
supervision.
Oscar
Kosarin; orchestrations, Ted Royal and
Theatre Guild, in association with Thea¬
Stevens. Features Will1 Ma$tin Trio with tre 200, Inc., production of comedy in
Sammy Davis Jr., Jack Carter. Pat Mar¬ three acts, five scenes, by Bill Hoffman.
shall. Olga James. At Shubert Theatre, Staffed 'by Norman Felton; settings and
Philadelphia. Feb. 21. *56; $5.20 top.
lighting, Ralph Alswarig; costumes. Gene
Receptionist.. ..
Ann Buckles Coffin. Stars Dennis King; features Bet6y
Folksingers.Claude Thompson. Jerri Palmer. Lin McCarthy, Josephine Brown.
Gray. Tempi Fletcher Zohra Alton. At Shubert. New Haven,
Ballerina.
Dorothy D’Honau Feb. 23. *56; $4.50 top.
Dog Act ...Rina Falcone. Richard Curry Edward Taunton Albert M. Ottenheimer
Chanteuse
...
. . ■ Charlotte Foley Capt. Tom Cochran __ _ . Lin McCarthy
Acrobats Jimmie Thompson. Ronnie Lee Sally Mackenzie..
Betsy -Palmer
Henri.
Hal Loman James Mackenzie
. James Hickman
Marie
...
.: Patti Wharton Charlotte Mackenzie . .. Zohra Alton
Rita Romano ..
Chita Rivera Mrs. Mackenzie .
Josephine Brown
Fred Campbell .
Jack Carter Judiah Floyd . William Whitehead
Lil Campbell .
Pat Marshall Charles Henry . Charles Mendick
Singer ..
Albert Popwell Martin Erskine . Jimmy Yoham
Dancer.
Karen Shepard Cleeve Williams.Skedg? Miller
Hans . Tony Rossi Soldiers -Bruce Brighton. Ben danney
Fritz
.
Frank Marti •Corporal . Ross Winston
Mr. Foster .. Malcolm Lee Beggs Sgt. Gerling . Stanley BeU
Ethel Pearson . Olga James Maj. Rogers . Dennis King
Will ..... •
Will Mastin Mary Wilston . Anita Dangler
Senior
. Sammy Davis Sr. Maud Erskine ..: Doris Rich
Charlie Welch.Sammy Davis Jr. Betty WUlianas... Mary Loane
1st Girl
.. Ginny Pferlowin Louisa Taunton.Vera Fuller MeUi6h
Song Writer .Larry B. Leslie PbUyFloyd . Toni Darnay
1st Man.Harold Gordon
Audition Girl .. Pat Wilkes
Dancer .. .. Sylvia Shea
As a hotbed of potential theat¬
Agent . . Tom Halligan
talent, "Affair of Honor”
McGuire Sisters
. . Gall Kuhr, Barbara rical
Leigh, Sherry McCutcheon rates encouragement. It’s a Broad¬
Mambo Jet . Marvin Arnold
way
bow
for author Bill Hoffman, a
Counterman .
Herb Fields
Mr. Dell .
John PeUettl first directorial stint for Norman
Stage Manager .
Bob Kole Felton, a first top-featured role for
Hal •.. Hal Loman
Manager .
... Bob Leslie Betsy Palmer, and a first produc¬
Hilarities Girls Suan Hartman. Shirley tion effort of the Theatre Guild—
*
Graser. Patti Ann Rita. Theatre 200, Inc. setup.. All ele¬
Patti Wharton
Little Girl . Marilyn Cooper ments of the above bear watching,
Sophie's Boy.«... Ronnie Lee for, if they don’t reach success col¬
Frank .
. BUI ReUly
lectively in this instance, they like¬
Chorus Girl .. Sally Neal

ly will individually in future ac¬
tivities.
"Mr. Wonderful" faced a couple
As a candidate for a Broadway
of stiff psychological hurdles at its welcome, "Honor” is at a definite
opening at the Shubert Theatre crossroads as of its premiere here.
here last Tuesday (21). Besides Now a better than adequate play¬
having one of the most extravagant going experience, the show faces a
advance ballyhoos in. a long time serious problem on where to go
here, it followed by only a few from here. Essentially a comedy,
days the ecstatistically enthusiastic it occasionally weaves in a strain
reception given to another tryout of flag-waving which adds "meat,”
musical, "My Fair Lady," at the but requires further development.
Erlanger.
If the various talents concerned
"Mr. Wonderful" proves to be can meet this challenge success¬
considerably less tha^ the tuner fully, they will have a delightful
masterpiece it had bfen touted. In treatise on sex as applied to the
fact, its first act is so heavily sad¬ conquests of a lecherous British
dled with a repetitious and by no major in ..the Revolutionaiy War.
means original book that even the There is enough foundation for
efforts and talents of Sammy Davis such a result.
Jr., abetted by Jack Carter, Pat
Located in upper New York
Marshall and Olga James, can't lift State,
the yam involves a patriotic
it above tedium save in a few iso¬ but emotionally
cautious American
lated spots.
lass who attempts to blow up a
The second act, after a slo\v start, bridge when her weak - kneed
finally comes volcanically to life in brother falls down on; the job.
the last three-quarters of an hour,- Taken prisoner, she comes before
when the libretto is virtually toss¬ British Maj. Rogers (based on an
ed overboard and Davis, with his actual, character known as "Madfather and uncle in the Will Mas- Dog Rogers), whose campaigning
tin Trio, go into their familiar and against the Colonials does not
pbpular cabaret routine. Even here, prejudice him against sharing his
however, there have been com¬ bed with some of their fair mem¬
plaints, even from Davis fans, that bers.
much of the material in the climac¬
Rebuffed in his attempted con¬
tic scene of ‘‘Mr. Wonderful’’ has
quest of the girl, he contrives to
been dcine many times before.
-maneuver her into swapping her
_ Show’s plot, whose scenes ram¬ virtue for the lives of several of
ble from a Paris opener to New her townsmen condemned to hang.
York, Boston and Miami, is gener¬ Resultant episodes are humorous,
ally a show biz or at least a nitery philosophical, and even briefly
yarn. . Carter and Miss Marshall stirring. Counterplot has a ro¬
play a husband-and-wife team hav¬ mance between the girl and an
ing troubl2 getting bookings, large¬ American captain.
ly because he is a poor business
Two marked plot deficiencies are
man who antagonizes prospective
bosses. After various career and the heroine’s sudden metamorpho¬
sis
from calculated attitude toward
domestic troubles, they finally
clean up on the nitery click of their romance to her actual capitulation
friend, a singer played hv Davis. to pent-up passion; and a finale
It’s the latter’s single spot that segment which has the American
captain disavowing the importance
provides the finale.
of a virtue for which he had al¬
The title song of the show has
declared his willingness to
already been heard around and ready
die.
seems set for success, although it
Hoffman has penned bright lines
is not quite a bouncing and boister¬
ous rock’n’roll number as sung and for this opus and his observations
reprised twice by Davis, the other on the battle of the sexes are
two members of the Mastin Trio penetrating. For a first effort, his
and1 the chorus. Of its kind it’s a play is well constructed also. Di¬
rection by Norman Felton Is neatly
standout.
"Talk to Him” is an amusing and accomplished, with soliloquies and
uninhibited comedy number yelled group scenes staged with equal
across by Miss Marshall and Miss dexterity.
Ralph Alswang has designed an
James. Davis makes, quite a dra¬
matic to-do about a number called ingenious working area providing
"Big Time,” which he denounces a set within a set via a series of
as heartless and not worth while. sliding panels for an Interesting
Carter and Miss Marshall team change in view of the audience.
With some results in "Without Costumes, by Gene Coffin, carry
You" and the former has a some¬ the Revolution ary period motif ap¬
,
c ■
what monontonous ballad, "Charley propriately.
Surmounting the neophyte tal¬
Welch,” in which he eulogizes his
ents listed above is the veteran
friend rather fatuously.
/
skill of Dennis King, who provides
Actually the best musical num¬ a thoroughly enjoyable perform¬
bers are sung by Davis in his cafe ance as the major. It’s a long, ex¬
stint, most of them sock hits from acting role which he handles in
shows of the ’20s, such as "Birth fine form. Betsy Palmer, as the
of the Blues,” "Just One of Those girl, is attractive, exhibiting a wide
Things,” etc. There are a couple range of expression, and consider¬
of ensemble dance numbers and able prsonality.
mebbe two specialty dances, but
Lin McCarthy storms his way
terpsichore doesn’t rate too high in through a good interpretation of
this one. Oliver Smith's settings, the American captain, Josephine
save the last, seem oddly flat, but Brown is effective as the heroine’s
are aided by Peggy Clark's imagin¬ compromising mother; Zohra Al¬
ative lighting. Robert Mackintosh’s ton injects captivating mannerisms
costumes are garish, but often ef¬ into a brief role, auguring well for
fective.
outstanding results in a heavier
By the time the excess "book” is part; Stanley Bell makes his pres¬
cleared away in .the first act, there ence felt as a British sergeant;
won’t be much left, since it would Anita Dangler scores neatly- as a

_

‘Men* Opens Wagon Wheel
IStock at Rockton, Ill.

The - Shakespeare-was-really-Marlowe exponents, have come un
with a new thesis since the recent Broadway disaster of Christo¬
pher Marlowe’s melodrama* "Tamburlaine the Great.” It wac aii
the fault of the critics, it’s claimed.
1
A leading Marlowe advocate, Calvin Hoffman, whose recent book
"The Murder of the Man Who Was Shakespeare,” caused a flurrv
of controversy among classical students, had an article in last
Sunday’s (26) drama section of the N. Y. Herald Tribune about
the proposed opening of the grave of Sir Thomas Walsingham in
.England, in a search for possible evidence that Marlowe was not
killed in a tavern brawl as long supposed, but survived and wrote
plays credited to Shakespeare. The piece made careful point
however, that if no such evidence is found, that must not be taken
as argument against his theory.
Referring to the recent "Tamburlaine” flop, Hoffman’s article
asserts that the play, "having been forced to dose before its al¬
lotted course, is a major theatrical tragedy. It probably will never
be presented again during this century. On the heads, therefore
of certain demurring reviewers and their tepid .remarks about the
play must lie the guilt of the most serious miscarriage of justice
in the history of the Broadway theatre.”
It may be recalled, in this connection, that Herald Trib critic
Walter F. Kerr concluded his review of the show with the state¬
ment, "I’m not prepared to settle the controversy over whether or
not Shakespeare was Marlowe. As of the last evening, one thing
was clear* Marlowe was no Shakespeare.”

"lady” consorting' with the enemy.
"Honor1.’ has already been film
purchased as a vehicle, for Gregory
Peck. With proper expansion, it
can be a good one.
Bone.
The Illustrious Uncle
George Boroff production of comedy in
three acts (four scenes), by Hindi Brooks.
Staging.
Samuel
Rosen.
Stars
Anne
Revere. Otto Waldis. At Circle Theatre,
Hollywood. Feb. 24. '56; $2.20 top.
Mother ...
Anne Revere
Father .
Otto Waldis
Daughter .. Arline Sax
Son . Norman Boothe
Professor . Herman Kudin
Boy Friend ...
Stuart Nlsbet
Girl Friend ............ Jeanne Vaughn
Neighbor ..
Sbimen Buskin
His Wife ...'. Lillian Adams

Survival
Montreal, Feb. 19,
Jewish Community Drama Guild pro¬
duction of a drama in three acts (five
scenes), by Alexander Ramqti, Producer,
Henry Sloven staging, Eugene Jousse;
set and lighting. Arthur Veronka and
Walter Fogel; costumes. Cyril Berlin. At
Van Horne Auditorium, Montreal^ Feb.
18. *56; $1.50 top.
Cast: Irving Moscovltz, Molly Speevak,
Jane Takefman, Allen Torchin, Dorothy
Boyaner, Sol Cohen. Bobby Cooper, Shir¬
ley Rapheal, Lea Birman. Abe Fish, Les¬
lie Torchin.

Montreal’s newest theatre group,
the Jewish Community Drama
Guild, started a year* #go with a
playwriting contest. From the en¬
tries submitted, Alexander Ramati’s
"Survival” was.chosen as the best,
and has been produced as the out¬
fit’s initial offering. Despite the
limited facilities (the first stage re¬
hearsal was held the night before
opening),
"Survival”
evidences
more ambition than talent.
The play, first wrritten as a oneacter, is based on actual experi¬
ences of the author’s parents and
brother during the German purge
of the Jews during World War II.
The single, split set shows the in¬
terior of a farmhouse on the lift
and the interior, of a barn on the
right.
It is In the barn where irfather,
mother and their young son hide
that most of the action takes place;
The locale is on the outskirts of
Radio, a small Czech village near
Pilsen and the time between the
late summer of ’43 until the spring
of '45.
Dorothy Boyaner, as the everoptimistic mother, gives perhaps
the most knowledgable perform¬
ance, Bobby Cooper, as her young
son, sustains an even pace.
That author Ramati has a solid
theatrical sense is evident in "Sur¬
vival.” But despite interest by
U.S. producers, it is doubtful New
York material.
Newt.
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Marlowe: Murder or Suicide?

The new Wagon Wheel Theatre at
Rockton, Ill., opened last Wednes¬
day (15) with a fortnight’s run
of "Oh Men, Oh Women.” Operat¬
ing on a Tuesday-Sunday sked, the
$100,000 house is putting on shows
for two-week stands, with all seats
going for $2.25. Next entry at the
house beginning next Tuesday (28)
will be "My 3 Angels.”
The administrative lineup in¬
cludes Walter Williamson, pro¬
ducer; Edgar Kloten, director, and
Galen C. Hays, designer.

"The Illustrious Uncle,” billed
as "A Brooklyn Pastoral,” has the
benefit of an amusing ideal whose
development furnishes laughs and
homespun' charm to lend promise
of a successful run at this theatrein-the-round. First play by Hindi.
Brooks, it has "been in the meta¬
morphosis stage for the past year
by producer George Boroff, and
emerges with an engaging comedy
with familiar but sympathetic
characters and infectious situa¬
tions. Its prospects are better in
off-Broadway spots than in eastern
commercial theatre.
Story of suburban Jewish family
life centres on a former immi¬
grant who has lived a lie in the
pretense that he’s the nephew of
a famous anthropologist. He and
his family have hasl^pd in the re¬
flection of this glory, but when-the.
father reads that his "uncle” is
coming to the U.S. to deliver a
series of lectures, his world col¬
lapses, while the children and
neighbors excitedly prepare for
the celebrated relative’s arrival.
Well developed set of characters
maintain interest, headed by Otto
Waldis as the old garment-cutter
who originally latched upon his
"relationship” to give his stature.
He has a good running-mate in
Anne Revere as the wife who dis¬
covers his -“secret and tries1 to get
him to confess to the family and
neighbors.
| Arline Sax and Norman Boothe
qualify as the children, Stuart
Bisbet is a standout as daughter’s
corny boyfriend, and Jeanne
Vaughn is Boothe’s pretty fiancee.
Shimen Ruskin *and Lillian Adams
strongly
support as
excitable
neighbors. Three-act, four-scene
Lpiay is skillfully directed by Sam¬
uel Rosen.
Whit.

,

Shows Abroad
*

Star Maker
Glasgow, Feb. 16.

Bernard Delfont production of musical
comedy In two acts, (five scenes), with
bobk by Ian Stuart Black; music and
lyrics. CyrU Ornadel and David Croft;
staffing.
Jack
Hulbert;
choreography,
Mark* Stuart; scenery, Paul Mayo; cos¬
tumes, Berkely Sutcliffe; orchestrr con¬
ductor, Harold Collins; orchestrations,
Dick Barrell; stars. Hulbert. Cicely Court¬
neidge; features Jerry Wayne. At King's
Theatre. Glasgow. Feb. IX '56; $1.20 top.
A1 Burgoyne ... Jerry Wayne
Jennifer . Frances Pidgeon
Deborah . Annette Gibson
Rosie ...
Gay Cameron
Tim Frazer . Jack Hulbert
Don Valiant ...
Donald'Price
Jill Allen ...June Laverick
Nannie .Maldie Andrews
Douglas' ..... Peter Morton
Group-Captain Ward.... WiUiam Kendall
■Susie Green . Cicely Cburtneidge
Tom . .•..Peter Gilmore
Effie Andover .......». Maudie Edwards
Alfle Baker .:.....Billy Tasker
Daisy Collins ..
Gladys Henson
Earl Zukar ... John Heller
Also Pamela Allen, Jane Dore, Jean
Mostyn, Jennifer Schooling, Una Stubbs.

The 1956 trend of show biz is
satirized in this gay but diffuse
musical. Result is colorful modern
entertainment fodder, presented
by London showman Bernard Delfont,-but the production will have
to undergo much pruning and re¬
shaping during its current tryout
tour if it’s to succeed in the West
End.
Book, by Ian Stuart Black, tilts
cleverly at the trend of projecting
new singers into overnight stars
via* deejay programs. Only differ¬
ence is application of a neat twist,
whereby an .American deejay,
played by U.S. singer Jerry
Wayne, rediscovers a singer of the
’20’s via an old disk and makes
her a favorite ' iby plugging her
platter to top of the hit parade.
He flies to Britain and finds her
living in peaceful contentment
looking after hens, pigs and
cheeses on her English manor
farm.
Part of the rediscovered chirper
is a natural for Cicely Courtneidge.
She displays all her innate vitality
and sense of incongruous. Jack Hul¬
bert (her real-life husband), who
has also staged, the show, is cast
as an English theatrical agent and
an old friend of the former singer.
Wayne establishes himself anew
in Britain with a vigorous, com¬
pelling performance as the U. S.
deejay. He hustles and gabs in
Yank jargon, brings a transatlan¬
tic twang to the role, and alto¬
gether makes considerable impact
in caricature of a hustling getthere-quick operator.
He has several good numbers in
a not-too-tuneful score,, his best
•being the serious "Shadow of
Doubt.” He also clicks with the
opening "Star Maker.”
Cyril Ornadel and David Croft
have turned in several pleasant
lyrics and tunes.
Their best is
"Part of My Life,” which Miss
Courtneidge and Hulbert extend
into a highly amusing takeoff of
Hollywood show biz, complete
with Cinemascope, sounds of mov¬
ing trains, Errol Flynn, Marilyn
Monroe, world play-dates from
Cincinnati to Cannes, and a presen¬
tation of Oscars in the Hollywood
Bowl.
war shows, contrasts’old and mi
ern dance steps in a "Friem
number. Wayne joins the s
couple for a travesty of pan
mime, English style, in a p
flnrte. Recording of "Rock Arou
the Clock” is also played for <
semble dancing.
Show’s major fault is its si
second act, with its prolonged eoi
edy and. dance, mainly by the H
berts. This is worked out in
London television studio scene
joke with three members of an o!
time harmony trio (Maudie I
wards, Billy Tasker and Glat

Henson) is also prolonged unneces¬
sarily.
In the support cast, a blonde
looker, June'Laverick, 24-year-old
just pacted for J. Arthur Rank
films as from April, is cute and
talented in dance, thesping and
song, and looks a future bet. Wil¬
liam Kendall scores as a dignified
officer lover. John Heller's por¬
trayal of Earl Zukar, a Hollywood
producer type, is overdrawn.
The Berkeley Sutcliffe costumes
are a colorful standout. Harold
Collins wields the baton with'skill.
«
Gord.
Der Besuch der alien
Dame
(The Visit of the Old Lady)
Zurich, Feb. 18.
Schauspielhaus production of comedydrama In three acts, by Friedrich Duerrenmatt. Staged by Dr. Oskar Waelterlini
sets, Teo Otto; technical direction, Ferdi¬
nand Lange; lighting. Walter Gross. At
Schauspielhaus, Zurich, Feb. 16, *56; $3'
top.
Stars Therese Ciehse. Gustav Knuth;
features WilU Stettner, Herman Wlach: •
cast also includes Max Haufler, Rudolf
Walter, Rolf EgU, Jean-Plerre Fritschi.
Traute
Carlsen.
Anneliese
Betschart,
Wolfgang Stendar. Carl Kuhlmann, Hein*
Woester, Karl Delmont, Hanns Krassnitzer,
Friedrich
Carlmayr,
Sigfrit
Steiner, Fred Tanner, Edwin Parker,
Arthur Staerkle, Armin Schwelzer, Fried¬
rich Braun, Anneliese Egger, Angelica
Arndts, Lisette -Oesch, Richard Ingold,
Georg Scherrer, Kurt
Brunner, Paul
Buehlmann, Richard Vogel, Alfons Hoeckmann, Robert Blchler. Peter Brogle.

Latest opus. by controversial
Swiss author Friedrich Duerren-.
matt is bizarre and provocative.
Skedded as Switzerland's contribu¬
tion to the Paris Drama Festival
this spring, it offers enough nov¬
elty values to be considered for
the U. S., although its commercial
prospects are unpredictable. It has
received critical raves here.
The macabre- play involves a rich
old lady who returns to her impov¬
erished home town, offering to do¬
nate a huge sum to rehabilitate
the place if they agree to. kill the
man who, in her youth, used per¬
jured testimony to deny paternity
cf an illegitimate child.
They emphatically refuse her
condition, but presently it becomes
evident that all inhabitants are liv¬
ing it up on credit with the lady's
money in view. The intended vic¬
tim realizes that he is doomed, ac¬
cepts his fate and finds death fol¬
lowing a community meeting which
had decreed that he must be "sac¬
rificed.” As the finale, the aveng¬
ing old lady hands the mayor a
check for the promised sum and
leaves town with the body of her
onetime lover.
Uncompromising to the bitter
end, this violent satire evidently
symbolizes today’s anything-foimoney mentality with sharp, some¬
times spine-chilling wit, with an
occasional slip into tastelessness.
Its overall quality, though, is so
stylized that few will mistake it for
realistic stagefare. The play's mes¬
sage is such that it stems valid for
any country, especially since any
political overtones are avoided*.
Some may find its implications dis¬
tasteful and dismiss the story as
"impossible.” It is an honest, origi¬
nal and immensely effective work,
however, and merits attention.
Schauspielhaus’ managing direc¬
tor, Dr. Oskar Waelterlin, person¬
ally /directed the world-preem with
subtlety and skill, ironing out
many rough spots and. toning down
several of the piety's more brutal
aspects. He is valuably assisted by
Teo Otto’s firstrate, simple sets.
Therese Giehse and Gustav
Knuth are superb as the old lady
and her doomed lover. Topping an
unusually large supporting cast are
Carl'Kuhlmann, with a memorable
portrayal of the opportunist maym,
and Hanns Krassnitzer * as tlie
school-teacher. \
Me~o.
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SEE CRITICS IN CRAZY MIRROR
Boston Post in Editorial Crusade
On Shubert Ban of Critic Norton
Three-weeks after the event, thef
Boston Post last week reported the
recent removal of its drama critic,
Elliot Norton, fr.om the press list
for the Shubert theatres in the
Hub. (The critic has since been
paying for his tickets and review¬
Elwood C. (Bill) Hoffman, whose
ing the shows.) The paper did so “Affair of Honor” is currently
in a series of Page 1 editorials, trying out, has sold another play
It’s titled
jumping inside. The pieces are to the Theatre Guild.
said to have been written by pub¬ “The Ravished Sleeve,” suggestive
lisher John Fox, who acquired the to the old Restoration period
piece, “The? Rape of the Lock.”
paper a couple of years ago.
; Hoffman, a former CBS script
.•Perhaps by coincidence, the Post
and
longtime
television
launched its* editorial crusade, un¬ editor
der the .running headline, “No scripter, is husband of the radio¬
tv
actress
Toni
Darnay,
who
is in
Man’s Collar!” after the Shuberts
drastically reduced their theatrical the cast of “Affair of Honor.” The
latter
play
is
the
first
co-produceradvertising in .the sheet. That was
revealed, but bot stressed,, in the ship for Edward Specter, Pitts¬
orchestra
manager, who
opening editorial. The series be¬ burgh
gan Feb. 21, with installments the raised $500,000 to finance a fouryear
plan
of
legit
investment. In
following two days.
all there are 155 investors in The¬
With the concluding installment,
atre 200 syndicate, some having
and placed directly above it on
taken additional units (one $25,Page 1, was a two-column-headlijned
000), prompting
Specter’s pun,
interview with Boston Mayor John “We have 155 paying, but 200
B. Hynes, expressing “shock” at the praying angels.”
Shuberts’ “attempt to violate free¬
dom of the press in historic Boston,
the very birthplace of .American
liberty.” Hizzoner was quoted as
declaring, “Of all the places in our
country, Boston is the last one
where the muzzling or. hampering
of the free press should be at¬
tempted.” He also sent a wire to
J. J. Shubert, head of, the Shubert
firm, urging reconsideration of the
“Matchmaker” has repaid its $70,Norton ban.
000 investment and has a. little
over $10,000. in undistributed prof¬
' (Hynes did not mention, nor
it. Checks for the balance of the
did the Post, that Boston is one
of the few major cities which has
investment were mailed to the back¬
ers
yesterday (Tues.). The Theatre
an official censor for the stage. .
Guild-David Merrick production is
(See adjoining story).
It was
in its 13th week at the Royale,
(Continued on page 66)
N.. Y., and has been netting about
$6,000 a weelj.

Guild Gets Another
■ Bill Hoffman Script

Backers Repaid
On Watchmaker’

Critics Are Roneheads,
Not Fatheads, Sez Kim;
Call That Any Better?
Critics aren’t “fatheads.” They’re
“boneheads.” That flattering dis¬
tinction was made last week by
legit-tv-actress Kim Stanley.
Miss Stanley, who stirred up a
modest eddy*of controversy a cou¬
ple of weeks ago when she told
Cue mag interviewer Philip Minoff
that the critics are “a bunch of
fatheads,” explained to N. Y. Post
columnist Earl Wilson last week
that she’d been misquoted, though
only slightly. (Miss Stanley, it ap¬
pears, may win the title as the
most-quoted actress of the 1955-56
season.)
“To me,” she explained to Wil¬
son, “a fathead is somebody who
has so much fat around his head
he can’t think. But a bonehead is
somebody who is, as they say down
in my part of the country, ‘sot in
his ways.’
“In my lexicon a bonehead takes
a narrow point of view. I think
th6 critics should not, be just re¬
porters saying ‘I thought it was a
lousy play’—but have an interest
in the theatre. Many interesting
plays that the public would enjoy
are not helped by the critics..
“Once thq critics like an actor,
they seem to go with him and
blame whatever faults there are
on the playwright — but I don’t
think they always know the dif¬
ference.” (See a story elsewhere
in the Legit section quoting a com¬
ment by Richard Watts Jr., N. Y.
Post critic, on that “know the dif¬
ference” point.—Ed.) .

LESLIEGAR0N1NW
IN LONDON IN SPRING
London, Feb. 28.
Donald Albery, in partnership
with . U. S. producer Alexander
Ince, will present “Gigi” in the
West End this spring, with Leslie
Caron in the title role played on
Broadway several seasons ago by
Audrey Hepburn.
The Anita Loos dramatization of
Colette’s original story will open a
tryout tour April 2, then come to
London, probably at the New The¬
atre.
•
• ; .

Paramount has announced pur¬
chase of the Thornton Wilder com¬
edy, which is based on an old
German play taken in turn from
an early British piece. However,
the financial terms are reportedly
not set, so a deal is. not final. The
tentative price is.understood to be
around $350,000-$400,000 minimum,
plus 50%' of the picture profits.
, “Matchmaker”
was
a
failure
when done on Broadway about 15
year ago as “The Merchant of Yon¬
kers,” but clicked at Edinburgh
and later London “in revised form
and under its present title.

4 N.Y. Dailies Impose
Another Ad Rate Boost;
Biggest Jump in Years
The cost of Broadway legit ad¬
vertising has recently taken its
biggest jump in years.
The rise
is reflected in new ad rates for
four of New York’s seven daily
newspapers.
The per-line fee has been upped
progressively in the past few years,
but this time the hikes for two of
the papers are practically double
the previous raises.
The two
sheets are the Times and the Daily
News.
Herald Tribune and the
Post have . also effected increases,
but on a par with past boosts.
The Times Sunday rate has been
increased 10c to $2.52, while the
daily tab was lifted 5c. to $2.04.
(Continued on page 66)

NEW DARTMOUTH THEATRE
College

to Build Center
Legiter, Auditorium

with

Hanover, N. H., Feb. 28.
Trustee.* of Dartmouth College
have approved plans for construc¬
tion of what is to be known as the
Hopkins Center, named for Dr.
Ernest Martin Hopkins, president
emeritus of the college.
Principal facilities of the. proj¬
ect will include a 450-seat theatre,
equipped for all types of dramatic
presentations, and a 900-seat audi¬
torium, which, in addition to in¬
structional purposes, will be used
to present motion pictures, big
screen television, certain types of
theatrical and musical events, lec¬
tures, etc.

HOOTS & LUFFS
By HOBE MORRISON
The critics, pretty much the dull
boys of legit, in recent, years, have
suddenly become hot news. They’re
being told off by actresses, black¬
balled by the Shuberts, eulogized
in Page 1 editorials, castigated by
columnists, defended on the floor
of Congress and made the subject
of legislative proposals.
Some of this has a whiff of nos¬
talgia about it, but it’s attention
and great for criticc l ego. It might
spark fleeting interest on the part
of the non-playgoing public and
thereby stimulate some slight boxoffice activity. Similarly, it could
perhaps stir a flicker of increased
newspaper circulation.

Hubs Censor, Walter R. Milliken
Mostly Active in Legit Now
That Pre judging of Films Illegal
By GUY LIVINGSTON

‘Seed,’ Teahouse’ for Mpls.
Fill Subscription List
Minneapolis, Feb. 28.
It now looks as though the The¬
atre Guild-American Theatre So¬
ciety will be able to deliver the
five shows, as it promised local
subscribers for the Current sea¬
son. That’s on the basis of the ten¬
tative scheduling of "Bad Seed”
and
"Teahouse of the August
Moon.”
"Bus Stop,” “Plain and Fancy”
and "Anniversary Waltz” have thus
far played here.
Lowell Kaplan,
manager of the Lyceum, the local
legit house, is hoping that arrange¬
ments will be made to have “Danin
Yankees,” due in June, as the first
of next season’s subscription sea¬
son offerings.”

•> The Shubert blacklisting of a
critic is just a reprise of an old
maneuver.
This time, it’s Elliot
Norton, of the Boston Post, and
columnist George Clarke,'of the
Boston Record.
In the past it’s
involved the late Alexander Wollcott, when he was critic for the
N. Y. Times; Broadway columnists
Walter
Winchell
and
Leonard
Lyons, or Chicago columnist Irv
Kupcinet. And, of course, Variety
has been blackballed by the Shuo-erts long as memory runneth. In
all, cases, natch, the technique
have flopped.
The critical berating by an ac¬
tress involved Kim Stanley, the
much-praised young lady who won
The Assn, of Theatrical Press
Variety’s annual poll of the N. Y, Agents & Managers has another
(Continued on page 66)
hot potato on its mitts. The union
is under fire for countermanding a
producer’s instructions to his com¬
pany manager.
It’s a case of
ATPAM claiming adherence to its
basic contract, while the producer
charges the union had no right to
interfere in management matters.
The attack against ATPAM was
triggered by Michael Myerberg
and relates to his production of
"Waiting for Godot” at the Coco¬
nut Grove (Fla.) Playhouse early
in January.
Myerberg felt he
A central ticket office for legit, didn’t need his company manager,
a long advocated but perennially Arthur Klein, at the Playhouse and
stalled project, is finally being set left him in New York, to work on
up by Roger L. Stevens. For the future bookings and theatre, par¬
present, it will handle tickets for ties for the play, which was sched¬
only shows in which the realtor- uled to move to Broadway.
The union, however, felt that in
producer is associated, but presum¬
ably it could be expanded to cover line with its basic contract, Klein
belonged with the show. It ordered
all Broadway legits.
The project, called the Visitors him to join the production, which
Ticket Service, headed by Mrs. he did. He was consequently fired
Jean Guest, will handle group busi¬ by Myerberg, but put in a formal
ness, at least at the start, concen¬ appearance at the theatre each day
trating on advance orders from out- during the show's two-week tryout
of-town. Managements joining the run. Myerberg followed up by offi¬
operation include the Playwrights cially charging the union with in¬
Co. and Producers Theatre, in both terfering with his business, result¬
of which Stevens is a member, and ing in a loss of coin. The case is
Lyn Austin & Thomas Noyes, which going to arbitration and an un¬
specified date.
he’s frequently associated.
VTS will sell blocks of tickets for >^The Myerberg- ATPAM hassle
shows of the participating man¬ is somewhat similar to a dispute
agements, without commission, fee that occured two years ago be¬
or service charge. It will cater to tween the union and Michael Ellis,
show train representatives, conven¬ who manages the Florida theatre
tion agents, tour organizers, train
(Continued on page 66)
and plane representatives, out-oftown colleges and universities, cor¬
porations, etc.
Current shows covered by VTS
are “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” “Pon¬
der Heart” and “Tiger at the
Philadelphia, Feb. 28.
Gates.” Group ticket requests are
Latest Phiily columnist to take a
also being accepted for such sched¬
fling
at
the
New York legit critics
uled fall productions as Jean An¬
ouilh’s “Time Remembered,” the is Frank Brookhauser, of the Phila¬
late Robert E. Sherwood’s “Small delphia Evening Bulletin, Last year
War on Murray Hill,” the musical it was Earl Selby, of the same
version of “Grand Hotel,” Terence sheet.
Noting that the Gotham reviews
Rattigan’s “Separate Tables,” Ar¬
thur Laurents’ “A Clearing in the has enthused over "Ponder Hea't”
after
being lukewarm about Paddy
Woods”
and
Louis
Peterson’s
“Count Me as a Stranger.” The re¬ Chayefsky’s "Middle of the Night,”
the
columnist
concludes that a play
quests will be held in order of their
receipt and will be confirmed as "must be populated with abnormal
people,
offbeat
characters,
fey
soon as the productions are defi¬
types, dope addicts, drunks, exotic
nitely set.
dancers,
or
their
own
special
dar¬
Since Stevens has strongly fa¬
vored the idea of a central ticket lings, Ethel Merman or the Lunts”
office, but felt that such a project in order to get Broadway critical
.
would probably have to be started accolade.
"The New York critics object to
in a limited way and gradually ex¬
panded, it’s figured a cinch that everyday people and ftalk. That
he’ll try to follow that course with combination has been responsible
the VTS.
How soon, or even if, for some pretty classic stuff. And
the new setup can be enlarged to all of us don’t spend our lives on a
cover regular ticket sales and per¬ hot tin roof.” During their recent
haps include other Broadway man¬ Phiily tryouts, “Ponder” drew a
agements, may depend ,lo a large two-to-one split in the reviews,
extent of how successfully it works while "Night” got the biggest raves
J
in years here.
out.

ATPAM Keeping
In Battle Trim

Stevens’Setup
Could Become
Central TixOfc.

Phiily Columnist Raps
N.Y, Crix’ ‘Offbeat’ Slant

Boston, Feb. 28.
City Censor Walter R. Milliken
has the job, .but not the title, it
seems, because there is no such job
as “censor” ‘listed. However, Milli¬
ken is still the man who passes on
film, legit shows and nightclub acts
(only for Sunday shows). He is .
chief of the licensing division.
Last season he viewed some 271 .
films, 54 legit shows and 35 variety
productions. This season, the count,,
will be minus the count for. 271
films because pre-censorship ~-offilms for Sunday showing has been *
ruled unconstitutional.
Milliken slices the obscenity, if
there is any, out o films and stage
shows. He writes a letter to the
manager of the legit theatre ask¬
ing that deletions of dialogue be
made and lists what he considers
ohjectionable. Early this season,,
he asked that the swear words be
snipped from the Kermit Bloomgarden production of Arthur Mil¬
ler’s "View From the Bridge” at
the Colonial Theatre.
His biggest hassle this season
was “Game of Love” at the Beacon
Hill, first film to run after. the
State Supreme Court had ruled
nnor censorship unconstitutional.
This meant that M^liken could
not pre-censor the film before it
played, and he-was not invited .to
the preview screening of the film.
Milliken attended the opening, but
d’:d not pass on the film himself.
Mayor John B. Hynes and officials
(a three man board, comprised of
the mayor, police commissioned
and member of the 6rt commission)
passed on it, and although they ex¬
pressed themselves, as not liking
the film, they okayed it.
Millikea has had little trouble
with theatre managers in his 11
years. He is proud of a letter from
Joshua* Logan, co-author of “Mr.
Roberts,” congratulating him on his
"very fair” criticism.
Foreign films pose no problems
for the Boston licensing chief. He
either.gets a script or brings an in¬
terpreter with him to see the pic¬
ture.
Night club shows must have a
special license for Sunday shows.
That’s .Milliken’s sphere. (Licensesare issued to theatres on an an¬
nual basis). Sunday performances
by exhibits, carnivals, etc., also re¬
quire a Boston okay.

Albany Measure Would
Exempt Realty Tax On
The ANTA Theatre, N.Y.
Albany, Feb. 28.
The American National Theatre
& Academy and its ANTA Theatre,
N. Y., would be the beneficiary of
a bill introduced last week by
Senator MacNeil Mitchell, Repub¬
lican representing the theatrical,
district of New York, and Assenfir .
blyman John H. Farrell, Manhat¬
tan Democrat. The measure would
amend the tax faw to exempt .real,,;i.
property owned by non-profit cor¬
porations organized under Federal
law to stimulate public interest in
the, drama as an art.
The maxi¬
mum
exemption -would
be
$1,
500.000.
Senator Mitchell says that intro¬
duction of the measure had been
carefully “timed.” He expects its
passage by the Legislature and ap¬
proval by the Governor.
The bill makes the tax exemp¬
tion on real property apply to that
"owned by any corpo.ration which
was created by an act of the Con¬
gress, to be nonprofit and without
capital stock, and organized ex¬
clusively for the purpose of stim¬
ulating public
interest in the
drama as an art, presenting the¬
atrical productions, advancing in¬
terest in the drama by furthering
the production of plays, further¬
ing the study of the drama, and
sponsoring, encouraging and develj
oping the art and technique of the
theatre through the operation of
a school.”
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Legit Bits

Watts m The Critic s Dilemma

Gina Colleni appearing in tne
c-5T-3rr.idv.ay production of “Man-!
X^ar/is.” opening tonight (Wed.) at;
How to Recognize Line Between Actor**, Author’s
•iieVsntcrir.me Art Theatre.
;
Joseph Fields and Jerome Cbod-'
And Director’* Responsibility
e> ilar? Err'i;-■»*,
C-pii.T.' v;
orov adaptors of “Ponder Heart” j
9U.g*<i by
G-^rrai.
fro- Xudora Welty’s original bock, j
3*,>FfrirxnM T--*r
»=l« *
are -:/i doctoring the new entry j
as H-.-i.dU'. ny.
2£„. =»;.a
Ricnard Watts Jr., drama critic
S4->? tiijf ii^+ta-gir *. ?. Tj t~±*^- a- *hp Music Box. X. Y.
They’re:
•JU7 Eights tad &5>tz-r_£
'j-irr.-Ting ar.d speeding up the first ?
of the X. Y. Post, had a perceptive
...’.
H.r’.-fr
.
Kor*? two acts and restoring some of the <
comment in a Sunday column Feb.
diird-act comedy material deleted 5
etiria Bertdi.
13. vritfc followup reaction to “Mid¬
ilar?sn* Htr-ifori
.
0:i«* fUT^-ir during the tryout tour.
1
Kansas City, Feb. 23.
Cap*. fijcbtrd
. G A2>-rr: SiE-ifc
Report that Edward G. Robin- (
dle of the Night/' at the ANT A
Bis* Grftifcaa’
Schedule-of summer.
to Arss: Pfc«*e.
.
Arc-urr son’s contract 3.S star of
Midd c ;
Theatre. X. Y. He wrote, ‘It is be produced at the Siarilgbt The* £i<}
rjab'J?7 Fea&serswe.« . Cctri-t*- iliBsEiei
of the Night” expires June 2 could ,
•
- Teas 3*ara ^rc
frequently held against drama, atre is rerun ding out. Sve 5r.o* = W;.not be confirmed.
Walter Fried, j
critics that they are unable to dis¬ already having been named by Da n
tfcp show’s general manager, told ■
There used to be a familiar a questioner that he doesn’t know ;
tinguish between the work of I_ Fennel Sr., * head of the . prod uc¬
tion
department.
Broadway expression, “the silly the status of the pact.
playwrights, directors and actors
]
Season gets under W2y June 1Z season." It referred :o the early
Anthony Buttitta leaves tomor-1
in the plays they are reviewing. 1
agree that 1, lor one, am some¬ with "‘Wish You Were Here,” with spring period when it w as the cus¬ row -Thurs.- for the Coast for his j
times in this dilemma.
! "Kismet"* fo;iovrihg for * a one- tom for hopeful management to 10th year as pressagent of the San
Civic Light Opera. The
“La the case of *MiddIe of the week run. Others to be presente present idiotic little plays, on the Francisco
Night.- I'm not sure whether fc ^lude ' Desert Song.
CooeMte theory that they'd be welcome di¬ organization’s season opens April
chief flew, the characterization of: So^r"
and ! as a version for the frivolous summer 23.Sidmore Panics, editor of Cashtrade.
the girl, is the responsibility of two-week closer, ending Sept. 2
has joined Hillard El¬
It seemed last week that the silly box mag,
actress Gena Bowlands, author!
ot^rvfi!*, sh<ras are * °*
and Beraie Dson as co-produ¬
season had returned, before the kins
Paddy Cbayefsky, or director , announced shortly.
cer of the projected off-Broadway
;
robins,
with
the
opening
of
Joshua Logan. But since Miss ' ‘‘Debut" before a stunned and “Solomon Grundy.”
Rowlands is1 a newcomer, here P
Gene Raymond is set for one of
dwindling collection oi first-night¬
playing her first major role, ‘and jj
ers. This minor misdemeanor by the starring roles in “Morgan
Rock."
to be produced by Paul
Logan is a brilliant and aulhorita-!
Mary Drayton, based on a novel
tive director, I doubt if she would \
called. “Maria and' the Captain/’ Vroom on Broadway next fall.
Jeanette MacDonald has been
have conceived the part as she *
by Israel Dunn, may not have an
does without his approvaL
j
- absolute state to the title of the offered the lead in “Her Royal
l dreariest play of the season, but it Past/’ musical being readied by
“Anyway, I think there are two
has a casfe: There's nothing for Gant Gaither for Broadway in the
major mistakes in her character¬
It would, be singing star’s
Broadway, films or, presumably, -fall.
ization. In the first place, she ap¬
any field of major-league enter- ' first appearance on Broadway in
proaches her opening scene as if,
<26 years, although she and hustainment,
she were playing a young Medea, j
; band Gene Raymond costarred in a
s Such occasions tend to be some¬ tour of “The Guardsman" several
instead of a youthful wife upset I
thing oi an ordeal. Strictly in line years ago.
by the too physical demands of. herp [?
Hollywood, Feb. 23.
with its policy of bitter-ending , Borah Z. Barmin, Variety
husband. Second i-d more im-: Elsie Janis,-who died yesterday
_
service
to
the
portant. she makes the girl appear ttlon.. at her Beverly Hills home.
Vamett 0£^7he following 'stringer in Baltimore, is staging
far more liiels n rypead to those was a many-talented performer reROrt on the proceedings, “Maria Shaw’s “You Never Can Tell,”
demands, and require them, than ■ known for her ability as a mimic, and the Captain." attracted some March 21-25, for the Stagecrafters,
the Baltimore Civic Theatre.
to the placid tenderness of the revue artist, author and song- attention when it was published .*ot Circle
Theatre, Los Angeles, will
older man. I believe the endingwriter. Ill for some time, she un- some years ago, and several writers : construct a new front and install
would have been much more be-: derwent surgery for ulcers last made stabs at dramatizing it. As new seats at cost of $2,000.
lievable if she were sfifcwn as | June and her death was the result “Debut." it involves a brash and
Gabriel de Caesar and James Lo¬
gentler and less vehement/’
i of that ailment. She would have beauteous young southern‘ belle gan will produce Leslie Stevens’
| marked her 67th birthday March 6. who. on the night of her coming- • “Bullfight,” at New Hampshire
i Sole show biz person with Miss out party, seduces a visiting news- . Playhouse, Los Angeles, after
t Janis at the end w as Mary Pick- • PaP*r correspondent.
' Easter.
Her purpose, the authoress coy¬
“Jenny Kissed Me,"
which
t ford. They were friends ever sin
j “America’s Sweetheart” made a ly explains, is to learn the facts of opened last week at the Geary, San
life, in preparation for her ap¬ . Francisco, with Rudy V a 11 e e
: one-week vaudeville appearance
proaching marriage to her inex¬ starred, took a critical roasting.
Rv-I^WC TW Won!r‘with Bob Hilliard in 1399 on the perienced
and timid childhood : S. F. News columnist Arthur CayIlUi Dj Itdffo 11115 I? Ceaj same hill with Miss Janis. At that
sweetheart. The blase newspaper •lor called it ‘“he most wholesome
The board of governors of the - time MiSs Pickford was five and man m
_wi
is ^
so ^
captivated
by the flinj thing since yogurt,, and just as sen¬
Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents ■
Janis only 10, but already esthe forthright heroine that he sational.”
*, Manases will nrobahlv tmmI tablished as an important act.
immediately wants to marry’ her ;
Albert Marre, stager associated
the three controversial by-laws it*
Mlss Janis left exPlicit mstiuc- and. 'after
some
inane
delay, , with the San Francisco Civic Light
recently adopted and which have
£2'"" ta * C“nch “ 'he ^ CUr' ; Opera, says producer Edwin Lester
! is considering the new London
pressagent chanter *That was in
funerai arrangements, that the
This dido from the dodo age is ^ musical, "Summer Song,” as an
dicated last Thursdav 123) bv board ! rites were to ** « private and un- r told in terms of situation cliches item for this summer’s subscription
and
possibly
Broadway
rt PmhlTTn
^nnn ’ ostentatious as possible. Only close and archly risque dialog, which the 'season
; n
^Pj friends are to attend the services. . actors yell at each other and never later.
Tore Segelcke, leading actress
fePrej5ematlves\
! which will be held Thursday < 1 > seem to listen to. Inger Stevens !
The impression given the p.a. af
^ee Kirk ’o’ the Heather ;a fetching item from television and ; of the National Theatre, Oslo, will
delegation, consisting of Merle * Forest Lawn
’. occasional summer stock, is pro- ; give a solo show of dramatic readDebuskey,
Ben
Kornzw’eig
and;
Two ministers from All Saints P«riy vivacious as the forceful * ings in English and Norwegian,
Martin Feinstein. was that the ■ EDiscoDal Church Beverlv Hills heroineAlthough nobody could I April 8, at Towr. Hall, N. Y., unboard would probably rescind the IwSlofficiate^They
‘makc the cLaracter believable, she | der the management of Guthrie
McClintic.
three objectionable rales at its Hertert Smitl and R^ Keraut ;^a?s
Sndfdafe
i
Gerald Goode takes over next
H-™e/rerm”inef;“^enUUind I Castellanos, nere will be no euSnent^andls'Tn^bvf- I Monday (5) as pressagent of the
to be dubious ab?uT^ft /zpUin |‘“S; VL?
!ousfor films “d even' Broadway production of “Inherit
r,^tar.
; Miss Janis emphasized that she J tual tv prominence,
the Wind,” succeeding Leo Freed¬
that they prefer to wait and . desired
"No flowers!
TbU by
spe- | Tom PHelmore, an old hand at man, who has resigned. Freed¬
. .
, ,
...
. ,
.
.
.
.
cial request, as I hate seeing them farcical foolishness, gives his fami- man is continuing as p.a. for
The by-laws in question would ■ wilted and I would like folks to Liar, skillful comedy performance “Great Sebastians” and “Middle of
impose a gag on members s reveal-; send the money they would cost to as the dashing newspaper man who the Night.”
ing any ^ unauthorized and/or ' some charity.”
turns out to be a softy for girlish
From the original Equity Li¬
inaccurate information deemed by |
^jss Janis retired around 1334 sex. G. Albert Smith is generally brary Theatre double-bill revival
the board to be detrimental to the i a/ter doing some shorts for War- excellent as the girl’s father, actu- of Shaw’s “Dark Lady of the Son¬
ur.ion, would drastically* restrict ; ners. Pnr^r t0 that she was a writer ally winning respectful attention nets” and “Admirable Bashville,”
the admission of new members ; at Paramount on such ventures as *ith a
speech about the Ronald Weyand got a part in the
under
the
so-called
SheafTer . “Paramount
touring ' edition of “Inherit the
on
Parade”
and worth of family tradition.
amendment,
as
well
as
freeze
such
.
t
..
.
.. . ; “Close Harmony.” She wrote some j
There are also competent por- Wind,” Anita Dangler went into
entrants
permanently
in
their
^ SODgS( but her biggest hit was i trayals by Edith Gresham as a the new Theatre Guild production
entrants
permanently
in
their;i 50
original field of employment, and - her collaboration with Edmund ! domineering matriarch, Eulabelle i of “Affair of Honor/’ and Frances
would permit the board to set G^id_n ^ hl
Magic :Mo?Je_^as a_ stereotype comedy ’ Sternhagen, Frederick Rolf and
wage scales and working conditions Snell Is Everywhere” while thev maid* Gra^e Baymond as a frantic J. Robert Dietz drew tv assign¬
ments.
The dual-bill has since
for pressagents in off-Broadway bSth ^re atTIramount
* ! Post-graduate debutante, Charles
gt Paramount.
McDaniel as the inconsequential been taken over commercially by
ar d certain other situations. The both
Charles
Olsen
and Jim Preston for
*1i
B;
. u
: fiance, Osceola Archer as a tradilatter rule is said to be unconstitu¬
u°-..cearo ag2
antohl^" tion-minded servant and Alberta a run at the Cherry Lane, N. Y.
tional.
The Platform Players, Shake¬
raphy,
So Far, So Good, which - Hunter in the incongruous role of
The gag rule was slipped through Dutton published In. 1932, was a servant who opens each scene speare group sponsored by Helen
noenlly after there had been con¬ bought by Sol C. Siegel, who is-vwith a sort of “theme” spiritual, Hayes and directed by Jack Man¬
siderable membership agitation now developing the property for
gave
a
performance
of
John Gerstad has staged the per- ning,
freported principally in Variety)
production at Metro. She also had 1 formance in the manner of a high- “Macbeth” last night (Tues.) at
over the board’s after-the-fact re¬ two other tomes published—“Love : school theatrical, and apparently the Brooklyn Academy of Music.
vision of the SheafTer amendment. ! Letters .of An Actress” and “You ' he must
responsible for yelling . Incidentally, there are a few open¬
The by-law covering p.a. wages ; Know What I Mean ”
•of the actors. John Boyt has pro- ings in the outfit for beginners
■ and pros.
and working conditions was passed !
Up to the time that her serious ‘vided an authentic looking set that
Burgess Meredith will partner
at the same time. The adoption - illness set in, Miss Janis continued sefems admirably arranged m terms
of all three measures kicked up a ■ her unflae*f*iri0r
o{ performance, and presumably j with Courtney Rurr in the producstorm of indignation in the public-; sen,ice melfa/hosoitlk ^T °f she get the credit for the attractive ’ tion of a new musical, “S;he Girl
From Sardi’s,” which they plan .to
i.sts’ group, culminating in a chap- •
t
i costumes.
bring to Broadway next season:
*«r meeting at which it w-as voted, ^h/took the name Janis although
MaklnS their d«but as producers The book for the tuner is by
_u,
»
......
Charles Robinson. Meredith exits
April 10 as costar of the Chicago
company of “Teahouse of the Au¬
gust Moon,” with Eddie Bracken,
succeeding.
Sb^M'not^
co^flb'l
hnt^ever^ivorced^He | vdsely^ not"!relinquished ThoYe meal
“Queen After Death,” by Henri
h fna
k d
^ c?nfab>*! is the sole close survivor.
tickets for this open-and-shut fide Montherlant, will be presented
r
ruleAs1 t01
Her sparkling personality and asco.
H Kobe,
March 12 as a Phoenix Theatre
fhl na
e^hienTw^ fA <??;-rare talent for impressions en-• '(Closed hut Saturday night (25) Sideshow.
HefenHert athlrtfh J
Weintraub deared her to international audiafter five performances.)
Jacqueline Brooks succeeds
defended the three controversial; ences
before she can<»
'
Leueen MacGrath in “Tiger at the
t?oenSof'thJ1 cha1irmanat the SUggeS' j American soldiers in World War I
Gates,” March 18.
tion of the chairman.
as “The Playgirl of the Western
Richard Rodgers went to the
"l (Feb. 27-March 11)
cvbH Thnmrittr* an* t
r,. I Front.” When” but 17 she starred
Coast last week for a month’s vabyWl Thorndike and Lewis Cas-jin .-xhe yanderbilt Cup/» Prior t0
S**t Foot Forward—Clinton Community : cation.
Center, Bronx (2-3); Bryant Community
|
Albert Salmi has rejoined the
ime * duertfac^in °England^Ta^mid-!that she aPed such yesteiyear the- Center. Long Wand City 19-10).
Curlout Savafl*—Lenox mil Plxyhoiue, j Broadway company of “Bus Stop “
April.
j
(Continued on page 67)
i exchanging places with Dick York,

XC. Sommer Shaping Op;
Shed ‘Wish,’ Kismet,’ ‘King’

Elsie Janis Dies
At 67; A Giant
Show Biz Figure

ATPAM Board May Drop
Gag Rule and Two Other

«-i£S3T^

Equity Shows

who’s moved
production.

to the touring

opens in “Tm
and. Sympathy” at the Coconut
Grove 'Fla.) Playhouse next mSS
day (51
u
Linda

Darnell

John O’Shaughnessy wili

direct

the Ann Arbor drama festival this
yca,rJf,?^ceLding the late Valentine
B. Winm. Mrs. Lucille TV. Upham
will be business manager.
Arnold Stmdgaard has finished
the book for a musical version of
“Peer Gynt” which Adna Karos
plans for Broadway production
next season. Sam Leve will design
the scenery.
Jack Pearl has dropped out of
the cast of “Strip for Action,” cur¬
rently in rehearsal.
Robert Radnitz, who made his
Broadway managerial bow earlier
this season as co-sponsor of Sally
Benson's “Young and Beautiful" is
scheduled to resume production
activities next season with Miss
Benson’s “Eight Cousins” a musi¬
cal adaptation of Louisa May Alcott's “Eight Cousins” and “Rose
in Bloom.” The lyrics and music
will be supplied, respectively, by
Floyd Huddleston and A1 Rinker,
Roger L. Sievecs plans to pro¬
duce “Young apd Beautiful” in
London next summer, with Lois
Srriith in the role she originated
on Broadway.
John Huntington has acquired
Robert Saffron’s “All On a Sum¬
mer’s Day” for strawhat.
Burt Shevelove will direct the
N. Y. City Center Light Opera Co.
production of “Kiss Me Kate,”
opening May 9.
Donald Saddler will stage the
’dances for “Shangri-La."
Producers Bill Whiting, Bob
Murphy and Dick Nelson have
formed Theatrical Stock Repre¬
sentatives, Inc., designed to serv¬
ice summer and winter stock
groups and off-Broadway theatres.
Ward Morehouse has an article
on the New York drama critics,
titled “Showmanship is Gone But
So Is Verbosity,” in the Feb. 23
issue of Editor & Publisher.
Paddy Chayefsky, author of
“Middle of the Night/’ has gone
to Miami Beach for two weeks’
vacation.
Carl Bensen will play Col. Purdy
in the Spanish language edition of
“Teahouse of the August Moon,”
which leaves early in April for a
four-month South American tour.
Herman Kogan, Chicago SunTimes drama critic, will be in New
York from March 7-16 for a looksee at the Broadway shows.
Warren Hein has replaced Wil¬
liam Whiting as casting director
for the Stage Sc Arena Guild of
America. Other SAGA staff addi¬
tions include Irene Smith, Len
Safir and Gil Rogers.
A total of 14 foreign produc¬
tions of “Diary of Anne Frank”
are slated for production in such
countries as England, France,
Italy, Germany, Sweden, Austria,
Norway; Switzerland, Denmark,
Finland, Ireland, Spain, South
Africa and Greece.
Lillian Hellmam will discuss
“The Playwright” as guest-lec¬
turer tomorrow (Thurs.) in the
“Modem American Theatre Se¬
ries” at Princeton, Walter F. Kerr,
drama critic for the N. Y. Herald
Tribune, w’ill be moderator for a
panel discussion on the “Prospects
for the American Theatre” at the
university next Wednesday (7).,
Helen Clayton will appear in
three of the musicals to be pre¬
sented at the British Colonial
Theatre, Nassau, Bahamas.
The Neptune. (N. J.) Music Cir¬
cus begins its fifth season June 25
with a two-week run of “Kismet.'
Samuel French, Inc., is sponsor¬
ing its fourth Annual National
Collegiate Playwriting Contest to
promote the study and practice of
playwriting in American colleges.
There are five awards ranging
from $50-$35Q.
The New Haven Railroad has set
“Damn Yankees” for its next show
train, April 20.
,
Rodney Millington, publisher of
The Spotlight, Ltd., British cast¬
ing directory for legit and films,
arrives in New York next -Friday
(2) for a four-week stay to o.o. the
current legit lineup.
A memorial exhibit honoring
the late operetta and legit star,
Fritzi Scheff, will open next Fri¬
day (2) at the New Rochelle (N.Y.)
Public Library.
*
Norman Corwin's "Mary ana
the Fairy” and the Quintero
Brothers’
“Fortunato”
o pen*
March 23 at the dff-Brodway Uiuu
Cinema.
■
Leland
Auslander
an,11?^6plans to produce ■ “Royal Suite,
new comedy by Ernest ^ajda an
Clement Scott Gilbert, on BK>a«
way next September.
t
Jack Whiting will -be gues'
honor at The Lambs Seidel Ni6
next Saturday (3)/
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Chi Slips, But Inherit’ $30,700,
‘Pajama’ $35,000, Teahouse’ $31,700

‘AFFAIR’$10,600 IN 4;
BOWS IN NEW HAVEN
New Haven, Feb. 28.
Premiere of "Affair of Honor”
at the 1,637-seat Shubert here
drew a so-so $10,600 in four performances last Thursday-Saturday
(23-25) at $4.50 top.
Next hooking at the house is
Mister Johnson,” March 8-10; followed by “Strip for Action,” March
17-24, and "Can-Can,” Mar. 26-31.
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B’way Snaps Out of 3-Weeb Slide;
Robinson $36,709, Wayne $24,300,
Lunts 32i/2G, Muni 31G, Booth 22G

Chicago, Feb. 28.
4
The Loops current shows gen¬
erally eased a bit last. week, al¬
though the Washington birthday
holiday helped-the midweek mati¬
nees. French pantomimist Marcel
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 28.
Business on Broadway recovered ; (57th wk; 452; $6.90; 1,527- $55Marceau opens a three-week stand
The Arena Theatre, local in-the-'
last week alter declining the pre-• 916)
(Drevinus
u-ppI
‘
’
at the Harris tonight (Tues.).
; vious three stanzas. The spurt was closes next Saturday (3) to tour)’
round-house, racked up a neat $3,"Bad Seed” is still expected 500 for 11 performances of Rose¬
! largely attributed to the Washing- Last week, over $44,100.
April 2 as a subscription offering, mary Casey’s "Late Love,” Run
ton Birthday eve and matinee per¬
Ponder Heart, Music Box <C)
probably at the Harris.
ended Sunday (26).
formances. As usual, the capacity
(2d wk; 12; $5.75; 1,010; $30,000)
Estimates for Last Week
offerings remained the same as the
Tonight (Wed.), producers ’Dor¬
(David Wayne) (previous week.
Inherit the Wind, Blackstone (3d othy Chernuck and Omar K. Lerprior frame. They were "Cat on a
$18,900 for first four performances
wk) C$5: 1,450) (Melvyn Douglas). man unveil "Oh Men, Oh Women”
Hot Tin Roof,” “Damn Yankees.”
and two previews). Last week, al¬
Nearly $30,700 final week on sub¬ for a two-weejc run. Jerome Mayer
"Matchmaker” and "No Time for
most $24,300.
scription (previous week, $29,300), directed. Featured will be Alan
Sergeants.”
Silk Stockings. Imperial (MC)
Pajama Game, Shubert (15th wk) Coates, Rosyln Lacks and Scott
"Debut,” last week^l sole opener, (53d wk) 420; $7.50; 1.427; $57,($5.50; 2,100) (Fran Warren, Larry Williams.
closed last Saturday ,25) aiong180°) (Hildegarde Neff, Lawrence
Douglas,
Buster West).
Almost
with ’Someone Waiting,” which ■ Brooks) (previous week, $30 100r
$35,600 (previous week, $42,500).
preemed
the
previous
frame. • closes April 14, to tour). Last week!
Teahouse of the August Moon,
Streetcar Named Desire” finished I over .$40,400.
Erlanger (24th wk)
($5; 1,355)
Philadelphia, Feb. 28.
a scheduled two-week run at the I
Teahouse of the August Moon,
(Burgess Meredith Hugh Reilly).
Local interest in musical fare City Center last Sunday (26). There Beck (C) (124th wk* 1 097* $6 25Over $31,700 (previous week, $32,reached new high last week, with are no openings this week.
,$4.60; 1.214; $33,608) (Eli Wallach,
100); Eddie Bracken replaces Mere¬
Boston, Feb. 28.
theatregoers scrambling for tickets
Estimates for Last Week
I Gene
Blakely)
(previous
week,
dith April 11.
No openings this frame for first for both "My Fair Lady” and "Mr.
Keys: C tComedy), D (Drama),! $22,400; closes March 24, to tour).
Opening This Week
time in weeks, "Boy Friend,” play¬ Wonderful.”
Huge Erlanger, re- CD i Comedy-Drama), R (Rente K i Ijasl week, approached 528.400.
Marcel Marceau, Harris ($4.40; ing a repeat two-weeker at the opened for "Lady,1 ____
-...
. Ii
Tiger at the Gates, Helen Hayes
sold out dean./i/c < Musical-Comedy),
MD < Musi1,000). Opens tonight (Tues.) for Shubert, is alone on the boards and for entire three week’s
run.
! cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (OpD> (21st wk; 168; $5.75; 1,039; $30,three weeks.
’Mr. Wonderful,” in which Sam-;
>
racking up good grosses in musi¬
845> (Michael Redgrave) (previous
Qf/j
cally comedy-starved Boston. Show my Davis, Jr., is making his legit j
"frU’*tC d(’^7,)^nn,s ! $20t()6of c^ascs'ApV-U5?. ^eek’ °Vtl
got good notices on its second time bow, had even larger sale’prior To i
p
lL('y'1ou'veks pilayed \
Time Limit B£oth (D) (5th wk;
and played a Sunday performance opening, but drew somewhat less;
enthusiastic reviews.
^number ofperforjnavci-s through;^. $5.75-$5.20: 766; $24,330) (Ar(26) for the Actor’s Fund.
Only opener this week is "Affair lns* ■ Saturday, top prices, number 1 thur Kennedy) (previous week
The local season takes a shot in
the arm next week with "Bus of Honor,” which arrived last night \ °f seats, capacity gross and stars. $19,800). Last week, over $18,300.
Will Success Spoil Rock Ifuntcr,
Stop”-'opening Monday (5) at the (Mon.) at the Walnut. "Plain and j Price includes 10rr Federal and |
Colonial for three weeks and "Can- Fancy” returns March 6 to the i 5ro City tax, but grosses arc net; , Belasco iC) <20th wk; 156; $5.75;
! 1.037; $31,582)
(previous week,
Can” opening same night at the Forrest, to give the town the rare: i-e., exclusive of tax.
Opera House for a two-weeker. spectacle of three musicals running '
Bus Stop, Winter Garden <CD) $19 600). Last week, almost $23,000.
Washington, Feb. 28.
<52d wk; 414; $5.75-$4.60; 1,494; j
Witness for the
Prosecution,
Shubert has "Most Happy Fella” at the same time
Legit is rolling slickly and profi¬ inked for four weeks opening
Estimates for Last Week
$43,000) (previous week. $20,200; i Miller (D) (03d wk; 500; $5.75tably at both D.C. theatres. "Bus Mar. 13.
My Fair Ladv, Erlanger (MC) (2d closes April 7). Last week, nearly i Sm.GO; 946; $23,243) (previous week,
Stop,” scaled moderately at the
Estimates for Last Week
wk) ($6; 1.880) (Rex Harrison, Ju- $22,600 on 'twofers,
'
j $18,900; closes June 30. to tour),
Shubert, drew nicely last week for
Boy Friend, Shubert (MC) (1st lie Andrews)
One of the biggest
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco , Last week, almost $21,200.
the first stanza of its run. It looks wk) ($4.95; 1,717). Less than three successes of an opulent season; ]
(49th wk; 388; $6.90;. 946;
Miscellaneous
. bigger this week, thanks to gener¬ months since the tourer paid its solid SRO at nearly $54 400 for first ! $31,000) (Barbara Bel Gerides. Burl |
Miss Julio, Phoenix <D) (1st wk;
ally strong notices.
Shubert will first visit to Boston, but drew a full week,
’
: Ives) (previous week, nearly $.31,-: 8: $3.45; 1,150; $24,067). Opened
be dark next week, reopening March hot $44,900.
Mr. Wonderful, Shubert (MC): 600). Last week, same.
I Feb. 21 to two favorable reviews
12 with "Affair of Honor.”
($6.60; 1.880L Cabaret star Sammv I
Chalk Garden, Barrymore (Cl)' 'Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, Herald
"Damn Yankees,” socko since its
Davis Jr. got nice audience re-! M8-ii wk; 141; $5.75-$4.60; 1.07/; ; tribune) and five unfavorable (Atopening at the National, broke the
sponse, one favorable notice (Mur-1 $27,811) (Gladys Cooper, Siobhan . kinson, Times; Chaoman, News;
house record for an eight-perfor¬
dock, Inquirer) and two pans (Sen-! McKenna) (previous week. $17,- Hawkins.
World-Telegram;
Mcmance week.
It fell only about
senderfer
Bulletin*
G a g h a n i ICO'. Last week, almost $19,500.
I Clain,
Journal-American:
Watts,
"Teahouse of the August Moon,” News); grossed about $49 800 fori
$200 shy of equalling the 9-perforDamn Yankees, 46th St. (MC) ' Post); almost $10,000 for first eight
mance-week record of $49,592 set starring Larry Parks, grossed a the first eight performances, ih-!,i?d wk; 340; $8.05; 1.297; $50,573) [performances.
by Ethel Merman in "Call Me Ma¬ sock $31,600 last week in eight eluding a benefit Monday night [‘Gwen Verdon) (previous week,
Closed Last Week
dam,” which also had a strong performances . split between the (20), but excluding a paid preview! 0VLr $50,700). Last week. same,
Debut, Holiday <C) (1st wk;
Washington story angle.
An¬ Tower, Atlanta, and the Auditor¬ the previous Saturday (18).
I
Desk. Set,L Broadhurst (C> < 181 h $5.75-$4.60; 834; $23,200'. Opened
ium
here.
The
comedy,
which
nouncement of fifth and sixth
wk; 144; $5.75-$4.60-;
Ilast Wednesday (22) to unanimous
weeks for4 “Yankees” in Washing¬ opened at the Tower the preceed500)
(Shirley
^t00^1 7 Pi!t'J°.1 S. 1 bans (Atkinson, Times; Chapman,
ton started a new group of bloc ing week and grossed $13,000 on
week, $18,900).
Last
wccK,
over
■
News; Coleman, Mirror; Hawkins,
ticket buys by organizations for the. its initial three performances there,
$2^9p^*
. .
„
,
! World - Telegram;
Kerr,
Herald
picked up another $20,000 in five
extra weeks.
!
Tribune=
McClain, Journal-Ameriperformances
Finday-Wednesday
Estimates for Last Week
2Ut wk, !65, $5.75, i.036, $28 8o4) . can
\yat(s Post); almost $4,800
Bus Stop, Shubert, (C) (1st wk) <19-22). An additional $11,600 was
San Francisco, Feb. 28.
five Performances; dosed
($3.85; 1,542). Almost $22,800 for racked up in three performances
Pace of "Anniversary Waltz” at ; beig . ) . (piewous
:
.
, ^_oek,
cnn $26,500). ; jas^ Saturday '25' at an anproxiinitial week of the William Inge here Friday-Saturday (24-25).
the Alcazar continues excellent, j
^eek, almost $27,500.
! mate loss of $60,000 on a $75,000
The production is current at the
comedy, with a moderate scale;
and Marcel Marceau did fine busi- I ,m*hal1®,*1
<^ny.h^C
| investment.
Civic Theatre, New Orleans.
current week looks stronger.
55 "fc. 47- $5-75-$4.60’ 994, $27-j
Someone Waiting, Golden <D)
ness in a return week at the Cur¬
Damn Yankees, National (MC)
251
(Nancy
Walker
Margaret : l2(i wk; 15; $5.75-.$4.60; 800; $22,ran.
(3d wk) (Bobby Clark)' Tremen¬
"Jenny Kissed Me,”
at the Phi lips) (previous week, $16,200). j 647) (Le0 G Carroll, Jessie Royce
dous $49,394 for third stanza of the
; Landis) (previous week. $8,100 for
Geary, received brutal reviews Last week, oyei $17,800.
baseball musical, setting a new
(Figures denote opening dates)
Fanjy>
^D) (69th \\ k; ( first Seven performances).
Last
and had poor business.
548; '7"?»..
house record for an eight-perfor¬
$?2,968)
'L/ioi.
vveek, almost $6,400. Closed last
Estimates for Last Week
Pinza, Walter Slezak) (previous ■ Saturday (25) at an approximate,
mance week; current week also
LONDON
Boy Friond, Wyndham’s (12-1-53).
Anniversary Waltz, Alcazar ($3.85; week. $42,500).
Last week, over ! ]oss 0f $70,000 on a $60,000 investlooks
smash,
through probably
Buccaneer, Apollo (2-22-56).
1,147) (15th wk) (RusselL Nype, $52,400.
down slightly.
merit.
Charley's Aunt, Globe (12-22-55).
Marjorie Lord). Good $18,700.
Great Sebastians, Coronet <C)
Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal, (12-16-54).
Streetcar Named Desire* City
Darkling Child, Arts (1-27-56).
Marcel Marceau, Pantomimist, (8th wk; 61; $6.90; 998; $34,500) Center (D) (2d wk; 16; $3.80; 3.099;
Doctor Jo, Aldwych (2-15-56)*
Curran
($3.85;
1,752)
(1st
wk).
Big
(Alfred
Lunt,
Lynn
Fontanne)
$60,000) (Tallulah Bankhead) (pre¬
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
$23,000.
(previous week, $32,600).
Last vious week, $44,200 for first eight
Fresh Airs, Comedy (1-26-56).
Girl Named Jo, Piccadilly (12-15-55).
Jenny Kissed Me, Geary ($3.85: week, nearly $32,500, with theatre performances). Last week, over
Hamlet, Phoenix, (12-8-55).
1,550) (1st wk)* (Rudy Vallee). Sad parties.
! $46,300; the third and final offer¬
Kettle A Moon, Duchess (9-1-55).
Cleveland, Feb. 28.
Hatful of Rain, Lyceum <D) . ting of the
w ^ N.
^ Y.
^ City
v
^
$9,000.
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55).
»
Center Co.
Lucky Strike, Duke York’s (9-14-55).
Except for a few empty first$5.75-$4.60; 995; j mjd-winter productions closed last.
•Morning's et 7, W'stm’6t'r (2-7-56).
night seats, "Can-Can” racked up
$23,339'
'Shelley Winters,-. Ren . slindav (26) at the windup of
Mr. Pennypacker, New (5-18-55).
a sellout last week in the 1,515Gazzara) (previous week $22,200'. ; limited two-week stand.
Mousetrap, Ambassador (11-25-52).
Pajama Game, Coliseum (10-13-55).
Last week,
almost $4.6,ouu.
$22,800.
capacity Hanna at $4.75 top. Eight
vni*
eft
I
tT ft
wt-VK, aunu.M
;
Paris by Night, Prince Wales (4-9-55).
performances
smashed
through
Plain A Fancy, Drury Lane (1-25-56).
Off-Broadway
with a terrific $44,500, one of the
Plume de ma Tante, Garrick (11-3-55).
Admiral Bashville, Cherry Lane
Reluctant Deb, Cambridge (5-24-55).
Kansas City, Feb. 28.
i $31,300)
(Paul Muni)
(previous ]
top grosses captured by this com¬
Repertory, Old Vic (9-7-55).
2-20).
pany on its current tour.
"Bad
Seed”
in
a
four
performi
week,
$29,600).
Last
week,
almost
Ring for Catty, Lyric (2-14-56).
Age & Grace, Blackfriars (2-20).
Hanna is darkuntil"Boy Friend”
Rivals, Saville (2-23-56).
ance stand in the Victoria Theatre . $31,000.
j
Candida, Downtown (2-23).
Sailor Beware, Strand (2-16-55).
here last Thursday-Saturday (23-1
Janus, Plymouth <0 (14th wk: I
arrives March 12.
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Cradle Song, Circle in Square
25), racked up a good $15,000 gross, j 106; $5.75-$4.60; 1,062; $32/70.()L'
Separate Tables, St. James’s (9-22-54).
12-1).
The show played at a $4.48 top.
I .(Margaret Sullavan, Robert PresSpider's Web, Savoy (12-14-54). '
He Who Gets Slapped, Actor’s
•Strong Are Lonely, H’market (1-24-56).
The Nancy Keller starrer pulled ;
Such Is Life, Adelphi (12-14-55).
Summer Song, Prince's (2-16-56).
a slim $5,000 for three perform-1
. (Feb. 27-March 11)
Private Life of Master Race,
joins the cast April 2, succeeding
Toahouse
Aug.
Moon,
Her
Maj.
(4-22-34).
Affair of Honor (tryout) (Dennis King)
ances Tuesday-Wednesday (21-22)
3 Penny Opera, Royal Ct. (2-9-56).
i Miss Sullavan. who’s withdrawing Open Slage (1-30).
—Walnut, Philly (27-10) (Reviewed In VA¬
at the Auditorium, Omaha, giving
Waiting for Godot, Criterion (8-3-55).
Romeo & Juliet, Jan Hus (2:23).
! on doctor’s. orders).
Last week,
RIETY this week).'
Waltz of Toreadors, Arts (2-24-56).
it *.a $20,000 total for the sevenThird Person, President <12-29;
Anniversary Waltz. (Augusta Roeland,
i
nearly $27,900.
Wator Gypsios, Wint. Gard. (8-31-55).
Richard Eastham)—Paramount, Waterloo,
performance string.
•Interrupted run.
j
Lark, Longacre <D) (15th wk; closes March 10.)
la. (28); Iowa, Cedar Rapids (29); OrThreepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20)
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
pheum, Davenport (1); KRNT Theatre,
| 116; $5.75; 1.101; $29,378' 'Julie
Uncle Vanya, 4lh St. (1-31).
.
Cranks Revuo, St. Mart. (3-1-56).
Des Moines (2-3); Michigan State U., East
i Harris) (previous week, $23,500).

‘Late Love’ $3,500 in 11
•At Rochester Arena

‘BOY’ SPEEDY $44,900
ON REPEAT IN BOSTON

Sammy $49JO,
lady’ $54,400 In
Philly Cleanup

Yankees’ $49,3%
‘Bus’$22,800, D.C.

Parks-Teahouse’ $31,600
In Atlanta-Mobile Split

MARCEAU HOT $23,000,
‘JENNY’ LOW 9G, FRISCO

British Shows

Tan-Can’ Fast $44,500
. For Solo Week, Cleve.

‘Seed’ Just Fair $20,000
In Split of Omaha-K.C.ii4“

Touring Shows

Lansing (5-6); Palace, South Bend (7);
Memorial Aud., Louisville (8-10).
Bad Seed (Nancy Kelly)—Biltmore, L.
A. (28-10).
Boy Friend—Shubert; Boston (27-3): Erl¬
anger, Buffalo (5-7J; Aud.; Rochester (8-10).
Bus Stop (2d Co.^Shrbert, Wash. (273); Colonial, Boston (5 AO).
Can-Can—Her Majesty^, Montreal (273); Opera House, Boston (5-10).
Damn Yankees (2d Co.) (Bobby Clark)—
National, Wash. (27-10).
Inherit the Wind (2d Co.) (Melvyn Doug¬
las)—Blackstone, Chi (27-10).
Little Glass Clock (tryout)—McCarter,
Princeton (7-10).
/
Mister Johnson (tryout)—Shubert, New
Haven (8-10).
Mr. Wonderful (tryout)—Shubert, Phil¬
ly (27-10) (Reviewed In VARIETY this
week).
My Fair Lady (tryout) (Rex Harrison,
Julie Andrews)—Erlanger, Philly (27-10)
(Reviewed in VARIETY Feb. 8, ’56).
Pa lama Game (2d Co.) (Fran Warren,
Larry Douglas, Buster West)—Shubert,
Chi (27-10).
Plain and Fancy—Forrest, Philly (6-10).
Tea and Sympathy (Maria Riva, Alan
Baxter)—Aud., San Antonio (27-28); Aud.,
Houston (29-2); Aud.. Austin (3); Aud.,
Dallas (4-6); Aud., Little Rock (7); Aud.,
Shreveport (8); Aud., Memphis (9).
.Twhouse of the August Moon (2d Co.)
(Burgess. Mferedith, Hugh Reilly)—Erlan¬
ger, Chi (27-10).
Teahouse of the August Moon (3d Co.)
(Larry Parks)—Civic, New Orleans (27-10).

TOURING
All for Mary
Almost a Stranger
Because I Am Black
Call Girl
Can-Can
Dead on Nine
Devil's Disciple
D'Oyly Carte
Gay Deceiver
Cry Wolf
Guys and Dolls
Hippo Dancing
House of Shame
Intimate Relations
Ladies for Hire
Likely Tale
Love From Judy
Motive for Murder
Mrs. Wlillo
One Bright Day
Over the Garden Fence
Peter Pan
Reluctant Heroes
Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs
Star Maker
Strange Request
Summer Time
Teahouse of the August Moon

‘Joy Ride’ Steps on It
■ Last week, almost $25,500.
Matchmaker,. Royale (O
To $14,000 Pace in L.A.

'12lh
wk; 96; $5.75; 1.050; $31,000) (Ruth
Gordon.
Eileen
Herlie.
Coring
"Joy Ride” took another spurt ■ Smith)**■'(previous week, over $31.-1
last week, its sixth full frame at : 590). Last week. same.
I
the Huntington Hartford Theatre.,
Middle of the Night, ANT A i
Minneaoolis Feb 28
The $14,000 gross still leaves the Theatre (D> (3d \vk; 21; $5.75;:
revue in the red, however, Pickup , i.185; $39.1160 (Edward G. Robin-1
“Tnni^w
of $1,000 from previous stanzas sonJ
.previous
week.
$37,300). '
hQMii'
return is attributed to clever ad ( Last week, over $36,700.
i
^^^rJ nSl rifii
campaign and general act lmNo Time for Sergeants, Alvin!
St
148; $5.75-M.eO;;
(C> .,19th
(19th wk; 148;
pMovement.
!,C.
week. Auditorium
"Bad
Seed”
opens
tonight' 1.331; $38,500)
(previous
at
$3.30
top
and
(Tues.) at the Biltmore, to give the $38,900). Last week, $39,000.
11)ujled a scant $1 800
town pair of legit attractions.
Pajama Game, St. James (MC) j
At the 1,850-scat local Lyceum
! (94th wk; 748; $6.90; 1,615; $52.Theatre . Guild subscription
i 118) (John Raitt, Eddie Foy, Jr., offering, also at $3.30 top. show
j Helen Gallagher) (previous week, grossed a fair SI0.200 for seven
Fort Worth. Feb. 28,
! $44,500). Last week, almost $49,900. performances, Tuesday - Saturday
"Tea and Sympathy.” costarring !
Pipe Dream, Shubert (MD) (13th (21-25). That gave it $12,000 lor
101; $7.50; 1,453; $55,039) the Twin Cities’ seven-day week.
Maria Riva
and Alan Baxter, wk;
It heM over here for an additional
grossed around $13,700 last week in ,j (Helen
Johnson)
Frank Fay is scheduled to re-.0-,
. Traubel,- William
.
. ,
T.
,.lfl
turn to Broadway this season as | a three-way split between Tulsa, ^previous week, underquoted, ac- night. Sunday '26'.
Next here is another Ihoatie
producer-star of "Halligan’s Halo,” I Oklahoma City and here.
i tual gross was $54,348). Last week, Guild subscription season attraca new comedy by Paul Gerard
Current week is also being split ; nearly $55,300.
Plain & Fancy, Hellinger (MO.Uon, “fcad'Seed,” April 16-21.
J Ull- ee ways.
Smith.
Los Angeles, Feb. 28.

TO $13 700 in Texas

‘Waltz’So-So 12G, in 9,
In St. Paul-Mpls. Split
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London Bits

Inside Stuff Legit

London, Feb. 24.
New piay by Arnold Ridley,
Gilbert Miller states that the Maurice Chevalier one-man show at
titled 'Tabitha,
opdns March 8
the Lyceum "made a little money” for him, specifically around $12,000 at the Duchess Theatre, replacing
for a six-week run* Chevalier did better, of course, being in on a Tom Arnold’s production of J. B.
50-50 deal.
Priestley’s "Mr. Kettle & Mrs.
Miller returns from a southern vacation March 11 in time for the Moon.” The new entry is being
$25 premiere of "King Richard III” at the Bijou for benefit of the presented by Harold French &
Actor’s Fund of America of which lie is a veepee. Miller is also John Wildberg.
sparking the Mary MacArthur Memorial Fund drive for poli», in mem¬
Peter Ustinov’s show, "Romanov
ory of the actress-daughter of Helen Hayes and Charles MacArthur & Juliet,” is being cast by Linnit
& Dunfee with the author as lead.
Show is being directed by Denis
Carey and is to be tested, out of
town sometime in March, prior to
West End.
Laurie Hill, exec with George &
Allred Black organization, quits at
the end of this month to join Moss
NO TIME FOR SERGEANTS
Empires,
as
assistant
to
Val
(As of Jan. 14, '56)
Parnell.
(13th Week)

Show Finances

Original investment (repaid)......
$100,000
Original production cost .....
, 94,874
Profit, three-week out-of-town tryout ....
1,390
Cost to open on B’way ...
93,484
Additional production costs ..
1,866
Operating profit, first 13 weeks on B’way ..
143.553
Miscellaneous income (including $35,000 as production's 40%
share, less commissions and fees, of a $100,000 downpay¬
ment on the $250,000 purchase of the pic rights by Warner
Bros.) .
35,326
Total profit, as of above date .83,529
Profit distribution, as of above date...20,000
Balance available .
18,649
. Weekly Operating Budget
Theatre share-35% of the first $25,000 gross, 25% of the balance.
Cast payroll . (approx.) .....
5,000
Stage manager .
875
Company manager ...... _
250
• Pressagent .......
250
Crew .
1,525
Wardrobe .
115
Extra stagehands (approx.) .
1,090
Author royalty..10% until show paid Off, then 11%
Director royalty .........
2%
Designer .
$50
Ad-publicity (approx.) .
750
Departmental & rentals (approx.) .
550
Office- charge .......
250
Gross necessary to break even (approx.) ..
20,000
(Note. The Maurice Evans-Emmett Rogers production opened Oct.
20, 1956, at the Alvin, N. Y.).

Off-Broadway Shows
Continued from page 66 ;

Romeo nnd Juliet
ly. they are lusty ones. Thus,
Mercutio’s ribaldry and pugnacity
are well-served by Pernell Rob¬
erts, and it seems a pitv to lose
vivid a character so early. As the
Nurse, Gertrude Kir.nell laughs
easily and infectiously, and has
sadness for the tragedy.
Among lesser parts, Mel Dowd
is a colorful Lady Capulet, Tim
O’Connor has fire for the fierv
Tybalt, and Burt Douglas is a di¬
rect Benvolio. As Friar Laurence,
Lester Rawlings matures from a
sweet-voice counselor to a priest
stricken with grief at his part in
unhappy events.

i »im!i<Ih
Enprav A- Lanis revival o£ ..
roined.vft’?1”3 ci tliree acts, by Oorj-c Bernard
Shan. Slaved by bilwaru Payson Call:
setting, Alex Bennett
Kahn;
liqht <ng,
At downtown Theatre,
Cast: Mary* Jasperson. William Lightner, Arne
Sundergaard, Jay O’Brien,
Georgia Phillips, Jack Colvin.

No doubt about if, Chekhov,
Shakespeare and Shaw are doing
their bit for off-Broadway. Engrav
& Lanis’ revival of.GBS’ classic
"Candida.” is the latest entry, and
a tasteful and tidy production it is.
Done arena style at the Downtown
Theatre on East 4th St., "Candida”
is cheek and jowl with "Uncle
Vanya.”
But "Romeo and Juliet” depends
By placing "Candida” in the
on Romeo and Juliet ,and if the centre of the audience, director
tragedy is to be complete, there Edward Payson Call neither adds
must be identification with the nor detracts from the play. It’s a
lovers.
Robert Rietz is a tall, little difficult for front pewholders
soulful-eyed
Romeo i to keep their feet off the playing
, handsome,
,
> 'vho ?an reahze a moment without area, and the mere act of crossing
sustaining a performance. Carljtta thp Ipoc
i l.nlr,,
Qh0™.nn^ rl iY Vi,"--a I the legs would rvut
put a
lanky patron
enlS;! Practically in the performance:
tional range, which stands her well But the actors handle the intimacy
in the potion scene but tends to with aplomb, neither projecting
take her overboard where simple unduly into the audience’s face,
grief would do.
And Rietz and nor yet succumbing to pseudo-casMiss Sherwood? just don’t make ualne'S.
contact in the lyric scenes, al¬
Since Katharine Cornell retired
though their earlier moment Of her "Candida” some years ago,
love at first sight has gentle ap¬ Olivia de Havilland’s abortive ef¬
peal.
fort has been the only local effort
The posts that bound the stage1 at the Shavian piece. It’s good,
and support the Jan Hus House .therefore, to have a dignified,
take quite a beating as various1 workmanlike
revival
available.
volatile actors race at them, swing I While it’s a very young cast, with
around them, or just hang on. I a tendency toward surface glibBrian Shaw’s direction, indeed, in-! ness, this production has forthsures that there he no idle mo-■ rightness, verve and intel'igent
ment, but he has not been able to J good humor,
conjure up the emotional scope i
In the pivotal title role, Georgia
that marked the group’s early-sea-' Phillips has sparkle and troubled
son handling of the much more dif-; compassion as she chooses between
ficult "Macbeth.”
Geor.
' her phlegmatic clergyman husband
.
-—:——
1 and the effervescent young poet.
Fftiir
i William Lightner’s Rev. Morell is
i*om. root: Forward
; purse-lipped.
concentrated
and
.F‘l“'i5li:.Ib!r‘*i:y..Th*,®tre..reyiv,J‘* of.musi- j humorless without stuffiness, and
Hu gh^M artinand tl a p'h B la'n e; book.^Jobn j while ■ Jack Coivin, at first seems
Cecil Holm and George Abbott: book , too much the child to be taken

Elsie Jams

= Continued from page 66 r-atrical celebrities as May Irwin
and Della Fox in a vaudeville turn.
Miss Janis, whose trademark was
her remarkable imitations
first
showcased this flair in a travesty
tagged "When We Were 41,” a 1905
production at the New York The¬
atre Roof. She later appeared in
"The Fair Co-ed,” "The Hoyden,”
"The Slim Princess” and "A Star
For a Night.” Latter, incidentally,
was an entry she wrote herself
when but 22.
London Debut in 1914
Before making her London de¬
but in 1914 to an ovation from
British theatregoers, the Colum¬
bus-born actress co-starred with
Montgomery & Stone in “The Lady
of the Slipper” at New^York’s
Globe Theatre in 1912. Among her
other stage appearances were in
such
Broadway productions as
"Miss 1917,” "The Century Girl,”
"Miss
Information” and "Elsie
Janis and Her Gang,” a soldier
show.
But despite the acclaim Miss
TIGER* AT THE GATES
Janis reaped as a vaudeville and
(As of Dec. 31, ’56)
legit star, perhaps her greatest
(13th Week)
success was as an entertainer for
Capitalization .............
$70,000 the American Expeditionary Forces.
Original production cost .
73.781 She was the first Yank performer choreography. Bob . Hadded; settings. • and intellectual drive soon strike
Additional production costs & other expanses.
7,277 | to sing and dance for the troops Charles Brandon: costumes, George Allen: i the needed balance.
liithUn^ A»csiop K^scl^kian; hss t nuisicfil J
Ac co(>rptarv tn Iho nnrenn nn/4
Operating profit, first 13 weeks, plus c e preview week on
AS Sy.1elaiy
in,e Person ana
in
France.
Her
material
and director. I.an O'Kun: at the pianos. Lev
one of lus iervent admirers. Mary
B’way .. .
....
79,413 scripts, much of which she wrote and O’Kun.
Cast: Vincent Lynne. Jerry CamnboII. Jaspcrson has a ClUaint, wide-eyed
Unrecouped costs, as of above date.... ....
1,645 herself, were heartening to the Don Farnwonh, Martin Gage. Jack Kauf- I nm,\ jMptc Tnv tYRr-pn ic inniilar
Distribution ...
45,000 doughboy who remembered her hn. Stephen .Midolla, Ned Wertimcr. ' POUlineSS, Ja.V U Bl ,en IS JOCUlar
Sheila
Smith,
Adrienne
Angel.
June i'S Candida S phlegmatiealh' prosBonds & deposits (estimated) ....
11.000 gallant spirit long after the war s^uibb, Vivian Joyce, Joe Cronin, Keith perous father, and Arne SunderSinking fund reserve
11.000 was over. .
ffW, Ss&te ! ward 1* a feounctagly debonair
1,355
Balance available .
n lloilly, Joan Shepard.
young curate.
Miss Janis, who resided for
Weekly Operating Budget
-Alex Bennett Kahn’s decor is
years in Tarrytown, N. Y., moved
Theatre* (Helen Hayes) share. 271-jO of the gross for the first to the Coast in 1936 some months
Luckily, “Best Foot Forward”1 nicely detailed, it has been carethree weeks, then 30% of the gross.
lias
a
second
act.
In
the
first
half
j
fully
lighted by Barbara Richter,
after she was injured in an auto,
Cast payroll (excluding 10% of the gross to star Michael Red¬
accident.
She
emerged
several of Equity Library Theatre’s cur-‘and Call's direction has knowing
4,435 times from retirement. First occa¬ rent Community Series show, the: freshness. It’s pleasant to have
grave) .....
Geor.
;- fails to
* catch
* ■ on 1 "Candida” back.
no^
company
420 sion was for four Sunday night youthful
Stage managers ......
..........
800 concerts in 1939, to good notices to the book, or vice versa, and it
Crew ...
race
350 but poor attendance. She also was takes a heap of hoofing to keep — Ago 11 hmI
Managers ....
Black friars' Guild production oi Com250 cast that year in "Frank Fay’s Mu- things alive. After the break, how¬ «*d.v-dr:ima ii> three acts, by Dominic
Pressagents .......
105 sic Hall,” which the producer I ever, book and cast find each other. Rover. Staged by Dennis Gurney; cos¬
Costume woman ...............
Styles in musical comedy have tumes, Jessica Craig; settings and light¬
629 hoped, would bring back vaudeville ! ch^Jg‘ed
Musicians .....
‘,nn ™ 1941 when Abbott- ing, Floyd Allan. At Blaclcfriars’ Theatre,
N;Y.. Feb. 21. '56; $2.75 top.
178
Dressers & Wardrobe .....
Cast: Roy Monscll, William Bramley,
Blane
breezed ..ip to
but
dld2*Holm-V.rtir-S
Author royalty.2V£% of the first
000 gross. 334% of the next
West,
Billy M. Greene. Paul Bur¬
‘Stage Mother’ Stuff
•
’
*■
town with the
click “Best Foot.”. Madge
n
Alice Kent, Susan Petrone, B1U
$2,000 and 5% of the balance for the first 10 weeks, then the
Miss Janis came equipped, as ’me humor anent a B-picture j gess.
Harahan.
regular 5% of the first $5,000, 71£% of the next $2,000 and 10% many another dynamic personality siren’s misadventures on the Winof the balance, plus 1% until the first 10-week cut on the regular of the earlier vaude days, with a socki campus seems juvenile today. I
That it’s risky to tread the thin
royalty is recovered. The coin is sp * 60 M0 between the original "stage mother,’.’ about whom many Although the book has been jacked i line separating the religious neuFrench author, Jean Giraudoux, and the British adaptor, Christo- said mama went about on a broom. up with contemporaneities, the re- ’ I0tic from the/.mystic is the thesis
. pher Fry.
• 0f "Age and Grace.” Written with
Once during a rehearsal in a the¬ vival still sounds pretty thin.
Director royalty .....
2% atre Miss Janis was mimicking
Give energetic youngsters effer- < alternate humor and compassion
Prince Littler. . . ...5% of the gross for the first 13 weeks as com¬ Ethel Levey when she discovered veseent music to sing and dance to,! by Rev. Dominic Rover, assistant to
pensation for cutting off that amount of running time on the —or was it the stage mother?— however, and they can make even j the moderator of the Blackfriars’
production’s West End stand at his Apollo Theatre to permit a that the British actress was watch¬ staid Lenox Hill jump. All stager I Guild, the play suffers form the alshift to N. Y.
ing in a box. Story was cabled at James Nygren has to <Jo to save the ■ most impossible task of resolving
1.000 j the time to Variety—in those days hook is nod to musical cTlTcctor’the problem posed.
Ad-publicity (approx.) .
That
a
religiously
sensitive250 ! the backstage incidents were part Jack Lee, or choreographer Bob!
Office charge ....
Haddad, and things get big and young woman stricken with polio
66 of the economics of vanity and
Equity dues for foreign cast..
.
brassv at once.
"Buckle Down ! might fancy herself a martyr is
197 duly reported in much detail — j wiAsocki*’ is now almost „ folk ...
Living expenses for foreign stars,.
----- an
—Rover’s premise. When
eager,
19,000 bringing an outburst of rage from classic and the ensemble gets at it over-zealous young priest
Gross necessary to break even (approx.)
” ' innocentinnoce
(Note. The Playwrights Co. (in association with Henry M. Margolis) Miss Janis’ mater.
may
: lustily. Too, when sloe-eyed Cath- ly suggests to the girl that she 11
presentation of Robert Joseph’s production opened Oct. 3, 1955 at
___.
1, he
Miss Janis was a latc-to-wed j ryn Damon, as
the fading Holly- he a "victim,” selected by God,
the Plymouth, N. Y.- and moved Dec. 12 to its current berth at the bride and by coincidence this oc-j wood ■ item,’ sultries into" "That’s! finds
lie
has
complicated her
Helen Hayes Theatre.
The play is capitalized at $70,000, but curred only a few weeks after a ' How I Love the Blues,” there’s difficulty rather than clarified it.
$10,500 of that amount is uncontributed coin, representing an al¬ 1931 bvline piece in Liberty mag, something to be reprised (though Whether the girl will prove to be
lit isn’t).
a mystic or an overwrought neurolowance as a bonus to the original investors in the British pro¬ "Why l Never Married.”
In her
her heyday
heyday Elsie
Elsie Janis
Janis was
was jI
The
duction, which was moved to Broadway after a 14-week West End
In
The hoofers
hoofers rate
rate a
a special
spec.m nod.
mm. tic provides suspense, and
cnh.Hnn i«
not only a headliner in bigtime ■ with a how to Haddad for his hnn-\ f '
^
run).
first of
of dling of “Just A Little Joint With ;
tal^d out lather than springing
vaudeville but one of- the
first
’* .sh-voiced Sheila :
act‘on
the one-woman, shows to hit legit.
TIGER AT THE GATES
Sm'ith'tasVr“momonTTn "What! ” Considering ' the nature of the
She was equally at home in Brit¬ Do You Think I Am?,” while Ad- predicament, it is «uipiks.ng .
(London production, April 35-Sept. 3, ’55)
Do You Think I Am?." while Ad:;
.dl5»“Jnl,^dgaen„d
ain and America and commanded rienne Angel gives with a good • lefreslnng to'find the play g
(Covers tryout & 14-ieeok West End run)
top money for the day. Since then voice in "Mv First Prom.” Though: erously sprinxlcd with lailleiy <and
Investment (including $.6,250 overcall and $5,000 advanced
awk$36,000 , women mimics have multiplied, Ihe acUng”yharfiy- the thing. nIcI laughter .AUeroaJtog .•athrr a;
by Roger L. Stevens) .... .
91,008 ; with the Janis example certainly Wprtirnpr Pi'tc teith it as the Old wardly between the rcctoiy and
Total gross ......1...
Grard!mVH-iganS.ro.v<he ’is’a *»rt of i the girl's sick room there is high
75.528 I having been a strong stimulator.
Company’s share
over-done Betty Hutton, and Jack'bumoi when the deigy arc com
Salaries ............
44,614
as n 10^-cr and Miss ’ plaining about running a parking
SCHEDULED N. Y. OPENINGS T-T-uLprtv
Authors royalty...
5,351
Danmn.^liave a ’routine in II thal'lot outside the church cnmmiseraU
Director royalty ..
1.975
< Theatres indicated if set)
Stands bv itself
in^ Ulth- eacb other about their
My Fair Lady, Hellinpcr (3-l5>.
Ad-publicity .*\ . . ....r.. ....
5.198
Charles Nelson Reilly, as a news-; pastor’s rigidity, or indulging m
Mr. Wonderful, B’way <3-22).
Stage expenses & staff salaries.... .\v.
10.557
Affair of Honor <wk. 3-25).
paperman who flunked English, is; Jdsf plain ribbing.
,
...
Little
Glass
Clock,
Golden
<3-261.
Property rental ... . ..
2.500
constantly risible. As the nominal!
Dennis Gurney has
with
Mis'er Johnson, Martin Beck <3-291.
Management & Front of house expenses.....
7.537
love interest. Joe Cronin and Joan 1 customary Blackfnais piofidcncj,
Sfrip for Action, Wint. Gard. (4-12).
Wake
Up
Drrling
(wk.
4-15).
Travel & cartage .- ....
1.042
Shepard don’t bring much color to. and the cast is mtfl'^.nhi^kv
Waiting for Godot <4-161.
what are pretty routine parts, any- Susan Petione plajs the unlucky
Office expense .
4.032
King and I, City Center <4-181.
v
v
-- .paralytic with perception, while
Insurance .
271
Lovers (4-18).
. , Most Happy Fella, Imperial <a-3).
Nvgren’s staging has spit and Paul Burgess is bovishlv inpenuous
Payroll taxes ......
689
Kiss Me Kate, City Center '5-9).
polish,
and
Mesrop
Kesdekian’s:
fs the young priest ^0 be (eves
Auditing .
438
Ziegfe'd Follies, Wint. Gard. <5-2b).
liehting easily takes precedence ho has iound a miUide. William
Four Dolls on a Dime (wk. 5-27).
Cost of taking out.
225
Carmen Jones, City Center <5-30*.
over
sets
that
are-just
adequate.:
Bramley
is a casua ly ’}’isl\cra<,^‘n?
Total expenses .
84.429
Shangri-La (wk. 6-4).
lively ti*y, but “Best Foot”, clergyman and Bill>
^Gieene ,,

J

Loss on run .
Expenses incurred on behalf of the U. S. production.
Cost of production .
.
Unrecouped costs .
Balance available to U. S. production. .

8.901
961
26. 29
35,991

9

OFF-BROADWAY
Beiver Coat, Greenwich Mews <3-7).
Beautiful Changes, President <3-20).
Month in the Country, Phoenix (.4-3),
Antigone, Carnegie Hall <4-41.

that’s all.
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CONCERT - OPERA

Mgts. Get Out Composite Lists Under
I Decree; Secrets Now Trade Property
Fulfilling a clause in the recent*
Government consent decree, which
required Columbia Artists Mgt. to
make available to its Community
Concerts subsid the artists of rival
Genevieve Oswald,' curator of the
and especially indie managements,
dance archives of the N. Y. Public
Col has prepared a composite art¬
Library, has been picked as win¬
ists list representing the talent of
80
agencies
(including
them¬ ner of the fifth annual Capezio
Dance Award, for her contrib to
selves'. Of these, 50 are managers
of artists, and 30 managers of or¬ the dance field.

Genevieve Oswald Wins
Fifth Capezio Award

chestras.
List includes
439
artists or
groups (of which roughly 150 are
new to Community buyers), and
comprises 82 sopranos, 23 mezzos
and contraltos, 34 tenors, 50 bari¬
tones and basses, 93 pianists, 21
two-piano teams, 36 violinists, 20
other instrumentalists, 26 dance
attractions,
nine opera troupes
and 40 miscellaneous attractions.
Some artists,
notably Vladimir
Horowitz, Jose Iturbi and Myra
Hess, didn’t want this biz (the dif¬
ferential, a handling .fee, cutting
their price) and refused to go
along.
National Artists Corp. has also
prepared a composite artists list
for its Civic Concerts subsid, the
list containing 538 artists or groups
(including NAC,
Columbia
and
Hurok artists as well as indies).

Carl Van Vechten will present a
citation and $500 check to Miss
Oswald at a lunch March 7 at the
St. Regis. N. Y. Previous winners
were Zachary Solov, Lincoln Kirstein, Doris Humphrey and Louis
Horst.

Wednesday, February 29, 1956

f'AfSIETT

S.F. Opera’s Diva List
’
San Francisco, Feb. 28.
Kurt Herbert Adler, artistic di¬
rector of the San Francisco Opera,
has
re-signed
both
Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf and Renata Tebaidi
for the coming fall season and, in
addition, has inked another top
soprano, Leonie Rysanek.
Last-named, a German singer,
will be making her U. S. debut and
won t sirg anywhere else here.

90G Met 'Flute’ Sounds
Merry, Artistic Note,
ThanxtoMrsJohnD.Jr.

Not So Callous CaDas
Maria Callas is beginning' to make overtures towards settling
claims against her by New York percenter Edgar R. Bagarozy—
but not enough, according to latter’s attorneys. The diffident La
Scala diva, skedded to make her debut with the Met Opera open¬
ing night next fall, has finally appointed a lawyer in Chicago
(where a suit against her is pending). Her attorney has tried to
settle the claim with Bagarozy’s legal rep in Chi, but has met up
with an old block. Bagarozy’s reps, Vho claim they have a contract
for 10% of Mme. Callas’ earnings for 10 years, insist that they
want to see figures of the diva’s takings for that period, and her
Chi mouthpiece can’t get this info from her.
v
Bagarozy’s attorneys admit they had hoped the suit would be
settled amicably but only after they had seen the ledgers). They
have $7,500 of Callas earnings in Chicago (from the Chi Lyric
Theatre) under attachment.
Now they say they’re planning to
move against it, to collect.

The Metropolitan Opera did it¬
self proud last Thursday night (23)
with a lustrous new production of
Mozart’s “The Magic Flute.” Artis¬
tically, it'was distinguished.
In
Longhair .gets .a break-r-and produces results—in Charlotte, N. C.,
addition, the opera marked the re¬ where Harris, Supermarkets sponsors a half-hour symph concert once a
turn of 80-year-old Bruno Walter week on tele, over WBTV. Show, titled '‘Carolina Hour,” features the
to the Met pit after a five-year 30-piece Charlotte Symphony under Dr. James C. Pfhol.
Program
absence, and the rare occasion of costs sponsor $1,300 weekly. But its rating last fall went as high as
an all-American cast in a presenta¬ 47.5, for one of the top locally-produced shows in the U.' S., with up¬
tion sung in English. Sponsored beat in sales, a concomitant.
by the Metropolitan Opera Guild,
“Flute” was also the Met’s major
Artur Rubinstein, who set some sort of record with five SRO concontribution to the Mozart bicen¬ certi concerts in N. Y. over a 10-day period recently, is set for two alltennial
year. All in all, it was quite Chopin programs at Carnegie Hall next year (Feb. 15-16), and his
The Metropolitan Opera will do
a seven-week spring tour this sea¬ an event. ’
manager, S Hurok, is already getting mail orders. Cdncerti stunt (17 of
son, opening in . Boston April 16
From the Guild point of view, re¬ them played in the .10 days) is still being marveled at in the trade as an
and winding in Toronto June 2. sults w'ere also unusually gratify¬ iron-man .stunt for the vet keyboarder (officially, his age is 'feiven as
(Last year it did 6V2 weeks). ing. Normally regarded as poison 67; unofficially, it’s.believed to be 70. or.over),.. ..
Troupe will do 55 performances in at the b.o., “Flute,” put on as a
16 cities, giving nine in Boston, Guild benefit to aid the Met’s pro¬
Ginia Davis, soprano daughter" of bandleader . Meyer Davis, has been
eight in Cleveland, five in Atlanta duction fund, proved to be the concertizing in Europe this winter, mainly in broadcasting thus far
Some Indie Bookings
and Toronto, and six in Chicago.. best-selling opera in .Guild annals, in Paris, Rome and Barcelona. Upcoming concerts, however, include
Trade concedes that both Col
Richmond will be visited for the even better than the sock Renata guestars with Pas de Loup Orch, Paris, March 21;. Birmingham (Eng¬
and NAC are sincere in going along
first time since H)52, for a single Tebaldi “Tosca” of last December land) Orch, March. 27; Symphony of Palma de. Mallorca, April 24, and
with the decree and in making a
showr. Other cities in the tour are "(which had an orch top of $20 BBC Orch, London, May. 11.
record
with
the
Government.
Washington,
Memphis, Birming¬ against the “Flute’s” $15). Guild
There have already been a few
ham, Dallas, Houston, Oklahoma director Dick Leach reported that
Irmgard .Seefried, will arrive, in N. Y. on March 5 from Vienna to
bookings of indie artists with
City, Minneapolis, Des Moines, tickets went faster than ever be¬ be soloist, in the. Mozart Requiem with the New York Philharmonic
Community (and with its counterBloomington, and Lafayette.
fore in Guild history. With boxes at Carnegie Hall, March 8-11. She’ll also give a recital March 24 at
' part Civic Concerts) as result of
All dates are guaranteed, with a at $175, and including contribu¬ Hunter College and leave New York- for Europe March 26.
the composite lists.
But trade
feels that it’s too early to know $19,000 minimum guarantee' per tions, take was a record $36,521.20.
Vanguard is bringing out something new in its “Add-A Soloist”
show
against sharing terms. Met
The new production, which cost
how much of the organized audi¬
ence biz will be going to the indies; hopes to garner $1,069,000 as its about $90,000 (it was a complex series, the disks offering orch accomps for the great concerti, with the
share
this
trip,
with
a
possible
auditor
to play the solo part. Series includes Beethoven, Grieg, Bach
staging affair, with new projection
until June.
New decree setup, with bookings profit of $135,500. Last year, the. system, etc.), was financed by a and Mendelssohn works.
and related info now available to Met’s share of the tour was $950,- gift from Mrs. John D. Rockefel¬
Paul Paray will make his first appearance as guest conductor with
ler Jr.
all, has made for some unique sit¬ 427, with a profit of $116,092.
Tour was set up as usual by
the N. Y. Philharmonic next season, the orch’s l!5th year.
Guido
uations^- It’s the first time that
Major contrib to “Flute’s” artis¬
Civic has been able to see what Francis Robinson, Met assistant tic success Thursday night was Cantelli, Bruno Walter, Igor Stravinsky, Leonard Bernstein and Max
towns Community is in, and vice manager and b.o. head. “Tales of Walter’s conducting, the maestro Rudolf "'will be other guests,, with Dimitri Mitropoulos as regular
v.ersa—and the indies to see what Hoffmann’’ is the leading opera in guiding the flavorsome, sprightly maestro.
towns both are in. Thus, what is number of shows to be given, with score with an understanding, fer¬
“Boris’’
and
Janos’ Starker, Chi Symph first cellist, who has been with the. orch
ordinarily a business secret be¬ “Meistersiriger,”
vent and masterly touch. Singers,
comes common property of the “Tosca’’ tying for second place.
with occasional exception, followed for three seasons, has made some recordings for the Period label arid
is
scheduled to. give a recital at Orchestra Hall, Chi, April 17. One¬
trade.
his gifted guidance. Herbert Graf’s
' It won’t be until late next fall,
staging
made
the
opera
flow time concert soloist, Starker was also with the N. Y. Met Opera orch
for
a while.
however, that anyone in the trade
smoothly, with no dull waits, while
will know the entire list, because
Harry Horner’s sets and costumes
As an outgrowth of summer courses at the School of Ballet Reper¬
Columbia and NAC conduct their
and Leo Kerz’s lighting and super¬
drives by the week, a few towns
vision gave it the aura of a Broad¬ tory in N. Y„ a national organization of ballet teachers has been
St. Louis, Feb. 28.
formed, under title of Ballet Repertory Guild-.
Board of directors
each week, successively.
More¬
A concert grand piano was way hit. Presentation, in a good,
over, it’s not the name' of the hauled from Belleville, Ill., 14 workable English text by Ruth and includes Thalia Mara, N. Y., prez; Arthur Mahoney, N. Y., v.p.; Mila
Gibbons, Princeton, sec.; Julia Mildred Harper, Richmond; Lester MalCommunity or Civic town that the
miles from here, and back again, Thomas Martin, made out still a
lonee, Charlotte; Constance Reynolds, Scranton, and Peggy Sommers,
indies are after, but the name of
when composer-pianist Lukas Foss stronger case for opera in English
Chicago.,
the local artists’ chairman.
This
twice changed his mind when he at the Met, despite the stuffed
is only available after the drive
appeared as soloist with the St. shirts, and audience reaction, espe¬
has taken place and the new chair¬
Debutantes on the S. Hurok list next season will include Daniel
Louis Symphony last week. Foss cially to the humor, was good to
Bareboim, 13-year-old piano prodigy and discovery of Hurok. Argen¬
man chosen.
tried out the piano set up origi¬ see and hear.
tine-born, of Israeli parents, the keyboarder is the first youngster to
nally for him; decided it wouldn’t
Theodor Uppman took the eve¬ be imported by Hurok since the late violinist, Ginette Neveu, back
do, and wanted another.
ning’s honors for a warming, hu¬ in the mid-’30s, at age of 15. Friedrich Gulda, his Viennese pianist,
The Baldwin Piano Co., whose man and vocally fine Papageno,
was 19 when he debuted here not long ago.
instruments Foss uses, scurried while Lucine Amara also shone as
around and found that all their a sensitive, distinguished Pamina.
The Met Opera'has signed Mat- other pianos were out of the city. Brian Sullivan was a manly, able
tiwilda Dobbs and Antonietta Stel¬ The nearest was in Belleville, Tamino; George London a fine
la for next season. Miss Dobbs, awaiting a Saturday night concert priest, and Jerome Hines a good
Atlanta-born
Negro
coloratura there. They had it rushed to the Sarastro, although at times the dif¬
Alfred Rosenthal, son of S.
who made her U. S. opera debut | Municipal Auditorium here, where ficult score baffled even his deep
last fall in San Francisco, is the Foss tried it out and decided that voice. Roberta Peters, ill of late, Henry Rosenthal, Columbia Artists
Jose Greco & Co. will do a sixthird Negro singer on the Met the first piano was the one he pre¬ still managed to be a satisfactory Mgt.’s chief accountant, is program
roster, others being soprano Ma¬ ferred. The one from Belleville though not dazzling Queen of the director for the FM adjunct of month tour of Europe the second
half
of this year, beginning in
promoting
rian Anderson and baritone Robert made a return journey at Bald¬ Night, and Laurel Hurley was an Philadelphia’s WFIL,
longhair listening in Philly,
Copenhagen in June. Harold Field¬
McFerrin. Miss Dobbs has sung win’s expense. A Baldwin exec re¬ utterly charming Papagena.
First performance of a new ing, British impresario, will pre¬
w ith the Covent Garden and Glyn- marked, “It happens all the time.”
Bron.
opera, “The Trial at Rouen,” by sent the dance troupe in Scan¬
debourne Operas.
Norman dello Joio, will complete dinavia and England, with group
Miss Stella has sung at Covent
Sir Thomas Beerham, on his re¬
the NBC-TV Opera -Theatre sea¬ winding up with four weeks in
Garden as well as with Milan’s turn to England in May, will record
son, April 8.
London in January.
La Scala.
Mozart’s “Die Entfuehrung aus
Sol Hurok has added Alfred
The William * Morris Agency,
dem Serail’’ for Angel Records.
Wallenstein, Los Angeles Philhar¬ which set the deal with Fielding,
JJaritone Emile Renan signed for
Leo Kcrz has -been named art
Stravinsky: Firebird (London). monic maestro, to his management is already setting next year’s U. S.
next season’s^first NBC Opera Co. director of the N. Y. City Opera
First complete, edition fills out the list for next season,
tour.
I Co. for next season.
concert trek for Greco, beginning
Mrs. Claire Felt, formerly with
familiar episodic treatment beauti¬
in February.
fully, for a spacious, smooth-flow¬ National Concert & Artists Corp.,
ing comp, with Ernest Ansermet now director of public relations for
Westminster
Records.
and the Suisse Romande giving a
Set Svanholm, Met Opera Wag¬
sensitive, colorful performance of
nerian tenor, takes over direction
the masterwork.
Their SONGS AND BALLADS
of the Royal Swedish Opera in
Gould: Fall River Legend &
A NEW CONCERT
Dr. Karl Boehm, general director
Bernstein: Facsimile (Capitol). Stockholm July 1. He succeeds of the Vienna State Opera, who
ATTRACTION ESPECIALLY
Joel Berglund,
a former Met
Ballet scores are effective mood
WELL-SUITED TO TELEVISION
was in the U. S. for three weeks,
singer.
pieees without the stage w.orks.
flew home to Vienna Sunday (26)
Featured on
Ballet Theatre Orch under Joseph
after a weekend in N. Y,
He had
"OMNIBUS" Feb. 5th
Levine does a superior job with
guest-conducted six Chicago Sym¬
Seven Times on the
them.
phony Orch concerts over a 2J/£ARTHUR GODFREY
Barber: Symphony No. 1 & Han¬
week period, and made a quickie
SHOW
son: Sinfonia Sacra, Che rub ici
"They are comely, beautifully
visit to Frisco.
Hymn (Mercury). Barber’s long ly-1
gowned and groomed young ladiei
English comedienne Joyce Gren¬
who have a way with a song, for ,
Arthur Judson and Andre Merrico-dramatic threnody and Han¬ fell, who had a short Broadway
thoir style, their rhythm, the
tens, of Columbia Artists Mgt., set
son’s fervent symph are choice and
very color of their voices chango
run last fall in a minny revue sup¬ up the baton dates. Chi Symph’s
as they rove thru assorted etiun-’
well-matched.
Eastman orch un¬
tries, centuries and languages." .
ported by three dancers, has been regular maestro, Fritz Reiner, had
der Hanson impresses in perform¬
—NEW YORK TIMES
signed for a concert tour of the conducted during the opening week
ance.
Disneyland Recordings
Schwarzkopf - Seefried Duets U. S. next November by the Wil¬ of the Vienna Opera last fall.
Management:
(Angel).
Fine, unusual disk of liam Morris Agency. WM’s Klaus
Columbia Artists Mgt.
Monteverdi, Carrissimi and Dvorak Kolmar has booked Miss Grenfell
Met
Opera
soprano
Brenda
Personal Direction of
tunes, beautifully and artistically for 20 dates, as solo artiste and Lewis; who recently sang the lead
Horace J. Parmalee
blended and sung by Elisabeth various concert series in the U. S. in the German version of
Kiss
113 West 57th Street
Schwarzkopf and Irmgard See¬ and Canada.
Me Kate” in Vienna also sang two
New York, N. Y.
fried, Moravian duets of Dvorak
It’s an all-guarantee deal, with performances of “Carmen
last
femme selling for around $1,500.
week at the Vienna V.olksoper.
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Met Sets 7-Week
' $1,19,009 Tour

SO WHAT’S A 28-MILE
TREK FOR A PIANO?
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Literati
N.Y. Post on Ed Sullivan
Ed Sullivan will get an 18-part
N.Y. Post "treatment” by A1 Davis,
night city editor, and his staff.
Davis is getting off his regular
duties to handle this assignment.
Walter Winchell was the most ex¬
haustive (24 parts); Arthur God¬
frey was a 12-parter; Marlene Dietrich only 6.
It’s admitted that "Sullivan is
generally too nice a guy” and that
it may be difficult to stretch it to
18 installments but, because of his
prominence, that is the schedule.
Norm Hill a V.P.
Norm Hill made a veep of Pines
Publications. He’s been director
of promotion since 1951.
Ned
Pines’ outfit publishes Screenland,
Silver Screen, Real, See, Popular
Library books, Dennis The Menace
comics and Terrytoon comics.
Literati Kellys
The John B. Kellys, parents of
Grace, are on a literati kick, Mrs.
Kelly first having written a series
about her girl for the JHearst Syn¬
dicate (proceeds to charity) and
now father John, a onetime Olym¬
pic sculler and former U.S. Di¬
rector of Physical Fitness, turning
scripter for the current American
mag with a piece on "Are We Be¬
coming a Nation of Weaklings?”
Elder Kelly refers to juvenile
delinquency as "undoubtedly a
problem,” but states "it is not so
' grave a problem as the delin¬
quency of millions of parents who
may shower their children with
other gifts but neglect them in one
all-important respect,” that being
physical fitness. He proceeds to
cite statistical chapter and verse
, and then falls back on his own ex¬
perience and that of his family.

Gold knows his show big back¬
ground. His carny, both in atmos¬
phere and argot, is the McCov.
Basically, Gold’s Yarn carries less
underlying cynicism. One feels,
despite his disenchantment with
tanbark treaders in genc al, Gold
finds much humanity in the carnv
backwash; Like "Cat Man.” this
book provides excellent material
for dramatization, particularly for
the screen. Author, heretofore, has
written mainly for slicks. Down.
Irish Ban. 38 Books and Mags
Herman Wouk’s'"Marjorie Morningstar” Evan Hunter’s "The Black¬
board Jungle” and Peter Wilde¬
blood’s "Against the Law” are
among the 38 novels just banned
by Irish censorship board.
Metro’s "Blackboard Jungle” is
currently playing after scissoring
by film censor Martin Brennan.
True magazine has also been put
on banned list for six months.
More Biogs
Marcia Davenport’s "Mozart,”
first published in 1932 and con¬
tinually in print ever since, has
been given new edition treatment
by Scribners on the occasion of the
eomposer’s 200th anniversary. He
was born Jan. 27, 1756.
Victor Seroff, who authored the
"Shostakovich” (Knopf, 1943) and
"Rachmaninoff” (S&S, 1950) biogs.
has done "Debussy, Musician of
France” for Putnam publications in
April.
Phyllis Robbins’ biog of "Maude
Adams, An Intimate Portrait” is
also a Putnam item for April as
in Vern Sneider’s "A Long Way
From Home,” book of short stories
by the author of "The Teahouse of
the August Moon.”
NCCJ’s ‘Good Will’ Quintet

ACLU’s Pro-"Confidential’ Pitch
The American Civil Liberties
Union and its anti-censorship afTil,
the National Council on Freedom
From Censorship, have urged the
Post Office Dept, to abandon a plan
to appeal a Federal Court order
preventing the department from
checking the contents of Confiden¬
tial mag before publication. ACLU
wrote the P.O. that “important
civil liberties issues of censorship
and due process are involved in
the case.”
The letter, signed by ACLU exec
Patrick Murphy Malih and play¬
wright Elmer Rice, said, "In Sev¬
eral important cases our courts
have flatly ruled that the Post Of¬
fice has no right of prior censor¬
ship.”
2d Laurie Joke Anthology
Second of the Joe Laurie Jr.
joke anthologies will be published
by Bantam Books at 25c in Sep¬
tember, and a third by the first of
'57. All are edited and compiled
by Jerry Lieberman* gag writer
to whom the late coriiedian-author
willed his joke files.
Sid Caesar wrote the intro for
the first one, which has an initial
print order of 250,000 copies. Lieberman works with Herb Alexander
of PB on the merchandising.
David Karp’s Klondike
Last week David Karp’s threeway output was spread over that
-many sections of New York dailies
—under books, films and radio. It
was publication day for his third
novel. "All Honorable Men,” suspenser about contemporary politi¬
cal ideas. His first book, "One,”
was published in 1953 and "Day of
the Monkey” in 1955. Figaro Inc.
(Joseph L. Mankiewicz) purchased
his recent tv play, "Good Old
Charley Faye,” with Karp engaged
for the screen adaptation.
Also announced was the opening
date (22) of dramatization of his
novelette, "A Woman’s Reputa¬
tion,” 18-episode original on CBS
Radio’s "Aunt Jenny” series.
Appraising TV and Show Biz
Gilbert Seldes, who added a
phrase to the American language
with his book, "The 7 Lively Arts,”
of 25 years ago, has done "The
. Public Arts” for Simon & Schuster
May publication with accent on tv,
films and Disneyland.
In another idiom, Steve Allen’s
"The Funny Men” profiles 15 of
America’s top comics; also an S&S
publication in May.
Another Carny Novel
t "The Man Who Was Not With
It” by Herbert Gold /AtlanticLittle, Brown; $3.75), is the second
novel this season to probe the
psychology of the smalltime outdoot-show (first was Edward Hoagland’s "Cat Man,” reviewed in
Variety, Jan. 18),
Like Hoagland, Gold sets up a
tormented hero searching for the
•answers; alsd, like his predecessor,

National Conference of Chris¬
tians and Jews officially applauded
seven books of 1955 for contribut¬
ing Outstandingly to "good will
and understanding” in the U.S.
There were 23 other media cita¬
tions too.
Book
recipients
of
National
Brotherhood
recognition
certifi¬
cates were: Jo Sinclair’s ‘‘The
Changelings;”
Walter
White’s
“How Far the Promised Land?;”
the
Kenneth
S.
Giniger-edited
"The Compact Treasury of Inspira¬
tion;” Lillian Smith’s "Now Is the
Time;” Boyd Shafer’s "Nationalism
Myth and Reality,” and Erwin
Griswold’s
"The
Fifth Amend¬
ment Today.”

England’s Radio Times
. Radio Times, official weekly of
the British Broadcasting Corp., is
expected to start production at
new Scot factory of Waterlow &
Sons at East Kilbride by fall of this
year. Scottish, Northern Ireland
and North of England editions will
be published there.
National target for the journal
has been laid down as 10,000.000
copies of 60 pages every week.
Latest official figure is 8.800.725
copies a week. Christmas issue had
a sale of 9,750,000.
Scotnews’ Foldo
Scotnews Limited, news, photo
and feature agency, with branches
in London and Edinburgh, has
folded. Crop of resignations pre¬
ceded the final shutdown, due to
economic causes.
Agency was founded in 1953.
Founding directors were Alastair
Shaw Revie, freelance scribe, and
James Crawford, an engineer. In
1954 it was renamed Scotsman
Features, Roy Thomson, Canadian
owner of the Scotsman, Edinburgh,
becoming chairman. Thomson with¬
drew from the company after a
few months, and the name reverted
to Scotnews Ltd.

Lewisohn Library to Brandeis U.

Col, ’ Jack Haverly, founder of
the famous minstrel aggregation
that bore his name. Haverly started
in Toledo.
Local theatres are documented,
and there is circus and legit mate¬
rial, with a wealth of anecdotes to
support every phase of trouping
from 1850-1900. Because there are
never sufficient records of the
early stage in the hinterlands, this
book is a welcome addition to gen¬
eral lore, although the author
understandably leans heavily upon
local aspects'in her_report,
Hobo.
Roy Howard on Competitiveness
Roy W. Howard, Scripps-Howai d
executive for many years, told
Honolulu interviewers he deplores
the growth of newspaper monqpolies in individual cities because,
they foster "singleness of editorial
opinion.”
1
» Howard is a strong advocate of
the so-called "Albuquerque sys¬
tem” in which competing a.m. and
p.m. dailies consolidate press, cir¬
culation and advertising facilities,
but remain free to compete edi¬
torially. "The farther apart they
are in that sense, the better. It
gives the public different points
of view,” he added.
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
By Frank Scully
^
Phoenix.
Finley Peter Dunne, the author of "Mister Dooley,” had several
children. One of them became a scriptwriter and eventually mastered
tha' craft sufficiently to become a writer-director for-20th-Fox
That
was Philip.
The author’s brother also had several children. One of them was
named George H. Dunne. Of medium height, with a rosy, clean com¬
plexion, black curly hair, fine features and a grand smile, he would
have been rated exceedingly handsome anywhere; and not merely by
the mediocre standards of Hollywood’s leading men!
*
He had a voice of great resonance and mellowness. He became, a
Jesuit, picked up a law degree, spent five years as a missionary in
China and eventually was assigned to a professorship in sociology at
Loyola U. Somewhere between Chicago and China he had picked up
ideas on racial equality that were going to prove mighty disturbing
to those who think those things are better when not talked about.
He began writing. He wrote pieces like "The Sin of Segregation.”
He had equally disturbing views on the equality of labor and capital.
He wrote plays. One of them, "Trial by Fire.” was launched by Bishop
Shicl in Chicago and enjoyed runs in N. Y., L. A., Hollywood. Phoenix
and Tucson as well. It was a potent and dramatic piece of protest¬
writing but, like Billy Mitchell’s beef against the Pentagonians,' it
seemed to be saying the right things at the wrong time.

As.a result, Father Dunne became a thorn in the side of an other*
wise happy economic and social order. It was felt that, shipped to less
congested areas, his brilliant discourses might not prove too upsetting
to coyotes, jackrabbits. scorpions, horned toads, gila monsters and
Circusman Capt. Roman Proske
centipedes.
Even rattlesnakes might learn something from him if
has done his memoirs for Holt
they would only stop rattling. and listen for a change.
titled "Lions, Tigers and Me.”
He landed instead among people in a growing inland metropolis.
Van Wyck Brooks’ "Helen Kel¬
This one, in fact.
Phoenix, when I first went there in 1920, was a
ler’1 is a March book-of-the-montli
desert town of 30,000. By 1953 it had grown to 350,009, give or take
club dual section tDutton pub.).
a couple of million passing tourists.
_
Ex-London
Timesman
Claude
In 1953 a section of the Scully Circus happened to be passing through
Cockburn has authored his autoPhoenix and stopped to fill up the old water bag and pay our affec¬
biog, "A Discord in. Trumpets” for
tionate respects to Father George H. Dunne.
Expecting to see him
Simon & Schuster.
chastened and sombre, we found that the desert had done him a world
Houghton Mifflin is publishing
of good. He was smiling and happy. He reminded me of St. Jerome,
Sydney W. Head^s "Brr adcasting
In America” in May, a comprehen¬ who had also been heaved out to the desert and as a consequence be¬
sive survey of the U.S. broadcast¬ came immortal as the translator of the Bible.
Father Duane wondered if we couldn’t stay over for the night. The
ing system.
Ladies Sodality was putting on a show or something and he thought
Esther Morgan McCullough com¬
j it might be amusing. As L. S:. whether coupled with or without M.F.T.,
piling an anthology on life in New
York under the title, "As I Pass. | are letters which send me scurrying to the hills I tried to find a be¬
O Manhattan,” f<jr Coley Taylor lievable excuse for driving further toward Tucson, But all of us were
too tired to say no.
publication in August.
Accommodations were found for us; no easy task, as the town was
Frank McCullough, Dallas bureau
manager for Time, being trans¬ bulging. We were invited to a cocktail party and dinner. It was a
revelation.
The Ladies Sodality was packed with as gay and gorgeous
ferred to N.Y. Houston office is
being closed and Willard C. Rap- a group of gals as could be found between the two Portlands. The
pleye Jr., Time’s rep there, moves skit they were putting on was a full-length burlesque of "Dragnet.”
It involved a murder in a niterv. when the curtain went up. the
into the Dallas office.
Erik Barnouw’s "Handbook of chorines were*dancing, as I remember it, in and around the corpse.
There’s That S. J. Again!
Mass Communication” is due via
The author of this brash and laughable confection was none other
Rinehart in June; ex-NBC script
editor and showman is now asso¬ than the once sober sociologist, George II. Dunne, S. J. I recall there
ciate prof: of dramatic arts in was a character in the action who looked very much like Marilyn
charge of courses in tv, radio and Monroe. In fact, she had. a name similar to the Dostoievski scholar’s.
pix at Columbia U.
The gals simulating Sgt. Friday and his sidekick rather suspected
In Gregg shorthand system, this she had committed the murder. It was difficult to establish this, be¬
"trailer” went out. reading: “Want¬ cause all the chorines when questioned seemed to think it was the
ed: A million readers for ‘Souve¬ best thing that could have happened to the rat.
The cops decided
nir’. the unusually frank and re¬ to quiz Marilyn again. It went .like this:
vealing story of Margaret Truman,
Sgt. Friday Did you kill him?
appearing in the March Good Marilyn: Yes.
Housekeeping on sale Feb. 21.”
Sgt. Friday; Well, why didn’t you tell us you had killed him before?
In a plan to stimulate book¬ Marilyn: You didn't ask me before!
reading by juves. the Book Manu¬
At this point the hostess at our table excused herself. It seems she
facturers’ Institute is sponsoring a was in the cancan finale, had in fact designed and made all the cos¬
non-profit org called the Library tumes for this particular number. Her name was Norine Samuelson.
Club of America. Club is offering So she went into her dance and as gay an evening as I ever spent
schoolchildren incentives for read¬ thus passed into history.
ing books such as membership but¬
So when three years later we learned that our padre of many parts
tons and merit badges.
was at it again, this time with a musical melodrama entitled "Virtue
U.S.A. Comic Magazine Corp.. of Well Rewarded, or Slrtr’Got What Was Coming to Him,” with a Greek
New York changed its name to chorus yet, and practically the same cast as played "Magnet," the 750Jaygee Publications Inc., while
mile trip to Phoenix and back to Palm .Springs seemed like planning
Broadcast Features Publications
Inc. has made a name change to no more than a flight of fancy.
The question of accommodations has scarcely time to rear its ugly
Olympia Publications. Grossman &
Perles, 366 Madison Ave,, N.Y. head when Father Dunne .told us over the phone that his order had
City, filed both certificates at Al¬ fallen heir to a fantastic $150,000 home, as modern as tomorrow after¬
noon. designed by an old friend. Paul Williams, for Del Webb, who
bany.
A "full-length” film will be pro¬ seemed to have tired of it. We could put up at this place, which had
duced at Meredith, N. H., starting a swimming pool, heated to 80 degrees, and grapefruit growing in prac¬
about May 1, for the Meredith Vil¬ tically every sliding glass door. There were, however, only two beds,
lage Players shindig June 1-2 in he was glad to add.
_
the Town Hall. Film producer will
Assured of a place to rest our weary heads, we took ofFYvith Frank
be Bob Montana, creator of the Higgins and a gal I thought was Doris Day. but who turned out to
nationally syndicated comic strip, be Mrs. Frank Higgins, a sister of Father Dunne. . /. *-oss the desert,
’Archie.” and a resident of Mere'
ilhilde Harold’s
mh lohn V Jewett will
1 'vhi,ed
some of lhc lime rea(,in^ B-Ws "C
rd 5nrJohn V’ Je"ett *JU
■ dl 'Pilgrimage,” for I am a very literary guy. But the vo1l...„ x..._..
Random House is reissuing "Sav-! >"■ 1816. seemed to have lost some of its sheen in. the years between.
rola,” Winston Churchill's first and So I turned to the Notes. These proved fascinating.
I was particularly fetched by his lordship’s description of Frederic
only, novel which . he authored
when he was just 24 and which he Babarossa’s entrance into Venice, a water-logged town I had recently
seen
loused up in a picture called "Summertime.” It seems the Vene¬
dedicated to the Officers of the
IVth
Hussars, with
whom
he tians. fearing the Hun would not leave them with a gondola, sent out
messengers
with a blank piece of paper, acceeding to any conditions
served in India. Sir Winston was
first elected to Parliament the year of surrender he might name. "Only,” they .added, "let us retain our
of the novel’s original publication independence.”
I thought they were appropriate conditions for a mugg to lay at the
in England.
Newsday reporter Arnold Bropliy feet of a playwright, even one from holy orders.
was pac-ted by Julian Messner Inc.
So. asserting my independence from this amazing man of God in
to
a book
the United .Air. : theatrical matters. I hereby acclaim "Virtue Well Rewarded” as the
-- pen
----- r--.- on
Lines explosion near kernel
j mo^t hilarious meller-musical in the history of show biz.
Vt $3.50
■ top 'barbecued steak dinner included' il packed Bud Brown’s Barn

CHATTER

Brandeis University, Waltham,
Mass., has received a 4.000-volume
collection of books ranging from
Biblical studies to contemporary
Continental literature, comprising
the personal library of the late
Ludwig. Lewisohn. Dr. Abram L.
Sachar, president of Brandeis. an¬
nounced the gift from the late nov¬
elist’s wife, Mrs. Louise Lewisohn.
at the Lewisohn memorial meeting \\Bh ?heb' dyS?t?ng to get Ms |t0 the raf1crs and al lhosc prk‘es' toul(1 be guaranteed to lose money
on Brandeis campus.
1 WAm»gr
chorines were the mothers of 62 child™
Alice
Lewisohn was one of the original
der a Messner subsid 'Gilbert! Mulligan, the raucous end-girl, who certainly garnered her ^harc’ of
13 faculty members of Brandeis
laughs,
was
cheeked
as
the
mother
of
nine,
one
a
nun!
Betty
Abraham,
and was author of 31 major books Press) banner.
Wilfred Fleisher. longtime jour¬ prez of the Sodality, who also directed the dances, wa^ said to he the
of criticism, history, fiction, biog¬
nalist in Japan until chased back mother of six. Vicki Jordan, femme of Louis Jordan, the bandmaster,
raphy, and Jewish affairs.
ta4he U. S. by the war. now News¬ didn’t claim any as I remember. She and Betty Alraham did dance
week correspondent in Stockholm, specialties that were honeys. One gal. Mary Ca\anagh. was claimed
Minstrel Memorabilia
You couldn’t find better legs on
"A Minstrel Town” by Marion S. and for four, years press attache of to be many times a grandmother.
Revett (Pageant; $4.50), refers in the American Embassy there, has anv chorus in the world,
Of the leads. Frances Garman. a frail, beautiful young thing: James
its title to Toledo, O., which, like authored "Sweden: The -Welfare
iim hern wlm
in the can: Lari’v Acosta, thc heavy who
every
community
between
the State” for John Day publication in
Rockies and the Alleghenies, was
known during the burnt-cork era
as "a minstrel town.” Mrs. Revett
traces the development of all types
of .show biz in Toledo,, but special
j to a wild mambo of: "Crazy, Man, Crazy,” the barn was bouncing.’
attention is given to the rise of
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CHATTER

Broadway

show, “Les Amours t)’Eve ,” which
cost about $375,000 to mount.
United Artists will distribute the
Robert and Raymond Hakim film,
“Notre Dame De Paris.” It stars
Gina Lolldbrigida and Anthony
Quinn. Made here in two versions,
English and French, UA has the
Anglo edition for the U.S.

London

(Temple Bar 5041/9952)
Jerome Whyte in from N. Y. to
set up a new road company for
“The King and 4.”
Sam Wanamaker signed for title
role of “The Rainmaker,” which he
is co-directing with Jack Minster.
Harry Morris, boss of the Colony
Restaurant, Berkeley Square, back
from a six-week talent prowl in
B Frank Scully
U. S.
(Tel. 4077)
Fess Parker due here mid-March
Wallls<
• ,
.
Al Anthony 88-ing at La Paz.
for p.a.’s on “Davy Crockett,” prior
Universal executive v.p. Alfred
“Guys And Dolls” at $1.50 did to a six-country toiir of the Con¬
E. Daff back from the Coast for a 0kay at Village.
tinent.
fewr days before a two-week trip to
The Chas. Farrells got by their
E. T. Adams named general man¬
England and Europe.
25th'anni,
ager of British Movietone News,
Thomas J. Hughes is marking his
Dave Rose in building deal with . He has been with the company
50th anniversary with Shapiro- local set erector.
! since 1934.
Bernstein Music this year. He’s
Bobo Rockefeller at Racquet: i
Bob Hope again topped “Sunday
currently in the publishing com- ditto Elene VerttUgor
| Night at the London Palladium.”
pany’s sales department.
Les Brown’s 18-piece band to j Ballet stars Violetta Elvin. and Da¬
Ralph Budd, Warner Bros, per- play for Cops’ (Ooops, Police) vid Blair were on the same bill.
sonnel director, will tell the Publi- benefit.
Sir Tom O'Brien, MP, who re¬
city Club of Boston -’-aVhat Is A
Erie Stanley Gardner got
ceived a knighthood in the New
Motion Picture?” at a lim'cheon in j L.L.D. out of McGeorge College, Year’s Honors List, was accoladed
the Hub City today (Wed.).
! Sacramento.
by the Queen at Buckingham Pal¬
Variety
correspondent
Tom j
“Arm” in Sunair. so-so but held ace last week.
Curtiss back to Paris after o;o.’ing I over three more days when biz
Slim Whitman, due to open the
the New York legit scene for the I began to build.
new Palladium vaude season March
Bob Hpward trying” to get a bath-; 5, arrived last week to start a
Paris edition of the N. Y. Herald,
Tribune, of which he’s drama ing beaut on a 3c stamp to com-1 provincial tour and guested at a
memorate Village’s 1,001 pools.
1 press reception.
critic.
.
.
Sundari
Shridharani,
Hindu ]
Fashion and commercial photog¬
Colan MacArthur, recently
rapher Richard Avedon (Harper’s dancer, whose name reads like pied : named as topper of Rank’s new
Bazaar, Life. Look) signed by Para¬ type, resting at Desert Air Hotel. ■ distribution setup for Latin Amer¬
Roberta Lynn had to sub fori ica, appointed to board of J. Ar¬
mount as visual consultant on
“Funny1 Face,” Audrey Hepburn- Billy Daniels at Chi Chi when thur Rank Overseas Film Distribs;
Daniels had to hop back to Harlem, leaves for Buenos Aires . next
Fred Astaire costarrer.
Joey Adams being feted
at re that shooting.
month.
Leo Fuchs starring in Herb
Gilmpre’s Steak House March 6
Paddy
Crookshank,
European
marking his 25th anni in showbiz. Rogers production of “Fifth Sea-; manager for Robbins Music, back
A committee of columnists, includ¬ son,” in Skulnick’s old role. Teddy from Geneva, where he completed
ing Earl Wilson, Louis Sobol, Lee Hart featured, too.
a deal for a Swiss publishing com¬
Mortimer,
Hy
Gardner,
Frank
pany to represent the Robbins,
Farrell, Nick Kenny and Danton
Feist and Miller catalogs in that
Walker are listed. Adams’ film
country.
“Singing in the Dark” is being re¬
A BBC-TV tribute to the late Sir
Alliance Amusement Co. booker j
leased the following day.
Alexander Korda, which will be
Ruth and Ted Saucier hosting Pete Panagos vacationing in Flor¬ aired next Sunday (4), will be in¬
ida.
for Maxim’s Louis Vaudable and
troduced by Kenneth More, it will
Guys and Dolls” goes into 14
Albert Blaser. Former is the owner
feature Charles Laughton, Robert
Katz nabe
houses
(with wife Maggie Vaudable) of the Balaban &
Donat, Sir Carol Reed. Vivien
famed Maxim’s. Paris, and “Al¬ March 2.
Leigh and Laurence Olivier.
Chicago Actors Club sponsoring
bert” is its equally famed maitre
_
“Meet
the
Talent”
party
at
Ham¬
d’hotel. Latter is on his first U S.
ilton Hotel March 10.
visit and first trip by air.
Magicians will toss their annual
Vivian_Della Chiesa.and Jack
By Jerry Gaghan
Russell will headline the annual tricks and treats party at the
Eighth
St. Theatre Friday night
Joe Stamile is the new. manager
all-Gershwin Memorial Concert to
'
■
of the Red Caps.
be conducted by Paul Whiteman (2)>.
Dale
Nelson
replaces
Diane
Joe Carter, local comic, inked
at Carnegie Hall March 10. Con¬
cert
will
benefit
the
George Erengis as Allied Artists’ secre¬ by NBC on year’s contract.
The Ravens (New Town Tavern)
Gershwin Memorial Foundation of tary to Vic Bernstein, Chi branch
1 switched from Mercury to Jubilee
the B’nai B’rith Victory Lodge, manager.
John Thoma, manager of the Records.
<►
Inc.
...
Vocalist Jackie Raye, pacted by
Adele Leigh, billed as “Britain’s Valencia Theatre, Evanston, re¬
new opera star,” will make her U.S. cuperating from acute asthma in GAC, with monicker changed to
Jackie Riggs.
debut as special guest at the $100- Evanston Hospital.
Singer Joyce Bryant, who gave
Ethel Waters’ brother, Johnny,
a-plate fundraising dinner for the
new 42d St. Beth David Hospital it all up for church activities, gives is the piano-vocal man at the
(United Nations zone) which Harry a concert at the South Shore Bap¬ Rittenhouse Hotel lounge.
Ben Schreibman, former trumpet
E. Gould, w.k. in show biz, as chair¬ tist Church here Sunday (4).
Balaban & Katz veepee Dave player with the Philadelphia Or¬
man of the hospital’s board of gov¬
Wallerstein and family depart for chestra, now working as electronics
ernors, is organizing.
Mrs. Spyros P. Skouras headed Sun Valley skiing this weekend; engineer with the U.S. Government
the committee which set up the then on to the Coast for some sun¬ in Vienna.
Al White Jr., choreographer for
benefit concert for the Queen’s ning.
Cinema Lodge of B’nai B’rith the Colgate Comedy Hour, flew in
Fund for Greek Orphans at Car¬
negie Hall last night (Tues.), when setting up a June 30 dinner dance, from Hollywood to visit his father,
the N.Y. Philharmonic, conducted celebrating the lodge’s 10th anni- Al Sr., local dancing master felled
by Alec Sherman, performed, with and honoring Allied topper Jack by heart attack.
Local 77, Musicians Union, has
Gina Bachauer, Elena Nikolaidi Kirsch.
Abe. Platt, Balaban & Katz dis¬ set up new post assistant to the
and Nicola Moscona as soloists.
trict manager, off on a West Indian treasurer. Ben Finkelberg, drum¬
vacation. Brother Nate, B&K divi¬ mer at the Golden Slipper, fills
sion manager, back from a Palm the spot to help out Treasurer Lou
Beach hiatus this week.
Schvom, ailing from a heart attack.
Producer
Robert
Rossen
of
By Gene Moskowltz
“Alexander the Great” pic booked
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 49-44)
to follow “Carousel” at the Chicago
Jacqueline Audry preparing a
Theatre, comes to Chicago next
film version of the Colette novel, week to plug the Macedonian’s
By Emil W. Maass
“Mitsou.”
(Grosse Schiffgasse 1 A; A45045)
biopic. Barry Jones, who plays
Stan Kenton due for two con¬
Volkstheatre touring with Ma
Aristotle in the film, comes in
certs here at the Alhambra Theatre
Dougall’s “Escapade.”
March 20-21.
April 30-May 1.
Lionel Hampton’s concerts i
Leo Mar jane into Jean RehOir’s
Konzerthaus sold out. '
currently shooting two-version pic,
Martha Eggert, hurt in car ace:
“Elena Et Les Hommes.”
dent, is now recovering.
By Lewis Garyo
Over 185,000 television sets were
Leonie Rysanek of State Oper
(Tel. 32479)
sold in 1955. This is slightly below
signed up for San Francisco open
Many artists who have gone to
the 50% rise that lias been going
“Kiss Me Kate” preemed i
Portuguese Africa on tour since
in set sales each year since 1951.
Volksopera and in Graz oper
Daniel Gelin asked by Marlon the war have decided to stay on house, Styria.
Brando to play the Frenchrii’an in there.
Architect Clemens Holzmeiste
the forthcoming hater he will
Actor-manager Eugenio Salvador
(who will build new Salzburg fest:
produce and star in himself in now has two revues competing pa¬
val house) received honorary rin
Hollywood.
trons in theatres near his own of Vienna.
Michele Morgan to London to Maria Vitoria.
British Columbia disk will pre
finish dubbing on the two version,
Portuguese impresario Guiseppe
duce platters here under directio
French-Englisli, pic “Marie An- Vastos is running the Fuencaral
of Mrawinsky of Leningrad Phi]
toinette” which was directed here Theatre in Madrid in partnership harmonics.
by Jean Delannoy.
j with Spanish impresario Jose I,uzPaul Schermann of Toronto i
'.An International Dance Festival zareta,
the first Canadian to direct th
will take place at the Theatre Des
“Arsenic^and Old Lace.” starring
Symphonic orchestra in Konzei
Champs Elysees in May. Among Brunilde Judice, Josephina Silva thaus (here.
participants is a Hindu ballet, the and Augusto Figueiredo, has opened
Uday Shankar Ballet.
at Teairo Trindade to high crix
Georges Neveux adopting Daniel and patron response. .
Defoe’s “Moll of Flanders” to be
Singer Mimi Caspar off to Rio
done as a legiter by the Jean-Louis : de Janeiro to join her husband,
By Karin Thimm
Barrault-Madeleine Renaud Co. at-Tome Barros Queiros, now touring
“East of Eden” (WB) in the fi
the Theatre Marigny next season. Brazil. About 20 Portuguese artists . month here.
Favre Le Bret, prexy of the! are at present working in Brazil, I
Young German actress Rc
Cannes Film Fest, which unspools j _ Brazilian revue stars
Renata Schneider was queen of Bruss
April 10 to 24, off to New York Fronzi and Cesar Ladeira have high society opera ball.
and Hollywood to ogle likely fest opened at the Variedades Theatre
David Thaw acting the title i
pix and to invP* stars and person¬ with “April in Portugal,” featuring in Franz von Suppe’s opere
Portuguese Costinha, Leonia Men¬ “Boccaccio,” at the Gaertncrpl,
alities.
RKO’s top grosser here last year dez and Elvira Velez. New revue theatre.
was the German pic on the pre-war looks in for a long run.
;
English composer Peter Rac
Spanish impresario Juan Cur- Fricker visited Munich in ordei
army, and its squabbles, “08/15.”
Sequel, also distributed by RKO, celle in Lisbon o.o. the circus at listen to the radio symphony o
is “08/15 Goes to War” due in this the Coliseu where a company star¬ I performing his symphony.
ring trapezist Plnito del Oro is a \
week.
Reginald Armour, Republic \
La Nouvelle Eve, the plusherie big hit. Spanish trapezist, who be¬ I pec, bought world rights to
that has been closed for two years, came a star with the RingJing Bros, German
film, ."Dor
Kongi
is being reopened next month by circus in the U. S., is for first tune , Tanzt’-’ (Congress Dances).
Rene Bardy with a sumptuous working in the Peninsula Iberlca. 1
Victor Young, Hollywood c<

Robert Taylor back to the Coast
after a week’s vacation in Gotham.
Cyd Charisse due in March 11
for the Astor premiere of “Meet
Me In Las Vegas.”
Stage designer John Wenger’s
exhibition of water colors at Grand
Central Art Galleries March 6-17.
Joseph H. Hazen, president of
Wallis-Hazen Productions, on Coast
for production talks with Hal

Palm Springs

Chicago

Philadelphia

Paris

Vienna

W

Lisbon

Munich
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poser, here for music shots with
the Graunke orch.
It is for an
American film which was mainly
Mala Powers on the mend after
produced In Mexico.
minor surgery.
Munio Podhorzer, boss of United
Fred Clark and Benay Venuta
German Film Enterprises Inc. and
aired in from N.Y.
Casino Film Exchange Inc., here
Jerry Wald will be chief speaker
from N. Y.; said he had seen 52
at American Cinema Editors’ sixth
films in the past three weeks.
annual dinner.
Reginald Armour to Rio de
Janeiro for Republic’s Latin Amer¬
ican sales meeting.
David
Golding
moved
from
By Victor Skaarup
Samuel Goldwyn Productions to(Sko.lebak;kea,21, Gentofte 3907)
Samuel
Goldwyn
Jr.
Productions
Leo Fuld with “Wh^re Can I Go”
as ad-pub director.
a big hit at National-Scala.
Jack L. Warner received Treas¬
Every seat sold at 20 perform¬
Department’s
Distinguished
ances of “Holiday on Ice” at K. B. ury
Service Award for his work in be¬
Hallen.
half of U. S. Savings Bonds.
French-Amerioan film star Ed¬
Robert Emmett Dolan and George
die Constantine is becoming the
teenagers’ favorite in his “Lem- Seaton will function as producer
and director, respectively, of the
my"-series, imported by Asa,
Italian circus picture, “La Oscar Derby presentation show.
Grace Kelly and Marlon Brando
Strada,” closing at Grand after
Hollywood
Foreign
Press
three successful months.
Stars won
Assn.’s Golden Globe Awards as
Anthony Quinn and Giuletta Masworld’s favorite actress and actor.
sina.
Biggest current legit hit is fun¬
nyman Osvald Helmuth, usually as¬
sociated with revues, in classical
comedy. “JeppC on the Hill,” at
By Guy Livingston
Frederiksberg Teater.
Gloria Mann current at BlinsAmong Hollywood oldies being trub’s.
reissued by independent firms dur¬
Lou Nelson heading up Bradford
ing American film boycott are Roof show;
“Made For Each Other,” “Raffles,”
Connie
Anderson
current
at
“Goldwyn . Follies” (SIC) and sev¬
Charlie Locke’s Guys and Dolls
eral Laurel & Hardy comedies.
club.
Barry Clark and Larry Knight
current at Max and Joe Schneider's
Steuben’s Vienna Room.
Sue Stanley, Parisian songstress,
By Irene Velissarios
current at Guy Guarino’s Moulin
(44 Tinou St.; Till-25847)
Rouge in Hotel Vendome. —
National Theatre’s new' play is
Louis Armstrong and Woody Her¬
John Farquar’s “The Beaux
man booked for jazz concert in
Strategem.”
Symphony Hall Sunday (11).
Greek Opera Lyriki Skini in¬
Roy Williams of “Mickey Mouse
vited to Tel Aviv for a series of Club” in for personal with Walt
performances.
Disney’s “Song of the South,”
The Tchehoslavakiari V 1 a c h
current at Paramount and Fenway.
Quartet here for tw'o concerts at
Ramsey Ames, in to bally “Alex¬
the Kentrikon.
ander the Great,” with Joe Mans¬
National Theatre Organization field, Boston UA flack, rolling out
established a Second Stage to pre¬ red carpet via press party at Ritz
sent Greek modern plays only.
Carlton Monday
(27).
She is
Rene Clair spent 10 days in Variety correspondent in Madrid,
Greece during which presented his where “Alexander” was shot.
film, “Les Grandes Manoeuvres,”
to the Athenian audiences.
“Helen of Troy (WB) did giant
preem biz but trade dipped in the
following days because crix raps
By Lary Solloway
and unfavorable word-of-mouth.
Gary Cooper in town for a couple
of days.
Bette Davis and Gary Merrill
here taking in the after-dark route.
Gower and Champion with Paul
By Hazel Guild
Grey in the comedy slot for next
(24 Rheinstrasse; 776751)
Fontainebleau show.
CCC Films of Germany planning
Allan Walker, writer-straight man
to make “Peer Gynt” in Norway.
for Red Buttons, at Mt. Sinai
Frankfurt’s 74th theatre, the Hospital for observation.
Corso, a 540-seater, opening this
Ed Sullivan in for annual Mt.
month.
Sinai Hospital Jubilee show which
Francoise
Sagan’s
“Bonjour he emcees every March 1.
Tristesse” sold its 50,000th copy
Joe E. Efewis to. Havana for sev¬
in the German printing.
eral days, then returned for more
Singer Erna Sack back In Ger¬ sunning before planing to New
many for a series of concerts. She’s Orleans and date at the Roosevelt
returning from a U.S. tour.
March.
Viktor de Kowa to tour Ger¬
Highest budgeted lineup of sea¬
many with Jean Anouilh's last son opens at the Beachcomber
comedy, “Der Herr Ornifle” (Mr. today (Wed.) with Sophie Tucker,
Ornifle).
Frankie Laine, Buddy Hackett and
DEFA, the Rcd-controlled picture Blackburn Twins.
production firm in East Germany,
announces that it will make 22
films this year.
Herman Wedekind producing the
first German version of Emmet
By BUI Steif
Lavery’s play, “Fenelon,” which is
Don Arlett, the flack, lost his
due to open in Basel.
appendix.
New York dancer Steve Phillips,
Renato Rascel reports that Italy
who came to Germany with a USO has gone for musical revues in a
tour, opening a series of dance big way.
schools in Germany, with head¬ ’ Edwin
Lester
signed
Bobby
quarters here.
Clark for the Frisco-L.A. Civic
French actor Csrard Philipe Light Opera’s version of “Damn
realizing a long ambition to stand Yankees.”
both in front of and behind the
Edward W. Scripps, a San Fran¬
camera in the new film “Til Eulen- cisco News reporter and grandson
spiegel,” which starts shooting in of the founder of the ScrippsBelgium in March. He will star Howard chain, named to a national
and produce.
Sigma Delta Chi committee.
Maria Schell to star with Simone
Fay Reeder, Fox west Coast
Signoret and Yves Montand in the flack, named chairman of the pub¬
filming of Arthur Miller's drama, licity committee for Frisco’s Festi¬
“The Crucible.)? Raymond Rouleau val of Progress celebrating the
directs, with film set to roll in May, 50th anni of the fire and quake.
Miss Schell finishes “Before the
Deer are Warned” in Berlin.

Copenhagen

Boston

Athens

Miami Beach

Frankfurt

San Francisco

. Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen
Platters and Jackie Kahane are
heading Copa’s anni show this
week.
Bandleaders Jack Purcell and
Walter Gable both celebrated their
10th wedding anni.
Kitty (Mrs. Will) Disney set for
lead in “.Guest In the House” with
Mt. Lebanon Players.
Bill Puteh, former head of Play¬
house School, now booking con¬
certs for Columbia Artists.
Buddy Lester booked for Holi¬
day House week of March 19 for
first date here in several years.
Father of Leonard Mendlowitz,
Karl Krug’s drama assistant on tho
Sun-Tele, suffered heart attack.
Clay Flagg in city few days preppntg for opening of his and Carl
Low’s White Barn strawhat in
J une.

Portland, Ore.
Marian Anderson to do a one
nighter at the Auditorium March 2.
Mary Lou Martin and her combo
at Al Ceccanti’s plush Monte Cailo
nitery.
Ford & Reynolds, Trio Schmeed
and Lottie Brun in at Amato’s Sup¬
per Club.
Lance Nagel, 10-year-old violin¬
ist, will appear as guest soloist
with Portland Chamber Orch at
the Auditorium Feb. 29.
Liberace is trying to set up dates
for a Pacific Northwest one-nighter
concert tour in May. When greenlighted Frank Breall will be m
charge of promotion in this area.
Frankie Laine inked to head
1956 Home Show at the Exposition
Building March 23-April 1. Vickie
Young,
Clark
Brothers,
Curtis
Marionettes and George Arnold s
Orch will be featured in Al Learman’s production. Helen O’Connell
set to headline Tacoma Home Show
in April*
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OBITUARIES
ELSIE JANIS
in 1905, died Feb. 23 at the Motion
Elsie Jams, 66, colorful vaude- Picture Country Hospital near Los
ville and legit star whose trouping Angeles. Starting her career on the
in France during World War I stage in 1900, she appeared on
won her the soubriquet of the Broadway in lead roles with Rich••Sweetheart of the A\ E. F.,” died ard Mansfield, Chauncey Olcott
Feb. 26 at her Beverly Hills home. E. H. Sothern and other stars of
Details in Legit Section.
that period.
-Her first film was a Thomas EdiFRANK DAILEY
-son production, “Wanted a Wife,’’
Frank Dailey, 55, owner of the Jjnd shortly afterward she appeared
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N.J., yin the first standard two-reeler
w.k. ballroom, died of a heart at- I “The Money Kings.” In 1909 Miss
tack in Montclair, N.J., Feb., 27.
Tapley signed as a star with the
Details in Music Section.
old Vitagraph Ca,„apd later played
leading roles for Famous Players
EDWIN FRANKO GOLDMAN
and Fox Productions, retiring in
Edwin
Franko
Goldman,
78, 1931.
bandmaster and composer of nearIn private life she was the wife
lv 100 marches and other works for of Frank E. Holahan, New York
band, died Feb. 21 in New York attorney who died last October,
after a brief illness.
She left a daughter and three
Born in Louisville, Dr. Goldman sisters.
joined the Metropolitan. Opera orchestra as a cornetist, when he was
_ EDDIE DAVIS
17. He had also organized small
Eddie Davis, 64, retired bandensembles
for
private
engage- leader who was a top exponent of
ments. In 19.11 he organized his the "society” dance tempo in his
first full-sized band, known as the more than 25 years, as a batoner,
N. Y. Military Band. By 1918, when died Feb. 27 in New York after a
his outdoor series at Columbia U. brief illness.
A violinist who
began,, the organization had be- started in vaudeville, he later
come known as the Goldman Band, played at the old Waldorf-Astoria
He had also conducted the first Hotel with a small combo,
radio broadcast of the Cities ServAmong spots where Davis led
ice prograup.
orchs were the old Club Lido, La
His wife, daughter, son and sis- j Rue and the Canoe Place Inn,
ter survive.
Hampton Bays, L.I.
His sweet
-style was popular with the society
CHARLES L. WAGNER
. and college set which frequently
Charles L. Wagner, 87, longtime j engaged him for weddings, coming
concert impresario, died Feb. 25 ,ou* Partie$ aj?d proms. He retired
in New York
some 18 montbs ago.
A native of Charleston, Ill., he
Surviving are his wife, daughter
had in his younger years booked anB aaon’HaJ> v.p. of the Kenyon
lecture tours fbr Jack London and | “ Eckhardt ad agency.
William Jennings Bryan. Later he |
RICHArB1E~ O DEA
handled
Jjanuicu Amelita
miicuia Galli-Curci,
vraiu-vuin, Frannair
n r\>r\ ^ /»r
ces AldJ, Mary Garden and Will . Rjcbard E. O Dea, 65, a pioneer
Rogers. He established concert
*^dl° and f former owner of
courses in many cities and colleges
s^ao?ns. WN.EW and
across the U.S. Wagner produced 15.fr'^v» dle<trF^b’ 24 a^ bls bome in
Broadway legit productions, during Raj^rson, N. J.
the 1920s, including "The Barker”
,
beffn his career in radio
and "Quarantine.” Since 1940, he shortly after World War L when
has sent out touring opera produc- be, founded station WODA, in
Paterson. He later helped to organize WNEW, of which he be.
; came
president.
After
several
In Loving Memory of
i years, he relinquished his interest
■j ■■)■)•* a|K|TI V
! in WNEW and became president
Of .W°V. He recently retired from
radio and disposed of his holdings.
Died Feb. 24, 1955__
His wife, son and three sisters

HAIf HI CAN I LI

His Wife—Helene
Z—m—mmmmm-ammmm—m—X
. . ■ '
tions for the benefit of various
colleges and concert sources.
His memoirs, entitled "Seeing
Stars,” were published in 1940. Recently he was completing a book,
"Grand Opera Unmasked,” which
deals with the current American
opera scene.
His sister survives.”

> survive‘
'

ALBERT B. MULLER
Albert B. Muller, 73, Maple
Lake. Minn., pioneer exhibitor who
owned and operated theatres in his
hometown as well as at Annandale
and Monticella, Minn., died recenlly in Maple Lake.
Muller attained prominence in
the Minneapolis film territory 25
years ago when he became the first
exhibitor to attack the validity of
the then standard uniform film
exhibition contract. In his court
suit against Fox Film Co. he contended successfully that its Illegal
clauses vitiated the entire agreement.
HARRY J. McFARLAN
Harry J. McFarlan, former horse
trainer and rider in various circuses for some 55 years, died
renentlv in Louisville. He retired
eight years ago as ringmaster and
equestrian director for the Cole
Bros. Circus,
McFarlan was a bareback rider
with the Hagenbeck-Wallace, John
G. Robinson and Gentry-Patterson
circuses. Before joining the Cole
Bros, outfit, he operated the Adam
Forepaugh Circus, a wild west
show, for several years.
A brother-survives.

BRANDON PETERS
Brandon Peters, 63, last actor
1o portray Father in "Life With
Father” on Broadway, died Feb.
27 in New York.
He began his Broadway career
in the 1925 production of "The
Buccaneer.” After acting with the
Lakewood Players in Skowhggan,
Me., in 1927, he went to Australia
to spend three years as Jimmie in
"The Trial of Mary Dugan.” Upon
his return to Broadway in 1931, he
appeared in "As You Desire Me,”
and later in the 1936 production
of "Love on the Dole.” He and his
wife Alice Thompson appeared together as Father and Mother Day
in a road company showing of |
"Life With Father’’ in 1946. A year i
later he took over the role of
Clarence Day in the Broadway pro¬
duction and played it until it 1
closed.
EDWARD B. (NED) HULLINGER
Besides his wife, four sisters and
Edward B. (Ned) Hullinger. 43,
r. brother survive.
regional manager of the station
-r--relations department of ABC-TV.
JESSE H. BUFFUM
died of a heart-attack Feb. 14 in
Jesse H. Buffum, 75, retired di-i New York. He had served in his
rector of Boston radio station present position since 1953. Prior
W’EEI's "New England Almanac’’ to that, he was manager of station
and onetime director of CBS agri- relations for ABC’s western divieultural programs in the Boston sion in Los Angeles. He also served
area, died Feb. 20 in North Adams, with ABC as assistant promotion
Mass. A former newsman, he had manager and publicity and audiworked as an explorer, lecturer, enc-e promotion manager,
reporter, film cameraman, printer
His wife survives.
and proofreader.
He joined the staff of WEEI in
G. CLINTON DAVIS JR.
19?8 and his yearly luncheon for
G. Clinton (Clint) Davis Jr.. 43.
the New England governors be- musician, died Feb. 20 in Dallas,
came an institution, It was at these In 1933 he joined the Clyde Lucas
meetings that the governors re- orch and later played with Harry
ported on the state of farm affairs. James’ band. During World War
He retired from WEEI in 1952.
II he was with the# West Point
Buffum started his career before military band,’ then rejoined James.
World War 1, when he was a news- Since 1949 he was a teacher in’ his
reel cameraman for Pathe and late father’s Dallas music school.
Kinograms. As head negative de- and also had his own combo there,
veloped the first Keystone Cops
Survived by his wife, two sons
picture.
. and mother.
Surviving are a son, a brother
-—*
•
and three sisters.
PHIL RICH
Phil Rich, 60, vaudeville and
ROSE TAPLEY
screen actor, died Feb. 22 at the
Rose Tapley, 74, pioneer screen Motion Picture Country Hospital.
Sftrpcc
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Vwm.

film Uoh.ll

P-ilahacac

Pnl

TTp formPrlv toured

w«VaudD-clrcVit\tf^med with bis after a short illness.
He started
Rlch,& A5air- in recent acting in 19.12 and retired in 1946.

a.*d tefevi?fonormed °n the ssreen
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Survivors include his wife, faLoren E. Taylor, 74
nhotog- ===== continue
ther, two brothers and a sister.
rapher who developed ’an? earfy
miiv n cwamc^xt
Process for color film printing, exclusively. "Joan”

jgF&EV**

,_•
p g 2 —" ■
booking was

Celestino Go“

Sne“ino^Sl”%'?l
tre. Edinburgh, and the Alexandria,
Belfast. ; .
• Surviving are his wife, two sons
and
and a
a daughter.
daughter.
-ARNOLD L
L. CHICK
CHICK
a
ARNOLD
Arnold
Chick,
former
Arnold L.
L
Chick, 6G,
6G
former
member of the John Philip Sousa
Band and retired director of the
u-iKec iire^T
Se Jn ?nHwhtS^h0P BMd’ die?
J
'"Water^wn, Mass. . A
playerJ- T^^accomPanied
the Sousa band on cross-country
tour in 1919 and 1925.
Surviving are his wife, a daugter
and two sisters.
_

1

AHSSfHH
Oscar A. (Ozzie Johnson)
43 .whJch Antonio, Lopez Mancera built
guitar-plaving leader of a small ast year for Joan’ presentations,
Western combo shit himself to starring Maria Dou^las* at the Na’
death Feb. 23 in Vallejo, Cal Hi°: Jio™] Theatre, -will be used,
wife and five children survive.
'--—

MARRIAGES

Marian Richman, 33, radio and
television actress, died Feb. 24 in
Hollywood home after a short
illness. She was active in AFTRA
affairs
_
x?_ „ ,
. .. . 4
:
r>i,^ranz Ro^es,?Y’ violinist with tlie,
VA1ooag^.S^m£h0ny orchestra since

Ingaborg Kind to Clein Low
Hondfulu Feb 19 lie’s a oianist
with KGMB-TV
P
"T]
Gloria Goodman to Bill Adler,
New York, Feb. 26. Bride is an
NBC production staffer; he’s program topper for WABD

„ ..HATnECARNEGIE
Survivedebv hfs will3 “ Ch,c«*<>Hattie Carnegie, Zanft, 69, w.k. bur\i\ ed by his wile.
fashion designer, and known proSvdnpv p Wehh
'fessionaRy as Hattie
Carnegie, the Druiw Lane froni 1921Sml i Si!
di.ed Feb. 22 in N. Y. She was also retired lastv«r XJ9i&h 99 ,?n 1

Suzanne . Gcssncr to Richard
Zimbert, . Chicago. Feb. 17. He’s
assistant to Ray Jones, Chicago
exec ^eretary' of American Fedcration of Radio-Television Artists.
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’Besides her husband, two brothers and four sisters survive.
_
“
J41WES FRISRIF
James Frisbie, 40, assistant editor of The Playbill legit program
for New York died Feb 24 of a
heart attack at his home‘in Levittown, L.I.
WLe. two daughters, mother,
three brothers and a sister survive.
■ •

*•«- S.ta». 81, former Wag-J
Publicity •
nenan tenor, who had appeared j
t0111ParW- .
with the Metropolitan Opera, died I
Opal Murine Tanner to Walter
Feb. 24 in Dannemora, N. Y.
; White Jr.. Hollywood. Fob. 4. He’s
_
.
—
,
| iead of Commodore Productions. *
Mother of Columbia s London!
Patricia- Chamberlin
to Jack
representative, William Graf, died | Martin,’ Scarsdale. N.Y.. Feb. 25.
Feb- 24 in Hollywood.
Groom is sales service manager of
j CBS Radio.
, A* Romero, 63, grip, died of a |
Il-jldy Parks to Alexander II.
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